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SINCE 1 885 this House has dealt in

^Blankets and Rugs of the highest

grade. The name "Empire, "when

associated with blankets and rugs, has

become a synonym for best quality

and honest value in every part of the

British Empire.

In preparation for normal conditions,

we are commencing a world-wide

scheme of publicity which must
benefit our clients.

Shippers and large wholesale buyers

are invited to make arrangements for

future supplies by putting their names
on our waiting list as all orders will be

dealt with in strict rotation as supplies

become available.

SUPPLY WHOLESALE [ONLY.

LEOPOLD FRANK
(Established 1885)

1-2 ADDLE ST., WOOD ST., LONDON, EX. 2

Reserve Warehouses : 80, Wood St., 20, Addle St.,

and 8 and 10, Aldermanbury Avenue, E.C. 2.

Cables: "Leopoldini, London" Code: ABC, 5th Edn

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
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A Symbol of Good Taste

^<i^i«^i iir,'lt^^'

AN ADDED SPARK
OF NEWNESS FOR

^yifter Qhf^istmas Stocl{ss

-^

'lyl CARE FULLY designed ap-

peal to the woman who drives

ner own car.

Style shoivn is No. 22^j6

Leathe?' o?' Olive Drab Suede
Body ^ Sleeves lined with Chamois

Cuffs &^ Collar ofNatural Raccoon

In Mhsesi^ Ladies Sizes Prompt DeHver\

/T'^hen you see a Kenyon style

featured in a trade paper advertise-

ment, bear in mind that it has re-

ceived the O. K. of Master Artists

and Designers. A decision by

comparison is thus based on your

judgment plus theirs.

"lyl complete line of Motor
Coats from 1^25 to ^t^'^ is on dis-

play at our New York and Chicago

offices. If you cannot call, ask

for special style folders which we
issue from time to time.

C. Kenyon Company, inc.

New York

New \'ork: Fitth Avciuic Riiikiing

2^rd Street d5" Fitth Avenue

Chicago: Congress and I'Vanklin Streets*
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Suggestions for

A WHITEWEAR SALE
EMBROIDERY

Our imported hne mcludes

We are presenting a most

complete line of

SWISS
EMBROIDERIES

CAMBRIC AND SWISS
FLOUNCINGS

AND
CORSE 1 COVERINGS

A large range of Staples

in most desirable

patterns

for

27" SWISS RUFFLED
FLOUNCINGS

Exceptionally good values in

IMMEDIA TE
DELIVERY

Greenshields
Limited

MOW 1 REAL, - QUE.

27" BABY
FLOUNCING

BEADING

SI RAPPING

SEAMING and ALLOVER

A/so FLAS SELETTE EMBROIDERY
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Spring Dress Goods
For 1919

You will be well pleased and your ideas of good taste and
attractiveness satisfied when you have seen our exten-

sive range of Dress Goods for Spring, 1919.

The following are a few of the very up-to-date fabrics we
are offering :

—

Tussah Silk, in Fancy Stripes on the Natural Ground.

Printed and Plain Tussahs.

Fancy Plaid Tussahs.

Novelty Checked Cantons.

Silk Repscord and Plain Shantung in all the newest and
Staple Shades.

Silk Striped Voiles in many combinations of two - tone
effects.

Fancy Cotton Voiles in special new designs and colorings,

large bold patterns. Plaids, Checks and Dainty Allover
effects.

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO., LIMITED

Ottawa, Canada

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
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British-Made Silk
VIGIL SILK is British made and British handled from the raw

material to the finished product. VIGIL SILK is pure SILK—-not
part Silk and part Cotton. And it is free from artificial weight-

ing of any description—not loaded to three or four times its actual

weight with tin, etc., as Foreign Silks usually are. As the makers

guarantee it to you, so you can guarantee to your customers that

from first to last VIGIL SILK will give complete satisfaction.

From your Wholesalers. If any diflicult}-, write to

—

\A/Ar 1/17D DD^^C DAVENSTHORPE MILLS
VY/\JLyjvrLrv OivvJo. dewsbury, Yorkshire

London Office and Showrooms : 56-7, Aldermanbury, E.G.

Telegraphic and Cable Addresses : "VikII, Dewsbury," and "Vygilsyl, Cent, London."
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To the Trade January, 1919

BUSINESS PROSPECT
from

The Manufacturer's Point of View

Prices will be maintained for the year 1919.

Some lines in Domestic and Imported Cotton Staples, Dress

Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-wear Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,

Underwear, Men's Furnishings, House Furnishings will be

scarce and therefore hard to secure unless orders are placed

early.

We would suggest that customers place their orders with

us at once for Fall, 1919, delivery.

Our travellers will call upon you with a full range of

samples.

We have in stock at present some Fall lines that were brought

before recent advances took place. A visit to our warehouse

will convince you when you see the goods and compare

values.

Your letter orders will receive careful and prompt attention.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO
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The House of Dry Goods Values

HE WORST IS OVER
—peace at last. We
not only face a New
Year—but a new page

in our history.

For many years the House of Dry Goods

Values has done its best to give you satis-

factory service. Looking forward to the

days to come, and the new business which

present conditions forecast, we sohcit

your custom.

The Hovise of Dry Goods Values is a ser-

vice of a distinctive type. Our trade-mark

stands for all that is different in taste,

style, workmanship and value. There's a

sales-compelling quality which differs

from most goods, and then there's ovir

reputation as The House of Dry Goods
Values.

P. P. Martin & Co., Limited

50 St. Paul Street W. • • •• Montreal
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P.P.Martin & Co., Ltd.

The House of Dry Goods Values

We want you to get interested in the

\alues we offer. Where\er our trade-

mark is seen it emphasizes special and
distinctive quahties. Look for it, and
when you see it you will see the imprint of

The House of Dry Goods Value.

We offer special values in Hos-
iery, which is manufactured in

our own Knitting Mills under
skilful direction, and expert
labor.

Samples and prices forwarded with
pleasure for your inspection.

ctSd

f

p. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec

:

7 Rue Charest Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street

Toronto : 152 Bay Street Three River.s: 82 Royal Street

Sherbrooke: Grand C-entral Hotel
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The "Isa" Patent Performing
Plush Toy Animals

Exhibiting at the

British Industries Fair, London
February 24th March 7th

Also at the

Lyons Fair, March 1st—15th

Write for Illustrated

Catalogue and Prices

Orders executed Cash against Documents,
or through English Shippers

Sole Manufacturers
and Patentees:

ISAACS & CO.
Highgate Park Works,

Alcester St.,

Birmingham, England

BEAR.

Important Millinery Announcement

From London {England)

Mad.ame csmorn
was one of the pioneer manufacturers

of that cheap yet Good Style

12/11 MILLINERY
which in pre-war days was such a great

feature of the Millinery World in London

and proved a Boon and Blessing to Millions

of women who must dress well on small

means.

Ml ^ r? J would welcome visits from Overseas Buyers
adame Esmond

to her showrooms at

Telephone Gerrard 2967

9 FITZROY SQUARE
LONDON W. I
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immmr^ "F^Sŝnecm

Stocked by all leading

Storekeepers,

Drapers, etc., etc.

SOLE AGENT

:

R. TAYLOR, Toronto

Manufacturers

:

H. W. LAKE. LIMITED

LONDON, ENGLAND
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Follow the Blue Star

To Style and Quality

Muser Creations—Always Fresh—Always

Smart—Always Sales-Compelling

You will be sure of finding

here exactly what you re-

quire to complete every

seasonable line.

%..

LACES

CHIFFONS

GEORGETTES
RIBBONS

HOSIERY

EMBROIDERIES

WASH GOODS
DRESS TRIMMINGS

BRASSIERES

ETC.

If you want anything for present

selling, let us know. We can give

you immediate delivery. But be

sure and see what we are showing

now for Fall.

iiluger proti)ersJ (Canaba) Himiteb

Manufucturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods.

1 2 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco

London Nottingham
Caudry Le Puy

Paris Calais

St. Gall
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M-user Creations
Always Fresh—Always Smart—Always Sales-compelling

9^ 9^

Our customers, when in New
York, are cordially invited to

call at our warehouse, Broad-

way and Twenty -Seventh
where our organization is at

their disposal and always glad

to assist them as much as

possible.

ir
iMuger Pros!. (Canatia)

JLimitth

MONTREAL *
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"Celcgrams
SNOYL.WESOO. LONDON

TSelephone.
GERRARD 3122

3,AFgqTT SCveeC
Oxfop^ Cipcus

The Leading Manufacturers

and

DESIGNERS
TO THE

WHOLESALE
of Novelties in

Buttons, Buckles, Slides, Clasps and Trimmings of

every description for Tailor Suits and Coats, Gowns

and Jumpers.

Also Makers of Novelties in

Erinoid Articles for the
Fancy Departments

Such as Serviette Rings, Paper Knives, Ladies' Bag

Rings, Hair Combs, Umbrella Handles, etc., etc.
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RIGHT IN THE VAN OF DRY GOODS STORES
and every department under a SPECIALIST

Calicoes, Flannels, Blankets
Linens and Towels
Scotch and Soft Furnishing
Curtains and Curtain Nets
Dress Goods
Printed Cottons

Flannelettes (Dyed and Printed)
Mantles and Costumes

DEPARTMENTS—

Dress Skirts

Laces and Embroideries

Handkerchiefs and Neckwear
Ribbons

Silks and Velvets

Flowers and Feathers

Trimmed Millinery

Straws and Semi-Trimmed

Gloves

Hosiery and Woven Underwear

Furs and Umbrellas

Haberdashery

Buttons and Trimmings

Blouses

Sports Coats

Ladies' and Children's Outfitting

"NOW WAR IS PRACTICALLY OVER, ALL OUR ENERGIES WILL BE
DIRECTED TO GIVING EVERY ATTENTION TO EXPORT TRADE. A
CORDIAL INVITATION IS TENDERED TO ALL INTENDING BUYERS."

Cable Address
PAWSON LONDON

A.B.C, 4th and 5th Edition and W.U.T.

Codes used

^i/^3ffllfflliui^
9. St. Paul's Churchyard, LONDON, E.C.4

INT, LONDON •Phon.. ets CITV («|ln*S)
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S.acme oervice

RING IN THE NEW
17^7HEN placing orders during 1919, we wish the

^ ^ trade to bear in mind the fact that Racine service

to them is going to be bigger and better than ever it

has been in our history. With the coming of peace

and the gradual return to normal conditions, we have

determined to co-operate to the full extent of the

ability of our large staff and stocks to make this year

our largest-^and your largest business year in history.

We would like to draw your particular attention to

"Shepherdess" cashmere and wool hose, also our full

and wonderful range of Silks and and Lisles in. stan-

dard lines for immediate delivery.
,

Send your next order to "The House With the Stock."

EVERYTHING IN DRY GOODS

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-82 St. Paul Street West

MONTREAL
Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

Wish you Happiness and Prosperity

for the Year 1919.

Factories :

BEAUBIEN STREET, MONTREAL. ST. DENIS. QUEBEC.
ST. HYACINTHE. QUEBEC.
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acme

1919
THE House with the Big Stocks" is a name we

have well earned for ourselves. Our regular

customers and merchants who decide to deal with

us in 1919 will find, too, that "Racine Values"

is another name we have well earned—a name
synonymous with maximum sales and good profits

to retailers.

By letter, through our travellers or by phone, get

in touch with the Big House of Racine.

Everything in Dry Goods
14 DEPARTMENTS

NEEDED GOODS
CLEARING LINES

UNDER-BUYS
Hundreds of Stimulators for your Special Sales.
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STEWART & McDonald, (export) Ltd.
GLASGOW

POSTAL ADDRESS BOX No. 139 GLASGOW CABLE ADDRESS, "BUTE. GLASGOW.

January 11th, 1919

To Our Canadian Friends:

We have pleasure in intimatimg that
it has been arranged that Mr. James
Johnston, who for many years represented us
in Ontario, will visit Eastern Canada in

the early Spring, with a full range of
samples, representing our well known
large selections.

Mr. Johnston will sell for immediate
delivery and for the Fall, and hopes to meet
all his old friends and to make many
new ones.

STEWART & Mcdonald, ltd.
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Your P.C. brings our Pattern or Salesman. Manufacturing and Wholesale Trades only.

Blouse Trilouse 1 rimmings.

MOTIFS, PICOTS, BRAIDS, EDGES, INSERTIONS, &c.,

imitating hand-work effects in faggot stitches, cross-stitches, hemstitches,
wheatsheaf stitches, etc. In Silk, Artificial Silk, Mercerized and Cotton.
Suitable for Crepe de Chine, Georgette, Voiles, Muslins, et^. Any
design dyed to match Customer's material. Stocked in all fashionable
shades. Sampling orders delivered per return.

Albert Mather & Co.,
Office: Coalpit Lane
Works Entrance: Piatt Street.

Nottingham
Eng.

Telegrams: "ALACRITY
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Telegfaphic Address : UNDERWEAR, ASHFORD Telephone . ASHFORD. 108

BKc Ashfcd Underwear G) Lfl
KNITTED UNDEFOX'EAR. Mia^NUFACTURERS

ASHFORD, K,ent.

'Kvmvol UNDERWEAR

.

As soon as it is possible to obtain unrestricted supplies of wool we
hope to introduce our *'TWIXWOL" underwear to our Canadian

friends. For that purpose we first wish to get into touch with a

reliable Canadian firm to act as our selling agents.

"TWIXWOL" is a great idea; it is a first class underwear made
from a special unshrinkable fabric knitted so as to be entirely com-

posed of pure soft wool inside and cotton outside.

The wool inside gives warmth and comfort where it is needed, the

cotton outside ensures durability and hard wear. Few people realize

that undergarments wear from the outside, that is, where the gar-

ments rub against other clothing.

At home the sale of our garments has been limited only by the

quantity we can make; in Canada we trust to attain similar results.

Here in England "TWIXWOL" has come to stay, wearers of such

fabric are not afterwards inclined to accept substitutes. Ladies'

and children's undergarments of this fabric are in extraordinary

demand.

Our prices are reasonable and will always be cheaper than *'all

wool" prices, and we shall be prepared to quote F.O.B. Canada.

The Ashford Underwear Co., Limited
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The Standard of Excellence

We are pleased to announce that that we have prepared and leading

Jobbers now have ready for delivery a very comprehensive showing
of

SMALL PATTERNS
This line is entirely new and novel in both styles and colorings, and
any progressive retailer of Wash Goods will serve his own best in-

terests by being the first store to show them.

These styles include designs and colorings exactly adapted for

—

Delicate pencil stripes in all the new shade? printed on white grounds.
Ladies'

Shirtwaists

Ladies' House
and Afternoon
Dresses

Striking foulard effects for Spring and Summer wear. All-over floral patterns
which make delightful summer dresses for street or home. Neat, conventional
designs printed on backgrounds of stripes, in both dark an^d light. shades.

Children's School
and Party Dresses,
Rompers, etc.

Dainty rosebud clusters in pink, blue and lavender on white grounds, for

children's party frocks. Two-toned checks in both dark shades and light, sum-
mery effects, for school or rompers for the little ones.

Ladies', Misses'

and Children's
Intimate Wear,
in Soft Finish.

Bluebird and butterfly designs in blue, pink and lavender on white grounds;
also delicately tinted grounds of flesh and French gray. Pussy-cat patterns

on tan, pink, blue and soft gray grounds, for the little folks.

Dainty rosebuds in delicate shades of blue, pink and lavender on white and pastel
grounds. Moss roses in blue, pink and lavender on white and pastel grounds.

We shall be pleased to send swatch books showing the complete range to any retailer.

PACIFIC MILLS, LAWRENCE, MASS.

BOSTON
ST. LOUIS

LAWRENCE & CO., Selling Agents

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
LONDON. ENGLAND
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Cables: Worth Stourport.

Code: A.B.C., Fifth Edition.

Phone: No. 4, Stourport.

7925, City, London

T. Bond Wortk ^ Sons, Ltd.
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

Stourport, Worcestershire, England
Als

Ham Mill, Stroud, Gloucestershire

TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.

With the war satisfactorily over, we are now in

a position to carry on with and extend our Canadian

trade.

We producelhigh-class Brussels, Wilton and

Royal Axminster Carpets and Seamless Chenille Squares,

Rugs and Mats

.

Canadian buyers are invited to visit our mills .

or salesrooms when in England.

Canadian correspondence will receive every

possible attention.

Yours faithfully.

T. BOND WORTH & SONS, LIMITED
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\"^E desire to thank our Canadian customers

^ ^ for their indulgence during the past four

years, in which our services have been entirely

at the disposal of the British Government for the

production of munitions and military equip-

ment. We are now turning our attention to the

pursuit of peaceful industries and shall be in a

position to accept orders for all our well-known

brands of HOOKS AND LOOPS, SNAP
FASTENERS AND HAIRPINS.

NEWEY BROS., LTD.
BREARLEY STREET

BIRMINGHAM

Contractors to the Admiralty
War and India Offices

Hniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiimiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Wholesale and Export Only

FACTORIES:

LEVER ST., E.C. ENFIELD, N.

We Specialize

in

Manicure Cases

Fitted Companions

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

Brush Cases (Lady's and

Gent's), Etc., Etc.

Woolnough Draper & Co.
Limited

12-13 CHISWELL ST. - LONDON, EC. 1

Write for Samples or Illustrated List.

HAIL CANADA!
The CHILPRUFE
MANUFACTURING Co.

Chflprufe Mills

LEICESTER
Will be glad to hear from Canadian

friends who could create a sale for the

following well-known and high quality

lines.

CHILPRUFE
/or CHILDREN

.1 pure wool range of underclothing cin-

hracing every necessary garment from in-

fancy upwards.

SWEET LAVENDER
DAINTYWEAR
for Children, Maids and Ladies

M <((!(' from a superfine cambric of exquisite

fcvture and trimmed with dainty laces

(I lid em^hroideries.

"PEXAR" UNDERWEAR
A range of children's and ladies' under-

wear in a good cotton and wool mixture.

If this an-

nounce ment

should catch

the eye of any

Canadian buy-

er who is in

the United
Kingdom o n

military ser-

vice, we ex-

tend a hearty

invitation t o

him to visit

our mills and

to discuss
plans for the

furtherance of

our mutual in-

tf rests.

4i^
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This is your

guarantee

This is your

guarantee

FOUNDF.D 1827

mAz^j
Broadway Nottingham, Eng.

'B.B. " LACES
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST QUALITY

Valenciennes, Torchons
and Novelty Laces

Stocks carried in TORONTO

Agent: MR. A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

HEAD OFFICE AND SALESROOMS, Broadway, Nottingham PARIS OFFICE, 19 Rue d'Uzes

NEW YORK, 73 Fifth Avenue (at isth Street)

ll!lll!|
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MDRFEY&GRUMBAR

SOLE PARTNERS SINCE I906

CYRUS MORFEY BRITISH SUBJECT
BRITISH ORIGIN

GEORGE CRUMBAR ^SHlR^fN""

Cheapsjob,

'/^um^

MA^nJFACTURERS AGENTS & IMPORTERS

BUTTONS ETC.

t^Z/T/l/ 25th Nov* ^^XQ^
EC4'

ALSO MANCHeSTER^GLASOOW. BELFAST, PARIS.

WE SHALL GLAPLY WELCOME CAUADIAN BUYERS

IN LONDON TO INSPECT OUR VARIED STOCKS OF BUTTONS .

MORFEY AND GRUMBAR.

P S"~^
WE OFFER OUR SERVICES TO CANADIAN MANU-

FACTURERS OF BUTTONS. DESIRING REPRESENTATION
BY A RELIABLE AND OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM.

Phor.e

.

CENTRAL, 6575.

L I D D E L US
Gold Medal

Irish Linen
7 his Linen

Is Conspicuous

For Its Maintained Quality

And Proved Excellence

A line upon which special

and discriminating effort has

been exerted to produce the

best at the lowest possible

price.

Write for further

particulars.

R.H. COSBIE, LIMITED
Irish Linen Agency

22 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

SOUTHALL BROS.
& BARCLAY, LTD.

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Surgical Dressings

TRADE MARK

PROPRIETORS OF

Southalls' Sanitary Towels

and Specialities for Ladies

DRUGS. FINE CHEMICALS. AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

fltrS BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
Agents in Canada :

MACLEAN, BENN & NELSON, LIMITED. MONTREAL
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The "WYLKEDIN" Line
of • Scotch • Tweeds • and • Homespuns

TWEED SECTION

THIS is the finest and most compre-
hensive range of Tweeds on the
British Market to-day, and includes

Harris Tweeds made in the Islands,

Shetland Wool Tweeds made on the
Mainland, Lothian Tweeds made in the
Lothians, Gala Tweeds from the Bord-
ers, and many other Real Scotch pro-
ductions.

Peace now being well within sight, it is expected
that normal conditions of export trade will soon
be restored.

Write for ranges of patterns—or, better still,

send me an open order. Your instructions

will receive most careful and prompt attention.

GARMENT SECTION

SPECIAL "TRIAL" OFFER

AS an inducement to retailers, in districts

where the "WYLKEDIN" garments are not

already being sold, to give them a fair

trial and prove their excellent selling powers,

ALEXANDER WILKIE offers to supply the

following lot:

—

12 Costumes at £5 15 6

12 Weathercoats " 4 15

15 Scotch Tweed Skirts " 2 10

The Costume Coats are lined throughout with
Polonaise, and the Weathercoats are lined with
same in shoulders and sleeves.

The New Book of Styles and Patterns is now
ready

Dealers are invited to write for them

i!iiiiM i'iiri'rii|iii|iiiiiiii

Telephone:

Central 1971

111

ALEXANDER WILKIE
49-61 Shandwick Place, Edinburgh

iiiiiiniii|i|||iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iii!

Telegram*:

"WYLKEDIN"
llll!lllllll'llllllllllllllllll!!l>|!|!l

HERBERT SCHOLEFIELD & CO.
Partners:

HERBERT SCHOLEFIELD
NORMAN H. HOPE HONLEY,

Bradshaw Mills

:: HUDDERSFIELD, ENG.

Manufacturers of Fancy Worsted Suitings and Trousers

(MEDIUM QUALITIES) WHOLESALE ONLY
Agents

:

MR. A. H. SKELTON, 906 Shaughnessy Building, MONTREAL

\ MAI

t

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

M^IIVi**

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

^Vb" >Ni^»^><i^<t«iVU***'*' »>VU**"*'
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Cased or Baled

HIGH GRADE COTTON BATTING

Extra Handsome
Extra Quality n^ j , o .^ ^ Moderate rrinee

Order Victory—67 rolls to case

The Old Reliable, North Star, Crescent, Pearl

will still give far the best value for their price

and can be had 125, 100, 80, 67, or 50 rolls to bale

or case.

ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE

Worthy of Your Consideration

Retailers want to deal with people who know why they have

something to sell.

Did you ever stop to ligure that the retailers you want to

interest have advertising news for the public in every day's

newspapers? Let the retailers have particulars of your

goods at least once a month.

Think this over and let us strengthen your trade develop-

ment work beginning in next month's

Dry Goods Review
143 University Avenue, Toronto

COPY PREPARED WRITE FOR RATES
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HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton,

London, Manchester
ENGLAND

Longcloths, Calicoes, Flannelettes,

Nainsooks, Madapolams, Pillow

Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks, Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths, Etc.

ll/E owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to sa'y what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the great
War, and so state a few facta in explanation of

our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8,000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the use
and equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nations.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with the

same promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met fii-st of all.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8,000
300,000

1,000 bales weekly
upwards of 8,000

-BRANCHE>S IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLI

The
Financial Post

This is a business man's paper. It is of in-

terest to every man who has money invested
either in his own business or in bonds and
securities of various kinds. It is published
weekly, and the news is given in very read-
able form.

Wholesale and retail merchants find it

valuable because they are interested in
market tendencies and market factors, not
only as applied to their business, but also
as applying to business in general. They
need to know conditions local and remote.
They need information to enable them to
buy right and sell safely.

And the knowledge they need they can
have for the insignificant sum of $3 an-
nually.

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
^

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
Please enter me as a re^lar subscriber, com-

mencing at once. If I am satisfied with the paper,
I will remit $3 to pay for my subscription on receipt
of bill.

B & S

You

Can

Recommend

Sunset

SoapDyes
to your best trade. These dyes are

fast, brilliant, easy to use—clean the

garment while dyeing
;
give the same

shade and depth of color to cotton,

wool, silk, and linen in one dye bath,

without staining hands or utensils.

So simple a child can use them and

it only takes 30 minutes.

These dyes created by Americans and

made in America by American labor, are

beini? extensively advertised in high-class

publications. You are bound to have calls.

Then, too. Sunset selling at 15c gives you

more profit than you can make on any

other dye.

Send for a stock to-day packed in a sales-

stimulating container. Put them on your

counter and watch the quick turnover.

Hundreds of dealers are finding them won-
derful repeaters. You can recommend
Sunset Soap Dyes to the limit, the manu-
^^qrtiirers stand back of you. Why not

investigate.'^

North American Dye Corporation
New Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE' CO.

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. TORONTO, CANADA

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada

HAROLD F. RITCHIE & COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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YOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and
you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk

and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Ceylons, All-wool and
Union Taffetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and
Crepes.

David Sl John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS. GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL

fUflMwcd N«. SCk,00.

THE HALL-MARK OF

HaiimiuD Comfort and Darabillty

at Mininmni Cost.

First In the Field ind Still Leading.

Mad* on the ORADUATBD PRINCIPLE.
and Btarting with TWO THREADS in tk$

TOP. It incroasM In WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES as it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR,

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

TUm AOME or PERFECTIOM IN FOOTWEAR.

To b« had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Qoods HouseA.

The Wise Man said: "There is nothing
new under the sun," but he hadn't seen
the Steevans Musical Toys.

THE STEEVANS BAND

If you are wise you will see them. Send
for list containing Bowbells Cats, Chim-
ing Teddies, Musical Bellman, Musical
Dolls, Musical Hopping Rabbits, Per-
forming Acrobats and numerous other
Mechanical and Soft Toys to

The Steevans Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
STANDARD WORKS, GNOSALL, STAFFORD

John Ainscow & Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street, MANCHESTER.

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS «n^HANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada
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Cables & Telegrams, "Hosiery", Derby
Codes Used, A. B. C. 5th Edition

Lieber's

P. O. BOX 51 Telephones 314, 315 Derby

London Office:

25 ALDERMANBURY

Telephone:
46 London Wall also at

HINCKLEY

SAMUEL DAVIS & SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR

CANAL STREET MILLS,

DERBY, ENG., January 10th, 1919

TO THE CANADIAN TRADE:

We manufacture the undermentioned lines^and are desirous
of extending our Canadian connections.

1. Men's cashmere, cotton, and marine shirts and pants.

Summer and Winter weights. UNSHRINKABLE
finish.

2. Women's and Children's cashmere, cotton and marine

combinations, vests, bodices, and spencers. Summer
and Winter weights. UNSHRINKABLE finish.

3. Men's "ERMINE" fleeced underwear.

4. Men's cashmere and cotton half-hose. Seamless and

fashioned.

5. Women's seamless plain and lace hose.

6. Children's seamless cashmere, and cotton plain, and lace

socks and ^ hose.

7. Children's plain and ribbed jerseys, mufflers, motor

scarves, pole caps and hats.

Buyers from the Dominion are invited to visit our Mills, at above

address, or Hinckley.

SAMUEL DAVIS & SONS
A. L. DAVIS

Sole Agents for Canada :

WOODS & HOWARD
Coristine Building

MONTREAL
who will answer all enquiries

and quote prices
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THE "NEW" MACLEAN'S
Starting with the January issue, MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE comes out in a new size—11 x l|i4

—

same size as The Saturday Evening Post. This change will enable us to give readers more enter-

taining articles and stories, and a very much enlarged "Review of Reviews" Section. You will

find this January issue of MACLEAN'S more pleasing and instructive than the great majority

of magazines you find displayed on news-stands—and

contents are carefully censored—no sex stories—you can take it into your home

,
ivith the utmost confidence.

A word about the contents

—

(i

Why LaurierWillWait
In discussing the policy of the Liberal leader during the coming session of Parliament, J. K.
Munro predicts, in January MACLEAN'S, that Laurier will allow Union Government a free

hand. In this policy of inactivity "he sees the w y open to the accomplishment of all his purposes.

If he is half the politician his friends believe h is, he will sit and smile and wait—yet a little

longer."

All Canada is interested in what is going to h won in Ottawa. J. K. Munro, veteran press

gallery man, is a shrewd observer, and his political articles in MACLEAN'S have stirred up more
comment than anything else appearing in the p ess of the country. He knows politics from the

inside. "Why Laurier Will Wait" is a forecast of the near future that bristles with interesting

points. A few of the other "head-liners" in this issue:

Bolsheviks at Work in Canada
A senstaional article on activities in subter-

ranean circles. There are foreigners in Canada
ready to wave the red flag.

Achievements of the Canadian Army
Since the Canadian Division was formed, they
have not retired a foot nor lost a gun—

a

marvellous record. An inside story of how
this great army was handled and controlled

is told by H. F. Gadsby who spent a month
at Headquarters during the last great offensive.

The Grave Dangers of Peace
An article by Agnes C. Laut on the insidious

new propaganda being launched by the Ger-
mans to split the Allies.

Jock in a Juggernaut
The most interesting war article in a long
while, because it is new—it deals with ex-
periences in the tanks.

AND THESE ^AS WELL:

The Dance Halls of Dawson - By E. Ward Smith

My Hour - - - By Robert W. Service

The Strange Adventure of a Rialto Rainstorm

By Arthur Stringer

The Minx Goes to the Front ....
By C. N. and A. M. Williamson

The Three Sapphires By W. A. Fraser

Mr. Craighouse, of New York, Satirist

By Arthur Beverley Baxter

The Intercepting Spark, By Mary Josephine Benson

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER YEAR. A TRIAL!-6 MONTHS FOR $1.00

MACLEAN'S sells for $2 a year- should be more. We
want you to get acquainted with MACLEAN'S, for we
know that after we once introduce you to "Canada's
National Magazine" you two are (?oin>? to be friends for
life. So, to make you known to each other, we will

accept your subscription now for only six months to

start off with. In other words, we want you to "try
out" MACLEAN'S, and see for yourself just how good
it is I

Don't miss this unusual opportunity. Simply si^n the
coupon, pin a postal note to it, and mail it to us.

TO-DAY

Tear off here and mail

The MacLean Publishinic Company,
14.1 University Ave.,

Toronto, Ontario.

I accept your offer. I am encloxinK $1.00 to pay for

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE for six full months, rioase start me
off with the biK January issue.

Name

Addreu
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LIGHT SHADES
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HENRY WOLFF & CO.
Piopr. Henry Wolff, British (Origin U.S.A.)

13 BUNHILL ROW
LONDON, E C.l

FACTORY
17.18 RICHMOND ST.

OLD STREET, E.C.

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY.
Telephone—Central 1672.

KXHl BITING AT

BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.
FEBRUARY ^J MARCH, 1919.

'*^,,>
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When buying Cotton and Lisle

Thread Hosiery ask for

HAWLEVS
"HYGIENIC BLACK

"

There is no better
Dye in the World,,

Evcr^y Pair
Warranted Fast

toAA^shing, HardWear
and Perspiration.

^ Works - H/nck/ey, England.

The Wealth of the West Increases
British Manufacturers—You will wish to include the Great Canadian West in your plans for trade
expansion after the war.
Remember, Western Canada is the most rapidly growing section of the Dominion, and its people
the freest spenders. •

Cultivate this fertile field by using a selling organization
that can give good results, as our record shows.
We are open to represent a few firms of good standing wish-
ing to develop their business with the Wholesale or Retail
dry goods, men's or women's ready-to-wear trade.

HANLEY & MACKAY '^COMPANY
407 Hammond Building, Winnipeg

Try the " Want AcT' Page
Every week thi.s page is being used to splendid advantage by others. If you have something

to sell, or you want to buy a business, fixtures or equipment—or maybe you want a clerk, a

traveller—try it out.

Two cents per word and five cents e.xtra per insertion

for Box No. Payable in advance.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
ADDRESS

143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
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TO THE TRADE

AT LAST! The Dove of Peace has settled upon this

war-shattered world. We join with Tennyson

:

"Ring out the thousand years of war.

Ring in the thousand years of peace.
*'

The flood of high prices brought on by war conditions will

take a long time to subside.

We wish all the Trade a Prosperous and Happy New Year.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS (LIMITED)

MONTREAL
TORONTO CALGARY
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I

WASH GOODS
I

I
- Spring Igig - |

THE ADVENT OF PEACE should have a VERY DIRECT and I

^ STIMULATING EFFECT on the DRY GOODS trade of !

j
CANADA, and perhaps on no branch of the business more than on |

I
the WASH GOODS DEPARTMENTS.

|

I WITH THE CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES, and the conse- |

j ^ ^ quent removal of the load from the minds of our people—with the I

I RETURN OF THE BOYS, and the HAPPIER SPIRIT engendered |

I thereby, our WOMEN FOLK simply cannot help but show evidence I

I of the NEW ORDER OF THINGS in their WEARING I

I
APPAREL.

I

I
T T will be in the WASH MATERIALS that this NEW SPIRIT in |

I
A the trade will most noticeably develop.

j

THERE will be a greater demand for BRIGHT COLORS and I

g
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

|

I FANCY PLAIDS will be a feature, whether in the PRINTS and I

I
GINGHAMS, or in the higher grade TISSUES and VOILES.

j

I COVERED GROUNDS with FANCY DESIGNS will be a predom- i

I
inating style among the BATISTES, DIMITIES, VOILES, etc.

|

I
FOULARDS in SPOTS, STRIPES and CONVENTIONAL DE- \

I SIGNS will be much worn.
j

j
ORGANDIES in PLAIN COLORS will be much in evidence. After

f

I a long period in the REST AREA they have been advanced recent- |

I ly to the FRONT LINE and will no doubt give a good account of
j

I themselves.
j

I PLAIN COLORS also in VOILES—CREPES—CHAMBRAYS — I

I LINENE SUITINGS—BEACH CLOTHS—POPLINS, etc.,
|

I will have a run exceeding any ?cr?son for some years.
|

j
ALI. THESE MAY BE HAD FROM

|

I THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (LIMITED)
|

j
TORONTO I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^
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ENQUIRIES FROM ENGLAND TO B.C.

WHP2N 3011 become a subscriber to "The Review" this is part of the service you buy. Every day "The-

Review" receives letters from subscribers stating that they want to secure certain goods, hut do not

know where they can be procured. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,

novelty lines, etc., and our Service Department is at your disposal at all times. We are glad to be of any
possible assistance to our readers, and requests for information are most welcome. Cut out the coupon
below and use it when you w^ould like us to give iniormation. The following are a few of the inquiries

received and answered during the month of December.

MEASURING DEVICE

Kincaid, Sask.—Kindly advise us where we

can purchase a measuring device for dry goods

bolts and ribbons.

Answer.—Names of firms handling these luere

sent.

ADDING MA CHINES

Peterborough, Ont.—Can you give us any
information regarding adding machines—
wanted for adding purposes only?

Answer.—Names of firms were forwarded.

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS
New York, U.S.A.—Kindly secure for us a

copy of some directory that will give us a list

of Canadian manufacturers of ready-to-wear

clothes.

Answer.—Direr fori/ wa.s sent.

SYSTEM

Port Simpson, B.C.—Please tell me where I

can procure the "System" Magazine.

Ansiver.—A. W. Shaw & Co., Chicago, III.

RAG RUGS

A lexandria, Ont.—Please tell me where I can

procure rag rugs, specinl sizes and colors.

A rt-siver.—List of dealers was sent.

READS DRY GOODS REVIEW
Alliston, Ont.—Please tell me ujhere I can

procure the contrivance for tabulating grocery

needs, seen in Dry Goods Review. November

issue.

Answer.—Name of maker was forwarded.

CANADIAN TEXTILE DIRECTORY

Birmingham, England.—Will you please

rjive us the price and the date of the last edition

of the "Canadian Textile Directory."

Answer.—There' is no longer a book pub-

lished nnder that title. Name of a similar pub-

lication was sent.

STOCKINETTE

Manchester, England.— Will you please tell

me where I can procure an agency for knitted

fabric, stockinette, etc., and fabric made up into

garments for sale to the English wholesale

trade?

Ansiver.— Enquiries from any firms interes-

ted ivill gladly be passed on to enquirer.

HOSIERY FORMS

Hanover, Ont.—Please tell me where I can

procure tvooden hosiery forms to put hosiery on

a.fter washing so as to keep shape and keep

from shrinking?

Answer.—Names of )nakers were forwarded.

WOMEN'S SPATS

Formosa, Ont.—Could you tell us where toe

could procure tvomen's spats or leggings?

A7}su'er.—List of names was sent.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE.

NAME -

ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191
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jFor Spring
Here is n (/aruicnf irhicJt ^r^v

(ill f]tr (rdrnnfages of both cajx'

and coat and is therefore high!;/

fashionable for Spring. Its

deep, draped .sluiwl collar of

taffeta and /f.s- faffeta-bovnd but-

ton-holes and covered buttons,

together irith its graceful lines

and projiortions, give H high,

favor. The hat is one of the

smartest of the season—lisere

and satin ivith Paradise trim.-

'III I ng.
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NEW KIND OF DEPARTMENT STORE AT OTTAWA
Visit to H. J. Daly Compan)-, Limited, Shows General Manager With "Open Door" Policy

An Executive of Five—Statistics as the Ship's Pilot—Tracking Par-

cels and Call Orders

First of two articles by Staff Correspondent

IT
IS less than a year yet since full

piige advertisements in the daily

papers announced "The Entry of

the H. J. Daly Company, Limited, into

the business arena of Ottawa." There
Avould be a "remarkable difference," the

p.rticle went on, "a new kind of depart-
ment store, a new kind of service, a store

where the customer is always right."

The H. J. Daly store was founded un-
iler rather unique circumstances: It was
the young but brilliant liquidator of the
A. E. Rea store who decided that he
could build up a paying proposition on
the ruins of the old store, occupying as
it does the most commanding position
of any store in Canada, near-neighbor of

the Chateau Laurier and the Parliament
Buildings. So it was that this first

messr-ge to the people of Ottawa declar-

ed that it was "Not a reorganized Rea
store, but really a new store in the Rea
building: New owners, new management,
new stocks and new policies."

From Cash Register to Drygoods Store

What, then, are some of the "unique
ftore features" that then were announc-
ed to an expectant and curious public,

j;nd have since been inaugurated and
worked out successfully, as a visit of a
member of the staff of DRY GOODS
REVIEW verified? The ideas that were
formulated at the outset, and others that
have been adopted and came under the
notice of the editorial writer, are not be-
:iig outlined with any guarantee of ef-

ficiency and effectiveness for other dry
goods or department stores; probably it

J3 too soon to declare that they have re-

ceived a competent test, but they are
given as ones that so far at least have
proved their worth in this store, and may
be woith the t-^-ving out by many another
in Canada. There is a new and unusual
iiiterest that attaches to many of them,
inasmuch as they are the outcome, not
of the experiences of a practical dry
r;oods merchant, hut of a young man
\\ho has sprung to the front in Canada,
with heaps of initiative, driving power
and organizing ability. Mr. Daly was
picked out by John Patterson, himself a

lare judge of men, from the factory of

the National Cash Register in Canada,
to be general manager in this country.
Later he was chosen by banks to liquidate

several difficult propositions, including

that of the Rea store; and more lately

he was picked out by the Dominion Gov-
ernment to be director-in-chief of Re-
construction in Canada, to supervise and
co-ordinate the various activities. Be-
sides being president of the Daly store,

Mr. Daly is vice-president of the Murray-
Kay store of Toronto, and the Ogilvie

store of Montreal^ wherein may lie a

secret of better buying facilities for the

Ottawa store.

Manager at the Front Door

The first, then, of these store "fea-

tures" that were announced, was one that
will probably strike the average mer-
chant on a visit first of all: "The man-
ager's office is located at the main en-

trance; it is wide open, all complaints
and any suggestions will be given every
consideration. This is just one feature
of the Daly store, but it marks the

standard of service we have set."

This feature is indicated in the illus-

tration shown in connection with this

article. There is, indeed, no door to the

office of the manager, 'Capt. W. P. Grant,

a veteran, formerly manager for Ottawa
of the N. C. R. office, and well known
through many organizations, but equip-

ped technically for his work through a

valuable experience as buyer and adver-

tiser for some of the largest department
stores in the United States. We will

meet Mr. ^rant later on.

The next point that was emphasized
was that this was a "store for every-

body." Not an exclusive store, though
a store of quality, but "somewhere in

our vast and varied stock is the article

you want." With this there was set

forth the idea that a special course of

training was piovideJ for the clerks.

"The new management have had long

experience in the systematizing of stores

and the training of clerks in department
store efficiency, in courtesy and atten-

tion. Trim, bright, alert clerks who
know their business and who have been

trained in our school will wait upon you

quickly and well; each one being im-

pressed with the importance of our

slogan: 'THE CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS
RIGHT.' "

A Ten-Day Rule

In passing it should be noted that

while this last point was impressed time

and again on the public, there was no

extravagant idea, so far as DRY GOODS
REVIEW could see, as to the extent to

which this slogan should be carried, nor

did the store in practice go as far as

one or two other department stores have

gone (and are trying to get back again).

There was a common-sense view under

the following rule:

"Any purchase made in our store

that is not satisfactory will be recti-

fied if brought to us in ten days with

the bill. You are to be the judge.

Your money back or new goods."

Nor was this ten-day stipulation ad-

hered to hard and fast, but it served as

a convenient brake.

There was a statement also as to the

policy of buying stock. "We have es-

tablished a unique practice in depart-

ment store history. For value's sake

we have bought for cash. When a bar-

gain was offered we have even paid

ahead of time. The result is a stock pur-

chased at remarkably low prices, which

means remarkable value to you." For-

tunately this policy is one that more and
more is being applied to Canadian stores.

"Furthermore, it will be our policy not

to carry merchandise more than from
three to six months, then it will be sac-

rificed to make room for new goods.

This means that following one another

will be bargain opportunities that you
will do well to watch." In passing, too,

it should be noted that one of the strong-

est points about the policy and practice
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of this store is that the merchandise is

watched very carefully; that goods must
move and give place to fresh stock; that
every day the heads are in touch with
the merchandise conditions of every de-
partment in the store. Herein the "new"
made a marked departure from the "old."

The Executive Committee
No mention is made here, in this open-

ing announcement, of one of the most
vital points in connection with the opera-
tion of this store—the central principle,
the very heart of it—the executive com-
mittee. Mr. Daly's strong belief in the
strength of systematic management de-
nianded somebody that would be in close
touch with the store's activities through
and through; he didn't want any loose,
unattached ends to the business. Per-
haps if he had been able to spend every
day at this store instead of being there
very seldom, his central organization
might not have been what some other
department store managers feel is rather
extensive, or as one expressed it, "top
heavy," but the work had to go on in

his absence, and there had to be an
executive with whom he could work
quickly and efficiently, a body of able
and experienced men. Perhaps, on the
other hand, even if he were in the store
every minute of his time he still would
have this executive body about him. But
here it is:

H. J, Daly, president.

W. P. Grant, general manager.
B. L. Cope, secretary-treasurer.

G. L. Johnston, merchandise manager.
J. A. Gulbrandsen, superintendent.

Mr. Cope, it might be mentioned, is

a skilled actuary, and was for a number
of years with E. R. C. Clarkson & Co.,

of Toronto, and assisted in the liquida-

tion of the A. E. Rea store.

Decides Big Questions of Policy

This body is subject to call at any
time, but as a rule meets once a week
to discuss questions of policies, and the
greatest freedom in the expression of
opinions is welcomed. Thus, any sug-
gestion that comes up is analyzed from
the point of viey of practically every im-

portant interest in the management of
the store. Whei'e the amount allocated
to each department for purchasing
might be decided by the secretary-treas-
urer and the merchandise manager, the
total amount for the store would occupy
the attention of this executive. Some
little detail that might concern one de-
partment alone could be left with the
h.ead of that department; when it affect-

ed the whole store, the executive would
act. This may well be called the balance
wheel of the whole institution.

But apart from this conference body
there are meetings of department heads,
either all together or in connected
groups. If a special sale is to be adver-
tised the advertising head and the win-
dow dressing department would be in-

formed at a meeting of all the particu-
lars, so that each separately, and in col-

laboration might co-operate to the best
advantage. Thus the executive body
might have decided upon this; then would
follow other conferences among the de-
partment heads.

Or there may be a conference of all

the department heads, where suggestions
are asked for, and these discussed in

turn. Some valuable ideas have sprung
out of this method of bringing all the
managers and buyers together.

In order to avoid anything like a cum-
bersome executive certain questions are
handled by a sub-committee of the exe-
cutive, of two or even one only.

A useful practice at all these confer-
ences, as well as the meetings of the
executive, is that minutes are taken of

all the decisions, suggestions, etc., so

that the minute book contains a com-
plete history of what the store is doing.

In Close Touch With Customers

The plan of "the open door," the DRY
GOODS REVIEW knows, has been
criticized in many quarters as one that

wastes the time of the manager. "He
shouldn't be bothered with such little de-

tails as the complaint of a child, his time

is more valuable." Capt. Grant smiled

his benevolent smile when this was men-
tioned. "Perhaps so, but I do not think

I am wasting time. I think what I am
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doing is one of the most valuable means
of employing my time I could find. Be-
ing where I am, and so easily accessible,
enables me to keep in touch with the
public far more closely than I could if
I were removed to an office at the top
of the building. Complaints very sel-

dom reach the manager. Sometimes,
indeed they are kept from him intention-
ally. People in passing into the store,
or out, see the sign "Complaints and
Suggestions," and feel free to come in,

and often troubles are cleared up and
they go away satisfied, when otherwise
they might be sore and we would lose
them as customers. If a clerk is to
blame, or something is done that does
not suit the customer I have a report
made to me direct after the matter is

investigated, for I always see every com-
plaint made to me right through to the
end. A child comes in, and I'm like a.

father to him. And what is more, the
staff know what I am here for, and it

has its effect in the treatment of cus-
tomers. No, I do not feel at all that
the time spent in that way is wasted."

This theory of keeping in touch with
the public applies equally to the depart-
ments and the individual clerks. For
instance, if Mr. Cope has a system that
lie wants to try out he would go down
to the shipping room and ask the man
in charge to "get together" with him on
this. How will it affect him ? How the
other sections? A conference will be
tailed of all concerned and they will be
told, "Here is what we have outlined.

What do you think of it?" If no serious

objections turn up they are asked to try
it out, and perhaps some points will have
to be supplemented.

Coming to what may be termed the
system of the store, it will be taken for

granted, and rightly so, that the daily

?ales, weekly, monthly and yearly, are
known and tabulated; the total sales

daily, weekly, etc., for each department^
the total sales of the whole store; with
these, the costs for each department, for

salaries, floor space, advertising, the de-

partment's share of the overhead, etc.

Thus an accurate record is kept of the

profits of each department.

This detailed information is, of course,

now regarded as essential in the case of
vivery fair-sized store, and should be ap-

plied to far more of the smaller ones

than it has been. But more of this part

later.

Checking Up at Every Point

It may be said that an effort is made
in the case of each clerk, and indeed

every one employed in the store, from
the heads down, to be in touch with what
they are doing, to understand the part
tliey play in the store's success, and to-

reward them accordingly. Conversely
they are held responsible for the mis-

takes that are made, not so much as a

punishment, but rather, it may be said,

an effort is made that no one shall be
held responsible for the fault of another.

This is exemplified clearly in the method
of checking parcels for delivery from the
time the goods are bought until the
parcel reaches the home of the customer.

1.—The s'lles clerk gets the proper
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A Unique Corner in the Daly Store at Ottawa

Just inside the main entrance is the Manager's office with an open door through which customers are invited to

pass in order to make complaints and suggestions. See fuller description in the accompanying article.

address, wraps up, and takes to the as-

sembling desk on each floor and there
the clerk makes an entry in the book and
Initials it as a receipt of the parcel from
the sales clerk.

2.—Man at assembling desk sends it

on to shipping-room clerk, who initials

all names on list, thus assuming respon-
sibility, and removing same from as-

sembling desk clerk.

3.—Delivery room released when
driver takes parcel over and signs for

it.

Thus it follows that if a lady 'phones
in that she ordered five yards of navy
blue serge yesterday but it has not been
delivered yet, the book at the assembly
desk is examined; if the entry is there
Tsut not initialed it is up to the clerk to

fmd that serge; if the initials of ship-

ping room clerk are opposite the entry
the responsibility shifts on; if the
driver's initials are there the shipping
room clerk need not worry; it is now up
to the driver. Under the system—or
lack of system—in most stores, blame
might fall on any of the clerks who had
taken part in the transaction.

The management of the store have
found that this "follow-up" system is

the only fair one for the clerks; brings

complaints about lost parcels to a mini-
mum, and is a pretty effective check on
theft.

"Call Order" System
The special form used in connection

v/ith call orders is reproduced here. The
same care is taken to establish a com-
plete chain of responsibility; helpful

alike for the customer and the store it-

self, and active as a check on the care-

lessness of a clerk or driver.

As soon as a message comes in for

goods to be called for the particulars

are written down by the clerk in dupli-

cate in a book. The second or duplicate

is of cardboard so that it will not tear.

This is for the driver, the original being-

kept in the shipping room as a check on
the driver.

As will be seen, the left hand portion

is given by the driver to the customer
when he calls. It asks her to deliver

"to our messenger goods for which you
requested us to call," and the article is

mentioned. The other half gives infor-

mation required by the owner, also by
the store later.

There is marked down the reason why
the article is returned for credit, refund,
exchange, or alternation. Then there is

the date when the call order is issued.

and another for date returned, to see

there is no long delay. Then underneath
are particulars of the goods and the

price. A clerk must sign for the goods
when they are sent back to the depart-

ment, or other disposition made of them.
r.Ioreover, each separate call order is

I umbered beforehand and so the more
readily traced.

When goods are returned by the cus-

tomer she has her choice of cash, or an
exchange slip, good in any department
of the store, or she may get part cash

and the balance in goods.

Up to Credit Office

Nearly every store has its troubles

over handling "approbation," "C.O.D."
and "charge transactions." It was found
that there was confusion, and complaints
arose; for instance, through charged
accounts going out as C.O.D. and vice

versa. It was decided that it would be
best to have all O.K.'d or passed, and
now the sales slip is sent upstairs to the

credit department on the top floor, where
the name is passed on by one "who knows
Ottawa like a book," as who is safe

for credit and who is not. This credit

(Continued on page 50)



PROFIT-SHARING SYSTEMS SUCCEED, AS THEY DEMAND
INDIVIDUAL EFFORT

Some Bonus Plans Ineffective Because All Share on Same Basis—How Labor Leaders Regard
Profit-Sharing—Various Points of Success and Failure Which

Have Developed

VARIOUS schemes in connection

with profit-sharing have been de-

vised among the dry goods and
other stores in Canada, but it is doubt-
ful if any one has proved the success that

was anticipated. Where the relations

between the employers and the men were
cordial, and the element of unionism,
with its claims for definite wages in pre-

ference to indefinite proposals for shar-

ing in profits, does not enter, profit-

sharing plans have in the main proved
more easily worked and the results have
been more satisfactory. One of the

crucial points has been whether those

who benefited have come to look upon
the "bonus" as part of their liThtful

salary, or as an extra that was the re-

ward of special efforts, on the part of

the individual separately, or of the whole
group of employees, or of both.

The attitude of organized labor is dis-

tinctly hostile to any form of profit-

sharing or co-partnership. The National
Civic Federation of New York in a re-

cent report quoted the opinions of a
score of labor leaders, and there was no
exception: all condemned it as against
the best interests of labor. Samuel
Gompers, head of the American Feder-
ation of Labor, and probably the best
known labor leader in the world—whose
attitude during the war has been re-

markably broad-minded, and whose in-

fluence has been unique—declared that
the proposition has never been considered
seriously by the organization of labor.

"Fair Living Wage" Not Profits

"I desire to say further," he added,
"that it has come under my observation
that some employers who have inaug-
urated systems of so-called profit-shar-
ing, have pared down the wages of their
employees so that the combined sharing
of profits and their wages did not
equal the wages of employees of

other companies in the same lino of in-

dustry. What we are especially inter-

ested in, more than profit-sharing, is a
fair living wage, reasonable hour?, and
fair conditions of employment."
An opinion expressed by othei labor

representatives is that profit-sharing in

mos-t establishments has been devised in

order to keep the men from joining the

unions. An interesting plan was tried

out by Sir Christopher Furness in the

great shipbuilding yards in Englard. but

was given up at the request of the men,
not because they did not recognize the

substantial benefits they were receiving,

but because they felt it would militate

against the growth of trades unionism
over the country. The plan was charac-

terized as "fair-minded" by George N.
Barnes, now a member of the British

Cab'net, who added that under similar

conditions with so "decent" a head as

Sir Christopher Furness, "there would
be no use for the unions and we could

i.fford to disband; but unfortunately, not
all employers are of his type, and if we
should disband to-morrow, we should,

under economic pressure, gradually drift

back to where we were twenty-five years
ago, or worse."

No Control of Salaries, Etc.

In other labor quarters profit-sharing

has been criticized as mainlv delusive, as

failing to secure against the arbitrary

fixing of nominal capital on which inter-

est is charged, in failure to set any legal

limit to the salaries awarded to them-
selves by the directors and managers,
and in the lack of any restriction as to

the sum that may be taken out of profits

for depreciation and reserves, and there-

fore, "a trap set to catch the unwary
workman admitted, nominally, to part-

nership."

Sane Advantages

The same National Civic Federation

found on investigation that there were
a number of advantages that had been
secured by profit-sharing plans. One of

these was that more continuous service

and more regular attendance were pro-

moted; another, that confidence was built

up; home building encouraged; employ-
ees retained better during a rush sea-

son; loyalty and interest to the firm

created among those retaining their

stock, and a greater spirit of co-oper-

ation promoted between employer and
em.ployee; regularity of employment pro-

moted, and the effectiveness and profits

of the business increased.

Employers' Objections

On the other hand, from the employ-
ers' standpoint there were objections-

found: dissatisfaction on the part of em-
ployees when the profits were small; a
preference among employees to have
their wages raised instead of receiving-

a bonus; employees counting on bonuses

and expending them in advance; sale of

stock to outsiders. This last point is

covered fairly effectively by some firms,

by making this illegal on the face of the

stock scrip.

Bonus According to Srlary

Among the schemes that have been.

employed in Canada, one of the earliest

and most successful, according to the

records, fixed a bonus according to the
salary received. For instance, employ-
ees with salaries between $1,000 and
$1,500 were given 2 per cent, of the net

profits of the company; from $500 tO'

$L000 1 per cent, and others from ^,4

to 1 per cent, doing other work. While
any who wished could receive their bon-
uses in cash, they were urged to leave

them on deposit with the firm, and re-

ceive 6 per cen*". as interest ?"r| ^he

most did—especially at a time when in-

terest rates were far lower than they are
to-day.

The report as to this company is that
the employees were helped to save
money; they had cash on hand in arr

emergency, or for investment. Besides,

they took a greater interest in their

work.

Another firm arranged the bonuses as

part of the profits, but on the basis of

years of service, instead of salary. This

worked well until the owner sold out

the business, when the new proprietor

discontinued it.

A large retail firm in Montreal tried

a profit-sharing plan, but abandoned it.

It did not accomplish the results desired.

"Our men seemed to feel that it was a
gift, rather than something for which
they had to work." There was not, with

a single exception, evidence of exertion

Si:£imi,i..:<^Liim-. '^^ir^<:^^-^--2z:;.^^^:^:i::i^SL'<-'-^''~m:
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lor mutual benefit of employer and em-

ployees.

One manufacturing- company, whose

stock is listed, offered shares of the pre-

ferred at a lower rate than the market,

for subscription by the employees on

monthly payments. Last year and this.

Victory Loan subscriptions took the place

of this.

A Hamilton Dry Goods Store.

A somewhat different point of view is

taken of the plan of the well known dry

goods store of Stanley Mills & Co., of

Hamilton, than has appeared in DRY
GOODS REVIEW, by a writer of an ar-

ticle in Queen's University "Journal."

This plan goes back to 1903. The plan

as originally conceived called for sub-

scriptions to the preferred stock of the

company, consisting of $50,000 out of a

total issue of $500,000, the balance or

$450,000 being common stock. The divi-

dend on the preferred was cumulative at

S per cent., and paid before anything

was paid to common stockholders.

In especially good years there was in

addition a bonus of 1 or 2 per cent. The

shares were sold to the employees at

par and could not be transferred, and,

as is usually the case, must be handed

back at par to the company on leaving

its employ. By 1911, there were 31

employees who owned 587 shares of a

value of $14,675. In 1913, there was a

reorganization by which employees who
-were shareholders were to exchange their

stock for 7 per cent, preferred, but were
given a bonus of 100 per cent, in common
stock, "which was more valuable than
the preferred." Under the latter ar-

rangement shareholders were permitted

to retain their shares after leaving the

company's employ. Few, however, took

advantage of the offer and the result was
disappointing. In a report to the Eng-
lish Board of Trade the firm stated that

those who did subscribe represented the

Ijest element in the store. "We regret

that we cannot report any great success

in our scheme to interest our employees.
The result might, in a sense, justify the

statement that the average wage-earner
knows little or nothing of joinh stocl:

corporations, and hence such persons ave

sensitive or over-cautious in these mat-
ters, especially when, perhaps, one or

more others, who have nothing to invest,

are apt to ridicule the idea."

While this plan for taking- stock has not

worked out very successfully, the DRY
GOODS REVIEW has seen evidence of

successful results of this same company's
plans for bonusing employees on their

increasing the sales, usually over the
period of a year; and also in competitions
among the various departments to see

which would most exceed the record es-

tablished by it during the previous
Christmas selling.

A Simple Bonus System Better

Some such simpler method, without the

more indefinite element of profits on the

firm's stock, would seem advisable. The
employee wants something he can see;

if his sales this month are above last

month's, well, he gets a certain percen-
tage, it may be, of that increase. This

plan depends, under ordinary circumstan-

ces, upon himself alone; the profits of

the whole business are dependent on the

whole staff. Make it depend chiefly on

the individual.

There is much to be said, too, of the

complaint that the heads of a firm can

"fix" how little, rather than how much,
the profits shall be each year. Statis-

tics do not always tell the truth, and

in the absence of details that it is not

always advisable to inform the employee
; bout, there is apt to be a feeling thai

the whole profits are not being shown,
and, therefore, the man who is to

receive a share of these is not getting

"all that is coming to him."

It was thought best in this summary
to present as well the larger side of

the question from the standpoint of

the' manufacturer, because in several

cases dry goods merchants and others

have tried out plans for selling stock

and dividing profits along the lines re-

ferred to above. So far we have not
come acro=;.s any outstanding example o!

the success of stock-buying and profit-

sharing plans in combination. The more
direct and simple, and, as has been said,

the more the plan is dependent on the in-

dividual effort of each participant, the

better
—"so long as human nature re-

mains as it is."

NEW SHRINKING DEVICE
A new device for shrinking and press-

ing fabrics is on the market. It is call-

ed the De Luxe service. There is a gas
heating steamer, or it may be fitted with
steam trap for steam pipe connections.
It comes in different sizes. This device

is said to be useful in stores for pressing
out fabrics for display purposes or for

shrinking goods for the customer before
they are sold. It may be used for fresh-

ening such articles as parasols, rem-
nants, etc. A similar device is offered

for use in ready-to-wear departments.

CLOSE AT 9 ON SATURDAYS
Dry goods merchants of Goderich,

Ont., have decided to close their stores

at 9 o'clock on Saturday evenings dur-

ing the balance of the winter months.

The Syrian merchants of Cobalt, Ont.,

contributed a full page advertisement
for the selling of Victory Bonds in the

Cobalt "Daily Nugget."

The F. C. Paul Company, manufacturers
of children's v^-ear, have moved their

plant from Peterborough, Ont., to 314

Notre Dame street, Montreal, Que.

The death occurred on November 6 of

Mr. Charles H. Hatt, at Penniac, N.B.
Mr. Hatt, -who was 61 years of age, was,
until six years ago manager of the cot-

ton mill of the late Alex. Gibson. Since

that time he was engaged in the broker-
age business. The late Mr. Hatt was
well known throughout the province,

having been Mayor of Marysville for a

number of years and also a prominent
tenor soloist. He is survived by his

vife, one son, and three sisters.

Reject "Blue Ruin" Idea
Merchants Not Disposed to Lose On

Present Stocks — Circular
Causes Much Criticism

If it were not that the Canadian trade
already knows better, a circular which
was sent out last month might have
proved very unfortunate. While the
business methods of the firm which sent
it out may be perfectly sound, the mat-
ter in the circular was so expressed as
to emphasize a "blue ruin" to the trade
this year, and predicted a "cut-throat
scramble to unload" as starting with a
rush in January. This is felt by many
of the shrewdest men in the trade to be
a grossly exaggerated statement, and a
surprising one, to be sent out by any
firm claiming the rating which its author
does in his circular.

Letters from reliable merchants have
come to DRY GOODS REVIEW as a
result of the arrival of this circular and
all of them express the same opinion as
to "carrying on" during 1919. It is the
same opinion, too, which was given with
considerable detail in the leading article
in the December issue of DRY GOODS
REVIEW, and, therefore, we are in

hearty accord with the following ex-
tracts from one of the letters received,
as typical of the others and as showing
sane judgment:

"I submit that the line of argument
this circular hands out should be very
strongly discouraged. Personally, it

does not bother me. I have a big stock
bought right, assorted well, and while I

say it myself, well-kept, probably run-
ning about $25,000, and I confidents-
expect to sell it in due course and make
a reasonable and proper margin. But
my neighbor either in this town or some
place near may not have the courage of
his convictions, or, plainly, has weak
vertebrae and will fall for this "blue
ruin" argument and start things on the
toboggan.

"Do not imagine that it is my desire
to dispense with caution at this time.
On the contrary, caution is now my
"long suit," and should be for every-
one in this business, but I think that
these circulars should be kept on the
other side of the line."

Another letter states in part: "As to

goods being down 30% for next season,
that statement may start some merchant
on a slaughter sale and bring about con-
ditions in his neighborhood which he
does not want to see—giving people
false impressions about prices going-

down with a rush. Actual conditions
as far as we can see point to steadily
maintained prices with possibly an in-

crease in some lines."

Uncertainty Demands Caution

It is not the desire of the trade to

boost prices and thereby maintain the
present high cost of living, but until

they are able to buy their merchandise
at lower prices than they paid for their
present stocks, they would be unwise
to take it upon themselves to reduce the
cost of living by sacrificing the mer-

Continued on page 43



GETTING RESULTS FROM ADVERTISING
How the Hudson's Bay Company of Calgary Prepares Its Advertising Copy—Short-cuts to

Display—Results—Avoiding Duplications, Etc.

By J . Burt Malette, Advertising Manager.

ELBERT HUBBARD was wont to

say: "Noah was six hundred years

old before he knew how to build

the ark. Moral: Don't lose your grip."

That saying- is applicable to many an
advertiser all over the country. How
often one sees a promising establishment

open with a great blare of trumpets and
then settle back in a half leaning atti-

tude of "watchful waiting" for business.

You know what happens. A living is

made from the business after years of

hard drudging. Who wishes to make a

bare living? These establishments de-

pend upon "personality"—upon the ac-

quaintance of this clerk or that or pos-

sibly upon the proprietor himself.

But the "Doubting Thomases" have

gone their way. To-day it is not a ques-

tion of shall I advertise or not, rather

"How WELL can I advertise?"

Importance to Small Retailer

To the merchant in the small town, ad-

vertising presents a real problem. He
knows his merchandise, he is well edu-

cated. He can write a hummer of a let-

ter to his debtors or creditors; can sell

goods over the counter with the skill of

a wizard. Why, then, cannot he construct

sound, logical advertising copy ? Simply

because HE IS TOO CLOSE TO HIS
OWN BUSINESS OF SELLING. In other

words, he is endeavoring to MAKE his

customers buy what he has in stock

rather than give them the impression

that he HAS WHAT THEY WANT.
That is just the reason why more and

more small retailers are consulting

advertising authorities, ad writers, ad-

vertising agencies and other individuals

and establishments in order that they

may have their copy prepared for theni

in an intelligent, thorough, sales produc-

ing manner.

Preparing Copy

My own order of procedure is along
these lines: I first assemble the merchan-
dise that is to be advertised for a given

day (for example we will assume that

it is men's suits, shirts, women's suits,

a silk sale at $2.25 a yard and small-

ware )

.

As my staff is considerable they re-

view this merchandise, writing down all

points in its favor likely to appeal to

men or women as the case may be.

The next question is, shall we use cuts

for all the matter, a portion of it or .suall

it be a plain type ad? The decision is

based upon the amount of space to be

used, the importance of the item adver-
tised and the appropriateness of the

illustration.

Finally it is decided to use a quarter
page ad. to feature the silks (one illus-

tration) and the men's overcoats at

.$28.50 (one illustration).
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Jaeger-London ALL WOOL Caps
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The Old Country Has ,a

Reputation For Shirt Making
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For Gloves and Hosiery, too !

MEN'S TAN e*Pe GLOVE*. SPECIAL S2.50 "IB
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Wolsey Underwear JkV

Far in Advance ? Not Under Current Conditions !
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Three Day Sale ofXmas Baking Requisites ^ ^^ -ii

WKat IS a Suit Without a Set of Furs ?

We Have Some Lonaon Designed Sets Right Here

Begins Monday Bough, ordesigned

m London

Seal of Quality (Standard) Flour FRUIT
SS.8S. ' «• '»>'«co '""m"oo Ready Monday

And the Substitutes ''"^^^is^. Morning .

12 Sets Real Old English Porcelain Dinnerware $14.98 „
,P",:= ^pi,
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One of' a Series

Tho Hudson's Hay Co., Calgary, Alberta, had a series of announcements, each ouw
devoted to special offerinjjs provided from one of their various buying offices. There
was a "Montreal Office Day," a "New York Office Day," a "London Office Day," and a

"Paris Office Day," and the idea of Roods made in the countries represented brouRht
Hplendid results, the firm reports. The above reproduction of the "London Office Day"
ad. of six columns also illustrates the point mentioned in the accompanying articl*.

rcKarding the effect i\eneKs of "boxed" spaces.
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Next Comes the Layout

The space is measured out and ru!ed

off. The cuts are set apart so that the>

balance, that is, they are arranged par-

allel with one another, or at the top and
"bottom corners.

Remember the idea is not to address
your appeal as though you were insist-

ing upon the customer buying what you
have to sell but rather to leave the im-
pression with him that the goods are

very desirable and just what he or she

is looking for.

Above all things avoid the hackneyed
ixpressions of the past decade of "Fine
Overcoats for $28.50." "The best silks

you may buy for $2.25 a yard." Orig-

inality of ad treatment PAYS big divi-

dends in the long run. It commands at-

tention by virtue of its uniqueness.

Another point I should like to empha-
size is that every retailer should have an
Individual name plate or store signature.

A hand-drawn head is the best method
or if this is not preferable see that the

SAME style of type face is used in your
advertising, letterheads, stationery, leaf-

lets and envelope stuffers. Repetition

here is a big factor in establishing your
name and connection at a glance.

Eliminate Waste Words

After your layout is completed with
spaces measured off, which is very im-

portant, then begin your writing. Writ-
ing advertisements is much like talking

over a counter. Be yourself but do not

say too much. Brevity is a virtue that

should be constantly at one's elbow in

constructing advertising copy.

Your chart will tell you how much to

say. See that the best use of the space

is made. Don't use "the," "and," "but,"

"on" and other conjunctions and prepo-

sitions if they can safely be eliminated
and the sense of the matter not im-
paired. For instance, in a heading one
might be inclined to say: "This store

will be closed all day to-morrow" in-

stead of cutting it short with "Store
closed all day to-morrow."

It is essential to surround every item
with plenty of "daylight" (white space).

Don't crowd one item against another.

Keep your various sections segregated.

Use plenty of boxes, that is, matter
with a rule around it in the form of a

box, and see that the rule or line used
is not too thick.

Your printer will possess sufficient

type so that no other ad in the paper
need be set in the same face. Insist

that he use this same type each time
your advertisement appears.

The proper layout paper is quad ruled

in much the same manner as your
ledger. It is a check arrangement ruled

vertically and horizontally, each check
12 points square. This will assist you in

lettering.

Try It on Your Friends

Try this method yourself. Don't pub-

lish the first ad you write. Write several

of them and show them to your friends.

Ask them to place themselves be-

fore the paper as though they were

^e^/rsFiJfs^ The' I?.ay

Mclton5,Ta'e£ds.Hcavy6co'cKCKeviotsChinchil/as

Priced Re^ularly*25to*50

60 ^^

2000 yards of

Roll out ai

^2?^ Yd

New Years

Trioaghts Whal the E^e
See6 a/on^

The Main Aisle

Tfye. fjfpresz

Brought us

8 Dozen
Arrow
Shirts
To sell a+

^148!

IromthfEast

FOOD
Parlicular/y

FLOUR

These New
A F'rolic in Handbags
Notion R-icei

Store Name Plate
-Snapshois
Developed

Iof

Layout as suggested in accompanying
article.

about to consider buying from you. Ask
them if that ad. appeals to them; if it

arouses any desire to be convinced of

the value-offers made.

Get right out from behind the counter
and talk WITH the customer on papir
just as you might if you met an old

friend who came to you to buy for ti.e

first time in ten years.

Again. Don't repeat advertised items
simply because they proved to be good
"pullers." Keep your news talk just as

fresh as your stock of merchandise. Skip
about if you have lines enough. Don't,

list the same line more than once a

month unless it is strictly in season.

A clean, well-kept window display,

changed thrice weekly, is a great asset

to the merchant. He should take every

advantage too, of nationally advertised

goods by featuring them as they appear
in papers of national repute. Always,
the window and the newspaper ad should

pull together. The connection will net

real dollars.

During the past month we have been
running three column 23-inch copy in

the morning paper devoting it to men
only, advertising men's clothing, furnish-

ings, boots, and the like and in a few
cases using prices and the results are

splendid.

This merely goes to show that SPE-
CIALIZATION in advertising and keep-

ing constantly at it will net returns in

the long run as surely as the sun shines.

REJECT "BLUE RUIN" IDEA
Continued from page 41

chandise they already have. As has
been stated previously, in the article
referred to, and as is pointed out in
other articles in this issue, most lines
of merchandise have advanced anywhere
from 15% to 50% during the past year
so that even if a drop of 30% were
effected by the end of 1919, prices to the
retailer would be very little different
from what he has been paying for new
lines being delivered now. But that 30%
is an uncertainty, to say the least.

Even during December merchants are
aware that many lines advanced con-
siderably with no sign of a come-down.
Cotton is higher to-day than it has been
for some three months. The whole situ-
ation hinges upon the labor question.
If wages come down the cost of living
will have to come down; if the cost of
living keeps up, wages will have to keep
pace with it. There are too many coun-
ter currents, fluctuating conditions and
new situations imminent, to prognosti-
cate with any certainty as to what the
year will bring forth. A decline is more
than probable, but when it will come is

not yet known. It may arrive so
stealthily that we shall not know when
it is here. The influences in action are
too deep to permit of a big, sudden
slump. The main thing for the mer-
chant who would meet this entirelv new
state of affairs is to read carefully the
reliable sources of information which
deal with problems of the trade
IN CANADA, and keep himself
posted upon what each month brings
forth, governing himself accordingly.
With conditions so uncertain, naturally,
he will not plunge into heavy buying,
nor will he sell at a loss the goods which
he is fortunate enough to have on hi^
-shelves. He will endeavor seriously "to

move his stock rapidly each month and
to make use of the suggestions which
are continually at his hand to "speed
up." In other words, he will put "PEP"
into his 1919 merchandising—he will
STUDY DRY GOODS REVIEW.

HOME TALENT IN DISPLAY
In an endeavor to express the basic

idea in public thought of the day, Joy-

ner's department stores at Moose Jaw,
Sask., exhibited early in December a

striking window. It centred around an
oil painting entitled "Built on a Solid

Rock." The picture showed a chair re-

presenting the throne of the British
Empire, supported by three lions rest-

ing- on a marble slab. The famous stone
of Scone was to be seen. Troubled
waters, with the wreckage of the throne
of oppression, dashed against the "solid

rock" only to be hurled back into the
deep and swept aside by the onward
dash of justice and liberty, which Cana-
dians enjoy under the good old flag

which waved in the breezes around the

throne. The picture is the work of two
Moose Jaw amateurs and is considered

to be well executed.
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E. M. TROWERN

Trade Regulation
by Order-in-Council

Must Be Abolished

By E. M. TROWERN, Ottawa

Secretary Dominion Board

The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada

IN
view of the fact that the Govern-

ment Order-in-Council No. 2461,

which was passed on October 8th,

1918, and which amended a similar

Order-in-Council No. 2777, passed on the

10th and 20th November, 1916, relates to

the operations of the retail trade

throughout Canada, as well as to manu-
facturers and wholesalers, it will, no

doubt, be of interest to the trade and
to the public to know some of the salient

points of the said order, together with

some comments upon the same.
The above Order, as far as necessaries

of life are concerned, repeals section 498

of the Criminal Code, which was placed

upon the Dominion Statutes some years

ago by the members of the Commons
and the Senate, and which has always
contained some very contentious and
complicated clauses. It, however, con-

tained some safeguarding clauses which

have been entirely brushed aside in tnc

new Order-in-Council, and new clauses

have been introduced that are not only

absolutely unfair, but which are also

unworkable.
On the face of the Order-in-Council, it

can be seen at a glance that those who
conceived the idea had very little, if any,

knowledge of the many great commer-
cial problems that those who have been,

or are, practically engaged in trade,

are familiar with.

The objects to be reached by the

Order are, therefore, dense and clouded,

and the legal drafting is fully in keep-

ing with the objects. It would be im-

possible for any lay mind to take up the

Order and explain it clause by clause, as

the objects sought are surrounded by so

many exemptions and contradictions

that if by any chance its operations

should entangle any person or company,
and they should find themselves before

the Supreme Court, the Judges could

never give a clear ruling on the Order,

but they would be compelled, if they di'l

not dismiss the case, to base their jado;-

ment on the evidence in the case pre-

sented to them, rather than on the Order
itself, f^s we are quite certain that its

complications and contradictions would

confuse and mystify even that learned

body.

The Order starts out in the usual way
and defines the meaning of the words
"Council," "Minister," "Necessary of

Life," "Municipality" and "Person." Its

operations are placed under the Minister

of Labor, but for what reason it does

not explain. It then sets forth some
outwardly very drastic clauses, which,

to the uninitiated, would look as though

those who drafted it were so thoroughly

in earnest to trap all evil doers, and pro-

tect the "general public"—whatever that

may mean—that the drafters were in-

spired with the highest of motives for

the public weal. To those who have not

had an opportunity of reading these

famous clauses, which also appeared

only in somewhat modified form in the

old Act, we take the liberty of quoting

them:

—

(1) No person shall conspire, com-

bine, agree, or arrange with any other

person

—

(a) to limit the facilities for trans-

porting, producing, manufacturing,, sup-

plying, storing or dealing m any neces-

sary of life, or

(b) to restrain or injure trade or com-

merce in relation to any necessary of

life; or

(c) to prevent, limit or lessen the

manufacture or production of any neces-

sary of life, or to enhance or maintain

the price thereof; or

(d) to prevent or lessen competition

in the production, manufacture, pur-

chase, barter, sale, transportation, in-

surance or supply of any necessary of

life.

If these were the only clauses in the

famous Order, we might well stop and
ask ourselves, "What is there left for us

to do? How can we do any business of

any kind without 'agreeing,' 'limiting,'

and, if necessary, 'enhancing,' 'arrang-

ing,' 'maintaining,' 'preventing,' 'deal-

ing,' etc.?"

To Satisfy Public Demand

On the face of it, it certainly looks,

like a very serious undertaking by those
who framed it up, but upon close obser-
vation it is the most beautifully camou-
flaged piece of legislation that has ever
been handed out to the public, and we
will not be at all surprised if those who-
are capable of exhibiting it in its true
light before the Senate and the House of

Commons, will present it effectively

when the proper time comes, and, if they
do, it will certainly make an interesting^

subject. Any legislation that is framed
up to attempt to satisfy what is- often

termed the "public demand," but which
is really done for the purpose of "vote

catching," usually ends in disaster to
those who framed it up, as well as to

those to whom it was made to apply.

It requires no great commercial ability

to understand that the foundation for
the price of all articles that are manu-
factured or produced is based on the
value of labor. Capital is merely "ac-

cumulated industry" or the tools which
labor uses. If the price of labor goes
up raw material must go up, and if raw
material and labor advance the article

produced must advance, and the result

is that the manufacturer must charge
more, and consequently the wholesaler

and the retailer must charge more, alt

of which must come out of the con-

sumer in the end. It must always be
remembered that the service rendered

by the distributor, either retail or whole-

sale, is as equally necessary and valu-

able as the service rendered by the labor-

ing man or the manufacturer or pro-

ducer. Notwithstanding these simple

facts, those wh.o framed this famous
Order allowed the following clause,

which was put in the old Act possibly

for political purposes, to remain in th?

Older:

"(2) Nothing in this section shall be
construed to apply to combinations of

workmen, or employees for their own
reasonable protection as such workmen;
or employees."
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Class Legislation

The reason for its insertion is self-

evident, but its justification cannot pos-

sibly be defended by any person whose
intentions were fair and honest, and we
feel quite sure that there is not one

labor union in Canada, or an officer of

a labor union in Canada, who would de-

fend class legislation of this character.

There is no doubt whatever that the

officers of the labor unions could see the

absurdity of the whole measure, and they

asked to be left out of it, as they knew
that it would only cause trouble and
confusion. We compliment them upon
their ability to escape from the entangle-

ments into which they would have be-

come involved had they been made a

party to legislation of this character.

In simple English, it means that work-
men of all sorts are allowed to meet,

agree, combine, conspire or arrange
among themselves or with any other per-

son or corporation to increase prices, or

strike or demand anything they want,

but if those who manufacture or dis-

tribute their product do the same thing

they can be fined "not exceeding five

thousand dollars," or be imprisoned for

a term "not exceeding two years." And
all this is done in Canada, the land of

the brave and the free.

Still Further Exemption

Not being satisfied to exempt work-
men or combinations of workmen, the

framers of this wonderful piece of legis-

lation finally discovered that there was
another important class in the commun-
ity which is just beginning to make it-

self felt—the farmers and the gardeners

—and after inserting clause (2), which
reads as follows:

"(2) Every person who holds or offers

for sale, or sells or provides or furnishes

for consumption at a price, whether
upon the premises which he occupies or

not, any necessary of life, shall sell it or

provide or furnish the same for con-

sumption as aforesaid, at a price not

higher than is reisonable and just," they

then insert the following:

"(3) Provided, however, that this sec-

tion shall not apply or extend to any
accumulating or withholding by any
farmer, gardener, or other person, of

the products of any farm, garden, or

other land cultivated by him."

Remember, these two clauses do not ap-

pear in the old Act, as the only exemp-
.tions in the old Act are given to labor

unions, and this Order is supposed to

give those who administer the Act wider
powers during the war so that they can
protect the public more fully than they
were protected.

Only Retailers, Wholesalers and Manu-
facturers Affected

Having, therefore, exempted the work-
mg men and labor unions, and the farm-
ers and market gardeners— the only
persons to whom it applies are the re-

tailers, the wholesalers and the manu-
facturers. It could not have been in-

tended for the professional classes, as
the medical men held a meeting a few
months ago and they combined and
agreed among themselves to increase

their professional fees, and by unanim-
ous consent they did so, notwithstand-
ing that their class is not mentioned as

one that is exempted.
As another example, the legal pro-

fession of Ontario, through their Asso-
ciation, waited upon the Premier of that

province, the Honorable W. H. Hearst.,

according to the press reports, and
stated that they were unanimously
agreed among themselves that they were
underpaid and that they required more
money. Their request was considered

and the Government of the Province of

Ontario, mark you, consented to their

demands, and oip went their p'rices

twenty per cent., notwithstanding th'o

famous Order.

A short time ago the newspapers
throughout Canada, with few exceptions,

found that they were losing money.
They met and considered their troubles,

and they ended them very rapidly by
increasing the price of their papers one
hundred per cent., and some two hundred
per cent. We have heard of no prosecu-

tions, nor are we likely to.

The doctors, the lawyers, the news-
paper proprietors, the farmers, the

gardeners and the working- men are

exempt from the law, but if the retail

merchant is suspected of even discussin;r

the advisability of getting more than
cost for selling milk, bread, butter or

other perishable necessities, as well as

gasoline, he is pounced upon and drag-

ged before a special "Fair Price Com-
mittee," who are not required to have
any special knowledge whatever of the

retail trade, or the many difficulties that

surround every retail merchant in Can-
ada at the present time.

Tlie Fair Price Committee

The "Fair Price Committee" consists

of two or more officers of the munici-

pality, and they are to be appointed by
the municipal council. Their names
must be submitted to the Minister of

Labor. The Council must then instruct

them as to what articles they want the

said Committee to investigate, and this

implies that the said municipal council

must have evidence beforehand as to the

reason why any retail merchant or other

person should be brought up and ordered

to be publicly examined.

In our opinion, we consider that in

order to be perfectly fair the municipal

council of any municipality should be

prepared to not only pay the expenses of

all those whom they order up for ex-

amination, but in the event of any
charge being made against a retail

merchant and it proves to be false, the

said council should be prepared to re-

imburse the retail merchant for not only

the loss of his time, but also for the loss

and injury to his reputation. No pro-

vision is made for this in the case

of a retail merchant, notwithstanding
that other classes have been exempted.

Only Retailer Cannot Escape

The camouflage, however, is not yet
complete. If the "Fair Price Commit-
tee" suspects that any manufacturer has
raised the price of his commodities
throuerh combination with his fellow

manufacturers, or otherwise, and he

happens to live outside of the munici -

pality in which the "Fair Price Commit-
tee" have jurisdiction, the manufacturer
cannot be compelled to appear and give
evidence. Wholesale grocers and whole-
sale produce merchants living outside
of the municipality are also beyond the
control of the "Fair Price Committee,"
but retail merchants cannot escape.
Can anyone consider legislation of

this discriminatory character either wise
or fair, and is it not a sad reflection upon
the ability of Canadians, who should be
anxious to show to the world the wis-
dom of the legislation they enact? It
is quite true that legislation of the above
character might appear upon the Statute
Books of the United States, or in some
foreign countries, but that is no reason
why it should appear upon the Statute
Books, or in Orders-in-Council, in Can-
ada, and we sincerely hope that it will
soon be removed, as it is certainly un-
worthy of having a place on the records
of the Dominion.

Not content with amending, the old
Act,' Section 498, but whether designedly
or not, the following words have been
inserted into this famous Order, "or
maintain the price thereof."

Attacks Resale Price

In simple English, this means that no
manufacturer can now sell his goods on
the price maintenance or resale plan;
if so, he will immediately come under
the provisions of this Order and be liable

to the penalties attached. This provi-
sion will affect all manufacturers of
cereals, patent medicines, musical in-

struments, automobiles, fountain pens,
watches, and a host of manufacturers in

hundreds of other lines of trade, and
the result will be, when the true mean-
ing of this amendment is made known,
that the commercial classes of Canada
will arise in their might and demand
that this Order-in-Council and all simi-

lar class legislation be removed en-
tirely.

No Prussianism in Canada
We all rejoice exceedingly that we

have succeeded in securing a glorious
victory by defeating the Germans, and
thus destroying "Prussianism" in Eur-
ope. We must now watch very care-

fully that Germany's vicious doctrines

do not creep into the Government or into

the commercial life of Canada. Our
boast is that our courts in Canada are
above suspicion, and for this we all re-

joice, because we know that the poorest
citizens, when the evidence is presented,

have the same equal chance as those of

the greatest wealth. The people, how-
ever, make the laws; the duty of the
courts is to administer them. Let us
make laws that are worthy and sane,

and which will not reflect upon the good
judgment of the people of Canada, and
which do not discriminate as between
one class and another.

What are the powers under this fam-
ous Order? Can the Minister of Labor,
the municipal committee, the "Fair Price
Committee" or the Canada Food Board,
order that retail merchants shall cease
doing business, or do business at a loss,

Continued on page 50
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THE LAW OF PARTNERSHIPS
^A Discussion of the Responsibilities of Such Relationships—The Liability of Partners, All

Are Agents of the Firm, and Their Acts Are Binding Unless it is Other-
wise Provided—The Dissolution of Partnerships

FOLLOWING enquiry has come to

DRY GOODS REVIEW from a

Quebec reader:

"As I will be in partnership with
my brother soon, anything you can
publish regarding the duties and lia-

bilities of a partnership arrangement
will be read with much interest."

Retailers from the Atlantic to the

Pacific are all interested in the subject

of partnership. Probably 50 per cent.

of the retail business in Canada is car-

ried on by partners in business, while
perhaps only an insignificant percentage
of the remainder have not at one time or

another during their business career

considered the possibility of entering

into such a relationship. Some of the

most successful businesses to-day have
resulted from connections entered into

in years gone by, when such business

arrangements in most cases depended
mostly on the ability of the partners to

get along with each other. But to-day

the modem merchant weighs carefully

the probable consequence of a disastrous

partnership, and he will not enter into

such an arrangement unless he has some
definite informatien as to how he can
get out of it, or what his liability and
responsibility will be in case the busi-

ness is defrauded by his partner or ends
in failure.

The Need for Understanding on This

Point

The enterprising merchant of to-day
is face to face with the help problem,
and in order to hold his clerk has held

out the promise of a partnership, and
he too is considering just how far he is

making himself liable when he takes his

clerk in as a partner, and whether there

is any way in which he can limit his

liability, or change the arrangement if

it is found to be unsatisfactory. On the

other hand the clerk of to-day, steady

and industrious, taking a real interest

in the business, boosting sales and
learning store management, is looking

to his future and turning over in his

mind the prospect of a future partner-

ship with the proprietor, or perhaps
picturing a snug little business of his

own. And so the retailers, and the re-

tailers' clerks across the Dominion of

Canada, who have thought about part-

nership, have also considered how the

law operates in these matters, for ali

partnerships are governed by law.

It is the purpose of this article to out-

line a few fundamental principles of

partnership which will give the reader

an idoa of the important factors in

forming such a relationship, and the

liabilities that are thereby entailed.

What Partners are Liable

A partnership may consist of one or

more persons who shall be called general

partners, and of one or more persons

who contribute in actual cash payment

a specific sum as capital to the common
stock, and who are called special part-

ners. General partners are jointly and
severally liable for the debts of the part-

nership, but special partners are not
liable for the debts beyond the amount
contributed by them to the capital. The
special partners cannot bind the partner-

ship, only the general partners can do
this.

The Procedure in Framing a Partner-
ship

When a partnership is entered into, a
certificate must be drawn up by the
person entering into the partnership be-

fore a Notary Public and filed in the

office of the judicial district in which the

principal business of the partnership is

situated. This certificate must contain:

1. The name under which the partner-
ship business is to be carried on.

2. The general nature of the business

intended to be carried on.

3. The names of all the general and
special partners, distinguishing

which are general and which are

special, and their usual place of

residence.

4. The amount of capital which each
special partner has contributed.

5. The time when the partnership is

to commence and the time when it

is to terminate.

6. The principal place of business of

the partnership.

The partnership cannot be dissolved

before the date specified in the certifi-

cate unless a notice of dissolution is

filed in the office where the original cer-

tificate was filed and notice of same
published once a week in the local news-
paper and the Provincial Gazette. So
much for procedure.

Every Partner an Agent of the Firm

Every partner is an agent of the firm
and his other partners for the purpose
of the business of the partnership; and
the act of every partner in caiTying on
the usual business of the firm of which
he is a member binds the firm and his

partners; unless the partner so acting

has in fact no authority to act for the

firm in a particular matter, and the per-

sons with whom he is dealing either

know that he has no authority or do not

know or believe him to be a partner. A
person who is admitted as a partner into

an existing firm does not necessarily be-

come liable to the creditors of the firm

for anything done before he became a

partner. A partner who retires from a

firm may be discharged from any exist-

ing liabilities by an agreement to thal^

effect made between himself and the

members of the newly constituted firm

and the creditors.

The Dissolution of Partnerships

Subject to any special arrangement
made between the partners a partner-

ship is dissolved:

1. If entered into for a fixed term,
then by the expiration of that
term.

2. If entered into for a single trans-
action, then on the termination of
the undertaking.

3. If entered into for an indefinite

time, then by any partner giving
notice to the other partner.

4. By the death of a partner.

When the partnership is dissolved
each partner becomes the owner of an
indefinite share of the property of the
partnership (that is where there is no
special agreement) and this co-owner-
ship only ends with the final liquidation

of the affairs of the partnership.

Partnership Has First Claim on Moneys
Where partnership money is paid

through a person who is a creditor both
of the firm and of one of the partners
individually, the money must be first

applied to the liquidation of the in-

debtedness of the partnership. Where
goods are purchased by a partnership
and a part of the goods returned, then
the returned goods must be credited to

the partnership. The assets of the part-

nership are the common property of the
partners, and one partner cannot legally

sell a share of the total business without
the consent of his co-partners and with-
out an accounting to the firm.

If it is the intention that a surviving
partner should have a right to take over
the interest of a deceased partner, and
this clearly appears from the terms of

the partnership agreement thoup-h it is

not formally expressed, then this right
exists.

In a recent case the partnership
article provided that at the end of each
partnership year an account should be
taken of the stock, liabilities, and assets

of the business, and a balance struck for
that year; that in case one partner died

the co-partners should continue to thft

end of the current financial year, or at
the option of the surviving partners for

not more than twelve months from such
death; that for twelve months from the

death of his partner a survivor should

not be required to pay over any part of

the former's capital in the business; and
that any dispute between the survivor

and the representative of the deceased
as to the amount of debits against, or

credits to either in the balance sheet or

the valuation of the assets should be re-

ferred to arbitration. The court held,

however, that the value of the interests

of the deceased partner was not deter-

mined by the account taken and balance

sheets struck at the end of the financial

year following his death, but that the

assets should be valued in the ordinary
way, and that goodwill was to be in-

cluded in the assets though it had never
appeared in the annual balance sheet

since the co-partnership began.
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CONTROL TO ESTABLISH EQUILIBRIUM
Problems Are Big But the People Are Equal to Them—New Condi-

tions Will Bring Increased Comfort, Health and Welfare to

All People, so Says Comptroller Williams at Washington

MR. JOHN SKELTON WIL-
LIAMS, Comptroller of the Cur-

rency and Director of the Divis-

ion of Finance and Purchases of the

United States Railroad Administration,

makes the following statement concern-

ing the industrial and financial outlook

in our neighboring Republic:

"We have money, enormous resources,

men, and brains. We will need all for

the task before us—the most enormous
tasks that ever tested a nation.

"As we mobilized our young manhood
for fighting, we have to mobilize all che

wisdom, virility, conservatism, courage,

and wealth we can command to adjust

ourselves to the new responsibilities and

duties put upon us, to co-operate with our

associated democracies and allies in giv-

ing peace, freedom, and happiness to the

world. We have a vast load to carry.

We have vast strength with which to

carry it. Our part is to give our back

to the burden, patiently, soberly, stead-

ily, in the fear of God, and with broad

conception of our privilege and oppoi-

tunity.

Skilful Guidance Required

"The time has arrived when these

powers and opportunities will be exer-

cised in the fullest measure. It will re-

quire skilful guidance and careful steer-

ing to turn the tremendous energies of

the people which, for so many months
past, have been dedicated to the produc-

tion of engines of destruction into the

implements of construction—to convert

our swords into plowshares and our

spears into pruning hooks, and shrapnel

shells into locomotives and farm tractors.

But the best thought of the nation is

now bent on these great problems, and
that they will be solved so as to prevent

panic or industrial demoralization we
may be assured.

"There has been much inflation of cer-

tain kinds which is incident to all wars,

and there have been many inequalities

in different directions. There has been

a great scarcity of labor of every ajrt,

and wages have been thrown out of pro-

portion to living and costs in many cases.

"The firm hold which the Government
found it necessary to take to prevent

runaway markets for the necessities of

life and for the raw materials needed in

industry may now be exercised in a con-

servative and healthy way to establish

a reasonable equilibrium and to prevent
destructive and sudden movements,
which sometimes in the past have pre-

cipitated panics. There is no reason why
this country need fear such commercial
revolutions or financial crises as those
through which we have passed in the
earlier years of our history.

"The agricultural, mining, and indus-

trial activities of this country are enjoy-
ing generally phenomenal prosperity,

and from a financial standpoint our
banks are to-day stronger and better

able to cope with any situation which
may arise than they have ever been in

the past.

"We have raised in the past eighteen
months nearly $18,000,000,000 from ihe

sale of Liberty bonds, and yet the de-

posits of our national banks to-day are

several billion dollars more than Lhey
were before we attempted to place the

first Liberty loan. As an evidence of the

improved management and strengthened
position of the national banks of tht

country it is deeply gratifying to point

to the fact that during this calendar year
of 1918, in which the strain upon our
banking resources has been greater than
at any time during our past history,

there has been only one national bank
suspension in our entire country. There
has been no such record as this for near-

ly forty years past. This immunity from
failure is the more gratifying when we
consider the extraoi'dinary stress of

these difficult times through which we
have been passing with the whole world
aflame.

No Longer a Debtor Nation
"We are no longer a debtor nation. Our

Government is now lending to the allied

nations nearly $8,000,000,000, while our

loans and investments in Central and
South American countries also amount
to hundreds of millions of dollars, which
also go to swell our credit balance wiLh
the Avorld.

"The industrial capacity of this country

as a producing nation has increased

enormously since the outbreak of the

war. But the entire energy of the coun-

try, not absolutely required for the pro-

duction of food and clothing, has been
mainly engaged in the making of muni-
tions and implements of war and terrific

engines of destruction. Hereafter, these

energies will be dedicated to the work
of upbuilding and regeneration.

"In the coming world adjustments, liie

fruits of the earth, of industi'y, and of

commerce, must be divided between capi-

tal and labor on the basis of equity and
justice, and this will increase unspeak-
ably the comfort and health and welfare
of our people and of all peoples."—From
the Official U. S. Bulletin.

CANADA HAS MUCH TO WORK WITH
A Busy Time is Close at Hand—Canada is Well Situated to Meet

Reconstruction—Big Principles Applicable to

Individual Business

I
N viewing the economic situation of

the immediate future there are so

many big strong currents to con-

sider that it is necessary in speaking of

them to use somewhat sweeping terms.

The phrases "capital and labor"; "social,

religious and industrial reconstruction";

"ideal democracy" and so on are on

everybody's lips these days, but let us

beware that their very size is not too

great for our vision. It is pleasant to

dream of heaven, but not all of us really

believe in it as a part of this old world
which we know, and yet we all have mo-
ments of supreme delight. It sounds

v/ell to talk about the co-operation of

capital and labor and the meaning of de-

mocracy and freedom, but those are

ideals which can only be accomplished by
the daily practice of the individual in-

terpretation of them. In order to get

the full meaning of those important

terms it is necessary to read them, speak

them, think them, as applied to daily

practises—to the principles upon which

your business operates.

The following article, which was writ-

ten by Mr. C. H. Ellston, of Deben-
ham's, Canada, Ltd., savers throughout
of an optimism which is well-founded
and should be an inspiration to the whole
dry goods trade in attacking problems
and new conditions with which the new
year confronts it. A strong faith in the
happy outlook for Canada should be a
worthy guide in all the plans which the
trade will be making during the month
of January for another year. Let that
big principle of co-operation be practised
between the capital and labor of your
store and it will accomplish much for

you, whether you are the employee or

the manager or the owner.

RECONSTRUCTION
Civilization is contained in the total

of its results. It marks the progress of

man from the state of savagery to that
of good manners. It marks the differ-

ence of the savage from the citizen. It

has to deal with agriculture, steam,
electricity, railways and ships as well as
of all kinds of manufactures and mei--

( Continued on page 49)



EATON'S ADOPT 5-DAY WEEK FOR JULY AND AUGUST
Close at Noon on Saturdays Throughout Balance of Year—Announcement Is Made by Sir

John Eaton at Jubilee Celebration of Store — Mrs. Timothy Elaton Unlocks Doors
With Golden Key on First Opening Day of 1919

UNIQUE in Jubilee celebrations

was the ceremony which took

place at the T. Eaton Co. on

Thursday morning, January 2nd. A gold-

en key fashioned in the jewelry depart-

ment of the store, was used to unlock

the store doors promptly at 8.30. The
simple but auspicious act was perform-

ed by Mrs. Timothy Eaton, widow of

the founder of the store, who had watch-

ed its growth from a tiny, gas-lit "dry

goods emporium," occupying the south-

west corner of Queen and Yonge streets,

and employing a mere half-dozen sales-

people, to its present dimensions, which

include many acres of floor spoce in

two cities, housing more than 20,000

employees.
As she entered Mrs. Eaton pulled a

crimson velvet bell cord and the big

gong in the centre of the main floor rang

out, followed by a peal of chimes. The

store was open to the public, and in a

twinkling the ground floor was filled

with an eager crowd. On a raised plat-

form an orchestra had been placed, and

nearby a choir of 300 voices sang the

Doxology. Presentations of flowers to

Mrs. Eaton were made, one by the

youngest and one by the store's senior

employee.
The visiting party passed on a tour of

inspection through the store's various

floors, being greeted by long lines of

employees, and to the furniture building

where the choir had reassembled, and

sang "0, Canada" and the National An-

them. Then a spontaneous outburst of

"For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" rang

out from employees and spectators alike.

The whole ceremony took little more

than half an hour. After it, Sir John

Eaton entertained his guests at an old-

fasliioned luncheon in the grill room.

A gold container in the form of the

T. Eaton Co.'s original store was also

fashioned in the jewelry department ana

in it will be kept the golden key of the

ceremony.

A History of Forward Movements

Interesting and happy as this whole

ceremony was, it is by no means the

most important feature connected with

the Jubilee of the store.

While the late Timothy Eaton was
still alive he gave a great deal of study

to economic problems. He knew also

that a twelve or fourteen-hour shopping

day was of benefit to nobody—not to

him, nor to the shoppers, nor to the tired

clerks. He set out to shorten the hour.s

of shopping, knowing that if as much
business were done in eight hours a.^

would be done in twelve there would he

advantage and benefit in it for all con-

cerned.

He found that in the days gone t>y

people did the bulk of their shopping at

the end of the week, and much of it ir

the late hours of Saturday. Againat
this he used his influence with that in-

creasing pressure which he was able to

exert. When Eaton's closed at 6 o'clock

on Saturdays it was, at that time, a bold

step to take. It was said that people
would do their shopping at the stores

that were open.

But the Friday bargain day was start-

ed to induce people to do their shopping
without waiting for Saturday night

—

and they did. Even in the holiday shop-
ping season the store closed early. Then
the Saturday half-holiday was announc-
ed for July and August. The closing

hour on all days was made 5 p.m., and
the doors did not open until 8.30 a.m.

All these changes have proved to be
successful.

Close All Day Saturday in Two Hottest
Months

Sir John Eaton, following up the pol-

icy of his father, now inaugurates worlc-

ing hours which tend to make, in the

words of the founder, a day of play,

PROBLEMS OF THE CHANGE
Will the shorter hours at

Eaton's mean more business for

the stores which remain open?

Will the Eaton employees have
more time to spend their earnings

and thereby decrease their bank
accounts?

Is this a forerunner of a gen-

eral movement towards shorter

working hours?

Sunday a day of rest and worship, and
people returning to work on Monday
morning refreshed in body and spirit."

Beginning this month the Eaton stores

and manufacturing establishments

throughout will close at noon on Satur-

days; during July and August they will

remain closed from Friday at 5 p.m.

until Monday at 8.30 a.m.

Problems of the Change

Will the shorter hours at Eaton's

mean more business for the stores which

remain open?
Will the Eaton employees have more

time to spend their earnings and thereby

decrease their bank accounts ?

Is this a forerunner of a general

movement towards shorter wor'cinff

hours?
These are the important cjuestions

which business houses are asking and

which concern the dry goods trade in

particular. In the first place there is

little doubt that the other stores in To-

ronto and Winnipeg will benefit at least

for a time by Saturday afternoon shop-

pers coming to them. There is this fac-

tor which is bound to have some ofF-sei-
ting effect, however: It is the opinion of
many that with the shorter hours in
the Eaton establishments people will

flock to them for positions. Any problem,
of shortage of labor will be eliminated
for the Eaton Company and they will

be able to make a selection of help
which will insure them the very best.
People will regard it as a privilege and
a certain seal of ability, to be employed
for any length of time by Eaton's.

Results of that nature have already
been demonstrated by Henry Ford, of
Detroit, who some time before the war
established a minimum wage of $5.00 >•

day for everybody in his employ. He
had no difficulty in securing plenty of
help. On New Year's Day this year he
has increased that minimum to $6.00.
His output in no way suffered by the
"living wage" paid.

Will Employees Spend More?

As to the employees having more
time to spend their earnings, what the
results will be is doubtful. The same
argument was brought forward very
strongly wkhen the Saturday half-holi-
days were first considered in business
circles, and one cannot say that the re
suits of that step have ben disappoint-
ing. Some there are who always spend
all their earnings; there are others who
will benefit by spending their extended
play time in a less hectic manner tnan
formerly and so will be less reckless,
more economical, and more refreshed for
work on Monday. The big thing to be
realized is that the employees will be
happier, a feeling of better comradship
with the management will exist, and
with a time for everything, the more
methodical and specialized way of living

will probably mean a more systematic
spending of money by the majority.

That the new working hours of tho
Eaton establishments are a forerunner
of a general movemeint along similar

lines is very probable. 20,000 employees
are now affected by the new schedule

and they are a sufficiently large body to

be taken as a criterion of whether the

scheme will be a success or a big expense
which few firms could handle. The T.

Eaton Company are not of the opinion

that the shorter hours will in any way
prove a failure. It is but a step in ad-

justment tovMrd'- h"*^ter livin"- nnd the

.sooner that all working people are given

recognition as being human beings, t'ne

sooner will a higher plane of living bj

established. A general movement for

these new hours is not yet under way;
indeed the innovation by the T. Eaton
Company came as a distincc .'^urprine.

Nevertheless, sociological conditions

seem to be tending that way.
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A New Spirit in Advertising

A point of interest in connection with

the Jubilee celebrations of the Er.ton

Company was notve l when Ryr-o Bros..

Xiimited, Toronto's largest retail jewel-

ers, used their advertising space in the

•flaily papers on Jan. 2 to make this

statement:

"WE GIVE YOU THIS TOAST!

Here's to the T. Eaton Co., Limit-

ed, our respected business neigh-

bors for more than two score of

years.

We congratulate them upon this

unique celebration of the 50th annl-

A^ersary of the founding fof their

house, and recognize their right to

the claim that theirs is one of the

great institutions which has "helped

io make Toronto famous."

RYRIE BROS.,
Limited

134, 136, 138 Yonge St.

TORONTO
The toast was graciously responded to

the following day in the Eaton adver-

tisement. It will be observed that this

is a distinctly new spirit in such adver-

tising "copy" which carries out the per-

sonal element to a nicety and is quite in

l<eeping with the occasion.

CANADA HAS MUCH TO WORK WITH
(Continued from page 47)

"cantile pursuits. Civilized man can now
dispute with the birds the Empire of

space, and the depths of the sea are no
longer denied to the exploration and
traffic of mankind.

Co-operation has been the keynote of

success in bringing to a conclusion the

great war. It is now just as necessary
that we make our arrangements; that

capital make its peace with labor and
work hand in hand for the good of the

country and mankind in general. When
demobilization is over thousands of men
and women will find themselves without
remuneration from employment. If

v.-ork is not forthcoming then the out-

look for the future will be grave and
perilous. There must be no unemploy-
ment after the war or the burden of

taxes will be unbearable. The future-

productiveness for these taxes will de-

]:end solely on whether men and women
are able to earn incomes sufficiently high
to stand this strain. This alone can be

accomplished by co-operation, the pu'-

ting forth of vigorous efforts on the pa"t

of capital to secure markets both at

liome and abroad for his output and the

I'Ctive co-operation of his employees to

augment and further his efforts in everv

possible manner.

Land For Soldiers

Canada has for her basic industr

agriculture. No country under heaven
is more suitably situated or has better

facilities for agriculture; none more fer-

tile; none more rich. No mode of live-

lihood brings with it such independence,

such freedom and at the same time such

rich I'esults. To parcel out lands, as

has been done in the past, to returnin •;

soldiers in the different sections of the

Dominion has been an ignominious fail-

ure. The pliin as laid down by the Fed-

eral Government to have the active co-

operation of the Provincial Legislatures

c'lppears to be a feasible solution to this

question. It is purposed that the Fed-

eral Board buy, expropriate or otherwise

take over lands in any Province at cost,

and to give soldiers preference to ail

land acquired on this general system as

well as to purchase stock, equipment,

?nd provide house and buildings. This

land to be sold on a mortgage plan of

twenty years or longer at .5f, interest,

each allotment not exceeding five thou-

sand dollars in value. Stock and equip-

ment to be provided up to fifteen hun-

dred dollars without interest for two
years. This plan in itself seems to be

most feasible and at the same time most

advantageous to the soldier and the

country alike. At the same time it

limits the extent of the holdings of each

individual, and by this means would

make possible community farming

where the home of each could be built

in close proximity to the other, and

thereby allow close - intercourse which

would not be possible on larser ho'din-s.

Co-operation, at thf> same time, in the

working of such holdings could be very

dvantageou Iv c-rried out. This plan

if properly administered should in a very

short time go far to cause much of the

uncultivated land of our great West and

the yet unoccupied portions of other pro-

vinces to produce as abundantly as those

lands already under agriculture, and

I'uthermore to produce a happy con-

tented manhood and womanhood
throughout the Dominion.

What About Our Industries?

What is to become of the hundreds of

'iiousands of people who have been en-

gaged in munitions during the past four

years? What is to become of the muni-

tions plants that have been constructed?

In a country such as ours there is no

reason for fear. We have in Canada.

Eastern Canada particularly, immense
water falls which have been, or are

being, harnessed to produce limitless

'supplies to cheap electric power for

manufacturing. No country enjoys such

cheap power and no country is better

served than this. The proper steps are

Veing taken by the Federal Govern-

ment to secure for Canada a portion of

tl;e reconstruction wo^k required in the

devastated portion o*" Eurone. and if this

v.'ork be handled by the Federal Board,

similar to the Imperial Munitions Board,

those industries latelv enga'^ed in m".n'-

tion work will be kept at full blast for

some years upon this construction alone.

Besides this the whole world is in need
ol manufactured goods of all descrip-

tions to be used in peaceful avocations.

Take electrical supplies as an instance.

Before the war 75 c^ of our electrical

supplies were of German manufacture.
Will that be the case for the future?

Agricultural machinery will be re-

quired in greater volume than ever, not
only in our own country, but for France,
Belgium, and when stability returns
there, Russia. Our steam rolling mills

can be kept at high pitch of activity by
the reconstruction of our railways which
have had to be neglected during the
•>^ar; new equipment in rolling stock is

necessary throughout the entire Domin-
ion.

Public' works and public buildings
v/hich have been left in abeyance will

now be constructed. The Welland canal
viil be completed and the great stretch

of water-way between Port Arthur and
the sea made passable for ocean traffic.

'; he good roads movement of the differ-

ent provincial governments will be car-

ried out; work of this kind tends to in-

crease production and there must be in-

creased production if wages are to be
high. There must be no slackening.
We must standardize and specialize

more. The war has taught us to do this.

No country is more rich in lumber
than Canada; inexhaustible supplies

spread from coast to coast. The lum-
bering industry will be carried forward
with greater impetus than heretofore.

Our fishing industry has made great
strides during the past three years.

Canadian fish are better known in Can-
ada and the world over than previously.

This is due much to the efforts of the

Government and much greater activity

in this line can be looked to in the

future. The mining industry in Canada
has been dormant during the war, but
greater activity has recently become
r.pparent, and with the assistance of

labor now available the mining areas of

Canada, in which there is untold wealth,

will be rapidlv developed and pour forth

the treasured gold, silver, iron and
rickel for the world's supply.

Our Financial Position

The pi-esent situation is unique in the

history of Canada. Never have the sav-

ings deposits been so laree, the rest ac-

counts of our banks in so satisfactorv

a state. The last Victory Loan in it-

self will pay interest to our Canadian
citizens amounting to about thirty-five

million dollars annually, not mentioning

the interest which will be paid on the

previous loans. Tnvestigations shov/

that mortgages carried on farm pro-

nerties for a great n-^mber of vears

have been cleared off and that ou'-

J farming comm.unity as well was never

a in so healthy and prosperous a condi-

9 tion.

And just as we have co-operation

between capital and labor so must we
have co-operation in our Government,

both Federal and State. It is neces-

sary to have a Government composed
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of all parties, men who take their re-

sponsibilities solemnly, who earnestly
desire a better state of things than ever
before existed, and who have the cour-
age and faith to make our people the
happiest in the world.

NEW KIND OF DEPARTMENT
STORE

Continued from page 39

office may be moved later to the ground
floor to save time.

In the case of the grocery department
—located now in the basement as pre-

ferable to the top floor—a sub-credit

office has been established, a branch of

the other, in order to save time.

"It is so easy to give credit; our busi-

ness is not to facilitate it but rather to

make it hard," was the explanation of

the checking-up system given to DRY
GOODS REVIEW.

Stock Record at Selling Price

The merchandise manager, as is being

done now in the best stores, takes direct

supervision of all buying; that is, orders

must pass through him. By the system

of continuous stock-taking that is in

effect he knows how much stock is on

hand at any one time in each department;

also how much of what was ordered is

still undelivered (a point not so fre-

quently looked after) ; what business is

being done, and therefore how much
more stock the whole plan of buying

can allow to be added to that depart-

ment. It so often happens that a buyer

is allowed to run wild; he buys too free-

ly; he becomes overstocked, as he has

his own department in mind chiefly, and

towards the end of the season must make
wholesale reductions to bring his stock

down.
There is one difference in connection

with this stock record between the Daly

store and the most of those whose sys-

tems have been looked into by DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Here the stock is

recorded at its selling;, not cost value.

Thus on February 1 there is set down
the amount for each department; then

purchases are marked down as they come

in at selling value, and sales are deduct-

ed, leaving the balance as the value oF

stock on hand again at its selling valu-

ation. In most stores the stock on hand

and purchases are set down at cost price

and the sales reduced to terms of the

cost. Thus:

DEPT. D.

Feb. l-Inven. $15,785 Feb. Sales.. $2,895

Feb. 11—Mdse. 624
Feb. 22-Mdse. 780
Mar. 1- Stock 15,394*

'Being sum of Inventory and two pur-

cha.ses, less "Sales" of $2,895.

Reductions Mu.st be Noted

It should be noted, too, that when a

buyer makes reductions in the regular

selling price this cuts down the value

of the stock recorded against him, and
in order to keep the balance correct he

must send in a record of these reduc-

tions, so many yards, reduced by so much
each, or so many dozen cut by so much
a dozen, ar.d so on. This works out in

another direction as well, namely, it re-

duces to some extent the "mark-iap" of
this special department, but this point
will be dealt with in the second article.

As one of the executive explained to
DRY GOODS REVIEW, the store aims
to lighten red tape, but is strong on sys-
tem.

In the following article questions such
as savings in the delivery system, train-
ing clerks, mark-ups, welfare work, the
grocery department, the statistical book,
OS the "Pilot of the Whole Ship," and
other points will be discussed.

TRADE REGULATIONS BY ORDER-
IN-COUNCIL MUST BE ABOLISHED

Continued from page 45

or do the findings of these various bodies
have to go before the Attorney-General
of the Province first before any drastic

action is taken ? On this subject this

famous Order leaves us in doubt, and no
one seems capable of explaining its mys-
terious meaning. Is it reasonable to

expect that intelligent business men will

remain under legislation of this char-

acter very long without making a vigor-

ous protest? We know that they have
protested, and we shall keep on pro-

testing as an Association of Retail Mer-
chants, and we will make every effort in

our power to have it abolished. The old

Act, section 498, of the Criminal Code,

was an unnecessary and complicated
piece of meddlesome legislation, but
when it is camouflaged by an Order-
in-Council, in our opinion, it becomes
ridiculous.

It must be made quite clear that those
who have their money invested in re-

tail stores and stocks, and in wholesale
premises, and in manufacturing plants

in Canada are among the best citizens

and friends that Canada possesses. They
are helping to extend its trade and com-
merce, and building up the cities, towns
and villages of Canada, and they con-

tribute more largely than any other class

toward business profit taxes, and all

other taxes, and contributions, that are

required, and they should, at least, be

consulted before drastic and unworkable
Orders-in-Council of the above character

are placed on the Statute Books.

In reviewing this Order-in-Council, it

may appear to some that the comments
made upon it are too drastic and too

severe, but experience has taught us

that if we require reforms in any move-
ment, or amendments to any Act, that

the case must be stated as it exists,

without fear and without favor.

DEATH OF MR. .L E. SNIDER

The death occurred suddenly on Jan.

2 of Mr. J. E. Snider, head of the Bias

Corset Co., Toronto. The late Mr.
Snider leaves a widow, two sons and one

brother and is mourned by a large circle

of friends as well. He was of a genial

disposition and will be greatly missed
in business and social circles.

PICTORIAL ANNUAL REPORT
It is announced by Tampton Aubuchon,.

General Manager of the Louisville In-
dustrial Foundation, the so-termed Mil-
lion Dollar Factory Fund of Louisville,
that the organization's annual report to
the stockholders will be partly rendered
in motion pictures.

About twenty new industries have
been located in the City of Louisville as
the result of the Foundation's activities,,

and camera men are busily engaged in

Louisville in photographing the salient
features of the various new factories in

order that an intimate review of the in-

dustries, their processes and products,
may be presented to the stockholders
and the citizens of Louisville. It is the
idea of the Foundation directors that the
stockholders and citizens should be af-

forded an opportunity to visit all of the
new plants located in the city and the
motion picture method was adopted as
the most practicable. The film will in-

clude views of the manufacture of auto-
mobile axles, overalls, clothing, tobacco,

wood products, soap, oil, bed springs,

heating apparatus, furniture, etc. It

will be expressive in a measure of the

character of industries located in Louis-
ville as well as the type of skilled mech-
anics employed. The idea of presenting'

an annual report in moving pictures is

unique. The motion picture manufac-
turers are keenly interested in the suc-

cess of the idea, for it is hoped that

through Louisville's experiment the cine-

matograph will ultimately be utilized as

an assisting force in the development of
communities and in the solution of civic

and industrial problems. The use of the

film in merchandising is quite popular

now, but its adoption as a means of pre-

senting a clear and impressive record of

the accomplishments of an industrial

development organization is said to be

without precedent.

One of the prominent features of the

film will be to show that, although a

large number of industries were located

in Louisville during the period of the

war, none of them are strictly war in-

dustries but are engaged in the manu-
facture of peace products, a develop-

ment along permanent, substantial lines.

The annua] dinner of Ladies' Wear
Limited was held on December 16, when
a most enjoyable time was spent.

P. Harwood Clark, who for the past

few years represented Ladies' Wear
Limited, of Toronto, in Western Mani-
toba and Eastern Saskatchewan, died

on December 6, of pneumonia, following

an attack of influenza. The late Mr.

Clark was one of the most popular and
successful salesmen in Western Canada,

as was evidenced by the great number
of letters expressing the deepest regret

at his untimely death. Mr. Clark was
about to take a new and more important

position with the firm in Toronto. He
was 28 years old and single. His head-

quarters were at Brandon, Man., but the

remains were brought to his old home
town of Fergus, Ont., for burial. This

is the third death among the most pro-

mising employees of Ladies' Wear Lim-
ited, and the svmpathy of the trade goes

to the firm in its loss.



SUMMARY
With the ''Jour de gloire"

Paris turns again to the art of

fashion-making. New creations

are elaborate with many glit-

tering gold effects.

Capes with sleeves are fash-

ionable; silk capes with fur for

next Summer.

Knitted cloths still leading.

Children all wearing blues.

Small boys wear long sailor

waists with short pants.

Ncnette and RIntintin now
form unique fringe trimming.
Scotch plaid fringe also seen.

Ribbon in silk and velvet and
also elaborate brocades used on
gowns.

Newest bags drawn in with
rings and chain.

Variety of sleeves, both short
and long.

Veils are long and tied at

back of head.

Paris, France, Nov. 30, 1918.

EDITOR, Dry Goods Review: "Le
Jour de Gloire est arrive!" So,
merrily rang the church bells, so,

joyously boomed the guns, so, happily
sang the crowd who, with beaming faces
thronged the "Grands Boulevards" on
that grand day, November 11.

Everybody was happy, our boys no
longer fall on the ghastly battlefields;
within a few months they will be back
to their business, and Paris will revive;
raw materials will flow into the fac-

tories, whence beautiful cloths will soon
be in the hands of our couturiers, and
fashion will again be fully displayed.

I visited a few of these houses last

week, and everywhere it looks like a
busy hive. Everyone is racking his
brains, for everybody's aim is to have
something exceptionally fine to show to

celebrate magnificently all the Allies
when they defile under the Arc de Triom-
phe.

The Bird in a Gilded Cage!

Already the feeling of happiness is

shown in the models that are being

created now; almost everywhere is gold

cloth seen, much more extensively than
heretofore, so is gold embroidery on
siik and velvet; this, not only on evening-

garments but on tunic blouses worn for

afternoon walks or tea parties. Many
hats are but a piece of gold embroidered

silk draped into a bonnet. The Sainte

Catherine bonnets, which were so

modestly elegant during the war are

now more elaborate, gold net trimmed
with the usual green and yellow ribbons,

to which is added this year a tricolor

cocarde. Some have the big Alsatian

iy* -wa"-*^"** -'%s^*>'5>,'CM^_i^.

More Knitted Fabrics From Paris
Unique in coloring and pattern are these new knitted fabrics which are being

featured in the large stores in Paris. No. 1 shows a block pattern \% x 2 '4 inches
in size. The striped block shows gold, blue, red and green, while the plain block is

navy blue. No. 2 is navy brushed wool with a woven stripe in emerald, orange and
white. Stripes of navy, red and green on silver form a central band for the fine silvei
fringe in No. 3. No. 4 is a gold cloth with appliqued design in Lucille blue wool jersey
cloth. No. 6 is similar to No. 4 but has the design in old rose. No. ,5 is another com-
bination of navy blue with striped blocks in green and scarlet. No. 7 is a silver jersey
pressed to suggest brocade. Most of these fabrics are used for trimmings or, in the
case of the wool materials, for sport costumes. Sent direct to DRY GOODS REVIEW
from Paris.
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bow. I suppose you know that Ste.

Catherine custom in Paris? Any girl

who is not married when twenty-five
years old is said to "coiffer Ste.

Catherine" on the 25th of November of

that year; it is a pretext to a festival

amongst the midinettes, who make some
fine bonnets, which the girl has to wear.

Afterwards, as these bonnets are valu-

able in many cases, they become a real

boudoir cap.

Capes for Spring

Amongst the Winter shapes for coats

I might mention that the regular cape is

the most fashionable, provided it has
come kimono sleeves, which are found
more convenient than the cape with
holes for the arms to go through. It

is even whispered that this shape will

still be seen next Summer in light silk

and in Summer fur like white fox. At pre-

sent they are in velvet, lined with fur,

or in silk with a deep hem of beaver, and
a huge collar to match.

I told you in one of my last letters

rhat galoons and braid were very fash-

ionable. So they are still, and I enclose

lierewith a few more samples of them.
The woolen ones are seen on all knitted

j'^arns, which are quite as popular as was
expected; whole tailored costumes
(chemise dress and jacket) are made of

them, and the hat is a kind of sailor cap
that matches the whole.

Fashions for Juniors

Of course little ones are also dressed

in the same manner; it seems to be the

most convenient Winter cloth for them,
:'or it is light, yet warm, and allows

the freedom of all their movements;
you can see some little boys clad in a

kind of combination, covering them frprn

head to foot like Eskimos, but they are

nice though, especially when they are

still babies.

I might mention that, while the fash-

ionable shades last year were green and
purple, this Winter our youngsters seem
to he vowed to blue; you see nothing

but blue moving patches in the Champs-
El ysees or Tuileries Gardens, all shades

of blue, except navy; all are showy, or

"bleu horizon."

They are clad in straight garments,
short skirt with a smnll bolero for little

girls, or loose, with the waist not under-

lined. Little boys have short pants, over

which is a sailor waist almost as long as

the pants, two inches of which onlv are

seen. All have the same kifid of velours

delaine coat, and a bonnet covering head
f.nd ears closely.

Black velvet seems to be the most
favored material of the Winter; you
.see it in evening dresses, in tunics em-
broidered with metal threads, in straight

dresses, or robes manteaux, duly trim-

med with furs. Hats to match are seen

with a few bird of paradise feathers or

an aigrette.

Unique Fringe Trimmings

Amongst the trimmings, besides

jjaloons, we have some very narrow silk

braid, worked either into a kind of em-
broidery like Roccocco, or in Macrame
frinp-e covevjng wi^ole skirts. It is most
effective. I saw one fourreau skirt a'.i

covered with brown macrame made of

that braid.

The fashionable Nenette and Rintintin

that were used now and then at the be-

ginning of the season as tassels to finish

belts, have since been more extensively

used; for instance, one dress had broad

bands entirely made of small Nenette

and Rintintin tassels. Somewhere else

I saw a silk jersey blouse with quite a

quantity of them, also a similar fringe.

Real fringes are fashionable, whether

In silk cord, braid, and even in fur. For
this season there are many garments
edged with black monkey. To be at all

nice this fur must be exceedingly good

quality, else it is horrible!

Some dainty fringes are obtained with

Scotch plaid, which is as fashionable as

can be; it is taking the place of checked

designs. The fringes are made by draw-

ing some threads from the material;

they are thus in different shades, which

is very nice indeed.

Fringes are among the commonest
trimmings on children's garments.

Chenille is also seen fairly often,

generally plaited into bands one inch

wide, which may be seen on dresses, but

more often on hats which they entirely

constitute or only adorn.

Much Ribbon Shown

Ribbon comes almost on every gar-

ment; here it is a belt, somewhere else

it borders the short sleeves that are

fashionable (if not comfortable!) this

season on chemise dresses.

We find it as trimming in two or three

lows on bodices, either vertical or hori-

zontal, sometimes making a kind of

ranel if the ribbon is broad and elabor-

ately embroidered. Painted ribbons are

also very fashionable. In fact, every one

is, from the plain ribbon in silk or vel-

vet up to the gorgeous brocade made

after the Oriental designs. Metal em-

broidery is often seen on ribbons.

Fashions in Bags

Beads seem to be less in favor; apart

from beaded bags they are not so com-

monly used.

The present bags are not quite the

same shape as last year; they are still

like pouches, but the top is no longer a

frill, it is fastened by means of a chain

drawn in rings that are sewn inside the

bag. but just at the top edge.

I have also seen some nice bags in the

shape of portfolios, made of finely

painted leather; they look like impres-
sionist's paintings, but are original, pro-
\^ided the quality is really good.

These, made in the same shape but
with a piece of ancient brocade and fill-

ed with a set in ivory, composed of all

the necessaries a lady carries with her
everywhere, such as powder box, etc.,

will make nice Christmas presents.

Apart from the usual handkerchiefs,
toudoir caps, cushions, and knickknacks
that are generally sold as Christmas
boxes, I have seen some dainty pin

cushions made of white nainsook over
a pink or light blue lining, very finely

embroidered, either white, or in delicate

shades and finished off by a real val lace

I order. These, perfectly made, and with
real lace, may make a really valuable
present.

The Etiquette of Sleeves

While, as I have said above, there are
some short sleeves, the long ones are
worn also, especially on robes manteaux,
where long, flat sleeves, fitting, are seen.

These are also sometimes wide (like

sisters' sleeves) from top to bottom, or

\^-ide at the top and ended by a frill or
a small cuff.

Kimono sleeves are generally three-

quarter length, and fairly wide.

Waistcoats are still seen in many in-

stances, but now they are replaced very
often by a kind of "cuirasse" front and
back, equally adorned on each side and
fastened under the arms by one or two
buttons. There are also some waistcoats
fiom top to bottom, which are very neat.

I have nothing special to say about
V'mbrellas; they are pretty much the

same as last year's, big sticks with an
'vory ball for handle. Some are in color-

ed silk.

Gloves are not different from what
they were. Those with wrist bands are
less in favor.

Veils are an important item in the

toilette; they are very long, being tied

behind the head, with long ends hanging
down. When the veil only covers the

eyes and nose it is braided at the edge
so as partly to hide the eyes, and when
it covers the whole face the part that
covers the mouth and chin is made of

plain net, and the top is embroidered.
Next month I will tell you about toys,

and how our big dry goods stores have
displayed their Christmas windows.

"X

J. H. COLBORNE
J. H. Colborne, dry goods merchant of

Goderich, Ont., died Dec. 23 as a result

of injuries received when he was hit by
an auto. Mr. Colborne did not regain

consciousness and expired in an hour.

Both legs were badly broken, ribs crush-

ed in and the skull fractured. Deceased
was 79 years of age and was one of the

oldest business men in Goderich. Besides

his widow he leaves four daughters and
three sons.

PRESENTATION
Miss Ethel Miler, secretary of the Au-

burn Woollen Company at Peterbor-
ough, Ont., was presented with a gold

watch and diamond ring by all the em-
ployees on Dec. 2.3.
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SALESMANSHIP

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT OVERCOMES MANY
DIFFICULTIES

L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, N.J., Tell Dry Goods Review of How Co-workers Respond
to Educational Training—Complaints from Customers

j

Grow Less Each Year

Written by a Dri/ Goods Review Representative Who Visited Bamberger's Store Dnring December

IN
Newark, N.J., there is a store which

has developed an excellent efficiency

system. L. Bamberger & Co. have
had their educational department operat-

ing for the past five years and are now
in a position to state from actual ex-

perience an opinion which should be of

value to the trade.

In an interview with Miss Cihlar, oi"

the eificiency department, Miss Brown,
in charge of the junior work, and Mis.s

Strong, of the employment office (who
by the way is a Canadian, from Hamil-
ton, Ont.), a representative of DRY
GOODS REVIEW was told of the work
which is going on in that store and some
cvf the results which it has accomplished.

In the first place the efficiency depart-

ment has made good. It has demonstrat-
ed to the management of the store that

greater efficiency of salesmanship has
been secured and many difficulties sur-

mounted by it in a way which could not
have been done without a department
whose business it is to make a study oi'

the employees, individually and collec-

tively, and their relation to the store.

Record Cards Give Complete Information

The efficiency department, while it is

separate from the employment office,

nevertheless works in close conjunction
v.ith it. In the employment office card-
records are kept giving in brief form the
history of each employee covering a
period of three years. One side of these
record cards is reproduced herewith, and
it will be noted that a great deal of in-

formation is provided for on it. It gives
a monthly record of suggestions from
employees (an indication of vigilance and
inierest in work), days absent and mis-
cellaneous points; a record of the plac-
ing of the employee in the store and
transfers to other departments, with
reason, salary, etc; a report of the exe-
cutive every six months on punctuality,

industry, neatness, etc. On the other
side of the card the name appears again
(to save turning the card over when
filed in the catalogue) and a three-yen '•

monthly ei-ror record of details such as

morning lateness, noon lateness, neglecl
of time card, of department sheet; plac-
ing wrong name and address on sales
check, tally errors, wrong measuremeni,
of merchandise, no sales number on
ticket, register of shortage or overage,
and miscellaneous. This list is printed
;.iid numbered at the top of the card, and
for the record below only the numbers
are inserted.

This card is of very great value to the
efficiency department. All complaint?
or enquiries regarding employees come
to the efficiency department who look
up these record cards, and in a moment
a detailed account of the employees' re-

lationship with the store is there for a

basis of action. The efficiency depart-
ment supplies a good deal of the in-

formation which the employment office

records on the cards, by the close re-

lationship of the department with the
employees.
By an investigation of these cirds it

has been found that since the efficiency

department has been doing its work
there have been many cases where dis-
agreements have been settled to the
satisfaction of all concerned so that a
cliange of labor was avoided, which
means an expense saved. Again, through
the efficiency department employees are
niore readily placed in the most suitable
department; their likes and dislikes are
discussed, advice of a personal nature
given them, and after thinking the mat-
ter out carefully they are more certain
themselves of what department they
wish to become linked up with. Of course
h is not advisable that each individual
be placed at once in the department
sought, but each is encouraged to keep
some definite aim in view and to gather
all the information available relating to
the goal.

A Broad System
Department managers at Bamberger's

are responsible for providing the sales-

people with technical information re-

(Continued on page 83)

Aae Date
s 1

Reason Salary
Salai

Numl:-

Children

Year 19 19 19

Sugges-
tiong

Absent Mbc. Sugjes
tions

Absent Misc.
Sugges-
tions

Absent Misc.

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Apr.

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov Executives
Report

Date Date Date Me Date Date
Dec.

Special Activities Punctuality
Industry

.iPersonal Neatness

Qeneral Esthnate

Salary Inspection

Physical Ejcam.

Salesmanship Course. Graduated

r704 5-18 lOM l_ . BAMBERGER & CO.. Newark.N. J. Advanced "

THREE-YEAR RECORD CARD USED IN EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OF
L. BAMBERGER & CO., NEWARK, N.J.
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MARKET REPORTS

THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, Jan. 8.—In the last few days a 33c basis

on middling upland cotton was reached in the New
York market, and whereas the price is lower to-day,

the big drop predicted by some calamity howlers has not

materialized, and prices are much above levels ruling at

the time the armistice was signed. Best informed authori-

ties are confident that 35c and even 40c cotton are probable
in the next few months, and according to at least one South-
ern Congressman, a 50c price by May 1 would not be sur-

prising.

Reports from England show clearly why cheap cotton

goods cannot be expected for 1919 and perhaps not in 1920.
Briefly, these can be classed as scarcity of the raw cotton,

higher labor costs represented in a 30 per cent, wage in-

crease granted to spinners, and a 40 per cent, increase to

weavers, the enormous immediate demand from Allied

European countries, and later, that which will come from
the Central Powers. Their needs will be met to a large
extent by cotton clothing.

The transition period through which the trade is passing
in relation to wool reveals a situation which is anything but
depressing. The cancellation of Government orders has
been welcomed by the mills engaged in turning out men's
cloths, as they can now adjust their plants to handle civilian

business, which has been so long delayed.

It is true that a marked curtailment of the output of
military clothing faces the mills in the Old Country, but
new Government business for standard suits to demobilized
soldiers is now to occupy their attention. It is indicated
that already orders from Allied countries have been re-

ceived, and business for a big yardage from Belgium has,
it is intimated, already been accepted. Latest advices
would indicate that the British Government will control
wool for some months to come, and this condition is one
which will have a steadying influence on the markets.

Business for Fall, 1919, is being solicited on underwear,
and quotations show an average advance of 10 per cent.

Retailers are buying freely for their requirements, and
there seems to be no prospect of a decline for the entire
year coming.

Caps rule with a very strong undertone, and with
higher-priced cloth coming, prices for Fall, 1919, are tend-
ing upward. Hats are firm for Spring, and jobbers are
preparing for a heavier sorting business than usual, which
they feel retailers haven't been able to provide for in the
placing of orders.

There is no intimation of an easing away in prices of

shirtings for Fall, 1919. As a matter of fact advances
ranging from 10 to 25 per cent, are mentioned and seem to

be quite within the realm of possibility.

It is stated that December sorting business on neckwear
was very heavy, orders coming by mail, telegram and tele-

COTTONS
Factors Which It Appears Will Con-

tribute to Maintenance of Present
Prices Outlined

COTTON.—Under date of December
17, a large cotton manufacturer of Man-
chester, England, sent out a letter to

Canadian clients containing 7 points,
which they feel will be contributing fac-
tors in at least a maintenance of present
prices for a year or two. They are
enumerated here, and as these interests

are rated as ones very closely in touch
with market conditions, their opinions
are not without weight. They state that
it is necessary to remember that:

1. The supplies of raw cotton in this

country are totally inadequate to the
demand.

2. They cannot be increased until
large numbers of ships are released to
carry the material.

3. The yardage of cotton goods ex-
ported from this country has steadily
declined during the war and is infinitely
below the pre-war standard.

4. As a consequence of No. 3 there
are many countries whose supplies of
cotton goods have gone to a vanishing
point. As soon as shipping is released
and cotton control is withdrawn, they
must have goods from somewhere.

5. The cotton mills or dye works of
France or Belgium are either in ruins
Or without machinery, and cannot prob-
ably be put in operation for a year or
two. Their population must have cotton
goods—they could supply some of their
own wants in pre-war times—they will

have to turn to us for them now.

6. The Central Empires have prob-
ably no cotton at all and have obtained
none for 41/2 years. They have been
using paper, wood-pulp and other substi-

tutes.

Now that peace is practically settled,

they will want large quantities of raw
material. The Central Empires, with
Bulgaria and Turkey, represent nearly
180,000,000 of people, who will have to

be clothed largely in cotton goods.

7. Finally, the spinning operatives in

Lancashire are now out on strike. Be-
fore they go in they will obtain an ad-
vance of at least 50 per cent., and the

weavers have already had 40 per cent,

granted to them which will come into

operation this month.
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phone. The result has been a cleaning-up of practically all

75c lines, and any left are hardly considered a market fac-

tor in Spring, 1919, business. That means that the cheapest
line for the early months of the new year will carry a retail

value of $1.

There is no reason why the dry goods trade should not
be facing a period of marked prosperity. Housefurnishings
to brighten up the homes for the soldiers' return, new
dresses and hats to gladden his eye—the homecoming of
the soldier is an occasion of gladness, to accentuate which
the aggressive merchant will make a big drive for business
from every department of his store. 1919 presents a big
field for prosperous development. Get an early start.

In regard to the seventh point, the

spinners have come to an agreement on

the subject of salary, the increase grant-

ed amounting to 30 per cent., which it

can be well understood is no small item

in cost of the manufactured goods.

Since the last issue of DRY GOODS
REVIEW prices on raw cotton have
shown substantial advances, including

uplands basis reaching 33c per pound a

few days ago, although a lower basis

prevails to-day. Southern interests see

35c cotton at least, and only a few days
ago a congressman from Alabama pre-

sented figures which show a possible

shortage of 6,000,000 bales, with prices

reaching from 40c to 50c by the first of

May, 1919. Figures presented by this

authority are given elsewhere in this is-

sue.

Indications are that there are lots of

lines still very scarce, and that it will

be some months before the mills are

caught up with orders. Shipment of

spring orders will commence in another

two or three weeks and volume of busi-

ness to be handled represents a very

satisfactory total. Business has been
quiet the last couple of weeks, but in-

quiries are again being made and indi-

cations are that trading will soon be

brisk.

WOOL
December Uncertainty Giving Way to

Confidence in 1919 Outlook—Under-
wear for Fall Sliows Advance of

10 Per Cent.

WOOL.—There is really little new to

report in the situation on wool or wool-

len goods from that given out in last

month's report. Apart from the Am-
erican markets, where there appears to

be some uncertainty over holdings that

Government now has, the markets seem
to be very firm and the trade as a whole
in a very healthy condition.

December seemed to present some un-
certainty, but already there are evi-

dences that this is wearing off. The sit-

uation a couple of weeks ago in New
York could perhaps be summarized
briefly as follows: The wool and woollen
auction and the voluntary rebating to

the jobbing and cutting-up trade by two
large concerns have tended to unsettle

conditions rather than stabilize the mar-

ket. In view of the fact that jobbers
clamored for fabrics at the auction sale

last week, paying up to 90 per cent, of
list prices and for several lots 57%
cents over, it would not surprise all

branches of the trade if quotations would
advance above present levels before
settling to lower levels.

This conclusion has been arrived at by
some of the largest dealers in the mar-
ket, who contend that they have studied

all the fabric markets and that for cot-

tons, yarns and silks the prices accepted
by millers this week are generally con-

ceded to be lower than goods will be pur-
chased for after Jan. 1.

It is undoubtedly true that there will

be found to be quite a disposition on the
part of wholesalers, retailers and mer-
chant tailors to concentrate their efforts

upon the disposal of present stocks of

worsteds and woollens before placing
further orders. It is not that they an-
ticipate any immediate reduction in man-
ufacturers' prices, but there is naturally

a degree of uncertainty obtaining, and
they feel that caution is the safer

course to pursue. Importers, however,
are discovering that manufacturers in

Great Britain are not at all disposed to

accept lower prices for at least some
time to come, and those who have placed

import orders for next fall's trade have
been notified that "repeats" can only be
accepted at higher prices than obtained

when the original orders were placed.

It is significant that at the recent auc-

tion sales of wool and worsteds in New
York the prices obtained were very close

to the previously fixed prices, and in

some cases above them.

There, perhaps, is in brief the situa-

tion as it applies to wool and woollen

goods. No wholesaler can find fault

with a retailer who exercises caution as

long as he buys sufficiently well to meet
the requirements of his trade. As a

whole, stocks in retailers' hands are

comparatively light, and the trade may
be considered on a sound basis. That is

as it should be, for it is on this sound

foundation that future business is to be

built and there seems to be every reasor

to believe that Avhen 1919 figures arc

tabulated, the results will be entirely

satisfactory. Sales will be big and the

goods bought will be paid for—a good
healthy outlook is visible for the factors

in all phases of merchandising, manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers.

With regard to prices there seems to

be no indication of any recession in

values. Underwear for the Fall of 1919
is being booked at prices which show a
10 per cent, advance. Yardage woollens
to come from Great Britain represent an
accumulation of orders extending as far
back as twelve to eighteen months, and
the most of these orders were placed at
open prices subject to confirmation at

date of shipment. There is no indication

that shipments from Great Britain will

be made at any lower levels.

Now there comes the need of deciding
the 1919 buying policy, and the opinion
on the part of wholesalers and retailers

—moreover, the opinion which many
manufacturers seem to feel is that of

the wise merchant—is this: That the
business for Fall and Winter, 1919,

should be estimated. The stock on hand
should be ascertained, then the differ-

ence between the stock on hand and the

retail business which it is expected to do,

should be figured.

This gives the retailer knowledge of

what he will require and he should cover

a large percentage of that as a placing

order.

LINENS
Firm Situation Shown—Flax at Guaran-

teed Price and High Labor Costs

Factors to Uphold Values

LINENS.—The market remains very
firm and there is no indication whatever
that supplies to be marketed during
1919 will reach the trade at lower levels.

In fact, if there is one line which seems
to be tending upwards, it is linen.

At the present time there is little buy-
ing activity, but this is a seasonable con-

dition. Stocks are generally considered

ample to meet immediate requirements
of the trade and not much movement is

looked for during the present month.

Reports from retailers generally show
that Christmas business was very heavy.

As a matter of fact, some indicate that

losses sustained during the period when
the influenza epidemic was raging have
been overcome by the great increase in

holiday trading, and 1918 went out in a

blaze of glory.

The main factors in linens are flax

and labor. The present year presents

no prospect at this writing of lower

values in either. The question of labor

is by no means solved by the termination

of the war. It will take many months
before the armies can be demobilized

and absorbed into peace-time pursuits,

and the producing capacity of the sol-

dier for many a day will of necessity be

less than when he shouldered a gun
early in 1914 and 1915. The price of

flax has reached abnormally high fig-

ures and with a Government guarantee

behind it will retain, and possibly ex-

ceed, 1918 figures. Anyway one look?

at it, lower linen values seem far away
now.
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SILKS
Outlook for Spring Business Bright—

Activity Expected to Develop in

Another Couple of Weeks

SILKS.—The trade generally are now
making preparations to take care of

Spring business, and in another couple

of weeks activity will be the keynote in

the silk houses. Stock-taking has been

in full swing and is pretty well complet-

ed. New goods now coming to hand are

being opened up, and the outlook is most
encouraging for a brisk trade during the

next few months.
Indications from primary points show

that raw silk is rather quiet, with little

interest manifest beyond that of satis-

fying routine demand. Latest cables

from Japan show no change in quota-

tions, but inquiries are met with figures

higher than cabled prices. Improvement
with the new year in the movement of

silk is expected. It is understood that

Italian grades show no change and are

too high for American business. The

Government has fixed a price at which

it takes over stocks at such a high figure

that regular purchasers find it virtually

impossible to do business. It is under-

stood some United States manufacturers

would welcome Italian silks on their

markets, but this is deemed impossible

under present circumstances.

What buyers may do on their trips

after goods this month is a cause of

speculation. The consensus of opinion

seems to be that they will be disposed

to place orders for small lots only, re-

ordering at later dates as their needs

dictate. High prices cause heavy invest-

ments in silks, if the volume of merchan-

dise taken equals what has been bought

before, so smaller orders placed oftener

seems the best bet and the feeling pre-

vails that business ultimately will be as

good as it has ever been.

As the mills are situated now, tha+

seems to be about as favorable a method

as could be devised. No mill has anv

surplus and it would be quite impossible

for any mill to furnish the customar"

supplies, if all buyers took a liberal

yardage at the beginning. Mills wiil

have to build up their supplies and thev

can do it only by buyers taking only

small quantities at first and gradualW

increasing their purchases as they nee-l

goods. Later, mills will be in a better

position. Now they are running in mer-

chandise, in some instances, that should

have been delivered in October, or per-

haps even earlier. They haven't done a

thing for the fall as yet. With sucM

conditions existing, it will be seen thai

unless buyers do adopt what may seem

to be a conservative basis it will be im-

possible for the present to keep sup-

plies up to requirements.

BOOTS AND SHOES
ManulacturerH liusy on Spring Orders

—

Ovei.seas Needs and Dem^ndH For

Leather Make For Firm Market

BOOTS AND SHOES. - Manufac-

turers are busily engaged on making up
Spring orders and indications are that

volume of business booked represents a

splendid total. Retailers have not
bought speculatively but they have
bought for their requirements. This
would indicate that the trade has con-

fidence in the values offered and the

position of the retailer seems to be a

good, healthy, sound one.

There is a tendency in some cases

amongst boot and shoe wholesalers and
manufacturers to withhold predictions

as to the future, but there is no ques-

tion of doubt that they all seem to be

facing the issue fairly and squarely and
view the present outlook with a good

deal of satisfaction.

The present condition of the hides and
leather markets does not suggest lower

prices of boots and shoes. There is, on

the other hand, every probability that

present inflated values will hold, accord-

ing to well-informed opinion. European
needs constitute the principal factor in

maintaining the market at war-time

prices. There is almost an unlimited de-

mand for leather on the other side, and

this will curtail supplies available for

the Canadian market.

An announcement m'^de i-e^entlv ^\

the Council of National Service o^ the

Shoe and Leather Industry of New York
contained recommendations for 1919

.styles in women's footwear which would

"meet the requirements of women's ap-

'oarel, as well as bring the industry back

to normal conditions.

These are reproduced here as the 1919

r-rogram of Canadian manufacturers

f^nay be expected to follow quite closely

•'ny action taken by interests in the

United States. Colors suggested in-

cluded three shades of brown and two of

'•rey. as well as bronze, white and black.

The heip-ht of lace boots "should not ex-

ceed SV-. inches," it was said, while the

manufacture of button boots as well as

"needle-toed shoes" should be discour-

;\ged.

Repo'-ts to hand indicate that dnrin'^'

the last two weeks of the old year and

.-^ven into this year a considerable "run"

on rubbers, also on overshoes, lumber-

men's heavy boots and leagings, as well

;is boots suitable for skating developed.

Moccasins, too. have been in demand.

Consequently sporting business has been

very active, the first snowstorm and the

brief snell of colder weather causin": the

retail trade to prepare for a prolonga-

tion of the same.

CLOTHING
M'nufacturers Working on Soring

Orders—Cloth Remains Firm—De-

mand Promises to be Heavy
For All Lines.

CLOTHING.—Manufacturers of ready-

made clothing are busily engaged on

spring orders. The volume of business

already placed by the retailer lepresents

n very substantial amount and the out-

look is very promising for big business.

Retailers are already commencing to

f"el the results of the return to civilian

life of many thousands of soldiers who

have been stationed in Canada, and there
are many thousands returning from over-

seas on practically every boat. These
are all prospective customers who will

be buying clothing in greater or less de-

gree, and to those dealers who make an
aggressive bid for this business will

come the returns.

There has been no indication as .yet

that cloth will be any easier as regards
either supply or price. Cables sent
through asking for quotations and de-

livery dates on certain classes of goods
have been ignored or filed for attention

at a later date. The cessation of hostili-

ties has not provided the mills with a
supply of wool for civilian use, and
whereas conditions must right them-
selves in time—it is well to remember
that it is going to take time.

Supplies of cloth for the Spring trade
do not at present show any sign of being
more plentiful and orders placed, de-
livery of which may reasonably be ex-

pected for Fall business, have been
bought at a level as high or higher than
that now in effect. There seems little

indication that 1919 will show much if

any change in prices which will have to

be paid for woollen goods. When the

change comes, and come it will, there

seems every reason to believe that it will

be a gradual process in no way resemb-
ling a slump.

Merchants who carry a stock are in

a position to do business. Careful buy-

ing, but buying to keep stocks well as-

sorted and complete, should be an atti-

tude which will bring results that are

satisfactory. Desirable goods are scarce

and high in price—indications are that

they will continue so for many months.

SHIRTS
December Sorting Business Good—Indi-

cations That Prices on Shirts For
Fall Will Be Higher—10 to 25

Per Cent. Advance Possible

SHIRTS.—Manufacturers and jobbers

report a very good sorting business

throughout December and plans to take

care of increased Spring ti'ade are now
well under way. Booking business has

been very satisfactory and indications

are that shirt prices for Fall will show a

further advance over quotations on

Spring orders. Samples will probably be

going out towards the end of February

and there seems a possibility that de-

liveries may be slow. However, al-

though it may be slow, the feeling pre-

vails that production will be attained.

Everything at present seems to point to

an advance in Fall prices on shirts of

anywhere from 10 to 2f5 per cent.

Retailers report business excellent.

From the returned men already back,

from those liable under the M.S.A. but

now out from under the shadow oT mili-

tary service, from those demobilized

from camps in Cinada, the retailers' cus-

tomers are daily incrcising and this must

be reflected to a greater extent as the

weeks go by. Some indication as to

what this may be has already been re-

ported and the dealer who campaigns
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agG«ies3ively for- this trade has a big

1919 business ahead of him.

COLLARS
Solt Collar Business Developing Re-

markably—Cleanable Collars Very
Firm Though Unchanged—Out-

look in All Lines Good

COLLARS.—A steady and marked in-

crease in the sale of the soft collar is

reported. The larger centres seem to be
making a big drive on this line with de-
cided success, values up to as high as
75c each moving to the consumer rapid-
ly. Its comfort and the fact that it can
be laundered at home are factors con-
tributing to the increased sales in this

department of the men's wear business.
Actual price changes in quotations on

cleanable collars have not yet been re-

ported, but the market rules with a very
firm undertone. Some sources look for
a new range of prices about the first of

the year and that these will be upward
is generally conceded.
Laundered collars show no change in

price and no immediate revision is looked
for. Spring booking business has been
very good and the outlook in all lines

for 1919 decidedly bright.

HATS AND CAPS
Business Booked For Spring Good—Sort-

ing Orders Expected to be Heavy

—

Prices Remain High—No Imme-
diate Change Imminent.

HATS AND CAPS.—The volume of
orders to hand for Spring represent a
very satisfactory total according to

jobbers. Retailers have exercised care
in buying but in view of the expected de-
mand, which gives every indication of
being heavy, sorting business will, it is

felt, represent a much larger place in

the hat trade during the early months
of 1919 than is usually the case. Prices
on these orders will, it is thought, pro-
bably run slightly higher than those at
which placing orders were taken. Be-
yond Spring business little is said. Some
expect a higher basis and some a range
of prices in line with Spring business.
Lower levels are not aenerally conceded
a material place in 1919 business.
On cans the consensus of opinion

seems to be that prices will remain high
and that FaM, 1919, orders may carry a
higher range of quotations. Cloth is

high, and manufacturers have high
priced materials bought on which they
will be working. Nothin? approaching a
slump is considered possible — lower
levels would come as a great surprise for
1919 business.

NECKWEAR
Heavy Sorting Business Cleaned Up
Cheaper Lines—Range For Spring

to be Higher—Gradually Im-
proved Supplies But Slow

In Coming

NECKWEAR. — December sorting
business on neckwear has been very
heavy and manufacturers report that
anv $6 ties which they had are practi-
cally all cleaned up and this priced line

is now an impossibility for Spring—at
least any supplies available will be so

small as not to be a m.nketab'e feature.

Neckwear silk is unquestionably sciice
and no improvement seems possible dur-
ing the early months of 1919. Swiss and
Italian silks will be slow in coming and
it seems unlikely that any accumulation
of stocks has been probable in Switzer-
land. From Italy it is quite certain there
is no immediate prospect of heavy offer-

ings and the same is true of France.
Improvement will come, but this seems
unlikely before midsummer, if then.

There is considerable doubt expressed
as to whether Fall, 1919, will see any
bigger range of overseas silks offered

to the retail trade.

This means the difficulties of the trade

are not yet over. Supplies are going to

improve in time, but the demand is

also increasing and will represent a

heavy volume of business. Early 1919
can hardly be expected to minimize the

troubles of the retailer materially. The
improvement in supplies will come slow-

ly and recession in values is also a mat-
ter for gradual i-eadjustment. Do'lar

neckwear look like the cheapest line for

the first few .months of the New Year.

UNDERWEAR
Prices For Fall, 1919, Show Advance of

10 Per Cent.—Retailers Placing

Orders Freely—Outlook For
Heavy Business

UNDERWEAR.—Manufacturers have
had their representatives out selling

underwear for about three weeks for de-

livery in the Fall of 1919 at prices which
show a 10 per cent, advance. Retailers

are placing orders freely—not heavily,

but what they consider sufficient to meet
the j-equirements of their trade. Stocks

as a whole are free from any accumu-
lations and with the strain of war orders

removed, manufacturers expect to be in

a better position to meet the demands
of the trade promptly as the sea-ons

arrive.

Indications are that retail business

will be heavy and with an increasing

clientele to draw from the retailer

should experience a wonderfully big and
profitable year in 1919.

COTTON GOING UP, SAYS EXPERT
Huge Demand and Limited Crops Are Expected by Many

to Send Raw Cotton Prices to 35c at Least

THE following words by one of the

best informed cotton men in Can-
ada will be of interest and value

to the trade:

"The days before us comprising what
is commonly called the 'reconstruction'

period deserve the most careful thought
of the leaders of all departments of the

industrial life of Canada.
"One of the most vital problems re-

quiring solution is that concerning labor

and capital. Surely there is a way
whereby employer and employee can be

brought to see that their interests are

identical and that strife and often

enmity between one and the other lead

but to disaster to the individual and the

State. Let us hope that the year 1919

will be largely devoted to the solution of

this tremendous problem. It is clearly

the duty of every employer of labor,

either large or small, to make conditions,

in so far as it is in his power, so favor-

able for his workers that they will ren-

der a willing service, and that they

should be brought into a state of mind
whereby the agitator and demagogue
may not be able, as he has been too

often in the past, to use them for his

own selfish purpose.

"If the people of Canada act sanely

and wisely for the next few months we
shall doubtless enter upon an era of

prosperity which will surpass any period

in the former history of the country.

"In so far as the future trade of Can-
ada is concerned there seems no reason

why the consumer should not continue to

make purchases to satisfy his legitimate

needs, and therefore we may expect that

both merchant and manufacturer will

be able to do business 'as usual.' There
is no question whatever but that stocks

of all kinds have been heavily depleted,

particularly in the case of cotton piece

goods. Indeed there is a world short'^.ge

in this class of- goods at the present

time.

"Stocks in the hands of manufacturers
are practically nil, while the wholesale

stocks are a'so much helow normal.

Raw cotton continues to rule high in

price, and the holders of this staple pre-

dict that it will sell at 40c a pound or

over before another crop can be harvest-

ed. Certainly Europe is in dire need of

cotton, and if ships can be chartered to

carry it across the ocean there is no
reason why the expectations of the South

should not be realized. The leading of-

ficials of the various cotton growing
States are now urging those holding

cotton not to let a pound of it go under

35c.

"In view of these conditions it would

seem as if merchants holding stocks of

cotton goods should be well satisfied

with the value thereof. It is also evi-

dent that unless unforeseen conditions

arise manufacturers will continue to

hold present prices until at least an-

other cotton crop can be harvested.

"It is fully expected that in the near

future France and Belgium will find it"

necessary to draw from the United

States and Canada the supplies they need

so badly. Also upon the conclusion of

peace the Central Empires will be com-

pelled to call upon America for large

quantities of material to clothe their

people, w'ho are in dire need at the pre-

sent time. If this overseas trade

should develop many a merchant will

regret having allowed his stock to be-

come depleted."
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TO ALL ITS READERS

DRY Goods Review extends its heartiest greet-

ings for this first year of Greatest Peace follow-

ing the most stupendous upheaval in history. It

extends also its congratulation to the dry goods trade,

manufacturing, wholesale and retail—^which has

carried on so splendidly during the years of difficulty

and uncertainty and has met the exigencies of the

time with a staunch patriotism and genial will.

May the joy of accomplishment crown united en-

deavor to make 1019 a year of happiest relation-

sliips throughout the trade.

THE SPRING NUMBER
OPINION is somewhat divided as to whether the

crisis caused by war conditions in the dry goods

trade has already passed, is now here, or is still to

come. This very division augurs well for the trade,

for all three views are no doubt correct if they are

applied to certain individual cases. The fact, how-

ever, that merchants have, by watching their credits

closely, buying with the utmost care to suit the trend

of events, interesting themselves as never before in

the technique of merchandising and maintaining

a sane optimism throughout the dark days of the

past four years, and perhaps most of all, the trying

days of the past year, with few exceptions avoided

failure, has placed the dry goods trade on a pretty

safe basis, so that with a continuance of that vigilance

there is no reason why the coming year and those

to follow should not bring the best of satisfaction.

A development fin merchandising methods fis

possible in the immediate years which would have

taken long to work out in the peaceful course of

events which was under way before the war began.

tStocks have Ijeen turned topsy-turvy
;

prices have

fluctuated and gone higher than the pre-war

imagination of man; substitutes galore have been

]»laced on the markets; labor has taken on a now

significance; sources of supply have altered; the

whole trade from grower to consumer has "some-

thing different" to (•((n.«;ider; tlie pul)lic is ready for

nnylliing witliin rcii.-^on. Now is the widc-nwako

merchant's chance to hold its interest ; to break away
from established custom and to forget the old words

''that wouldn't do in our town."

It must surely be a matter for thought through-

out the trade that perhaps the best-known merchan-

dising concern in Canada, with this new year of

1919, has adopted the slogan of ''Better Service."

That firm was noted for its service before the war

and now it has developed a research bureau and

efficiency department which perhaps has no equal.

Service and standardization are to be the foundation

and corner-stone of merchandising beginning NOW.
Like Mercy, their quality is not strained ; they are

as practicable for the small merchant as for the

large, in fact they are the essentials by which a

small business becomes large, and wins and holds

customers. Let Service, then, be the watchword of

the trade for January, 1919, and for February and

for March and for the months and years of oppor-

tunity which are at hand.

It is in order that the service offered by the store

may be more perfected that the Spring Number of

Dry Goods Review is placed in the hands of its

readers.

A special representative .spent some time in New-

York during December gathering information from

wholesalers, manufacturers, retailers and others in

the trade there, which is of concern to the Canadian

merchant.

There is not a department in which care has

not been taken to offer information which will be

essential to the best merchandising, whether East.

Central or West. The matters of supplies, prices,

fashions, conditions bearing on the dry goods trade,

legislation, and new merchandising methods being

adopted are given .^^pecial attention, with results

which .'•liould be of dollars and cents value to every

reader throughout the year.

Do not confine your reading to one department.

There is something in Dress Fabrics wliich concerns

Ready-to-wear; there is something in the Market

News which concerns all buyers; there is in the Paris

letter news for tlie Fur Department and the Milliner;

and so on.
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Finally, pass it on to your department managers

and to your salespeople. Place in their way every

means to efficiency. Mark the articles which are of

special concern to this one and that one; write their

names on a slip of paper with the numbers of the

pages you wish them especially to read. Discuss the

subject with them afterward. Do not let an oppor-

tunity for better service pass by any more than you

would' neglect to take real money for goods sold

over the counter.

A NEW DEPARTMENT
READERS of Dey (Ioods Review will, prac-

tically without exception, appreciate the new

department which is opened with this issue. In-

fants' and children's wear has for some time been

receiving increased attention in large • and small

stores alike and a special section in Dry Goods Re-

^•JEW giving news of those lines is only in keeping

with the trend of trade. ^lany factors are respon-

sible for that trend and they are important enough

to warrant separate departments in stores and in

Dkv Goods Review devoted to supplying the needs

of the little folks. These departments are here to

stay and not merely a temporary fashion. The at-

tention given by the Health Departments of the

various Governments to the care of infants; the

advanced education in caring for children which has

spread through day nurseries, public clinics, the

press and other mediums; the more suitable and

varied outputs of manufacturers of infants' and

children's apparel; the better means of displaying

the uses and varieties of that merchandise in the

stores; the "Baby Weeks" which have become gen-

eral in up-to-date communities, are all important

reasons for considering the lines in question by them-

selves and so important that they should no longer

be a side line to any other department. For these

reasons the editors take pleasure in introducing the

new Infants' and Children's AVear Department to

readers of Dry Goods Review.

WATCH WEAK POINTS IN BONUS-GIVING
ISERIES have come to Dry Goods Review
from time to time as to the success of certain

types of profit-sharing and bonus systems. A great

many firms have adopted one form or another of

augmenting the regular salary of their employees
in order to bind them closer to the business and to

have then feel some responsibility in connection

with it. An article on another page in this issue

deals in a comprehensive manner with some of the

points of failure and of success in methods which

liave been tried, and should prove of great value to

employers who are contemplating the adoption of a

bonus system of some sort during this year.

STANDARDIZATION IS COMING

ONE of the great benefits that will result from

the war from a business standpoint will be the

standardization of many products.

Before the war, every man who manufactured

followed the inclination of his own sweet will. Was

it not a free country, and were we not at liberty to

conduct our affairs exactly as we pleased, so long as

we did not interfere directly with the rights of those

about us?

This meant that there were countless duplications

of stock and supplies which varied but little and

which must be marketed at great expense because of

the resulting keenness of competition. Every busi-

ness man was obliged to carry a number of lines of

supplies, but slightly different when one, two, or

even three of these would have given ample selec-

tion. This meant the tying up of large sums of

money, the straining of credit, increased overhead,

and higher prices for the customer because of the

higher cost of advertising, additional selling expense,

etc.. etc.

The war lias steadily changed all this. The

band which the Governments have taken in every

line of business will not soon lose its grip. There

will be less of drifting, uncertainty and waste in

the conducting of business on the new level which

will be struck. Standardization will be applied to

distribution and to production. Standardization

will be the watchword. It will regulate our book-

keeping methods, the products we .sell, the way we

do business, as well as the hours we work.

A FREE SERVICE

MORE and more inquiries are being answered

every month through the convenience of the

Information Department. Many of these are not

published on the Inquiry Page, where a few samples

only are related every month. In addition to this

service which is being used daily, discussions on

trade topics are welcomed by the editorial depart-

ment. If you have difficulties or suggestions which

you would like to discuss, the editorial staff is at

vour service.



MEN'S WEAR SECTION

NEW YORK BRINGS OUT NOVELTIES
Bisque Colored Hats, Colored Wool Hosiery, Fur Coat

Fashions for Men
Collars, Anions: the Mid-Winter

NEW YORK.—December 12, 1918.

—Now that the war is over and
so many happy ideas have been

expressed in new apparel for women,
the men's wear trade has taken up the
cudgels and produced numerous inno-

vations for the happy youths and fathers
of the country for use in the social sea-

.'lon at hand.

One of the most striking productions
in fashionable headwear is a bisque
colored velour fedora. It has a faille

band to match. Several of the smart
shops are showing these, along with the

more familiar black and green velours.

The phenomenal popularity of furs for
women has spread to men's overcoats.

A couple of years ago a man was allowed
to wear a Hudson seal or a beaver collar,

but now, with his greenish-grey tweed
coat he wears an oppossum collar; with
a coat in brown mixtures his collar is

riatural coon, or with darker browns,
mink or beaver; Hudson seal is still the

fur for black, of course. These fur col-

lars roll up high and extend to a point

at the waist, but may be folded under
close up to the neck as if they were the

ammunition of preparedness against as

severe a winter as last year's.

House Robes in Variety

Wanamaker's have just received some
superb bath and lounging robes, which
remind one of pre-war luxuries. They
are all wool, thick soft blanket cloth, in

tans, browns and greys chiefly. These
have not been in stock there for the

past year and a half. They are priced

from $45 to $75.

Quite the newest model in these robes,

however, is one made of taupe colored

f^ilk and wool brocade, lined with tan

vicuna cloth which extends to form col-

lar and cuffs. This garment has the ad-

vantage of being waini and quite light

in weight.

Some new robes from Japan are of

lieavy silk in,, half and quarter inch

stripes of c'ull greys, tans, browns and
blues with black ground. The linin'i' is

rf light weight pauded black silk

and the collar and cuflfs of black.

Then there are others more elabor ite

in api)earan<-e selling for tlic Chiistmas

trade. They are fashioned of moire
f'lks, brocades and pressed an! stripe I

chiffon velvets.

In silk shirts stripes are still the

centre of attraction for the majority of

purchasers. Some departments i;re fea-

turing Japanese shot 'silks. These are

Jlabutais in reds, blues, greys, greens,

and maize toned down to a wearable
dignity with grey or white as the second
"party" to constitute the shot effect.

A fin£ weave of Rajah silk in one and
a quarter inch stripes is use;! for a strik-

ing new two-piece suit of pyjamas. The
colors are white and two tones of deep
lose with the deeper tone separating the

Mghter stripes. Several colors are to

be had in similar suits of fancy silk and
cotton mixtures.

Novelties in Silk Hose and Woollen

There is any amount of variety in the

novelty hose selling just now. In silks

the two-toned effects are still good; so,

too, are the solid deep colors in the bet-

ter grade merchandise; they include,

mainly, purple, brown, navy and green.

Those in self-colored quarter-inch

stripes are also popular. Some models
have the stripes formed by plain dropped
stitches.

One pair at Wanamaker's is of peari

p:ey heavy ribbed silk; another of plain

green with fine fancy embroidery at the

rides in green and red; navy and cham-
pagne are combined in the same design

also. Mottled gi'ey silk with clocks

are also a novelty of the season. In the

more popular priced lines stripes and
plaids are featuring strongly.

Sport hose in silk and wool and cotton

and wool mixtures are selling well in

the stores. They are of very fine textu e

and are priced around a dollar a pair.

Some of the colors noted are mottled

effects in pearl grey, smoke grey, purple,

mauve, green, blue, and brown. These

lines, too, show the dropped stitch stripes

but here only a single stitch is dropped

so that the open stripe is very fine.

Similar patterns and colorings are shown
withoMt this mottled effect.

Handkerchiefs show a great deal of

subduel colorini: in both wide and nar-

row borders and all-over plaids and

crossb'i.r.s. Greys, greens, bluL's, ro.se

and maize are a cheery relief from the
solid khaki to which many of our boys
have been accustomed.

Fifty Cents for the Touch of Black

The outstanding notes in gloves ol

fashion are tan and buck shades in wash-
.'ible buck gloves and tan and grey
suedes. It is in good form to wear these

gloves with self-colored embroidery on
the backs, but if one cares to pay fifty

cents more (that is $4) for just the

nobby touch, one will have some heavy
black stitching on the backs. The
natural buck gloves are quite the proper
accompaniment for the bisque-colored

velour hats mentioned above.

Occasionally one sees on Fifth Avenue
a pair of chocolate patent colored boots

with bisque cloth uppers, but as a rule

the fashions adhere rather closely to all

brown or all black leathers.

Good Neckwear Season

You want to know something about
New York neckties ? Well, to say the

least—and perhaps to cover the ground
—there is variety in material, coloring,

and pattern, so much so that a novelty is

not recognized as such. Everything is

a novelty. There is perhaps some ten-

dency in the 60c to $1 lines to favor

small patterns with many colors, or only

two combined. The snow-flake effects

are seen here and there in these. At $2

there is rather more brilliancy of color-

ing shown, almost a garishness, no

tendency to any one type of pattern.

From .$3 to $5 one is aware that the

price is due to the exquisite quality of

the silk used; the coloring is harmonious
and the patterns medium and dignified.

Browns, blues, greys, greens, etc., are

not seen combined so often in this grade

of neckwear as they are with each re-

stricted to its own tones.

Judging by the number of women
surrounding every necktie counter in

both the department stores and the

specialty shops, there is going to be no

falling off in the popularity of neckwear

.>s a holiday gift. Surely they are not

buying up supplies while the selection in

the Christmas stocks is good in o-der to

have a good collection with which to

greet the boys when they come home!



WHY PRICES CANNOT GO DOWN AT ONCE
Facts to Recount to Customers—These Will Prevent the Postponement of Buying

TRICES should be down," say the

store customers. "The war is

Here are just a few reasons why shirt

prices are certain to be higher before

they are lower in spite of the fact that

the war is over. These points would be

worth bringing out to the customer who
thinks things should be much lower. In

this way customers, once getting the true

idea, will tell others why goods still re-

main high, and thus all tendency for

people to stop buying shirts pending an
anticipated decline, will be checked.

Just read this comparison of some
cloths bought for the Spring range of

shirts and the same cloths bought for

the Fall 1919 range.

For Spring, 23^,4c' per yard, for Fall,

28 %c; for Spring 26c per yard, for Fall,

32 Vac
A flannelette which was quoted a year

ago at 19%c is now quoted at 32c.

Watching the raw cotton market is

perhaps one of the most misleading pro-

ceedings that can be taken by one who
does not understand what the raw cot-

ton market means—how important it is

to the question of cotton cloths and jusL

where its importance stops.

To begin with the cotton crop quoted
in the Canadian papers is the U. S. crop

—the big crop of course, but one in which
there is a considerable percentage of

low-grade cotton. A certain price will

be quoted. A buyer goes on the market
and says, "I want one inch staples" (that

means, roughly speaking, cotton which
will draw out without coming apart to

at least one inch. "One inch staple?

well that's 150 up"—meaning a cent,

and a half a pound more.
So it goes; raw cotton quotations are

not always what they seem on the sur-

face.

Then the truth of the matter is that

in spite of the cancellation of war orders

the demand for cotton at the present

time is in excess of the supply. Under
normal conditions England takes about
seven and a half to eight million bales

of cotton, and for the past three or four

years the United States crop has only
"one about eleven and a half to twelve
million bales. This just makes it evident
how huge the call upon that cotton will

be. ;

As has been said, the actual price of

raw cotton is only one factor in the price

of the finished cloth, the great factor

Ijeing labor, and for years now weavers
and spinners have been getting wage in-

creases, until to-day they are getting
from 50 to 60 per cent, more than prior

Lo the war. Nor, in spite of the opinions

sometimes given by newspaper editors,

can these wages be reduced overnight.

If they are, good night. As a matter of

fact, since the armistice has been signed
the cotton workers in Manchester, Eng-
land, have insisted upon a 30 per cent, in-

crease in wage scale, and they got their

request.

The cost of the labor put into cotton

SHIRT DEMAND TO BE
LARGE

Already evidences are not

lacking that the demand for

shirts i.< going to be exceedingly

large.

One big Canadian house

ordered some $5,000 worth of

:liirts and delivery was arrang-

ed for December 1st. They
were, of course, wanted for

Spring selling. By the time

December 1st came along the

purchaser had received, at his

own request, every one of these

shirts. They had been sent him
in response to hurry-up calls

and had practically all been dis-

posed of—disposed of for Fall

and Christmas business.

This is an exceptional case,

but sohhers' purchasing is al-

ready becoming a big factor and
stocks are eaten into more than

the merchant expected.

It begins to seem as though
there may be big sorting busi-

ness for Spring. The earlier

:)rders are placed for this Uie

better will be the chances of

;2,etting delivery.

will certainly be high for many months
so that this factor cannot contribute to

any lower price.

Then the law of supply and demand
again has to be considered. Just how-

scarce cottons are is indicated by the

fact that "seconds," which used to be

quoted at 10 per cent, reduction, are now
.generally quoted at 5 per cent, reduction.

It would seem that the question of

supply, with its relation to demand,
would be greatly influenced by the re-

lease of so much labor which has been
employed on war work. It would seem,
too, that the coming back to the mills

of skilled workmen who left for the war,
or to enter even more lucrative posi-

tions, would increase the output. It is

true that much material has been de-

stroyed through the war period through
bad workmanship. That has been one

of the factors which has run up price.s

of goods. Manufacturers continually had
to allow for much larger percentage of

spoiled goods than ever before, yet, un-

fortunately, it does not seem that there

will be as big a- change here as one

might expect. The skilled workers will

come back to the cotton mills and will

be welcomed back, but they will be need-

ed, and the workers who have been on

munition work but who know compara-

tively little of cotton in the finer grade,

will be wanted, too.

The man who has been making rough

cloths wanted for war purposes cannot

be used on the finer variety until he has

been educated to it. He will be educat-

ed just as rapidly as the manufacturers

can achieve this, for a huge output is re-

quired to replenish the general reduction

in stocks. There was a time when prac-

tically one year's reserve supply was on

hand. Now the shelves in warehouses

and retail stores are barer than perhaps

they have ever been, and there are no

large supplies in the converting plants.

All this has to be built up, and it has to

be built up at the same time that there

is a huge demand from countries which

have suffered during the war.

No, cotton seems likely to remiin high

in price. One expert gives DRY GOODS
REVIEW his opinion that it will go to

40c before it commences to recede and

to stay down.
The cost of the cloth is certain to re-

miin high and there seems no reason

to expect that the converting of the

cloth into shirts can be accomplished at

less expense. The Canadian shirt plants

are hard put to it to get help at the

present time. In Kitchener alone some

200 girls could be used. There is no re-

duction of wages in sight. All that can

he hoped for is that the return of some

skilled workmen, and perhaps a greater

feeling of responsibility on the part of

workers generally, will result in a

greater output with the same number

of workmen.
Generally speaking, it looks like high

prices for shirts for a considerable time

though they may commence to move

downward for Spring, 1920.

BUY SHIRTS FOR NEEDS, NOT FOR
SPECULATION

WHAT should be the buying policy

of the retailer as regards shirts ?

'I he general impression among

those who are in a position to know is

that prices for Fall, 1919, shirts—while

they will not be announced until March

probably—will be high. They will be

fully as high as the prices of Sprmg

shirtina-s and there is quite a probability

that they will be considerably higher.

In this connection another question

arises. Supposing prices for Fall, 1919,

shirts are just as high as for Spring,

1919, or higher as is quite possible,, will

this not be the top notch? Will shirts

not tend downwards in price after that?

This would seem what may be expect-

ed, but the conditions are so unusual

that it is hard even to predict this. In-

deed, in estimating the buying policy for

1919, a merchant would seem to be

confronted with a few certainties and

a number of uncertainties. He has rea-

son to feel certain that the demand wi'l

be great. He has reason to feel certain

that the price will be hip-h, but there is

Continued on page 63



RETAILER LOOKS FOR BUMPER YEAR IN 1919

p]. R. Fisher of Ottawa Speaks of Prices, Present and Future—Also Sees Evidences of Big
Business Already Manifesting Themselves

WHAT does the seeming near ap-

proach of peace mean to the

men's wear trade?

Listen to the plain statement by a
leading retailer, written in reply to a let-

ter from DRY GOODS REVIEW'S
Editor.

Just a year ago DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW dealt with Mr. Fisher's opinion

that business would be good in 1918, and
quoted his intention to buy 25 per cent.

more than he had for 1917. It was to

see how this anticipated condition of 1918

business had developed that DRY
GOODS REVIEW wrote. It is therefore
with reference to this point that Mr.
Fisher first speaks.

"I did not make any mistake when I

sized the situation up that 1918 would be
quite the largest business year that we
have ever had. Up to the present time
our increases are quite up to our expec-
tations with November showing very
marked increase, more so than any other
month. / might say that I attribute

this very largely to the fact that October
fell off for quite some sum,; this was
caused, no doubt, by the epidemic, the

Board of Health having closed our stores

at four o'clock in the afternoon and on
Saturday. However, I ami quite satis-

fied that any loss in October is going to

be looked after in November, with No-
vember's increase as well.

"You asked me how, with so many
young^ men taken out of the country, we
were able to increase our business this

year. The fact that we have laid a very
solid foundation in the years that are
gone is largely responsible for this. Then,
too, when we saw many of our young
men taken from our list we went out in

a little stronger manner after the bus-
iness and professional men within our
gates, and I am glad to be able to say
that our efforts were not in vain. The
trade we secured from these men more
than offset the loss of the young men
going."

It is in reply to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW'S query as to the present under
the new conditions, and as to the future,

that Mr. Fisher next speaks.

"Your next question is rather a hard
question to answer, and all I can do is

give my humble opinion in the matter.
/ do not think for a year at least there

will be any marked change in the price

of tvoollen merchandise. There may be in

the staple lines of grey, navy blue and
black; the looms which are now making
khaki will be very shortly turned to the
making of plainer fabrics, but / do not

believe that for ten years will the buy-
ing public be able to walk in and buy
suits and overcoats made of pure wool at

the prices they are retailing to-day. I

am speaking now of the merchant who
foresaw conditions and who in 1917, for

his staple business at least, looked after

his needs for '18 and '19 at 1917 prices.

This was quite possible to do if a mer-
chant was awake to what was coming,
and I am glad to be able to say that for

staples at least in overcoats and suits we
shall require very, very little until the
spring of 1920, and I expect by that time
a readjustment of prices very much be-

low what is being asked for the coming
season. In fact, in our stock to-day

there are hundreds and hundreds of suits

and overcoats that are being retailed with
a good margin of profit at less than we
can buy them from the wholesale. As the
advances shown from this season to next
have been very marked I personally look

for tremendous business in 1919.

"We are already feeling the effects

of peace in this way, that many young
men who were liable to come up very
shortly and will now never be called who
were going with their old garments be-

cause of this, are now opening up
and spending their money for new togs;
and when demobilization of the young
men in Canada in khaki now takes place
the same will hold good, and in the early

months of 1919, with the immense amonnt
of men returning to our shores with
practically not a civilian rag to their

back, I take it there will be a big oppor-

tunity for the merchant who has a stock

to look after their needs.

I am,
Yours very truly,

E. R. Fisher.

There will be suggestions here for

others. It is to be hoped many are as-

well placed as regard stocks as is Mr.
Fisher; but however this may be a fair-

facing of the situation should enable all

to m^.ke 1919 a bumper year

The department heads of the T. Eaton
Company gave a dinner to Sir John
Eaton and to all the employees who have
returned home from military duties. The
dinner was held in the King Edward
Hotel and proved a very happy affair.

During their absence overseas employees

who were married received their full

pay from the T. Eaton Co., and single

men received half pay.

CARE OF SILK SHIRTS
Some Pointers That Retailers Could Profitably Pass on to Their

Customers—Pure Silk Materials Should Not Shrink

—

How to Keep Colors From Fading.

SHIRT manufacturers claim that but
few retailers take the trouble to

explain to their customers the best

methods for washing silk shirts in order

that the colors and general life of the

shirt may be retained as long as pos-

sible. In these days, when it is esti-

mated that about 90 per cent, of the

shirts that are being sold have soft

cuffs, a large number of same are being

laundered in the homes of the wearers.

The men's wear dealers who can pass

along a few points on the method of

doing this most satisfactorily will make
many a friend.

Pure Silk Unshrinkable

One of the first things that should be

understood is that pure silk shirts will

not shrink. In consequence these are

usually made a little smaller in the body
than the same sizes in percales. On the

other hand fibre silk will shrink as much
as 21/^ inches in a width of 32 inches.

As a result the shirt maker that knows
his business will allow for this and put

that much extra size into the shirt.

Great trouble, makers state, some-

times arise when unions are used as it

is very hard, impossible in fact, to tell

whether these are going to shrink or

not unless a sample is actually tried

out. The method usually adopted is to

test such a sample carefully and after

it has been clearly proven what this,

particular cloth will do it is compara-
tively easy to cut accordingly.

Another trouble that the retailer oftea

has to face is a complaint about a high-

priced silk shirt fading in the wash.
Here again, very often, the trouble lies

with the party doing the laundry. One-
half of the life of silk colors is in the

washing. One manufacturer expresses

himself thus.

"To wash a silk shirt, successfully,

follow the following instructions: The
first time colors are laundered they

should be put in cool water and washed
with a lather of Ivory or similar soap.

No soap should be rubbed on the gar-

ment and at no time should even warm
water be used. A handful of salt or a

good dash of vinegar in the water may
keep the high colored dyes from run-

ning. Silk should be allowed to get

thoroughly dry before ironing. Then it

may be dampened again and ironed im-

mediately with a moderately hot iron."'

Another feature well worth noting is

the necessity of washing all starch out

of a garment if it is to be stored for

any length of time as the starch will

eventually rot the fabric to a greater or

lesser extent.



PRICES FIRST WILL RISE, THEN SLOWLY DECLINE
For Early Months of 1919 at Least Slightly Higher Quotations for Neckwear Seem Likely

Decline Will Be Slow in Coming and Gradual When It Comes

ALREADY many of the materials

from which the Fall, 1919, shirt-

ings will be made up are in the

hands of the manufacturers, and already
it is evident that, instead of prices re-

maining steady at least, or declining, as

some have thought, there will be an ad-

vance in the Fall goods from 10 to 25

per cent.

The simple reason for this is that the

materials from which the shirts will be
made have been bought at higher prices

than any materials yet put into shirts.

There are perhaps one or two exceptions

to this. There are perhaps some lines

which have been carried over and which
will tend to hold the price of the Fall

range as a whole within certain bounds,
yet, speaking broadly, the advantage for

the Fall goods will be about as has been
indicated.

Stocks on Whole are Low
Such a condition cannot be avoided.

Irrespective altogether of what should
happen to the raw cotton, these prices

will obtain. The only thing which could
cause lower prices would be an over-

production on the part of manufacturers
which would make them so eager for the
market that bidding against one another
would tend to bring down prices. The
conditions of the past few months in

Canada have made such a possibility

very remote. At the present time stocks
are low with the manufacturers and the
wholesalers at least, and they are at
least much lower with the retailer than
they were a year ago.

"Flu" Held Production Back

The "flu" epidemic, which kept so
many girls out of work for days—even
the peace or armistice celebrations—had
its effect on reducing production. This
will mean that deliveries for Spring will

tend to be delayed, and that the big sort-

ing business which seems likely, will keep
the shirt manufacturers busy almost into

the Summer.
Why a large sorting business seems

probable, is of course apparent to all

students of conditions. Elsewhere in

this issuej the importance of the returned
soldiers to the men's wear merchant has
been noted. Also the importance of the
change in the frame of mind of the man
who now knows he will not be called to

the colors has been brought out. The re-

turned men are going to need complete
outfits of clothing which will mean more
than the usual number of shirts per in-

dividual. The -men now freed of the
possibility of military service have prob
ably been allowing their wardrobe to de-

cline, feeling that they might not want
civilian clothing very much longer. They
will ba bigger buyers than under ordin-

ary circumstances.

Shirts Must Sell Well

Already the signs have been seen by
Tnany merchants in the orders of those
^comparatively few returned men now-

here. As they begin to crowd back, and
to expend the dressing allowance which
is given, and a part of the savings which
it is established they have in the bank,
the effect on the shirt department will be

very great.

Wisdom or Danger

Many merchants are already anticipat-

ing a big demand, and looking over their

stocks, are sorting up for Spring al-

ready. There is unquestioning wisdom in

this for some merchants. Undoubtedly
there would be danger in this policy for

others. It is purely and simply a case

of judging credits. Even if one is cer-

tain that the stock will be called for, and
there does seem every reason to expect

a big improvement on the number of

shirts sold during the Spring, money
should not be wrapped up in this if the

merchant is not well able to carry the

stock.

For Fall, samples of which range will

perhaps be going out towards the end

of February, there seems a little reason

to expect that not only will shirts be

higher in price, but that there will be

some difficulty in getting delivery

through quickly. It is quite evident that

in view of the larger demand for Spring

shirts the cutters-up will be kept busy
on these later than usual.

If they are able to keep their labor

staff up, or to augment this, they will,

in spite of this, be able to get their pro-

ducts made up rapidly for the Fall de-

livery. There is a question of how much
staffs can be increased, however. Even
if the girls are available, and as yet there

is no easing up in the labor market which

would make this seem certain, there will

continue difficulty in getting machines.

No Hope of Decline

However, in spite of the difficulties of

the situation, production will be secured,

there need be little fear of that. There
is no hope, however, that there will be

any decline in prices. Everything points

to an advance of from 10 to 25 per cent.

As for Spring, 1920, it is pretty hard

to indicate anything re prices. The
opinion, however, of the closest student

of shirtings, is that there cannot be a

real drop—or the commencement of any
tendency downwards—before the Fall

of 1920—that is, before goods for Fall,

1920 are shown.

Huge Soft Collar Business

For some time the demand for soft

collars has been increased. It is really

remarkable at the present time in the

large cities particularly. Perhaps be-

cause it is a collar which can be launder-

ed at home; perhaps because it is quite

generally considered more comfortable, it

is gaining tremendously in favor. There

is no staple price for this. Merchants
are selling a range up to 75c each. They
seem to find plenty of buyers at these

high figures.

W HAT about neckwear prices as

a result of the changed con-

ditions in Europe?

The question is naturally occurring

to wide-awake merchants who must now
watch prices more sharply, and look

for price tendencies with greater care

even than during the past four years.

Putting the whole matter in a nut-

shell it looks as though neckwear prices

will not, can not, drop for some time.

Eventually they will trend downward,
but there is nothing to indicate an im-

mediate decline. On the other hand
there is much to suggest that neckwear
during the earl^ months of 1919 will

have to be sold at higher prices than

at any time during 1918. The neckwear
then sold will be made from silks bought

on the present silk market—in other

words will be made of silks for which

the manufacturers have had to pay
more than they have yet paid for the

materials. There is no help for it, there-

fore, the retailer will have to pay more

for the ties. And it may be here re-

marked that the manufacturer is glad

enough to get the silks at the higher

prices at which he has contracted for

it, and doubtless the retailer will be

glad enough to get the neckwear at the

higher prices which he will be called

upon to give.

BUY SHIRTS FOR NEEDS, NOT FOR
SPECULATION

Continued from page 61

no certainty as to price in the future.

"What would you do if you were a re-

tailer and know what you now know
about the shirting situation?" asked

DRY GOODS REVIEW of one closely

connected with the trade.

"I'll tell you exactly what I would do,"

said this man. "There is no reason why
any of us should want to tell anything

but the exact facts at the present time.

I would buy for my needs. The medium
priced shirt would cover my require-

ments until November, anyway. I would

buy a few cheap shirts and more ex-

pensive shirts, but not as many expen-

sive shirts as perhaps I have bought for

the past couple of years. I would count

on the big shirt sales being on those

which w^ould retail at from $2.50 to $4.

"As I say, I would estimate my needs

and cover these until November. I would

count upon being! able to sort up then, or

perhaps being able to buy from the

Spring, 1920, range which would be

shown at that time. There is a possi-

bility that I would then be able to secure

something better in the nature of prices.

Anyway I would probably not have to

pay more for shirts than I would at pre-

sent."

These are some interesting points here

and they are the points that appeal to

many close students of the situation.
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CANADIAN GLOVES
Stand Any Test

"TAPATCO" Gloves are made for the hardest wear. Farmers

—

Engineers—Mechanics— Lumbermen and Railwaymen, all appreciate
TAPATCO Gloves. There will he a stronger demand than ever this
year for Canadian goods. "TAPATCO" Gloves are Canadian. They
are made in Gaunt'.et, Knit Wrist and Band Top Styles, in heavy,
medium or light weights. Leather Tip, Leather and Leatherette Faced
Gloves. Jersey Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate and Oxford.

Send your order along to-day. Handled by all jobbers.

"TAPATCO"

Gloves

for

Real Hard

Wear

mmmnmmjfmsmmmm

The American Pad & Textile Co.
CHATHAM - ONTARIO

13 to 17

Cleanable Economical
12 to 18V. 12 to IgVo

Mr. Retailer—there is a rea>-^on why you should haiidle KANT KRACji Collars. These

collars are in large demand just now. Men everywhere have learned what economy
really is—and they are buying accordingly.

Thfii there is the idea of service. Men have a fuller meaning of service now. Ser-

vice is put into these collars and they Avill therefore bring your custoniei- back for

more.

Kant^racK Collars are cleanable and that is the only dilference betwecMi them and

the linen collar.

They can Ije had in all sizes and in pleasing -Ivies. .Ml these points conil)ine(l make

KANTKRACK eollars the l)est on the market.

H'r (ire llir oiili/ < '<i iiddia ii mniiajitcturcvs fur the "Onli-Wa'

T'ir-lh,](Jer. Sold at $4.00 per dozen.

The Parsons &? Parsons Canadian Company
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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Often Imitated—Never Equalled

Gloves which are as Staunch as the British Navy

The "Carhartt ?5

Not Like Other Gloves

Sewed with Wax Thread

'^&R PROOF

No Outseams

To Hip

Good as the

Carhartt

.Overall

Patented

Reinforced Where the Wear Comes. The Service of Two
Pair for the Price of ONE.

Carhartt's

Gloves
Prepare for nineteen-nine-

teen business now.

Take your place at the

wheel of Canadian Com-

merce and be prepared to

pull your hardest.

Build your business larger.

Get stocked with gloves

which are a combination of

high-grade material and

first-rate workmanship.

Travellers are out now with

lines for Fall deliveries. Be

sure to see the Carhartt

Goods.

Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills, Limited

TORONTO
TORONTO UNIT

MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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This Book Will Help Trim
Your Show Windows

"Show Window Backgrounds"

By GEO. J. COWAN
Vice-President of the Koester School of

Window Trimming

This is the most useful window trimming book
ever published and sells at only $1.70 postpaid;
a price that makes it possible for every window
trimmer and merchant to possess it.

Every background design is drawn in such a
way that anyone can follow out the idea the same
as a carpenter does his work from blue prints.

Every detail is fully illustrated and fully de-

scribed with complete text matter.

The first half of the book has the windows
arranged in the order in which they should be
installed, thus being a yearly window trimming
program.

The following partial list of contents will give

vou a clear idea of what a valuable book this is:

New Year's Windows.
White Goods Windows.
St. Valentine's Day Windows.
Spring Opening Windows.
Easter Windows.
Summer Windows.
Horse Show Windows.
Fall Opening Windows.
Carnival Windows.
Hallowe'en Windows.
Thanksgiving Windows.
Christmas Windows.

Period Decorations in
backgrounds, showinor
examples of

Greek,
Roman,
Gothic,
German,
Japanese
Egyptian,

Moorish,
Italian,
French,
Empire,
Colonial,
Mission, etc.

Sale Windows,
Bas Relief Backgrounds,
Stencil Backgrounds,

and a great variety of general and special backgrounds,
making up a total of over 150 background designs, with
a great number of small detail drawings. Many of the
drawings are In colors.

It has taken over ten years' continuous work
to make the drawings in this book and over 25

years' experience in every phase of window
trimming to equip the editor with the practical

knowledge necessary to prepare a volume of this

kind.

ThiH book ig 7 x 10 Inches In size, strongly
bound In de luxe silk rover with handsome
art design. Over Z50 pages and abont 200
illustrations. Sent prepaid only on receipt
at $1.60.

The MacLean Publishingr Company, Ltd.

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

The Price

Situation
is most vital in these days. The Mer-

chant is puzzled to know if prices quoted

are fair or not. Our extensive buying

enables us to purchase from original

sources at original costs, and we will

continue to share with our customers

the benefits of early buying.

We offer you at lowest prices our

stock of Working and Outing Shirts.

Our travelling representative will take

pleasure in showing you our range.

Mr. Merchant:

When you are
finished with this

paper pass it on

to your clerks.

It will help them
to help you, which

means increased
business.
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You Will Sell More

Challenge Cleanable Collars

in 1919

This is a bald statement, you will say, but still after reading this adver-

tisement we are sure that you will not only agree with us, but you will

get in behind our efforts and give us your enthusiastic support.

In the first place our advertising appropriation will be

large. National publications with extensive and influ-

ential circulation in YOUR territory will carry our
convincing selling story to YOUR customers. Local

newspapers In the principal towns and cities from coast

to coast, street cars and illuminated billboards will also

tell the people of Canada just why we know that

CHALLENGE CLEANABLE COLLARS are the best.

Handsome mahogany collar stands, counter cards in

colors that attract the buyer, booklets and folders that

YOUR customers will read, are yours for the asking.

Write for our catalogue. It will tell you our story and
incidentally show you the many and varied styles of

Challenge Collars that are so much in demand.

Let us imoress you with this fact. THIS ADVERTIS-
ING IS FOR YOUR BENEFIT. We do not sell

CHALLENGE CLEANABLE COLLARS direct, but
through YOU, and we want YOU to realize on the

profitable results that our publicity will bring to your
store.

Look over your stock to-day and order early for 1919
demand.

The Arlington Company of Canada, Limited

The
Quality

Mark

76 Bay Street, Toronto

Read Building, Montreal Travellers Building, Bannatyne Street, Winnipeg
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DRESS FABRICS
AND SILKS

SILK AND JERSEYS LEAD IN SPRING FABRICS
So Says the Trade in New York—A Big Season on Now in Materials for Evening Wear-

Foulard Effects to be Good Next Summer Again—Some Novel Designing to be Seen

Written by a Staff Member of DRY GOODS REVIEW Upon Visiting The Shops And Wholesales 17} New York Especially

For This Issue.

JUST at present there is a more
urgent call for silks for evening,
dance and dinner gowns than for

any other purpose. Like a mushroom in

the night peace came upon us, and so

immediately we must make merry. Both
light tints and deep rich colorings, and
plain and fancy silks, satins and bro-

cades are selected. The shops are selling

a great deal of Georgette crepe and
crepe de Chine. These are perhaps
favored most by young girls. Satins in

pastel tones are usually supplemented by
Georgette or else silk net. The major-
ity of sleeves, considering all types oi

formal frocks, are, doubtless, made of

silk net. Sometimes this net is embroid-
ered in silk or tinsel, and sometimes just

exquisitely dainty net laces are used.

Georgette is frequently formed into

pleated panels caught into a band of lace.

There are many fancy silks also being
used. The large silver and gold motifs
which were featured a few seasons ago
are more prominent than ever. They
suggest bouquets of flowers, flower-

baskets, conventional motifs of Oriental

origin, butterflies, huge roses, etc., and
frequently the motifs measure from four

to six inches across, and are placed 8 to

10 inches apart. Grounds of plain black
or of plain white, are the best sellers in

these designs, though some of the pastel

grounds are also very effective with the

tinsel motifs.

Satins and Velveteens for Street Wear

Pompadour silks are favored for some
of the quaint, simple frocks and are fre-

quently softened with tulle or Georgette.
Batik dyed crepe de Chine, chiffons and

velvets are shown in the shops for the
third consecutive Winter, and while
chiefly used for house robes, negligees or
trimmings, they frequently find their

way into elaborate Oriental costumes for

formal wear. Batik effects in printed
silks are also liked still, but have more
rivals this season than last.

Heavy dark-colored satins, especially

black, navy, nigger and henna, are worn
on Fifth Avenue daily. The mild weather
throughout December made these espe-

cially prominent worn under the loose

cloth coats. Velvet, velveteen and spme
plushes were often seen made into street

dresses and worn with fur coatees or

capes. No doubt before January is well

on its way there will be a change of at-

mosphere which will demand the heavier

furs, but satins and velvets will have
their place just the same. Taupe and
greys are strongly favored in velveteen

colors along with those mentioned above.

War Pictures on Silks

For Palm Beach and the Spring and
Summer trade there are delightfully

novel and fascinating silks coming in

from the mills daily. It looks as if

"straight" stripes in silks have had their

day and will now retire until a more pro-

pitious season revives them. There are

some hangers-on, of course, which will

not be foresaken by some women whose
particular style of beauty is enhanced by

them. Nevertheless, most of the stripes

which are appearing in the really new
silks are of a fanciful nature and with

broken edges. Some have most original

designs—almost story-pictures — there-

on. And, of course, the age demands
that every kind of story be a war story,

therefore on silk voiles. Georgettes and

some of the less sheer productions there

are to be found figures of the French
poilus "I'infirmiere," khaki scouts,

cavalry men, and other military effects.

The most important feature of these new
designs is not their novelty, their patrio-

tism, their flashiness—which one is in-

clined to imagine from their description

—but the fact that they are first and

foremost, wearable. The colorings are

those most favored, showing a strong-

tendency to blues, and yet are so well

developed in the designs that no trace o'f

crudeness of picture is to be found.

The firm which has produced these un-

borrowed ideas has dedicated them to

France and has placed a royalty upon

them. For every yard sold, five cents

is sent over to aid the relief work in that

noble country. A further development

from French inspiration is seen in the

"Nenette and Rintintin" silks. These

have adopted a motif similar to the one
mentioned in a previous issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW as having been used
on new ribbons and lingerie. The little

pair appear on the new silks on differ-

ent backgrounds and the design is con-

sidered particularly appropriate for

children's frocks and for linings.

Khaki-kool is selling again and so are

the other heavy corded crepe silks which
were featured last year. Perhaps more
of these heavy silks are appearing in

plain colors than in printed designs this

year than when they first came out. One
new silk similar in effect to the fantasie

of last year, but heavier in weight, is

called dukist; it is a very rough-finished

silk in coarse crepe effect and is shown
in shot effects as well as plain colors.

The Leading Colors

Satin foulards are the big feature of

more than one leading silk house. Elec-

tric blue, ivory, sand, white, navy, black

and duck blue are the colors seen often-

est in the Spring lines. Then for sports

wear some of the brighter tones are

liked, among them gold and emerald are

important and perhaps next ivory, light

grey, pink, Copenhagen, peacock, Bel-

gian, Pekin, old rose, and light purple.

All of these are expected to be in brisk

demand, and indeed they are already.

Victory cloth is a wonderfully attrac-

tive all-silk jersey produced in the lead-

ing shades. The knitting is so fine that

at even a close range the fabric re-

sembles a rich satin. It is only to be

had in solid colors, but is very suitable

for evening and afternoon gowns. Vic-

tory cloth retails in the New York stores

at about $7.50 a yard. Crepe jersette

is another solid color silk which, though

a woven fabric, is well described by its

name. Its colors run mostly to the

brighter tones used for sports wear.

Pussy willow, crepe meteor, heavy raw
silks, and others of the familiar weaves

are selling well again, mostly in new
foulard and conventional scroll or trail-

ing vine effects.
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Old Reliable and Novel Jersey for Suits

Even though there is little to be seen
in the way of wool suitings and dress

goods there will no doubt be a steady
call for the few weaves which are avail-

able. Manufacturers are showing in

their Spring models a good deal of

gabardine, tricotine, serge, poiret twill;

some broadcloth, tweeds. Spring-weight
velours, and covert cloth, but as yet no-
thing really new in these fabrics. These
are the materials which will have to be
shown once more for Spring suits and
tailored dresses in the wool goods sec-

tions of the stores.

If, however, one insists on seeking
"something different" regardless of the
attractions of the "old reliable," there is

one source of gratification, and that is in

knitted fabrics. The United States has
produced some very good knitted fabrics

in both plain and novelty effects, and
many of them are quite similar to the
Cnbrics which Paris is so keen about this

season. Over here there is not yet the

variety nor perhaps so many of the dar-
ing conceptions which are seen in Paris,

but there is enough shown to make a
very creditable range, and to assure buy-
ers that these fabrics are actually on the
market. They come in the coarse wools,
knitted loosely, in heavy artificial silks

called tricolettes; in finer silks with
metaPic threads or narrow stripes; in fine

and also heavy jerseys, etc. Some quite

attractive new skating costumes in one-
piece effects, and also in two-piece suits

or separate skirts, are made of these
knitted materials for the present season,

and besides they have quite a call for
outing costumes for any clime. Jerseys
of all kinds will be the novelty feature
among Spring goods. One manufacturer
is showing a number of costumes made
wholly or in part of tricolette, and some
of them, in addition to featuring the
smart colors for Spring—all shades of

blue, henna, taupe, browns, tans, sand,
Italian green, grey, etc.—are printed in

clever designs, mostly of Oriental sug-
gestion. Some of them have dainty little

pagodas, willow trees, streams, etc. de-
pao-odas, willow trees, streams, etc., de-

signs.

FREED FRENCH TOWNS ALREADY
SEEKING WOOL GOODS

In discussing the wool goods situation

with a wholesale buyer who has recent-

ly returned from Europe, DRY GOODS
REVIEW is informed that the wholesale
trade sees no indication of a recession in

price for a few months at least. Several
large retail buyers as well, whom DRY
GOODS REVIEW has seen during the
past month, also feel assured that there
will be no drop in manufactured goods
for some months. "The position appears
to be most difficult," says the wholesaler
referred to. "Stocks of raw wool in Eng-
land to-day are very low and even the
present curtailed reduction is causing
great anxiety. No substantial improve-
ment is possible before May at the earl-
iest. Moreover there is a world short-
age of wool goods. It is to-day impos-
sible to induce the cloth manufacturer

New iQig Silks

Above are supple satins for Spring and Summer in the popular foulard design-
ing. In addition to the navy and white and black and white combinations which
were favored last year, some of the best liked colors for this year are navy and
sand (No. 1). black and ivory (No. 2) and duck blue and white (No. 4). No. 3 is

black and white; these designs are reduced one-half in reproduction. Shown by
courtesy of L. & E. Stirn, New York.

to accept new business on any terms, and
prices when quoted are as much as 40%
above those asked a year ago. Many of

the leading manufacturers and jobbtirs

in England to-day predict a still higher
price for the Winter of next year. Cash
orders in England to-day for delivery to

the neutral European countries are

enormous, many of which have been held

for as long as nine months for export
license. Any quantities of manufac-
tured wool piece goods that are offered

in France are being immediately picked

up, and instances are related where mer-
chants in the districts recently vacated

by the Germans are requesting travel-

ler's to bring forward immediately any
wool goods which they have to offer.

"Take cotton as another example.

Stocks of the raw material are so short

as to entail restricted employment in

the spinning mills and weaving sheds;

besides this, wages have advanced con-

siderably in Lancashire and futu"e costs

must be based upon the curtailed out-

put and the advanced costs of its pro-

duction.

"The silk situation is largely in the

hands of France, Italy and Switzerland

and at the present rate of production

high grade silks from these countries

will not be any cheaper for some time to

come. The Japanese market at the mo-
ment has advanced and further advances

are anticipated. The increased cost of

cocoon production, which we might say

has advanced from 150 to 20 J 'o, as well

as wages, which have increased 300'.^

in some districts, has been the cause of

this tightening and further anticipated

advances. The American market is in

a very similar position with very de-

creased stocks and a limited supply of

raw material for additional output."



SPORTS COTTON AGAIN IN VOGUE
1919 Will See Much Color—Plain Tones as Popular as Printed Designs

Height of Fashion, Also Voiles and Foulard Effects

Ginghams in

THERE is a possibility that orders
for cotton supplies for 1919 will

come along a little better than
they did during 1918. Canadian mills
are filled up with orders now which
will keep them busy well into July, and
mills in the United States and in Eng-
land are also booked far ahead, but the
orders upon which most of them are
working are for civilian consumption.
There is not that tremendous daily waste
of raw cotton for munition purposes
which the past four years and more have
shown.
One might be inclined to think that

with that factor out of the way, civilian

cottons might very soon flood the mar-
ket, but such is not the case, nor likely

to be, because new demands for cotton
goods are cropping up every day and old

ones reviving, which through 1919 will

consume many thousands of yards.
These demands, too, will tend to keep
prices at a firm and high level.

Staple Lines Very Low

The whole world is meagerly supplied
V ith the staple cottons such as flannel-
ettes, for instance, and it will not soon
feel a normal supply accumulating; that
will not be before the big new needs are
eased, and there is much speculation as
to when that time will be. Relief work
in France and Belgium is calling for
more and more cotton goods; hospitals
are still using up Red Cross supplies,
and these are calls which will not dimin-
ish for many months. The making up
of goods which are lowest in supply at
present will require a long time before
there is enough to be felt generally. The
big prevalent wish, of course, is father
to the expectancy that before another
year is out mills will have caught up
pretty well with the immediate call for
necessary lines. The trade will prob-
ably find, however, that the situation
will be rather a cessation of the ten-

dency of supplies to diminish, than the
offering of bigger supplies during 1919.
Until the latter part of the year or
longer there is no doubt that many lines

will still be unobtainable, or to be had
in small quantities only.

Most retailers have been reading mar-
ket, financial and trade news very
thoroughly during the past two months
and are pretty well assured that in

order to get goods when they will be
needed, it is very necessary that they
secure for themselves supplies when
they are offered. ?]ven now, a greet
many lines of fancy cotton for Spring
and Summer, 1919, are cancelled, havin,'»

been completely sold up, and this state

obtains in New York and England as
well as in Canada. A smaller range of
patterns than ever was offered in the
first place, and it has had to be cut
down very materially. Nevertheless,
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Cottons Typical of Summer, IQIQ
No. 1 shows a navy and bisque foulard of fine texture, a dressy substitute for

high-priced silk. Nos. 2 and 3 are voiles in the popular small all-over patterns
with colored backgrounds. The middle one is chiefly old rose and the other has
grey predominating. No. 4 is a pink and white gingham pattern with narrow
stripes of tan and black cotton and white silk; the material isJ sheer, resembling
batiste. No. 5 is a smaller fabric to No. 4, but in tan and black, enlivened with a
white dotted silk stripe. These are from the lines of the W. R. Brock Co., Ltd.,
Toronto.

wholesales state that orders booked for

Spring and Summer are considerably
ahead of those placed at this time last

year, which speaks well for the sagacity

of the trade and its faith in the future.

New Ginghams Have Small Checks

Ginghams and voiles are again reign-
ing supreme in the realm of fashion for

next Summer, and of more importance
than perhaps during any season in the

past four years are the plain-co'orsd

suitings and crepes and linen-finished

fabrics.

Ginghams involve checks again, of

course, more and more of them, an 1 in

both light and dark, harmonizing and
contrasting collections of colorings As
to the sizes, however, there is more pre-

ference being shown, both by buyers an(3

manufacturers of smaller patterns than
were featured by the fashionables of

last season. There are very tiny checks

which at the same time are a bit fancy,

and there are fairly large checks which
have backgrounds of fine ones. For

separate skirts and sports togs the-

larger checks are more suitable to bo

sure, and therefore they are not omitted

from the offerings. There are a few
stripes to be had again, but these are

usually purchased this season only for

customers who have a natural aversion

for plaids, which they have no desire

to overcome. Prices of ginghams are,

as most buyers have already found out,

about 20 per cent, higher than those of

a year ago, and those buyers need have

little fear of not being able to dispose

of their merchandise at a profit, for it

looks as if there can be no general un-
derselling competition with prices at.

their present fixture.

"Covered" Backgrounds a Feature

The color situation has developed

some rather strong tendencies in voiles.

The tapestry and dark foliage all-over

designs, which were a novelty a short

time ago, have taken quite a strong hold

of the trade and have proven very pop-

ular with the public. For that reason a
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large percentage of the patterns whicn
are selling best for 1919 are dark, color-

ful, and of the all-over type. In fact

most of the backgrounds are "covered"

with some small desie:n, even if the

designer has chosen a larger motif as a

leader. There was probably good cause

for this type of design to be favored by
the manufacturer. It brings in less

complaint about colors not resisting soap

and water, since such patterns usually

require no laundering; it also provides a

richness of coloring which is not ob-

tainable with the lighter tones, and is

in keeping with the fashionable revival

of old tapestry effects wherever they

are permissible at all.

Much Color, But Used Conservatively

To be sure, there are many other

types of design to please conservative

and fastidious tastes, and not least

among them are new gingham effects,

printed and also woven stripes, threads

of glistening silks or a black thread ;if-

fecting hand-run stitching. While cot-

tons, silks, and all kinds of novelty dress

fabrics for 1919 show a good deal of

rather high coloring and many brighi,

color combinations, the designs are such

as to reduce the "noise" to a "whisper."

There are none of those primitive,

grotesque and splashy spots shown
which made a big effort to captivate

the public a couple of seasons ago, and

remains of which were visible even last

Summer. What spots there are, are

small and have a lacey back-ground or

-veiling; what stripes there are, are dig-

nified and accompanied by narrower or

•outlining stripes of well-blended color-

ings; where there are large motifs

shown—and there are some very large

ones in the new silks—they are almost

lost in a maze of criss-crosses, vines, or

flakes.

Foulard patterns are developed under

all these restrictions and are proving

«ven more popular than they did last

season. 1918 proved to be the best sea-

son that the trade has ever had in Can-
ada in foulard effects, both in cottons

and silks, and judging by the orders

already placed for the coming year,

foulards are going to be quite the thing

again.

Silk and Cotton Mixtures Prominent

Most of the cotton houses are show-
ing prominently, among their new 1919

Koods, silk and cotton mixtures, and find

them selling exceptionally well. They
include rather closely woven fabrics as

well as some which are very sheer.

These go by such names as silk gingham
•chiffons, summer charmeuse, tussahs,

Hawaiian cloth, etc., and are pliable, be-

ing readily adaptable to the soft draped
effects which made-up garments for

next Summer will require. One novelty
which is offered on the New York mar-
ket is made of black cotton warp with a

white silk filling, white warp with a

colored silk filling, or black warp with
a colored silk filling; it is so woven as

to form shadow blocks an inch and one-

The Fashion For Knitted Fabrics
Is exemplified in these both coarse and fine materials 'which are quite

similar to what Paris has been enthusing about all Winter. No. 1 is the
natural cameline shade and knitted plain, loose and soft all at once. No. 2

is a similar fabric but in grey and French blue stripes, which make an
attractive fabric for sport skirts and suits. No. 3 is sand color tricolette

(artificial silk) in novelty stitch. No. 4 is a finer knit in black with silver

thread stripe. No. 5 is white with black stripe, all art slk. No. 6 is entirely

of metallic threads gold and silver—a fabric which is being used a great
deal for trimmings, coat collars and cuffs, etc. These fabrics are shown
by the Chopak Textile Co., New York (reduced one-third).

eighth in size and all in the one color.

The effect is dainty in the pastel tints

such as pink, sky, nile, heliotrope, etc.

Demand For Plain Goods Increases

One of the leading wholesalers states

that the sale of fancy cottons for last

Summer, compared with that of plain

colored fabrics was in the proportion of

about 50 to 50. This means a substan-

tial increase in the use of the plain col-

ored fabrics for 1019, and a range of

colorings is to be had. The materials

being featured in plain colors include

cotton, crepes, chambrays, linen finished

suitings, repps, cotton poplins, mulls,

organdies, voiles and batiste, as well as

some novelties in silk and cotton mix-

tures. All are said to be in very strong

demand and will be used for street,

house and sporting costumes. One hears

sport togs mentioned by wholesalers

and buyers a great deal more frequently

now than one did a year ago. There

seems to be a decided opinion in the

trade that sports clothing, as such, will

be in big demand for the coming Sum-
mer, and there is little doubt that the

high spirit of the people will make itself

felt in the kind of clothing worn next

Summer, just as it is at present in the

huge call for costumes for social func-

tions.

Best Pinks Not Fast

A large New York textile house

pointed out to a DRY GOODS REVIEW
representative the other day, the differ-

ence between the pink tones now and

those to be had before the war. It is

especially noticeable in the plain fabrics.

In order to have the color fast, as is

required with chambray, for instance,

a good clear pink is not yet to be had,

though the last two years have ac-

complished much improvement. Pinks

under the present dye situation have

still a very slightly dull or bluish tint,

somewhat on the old rose order. "If a

buyer wants that clear, decided pink

tone which was available before the war,

he may still have it, but not in a fast

color," said one of the executive of the

house referred to. "It is a case so far

of sacrificing the tone to the fastness,

or the fastness to the tone, but Ameri-

cans will doubtless keep on with their

untiring efforts to develop their own

dye situation, until they have accomp-

lished the fast and also clear tones

which the world once depended upon

Germany to supply."



HOW A BIG LINEN DEPARTMENT HAS "CARRIED ON"
McCutcheon's, Noted For Its Linens in New York, Has "Carried On" Despite Unusual

Market Conditions

IVy-itten by a Staff Member of DRY GOODS REVIEW and based ow an interview with the Manager of the Linen
Department of McCutcheon's, New Yn-k.

THE McCutcheon store, on Fifth

Avenue, New York, has been
known for many years as "The

Linen House." In fact, in its early days
only linens were carried, but with the
growth of the shopping district up Fifth
Avenue, the management has opened up
a number of other departments to ac-

commodate its customers. None, how-
ever, serves to keep the name of the
house so prominently before the public
as does its first and most famous de-
partment.
"How have you managed to keep your

customers supplied with sufficient lin-

ens during these recent seasons, when
linens have been almost unprocurable?"'
DRY GOODS REVIEW enquired of the

buyer and manager of the department.

Interpreted Meaning of Markets

"We were in close daily touch witn
the markets and in as good a position

as anyone on this side of the Atlantic
to surmise what war would mean. We
had resident buyers in the Old Country.
When that new and terrible situation

arose in Europe in 1914, we at once
placed big orders for merchandise and
continued to buy heavily during that

and the following year. By that time
the linen situation began to look quite

serious, but with the supplies we had
and those which we were able to buy
in small quantities from time to time
since, we have been able to keep up the

interest in the merchandise to our greai.

satisfaction. The heavy early buying
also enabled us to keep about two years

ahead of the markets in prices and our
customers realized that goods here were
cheap."

Naturally, with the heavy early buy-
ing, and the steadily decreasing ability

to replace lines sold up, the past four

years have served to make the task of

keeping stocks in good shape very dif-

ficult. January has always been the

month for clearing up stocks by special

sales. Two years ago (1917) a general re-

duction of 10 per cent, on the broken
stock was allowed by the McCutcheon
store in January; last January a few re-

ductions were allowed, but it was felt

that prospects of getting new stocks

were still too dubious to allow of any
general reduction. This year the Janu-

ary sales will simply involve a clearing

up of the stocks of the past four years,

with reductions only on lines which have
proven slow, or which, being broken, are

in less demand.
The store does not feel, however, even

with its large stocks that it would be

wise in making any general reduction in

goods which are selling below the level

which present market conditions would

warrant . It will hold its January sales

as usual, but apart from the clearance

of odd lines as already mentioned, the

sales will amount to a special drive to

reduce stocks at their regular marked
prices. The public has grown to realize

the call which the war has made upon
the linen market, and is now only too

glad to procure what linens it requires

while they are to be had.

Special Table Cloth Display

In the matter of displaying its linens,

the McCutcheon store finds its "silent

salesmen" for table cloths and table

napkins very valuable. An unusual fea-

ture of the placing of these silent sales-

men is noted in this store. There are

the usual long counter and shelves next
to the wall, for servino- customers. Op-
posite this, instead of another counter,

behind which salesmen would wait upon
customers, there is a line of "silent

salesmen" placed up close to the cabinets

which fill in the spaces between the

posts. Inside these glass cases, which
are suitably lighted, there are many
table cloths unfolded enough to display

their designs well, and the table napkins

beside them to match. These are placed

on rich, dark velvet grounds and the

back of the cases is also kept dark, so

that the full benefit is obtained from the

lighting without any reflections or cross

lights to interfere with the damask de-

signs. These cases occupy little room
and leave wide aisles so that there is

space to see the full sized covers when
they are unfolded by the salesman. The
customer also is allowed a closer inspec-

tion of the displays on top of the

cabinets, on account of the elimination

of the clerks' space behind the glass

cases.

Plenty of Counter Spaces

This arrangement of the "silent sales-

men" is, of course, permissible only in a

spacious department where there is still

plenty of counter space for actual sell-

ing. The aisle described above consti-

tutes less than one-third of the space

devoted to linens in the McCutcheon

store. There are long counters at either

end of the department, broken by en-

trances to the department, a wide centre

aisle with counters on either side, and

another wide side aisle with two count-

ers, so that there is ample space to use

the method described for showing table

cloths and table napkins of damask.

Novelties Spread Out

Another impressive method of display

noted in this successful store is permit-

ted by its wide end-aisles. The custom-

er's eve is arrested immediately upon

entering the department by a large din-
ner table spread with the latest novelty
in covers and serviettes, or with a gorge-
ous hand-embroidered cloth. One cover
displayed when the writer visited the
store in December was of natural linen,

rather coarse, and with serviettes to

match, the whole set embroidered and
button-holed in a lacey design in brown
silk floss. For a formal dinner occa-
sion there was a most wonderful cover
01 Madeira, having a hemstitched edge
and elaborate iiisets of real filet lace.

Such pieces as these are well displayed

in this way, which impresses either the

novelty or the richness and fine effect

of the patterns, when actually in use.

Mosaic the Fashion in Linens

Judging by the smaller displays of

centre pieces, covers, runners, doyleys,

tray cloths, etc., the height of fashion m
fancy table linens at present is for the

mosaic embroideries. These designs are

embroidered by hand, exquisitely fine,

with square open-work resembling filet

lace. The prices, as wtih Madeira, de-

pend upon the amount of work in the

design, and to some extent upon the

quality of the linen. One dinner cover

had the whole central part and portions

of the corners worked in mosaic com-

bined with delicate Madeira embroidery.

"The chief thing in a good linen de-

partment," said the manager referred to

above, "is to have a wide range of mer-
chandise and to keep so in touch with

the sources of supply that you have in-

teresting things coming along all the

time and your finger is on the pulse of

the markets, so that you are able to buy
intelligently. Displaying goods to ad-

vantage is also a very important factor,

and perhaps most of all, it is necessary

to offer merchandise which is all that

it is represented to be.

"There is still going to be difficulty of

a serious nature in procuring replenish-

ing supplies during the next eighteen

months. There will be some increase in

the European flax acreage next Sum-

mer, no doubt, but by the time that flax

is manufactured into linen at least

eighteen months will have elapsed.

Normal supplies, based upon what was

available before the war began cannot

be had for a longer time than we care

to fix at present. Most retailers have

a fairly good stock of linens on hand

—

more than it is good policy to have under

normal conditions—and the past four

years have broken them up considerably.

Nevertheless, the conditions do not war-

rant any sacrificing of merchandise until

there is something more in view than

there is just now."
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The Cotton Industry

The immediate future of the cotton in-

dustry of the world is, after a four and
a half years war, in many ways, difficult

to forecast, but Sir Charles Macara, who
was the first president of the Interna-

tional Cotton Federation, and has an ex-

perience extending' over 30 years of cot-

ton trade organizations, which makes
him a recognized authority, has made the

following statement in answer to many
requests that have been made to him as

to the effects which the return to peace
will have upon the present position and
future of the industry.

The cotton trade in nearly all countries

has been more or less restricted in its

output through the difficulty of obtain-

ing supplies of raw material, and the

difficulties connected with the export of

manufactured goods. The scarcity of

labor, as well, has been a great handicap.

The English cotton industry, which is

a preponderating factor, has been seri-

ously curtailed. The mills in the United
States of America, since the entry of

that country into the war, have had to

curtail production of goods for the civil-

ian population, but in peace times they
export not much over 5< ^ of their manu-
factured cotton fabrics.

The mills in India, China and Japan,
with a total of about 10,000,000 spindles

out of 14,000,000 in the world, may have
"been able to run with less interruption,

but with their very limited production

they have had to meet the demands of a

liome population of about half the

world's inhabitants.

The Belgian industry has been stopped
since the outbreak of war, and the mills

of northern France have also been silent,

and badly damaged. Russia, Holland,
Italy, Switzerland, Portugal, and Spain
have all suffered in one way or another.

Since August, 1915. when cotton was de-

clared contraband, the mills in enemy
countries have gradually closed down,
until at the time of signing the armistice

it was stated that 97%""; in Germany
were closed.

A very important factor regarding the

future is that a large proportion of the

cotton machinery of the world is made
in Lanacashire, and very early in the

war the great firms of textile machin-
ists turned their works over to the pro-

duction of munitions; with the excep-
tion of small sections occupied with
necessary repairs and renewals. Thus
great leeway has to be made up. Dur-
ing the 10 years preceding the war the
English cotton industry increased its

spindleage by 12.000.000, this being
about 2.000,000 more than the total of

India, China and Japan, which have been
ene-aged in spinning and manufacturing
cotton by power for 60-70 years. The
increase I have mentioned exceeds also

the total number of spindles Germany
had when war broke out. That country
has been spinning and weaving for 100
years.

Such a position as I have indicated

renders it impossible for any great ex-

tension of the industry to take place, as

the renewal of the many millions of

•jpindles destroyed or damaged during

Some New York Cottons

No. 1 is a silk and cotton mixture showing woven blocks. No. 2, fancy voile in

one of the favorite covered Kround effects developing stripes; the ground is in
mauve and the design purple. No. 3, another popular voile with palest pink-tinted
ground and emerald all-over pattern. No. 4, ailk and cotton of fine close weave, witn
stripe in three shades of tan with white, on a Dutch blue ground. No. 5, also silk

and cotton in sheer texture with blue, mauve and green plaid on white ground; it

drapes well for dainty Summer frocks. No. 6, an unusually fine grade of gingham,
with grey and rose and black hairline plaid. No. 7, silk and cotton in dark color-
ings favored for sports dresses; this one is Japan blue, green, red, and black with
some white lines. No. 8, one of the new fancy fine-check ginghams in blue and white.
No. 9 is another favorite gingham in small design; colors here are grey and blue on
white ground. These fabrics are shown by the Selros Dress Fabric Co., Inc., New
York.

the war will tax the makers of cotton

machinery to the utmost for some time
to come; and the fact that present prices

are 200-300% above pre-war prices

means that new mills, even if they could

be erected, could not compete with those

already in existence. Consideration of

the foregoing facts, and the further cer-

tainty that the markets of the world are

bare of cotton textiles, ought to have a

decidedly steadying effect.

The fluctuations in the prices of raw
materials, and other commodities, as

well as of freights and wages, are very

difficult to follow, but the main factor

must never be overlooked that a consid-

erable period must of necessity elapse

before the raw material is converted

into the finished fabric. If preparations

are not entered upon many months be-

fore the "-oods are required they will

not be avai'able at all. . I must leave

those interested to form their own con-

clusions after perusing this survey.

WOOL TO BE HANDLED BY
DEALERS?

The Wool Council of London is con-
sidering the recommendation of the Eng-
lish section of the British Wool Federa-
tion that the 1919 British clip be hand-
led by the trade through the ordinary
channels, the arrangements to enable
this policy to he completed not later

than March 31, 1919.

At present the v/orld's stock recVoned
in grease pounds is estimated at 1.26-5 -

000,000. Owing to war conditions these

stocks are said to be very poorlv dis-

tributed and it is estimated that at the

end of 1920 the world's wool su'iolv will

be 924.000.000 pounds, not sufficient to

fill its needs even for four months.
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Fabrics You Can Depend Upon
Sure to Sell, Sure to Satisfy

The productions of the Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., are known all

over the world for dependability and a unique multiplicity of fabric and
design, all carefully adapted with the sureness gained by long experience,

to the market they are intended to supply.

©ElPllliilli©!
An entirely new cloth, already in great demand, and an
assured success.

The Cotton Fabric with Cepea Serge is a heavy, firm-textured Cotton Fabric with a
the Serge Finish Serge finish, used for Day and Night wear for Ladies, Men

and Children, Guaranteed unshrinkable and fast in colours.
Light and dark grounds in 108 ways. Stripes, spots, etc., and plain shades in black,
indigo, navy, blue, pink, helio, green, brown, etc. Width 30 inches.

^"^ 5 carry a guar-

v>rum s f"^^^ ,v
^

thoroughly re-

liable print of
British make.
The range
comprises a
vast assort-
ment of colour-

ings, Indigo,
Red, Black, Butcher Blue, Blue-greys,
Black-greys, and White grounds, Shirt-
ings, Covers and Fancies. Width 32
inches. With Selvedge mark "Crum's
Standard."

um S

Standard
Prints

OrfaajLxw
A dainty, attractive

m a t e r ial containing

50% of pureover

Merino wool and constituting the nearest

approach to ordinary Wool Delaine on

the market. Works well, washes well,

wears well. In an unusually large variety

of exclusive designs.

woile di

GRine

is a superfine

voile in unique
colourings, of
wide width,
silky finish and
up to date de-

siprns.

From Wholesale only. In case of diffi-

culty write to:—

CalicoRlnlers^ AssocialloiiLtd:

St. James Bldgs., MANCHESTER
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"SPERO" MAKE on Selvedge

is your protection and our guarantee of quality

SPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALUE AT
EVERY PRICE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOODS.

« The Best in the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

MILLS ON MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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PINE TREE SILK MILLS CO.
MANUFACTURERS

Dependable

Silks

Mills: KENSINGTON, PHILADELPHIA

If you cannot visit

our s a 1 ejs r o om s,

samples will be glad-

ly forwarded to in-

terested merchants.

For Immediate Delivery:

TAFFETAS
SATINS
MESSALINES
CREPES
FOULARDS
FANCY SILKS, consisting

of PLAIDS and STRIPES
NOVELTY SILKS

RIBBONS in Plain and
Fancy Weaves

The Pine Tree Silk

Mills Co.
Philadelphia Salesrooms:

930 MARKET ST.

New York

Salesrooms
285 4th Ave.
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These are four de-

signs of our unique

collection of Tea
Cloths, Tray Cloths,

Duchesse Sets,Cush-

ion Covers, Night-

dress Cases, etc., for

SEASON 1919

BRITAINS BEST

H.6921

Tea Cloth, 36" x 36" 87s. Od. Doz.
Tea Cloth, 45" x 45" 107s. Od. Doz.
Tea Cloth, 54" x 54" 189s. Od. Doz.
Duchesse Sets 83s. 6d. Doz.
Nightdress Cases 47s. lid. Doz.
Brush and Comb Cases 28s. 9d. Doz.

Fine Embroidered Shamrocks and Dainty Net
Insertion.

H.7014

Tea Cloth, 36" x 36" 12s. lid. Each
Tea Cloth, 40" x 40" 15s. lid. Each
Tea Cloth. 45" x 45" 21s. 6d. Each
Duchesse Sets 13s. lid. Each
Tray Cloth. 14" x 20" 45s. Od. Doz.
Tray Cloth, 16" x 24" 57s. 6d. Doz.

Finest Irish Embroidery on Hemstitched Linen
Cloth.

OUR OWN DESIGNS

A.541. 42s. 6d. Doz.

Hemstitched Frilled Muslin Cushion Cover.
White Embroidery 20" Square.

A.439. 47s. lid. Doz.

Corded Brown Crash Cushion fover. Hand
Embroidered in Choice Colours.

CROCKER, SONS & CO., LIiMITED
Friday Street London, E.C.4, England
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^5

A.G.B. Fabrics

on yellow boards only

Positively no business

transacted with

Germans, Austrians or

Hungarians

"" ''«:^ Ht4lsTtjlt»

In placing your orders for Georgette Crepes, Crepe de Chines,

Chiffons, Ninons and Novelties, bear in mind the fact that our

STOCKS are of such quantity as to guarantee prompt delivery.

Write us direct—write to-day or phone and we will prove our ability

to suit your requirements—LARGE or SMALL.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto

Adelaide 3062

liii

<i
ov<?>

s>

<^^
vaMMEL Co

We have the new

ESSENTIALS
for your

B.UTTON DEPARTME NjT

Our Traveller will call.

FORSYTHIKIMMEL COMPANY, LIMITED

j^
1S3LS

-i^
t Styles are Positively Right. Values will Attract you.

>
KITCHENER, CANADA

Manufacturers and Dealers:

Our Inquiry Department is
*'

for any new lines or old ones?

for you.

Write

" Are
us, we

you looking

are at your

service.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Avenue

TORONTO
Inquiry Dtpartment
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GORDON
TAPESTRY MAT

TABLE COVER
No. 3159—Reversible

BVkVt-navtVt^K^MArulOKV

4 4 $0.75 each

6/4 2.50 each

8/4 3.00 each

In Stock

Six Designs

27x54—$2.00
February Delivery

GREENSHIELDS
LIMITED

Spring Showing
OF

House Furnishings^ Carpets

and Draperies

The new line is ready —Better than ever.

SHIELD TAPESTRY SQUARES : Seamless

The surpassing excellence of these rugs has won recognition

throughout the trade, and it is with real pleasure that we announce
the new season's line as stronger than ever, and showing several

distinct improvements.

"FIVE" new patterns—developed in the most pleasing and har-

monious color combinations—are ready for your inspection. The
most desirable and effective Seamless Tapestry Rug for any interior

use the market offers.

32 New WILTON
Designs

18 New AXMINSTER
Designs

10 New BRUSSELS
Designs

Seamed Seamed Good
and

Seamless
In all stock

Sizes

and
Seamless

In all stock

Sizes

Reliable

Values

Our Stock Is Complete

Quilts Blankets Comforters Pillows Cretonnes Scrims

Marquisettes Sateens Velours Table Covers Casement Cloths

House Furnishings Department.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Wholesale Distributors of Carpets, Draperies, Blankets, Quilts and Comforters

17 VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL
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5

WAREHOUSES

:

I 48-50 Margaret Street, London, W., England.

CITY WAREHOUSE:

1 4 Old Change, London, E. C, England.

I
3

2

^

R. G. MAXWELL & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

HAWICK. SCOTLAND and LONDON. ENGLAND
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Ladies' Costume and Mantle Cloths

We specialize for the Ladies' trade only,

with the latest novelties in Costume and
Mantle Cloths.

We also make large quantities of our
Standard qualities for stock, comprising
piece-dyed Cheviots, Harris, Donegal and

Homespun Mixture effects.

Special Attention Given to the Shipping Trade.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

R. G. MAXWELL & CO.
48-50 Margaret Street London, W. I , England
CahUi: Goujhaa. Wesdo. London. Ttltphonet: Museum 2803-2804. Bank 8276.

A.B.C. Code. 5lh Edition.

Paris New York Cape Town

%

Also Mantle Cloths in mixtures and piece

dyes, Blanket and Velour finish, various S
weights and qualities. i

Our piece-dyed Cheviots being
all pure wool, we can dye any |
special shade for school or

other contracts and give quick
delivery.

:r?«x'.r?sflr?-»^r?iflr?svir?«\irr«\ir7s?ir?«^r?wr7sfl
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FUR PROSPECTS
BRIGHT

European Buyers In Market

THROUGH a misunderstanding the

same date was chosen both by
Funsten Bros. & Co. of St. Louis,

and the New York Fur Auction Sales

Corporation of New York, for the first

sales of the year, namely, January Z7.

As most of the buyers at the one may
cover the other this overlapping had to

be avoided. It has been arranged that

the St. Louis sales shall be held on

January 20, and the New York two

weeks later, on Feb. 3 and following

days. With the shutting out of foreign

furs those two sales have come to be

considered as very important to the Can-

adian trade and are well attended by
buyers from this country.

In a statement issued early in Janu-

ary in regard to the fur situation the

New York Fur Auction Sales Corpora-

tion said: "Fur values have stood the

test of new conditions and have been

sustained on substantially all articles.

December business among the manufac-

turers and the retailers has been better

than in many seasons past, tending to-

wards the cleaning up of old stocks, and

thereby making room for the fresh-

caught goods. A further factor has been

the call for merchandise on the part of

visiting European buyers who have re-

cently come into this market."

The statement continues:

"The catch during November and Decem-

ber, taken under favorable weather condi-

tions, has been rather large, notably of

skunk; but this has not depressed the mar-

ket, as it is now assumed that with the

more severe weather now prevailing the

catch is bound to decrease as usual. The

recent lifting of the embargo, and the

gradual increased freedom of shipping fa-

cilities which should be looked for should

have a buoyant effect on the market for

American goods. Stocks in the European

countries from all reports are low, while

Russian and other goods carried in the

Orient are owned at extremely high prices,

and hence are not likely to act as a de-

pressing factor in the near future

We believe that dealers and manufacturers
already appreciate the effect of approach-

ing peace conditions upon the market, and
realize that no abrupt changes in values are

to be expected. This feeling will become

more pronounced as the business of the new
year develops and should find the local mar-

ket, in conjunction with the buying from

European sources, prepared to take consid-

erably more than our usual winter offering

at full market prices."

During the past couple of months

some manufacturing furriers, who were

a little bit depressed over prospects for

January and the present year, have

changed their opinion and feel that even

though they should carry over some

stocks until next Fall, they would not

Jose money on them. The bright, cold

weather which has already set in this

month is, of course, stimulating fur sell-

ing, and the month is starting off with

quite the usual vim. One Toronto fur-

rier remarked that muskrats are quoted

in the United States at $3.00, which is

highei* than has been paid here so far.

If they continue at that figure, as they

appe.ar to be doing, it will certainly

mean higher prices here next Fall for

finished furs than have been paid yet.

Canadian Furs Go to U. S.
A despatch from Washington states

that the War Trade Board lifted the re-
striction on the importation of furs of
all sorts from Canada to the United
States "in one fell swoop" early in Janu-
ary, and hereafter Canadian trappers are
provided with a ready market for furs
and skins.

The order of the Board permits the
importation of such furs and skins as
beaver, wolf, badger, skunk, bear, weasel,
wolverine, marten, raccoon, lynx and
four kinds of fox, namely silver, red,
white, and cross. The order reads that
"general import licenses covering the im-
portation from Canada of raw furs of
Canadian origin are being issued, and
will be issued to firms entering into the
proper agreement with the Board. The
essence of this agreement is that firms
receiving the general license agree to
report the receipt of furs under the
license other than those of Canadian
origin, and to hold these furs subject to
the disposal of the Board."
The real difference in future will not

be as great as this order appears to im-
ply. For the past year or so the Cana-
dian Government agreed to have Cana-
dian regulations follow the lines of the
U.S. regulations, and it was provided
that importations into Canada, which re-

fered chiefly to Eastern countries' furs,

would not be permitted. The United
States Government had made a similar
regulation, in order both to discourage
the importation of luxuries and to free

all the shipping possible from carrying
merchandise that was not regarded as
necessary, in order that it might be
transferred to war purposes. The War
Trade Board order indicates that it is the

intention of the U.S. Government still to

keep up the bars against the importation
into the States of outside furs, but the

entry of Canadian skins is made easier.

As a matter of fact there was a great

deal of liberty allowed to Canadian skins

and large quantities of these are sold at

the New York and St. Louis auctions.

FURS IN ENGLAND RELIEVE WOOL
SHORTAGE

The following report comes from Lon-
don, showing how the wool shortage has
depleted stocks of furs:

"A glance at West End window dis-

plays convinces one of the magnificent

work of manufacturers in providing at-

tractive and practical substitutes for

such goods as have been unobtainable, or

of which quantities have been reduced ,to
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an inadequacy which made substitutes

imperative.

The (until now) comparatively good
supply of pelts has been a great boon to

the trade in enabling firms to cope with

the shortage of woollen goods, and has

led to an enormous increase in the sale

of furs. Four years ago the fur coat

v/as regarded as the sign of wealth; to-

day this garment is the recognized garb

of the war worker. Naturally the big-

demand thus occasioned has not tended

to ease matters where the falling off of

labor is concerned; especially has this

been felt in the fur trade, where it is

impossible to utilize inexperienced labor.''

A Ramble Through
Dineen's

The W. & D. Dineen store on Yonge
St., Toronto, has assumed more than

ever of its old-time popularity. It has

steadily built up its stocks so that there

is no trace left of the disastrous fire

which wrought such havoc a little more
than a year ago. A ramble through the

fur department of the store now proves

quite educative. One sees thei-e all the

modern fashionable hues which adorn

the fox, the rabbit, the muskrat and the

skunk. There are, besides, seal, beaver,

sable, wolf, badger and scores of other

warm furs which the philanthropic

animals of waste places have provided

for us.

Fox is perhaps the most prominent anJ

seems still to compel most of the sales

And no wonder! There is no fur

superior to the Canadian fox, and its

selling value is immense. Beautiful

shades of brown are most fashionable

this year. Among them the favorites

are Lucille, Georgette, Poiret and taupe.

Stoles and muflfs are popular although

there is quite a demand for the coatee.

This is indeed a smart looking garment.
One model in black chinchilla, trimmed
with silver fox and lined with fancy silk

was especially good. However, there

exists a feeling that the popularity of

the coatee may soon decline in favor of

some new fancy, while the muff and scarf

will remain pretty much staple furs.

Domestic Fox Leads
Contrasts often serve to distinguish

more readily a good thing from a poorer
one. Turning from the beautiful fox
stoles, for example, one is liable to note

an article of Japanese fox or Russian
fox. There is no danger of these skins

ever upsetting the sales of the Canadian
article. "As far as the east is from
the west," so far is the difference in

quality and general usefulness between
those foreign furs and Canadian.
One who is familiar with the prairie

lands is impressed with the much deeper

regard which is shown to Mr. Badger
in the city fur departments than when
he is perforating the soil with his con-

stant burrowing. In his later form he

rests in an exquisite pose, making of him-
self a handsome muff. Badgers after all

are of some use! The skunk, too, re-

ceives more friendly greeting in a fur
store than in any previous existence.

Skunk has a big sale this season.

Hudson seal, fit for queens, is with fox
the staple fur of the season still. Prices
are high, 'tis true, but sales are big.

Alaska seal, too, is a big item. It ir-

gratifying to know that a typical Can-
adian industry is meeting with remark-
able success.

Blouse Department Active

There is another department at Dineen's
which is attracting a good deal of atten-
tion from shoppers now-a-days. It is

the waist department. The hand em-
broidery which features on the majority
of high grade blouses at present may be
taken as one indication of the artistic

genius in needlecraft which is being de-
veloped. Much of it is being done in

Canada and it is to be hoped that the
fineness and care of details which has
made that work in France of world-wide
fame, will not be sacrificed in its in-

fancy here to the god of factory speed.
Retailers could do much to stimulate
taste for perfect work by giving their
own employees who have genius for
needlework an opportunity of displaying
it on garments which it would improve
in stock.

At Dineen's there is a big variety in

the blouses shown and they are dis-

played on hangers in show cases, where
each blouse is readily shown and i-e-

placed by the saleswoman, making selec-
tion easy and speedy. Variety and in-

dividuality are two big items of con-
sideration for the fancy waist buyer who
wishes his department to be of impor-
tance.

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT OVER-
COMES MANY DIFFICULTIES

Continued from page 53

girding the goods handled. They hold
discussion groups and classes for this

purpose.

In the junior group of girls a corps
has been organized which has accom-
plished big things. The girls have a
u:;iform, not for the sake of parading
bnt for its influence in uniting them as
a body in the work which they undertake.
The uniform is not worn "on duty" of

course, but upon all occasions when they
meet as an organization. As such the
girls accomplished a marvellous amount
of Red Cross work during the war, and
lesides are keenly interested in local

inovements and welfare work, and hold
musical and other educative evenings as

\.'ell.

In addition to classes for beginners
in store technique, the history and geo-
graphy relating to merchandise, social

development, junior work, etc. there is

a regular course of instruction in arith-

metic, English, spelling, writing, etc.

Then for more advanced employees there
are demonstration sales where the big
^nd oft-recurring problems of selling and
service to the customer are taken up.
"These demonstration sales more than
anything else show us what our people
c.re made of," said Miss Cihlar to DRY
GOODS REVIEW. "We find them per-
haps the most important of all our de-
partments, for there difficulties old and
rew come up, and if a salesperson is a
little timid at first, confidence is gained
by discussion and questioning, so that
:.'eedom, thoughtfulness and resourceful-
ness are developed if the salesperson is

of the right sort at all, which is of ex-
treme value in meeting customers.
Meeting the customer properly is the
gieatest difficulty which we have to
overcome among employees."

Attendance Compulsory

Attendance at all these groups is com-
pulsory. Each employee is given a cer-
tain time-table of attendance, and it is

just as necessary to be there as it is for
them to be in their departments. A
regular course of study is pursued, ex-
aminations held, and certificates grant-
ed. This sounds very like school, which
niany young employees sought to escape
\>hen they went "to work." However, it

may be surmised from the nature of the
courses as outlined above that school
for school's sake is not the idea and,
therefore, that examinations are not the
bugbear here that they are in the aver-
age academic training. Examinations
are usually verbal, and results based
upon the intelligence of the salesperson
in coping with certain circumstances.
History, geography and arithmetic take
on a different meaning when they are

linked up with definite ends and the value
of a knowledge of them realized by the

students as they go along.

A Democracy Encouraged

There is one word omitted from all

this account so far which will be noted
at once by Bamberger's, no doubt. It

is a word which customers observe on
every floor of the store and frequently.

Here it is now, with emphasis— CO-
WORKER. "This elevator for co-work-

ers only." "Co-workers' entrance," etc.,

these are the words which the store uses

throughout in referring to its employees.

The idea of the terms is quite evident. A
co-operation of labor and capital is there-

by expressed and encouraged. The in-

terest of the employee in his chosen work
is expected and all are placed upon a

plane which is worthy of respect, both

among themselves and from the public,

to whom they owe in their turn the

courtesy of attention, of interest, and of

service.

(Continued on page 93)
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Elegance Exclusiveness

0C=s=D0O0C=s=D0

TYLE
Ever get the notion you would like to

see the samples of a really "top notch"

fur house, a house calling only on the

leading fur stores in the large cities,

where style is EVERYTHING ?

We cannot visit every merchant in

Canada with our exclusive styles, but

you may write us even if you are in-

terested in only a few pieces for your

special people, and we will arrange for

vou to see our line.

If there is anything you may want for

immediate shipment, let us know.

g >oOot IP

LABERGE,
CHEVALIER&CO

MONTREAL
TORONTO

John Maitland, Rep.

WINNIPEG
Martin Williams, Rep.
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MORE SALES!
BIGGER PROFITS ON EACH SALE!

More sales because you will quickly
establish a reputation for quality furs

if you sell garments made of

HOLLANDER SEAL
Bigger profits because garments made
of Hollander Seal are actually worth
more than ordinary Hudson Seal gar-

ments, and consequently bring higher
prices. Bigger profits because for the

same money you are now paying for

inferior dyeing you can buy the real,

the genuine Hollander Seal

—

SOME SEAL!

A. HOLLANDER & SON, Ltd.
Dressing and Dyeing of Furs

NY. Office: MONTREAL
129 w. 30th Street 64 Queen Street



Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades
FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS
DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

645'St. Paul St., Montreal

ESTABUBHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout the Civilised World.

OFFICB8 IN CANADA:

Calgary, Alta.
Bdmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, BJ:.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Tinnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous
conicientiouB and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, ^?.r^ "^r^:!.'
TORONTO. CANADA

MAKE IT SHORT
But be sure

your Brand is

listed in the

BUYERS' GUIDE

Nowhere will

iyou find a more
{complete stock

jor better mer-
Ichandise.

New York

PRODUCERS
OF CORRECT
MILLINERY

'ans Chicaj^
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MALINES /;E^ MALINES
which are different V^^S^^/ y^'^ cant substitute

DYNAMO BRAND

ASK for the

"DYNAMO BRAND" RAINPROOF MALINE
The ORIGINAL Guaranteed Rainproof Maline

The "DYNAMO BRAND" RAINPROOF MALINE is guaranteed against

Rain
Dampness
Snow
Sun
Perspiration

"DYNAMO" MALINE is the Ideal Maline for Millinery—Heavy, Fine, Brilliant.

One yard of DYNAMO MALINE offers the same effect and covers better than two
yards of any other makes.

To be had from

s'!™' CnAS.UO\JrY.KI^Y. {United Makers) ""sTtT"
The onl}' selling agents for Gtos Mtllion Gf Co. of Lyons (France) for the TORONTO

lei. Up 5448 Dominion of Canada. We only sell to the Wholesaler!. Tel. Adel. 4184

WHOLESALE MILLINERY
SPRING, 1919

Stocks in OLir several departments are rapidly

filling up, and in a few weeks will be complete.

Our assortment will be one of the largest we
ha\ e ever shown, and represents the most attrac-

tive and desirable lines obtainable.

Inspection cordially invited.

G. GOULDING & SONS
55-57 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO

WINNIPEG : 66 King Street OTTAWA : 193 Sparks Street HAMILTON : 28^ John Street N.
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FEMININE FASHIONS FEATURED FOR 1919

New York is Showing "Victory" and Other High Colors — Basket Woven Straw Sailors a
Novelty—Satin, Georgette and Other Fabrics Popular—Tarn and Poke Styles

Again—Prices Continue High

NEW YORK, December, 1918.—
Sailors for next Spring and Sum-
mer are of a generous size. The

crowns are fairly large and usually high,

although they do not strike one as being
of an exaggerated height because of the

width of the brims, which are mostly
from 4 to 6 inches wide. Altogether the
new sailors are of an attractively pro-

portionate nature. In keeping with their

sunshady size, the sport hats are fre-

quently constructed of extremely coarse
straws. If a designer insists on usiny'

fine straws of the pliable, silky type, the

fine strands are made into braids from
% to 1 inch in width, and these are

woven in basket fashion, which is novel,

in this form, and still there is the effect

of the coarse braids. Basket-woven
crowns, brims, and whole hats of straw
are quite the fashion in all types of hats.

Folds of soft fabrics, and ribbons, too,

are utilized in this manner.
The soft tam style of hat which has

taken such a strong hold this season is

shown in great variety again for

Spring. It appears in some of the early

satin models made in dark brown, black,

taupe, etc. One of the most striking of

these outlines shows the wide brim

again, but it is quite unstiffened, and the

upper layer mounts high, revealing only

a turn of the crown. These styles are

shown in all satin, or with a crown of

straw or fabric.

Fabric Hats Popular

Rather picturesque models are shown
in the smart colors for Southern wear.

The very large proportion of these, made
almost entirely of fabrics, plain and fig-

ured, is notable. Sometimes these fab-

ric hats are trimmed with straws in

f-inciful applications, but frequently

there is no straw in their whole composi-

tion. Bonwit Teller's are showing some
Southern models in the wonderfully fine

new "Victory" shades, made almost ex-

clusively in Georgette. Certainly it

>;cems that one can develop a much more
attractive color scheme with these ma-
terials which take the dyes so well, than

in the straws which seldom bring out

the richness of color to the best advant-

: "re. One show case at the store men-

tioned contains models all in the delight-

ful new blue, which might be described
as a combination of Belgian, French and
our own flag blue; certainly it is deep

and meaningful. The other "Victory"
shade of models contained in another
show case is quite new also; it is a tone
between a rich old rose and American
Beauty.

Some other very charming early cha-
peaux are shown in a navy and cerise

combination which, also in the soft fa-

brics, is attractive and promising for the
early season.

While many of the Spring ranges are
large, rather brightly-colored and
dressy, the very earliest models which
are to be worn in January, February and
March, not in the South, but on Fifth
Avenue, stick more closely to the tailor-

ed type of hat. And there is any amount
of smartness in the jaunty peaks,

turned-back brims, brims drooping de-

cidedly on one side, wing and jet and
straw trimmings, tucks, cordings and
pleats in the satins, and the bright hues
of Belgian blue, cerise, crimson, Italian

green, etc. Satins have by far the lead

in the early numbers. If one really wants
a tailored hat in straw it is to be had in

both fine and coarse types, and in the

smart turban effects. The fancy Georg-
ette crepes, however, may be partly re-

sponsible for the soft straws being

favored in dull finish rather than in the

glossy effects. Some hair turbans are

also shown which are very charming,

and lisere and Milan are of course al-

ways accepted.

The poke influence is again very

strong. It is seen in the drooping sides

of broad-brimmed hats and in the perky

little high-crowned, narrow-brimmed
styles, as well as the regulation poke

style, which is in between these two.

Three Graces
One cannot but have faith in the smart

little hat above with its straw or satin

crown, winR trimminK and corded crepe
brim. And there is every hope for the girl

who wearsi the sport hat with straw crown
and Georpette brim in dainty color combina-
tions. She must have charity for others less

favored who wear the hat at the bottom
this Summer! it is of soft, coarse .straw

with felt crown and smart wing. These are

new Cupid Hats, New York.
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Hats of soft, flfxible straws, or

of pliable materials trimmed
with straw, are noted this sea-

son.

Fine, ornate ^nd hand-made
trimmings are also featured, as
you will obser\-e in these four
smart new models.

Photos by courtesy of
Chicago, 111.

Trimming Plentiful

Millinery may be s.'.d to be rather
ornate this season. While the trimmings
are all of a neat, high-grade and pretty
much hand-made order, thus avoiding
8ny "top-heavy" silhouette, they are,
nevertheless, present, and very notice-
ably so. Little jet beads are sewn on in

fanciful designs; rather intricate pat-
terns are outlined in fine straw braid;
tiny French flowers and hand-made silk

fruit are seen a good deal; brim edges
are finished with finely-fluted or fancy
pleated narrow ribbons; hand cording
and tucking; flanges of tulle; all of
these are means of ornamentation for
the new millinery and the effects are ex-
tremely pretty as a rule. As with the
garments being worn now and those
coming along for Spring, the whole ten-
dency is for very feminine fashions.
There are variety, dantiness, plenty of
color, straw novelties, delicate materials,
a good deal of hand art work; in fact
the millinery for 1919 gives one a de-
cidedly happy feeling.

That pleasant conclusion, you will

note, is reached before anything is said

regarding price. "Prices are very high,"

say the buyers hei-e. "New things com-
ing over from Paris are also very high,

for you know everything over there has
gone proportionately much higher than
it has here, and in addition there is not

yet a full range of merchandise coming
from there, even though they are work-
ing hard to supply us, and England and
some others of their old friends. Ma-
terials here in America are very high

still, some of them going beyond the

reach of some out-of-town buyers; there

will be no recession of prices as long as

materials retain their present levels, anri

that will be for at least some months
yet."

Good Year Anticipated

There is no influx of labor from the

munitions factories to the millinery

Most hats tip down
at one side to point

out a feather, a
pompom, or bow-
knot like this.

workrooms as some people expected.

The girls who left millinery to do muni-
tions work find that their hands are not
now readily adaptable to handle the de-

licate materials. For that reason there

is no change in the price of labor since

the fighting has ceased. It looks as if

millinery is going to retain its present

importance as regards price and trim-

ming, and that the present year is to be

a very excellent one for the trade. The
Southern season promises to be more im-

portant than for some seasons, and in

addition people throughout the year are

going to dress up more than for some
seasons in order to greet the boys re-

turning from overseas. These two fac-

tors are enough to insure good condi-

tions, even at the present level of prices.

VICTORY DEVELOPMENTS IN MIL-
LINERY

Following are some impressions of in-

terest to the millinery trade. They are

made by a wholesaler who has just re-

turned from a visit abroad and one who
is a recognized judge of what is likely
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Two Fashionable Models
The hair lace model at the left is trimmed with small ornaments

and strands of wide straw, a bit of moire ribbon and a ros'e. At the
right is a handsome model of black milan with novel brim and trimmed
with wreath of delicate roses. Photo by courtesy of Bruck-Weiss,
Millinery, New York.

to affect the trade most deeply. This
is what he says:

—

"Almost an overnight change has
taken place since the call to victory elec-

trified the world. Where but a few
days grief, anguish and uncertainty as
to the future held sway, the people of

liberated nations are in gala attire, sing-

ing and shouting in glorious celebration,

with hearts and minds thankful for their

delivery from bondage.

"All th's is having a marked effect

already upon the world of fashion and
art. The picturesque native costume Is

bringing an atmosphere of real romance.
The individuality of each nation's attire

is proving a source of suggestion to the

creation of style. The quaint Alsatian
headdress in all its picturesqueness will

be recognized in many of the Spring
millinery creations, as well as the bright

glow and splendor of the East Indian

and the mystic beauty and intricate

draping of the Arabian head wear. Al-

ready many shades and colors have been
introduced as a Victory color. France
has chosen the French flag blue; cherry

and navy has become the American idea,

and nearly every country is selecting

some shade expressive of its own indi-

viduality.

Georgette and Rough Braids

"At the present moment the millinery

trade is finding a good demand for the

small modish turban. Duvetyn particu

larly, in its wonderfully rich colorings, is

very highly favored for these small hats.

Satin hats are also meeting with very

quick sale. For early Spring wear the

indications are that georgette crepe

with straw facings and slashings, usu-

ally rough in appearance and in all the

newest colorings, will be a strong fea-

ture. Rough braids will be used with
greater profusion than for many seasons
past. Many of the hats are apparently
without stiff foundations, yet maintain
their lines perfectly. We are expecting
early delivery of our French and English
trimmings and hats."

$12 FOR EASTER BONNETS THIS
YEAR

"The average price paid for an Easter
hat in 1914 was $7.50. This year it

will be $12," said the millinery buyer
for one of Toronto's leading stores to
DRY GOODS REVIEW. "There can be
no reduction in millinery before next
Fall. In the meantime people are buying
plenty of hats at the present high prices.

We made up eighty-five hats for our
openings in Southern millinery, and sold

fifty-seven of them the first day. Either
there are many more people than usual
going South this year, or else you will

see Summer hats worn very soon in

Toronto. This has been our best South-
ern season since the war began," he
added.

Combinations of satin and straw are
selling now. Indeed, several shoppers
have already been noted wearing these

Novel brown satin

hat; stiff satin
crown with soft

tam-effect brim.

first Spring hats with wintry fur coats.

One table of newly made up models
featured the henna shade, which is the
fashion fad this Winter. The hats were
mostly made of henna-colored Georgette
crepe with black barnyard straw cover-

ing one side of a turned-up brim, for in-

stance, or a crown, or forming trim-
ming motifs or brim edges. "We expect
to have trouble later with these models,"
said the manager of this department.
"That straw is not being made at all

now. We had some in stock and people
want it, so we made it up. It is be-

ginning to crack already in some cases.

Some of these will be brought back and
we shall make it good to the customer,
of course."

"Our Southern trade in millinery has
been exceptionally good this month,"
said another of the large retailers in

Toronto. In fact milliners and millinery

departments who feature Southern mer-
chandise at all. have, in every case where
DRY GOODS REVIEW has called, com-

Black satin; tiny

g listening French
flowers; tulle

flange; velvet rib-

bons; steel beads.

mented very favorably upon the South-
ern business this year. It is not a
matter, therefore, of one store getting

ahead of another; it is simply that

people are going South and want mil-

linery for the occasion."

DESTRUCTION OF FRENCH TEK-
TILE FACTORIES

When the Huns are once again able

to seek the suffrages of overseas buyers,

we trust the outrages committed in the

French textile factories will not be for-

gotten. Details to hand prove conclu-

sively that the damage done has been
systematic, not as a necessary act of

war, but as part of a deliberate policy,

the object of which is to cripple French
industry after the war, and thus facili-

tate the task of the Hun manufacturers
in recapturing the world's trade. In

some cases machinery and plant have

been removed to German factories, and
weaving cards have been stolen under

the most explicit instructions regarding

their packing and removal. Where ma-
chinery could not be taken away it has

been smashed or irretrievably damaged
by the wanton destruction of essential

parts. New machinery will be very diffi-

cult to procure for a long time. This the

Huns well know, and they are counting

upon their French competitors being put

out of business while German textile

firms prosper on the sale of goods made
by use of the stolen French machinery.

This dastardly scheme must be defeated,

and we have confidence that it will be.

It is due to the gallant French that
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€very civilized country in the world

should join in frustrating this diabolical

Hun programme. Not until the factories

of France and Belgium are once again

fully restored and equipped should the

products of the Hun factories be toler-

ated in any country where the love of

justice prevails.
—"Draper's Record."

OF AGE NOW
The Robert Simpson Company held a

"1918 sale" between Christmas and New
Year's. It consisted in the marking of

certain merchandise from various de-

partments for sale at $19.18. Window
displays, advertising in the dailies and
plenty of price cards helped to make the

event interesting to the public. In addi-

tion to their "January Whitewear Sales"

Simpson's are celebrating this month
their "coming of age," it being just 21

years since the present minagement took
over the store from the estate of the late

Robert Simpson.

SIX-STOREY ANNEX
Plans for a new six-storey department

store as an addition to the present build-

ing have been completed with the pur-

chase by the C. H. Smith Co., Windsor,
Ont., of large premises adjoining its pre-

sent store. The company plans to raze

the present building on the new premises

and erect an entirely new structure to ad-

join its present store. It will be fitted

with everything to make it an up-to-date

department store second to none.

The new building will be 110 feet lont;

and will be fireproof. It will be used

entirely by the C. H. Smith Company.
It is expected that construction will

commence just as soon as the present
lease expires, which will be sometime
next Summer.
The C. H. Smith Company was organ-

ized some four years ago when it pur-
chased the business of Joseph Appelbe
and Company and extended it. The presi-

dent, Mr. C. H. Smith, is also a mem-
ber of almost all the business men's or-

ganizations and clubs of the municipal-
ity, among which Derhaos his "specialty"
is the Border Cities Merchants' Associ-

ation, which, with a picture of Mr. Smith
its president, interested readers of the

last issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW.

J. C. DOUGLAS PASSES AFTER
LENGTHY ILLNESS

After an illness extending over six

years, Mr. John Cameron Douglas passed
away at his residence in Toronto on
Jan. 7. The late Mr. Douglas was born
in Toronto sixty-three years ago, son of
the late H. M. Douglas, of H. M. Cus-
toms. He was a member of the firm
of Gordon, Mackay & Co. for the last
sixteen years, prior to which he was
manager of the Traders Bank at Sarnia.
He is survived by his wife, three sons
and one daughter. His son Gordon was
killed in action last April. The other
three sons also served in the war.

JOHN D. IVEY DEAD
A well-known Canadian business man

passed away on Dec. 30, in the person
of Mr. John D. Ivey, founder and presi-

dent of the John D. Ivey Company, Lim-
ited. The late Mr. Ivey was born m
Jarvis, Ontario, sixty-six years ago, and
when only twenty-nine years of age went
to London and started a wholesale bus-

iness, the nucleus of the present com-
pany, making his headquarters in To-

ronto in 1885. His interests were wide
and varied. He served both on the Board
of Governors and Board of Trustees of

the Sherbourne Street Methodist Church,
was a member of the council of the Board

THE LATE JOHN D. IVEY

of Trade, being chairman of the dry
goods section, director of the Trusts and
Guarantee Company, an honorary gov-
ernor of the Toronto General Hospital

and a member of the National and Cale-

don Clubs. He also took a great interest

in the East End Day Nursery and other
charities.

A widow and four children survive

—

Arnold M. Ivey, managing director of
the John D. Ivey Co., Limited; Percy P.

Ivey, Mrs. Lindsay Wells, of Chicago,
and Miss Lenore, of Toronto. Six em-
ployees who had been with the firm for
from twenty-five to thirty-five years
were pall-bearers, while the following
were honorary pall-bearers: Messrs,
Nicholas Garland. Frank Arnoldi, K.C.,

Sir Wm. Gage, D. B. Hanna, Wm. Tho-
burn, T. Albert Brown, J. F. Ellis, J. J.

Warren, James Ryrie.

Sir John Eaton has been appointed
to the Board of Governors of the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

Silk houses are extremely optimistic
over the outlook for 1919, and are confi-

dent that it is to be the biggest year in

their history with prices firmly main-
tained. The attractiveness of the silks

both in quality and design and the con-
tinued scarcity of fine woolen fabrics are

the two big factors, which, they state,

are pointing to big business in silks.

Palm Beach is already carrying out the

expectations of the trade. Perhaps more
silk firms have representatives there

than ever before this Winter.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORSHIP
In an address to the Toronto Business

Women's Club, on January 7, Miss
Walker, educational director of Murray-
Kay's, Limited, Toronto, gave an inter-

esting account of the new vocation for

women, that in which Miss Walker her-

self is engaged. In 1905 a scheme for

the training of shop employees was in-

augurated by Mrs. Prince of Boston, who
discovered that the extremely small

wage of $3 a week was claimed to be a

just one by the business men of that

city. In the face of much opposition

and indifference Mrs. Prince undertook
the training of clerks, and so success

ful was the venture that in due time a

new calling sprang into being, that of

Educational Director to girls in stores.

The preparation preferred for this

work in the United States is either

a college course or a four year normal

course, as well as a practical experience

of at least two months behind the

counter of some large store.

The principal duty of a director is

the giving of instruction to would-be

saleswomen. The subjects treated are

salesmanship, spelling, arithmetic and

hygiene, including talks on the proper

kind of dressing and the proper care of

the person, diet, digestion, etc. Every

two weeks, also, the director holds a

meeting with the floor managers; she

listens to complaints of every descrip-

tion; she acts as a medium between

saleswomen and the heads of the firm;

does a certain amount of welfare work

among sick and needy employees, and

in countless ways makes the machinery

run smoothly.

One of the greatest aims of the di-

rector. Miss Walker said, was to reduce

the labor turnover. As every turnover

is estimated to cost between one and

two hundred dollars, the saving to any-

firm is very great when through effici-

ency and interest the employees retain

their positions. This calling, Miss

Walker thought, would be more heard

of during the reconstruction period in

Canada and the United States and wo-

men would be in demand to fill such

positions in both stores and factories.

DRESS MANUFACTURERS
ORGANIZE

The Associated Dress Industries of

America is a new organization which

came into being last month in New York.

An annual business of approximately $1,-

300,000,000 will be represented bv the

organization. It is to be national and

will take in all branches of dress manu-

facturers, namely, infants', children's,

misses' and women's, in the United

States and Canada and will keep in touch

with the industries abroad as well as at

home.

CONGRATULATIONS
Mr. F. P. Hambly, of Hambly & Wil-

son, wholesale fancy goods, who was
elected to the Toronto Board of Educa-

tion on January 1st, has been elected

chairman of the Board by a large major-

ity.
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AN ALL YEAR TOY|DEPARTMENT
Chance to Sell Toj^s as Educational Medium—Toys Mental and

Phjrfical Food—Plans For Booming This Business

THE Christmas season that has just

passed has been a prosperous one

for the toy departments in Can-
ada. Parents who may be inclined to

economize as far as they themselves are

concerned will open up the tightest purse

string's to bring joy to the hearts of the

little ones.

City stores made splendid showings of

common sense, practical toys; many of

them Canadian built and all of them of

much higher grade, both in durability

and educational qualities, than the gim-
crack stuff that for many years consti-

tuted one of the big ends of the exports

of Germany.

Taking into consideration this changed
character of the toy department, many
merchants, who used to despise the old

callection of breakable mechanical truck

and desired to shovel them out of the way
the day Christmas was over, are now
considering the advisability of maintain-
ing the toy department the year round.

To such the following article, by W.
Barret Hankins, which appeared in

"Toys and Novelties," will be of con-

siderable interest:

Toys are mental and physical food.

As dealers to the community we should

carry toys as a staple and assist grown-
ups in the selection of toys for the best

interest of the child, to promote:

Cnstructiveness.

Initiative.

Mental vision.

Creativeness.

Quick mental action.

Bodily strength.

Quick bodily action.

Self-control.

Self-confidence.

Comradeship.
Discipline.

Leadership.
National pride.

There is no better time than right now
to plan for an all-year-round toy depart-
ment.

Think of the long' months of school

work ahead of our children. It is of
gravest importance that children at this

time should be thoroughly imbued with
the national spirit. The seeds of national

loyalty planted in the hearts and minds

of our children to-day will give us a
greater America to-morrow, but we must
avoid depressing' or alarming the child,

which, added to the child's school work,
would be tearing- down faster than we
can build.

Drums and guns, swords, horns,
uniforms, for the child, were never
needed more than they are to-day;
books and g'ames, balls and bats,

dolls and tea sets, skates, scooters

—

and all the other toys^—were never
needed more than they are to-day.

As dealers we should unite in a cam-
paign of education directed to parents
showing them the need of toys for their

children. I g-ive you in this article sug-
gestions that serve as a foundation for

such a campaign. For instance, windows:
Arrange a window devoted to toys

that promote constructiveness, from the
smallest set of blocks meant for wee
baby hands, to the elaborate mechanical
set for big brother. Have a big doll re-

present the baby and stand a figure of a

boy of about ten or twelve years of age
beside something that is built out of a

mechanical construction set. Place a

card bearing the following educational
text in the window:

Keep abreast of your child's mental
developments. The child's mind seeks

to create and construct. We have a

complete line of toys for this purpose.
We must feed the child's mind as we
would feed the child''s body. We are

glad to talk with you at any time
about the proper toys for your child,

according to the age of the child.

Another window carrying out an edu-

cational idea would be figures of boys
dressed in khaki and surrounded with
military toys. Have the figures seated

at a table with some game between them,
and in the background a painted scene

of some timely outdoor sport. Use a

display card having the following word-

ing:

Patriotism, our nation's best asset.

Let our children become inspired with

love and loyalty for our country in the

natural way—mingle it with their

play, let it, so to speak, come into

their hearts and minds unconsciously,

and it will dwell with them forever.

Another window that would be effec-

tive in this educational work would be
boys and girls at play with trains, boats,
small motor trucks and horse-drawn
drays—all typifying- commerce and busi-

ness, using a display card worded as
follows:

Train your children for the future
g^reatness of America—let your boys
and girls early feel the thrill of pro-

gress commercially. Toys will inspire

them by suggestion. Let them have
trains and boats, trucks and wagons.
Toys serve a double purpose—they
amuse and educate. Plan your pur-

chase of toys to fit into the different

stages of your child's advancement.
Come in and talk the matter over with
us. We make a study of toys in their

application to the child-life.

Take a photograph of each window and
have a small half-tone made of same.
Print this on a mailing card, using' as

wording for the card the same text as is

used on the display card in the window.
Mail these cards to a select list of

customers.

For your mailing list do not neglect

the rural homes. Remember the farmer-

parent has a double problem. Theirs is

not only the proper amusement and edu-

cation for their children, but it is also

one of keeping the growing child on the

farm.
The farmer is able to buy toys and ap-

pealed to rightly the farmer-parent will

buy toys. In interesting the farmer in

your toy department, you also interest

him in your entire store. The same edu-

cational campaign you use on youv city

trade you can use on your farmer trade

with this addition, that you can talk to

the farmer-parent about the thine near

est to their hearts—to l<eep their grow-

ing boys and girls from wishing to leave

the f-drm.

Bear in mind also that the Government

is soliciting the aid of housewives

—

mothers are asked to do things, and it is

suggested that they do things that re-

quire more of their time than they have

ever before devoted to anything other

than the care of their children; and now
that housewives and mothers may join in

and do their bit in the many things that

are needed, there should be a means pro-

vided for helping amuse and educate the

child without making this work a tax

upon the mother. Toys, therefore, are

the only thing that will assist in this

work, and for this alone we owe it to

our Government to stock and advertise

toys.
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HAMILTON STORE SHOWS TOYS
ALL YEAR

In Hamilton, Ont., there is a store

Avhich is known to all the community
and surrounding towns for having a big

toy stock all the time. When the Gro-
cers' Picnic, all the big factory picnics,

the Sunday School picnics and so on are

taking place in the Summer time Stan-

ley Mills & Co. have something especi-

ally attractive ready to offer and have
got the people almost in the habit of

purchasing something from the toy

department to take along with them.
Of course Hamilton is particularly well

situated as a picnic centre, but there are
many other towns and cities in Canada
v/here picnics are the rule in the Sum-
mer and where there is a good field for

the toy department to make a special

appeal.

The Stanley Mills store finds that
wheel goods, horns, children's tables and
chairs and other small furniture, out-

door games such as croquet sets, etc.,

sre all lines for which there is a year-
round demand. In addition to the toy
department being worth while for ten
months of the year, by keeping it up
during that time the manager stated

to DRY GOODS REVIEW that he con-
sidered it a vp^y important factor in

making friends for the store for the two
Christmas buying months which meant
such huge business every year.

The trade has good ground to work
upon in developing an all-year toy de-

partment.

CLEVER PERFORMING TOYS
A Birmingham, England, firm has

gotten out an interesting line of "per-

forming" toys. They include a long-leg

monkey, a bear, several species "of

dog," an elephant, a "polar kid," a cat,

a rabbit, a donkey, etc. These toys are

very life-like in appearance and in their

"tricks." They are provided with in-

ternal spiral springs so that when you
pat the animal kindly on the head it

walks properly, like a good beast; ac-

cording to the weight of your affection

as expressed in your caress, the animal

Jumps, or sits, turns somersaults,

dances, etc. At the same time these

toys have the solidity, rotundity, and
the comfortable properties of the best

approved types of the nursery men-
agerie.

EARLY SHOPPING PRIVILEGES FOR
EMPLOYEES

The Hudson Bay Store employees in

Winnipeg were given a unique shopping
privilege prior to the rush of Christmas
trade. The store took up the practice of

its preaching by setting aside two even-

ings for the employees to do their shop-
ping, paying them their salaries in ad-

vance. The entire staff was divided

equally and on December 20, in the even-

ing, one-half served behind the counters

while the other half shopped; on the

next night the salespeople become cus-

tomers and the other half sold. On both
evenings all the employees of the store,

Avork-rooms, delivery and of!ice were pro-

vided with supper at the company's ex-

pense, and in addition, very liberal dis-

counts were allowed on goods purchased.
"Giving the salespeople the opportun-

ity to get their own Christmas shopping
over has a far-reaching effect," said

Fletcher Sparling, general manager of

the company. "The selection of gifts

is really one of the great pleasures of

Christmas, but if it has to be done hur-

riedly, late in the day, perhaps, and some-
times on Christmas eve, then half the

pleasure is lost; the selection of mer-
chandise is not at its best and the service

is necessarily much more limited.

"This is one phase of the early shop-

ping question. Another one and equally

important is that the salespeople, not

having any shopping worries of their

own, are able to give to the store's cus

tomers a far better attention than would
otherwise be the case. Then, too, having
shopped all over the store they are in a

splendid position to be able to assist cus-

tomers by their own actual experience."

long," said Miss Cihlar. "We have also

had fewer complaints from customers re-

garding their treatment by co-workers
this year than ever before."

NO GERMAN-AUSTRIAN GOODS
WANTED HERE

Copy of Resolution passed by the Execu-
tive Council of the Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association

WHh^REAS the state of war existing

between the British Eimpire and the

Central Powers of Germany and Austria
has demonstrated to the world the utter

impossibility of reconciliation until such

lime as a change of mental attitude is

shown towards the accepted standards

of moral and commercial decency.

Be it resolved that every pulp and
paper manufacturer of Canada shall be

asked to refuse to purchase any goods

of German or Austrian manufacture,

and that the strictest scrutiny shall be

given to all goods stated to be of Swed-
ish, Dutch or Swiss origin; and

Further, that "every purchasing agent

shall be notified of this resolution.

Be it also resolved that a copy of this

resolution be forwarded to all Allied

Trade Associations with the request that

'.t receive similar attention.

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT OVER-
COMES MANY DIFFICULTIES

Continued from page 83

"One of the most tangible results

\vhich we have experienced from our

efficiency department was one which has

given us considerable satisfation during

the past couple of years. Our five years

of training of employees, many of whom,
cf course, will always be of the floating

sort, has brought us a steadier supply of

labor than we could have expected other-

wise, with munition factories taking help

from all lines of industry. Many of our

people realized that war work was tem-

porary and with the interest which they

had in the store and the goals which they

had in view, they decided to remain with

us. Naturally they were the best type of

helpers and for that reason the labor

difficulties there have not been so great,

we believe, as they have been during the

war period in many stores where edu-

cational work has not been going on so

SUCCUMBS TO INFLUENZA
Another victim to the influenza-

pneumonia has been named in the person

of A. E. C. Naftel, assistant manager
men's furnishing department, W. R.

Brock & Co., wholesale dry goods mer-
chants, Toronto. After a week's illness

from influenza which developed into

pneumonia, Mr. Naftel passed away on

Sunday, January 5, 1919, at his home 30

Duggan Ave., Toronto.

In February of this year, Mr. Naftel

would have completed 20 years' service

with W. R. Brock & Co., having started

in at the bottom and worked his way to

the position of trust he held at the time

of his demise. Mr. Naftel was well

known and very popular with the cus-

tomers of the Brock business and his

associates speak of him in very highest

terms, indicating that his place will be

very hard to fill. He leaves a widow.

ILLUSTRATING THE WOUNDED
SOLDIER'S RETURN TO INDE-

PENDENT LIFE
Lantern Slides Free

Sets of lantern slides, illustrating the

various steps in the invalided soldier's

climb from "down and out" to "up and

in again," proved very popular last win-

ter all over Canada, as well as on ship-

board among the returning soldiers

themselves.

We are informed by the Editorial

Branch of the Department of Soldiers'

Civil Re-Establishment that the slides

have been thoroughly overhauled and

many new pictures have been added,

while new and up-to-date lecture mater-

ial has been written.

The new sets are now being sent out,

free of charge, on loan to responsible

speakers who realize the vital need of

spreading information on this great na-

tional enterprise among all classes of

the people.

Posters to announce the lecture are

supplied in advance.

Addresses where slides, etc., may be

had will be forwarded to anyone inter-

ested by DRY GOODS REVIEW, or by

the Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-

Establishment, 22 Vittoria St., Ottawa.

SIR JAMES WOODS NOW
The recognition of Knight Commander

of the Order of the British Empire has

been conferred upon Mr. J. W. Woods,

president of the Gordon, Mackay Com-

pany, Toronto, for his fine work with

the British War Mission at New York.

Early in the war Sir James Woods of-

fered his services to the Government

and was attached to the War Mission

to help further the trade relations be-

tween the two countries. Sir James

is an ex-president of the Toronto Board

of Trade, with which organization he

has had an active connection for many
years.
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Our Travellers are on the

road with Fancy Wools,

Fingering Wools and a

large range of Children's

Knitted Goods machine
and hand made.

See Our Fall Samples

Immediate Delivery

Stamped Dresses, Gowns, Wools,
Crochet Threads, Instruction

Books, Etc.

We are Sole Distributors for

Three Bee Wools, Gloria Wools,
Flossell Artificial Silk

Hambly & Wilson, Limited

11 Wellington St. W., Toronto

UTTON
Dealers can still do a good business
in buttons bougbt for last Fall. We
have a good supply of these on
hand and can deliver promptly.

We have also a complete rang« of
all kinds of buttons for Spring, 1919.

Our travellers a're out now with
samples. See them before buying.

Weyerslall & Co.

Button Manufacturers Toronto.

Say You Saw It

in

Dry Goods Review

Don^t Buy Your Ivory

Goods Until You Have

Received Our Prices

Then you will buy
right

THERE IS

AMPLE SUPPLY
FOR 1919.

BUY SOLID
FRENCH IVORY.

BUY WHERE
FUTURE ORDERS
WILL MATCH.

QUICK DELIVERY.

DO BUSINESS
DIRECT WITH
THE FACTORY.

COMPARE PRICES
AND TRY A
SAMPLE ORDER.

Don't pay a premium
price for French Ivory
Goods this year—there is

plenty for everyone. We
have the right goods at

the right price.

Solid French Ivory gives

your customers satisfac-

tion— it can be engraved
deeply—composition and
wood core cannot.

When your customers
start their collection of

French Ivory, they want
every new piece they buy
to match their present
pieces. Our French Ivory

is uniform in color

—

and Quality guaranteed.

We have big stocks on
hand all the year round
at our Toronto ware-
house. We fill orders

from stock immediately
if wanted.

We sell to you direct

—

the best French Ivory

—

solid all the way through,

at first factory costs,

which means lal-ger pro-

fits for you.

Send for our special

folder, number 188 — it

furnishes a valuable,

guide for this season's

buying, in which French
Ivory prices are clearly

stated.

MANUFACTURER'S
NOTE.

Let us quote you on
Ivory, tortoiseshell or
opaiiue sheet stock, rods

or tubing. Delivery at
)nce.

Dominion Ivory Co., Ltd,

52 Bay St., TORONTO

TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1266
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Every Fastener

A Snap

In order to meet the constantly growing demand for a fastener

of the better sort, we, after experimenting thoroughly with the

different products, have decided in favor of this article as being
the most perfect fastener produced.

Note the finish of both Japan and Nickel. See the rounded edge
on back of the snap, preventing the cutting of the thread ; above
all, the life of the Spring, which is the success or failure of all

fasteners.

$8.40 per gross. Quarter-cut oak cabinet, size 13" x 15", as illus-

trated, with 5-gross order.

WRiNCH, McLaren & co.
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SMALLWARES, NOTIONS. JEWELRY AND LEATHER GOODS

77 Wellington St. West Toronto
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No. 2008

WAIST FORM
GUARANTEED
FLESH ENAMEL

Representative
of the

Celebrated Wax Figure
of

Pierre Itnans,
Paris

No. 2005--Dress Form, guar-
anteed Flesh Enamel

PEACE
Now that peace is with us—no'more
worry—only look ahead for prosper-

ous business. Displaymen and merch-
ants, do justice to your store by

elaborate displays for the coming year.

GET OUR NEW
FOLDER AND
PLAN YOUR
NEW DISPLAY

We make a specialty

in Renovating, Hair-

dressing, Coloring,

Repairing Broken
Figures.

DELFOSSE & CO.
247-249 Craig St. W. Factory, 1 to 19 Hermine St.

MONTREAL Nn. 467

EXTRA PROFIT
Turn Your Waste Paper

Into Money

Patent Nov. 9, '1

You wrill get

the highest
prices by using

a "Climax" all-

steel Baling
Press. Easy
and quick to

operate, made
of steel and
will last a life

time.

Reduces Your
Fire Risk and
keeps your
place tidy.

MADE IN 12 SIZES

Send for Catalog

CLIMAX BALER CO.
55 Burton Street

HAMILTON. ONTARIO

Easter Decorations

For Show Windows
and Store Display

Easter Lilies, Lilac, Sweet Peas,

Daffodils, Apple Blossoms, Roses,

Plants, Vines, Palms in all sizes,

etc., etc.

Prices and Samples on Application.

The Dominion Flower and
Feather Manufacturing Co.

39 DOWD ST. MONTREAL
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LISTA PURE SILKS
not only make exquisite Blouses, Shirts and

Pyjamas, but are simply ideal (or Children s

Dresses and Sleeping Suits. In the clulhmg

of your merry, romping boys and giris quality

counts; it is here in wear and washing that

LISTA SILKS ARE SUPREIME

TOOURCUSiTOMERS
We have pleasure in stating that we have in course of preparation an illustrated booklet

containing numerous photographs of the works and workers—being a souvenir of the

Royal visit to our mills on May 29th, 1918. This will, we hope, be highly interestmg

to all those connected with the silk business.

Supplies will be sent to our agents, Messrs. Henderson & Smyth, of Toronto and Mon-

treal, who will be pleased to forward a copy of same on application.

LUSTER &JCOMPA^NY^ LIMITED
Spinners, Manufacturers, Dyers and Finishers

MANNINGHAM MILLS, BRADFORD, ENGLAND
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Two Good Ones From a Good Line

Every One a Reputation -Builder

The Quality Shows Where it Counts

the Most— in Your Customers' Homes

Gait Towe^.s have an enviable reputation which has been

gained by our efforts to combine the highest standard of

quality with the lowest possible cost.

Travellers are out continuously with a complete range of

samples.

Gait Robe Company, Gait, Ontario
Western Agents : S. Groff & Son, 290 McDermott Ave., Winnipeg

E. E. Potts, 130 Hastings St., Vancouver

Montreal : M. R. Bricker, 43 St. Sacrament Street

S^RBHT
twMmm}.
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No. 1570

Sweater Coat Form

No. 1574
Venus de
Milo Form

No. 1574—Excellent for displaying bath-
ing suits, underwear, or dresses.

No. 1568/P

Extended Shoulder
Waist Form

No. 1572

Our Newest Skirt
Form

There is a lifelike color and proportion about
DUR-ENAM display forms that will put new vim into

your displays.

They add a touch of excellence and appeal that marks
them as forms that are unexcelled.

There need l)e no more dull displays while Dur-Enam
forms are at your door.

Points to Consider

Far ahead of the ordinary enamelled forms.

Guaranteed washable.

Made by our special process, they stand unequalled
by any imitations. They are finished with a beautiful
flesh-colored tint that is lasting and washable.

They are backed by the name of Clatworthy & Son,
Ltd., the manufacturers.

Made in all styles and shapes.

Be ready for Spring displays and order now.
Our new catalogue will be issued in the near future.

Send us your name and we will mail you one as soon
as it is off the press.

Don't forget that we make the most complete line of
metal display fixtures in Canada.

MANUFACTURED BY

Clatworthy and Son, Limited

161 King St. W., TORONTO

*=^

^N
No. 1589

Extended Shoulder
Form

IIIHMi i I ii'iliihTi--^
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An Interesting Window
This window by the T. Eaton Co.. Toronto, featuring new skating togs, attracted a great deal of attention on the day

immediately following Christmas. It will be a seasonable suggestion for a few weeks to come, no doubt, in the greater

part of Canada. It is a corner window. The background is deep blue wit;> stars of the greater and lesser mai'nHudes

painted, suggesting a perfect skating sky. The "ice palace" with its broad white steps appears with soft banks of "snow"

depicted beside it in the centre. Suspended from the ceiling is a huge inverted canopy of white holly, red berries, and

cotton-hatting "snow." Colored satin ribbons of one to two inches width and different lengths give a glistening color

touch which is novel. They hang from the canopy and also from the ceiling, like icicles. A commodious robe is t,prcad

for the sitting figure.
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An Archway of Handkerchiefs
A splendid Christmas display of handkerchiefs, neckwear, etc. An archway of such proportions as the above entails a

good deal of work but the results are very striking, the white flakiness of the handkerchiefs being particularly suitable
for the occasion. Worked out in conjunction with r.n Easter idea it would be equally suitable. This appeared in Gordon's
Limited, Victoria, B.C.

A Sensational Wool Display
This strikingly novel window caused a sensation in Montreal. Similar wax figures and settings in their lifelike and

natural details and colorings were used in New York, Toronto and elsewhere during the Victory Bond campaign, when
the card read "Bring him home with a Victory Bond," while mother read a letter from the boy for whom the service flag

hangs, and father read the latest war reports in the newspaper. Mr. Edw. K. Lummis, display manager at Almy's, won
much commendation by his originality in turning the scene into a wool display as above, by adding the piles of wool
shown, giving the figures a "wool-winding act" and changing the window card to read, "Although the war is over, the
boys still need socks."



STORE FOUNDER INSISTED ON PLAIN CARDS
Could Not Read the Small Lettering and Decided to Have Bold Type—Uniform Style

of Letter and Numeral Gradually Adopted—Illustrations

Show This Style

One of a series by R. T. D. EDWARDS

THE system used in one of Can-
ada's big stores for putting- show
cards on their goods is a very

interesting one indeed and is sure to be
beneficial to the smaller merchant.
We will first state how this store

came to adopt its present system of

plainly-printed uniform style show cards.

The founder of it was one day view-
ing their show windows. On one neatly-

trimmed merchandise display was a

show card neatly lettered with small
type. The man's eyesight being slightly

defective he could not make out what
was printed on the card. The result

was that an order was passed that all

cards, whether in the show windows or

for interior use, must be lettered with a

bold type so that all customers might
he able to read them easily.

Uniform Style Adopted

A system was gradually worked out

and the result was that a uniform type
of letter and numeral was adopted— -a

style that was applicable to hand or

machine printing.

The style adopted was a square-faced
Gothic, a style which the cardwriter

could form by using the brush stroke

method (we might say here that the

brush stroke method of forming letters

is the only way to turn out show cards

quickly, and it is being taught and used

by all the foremost schools and card-

writers). The next thing to standardize
in this store was the sizes of the cards.

Each card had to have a ruled border.
Then a range of prices was selected,

suitable to the prices of the merchandise
in the various departments, from one
cent upwards and many of each price

and size were printed.

A large sliding door cabinet was built

with shelving suitable to the various
card sizes. The cards were placed in it

in numeral order on their edges, this

making it easy to obtain the desirea

price card. Sale cards, Friday bargain
cards, "As Advertised" cards, etc., were
all arranged in this manner.

One great feature in this company's
system of show carding the store is a

hard and fast rule that all cards be-

longing to a sale or season of the year
must be taken down on a given night
and replaced by the uniform white card
ivith black printing. For instance, the

day following Christmas all cards with
Christmas designs are to be discarded

or at the end of the semi-annual sale all

sale cards must be dispensed with on a
given date. This system can be worked
out in the small store just the same.
Don't allow Christmas cards to remain
up after Christmas. It looks just as

bad on the part of the store management
as if "Friday Bargain" cards were left

up on Saturday.

This "big store" example is not given

as one to be followed minutely by the

small store cardwriter, but many things

can be gleaned from it that will be very
iielpful. For instance, many cards can
be worked up ahead of time; borders

can be ruled, standard prices can be

POSITION WANTED
T v/ant a place in your store.

I will be one of your greatest workers.

I will get new business for you every
day.

I will always be on the job.

I will be on hand before the store

opens in the morning.

I will stay and work for you after all

others have gone.

I will always be enthusiastic about
you.

I will tell everybody about you and

your merchandise.

I will increase your efficiency many
times.

I won't ask you for a cent of salary.

I am absolutely necessary to your

business.

I am the WINDOW CARD.

m.ade up by hand and filed away for

busy seasons. The style of letter can

be made uniform whether a heavy
"Gothic" or a neat, "Roman" be used.

The color and sizes of the card should

be standardized. This rule of course

would vary for special sale purposes or

at "opening" times.

Samples of This Store's Cards

The two styles of show cards demon-
strated give a fair idea of the class of

work used in the windows of the big-

store above mentioned. They are good
readable cards. The type is plain, the

layout neat and not elaborate, yet when
you see either of these styles used in a

couple of dozen windows all at one time

F^6hionable

Satins

Wear

the effect is good. This same form of

lettering has been used for years and

in all probability will be used for years

to come. It is a part of the policy of

the store.

The cards are white with black letters.

The underlining is red. The shading on

the one card can be done in any shade

to suit the window trim.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., display

fixtures, etc., Chicago, are opening an

office and sales room at 204 West Jack-

son Boulevard, Chicago, under the man-
agement of Mr. C. E. Smiley.
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The accompanying illustration is offered by way of indicating how one merchant endeavored to counteract any possibility
of war depression and the too general belief that the country merchant cannot compete against the mail order house. This
interior view was taken on Christmas Eve. The goods displayed are high-class furs, dress goods, clothing, which the propri-
etors claim are part of the largest stock of the kind ever shown in the town, and which, in a season which some expected to
prove a poor one, netted the best Christmas trade in their history. Leading Christmas lines were displayed on separate tables
with special price tickets.—From D. O. Crossley & Sons, Estevan, Sask., under the management of Mr. John Parkinson.

Saving Waste Paper Profitable

Market Conditions and Matter of Saving Are Queried—The
Element of Fire Risk—What To-day's Prices Show—How

Dealers Clubbing Together May Help

AN inquiry coming to hand this

week re waste paper, will be of
interest to more than the indi-

vidual merchant who puts forth
the queries. There have been two ques-
tions asked which read as follows:

1-—How will the market for waste
paper be in the future?

2.—Will the price be worth the trouble
of saving it?

Question No. 2 and Fire Risk

First of all it might be well to touch
on one phase of the situation which
should not be overlooked: it will prob-
ably help answer question No. 2. That
is the question of fire risk. Baled waste
paper will not burn—it may ignite and
smoulder away slightly, but it is really
in such shape when baled that it does
not burn easily. This should mean the
elimination of one item of fire risk-
loose paper lying around and ready to
spring into flames from the spark of a
match carelessly discarded.

There is another point. The dealer
has to get rid of his waste paper under
any consideration, and probably burning
is the method adopted. This means labor
and careful watching—the baling and
shipping of waste paper will not involve
any more, if as much, labor.

What To-Day's Prices Show

And now the actual question—will

the price be worth the trouble of saving
it? The trouble end of the question is

probably covered in the paragraph
above. The price to-day is $10 per ton
f.o.b. Toronto. The price has been
higher and it has been lower, the law of
supply and demand covering the opera-
tions of the market on waste paper as
in every other marketable commodity.

What Net Returns to Expect

Taking $10 as the f.o.b. Toronto price
then, and estimating freights from Port
Hope, a point 60 miles away, and Tren-
ton, a point 100 miles away. Carload
late from Port Hope is ll%c per 100
pounds on waste paper, or $2.25 per ton.

From Trenton the rate is 14%c per
100 pounds, or $2.85 per ton. That means
^o the dealer selling $7.75 net per
ton from a point 60 miles away, or

$7.15 net per ton from a point 100 miles

away. A minimum carload is 24,000

pounds.

How Dealers Clubbing Together May
Help

You may say that you are attempting
the impossible to fill a car. Get to-

gether with eight or ten of your fellow

merchants, hardware, dry goods, men's

wear, or stationers. If each one save a

ton in two months* time that would

mean six carloads a year for a net re-

turn to the merchants of from $85 to $93

per carload—really found money. There

are few grocers who make much on

sugar. There are few booksellers

who make much on school books

—

why then not make a little on waste

paper ? Cut down your overhead, elimin-

ate the little leaks which mean the dif-

ference between a really profitable busi-

ness and one which is just making a

living for the merchant.

Waste Paper Subject to Market Condi-

tions

The first question, "How will the mar-

ket for waste paper be in the future?"

may be answered briefly by saying that

this commodity is marketable the same
as any other, and as such is subject to

market conditions—in other words, sup-

ply and demand. Figures show that best

marketing periods are from March to

June, and September to December, these

being periods on which greatest activity

is shown in nearly every line of business.

It would appear reasonable to expect

that the market for waste paper will

prove quite satisfactory and worth the

small amount of time involved in baling

and shipping.

R. H. & J. Dowler, gent's furnishings,

intend to instal new electrical lighting

fixtures in their Samia store.
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GOOD ADVERTISING
7

A TWO-PAGE ANNIVERSARY ADVERTISEMENT

Coats ! Coats

!

iiir curnpk'lv nngc I'urticulAily lylinh is fhi-

iiAv >iiilil3r>' ntodvl which IcnJs n louch of

2 ONLY CX)ATS ON SALE FOR TOMORROW

ONLY AT >37,49

f^EcoMi r:.oom

A Wonderful Showing on Second Floor of Ladies' FaDC> ^ ^ ^Q
and Plain Voile Waists, Specially Priced

' ^XbW^

> le%*L Ihsn Ihf pncf »<

SILK WAISTS

1 Hi.H- ^l..i7i. h1v*h, Wh ulw K fe« ti.nLi

Specials From Our Bargain Basement
GLASS
JUGS

10 Q(. t>uh Puni

h\iv jl Ihi.-w huun iinil »<'c inBn-

MN LIGHT SOAP

MENNEN-S TALCUM

It lo II 1. m.

Only lOc Tin

l'R£SEKVING KETTLES

""or5qt.30c

TTESLnanNcpANs .

H d.um ,iw, «un ^me^m finrnt, m-

Ml <- l"iil.h,>a.iid. loal handle.

hu c r..r haogirtg

S|>*-ciul price 22e

ISc

WATCr yOR THE HOURLY
SI'EdALS IN TOMOHHOWS AD.

I^BB|07VI§

tuUi at sai-hc- jiid KiriU'-'s which Ouinc t.nti-

Ai-A Oainh nbljunt mjkc- ^*cl>ull^ul h^t trini-

..Horn riMtotuir^n and w<ll ht iisol l'>r thiv mu-

PRJCES RANGE FROM 3 TO^ CENTS YARD.
(MAIN FLOOf4

AnQJversary Sale of Towelling and Towels
TUIUU8U TOWELS. Z9c PAIR.

UNEN KUCK TOWELS. ISc PAIR.

UNEN HUCK TOWtLS. SOcPAlK

HEMSTITCHED HDCK TOWELS. SI. 19 FAIR

CHECK GLASS TOWELLING. ISc YARD.

PLAIN TEA TOWELUNG. 1S« YD.

ISVi'lNLlI TURKISH TOWELUNG, 2Sr YD.

LENOV HAND TOWELUNG, 25c YD.

' "pure UNEN TOWELUNG. 2S< YD.

NEW PATTERNS IN SPORT SfllS FOR FAU WEAR

[iw'sffiPMENT OF DUCHESS SILKS
Hj.Bthr. ^%..l^,t*-u^fulquiIllJ The bi

k (itugixK ifl aD Ibe

t the b««l lervk* Pria;

13.50

jKfm SERGE

bAluncr ol an orilrr pUccd siK mon
iMcr Broivn.'Tnupe. Cluni, Old Mot*. Crcv. r.ream and H

»1.7S. (2.00. »2J5. 12,75 r

NFW PI AD DR^S GOODS

UUJN FLOOR)

ALL SOILED COLLAKS MUST CLUR

;i only of Ruching On* v>^Ar Ct^irgeMe Crcjtf liniiMitched hordiT

mosi wonderful Nulue ^lakci awfully dainU ^l»r^' IrinniimBi

S CENTS PER YABD

HERE WE ARE WITH A

NEW UNE OF FANCY KSNONAS!

i-ejoal received Irtim 1 he faclory a beaulifi

6 |>inl(. purple and blue ^rcoundy with Tincx

1 nifr ih.->dei. Made wilh nice ihaix-d c-.ll.i

tilk bi.iiil. fallen Ifi'fronl wllh huuhs and fji-s- \U'-I

cU'lic waUl. JutI Ihe IhtnR for Ihc* chillv iii-.i,'

v frrjin 38 to 44 Pricrd al 13.48. tJ.SS, ».2S

<8ECPND FLOOR.)

ANNIVERSARY SALE'"-^

"

Continues to Sept 7

Our Anniversary Sale comes at an opportune time for those

who are planning their fall house cleaning. The Goods

are to be sold at reduced prices at a time you

want them. We cannot, through lack of

space mention All the different Articles

in this Sale, but a took through

list below will give you An

idea Of what to Expect

[nmms-uHawK

fidun,

Belo-IW LV the list of pi

V Sate -

4 yd^ will.. 9S< M. yi.. 13.80 iwr width

4 rdl. wTdc. 11.00 w] yd. t4.00 per width

1 rU »id«. I1.2S wi. yd.. IS.0O per width

4 )-d9 wide. It.]: «). yd.. S5.40 per width

4 ydL wide. 11.50 w]. yd.. I€.00 per width

affiTAlNS-OmTAINS

lys, .\cl> i>f ell desc^ipllun^ Murtmv \i

ANNIVDISARr Ull 65 CMS YAID

ANNYEXSARy SALE S« CEXIS Yfr

Larm.iAT25CEKis LaTiw.2Ar]iCDn

LOT NO.} AT 4$am

LOT so I

SiO TO M.50 SCRBI CUITAINS $2JS PAB

ANIflVERSARV SALE. ».95 PER PAIR

K50 nSH NET CURTAINS. J2 95 PER PAIS

ANNVEKSAXy SALE, S2i5 PER PAit

iUllM

RUCS-RUCS ,r
r Iti,,. |ie|,„,l,i.c„l »gi 1

..1 N..Me..ih.,,,l.-,,„ee,J!'.r
I..ft" ..l.-Operc

THE 4BUVE FIGURES SrE\J( FOR
IH '

'

lli.,^. lu.SiolchT

t. Clu. Ue^'i

ANNIVERSART SALE. {17.50

SU5 JUTE BRUSSa MATS 9S CENTS

20 CENT BRASS RODS. 2 FOR 25 CENTS

ire wffi,l.i«i ^JIV .dlrti irarUc

10 CENT BRASS RODS, 2 FOR 15 CENTS

IciHl loutHiut .11 iiuh..v \.«t .liter M1.K »,';;.

..l.rlll. JfoelSe

CONGOIEIM RUGS
I.I.I .1 l.» ' ...i.Kul.um R>iK. I<. ,lo. lit iheM-

SS.50
tl0.S0aBdll2.&U

tlS.SO

AU WILTOH RUGS AT AtMOST

25 PER CENT DBCOIWT
VJIur. Hi.K 111 ihi .l..n v.ijl be iitcludcl

a reffuUr liD.OO rue d
I. a rccotar tSS.OO rai
t recuUf tlion ruK '•

BR8S5ELSRUGS

f4S.M

RACRUCS- RAG RUGS

SiM IH . 16 inthe.. ilk

SbeZ4 1 4lliBch«.,al.
Sbe 21 I U inehee. al

Stec je a U Inehca. at

11.00

11.96
I2J0

THE above two-page display adver-
tisement was used on the occasion
of a four days' special sale by a

store in a town of about 10,000 popiila-

tion in Ontario. This advertisement ao-
peared on the day before the sale regan
and a half page followed it jp each day
of the sale. The merchant wrata to DRY
GOODS REVIEW requesting oar ad.

specialist's opinion of it. This is the
criticism offered:

"The left hand page is an excellent
f,\aniple of department store adverti.s-

ing and little in the way of improvement
need be suggested. By the use of smal-
ler type for some of the les.; iiipcrt.int

items a little more matter niigni h:ive

been brought in without crovvding, and
the more important items wau' 1 have
.stood out more boldly in conti-as'. Buc
this is only a suggestion; the u.so of the

very readable type all througn the page
is quite good advertising and good busi-

ness.

"The right hand page is not so good,
'he fault is with the big mas.? of typp
which leads the listing of household
lines. This announcement could quite

easily have been made in a couple oi

three lines of bold but smaller type
across the page, and with much betttn

effect. This would have given more
space for household line listings and
added more to the selling power of the

advertisement.

"There is one serious flaw in the big
type announcement on this page. It

says, 'We cannot, through lack of space
mention all the different articles,' but
the waste of space in and around this

very announcement seems to give a false

note to the matter—a dangerous note in

an advertisement. Truthfulness even as

to the matter of using your space is es-

sential in an advertisement to suit 1918

standards.

"The balance of this page is good busi-

ness-like advertising, and the whole two-
page spi'ead is creditable publicity work
except for the defect referred to, which
is by no means serious enough to harm
the general effectiveness of this adver-

tisement.

"As regards your plan of advertising

(iuring the four days' sale the use of the

(iouble page spread on the day previous

to the sale is thoroughly to be cominend-
ed. It might also have proved profitable

to use another full page advertisement
on the third day to stimulate week-entl

buying to the highest pitch but this

would be a matter for decision ba.^ed on

local conditions.
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McGOWAN & CO.
Are Bargain at

69c Each

Vitt*r^ Oat for « Record Day's BuaineM Today in

OURBIGALTERATIONSALE
" Klv lliul lkI«Mk rt*adl aatWtaoffi^—wo uther HtTi' m> IIji- .'H- -i |'»».iip>T -mii '-v-r ;.|n-i. .< I r J.1U1- -.11 -.-«|« ..r niii'l .|iinl

ii^. AU <rr atk to for rw to •«>•>«<««,

Corset»

69c Pair

A Clearance Today 'of.

Silk and Silk Poplin Dresses

At $13.95
Worth Nearly Double Tlu» Price

]/jJiJ au".T""" HALF-PRICE

^'1,1 Your Choice of Our Entire Stock of

A.

White PetticoaU

$2.98

Silk and Voile

Waists

98 Cents
lUf. 11 Tl «•* tl 21 ^

Another Whirl for Today in ^—

^

Charming High- i^^^j^
cu« Suits IM

At -$22.95 J'
Former Prices $40 to $60

.J^
iji

•iyin ve tb« rrtj iMnL rha calv akwlM an mmt

[ • ,< T>H. ».«»»
.i.k< hot.. hiK^lai
:he>p. atiaddr ki*di.

1

A Rare Bargain in

Silk Tussah at 79g Yd.

Can You Beat This?

Pailette Silk at $1 Yd.

A Rare Bargain m Sport Silk and

Satin SkirU

Only $10.95
Urikr VaiJM* U» (o 120

White Wash SuiU $1.25

White Coat Middies $2.25

luSa Btlli and »«l>ela
>. U-i *!>•«. -.<

Silk Uile Hose

S"""
""• 45c

Silk Hose

White Ttrry
Towelling

i';;;::."-" 20c

White Cambric
Petticoats

$1

Pretty Billie Burke Dresses $3.50

fe.*"

niMi^ilT
A'Clearance of Girls^ SuAiiner

Dreues

At $1.98 Each

White Flannelette

25c a Yard
Striped Mulls

25c a Yard

Woven Galateas 25c Yard

Boyt' Strong
Cotton Hose

.n... 40c

Corset Coven

Sn:? '•"•'•'
59c

Cotton Knit Vests

••-' 45c

Boy»' Wash Suits

$2.25

Children's Sitk

and Mercerized
Silk Hose

. 6'/: 5f.....l ..If

" 45c

I
McGrmmr, & Co.

Silk Lisle Vests

ir" 60c

Porous tCnit

Combinations

Corset Cover
Embroidery

$1

Dainty Silk Waists $3.50

SCO Yds. Spert Beach Cloth Skirting
Alteration Sale ^rice Today

Only 35c i Yard

1,000 Yards Sheeting ^'
Alteration Sale Price Today

Only 59c a Yard

Your Choice of Oar Entire Stock of
Lovely Trimmed Hats at

HALF
PRICE

Trimmed Panamas $2.98

New Sport Hats $2.75

Pretty Sport Shape* $1 Each
R^t'tiMi V«laa T>ra ud Ttma TIh* nb tMea

McGo\^an & Co., Saskatoon, give in this page advertisement an excellent example of

balance in layout. There are the two boxed spaces at the top with cuts well placed.

Items at the bottom are smaller but are well built up with headings. Cuts are not pro-

fuse, but each item is impressed by being set up carefully with no "squeezed in" appear-

ance. The firm name might have been larger to advantage. The idea of "where" is

almost as important to selling goods as "what."

"We have not gone into detail as to

the typographical work in this advertise-

7nent, but you probably noticed that

wrong founts had been used in many
cases in the large type matter on the

right hand page, while words were also

omitted in this and capital letters used
indiscriminately. These defects always
mar an advertisement more or less.

"We hope that this comment will

prove helpful for some later campaign."
The spaces at the left top and right

hottom were of course used for the firm
name.

A COMMENDABLE REGULATION
The War Industries Board, it is re-

ported, has been made a clearing house
for the cancellation of all Government
contracts. Befo^re actually cancelling
any contract amounting to more than
$100,000, the interested department
must notify the War Industries Board,

so that it can learn where materials

will be released and where the new busi-

ness can be placed; so that it will be in a

position to notify the War Labor Ad-

ministration of the releasing of labor,

which may be in demand for the reviv-

ing non-essential industries.

At the moment the cancellation of

contracts is the vital point and all pro-

posed cancellations will be most care-

fully deliberated upon, from the point

of view of three things:

First, what will be the effect of the

proposed cancellations upon the indus-

try? Second, what will be the effect

upon the given locality. Third, what
will be the effect upon the given con-

tractor? This certainly evidences most

intelligent comprehension by the con-

trolling factors in the situation, of the

delicacy and the importance of the whole

subject.
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EMPLOYEES BANQUETED
An enjoyable evening was spent on

January 4 by the employees of Jas. A.

Ogilvy's, when they were entertained by

the management to their second annual

banquet and social evening. Tables were

laid for about five hundred on the top

floor of the premises, whither the em-

ployees went immediately the store

closed at six o'clock, and a seven-course

dinner was provided. Mr. J. A. C. Poole,

the managing director, presided. No
speeches were made, with the excep-

tion of a few remarks from Mr. Poole of

congratulation to the employees on hav-

ing contributed to the banner year of

the house, and thanking them for their

co-operation. He also read telegrams

from the chairman of the firm, Mr. R. P.

Gough, of Toronto, and Mr. H. J. Daly,

the vice-chairman, who were unable to

be present. Dancing and card-playing

followed later, the proceedings termmat-

ing at midnight.

RYAN STORE, OWEN SOUND,
CLOSES AT 5.30

The G. B. Ryan Co., of Owen Sound,

Ont., announce in their two-page "Year-

end Clearing Sale" advertisement that,

beginning with January 2, the store will

close every day excepting Saturdays rt

5.30. It opens at 8.30 a.m., being ready

for business at 8.45. These hours are

to be in force during January, February

and March. Another feature of their ad-

vertisement was the celebrating of 35

years' continuous business in Owen Sound

with the production on another page of

one of their old tinie advertisements

showing the store's "Elephant" sign and

a cut of the old store, representing a

staff of 3 including the proprietor, the

whole the foundation of the "splendid

business of which the great store of G. R.

Ryan & Co. is the superstructure."

There are over 30 employees now.

Catcijp ^Ptrasics

for ^ftoto Carbsi

Cottons: Jfme anli ©aintp for ILingerie

Cottons: Strong anb JBurable aS tlje

(Cerms of ^cate

Cbening (SotonS toitlj tljt ^tple Cre=

ator's Coucl)

J@c laaell ©resSEb: a S>ilb petticoat

lagiu i^tip

^KHarm IMoolhti for Jiafap

JWiUinerp for fanuarp fenotos

Baintp TLattS JBelisljt tfje ?8rilie=to-l>e

3@e Parisian: Wiear an artistic Veil

JglouStS in keeping toitf) tfje ^tple

Victorious ^tace: IS^inSomt ^ecfetBear;

3KHt)P i^ot S?otl)?
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An Infants' Wear Department like this is irresistible.

DEPOSIT MEANS CONTRACT TO
BUY

Though a retailer may have the best
cf intentions, it is often that his store
makes enemies through a misunder-
standing on the part of customers who
make a deposit in connection with a re-

quest to have goods held; and a bulletin
from the National Vigilance Committee
of the Associated Advertising Clubs
suggests that store good-will is often de-
stroyed through a failure to make cus-
tomers understand that when a deposit
is made this amounts to a contract on
the part of the customer to take the
goods.

From various communities where
iiiere are local vigilance committees, the
National Vigilance Committee has had
reports of trouble arising from mis-
understandings of this character.
"Can you hold this for me?" the wo-

man asks.

"Yes, if you will make a deposit of
," says the salesman, naming the

amount to her.

That is all there is to the conversation
in too many instances. The salesman
presumes that she knows that when she
makes the deposit she enters into a con-
tiact to buy, but that is often a violent
presumption, says the Vigilance Com-
mittee. In a large number of instances
v;omen return, announce that they have
changed their minds, and ask for the
leturn of their money.
The Vigilance Committee suggests

that one certain way to insure that all

customers will understand the terms of
such sales would be to print a special

receipt for payments of this kind, the
receipt to set forth the fact that unless
the goods are taken by a certain date,

the cash deposit will become the pro-

perty of the store.

ANNUAL MEETING
The Montreal Wholesale Dry Goods

Association held its annual general meet-
ing December 20 in the Board of Trade
rooms under the chairmanship of its pre-

sident, W. E. Gushing.

The election of officers for the ensuing

Mr. E. C. B. Fetherstonhaugh was
unanimously chosen the association's

nominee for election to the Council of
the Board of Trade.

MR. R. A. STAPELLS
Recently elected President of the Empire
Club for 1918-19. Mr. Stapells is pre.sident
and manaKinK director of the McElroy
Manufacturing Co., Toronto.

year resulted as follows: President, Geo.

S. Cleghorn; vice-president, Geo. Milli-

gan; treasurer, P. H. Bartley; directors,

W. C. Finley, J. L. A. Racine, J. T. Car-

roll, W. W. Walker.

NEW RACK FOR TRAVELLERS
A new folding rack suitable for travel-

lers and show rooms is being displayed

by Delfosse & Co., of Montreal. When
closed it makes up into a package 30

inches long. It is suitable for the gar-

ment and ready-to-wear trade.

MINIMUM WAGE FOR WOMEN
Female employees in millinery, dress-

making, tailoring and knitting factories

of Winnipeg have been awarded a min-
imum of $12 a week io: experienced

adult employees, it was announced by
Dr. J. W. MacMillan, chairman of the-

Provincial Minimum Wage Committee.

During the first week of January a
convention of salesmen and managers
of Messrs. Belding Paul Corticelli Limit-

ed, was held at the Windsor Hotel, while

the company gave a banquet to the sales

force and office staff at the Montreal
Club. Toasts were responded to by A.

0. Dawson (president of the company),
C. A. Reynolds (general manager), D.

R. Kennedy, William Hanson, A. Haig
Sims and others, after which prizes were
presented to leaders in the company's
1918 sales competition. The winners in

this were Ed. F. Kennedy (who won five

prizes), D. Darling, G. C. Peverley, G. E.

Cooke, P. T. Cooper, Louis Blumberg,
Jos. Jodoin, K. P. Lopatecki, and A. J.

Lovell. The last evening the company
gave a dance and supper at the Majestic

Hall to their employees and salesmen^

which was largely attended.
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THOUGHTS OF AN ANGLO-
COLONIAL ON BRITISH TRADE

A Letter to "The Ironmonger" by an Englishman, Experi-

enced in Business in the Dominion, Looking
to Future of British Trade

No friend of closer business inter-

course between different parts of the

Empire will deny that some change in

the relations between the British Board

of Trade and the Dominions was need-

ed, but whether the recent series of

appointments and transfers of British

Trade Commissioners in the Domin-
ions will result in increased efficiency

or will merely intensify the general

impression of stultified effort is hard

to say. I see no reason to suppose that

the new men will be better than their

predecessors or that the present Com-
missioners will do better in new posts.

Indeed, it appears an extraordinary

waste of time and experience to move
a man who has laboriously acquired

local information to a country with a

quite different commercial atmos-
phere.

The facts about the business in the

Dominions and the Dominions' commer-
cial relations with the Mother Country,

like the facts about German penetra-

tion before the war, are not very pleas-

ant, and the Board of Trade officials

will probably not feel very genial to-

wards those who insist upon telling

them what the Colonies really think.

Consequently, except when some un-

happy Commissioner is baited beyond
bearing or ignored to the point of ex-

asperation, we may presume that the

responsible officials in London sleep

peacefully, or plod patiently, or fuss

busily, or at any ifate go calmly

through whatever motions their con-

sciences decide are the correct ones

in exchange for their salaries, and in

the meantime Parliament and the

country live in the hope that all is

well.

The Difficulties of Commissioners

Some of these facts, however, are

almost incredible to an untravelled

man who has been fed on such news
of the Colonies and of Colonial busi-

ness as the London daily press gives.

Other facts are just as little credible

to those who have travelled in the
Colonies for pleasure or even on those

trips of mingled pioneering and plea-

sure or "supervision of local agents"
which are sometimes taken once or

twice in a lifetime by the heads of big
businesses. And it is extremely doubt-
ful whether the Trade Commissioners
themselves, from the very nature of
their training and their official position,

ever fully realize the basis of the diffi-

culties they encounter. They have a
desperately disappointing job. Three
more earnest and enthusiastic men
than the present Commissioners for
South Africa, Australia and New Zea-
land could hardly be found, but they

spend their time in running their heads
against brick walls in the Colonies. I

have spoken about these difficulties

with all three of the Commissioners,
but have lacked the courage to tell

them why I thought it likely that their

labors would only be half successful.

Mr. Milne, who now goes from Mel-
bourne to Montreal, has all the appar-
nt imperturbability of a Scot. He is

full of help for those who seek him;
on excellent personal terms with a

section of the city's business men ; and
most successful in performing the func-

tions of a Trade Commissioner as they
are at present scheduled. Mr. Wick-
ham, once of New Zealand and now of

South Africa, is more feverishly eager,

wears himself out beating against the

sullen stolidity of those whom he nould
serve and in my opinion is doing sig-

nal service for the Empire. Mr. Dal-
ton, in New Zealand, wears the white
.>uats of a blameless life in Wellington.
Only long residence in the Colonies

can teach the true significance of spats

in the Dominions. Mr. Dalton's rooms
ai'e a little bit of the Board of Trade
itself set down in the Pacific. He is at

his ease in dealing with New Zealand
officials, delights in their company,
hob-nobs with them, makes a fetish of

exhibitions, and is for ever organizing
new displays of perfectly well-known
British goods at agricultural shows.
Perhaps he over-estimates the impor-
tance, in these distant markets, of the

wishes of the farmer and of the con-

sumer generally, and forgets the power
of the importing merchant who does

not go to shows, or, if he does, dislikes

attempts to go past him directly to

his customers.

But neither imperturbability nor
feverish energy, nor a correct White-
hall manner can do very much for

British trade. Even a library of
slightly out-of-date trade catalogues
helps very little. A West-End man-
ner is misunderstood in a land where
manners are brusque; West-End
clothes inspire distrust where Cabinet
Ministers often wear ready-made
suits; and a batch of catalogues mere-
ly enables the hundredweight buyer to

make erroneous calculations of the

landed costs of merchandise to a ten-

ton merchant.

The reason for comparative failure

of the Trade Commissioners lies in the

fact that they were not trained as

business men. It may be of some value
to the Empire to have official students

of Political Economy in each of the

Dominions and to arrange for the sup-

ply to the Board of Trade of vast mass-
es of officially compiled statistics which

are chiefly valuable to fighting politi-

cians. But that is not the way to in-
crease Empire trade. Colonials, and
especially Colonial merchants, dis-
trust officials of any sort, and it takes
a Trade Commissioner, who knows him-
self to be an honest and industrious
man, a long time to realize how little

use the Colonies have for him.
To comprehend this attitude it is

necessary to understand that politics
in the Dominions are not at all like
British home politics. They are much
more on the lines of American politics,

concerned with grants and loans and
places and placemen, and consequent-
ly all politicians and most government
servants, especially those of consider-
able rank, are under suspicion.

Reasons for Comparative Failure

I have talked to scores—I may say
hundreds—of business men in Aus-
tralia about the Trade Commissioners,
and have invariably found that they
are not taken very seriously. They are
welcomed as Britons; much patriotic
conversation is held with them over
dinners and golf and at the clubs; but
their offices are not besieged by in-
fluential merchants calling about busi-
ness difficulties. A few persons who
are grumblers ingrain, call upon them
with distressing regularity. Others
who want lucrative agencies involving
little work visit them at intervals, but
on the more difficult problems of inter-
national business no merchant would
dream of consulting them.

If the Board of Trade really wants
to foster British business it is essen-
tial that its Trade Commissioners
should be neither officials nor simply
students of economics, but business
men.

And in particular they must be Col-
onial business men and not men from
the Old Country. In no other way can
the confidence of merchants in the
Dominions be gained, or the Board
be sure of learning those unpleasant
truths about Empire business which
must be digested before progress can
be made.

Even Commissioners of experience
do not realize that in the Dominions
all Englishmen are suspected of an
undue opinion of their importance.
One of the Commissioners complained
that he had visited an important city,

advertising thoroughly beforehand
that he would be available at certain
hours of each day for a week to discuss
their troubles with merchants, and on-
ly five persons had called to see him.
"What more could I do?" he said pa-
thetically; "I could not go round and
dig them out and ask them if they
had any difficulties with British manu-
facturers!" Such an attitude makes
the Colonial smile, because his opinion
of all officialdom is such that he would
not think of wasting time by calling
on one of the tribe, though he would
receive courteously any man who took
the trouble to call on him to obtain

(Continued on page 142)
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Why Not Use Facts?
They Are Excellent] When of

the Right Sort

Gipe-Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St., Toronto

'PHEN why not have your
equipped with the best

store

quipped with the best and
latest time and labor saving de-
vices? Our cash carrier service
will afford one of them. The mer-
chant without it is losing more dollars in one
defray its cost. Your money, by it, would be
it properly belongs.

year tha
sent to

n are requ
the office.

Our circular— full of information—will tell you more about it,

post card costs but two cents to enable you to get it.

AD-FORM
FIBRE n HANGERS

Put Profit In Your Pocket

Because :—
They advertise your business.
They please and satisfy your customers.
They hold customers and bring new business.
The space available for printing your adver-
tisement on AD-FORM Hangers is many times
greater than on any other type of hanger.
AD-FORM Hangers are packed in fibre boxes
containing 500 hangers.
AD-FORM Hangers are made from heavy
fibre board and the hooks from tinned steel

wire.

They are strong and the finish is smooth and
will not injure delicate fabrics.

Send for Folder or Sample Hanger at once.

Dept. A MANUFACTURED BY

A.D.F.Co., Limited, 14 Millstone Lane
TORONTO

Palmenberg
in Chicago
On or about February First

We shall open an office and

salesroom at 204 West Jack-

son Boulevard, Chicago,

under the management of

C. E. SMILEY

We shall carry stock there

as well as full sample line of

fixtures, forms, figures, etc.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
Inc.

a consolidation of

Palmenberg Norwich Kindiimann
1852 1879 1887

New York Boston Baltimore Chicago

The Buyers Guide is Growing

—

ADVERTISING NOVELTIES HOSIERY
BABY GOODS Room LABELS
BUTTONS MILLINERY
BUTTON MACHINES For OFFICE APPLIANCES
CHILDREN'S WEAR PERFUMES
DRESSES I nese SHOES
FLAGS w SELLING AGENTS
FLOOR COVERINGS Lines TOYS
GLOVES WOOL ROBES
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Every merchant needs the protection a complete

N.C.R. System will give him

Peace is bringing increased competition

in your business.

You must meet that competition. You
cannot afford to run the risk of losing

a single cent of profit.

A modern National Cash Register and

an N.C.R. Credit File will enable you

to get all your profits on every trans-

action in your store.

Because

—

I. They will make it possible for you to

run your store with the least expense.

2. They will prevent the mistakes and

disputes which cause loss of trade.

3. They will enable you to give cus-

tomers the quick, satisfactory service

which wins new trade.

4. They will give you the accurate

records which you need to control your

business.

5, They will protect your money, your

clerks, your customers, and yourself.

The National Cash Register Company, Limited, of Canada, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world.
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MANY RESTRICTIONS WITHDRAWN
IMPORTANT cable dispatches have

been received by Mr. G. T. Milne

and Mr. F. W. Field, the British

Trade Commissioners at Montreal and

Toronto respectively, from the Imperial

Department of Overseas Trade in Lon-

don pointing out that since the armistice

was signed many restrictions on com-

merce have been withdrawn, while in the

case of those which remain, licenses are

being granted much more freely than

nreviously. Particulars regarding these

lelaxations will be published weekly in

the "Board of Trade Journal," the offi-

cial organ of the Imperial Government

for notices regarding trade.

Orders placed during the war period

now have good prospects of being ex-

ecuted, and arrangements for new busi-

ness should be made without delay.

The following relaxations in particu-

lar should be noted:

1. Permits to manufacture and Priority

Certificates in connection therewith

are no longer necessary.

2. Firms are at liberty to accept civil or

commercial orders for immediate exe-

cution, thus freeing the engineering

industry, among others, for commer-
cial work.

3. All the principal kinds of raw mate-

rials may now be used for the com-

mercial manufacture of goods for

export, but these raw materials thern-

selves may not be exported in certain

cases without licenses. Among those

to which this condition applies are

the following:
Aluminum, Brass, Iron, Nickel, Steel,

Antimony, Copper, Lead, Spelter or

Zinc, Tin.

In general, restrictions on the export

of manufactured goods have been re-

moved, while they have been retained in

the case of raw materials.

The following list indicates the most

important items the export of which was

formerly prohibited to all countries, but

are now permitted to be exported to

any part of the British Empire:

Articles of aluminum.
Articles manufactures of asbestos.

Belting, cotton including belting im-

pregnated with balata or rubber.

Bicycles complete.
Bicycle tires and parts.

Boots and shoes (except children's, with

soles or uppers of leather).

Brooms.
Brushes (except tooth brushes).

Copper and manufactures of except

wire bars, plates, rods, sheets, stripe

tubes.

Galvanized sheets—corrugated or fiat

Grindstones.

Glass for optical instrumentF.

Hand tools for agriculture.

Hollowware, domestic—of iron or steel

plate.

Iron and steel rivets, nuts and screws.

Iron and steel wire cloth.

Incandescent mantles and rings.

Jute cordage and twine, padding and
webbing twist and piece goods.

Linoleum.
Magnesite and magnesite bricks.

Magnetos and parts.

Nails (wire).
Photographic materials.
Rubber manufactures—except surgical

gloves.
Surgical bandages and dressings.

Steel sheets (black); tools (small);

wagons and carts—and parts.

Wool and hair—manufactures of—not

to include raw wools or yarns.

Certain factors will continue to ham-

per the export trade, notably (1) short-

age of labor till the army is demobilized,

(2) shortage of tonnage, (3) the need

for reorganization of plant in certain

industries before resuming normal work,

but it is considered that the effect of

these factors will diminish greatly in a

few months.

seas. It must be remembered always,

however, that any stockage of manufac-
ture means as a rule an absolute clean-

ing out of stocks on hand that had ac-

cumulated, and a resumption of manufac-
ture implies a fairly long process in

getting around to all the old customers.

Carpets

From the point of view of the manu-
facturer there would appear to be little

chance of reduced prices in carpets and

rugs or linoleums. This is the con-

sensus of opinion among the wholesale

trade, and their impression from the re-

ports they had received up to early this

year. Increases among a number of car-

pet manufacturers had already taken

place, running about ten per cent., and

with wool and yarn keeping up, and

labor very uncertain as to a decline for

months to come, there seemed little

upon which to base any expectation of

lower prices until perhaps next Fall. So

far as can be learned the stocks amonu:

the retailers are fair in size. The buy-

ing has not been heavy the last six

months, particularly with prices so high,

and the l)uying on the part of the public

fell off for a similar reason.

That deliveries of linoleums and oil-

cloths must improve shortly with a re-

lease of the stringent regulations govern-

ing jute canvas would seem certain, both

in this country, the States and over-

Help "Fix Up" For The
Boys

The head of a large wholesale depart-
ment speaking to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW early in January stated that they
were anticipating a renewal of business

in housefurnishing lines through the re-
turn of the soldiers. With the idea that

there would be quite a revival in spite of

high prices, and that the retail business

would be better than last year, they had
large stocks on hand and looked for more
business than last year or the year
before.

This subject has been referred to be-

fore in this paper. Some retail buyers
are counting on extra business from the

men coming home. They argue that in

thousands of homes, tens of thousands
indeed, there has been little expenditure,

partly from financial reasons, but chiefly

from the feeling that anything would
do with the head of the home away, and
that now is the time to brighten it up
against his coming. That this feeling

exists has been seen already, with the

comparative few who are back, or whose
return in the near future is certain, and
when it is considered that about 300,000

will be back in less than one year the

increased business that should be in

prospect from a couple of hundred thou-

sand homes should be well worth a spe-

cial effort on the part of the merchant.

It would be advisable to start in at once

featuring this idea in your local adver-

tising, and keep at it in a variety of

worded notices, until it gets instilled in

the minds of those whom you wish to

reach. It might be well to send special

notices to a number of those who expect

men back from the front, suggesting that

your department is prepared to supply

them with a stock of anything thev

miuht require for this purpose, and,

whenever possible with the help at your
disposal, offer to send a representative

to the home, who will prepare sugges-

tions for them, an<i with this an exact

estimate of the cost of the housefur-

nishings, both for materials and for the
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labor necessary to instal them in the

home. For those who are contemplat-

ing- starting out in the contract line

with their housefurnishing department
this would be a favorable time for open-

ing up.

The manager of one of the largest re-

tail draperies departments, which caters

more especially to the high class trade,

stated to a DRY GOODS REVIEW re-

presentative since the new year that they

had already noted quite a lively interest

in his department since the signing of

the armistice. "Whether people are ex-

pecting lower prices or not, they are not

waiting for them," he said. "We have
had quite a number of orders already

from the better class homes, where with

war work and Red Cross work little at-

attention was paid to the home furnish-

ings during the past four years, but now
that the husband or the sons are coming-

back a great deal of renovating is being

done. We have several contracts, too,

for furnishing and decorating new homes
for the sweethearts who have been wait-

ing for the past three or four years for

the boys to come back. In the ordinary

course of events these orders would have

been spread over the past four years.

Now a brisk business has alreadv begun
in fitting them out this year. We anti-

cipate a splendid year's business in this

department."

In this department stocks have been
kept quite low for the past two years.

Observing that public interest was not

in making homes comfortable among the

high class trade, this buyer preferred to

pay the increased prices required for

buying at short intervals. That increase

was not, of course, as great in his line

of goods as in more medium grade lines,

as has been explained at various times

by DRY GOODS REVIEW in the past

couple of years. He is, therefore, in a

position now to take full advantage of

whatever the market has to offer, and
to take in a full stock of the new goods
which it is hoped will be on the market
by next Fall. It is his opinion, too, that

while business will be good all this year

and by the end of the year there will

have been some decline in prices gener-

ally, that the labor problem will be at

its height next Winter. The soldiers will

then have been almost all returned and
the country will have its hands full in

earnest getting matters adjusted to a

steady basis.

WALLPAPER
"Last year's prices will prevail for

this year," said the head of one of the
leading wall-paper wholesales, when in-

terviewed by a DRY GOODS REVIEW
representative. "There seems to be no
indication of a change one way or the
other for this year," he stated. His
reasons for this view were in the first

place the unsettled state of labor, and in

the second place the shortage of raw ma-
terial. The matter of securing pulp for
paper-making is in an acute state at pre-
sent, and is a matter of concern in the
United States as well as in Canada, al-

though they seem to secure a large sup-

ply of our Canadian pulp over there.

There is no remedy in sight at present.
The dye situation, as related to wall-

paper, is quite satisfactory this house
finds. Indeed, it never was very trouble-

some, although the popular idea was
pessimistic in that regard. Colors are

perhaps more in evidence in the new de-

signs being developed for next year than
in the past few seasons. The color com-
binations are a little more striking and
more attractive than they were even be-

fore the war.
Generally speaking, however, there is

little change in styles. The call continues

rather strongly for tapestry effects and
so the range of these is rather exten-

sive. These papers are liked especially

for halls and dining-rooms. The stripes

with cut-out borders are very popular for

bedrooms.
There is a feeling that the general at-

titude of the trade is one which means
good business for 1919. Merchants seem
to be putting fo;-th better and more de-

finite efforts to forge ahead this year, and

the outlook is good.

Chintz wallpapers are proving quite

the mode for rooms which formerly de-

pended upon chintz hangings for their

color. Now that so many people are us-

ing plain side curtains the papers which

have chintz patterns are being selected.

Like the draperies, these desi^s in

paper invariably have the bird motif.

They are in a good variety of design and

color combinations.

FASHION NEWS IN
DRAPERIES

Soft printed Japanese cotton crepes

are being shown at Simpson's as side

curtains with the regular white or ivory

window curtains. These crepes have the

favorite large bird and flower designs,

but have a peculiarity of color combina-
tion which is distinctly Japanese; they
are very suitable fabrics for the purpose.

The new marquisettes and voiles have
dainty little calico patterns, raised, and,

in black, grey, green and some other

effective tones, on the white or ivoiy

ground.
New York has registered itself uf late

us showing a taste for windows pioluse-

iy draped with soft, sheer fabrics, thei-e-

by making still another use for Georgette

crepe, for example. One model windc^v

noted in Abraham & Straus was dressed

in 3 layers of striped white net, hem-
stitched amethyst Georgette crepe and
old rose taffeta, the taffeta forming the

side curtains and the Georgette middle

curtains, with just the border and a few
inches of the curtain visible from be-

tween the taffeta and net, while the net

met in the usual way at the centre of the

window. This soft draping of sheer ma-
terials in harmonizing colors gave a

most attractive appearance, which was
only enhanced when outside light shone

through. This idea was developed in a

bedroom of old rose and mahogany, the

carpet being of solid amethyst and the

twin bed spreads of the old rose taffeta.

Touches of a medium blue on the peacock

order appeared in a three-cornered cush-

ion, a china vase and a lamp shade,
but the color scheme of old rose and
amethyst was carried out elsewhere.
In all the other rooms of this model suite
the windows were trimmed with three
paii-s of curtains. One combination of
silk brocade with grey taffeta and plain
filet net was very effective in a grey
music room.

One Toronto buyer who is in close
touch with the better class trade remark-
ed to DRY GOODS REVIEW that the
tendency at present is for window decor-
ating to become really window draping,
following the English custom of making-
the window really a work of art and a
most important item in the furnishing of
a room. The side curtains must be rich
and dark so that the effect will not be
neutralized by light coming in from out-
side. There is quite a tendency for plain
colors in draping once more.

Wall-papers being offered for 1919 are
those developed in the factories during
the earlier half of 1918 when labor was
still scarce and no prospect of relief at
hand. The range of patterns offered,
therefore, for 1919 is considerably de-
creased, but factories are already at work
UDon a larger range of designs for 1920.
No decline of prices is anticipated, there-
fore, before the 1920 range comes out;
and even then there is little likelihood of
any noticeable change in prices because
costs, especially of paper, at present, are
even higher than they were a year ago.
A new window-dressing paper is offer-

ed on the English market. It is unique
in design, embodying as it does some
of the more happy futurist ideas. It has
a deep velvety black background and
vivid colorings in the motifs.

SOME NEW CURTAIN IDEAS
A new material which drapes softly

for side curtains and is of good appear-
ance is printed in all the fashionable
tapestry patterns; the fabric itself is like

turkish towelling. It retails at about
$1.50 to $2 a yard. Some handsome new
chenille curtains have large colored pat-

terns of different styles. One design at

Eaton's has a bird motif which measures
about 20 inches in length. The floral

motif in the same design is also aston-

ishingly large, but the colorings and
shadings are such as to eliminate any-

gaudy effect. Tans, blues, dull rose and
greys predominate. Voiles printed in

foulard patterns are being shown for

boudoir or breakfast room curtains. One
made up pair was of black voile with

white foulard pattern and all white frills

around the edge. Japanese "blue print"

curtains are made up in similar effects

as those of the "blue print" break-

fast cloths and serviettes. The blue

designs are printed on white cotton

and are considered sun-fast. These cur-

tains retail at about $2.75, and up, a
pair.

Caudwell & Beckett, of Brantford, have
moved to larger premises just across

the street from their old address on
Colborne street.
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Featuring

—

A Scientific Extension

Curtain Rod

will give

We have produced an extension
curtain rod which
entire satisfaction.

This rod is a scientifically con-
structed rod.

Scientific, because no matter
what length you extend it—no
matter what curtain weight is

upon it—the curtain will not
sag.

Then consider this. It is scien-

tific because it is built in such
a way as to preserve the head-
ing on the curtain. The head-
ing stays in its place and shape
all the time.

It has a satin finish which pre-

^^ents any tarnishing.

The double rod to fit a curtain
as illustrated. The single, which
takes the ordinary scrim curtain.

Each made in two lengths. This
is a rod we strongly recom-
mend for perfect window satis-

faction.

We will fill your order with
nleas'ire and promptness.

Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co. Limited
Factories:

Davenport Road,
Pears Aveiuic and
Bedford Road,

I'oronto

Head Office: 52 Bay Street

TOWOKVO

NunmUicti' HI .< o '

Branclics:

Moiilrcal, Winnipeg',
Qiu'licc. \'ancouiuM-,

Ottawa,
Mane lies ter, England

WINDOW SHADES UPHOLSTERY GOODS LACE CURTAINS
WOOD AM) BRASS CURTAIN POLES TRIMMINGS, ETC.

"H- IT IS LOR Till': WINDOW W I'. HAM', IT'
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The Financial Post on Business
Government

" T ET us demand that the standard of effici ency in the Government be raised to the high-

J^est possible point by the calling in of more of the business executives of the country to

take the place of the arm-chair politicians who win to position by the ability to win
votes rather than to serve the interests of voters. Let these men assist in the negotiations for
reconstruction business from Europe, the financing of such orders on a business basis, the estab-
lishment of proper trade relations with foreign markets, the readjustment of taxation and the
tariff to a more intelligent basis in relation to individual industries, the efficient demobiliza-
tion of the soldier and other problems of policy, but let every individual meet for himself those
other problems which concern those whose welfare depends upon him and solve them to the
best of his ability. Reconstruction begins at home. Let us have confidence in ourselves."

Beside the vigorous leading article from which the above is quoted,

The Post Review and Outlook Number This Week Contains

:

The joUoiuing special articles prepared by members of the staff of The Fixax-
ciAL Post and of associate publications in the MacLean (jroup af Specialized

Business Neivspa'pers.

Peace Brightens Trospects for Loan Companies.
Hydro Reviewed for Maine People.

Canadian Car Earned Enough to Wipe Out Arrears.

Want Increase Considered on Per Cent. Basis.

Imperial Oil's Plan Based on Dollars and Cents.

Smaller Net Profits by Consolidated Smelters.

Decline in Net Earnings of C. P. R.

Bank Clearings Again Ahead of Last Year.

Meeting Client on His Individual Business Ground.
Bankers Looking to the Far East.

Should Banks Buy Victory Bonds?
Using the Trade Acceptance in Retail Business.

Edmonton Bond Dealer Sentenced.

Bond Market Has Been Quiet But Very Strong.

Liquidation of Life Company May Be Probed.

N. F. U. Organizes Loss Information Service Bureau.

(SPECIAL SECTION)
The Government is Organizing a Comprehensive Ma-

chine for the Repatriation of Canada's Army.
Let Us Have Confidence in Ourselves—Editorial.

Banks Are Blazing the Trail for Development of Export
Trade in Markets of the World.

Opportunity for LTnited States to Play Part of "Big Sis-
ter" to Canada in a Financial Wav.

Not So Much a Problem of Who Will Emigrate, But
Who Will Prove Desirable to Canada.

The Business of Bringing the Boys Back Home.
Canada's Borrowings During 1918 Reach a Total that

Establishes a New Record.

Bond Market Has Experirn^rd Peculiar Year
Beating Swords of War Into Plow Shares of Peace.
British Can Build Cheaper Vessels Than Canadians.
War and the "Flu" Cause Abnormal Death Claims.

Canada's Banks and Question of Larger Capital.

Now the Stock Exchanges are Taking the Rough Jolts
Out of Financial Reconstruction.

Canada Made a Remarkable Record in the Production
of Shells and Other Munitions.

The Menace of the Bolshevikil Insidious Influences
Threaten Relations.

Price of Wheat and Production of Livestock.

Comparative Price Records of Canadian Securities for
Past Eight Years.

Activity in Renting Workingmen's Houses and in Deal-
ings in Farm Lands Distinguishes Realty Market.

Steel Is King When Nation Goes to War.
Canada's Exports and Their Part in Beating the Hun.
January Dividend Payments.

Canada's Part in Boating the Submarine Peril

Above mentioned are a few of the more important contents of this issue of THE FINANCIAL
POST. Send a subscription to THE POST and note its business value to you. Use this form
in sending subscription, which is $3.00 per year.

The MacLean Publishing Co.,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST every week, beginning with the Review and Outlook
Number, 1919, till further ordered. I will pay subscription price, $3.00 per year, on receipt of
bill, or you may draw on me for this.

Name

Address

D. G. R.
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Prime and Rankin, Limited
House Furnishings that are Dependable
Your inventory should bring to notice the lines short in this department. See that stock

is kept intact, for the trade generally feels that good, live furnishing business is a cer-

tain prospect for early Spring. We are fully prepared for even unusually heavy
sorting-up business.

For Immediate Delivery we mention Cur-
tain Nets, in Allover and Filet designs, 40",

45" and 50".

Chintzes and Cretonnes, in good colorings
and designs; also 31 and 50" English
Shadow Cloths (both light and dark
warps).

Scrims—Hemstitched and Fancy Borders,
also Plain and Lace Edge Scrims.

Handkerchiefs, Pearl Buttons, Swiss
Guipure Laces, etc., etc.

Eiderdown Quilts—We are advised that
our 1919 range McLintock's Down Quilts
will be complete and ready at usual time.

Handkerchiefs—This season we have made
extensive preparations to show a very
complete range, and our salesmen will

wait upon you early in the year with some
splendid values. Fancy Boxed Goods will
be an important feature of the new range,
and our record for values and good deliv-
ery should merit your continued interest in

this range.

Prime and Rankin, Limited
And at

Nottingham, England 74 York St., Toronto

KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

C»nadi»n Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO
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GORDON
TAPESTRY MAT

pi*lrwVrtig»%»yiftN<amnMlw^y<r.-nl» ii i»wo<iilf GREENSHIELDS
LIMITED

Spring Showing
OF

TABLE COVER
No. 3159—Reversible

4 4 $0.75 each

6 4 2.50 each

8 4 3.00 each

In Stock

••'«vjMnaim«t»iHU«Hv'*M<«>M

Six Designs

27x54—$2.00

February Delivery

Bi House Furnishings, Carpets

and Draperies

The new line is ready —Better than ever.

SHIELD TAPESTRY SQUARES: Seamless

The surpassing excellence of these rugs has won recognition

throughout the trade, and it is with real pleasure that we announce
the new season's line as stronger than ever, and showing several

distinct improvements.

"FIVE" new patterns—developed in the most pleasing and har-

monious color combinations—are ready for your inspection. The
most desirable and effective Seamless Tapestry Rug for any interior

use the market offers.

32 New WILTON
Designs

ISNewAXMINSTER
Designs

10 New BRUSSELS
Designs

Seamed Seamed Good
and

Seamless
In all stock

Sizes

and
Seamless

In all stock

Sizes

Reliable

Values

Our Stock Is Complete

Quilts Blankets Comforters Pillows Cretonnes Scrims

Marquisettes Sateens Velours Table Covers Casement Cloths

House Furnishings Department.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Wholesale Distributors of Carpets, Draperies, Blankets, Quilts and Comforters

17 VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL
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66DALMOR" FABRICS

No. 6225

Brown

and Rose

No. 6226

' J^Green

and Rose

An absolutely new Tapestry Pattern. Our own production. Made in two colars. Now ready for delivery.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS LACHINE-MONTREAL, CANADA

The
British

Speciality House
If you are in need of any of these

lines of British Goods of Highest

Quality at reasonable prices, it will

pay you to get our quotations.

Wool Motor Rugs

Lawn and Linen Handkerchiefs

Damask Cloths, Napkins

Roller Towelings

Bath Tovrels

Cotton and Linen Towels

Allan S/Bain^Company
150a Craig^Street West T- MONTREAL

Madras and Drapery

Fabrics

We invite the dry goods

trade, while in Toronto,

to make their headquart-

ers at our new commod-

ious showrooms.

^ M ^

J. B. Henderson & Co., Ltd.

80 Bay Street

TORONTO
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LINOLEUM and
FLOOR OIL CLOTH

Manufacture of our standard qualities is

now being- resumed, and goods are ex-

pected to be ready for delivery in time for

the early spring trade.

FELTOL FLOOR COVERING
Similar to Linoleum, but made on a felt

base. An attractive range of patterns now
in stock for immediate and spring delivery.

TABLE OIL CLOTH
Sanitile Wall Covering

Enamelled Oil Cloth

New range of patterns have been issued

and is now in the hands of the trade.

DISTRIBUTED BY THE WHOLESALE TRADE

MANUFACTURED BY

^h' Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

MONTREAL



Infants' and Children's Wear

INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S WEAR GROWS IN IMPORTANCE

Great Variety of Merchandise on the Market and Increasing Demand for High Grade Goods

From Pubhc Make Department One of Most Important—Many Wool and Rib-

bon Novehies—Spring Fashions m Frocks

THIS special Infants' and Children's

Wear Department herewith makes
its bow to readers of DRY GOODS

REVIEW. It is concerned with all news
relating to clothing and other necessities

for the comfort of little folk. Everyone
is realizing now how imnoHirt it is that

they be well clothed, kept happy and
comfortable, and that every convenience

should be provided the mother in her

important task of caring for her children.

It must be the special mission of dry

goods stores to provide the merchandise

which she requires and to encourage
those who are unfamiliar with infants'

requirements to study the merchandise

and its uses.

Merchants in growing towns are rea-

lizing, with every v^si*" '^i
'^'"" »""-'^--'-

and with almost every call of. the travel-

ling salesmen, that an increasing variety

of merchandise of this nature must be

carried if they are going to satisfy their

cu.stomers and keep their store progres-

sive. For that reaso" a -—c't "•-."ib'-" of

stores, even during the past year, have
made of infants' wear a department as

spacious and as independent as are the

departments for millinery, dress fabrics

and the many others. There is scarcely

a dry goods store, even in the smallest

town, which does not carry a certain

amount of supplies for infants and small

children and make good profts, too.

Practically every manufacturer of those

goods states unhesitatingly that the

tendency of the public in recent years

is to buy more and more of these gar-

ments ready made and of a high qual-

ity, which assuredly means that the re-

tailer must place careful attention upon
the kind of stock he carries and how he

carries it, if he is going to make that

department a paying one.

It is in order to supply the merchant
with news in a location of its own that

this new department is opened here. As
with the stores this information has
grown to such proportions that it may
now be deemed worthy of a special place,

so here we are!

Knitting Replaces Crochet Work

Each month sees new ideas offered in

hand-knitted goods. The soft fine wools
which used to be used for crocheting

jackets, bonnets, bootees, shawls, mit-

tens, etc., are now fashioned with the

knitting needle. The garments are less

elaborate, as a rule, but are the fancy of

the season and sell well, since knitting is

recognized as THE handiwork of fash-

ion. There is still no tendency for the

sale of knitting supplies to dwindle, but
instead of the coarse grey wools women
are purchasing gaily colored and dainty

fine wools and this fancy continues in a

very healthy condition. So long as it

does, the made-up knitted things will

sell also.

The most popular bootees are fash-

ioned to cover the knees. One pair noted
in one of the large stores the other

day had a panel of pink up the fro^"" of

the bootee, which otherwise was white.
The effect was quite novel. Bonnets,
too, are becoming more practical. They
are knitted with a snug little extension
as a neck-piece, which keeps out all the

troublesome little draughts from the

back of the neck and head. The average
customer goes into raptures when she

sees the latest in pull-over sweaters;

these are made in miniature and found

very useful for the baby. They are made
witli the ribbed waist-line, the sailor col-

lar, the cord and tassel tie, the ribbed

cuffs and "all modem improvements."

The colors, too, are the delicate baby

tints or maybe the real sport tones, such

as gay blues, greens, yellows, etc., with

trimming bands of white or champagne.

One firm is just bringing out some

clever ideas in mittens. They are using

for them the curled yarns which when

knitted up resemble Persian lamb. The

mittens are knitted in all white, all black,

and some especially smart ones have the

palm in closely knitted plain white wool

and the back done in the curled wool in

either white or black, which is decidedly

original.

Angorina, which was described in a

recent issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW
(a cotton imitating angora wool), is used

for some interesting little sweaters and

sweater coats. The real sweater (pull

over) style is preferred to the coat style.

Some new laced bootees for infants are

of tan kid with high tops; they have

two straps and buckles at the top which

serve to hold the tops up in place. These,

again, are miniatures of what the school

boys are wearing this winter, though

made up very softly in both soles and

uppers.

Very fine and soft silk garterlettes are

shown for babies. Sometimes these are

used in the beading at the tops of

bootees.

The basket-stands, which have four

baskets, all of vhic'^ m-^v he opened up

at once, displaying the baby's togs, are

shown in all the large stores. These

basket-stands may be had round or
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square and with the baskets daintily

lined or plain.

An attractive winter bonnet is made
of white corduroy lined with white silk;

near the edge of the bonnet there are

clusters of two tiny red silk cherries

dangling at intervals.

Warm knitted wool slips with the

waist and skirt all in one are in steady

demand these days.

Many Ribbon Fancies

Babies seem to be the chief reason

for the existence of dainty ribbons.

There are scores of fancy articles shown
and they proved extremely popular as

Christmas gifts.

A play doll is new, when made of baby

ribbon after the fashion of Nenette, and

with a little satin cap of ribbon. The
very narrow ribbons are used for all the

articles one usually expects to find in

wool. There are sweaters, bonnets,

bootees, jackets, carriage robe clamps,

carriage straps, etc., all knitted out of

ribbon. Then there are other articles

made of ribbon and lace cut into the

various patterns. For instance, a jacket

is made of two pieces of ribbon about 3

inches wide, each gathered at one edge

to a circle. These holes are for the

arms. The other edge of the ribbon is

finished with lace, and bands of narrower

ribbon fastened from one to the other

at the back connect the two wide pieces

forming the jacket; in front longer

narrow ribbons are fastened for ties.

Even beads for the little tots are

made of ribbon. Moulds are covered

with the narrowest ribbons in different

colors and threaded on narrow ribbon.

Dresses, slips, pillows and "driving

reins" are also made of ribbon, and

there is a tiny sachet upon which is

painted the words "Don't kiss me."

Besides all these wool and silk novel-

ties there are always plenty of celluloid

toys for the baby which help to brighten

up the department, and the new wicker

and wooden furniture is also an import-

ant selling factor. The matter of dis-

playing these things to advantage is

most important, for of all merchandise

that for the baby should never appear

mussed or soiled or carelessly handled

if it is to impress the customer at all.

Linen covered boxes or pretty chintz

covered boxes are used a great deal for

keeping the stock in, and while a great

deal of it is always on display it should

not be allowed to stay out of its box
long; it should be replaced and others

brought to light so that a fresh appear-

ance is always effected and the goods
carefully preserved.

For Little Girls

When one comes to consider togs for

little girls, the matter of fashion and
design becomes more important than it

is for the baby. Gingham and chambray
are still the kings among fabrics for

school or play in the Summertime, and
a number of smart designs in these are

out now. One irresistible little frock in

fine pink and white checked gingham had
a belt, pleated collar and cuff-frills of

handkerchief linen; it is made in one
piece with a cross-over, double breasted

A Dainty Dress
.lust a little bit different does this little girl appear in her

dainty stylish frock of sheer linen with hand embroidery. There
is a touch of originality in the deep-front yoke and also in the
tabs, which hold the pleats loosely and suggest a belt.

front and four large white pearl but-
tons. Slightly raised waistlines in Em-
pire style are frequent—much more so

than the low ones this season—though
normal lines are popular.

Cotton poplins, pique, repp, Rob Roy
cloth (a soft mercerized cotton), lawn,
organdie, all of these are used to make
up some very fascinating frocks. They
usually have a touch of contrasting color

either in collar, cuffs, pockets and belt,

or in a bit of handwork. Collars are cut

in a great many fanciful ways and so

are belts and cuffs. They sometimes
shoot off from their expected outline and
later shoot back again, forming a panel
effect or smart points.

Pleated skirts are liked in the wash
materials. For once, the little girl's

dress does not affect the "grown up" sil-

houette, which just now is so unap-
proachably long and narrow. That is

one fashion feature at which the juniors

draw the line.

The sailor-soldiers are very much loved

in New York and so the shops are show-
ing little French flannel sailor suits for

boys. The dressy ones are in cream color

with French blue trimming or else

French blue with cream collar, cuffs, etc.

It is thought that capes and cape-

effect coats will have quite a good sale

for the little folks this Spring and Sum-
mer, but more for the little girl of six

and upward than for those younger.

Rompers with Russian blouse make
one of the best accepted play frocks for

tiny girls. These are made in the wash
cottons and in shantung, etc., embroid-

ered or not as one chooses. In the

Dress Fabrics Department some silks are

described which will be used for some
of the smart frocks this Summer. De-

signs which interest children are quite

the thing in patterned goods for their

dresses, just as they are in wall-papers

and draperies for the nursery. And why
not ?

Mr. Fred Tighe, who has recently been

discharged after nearly three years in

the army, part of which was spent in

France, has entered business with his

father in the Western Leather Goods

Co.. Toronto.

Nyman's, Brantford, Ont., are now
established in their new store, 78 Col-

borne street. In their opening an-

nouncement they featured "Courtesy to

Customers—Newest and Best Merchan-

dise—Lowest and Best Prices,"
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HAUGH BRAND I

Coveralls
For Kiddies

There is an increasing demand
for Haugh Brand Coveralls for

kiddies.

The test of a Coverall is found in

the hard usage which only kid-

dies can give a garment.

Tivij Goods Review

A Real Garment
Haugh Brand survives this usage, that is why it's a

popular brand and a fast seller.

The prices afford you a reasonable margin for profit.

The quality will secure you a reputation for the best.

J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., LIMITED 658 to 662 King W., Toronto, Ont
Also Mfgs. Arm and Hammer Work Shirts, Overalls and Trousers

PRACTICAL BOOKS
ON

How to Make Show Cards $i.oo

Merchants' Success System 5.00

The Art of Decorating 3.50

The Clerk's Book 50

Modern Show Card Lettering and Design-

ing i.oo

One Hundred Easy Window Trims i.oo

Retail Advertising i.oo

Store Management i.oo

Show Window Backgrounds 1.50

Write Us for Further Information

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVE. TORONTO
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"Priscilla" Brand Infants' Wear
"MADE IN CANADA"
In our completely equipped factory for making
Link and Link Pearl Stitched Woollen Wear.

We are now in a position to supply you from
our own factory with Infants' Wear of finest

quality, workmanship and design equal in every
respect to that which Canadian merchants have
hitherto been obliged to import from the United
States and Europe.

We Specialize in Infants' Wear.

Let us supply you with Infants' Wear that is

made in our New Canadian Factory.

Await our samples before placing your order.

Henry Davis & Co.,
LIMITED

253-259 Spadina Ave., - Toronto

INFANTS' FOOTWEAR, LTD.

INFOOT BRAND

Manufacturers of Babies' Nursery Shoes of dainty

and exclusive design.

Infoot Felt a Leather. Children's Gaiters are un-
rivalled for material, workmanship and shape.

Infoot House, PeartreeSt., Central St., London, E.C.I
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KNITTED GOODS

AFTER EXPORT ORDERS IN WOOLLENS
Woollen Manufacturers' Association Now Have Representative in England Looking for

Orders in Underwear, Knit Goods Generally, and in Cloths—Such Export Busi-

ness Will Tend to Make Goods More Reasonable in Price in Canada

THE Woollen Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation — the larger organization

which has grown out of the Knit
Goods Manufacturers* Association, and
which includes not only knit goods man-
ufacturers, but the Canadian cloth mills,

which have grown greatly since the com-
mencement of the war—has recently sent

to England a representative who will

seek export orders for all the members of

, the Association. D. A. Carley is the man
who has been sent. Mr. Carley, who is

now in England, has taken with him
samples of the goods produced by the

members of the Association. He expects

to do most of his business in London,

working in conjunction with Lloyd Har-

ris, who had gone over at the request of

the Canadian Government to seek busi-

ness for Canadian manufacturing con-

cerns generally. If necessary, however,

Mr. Carley will proceed to France.

Huge Development Revealed

This movement to get export business

in knit goods and in cloths, shows a re-

markable development in Canadian con-

ditions generally. If, before the war,

the suggestion had been made that Can-

adians could sell underwear and cloth

in England and in Europe it is quite cer-

tain that the statement would have been

regarded as a good joke—would have

been classified with the wisdom of taking

coal to Newcastle; but things have

changed since the war commenced. A
number of things have changed. In th«

first place the Canadian production has

gone up tremendously both in cloths and

in knit goods, and the Canadian produc-

tion .has come to something like a price

footing with English production. As far

as European output goes this has been

^50 interfered with by the war itself that

it may, for the time being, be almost dis-

regarded.

Will Take Orders in Bulk

The expectation is that any export

orders for underwear which are taken will

be taken much as were the orders during

the war from the Italian Government.

They will be bulk orders which will be

;Hotted among the various members of

the Woollen Manufacturers' Association

according to the size of the various mills.

The expectation also is that it will be

coarse goods which will be most in de-

mand, but this can hardly be told in ad-

vance. Mr. Carley may find that there

is a big opportunity to sell the finer

quality of underwear made in Canada
also. He expects to sell first for relief

work; then for regular business.

Great Need For Cloth

As far as cloth goes, there is so far

nothing definite upon which to form a

judgment as to what export business

Canadian manufacturers may secure. It

is known that the needs of France, Bel-

gium and Italy are very great. It is

known also that Germany and the other

central powers will require cloth to

satisfy their needs prior to that time

when their own mills may be able to turn

out what is wanted. It is also known that

Russia will require a great deal of ma-
terial, and the belief is that Canadian
mills will be able to secure business.

Export Business Helps Retailers

This effort to secure export business is

of great importance to the retailer as

well as to the manufacturer. It means
that the retailer will be able to secure

goods for his trade at cheaper prices if

the manufacturers can, through the se-

curing of large export orders, keep up
the big output of the plants which have

been developed during war days. The

keeping busy of the plants in this way
will generally reduce overhead, and so

make possible a quoting of lower prices

to the diomestic trade.

One underwear mill alone, for

instance—and it is a comparatively small

mill—has had some $200,000 worth of

orders cancelled' by the American Gov-

ernment since the signing of the armis-

tice. If this mill can. through the secur-

ing of export business, keep its consider-

ably augmented plant busy, it will, of

course, be in a much better position to

quote favorably to the Canadian retail

trade.

Will Keep Business Good

There are many mills which have been

exporting to the United States Govern-

ment a considerable output. There are
others which have been making goodly
quantities of underwear for the Cana-
dian Government; and if, by the develop-
ment of this foreign business, that part
of their output can be continued, the
benefit will be the retailer's and the

consumer's as well as the manufac-
turer's.

Then there is, of course, the big-

benefit which will come to all merchants
through the general prosperity which
this export business would bring about.

It is certainly to the interest of all

that Mr. Carley should have great suc-

cess in his efforts to secure export busi-

ness for the woollen manufacturers, and
what develops will be watched with keen
interest.

SOME NEW FEATURES IN WO-
MEN'S UNDERWEAR

The popularity of furs and the mild

weather which has prevailed this Winter
have combined to make the sale of fine

underwear unusually great, despite the

fact that a great rush for woollens and

heavy lines was observed in many com-
munities while the influenza e-oidemic

was at its height. This last few weeks,

and especially during the holiday shop-

ping period, sales of Italian silk, sillc

and cotton mixtures, silk and cotton

combinations, and all cotton garments

were all-important. There is a likeli-

hood that business will be good in these

lines throughout the Winter, with social

festivities piling up day after day.

Much Pink Worn

In the New York stores there was an

enormous demand for pink underwear.

One would see there from three to five

tables of pink garments on display to

one of white, and in some instances there

was no white shown at all, though it

was to be had for the asking. Italian

silk while still quite high in price is in

big demand. In order to reduce the price

and still have a garment pink and ap-

parently silk, there were vests and com-

i)inations made up of fine pink cotton

with a band of 4 to 6 inches deep at
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the top of the Italian silk. This would
be all that would show above the corsets

and so gave a nice appearance. Bias

folds for draw ribbons are decidedly the

best selling neck and sleeve finish. Opera
vests were an important item during

the Christmas season.

Straight silk chemises were shown in

most of the shops, but demand seemed
to favor the envelope style and bloomers.

Some handsome sets were developed by
some of the silk firms who make knitted

silk garments. Hemstitching, bands of

pale blue inserted in the pink, fine laces,

tucked gussets and inserts of georgette,

and embroidered yokes, were among the

trimmings on some of the newest and

most elaborate offerings from one of the

best-known New York mills. One set,

showing a combination of pink and blue

with hemstitching, had lacings of rib-

bons at the shoulders and sides and were
reinforced under the arms.
The newest vests and combinations,

whether in cotton or silk, jiave reinforc

ed sections under the arms; bloomers

are reinforced at the back. Some manu-
facturers have the back of combination

suits and vests tailored narrower than

the front, which tends to throw the full-

ness toward the bust. The smooth,

flatlock seams are proving a success.

New Chemise and Bloomers

The "step-in" chemise is new on the

market. It is constructed somewhat on
the plan of an envelope but is stitched

in at the bottom where buttons appear
on the envelope styles. These new gar-

ments are loose-fitting, leaving plenty of

room for adjustment.

The return of long tight skirts has
made a place for the new lonq' silk

bloomers to be worn instead of petti-

coats. These bloomers reach to the

ankles and have a pocket convenient for

carrying money or valuables stitched on
below the knee. These very practical

street bloomers are to be had in emer-
ald, purple, brown, black, navy and
taupe. They are selling in New York
stores at $7.00 a pair. Some models are

to be had in soft satins as well, but
these seem t6 be a little more bulky
than the knitted silk variety.

Fancy Wool Hosiery
Quite good business is being recorded

in New York also, in the new colored

wool hosiery for both men and womer.
They are not only for sports occasions

but frequently one sees them on Fifth

Avenue, on mild days when oxfords
without spats are permissible. For street

wear the colors are dignified and the

stripes not loud. Dark greens, dark
greys, khaki, navy, mottled effects, pur-

ple, browns, white, etc.. are to be had
and sometimes the stripe is in a con-

trasting shade, knitted in the stockings,

or it may be a clock embroidered on.

There are also some drop-stitch stripes

in these fine wool hose. The strictly

sports hose are of course heavier, ribbed
usually, and allow of more striking col-

oring. The prices in the stores for these

novelty wool hose range from about $1.95

to $5.00 a pair, according to the weight
and the percentage of wool.

KNIT GOODS IMPROVING IN FINISH

AS RESULT OF RETURN OF OLD LABOR
ULTIMATELY the tendency of knit

goods is, of course, going to be
downwards in price. As indicated

m several places in this issue, this ten-

dency need hardly be expected to evi-

dence itself at once—certainly not for

Fail, 1919, lines which will be, roughly
speaking, 25 per cent. up. Nor does it

mean that the tendency toward lower
prices will become evident so soon as wili

the tendency toward better values.

Manufacturers are quite frank to ad-

mit that sometimes—in some lines—the

quality of workmanship has dropped.
This has been necessary because of the

rush under which they have worked dur-

ing the war days, and because of the fact

that expert workers often left the mills

to join up with the army, or to under-

take some war work. Their places had
to be filled by less experienced help and
poorer work resulted.

Old Help Returning

Now there will be a tendency—it is al-

ready noted—for the old skilled work-
ers to come back to the mills. They are

putting a finish into garments which has
been impossible with the war labor.

Not only is the work of these old em-
ployees who are coming back to the mills

better, but it is faster. Production,

therefore, is being gotten up already.

Moreover, while it is not pleasant to

think that some took advantage of the

war-time scarcity of help, there is the

fact that the competitive system which
is now reappearing on the labor market
is resulting in a speeding-up of work.

Jobs now go to the good workers.

No Lower Prices

But while all these factors would seem
to point to lower labor charges—not be-

cause wages have really been reduced,

but because the product of labor is in-

creasing—there need be no lower prices

expected for these reasons, simply be-

cause the manufacturers intend to put

better and better materials into the

goods, better and better finish into them.

This will offset other tendencies. What
is evidently wanted in Canada is good
garments.

Take your discounts wherever and

whenever possible!

New Hosiery
Very seasonable are these novel striped wool hose. They are shown

in the dark street colors with wearable stripes in grey.
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YARNS USED IN U.S. GOODS
MAY NOW HAVE TO BE SALVAGED

THERE is on the Canadian market
at the present time a great quan-
tity of yam which Canadian knit

goods men purchased in order to allow
of their working upon American Gov-
ernment orders. These American Gov-
ernment orders have now been cancelled

and the question is as to what will be
done with this yam, and what effect it

will have on the knit goods trade as a
whole.
As a matter of fact this yam may

have some influence not only on the knit

goods trade but also on the clothing-

trade, for it is of a peculiar quality not
regularly used by Canadian knit goods
manufacturers. It is single yarn which
cost the Canadian manufacturers from
$2 to $2.15 per pound, but as the situa-

tion is at the present time—that is, with
the United States Government orders
cancelled—this yarn is not worth 25c

per lb. for Canadian knit goods manu-
facturing purposes. The Canadian knit

goods houses, who have been makino'
these gloves, puttees, etc., for the United
Stites Government, do not regularly use
yarn of this style at all. They use

worsted yarn.

Protected Against Loss

Fortunately for the Canadian manu-
facturer who has been engaged, in part

at least, in production for the United
States Government, they are protected

by their contracts for the most part

against loss through cancellation. Since

the cancelling of the orders, indeed, the

knit goods men in Canada have received

a request to put a salvage value on the

yarns which they have in hand, and
which were bought for these United

States Government orders. United
States officials are expected to be in

Canada very shortly cleaning up this

whole matter, and at that time a salvage

value will be decided upon or the United
States Government may take the yarn

back for later use, though from what
can be learned they are not very anxious

to do this.

Suitable For Weaving Tweeds

There is a feeling that instead of tear-

ing up these yarns for shoddy, which
could be used perhaps for making cloths

suitable for boys' suitings, the yarns

might be adapted for the weaving of

tweeds. Certainly as the Canadian mills

are working now these yarns cannot be

knitted.

Should this material be put into the

production of tweed's, it would tend to

make a certain class of cloth more plenti-

ful.

RED CROSS STILL NEEDS YARN
Organization Will Require as Much as in Past, so that Difficulties

of Getting Supplies Will Still Confront Sweater Coat
. and Other Knit Goods Men

THE huge orders for yarns which
were placed for the Canadian Red
Cross have, in the past, made the

work of the- knit goods manufacturers
very difficult. It was quite largely ten

count yarns which were wanted—just

the style used in many sweater coats-
and the huge requisitions, touching the

million pound mark, kept the spinners so

busy that they got further and further

behind with deliveries to the civilian

knitters.

This is one situation which does not

seem likely to be improved as a result of

the armistice. It already appears that

the Canadian Red Cross is going to need

yarn to fully as great an extent as it

has in the past. Not only will the de-

livery of all the yarn on order be ac-

cepted, but further orders are certain to

be placed very shortly.

Of course, the goods made up by the

various Red Cross Societies will not go

as largely to Canadian soldiers as they

have in the past. The Canadian Army
of Occupation—and it seems likely there

will be such an army—will be apprecia-

tive of these Red Cross parcels. Still this

urmv will be comparatively small in size.

On the other hand, the Red Cross is go-

ing to be called upon to make large de-

liveries of goods to some of the allied

countries, such as Belgium and Russia.

From what the government says, and
from what is learned from the heads of

the Red Cross organization, it is very

evident that the intention is to work
actively to bring relief—-that yarns will

be bought more heavily perhaps than

ever to make possible the production of

the necessary goods.

An effort will be made to get the

yarns going out to the Red Cross So-

ciety in regular shipments, so that the

mills will not have to be devoted at cer-

tain periods entirely to this work. In this

way it seems likely that relief will come
to the knit goods men who will get

their deliveries more promptly.

chemical situation ranks an easy first."

He stated that the dye and chemical
manufacturers had been in much the

same position as the lens makers, and
several others, in that they had, for eco-

nomic reasons, let out certain processes

in the manufacture of their products, to

outside markets. He pointed out that at

the first sign of a break in diplomatic re-

lations, these manufacturers had im-
mediately designed and installed the

needful machinery to take care of every

stage of the manufacture of their pro-

ducts, and had also improved and en-

larged their plants for the production

of the enormous quantities of explosives

that the nation needed. To what good
purpose they worked may be estimated

from the fact that even at the time of

the maximum demands, these British

manufacturers not only provided ex-

plosives, chemicals, and dyes for the

armies and navies of Great Britain and
her Allies, but had a surplus of colors

to meet the needs of the rest of the

world.

He stated that in December, 1918,

about 450 immense plants were engaged
in dye, chemical, and explosives manu-
facture. The entire trade had been or-

ganized into one gigantic syndicate, in

which the Government was an active

partner to the extent of a million and a

half pounds sterling.

Organized then for war efforts, they

now are organized for peace, and the

Government is converting all but the big-

gest to the manufacture of other articles

of world-wide demand. All the factors

that make for success are considered

when the Government decides what each

plant shall be devoted to. It is not a far

cry from the manufacture of chemicals

and explosives to the production of chem-

ical fertilizers and nitrates; many fac-

tories, indeed, are readily equipped for

the making of pencils and needles, and a

multitude of articles suited to quantity

production. Besides assuring the world

of an ample supply of dyes, colors, and

chemicals, the Government in its wisdom
shows all the Allies how to dispel that

"bogey" of "industrial unsettlement.",

"In conclusion," he said, "let us one and

all preach and practise the gospel of

confidence."

BRITISH DYE INDUSTRY ORGAN-
IZED FOR NEW PURSUITS

Reason for (ireat ('onfidence in Resulting

Product

"Probably among Britain's great

achievements," stated a dye and color

expert, "her mastery of the dye and

The Cosmos Cotton Co., Yarmouth,

N.S., are adding to their plant a new
office building 30 x 50, and when com-

plete offices will be removed from their

main building, making room for the in-

stallation of a large amount of new
machinery. The new building, which is

being built of brick, in addition to con-

taining the offices of the company, will

have a rest and recreation room for the

female employees; also a room for an

emergency hospital in case of accident

where the services of a nurse can be

.secured.
-^

Knitted sports hose for women, said

to be all wool, come in knee and hip

length in several shades with fancy strip-

ings; they are shown at Macy's, New
York.
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FEWER COLORS FOR SWEATERS
Textile People Plan Standardization to

Save Money

Milady, when selecting- hex- new sweat-
er next year, will find the problem great-

ly simplified. Instead of the bewildering
array of garments in almost every con-

ceivable hue and shade, she will behold

that very useful article displayed in only

such colors as are standard or happen
to be in vogue at the time.

The Textile Color Card Association
has found that the production of unsale-

able shades in knitted garments has
been very great, and so is planning a

color standardization whereby the num-
ber of colors used each season will be
reduced to twenty-five or thirty shades.

Popular fancy each year is said really

to settle upon a very few colors. By
having a set of standard colors, sub-

ject to the addition or elimination of

not more than three or four shades
yearly, the association expects to save
money and yarn and produce color har-
mony in stocks.

Retailers will welcome additional at-

tention being paid to the matter of de-

veloping saleable colors in sweaters.

FIFTY-CENT COTTON BY MAY 1?

Congressman Hetiin of Alabama Gives Figures—Says Producers
Will Be Paid for Holding—Shortage This Year

of 6,000,000 Bales

SAVES MONEY BY TAKING ITS
ADVICE

W. A. Kenny & Co., Ltd., General Mer-
chants, Kazubazua, Que.—Your paper
has been, a great help to me in my busi-
ness. I have been a subscriber ever since
I started in business almost 15 years
ago. I read your trade paper carefully
and often find that by takin;- the advice
of the editor I save many times the
amount of my subscription.

No up-to-date dealer in dry goods
should be without your DRY GOODS
REVIEW.

FLOOR COVERINGS
The necessity for the use of substi-

tutes for oilcloth and linoleums owing
to the impossibility of manufacturing
anything like the required quantities
under normal conditions, has brought up
an interesting question for the house-
furnishings department. By a legal de-
cision it was declared that the word
"linoleum" could be used for a substitute
line put out by some manufacturers in

the United States, and this is being
done. At the same time, as the buyer
for the department in a large city store
pointed out in conversation with DRY
GOODS REVIEW, it would be well for
the salesman to make it clear that other
lines they have in stock are not the
"real" oilcloth or linoleum that the pub-
lic commonly understand as such. This
particular buyer says that he is careful
to have the clerks use the word "floor
covering" as applying to all lines of
substitutes. This does not injure the
sale, and at the same time keeps faith
with the public who are not deceived into
thinking that the covering minus the
jute is the same as the real article, so-
called. It will be interesting to note
the strength that the substitutes hold
when the others come back in large
quantities.

CONGRESSMAN Heflin, of Ala-

bama, member cf the Committee
on Agriculture, submitted some in-

teresting facts and figures about cotton,

in a speech delivered in his home town
of Lafayette on Dec. 26. Mr. Heflin is

in a position to know the real facts ana

figures of cotton production and export

in the United States. His speech in

part, as given in the New York "Journal

of Commerce," is as follows:

"There is not enough cotton in the

world to supply the world's demand. The
demand for food supplies forced the Al-

lies to reduce their cotton acreage, and

this accounts for the last three short

crops in the Old World. Diversified

farming in the cotton belt, the lack of

fertilizers, the boll weevil and unfortun-

ate climatic conditions at the fruiting

time are responsible for the last three

short crops in the United States.

"Now since the war is over and the

submarines are gone from the sea, and

cotton factories are free to operate in

England, France, Belgium, Italy and

Russia and nearlv all of the other coun-

tries, with England alone crying for

4,000,000 bales of American cotton, it

requires no prophet to foresee a great

shortage in the cotton crop, a great

dearth in the cotton supply for another

year. One hundred and fifty million

spindles are ready to operate, and there

is not cotton enough to supply them.

"If this year's crop should be 11,200,-

000 bales, and our mills consume 7,500,-

000 bales, as they will, there will be

only 8,700,000 bales left with which to

supply England, France, Italy, Russia,

Spain, Japan, Canada, China, Peru,

Chile and Argentina and, accordin": to

Government figures, we exported to

England and Canada in 1914 3,631,000

bales, just 69,000 bales less than the

total amount that will be left for foreign

export of the American crop for 1918

after our mills have been supplied.

"In 1914 the Government's figures

show that the United States exported to

England 3,381,000 bales of cotton, to

France 1,139,000 bales, to Italy 537,000,

to Spain 297,000, to Belgium 227,000, to

Russia 99,000, to Canada 150,000, to

Japan 354,000, to Mexico .34,000, to South

America 11,000, Netherlands 35,000 and

to all other countries 63,000 bales. These
amounts aggregate 6,531,000 bales. If

we should be called upon to supply these

countries with the same amount of Am-
erican cotton that they took from us

four years ago, it would take 6,531,000

bales. Add this to the amount neces-

sary to supply our mills, 7,500,000 bales,

and you have a consumptive demand
right there of 14,000,000 bales, and pro-

ductive prospects of an 11,000,000-bale

crop. Here is a shortage before your
very eyes of 3,000,000 bales of American
cotton.

"I have only mentioned the friendly

countries. In 1914 we exported to Ger-
many and Austria 3,000,000 bales in

round numbers. Add this amount to the

14,000,000-bale demand that I have just

mentioned and you have a consumptive
demand for American cotton of 17,000,-

000 bales and a crop prospect of 11,000,-

000 bales. These figures disclose a
shortage of 6,000,000 bales. Japan
knows this situation and that is why her

cotton buyers in Texas, Oklahoma, Ar-
kansas and Louisiana are paying more
for cotton than anybody else. Japan is

not going to take any chances. She
knows that the supply is going to be

exhausted soon.

"Counting ocean freight rates, it cost

England last year about 50c per pound

for her supply of American cotton, ana

yet the official report shows that her

cotton mills made more clear money
than ever before, and as I have said,

declared the biggest dividends in their

history. The bear speculators, backed

by certain spinners, have been in a

secret combination to raid the market

and beat down the price, so that they

could get the cotton away from the

producers and hold it for the high price

which is bound to come. But the pro-

ducer is holding, and this is going to

be one time when he is going to be well

paid for holding.

"Cotton producers, merchants and

bankers, all know that the price of cot-

ton must now be above 30c in order to

give any profit to the producer and

enable him to meet his obligations.

"Cotton is no longer disturbed by-

blockades .and submarines. Restrictions

on shipments have been removed and

ships are moving with cotton to foreign

ports. The peace treaty will be signed

in February, and then the man who has

cotton to sell can almost fix his own
price.

"By the first of May, 1919, I shall not

be surprised to see the price of cotton

ranging from 40c to 50c a pound. The
wool supply is short, and the price of

wool so high that cotton is being sought

on a larger scale than ever as a substi-

tute for wool. The leather supply is

short, far short of the tremendous de-

mand, and cotton shoes will have to be

substituted for leather shoes on a

larger scale than ever for spring and

summer wear. The lowest grade of the

best scoured wool is selling for $1.05 a

pound and the highest grade for $1.85

a pound. Raw Japanese silk is selling

at from $4 to $11 a pound. Can any-

body say that in comparison with these

prices cotton is high at 40c and 50c a

pound ?

"There never was a time when all the

facts of the cotton situation were so

favorable to the cotton producer as

now."
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BRAND

®ntrertoear

A reputation for the
best IS an asset Avell

worth \vnile.

'^ St. George Brand
Unaerwear nas tnis re-

putation, and while ^ve

think it ''^^vorth while
to orrer tnis line to you,
we do so because our Unaerwear will

satisfy all your customers.

Shrewd buyers who take no risks,

realizing the value or a quick and

certain turnover, are the ones who see

to it that " St. George Brand is in-

cluded in their Underwear Stock.

Let us have an order covering your
wants.

Our Underwear is tor men, and we
make it so that it will stand its

hardest wear.

It IS Scotch Knit, Heavy Wool, Rib
and Fine Elastic combination. It s a

line that is compelling sales rrom the

A-tlantic to the Pacific.

Xne Schorield vV^oolen

Company, Limited
Oshawa - Canada
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HOSIERY

"CIRCLE-BAR" HOSIERY
FOR

For Men Women Children

In Cashmere, Silk,

Cotton
In Cashmere, Silk,

Cotton
In Cashmere,

Mercerized, Cotton

Very soon our representatives will be around with samples

of Circle-Bar Hosiery for Fall, 1919.

It is still difficult to get raw materials and meet the full

demand, but we are striving to overcome these difficulties

and are offering you a high-class line of Hosiery at prices

which leave you a good margin of profit.

Your customers want a good article and are willing to

pay for it. Put Circle-Bar Brand before them and watch

your sales increase. Get a reputation for good, well-

finished, durable hosiery. Circle-Bar Brand is a refined

Canadian product, a product of which we are proud. It

is the kind with no unsightly seams, that fits without

wrinkling, that is made extra strong where the wear is

hardest; in a word, Circle-Bar is a perfect Hosiery at right

prices.

THE CIRCLE-BAR KNITTING COMPANY
LIMITED

KINCARDINE, ONTARIO
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R E G I s r E rlje:_d

Reflects Credit on Your Store

WHEN you recommend a ''Sunshine" brand
of hosiery, you enhance the value of all the mer-

chandise you sell.

Thousands of merchants have found this to be so.

They say that the satisfaction of customers in the greater dollar-for-dollar

value of " Sunshine ' hose enhances the standing of their store in the

community.

Therefore it doubly pays to recommend " Sunshine
"

hosiery.

Ask your customers to try " Three Eighties," the largest

selling women's hose in Canada. " Little Darling" or " Little Daisy" for

the girls, "Buster Brown" for the boys, "Marathon" or "Pedestrian"

for hubby.

Each sale will add to the prestige of your store.

The Chipman-Holton Knitting

Company, Limited
"Largest Hosiery Manufacturers in Canada"

Mills at Hamilton and Welland

Sole Selling Agents :

E. N. Walsh & Company, Ltd.

Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg
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UNDERWEAR

Consider These

4 Points In

"ATLANTIC^^ Quality

PI FASIIRF—because of the soft, com-

fortable, downy "feel" of

Atlantic wool, which is always appreci-

ated.

PROTECTION—because of its hygienic

qualities.

PATRIOTISM—*^^c^"s^ i^'s made in

Canada and is there-

fore the best.

PROFIT—because it gives entire satis-

. faction in wear and in price.

You can build business on this full-satisfy-

ing "Atlantic" value.

^^
^^ &*i^^.

i}

h^

^T.' « V
**^.

ATLANTIC UNDERWEAR, Ltd.
MONCTON, N.B.

'^^
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Give Your Customers

Underwear Comfort

Sell Them

Turnbull's

Comfort and quality in large

measure are knitted into every

stitch of TURNBULL'S
UNDERWEAR.
The Fall, 1919, lines now being

shown are no exception. The
values represented are our usual

standard quality.

These are our
Trademarks

CEETEE
fetDUN5^

LOOK FOR THE SHEEP
The purewool underclothing that

will not shrink.

(UNSHRINKABLE")

Splendid quality plain knitted
and special closed crotch.

Ji
mrfcrffrmG

Ribbed underwear very popular
with boys and girls- very

elastic.

Sixty years of specialization in the

making of knitted underwear is back
of every Turnbull garment.

We suggest early placing of orders so

as to facilitate best possible de-

liveries.

Sell your customers some one of our
three brands and you're certain to

please them.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
Established 18S9
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Trade Mark

John S. Brown & Sons, Limited
LINEN MANUFACTURERS

Belfast •/ Ireland

STOCK WAREHOUSE
80-82 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

A large, well assorted stock of "hard-

to-get" HOUSEHOLD LINENS,
COTTON DAMASKS, SHEETS,
PILLOW CASES,TOWELS, QUILTS,

HUCKS, CRASHES, HANDKER-
CHIEFS produced at MUCH BELOW
PRESENT COST of MANUFAC-
TURE.

If you are not selling our special

Shamrock Brand Linens
AND

Colleen Brand Cottons
you are omitting DEPENDABLE
GOODS which carry a reputation

with EVERY PIECE sold.

W. H. Baker
AGENT FOR CANADA

TRADE MARK

riillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!!^
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IjThe original and best Canadian - made "Knit-in-hem" Ladies' Silk Hose.

jjDo not buy this hose only because it is "Made-in-Canada," but because it is

the best value in workmanship, materials and colors, obtainable anywhere.

fi 1 his is a strong statement, but a trial will convince you of its truth.

MADE IN ALL COLORS

The Wilson Manufacturing Co.
934 Gerrard Street East, Toronto, Canada
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Those who
cater to a high-

class trade will find

that Mercury Fashioned

Seamless Hosiery in pure

silk, mercerized lisle and

fine cashmere will satisfy

the most critical.

In fit, finish and wear,

Mercury Hosiery is unsur-

passed. In value it compares

favorably with any others

on the market.

N,]

MERCURY MILLS
LIMITED

HAMILTON
CANADA
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Protected by Canadian Letters Patent No. 131,529 and Canadian Letters Patent No. 120,700.

The Visor "4 in 1" Sweater
(Four Sweaters in One)

Note the four ways the collar can be worn. The most practical and best selling coat on
the market. Made in many weights in HALF CARDIGAN, SHAKER, JUMBO and GARTER
stitch.

We will make also this year the best SHAWL COLLARS on the market in all our lines.

Also V-NECKS, PULL-OVER Sweaters, full length and short length, with and without

sleeve:. Also cthtr lines of PULL-OVERS for Men and Ladies. Also double reversible

CAPS, Ladies' HKUSHED CAPS and SCARFS. We have added several new attractive lines

this year, both in Men's, Ladies', Boys' and Misses. Some of them light weight for Spring

delivery. All with the Superior VISOR finish.

One of our representatives will call early in the season. Don't place your order until you

have seen our complete line.

VISOR KNITTING COMPANY, LIMITED
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO

Factories also at Niagara Falls, N.Y.

TRADE* MARK

MADE BY
»«G00ERICH KNITTING CO

Maple Leaf

HOSIERY
Made of Pure Wool

A brand that you can

rely upon as being al-

ways full quality no

matter what conditions

prevail.

Wait for the Maple

Leaf Representative.

THE GODERICH KNITTING
COMPANY. LIMITED

GODERICH -:- ONTARIO

The
Standard

;^.nil"i|llll!I[l||||||f^
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.TRAOCMARK,

for Good
Qualities

j^—-r< y v1IIIHi;illlll'"flllll|-=

A Satisfying Quality

Behind A.B.C. Hosiery is a
reputation for Quality.
Hosiery of to-day has to be
durable, and reasonably
priced, A.B.C. Hosiery
meets this requirement. If

you appreciate quick sales
and satisfied customers, you
will see that your stock of
A.B.C. Hosiery is complete.

SELLING AGENTS:
R. L. Bakihr & Company, Toronto, Ontario.
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ALLEN BROS. COMPANY. LIMITED
6

1

7 Corajd Street Em«t Toronto, Ontario
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The Peerless Underwear Co.
Limited

Hamilton Ontario

Underwear
There is a distinctive Quality

about Peerless which ne\er

fails to bring custom.

Our representatives are on

the road, equipped with Fall,

1919, samples. They will be

around to see you soon and
will help you to solve the

question o f buying t o ad-

vantage. Before placing
your Fall orders, see our

representative.

Distinctive and Easy Selling

BRAND

Underwear
The Fall, 1919, assortments are
now ready and include the popular
New Mode Drop-seat Combinations.
You can stock Harvey Brand Un-
derwear fully confident that it will

win you more permanent business.
These agents carry a complete
stock.

AGENTS :

Western Provinces : H. P. La'ng, 462 Indian
Road, Toronto, Ont.

Ontario : J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda Street,
Toronto, Ont.

Quebec: P. C. Adair, 318 King's Hall Bldg.,
591 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal,
Que.

Maritime Provinces: F. S. White, St. Ste-
phen, N.B.

Harvey Knitting
Company, Limited
WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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LEATHER GOODS
Leather goods houses are busy launch-

ing- their Spring goods. Some are al-

ready out on the road with them. While
Spring prices are, really very little differ-

ent from those for the past season, man-
T.ifacturers claim that they are giving

better value in many ways than they

have ever given before. For instance,

one firm states that in previous seasons

when vachette was in vogue only the

high priced lines could be had in a nice

quality, whereas now vachette purses are

offered in an excellent quality, but at

popular prices, owing to more attention

having been placed upon the manufac-
ture of the article. Instead of leather

ends inside where the fold occurs, a well-

made eloth end is now used, which gives

good satisfaction and allows a high

grade appearance outside. "Vachette
purses are the best selling of all lines

for the coming Spring," said one of the

leading manufacturers.
The flat purses of medium size still

constitute almost the whole of Spring-

lines. There is this change in a great
many of them, however, that demand is

for those having the handle along the top

edge in preference to the hand strap on
the back. Some of the new handles are

adjustable, while on the popular priced

lines they are secured wtih nickel rings.

Purse linings are now preferred in solid

colors or in inconspicuous stripes. Some
have very attractive patterns in stripes

or floral effects or spots, without the in-

troduction of a second color. Moires still

are favored very strongly as being about
the most reliable fabric for lining pur-

poses.

Some of the new models shown have
no fastener visible on the flap at all, the

snap being inserted without the need of

a metal or enamel piece on the outside;

this leaves the lines of the purse itself

standing out with more distinction.

Among the new things seen in the

stores in the way of purses was one at

Simpson's, made upon the same plan as

the flat leather purse, but using heavy
brocaded black silk instead. It was lined

with soft grey kid and well finished

throughout. The price was .$5. The New
York stores were showing similar purses

made of tapestries in subdued colorings.

Beaded bags and purses have been in

enormous demand this Winter, and quite

domin ited the field of high price goods.

Novelties Shown In New York

The New York shoi)s and wholesales

are showing a great variety of styles in

the fiat purses, but none are better sell-

ers than the oblong ones similar to those

we see in the Canadian shops. New-

York permits of more novelty perhaps
than does the Canadian trade, but after

all the purses that are carried by the

masses over there are not so very differ-

ent from those we like here. There are

many vachettes there, many pin seal

purses, a goodly number of the velvet

finished colored leathers, all in good
quality. During the Christmas season

most of stores showed different sizes in

flat, square purses. These sometimes
had a piece of softly pleated kid covering

the face of them, cornerways. The flaps

usually extended to the lower edge of

iOtl^KSXt^'^ii*

Easter Purses

Here we have some of the purses which
are out for the Easter trade. These are all

lined with silk, mostly in solid colors. Fho
top number is in tan shade or may be had
in other colors to match Sprinij suits, such
as grey, blues, etc. The middle number is

vachette, which is proving by far the big-

gest seller of any for Spring. Below i.s a

high grade pin-seal purse with new st> ie

clasp. Note the handles which are favored

here instead of the back-.strap which has

been featured before. These are from the

lines of the .Julian Sale Leather (Joods Co.,

Toronto.

these purses, though there were some
shown with the flap just half way down.
Purses over there do not always have
compartments for car-tickets, since New-
York operates without those little items.

A great many combinations of patent

leather and velvet and of heavy satins

and soft kids are shown by the novelty

houses and proved quite good for the

holiday season.

Novelty Belts and Buckles

In leather belts there is quite a good
Spring demand for coat belts. These
tend to be narrower than they were last

season, the average width this year
being about l^/^ inches. There are per-

haps a bigger proportion of the dull and
pin seal finished leathers, as compared
with their ratio to patents last year.

Many of the Spring numbers have novel

touches of color introduced in original

ways. Some have metal-bound slits with
bands of colored suede such as emerald,
grey, purple, etc., run through. Lacings
of suede are also used for trimming-

touches on belts and also on some of the

new celluloid buckles. Some belts, too,

have ivory slides for trimming; these are

attached by means of a short band of

suede being run through them and then

stitched on flat with the ends shaped
neatly. Pipings of white kid, of patent

leather or of suede, pearl slides, and
enamelled metal buttons in Oriental

effects are among the other novelty trim •

mings.

HANDKERCHIEFS
The ranges of handkerchiefs for the

Fall of this year are now being as-

sembled by wholesalers and importers.

So far deliveries are necessarily slow,

and on account of the scarcity and un-

certainty of labor buyers are not at all

sure as to how soon better conditions

may come. There is reason to believe,

of course, that every day is bringing

us closer to an improved state of affairs,

but even though the shipping scarcity

should improve very soon, labor condi-

tions will probably continue to hamper
any big onrush of merchandise to this

country.

There are no cheap goods at present.

Prices have been advanced since the

armistice was signed. "We wired to Bel-

fast for information, two weeks after

the armistice was signed," said one of

the largest importers of handkerchiefs,

"and were informed that the prices had

advanced If) per cent, over the ])revious
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Spring
Veils

For 1919

New veilings show a decided tendency to-

wards novelty border and all-over effects,

rather than the scroll patterns which have
been popular for the past couple of sea-

sons. There are several new fancy meshes
which have heavy outlining-, forming borders

or else all-over designs, and frequently these

outlines are supplemented by small chenille

dots. Some velvet dots are used again and
cluster motifs also, but chenille is shown pos-

sibly oftener than the velvet. Woven spots,

similar to those in the under drape in the

lower illustration, are a new feature which
is liked. The open Shetland mesh and woven
border at the lower left corner of the upper
group is one of the leading lines for Spring.
Several of the samples shown in the illus-

trations are characterized by the extremely
fine texture of the meshes; this tends to bring
the spots nnd outlines, even thou"-'"'*^ti'^v --n*"

only medium size, into clear relief. Filet

meshes are fashionable still, especially in the

large open effects.

While such novel colors as henna, French
blue. Italian green, etc., are to be had, the
bulk of demand continues mainly for black,

brown, taupe, and navy.

In draped, one-piece veils, borders are
again preferred to the trailing embroidered
designs of the past season. However, a num-
ber of the thread and chain-stitching patterns
will be sold again. The draped veil in the
centre of the illustration shows the favorite

hexagon mesh with plain chenille dot border
which extends, narrower, up the back edges.
The bordered veil below, too, is in two sizes

of chenille dots.

The upner group is from the Spring range
of E. & Z. Van Raalte, and the lower group
from Hydeman & Lassner, both New York.
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list, with further advances contemplat-
ed." It is the view of this authority
that as long as the present stocks of raw-
cotton are on the market or in the pro-
cess of manufacture, prices will continue
at their present level, but these stocks
have been bought and sold at such fig-

ures that great loss would be entailed
were they to be handled at a decline.
Not until the new crops are on the mar-
ket does he think there will be any drop,
and even then not a big one.

Colored goods are again showing up
very strongly in the new Fall handker-
chiefs, and there are many novelties in

both the Irish and Swiss lines. Initials,

always popular, are featured again and
there are also dainty ranges of Venice
trimmed and Madeira embroidered num-
bers.

The Easter season will be an excellent
time this year to make a strong appeal
for the handkerchief department on the
basis of color and novelty. With the
prospect of colors of seasonable bright-
ness being quite important for suits, mil-
linery, gowns and coats, and sports gar-
ments winning back a leading place,
there is good opportunity for a colorful
handkerchief to lend a touch of fresh-
ness—at very small cost, too, as com-
pared with other high grade accessories
to the Spring costume.

GLOVES
Below are given extracts from a couple

of interesting letters, received by a lead-
ing firm of glove manufacturers^ and im-
porters in Canada from English firms,
which indicate a serious scarcity in the
trade there.

The first, after stating that the bal-
ance of two orders had been forwarded to
Liverpool for shipment, goes on to ex-
press regret that the delivery of these
goods had been so seriously delayed.
"At present our stock of skins and
leather is very low; indeed by the time
our Government contracts are finished
we shall have no cape skins of any sort
left in stock. We presume, however,
that shipments from the Cape will soon
be possible, and we will advise you ac-
cordingly. Unfortunately for the glove
trade, the demand for cape and Arabian
leather for shoe purposes is almost un-
limited, and we fear that prices of these
skins will remain firm for a considerable
time.

. . In the course of a week or
two we will send you a few pairs of
fabric gloves to show you what we are
now doing in that line."

The second letter was even less pro-
mising. "Your wire received this morn-
ing asking for samples of anything we
have to offer for the Fall of next year,"
it began. "We regret that we are not in

a position to sample anything for for-
ward delivery. The leather market is in

an extremely unsettled and precarious
condition, and it i.s impossible to pre-
dict what will happen three months
hence. . . . We can assure you that
we shall be only too pleased to resume
our business relationship with your
house as soon as circumstances will per-

mit."

PRIZE WINNERS
The prize winners in the recent win-

dow contest held by the Lace Goods
Company, Limited, are now announced.
They are as follows: Class 1 (towns up
to 2,000).—1st prize, Hudson's Bay Co.,

MacLeod, Alta.; 2nd prize, J. A. Clare,
Neepawa, Man.; 3rd prize, F. B. New-
combe, Kentville, N.B.

Class 2 (tovras up to 10,000).—1st
prize, A. Bristol & Son, Picton, Ont.; 2nd
prize, J. P. McLaughlin, Timmins, Ont.;

3rd prize. Brown's Limited, Portage la

Prairie, Man. Consolation prize, Wm.
Geddes Co., Ltd., Strathroy, Ont.

Class 3 (cities of 10,000 and upwards).—1st prize. Murphy Gamble, Ltd., Ot-
tawa; 2nd prize, J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon,
Sask.; 3rd prize. The Arcade, Limited,

Hamilton, Ont. Consolation prize, Gor-
don's Limited, Victoria, B.C.

decrees of the National Shoe Travellers'

Association at their seventh annual con-
vention in Chicago on Jan. 5.

Novelty Buckles
In black and white celluloid with metal

bound ej'elets and Paddy Green suede lacing
or band. These fancy buckles are proving
quite popular in Spring fashions, especially
those for misses and younger girls. Shown
by the S. & G. Leather Goods Co., New York.

A number of excellent windows were
sent in and much interest shown in the

contest. The high merit of the windows
is especially commendable on account of

the keen judgment required in making a

window attractive with such small goods

as handkerchiefs. Nevertheless, some
unusually attractive displays were de-

veloped.

NEW SHOES, 8'/2 INCHES HIGH-
FIVE COLORS

Chicago shoe men do not approve of

long skirts for women. Therefore they

are making their 191!) range of shoe

models eight and one-half inches or

higher. The colors are to be brown,

grey, beaver, black and white. Prices,

too, will be higher. These were the

NECKWEAR
The past month has brought out no-

thing more attractive than the new
dainty styles in the round collars. These
are shown in flat designs as well as
those with the rolling finish. Neckwear
for mid-Winter seems to have evolved
itself pretty much into a matter of a
dainty, dressy finish to the gown or
blouse—chiefly the gown—rather than
anything of a strictly tailored nature.

Pleated styles continue in the lead,

whether one selects lace, net. Georgette,
satin or organdie. One of the new roll

effects is in ivory satin with a pleated

ruffle four inches deep of fine black lace.

Oriental lace is used to good advantage
in these styles in white and ivory as well

as black. Hemstitching is noticeable on
a great many of the soft materials used.

The pointed ruffles have proven quite a

mode; these are effected, too, by the

Georgette being cut straight on one

edge, pointed on the other, and then
finely tucked about two-thirds of the

width of the ruffle; this tucking makes
the material fit smoothly around the

neck and at the same time it is softlv

full.

One of the smartest sets of the hour
is shown at Stiffs. It is long and very
narrow in line and made of heavy white

corded silk. Around the neck the width
is not more than W2 inches, but this in-

creases with a gentle curve to about 2

inches at the front points, which are of

the tuxedo order.

New York always wears more suits in

the Winter than do most Canadian cities,

and so over there one sees more of the

tailored sets in neckwear. The smartest

of them this Winter are richly, even
gorgeously colored, being fashioned of

the wonderful French brocaded silks or

else of the fashionable brocaded ribbons.

Baronette satin, too, is used a good deal.

It is liked in some circles here in Can-
ada. The glossy metallic cloths in high

colors such as the new blues, cerise,

emerald, purple, etc., are also shown.

There is nothing, however, which equals

in sales the white satin and net styles as

stated above.

Surplice collars and those provided

with soft ties in front are liked, even

better than most of the novelties. Ves-

tees are good still, and waistcoats sell

rather well. There is little intimation

yet as to whether any one or two styles

will be featured for Spring. There is

some talk of all-lace neckwear bein-.^-

featured. No doubt the reviving demand
for laces for all purposes will have some
effect on Spring neckwear, but for the

present the life of the neckwear depart-

ment depends pretty much upon the in-

dividual efforts and originality of the

management. This is a season when
neckwear must be very carefully dis-

played and special means used to sug-

gest it to customers. Very soon the

Spring season will be here and then

customers will remember where they

saw neckwear of greatest attraction of-
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fered. The Spring season will probably
be a good one with suits and dresses
both so strongly in favor.
A "Victory Windsor" is on the market.

It is made up in Victory blue and artil-
lery red—a combination which is very
fashionable—and has on it the dove of
peace holding the palm of victory, em-
broidered in white and green respective-
ly.

RIBBONS
In talking during the past month with

the manager of one of the best known
ribbon manufacturers in New York, DRY
GOODS REVIEW was informed that

owing to so many difficulties in manu-
facture under war conditions and the

heavy call which was made upon ribbon

factories for war supplies, stocks in the

wholesales were unusually low just now.
Only a SOr;, production was possible and
there were color difficulties to contend
with as well. Consequently there were
few things on the market for 1919 as yet.

The prospects for the year look excep-
tionally bright, however. While prices

are high the trade is aware that it must
have goods to supply the immediate de-

mand and retailers are, therefore, plac-

ing fair orders to renew their stocks
after the Christmas raid on them. Some
retailers are, however, pretty well stock-
ed with ribbons, having placed good sized

orders when the prices were soaring, but
tlie present call for ribbons is brisk for
ba^'s, gowns, lingerie, etc., and some de-
mand is recorded from the millinery
trade, though not really large in that
quartor; therefore, all possible skilled
labor is being placed by manufacturers
upon preparing new attractions for this
year. By the time the July range of new
goods is on the market there will, no
doubt, be a considerably replenished
supply of novelty goods.

Just at present the newest thing offer-
ed is the wider widths of the Nenette
and Rintintin ribbons which were de-
scribed in the December issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. There are also some
very rich tones of the popular henna
shade in satins and moire; also the two-
toned ribbons, both in the narrow lin-
gerie styles called "Ladyfair" and in the
wider girdle and trimming ribbons.
These, in the lingerie widths, are in deli-
cate tints, different on each side of the
ribbon, and in deeper, rich shades in the
wider widths. A smart new turban has
teen fashioned recently of one of these
wider two-toned ribbons. The ribbon is
put on in long bands with bias folds turn-
ing up the contrasting shade of the
other side; the long points thus formed
create a smart trimming effect.

There are scores of new things being
made up of ribbons nowadays. These are
fancy bags, of course, and muffs, hats,
scarfs, pillows, baskets (work and
waste), pocketbooks, girdles, electric
shades, jewel boxes, lamp shades, and

A rich appearance is given to the dance frock by the use of wide metallic brocade rib-
bon with colored design. At the right is a new film favorite, dainty Lila Lee. wearing a
negligee, boudoir cap and mules, of which the main feature is "trousseau" ribbon. By
courtesy of Johnson, Cowdin & Co., New York.

many happy little items for the baby.
With all these to work on, and sugges-
tions which an interested and encouraged
sales staff might make if the ribbon de-

partment were given a good strong push
between now and Easter, sales can be
made to mount up high as compared with
the past few seasons. And what a de-

lightful change it will be for the indus-

trious women of our land now to work
with these dainty, pretty, silk things, in-

stead of the dull grey wool for socks
which necessarily included a sigh with
every stitch of love!

With the revival of evening dress and
sociabilities there is every reason to

make something big out of the average
ribbon department. This is as much the

case in smallest towns as in the cities,

for all you need to do in the small places

is to get a few popular customers work-
ing and the rest will fall in line. In

fancy work this has been demonstrated
time and time again, even where no two
women want a suit or a hat alike.

SHOE MANUFACTURERS ORGANIZE
In Montreal, on December 19, an as-

sociation of Canadian shoe manufacturers
was successfully organized, about 125

delegates, representing practically the

whole boot and shoe trade in Canada
attending the convention called for the

purpose.

The election of officers resulted as

follows: President, F. S. Scott, M.P.,

Gait; first vice-president, Joe. Daoust,

Montreal; second vice-president, J. D.

Palmer, Fredericton, N.B.

A resolution was adopted, petitioning

the minister of finance and customs

that no changes be formulated on the

present tariff on boots and shoes without

first consulting the opinion of the manu-
facturers concerned.

Another resolution urges that the sol-

diers overseas who are shoemakers by

trade, be returned home at the earliest

opportunity and that a memorial be pre-

sented to the Minister of Militia to this

effect.
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Two Dainty Collars

One of Duchess satin with pleated Georgette frill and edging and plenty
of hemstitching; the other combines Duchess satin with a crimped frill of
Oriental lace. Shown by A. Bruce Finnie & Co., Montreal.

THOUGHTS OF AN ANGLO-
COLONIAL ON BRITISH TRADE

(Continued from page 107)

information, even if he were more
willing to talk generalities than to

particularize.

.A Suggested Remedy

A few years ago the New Zealand
Government appointed a well-known
Wellington business man to control its

contracts and stores departments
and with the happiest results, in spite

of preliminary official discouragement.
Just such a man would make an ideal

Trade Commissioner, though he might
not be a picturesque figure at Gov-
ernment House.

A British business man would per-

haps stand too much in awe of the

Board to do much good, and it would
take him too many years to learn the

attitude of Colonial buyers. Success

comes early to a good many men in the

Dominions, and there are suitable

business men in every State who have
made their mark there, and who would
for a reasonable salary place their

services at the disposal of the Board.
Besides this, there should be at least

one Colonial business man of distinc-

tion on the London staff of the Board
of Trade, for the grievances of buyers
about packing, want of attention to

instructions and neglect of correspon-

dence, to mention only a few of them,

are serious, and if, in the future, Bri-

tain is to meet American and Japanese
competition (not to speak of that of

Germany, which will reappear very
.soon in thi- Colonies despite the noisy

vapourings of our politicians), thor-

ough, patient and immediate attention

must be given to these grievances and
they must be redressed. No greater

service could be rendered to the Em-
pire than the adoption of a bold, well-

organized, business-like policy by the

Board of Trade.

CANADA'S REVENUES
Nearly $23,000,000 Increase for Nine

Months

OTTAWA. — The present fiscal

\ear will show heavy Dominion re-

venues. For the nine months' period

ending December 31, according to

Finance Department returns, current

revenues totaled $222,485,552, an in-

crease of nearly $32,000,000 over the

same period of the year previous. For

the month of December alone, the

revenue was $28,552,723, an increase

of practically eight million over De-

cember, 1917. In spite of prohibition,

both excise and customs revenues

have increased. Expenditure on con-

solidated fund acount was last month

$16,547,263, as compared with $17,-

;^6 1,674 in December. 1917. For the

whole nine months' period, however,

expenditure on the same account was
$124,539,099, in comparison with $96,-

982,537 for the nine months ending
December 31, 1917.

The net debt was increased by $22,-

799,237 during December. It now
stands at $1,330,228,898.

NO RELIEF AT HAND
According to an estimate

made by the .general parcha.-es

committee of the British Wool
Council, the workl's wool sup-

ply at the end of 1920 will not

be sufiicient to fill it.s needs even
for four months, ('alculations

are said to show that at that

time the stocks will be 924,000,-

000 pounds. At j^^esent the

world's stock, reckoned in

grease pounds, is 1,265,000,000.
Owing to War conditions, these

stocks are poorly distributed,

the committee stated.

WILL TAX TRANSIENT TRADERS
Con. Maguire at a recent meeting of

the Board of Control of Toronto states!

that there were now 54 transient traders
on Yonge Street, between College anci

King. They were in the city for a short
time and escaped the payment of civic

taxes. The controllers agreed that a

gross injustice was being done to the

city merchants, who have a stake in the

community and pay taxes to the city.

W. C. Millar, secretary of the Ontario
Retail Merchants' Association, said that

there was only one case on record in ten

years where a transient trader's license

fee had been imposed. Assessment
Commissioner Forman agreed to take

the matter up with the license commis-
sioner with a view to seeing if a tax
cannot be levied.

GREAT HELPS TO OUT-OF-THE-
WAY MERCHANTS

F. M. MacRae. The White Store, Bad-
deck, N.S.— I am pleased to say a good
word for the DRY GOODS REVIEW.

_

I consider it particularly valuable to

the merchant situated far away from the

larger centres and for whom frequent

trips to market are impracticable.

Any measure of success attending my
dry goods department I attribute largely

to information and knowledge gained by
the careful reading of this magazine.

Unquestionably the DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW is to-day the recognized authority

on the Canadian dry goods trade.

Yarns Show Activity

F"rom Philadelphia comes a re-

port that lately several knitters in

various sections of the country

have sent in orders for quantities

ranging from 25,000 to 250,000

pounds. Several inquiries also

were received from manufacturers

of hosiery and underwear.

In view of the usual dulness of

this season in the yarn market the

recent activity has been exception-

ally noted because of the contrast.

Weavers have no large volume
of business on their books, and.

therefore, have net taken much in-

terest in the market.
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Current Events in Photograph
POURING BLISTER COP-

PER FROM A BIG
CONVERTER

The photo shows the
molten metal being poured
into a casting ladle after

separation from the nickel.

This is part of the process
of refining that goes on at

the huge new plant of the
International Nickel Co. of

Canada, Limited, at Port
Colborne. Canada controls
the nickel output of the
world and the Port Col-
borne plant which has only
been in operation a short
time was the first refinery
built in the Dominion.

WASTE OF 11.1 A' AM> WASTE OF PEACE
jj|--> VEN more ])ar;i(lnxical than a period of pro.-

A-j perity dvirint; the war would be a period of

idleness, depre.-sioii and distres? followino; the war.

says the National CMty l>ank, New York, in a recent

pamphlet. 'Mdle men and idle macliinerv mean

waste just a.s truly as do the de.<truetion of their

]-»roducts in war. It is highly important in order

lo minimize the diffieulties likely to ari.-e in tiie

transition from war conditions to peace conditions

that there shall be plenty of work avaiUible for the

labor of the country, and that the productive agencies

of the country be worked to their full capacity.''

In the four years that are i)ast, the world pa>se(l

through the greatest trial it has ever been called upon

to meet. It had to face a cataclysm that fell withonl

a word of warnin,u, without an hour of preparation.

Little wonder that the early days of the war were

days bordering on commercial panic. That the

commercial forces of mankind could gird themselves

to meet this overwhelming calamity and could in

these troubled days find some solid ground and some

measure of prosperity, is a fact of which we may
well be proud. The courage of the market-place in

those first sad days was. perhaps, not so far behind

that of the blood-soaked fields of France. And now
that the world war is apparently a thing of the past,

is it likely that those who faced the uncertain con-

ditions of years past with such high courage will

fail before conditions that have been foreseen for

four years past? The merchants and manufacturers

of 1914 met unknown, unheralded and undreamed

of conditions. The men of 1919 are called to meet

conditions that for four long years they have known
would come some day. Idle men and idle machinery

i\ve the waste of peace. The years of wastage have

been long enough, tiie days of preparation against

it have been long enough also. What reason have

we to believe that men will fail here, when they

passed unfaltering through far more grievous days?

IS YOUR NAME BASCOM SMITH

f

iirh ASCOM SMITH liked his supper promptlyB at fifteen minutes past six, the fifteen minutes

being for thirty years his regular allotment to glance

over the day's receipts of the Murratown Leading

Grocery Store, lock the store after his two clerks

had gone, and then walk, at a deliberate gait, the

four blocks ea.'^t from Main Street to his square, flat-

roofed, white house."

Ida M. Evans writes the above as her opening

paragraph of her story in a recent issue of the

Saturday Evening Post.

The story is supposed to be fiction, but is it

fiction that this is the procedure of many of the

smaller business men? Just imagine, only fifteen

minutes to "glance over the day's receipts," lock up

the store and walk four blocks at a deliberate gait.

In other w'ords, about ten minutes or less devoted to

one of the most important parts of the business day,

seeing what had been accomplished and planning

for the future. Only ten minutes spent in analyz-

ing the problems of ten hours. Only ten minute.-^

to check up receipts and expenses, to examine in-

voices and make sure that charge accounts were

correct. Only ten minutes to attend to the thousand

and one little things to which successful merchants

devote hours of patient endeavor each week. If this

picture of Bascom is correct even in any small details,

it contains a lesson that should make many retailers

get a whole lot closer to their business than they

have been getting.
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MANUFACTORIES
LONDON England
MARTOCK England

WORCESTER England

ORtNOSLE. France

80USSFLS eng.um
NAPLES Italy

CABLE ADDRESS "OENTCO*
WCSTEWN UNION UNIVERSAL COOC

MANUFACTURERS OF

<^^^

4i

fuec

January 1st, 1919

WAREHOUSES
LONDON
PARIS
NEW YORt\
MELBOURNE Aurt^il,,

MONTREAL

SPECIAL TO THE GLOVE DEPARTMENT

Dear Sir,

Again it is our privilege and pleasure to thank you for
your generous co-operation during the past year.

While glove imports have been restricted owing to the great
demands in Europe upon labour and supplies of leather and wool, a

very marked development in Pine glove manufacturing in Canada has
taken place and this industry is now assured of a future which will
have an important influence in glove trading.

We are pleased to inform you that our new Factory at
Loretteville , Que., now in operation, is the largest in Canada,
producing fine gloves exclusively and is equipped with patterns,
knives and machinery similar to that used in our European factories
and no effort or expense will be spared to produce gloves of the high
standard and quality associated with our name.

Our representatives will be pleased to submit for your
inspection, samples of Kid, Suede, Cape, Mocha and Chamois gloves,
unlined, lined lamb, fur, seamless and wool for immediate and Pall
delivery ; also Woollen gloves and Silk and Pabric gloves made in the
Hall Dent factory at London, Ont

.

Owing to the World shortage of leather and wool, years must
elapse before supplies are again normal and prices must of necessity
continue high, with, we anticipate, a very gradual easing from time
to time. Therefore we venture to advise cautious buying with the
proviso that merchants would do well to provide for their legitimate
needs now, in order to avoid being caught without suitable
merchandise next Pall by which time we feel that the new and greater
era of prosperity for our Dominion will have opened.

Youry very truly,
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GOSSARD SCHOOL
FOR CORSETIERES

February 10 to 15, 1919

THIS event is looked forward to by sales women through-

out the East. They look upon it as their opportunity.

We offer it this coming season with increased confidence

and enthusiasm because we sent out from the last School

:

New Sales Women who have filled positions ot respon-

sibility with great success.

Experienced Sales Women who went back to their work
and brought bigger returns to their employers.

We have had universal expression from our dealers that

they wish to return sales women ivho attended the last school

and to send new students.

We believe that now, more than ever before, young
women are reaching out to make good in the commercial
world, and that they are grasping for every help that will

increase their efficiency. We know that every store in the

Dominion is feeling, or will feel, this impetus toward
greater success.

We offer the services of our Mrs. McMichael to take

charge of this School, knowing that she brings to the work

:

X sincere desire to help every student.

An energy that is contagious.

An enthusiasm that electrifies.

A mind broadened by study.

A salesmanship ripened by experience.

A knowledge of corsets unexcelled in the world.

A natural gift of imparting information to others.

We shall be glad to have you register your sales women
early for this School.

Dealers in the West who cannot conveniently send sales

w^omen to Toronto will be accommodated by a School to be
held in some central city of the West later in the Spring.

Additional information upon request.

TTiG Canadian //. IfZf̂ ossard 0i uM/m

284-286 King Street West, Toronto, Canada
W&Qn

TVi^yZacc In Front
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Result of LACE GOODS CO. Window Display Competition
Class I

1st Prize
2nd "

3rd "

—Hudson Bay Co., Macleod, Alberta.—J. A. Clare, Neepawa, Manitoba.—F. B. Newcombe & Co., Kentville, N. Brunswick.

Class II

1st Prize —A, Bristol & Son, Picton, Ont.
2nd " —J. P. McLaughlin, Timmins, Ont.
3rd " —Brown's, Ltd., Portage la Prairie.

Consolation—Wm. Geddes Co., Ltd., Strathroy, Ont.

Class III

1st Prize —Murphy, Gamble, Ltd., Ottawa.
2nd " —J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon, Sask.
3rd " —Arcade, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Consolation—-Gordons, Ltd., Victoria, B.C.

The judges could not award a Consalation Prize in Class I. owing to the shortage of

competitors in this class.

XI^*

^mK. Mf,»owNr> 1 I Ml I

\k,A^

^
A prize winner which we reproduce in order to illu trit-^ the able manner in which the spirit of Peace

is displayed by the placing of the Dove, besides the excellent display of handkerchiefs.

THE LACE GOODS CO. LIMITED
TORONTO
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SERVICE
Extensions to our various factories

completed ; war-delayed, urgently

required machinery finally installed

and long needed labor at last avail-

able, for the coming year we are

assured of greatly increased produc-

tion. This will ensure unequalled

service to our customers, a range

larger and more attractive than evei

and a rigid maintenance of qualities.

147

TRADE MARK

WORKING GLOVES and MITTS
FINE DRESS GLOVES
KNIT GOODS
LARRI G ANS
MOCC AS I NS
SHEEP LINED
CLOTHING
MACKINAW
CLOTHING
OVERALLS
SHIRTS
ETC.

To be sure the Acme salesman invites

you to his sample rooms when in or near

- your town, send us a postal to-day.

Ag(^S©t^«^OH^ u^mB
Branches:

CRAIG STREET
C L_OTH ING

MAR I EVI LLE
KN ITTING MILL

Head Office & Main Factory
Branches:

vj o L_ I e: T" T e:
TANNERY & WOOLEN MILL

S"r. TIT"E
TANNERY- LARRIGANS

GLOVEIS
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ANNOUNCEMENT

/^WING to the continued expansion
^-"^ of our business in Western Canada

we have decided to estabhsh a Branch

Warehouse in Winnipeg.

Suitable premises are being secured

and will be opened shortly, under the

management of

Mr. A. V. Murdoch

We will be ready for the Spring

opening with the fmest showing of

plain and fancy Ribbons in Canada.

RIBBONS LIMITED
I 00 Wellington Street West, Toronto

2 1 2 McGili Street, Montreal
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ii76.2-B. Ladies' White Lamb
Utilined, two domes glove, made
over-seam, black leather bind-
ing. Large bl.ick and white
Bilk embroidered points.

Dozen

$ \ 9.50
C6.'>8-4B. Ladies' White Wash-
a5>ie Lamb Unlined, one dome
glove, made Prix-seam style,

self bound. Neatly decorated.
Dozen

$15.00

Quality Gloves for Immediate Delivery

or Easter Trade
We have a glove for every requirement. Fine Dress Gloves
for men, women and children as well as heavy Work Gloves
and Mitts. Our travellers are now on the road with a big

and varied range. The two gloves photographed here are

for immediate delivery as long as the stock lasts. Wire
orders at our expense.

THE HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO., LIMITED
: MONTREAL, QUE.
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WAR
BRIDE
VEILS

Exclusive styles that

are up to the minute,

combined with an unex-
celled quality.

Shrewd buyers will

see that their stocks of

War Bride Veils and
Canvelco Veils are kept

up.

A few of the lines we
carry

:

Laces

Beadings

Flouncings

Silk and Cotton Nets

Allovers

Waterproof Maline

Motor Veils

Mourning and
Widow*s Veils

Mourning Veiling

Baby Veils

Ninons

Chiffon

Crepe de Chine

Wool Scarves

Salesmen now on the

road with complete
samples.

Write us.

Canada Veiling Company, Limited
84-86 Wellington Street West - Toronto
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The Bonnie-B. Company
TORONTO
156 Yonge St.

NEW YORK
222 4th Ave.

Announcement
We beg to info))}! the trade

that—
The Siherberg Import Co.
will conduct business under
the firm name of The Bonnie-
B. Company, on and after

January 1st, IQIQ.

Tlic illusti'tiiioii >lio\vs you somelhinp; entirely

new in TTuniaii Hair Net?. Tlicy will prmo Ux^.i

soller.-i—a i)r()(ital»le liiie to liandlo and l)rin<j;

repeat order-. Thc-^e hair nets are absolutely

different to any otlier.^ on this continent. Tiiey

come to you in attractive colored di.s|)lay cases.

Each ea^e contains 72 hair nets assorted colors.

With each net is a useful book on "Artistic French
C\)ifl"ures." by Cluzelle.

They are -uie scIUms and business builders. Jjet

us .<ejid a trial cal>inel.

BLAN D
NECKWEAR FOR WOMEN

There's an air of retinenient and distinctive e.xclasive-

ness about our styles, so pronouncedly attractive as to

com)>el interest wbicli in turn creates sales.

Each and every nituJcl is the creation of skilled de-sign-

ers—^whdse' one aim i.s, quality. The graceful, trim

smartness of our various designs bespeak the most ex-

cellent workmanship.

We extend to i/on a Jicarti/ wel-

come to inspect our goods amj

time i/oii may be in Montreal.

W. C. BLAND
17a. 10 CATHCART ST.

Phillips Square

MONTREAL
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Made in Canada

Handkerchiefs

Ritchie Brand Hand-
kerchiefs, made in

Canada, well made
and perfectly finished.

They will prove a pro-

fitable line to handle.

We have the sole con-

trol for Airlite Cloth in

Canada.

The few designs
shown are made on
Airlite Cloth, noted for

its sheerness, softness

and service ability.

Before placing fall or-

ders, see the made-in-

Canada line.

O VI r representatives

are now on the road

with a complete fall

range.

H. P. Ritchie & Co.
38 Clifford Street

Toronto
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

I
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COLONIAL MAID

t WILL I

t
NOT

J
O RUST I

DRESS
MADE

SIZE ^

1
O ^ ^

IN
FASTENER
CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable-

Made of

Brass

It*s a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

G BRASS-
will not

rust

HIS IS NOT A
FRICTION FASTENER

B. • MADE
Ut IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SIZES: 00-0-1

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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W. & D. Bags Are

Amply Appreciated

By Your Discerning

Customers

!

W&D With the conclu-

sion of hostih-

ties milady be-

gins to feel justified in resuming

her old-time gaiety of costvime.

She will no doubt hit upon the

idea of buying for herself a

dainty hand bag for daily use

picked from your range of W. &
D. Silk, Gun Metal, and Small

Coin Pvirses in mesh-indispens-

able accessories to the correct

costumes for all occasions.

To neglect in\ estigating what
the W. & D. line can do for yovi is

to fail to make the most of your

local sales opportunity.

You?- jobber will gladly

show you samples

WHITING & DAVIS CO.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

BUTTON9
Loss or Profit •

Menkin

Equipments

and Service

Pay Big

Write for

Particulars

UOW often have you with
regret taken fancy

button mark-downs that
wiped out your profits?

How would you like to
"turn the tables" and also
give your customers bet-
ter satisfaction thzui ever?

riUR proposition is not
merely the best Button

machine, but also a system
that helps you please pat-
rons most as w^ell as mak-
ing big money for you.

S. MENKIN, INC.
Creators^ Promotors and Producers o(

Covered Button Supplies for 60 Years

Now alsoSokMakers ofSCHOTTand DIRACO
Button Moulds and Machines

145-147 West 28th Street
NEW YORK

Neyret Gloves for Spring
CHAMOISETTE in Leather Color

New Styles Now in Stocl^

Also direct imports of:

—

Martin, Roche & Bickert's Velvets,
Chapal, L. M., and other Electric Seals.
Olmer's Silks and Cravats,
Coty's Perfumery,
Finest French Lingerie and Laces,
Dresses, Blouses, etc.

kinds of French goods imported on a commissionAnd a
basis.

Call or Write for particulars.

A. GERMAIN & CO.
PARIS, FRANCE

Commission Merchants and Importers

Montreal Office: 14 Phillips Square

Our

Want Column

Will Help You
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WRITE NOW!
We have a well assorted stocJ^

on hand of

Warm Winter Wear
Swedes Fleece Lined

Swedes Wool Lined

Swedes Knitted Lined

Capes Fleece Lined

Capes Wool Lined

Capes Knitted Lined

Mitts Fleece Lined

Mitts Wool Lined

Finished with I Dome or Strap Wrist

in Tans or Greys

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL

P.S. Also tell us your requirements in

FRENCH KID-CAPES for MEN AND WOMEN
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1919
AND

Dainty Finnie Neckwear

When ordering your Spring lines in Neckwear think of the ex-

quisite Finnie Neckwear creations. We have neckwear which
adds elegance to the elegant and grace to the ordinary.
The Canadian woman of 1919 is looking for this quality. Our
Spring lines are ready to ship to you, and we know they will give
satisfaction to the most fastidious neckwear critic. Now is the
time to consider this, so let us hear from you.

A. BRUCE FINNIE & CO.
Cor. Craig and Gosford Streets

MONTREAL

Your Button Department
There will be over eighty million garments worn in Canada

in 1919. Buttons will be wanted for them. Buttons may seem a small item
to some buyers, but they draw a steady stream of trade to the store that car-

ries the stock. If you handle Forsyth Kimmel Company lines your button
department can be made entirely successful.

If you desire right styles and right values, wait for our traveller.

FORSYTH KIMMEL COMPANY, Limited, KITCHENER, CANADA

Manufacturers and Dealers:

Our
for any

Inquiry Department is
"

new lines or old ones?

for you.

Write

" Are

us, we
you looking

are at your

service.

•
DRY GOODS REVIEW

1 43- 1 53 University Avenue

TORONTO
ItKjutry Dtparlment
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C9

V/*

Novelties
in

Handkerchiefs
for immediate and Fall, 1919—

VEILS AND VEILINGS
Dlrecl from Paris

"MYLADY" Silk Hair Nets

"PRINCESS PAT"--HumanHair Nets
also

Colored Silk Nets
ant

Georgette Crepes

Thompson Lace & Veiling

Co., Limited

York and Wellington Sts.

Toronto

1/

,Hv. iU'

o

lTv
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BMDY-TO-WEAB

NEW YORK IN MID-SEASON
Peace and Christmas Season Revi\e Shopping and P'esti\ities — Novehies Are of Practical

Nature Mostly—Henna Color a B'ad — F'ashionable Hair is "Done"
That Shade

NEW YORK, December, 1918.—The
New York of the Christmas sea-

son, 1919, is very different from
the serious, somewhat frightened New
Yoi'k of a year ago. Even if its affecta-

tions change often; it love.^ deeply while

it is at it, rand so now that its boys are

r-afe from shot and shell the great
metropolis is rolling up its sleeves with
a new energy, giving over its war work
so far as is practicable, much as it liked

associations and organizations and uni-

forms, and is going at the business of

adjusting "itself to conditions of peace
in an almost pugnacious manner.
At night the big city (one cannot say

the inhabitants of the big city, for New-

York is vastly more than its inhabitants)

makes merry. It goes to the theatres.

If it has time it wears evening clothes,

if not, its business or afternoon gar-

ments do just as well. It goes a-dancing.

And, speaking now of the feminine part

of it, it wear its skirts long or short and
very narrow, or just comfortably narrow,
as it sees fit. It is hurrying to the shops

for silks and laces and ribbons, or for

made-up gowns for the many festive

occasions which are planned daily. And
with it all it has been doing Christmas
shopping with as much interest, and per-

haps more composure than ever before.

The merchandise shown this year

speaks well for the patriotism of the

7\vo Exclusive Blouses
Navy blue (leorKette crepe is embroidered in prey with buRles and touches of red

heads which lend an interestinff richness, in the model at the left. In accord with Pari.s

fashionables, the blouse at the riRht shows an artistic panel coming over the skirt; the

material is bisque Georgette embroidered in bisque, tinsel and henna. Designed and
.->hown by Harry ("omictt. New York.

average store. While there was a con-
siderable amount of merchandise shown,
which, had the war continued, would
have been preserved for a later season,
no doubt; still the bulk of that on view
in most of the stores bore the mark of

the Government's request that depart-
ment stores restrict their buying to

goods of a useful and more or less es-

sential nature. For that reason shop-
pers fell in line and purchased generous-
ly of the goods shown. No doubt a great
deal more money was spent for gifts this

year than anyone expected two months
ago. The season is most gratifying to

merchants, and no doubt the gifts this

year will prove so to the recipients as
well.

Mild Weather Costume
The extremely mild weather this month

is responsible for the comparatively few-

fur coats and wraps seen on Fifth
Avenue. One has a better view, as a
result, of what women like for street

costumes. Tailored gowns with littl-

trimming other than buttons and some-
times braid are favorites. They are

usually made of serge, gabardine, tri-

cotine, tricolette, velveteen, velvet or

satin. Just now one sees many of the

extremely narrow and long skirts, but

these will probably become less frequent
when the snowy, icy weather comes.
Many of these skirts now are but three

or four inches from the ground and are

slit six or eight inches at the back or

sides. The upper part of these gowns
fit very comfortably, showing fullness

at the hips and waist. The sleeves as a

rule match the skirt hem in narrowness.
Collarless and round necks are worn a

great deal, or the new brocaded silk or

real lace collars are added.

Seen on Fifth Avenue

One fashionable young woman on

Fifth Avenue (they all look young of

course!) was seen wearing a navy tailor-

ed gown faced and piped with artillery

red. The skirt was long and slit about

12 inches on each side; at each edge of

the slits and continuing on the seam.s

up the sides were rows of covered but-

tons placed closely together. Her hat

was a little round one suggestive of the
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SUITS

Big suit season expected.

Box suits for Misses, also fairly short and nar-

row skirts. Straight and semi-fitted lines for wo-

men.

Suit coat Iciifiths vary from wrist to finger-tip

lengths, with irregular panels, points, etc.

Suit sleeves are long and close-fitting. Belts

good. Cords and flat tucks, military braid and
buttons for trimming.

Box jackets fasten at nape of neck and stand up
or flare outward, sometimes turn down. Waistcoats
of different color and material frequent. Shawl
collars, long tuxedos and i-evers reaching to end of

jacket shown. Scarf collars very prominent.

COLORS

Navy, sand, grey, Belgian, peacock, sapphire,

and liberty blues; henna; browns and tans; taupe;
some myrtle green, amethyst, wistaria, purple and
Burgundy ai*e the colors seen most frequently in

Spring garments.

CAPS AND COATS

Several leading houses predict stronger demand
for capes than for coats. Frequently a cape has
sleeves or a coat is loose enough to simulate a
cape, so that the dolman is given prominence.

Silk capes in plain colors and plaids, with shawl
collars, are shown.

Coats and capes are seldom full skirt length,

ranging 6 to 12 inches shorter. Shorter capes are

detachable with many suits, and some long capes
are belted back and front.

BLOUSES

Very dressy or else high grade tailored blouses
are to be woin by fashionable people. Tailored
blouses mostly ivory; di-essy styles show French
"aprons," peplums, etc. Much hand embroidery,
beads, bugles, etc. Navy and cherry; henna; sand
and navy; artillery red; French blue, peach—these
are favorites in dressy blouse colors.

Sleeves long with fancily-cut cuffs, tucks, etc.

Some have hand-made laces and hemstitching.
French voile and linen blouses are liked by ex-
clusive customers.

Novelty smocks and waistcoats popular.

SKIRTS

Separate skirts of fancy silks and satins have
bands and tucks, soft girdles, tunics; sometimes
draping on one side; jumpers. Fair demand already
begun.

DRESSES

Extremists will take dress lengths 2 or 3 inches

from the floor and less than a yard around at the

hem. These insist upon the "Japanese Toddle" as

a method of locomotion. Slits are allowed. Bulk

of business will be in more dignified width for skirts;

those around 1% or IV2 yards are best.

Draping is featured at one side; bias and irregu-

lar tunics, scarf drapes, etc., preferred to floating

panels.

Dress sleeves are close-fitting for tailored cos-

tumes or some afternoon gowns of satin, crepe de

Chine, etc. For dinner and evening gowns, flowing

and scarf sleeves of chiffon or silk net. Some
Turkish effects in skirts.

Three-quarter and elbow sleeves or shorter, and

loose, shown in accord with some Paris designers.

Not a great deal of importance attached for this

season, however.

The peasant costume is a novelty; its blouse is

like a smock cau-ibt un^er. forming a ouff at the

hem around the bins. Combinations of materials

and colors are used.

CORSETS AND BRASSIERES

Low tops and medium skirt length continue;

few steels used; athletic styles increase in favor;

;lainty colors liked by the elite—such as pink, yellow,

lavender and blue. No change in prevailing waist-

line, comfort and daintiness being main essentials.

Brassieres continue to feature laces; torchons

and Cluny used in profusion with silks, satins, trecos,

cottons and linens. Some fancy silks used in pom-

padour effects, etc.

UNDERGARMENTS

Pyjamas in one-piece designs grow in favor.

Some shown in lemon color cotton crepe with white

finishing braid. All the rather bright s-hades' shown.

Pink has by far the greatest demand of all. Noyel-

ties liked, such as Nenette and Rintintin pattern^;

also rose buds and other small bits of color. Big

demand for silks. Newest silk bloomers reach to

ankles; are in dark colors and eliminate need of

petticoat with narrow skirts.

BATHING SUITS

Stripes and brilliant colors feature novelty bath-

ing suits. Loose collars are not in such strong-

favor; collars are shown but are cowl style or else

stitched down flat; front lacing good. Wool em-
broidery and fancy tucks again. Slip-over styles

and those with bloomers attached in favor. Skirts

slit at sides reveal braided and puffed satin -bloomers.

Some models, in fibre are shown, but knitted wool
suits, surf silk, taffetas and satins are preferred.
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Typical New Togs
At the left is the new Callot peasant dress for Spring. The skirt, sleeves, belt

and under-arm gores are of navy meteor and the blouse is of grey figured tri-

colette, the pattern being in navy and turquoise. The smart little dance frock at

the right, for misses, is' of black taffeta and bronze color net with spangles. The
similarity of skirt contour in the two models is noteworthy. By courtesy of Wolf
& Shulhoff, New York.

"pill-box" in navy and red. Her should-
ers were beautifully housed in commo-
dious sable furs.

Quite a number of the young girls are
wearing coats of poilu blue homespuns
or coarse gabardine. They are cut on
straight lines with slightly raised waist
line and to 6 to 8 inches shorter than
the skirt. Sand color is about the only
other variation from the darker range
of colors, if one includes henna and pea-
cock bltie among the dark lines.

One's Hair Must be Henna Now
Evening gowns are being shown as

the chief feature of the wardrobe by
stores and manufacturers alike. They
carry out the mode of narrow skirts and
drapery. Panels are giving place some-
what to bias tunics, and drapery is

chosen usually in a one-sided effect. One
frock for misses at Abraham & Straus
had a touch of novelty. It was a simple
dress of sky blue satin but had a "cart-
ridge belt" from the right shoulder and

hanging loosely around the left hip. This

belt was formed of flat blue ribbon with

three rows of narrower ribbon forming
the "cartridge" sockets on it. Attached
to this belt was a soft scarf drape of

blue tulle. Henna color is the fashion

just now, and indeed is promised for

Spring as well. It is worn at both

afternoon and evening functioiis. Fash-

ionable ladies are having theii hair

"done" in henna color. One woman
looked very striking with her hair in

this color and wearing a luxa^iou.; cloak

<>^ seal and ermine. Her gown was ivory

Tiny ruffles are in

vngiie.

with glittering trimmings. Another,
more fond of contrast, wore a Belgian
blue and jet gown, while a third had a

gown the same shade as her hr.ir.

Beauty parlors are making quite a fea-

ture of this new shade, and pioiaise not

to dye—but merely "to brm^ out the

rich henna tints."

Frills and ruffles are much in vogue,
especially if they are no wider than a

couple of inches. Some frocks are al-

most covered with them.

Little Store Helps

For the convenience of customers who
are willing to carry their small parcels,

Arnold, Constable & Co. are using paper
bags with a ring of stiff paper attached

for a handle; the ring passes through
the flap of the bag, keeping it closed.

Each small article is put in one of these

bags instead of being wrapped or placed

in an ordinary envelope, which is easily

dropped.
To give out-of-town shoppers assist-
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ance in locating the Wanamaker store,

that house has published a six-page

folder giving directions as to subways,

etc., tubes and bus lines, stating which

to take from the different parts of the

city and stations to get to Wanamaker's,

and at the same time describing some of

the store features. On the under side

is a map showing the store, parks, tran-

sit lines, etc.

Skirt lengths of embroidered serge at

Abraham & Straus sold well for gifts.

They were priced at $4.50 a yard.

Doll Babies and Layettes

At Wanamaker's a splendid means of

featuring infants' things was developed

just inside the entrance to "Toyland."

The lifelike doll babies (which sold at

about $7 each) were shown with all the

modern comforts for infants. Two

young ladies dressed like nurses were in

charge of the "square," and a large

trousseau cabinet, cradle, creeping

chairs, clothes stands, baskets, and what

not were fitted out completely. Lay-

ettes were shown by the "nurses," who

showed the proper handling of the in-

fant and dressed and undressed the dolls

with the greatest care, tried on dresses

and called attention to special features.

Needless to say the little tots were as

keen about these doll babies as were the

grown-ups. The dolls were very life-

like in the "learning to walk," which they

did easily when the nurse assisted with

one hand.

Fancy Novelties

In fancy goods departments there is

shown a powder puff made of an infant's

slipper sole covered on the outside with

ribbon. A long wire handle is also

covered and the article is used for

powdering one's back for formal dress.

A new powder-pnff for tlte

shoulders and back.

though sand, khaki and brighter colors

are to be had. These scarfs, when worn,

are folded back to form a collar and
revers; the scarf is finished with fringe

and extends below the waist-line where
it is held in by a belt which matches
the scarf and goes with it. The belt is

three inches wide and buttons in front.

These scarfs are worn on the street

with suits and tailored dresses, as well

as for sports occasions. A good many
of the shops show the large tarns to

match these scarfs.

J. M. Gidding & Co. are showing a

clever Turkish dress. The skirt is

caught up under the bottom at the front

affecting trousers. The dress is made
of brown satin and has a yoke of brown
silk filet lace which extends down over

the shoulders.

Tailored Blouses Tucked

All the high-class stores are showing
a big range of tailored blouses just now.

The majority are made of heavy quali-

ties of crepe de Chine and Georgette

crepe, or of wash satin sometimes com-

bined with Georgette. Nearly all fea-

ture smart high collars which, though
convertible, are usually worn high with

a trim ribbon tie in black or colors. The
ribbon is worn twice around the neck

and tied in a small bow in front. These

blouses are almost exclusively white or

ivory, and show many fine tucks closely

placed. In fact some blouses show

solid tucking in front, resembling men's

Knitting sets in cases are also featur-

ed. They may be had in black, tan oi

red soft glossy leather, silk-lined ana

containing knitting needles of two or

three sizes, a stitch holder, hook, darn-

ing needle, etc, all in ivory.

The newest idea in necklaces is a chain
|

and locket entirely made of tortoise shell

celluloid. The locket is about two in-

ches long. Stern's, and Lord & Taylor's

show these in highly ornamental styles

with silver or gold and jewel ornamen-

tations. The plain ones were priced at

around $3, the fancier ones up to $15.

The locket hangs about half way to the

waist line.

Wide Wool Scarfs With Belts

Quite the smartest scarf now is ex- A very new idea is expressed in this middy

tremely wide—about 20 inches-and '^"P^f «?*^.
^'''•^/°^'^'""^.*^?;fr/ n^nlf,? fno'

u

, .^^ f .^, - . , , , „ with pipings of red. The little chapeau, too, is
knitted either plain or brushed. Grey ^^^ York's decree for the present moment-
ones with white stripes are seen oftenest, satin with steel beads.

Brown sUk filet tuith

brown satin Turkish
dress.

silk evening-wear shirt fronts. A few
numbers have cross tucks as well, but
the majority have the vertical tucks in

profusion.

Macy's are showing a line of blouses
in Georgette in colors, which are of a

less tailored order. They have the

straight, wide neck line, side fastening
with rows of tiny buttons, and in front

is a strip of grosgrain picoted ribbon two
inches wide, run through the material

and sewn in at the neck; the colors may
match or contrast. For instance, a

lavender blouse had purple ribbon, a

sand blouse had navy; one in white had

A blouse from.

Macy's: Georgette
with ribbon.

For the School-girl

black, and a navy blouse had an emerald

ribbon. Many fashionable garments are

being made with back fastenings, and

some are designed to look like that,

though they really fasten in the front

or at the side. One suit noticed on an

up-town shopper seemed to have chosen

designedly the unusual place for buttons;

they began at the elbows and went up

in a close row to the shoulder, and they

were placed down the whole centre

back of the jacket, even on the

collar, but the whole thing fastened in
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Modes For igig
This new, three-piece costume is developed in black velvet and white khaki-kool. The

jacket is lined with the khaki-kool and has a throw collar of the same. The smock is a
new idea for this type of costume. It has bands of self material across the front, termin-
ated with drops.

The young lady at the right is wearing a skirt of Dew-Kist, one of the new Spring silks,

and a blouse of indestructible printed voile. The hat is also of Dew-Kist with white
beaver. Photos by courtesy of H. R. Mallinson & Co., New York.

front. There is a possibility of back
fastenings coming into vogue again, but
they are not looked upon with favor by

Buttons from tJie elbow up
and from the collar down.

the average customer, who still requires
something convenient and comfortable,
quite as much as something stylish.

LINEN FOUR TIMES OLD PRICE
For towel linen that used to cost the

Red Cross 8 cents a yard wholesale, they
c -i now paying 31 Cents a yard, practi-
cally four times the former price.

ana

COATS AND SUITS
Canadian Trade Optimistic—No Inclination Towards Change in

High Prices This Year

Manufacturers and buyers are all opti-

mistic over the prospects in ready-to-
wear for 1919. There is a tendency to

buy carefully on the part of retailers.

They are placing their Spring orders but
are not buying so heavily as a year ago.
This is not because the majority do not
expect a good season, but because they
are not so confident as in the past few
seasons of what the public is likely to

want. They expect to buy more mer-
chandise as the season advances and

possibly to buy oftener than some pre-

vious seasons when it was more diffi-

cult to get deliveries. As DRY GOODS
REVIEW has advised in the past issues

with regard to buying for 1919, the

policy of buying oftener and in smaller
quantities than usual appears to be the

safe one, and the one which the majority
are following so far. Even if certain

lines continue to advance a little as the

season goes on it is safer to pay the

diff'erence than to load up with goods
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which the public may not want.
In talking with some of the best

known buyers in Toronto just as we go
to press, DRY GOODS REVIEW is told

that there is a marked activity in lines

for Southern wear and quite a keen in-

terest shown in the new styles even by
those who do not contemplate going
south. Wholesalers have observed, too,

that there is a tendency for people who
have plenty of money and who have been
refraining from extravagance during the
war, to "loosen up" now and they are
ready to replenish their wardrobes with
the smartest things which the markets
offer. This class of trade is substantial
;ind will be little affected by the tran-
sition to peace conditions. It does not,
of course, constitute the bulk of busi-
ness done throughout the country and
the difficulty of striking the average
prices which the public will pay during
the coming season is just why buyers
l^.ave not yet placed big orders generally.

Prices Not Yet Receding

.A.S to the prices of the garments being
offered the trade is aware throughout
that they are not anything below last

year's. Some are even slightly higher.
^\ here they were made from goods man-
ufactured late in the season at ascending
figures for raw material. "The highest
prices we have ever paid were reached
in last Fall's merchandise," said one
large buyer. "There will be no decline

vntil next Fall, and then it will be a

ijradual one."

In New York, too, there is some un-
certainty among buyers about placing
Spring orders, but there, one of the
chief factors is the feeling that Paris
is going to send out something entirely

new just as soon as she recovers suffi-

ciently from her celebrations over peace
and is able to get the fabrics which she
desires.

Navy the Safe Buy in Color

There is no doubt among manufac-
turers anywhere, seemingly, but that
the season will roll up very good returns
and that the tendency to buy frequently
will only result in a good steady business
throughout the season. Canadian manu-
facturers state that the matter of color

is very much centered around navy blue.

Last Spring and Fall several novelties

in colors were brought out, but none
save the satisfaction which navy blue
did, so far as dyes were concerned. Of
course, there will always be a certain

number of the colors sold, such as
greens. Burgundy, taupe, beige, grey,
etc., but all of these will fade to some
extent, and so even for the really fash-
ionable trade navy blue continues to be
the most important color.

Capes never have taken so well in Can-
ada as in the United States, and last

year even in the States there were many
sections where the cape simply was not
admitted to society at all, while others
received it warmly. For that reason,
even though New York is talking capeo
very strongly buyers in Canada are a
little wary of them. The loose coats,
however, they look upon with a great
deal of favor. The dolmans are fea-

Silk Capes Are Shown
Fancy silks as well as plain and in vivid

colors and dull, are used in the new capes
for ne.\t Summer. Most of them have shawl
collars similar to this one. Usually the silk
is rendered waterproof and thereby more
practical. This model is from Bettinson &
Cade, Inc., New York.

tured by all those who cater to the bet-

ter class of trade. These loose wraps,
however, require too much material to

be produced for the popular priced

lines and there it is likely that the

straight belted coat with shawl collar

will have preference. On the capes and
dolmans scarf collars and draped effects

are shown, but smaller styles are

favored on the plainer coats.

Skirt.s Decidedly Longer

Skirt lengths have extended, even for

the Canadian trade. Some of the larg-

est manufacturers are making them in

lengths which will be but 4 or 5 inches

from the ground and have some models

which are slit. The average width for

the new suit skirts is not less than IV2

yards, which is considered about the

Shawl collars go to

7vaist and have a

vestce to match.

"proper width by well-dressed people
in New York, even though extremists
will exhibit themselves in skirts little

more than half that Width.

Braid—that is, military braid—and
buttons, continue to be the favored trim-
mings. Bands of self material and tucks
are used a good deal too. One new
coat of beige tricotine had bands of navy
tricotine on the wide collar and cuffs and
forming side panels in the coat. These
were alternated with bands of the beige
so that the effect was of %-inch stripes.

The back had a panel caught in at the

waist line in bloused effect.

For misses the skirts of suits remain
fairly short and for them box suits and
cape effects are more frequent than for

their mothers. As stated in the previ-

ous issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW the

adult woman of good taste will not wear
the box suit unless it happens to be espe-

cially becomini;- to her, which is not

usual. She insists on the semi-tailored

styles and a majority of the suits for

Spring are along that order.

Some Silk Suits Lat«r

Silk suits are being talked of by manu-
facturers. Several of them state that

they expect to make silk suits later on,

but not in such numbers as they did two

years ago, or perhaps even last year.

Silk suits will be worn this Summer, and

be in good style too, but they will pro-

bably not be a fad at all. Jersey cloths

and the cool Summer last year are pro-

bably reasons why people will prefer

generally to have a cloth suit on hand

this year and leave the minority to have

a silk suit as well. Altogether it looks

like a good suit season, a rather good

coat season and a good dress season, for

mothers and sisters and sweethearts will

dress up as the boys keep arriving and

thoe who have on hand one style of gar-

ment will add another.

The Dominion Oilcloth Company
issued a new price list on lino-

leums, oilcloths, and feltol at the

end of the first week in January,
Tlie trade will be interested to note

that the company have received

word of the shipment of jute can-

vas and are hoping to make de-

liveries of oilcloth this month, and
linoleums in February. While the

prices of oilcloths and linoleums in

the new list show fairly large in-

creases as compared with the last

list issued in May, 1918, by this

company—as high as 30 per cent.

—when the increases in the gen-

eral market prices since then are

taken into consideration, it is

stated the prices of the new list

are not any higher than those that

might have been expected last

November, for instance. It is over

eight months now since the com-
pany has been able to manufacture
linoleums or oilcloth owing to the

cutting off of the supply from
overseas of jute canvas.
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A Colorful Season for Spring—Demand for Dresses Good—New
Silhouette Tapers Toward Feet^—One-side Drapes, Tiers

and Some Tunics Favored—Embroidery
and Braiding Again

DESPITE the promising prospects
for suits this Spring tkei^ is every
confidence among dress houses and

buyers that dresses have come to stay
—until, perhaps, some radical change of

fashion in the remote future should af-

fect them. While the activities of wo-
men continue in their present publicity,

however, dresses will be worn upon busi

ness, afternoon, dinner and evening oc-

casions. The questions for buyers to

consider is no longer, Shall I buy suits

and blouses or dresses and coats? but
What styles, colors and materials in

suits, in blouses, in coats and in dresses

shall I buy ?

In dresses there is quite a noticeable

change of style since a year ago. While
the silhouette is still very slender and
oft-times straight, the models which are

characteristic of 1919 are those which
are somewhat triangular in shape, so

far as the skirt is concerned. One point

of the triangle is at the instep, one is

at the waist and the other at the right

hip. Angles sound very ungraceful

when applied to a woman's dress, but

in the present instance they provide the

structural lines of the silhouette to a

nicety. In order that a more perfect

picture may remain in our minds, it

might, of course, be described as the

A New Petticoat
The narrow straight lines of the fashion-

able silhouette are featured in this shot
silk petticoat; an elastic and comfortably
fittinK effect is produced by the finely
pleated panels on each side extending well
up over the hips. The skirt is easily ad-
justed, having no fasteners; it is a "slip-
on." Shown by the Canadian Underskirt
C'o.. Toronto.

slender silhouette, which tapers towards
t|ie feet and is gracefully draped at one
side. "There is a bouffancy about the
hips, draped and handled by experts so
that the new lines are still slender," sjivs
one designer. Some of the gowns sliow
a sort of tunic, which, being bias, carries
out these lines; it extends low on the
other side and is perhaps ended at its

points with tassels, which tend to hold
them down straight.

Slender Tiers Shown
If one adheres strictly to the slender

lines, one may also have a skirt made
in tiers, not exactly peplums, nor yet
tunics, but in between these and some-
times accordeon pleated, so that they
maintain a clinging effect. Both the
draped and the tier skirts are shown in
the Spring cloth gowns, as well as the
silk and satin and crepe ones. Most of
the Spring cloths drape very well.

Round and square neck finishes are
shown in Spring models, and there are
many which have developed the waist-
coat idea, either having the waistcoat
incorporated as part of the gown itself
or as a detachable section, which m.ay
be altered for different occasions. Wool
and floss embroidery, military and sou-
tache braid and buttons are quite im-
portant as trimmings. Beads are as
prominent as ever—or more so—on the
georgette and other soft silk gowns.
A certain number of the tailored cos-

tumes for early Spring have high collars
mostly of the scarf or flaring style, and
perhaps even more numerous are those
which have a high standing back collar,

leaving a low line in front.

In silks and light weight materials,
used for afternoon and semi-formal oc-
casions, a great many dresses are shown
with bands of satin, velvet or brocade.
These may be used all the way up the
skirt, tending to give a little more width
in effect to the really very slim gown.
Of course, only slim figures would at-

tempt to exemplify that type of trim-
ming.

Blue is the guiding note in colors for
Spring. Some New York houses say
that everything but navy blue will be
the fashion, while others believe that

navy will be as prominent as ever, with
the brighter blue "also present." To
the Canadian trade it would seem absurd
to offer a range of anything of a tail-

ored nature which was not chiefly navy
blue, and so it will be accepted here

readily. Henna color—the name which
is given to almost everything of the

terra cotta, apricot, mahogany order

—

is being shown by the Canadian trade to

some extent, and since it seems to be
holding good for Spring in New York,
after a very strong Winter, there is no
doubt that many Canadians will be
wearing it this season. Beige, wistaria,

American Beauty, sand, grey, taupe,

reindeer, lavender, salmon, nile, bisque,

Italian green, myrtle—these are the

colors which will be selected along with
the blues, but there is little doubt that

Spring, 1919, is to be a "blue" season.

While the sleeves on most dresses are

long and close fitting, rather large cuffs

are featured by a number of designers.

These cuffs are like a wide band of ma-
terial hung around the wrist, and very

much wider than the sleeve; this band
is caught by its lining to the sleeve.

New York is showing it on three

-

A Graceful Skirt

Skirt of Charmeuse Satin, in

all leading shades and shown
by Art, Cloak & Suit Co., Lim-
ited, Montreal.
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the management is to be democratized;

a Selfridge Staff Council is being or-

ganized, which wil! assist in conducting

the business in future. There is no doubt

that buyers and merchants would re-

ceive a vast amount of inspiration by

familiarizing themselves with this suc-

cessful store through accepting the in-

vitation of Mr. Selfridge:

To the Merchants and Buyers of

America

I realize, of course, that almost every-

one in America, who can do so, will,

within the next year or two, wish to

visit Europe, either on business or plea-

sure, and especially the cities of France

and Belgium, which have now become

so historic. Most of these visitors wiii

land in England first, and I desire to

extend to my brother-merchants or buy-

ers of America, a cordial invitation to

utilize this House in any way they may
think fit.

We shall provide desk accommodation

so that each one may, if he chooses,

have office space to be used as he de-

sires. He may, if he wishes, make his

appointments here, plan out his itiner-

ary, have his mail sent to him addressed

to 400 Oxford street, London, W.l, and

do as much, or as little, of any business

that he has in hand from his office here

as he may feel is wise.

Of course, this invitation is one en-

tirely of goodwill. There is no possible

kind of obligation incurred by any one

in accepting it. I invite them as one of

their fellow-countrymen, each and all,

to have a temporary business "home,"

as it were, in London, and the greater

number who accept this invitation the

more I shall be pleased.

H. G. SELFRIDGE.

id

A Spring Suit
Bnrg-undy serge is the material in this

new suit. The back is plain with tucks to

-waist and pleats below the belt. The novel

pockets are a feature and the collar is one
of the accepted Spring modes. The skirt is

plain with sloping pockets. Shown by Ex-
clusive Ladies* Wear, Montreal.

quarter sleeves. These cuffs might be

favored for street costumes, but would

lae too impractical for other occasions to

be favored, unless in a modified form,

\>y women in this country.

AN INVITATION TO MERCHANTS
The following generous invitation has

"been sent to the merchants of America

through DRY GOODS REVIEW by
Mr. N. Temple, private secretary to Mr.

H. G. Selfridge, of Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,

London, England. Mr. Selfridge is

known in England as the man who revo-

lutionized merchandising over there, and

the report comes by another channel,

with this invitation, that the firm re-

ports an increase of $5,000,000 during

1918 over the previous year. They sold

$400,000 more of Christmas goods this

season than in 1917. It is also said that

^^hiteweqj^

Nenette and Rintintin have now made

their appearance as a decoration for

under apparel, and these little French

luck charms have been used for an

allover printed design on Windsor crepe.

In this pattern the cord which joins

them is flung over their heads to outline

an enclosing circle. The figures are

quite small and printed in color.

Both gowns and Billie Burkes are

made of this clotVi, strictly tailored and

finished by hemstitch. A separate Ne-

nette and Rintintin is hung at the front

of the yoke on each garment.

Air cushions of silk are being featured

by a New York manufacturer. These

are intended for use in the auto, on the

beach, or any place where a cushion

would add to one's comfort. They arc

fashioned of novelty silks, rubberized, so

that when blown up they retain the air

They sell at $5.00 to $7.50.

A New Blouse
Of Georgette crepe, embroidered with

beads and fine pin tucks. This blouse is

made in slip-over as well as regular waist

style. It is shown by Caplin Waist & Dress

Co., Montreal.

J. Sutcliffe & Sons. Lindsay, Ont.,

were visited by thieves the other night,

clothing to the value of $200 being sub-

tracted from the stock.

WEATHER INTERFERES WITH
TRAPPING

St. Louis, U.S., January 8.—Practically
all of the Northern and Western States

have been visited by blizzard weather

within the past week, and low tempera-

tures also have prevailed in most of the

Central States. The heavy snows and

ice in some districts have caused animals

to den, and trapping cannot be resumed

very easily under these circumstances.

Receipts on this account have fallen off

decidedly in this market during the past

week and, with the season closing in a

number of States the end of this month,

shipments arriving are expected to con-

tinue very light from now on.

Prices in this market on practically

all articles are the same as prevailed at

last writing. Staples are selling well,

with raccoon and muskrats in best de-

mand. Wolf, fox, fisher, ermine and

other northern furs—receipts of which

are unusually light— are commanding

the high prices of late October, with the

possible exception of lynx, which are

slightly lower. The demand for beaver

has increased recently and they are sell-

ing at much better prices now.

Skunk in some of the Eastern markets

are weaker. The holdings of this article

are not as large as is generally supposed,

and with the closed season soon to hand

in a number of States, and trapping

stopped in a good portion of the skunk

districts because of inclement weather,

receipts and supplies of this staple will

probably soon be inadequate to the de-

mand. Skunk are stronger in this

market.
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Representatives Now Showing
the New Ballantyne Range

XTOTHING has been overlooked in the preparation

^ ^ of the new models they will show you. The range

is therefore most complete with an extensive collection

of the popular pullovers. In these we introduce

some entirely new features, including a purl stitch

in hand-knit effect, short sleeveless slip-ons and

the new fine jersey stitch. The latter is

pictured here and promises, on account

of its ultra neatness, to be a big favorite

for business, school and home, made
in a full range of colors.

See the new numbers in "The
Ballantyne Glove Scotch Knit"
for women and misses. Made in

special lengths of extra fine

yarns, and with that silky, lus-

trous finish that only Ballan-

tyne's Scotch Knit process can

secure.
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There Are Many Novelties In

Ballantyne's 1919 Range

'T^HOSE extra style touches that mean so much to the

^ selling value of knitted wear are, as usual, big features

of the Ballantvne Nineteen-nineteen line. Not onlv in

Knitted Coats, but in Mufflers, Cap and Muffler Sets,

Toques, Tarns, Pullovers, and Gloves, new style ideas-

absolutely new ones—are predominant. Ballantyne quality

is an old story—never forgotten and never sacrificed for

the sake of appearance.

The model illustrated on

this page is our new Palm
Beach Set, made in Scotch

Tartan designs. Your placing

order should contain a good

quantit}' of this number. The
enthuiasm created by its ap-

pearance m our range indi-

cates that it will be the style

hit of the season.
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Stylish Waists Being Advertised

To The Consumer

During 1919

The "Mack" Waist will be advertised in

several of the leading Ladies' Magazines of

Canada. This will create a demand for these

lines, and retailers will be wise to have
stocks well assorted.

The "Mack" trade-mark on our waists is

like the "Sterling" mark on silver. Both
guarantee the best possible in quality and
endurance.

Here is a line of goods which will put a new
vigor into your Waist sales.

The fabric is there—the workmanship is

there—and style combined with the two
makes our Waists all that we say they are.

We supplied you before the war—and dur-

ing the war; we will serve you now it is

o\ er, better than ever.

McCUTCHEON WAIST CO., LIMITED
323 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL

Vancouver Office: Winnipeg Office:

GEO. STRACHAN PERCIVAL R. B. JONES
906 Welton Block Hammond Sample Rooms

Ontar o: Maritime Provinces: P.Q.. and Montreal City:

B. H. SWIFT V. S. RICE A. L. PRIMEAU
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CANADIAN CONVERTERS'
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S WEAR FACTORY

MANUFACTURE

LADIES' DRESSES

169

Complete

new

range

'iJlimVuutC
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GOOD MERCHANDISE GOOD WORKMANSHIP

GOOD VALUES GOOD SERVICE

ARMISTICE DECLARED
Was good news for all. It enabled the Allies to command

A JUST PEACE
We Canadians must prepare for a

PROSPEROUS FUTURE
to which we are justly entitled after the

SACRIFICES MADE
and^^must go completely

OVER THE TOP
to keep the wheels of our industries working 1 00 per cent.

and to

KEEP THE HOME FIRES BURNING

We are now showing our Spring range, which is the LARGEST
we have ever produced, for you to select your Spring merchandise

from. Instructions to our salesmen guarantee you exclusive styles

and prompt delivery. See our range. Made by CANADIANS
FOR CANADIANS.

ART CLOAK & SUIT CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG OFFICE:

S02 Hammond Bldg., W. J. Collett

ONTARIO:
H. M. Na.h Geo. Nagley

MONTREAL
MARITIME PROV. and QUEBEC:

I. A. Schwartz

TORONTO OFFICE:
H. M. Nash, 404 Kent BIdg., Toronto

MONTREAL:
C. Rose
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Brand

WAISTS

Yoti^r Customer wants to look better than her neighbor.
You want to handle a line of waists which are somehow dif-

ferent and yet superior to your competitor's. Or in other

words you don't want to sell something ordinary, but some-
thing which others will envy. That's the viewpoint of the

customer. She watches your goods and judges your ability

to supply her with something worth while, and yet distinctly

different in style and value.

There is an air of distinctiveness about our waists, which
the fashionable woman of to-day is looking for.

Every week sees some new idea added to our range of Stan-

dard Waists. The prices will allow you a good margin for

profit. Let us know of your needs—we can supply you.

Be sure to see our samples when in the city on your Spring
trip.

Standard Ladies' Wear, Limited
Corner College and Markham Streets Toronto
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Remember-

P..C/s Attract Attention

Of WomenWho Dress Well
P.C. Corsets have a Dominion-wide reputation for

perfect ease and comfort to the wearer—for neat-

ness, style and fit.

P.C. is just the corsetry you should put in your

department for more and better business.

Don't forget that—everywhere—P.C.'s

have the reputation for attracting

the trade of the well-dres.sed woman.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Limited
QUEBEC, QUE., CANADA

BRANCHES :

Toronto : 84 Bay St. Montreal : 329 Craig St. W.
Western Representative : C. H. BUTI.ICR. 21 Sylvester Wilson BuildinK. Winnipeg

Message of Thanks
To Our Customers
We extend our Heartiest Thanks to

you who have been responsible for our

success by showing your appreciation of

our merchandise with your increased

business.

The result has been one steady in-

crease from season to season and now
we are compelled to increase our facili-

ties to meet the increased demand of

our goods.

We assure you that we will uphold
our standard as in the past and put

every effort in giving you our best at all

times.

To The Merchant
that is not carrying our waists in stock

may say we w,Ul o?ily be too pleased to

show you our samples and have our

representative call upon you at any time

tipon receipt of request.

WE SPECIALIZE IN HIGH GRADE

WAISTS
Made to a Standard, not to a Price.

Our Spring Range now being shown.

Our Label is on the Band of Our Waist

and .'\ssures You the Best Possible Value.

American Waist &
Dress Co., Limited

Montreal
lORON TO OI-KICK: W INN ll'I'X; OKKICK:

11. M. Nasli 302 Hammond Block

404 Kent Bldy,'., Toronto W. J. Collett

Ontario: II. M. X'asli, (k-o. Najjley
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SPRING 1919

No. 943—Georgette- $575

New York's Latest in Waists

Frills

Bishop Sleeves

See Our Representatives

MAKERS Of

Century Manufacturing Company
124 St. Lawrence Boul.

MONTREAL
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ANNOUNCEMENT
WOMEN'S

34
to
44

MISSES'
14

to
20

CHILDREN'S
6

to
14

Toronto Office:

33 Richmond St. W.
W. S. BROWN, Manager

Sigman, Lande Co., Ltd., the old-established firm of coat manufac-
turers, greet the trade to-day under the name of

Nathan Lande Co., Limited
and will continue as specialists in the manufacture of coats

—

women's, misses', children's.

We have been fortunate in securing the services of Mr. Louis Softer,

a prominent New York coat specialist, who will have charge of the
designing and who is familiar with the production of the highest
quality merchandise on a quantity basis;

We are well fortified with an extensive stock of American Poplins,
Velours, Delhies, Serges and Coverts at low prices.

Large users will do well to investigate.

Nathan Lande Co., Limited
338 St. Urbain St. Montreal

''The Bread and Butter Line

Here's

Wishing

You All

a Bright

New
Year

May the

Coming

Year

Be Your

Success-

ful One

mm
Our Coats and Suits for

SPRING 1919
are now Ready

It will be to your advantage to see

our complete line. They speak

for themselves.

The Montreal Cloak and Suit

Mfg. Co., Inc.

1080 St. Lawrence Blvd., MONTREAL

Labour
vs.

Good Will
Our designer and plant were hard at

work making Spring Samples.
We trust our representative w^ill have
vour

GOOD WILL
when he calls. We solicit an examina-
tion of the line.

M^

1770 ST. LAWRENCE
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REPRESENTATIVES:

MARITIME PROVINCES
H. V. Clemens, 8 Keith Bldg.

HALIFAX, N.S.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
A. Gendron
MONTREAL

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
Wm. J. Brown, 33 Richmond West

TORONTO, ONT.

WESTERN CANADA
Wm. J. Collett, Hammond Block

WINNIPEG, MAN.

DAINTY AND SERVICEABLE
Sec our 19 J 9 Spring Models

comprising:

Women's and Misses'

Coats and Suits
Admirably suited to the needs of the hour by reason

(tf their style and excellence yet reasonable price.

I'"abric.- and colorings that will .sell to women of

(liscriniinntion.

Our representatives are now on your territory with

;i full range.

Make your appointment early.

y^"- /Cloak(9^ Sommer Bldg., 268 Ontario St. West, Montreal

We wish all our
friends a Happy and
Prosperous New
Year.
You can make your Year prosper-

ous by carrying a stock of our
Waists. Try and be convinced.

Georgette Waists
$4.00 up.

Crepe de Chine Waists
$2.75 up.

Silk Waists
$2.00 up.

D. H. CUMMINGS
1187 Mount Royal Ave. E.

MONTREAL

Introducing

The Earl Manufactory

Pans, Canada

Manufacturers of

Overall Aprons

Infants' Creepers

Children's Black Sateen Bloomers

Children's Oilcloth Bibs

Ladies' Oilcloth Sleeve Protectors

Bedroom Socks

Write for Prices
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One of our Chief Distinctions

is Showing the New Things First

You will surely find them in our Spring

Models of Coats and Suits now ready for your

inspection.

Garments of QUALITY, yet priced so as to

sell well

Cor. St. Catherine West and Mountain Streets, MONTREAL

The HOUSE that serves you the best

Montreal
243 Bleury Street

We are showing by far the best line ever
produced by us.

Values and prices will surely interest you.

Travellers on the road.

SEE US IVHEN IN TOWN
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A charming Costume

Blouse from our Spring

range, showing - Jhe

panel effect which is a

feature of the season.

Our representatives are now on the road with

our entire range of Silk and Voile Blouses,

Silk Underwear, Laces, Embroideries and
Veilings for Spring. Also a complete showing

of Handkerchiefs for Fall and Christmas selling.

5ee our representative, or call at

our showrooms when in Toronto.

LADIES' WEAR LIMITED
W. F. GOFORTH, President
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Kassab Kimonos
mos meet the demand of the partici

Kassab Silk Underwear

Kassab Kimonos meet the demand of the particular "woman
of to-day."

Kassab Silk Underwear is the correct feminine appeal.

Merchants who are planning for maximum sales will do

well to give this line careful inspection.

KASSAB KIMONO MFG. CO.
SOMMER BLDC, 37 MAYOR STREET

MONTREAL

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET,
OXFORD CIRCUS, W.I.,
LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams or Telephones:
7214 CENTRAL

Day and Evening

Go^vns,

Coat Frocks and

Tailored Costumes,

Jersey Gowns and

Costumes.

Spring Models

Velour, Buronette

and Heavy Weight
Wool Jersey.

DRESSES
SILKS

WAISTS
SILK'S

VOILES
Our full range for Spring and Easter, including many new and beautiful creations, will be submitted by our salesmen early

in the new year.
A careful inspection will be to your advantage.

VOGUE WAIST CO. ^'' ^^(.^^^T^Z^^^^^^' MONTREAL

Say You Saw It

in

Dry Goods Review

Misses' and Children's

Wear
Get into line with real, up-to-date
Children's Wear. We have the

snappy styles for the young- folks

which add p:race and elep:ance.

Reid's lines include Children's and
Misses' Dresses—Skirts and Mid-
dies, and they are unexcelled for

value

G.F.REID & COMPANY
4 Alexander St., Toronto
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LINGERIE BLOUSES i

179

MIDDIES

We Wish

All Our Canadian Friends

A

LADIES BLOUSES

NIDDYWAISTS
\WASHABLE-WEAR^

\ DRESSES /
\ SKIRTS /

^w^

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

We ha\ e now an irresistible feeling of joy all

over Canada for the complete \ ictory the Allies

won over the Boches, and the best way to give

expression to this is to feel gay and happy and

conduct our business in full swing. Happy days

are coming, and our country

WILL FLOURISH

G
R
E
P
E

A
N
D

When you are in the mood of buying

remember that there is one firm in Canada

who defies competition and we are ready

to stand bv

THE STANDARD FACTORY OF
CANADA, LIMITED

St. Denis, Duluth and Drolet Sts.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

MONTREAL
HOUSE DRESSES
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes. Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.

Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

HATS
for

Chics, Flappers and Chickens

MAX MAYER, INC.
352 Fourth Ave.. New York. N Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses* Dresses

U'e are Specialists in these lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

to 99 apadina Ave., TORONTO
Makers of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
"The Exclusive Neckwear House"

t •;

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

Skirts Must Be Worn
Wholesale Manufacturers

of

Smart Styles in Tweeds, Serges

and Poplins at Popular Prices.

Samples cheerfully submitted
upon request,

ROYAL SKIRT CO.
1440 St. Lawrence St., Montreal, Que.

References : London. Eng.—New Vork—
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can

Tel. Up. 3»». Coverinit all Provinces

HOSIERY
We sell mill seconds for one of the
largest mills. Ladies' brown hose are
scarce but we can fill orders. We also

sell first quality. We can quote prices
on gray and khaki all-wool socks.
Write us for samples.

A. E. WEGENAST.
106 Clyde Block - Hamilton. Ont.

BUYER'S DIRECTORY
Not Worrying Over Price

A despatch from Rochester, N.Y.,
which is a large clothing centre,

states that comparatively few com-
plaints against the high prices of

men's spring clothes for 1919 are

being made by retailers. Manu-
facturers are receiving very few
letters in regard to the matter.

It is stated that less than .5 per
cent, of the customers of local man-
ufacturers have complained, and
only one retailer has cancelled his

order when informed that no reduc-

tion would be made. Similar condi-

tions may generally be said to ex-

ist in Canada. The trade has as a

whole bought wisely and well. The
period of readjustment finds them
ready with the slogan: "More and
better business."

* * *

Spring Styles to be "Intensely

Feminine"

Indications are that in all lines

of women's apparel extreme fem-
ininity will be the dominant note
next spring, according to the New
York "Sun,"

In keeping with this is the mil-

linery which is being shown. Much
of it is featuring organdy in soft

and summery patterns.

Japs Interested in Cotton

Recent activities in United States
markets would indicate that Japan
is pressing forward in the cotton

industry. Indications are that

Ja',)an means to increase her cot-

ton industry. It is reported plans

have been adopted by the Japan
Cotton Trading Co., which has its

headquarters at Forth Worth,
Texas, for the erection of a large

cotton compress and warehouse
there. The company has purchased
a site embracing four blocks foi

the proposed buildings.

The compress and warehouses
will cost about $400,000, and it is

anticipated that thereby Japan will

increase exports through Galves-

ton.

Freedom of the Wool Industries

The "Drapers' Record" of Dec.

14, 1918, in its Bradford report

under the heading of "Freedom of

the Wool Industries," supplies some
interesting sidelight on the outlook

in wool. Cheaper wool is not an-

tic'pated — higher wool seems a

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

SERGES
^<f

LINENS, HANDKERCHIEFS. ETC-

STOCKS OA" HAND

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
10 Victoria Street MONTREAL

Pyjamas
(JXSCUM4) f^^

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd..

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

COMMISSION AGENTS
WANTED FOR

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, by Eng-
lish manufacturers of Ladies' and
Children's Clothing.

Apply Box 62, Dry Goods Review,
88 Fleet St., E.C. 4, London, Eng.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines.
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier .Macbe
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our J04 pnge
Catalogue. It's free for the asking

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Chicago. III.

LC DrrDr Direct
. U. uLLdL Reprei

Factory
sen ta five

Canadian, English and American

Toys, Dolls. Wheel Goods. Rubber
Goods, Bathing Caps, Toilet Goods.

5 to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: 53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special liifht-

weitjhts for Ladies' wear— all shades.
I'attorns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS.TStornoway, Scotland
Slate shade desired and whether jor Ladies' or Gents' Wear
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Largest mfii. of

Marabou Cape-i,

Ostrich Boas.
Plumes and
Fancies. Also

full line Trim-

nip.l Hat.s.

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER CO.
LIM TED

75 Wellington St. W.. Toronto

DE LUXE SERVICE
Sounds PTood. doesn't it? But there are
no words high cla.-^s enough to fully

express the work of our NEW DE
LUXE SHRINKER. Shrinks Woolens
or Wash Materials 100' r perfect. Our
catalog gives new ideas on remnant
selling, stoekkeeping, etc.

SPOTLESS SHRINKER COMPANY,
Whitney BIdgr., Cleveland. Ohio.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
.l-C" Uibli„us liavf p.i-iiliai

cliann. Wiilely ailveitiSL-d to

tlu- ^()n.'^ulnt*t inider their

tia(li-nia)k nami-.s for the
Iiiiitt'Ctioii of the dcaUr.

S.VTIN 1»K IJXE"
Ti:<irssE.\r'
I.AKY F.Mif

-<.\.\K.\.\A( vior.Ef
IHIMOCRACY"

roWIHN vV <•().. 40 E. 30th St.,

X.Y. Ma.l. in T.-'^.A.

These spaces

$2.50 per insertion

bv the year

possibility. This is what the "Re-
cord" says:

"The above heading reminds one
of the story of a lecture on "Snakes
in Iceland," which consisted of a

single sentence, "There are none."
There is no freedom yet in the wool
industries, and we have to be con-

tent with nebulous promises of

what niay be coming. The bulk of

the world's wool supply has been

bought by the British Government
up to July, 1920, and, therefore, it

seems that State control of the raw
material must remain with us for

a year and a half. That is one
of the reasons why people here are

so astonished at the cool proposi-

tion that three Wool Control olfi-

cials should be sent to i*a»iiamont

for Bradford, Huddersfield, and
Dewsbury, in order to look after

our interests. One may refer to

this topic in the pages of a non-

political trade journal, because the

three gentlemen concerned are

made up of a Liberal, a Conserva-

tive, and one who says he does not

know what his politics are. Wool
industry people have asked persis-

tently what the meaning of the

move is, and up to the time of writ-

ing, no answer had been tOiich-

safed.

"Two things may be reckoned

upon whilst State control of the

raw material continues: thai the

Government will maintain its pro-

fiteering by selling wool at a heavy

advance upon what it has paid, and
that there will be no slump in

prices of raw wool. Government
selling prices may. indeed, go up
because of the high American and
Japanese bidding for South Ameri-

can and South African wool, which

has mainly gone to those destina-

tions, and will coniMiie to d3 so.

"Though a certain amo'int of

wool intended for military pur-

poses is now being diverted to t^e

manufacture of civilian goods. Sir

Charles Sykes has stated that large

quantities of standard clothing are

to be supplied to France and Italy.

This suggests that export merch-

ants may find themselves handicap-

ped for a considerable time to

come by the commitments which

our Government have entered into

with the Continental Allies, not

only in regard to the supply of raw
material, but also of finished

goods."

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better
grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTlN, MONTREAL

Tir Make More Profit

USE
Fraser's Textile Products Directory

1919 Edition Just Published

It li.^ts with. tut chai-yc KYKKY Canadian
.Manufacturer. WliolcKuIcr, Agent, al.so

Department Stores in EVE'RY branch of
tliv GeiU'ial Di-j' (Jooils Tia<le.

FK.VSEH'S CAXAIMA.N DIRBCTORIKS
ll.a.l ()ftic«\ 222 Ciaif; St. VV., Montreal.
.Mso 1) iblishers of eight other .sjH-cializrd

I'.niailiau Directories.

TheGem of tlieWotions

CHICAOO

sf2LK
^jnk D. B. Fisk&Co.
r.,^^A,:> Chicago

New York Salesroom

:

Open During Market Season
411 Fifth Avenue

cMTRCHANDl

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn pood money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D R )
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A Message To Buyers
Many far-sighted retailers have already

placed their definite orders for 1919

requirements.

That there will be a rush in the early

Spring by those who have not taken

advantage of the opportunity, seems

imminent. Notwithstanding the ad-

vance of from twenty to twenty-five per

cent, over 1918 prices, dealers are cover-

ing their needs, and this is the idea

behind this announcement.

Send your orders NOW.
"There's a tide in the afifairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to

fortune."

THEREFORE,

Be Prepared!

THE WILLIAMS-TROW KNITTING COMPANY, Limited
Manufacturers of

Men's, Women's and Children's Knitted Coats, Caps, Mufflers, etc.

STRATFORD - CANADA

A Good Thing is Always Good
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Britain's

Best

T^TTrH the advent of victory the great Wolsey factories have
^ ^ gradually changed from the efforts of war to the needs of peace.

Many men are still in the field and their requirements must be met,

but as the underwear needs of the soldiers of the British Empire,
America and other allies grow less increasing quantities of Wolsey
underwear are being made.

Wolsey is Britain's best underwear—no other British-made underwear commands
such prestige or enjo\'s such enormous sales.

Wolsei^
Pure Wool Underwear

The war proved the value of wool—and Wolsey is pure wool. In spite of every

hardship and exposure the health of the British troops, throughout the war, was
marvellous. Every British soldier and sailor wore wool next the skin. Pure wool
Wolsey is best for health. Therefore, guaranteed unshrinkable, it is best for wear.

Mr. D. F. Baird, Room 716, Empire Buildings, 64 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Canada
Mr. J. W. Greig, Room 716, Empire Buildings, 64 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Canada

THE WOLSEY UNDERWEAR CO., LEICESTER, ENGLAND
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All Patriotic

DRY GOODS DEALERS

Should Sell THRIFT Stamps

SELL Thrift Stamps, not because there is any immediate
profit for you in such sales, but because the Dominion
of Canada needs your patriotic co-operation in its

plans to ensure Prosperity.

If the smaller savings of the people can be made available

to finance Government expenditure, then the larger public

investments will be free for industrial securities, thus pro-

moting general Prosperity, in which every storekeeper is

vitally interested.

Get your customers to take a Thrift Stamp in place of 25c
change whenever you possibly can- Display your sign.

Explain that Thrift Stamps are a means to acquire War-
Savings Stamps, and people should strive to fill their Thrift

Cards as quickly as possible.

,ZSs

Have you bought your

We sell them
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Millinery and HaberdasheryWire
Chenilles, Hat Braids

Dress and Mantle, Dress Cords and Girdles

Artificial Silk, Braids and Ribbons

Embroidery Silks, Tassels, Pom, Etc.

Upholstery Cords and Trimmings

Scroll, Argyle, Saddle Bag and Flat Gimps,

Fringes, Tassels, Etc.

Made in Silk, Cotton, Wool, Etc.

Artificial Silk Straw Braids for Millinery

Hat Manufacturing.

Suppliers to Wholesale and Shipping Houses.

Shipping and Strictly Wholesale Trade Especially Catered For.

TELEGRAMS :

DAVENPORT
MACCLESFIELD P. Davenport MANCHESTER

OFFICE :

39 PICCADILLY

BRIDGE ST. MILLS

MACCLESFIELD, ENGLAND
CANADIAN AGENT:

R. C. PARSONS, 34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO
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=MacLean Business

& Class Publications
|0 SELL or buy from
Canada such lines as

mac hinery, hardware,
food products, dry

goods, books and stationery, pape
and general merchandise of almost every
consult the MacLean Business and Class P
information, write the publishers. Concerning th
of DRY GOODS REVIEW which you hold in you
publications is as follows :

—

The Canadian Grocer (Est. 1886)
Serving the Grocery, Provision and Foodstuffs Trades.
Published weekly.

Hardware and Metal (Est. 1889)
Serving the Hardware, Stove and Metal-working Trades.
Published weekly.

Dry Goods Review (Est. 1889)
Serving the Dry Goods Trade generally ; Wholesale,
Retail, Manufacturing and Department Stores. Pub-
lished monthly.

Men's Wear Review (Est. 1898)
Serving the Manufacturers of Clothing, Underwear,
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Footwear, Hats and Caps
and Allied Sundries, and their Retail Distributors. Pub-
lished monthly.

Canadian Machinery (Est, 1905)
Serving the Machinery, Metal-working, Iron and Steel,

Foundry and Allied Trades. Published weekly.

The Power House (Est. 1907)
Serving the Operating •nd Consulting Engineers and
Power Superintendents, Devoted to the Generation,
Transmission and Application of Steam, Gas, Electric,

Air and Water Power ; and to the operation of Refriger-
ating Machinery. Published monthly.

Bookseller and Stationer (Est. 1884)
Serving the Book, Stationery, Fancy Goods and Associ-
ated Trades. Published monthly.

in Canada
r, printing machinery and supplies
description, raw or manufactured, use or

ublications, as per list below. For special

e quality of the MacLean publications, let this copy
r hancis speak for all. The MacLean list of 14

The Sanitary Engineer (Est. 1907)
Serving the Manufacturers of Sanitary, Heating and
Ventilating Machinery, Systems and Equipments, and
those installing them. Published semi-montbly.

Marine Engineering of Canada (Est. 1910)
Serving the Marine Engineering, Merchant and Ship-
building Trades. Published monthly.

Canadian Foundryman (Est. 1909)
'Serving Foundries and the Pattern-making, Plating and
Polishing Trades. Published monthly.

Printer and Publisher (Est. 1892)
Serving the Publishing, Printing, Paper-making and
Allied Trades. Published monthly.

The Financial Post (Est. 1907)
Serving the Business, Investment and Financial Inter-

ests of Canada. Published weekly.

MacLean's Magazine (Est. 1896)
A popular family and literary magazine ; the most
important in its field in Canada. Published monthly.

The Farmers' Magazine (Est. 1910)
Serving the agricultural and rural communities of

Canada. The only farm and country life publication in

Canada having extensive national circulation. Published
semi-monthly.

This fact may interest you: namely, the MacLean organization is the largest concern of its kind in the British

Empire. The output of its mechanical department every working day is the equivalent of a 125-page publication

of I he size and tvpe of this copy of Dry Goods Review.

Our London Office s^.Stc.
Also at New York Boston Chicago Montreal Winnipeg

For over 20 years the MacLean PuhUshing Company has maintained a fully-

staffed London office, and has rendered British and Continental manufac-

tun^rs, shippers, and traders an invaluable .service in many directions.

Specimen copies of the MacLean publications will he chcerjulln forwarded to nil asking for them.

Address us at London or Toronto.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
143-153 University Avenue Toronto, Canada
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—For Sale
Kequire'l l)v a leading British specialty linn, a first c-la-s resident representative for the sale

of BPxITISII BLANKETS AND RUGS in wholesale (luaiitities. Knowledge of .--uch goods
and tlieir hig buyers essential.

Ai)](ly. stating terms, previous experience and trade references to

Box F. A. S., care Chadwick's Service, Ltd., Publicity House,
Bucknall Street, London, W. C. 2

Splendid Warehouse

for Sale at Halifax

Any Quebec or Ontario jobber

or manufacturer who is thinking

of opening a warehouse in the

East should be sure to examine a

most excellent prospect now offer-

ing at Halifax.

The owner is desirous of retir-

ing from business and will sell his

fine property at a fair price.

Inquiries can be sent to M. M.,

P.O. Box 579, Halifax, N.S.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

BUSINESS PREMISES FOR LEASE
l''onr storey brick and stone building on one
of the best corners on (xranville Street, 250
feet frontage. 130 feet on lane, contains
40.000 sq. feet Hoor space. Over 00 per cent,

of city street cars [)ass premises. Changes
made to suit tenant.

Suitable for Dry (ioods and Ladies Wear,
House Kui'nishings, etc.

Communicate Owner, 909 Rogers Bldg.,
VICTORIA, B.C.

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
16 FuU.PaSe ANOTHER NEW BOOK
lIli.stra<ion>i

g^ FRANK FARRINGTON

I
A Companion book to Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management—Complete" tells all about the

management of a store so that not only the greatest sales

I
but the largest profit may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER v.—The Store Policr—What it shonWbe
to hold trade. The money-bflcic plan. Taking back goods*

Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods.

Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad

fare. Oourtesy to customers.

^ Store

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED

272 Pa«f>s
Bound in Cloth

Send us S 1 . 1 0. Keep the book ten days and if it iso t

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical 'took Dept., Maclean Pablishing C*.
TORONTO

Mention this paper

when writing ad-

vertiser, it will iden-

tify you.

Special Values

ALL WOOL

SERGES
Also

LINENS
INCLUDING

Bleached and Unbleached
Damasks, Cloths and
Napkins, Handker-
chiefs, etc., etc.

C. E. Robinson & Co.
Importers and Commission Merchants

10 Victoria Street

MONTREAL
Tel. Uptown 8553.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

EXPERIENCED TRAVELLER COVERING
Eastern Ontario wishes line of dry goods

to carry from Toronto north to Burk's Falls,

Midla'nd and all of Eastern Ontario, either
salary or commission. Apply, Box 908.
Orillia.

AGENCY WANTED FOR QUEBEC—SAL-
ary or commission. First-class refei-ences.

Write A. S., 164 Desfraneiscains, Quebec.

TyANTED -ADVERTISING WRITER AC-
Quainted with dry goods trade. A large

advm-tising agency wishes to add to its copy
staff a young man familiar with the retail

dry goods trade and who has been writing

advertisements for dry goods lines. Good
prospects for man with ideas—write stating

age, present salary—salary desired and send-

ing samples of work. Address General Man-
ager, Box 1934, Montreal.

VX^ANTED — EXCLUSIVE AGENCY ON
* ' commission basis for the Province of Brit-

ish Columbia. Reply, Box 234, Dry Goods

Review, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

I
ANCASHIRE MANUFACTURER (CALI-
eoes and sheetings) requires agent in

Toronto for wholesale and whiteweaf makers
only. Apply with references. Box 61. MacLean
Co. of Great Britain. Ltd., SS, Fleet Street,

London, E.C. 4, England.
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Spring 1919
Below are a few names of some of our leading

lines in PRIESTLEYS' DRESS GOODS.

COLORS BLACKS
WOOL GABARDINES BLACK DRAP D'ALMA
BOTANY SERGES * TRICOTINE
DONGOLA SERGES
WORSTED SUITINGS
RICHMOND COATINGS

' COMRIE CREPE
' GABROON TWILL
' SAN TOY
' TAFFETA
' RADIAL TWILL
* ROYAL POPLIN

MALVERN MIXTURES
CALDER CORDS
STAMFORD STRIPES

AUSTIN ARMURE
FARNLEY FABRIC * MOHAIR TAFFETA
TRACEY TRICOT SICILIAN

SYLVAN STRIPES ' WOOL GABARDINE
WOOL VENETIAN POPLIN

he Leading Shades for Spring 19
PUTTY SAND ELEPHANT
TAUPE KING FISHER REINDEER
COBALT BOSTON TOBACCO
TETE DE NEGRE RAISIN WINE
MOSS NAVY BLACK

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
"Everything in Dry Goods"

Victoria Square Montreal
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Dominion
Raynsters

''Made-in-Canada"

Raincoats

For Spring

«^

It's none too early to be think-

ing of your Spring needs in

Raincoats.

Our branches have the new
models for men, women and
children — and will gladly /^_
show you samples.

Write to the Nearest Branch

Dominion Rubber System

IMINIO
RUBBER

Branches at: Halifax, St. John, Quebec,

Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener,

London, North Bay, Fort WiHiam, Winnipeg,

Brandon, Rcgina, Saskatoon, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver and

Victoria.
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Exclusive Styles Original Designs

Advance Showing of Children's Dresses

Completely Made Up - Ready to Embroider

Needlecraft Novelties

WE believe our goods are conspicuous for Maintained Quality and
Proved Excellence. Attractive, original designs, excellent materials

and scientific workmanship, are embodied in every article. Every piece

comes to you perfectly made—ready-to-sell. No fuss—no apprehensions.

Behind our goods is a reputation worth-while and we mean not only to

maintain it—but to improve it.

BELDING PAUL CORTICELLI LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

We manufacture Corticelli and Beldings Art Silks, Spool Silks.

Also Mercerized Crochet and Embroidery Threads.
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EMPIRE
TAie World Renowned Guarantee of Quality

WHEN your clients see the "EMPIRE" tab on a rug,

they know you are offering them the best- --the most
perfect rug produced both as regards beauty of manufacture
and beauty of colour and design---thus sales are easy.

You naturally want to handle a really profitable line and create a

reputation for quality ; therefore it will pay YOU to stock "EMPIRES."

SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY.

LEOPOLD FRANK
(ESTABLISHED 1885)

1 and 2, ADDLE ST., WOOD ST., LONDON, E.G. 2, ENG.

Reserve
Warehouses :

80, Wood Street,

20, Addle Street,

8 and 10,

Aldermanbury
Avenue,

London, E.G.

2

England

Cables :

Leopoldini,

London.

Code :

A. B.C.

5th Edition
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COATS and SUITS
1 HIS PICTURE will give you a peep at our rare

and beautiful styles lor Spring. The creation of

a large variety, in the richest fabric colorings,

comes naturally to the Master Artists and De-
signing Tailcurs of the Kcnvon Atelier.

J y. MAKING your selections for Spring, base

your decision on a comparison between your

knowledge of the requirements of your trade and

our Master interpretation of the style trend as it

exists in New \'ork, Paris and London.

Kcnyon Coats, Suits, Dresses aiul Raincuais, will be Nationallv Advertised in the more proniiiunt M.tg.iziius for

Spring. Many o^ your customers, beside others, will be cautioned to look lor the .small label bearing our name.

NtW YORK
5TH Avenue Building
^TH Ave. and z^rd St.

C. KENYON COMPANY, Inc.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Congress and
Franklin Streets
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GREENSHIELDS

LIMITED

jSpring
Showing of

Carpet Squares, Mats, Hall Runners, in Tapestry, Brussels, Axminster, and Wiltons,

—in stock in all sizes.

Merchants who do things in a big way naturally turn to a specialty house which does

things in a big way. By this we mean to convey to you that your wants in Floor

Coverings and Draperies can be produced in their entirety from our enormous stock.

TaiK'-try Scuiares. Brus>;elp Squares, Axminster Square?. \\'ili(.)i

S(jiiare>

Mats and Runner.s in all qualities and sizes.

I>lankct>— White and grey in all qualities and sizes.

Comforters—Cotton and down filled,

(iuills—White and colored, from $1.65 to $17.50 each.

Pillows—"Shield" Sanitary Brand, from $1.75 to $S.()() ikt j-air

Brass Curtain and Extension Rods.

We have possibly one of the largest and most complete ranges of Cretonnes in Canada,

including 175 different patterns; Casement Cloths in all colors; Scrims and Marqui-

settes in White, Cream, Ivory and Beige— also printed and pure solid colors.

Draperies of all kinds
SILKOLTNES in most artistic de.?igns and standard

qualities.

Velours—newest and most popular shades.

l^pholstery Fabrics in all the latest designs and
colorings.

Lace, Ta])e>try and Rope Curtains.

Trimmings, ]>all Fringes, and Cretonne Edgings to

match all fabrics.

Wlu'7\ our s(fJ('siiirn call, be prepared to place orders while

liiie.^ ore co'tnplete.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
17 VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL

"Everything in Dry Goods**
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Be Loyal

to Canada's

Heroes

!

The lands of cheap labour

are already beginning to

flood the world with cheap

goods. Look around and see

for yourselves. Look, for example, at cheap silks, "Jap"

silks and silk mixtures of all kinds produced at a cost

for labour that would not keep a roof over a Canadian's

head much less provide him with the decencies and

comforts that he has every right to.

You can show your loy-

alty and gratitude to the

home-coming heroes by

keeping these goods
and all products of

cheap and sweated
labor out of your store.

Soldiers want work

good pay— healthy,

happy surroundings.

You can help make all

these things possible by

pushing the sale of Brit-

ish-made Silks.

"VIGIL" Silk is pure and artistic a worthy product of Eng-
land. It is produced in a factory where wages are good and
conditions congenial. A fair profit is allowed to the trade
and every garment or yard of "VIGIL" Silk is guaranteed to
give satisfaction to the customer.

WALKER BROS.
ENGLAND

Ravensthorpe Mills, - DEWSBURY, YORKS,
and 56-57 Aldermanbury, LONDON, E.C.

Telegraphic and Cable Addressea :

YORKSHIRE i "VIGIL, DEWSBURY"
LONDON: "VYGILSYL, CENT."

Agent: GEORGE PETERSON & CO.
517 Coristine Building Montreal
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The Outlook For Business
During Spring, 1919,

Is Splendid.

No line of goods adds more to your profits, when business

is good, than House-Furnishings, and no Wholesalers

have a better showing in such goods than we.

Carpet Squares in Tapestry, Brussels, Velvet, Axminster,

and Wilton.

Window Curtains in Nets, Lace, Muslin and Shadow Cloth.

Furniture Covering in Repp, Tapestry, Shadow Cloth,

Cretonne and Sateen.

Portieres

Curtain Rods and Fixtures

Window Shades

Table Oil Cloth

Pillow Cases

Sheets

Flannelette Blankets

Etc., Etc.

All the above, well assorted, are in stock now. Write to

us for particulars, or see our Traveller.

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO., LIMITED

Ottawa, Canada

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
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Special Ofier

of

Dress Goods Department
22 in. twill velveteen (special) $i.oo

52 in. costume velvet 4.00

54 in. black lustre i.oo

C4509—54 in. all-wool serge, all colors. . 3.25

C12—42 in. union serge, all colors 1.50

C70—36 in. mercerized poplin, all colors .55

C2299—44 in. wool and cotton cashmere,

brown, white, black and navy 1.50

C3759—^54 in. gabardine, wool and cot-

ton, all colors 2.25

C150—Tricotine, all wool, all colors .... 3.60

C65—36 in. fancy Tussah silk .75

Prices for next season will be higher.

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec: 7 Rue Charest Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street

Toronto: 152 Bay Street Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

Sherbrooke: Grand Central Hotel
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I To the Trade 1849 to 1919
|

I
Special Prices

|

I
and I

I
Excellent Value I

I 1st Floor I

I Towellings—Number P220, width 16 inches. |

I Price i6l4c per yard. Natural shade with blue |

I border. Bleached Damask Tablings—Number |

j 261, width 56 inches. Price, 65c per yard, assorted |

I patterns. |

j 2ncl Floor I

I Sport Silks—Jap Pongee, 2 numbers; natural |

I ground, one in coin spot and one a rose pattern, |

I both in the following shades—Rose, Copen. Light |

I Green, Purple, Wine, Light Navy; also Black. |

I All silk and washable. |

I 3rd Floor |

I Boys' Black Cotton Hose, i i rib, spliced heels |

j and toes, sizes 8^, 9, 9^ only, regular price, |

I $4.25 per dozen; special price, $3.25 per dozen. |

I 4th Floor j

j Men's Merino Underwear, natural shades, $9.60 |

j per dozen. |

j Men's Black Overalls, engineers' make, with bib, |

j elastic back, $21.00 per dozen. |

I 5th Floor
j

I White Crochet Bed Spreads, 72x84, $31.80 per |

I dozen. |

j Tapestry Hearth Rugs, 27 x 54, $24.00 per dozen. |

I
John Macdonald & Co., Limited |

I TORONTO
I

'"jiiniiiiiMiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^^^^^^
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CASED OR BALED

High Grade

Cotton Batting
Extra Handsome Extra Quality

Moderate Price

Order Victory—

67 rolls to case

The Old Reliable, North Star, Crescent,

Pearl will still give far the best value for

their price and can be had 125, 100, 80.

67, or 50 rolls to bale or case.

ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE

HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton,

London, Manchester
ENGLAND

Longcloths, Calicoes, Flannelettes,

Nainsooks, Madapolams, Pillow

Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks, Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths, Etc.

W^TE owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to saV what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the great
War, and so state a few facts in explanation of
our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8.000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the use
and equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nations.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with the
same promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met first of a'll.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8,000
300,000

1,000 bales weekly
upwards of 8,000

•BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLI

If you wish to capture Western' Business

You will be well advised to link up with this live selling organization.

By sane, but no less effective methods, we can obtain, hold and
develop Western business for reliable goods. Our record is ample
proof of this. British, American or Canadian manufacturers wishing
to develop a profitable Western business with wholesale or retail Dry
Goods, Men's or Women's Ready-to-Wear Trade should get in touch
with us now.

Year by year the West increases its great wealth and spends it. Get
in on this rich buying section—but get in right.

HANLEY- & MACKAY CO.
407 Hammond Building, Winnipeg

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

Lw|/Wm

t

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK :: AND WELL SHRUNK :: AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY 'TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS, WELCH i CO.. Ltd."

\

»»"Vl^»-*» ••"Vlr**
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LIDDELL'S
Gold Medal
IRISH LINEN

111 this line we do ii'>i at-

tempt to work down to a

price, but we do endeavor to

climb up to a high standard.

The best Irish hand-em-
broidered novelties in Bed
Spreads, Sheets, Pillow Cases,

Baby Cases, Doylies, Tea and
Lunch Sets, Cosy Covers,

Handkerchief Cases, etc., on

this or any other market.

Don't be afraid to buy Lid-

dell's Gold Medal Irish

Linen, buy now.

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

Irish Linen Agency

22 West Wellington St.

TORONTO

Have You a Store

For Sale or Rent ?

Are you desirous of turning
over your business to some
responsible party? Do you
want a clerk? Reach these

prospects through a con-
densed ad. Rates 2c a word
per insertion, 5c additional

for Box Number.

Dry Goods Review
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

Toronto

Here's

the

Proof

that

Sunset

SoapDyes
are the dyes for you to carry in stock.

These few letters are selected from

many written by dealers who are reap-

ing profits every day.

Read what they say:

Steady Seller—No Complaints
"Smuiet Soap Dyes have been a steady

seller' from the day they were placed on

sale, and we have not had a complaint

during the eight months tve have been

carrying thein."—A Virginia Merchant*

Successful, Satisfactory Seller

"We have not given any space to any

item in our Toilet Goods department that

has proven a more successful, satisfac-

tory seller than the Sunset Soap Dyes."
—A New York Department Store.*

Wonderful Repeaters
"Sunset Soap Dyes are the best that we
have ever carried in our store and they

are xvonderful repeaters."—A Massachusetts Merchant.*

*Names on Application

Sunset Soap Dyes selling at 15c give you a very

attractive profit.

Sunset Soap Dyes are being extensively advertised

—

you are sure to have calls. Send for a stock now
packed in a sales-stimulating container ready to put

on your counter and watch the quick turnover.

Liberal profits—No bother—Steady Repeaters.

North American Dye Corporation
New CorporaU Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. TORONTO, CANADA
Sales RepresenlaUoes for U.S. and Canada

HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CO., INC.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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"Wanted—A National Pian»

An article of unusual importance, by Sir George Bury, formerly vice-president

of the C.P.R,, appears in the February issue of MACLEAN'S. He points

out that Canada must more definitely shape her destiny if that destiny is to be
as glorious as all Canadians hope. It is a stirring demand for Canadians to get

together in the formation of a national plan, accompanied by many practical

sucrgrestions from his experience in transcontinental railroad building. An ar-

ticle of national importance.

"Germany From Within To-day"
The funniest thing that he has perhaps written appears in February MACLEAN'S from the

pen of Canada's great humorist, Stephen Leacock—an imaginary visit to Berlin under the

Bolsheviks. He finds Von Tirpitz planning a new navy, an inland fleet; Frau Krupp, an
apple woman; Von Bethmann-Hollweg, a cab driver; Bernstorff, a Bolshevik and president

of the Scavengers Union. He finds a Get From Under committee planning a trade war on the

vrorld and half the population of Berlin in English clothing or Scotch kilts. He finds-^

But read the article. There's a long laugh in every line. It is farce, however, built up on
pretty shrewd truths.

You will find this a remarkably interesting number. The bold, fighting face of

Admiral Beatty is on the cover and inside are the following big features :

The Campaign Against Britain, by Agnes C.
Laut.

The Farmer in Politics, by J. K. Munro.
The Strange Adventure of the Thumb Tap

Clue, by Arthur Stringer.

Old Times in Canada, by Walt Mason.

Lend Me Your Title, by Onoto Watanna.
The Three Sapphires, by W. A. Fraser.

Wild Miners I Have Met, by E. Ward Smith.

The Anglicizati«$n of Katrina, by Mary
Josephine Benson.

Saturday's Child, by Mary E. Lowrey.

The Minx Goes to the Front, by C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

The Veins of the War God, by Corporal Her-
bert Forder.

The Best Articles From All Magazines
In the Review of Reviews department will be found reprints of the best articles selected

from magazines published all the world over.

Secure YOUR Copy EARLY—While Supply Lasts

^^. ^^ Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

Macleans
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE tf

FEBRUAR Y ISSUE ^^"^ ^^ '"''
At All News Dealers

Dealers who have not been handling MACLEIAN'S should
secure copies at once from their nearest Wholesaler.

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 centa for a sample copy
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER YEAR.
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HAVE YOU
EVER TRIED
RACINE'S
MAIL
ORDER
SERVICE ?

At your command on the shortest

notice. Goods wanted to-day may
be had to-morrow, by wiring our

Rush Order Department.

Remember the RACINE STOCKS
are back of this service. Millions of dollars' worth of live, bright, up-to-date

merchandise bought at closest cash prices— some of it at pre-war prices—
awaiting your orders.

A wide selection of saleable goods, gathered from all the markets of the world.

Then in our own factories we manufacture our Ready-to-Wear ranges.

Isn't this a sei"vice worth linking up with?

We are now preparing complete assortments in all lines for Fall buying.

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
DRY GOODS JOBBERS AND MANUFACTURERS

60-82 ST. PAUL ST. WEST, MONTREAL
PERMANENT SALES OFFICES : 111 Sparks St. Ottawa ; 68 Church St., Quebec ;

Three Rivers, Sherbrooke, Sydney, N.S.,

123 Bay Street, Toronto.

FACTORIES : Beaubien Street, Montreal, St. Denis, St. Hyacinthe.
'

Everything in Dry Noods
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British Made Hosiery and
Underwear for Canada

IN
order to provide closer and speedier service for our Canadian

customers—and to increase their number, we are shortly open-

ing a branch in Toronto. Mr. Hugh D. Marshall (at present of

Brantford, Ontario) will be our Representative, and directly he

can secure suitable premises in Toronto he will carry lines repre-

sentative of all our departments, specializing in our famous

"Belnit" Ribbed Undei^ear, "Sutoplex" Fabric Gloves, and

"Oberon" Branded Goods. We have been in the trade as manu-

facturers and merchants for well over a century, and to-day

Brettle's are known throughout the world for Men's and Women's
Outfitting of the better-to-best kind.

DEPARTMENTS:
HOSIERY AND HOUSEHOLD LINEN
UNDERWEAR AND GLOVES
^N ^^^^^ HABERDASHERY
COTTON
LISLE

^^^'^ SHIRTS

AND WOOL COLLARS

SPORTS COATS TIES

LADIES' KNICKERS RUGS
AND FANCY KNITTED DRESSING GOWNS
SCARVES g^jH ROBES
TOWELS
BLANKETS LADIES' AND MEN'S

AND QUILTS PYJAMAS, ETC., ETC.

Manufacturers of "Oberon" Branded Goods, "Belnit" Underwear

and "Sutoplex" Gloves.

George Brettle & Company, Limited
Manufacturers and Merchants

119, WOOD STREET, - - LONDON, E.C. 2, ENG.

Factory: Belper, Derbyshire, Eng.

We want more Canadian trade and will try to deserve it.
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A Sign of Perfect '^/^ Style and Quality

Muser Creations
Smartest and always Irresistible

And that's what you look for—a line that will

not only sell quick and bring repeat orders, but

one which gives you a reputation for tip-top

quality—style and economy.

Laces

Chiffons

Georgettes

Ribbons

Hosiery

Embroideries

Wash Goods
Dress Trimmings

Brassieres

Etc.

Your requirements—large or small—will be deliv-

ered with promptitude.

Order now—delays often lead to difficulties.

Mnm protljersJ (Canaba) Himiteb

Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods.

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago London Nottingham Paris Calakis

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco Caudry Le Puy St. Gall
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All Patriotic

CLOTHING DEALERS
Should Sell THRIFT Stamps

SELL Thrift Stamps, not because there is any immediate
profit for you in such sales, but because the Dominion
of Canada needs your patriotic co-operation in its

plans to ensure Prosperity.

If the smaller savings of the people can be made available

to finance Government expenditure, then the larger public

investments will be free for industrial securities, thus pro-

moting general Prosperity, in which every storekeeper is

vitally interested.

Get your customers to take a Thrift Stamp in place of 25c
change whenever you possibly can- Display your sign.

Explain that Thrift Stamps are a means to acquire War-
Savings Stamps, and people should strive to fill their Thrift

Cards as quickly as possible.

Have you bought your

We sell them
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LAST CALL FOR DRESS
GOODS FOR SPRING

TRADE, 1919

CiNCE our traveller has called on you, several

new ranges of styles and shades have been

added in our Dress Goods Department. We
mention a few

:

40 Roxanna Cloth—Light and Dark Shades.

54 Wool Gabardine—Wine, Brown, Green, Blue and

Black.

54 All Wool Broadcloth—Drab, Taupe, Green, Wine,

Plum, Brown, Navy and Black.

54 Wool Velours—Light Grey, Slate, Doe, Drab, Old

Rose, New Blue, Bark, Dark Brown.

41 Skirtings—In Dark Plaid Designs.

50 Satin Venetian—In Fawn, Taupe, Green, Wine,

Nigger, Navy and Black.

38 Serge—In Fawn, Beaver, Plum, Brown, Wine,

Bottle-Green, Navy and Black.

40 Pompadour Linings—Very suitable for costumes.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS (LIMITED)

MONTREAL
TORONTO CALGARY
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To the Trade:
All our Departments are replete with goods in particu-

lar demand for Spring Season. The cautious buyer, we
believe, will consult his best interests by coming to market,

and making personal selections of necessary sorting re-

quirements.

Our ranges in all departments comprising Staples, Wash
Goods, Linens, Woollens, Dress Goods, Carpets, House Fur-

nishings, Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves, Small wares, Women's

Ready-to-Wear Garments, Men's Furnishings and Work
Clothing, will be found ready for inspection.

Every possible convenience extended to buyers visiting

Toronto for the quick disposal of their business and every

facility for the prompt despatch of purchases.

We anticipate meeting again many of our Friends and

Customers during the Spring openings and to whom we shall

offer a hearty welcome

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (Limited)

TORONTO
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LAMP SHADE FRAMES AND PHILIPPINE LINGERIE

WHEN you become a subscriber to "The Review" this is part of the service you buy. Every day "The
Fvevieu'" receives letters from subscribers stating that they want to secure certain goods, but do not

know where they can be procured. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,

novelty lines, etc., and our Service Department is at your disposal at all times. We are glad to be of an}'

possible assistance to our readers, and requests for information are most welcome. Cut out the coupon

below and use it when you would like us to give information. The following are a few of the inquirie-

received and answered during ihe month of January.

I'lULJ/'/'INE LINdKRlE

Majile ('reek, Scufk.—Plea.'se tell me ivhir>' I

can procnre Philippine lingerie?

Answer-—Cope <<• Shaw, Mappiri Buildin;/.

Montreal, Que.

PAPER PATTERNS

Ilaniilto)!, Out.— 11'/// i/ou kindly give me

the namet< a)id addresses of where I ean pro-

cnre the best paper patterns?

Aiiswcr—List was fonrnrdcd.

HONUS SYSTEMS

Petrolia, Ont.— H V' leoidd nelcorne sngges-

tions for s'j/stem of givi))g honiises. We give

praeticalbj no credit.

Anj<n'er—Article in Jan nory i,<snc d.eah witli.

these.

WIRE LAMP SHADE FRAMES
St. Thoma^s. Ont.—Kindly advijie us where

we uuty obtain wire lamp shade frames.

Ansvjer—E. Craven, 144 Simcoe St.; Ferrier

Wire (roods Co., ^H') King St. We.sf^ both

in Toronto.

. I MERI ( A A TRADE PAPER

Winnipeg. Man.—Please tell me where I CAi.n

procure a similar paper to the Dry (}ooi>s

Review, for the American trade.

Answer—There's none like it! Addresses of

some Atnerican dry goods trade publication.'^

were fonvarded.

REA 1) \
'- TO-WEAR CATALOG

Kiplin-g, Sask.—Please tell me where I can

procure a wholesale catalogue of ladies' read/y-

to-wear, preferably a firnn in Canada.

Anstver—Manufacturers are not issuing catn-

logues as a rule now. Many of them, send oni

folders, circulars, etc., of their models. Li-'^t nf

names tvas sent.

MEASURING DEVICE

Chandler, (^ue.—Please tell me where I can

procure a measuring device for ribbons, one

that is correct and will serve ffjr dry goods also.

Answer—Sueli a device is on the man'ket.

Name of makers was forwarded.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE,^ IQl

NAME
ADDRESS
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iii'tffi

Spring iWobel in ^atin

Mademoiselle will wear, upon certain occasions this Spring,,

sDine such charming suit-gown as this one of charmevse and

chiffon in copper brown- emhroidered in dull orange. The

hnffons, collar and front of bodice are stitclied in dftrnctire

pattern to nnrlcli the border on sleeves and jacket.
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LITTLE STORE MAKES BIG TURNOVER
Is Two and a Half Years Old, But Turned 0\'er Its Stock Six Times Last Year— Protects

Itself by Laundering Georgette Blouses — Offers Generous Service

It's

Little

But

Oh

My!

Sold

300 Blouses

Week

Before

Christmas!

Interior of store of I. F. Buchanan, 135_ Danforth Avenue, Toronto.

THE story of a very small store oii

Danforth Ave., Toronto, makes in-

teresting reading. The little em-
porium was opened some two and a half

years ago by a young man, who had
•S-SOO.QO and no store experience to his

ere Mt. The location was good, of course
—-close to where a city and a civic car

line meet, and where last fall a new
city car line connected up, allowing a

cross-city line—^the second in the city.

Xaturally, this juncture is extremely
active, and much building is going on.

But this is a recent asset to the business

section of the corner. Prior to last Fall

the store in question was humming
along, and will, no doubt, soon be acquir-

ing larger premises.

Mr. L F. Buchanan purchased stock

for his little store, as we said, over two
years ago. This stock was of a rather

varied nature, but was carefully con-

sidered. Goods, which all women are

likely to want, and which would not be

bulky, were decided upon as fitting for

the small premises. Neckwear, cami-

soles, whitewear, gloves, handkerchiefs,

some lines for infants, a few sweater
coats, tea aprons—these and similar

lines were selected. Mr. Buchanan, how-
ever, , was not long in discovering what
keen interest was shown in his pur-

chases of blouses. He found, too, that

in order to build up a blouse trade one

must be somewhat of a specialist in

blouses. He must keep a good range of

designs and sizes, of colors and prices.

He must impress his customers with the

fact that they can get what they want
in his store. That means a big stock of

blouses, and so means for carrying such

a stock were adopted.

No Costly Furnishings
There are no elaborate or costly fit-

tings in the store. It is small; cumbrous
furniture would be quite unsuitable.

There are a couple of "silent salesmen"
along the left hand side, another across

the back, where fresh, dainty stock is

carefully arranged. Archways at inter-

vals across these counters were utilized

with foliage for special Christmas and
other holiday displays. A trellis work in

green was erected over the end counter,

and when decked with numerous hand-
kerchiefs, made a striking item of trim-

ming, and one which required compara-
tively little work and space in the busy
seasons.

Along the right side of the room are

two long rods on stands. These occupy

the full length of the store with the ex-

ception of enough space between them
for a wicker settee, as will be seen in

the accompanying illustration. These

rods, with individual hangers, are thf
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chief means of housing' the blouse mer-
chandise. Above them is a narrow shelf,

upon which are a few further hanger
stands, neatly arranged, to show a var-

iety of goods, but it will be noted by the

illustration also, that the idea of good^

"high up" is not at all "over done." The
big quantity of goods is within easy ex-

amination of customers, and besides, the

price is on every blouse. "This is a

great help at rush seasons," said the

proprietor. "Many customers will come
in, look through the rack, and pick out

what they want; they take it to the

counter and pay for it, so that time for

selling is reduced to a minimum. This

means of displaying blouses, too, allows

them to be handled easily without soil-

ing or mussing, and customers appre-

ciate being allowed to look through the

whole range and make their own selec-

tion. As a result, they are usually care-

ful to handle the merchandise consider-

ately."

There are about 200 blouses on display

all the time.

A Generous Service

"We offer our patrons the same privi-

leges as do the large down-town stores,"'

said Mr. Buchanan to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW. "We refund their money if they

are not satisfied, or if the merchandise

should be unsatisfactory. Exchanges are

made freely. We endeavor to give the

right size the first time, of course. There
is sometimes a difference in sizes from
different makers, and so we ask them to

make reasonably sure of being fitted

when first making the purchase. By
these privileges, which we offer, we gefc

perhaps 50 per cent, more business than

we would without them, and there are

not more than 15 per cent, at the outside

who impose in any way on that service."

Throughout the Fall. Winter and Spring

the big demand in blouses is for

Georgette and crepe de Chine. Mr.

Buchanan has found that few women
understand how to wash Georgette in

order to preserve its original appear-

ance. He has, therefore, secured a great

deal of permanent trade by offering to

launder all Georgette blouses purchased

from him. Blouses which have been

laundered at home with unsatisfactory

results, of course, do not permit being

exchanged. Care in laundering is ex-

plained to new customers, and the offer

of the store made clear also. "In this

way we protect ourselves, as well as ad-

vertise the store," said Mr. Buchanan.

"Before we made this offer we were con-

tinually having trouble with blouses

brought in, shrunk or with holes ami

otherwise damaged, and in the big ma-
jority of cases we could tell that im

nroper laundering was the cause.

"Now, when we explain that we will

launder the blouses for the customer,

but will not make yood damage done by
home laundering, she is usually much
more careful to follow our directions ;u

home. There is not a big percentage

who bring their blouses back for laun-

dering, but when they do we frequently

sell them another. Bringing them back

CO the store means further business. We
do quite as big an outside trade as we
do local. We have several customers
from Parkdale and other districts on the

farthest sides of the city from here."

Keeps a Clean, Well-Assorted Stock
Naturally, with this small store the

windows are proportionately small.

Nevertheless, the proprietor considers

his windows his best selling agent. He
changes them twice a week. Small price

tickets accompany each model in the

window, except when there is a special

sale. "A blouse which happens to have
been in stock for two months, makes
good special sale material," remarked
Mr. Buchanan. "Whenever we have a

few of these on hand and are able to

make any special purchases from manu-
facturers, we utilize the window to show

a group all at one price, and one price
card draws attention to the special of-

fer."

This method of clearing up stock keeps
it clean and well assorted and is an ef-

fective means of advertising, Mr. Bu-
chanan claims. The splendid progress
which he has made is evidenced by the

fact that he disposed of $16,000 wortri »

of blouses last year, besides his other

merchandise and turned over his stocK

six times, amounting to some $23,000

During Christmas week he sold 300

Georgette and crepe de Chine blouses.

"It pays to show goods and to keep a

well-assorted and clean stock. If he is

careful, the small merchant can offer

just as good service, too, as the big

down-town stores," concluded the head
of this expanding business.

IS YOUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT AWAKE?
A Very Small Department Has Effective Methods of Increasing

Turnover—A Young Lady With Initiative in the Case

THE music department of the G.

W. Robinson Co., Hamilton, Ont.,

is by no means one of its largest

or most important. In fact, judging by
the space it occupies, this department is

probably the smallest of all. But under
its present management it justifies well

its place in the store, and proves that

small lines of stock need not be a "neces-

sary evil," but profit-makers in propor-

tion to their size.

Only one little counter is devoted to

music in Robinson's. It runs across the

end of two of the long counters in the

centre of the ground floor and towards
the back of the store. A piano is placed

just behind the counter, and one sales-

lady manages the whole music stock,

plays the piano, and waits upon custom-
ers, except in holiday seasons, when an

assistant is added. Directly opposite the

music counter is the shoe department,

and it is just possible that many a cus-

tomer finds the pinch of the new shoe

easier because of the merry strains of

melody close by.

No doubt, a great deal of the success

of this small department is due to the

initiative of the little lady who reigns

supreme there. She is Miss Viola Bugg,
a very young lady, v/ho came to Hamil-
ton just a little over a year ago, a com-
plete stranger, and without any previ-

vous experience of the kind. During
that time the business has increased be-

tween two and three fold, some months
netting a 400 per cent, increase over the

same month in the previous year.

"How do I do it?" she repeated, with

a bright smile, when asked the question

by a DRY GOODS REVIEW representa-

tive. "Why, I think it is all just a mat-
ter of 'making up' with the customers.

There are other things necessary, too,

I suppose. For instance, one has to

adopt methods which will assure the cus-

tomers that they can always get the

pieces they want here.

What to Buy
"First of all, there is a certain amount

of music which has a steady sale from
year to year. I always keep on hand
the books of "old favorites," which sell

at 15 cents, and the standard folios,

which are now 75 cents. Then there is

the popular music, which comes often,
but does not usually last long. This, in

a 15-cent line, and the best selections
from the musical comedies at 35 cents
are the lines upon which biggest busi-
ness is done, but the 15-cent line takes
the lead. You have to be very carefuj
what you select, or else you are going
to have a lot of merchandise to dispose
of at a loss."

Miss Bugg pointed out that the new
size in 15-cent music pays the best of

any, if bought right. The small size

saves a good deal in freight charges
also. In order to keep on hand the stock

which will sell, Miss Bugg keeps in close

touch with the "shows," not only those

which come to Hamilton, but those which
"make a hit" in Toronto; sometimes a.T

especially good number or two from New
York shows are carried, for there are

times when a New York song hit will

reach Hamilton quite a time before the

play comes to Canada at all. There is ^

ceitain amount of traffic to and from
New York, which carries with it new!^

of the theatre and song.

"When I hear of a play or a musical

comedy making a particularly good hit

in Toronto," said Miss Bugg, "I imme-
diately send for a rather big stock o'

the leading songs. What counts in thosL

cases is to have the stock here on hand

for the people, oven after the other

stores are liable to have run out of them.

Especially is this necessary when word
comes that a good play or comedy, by a

good company, is booked for Hamilton

(that happens sometimes). Then comes
the 'making up.' To sell music, you have

(Continued on pnge 20)



REGARDING BUSINESS AND INCOME TAX
Details of These Acts and Their Amendments in Brief, With Some Illuminating

Comments by the Tax Commissioner

THERE seems still to be a good

deal of uncertainty regarding the

conditions of the Business Profits

Tax and the Income Tax. Many en-

quiries are being received regarding these

matters, and for this reason the follow-

ing synopsis of the more essential points

in the two acts is set forth herewith:

The Business Profits Tax

This tax is one that in the nature of

things may pass by many retailers. It

imposes a tax on all incorporated com-

panies having a capitalization of $50,000

or upwards, or companies with

lesser capital, 20 per cent, of whose busi-

ness is or has been the manufacturing of

or dealing in munitions. It excepts in-

surance companies and those engaged in

agriculture. Such companies shall pay
one-fourth of their net profits in excess

of an exemption of 7 per cent, on paid-up

capital.

Moreover this act passed in 1916 is re-

troactive, and is levied for three years

upon the net profits shown in any ac-

counting period after December 31st,

1914.

The profit from businesses carried on

by private firms or individuals, is also

subject to the same conditions except that

such concerns are exempt up to 10 per

cent, on the capital employed, which shall

be taken to be a fair value of all assets

used in the business, less all debts owing
to the business.

In either case reasonable deductions

from gross profits from depreciations,

renewals, etc., are allowed.

Business Profits Tax of 1917

By the Business Profits Act of 1917

which amends the foregoing act, pro-

vision is made whereby on any business,

taxable under the 1916 act, where the an-

nual profits exceed 15 per cent, per an-

num, the tax shall be increased to 50 per

cent, in respect to all profits in excess of

15 per cent., but not exceeding 20 per
cent., and where the tax exceeds
20 per cent, the tax shall be increased to

75 per cent, with respect to all profits in

excess of 20 per cent. This increased
tax applies to the last year of the three

year period of the 1916 act noted above.

Business of $25,000 Affected

Early in 1918 the period of the oper-

ation of the Business Profits Act was ex-

tended a year. By this amendment com-
panies, whether incorporated or not, p-—
having an invested capital of $25,000 and \^,
up to $50,000 were also brought within

the provisions of the Act, the rate to be
25 per cent, of all profits for the account-

ing period ending in 1918 in excess of 10

per cent, per annum on the capital in-

vested.

Under the terms of this Act, there shall

be levied upon the income during the pre-

ceding year of every person residing, or

ordinarily residing, in Canada or carry-
ing on a business in Canada, a normal
tax of 4 per cent, upon incomes exceeding
$1,500, in the case of unmarried persons,

and widows or widowers without de-

pendent children, and upon incomes ex-

ceeding $3,000 in the case of all other
persons. In addition to the normal tax
of 4 per cent., surtaxes as indicated be-

low will be levied upon incomes of in-

dividuals exceeding $6,000.

On account by
which income But does not Supe

exceeds exceed

$ 6,000 $ 10,000 2%
10,000 20,000 5%
.20,000 30,000 8%
30,000 50,000 10%
50,000 100,000 15%
100,000 25%

The following deductions are permissi-

ble on these terms:

(a) From income tax accruing for

1917, the amounts paid for taxes accruing

during 1917 under the provisions of the

Special War Revenues Act of 1915, and
from the income tax payable on any other

year, the amount paid by the taxpayer
for taxes accruing during such year under
the act mentioned.

(b) From the income tax of 1917, the

amounts paid for taxes under the busi-

ness profits war tax of 1916 and amend-
ments thereto for any accounting period

ending in the year 1917. If the business

tax is the greater, it is the only tax pay-

able.

Exempted Income Lowered

By an amendment made in 1918 to the

Income War Tax Act of 1917, the ex-

emption in the case of an unmarried per-

son is reduced from $1,500 to $1,000, and
for a married person from $3,000 to $2,000

the rate of tax to be 2 per cent, between
these figures, advancing to 4 per cent.

with incomes of $1,500 in the case of un-

married persons and $3,000 in the case of

married persons.

In addition to these changes there have
been some changes in the surtax that is

paid in addition to the regular tax. The
basis of surtax remains the same up to

$50,000; from this on there are some
sharp increases in the supertax demands,
and in addition a surtax that makes still

more rigorous demands.
For example, the surtax upon incomes

of $6,000, but not exceeding $10,000, shall
be 5 per cent, of the tax and supertax
payable thereon.

On incomes of $10,000 and not exceed-
ing $100,000, 10 per cent, of the normal
tax and supertax payable thereon.

In a recent address delivered by R. W.
Breadner, the Taxing Commissioner for
Canada, before the annual meeting of
accountants in Montreal some interesting
points in regard to these acts were raised.

This oflficial gave the men before him
the impresion that a reasonable interpre-
tation and operation of both acts was the
guiding motive of the Department, and so

thoroughly was this spirit reciprocated
by the business men, he declared, that
the Board of Referees that was provided
by the Act in cases of dispute had never
been appointed. Mr. Breadner also gave
the impression that the Business Profits

Act would not continue for long, but that
the Income Tax would be on the statute

books "to the end of our lives."

In the course of his address and the
"questian" period that followed, the
Commissioner dealt with the vexed
points of depreciation, capital, dividends,

reserves for future depreciations, inven-

tories, patriotic gifts in relation to the

Act, and many other disputed subjects.

In relation to inventories of merchan-
dise, Mr. Breadner pointed out that ow-
ing to the very high price of goods at the

present time there was certain to be an
adjustment necessary when normal con-

ditions returned. On this account the

Department had ruled that an inventory
of merchandise should be taken at cost,

or the market value if this was less than
the cost. As to whether, in addition to

this method of handling the inventory, a

company set aside as a contingency re-

serve an amount to meet in the future a

drop in prices was no concern of the

Department. The decision as to what
would be done with this reserve, whether
part or all of it would be allowed to go
untaxed, could only be determined when
it was scrutinized for assessment pur-

poses. No ruling on any special case

could be given in advance. Suppose a

firm carried a stock that cost $400,000 in

1915, while the same stock to-day would
cost $550,000, that merchant might very
well say, "We'll lose that $150,000 sooner

or later when normal prices are in force.'

The Department says, "You can set aside

$50,000 or $100,000 to apply against a

future loss, but whether any of that will

be allowed when the assessment comes to

be scrutinized a year from now can only

be settled then."
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At this point a special case was in-

troduced by one of the accountants that

refers particularly to dry goods stores,

but has a parallel in nearly every busi-

ness. The question implied that the

general basis allowed for valuing mer-
chandise, namely, the cost—or present

market price if this were below the cost

—would not apply to many lines where
there was a special depreciation.

Fair Value at Time of Inventory

The Department recognized cases like

this. Where the goods for any other

reason are of less value than when pur-

chased, the merchant is justified in tak-

ing in the goods at what he recognizes

to be the fair value at the time of the

inventory, subject, of course, to the ap-

proval of the Department. This means
that the Department fully recognizes the

principle of depreciation of this nature.

Goodwill Not An Asset

The Commissioner took an emphatic

stand as to an allowance for "goodwill."

"Goodwill," he said, "is not allowed un-

less it is represented by actual 'cash ex-

penditure."

Real Estate Sales and Profits

Another interesting question asked

was as to the relation of sales of real

estate to profits. A company was cited

that sold some real estate and declared

a dividend with the proceeds. "The re-

ceipt of the dividend would be simply

the return of capital," was the ruling.

"Only the amount of income received

from this sum would be taxable" — in

other words the interest on the dividend,

"Return of capital is not income." The
Act allows for depletion in the case of

mines, timber limits, real estate, etc.

Then an instance was mentioned where
a company had bought a boat for $50,-

000 and sold it for $200,000. Would the

$150,000 be treated as a taxable profit?

No, was the reply. The $200,000 itself

would be held to be capital; the fact that

the first expenditure had increased to

an amount four times as great, did not

affect the principle. The only case where

the $150,000 would be taxed as profits

would be where the company or indi-

vidual was in the business of buying and

selling boats. A similar point has been

decided by the Privy Council.

Insurance Premiums Not an Expense

The Department has held that it can-

not be considered as an expense, but

rather as an asset, and the proceeds

when realized will be treated as profits

Donations

Donations to patriotic purposes, the

Red Cross, etc., must not be considered

as deductions from the tax payable; "if

they were, we would have no tax at all.

They would pay it all out in this way."

As to losses in one year being charged

against profits in a subsequent year?

Cannot Allow for Losses

Mr. I'rcadner stated: "I have no

hesitation in saying the Act on this

point seems a hardship. A loss incurred
in one period cannot be placed against
profits in a succeeding period. The tax
stands for each and every accounting
period by itself. The Department can
only administer the Act as it exists; it

cannot alter it."

No Impairment of Capital

Impairment of capital does not reduce
the amount paid up in capital stock, and
there is no provision in the Act for re-

duction of the capital stock, therefore

the Department holds that it has no
power to consider impairment of capital.

In some cases this would have reduced

the capital below the taxable amount.

No change can be made in the ac-

counting period without the consent of

the Department. Some business men had
shortened the last year with the idea

that their payment of taxes would be

cut down in this way. A'l must pay for

the full 48 months.

The assessment for 1917 is not made
until September, 1918. In making as-

sessments the Department is usually one

year to IV^ years behind.

Dealing with the Income Tax, Mr.

Breadner advised all who had received

forms to fill them in, no matter whether

they considered themselves liable or not.

If they did not the Department would

follow them up.

Losses sustained in endorsing note?

will not be deducted from income for

taxation purposes.

Act Produces $64,000,000

One of the surprising features of the

working out of the Act was the large

amount collected of business profit

taxes and the small cost of collection.

The estimated receipts of the Act when

it was passed were about $25,000,000 or

$30,000,000. The amount collected the

first year was $12,508,509, and in the

second year $21,271,083, making a total

to date of $43,330,494, with an estimated

amount still to be collected for these

years of $2,500,000, and for the account-

ing period of 1917, $18,000,000. This

would bring the total to $63,830,494. For

the first year the expense of collection

was only $58,174, and $80,000 for the

second, making the cost for the first

year 46 Va cents per $100, and less than

38 cents per $100 in the second. Of the

whole staff of 40, more than half were

stenographers and typists.

sured that you will get for them, at the

eai-liest opportunity, the songs or selec-

tions which they mention.

Music Clientele

"There are different classes of people

to cater to in selling music. For instance,

at about 4.30 every day, you have to be

ready to talk to the Collegiate girls.

Boys and young men buy a great deal

of music, and you must not be afraid to

talk to them. I have secured a good

deal of patronage from a school which
offers to teach beginners to play rag-

time in 20 lessons. To the teachers there

I sell from $2.00 to $3.00 worth of that

music at a time. Some numbers, which

prove especially good teaching numbers,
I arrange with the teachers to keep on

hand for their pupils.

"Numbers which get torn in handling

and those which are rather slow to move
(there are always a few of these) are

placed on the counter together at 5 for

25 cents. An announcement in the store

advertisement always clears these out-;

in less than half a day."

Some stores, which have a gra,mp-

phone department, are able to co-operate

with the music department in playing

records from the popular theatrical pro-

ductions. However, the Robinson store

has no department of that kind and so

the music counter pays on its own ac-

count entirely.

While DRY GOODS REVIEW was in-

terviewing Miss Bugg, there was a

steady stream of purchasing customers

—no big crush, but one, two or three at

a time coming continually. There was

always a pleasant word for them,

whether they were strangers or among
those who make regular visits. "I have

a great many customers, who never miss

a week, coming in to select the latest

hits," she said. It was noticed, too, that

the "pleasant word" was not long drawn

out, but simply a pleasant, bright re^

mark, and when a number was asked for,

she would ask: "Shall I play the chorus

for you?" Other music department heads

will realize how much wiser a remark

that is than, for example, "Shall I play

it over for you?"—for the chorus is in-

variably shorter than the whole song I

IS YOUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT
AWAKE?

Continued from page 18

to be able to talk to people about the

shows; you have to show interest in the

sources of the various selections, and

you have to size up your customer as

well, so that you can make suggestions

They must feel at home to come often,

and know that they can always procure

something which is just what suits them,

at any time. Those who have been away
on a trip and heard something which

attracted them, especially must be as-

RECOGNITION OF SERVICES

The name of Mr. George Torrance

Milne, His Majesty's Trade Commis-

sioner-General in Canada and Newfound-

land, is included in a recent list of offi-

cers of the Order of the Empire (Civil

Division) in recognition of services ren-

dered during the war period.

Previous to his recent appointment to

Montreal, Mr. Milne was British Trade

Commissioner in Australia for five

years. He has also resided in various

parts of South America. He is a Medal-

ist of the Royal Society of Arts, London,

and a Fellow of the Royal Geographical

Society.

Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Ford, of T. S

Ford Co., Ltd., Stratford, Ont., have

gone to Los Angeles, California, for the

winter.
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MOVING STOCK ; BIGGER PAY ; REDUCED COSTS
How a Dozen Concerns Apply the Extra Sales Effort That Keeps Merchandise Turning

Rapidly

SOME WAYS OF INCHEAS-
ING TURNOVER

Combine care with displan in

selling.

Broaden hij expcrifnce in

ntrlous department''^.

Specialization in xajc^mitn-

ship.

Friendliness of salespeople

with other stores.

Profit-sharing plans based on
mles.

A ship-race.

Getting rid of left-orers.

Department heads pledge a

goal.

Junior manager te.^ts hnow-
ledge.

SADIE, in the linen department, was
a born housekeeper; she treated each
piece of linen on the shelves as

carefully as though it were cloth of gold.

Her luncheon sets were wrapped in tis-

sue paper and tied with ribbons. She
had been taught to take care of her
stock; and because she was naturally in-

clined that way, she kept it well—and
kept it, and kept it.

A customer would ask Sadie for table-

cloths; Sadie wanted to know what
pattern. If the customer replied "rose

pattern," out would come one bolt of rose

pattern. If the customer had no choice,

Sadie did her best to get her to make
one before she pulled out a bolt. She did

not want to disturb more of her neatly

arranged stock than necessary.

Sadie's idea of merchandising did not

include the possibility of extra profits

on extra turns. In fact, she had not been
trained to perceive that her job had any-

thing particular to do with profits or the

speed with which the merchandise on her

shelves and counters turned itself into

By H. M, Johyison

cash. Her job was to keep her stock

neat.

Then Sadie was introduced to another

idea, to "keep things moving." She was
trained to see that the more she kept her

linens flying, the better would she be

fulfilling her purpose. And her arrang-

ing instinct was not bafflec' either, since

it was suggested that she try out differ-

ent arrangements of the piles on the

counters, and in the boxes, to increase

sales.

Sadie is but one of many girls in an

Illinois store, the owner of which has

given special thought to moving stock

rapidly. He finds it important to give

all the girls the right idea of their jobs,

and he takes special steps to have them
trained in the way he wants them to

sell.

The girls are discouraged from speak-

ing of "my" stock, "my" department, or

falling into the habit of thinking that

either they or the goods they sell are

fixtures. In fact it is sometimes found

necessary to move the girl herself

around to limber her up mentally. One
young woman, for instance, two years

ago was selling gloves. She was earn-

ing a small salary, and was contented

with it and herself; she was in a rut,

and was making no move to get out.

- The owner took her away from the

glove counter, and put her on corsets.

She waked up a little and displayed a

slightly better sales record. But soon

she was beginning to stick again. Then
she was moved into the linens.

The process was kept up until she had

worked in almost every department in

the store. At first she rebelled against

each move. But each meant a little more
in her salary envelope, so she acquiesced

and finally took each change as a matter

of course. Now she is the best sales

woman in the waist department and her

salary is twice what it was when she was
stagnating at the glove counter.

The changes broadened her point of

view, gave her a clearer idea of the

possibilities in salesmanship—in short,

helped to create what is usually the first

essential if you wish to move stock

rapidly—namely, a considerable degree

of merchandising intelligence and skill

in the salesperson.

The owner of this store provides reg-

ular class wovk for the sales girls, in

which the routine of sales, ways of ap-

proaching a customer, and similar mat-

ters, are taken up. There are talks on

the economic development of stores from
the earliest times; on color and design;

and other basic projects, many of which
are often not new to members of the

class, but are brought out in such a way
that they learn to connect the knowledge
with their daily work.

As one result, the girls are keener to

think of ways to keep stock moving. As
an example, one of the girls found two
dozen scarfs stored away on a shelf.

They were much too narrow for their

original purpose, which explained why
they had been put out of sight.

"They look more like belts than

scarfs," suggested the sales girl. And
with a bit of investigation it was found

that they could be used as sashes for

bathing suits. It proved to be a good
idea, for in a few days the erstwhile

scarfs had disappeared in company with

jersey bathing suits—and they brought
in more money as sashes than they had

been price-marked for as scarfs!

A careful analysis of the' character-

istics of salespeople? and the kind of

customers they are best suited to handle,

is one way to speed sales. The salesmen
in the shoe department of one store are

divided according to their age and selling

ability into these five classes:

A. Rapid young men who can be

depended on for quick action. They are
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expected to turn in a large volume of

sales.

B. Older, more mature men. These
also give good service, but are somewhat
slower; they show more shoes to the

customer, and, as a rule, take more time
to complete a sale.

C. A mixed class, composed of less

experienced salesmen.

D. Women, who are partly A, and
partly B types.

E. Specialty class—expert fitters,

who are trained to sell arch supporter

shoes, shoes made to measure and the

like.

A Salesman For Each Type of Customer

Practical use of these divisions is

made when the usher assigns customers
to salesmen. If a customer, on entering

the department, makes some remark
that indicates the type of service she

wants, the proper class of salesman is

promptly called. If she does not so sug-

gest what service she wishes, the usher

forms his own judgment from her ap-

pearance, clothes, manner, and assigns

her to the type he thinks will serve her

best. Then he watches closely the pro-

gress of the sale; if the customer, being

waited on by a class A man, proves to

be one, say, of the type best taken care

of by class B, the necessary change is

made.

The store's object is not only to sell

the first pair of shoes to the customer,

but to sell that and another pair, and
later pairs to the customer's friends.

This store is glad to let the customer
take all day, if necessary, to buy one

pair of shoes. The eventual sales re-

sulting from the perfect satisfaction of

the customer, it believes, are more than

worth the cost.

How well this plan works, the follow-

ing letter from a customer of this store

illustrates:

"For the past seven or eight years it

has taken me just three minutes to buy
each pair of shoes, one minute for your

salesman to get the shoes, one minute

to get them on, and one minute to close

the transaction and walk away with my
new shoes on. This is because one of

your salesmen about eight years ago

found the exact shoes to fit my foot,

which is a very difficult one to fit."

The plan is, of course, valuable be-

cause it utilizes each salesman's special

abilities to the best advantage and thus

allows him to develop a clientele of his

own.
Another plan of turning to practical

account the salesmen's capacity for

making friends is used in a men's cloth-

ing store in Ohio. This store sells men's

suits. Each salesman is assigned some
other stores in town—stores that sell

men's hats, shoes, and other articles of

men's wear—excepting, of course, suits.

Each salesman is allowed some time each

week to spend in these stores, fretting

acquainted with their salespeople and

their goods.

A reciprocal friendliness is established

to which can be traced many sales closed

in both the suit store and the stores

which its salesmen make it a point to

visit regularly.

Profit-sharing is the plan a Wisconsin
merchant uses to encourage larger sales.

He says: "When we took over our present

business we found the bad condition of

unequal salaries for the same responsi-

bilities and effort. We devised a new
plan, which we find fits our case nearly

to perfection, and chose the dull month
of August to announce it, so that our
salespeople might see how hard they
should work to earn a certain amount.

"Those who were alert and reasonable

at once recognized the fact that there

were weeks during the dull season when
they did not come anywhere near earn-

ing their salaries, and they started in

to dig. Those whose chief interest lay

in watching for pay day and compla-

cently drawing a salary, without much
thought as to whether it was earned,

condemned the plan. We told the em-
ployees that we would do everything we
could to aid them, and we should ex-

pect every one to be earning more money
by the end of the first year; that wc
would not be satisfieed with anyone who
was not able to earn extra money.

"The first nine months gradually

chopped out the dead timber. In most

cases resignations were offered volun-

tarily. I find that if you want to get rid

of complacent, self-satisfied, self-

overrated people, the best way to do it

is to keep constantly before their at-

tention what they are expected to do

and what they are actually doing. Those

who fail after a while become ashamed

and either speed up or get out.

This Plan Eliminated Inefficient Help

"Four department heads condemned

the plan. Three tried to prove it wouldn't

work. One was willing to try it—and in

less than a month she received a few

cents bonus one week and something

over a dollar the next week, and saw

then the possibility for the busy season.

Since that time she rarely falls below

her amount and frequently increases her

regular salary 50 per cent.

"Two others dropped out in a fev-

weeks; and it took seven months of
patient coaching to get the fourth into
line. She had not only not been earning
her salary, as she was costing as over
11 per cent., but was discouraged be-
cause she saw no future for herself. To-
day she is costing us less than 6 per
cent., and receives some pleasing com-
missions besides.

"Quite a number of our higher salaried

people have at times added over 50 per
cent, to their regular pay and many of
the younger ones have, several times,
more than doubled their week's wage.
And during our last anniversary sale we
paid 30 per cent, more to our salesforce

than we would have paid had we been
working under the straight salary plan.

"We did not cut any salaries, even the

over-rated; but told them we would al-

low them a year to be earning extra
money. With only two exceptions be-

fore the year was past all were brought
up to standard and above.

"Where formerly there was always a

call for more help on special occasions,

now there is usually a strong objection

to adding more help, as every girl says
she wants to have more to do and pre-
fers to take care of more customers.
Likewise, it is surprising how much less

visiting and gossiping with customers
there is now than formerly under the old
salary plan.

"Final proof of the success of the plan,
I think, is the fact that with an increase
of 56 per cent, in our sales the first full

year this was in operation we paid in-

creased salaries of over $5,000, and yet
reduced our percentage of selling cost

for the entire store, and had four fewer
people on our selling force.

"We believe that our very small per-

centage of labor turnover for the past
year is largely due to the plan, now
fully understood, that each salesperson
gets paid in proportion to individual ef-

fort.

"We find it best to pay the bonus
weekly—it keeps the saleswomen more
closely in touch with the possibilities in

increasing their earning power.
"Every week we give to each sales-

woman a card with the weekly amount
of sales required of her. This card also

contains the amounts sold on the same
days of the week for two years past.

.\nd as we pay all our people by the

week, this constant reminder of what
each must do daily is a real stimulus.

If in the dull season a 6 per cent, girl

at $6 a week remembers that she musL
sell $100 to earn that $6, but sells only

$^^0, she realizes that she is falling be-

low our expectations and must speed up
to keep her record good.

"The second week in July—which is a

dull season for us—more than one-third

of our salespeople received extra money;

and they did it without the help of any

special sales or extra advertising.

"We do not deduct anything from a

salary if there is a shrinkage below the

expected volume; and if a girl is busy at

something out of the regular department

work, or is sick and away from business

Continued on page 30
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THE NIGHTMARE OF COMPETITION

THE merchant who listens to the contention of

a ciisioniei- that she can \)ny certain .uoods

cheaper elsewhere, and thereupon starts out on a

campaij2,n to see if he cann(»t reach bottom quicker

llian the other fellow, Ls certainly wanting in a

sense of propcjrtion. Tt is possible that the mer-

chant's price may be too high, but if it is figured

on a real undei-standing of business, this is unlikely,

it Is possible, too, that the customer is using the

same old bait that has been so often used to obtain

favored prices. In any event, it is an item of com-

paratively small moment. The retailer who will

spend as much time and energy devising construc-

tive ways of selling his own goods as he docs to

"meeting comi)etition" will liave little competition

to meet.

Many small dealers have made a nightmare of

tlie cut-price store and the mail-order liouse. and

liave confirmed themselves in their tears by cutting

their prices to meet tliis competition. Of course.

they lost out. Tlieir very action was an admissio'n

of their own weakness.

It is time that retailers shoubi. without excep-

tion, realize that ])rice is only one of the elements

that produce sales. .\ few years ago many mer-

chants wotdd have taken their oatli that peo}»le

would not buy serge at .$.").00 a yard. They have

learned now that peoj)le will find a way to bny

.<erge at $4.00 to $6.00 a yard about as readily as

they did at $1.50 and $2.00. And those same mer-

chants shmild have learned that there are other ways
<»f getting business besides selling serge at a loss.

As a matter of fact, service is a far larger factor

in sales than the mere question of price. We do not

necessarily mean elaborate delivery and extensive

credits. But service as it is represented in attractive

store stn-roundings, in well-kept stock, in a desire

to assist the customer, and in courteous treatment
at all times and under all conditions. Service is a

<aner basis on which to Imild business than cut

jirices.

T/IE MAI J. ORDER HOUSE A GREAT
TEACHER

THE annual report of Sears, Roebuck & Com-
pany shows that the gross sales of this great

mail order concern were $25,000,000 greater than

in the previous year, and an increase of more than

$50,000,000 from the sales of 191G. These figures

give some indication of the way in which the mail

order house is gaining in the favor of the public

There is a tendency on the part of many mer-

chants to look with fear on these advances and to

feel that their days ai'e numbered As a matter of

fact, there is little to fear. The mail order housf
is unquestionably taking business from some mer-
cbant^. l>ut the additional turnover is not due to

this hut largely t« the actual cultivation of busine^..

The mail order house is actually making customers,
for themselves primarily, of course, but for the live

merchant also who is wise enough to adopt pro-

gressive methods, and to take advajitage of the
growing demand that these large organizations are
cultivating. The mail order store is the livest

icacher that the retail merchant has ever had, and
the merchant who heeds the teaching is prosperous.
The mail order house casts no shadow on the door-
step of the wide-awake merchant. If he is losing
ground it is probably the merchant himself who is

to blame.

DO YOUR SHARE
''T^HE value of a good local newspaper is muc))
A greater than many people seem to think. One
way the home merchants can help not only to keep
it good. l)Ut to make it better, is t-o patronize it and
furnish it with ads. A little investigation will con-
vince anyone that the great majority of people art=

just as iiiucb interested in reading attractively

wi-itten ads. as they ai'e in following the general
news. Many merchants do not always appreciate
the mighty power the press is in helping to carry
on the business of the country and in maintaining-
its power.



MARKET REPORTS

rilK MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, Fel». ().—Lower prices have been
reached in raw cotton prices since hist issue

but the greatest difference is shown in futures.

For spot delivery the prices have not receded so

much and there are factors who believe the ])resent

move only a temporary one.

The lowering of ocean freight rates was ex-

])e(!ted to bring about a revision of prices upward
and it had an immediate effect that way, but gain?
liave since been lost. However, thc; trend again
seems to be towards higher levels and on a steadier

])asis, which may continue.

There has been no general decline in fabrics

and whereas some price lists have been revised, the
present schedule generally shows a scale of prices

well above those prevailing one year ago. Labor
costs, ^^^hich it seeriis may be even greater, are a
factor which will tend to maintain a high selling

basis and 'no sharp reductions from present levels

are .expected. When conditions become more normal
where accurate costJs 'can be fdetermined it may
mean a gradual reduction. Price-cutting, which has

been done in some instances on some lines, cannot
be taken as a gauge of the whole situation by any
means.

The situation in wuullens is not unlike that in

cottons in as far as some reports are current that

sharp price reductions have been made. As a whole,

the selling basis has been well maintained and apart

from some lines which may carry fictitious values

—

those made to protect stock—there seems no imme-
diate prospect of a general revision downward.

Silks are now reaching wholesalers' hands and
a good sorting business is reported. Indications are

that p7"ices are steadily held and no revision down-
ward for some months is looked for. Broad silks

are in fairly good sui)ply and the same is true of

ribbons, but replacement of stocks is not yet easy

by any means.
Business at the present time in the dry goods

trade is showing improvement. A good sorting

business is reported, and whereas placing business

is light, the future is viewed with optimism by all

members of the trade.

SILKS
BvMness Opening Up Fairli/ Well—liair Silk M',r-

kets Slightbj Easier—Luxurious "Undie.^"
Being Ordered Extensivehj

SILKS.—Business. is opening uj) very well and
jobbers report a very fair sorting business coming
to hand with retailers showing a disposition to hold
back on future placing. Spring orders placed by
wholesalers are coming to hand and a .splendid
range is said to ho ready for the trade when buying
becomes easier. The tendency is to look for lower
prices but no procession to lower levels is in evidence
and indications seem to point to present ))asis being
very well maintained for some little time to come.

The raw silk market .•^liows comparatively little

cliange recently, and whereas some easing away in
prices seems under way, it does not seem thai this

will have an immediate effect on
ribbon prices. The tendency in i-aw

given in a current market review
U. L. Gwalter & Co., New York:-

"The local raw silk market is quiet and prices
during the week liave undergone a further down-
ward revision, in .-ymi)athy witli lower (piotations on
the Yokohama market. Tlic continuation of tlic

garment strike is affecting the broad silk Ijusines.-

and manufacturers are limiting their purcha.ses of
raw material to the most pre.-^sing needs. On tli(

otljcr liand, the outlook as regards the labor con-

broad >ilks or

silk niai'kets is

just issued by

troversy in the silk mills of Paterson is some\\ha«

more promising and the expectation is growing that

the matter may be settled by a compromise. Con-

ditions in the raw silk market can scarcely be ex-

pected to improve until these difficulties are le-

moved, but in the meantime, stocks in importers'

liands are steadily diminishing, while new arrival."-

are light; and when the time comes, buyers are likely

to find supplies not over-plentiful.

"Advices from Europe report business quiet, both

in Lyons and in Switzerland, but prices for ready
silk are holding fairly steady. In Italy, transact ion^

continue to be confhied to the sale of the roelers'

stock to Government agencies.

"The Yokohama market has declined and busi-

n(.ss is light. Cables report that the market is af-

fected b,y the weakness on the bourse, where former
buyers are reselling. In the absence of orders from
abroad, shippers are leaving the market alone for

the ju'esent.

'(^mton continues lifeless and holders are not

pushing sales. The downward tendency of silver

exchange has reduced lay-down costs somewliat. but
jHit suiliciently to interest buyers here or in I'^urope.

"Shanghai remains quiet and unchanged. There
is very little business pa.^^sing in steam filatures or

in Tsatlee sorts. New tussah silks are beginning
t(t arrive on the market."

Kepoi'ts indicat(> that tbei'i> is a large demand
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from the wealthier class of trade for luxurious ''un-

dies." and that the new designs are most alluring,

showing exquisite workmanship and artistic color-

ing. Another big item in some markets is the

printed silk, and it is said Spring and Summer
will see these in greater favor than ever before.

The ribbon trade is about on a par with the

broad silk market. There is onW a limited amount
of business passing and prices seem more or less

unsettled, although th^re has not been any marked
reduction as yet, with the possible exception of

some few lines that were priced especially high as a

result of production difficulties.

LINENS
('aiidd la 11^ Industry Being Developed—Higher Price><

Seem a Prospect—Stock's on Hand Selling

at Less Than Replacement Values

LINENS.—Linen seems to be well on the way
to making its debut into Canadian industrial life.

Plans now under way point to the establishing of

a textile plant in Western Ontario to convert Can-
adian flax, and this addition to the industrial ac-

tivities of Canada will be a welcome factor, though
there is no indication yet that 1919 will see Can-
adian linens being offered.

There seems to he no jjrospect that very large
quantities of linens will be available in this market
from overseas this year. Nothing but higher prices
are talked of by the mills and as dependence has
to be placed largely on the Irish looms now until
Belgium and France are again actively engaged in
this industry, it means paying the higher prices or
go without. The attitude of the mills is one of
independence—if Canadian buyers don't want their
goods the mills have a market right at their own
doors. No pressure is being exerted now to induce
buyers to take the output of the looms. Quotations
have recently been received on some lines of goods
which show advances of 2") per cent, over ])v\cv<

prevailing .six months ago.

The situation in linens is covered quite well in
a notice_ recently sent out by the Linen Merchants"
A,s.*ocialion of Belfast, Ireland, which reads as fol-

loAvs: "In j-esponse to numerous inquiries from both
homo and foreign markets as to the probable course
of linen prices within the next six months, the coun-
cil of this association has, after careful consideration,
thought it advisable to issue the following statement:

"During practically the whole of 1918 the use
of linen yarns of all classes reciuircd for the ordinary
range of goods was prohibited by the Government;
except foi- goods intended for purposes of national
defense. As a consequence, stocks of all makes of
linen goods have diminished steadily through the
vear without there being anv possibility of replenish-
ing them. The flax crop of 1917 was practically
entirely u.«ed for Government i)urposes. Now that
flax yarns and cloth are auain released for civil
trade, the only supplies available are those coming
from the flax-crop of 1918. This crop represents
a much higher average of co.-t than the 1917 crop,
and goods made from it will, therefore, cost more
than anything that merchant^ and con.sumers have
hitherto been a.sked to pay. This crop has been
bought by the Government, and there is no reason
to suppose that the Government will release it to
spinners at anything le.« than it cost. Further, a=

regards quantity, the total visible .supplies of flax

are much below the requirements for a normal year's

consumption.
"The Associated Flax Spinners, representing 95

per cent, of the total spindles in the trade, have
.signed an agreement not to sell yarns at less than
a price list now being drawn up, and leased on the

1918 crop. This list will hold good until June 30.

1919. Even if there is then a reduction, the yarns
would have to be delivered after that date, prepared,

woven into cloth and the cloth subsequently bleached
or otherwise finished. In addition, the enormously
enhanced cost of production and recent heavy ad-

vances in wages materially affect the situation.

Supplies at reduced prices cannot, therefore, be avail-,

able at the soonest before the end of 1919.

"It is hardly to be expected that merchants who
may have some small stocks at less than these new
costs will sell the same below present figures, know-
ing the impossibility of replacing them for a long
period ahead except at higher figures. Buyers, who
are holding off in the expectation of lower prices

dunng 1919 are, therefore, likely to miss /their

opportunity of securing existing stocks at something
below to-day's costs, and of being forced to buy dur-

ing 1919 at the top market level."

WOOLS
Mann Angles to Sitiwtion But Tangles Seem to he

Getting Straightened Out—Future Business

Slow But Sorting Orders Good

WOOL.—There are so many angles to the situa-

tion that one hardly knows where to look for an
exact interpretation as to the problems to be over-

come during the coining months. The war ended
suddenly—before even military leaders expected

—

and it caught })ractically all industries deep in the

maze of military endeavor of one form or another.

It has been natural, then, that some time must
elapse before the tangle could be straightened out
and anything approaching normal result. But there

are indications that conditions are righting them-
selves and the transformation from war activities

to peace pursuits is being effected slowly but surely,

and something more than visionary expressions of

opinion as to the future in woollens is now possible.

True it is that much uncertainty .still exists,

but the keen minds which have been grappling with
the questions involved in the readjustment period
are giving expression to views which can now be
heeded with a greater measure of confidence in their

ultimate fulfilment. There is no doubt that two
months ago when it was stated throughout the trade

that no recession in woollen values would be looked
for in months that the skeptical raised their voices

in protest. The war was over—why iiOt an imme-
diate lowering of prices? Perhaps, lirifortiihafely

for some, the problems connected with the high cost

of living are not so easily solved. At any rate,

there has been no general recession of values dowri-

w^ard and in many lines it is felt that even higher
prices must be asked.

This latter is not a particularly desirable feature,

for it means that the ultimate readjustment must
be that much gTeater. However, it is generally con-
ceded now that pre-war levels can scarcely ever be
expected again and the establishing of a new normal
nuist be a matter of time, jjrobably years.
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Ituver.-. wlio have returned tViun the British mar- as they paid months ago for all they require for

ket-, .-.ee no possihility of de^-lines in prices. The
inill.'n are still largely under (Jovernmental control

and vvheicas a gradual relaxation of thi,> supervision

will come which mav mean more civilian goods,

Ithe demands from all sources are expected to be

^o large that it will take many months to approach

anywiiere near normal in the matter of delivery.

Tlie effect of this condition on prices is not hard

to figure, for supply and deniand nuist always be

a factor, and so long as the demand exceeds the

supply, i)idding will be spirited and prices high.

The big factor entering into the cost of all goods

i.- labor, and the present unrest with agitation for

higher pay and shorter hours presents a problem

which calls for serious consideration. One of the

biggest factories in the United States granted the

:?horter hours at the existing rate of ])ay per hour,

with overtime allowed at time and one half. Whether
this will be the final solution is not yet known, but

midoubtedly Canadian mills will have to adopt a

-imilar scale of hours. This is only an indication

of the trend of the labor situation and is one which
jnust, to a large extent, determine the future value

'>f the good.s themselves.

Indications are that the world's supplies of wools

are ample and the problems of transportation to

the spinners are being worked out satisfactorily.

Production of the looms may be expected to improve
as the demobilized men net back into their old places

and in time a gradual readjustment of prices on

most hues of woollens to lower levels may he ex-

pected.

Sorting orders which the wholesale dry good.-

houses are handling represent a splendid volume of

business but retailers show a disi)Osition to withhold

f>lacing for future .supplies. The danger in this lies

more in the fact that goods may be scarce than in

the question of higher prices, as the latter can be

overcome, but unless goods are procurable they can-

not be .sold. Wholesalers will not [)lace orders and
carry stocks on the chance that they may possibly

he called for later. The retailer must assume some
responsibility in the Question of merchandising. This
does not mean that he should order more than he
thinks he can move, but goods on hand are better

when the demand is ready to absorl) them than many
weeks or months awaj^

TEXTILE MILLS
MONTREAL—If there were uncertainties mani-

fold among textile buyers after the war ])urst, there

•!eem to be almost as many now that war has ended.
There is, however, one factor that will enter more
and more into the situation, that of a nuich greater

confidence, begotten of a long and trying experience
—and victory.

l>ut for all that conditions remain jiuzzling over

two and a half months after peace has come. Manu-
facturers arc not certain as to the movement in

the raw market and the unwillingness of retail

buyers, csi)ecially, to connnit themselves in advance
purcliases, is a factor they are forced to con-
sider. Raw prices of cotton have gone down
since the armistice was signed—up and down—like

a .sort of see-.saw, it is true, but more down than
up. This apph(^s chiefly to "futures," rather than
to 's|)ot" i)rices. The mill heads tell Duv (Joons
Ui:viKw that they jiave to i)ay practically as much

immediate delivery. "Futures" are down several

cents below, but prices on these are much of a

gambling proposition. There was a theory tliat a-

soon as the war was over prices of raws would jump,
for Europe would require huge quantities to make
up for lost time. But whether European looms

"required" it or not, S'omehow the orders were not

in a hurry in arriving, and the market sagged,

and then sagged some more. Now and then comes

a promise—perhaps where the wish is father to the

thought—that in a week or so the available ship-

ping will be loaded with Southern balas, but some-
how the time arrives, and with it there is little sign

of additional shipping or the longed-for ordei"s. Thus,
reconstruction drags on.

PLANTERS AWAIT OFFERS

In the South there is a strong movement among
the planters wdio have money, to hold the raws to

await a 35-cent offer (where now futures are 22-23,

and spot 27-28) and coupled with this is a proposal

to decrease the acreage under crop so as to make
supj)ly and demand approximate more closely. No
linal decision has been reached on either of these

plans at this time. Meanwhile, with the price of

raws lower, but an extreme uncertainty tis to whether
they may rise later on, a conflict has arisen between
mill owners and employees. Demands were made
early in February for a 48-honr week, in place of

54 hours, but at the same pay as for the longer

period. A number of mills granted the 48 hours,

l)ut declared wages must be cut in proportion to

the time. Many of the employees accepted: others

went on strike; some mills on their demand being

received "closed shop," on the ground that thev

had insufficient orders to keep the looms at work.
Now the would-be strikers charge a "lock-out" on
the })art of the mill owners, and a big textile strike.

involving tens of thousands of workers, is on.

U.S. MILLS Cl'TTIXG PRICES

One more development across the border, of equal
importance to Canadians, is the action of some of

the cotton mills in cutting prices, some as much as

30 or 33 per cent, for Fall. •',. 6, 8, 9 and even 10
cents a yard. It is stated in many cases the mills

did this to ensure orders. But the real cutting in

prices has come from the jobbers who were caught
bv the unexpected ending of the war with large

stocks and were unable to carry for anv length of

time. Fearful of heavier losses by holding longer,

they are offering at a bargain. But Canadian buyers
have found, for the most ])art. that there is not

much offering at cut rates: in Canada none at all

from the mills, and limited (piantities from jobbers.

Labor prices rule as before, and a threatened strike

of the employees of one mill at Kingston suggests

that demands for higher wages may spread to Can-
ada.

('Cnerally sneaking, there seems little to indicate

a sudden drop in prices among Canadian mills. Since

the armistice no cuts have been made; at the be-

ginning of February, indeed, there was an advance
of il> to 2 ',2 cents a yard in .si^veral lines of factory

cotton. It wonld appear that the only possibilifv of

a cut in Canadian prices is a threatened invasion

of the Canadian field bv U.S. mills that have cut

pT'ices to (.'et business. Then, it i^ miderstood, Can-
iidian lunnnf.ictnriM's have <]ecide'1 they will meet
the cut—e\en below cost— if need be. to rettun their

hold on the domestic ni.irkiM.



MEN'S WEAR SECTION
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Association of Garment Manufacturers

DRY GOODS REVIEW learns that

the newly formed Association of

Garment Manufacturers is form-
ed for the closer acquaintance of men
in that line of business; to encourage
xhe utmost of mutual confidence and
help; to create a medium for the general

exchange of ideas; to establish as far

as possible the uniformity of business

methods; to gather, obtain and dissem-

inate information and intelligence in all

matters to aid in placing their business

on a more scientific basis; to foster and
protect the business of its respective

members from the injuries of misrepre-

sentation; to establish and promote a

foundation for honest and upright bus-

iness methods and principles between its

members and tradesmen and establish

by education and illustration the effic-

ient and economical methods of garment
manufacture.

With the above objects in view you
will notice there is no object whatever to

take advantage of the retailer in any
way whatever. The object of the Asso-
ciation is not to stifle competition or

development along each individual man-
ufacturer's particular line as every man-
ufacturer has problems confronting him

H. Ft. PEABODY, Walkerville. Ont.

continually, and we feel by an exchange
of views some of the mistakes and costly

eri*ors creeping into every business

inay be eliminated.

It may help to standardize articles

of manufacture and, therefore, reduce
the cost of garments to the ultimate
consumer. To give you one illustration

of what an organization of this kind can
do we might state in 1914 a temporary
association was formed for the purpose
of handling export business. By ex-

tending co-operation shirt manufactur-
ers alone were able to handle a million-

dollar order for shipment to Great
Britain.

The garment manufacturers are in

hopes of landing some big orders from
Europe because their industries there

have been dislocated and supplies of

materials of all kinds are difficult to

procure. However, v,-e feel that there is

i<n opportunity for big business to be

brought to Canada and distributed by a

representative of the allied manu-
facturers.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW wish the

newly-formed Association of Garment
Manufacturer^ every good wish an of

prosperity and trust that their co-oper-

aticn will help reduce the initial cost to

the manufacturers. This could not be

done as individuals. It can be done if

taken in hand by retailers and mean
more profit to the manufacturer.

The Canadian Association of Garment
Manufacturers was bom at the Kini,

Edward Hotel, Toronto, when represen-

tatives of 75 per cent, of the trade were
present. This association is an integral

part of, and affiliated with, the Inter-

national Association of Garment Manu-
facturers, and the two together com-
prise practically eighty per cent, of the

garment manufacturers of the North
American continent.

The authorities at Ottawa made a

direct request to manufacturers to co-

operate for the mutual benefit of the

country.

The officers of the Canadian associ-

ation elected are as follows:—Honorary
president, I. Cohen, Detroit, Mich.; pres-

ident, H. H. Peabody, Walkerville, Ont.;

vice-president, H. M. Levine, Montreal,

Que.; treasurer, W. B. Deacon, Belle-

ville, Ont.; secretary, J. H. Haugh, To-
ronto; assistant secretary, C. P. Fell,

Toronto,

STAFF MAKES MERRY
Staff of Brown's Limited, Portage la

Prairie, Man., held a jolly card party
and dance on the third floor of the store
on January 15. A three-piecs orchestra
supplied the music.

THE CONTAGION OF P01<ITENBSS
"Call again," said the gentlemanly

floor walker in the Glasgow House, as
he showed the woman from Indian Head
the way out of the store.

"Yes, I will," said the woman, and
you must come and see us."—Regina
Post.

Mr. C. Marriott, of Geo. Goulding &
Sons, was elected by acclamation as first

vice-president of the Toronto Board of

Trade. Nominations for council included

J. D. Allan, of A. A. Allan & Co.; A. R,

Auld, of Nisbet & Auld; James A. Catto,

secretary-treasurer W. R. Brock Co.,

Ltd.; R. W. Eaton, of the T. Eaton Co.;

Geo. W. Hambly, of Hambly & Wilson.

W. B. DEACON, Belleville, Ont.



THE FUTURE OF PRICES
Facts Gathered Tend to Show That On All Lines There Will Be An Ad\ance of From 20 to 25

Per Cent.

IT
IS with a ^reat deal of trouble and
expense that DRY GOODS REVIEW
representatives, both here and in the

United States, have gathered information
or the question that is uppermost in tlie

minds of the manufacturer, the whole-
sale house and the retail merchant—that

of future prices on staple articles. The
base of selling prices is the cost of raw
materials. To-day raw materials are

higher than ever; especially is this true

Or cloth, whether it be wool, cotton or

fabric. The advance is anywhere from
twenty to twenty-five per cent. The
next item to consider is the cost of labor.

Has this come down any? Is it likely

to? To the first question, no; and to the

reoond, all signs point to increases. Take,
for instance, the garment makers in New
York City are holding out for a thirt,v

per cent, increase and a shorter working
day. This, together with the propaganda
the different labor organizations are

fending out, only too plainly point out

that labor will make a decided fight be-

fore lower \Yages are accepted.

As pointed out in other articles in this

K-.-ue, goods from England are still be-

ing commandeered by the Government

—

then shipped to Russia, Serbia, Siberia,

Fiance, Bohemia, all of these countries

b'^ihg in desperate need of woollen and
cotton goods.

A prominent Canadian cap manufac-
turer told DRY GOODS REVIEW that

the prices on goods entering into the

manufacture of caps had increased from
$J.20 per yard to $1.70, and in some in-

stances to $1.90. Can this raanufacturer

afford to sell his caps chraper this year

Ihan last with selling e> penses, labor

and overhead costing as much, if not

more, than last year?

A great many wholesale houses report

crciers very small from retail merchants,
and they do not understand why it is

that the merchant expects to be able to

buy cheaper within the next month or so.

The merchants in a great many instances

believe that prices have to come down
before people will buy to any extent.

This is quite reasonable, but will it force

the wholesaler and manufacturers to

sell his goods at a sacrifice? Not likely.

Facts must be faced, costs are up, labor

is up. prices must follow.

What of the Future?

The future holds little encouragement,
if any, for those who are lookins" forwani
to a drop in less than six months' time.

Conditions in England

Several of the heads of different whole-
sale houses have just come back from
England and they express themselves
very much along the same lines to the

effect that conditions ther( do not war-
rant any feeling of outiniism on their

y.art.

They claim that goods exported to Can-

ada do not bring as large returns as

those sent to other countries where the

t'emand is frenzied and competition does
iiot enter into the question of prices.

The Effect on the Consumer

In the larger centres the average per-

son is constantly in touch with his daily

papers, and lately there has been quite

a lot of matter on the probable future

of prices, none of which gives him any
reason to believe he could buy for less.

The merchant in the smaller localities

is the most reliable source of informa-
tion, and he has a great deal of the

pioneer work to do in educating his cus-

tomers as to prices. Now, this is where
your ti'ade newspaper comes in, with un-

biased statements and facts gleaned from
ihe representatives and buyers of both

large and small firms. The information

summed up is passed along to you with

the earnest hope that it will help you
in vour busmess decisions.

IJTTLE CHANGE IN HAT PRICES
Cost of Materials to Remain High for a Long Time

COST of materials are to remain
high for a long time.

The National Association of Fur

and Wool hat Manufacturers have is-

used the following bulletin of informa-

tion to the hat trade:

At a time like the present when there

seems to be so much uncertainty in the

minds of the company regarding the

probable trend of prices, it is felt that

statements made by the members of the

association on the subject based on con-

clusions which they have reached after

a careful investigation of the conditions

surrounding the industry might be of

value.

The most important item is un-

doubtedly raw material, practically none

of which is produced in this country and

much of this has to be imported, making

the shipping situation a factor of vital

importance.

At the moment embargoes are in force

on the largest source of supplies and

there seems no prospects of their early

removal. Even when they are withdrawn

many months must elapse before actual

shipment is made and before the fur can

be brought to this country and prepared

for the use of hat manufacturers. Con-

sequently it is our opinion that so far

as materials are concerned there is no

possibility of a reduction in price for

many months to come, it being the fact

that the present price of hats is not com-

mensurate with the cost of raw ma-

terials.

There is a general opinion abroad that

there are a large quantity of skins suit-

able for hat manufacturers' use in Can-

ada at this time. W'hile we have been

unable to obtain any absolutely definite

information as to the number of bales

now in Canada, even should the quantity

equal the highest estimate, it would not

be sufficient for the hat manufacturers'

use to he a factor of any importance.

The reduced supply and high cost of

labor hus an important bearing on the

situation. This condition has been caus-

ed by the enlistment and draft of a large

number of employees of the industry

into the Government's service. Many
others have gone in the more essential

employments and no rapid improvement
can be anticipated. Undoubtedly an in-

definite time will elapse before the labor

.-upply in the hat industry again becomes
normal. On account of this shortage

of man-power the hat manufacturers are

unable to execute orders on short notice,

and it is now, more than ever before,

important that orders for Fall require-

ments should be placed as far in advance
as possible. This will be quite as much
TO the advantage of the retailer and job-

ber as the manufacturer, both from the

standpoint of delivery and quantities.

INTERESTING SALES CONVENTION
A very interesting sales convention

was held on January 8, 9, 10 at the head

offices of Walter Blue & Co., clothing

manufacturers, Sherbrooke, Que.

Fourteen travellers were present, rep-

resenting the various districts in Canada.

WALTER SCOTT
The many old friends in Canada of

Walter Scott, of the Scott & West Com-
pany, New York, will regret to learn of

his recent death of pneumonia, after an

illness of one week. The late Mr. Scott

lepresented Barry, Ostlere & Shepherd,

of Kirkaldy, Scotland, for a number of

years in Canada, and had a wide connec-

tion among linoleum buyers. He joined

the firm in 1887; in 1896 he came over

to this country, and for the next four

>'ears covered Canada and the United

States. He then established the firm of

Scott & West Company in New York,

continuing to represent his old Scottish

ccmipany.

Mr. W. A. Denton, of the firm of Den-

ton, Mitchell and Duncan, Toronto, was

elected, Jan. 22, a director of the Con-

tinental Life Assurance Co.



NECKWEAR NEWS
Both Merchants and Wholesale Houses Predict Splendid Year for Neckwear

A
NUMBER of retailers stated to

DRY GOODS REVIEW that they
had not bought so heavily for

Christmas busin.'iss this year as last, as

they wished to reduce their stock of older

styles and patterns while the prices

were high. This method was successful

in reducing the stocks and the retailer

will now be open for new goods, which
is good business for both sides. We are

advised that silks for neckwear have
advanced from 3 to 5 shillings higher
than prices prevailing last Fall and
i'rom all accounts they will not come
down before another season.

The mills in Italy are as yet turning
rut very small stocks, and it will be
.some time before they are re-organ-

ized sufficiently to take care of export

business to any extent.

One large manufacturer, thinking that

there would be a tumble in prices, had
his order cancelled, but upon further

enquiry was forced to confirm his orig-

inal order at a 3-shilling advance.

The Christmas trade was generally

very good; in some instances, how-
ever, the merchant sold fewer customers
but made a greater profit on account

of the prevailing high prices.

NECKWEAR
Neckwear.—There is no question of

doubt about the amount of busiiness

that has been placed and is being placed
cu neckwear. There is, however, some
question as to how the demands of the

trade are to be met. It may be said

that the manufacturers generally in the

last year or two have managed to take

care of most of the business offering,

and whereas their worries in securing
the materials will not be much, if any,

less, it is hoped that the coming season
will find them on top with the goods
as needed.

There is no indication that supplies

?ie easier to get and there is no ten-

dency towards lower prices. Some man-
ufacturers indicate that the day of the

cheap tie is not yet, if it ever comes
back—and that prices for Spring are

at a scale appreciably higher than those
named fo^r last Fall.

The amount of business already in

hand is good and that neckwear sales

will be heavy during 1919 is the con-

census of opinion throughout the trade,

ir.anufacturer, jobber and retailer.

COATICOOK WOOLLEN MILLS
CHANGES OWNERSHIP

Walter Blue & Co., clothing manufac-
turers, Sherbrooke, Quebec, have pur-

chased the Coaticook Woollen Mills, of

Coaticook, Que., and will develop the

business of manufac1(.^ ^ing woollens^
etc., for their clothing trade. This will

j:ive them control of an important source

cf raw material.

DOrBLE-BREASTED COATS
FASHION THIS SPRING

The National Association of Clothiers,

which opened its 23rd annual convention
on January the 22nd, considered after-

the-war problems of the American cloth-

ing industry, and appointed a committee
to go to Washington to consult about tht

proposed luxury tax, which would affect

the manufacturers there to a great ex-

tent.

It was forecasted that men's coats

would be double-breasted for this com-
ing Spring.

LIST OF FREE BRITISH MANUFAC
TURES

The British Trade Commissioners in

Canada (Mr. G. T. Milne at Montreal,

and Mr. F. W. Field at Toronto), have

received cable advices from the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade (Development

and Intelligence), that the following

wide range of British manufactures have

been placed on the free list, and nov/

require no export license:

Artists' materials, athletic goods, bicy-

cles, but not tires; bicycle accessories

(various), buttons, except military; horn

and vegetable ivory, cigar and cigarette

holders, china and earthenware, china

clay, clocks, cutlery, drugs (various),

fancy goods of paper, ivory, leather, etc.;

films (subject to censorship), flower

seeds, fountain pens, furs (dress, dyed

or manufactured); glassware, hardware

(iron and steel builders); hats, house-

hold effects of wood, iron or steel, ink,

jewellery (imitation or pearl), laces,

laundry machinery, ledgers, marble, min-

eral waters (unsweetened), musical in-

struments, office furniture, pictures,

paintings, phonographs, photographic

materials (not chemical), razors (safety

and blades), ribbons (silk), spectacles,

sewing machines, wallpaper.

Lists of goods, for which export licen-

ses are still required for shipment from

the United Kingdom, will shortly be in

the hands of the British Trade Commis--

sioners noted above. They will also be

advised weekly, by cable, by their de-

partment in London of the goods re-

moved from such list and any altera-

tions thereto.

The British Trade Commissioners wrill

be glad to take up these matters with

local importers and others interested.

The following 'are some of the princi-

pal commodities for which licenses are

still required:

Abrasives, agricultural machinery, ce-

ment, chemicals (various), coal and coke,

oils, pipes (cast iron), packing cases,

railway material, resins, coal tar pro-

ducts, copper (wrought and unwrought,

including wire); alloys, dyes, foodstuffs,

food for livestock, glue, iron angles, bars,

billets and constructional material, steel

angles, ingot plates and similar raw^

materials, textile machinery, textile

yarns, fibres and waste; tin plates, war

material, wire rope, wood and timber.

The prohibition of the exportation of

raw materials does not extend to goods

manufactured from such materials.

.4 sample of all over satiyi neckwear being

shouni for Spring and Fall' deliveries.

Sir J. W. Woods, of Gordon, Mackay

& Co., has been elected chairman of

the Foreign Trade Committee of the

Beard of Trade, Toronto.

One of the biggest deals in the town

of Hanover, Ont., took place during

January, when H. H. Engel & Co., dry

goods, men's furnishing, etc., purchased

the stock and goodwill of E. H. Lorenz'

west-end store. The price is said to be

somewhere in the neighborhood of

$25,000. The purchasing company in-

tend continuing the business with the

services of Mr. E. H. Lorenz for the

present.
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WOOLLENS, FABRICS, TEXTILES
LINES of fabrics and woollen textiles

imported from Great Britain will

be higher in price than ever, ac-

cording to some of the largest importers
in Canada. These prices ai-e governed
oy the acute shortage of operating mills

in France and Italy. The French Gov-
ernment recently placed an order with
the British mills for 800,000 yards for

immediate delivery. The price, we under-
s'.tand, was in the neighborhood of 14s.

.ver yard. The prices, generally speak-
ing, have advanced from 4s. to 7s. per
yard over those governing last year's

market. It will be some time yet before

deliveries can be made on orders placed

a year ago. A great many firms ex-

pected to' receive shipments this month
and were so advised by their agents a

few weeks ago but have now received

cables to the effect that their goods have
teen acquired by the British Government,
and it is uncertain whether they can du-
plicate their orders in time for this

season's trade. Under these conditions,

MOVING STOCK

Continued from page 22

a day or longer, she is credited with the

time against her amount.

Ships May Move Croods on Counters as

Well as on Sea

"We placed wool dress goods and
silks on a basis of 7 per cent, for the

department head and 6 per cent, for

assistants. Through the bonus system
the cost was reduced to 4% per cent.

Wash dress goods, domestics, white
goods, linens, and the like, we figured

on a basis of 8 per cent, for the head
and 7 per cent, for assistants; and
through the bonus, the cost was reduced

to 5% per cent. Through the entire

store the cost has been reduced, except

on books and notions, and goods move
faster."

A ship-race in one department store

boosted the number of sales during an

annual selling event recently. It was
adapted from a contest plan in use in a

shipyard.

The main feature of the race was a

large bulletin board, divided into five

parts, each one representing a class of

departments. The departments of the

store were grouped into five classes

based on the volume of business done

by the respective departments. In this

way, there was no possibility of a

smaller department suffering by com-

peting with a much larger department,

as each department competes with

others relatively of the same size.

In each one of the five spaces on the

bulletin board miniature movable ships

of cardboard were placed in grooves,

each bearing the department designation.

On the opening day of the sale they all

lined up on even terms. With each

succeeding day the ships were moved to

the right in proportion to the increased

together with the fact that the Canadian
mills are working to capacity, it is almost
certain that prices will increase rather
than decline for this year at least.

The price of the raw material usually

governs the price of the finished article,

unless there is a substantial decrease in

operating expense. Decrease in operat-

ing expenses means a lower wage scale

and cheaper power. Neither of these

conditions exist at present, and judginj>-

from the demand of the operators in

some of the largest firms manufacturing
clothing in the United States who are,

at the time of writing, holding out for

an increase in wages of 30 per cent, on

a 44-hour-per-week basis it doesn't look

like cheap labor at present.

The cost of power remains the same,

and unless the demand for men's cloth-

ing falls off to a very great extent the

prices will be higher than last year and
are not likely to take any drops in the

next few months.

percentage of business done by the de-
partments for the preceding day over the
corresponding day of last year. The
board at once indicated which ship in

each class was in the lead, which was
second, and so on. The ships moved
every morning in accordance with the

sales report of the previous day.

How Setting Its Own Goal Spurs One
Salesforce

Each morning for 15 minutes before

the store opened, the employees had a

chance to inspect the progress of the

ships. Prizes were awarded to members
of the winning departments in each
class, as well as to the second and third

highest.

It is a common experience with retail

merchants that a broken line, especially

one with very few sizes, will move very

slowly unless the remaining sizes are

shown as regularly as the complete

lines. But few salesmen like to bother-

with the broken lines, unless there is a

special reason for them to do so.

One merchant, realizing this, has a

bright colored label pasted on each box

containing left-overs. The salesmen

cannot overlook these boxes, because
they are conspicuous, and in time they
become an eyesore to them. So, usually,

when a call comes for the size of the

left-over happens to be, they make it a

point to show it before they do the other

styles.

Permitting the sales force to set its

own goal has proved a good means of

increasing effort m a Rochester store

The department heads pledge themselves

to do a definite amount of business dui-

ing a sale. The plan appeals to the pride

of the department heads, and as a result,

they usually exceed their self-set quotas.

This store also issues to each new
employee a folder which contains in con-

densed form the rudiments of salesman-

ship. The folder is so small that it fits

conveniently in a salesbook, and can be

studied during leisure moments.

In another department store a junior

manager spends most of his time testing

out members of the force on what the>

know about the goods they are selling

It is a theory of the house that enthus-

iasm is essential to good salesmanship,

and that there can be no real enthusiasm

about getting merchandise to move,

without knowledge.

It is to stimulate this endeavor that

the junior manager makes his rounds.

A conversation with an idle salesmai;

enables him to judge pretty fairly the

extent of the salesman's proficiency.

This may result in a summons to the of-

fice, either for praise or for educationa'

activity.

What the store regards as competent

knowledge goes much farther than cas-

ual familiarity with assortments and

varieties on hand. A silk goods sales-

man, for illustration, is supposed to

know the current commercial history of

silks—where and how each weave is

made, just why one should cost more

than another, and the real reason for

any upward or downward tendency ii?

prices. The ideal salesman is also famil-

iar with the traditions and even the

poetry of silk-making.

The point is, that the deeper a man

goes into a subject the more interested

he becomes. He takes greater pleasure

and more pride in his work. His en-

thusiasm is infectious. The customer is

impressed by his definite information.

The character and prestige of the store

are enhanced; more customers come m
and, of course, the store's merchandise

turns rapidly.
—"System."

Richard G. Krueger, Inc., New York,

have sent out dainty little hand-painteu

silk calendars, accompanied by their

card, with New Year greetings, to their

business friends.

Mr. George F. Preuter, who has been

in the employ of the T. S. Ford Co., Ltd..

Stratford, Ont., as manager of the dress

goods department for nearly 19 years

has resigned. He has not yet made knowi

what his intentions are.



Peace with all its Joys holds none more keen than that of getting back to home-life,

the old Job—safe and sound and strong and clean in honest OVERALLS
ONDERFUL Old Uniform! It has saved the World! But how good it will

^^^eem when the Boys are back and put it away—we hope forever? While it is a

T joy to us to remember that, when the Cause called us, the great Peabody factories

worked night and day on War-clothing for Canada, England, and the States, making
more than a million uniforms in all—yet

—

How good it is to see and hear and feel our machinery busy NOW on plain, honest
work-clothes again!

So, Men of Canada, back to the old job! Back to the overalls, on the farm, in the

eneine-cab, in the machine shop! As the uniform means War,
so the overall means Peace.

Doff lhe_Khak,i and don the Peabodys.

Beat the Sword into the Plough Share !

PEACE!
^

SALES CORPORATION
LIMITED

Are
Almost

Everybody's.

Are They

Yours ?

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG \ANCOU\ER
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Demobilization Means

350,000 New Buyers

- of
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From Khaki To Mufti

Challenge

Cleanable Collars

Wide - awake Retailers
Are out to win a favorable

verdict for their ability to

supply the public with honest
values.

Our policy is similar toward
the retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades
Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords
Flannelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the

foolish mistake of delayed
buying.
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Men are arriving by tliousands every month.

Every last one of theni is mighty glad to

net hack home and anxious lo get into a civie

;H; suit as soon as possible.

They will be quick to see the economy and

advantages of Challenge Cleanable Collars.

KSee that your stock is up-to-date. Write

for our catalogue containing all new and

up-to-date styles.

We would also like to mail you one of our Counter

Collar Stands. l^ese stands are finished in

mahoo:any and will be a distinct acquisition to

your store fixtures.

Window display cards and envelopes also yours

for the asking-.

The Arlington Company
o/^ Canada, Limited

63 Bay Street, Toronto

Read Building,

Montreal

Travellers Building

Bannatyne St., Winnipeg
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A Central Market
Place for ''Wants''

is a Trade Necessity

DRY GOODS REVIEW is

the natural want medium

for the Dry Goods Trade.

Rate : 2 cents per word per

insertion. If r e p 1 i e s are

directed to Box Number in

our care, add five cents per

insertion to co\er cost of

maihng rephes.
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Often Imitated—Never Equalled

Carhartt
Overalls

An all -satisfying

quality that has

no equal

The overall becomes more
popular every day. It's a

staple line wherever you are.

Tlierefore, it pays to replenish

your overall (lei)artment with

a |)o>itively (lependahle and
popular .u;armeut.

W'e have a lar.iie assortment ot'

overalls for men. women and
hoys.

For Men

—

(Jarhartt Overalls, Khaki Work
Pants, Cottonades, Corduroys,
al.«o Work Gloves in sheepskin,

si)lits and horsehide.

For Women

—

Khaki and Oalatea Allover-

and Slipovers.

For Boys-
Khaki Knickers and Allovers.

Your present needs will be

lirom])tiy met as we can ship

immediately.

Your future requirements we
anticipate filling shortly. Our
stocks are complete and we
simply await your order.

Remember. Carhartt's have a

reputation that is envied.

Hamilton Carhartt

Cotton Mills Ltd.
—Toronto'Unit—

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER LIVERPOOL (ENG.)
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Industry Again Begins to

Throb with Activity Creat-

ing a Big Demand for

The pessimists are being discredited.

Canada is going to experience a big

era of industrial activity—every-

thing points that way.
oves

With it will naturally come an increased call for well-made, comfortable
working- gloves like TAPATCOS.
Aggressive dealers will prepare for this by laying in a good stock of
TAPATCO GLOVES. Note the wide variety—Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and
Band Top Styles in heavy, medium and light weights. Leather Tips,
Leather and Leatherette Faced Gloves, Jersey Gloves and Mitts in Tan,
Slate and Oxford—somethmg for every man.
Insist that your jobber furnish only TAPATCO Brand.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
CHATHAM, ONTARIO

%ff/pfefjf^mmf.f'f^m?m^'r''si/iijhf£i

Worthy of Your Consideration

Retailers want to deal with people who know why they have
something to sell.

Did you ever stop to figure that the retailers you want to

interest have advertising news for the public in every day's

newspapers? Let the retailers have particulars of your
goods at least once a month.

Think this over and let us strengthen your trade develop-

ment work beginning in next month's

Dry Goods Review
143 University Avenue, Toronto

COPY PREPARED WRITE FOR RATES
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Fabrics You Can Depend Upon
Sure to Sell, Sure to Satisfy

The productions of the Calico PriiiLcib Association, Ltd., are known all

over the world for dependability and a unique multiplicity of fabric and

design, all carefully adapted with the sureness gained by long experience,

to the market they are intended to supply.

An entirely new cloth, already in great demand, and an
assured success.

Cepea Serge is a heavy, firm-textured Cotton Fabric with a
Serge finish, used for Day and Night wear for Ladies, Men
and Children. Guaranteed unshrinkable and fast in colours.

Light and dark grounds in 108 ways. Stripes, spots, etc., and plain shades in black,
indigo, navy, blue, pink, helio, green, brown, etc. Width 30 inches.

€ll,lPlllL§II]I©Il

The Cotton F"abric with
the Serge F"inish

C5 carry a guar-

T* 1 1m Q antee as a
1 Ulll :> thoroughly re-

liable print of

British make.
The range
comprises a
vast assort-
ment of colour-

ings, Indigo,
Red, Black, Butcher Blue, Blue-greys,
Black-greys, and White grounds. Shirt-
ings, Covers and Fancies. Width 32
inches. With Selvedge mark "Crum's
Standard."

rum s

Standard
Prints

A d a 1 n t y, attractive

C/VlJi in f^ m a t e r ial containing

Merino wool and constituting the nearest

approach to ordinary Wool Delaine on

the market. Works well, washes well,

wears well. In an unusually large variety

of exclusive designs.

woile di

is a superfine

voile in unique
colourings, of
wide width,
silky finish and
up to date de-

signs.

From Wholesale only. In case of diffi-

culty write to:—

CalicoRinters^AssoclatlonLtd

St. James Bldgs., MANCHESTER
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DRESS FABRICS
AND SILKS
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BIG YEAR IN SILKS ANTICIPATED
Easter Season Promises Well—Fine \\'eather Stimulates Interest in Spring Merchandise—

-

Silks for Evening Wear Continue Important— Big Business to Follow Present

Readjustment Period

ii^ I^HIS fine weather is bringing-

I 100 to 1 shoppers into th-e store
-1- as compared with this time last

year." said Mr. W. R. Hayes, of the
Robert Simpson Co. dress goods depart-
ment to DRY GOODS REVIEW. Buyers
ia Toronto are predicting a splendid year
throughout for 1919, although opinions
vary as to what is likely to follow next
Winter. However, as one importer stat-

ed, the only policy to follow is a hand-
to-mouth one. "We just have to take
all the business which we can handle
from day to day; supply the goods as
l)est we can, but make no attempt to in-

duce buyers to place bigger orders than
they can handle immediately." This
firm, it might be mentioned, has just
(January 31) closed a three months'
lousiness which was 50 per cent, above
the same three months a year ago.
"There is a chance for a splendid Easter
business this year," said the same whole-
saler, "but the business will have to be
done before the actual season arrives."
To explain just what this means, a

T^iiyer in one of the leading stores re-
marked that the fine weather now and
the late Easter season this year (April
20) combine to make people interested
even to the point of buying for Spring.
"We are selling a great deal of Spring
merchandise now which otherwise people
w ould not purchase for at least a month
later," he said.

Fabrics for Spring and Social Occasions
The outstanding features of merchan-

dise shown now in Toronto therefore, are
lii'stly Spring goods—including not mid-
.season hats only, but straw sailors and
<.ther real Spring millinery; quantities
of fancy voiles and other Summer dress
cottons; fancy and evening silks for
<lres.ses and skirts, plaid serges for sport
.- kirts, etc., and secondly, garments and
materials for evening an(l other social
functions. In these two lines buying on
the part of the public is keen.

"Travellers are reporting a Spring
business which is almost without precc-
ient," said one silk wholesaler. "Stripes
and foulards in twills, satins, etc., are the
j)redominant styles and are selling in

greater quantities every day. Apart from
these there are not very many changes
in styles generally from what has been
selling right along. There is a good
feeling- toward rough-finished goods in

open colors for Summer."
"We are glad to be able to show such

goods as these once more," said an im-

porter of Frencii silks, showing some ex-

cjuisite qualities of French printed silks

for dresses and fur coat linings. They in-

cluded very supple though closely woven
fine crepes, satins, ninons, twills, etc., in

a wide range of colorings and designs.

The patterns are mostly in all-over ef-

fects, though frequently the motifs are

large. Many have intricate colorings

developed on an ivory or deep-toned

background, and brocaded and woven
patterns are also included. "These have
just now arrived and we are expecting

more right along from the French mills,"

he said. "The prices of course are high
but the qualities have no rivals, and so

there is no chance of any reduction in

this class of merchandise," he added.

The price of these lines to jobbers is

around $3.65 to $6.50 a yard.

No Fixed Level for Present Prices

Prices asked at present are interfering

with quantity business. There is no
doubt that even if raw silk and labor

should not come down to any extent the

reduction of the extremely high freight

and insurance rates the removal of

lieavy war risks, and the levellinp- of ex-

change rates will make some difference

in prices all throxigh the trade. Indeed,

the American market is feeling a change

row, but there the fluctuation is in no

omall degree due to jobbers and specu-

lators cutting prices simply in order to

get business. Labor is unsettled there,

but as soon as that is regulated a more
stable level of prices will ensue. It is

now three months since the armistice

was signed, and there has been no
l)anicky effect on prices. Nevertheless,

in time the prices which have been paid

for uncertainty and protection during the

war will have to be eliminated and sub-
stituted by new prices, whicli will be

based largely upon the cost of raw ma-
terials and labor.

Just how soon these new stabilized

figures will be reached is a matter which
no one knows yet. Some, well acquaint-

ed with the silk trade, think that better

rates on the more staple lines of goods
will be arrived at by next Summer; some
say next Fall, and still others, and among
them large buyers, say not for two years

will there be any appreciable change in

prices. All that a retailer can do is to

cover himself with what merchandise he

requires for his particular clientele and
pay the price for the kind of goods they

require if he has not got them in stock.

The raw silk markets are pretty firm

just now and so there is no need of the

merchant selling at a loss what he may
have. The one thing needful is to make
his store the most interesting spot in

town by every means available except

losing money by sacrificing goods. "The
retailer, if he has a bigger stock on hand
than his customers are disposed to buy.

will have to do what some of the whole-

salers similarly situated are doing," said

one of them. That is. "he will not lose

m,oney on his merchandise but will shave

off here and there the provisions which

he made for contingencies which never

arose and turn over his stock as speedily

as possible."

Brocades and Velvets Coming

"Looking to the near future," said a

wholesaler, "it is interesting to note a

marked inclination toward brocaded

goods. At present the prices are much
too high to create a big demand, but as

prices recede the prices for this line will

increase." Another in the trade sees a

bright future for dress velvets on the

same basis. The prices quoted now for

chiffon velvets are 44 per cent, above

those of January, 1918, and another in-

crease is slated for this month, but little

business is being done in them just now.
They will probably be one of the first

materials in popularity when prices are

more within the reach of the average
bi yer. Chiffon velvets and brocades are

j.eerless fabrics for the social season
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when on.-3 tbev are g-iven favorable con-

ditions of entry.

Does Not Fear the Future

"The future of Canada will be mar-

vello')*," said one of the importers quot-

ed above. Even with the quietness whic-n

he anticipates in the next six months m
his own particular case he desi'i,nates the

prospects in the years to come as "simply

astounding. We do not know yet how-

to be optimistic in this country. What
cio you think of Brussels? Immediately

upon the signing of the armistice a huge
order was sent from there to a Paris

house for chiffon velvets and silks. Brus-

sels -..as optimistic. We in Canada are

infiuenc-ed somewhat by the feeling in

the United States which is gay to-day

and to-morrow downcast."

TWELVE POI»ULAU COLORS
According to a card made up by R. H.

Comey Company, dyers, New York, the

twelve best sellers in colors for the nov.

season are taupe, Bermuda, jay, tevr;;

cotta, tete de negre, sand, purple, dust,

pearl grey, navy, artillery and sueor

rilack. This range is about the same i's

those of other houses, althoa^;:; dilfevei't

names are used sometimes tO (iesignats

the same tones. Some other houoe.=;

hovvever are finding rather more e n-

phasis placed upon the bright blues sucl:

as Belgian, peacock, and Pekin, thai

seems to be shown in the above list. Nile

green is getting some attention in lan'-y

knit goods and in tatfetas and satins for

dance frocks.

DRESS FABRICS

THE LINEN MERCHANTS' ASSOCIA-
TION

(Belfast, Ireland)

In response to numerous enquiries

from both home and foreign markets as

to the probable course of linen prices

within the first six months of 1919, the

council of this association have, after

careful consideration, thought it advis-

able to issue the following statement:

—

During practically the whole of 1918

the use of linen yarns of all classes re-

quired for the ordinary range of goods

was prohibited by the Government, ex-

cept for goods intended for purposes of

national defence. As a consequence,

stocks of all makes of linen goods have

diminished steadily through the year

without there being any possibility of

replenishing them. The flax crop of

1917 was practically entirely used for

Government purposes. Now that flax

yarns and cloth are again released for

civil trade, the only supplies available

are those coming from the flax crop of

1918. This crop represents a much

higher average of cost than the 1917

crop, and goods made from it will there-

fore cost more than anything that mer-

chants and consumers have hitherto been

asked to pay. This crop has been bought

by the Government, and there is no rea-

son to suppose that the Government will

release it to spinners at anything less

FRENCH SILK :MILLS HARD AT
WORK—FREIGHT RATES

LOWER
American exporters are now able to

ship to France at the rate of $60 a ton,

according to Vincent de Messimy of

Chicago, counsellor for the French ex-

rorters. This is the result of the gradual
drop in prices since the armistice was
signed, when the cost was approximately
S120 a ton. One-third of the French
tonnage is available at this rate. The
other two-thirds are requisitioned by the

French Government for the importation
of sugar, cotton, flour, petroleum, and
other articles from America.
The French Government has set the

price it will pay at $35 a ton, to which it

still allows a carriers' profit. Thus the

high price which the carriers are able to

obtain from individual firms indicates

that it is the result of scarcity of ton-

nage. M. Messimy believes that the high
shipping rate will result in many ships

being diverted to the New York cargo
trade and that this will lead to a gradual
lowering of the rates.

French exports to-day are at a low-

point, but reports from the South indi-

cate that the mills are resuming work
fast, especially in the manufacture of

high-grade silks.
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than its cost. Further, as regards quan-

tity, the total visible supplies of flax are

much below the requirements for a nor-

mal year's consumption.

The Associated Flax Spinners, repre-

senting 95 per cent, of the total spindles

in the trade, have signed an agreement

not to sell yarns at less than a price

list now being drawn up, and based on

the 1918 crop. This list will hold good

until :iOth June, 1919. Even if there is

then a reduction, the yarns would have

to be delivered after that date, prepared,

woven into cloth, and the cloth subse-

quently bleached or otherwise finished.

In addition, the enormously enhanced

cost of production, and recent heavy ad-

vances in wages materially affect the

situation. Supplies at reduced prices

cannot, therefore, be available at the

soonest before the end of 1919.

It is hardly to be expected that mer-

chants who rnay have some small stocks

at less than these new costs will sell

the same below present figures, know-

ing the impossibility of replacing them

for a long period ahead except at higher

figures. Buyers who are holding off in

the expectation of lower prices durmg

1919 are therefore likely to miss their

opportunity of securing existing stocks

at something below to-day's eosts, and

of being forced to buy during 1919 at

the top market level.

The Manchester Cotton Control Board
has decided (February 3) to remove all

restrictions on cotton. Mill owners are

permitted now to run their machinery as
they desire.

BEST YEAR IN HISTORY

Gross profits of Belding-Paul-Corti-

celli, Limited, at $278,731 and net profits

at $189,478, as reported for the year end-

ing November 30th, 1918, represent the

best showing in the history of the silk

amalgamation effected about seven years

'""^After setting aside $30,000 to reserves,

including a $25,000 appropriation for a

special renewal reserve, profit and los.

balance at the end of the year was $287,-

811, against $249,475 m 1917 and $78,06d

in 1914 V,

The working capital position of the

company continues comfortable as a re-

cult of the improved earnings of the past

^hree years. Current assets amount to

$1,395,169, against current liabilities ot

'6b,522, the working capital maigm

leing, therefore, $764,647, against $736,-

663 a year ago and $500^76 two yea-

. o.^ P.flTik loans increased slightly \Mtn

fthe year from $175,000 to $220,000, an

increase of over $200,000 in I'rv-entories

^•urnishing the explanation. Plant ac-

count incieased about $42,000 and invest-

ments about $36,500 in the year.

Oriental costume; blouse of grey velvet

embroidered in black and fur-trimmed.

Skirt of black velvet embroidered in grey.

NEW FACTORY AT GALT

Riverside Silk Mills have purchased a

valuable piece of property in Gait, Ont.,

formerly Knox Church manse, and will

erect a $25,000 factory building early in

the Spring. The new plant will be 52 by

70 feet in dimension, three storeys and of

brick construction, modern in every way

and with capacity about double that of

the present building.
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"SFERO" MAKE on Selvedge

ij your protection and our guarantee of quality

«iSPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALUE AT
EVERY PRICE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOODS.

" The Best in the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCHESIER, ENGLAND

MILLS ON MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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A. S. KING SILK CO

^

C^

LIMITED

Zi)t ^ilfe Housfe of Canaba

TORONTO

We carry the largest stock of Dress

Silks in Canada.

To-day our stock is complete and
well assorted.

Instant shipment can be given.

We invite price comparisons.

Quick service to retail dealers.

We specialize in lines for the manu-
facturing trade.

Write for samples.

Chinese Shantungs

Japan Pongees

Japan Wash Satins

Japan Habutai, White and
Colored

Japan Tamorai, White and
Colored

Crepe de Chine

Georgette

Chin-Chin Crepes

Ta f : ( 1 ' lackand Colored

Duchesse, Black and
Colored

Messaline, Black and
Colored

Fancy Stripes, Plaids, Silk
Shirtings, etc.

FOREIGN OFFICES:
Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, France
Chefoo, China

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. W. - TORONTO
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285-4th Ave
Corner 22nd Street

NEW YORK
PINE TREE SILK MILLS CO.

Manufacturers Dependable Silks

For Immediate Delivery:

TAFFETAS
SATINS
MESSALINES
CREPES
FOULARDS
FANCY SILKS, consisting
of PLAIDS and STRIPES
NOVELTY SILKS
RIBBONS in Plain and
Fancy Weaves
WOOL JERSEY

If you cannot visit our salesrooms, samples will

be gladly forwarded to interested merchants.

The Pine Tree Silk Mills Co
Philadelphia Salesrooms:

930 MARKET ST.
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BDEPJ
Cpefle jTidicntn. 6

QecTijelies

Scitn 9t^m<^T'(:'^

h fc'9fnj)(r-y<ipi.

^ Women's
Dress Goods

For ALL CLIENTS
and ALL CLIMES

Striped Sui^rms
Cream 'Bkc/t c yi'/j frvcixk
'''••HI. - - Sfriots.

We are noted for

BRITAINS BEST
m

Wool Serges and Gabardines.

CROCKER, SONS & CO., LIMITED
Friday Street London, E.C. 4, England
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"«« BttlSlW*

THE SOCIAL WHIRL
has created a large demand for Ninon, Chiffon,

Georgette Crepe and Crepe de Chine in pastelle

and high colorings for Evening Wear,

Are you prepared?

We have completed stocks available for immediate
deliverv.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto

oo^oooif̂ Nl li
' Adelaide 3062 ^0^E

ESTABLISHED 1803.

John Hall, Limited

1 1 Mosley Street, Manchester

Manufacturers of

Bedford Cords, Piques,

Marcellas, Welts, etc.,

White and Colored-woven

Cotton, Mercerised and

Artificial Silk Vestings.

Cible Address "CZARINE" ABC Code Fifth Edition.

Special Values

ALL WOOL

SERGES
ALSO

LINENS
INCLUDINCi

Bleached and Unbleached Damasks.

Cloths and Napkins, Towels,

Handkerchiefs, Quilts, etc. etc.

F.NQUIRIRS SOI.ICITKD

C. E. Robinson & Co.
Importers and Commission .Merchants

ID Victoria Street MONTREAL
TEL. UPTOWN 8.S.S.?.
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Personality in Dress

" Lista " Shirts and Pyjamas reflect that air of solid worth which gives the

wearer standing as a well - dressed man. For Officers' Khaki Shirts and for

ordinary wear " Lista " is unrivalled. It can be washed over and over again

without injury. ''Lista" is selvedge marked, and is

Guaranteed and ^Manufactured hy

LISTER & CO., Ltd., Manningkam Mills

Bradford, England
AGENTS- Henderson & Smyth

Toronto and Montreal
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Oienewseason willhe the
greatest in years for^

PMTEDSHIS
^/le inevitable flngfer of Fashioa
points unerringly Xo this fact/

as the correct silkvogfue for
Spring' and Summer. In other
words this is aMallinsonSeason-

foron Prints ourleadership is un-
questioned. Manufacturers.

Retailers. Dress Creators
universally acknowledofe

MALLIN50N PRINT5
as the peerof all printed silks.

^^^rtistlcbeaiity'- originalityofdesl^ru
exqaisito colorJmrmonies, ctistingfuish

^s^J^hese unusual clever^conceivedprints.

^^ Pussywillow
^

ykeAational Silk ofInternationalJamo"

INDESTRUCTIBLE -VOILE
M ©[is-insKyKgTrDiDiLii €[2ii[?ii

Pufp^nufF

sS^--

<(>

ALt REGISTERED TRAO£ fvlARK NAtVICS

.. 1 Silks deluxe
^he nezu silksfirsir'

MADISON AVENUE
31-n' STREET
NEW YORK
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V->

The Newest R&S Fabric

With the interesting surface of a

crepe and the wonderful wearing

qualities of a poplin, Crepolyn, a

silk and wool fabric, bids fair to

become one of the best selling fab-

rics of the season for women's

outer apparel.

It drapes admirably and comes in

a wide range of exquisite solid

shades.

This is only one member of the

famili/ of R & S Poplins, which

includes R&S Silk and Wool

Poplin for suits, and R&S
Fancy Poplins in Silk and Cot-

ton for dresses a,nd skirts.

These fancy poplins are also

new, and come in stripe and

plaid effects from which strik-

ing skirts are being developed.

OTHER R&S SILKS SUPREME
7 1 49 Georgette Crepe

: ;
6294 Crepe Meteor

1371 Satin Charmeuse

Krepoplyn

7 \l

i^

h Q
^

^A

M

REILING ^ SCHOEN incorpohated
QavLSchjOerL^Tresiderd:

260 FOURTH AVENUE s NEWYORK CITY
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1

\^j,\u^\i/\i/\i/^Au/^\j/\iA:^i/\j/\^

ti)^!qs^fnTffl(niiii>i^=<*^iT?niifii

JERSEY CLOTH

rick-texturt knitted

fabric for town or coaniri),

With, tht tang ofkzan, ckan

Outcioors.

Ukt [Premier Stylists of

Guropc ondAimricci btstouu

upon it tkurgracious spon-

sorskipjor the T^ressds, Qoats-

Suits and Skirts oftht

QcntLcwomarL.

Oa vitw at ciLLjaskionjabU

'Dq^yartmmt Stores (xnxij.ppard

iSkopsPkcjenuint is Labtkd
'Standwarc, becaast it

Stands ^car.

llj-Oi^roadwau

Thti adverttstmt/tt is to apptai tii

Vogut, Harper's, Good Housekeep-
ing and I.adtts' Home Journal.

iiiinnHM iiM iMn iin t n iiiUMinMni i Miuii i M/iwiiMni i nuMiiiinii i Mni i iiMM iMH i i i u i iiiiintnTTTTnTTnTTTTTIIlllllllM im ill ^inillP
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T« h»

ResUtered No. iOijOb-

THE HALL-MARK OF

HaiimiUD Comfort and Dorabilitj

at HiniiDHni Cost.

First in the Fieid ind Still LeadioK.

Mad. on the ORADUATBD PRINCIPLB,
and startlnf with TWO THREADS in tki

TOP, It increasM In WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES aa it descenda. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. Bjr thia proceai tka

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock ara

where they are moet needed IN THE
FEET, making it etaentialljr

A HALF UOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Abtolutsly teamlMs
Perfect In FH
Quanmleed Uiuhilnliafeto

AmMM or PERFEOTIBM IM rOOTWEAIt.

had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Drj Goods Houses.

MAKE IT SHORT
But be sure

your Brand is

listed in the

BUYERS' GUIDE

Dr. Jaeger ^*""s7Jr"'° co. umued
"BRITISH, Founded 1883"

243 Bleury Street Montreal

NOTICE
Owing to the fact that a Jaeger Co.

incorporated in the U.S.A. was financed
by German capital, it has recently been
offered for sale by the Aliens' Property
Custodian there.

We desire to publish the fact that our
Company, whose headquarters are in

London, England, is, and always has
been, British in Capital and Control, and
that the American Company in question
was an entirely separate organization in

which we had no interest or control.

To remove any doubt which might
arise in the Public mind, owing to the
name of "Jaeger," our Company pub-
lished the following statement in the
"Times," London, England, on August
31st, 1914:

—

THE JAEGER CO/S
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

"To dispel all doubts which may have arisen in

consequence of the name of a German Scientist

forming part of the title of this Company, we
point out the following fact:

—

"The Jaeger Co. was founded here with British

Capital in 1883 to acquire sole rights throughout
the British Empire in connection with the System
of Pure Wool Clothing originated by Dr. Jaeger.

"The Company has always been British, entirely

under British control, and the greater part of

the Company's goods is made in the United King-
dom. We have also availed ourselves of the
special skill and taste applied in various Con-
tinental countries to the production of certain
articles; but every effort is being made to pro-
duce in this country, and we shall be able to con-

tinue the supply of Jaeger Specialties in all de-

partments."

Dr.JAEGER '"•^.^--CO. LIMITED

LEWIS R. S. TOMALIN, Chairman.

Our travellers have now left

with a well-assorted range ; you
will be well advised to see our
samples before placing orders
elsewhere.
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FANCY SWEATERS POPULAR IN WOOES
Little Will Be Shown This Summer In Silks — 28-Inch Length Remains — Bright Blues,

Deep Rose, Purple and Nile the Leading Shades — Sleeveless Lines Quiet

THERE are interesting ranges and

colorings in the new designs of

sweater coats . and pullovers for

women and misses this Summer. Some
of the mills do not put much stress on

their Summer output of knit goods but

those who do have attractive offerings.

Now that the need for the dull grey

socks and sombre khaki sweaters has de-

creased so vastly, women seem to be

revelling in the gayest wools which dyers

can produce. Only those garments made

of the high grade soft wools finely knit-

ted are given much favor. The plain

stitching is preferred usually, but some

of the rather fancy stitches which are

i<ti!l fine are popular as well. Any styles

which have a decided pattern to them

however, are not bought so frequently as

the plainer knit designs.

Less Gold, More Blues

Sweater coats and pullovers are about

the same length as those shown last

year. Some longer samples were made,

but the medium length of about 28 inches

is preferred. The rich bright blues

V, hich have become so popular in all lines

of apparel are strongly favored in

sweater coats as well. Turquoise is a

particularly strong shade for this season.

There is a noticeable decline in the de-

mand for gold, which had such a run dur-

ing the last two seasons. Deep shades

of rose, purple, and nile, are the tones

which rival the blues. For trimmings

the brushed effects are liked very much
still. Deep sailor collars, cuffs, belts and

pocket bands are frequently made of

grey or white brushed wool to trim the

brightly-colored body. Sometimes the

Lame tone is used tliroughout. Stripes

for trimming are liked also, but are dif-

ferent from the stripes of previou.-^

seasons in that the fine and fancy stripes

p.re given precedence and soine^tiraes two

or thre^ colors in narrow strides aVe used

in the one garment rather than perhaps

a couple of wide stripes in one color con-

trasting with the coat, as was seen in

previous seasons. One model which in-

variably calls forth exclamations of de-

light isJa soft pullover of turquoise blue

with fiine stripes of ro.se and white

around: the belt on the cuffs and across

the deep collar. A new feature in this

number is the fine knitted cord run
through the stripe at the waistline and
fmished with ball tassels.

The cowl collar was tried out on a few
models but is not as favored as the flat

style of collar, although these frequently

: re in the one-piece back and front, which
has the effect of a cowl collar lying flat.

Sailor collars are of deep, generous size.

V-shaped necks are still the popular line.

Some Thread Silk Lines Shown

There will be comparatively few silk

sweaters on the market this Summer
again and perhaps a few more of the

pure silk ones will be sold than last year,

since the price is a little more moderate.
One large mill, which last year had a

big range of artificial silk sweaters, is

showing not more than one or two, and
those are only samples; they have no
stock made up in them. This is owing
to the very serious condition of the arti-

ficial silk market at present, which de-

m.-inds high prices .for the meagi'e sup-

plies.

New York is a little more keen about
the fine silk lines than is the Canadian
trade. Among the novelties at Altman's,
New York, is a model in silk and wool in

irtricate but effective filet designs. They
are in a variety of colors. Some coat

styles are developed in sheer alpaca

wool. Another novelty is in silk of var-

ious tones but suggesting the metalasse
effects.

Quite a stimulation has been felt in

the trade in men's sweaters, house
jackets, and office coats. One mill ac-

counts for this by the fact that so many
men overseas became accustomed to tlie

use of sweaters in the trenches and found

them comfortable garments that they

want to wear them still. The fancy

striped models which were brought out

last season are being shown again. No-
thing seems to replace them in popu-

larity and the natterns are liked very

v.ell. One model which is a particularly

good seller is a brown one in finely knit

cloth with small cord edges. This is a

regular coat style with lapels and cuffs,

and may be worn as a house coat or an

office coat. The heavy m-ickinaws for

men are also featured again for Spring
and Fall.

Wide Scarfs With Belts

Almost like a sweater coat and requir-
ing about as much wool to make are the

new very wide scarfs which are being
shown by one or two firms. These are
made wide and straight, sometimes fancy
and with a three-inch belt attached. The
:dea of the belt is to hold the ends of the
wide scarf in place in front over the suit.

Being so wide, the scarf folds back and
7.its around the neck of its own accord
and forms lapels down the front. It

serves, too, as a sort of cape in the back.
Sometimes these scarfs are accompanied
by smart tams to match. They are shown
in stripes, plaids, the dull grey, khaki,

and brighter wools, plain or brushed.
More attention would no doubt have been
given this line of sets if the season at

present had been more snowy and con-

ducive to skating, show-shoeing, etc.

However, no doubt next Fall will see

some run of these sets again. New York
was quite favorable to them this year.

For school girls and children the narrow
scarfs with novelty caps, which have
been brought out of recent years, are still

being worn and have been in such variety

of colorings and patterns that no new
numbers to speak of have been intro-

duced for next Fall yet. Business is

still being done, however, in the range
as it stands.

New York is showing a knitted silk

scarf in yellow, striped all over and
edged with navy blue; cords and tassels

hold in the ends at the wrists forming
sleeves.

BATHING SUITS

Knitted bathing suits are selling well

for this Summer again. There is no

strikingly new design or fashion offered

in these. The Canadian trade has pretty

much settled into the one-piece suit.

which consists of the dress garment with

tights attached underneath, and the only

fastening being the two buttons on the

left shoulder. These are produced in

the still favored navy blue and black

with bright colored bands for trimmiivis;
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sleeveless, with arm shields. The cotton

knitted bathing suits of similar designs

{<re selling quite as well as before at

more moderate prices than the woollen

numbers.

BIG ORDER FROM
EUROPE

Knit Goods, Blankets and Cloth Wanted
in Roumania

Orders amounting to more than $3,-

000,000 have been received from the

Roumanian Government for knit goods,

blankets, and cloth manufactured in

Canada. These orders have been pro-

cured through a representative of the

Canadian Knit Goods Association on the

ground in Europe. The value of the

different products is divided as follows:

Knit goods, three-quarters of a million

dollars; blankets, one-quarter of a mil-

lion dollars; cloth, over two million dol-

lars, making a total of over three million

dollars altogether.

The knit goods include men's socks,

women's stockings, men's and boys' un-

<lerwear, women's and girls' underwear.
The value of the order for men's socks

is about $80,000, and women's stockings

$50,000; men's underwear $260,000; boys'

underwear $126,000, and women's and
jvirls' underwear $150,000.

The secretary of the Knit Goods As-
.^ociation, with head office in Hamilton,

Ont., stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW
that at the time he gave us the informa-

tion the matter of credit and payment,

etc. had not been definitely arranged in

detail, but he expected in a very short

time this would be completed.

This is a very substantial order for

Canadian woollen products and will be

another factor in helping to stabilize

prices this year.

HOSIERY
Into the hosiery situation for next Fall

and the Spring of 1920 there are a great
many changed factors entering. The
nool and cotton situation are considered

elsewhere in this issue, and influences

affecting them as raw materials are of

quite as much concern to the knit goods
trade as to the textile industries. The
cancelling of Government orders, the

distributing of raw materials and yarns
t'l the various consumers, competition
among the big markets, the shortage of

female labor—these are all matters
which render the hosiery situation for
tlic Winter of 1919-1920 very uncertain
in many aspects.

The knit goods mills are almost
unanim.ous in the opinion that cashmere
hose for next Winter will be almost as
scarce as they were last year. The fine

all wool cashmere will be the most dif-

ficult of all to supply to the trade, and
yet one mill states that it is filled up for

tiie next eight or nine months, night and
day on its own special brand of cashmere
1-ose. They state, too, that there will not
be one dozen of real good cashmere hose

For Summer, IQIQ
Turquoise blue slip-over sweater with dignified stripes of rose

and white at waist, on cufTs and across back of deep sailor collar.
The fine knitted cord girdle with tassels is smart and note how
neatly the sleeves fit this year. From the Monarch Knitting Co.,
Dunnville, Ont.

'.n\ the slielves by June or July. Yarns
which they ordered to be delivered last

l''all in order to be made up and delivered
*o the retailers now, are only just coming

There seems to be a general shortage
of tops, and they are at such a high
price that mills refuse to order more
than they are sure they can sell when
made up. They claim, therefore, that if

retailers do not place their orders im-
mediately for Fall requirements mills

cannot provide for them, and there will

certainly not be enough of the better

grade goods to supply the demand when
their orders come in later. The early or-

ders, they say, will get full delivery, but
manufacturers will not run up a stock
for late orders.

Better Prospects for Pure Silk Hasiery

In talking with another large firm,

DRY GOODS REVIEW was informed
'.hat they would have no cashmere hose
at all to offer for next Winter, nor will

they have any silk hose except the thread
si'k. Artificial silk which was to have
been delivered in December, January and
February will not now be received until

April or May of this Spring. Thread
silk has come down slightly in price,

while the artificial silk is up 2 shillings

a pound. There will, they say, be a little

htock line in artificial silk, but no general

range at all.

Markets Vary

There is some difference of opinioM
among mills as to comparative prices be-

tween the United States and Canada m
hosiery. For instance, one mill stated

that a reduction has been made in U. S.

goods in certain lines, and that this is

cue to the fact that mills over there pro-

tected themselves by prices last year
which were out of proportion to their in-

creased costs. The reduction stated is

20 per cent., which leaves the price just

5 per cent, higher than the price of good«
made in this country from the same
\arns. That is, goods which were $4.85

a dozen in the United States have been
reduced 20 per cent., while in Canada
the same goods have never been higher
than $3.75 a dozen. These are fine grades
with some wool in them. Prices quoted
are those from mills to jobbers. Another
mill stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW^
that the prices of goods made in the
United States have never been as high
as goods made from the same material
here in Canada and with the same work-
manship. The difference in- these state-

ments is probably due to the fact that
numerous details of different mills cause

Continued on page 51



KNIT GOODS SITUATION AS U.S. MANUFACTURERS SEE IT

Are Xot \\'orking to Capacity Until Conditions Are More Certain Throughout—DemobiUza-
tion Means Bigger Sales During 1919—High Cost of Labor Prevents Any Big

Decline This Year

THE following report regarding-

conditions in the knit goods trade

in the United States was prepared
by a numbei of the manufacturers there

end sent to DRY GOODS REVIEW. It

deals with the various aspects of the

trade at the present moment and the

outlook for 1919 over there. This will

be of much interest to Canadian mer-
chants and manufacturers who have
many of the same problems to faco.

New York, Jan. 31, 1919.—"Discus-
sions relative to present prices for Fall

1919, on cotton and wool underwear and
hosiery, foolishly continue to stand in

the way of free trading on the part of

jobbers and retailers throughout the

country. That all underwear and hos-

iery which it will be possible to manu-
facture through the manufacturing sea-

son will positively be needed to supply

the demands of the increasing number
of civilian consumers, no one will gain-

.say; and the slowness in buying on the

part of distributors to the retail

stores and to actual wearers, is bound
to react to the detriment of deliveries

later in the season, according to opinions

expressed by manufacturers and selling

{.gents in the New York market. Some
mills have closed down and others are

imiting their production until buyers

display activity and place orders.

High Raw Materials and Labor

Buyers of underwear and hosiery

should bear in mind, say the mill men,
that merchandise turned out for the

tiext six months, at least, will be made
from raw stocks purchased during the

war at full war prices. Labor is not

only demanding wartime wages, but

threatens to "walk out" unless a 48-

hour, and in some places a 44-hour week
is granted them, at precisely the same
v.'ages paid for the longer working per-

iod. The cut in hours will automatically

advance overhead costs from 10 to 15

per cent. This increase has not even

been figured in by sellers of Fall knit

goods, who, with few exceptions, have

already named their opening selling

prices.

In discussing the present situation

one of the largest manufacturers and

distributors of hosiery in this country

?ays:

"The deadlock between buyers and

manufacturers of heavy cotton under-

wear and hosiery has been occasioned

from the fact that raw materials arc

ibout the same as they were a year

i.go, while laFor has advanced 25 per

cent, and un. This increased cost of

labor more th'^n offsets any reduction in

the oricc of rav riT'eri"!-;.

"Anv material advance over the pres-

ent day price of cotton or a change to

an eight-hour labor day, will cause

present prices on Fall hosiery and un-

derwear to be withdrawn, as mills have
made low opening prices this month, in

many instances at cost, to keep their

plants running. Hosiery and underwear
m the hands of the retailer were pur-

chased at a considerably lower price

than values prevailing just prior to

the signing of the armistice,

"For the above reasons, there is noth-

ing to warrant any material reduction

.n the price of hosiery or underwear for

months to come. Both products were
advanced during the war only 100 to

150 per cent., while cotton cloths were

increased from 300 to 400 per cent. Con-

sequently the reduction in the price of

hosiery and underwear must be in pro-

portion and as labor will not become
cheaper, reductions in prices will be

gradual at best and will extend over a

long period of time."

November, 1917, Prices Attractive

Another large seller of both under-

wear and hosiery when interrogated on

the subject replied:

"It is impossible for the manufactur-

ers of heavy weight cotton underwear to

open their lines at the prices ruling Nov-

ember 1, 1917, for the Fall of 1918, ex-

cept at a loss. At the time of opening

of the Fall underwear line in Novem-
ber, 1917, spot cotton was quoted about

the same as when the lines opened early

in January of this year. Labor has since

been advanced anywhere from 25 to 50

per cent, and practically everything that

goes into the manufacture of underwear

and hosiery has been increased in pro-

portion since that time. It is true that

since the opening of the Fall underwear

and hosiery lines, we have had a break

in the price of cotton. Prices of yarns

nave followed. Any number of manu-
facturers have decided to take some bus-

iness at cost or slightly above cost of

production. On a good many cotton

underwear lines, prices to-day are very

little over the opening prices of Nov-

ember, 1917, and now look attractive to

the buyer.

"Underwear and hosiery have not ad-

vanced to anything like the percentage

of increase shown by cotton cloths.

Where advances on the latter show 300

to 400 per cent., underwear and hosiery

advances only show from 100 to 150 per

cent. Reductions in prices must be in

proportion to the advance. Any big ad-

vance over to-day's price of cotton or a

change to an eight-hour v,-orking day,

which labor in a number of states ex-

pects to put in effect on February 3.

cannot but have some bearing on prices

as quoted at the present time.

Not Operating to Capacity

"The manufacturers do not expect to

run their mills to capacity over the next

few months, as they realize all must

go through a readjustment period. To-
day quite a few of the mills are closed

down, some are running on short time.

Should the present curtailment keep up
over a period of two or three months, it

cannot mean anything but a scarcity of

merchandise. Men are being mustered
out of the Army and Navy in great
numbers; this in itself means there will

be more dozens of men's hosiery and
underwear sold in 1919.

"The manufacturers appreciate that

conditions do not warrant the buyers
contracting for their usual quantity of

merchandise. They realize merchandise
cannot remain indefinitely at war prices,

and there will be probably a gradual
decline extending over a period of a

few years. The consumer has not
stopped buying. The retailer must buy
when his stock is depleted. The jobber
can buy in a conservative way and get
his samples for the road men. The
manufacturers do not want to close

down their mills unless it is necessary.
They owe something to their employees
and the men who are returning from the

front and are expecting their old posi-

tions back. How much better it would
be for the manufacturer, jobber, and
retailer to work together, to stabilize

and not to demoralize the market."
On the same topic a third large dis-

tributor says:

"The labor cost of producing hosiery
to-day is about the same as during the

highest period of nineteen-eighteen.

The slight recession in some materials

is more than offset by the increased cost

of labor and other expenses that mako
up the cost of manufactured articles

when delivered, consequently there can

be but little change in price for con-

tracts placed now for delivery within

the next four or five months.

"As the prices of fleeces and heavy
hosiery delivered in the Fall of nine-

teen-eighteen were based upon condi-

tions of the late Fall of nineteen-seven-

teen, the prices for these lines for de-

livery in nineteen-nineteen will possibl;'

be higher than the prices of similar

goods were in nineteen-eighteen."

ADAM P. MELROSE
The death occurred on January 27, at

Guelph, Ont., of Mr. Adam P. Melrose,

who eighteen years ago gave up travel-

ling in Canadian and the United States

to take charge of the dye department of

the Guelph Carpet Mills. Ten years ago
he commenced business for himself un-

der the name of the Melrose Dye Works.
About a year ago Mr. Melrose retired.

He leaves a wife and a family of nine, to

whom the sympathy of a wide circle of

business and social friends will be ex-

tended.
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UNDERWEAR
Underwear and hosiery for next Win-

ter are in pretty much the same position

as regards materials and prices. Mills

are not reticent to state that prices for

the whole of 1919 will be quite as high
as 1918 and possibly even higher. Many
lines of both will be considerably higher
a.s has been stated in previous issues of

DRY GOODS REVIEW. Yarns and
labor are at such figures in England that

the means of making underwear in this

country must still come at very high
prices, and anything produced from it

for next Fall which is now under way is

being purchased at these high rates, and
therefore the production which will meet
the consumer next Fall will be at con-
tinued high levels. Naturally there will

be a little more of the fine goods to be
had for civilian purposes than was had
last year, and for that reason there will

doubtless be a little easier situation for

the retail buyer, but it is quite under-
stood that he will have to meet prices

ft least as high as last year. The fine

goods certainly will be higher. Wool is

.'till being rationed by England, and the
Government has purchased the 1920 clip

in Australia, from whence comes most
of our fine tops and yarns. The allot-

ment for Canada for this Spring has
been cut from 15,000 to 10,000 pounds
from England.

.As has been stated in previous issues

of DRY GOODS REVIEW, there is

bound to come to Canada and America
generally, to say nothing of England,
('.emand for supplies for Central Europe
and the countries which are so vastly de-

pleted of supplies of almost every kind.

These countries will not be in a position

to manufacture for themselves for twelve
moiiths at least. Bearing out these state-

ments there have already come to Cana-
dian mills orders for underwear for

Roumania, details of which are stated in

;mother item. The representative in

Europe of the knit goods mills also stat-

ed that vast quantities of underwear,
hosiery, etc., for men, women, and child-

ren are wanted even now for Siberia,

but are waiting bottoms to carry the

merchandise to them.

HIGH COSTS OF LABOR
In the British Board of Trade returns

for October, 1918, it is stated that the
average pay in the knit goods mills in

England was $7.33, while in Canada at

the same time the wage was $12.35. The
increase in wages there has been propor-
tionately greater than in Canada. The
v.eek ending November 23, 21,031 people
earned £30,123, an increase of 15.7 over
the year previous, in England. Figuring
the output in horsepower per employee
the returns are between two and three

times higher here than in England. These
figures go to show that the labor cost is

not very different in knit goods products
between England and Canada at present.

A Style Which Stays

A cap and scarf which promises well for next season again.

This smart way of wearing the scarf makes it appear like some-
thing decidedly new. The brushed effects with fringe and stripe.s

and the chic toque are not surpassed in favor. This set is made by
the .\cme Glove Co.. Montreal.

Harry E. Buttrey, formerly a partner

in the John Marshall Co., London, Ont.,

died of pneumonia on Saturday, Febru-
ary 8. He was 51 years of age and very

Vv-ell known throughout the trade.

HOSIERY

(Continued from page 49)

different quotations at different times.

With the markets fluctuating as they

have done during the past three years

it is quite understandable that quotations

will conflict at different times, and with

different mills and buyers.

Silk and Wool Novelties

One Canadian firm has brought out a

very fine novelty hose for men and wo-

n'en. It is fashioned of silk and wool

in various tones. One pair has the silk

thread in white and the wool in black,

giving an Oxford grey effect; browns,

blues, purples, etc. are also made. An-

other offering in one tone but of silk and

wool mixture is in a light tan, which is

very well thought of for wearing with

Oxfords. The mills making these report

fair business so far, but anticipate quite

a run on them for next Fall since they

are a little late to get to the retailer for

early Spring wear now.

SOME NEW TERMS EXPLAINED
Laine de Guerre.—The knitted woollen

fabrics which are so popular for trim-

mings, sport suits, coats, etc. Really a

iieavy, coarse jersey.

Cygnea.—An imitation of swansdown.

Glace frotte.—A new effect in flowers,

fruit, foliage, wings, ostrich plumes, etc.

for millinery trimmings. Glace means
glazed or frosted, and frotte, rubbed; the

effect is like the dewy surface of the

plum or peach or grape and is combined
with rich shading in addition.

The Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, have
taken possession of new offices and
warerooms for their Ontario business at

76 Bay St., Toronto. The new location

occupies a whole floor, of which the

front is divided off into offices and
show rooms, with glass doors and ma-
hogany finished woodwork and show-
cases. It is in keeping with their grow-
ing business in Ontario.



AMONG THE STORES
Interesting Occurrences and Opinions Throughout the Retail Trade

During the Past Month.

RETAILERS are almost unanimous
in the opinion that the Christmas
season just passed is one of the

best in the history of the trade. In fact

not a few have found it the very best.

Speaking of general conditions, Mr.
Dickson Hall, of the firm of Richard
Hall and Son, Peterborough, Ont., said

that the past year was a record one for

his particular firm, except for about two
v^eeks when business took a slump owing
to the influenza epidemic. The close of

the war has created a heavier demand
for evening clothes.

Mr. H. E. Hodgens, of the J. C. Turn-
bull Company, said that he is well satis-

tied with present conditions and antici-

pates a big year ahead. The Christmas
trade, he said, was unusually large.

Mr. Robert Fair, of the firm bearing

that name, was not disposed to be so

optimistic and believes the year 1919

will only result in normal conditions be-

ing reached. He is of opinion that the

closing of munition plants and other

trade conditions will have a reaction on

the sale of goods.

Mr. H. Cressman, of the A. W. Cress-

man Company, stated that the Christmas
sales had been the heaviest in year's and
the buying spirit had remained with the

public, making the January sales un-

usually good. The Cressman Company
are anticipating a big year by laying in

a very heavy stock.

Many of the Peterborough merchants
attribute the increase in business to the

fact that residents in the rural communi-
ties are buying more and better lines of

goods. A few years ago many of them
were content to buy clothes even after

they were out of fashion; now they want
goods more in keeping with the urban
demand.

The merchants of Peterborough held

a mid-Winter "Dollar Day," and the re-

sults in many cases were the best on re-

cord.

Mr. George Hutchings, of Stanley Mills

&r. Co., Hamilton, Ont., thinks that retail-

ers, in order to take care of business in

the best possible way, must make every
€'flfort as soon as possible to get in ranges
of merchandise and not just odds and
ends, upon which it has been almost
necessary to do business in the last

couple of years. He is putting in wo-
men's suits for Spring which will sell

up to .$200 each, and will have plenty

at more popular prices also.

The ready-to-wear floor of Stanley
Mills & Co., is being re-arranged, three

separate departments being made of in-

fants' wear (up to three years), child-

ren's and misses' wear, and women's
wear. Ready-to-wear is now classed as

one of the three biggest departments of

the store, the others being hardware and
china. Hardware was the original mer-
chandise of the store, and its splendid

standard has been an incentive for the

steady growth of all the other depart-

ments which have been added since. The
toy department did a business last year
of $30,000. The store has recently signed

a contract for ten years for the back
page of one of the Hamilton dailies for

its advertisement. It will begin as soon

as present contracts have expired. Al-

together, the Stanley Mills store is class-

ed as one of the most substantially pro-

gressive in the trade.

The Right House (Thomas C. Watkins.
Limited), Hamilton, Ont., had a pre-

liminary showing of Spring apparel on
January 27. Silk, Palm Beach and tailor-

ed cloth suits were featured in the win-

dows together with a few smart models
in millinery, gloves, etc. This window
v,as followed by one showing the ever

present (this Winter) evening frocks.

These were combinations of silk or satin,

with silk net, in such tones as cerise,

nile, peach, etc. The demand for these

gowns has been rendered especially

strong owing to the mild winter which
is allowing dancing to take the place of

nmch of the skating among the younger
set.

Elsewhere in this issue is an account

of the reasons for the activity around

the music counter of the G. W. Robinson

Co., Hamilton.

Mr. F. R. Hickey, Dunnville, Ont.,

vv'ho until about a year ago carried mer-
chandise to sell up to 25 cents, found
that his customers would rather pay a

little more money and get better goods

than were then on the market at these

prices. Consequently he now carries

lines up to a dollar. His customers are

pleased and he is able to get a much bet-

ter selection of merchandise.

The Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, gave
a special inducement to telephone shop-

pers on Thursday, January 16, by offer-

ing in their advertisement in the morn-
ing papers, "40 Telephone Specials for

To-day." They included articles for men,
women, boys, girls, infants; kitchenware,

table linen, toilet articles, cutlery, etc.,

at prices up to $6.50.

R. M. Kindersiey, governor of the Hud-
son's Bay Company, has sent an open
letter stating that its employees who en-

listed with the Canadian armies will be
reinstated on the company's strength at

any time within three months following
the date of their discharge. They will

be given back their positions with a bene-
fit of any increase in the pay for their

work which may have become effective

during their absence.

The Children's Shoppe, 111 West King
Street, Kitchener, Ont., is going out of

the retail business into the wholesale and
retail manufacturing business.

With February, the Hamilton, Ont.,

stores begin a new schedule of working
hours. They open at 9 and close at 5

except on Saturdays, and nights before

holidays, when they keep open until 6

p.m. Stanley Mills & Co., however, pre-

fer the hours of 9 to 5.30 and 6 p.m. on
Saturday, since they close Wednesday
afternoons. The previous hours for most
of the stores were 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The T. Eaton Company's store is a
source of unusual interest at present.

In practically every department there is

a space set apart, where a demonstration
is carried on showing either certain pro-

cesses of manufacture of certain articles

or how business was carried on sixty

years ago. This is of course a part of

the Golden Jubilee Celebration which be-

gan last month. There is an old time
chemist's and dentist shop, an old-time

tailor's establishment; quilts being made
as they were sixty years ago in a little

room fitted up in old style; spinning

v,-ool and cotton, carding and spooling

cotton; hand-weaving, showing how the

hand looms operate and turn out the

rugs, portieres, etc., which are made at

present in Quebec homes; the old shoe-

maker's shop. These are but a few of

t>ie attractions which are responsible for

the crowds of people who view them
every day.

The Holeproof Hosiery Co., of London,

Ont., is working on plans for a new fac-

tory to cost $300,000, and expects to

start on construction about April 15.
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MARKET REPORTS
Continued from page 26

EN(iLISII CO.Ml'KTITIOX

So far as English competition is concerned, this

is bound to grow stronger, hut at present there are

very few signs of an immediate movement of any

magnitude. Indeed. Dry Goods Review was in-

formed that an agent was in Canada at present

trying to buy u}) a number of lines of cotton to

send over. Not only are stocks much depleted,

but the mills, it would seem, are in no shape to go

back to normal production again.

So far as prices for next Fall are concerned, so

far as can be learned, the most of the mills will

hold off -as long as possible. ])robably until late in

March. Most of them are still far behind in de-

liveries, and they are making an effort to catch up

Itefore embarking on a new season. If the new

prices are down they would have to fill the balance

of the old orders at the lower prices. Moreover,

the longer they delay the more definite is likely to

])e their information on future raw prices and labor

tendencies. Moreover, buyers are more likely to

settle down and be prepared to give them business

at their own i)rices than they are at present.

many interests have devoted their time to promot-

ing ail even greater interest in soft collars than has

been shown before. The stinuilus given to the trade

on soft collars during the past few months has been

almost wonderful and it is felt that the demands
from returned soldiers will run along the soft collar

channel to a great extent. Prices have been firmly

maintained and a very good range of styles will,

it is indicated, be available for the trade. Bookings

for Spring have been good and manufacturers are

looking for repeat business in splendid volume as

things open up.

There have been no new developments recorded

in respect to cleanable collars. Along with other

lines, January busines.s has not been heavy, but

tiie outlook is con.sidered very bright. Indications

point to a midntenance at least of present prices,

and some factors are looking for even a higher

scale of quotations. Spring orders will be moving
forward very .shortly.

The starched collar is pursuing its natural

course. Sales have been good and the outlook is

one which holds out a promising Spring trade.

Quotations are unchanged and very firmly held.

SHIRTS
Activity Just at Moment Not Brisk—Big Business

Looked For—Anotlicr Couple of Weeks Will

See Orders Moririg Forivard

SHIRTS.—As far as the actual movement of

shirts is concerned, the last month has not been

exceptionally brisk but this is a sea,sonable con-

dition. Manufacturers have been working at top speed

completing Spring orders and getting things lined

up for Fall business. Reports are most encouraging

as regards the volume of orders which have been

received for Spring, and another two or three weeks

will see these going forward to the trade.

No new prices nor samples are yet available for

Fall, but reports seem to point to maintained or

even enhanced valuas. In fact, it is freely estimated

that Fall prices on shirts will show an advance of

anywhere from 10 to 25 per cent. It is further

pointed out that supplies of shirtings will not be

any too plentiful. Military requirements will be

less but civilian requirements will show an enor-

mous increase and when conditions become a little

more stabilized in Europe, the demands for cotton

will unquestionably be very heavy.

COLLARS
(.'rcatest Showing in Soft CoUar.^ During Pad Month—Prices Firmlg Held on All Lines—

Trade Prospects Bright

COLLARS.—The month of .lanuary is usually

a comparatively quiet month as regards sales and

SUSPENDER WEBBING
Changes in Method of Marketing

Men's AVe.vr Review learns from reliable

sources that the .selling of webbing has undergone
some radical changes. The manufacturers, instead

of carrying large stocks of webbing already made
up. are now making to order.

The prospective purchaser is shown samples of

the regular lines and his order made up for imme-
diate delivery, which relieves the manufacture of
loss through depreciation of goods kept in stock for

any length of time.

The policy that the manufacturers have now-
adopted will tend to keep prices firm, as the business
will l)e from the hand-to-mouth variety and, there-

fore, no jobs at lower prices will find their way
to the market to bring the prices down.

The manufacturers express the opinion that the

present prices on the finished product will remain
firm as there is little chance of webbing coming
down. Labor, notwithstanding the number of girls

released from munition work, will be if anything
higher, and the girls refuse to work for less than

$8 a week, the average wage usually paid for this

class of work, and having accumulated a certain

reserve, can remain idle for considerable time, there-

l)y forcing the manufacturer to meet their demands.
This is the situation as it appears to-day to Men's
AVear Review, and from the information supplied

there seems little likelihood of the price of suspen-

ders declining during the year 1919.
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Underwear
has the real wool feel

If the underwear you are

selling bears the '*Atlantic'

banner you can rest assured

there will be no kick coming

from your customers be-

cause of poor quality or un-

satisfactory service. "At-

lantic" Underwear has the

real wool feel, a sure indica-

tion of high grade quality.

" Atlantic " garments are

made from pure maritime

wool—wool that has been

naturally softened by the

Atlantic breezes.

Atlantic quality will create

bigger Underwear sales for

you during 19 19. May we
look for your order?

Atlantic Underwear, Limited
MONCTON, N.B.
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I
MADE IN CANADA

|

I
Winsome Maid

|

j
Best for WEAR.

I
j JDest ana most complete range M
M oi colors. 2

j Best for fit and appearance. M
M A trial will convince. ^

M T^ade in all CoJorg hy g

I
TKe Wilson Mfg. Co.

j
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ABC HOSIERY
The tried and

proven line or

Cnildren s Casnmere

Hose

Made for Tvarmth,

Tit, wear and

appearance.

Made^in all

sizes rrom 4 to

10 inch in fine

1 ana 1 riD.

s

Made in Canada |

by
I

Allen Bros. Co., Limited i

934 Gerrarcl Street East, Toronto

^lll|llllllllllllltll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ll(l|||||||||||||||l|||!Um'*m^

g 817 Gerrard Street East, Toronto i
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Sunshine Hosiery

Means Increased Profits

Style, comfort and service made "Three Eighties" the largest sell-

ing women's hosiery in Canada. Nearly every Canadian woman has

recognized the special merits of this popular Sunshine Brand. As was

early anticipated hosiery of the same calibre has been incessantly de-

manded for men and children. This growing demand necessitated ex-

pansions until to-day the Chipman-Holton Knitting Company is the

largest hosiery manufacturing establishment in Canada. Each style

of hosiery turned out is made especially to meet the individual require-

ments of every member of the family.

Let your customers know that you have in stock a full range of

Sunshine Specials.

Buster Brown
Rock Rib
Hercules

Marathon
Pedestrian

/
For Boys

For Men

Little Daisy
Little Darling

Three Eighties

1 For Children

For Women

The Chipman-Holton Knitting Co., Limited
Largest Hosiery Manufacturers in Canada

Hamilton :: :: Ontario
MILLS AT HAMILTON AND WELLAND, ONTARIO
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l|l|||||l!'!i||||lllll MONARCH- KNIT

The Quality Lines-

tiie lin^s that will not only sell qviickly

but that will also build up your good-

will by the sure satisfaction they gi\e

your customers are the lines to buy

for your hosiery and knit goods sec-

tions. Buy

Monarch-Knit SweaterCoats

Monarch - Knit Hosiery

Monarch Floss

Monarch Down
Our travellers are now showing the range of new
styles for Fall. Don't place your order till you

have seen these samples. Watch for the Monarch-

Knit man. He has the goods that \\\\\ appeal to

your business judgment—goods that have the

stamp of excellence in style, quality and value.

The Monarch Knitting- Co., Limited

Head Office, Dunnville, Ontario

Factories at Dunnville, St. Thomas and St. Catharines,

Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.

Manufacturers of Ladies' Silk and Knitted Coats, Men's,
Women's, Children's Worsted Sweater Coats, Fancy Knit
Goods, Hosiery, etc. Also "Monarch" Floss and other
Hand Knitting Yarns, suitable for Soldiers' Sox, etc.

M
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WILL YOU GET YOUR SHARE OF

CIRCLE - BAR BUSINESS ?

Your share of Circle-Bar business for 1919 is as big as

you want to make it.

If you stock well in Circle-Bar Hosiery and bring it to

the fore, giving it full benefit of your sales organization,

Circle-Bar will respond nobly. It DOES SELL because
its high qualities are easily discernible to the average
buyer. It becomes not a question of value told of, but
value seen—and anyone believes his or her eyes first.

The Circle-Bar Knitting Company, Limited
KINCARDINE, ONTARIO

FOR WOMEN
In Cashmere,

Silk. Cotton.

FOR CHILDREN
Cashmere, Merceri/.ed,

Cotton.

Peerless Underwear
So warm, so cos>', }'et so luxuriously dainty.

The irresistible charm of Moodie's Peerless Under-

wear has created a big current demand.

Merchants benefit to the extent that they have

prepared for the demand.

An attractive displa>' means increased sales.

MOODIE^g

Peerless Underwear

Company, Limited
HAMII.TON ONTARIO

Controlled by J. R. MOODIE & SONS, LIMITED
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\^0UR Customers
^ will appreciate the

actual tailored effect

found in all the Harvey
Garments,

Made from the finest

quality ofcombedSea Island

and Australasian wool.

"See the Harvey man."

This is an exact reproduction of

one of the three handsome
colored display cards sent with
each shipment of Harvey Un-
derwear. They are exception-

ally life-like in appearance and
very attractive.

HARVEY KNITTING COMPANY
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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t. #eorge

BRAND

nbertoear

COMBINATIONS IN

Scotch Knits, Heavy Wool Rib

and Fine Elastics

A feature of this line of COMBINA-
TION which adds to their strength and
wearing qualities is the REINFORCED
SHOULDERS and the Closed Crotch.

This line goes hand-in-hand with our old

reliable and two-piece suits—the

St George Unshrinkable

Underwear for Men

Push the St. George Brand during 1919
for satisfactory underwear sales and future

business-building.

The Schofield Woolen

Company, Limited
Oshawa Canada
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Bentro Knitwear

recognizes no

season
Bentro Knitwear has become an
all-year seller. The lightweight

"beauties" of the Bentro Line sell

just as readily and steadily in the

sunny summertime as do their

heayier "sisters" when snow and
ice are with us.

This Spring and Summer will see

Bentro Coats and Jerseys eyery-

vyhere. The vyondrous yariety of

styles, vyeayes and colorings make
them possible for eyery outing
occasion.

Then when Autumn and Winter come again Bentro

"heayies" will come into action once more. The
fine yarns, the catchy styles, the beautiful color com-
binations of Bentro Knitvyear make irresistible ap-

peal to women of all classes.

The surest method of pleasing ,/// your patrons is

to show^ full range of Bentro Knitwear.

MITTS GLOVES
SKATING-SETS

CAPS SCARFS
COATS

Wait for the BENTRO LINE

The Williams-Trow Knitting Company
Limited

STRATFORD - CANADA

J. M. Robertson & Co.

Toronto

REPRESENTATAIVES:

J. B. Trow & Co. A. J. Snell

Montreal Vancouver

O'Brien. Allan & Co.

Winnipeg
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A Complete Index to

Fancy Knit Goods Styles for 1919

ON this page IS shown the "Summerlee," a

Ballantyne Pullover. But it is not only

in Knitted Coats and Pullovers that the Ballan-

tyne line excels. In Mufflers, Cap and Muffler

Sets, Toques, Tarns, Gloves and Children's

Sets, the Ballantyne line Is a complete index

to the newest styles in these goods,—where

style counts; and alyv^ays the quality is the old-

time standard, ever associated with

knitted goods bearing the Ballantyne

trade mark. Have our representa-

tive show you the complete line. It

will materially assist you in deter-

mining your 1919 requirements.

Some of our new numbers for

this year are in our exclusive line,

for Women and Misses. These

are made in special lengths and

of extra fine yarns. They are the

ideal cold weather gloves, you

should order a good selection now
to insure yourself an adequate

supply for your Fall stock.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited
STRATF"ORD, CANADA

ẑrnm]
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Pullovers and Knitted Coats That

Dictate the Season's Vogue

DECAUSE they were new, Pullovers were
^^ wonderfully popular last season,—they will

continue popular this season, but there will be an

extra premium on new style ideas, chic variations

and adaptations of the Pullover models. You will

find these in the 1919 Ballantyne range,—the deft

style touches that capture women's fancy and create

a vogue for these garments. In knitted coats, too,

the same smartness of style distinguishes the Ballan-

tyne range. Ballantyne style and Ballantyne qual-

ity here contribute the most powerful of selling

arguments.

The model illustrated on this page is

the "Airdrie," a knitted coat of excep-

tional smartness. In color combination

and design, it is sufficiently ''different"

from previous models to claim instant

attention m any display of knitted coats.

This is but one of many new coats shown

for 1919 in the Ballantyne range.

R. M. Ballantyne^ Limited
STRATFORD, CANADA

y^

^^'

<ot^
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AVON-KNIT
1919 SHOWING

The complete range of Avon-Knit lines for

Fall and Winter, 1919, is now in the hands of our

representatives. Avon - Knit products are being

kept right up to previous standards and compari-

son of values will show them to be quite the best

the market offers.

It would be a source of great pleasure to be

able to announce the return to pre-war prices with

this first 'Teace Range." We are, however, con-

fronted with even higher prices in raw material

markets. Wool is still to be under Governmental

control and the prospects of extensive demands
for civilian use in Europe indicate a continuance

of present prices for considerable time to come.

Avon-Knit productions for 1919 can be bought

with confidence. They represent the utmost in

quality and value,

Avon Hosiery Limited
STRATFORD - - - CANADA

RICHARD L BAKER & CO., - Sole Selling Agents

84 Wellington Street West TORONTO

F.i;
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COLORS OLD 8c NEW STRAW HATS
The Ma^ic ProfitMaJeer

^HERE is no need to tell the merchant who has sold Colorlte in the past what a remarkable
seller it is sure to be during 1919. Millions of women already know by actual demon-
stration what a wonderful product Colorite is, and with our

Tripled Advertising Appropriation for 1919
Every woman in the United States and Canada who reads, is sure to know how well it colors old and new straw
hats. Practically all the well-known magazines will carry the story of Colorite in bigger space than ever before.
Besides, our campaign for 1919 includes full pages in four colors in such magazines as:

Ladies' Home Journal,, Delineator, Designer, Woman's Magazine, etc., and big space in every illustrated
Rotogravure Section of the Sunday newspapers.

$500.00 IN GOLD FOR COLORITE WINDOW DISPLAYS
Eighteen prizes aggregating $500.00 are offered for the best window displays on Colorite April 7 to A

Make window displays and link your store to our advertising campaign. You'll

reap the benefit in greater sales and perhaps you'll win a prize as well. See the
other side of this announcement for illustration of the attractive display matter
we supply free of cost. Stick to the original, sure-to-satisfy, quick selling Colorite.

Refuse to be stuck with the imitations. Order from your jobber today.
Write now for our folder illustrated in four colors giving all the details of the big 1919 Sales
and Advertising Campaign, and Window Contest lintry Card. Be on the Jiring line early.

Mantifacttired by

CARPENTER-MORTON COMPANY
Established 1840

Dept. H ^ 77 SUDBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
DISTRIBUTED BY ALL CANADIAN DRUGGISTS
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Colorite Sales M
Be SureYou GetYOUR
For the season of 1919 we have
the high standard we have set

window display material. We ai

will agree with us that they are mor
than ever and fit to grace the bes

The reproduction above shows the

actual colors but reduced in size.

Be sure you get your set. Use them often and you'll double your Colorite sales

W
U-

V—Color Cards lithographed in nine printings, size 4>4xl054",

showing the different colors on real straw.

T—Lithographed Card Sign in five printings, size 6x91/4" with a
4" easel for support.

X—A supply of two-page colored inserts, naming the^^ Colorite

colors and giving directions for using, size 3V4x5j4" "" '

printings.

in four

-Colorite display stand, made to hold six packages of Colorite,
lithographed in nine printings, size \7K20yi".
Lithographed Window Trim in ten printings, to go on glass.

Center piece 14xl9J4" and six Cut-out Girls with hats; size
of each 8x1 1J4".

S—Beautiful Girl Cut-out with genuine straw hat attached, litho-

graphed in ten printings, size 14x195^", supported by a
15" easel.

1919 STANDARD SIX DOZEN COLORITE ASSORTMENT
24 bottles JET BLACK
6 " DULL BLACK
4 " NAVY BLUE
4 " CADET BLUE

3 bottles VICTORY BLUE
2 " NATURAL
3 " BURNT STRAW
3 " BROWN

2 bottles YELLOW
3 " GRAY
3 " SAGE GREEN
3 " OLD ROSE

3 bottles CARDINAL RED
CERISE
LAVENDER
VIOLET

A complete set of 1919 advertising packed with above assortment.

1919 STANDARD ONE GROSS COLORITE ASSORTMENT
60 bottles JET BLACK
18 " DULL BLACK
12 " NAVY BLUE
6 " CADET BLUE

6 bottles VICTORY BLUE
4 " NATURAL
3 " BURNT STRAW
6 " BROWN

3 bottles YELLOW
4 " GRAY
4 " SAGE GREEN
4 " OLD ROSE

3 bottles CARDINAL RED
4 " CERISE
3 " LAVENDER
4 " VIOLET

A complete set of 1919 advertising packed with above assortment

Terms: April ist Dating 1919

The Three Dozen Assortment has been discontir'u-d.

30 Days net, less 1%— 10 Days on all orders received prior to February 11, 1919
F. O. B. all Jobbing Points.

Send your order today to your Jobber. Don't wait until you have lost 25% of youi sales

j^anufaceur.. .y CARPENTER-MORTON COMPANY
CitabliBhed 1840

•"""^ "
77 SUDBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

DISTRIBUTED BY ALL CANADIAN DRUGGISTS
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SPRING 1919

MILLINER Y OPENING
On MONDAY, MARCH 3rd, and following

days We cordially invite you to attend

our showing of

Pattern Hats and Millinery Novelties

READY FOR EARLY BUYERS FROM JOih FEBRUARY.

G. GOULDING & SONS
WINNIPEG

66 King Street

TORONTO
OTTAWA

193 Sparks Street

HAMILTON
28 '^2 John Street

Mr. Merchant:

When you are
finished with this

paper pass it on

to your clerks.

It will help them
to help you, which

means increased
1 business.

1

To the

Millinery Trade

Our line is ready for your

inspection. •

We will be pleased to see

you at any of our following

showrooms.

The New York Hat
Mfg. Company

37 to 41 Victoria Sq.

TORONTO
W. R. Sherring

86 Wellington Street

Montreal

OTTAWA
Geo. R. Cole

193 Sparks Street
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MILLINERY FOR THE CANADIAN TRADE
llnusualh' Large Between-Season Trade—Sunshine, Soldiers and Prosperity the Reasons-

Coarse Straws Lead at Present—A Color Season With Plenty of Trimmings and
7 Fabrics Used- Larger Hats in View

THE wholes:!? millinery houses are

anticipatinji' big business this year.

Several of them, and some of the

hjg retail buyers as well, state that they
have never experienced such a big be-

Iween-season trade as has been done so

far this year. No doubt the extremely
mild and sunny weather has been partly

responsible for this condition, but the

trade is inclined to think that the great-

est factor in the c_ise is the coming home
of "the boys." Another influence which
has been making itself felt in the mil-

linery trade more strongly each season
during the past two or thi'ee years is

a general inclination on the part of

people in the country and small towns,
especially in the West, to want, not only

good, but more fashionable clothes than
they were accustomed to wear before the

war. The new conditions which have
arisen in the markets with which these

people are most closely related have in-

terested them, and the result is that they
are interested in everything' which goes
on in the big centres.

As a result of this unusual between-
season business, the wholesales are not
holding their formal Spring openings
until late this month or early in March.
Meanwhile they are showing to interest-

ed buyers a goodly array of New York
and home creations for immediate sell-

ing.

Larger Hats This Year

There is a feeling among some of the

recognized authorities in the trade that
the general I'un of headwear this Spring
and Summer will show fewei- of tlie

medium-isiz'ed hats, leaving the more
decidedly small or large hats in evidence.

The reason for this is placed at the feet

of the fashionable silhouette which has
evolved since last Spring. "When the

.skirts are full and wide, you see as a

rule the small and medium-sized hats
most popular. When the silhouette is

long and slender with narrow skirts,

either very .snug hats to carry out the

effect, or else hats decidedly on the large

size, to lend the breadth which is else-

where lacking, are worn. Larger hats
than we have worn for the past few
-seasons, I believe, w-ill develop (juite

strongly- during the Summer," said one
of the best-known milliners.

The coarse straw braids are having
quite a strong run just now. Quite a

number are seen on the streets already,

and they appear in such tones as peacock,

turquoise, deep rose, taupe, sand, navy,

henna, ruby, brown, green, etc. Holt,

Renfrew's showed in their Toronto win-

dow recently a number of sailors in this

pineapple straw. They were in two-

toned effects. For example a sand-

colored sailor had small navy blue points

inset under the brim, which showed be-

tween the sand points, giving a "double

brim effect. Another model in navy had

sand inset. Other colors were shown
also.

Double rows of this pineapple braid

are shown on the upturned sides of tur-

bans and box hats and in other smart

effects. It is decidedly the most seen

straw at present, despite its usually short

life owing to cracking.

1919 A Good Color Season

The Canadian trade seems to be of the

opinion that colors will be as much
lavored here this year as they are in

New York. They are preparing for it

in the fabric hats as well as in the dressy

For the School Girl

\ iia\> blue straw tarn and figured silk

scarf. The headband is of red ribbon edged
with jjold.

models, and even a good deal in the tail-

ored street wear millinery.

Lisere is of course the best of all

straws for big business. Its quality is

recognized and it is never considered a

lad, as are the coarse braids. Milan,

too, is never replaced for the elite cus-

tom, and these will both be seen a great
deal in the smart shapes this year. They
are even assuming some of the bright

colors this season. The coarse, soft

braids come in for some recognition, and
so do the soft satin braids used for trim-

mings and hand work. While satin and
straw and all crepe hats are frequently

selected at present there is no doubt that

straws of various kinds will be the mode
of the warmer weather. Leghorns are to

be quite as fashionable as during the

past few Summers, and there are some
very smart hat and "bag sets, made up
chiefly of leghorn for afternoon affairs.

It is expected that garden parties will

once more be prominent this Summer,
and that will mean a lenewed demand
for these dressy sets and the large

picturesque Summery hats to be worn
with the dainty organdie, voile and

Georgette frocks.

Chin Chins Again, and Some Novelties

Chin chin shapes are to be /ery popu-

lar again during the Spring. They are

perhaps the leaders, and are shown in

infinite variety. One New York model

m lisere is in henna shade and has ridges

on the top giving an octagonal outline;

between each ridge a navy blue glycerine

v^ulture feather begins; these feathers

all have their ending in a high tuft in the

centre; the hat is faced with navy satin.

Other models are made of ribbon with

1( ops of it mounting high in the centre.

Jockey caps, pokes, "snow shovels,"

round and irregular turbans are mention-

ed among the smart tailored fashions,

as well as those for sports wear. Tarn

I'r puff crowned models are popular for

Spring but are not considered among the

leaders for Summer. Feathers for trim-

ming include curled, uncurled and gly-

cerined ostrich, vulture, goose-quills and

clipped effects. One novel turban seen

en Yonge street recently was in com-

pany with a Hudson seal coat with

(Continued on page 71)



A COLORFUL SPRING IN MILLINERY
So Sa}s New York—Ribbon, Flowers, Lace and Handwork Unite in Trimmings --\ictorian

and Directoire Influence Evident—Man\- I'abric Hats Again

NEW YORK, February, 1919.—The
new enthusiasm which is born
with this Spring- of peace is de-

veloping a considerable amount of

novelty in millinery. These, of course.

.;re partly inspired by Paris. The desire

ov^er there for something strictly dif-

ferent is being felt in New York, and
as a consequence some attention is being-

put up on bringing out things which are

strictly new. The public is hardly ready
yet to go into extreme things in the way
of millinery, so practical has it become.
Nevertheless there is some room for

speculation as to how these novel things

will take. There is for instance a fabric

hat that looks like an old-fashioned hair-

cloth. This cloth is made up over a

medium-sized shape with a turn-up brim
that has a roll edge. From the side of

the brim comes a black cord and tassel

•^hat hangs close to the hair. One im-

l>orted model has a rose velvet ribbon

-about 3 inches wide made into one loop

poking out from the side; the shape is

a large one of nigger brown Milan, with

a brim short in the back; the long ends
of the bow are held far back on either

side of the brim. Looped fringe is being

used in millinery as well as in the dresses

which were brought out earlier. Banding
of this about 2 inches deep is made in

cotton cloth with a bead at the end of

each loop, and it is used to cover com-
pletely a turban of turquoise rough
ftraw which extends wide on each side.

There are odd cuts in sailors, too. Some
are short brimmed front and back; some
have irresular sides, novel rolls, tilted

crowns, etc.

A noticeable feature in the dress hats
of one concern is that when the brims
are transparent the crowns are usually
01 feathers, plain braid, or of straw.
There is no shape which is quite so

transparent hats displayed there.

The Watteau Again

The Watteau hat is again with us.

There is no shape which is quite so
distinctly a Spring shape as the Watteau
model, so smartly does it sit up at the
back, leaving space for quantities of
flowers, fruit, or loops of ribbon, and in

front it shades your eyes from the glar-
ing Spring sun. Many of these are de-
veloped in fancy straws with Georgette
crepe in all the new and wanted color
effects. In fact there are many develop-
ments characteristic of the Victorian
and directoire periods. Many assume
height through high trimming. Lisere
i? the straw most in evidence.

Rough straw sailors are in very strong-
vogue at Summer resorts just now and
are being shown in the shops. Small
feathers are combined with the coarse
straws in some hats offered by Macy's.
These are inexpensive and are small and
smart. Frequently the crown is entirely
covered with small feathers, and wings
<ire used for trimmings.

For hnmedtatc Wear
A smart model of terra cotta satin and split tipi of ostrich.

One of the large wholesales is featur-

ing monkey fur on the new Spring-

models. Box turbans, which, by their

name are designed to accompany the

smart box suits of the Spring, are made
of navy or black lisere and have this fur

iringe used around the tip and falling

tc the depth of the hat all around. This

f-ame firm is not featuring the medium-
sized hat to any great extent; the aver-

iige run is either noticeably small or

noticeably large, either of which is much
more suitable to the slender and narrow-
hemmed skirts than the medium-sized
bat.

Variety in Hand Work

Straw thread embroidery is quite an
item snd is developed on taffeta. The
embroidery is done in the same way that

long stitches of floss are worked, and is

made into a pattern, and other popular

embroidery is that of either gold or the

silver thread which is best embroidered
on black. Some large drooping shapes

are covered in navy Georgette and trim-

med by a large wide bow of navy ribbon

five or six inches in width. The solid

color hat, especially in the Georgette is

particularly good this season. In navy
blue it can be worn for dress or street

occasions and is considered quite the cor-

rect thine.

Reference is made by some milliner.-

to Japanese chintzes which are said to

be shown on the short-backed pokes.

These would probably be good for Sum-
mer resorts, but not a great deal of stress

is placed on them by the trade.

There is a great deal of hand work on

the hats, not only one type of hand work,

but several. There will be a few stitches

of floss, several loops of narrow ribbon

made into a knot by hand. Little touches

here and there of perhaps a leaf or

flower tucked in, which may be made by

hand, a little design in bead work or jet

or straw and similar touches like this.

Faggoting with narrow ribbon hats is

shown. One model in French blue ribbon

is a small mushroom shape with a puff

crown; strands of floss trim the base of

the crown. A great many of the tailored

hats are in diamond box shape. One model

has the top surface in basket woven

black and blue. The sides are all black

i.nd quills are crossed at the higher side.

The Colors in Evidence

The colors for Spring which are shown

l;erhaps in greatest numbers are taupe.

Bermuda, jay, terra cotta, nigger brown,

sand, purple, dust, pearl grey, navy, ar-

tillery and black.

"I have the utmost confidence in rib-

bon trimmings," said one New York
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Hats of the Hour
The large model is lisere faced with crepe, in a shape much approved of this
season; beside it is one of the smart toques of straw with satin; there is no mis-
taking the sailor of coarse pine-apple braid with its ribbon scarf; and at the
lower right corner is another lisere model turning high off the face as so many
like them.. Jay blue and terra cotta (or henna) the season's novelty colors are
appearing in these models. From the Montreal Hat Co.

buyer, "especially in the large, wide rib-

bon bow trims that are smartly used. I

do think this ribbon idea is to be one of
the biggest items of the season, as the
French milliners have gone in for the
ribbons very strongly, and I think mil-

liners here will quickly follow.

"Colors taking in all the tones of red,

orange in its interesting range, many
shades of brilliant blues will be much
in vogue, and I think that brown will

continue to be used," he concludes.

Best's have a window of peacock blue
hats. One model had an oval crown and
narrow brim upturned at the left side;

on the right side of the crown was a

bunch of pleated blue and henna satin

morning glories. The brim was under-
faced with rough mixed straw. Another
model was small with an oval crown and
!iarrow, straight brim. This hat tilted

up at the back. The crovvTi was of shirr-

ed satin. The brim was straw. On the
back of the crown was a bow of satin

ribbon.

At Lord and Taylors' was a rolled brim
sailor of champagne crepe underfaced
with blue straw. The crown and upper
brim were covered with champagne ra-

{''um lace. At the base of the crown was
a nairow blue picot ribbon. On the under
brim at the left side was a flat bunch
of flowers.

Each big house seems to be launching
. somethin'.? new every few days so that
once more it is a season of "everything"
being in fashion. Perhaps when Paris
gets over celebrating and settles serious-
ly into her old role of style-creating we
may look for a few outstanding ideas to

be featured by our big houses. Mean-
while, there is a hat for everybody-
business demands it.

MARR MILLINERY CO. GIVE STAFF
DINNER

At the Manor House, St. John, N.B.,

last month, the Marr Millinery Co., Ltd.,

entertained their staff to a turkey din-

ner. Covers were laid for thirty. J. H.

Marr was unable to be present on ac-

count of illness and H. G. Marr presided.

The only toast was to The King, which
was responded to by the singing of the

National Anthem.
In a short speech, Mr. Marr said:

"The business of which I have the honor

AnnualWinter Sale

High-Class MiDinery

Commencing To^y

fl S<3riH art ifnporitd pattfm

mmd. sp&it an^ chtirm of IH»

aritinais pf»€n,4d In thm eopU*.

wUhoat daplicaling thm tfavy

Import cost

q W* can't ttll you how mam difftranl iJ»aU arm in-

cludtd, but thitre ian'i a posMfta typo uf milUnmry of

wAtcA yoa'vt hward tfiU seu^on, or upon vuhioh yot/vt

btnl v^uT /tincy. Ifiat Isn't In thm ttffrrmg

H«U worth $d. $10 and $12 for • • $6.50

Hats worth $14 to $18 (or .... $10.00

Mattewan V«lour HaU, the lineal quality
' " '

- $7.75>vorth $12 and $14 for

Tu UrrowM MW

LAOIti MATIIW BONO SIHttr LONDON

of being president was founded in Monc-
ton in 1860, nearly sixty years ago, and
to-day, as you know, we have the largest

retail millinery business in the maritime
provinces, and in all these years the suc-

cess of the business has been, in a great

degree, due to the co-operation of our

staff. I think I am speaking truly when
I say that the relations have always been
most pleasant and I hope such may be

the case in the years to come. I wish

at this time to thank you especially for

the way in which you have helped to

keep the business up to its usual high

standing during the last sixteen months
of my illness. J. H. Marr regrets ex-

ceedingly being unable to be present,

and asked me to convey to you his best

wishes, and may I bespeak for him the

same hearty support you have given in

the past."

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr.

Marr.

EMPLOYEES ENTERTAINED
A meeting of the employees of the

Alex. McArthur & Co., Ltd., with their

wives, children and friends, took place

at the company's works on Moreau
Street, Hochelaga, the other evening,

and a very enjoyable evening was spent.

The company's skating rink was weM
frequented, while others were entertain-

ed in the decorated engineer's depart-

ment, to vocal and musical numbers, as

ivell 3s dancing.

An attractively set millinery ad. used by a
iMontreal house.

PARIS NOTES
By R. D. de GRANDPRE.

Managrer, Vyse, Sons & Co., Ltd., Montreal—on
return from Paris.

For evening wear, a hat that is con-

f^picuous in Paris in the large hotels is

a buckram shape covered with jet.

Maline is often set over this to soften

the glitter of the jet. Indeed, a large

number of jet ornaments are seen, in

black, white, cherry red, rhinestone and
navy. The jet comes in strips about 1

metre long.

Where colors were very sober a year

ago there is a tendency now for brighter

shades. Everyone seems to want to

throw off the gloom of war and wear at-

tractive clothes again.

The dressy hat is of lisere, mostly in

small shapes. The larger ones will come
€':s the season advances.

Narrow ribbons will be seen early in

March, while white wings will appear
\ery strong in May and June, and white

ribbons later on.

Small flowers are shown a good deal,

much more than last season. Some very

charming effects are seen in ostrich

plumes.
One effect that is becoming very pro-

minent is on a morning hat, a ready-to-

wear, that is used with a veil; plain

Vv'here it covers the face but with a pro-

nounced pattern where it comes over the

crown of the hat, and matching the hat

in shades such as brown, salmon, navy,

etc. These hats are usually small

fhapes, but deep, a sort of bonnet effect.

Ribbon effects are well liked— in a

sort of rosette on the side of a hat, and
often falling off in streamers. Frequently

the ribbons are drawn under the chin.
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Four spring- Models
•fK^fi!** '^^A^'^

*^"* leghorn hat with bag to match make an interesting set; the trimming is silk and beads
with the addition on the hat of narrow ribbon and a posey. Lisere and clipped feathers are reasons for the
smart model in the lower left corner. At the right Georgette with a pointed brim and straw trimming are themam attractions, but loops of ribbon, little foliage motifs and stitches of silk floss are touches not to be over-^ked. Above is a neat misses' model in Georgette with straw braid and ribbon. Shown by D. B. Fisk & Co.,

JAPAN DYES HEMP BRAID
Heretofore the inability of the Jap-

anese to dye successfully hemp braid,
which is exported to the United States
and England for trimming on women's
hats, has interfered somewhat with the
amount of business which might havo
l)een done. However, characteristic of
the Japanese, they do not give up easily,
and it is now reported that one of their
chemists has invented a process whereby
the dyeing may be done uniformly in
that country. It is probable that hence-
forth the hemp will come to the factories
already dyed, which will be a great sav-
ing of freight and of time. In the pasL,
'hat factories in Canada and elsewhere,

who used the Japanese hemps—and moat
of them do—first received the natural

goods from Japan, then had to send it to

the dyers and wait its return before

they could commence work with it.

DEATH OF MR. R. W. GREEN
A distinct loss is felt by the trade in

the death, due to pneumonia, of Mr.
Reginald W. Green, which took place on
Sunday, January 12th, at Wellesley Hos-
pital. The late Mr. Green, who was in

his 38th year, was treasurer and a direc-

tor of, as well as European buyer for,

the John C. Green Co., Toronto. He
leaves a widow and one child.

MILLINERY FOR CANADIAN TRADE
(Continued from page 68)

Kolinsky collar and cuffs. The turban
was a high round one, almost completely

covered with tiny curled quills in glossy

bronzed brown; around the edge was a
r arrow scarf of sapphire blue satin rib-

bon.

Accordeon pleated ribbons and silks,

pussy-willows made of yarn, chenille or

velvet, huge flowers covered with net or

Georgette, silk flowers or fruit applied

flat, pheasant quills, tiny wings—these

are among the novelty trimmings fea-

tured, but there really is no limit fixed

by fashion to the size, color, material or

application of trimmings for this season.
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CREATING styles that are

new, original and apart from

the ordinary is not merely an occa'

sional event but an every day cer'

tainty in the Fisk organization. A
visit to us always has new interest.

In Chicago
at 225 N. Wabash Avenue complete

displays ot Fisk Millinery, representative

of the customary high Fisk standard of

style and quality await your inspection.

Dealers not visiting Chicago are invited

to see our line at our branch salesrooms.

New York - - 411 Fifth Ave.

St. Louis - 1013 Washington Ave.

Cleveland - - Statler Hotel

Atlanta - - Kimball Hotel

D.B.Fisk &Ca
/••

^
.-^
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'If It Is New,
We Make It"

The newest models in the new coarse

braids combined with crepe or satin

from #24 to $36 dozen, Read) -to-W'ear.

We ha\"e the largest and newest line ot

net shapes in this country at the lowest

prices.

Write for assortment.

Montreal Hat Co,, Limited
"Everything in Ladies' Hats"

15 St. Helen Street

MONTREAL

PEERLESS
m SPRING STYLES m

NOW READY

BUCKRAM AND RICENET
SHAPES

FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN

A trial ovdt'i- of •") do/,, assorted in ^A doz lots,

will hriiuj, you in touch with the latest styles

fis <howu in Fashion Centres.

-Made onl\ !)>

PEERLESS HATS, LIMITED
Manufacturers of

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Velvet and

Straw Hats and Buckram Frames

Direct from Manufacturer to Retailer saving

the Middleman's profit

10 ONTARIO STREET WEST MONTREAL
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FUR SALES SHOW FIRM PRICES
October Figures Repeated in Many Lines at St. Louis' Nine Days'

Sale—Some Advances Recorded and Some Declines-—^Foxes

Lower in St. Louis, Higher in London—Russian

Sables Advance 60 Per Cent.

A FIRM market condition in furs

seems evident from the St. Louis
sales which concluded on January

29. Messrs. Funsten Bros. & Co. report
that about 75 per cent, of the American
catch is already in the hands of dealers

;)nd the greater proportion of the goods
to come in will be of poorer quality. Not-
withstanding the removal of the em-
bargo against the importation of foreign

furs into the United States, especially of

Russian, Chinese, Australian and South
African origin, the high values were
maintained and some advanced. Theit
is much elation over the sales through
out, for they totalled $9,548,000, the

greatest in the world.

Following are the results of the sales

fcs compared with last prices also the

number of skins sold:

Unchanged—Blue fox (321),Mole (750,-

000), Flyin? Squirrel (6,000), China
Mink (68.000), Chinchilla Rats (9,500),

Marten (5,750), Badger (6,800), Wall-
aby (30.300), Kangaroo (2,400), Barun-
(luki and Letak (15,200).

Ten per cent, advance over April

—

Fitch (2,450).

Fifteen per cent, advance over April

—

Persians (1,500).

Ten per cent, advance since last re-

port—Japanese Fox, (9,000), Japanese
Badger (500), Japanese Mink (96,000)

Fisher (1,950), Civet (80,000), Raccoon
(130.000), Central and Southwestern
Mink.

Fifteen oer cent, advance—Broadtails

(5,820), Kolinsky (53,000), Ringtails

(5,500), Otter (6.000). Nutria (130,003),

Beaver (24.000), Alaska Sealskins
(1 015), Northwest Coast Sealskins (40).

Twenty per cent, advance—Japanese
Marten (6 600), Chinchilla (900), Stone
Marten (2600).
Same as October—White Fox (1,900),

Cross Fox (1.200) House Cats (20,000),

Hair Seals (380), Mountain Lion (400),

Leopard and Leo7)ard Cat (1,700), Bear
(1.400). Polar Bear (130). Ermine (118,-

000), Marmot (178 000), Australian On-
ossum (^3000). Wolverine (225), Grey
Fox (8 500). Mu.skrats. (955 000^

Fifteen rer cent, lower than last Oc-

tober—Red Fox (;'.0,000),ratagonian Fox

(6,100), Lynx (11,700), Southern and
Southv/estern Wolf.
Twenty per cent, lower than last Oc-

tober, Karagon Fox (4,300), Australian

Red Fox (5,200), Macedonian Red Fox
(2,600), Lynx Cats (10,100).

Ten per cent, lower than last Oc-

tober — Australian Ringtail Opossum

(77,800), Wildcats (12,800), Skunk
(215,000).

Biggest Advances in Sable, Silver Fox
and Mink

Cape of Good Hope Sealskins (485),
are reported as having sold well; Pere-
witski (1,300) at high prices; Caraculs
(3,000), sold well; White Hares (6,100)

same as last April; Russian Sables
(1,700) advanced 60 per cent.; Squir-

rels (712,000), advanced five per
cent.; Swift Fox (500), 5 per cent.;

Silver Fox (1,000), 40 per cent, for fresh

skins, stale skins neglected; Argentine
Fox (10,200), 25 per cent, lower than
last October; Rabbit Skins (250,000), 15

per cent, lower than December; North-
em and Eastern fine qualities of Mink,
25 per cent, higher than October; Nor-
thern and Northwestern Wolf, 5 per
cent, lower than October; Opossum
(300.000), 12% per cent, lower than last

October.

Total number of wolf skins, 67,000;

total of mink, 100,000.

Foxes Advance in London
At the C. M. Lampson fur sales in

London the official figures as compared
v'ith last April's prices are:

Silver fox advanced 25 per cent : cross

fox advanced 65 ner cent.; white fox ad-

vanced 15 per cent., gray fox advanced

50 ver cent.; kitt fox advanced 75 per

cent.; blue and red fox remained un-

changed.

FUR FARMS IN N. B.

As shown in a booklet, "New Bruns-
wick; its Natural Resources, Developed

and Undeveloped," prepared by the

Natural Resources Intelligence Branch,

and issued recently by the Department
of the Interior, Ottawa; there are in that

province forty-seven fur-farming com-
panies, with a total capitalization of

over $4,000,000. Silver, cross, and red

foxes are the chief productions of these

fur farms.

Dolman Wrap
Of Hudson Seal trimmed with Kolinsky,

showing the new fashionable lines in furs.
From .Silver Bros., Montreal.

NEXT YEAR THE CLIMAX
Says Well-Known Fur Buyer

"We have never sold so many fur coats

in any one season as we have this year,"

Sfiid the manager of the fur department
in one of Toronto's largest stoie^.

•'Coatees, scarfs, short coats and jackets

hn.e also been very crood. Thest will bo

in stronger demand than ever next
WMnter, too. Next year will. I believe,

be the climax in fur sales. Muffs have
not been selling as well as the other

lines. Next Winter will see a big call

for seal, beaver and skunk. These will
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he the three leaders; opossum and grey

squirrel will be next in line. A great

ileal of squirrel has been sold this

season."

DYNASTY OF ROYAL FURRIERS IS

ENDED
Widow's Death Sends Nicholay Riches

to Charities

The end of a dynasty of fur kings is

marked by the death at Tver, Bucks,

England, of Mrs. Emily Nicholay, widow
of John Augustus Nicholay, the last oX -

the famous family of royal furriers. Her
late husband's grandfather was a Hun-
garian, who, in 1788, established himself

as a furrier in Budapest, then admirably

situated for the importation of Russian

furs.

He was so skillful a buyer and so hon-

est a seller that his name became famous
all over Europe, but he was compromised
by the revolt of Kossuth, and in 1802

reached England, an exile. He started

fresh in business in Henrietta street,

Covent Garden, London, and then re-

moved to Oxford street, nearly opposite

the Pantheon.

His son, who succeeded him, rebuilt

the premises and showrooms in 1842 on
so sumptuous a scale that the Dowager
Queen Adelaide was induced in those

easy-going days, personally, to open the

shop.

This second Nicholay was a protege

of the Prince Consort, whom he helpeil

with the great exhibition. He was not

only furrier to Queen Victoria, but made
in London for the Czar Alexander IL
his famous mantle of black foxes.

Though the foxes had been trapped m
the Czar's own dominions, there was no-

where that could compete with London
in curing the skins.

Jo^n Ni'^holav ?'^d in the Crimenn War
supplied the British troops with coats

made of buffalo hides, which at that

time could be purchased at about $5

each. He died in '1875 and was succeeded

"by his son, John Augustus Nicholay.

This man had no son and preferred to

live the life of a country gentleman at

Tver. In 1898 he sold the Nicholay busi-

ness to Debenham and Freebody, and
the name of the greatest of London
furriers disappeared.

J. A. Nicholay, who died three years

afterwards, left the residue of his estate

to accumulate for twenty-one years after

his death, and at that date, or at the

death of his widow, the trustees were
to split the fund into 174 equal shares

and distribute them among a number of

charitable institutions, which he speci-

fied. With the death of his widow these

institutions will benefit at once.

PRICES A PROBLEM
The fur manufacturers who will be

out over the retail field in March are in

about the most difficult position of any
in the dry goods field. The price situ-

ation is bothering them. The chief point
is that they have to buy so long in ad-
vance that they cannot wait as long for

prices of raw materials to work them-

A Gorgeous Coat
What is considered the most valuable coat de-

signed is to be worn by Mrs. William E. Corey,
formerly Miss Mabelle Gilman, of New York. The
fur coat of sable is designed by Balch, Price &
Company, of Manhattan, at the cost of $75,000, and
is composed of pelts imported from Russia. The
coat is full length and thousands of pelts were
examined before the garment was made.

selves out as many of the other manu-
facturers, such as the ready-to-wear,

who can afford to watch until May and
even June with many of their Fall lines

before fixing their prices. With the

fur men it is vastly different. Most of

the skins they are using for the goods
ihey are making up now for the trade,

have been bought in November, December
•md January. For many of their goods

Ihey could not even v^ait until the Janu-

ary-February sales. Is there any chance

of a drop of any account in

prices of skins in the next two
or three months ?—is the ques-
tion they must face in the prices
they are fixing. If there were
they would be compelled to re-

vise some of the prices they will

soon be offering, in order to
keep the good-will of the trade.

The majority who were seen
by DRY GOODS REVIEW
were of opinion that there
would be little decline before
the Fall at all eve|its. It is

agreed that the amount of skins
held over is much smaller than
usual, and, with transportation
in the condition it is, the open-
ing up of the outside field to

importers in Canada and the
United States has had little ef-

fect on the situation. Reports
from the big fur buyers agree
that the catch of skunk was
larger than usual, but that

there was a smaller catch in

muskrat, raccoon, mink, opos-

sum than in ordinary years so

that these skins will tend to be
scarce, and this in turn will be
influential in keeping prices

firm. So far as can be learned
there are few signs of any re-

action in prices, although an
element that must be figured on
is the prevailing feeling that

prices must come down. It is

a general principle that the

average buyer has held up his

sleeve and produces on all oc-

casions, in an effort to bring

about the discomfiture of the

manufacturer of every line he
approaches.
There is some talk among the

trade of a guarantee to buvers
against a later drop in prices,

that is before goods are deliv-

ered. There is no idea, for in-

stance, of accepting orders for

Fall delivery now at a certain

price, and if there is a decline

next Fall after goods are de-

livered, that is in sortinq: busi-

ness, of making a refund to the

buyer on his early Spring or-

ders. But some in the trade

have expressed a willingness, in

order to streng-then the confi-

dence of buyers, to agree to bill

the goods ordered now at the

lower nrice if there is one be-

fore the goods are actually

?ent out. While this has been

the practice of a number of

Canadian firms for years.—while with

others it is new this year,—it is spoken

of in the United States as a comparative-

ly new principle.

The manufacturers and exporters of

the United States have increased trade

with Brazil and South American coun-

tries more than 160 per cent, since the

beginning of the war.
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Our
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Style
\

300. /
H Our

ji Style

Mink ;i '^'^^'

Opossum ^

Skunk V"

Kolinsky

Trimmed i

% Mink

kA Kolinsky

\ Skunk

A Remarkable Display of

Attractive Styles

In Hudson Seal, Etc. Spring and Early Fall Sets

Misses Coats

Stylish Stouts

Coatees

Capes

Hudson Bay Sables

Mink

Ermine

Mole

Squirrel, etc.

Samples on Road in March

MISSES^ COATS OUR SPECIALTY STYLISH STOUTS

SILVER BROTHERS
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
Weslern Representatioe: E. B. Mendelssohn, Currie Block, Winnipeg, Man.
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MORE SALES!
BIGGER PROFITSON EACH SALE!

More sales because you will quickly
establish a reputation for quality furs

if you sell garments made of

HOLLANDER SEAL
Bigger profits because garments made
of Hollander Seal are actually worth
more than ordinary Hudson Seal gar-

ments, and consequently bring higher
prices. Bigger profits because for the

same money you are now paying for

inferior dyeing you can buy the real,

the genuine Hollander Seal

SOME SEAL!

A. HOLLANDER & SON, Ltd.
Dressing and Dyeing of Furs

NY. Office : MONTREAL
129 w. 30th Street 64 Queen Street
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Furs • •

Our Motto is honest values.

We are putting out a line of

furs which will give honest
value in every detail. They
are furs which guarantee solid

comfort, perfect fit and abso-
lutely the newest styles.

Samples for coming season will be ready

in March
Your inspection solicited

The Sandham Company
Formerly Sandham & Thurston

59-61 Wellington Street West - TORONTO
We Specialize in Ladies' and Misses' Furs

Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades
FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS
DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

iyin St. Paul St. Montreal

When you want to sell or buy any-

thing, use the condensed ad columns or

Dry Goods Review

You can talk across the continent for

two cents a word.
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FURS
Dignity .'.

Dij^erence

Attributes of Fur quality

which are found in our furs

but seldom in others.

Merchants who seek the ab-

solute zenith of style will do
well to inspect the range we
offer.

Furs for next season are

now considered and we take

pleasure in inviting you to

make an inspection of our
furs.

These furs are guaranteed
to meet the requirements of

your most particular style

loving customer.

Let us know of your require-

ments and we will arrange

for you to see a line which
has positively no equal on
this continent.

Immediate orders promptly
attended to.

LABERGE,
CHEVALIER & CO.

MONTREAL
TORONTO

]

John Maitland, Rep.

— WINNIPEG
Martin Williams/ Rep.

i
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FANCY GOODS
NOTIONS & TOYS

\

ART NEEDLEWORK
Prepare for June Brides by Refreshing Your Stock of Stamped Lingerie, Sofa Pillows, Table

Runners, Ktc.—Interesting Goods Shown

WITH practically the cessation of

knitting- socks for soldiers; also

sweaters, scarfs, caps and other

military supplies, and the coming of a

lew season, needle work seems to be

taking a slight turn. There is a huge

demand for fancy wools for knitting

sweaters, scai'fs, caps, collar and cuff

sets, articles for babies, and crochetinp,

the various types of hug-me-tights,

shawls and similar garments. There are

new types of these coming out continu-

ally and new sets of instructions and ne.\

shades of wool. One Canadian mill has

.•!2 shades of these wools on its latest

color card. Nevertheless, one has the

Spring to think of and June brides, and

for that reason there are other types of

needlework coming into prominence.

Stamped lingerie has received a cer-

tain stimulus, and the finer mercerized

crocheting threads for yokes and laces

are in much demand. One of the dainti-

est new night gowns reverts to the use

of colored threads, while the embroidereu

part of the gown is white and the gow.i

itself is of white nainsook, the yoke is a

very fine dainty affair in pink mercer-

ized thread. It is a two-inch band fit

ting around the neck line and extending

in another two-inch band down the front

some 8 inches and towards the bottom a

couple of inches of it are left free,

through which a wide soft satin ribbon

is held as an empire girdle.

Towels are still general favorites in

the embroidered gift line.

There is no end to the number of books

of instructions offered for crocheting,

tatting, and knitting. One wholesale tirr.i

carries an assortment of 50 of these in-

struction books, and all the fancy uoods

houses are rei)ortin"- big business being

done in them. A wide range of colors is

wanted, too, in the crocheting thi-eads,

and more especially in those heavy soft

cottons used as substitutes for wool. The

biggest business, however, is done in the

fine threads in white and ecru, in which

many handsome sets of sofa pillow, tray,

scarf and table cover corners are being

fashioned. An occasional devotee to cro-

cheting goes into such elaborate articles

as bed spreads and table covers also, an"

besides turning out (|uite a wonderful
piece of work she is also doing the popu-
lar thing.

New Features in Colored Embroidery

In colored embroidery there are many
attractive new designs offered. These
follow mostly conventional effects in

flowers or fruits, rather than the strictly

natural flowers or the strictly conven-
tional line in design. Sets in linen col-

ored cotton, or, if one is fortunate

enough to get it, linen itself, with bands
of these conventional flowers stamped m
colors on them are very attractive when
worked in the darninq- stitch, which has

become much favored in the last season

or two in dress trimmings. Colored

threads matching the patterns are darned

back and forth in straight lines across

the design, and the effect is quite novel.

Another novelty which requires mort:

labor and concentration, and is really

meant for the advanced worker, is ex-

tremely effective. Tapestry designs are-

printed on a coarse double-thread scrim.

Heavy threads are worked obliquely

through the little open squares of the

cloth. If the right amount of skill is

exercised in getting these stitches quite

even, and the colors well shaded, a ver,'

rich effect of bead work is produced.

There is a great deal of work in thes2

patterns, but the results are so effec-

tive as to attract the average artist in

this line of vyork, and the articles made
in it tend to small sizes. This is usetl

in sofa pillovys, bags, and just such arti-

cles as one would fancy in real beaded

work. They include detailed scenic ef-

fects.

During the last days of the Christma.?

shopuin"; season, Simpson's showed a

handsome sofa pillow in heavy black

satin, embroidered in a well-blended col-

lection of colors in fruit and foliage. Thi>

cushion was round and finished at tlit-

sides with gold lace and cord. The fin-

ished cushion, all embroidered, was

priced at $40.00, and a number of the

covers stamped in similar designs were

offered at $4.50. The whole collection

was sold out very quickly, and none have

been obtained since, which are just tti^

same. This is just an indication of tha
fine and quite elaborate work which wo-
men are favoring at present. There is

no inclination to spend time doing fancy
work which is of a cheap appearance
\yhen finished. The best of materials
and finest of designing is what sell^

best. One handsome set of centrepiece

and runner in linen colored fabric is em-
broidered in the conventional flowers
darned as described above, and around
the edge of each, just underneath, is

fastened a band of black satin, which ex-

tends a half an inch beyond the edge of

the linen and is blanket-stitched in yel-

low or some tone to harmonize with tke

embroidery. This double edge is I'ich,

effective and novel, as well as bein>jC

easily applied.

New Fancy Work Silks

One of the most interesting new of-
ferings for making bags comes from
Japan. It is silk, measurir»g just 12

inches in width and showing the brilliant

and rich colorings favored by the Japan-

ese. The fabrics are very finely woveii

-silk crepes. They are also used with

charming effect as panels in the fancy

lamp shades, intersected with panels of

a plain color to match the ground of the

crepe. They are selling at $2.25 a yard

retail.

There, is no lessening of the interest

in stamped goods for infants and chil-

dren. While there is little that one can

put down as novel in the way of pat-

tern or design, there is nevertheless a

great deal of business being done in the

lines which are familiar already. Colorea

embroidery continues to have much

favor in children's dresses, and many
of them show the dainty and interesting

designs which children like, such as blue

birds, little boys and girls in Dutch ef-

fect, animals and so on.

Needlework departments need not

feel any loss of profits through the end-

ing of the use of wool for soldiers. Wo-
men are eager to get at the prettiei

things again, and this Spring they will

want to see a good assortment of sug-

gestions.
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TOY INDUSTRY IN JAPAN
Exportation Ten Times That of a Decade Ago—Cheap Labor

Likely to Hold the Market— More Durability Promised as

Output Impro\'es

"E
VOUR years ago the export of

Japanese toys was iimited to a

few varieties such as dolls, bam-
boo models and the like." So writes Mr.

S. Kamiyama, in the "Japan Magazine."

He is an authority on the subject of

Japanese toys. "A great change has

taken place," he continues. "Last year

the total value of toys exported from
Japan amounted to $4,200,000, and in

1918 v/ill e.xceed $5,000,000! Thus the

'land of dolls and flowers,' as Japan has

been so charmingly called, ha-s been trans-

formed into a country creating play-

things of every description for the chil-

dren of foreign lands as well as for its

own. One might have supposed that,

owing to the cheapness of labor in

Japan, it long ago would have become
the largest source of supply for the

toy trade; but until the shutting off of

the German supply the toy makers of

Nippon never attempted seriously to

enter foreign markets. Present increase

in exportation is due wholly to efforts

of Government authorities to find mar-
kets for Japanese toys in foreign mar-

kets. And only a beginning has been

made!
"Officials in the department of foreign

trade saw that great possibilities lay in

the toy business and stimulated the

manufacturers in every possible manner.
They supplied samples from all parts of

the toy-making world, most of which
have been successfully imitated. In ad-

dition, the workmanship which is pecu-

liar to Japan has been encouraged and
improved. The largest export has been

sent to America, amounting in value last

year to $1,216,030. Great Britain comes
next, taking a total value of $659,462 in

1917. The value of exports to British

India, and the Straits Settlements was
•:-457,485, and to Australia, $447,664.

"Japanese toy makers have risen to

their opportunity with remarkable
promptitude and efficiency. In another
year they will meet the demands of

Western markets which they cannot
wholly supply at present. In 1907, the

extent of the exportation of tovs from
Japan was only $394,904; in 1917, as

stated above, it exceeded $4,200,000—ten
limes what it was ten years ago!

"In addition to common toys made of

earthenware, wood and cotton, the Jap-
anese now fashion them from rubber,

metal and celluloid. They are especially

apt in mechanical toys. The story of

imports of toys is in reverse order. From
a value of $54,406 in 1906, imports de-

creased to $21,045 in 1916. and the fig-

ures for the year 1917, though not yet

available, are much less. Japan may
legard herself as one of the leading toy
countries of the world, and it is a trade
that may be expected to continue. In

various other lines Japan has also gain-
ed a leading place during the war, but
whether this prosperity will continue

v'hen competition revives is another
question. In toys, however, Japan is not
likely to have any serious rivals. The
toy trade has been created for Japan
by the war, but it will not be destroyed
by cessation of the war. The reason,

as already suggested, is that material
and labor are much cheaper in Japan
than in any Western country.

"Most wooden toys in Japan are manu-
factured by hand in the mountain regions
of the country, where wood is plentiful

and cheap. Individuals or families make
them in their houses for the dealers. The
chief centres of toys made in factories

rre Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya and
Kanagawa.
"Some complaints have been received

as to the comparative frailty of

Japanese-ma()e toys. Every attention

has been paid to remedying this defect,

and in future no such complaints will be

justified. Toys are now made in more
'lurable manner and of better materials.

V. ith great improvements in designs and
finishings. The value of exoorts in tovs

sent from the various ports is as follows:

Yokohama. $2,307,595; Kobe, $1,349,586.

Osaka. $264,514; Nagasaki, $1,171 and
others, $250,392.

"Viewing the destination of exports o;'

toys from Japan more in detail it may be

said thai; the largest supplies have sjone

to the following countries: British India,

Straits Settlements, Chinn. Dutch East
Indies, Great Britain. France, United
States, Canada and the Argentine Re-
public, Australia. New Zealand, and
South Africa have also taken consider-

able quantities of Japanese toys. It is

lemarkable how the tastes of various

countries differ as to the kinds of toys.

Europeans like best such toys as bamboo
flutes, dolls, earthenwares, fans, wooden
toys, cotton birds and animals, while the

.Americans prefer Christmas toys such
as birds, baskets, celluloid and paper,

toy chairs, furniture suites and wooden
dolls. Australia likes flutes, leaf work,
glass toys, rubber dolls, toy mirrors, mu-
sical instruments. Dutch India imports
chiefly such toys as metal leaf oima-

ments, paper and celluloid goods. India

desires clay dolls, animal toys, and South
.America wants toy umbrellas, lanterns,

bamboo models and dolls, while China
prefers toy insects, rubber dolls, war-
ships and electric cars."

COIFFURE NEWS
There is a tendency in New York to-

wards a new style of hair-dressing. It

shows less regularity in the waving. The
hair is allowed to show more of its na-

tural fluffiness and curl, if any such

there be, and if not the marcel must be

careful not to look too set. Simplicity

and youthfulness are emphasized in the

new style. This method will possibly

demand a little more in the way of hair

ornament in order to keep the locks in

just the right place without the assist-

ance of the perfect marcel. There is a

fullness and soft effect about the ears
and sides of the head which makes a
use for small, inconspicuous pins or
combs. There are on the market many
designs in little combs about an inch o.-

an inch and a quarter wide and propor
tionately deep, set with tiny stones.
Another ornament, only for evening

wear, is a comb mounted with split

ostrich in fan shape. If one carries an
ostrich fan the two articles must match
in color, of course.

HOME DYES ARE POPULAR
The splendid advances which have

been made in the dye industry in both
England and the United States during
the past three years, are a matter of
much satisfaction to the trade. Espe-
cially has the matter of dye packets
for home use been stimulated, so that
there is now to be had a very commend-
able range of fast colors, and that is re-

sponsible for the steady increase in

their use in the home. If a woman has
any idea of mixing colors, too, there is

such a good variety, and the pigments
are so evenly combined that it is really

an easy matter for her to develop almost
any exact tone which she may want.

There are few dealers who do not
carry a line of these home dyes, which
are so popular.

HAIR FROM CHINA
The exports of human hair from

China have averaged about 3,000,000

pounds a year for the last ten years
With the revolution of 1911, the cutting
of queues was very general throughout
the South, and many men in the North
parted with theirs, although the major-
ity of the male population north of the

Y'^angtze still wear their queues. The
supplies of hair are augmented from the

combings of women, who, in times of

stress, dispose of their hair. It is ex-

ported under three grades: (1) Solid

dressed clubbed lengths; (2) stumps, and

(3) combings. The first grade is dressed

in solid lengths of from eight to

thirty-six inches, -vith two inches differ-

ence between each length. The second

consists of short hair under fifteen

inches; also in small bundles. The third

takes short, tansrled hair and combings.

Before being shipped to the United

States all hair must be officially disin-

fected. Consul -General Anderson reports

that the Hong Kong exporters require

that the hair be sold in assortments and

carefully sterilized before being shipped.

BUTTON .MANUFACTURERS' CON-
VENTION

The committee arranging for the con-

vention of button manufacturers to be

held in this city has designated March 5

as the date for the event which will be

held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
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LEATHER PURSES
SPRING 1919

Our Representatives Are Now Out
With Spring Samples

We Manufacture and Devote Our Time
To This Line Alone

Our Claim is " The Best Value in Canada
"

and " None Better Mad^ Anywhere
"

An Inspection of Our Line Will Make You a Customer

MANUFACTURED BY

Canadian Leather Products, Ltd.
Successors to Flett-Lowndes «& Co., Limited

144 Front St. West, Toronto
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Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER ST., E.G. ENFIELD, N.

We Specialize

in

Manicure Cases

Fitted Companions

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

Brush Cases, (Lady's and

Gent's), Etc., Etc.

Woolnough Draper & Co.
Limited

12-13 CHISWELL ST. LONDON, E.C. I

Write for Samples or Illustrated List.

LOST'54
A man bought $146.00 worth of goods.

;Vfter he wa.s through he found $200.00

of his money gone.

Where did the $54.00 difference go?

Last year a certain dealer in Canada pur-

chased at random some French Ivory goods

for his trade.

His bill came to $200.00.

Had he known, he could have bought the

same articles, onlv of better quality and
solid French Ivory for $146.00.

Had he known he might as well have

had the $o4.00 himself as give it to the

people he bought the goods from.

This dealer knows now and is keeping

the money for himself in future.

You, Mr. Dealer, can save this money
if you buy your

French Ivory Goods
direct from us.

Send to-day for our descriptive circulars.

Numbers 188 and 189; both are ready for

mailing.

One of our customers, in referring to these

circulars, remarked:

—

"Your folder goes straight to the truth

on 'French Ivory.' I know now, after read-

ing, how to judge values."

IMPORTANT
Kemeniber that when buying 'froni u<

there are three very important features that

are invaluable to you.

First, all our goods are solid. No wood or

composition filled.

Secondly, you can always rely on all order.*

being an absolute match, so that a customer

buying a mirror to-day, can buy a hair ^brush

or tray or any other article later on, and be sure

of an absolute match in every respect, in color

and texture.

Thirdly, in buying directly

from us you can buy at very
much lower prices than 1918

and secure immediate de-

livery.

Every article is stamped
in neat black letters —
FRENCH IVORY—all fancy
names or trade names omit-

ted.

Will vou let us hear from
you .' •

The Dominion Ivory Co.,

,

Limited

52 Bay Street Toronto, Canada

TelephoneAdelaide 1226
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WE CONTROL

Gloria and Three Bee
Shetland Floss and Fingering Wools

Our travellers are now booking fall

orders for these high quality and well

known brands of wools.

See our fall samples of children's hand

and machine made knitted goods.

In Stock—^All shades Shetland Floss,

Knitting and Crochet Books, Threads,

Knitting Pins, etc.

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL
YOUR NEEDLEWORK WANTS.

HAMBLY & WILSON, LIMITED
11 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

"MADE IN CANADA"

Ribbon Novelties

For Easter Trade

Vanity, Opera and Work Bags,

Sachets, Boudoir Slippers, Gar-

ters, Lingerie and Infant Novel-

ties.

New models now ready. Our
representative will call or a full

line can be seen at

Ribboncraft Co.

229 College St. Toronto

SMALLWARES
As the Spring season will be with us

shortly it will be necessary for the mer-
chant to see that his stock of Small-
wares is complete to meet the demand
forced upon the housewife by the
warmer weather.

Our stock of such lines as Stickerie
Embroidery, Bias Tapes, and Ric Rac
Braid has never been more varied and
at prices not to be duplicated on to-day's
market.

We also have in stock a good assort-

ment of sizes of Morrall Needles; also a
packet, 6 needles to paper, to retail at

5 cents.

See our range of Patent Belts and
Celluloid Bag Tops—two strong features
for Spring trade. A complete range of
Dexter Crochet Cottons in stock which
numbers 3 to 100; Pongee, Lt. Ecru and
Ecru 3-50, and all colors, sizes 30 and
50.

WRiNCH, McLaren & co.
77 Wellington St. W. •.• TORONTO

Spring Openings
aiid E(iM(-'i' I)i.sj)lai/s will show to advantage
with a tasteful display of tioral decorations.

We have a complete stock of artificial flower

plants and vines.

Write for rdtalof/iie to-do i/.

Canadian Flower & Feather
Mfg. Company, Limited

243 Bleury Street West, Montreal

Flags Brighten the Home
Coming

Rfd, White & Blue

18" X 27" Banners,
$4..'j0 doz.

12" X 16" Banners.
$3.25 doz.

6" X 8" Flans on
stick, .$B.G7 Kross.

A live sellinK spe-
cialty for home
decoration.

Sf/ld for Trial A}St/rtirirHI

Toronto Trophy-Craft Co.

1710 Royal Bank Bldf., Torsnt*
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BRAIDS - FRINGES - TASSELS
Dame Fashion offers you this season unlimited opportunities.

Garments of all descriptions are heavily trimmed. As manufac-

turers, daily supplying the needs of the Dress, Suit and Fur trade,

we can offer you an inestimable service. Samples on request..

THE MOULTON MFG. CO., LIMITED
4 INSPECTOR ST., MONTREAL

Neyret Gloves for Spring
CHAMOISETTE in Leather Color

Als.:

And
basis

New Slyles Now in Stocli

direct imports of:

—

Martin, Roche & Bickert's Velvets,
Chapal, L. M., and other Electric Seals,
Olmer's Silks and Cravats,
Coty's Perfumery,
Finest French Lingerie and Laces,
Dresses, Blouses, etc.

all kinds of French goods imported on a commission

Call or Write for particulars.

A. GERMAIN & CO.
PARIS, FRANCE

Commission Merchants and Importers

Montreal Office: 14 Phillips Square

ESTABUAHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

OFFICSS IN CANADA:

Calgary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.

H.illfax, N.S.
London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto. Ont.
TVinnipeg, Man

I'eputatlon gained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Manager
Western Canada

TORONTO. CANADA

PRACTICAL BOOKS
ON

How to Make Show Cards $i.oo

Merchants' Success System 5.00

The Art of Decorating 3.50

The Clerk's Book 50

Modern Show Card Lettering and Design-
ing i.oo

One Hundred Easy Window Trims i.oo

Retail Advertising i.oo

Store Management i.oo

Show Window Backgrounds 1.50

Write Us for Further Information

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVE. TORONTO
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GLOVE PRICES LIKELY TO HOLD UNTIL 1920

Supplies Easier From France This Season—Delivery Not Yet Guaranteed—Heavier Grades
May Decline for Fall Though Some Lines Have Advanced

WHILE most manufacturers of

English gloves report a difficulty

in guaranteeing delivery in Can-

ada for a long time to come, there has

been some improvement in the shipments

of French gloves, and Christmas stocks

that were mostly limited to black and

white have been replenished since to a

limited extent by colored lines. How-
ever, the exceedingly high prices—$3.5U

in place of $1.65 as a typical line—^have

held down buying, as was inevitable.

Reports from England state that no

South African capes have been coming

forward and conditions make it impossi-

ble to obtain Russian skins. An at-

tempt has been made to produce a sub-

stitute for the latter by a change in

dressing.

Fortunately, Canadian manufacturers

have been showing a steady improvement

in the lines they are turning out, and

have helped out very acceptably a very

difficult situation.

Advices from Grenoble agree that it

has been difficult to obtain certain sup-

plies of skins, and that the ending of the

war. in some instances, has only aggra-

vated conditions. An embargo was

placed on Italian kid skins, and the

higher grades of these have been used

largely in France for manufacturing kid

gloves. Then, so far as Spain is con-

cerned, exchange has been very unfavor-

able, adding materially to the cost of

skins.

A manufacturer of the heavier lines

of gloves reports that prices in these

are coming down, where finer lines hold.

This is only natural, as the heavier lines

were in great demand for military pur-

poses, and the lighter were not. Horso

hide, for instance, in khaki color, drop-

ped as much as 8 cents. Splits showed

a decline of 2 cents a pack, and sheep-

skins a slight drop.

This manufacturer—and others agree

with him—declares there cannot possibly

be a reduction in the finer gloves for

Fall, and that the first real cut will

come for Spring, 1920.

Some of the Canadian glove manufac-

turers are behind on deliveries, as the>

were loaded up on war orders.

So far, no declines are announced in

prices for Fall; goods in a few cases

have advanced, most are similar to

Spring prices.

As a large importing house put it:

"The whole situation to-day is extremely

tight and difficult, and there is no pros-

pect of an easement of any kind for

some time to come."

Are we coming back to lace like this?
The gown is of white faille; the hat of white
velvet.

NECKWEAR
One item in the neckwear departments

has assumed such importance of late

that it may now be considered a real

feature. That is, colored pleatings sold

by the yard. They are shown in Georg-
ette, ninon and organdie, but Georgette
is the favorite. The stores are featur-
ing these in 4-inch widths in a great
variety of colors, many of them in two-
toned effects. There is fashion's favor-
ite, a peach shade ; salmon pink, nile,henna,

scarlet, navy, Belgian, sapphire, Saxe,
almost any shade of blue in fact, maize,
cream, ivory, lemon, sand, emerald, rose,

orchid, and combinations of practically

all of these with white, and such others
as navy and sand, scarlet and navy,
Saxe and rose, sand and French blue,

peach and Saxe. The hemstitched bor-

der on these ruchings is an inch deep,

and where colors are combined the

border is of one shade and the balance
of the other. These are liked for both
collars and cuffs, and are especially

suitable for the round necklines. One
smart number in crimson silk voile

shows the square front with pleated

vestee, all of the one tone.

Real filet lace designed for individual

collars is still in vogue. In fact new
patterns are continually appearing.

Quaint sets showing soft and rather
deep turn-back cuffs and cape collar

rolling high at the back are shown as
forerunners of the Summer. These are
promised to accompany the sheer frocks
and are themselves made of organdie
or Georgette.

Then there are some bib-like affairs

which are semi-sailor and semi-cowl with
the back and front alike; they are split

at the shoulders and each section bor-

dered with a tiny ruffle. These are
sometimes made of satin, but Georgette
or organdie does just as well.

Dainty sailor collars of medium size,

especially those not inclined to be too

broad in the back are liked still, and
tuxedos in many dainty effects are also

in good style, but wherever a ruffle or

pleating, no matter how small, may find

an edge to hold it, it is perfectly proper
for it to be there.
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Stitt's show a smart organdie set of

rose and white organdie. The collar is

no wider than a couple of inches; it is

white, and has a separate top layer,

narrower and with scroll edge, of the

rose organdie. The cuffs are as near

like the collar as possible. These double

effects in white with a color are quite

popular in the pleated rufflings and are

shown in practically all the fabric col-

lars. Those made of lace stick pretty

much to their own clan, though some
nice ones take in Georgette into their

circle.

VEILS
Rather more pronounced are the pat-

terns which the exclusive veils are

featuring. The mesh is still very fine

and unsubstantial, leaving the pattern

to make the most of itself. Some strik-

ing borders are developed in narrow silk

braid lacings. These braids are no

wider than an eighth of an inch and not

at all heavy, but they are worked into

handsome borders showing blocked or

trailing patterns. Silk twist in floral

designs features some of the imported
veils also, and sometimes grey floss on
a beach mesh is allowed to do its pret-

tiest.

Veils of individual lengths with deli-

cate single motifs of thread or of fine

chenilie dots or both together are liked

in Paris. For Spring it looks as if the

square or oblong flowing veils will be

preferred to the circular ones, for the

big majority being shown in the shops
and wholesales are those with comers;
these seem to be more easily adjusted

to give an artistic effect than the circu-

lar veils which can be worn but one way
as a rule.

Some of the new Spring yardage pat-

terns have been made up into slip-ons.

One or two of the designs illustrated

in last month's DRY GOODS REVIEW
are selling in the stores at 50 cents,

each made up in that way. The slip-ons

are still an active item at veiling coun-

ters. One imnorter who handles a very
fine range of veils and veilings com-
plains that the majority of Canadian
buyers will consider nothing in the veil-

ing line which costs them more than
about 25 cents. "They have not yet

trained their public to wear veils and to

appreciate the artistic effect and added
beauty which they provide when refHy
fine veils are worn." he said. And is

he not just about right? Comparatively
few women in this country have any
serious i-eof-ard for a clever veil. They
do not discriminate when buvin"' as they
do with a hat or 3 govm for instance,

and yet a lovely veil will lend an atmos-
phere to a whole costume which could
not be acquired without it. Whv not
talk up high-class veils in your window-
cards and your advertising? It should
mean better results from carrying thai
line of merchandise.

EXPRESS COMPANIES MOVE FOR
BETTER SERIVCE

In an endeavor to give a more efficient

service to the general public and to the

Lace Important
New metallic lace effects suitable fur even-
ing wear. These are silver on fine white
net. Lace is coming into prominence quite
noticeably for lrfl9, and it is even being fea-
tured with the highly ornamental foulard
silks for Summer wear. These designs are
shown by Muser Bros. (Canada) Limited,

Montreal.

large and small companies using its

systems in the transportation of goods,

the various express companies of the

continent are now engaging to inject

into their armies of employees more and
greater efficiency. They have styled

this effort, "Better Service Campaign,"
and the objects this effort aims to obtain

are the saving of time, of effort and of

money.
While the effort about to be made will

require a general speeding up and a

better class of work all around from the

various companies' men, it will also be

their aim to secure more careful packing
and marking of goods by the shipper.

For, as is pointed out by A. C. Heffernan
general agent of the American Express
Company in a circular recently issued,

there has been an enormous loss to the
companies and also to the public who
ship these commodities. Even though
claims are paid, this does not make mat-
ters satisfactory in a lot of cases.

In furtherance of its determination to

better the sen-vice, the express com-
panies aim to require existing rules to

be better and more ri2,idly observed and
adhered to, rather than to create new
rules. Much of the loss heretofore has
resulted from improper packing or in-

adequate addressing of parcels, say the
officials. Another suggestion has been
that of having tagged parcels provided
with more than one address tag, and of
having parcels tied with strong cord, ac-

cording to the weight and size of pack-
age shipped.

In the outlined programme it is pro-
posed that in every express office, where
possible, a meeting be held, where a

four-minute talk will emphasize the im-
portance of "Starting Express Ship-

ments Right." Firms with a staff of

shipping clerks are urged to follow this

example and to instruct their men simi-

larly.

NEW FIRM
Mr. William Turner, who has been with

Stratton & Martin, Aylmer, Ont., for over
twenty years, has severed his connection
and will go into business for himself in

partnership with Mr. Thos. Wooster, the
firm name being Wooster and Turner.
They propose to cut out the graniteware
part of the business and put in a high
class stock of ladies' ready-to-wear goods
and fine china. Mr. Turner left February
3 on a purchasing trip to New York,
Montreal and Toronto.

ST0«£3 OPEI » L I CLOSE B r N uaT

^ Special Bargains in White
Washable Blouses
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Gloves
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A neat ad featuring blouses and acces-
sories.
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Fine Dress Gloves
for Men, Women,
and Children.

Heavy Work
Gloves and
Mitts.

j?ef;v

6762-B. Ladies' White Lamb
Unlined, two domes glove, made
over-seam, black leather bind-
ing. Large black and white
:-\\k embroidered points.

Dozen. 19 .50

liB:it<-tB. Ladies' White Wash-
able Lamb Unlined, one dome a
glove, made Pri.x-seam style, <p

self bound. Neatly decorated.
Dozen. 15 .00

L..

For Immediate Delivery
Wire orders at our expense. All goods shipped

within 24 hours while the stock lasts.

0I59. Ladies' white chamois unlined glove,
1 dome. Decoration of three needle, self-

bound. Per doz.

.'iO.58 1, B. Ladies' uiiliiKul K''e.v suede, 1

dome, closed prix-seam style. Decoration
of two needle, bound with larjrc black
t mbroidery. Per do/..

$1 Q.50

$10.00

.'^058. Ladies' grey suede, 1 dome, closed
nrix-seam style. Three needle decoration.
Self-bound. Per doz.

.'iOdl. Ladies' unlined trn'y suede, '2 dome.
Th;n black kid binding. Lar>;e black em-
broidery decoration on back. Per doz.

$

$

17

21

.50

.00

THE HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.
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Merchandise
bought to-day

should he of
known quality

The reconstruction period is a m)st vital one ; competition is keen

and you are dealing with a better informed and more discriminat-

ing public. Business must be bui't on nationally-known merchan-

dise of proven merit.

The war has taught women much about corsetry. Every thinking

woman realizes the necessity of h\gienically correct corseting if

she would safeguard her health and be capable of sustained effort

in any line of endeavor. Women are buying their corsets with

more care. „*^ ^.,

GOSSARD CORSETS
THE ORIGINAL-UNEQUALLED FRONT LACING CORSETS

always accepted as the standard of modern corsetry, proved again their supe-

riority in the great World War. Their hygienic body support sustained mil-

lions of earnest workers in their supreme eflFort, giving all-day comfort and
oflPering a wearing service that in itself proved a real economy

\\ hen you offer Gossard Corsets to }'our clientele, >ou are offering merchandise
that will safeguard the high reputation .of your store by rendering a service

from the standpoint of comfort, hygiene, style and wearing quality that will

meet the demands of the most ex acting. Upon such merchandise and service

must every merchant build, especially during this critical period of industrial

reconstruction.

The new Spring and Summer Gossards are, if possible, superior to the past

season's line, which was generally acknowledged to be without equal.

TViG Canadian /J. jjZf̂ ossard (p. uM^re^

284-286 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

w^ai~
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The Handkerchief House of Canada'

'

Fancy Handkerchiefs

for

Xmas 1919 Selling

Our travellers are now on their

various territories—with our range

for next season's business.

The fancy handkerchief is becom-

ing more and more popular as a

gift item. Our fancy boxed line is

most exclusive and commands the

attention of the most critical buyer.

We have a tremendous range of

open stock in Dainty Irish Hand

Embroidered on Lawn and Linen.

In your own interests don't fail to

see this range when our representa-

tive calls.

Our handkerchiefs are handled by

the best stores, and shrewd buyers

who appreciate quick and profit-

able sales will see that their stocks

of Fancy Handkerchiefs come

from

"The Handkerchief House of Canada"

The Lace Goods Company, Limited

64 Wellington St. W. Toronto
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^

No. 6452
Ladies' Pullover Fancy Knit Sweater

with deep sailor collar. Body pink,

with seal brown trimming. Also

comes in coral and Irish, Nile and

amber, Saxe and white.

Sweaters Like This

Are Easy To Sell

There's a style and snap

to every sweater bearing

the brand

TRADE MARK

that makes it a popular

seller, and every one
yields a good margin of

profit

!

See samples now
being shown

OTHER ACME ^PRODUCTS
Fine Dress Gloves Working Gloves and Mitts

Mackinaw Clothing
Moccasins Larrigans

Shirts
Sheep LinediClothing *m^ .^

Knit Goods Overalls

Branches:
CRAIG STREET

CL.OTH ING
MAR 1 EVI LL.E
KNITTING MILL

^u^mB
Head Office & Main Factory

v~^

Branches:
vj o L_ I e: T "T e:
TANNERY&. WOOLEN MILL

ST-. Tl T"E
TANNERY- LARRIGANS

G LOV E. S
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RIBBON TRIMMINGS
FOR SPRING

A glance at the Spring styles in Ladies' garments

and hats will show that Ribbon Trimmings are

more conspicuous than e\er. Elaborate sashes

and girdles are seen on dresses, and narrow
Gros-Grain Ribbons are a favorite for trimming.

The Season for Trimmings is Here
and Ribbons are Favorites

The millinery trade is \ery strong for Gros-

Grains, and are showing a wonderful assortment

of colors, containing such shades as Henna,
Sapphire, Eleanor, Jay Blue, Taupe, Dust, Beige,

Seal, Navv, etc.

You are cordially in\ ited to inspect our latest

merchandise for Spring trade, and you will agree

with us that it is the best exhibition of Ribbons
Canada has had.

Please note that our Winnipeg Branch is now
open for business with a well-assorted stock at 84

Albert St., Winnipeg.

If you cannot call we will be glad to send samples
on request.

RIBBONS LIMITED
lOO Wellington St. West, TORONTO

84 Albert St., WINNIPEG
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Glove Dealers Should

Read
The Following Extract from the Jour-

nal with "The Largest Circulation

of any Trade Paper in the World

"

THE DRAPERS' RECORD, LONDON

Jan. 4, 1919 THE DRAPERS' RECORD

The Glove Shortage.
No Pottibility of X€daced frici»>

IN view of the feeling of uncerlainty whiih manifests itself in

the glove trade, especially as to the probable course of prices,

the following expressions of opinion, given to us by the firm 6i

Dent, Alkroft and Co., should be of interest to our readers. This
firm, as is well known, are not only glove manufacturers and mer-
chau^s, but deal in the raw material, purchasing the skins on
the aniniaU' backs, dressing them, and handling the gloves

Ihroughi'ut the whole of the operations. Views emanating from
such a house, therefore, possess exceptional authority, and may be
received with perfect reliance.

In reply to our question, " Are prices likely to fall ? " we were told :

" Thtrc may be a fev speculators who have gambled in the glove

trade lecently who do not understand it, and are afraid of a fall

in prices, and who will turn what stocks they hold into money;
but the total quantity held by them is so small as to be' negligible,

and the regular trader, be he wholesaler or retailer, who has a

stock, is to' be congratulated. Those who clear their stocks will

only be able to replace them at an advanced price. The Central

European countries, instead of being sellers, will be buyers, and we
are already receiving many inquiries from the re-occupied terri-

toiies of our Allies, and from neutral countries. Every indica-

tion points to an advance in prices, and the very best that can

be hrped for is the price of to-day.

Supply and Demand.
"The position can be very briefly stated thus : On the one hand,

decreased supplies of raw material and increased cost of manufac-
ture , on the other, a world demand instead of only a home
dcn.and, has to be met. Authoritative statistics prove that the

quantity of skins in sight for 1919 is just a quarter of the normal
supply. This has been caused by the wholesale slaughter of flocks

to meet the food requirements of the nations at war. Shepherds
have been called to serve in the armies, and owing to the lack of

their care, the animals remaining are in poor and neglected con.

dition. Consequently, it will be necessary to allow a far greater

picportioti of the young to grow to maturity and breed, and it is

estimated that it will take many years to bring the flocks to their

pre-war proportions.
" Persoiially, we arc not in the least concerned about the disposal

of our goods; our great anxiety is how we are to obtain the

requisite number of raw skins to keep our dressing yards and
factories working regularly and smoothh'. and find employment
ior our men vyho ha\e been serving with the fighting forces."

To all

we hope

will he

perity, d\

tunity of

sincere

suppr^

out

do 0L\

cordiJ

odard Costume? v>men.

Wool Te-flilc Pr

fixed at 6(;5. gd
manufacturers
tailor at the

approxinialch

coal-frock?^

The
net to

DENT, ALLCROFT & COMPANY
GLOVE MANUFACTURERS

MONTREAL
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600—Tan, Gray, Havana, Khaki, Beaver, Cape,

black combination points •. . . . . $24.00

600A—Tan, Cape, with heavy silk points

$24.00

Sure Sellers for Spring
P E R R I N S Cape Specialties will help your

Spring and Easter Glove trade.

For years the best stores throughout the country

have sold PERRINS Glo\ es with marked suc-

cess. Are you among these successful ones?

Write us at once regarding your requirements.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE., Sommer Bldg
MONTREAL
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Laces
With the coming of Peace, balls and other social

functions are again in vogue and in consequence

metal laces and better guipure effects are greatly

in demand. We have a splendid range of these

and can give immediate delivery.

Handkerchiefs
Our range of fa'ncy lines for Fall and Christmas

is now ready for your inspection. Handkerchiefs

are also in demand for Easter trade and for

showers and parties throughout the year. We
offer them at right prices and are in a' position

to ship by return where reciuired. We have splen-

did values in staple, cotton and linen effects for

ladies and men for immediate or later.

Veilings

"Bigger than ever." Elastic face veils for out-

door wear, in pla'in and fancy effects. We have

a large range of shades and patterns on hand.
Veilings by the yard are also required. We have
a large selection in plain aiid classical meshes ;

also chenilled and border effects for immediate
delii'cry.

Westlake Brothers Limited

24 Wellington St., W. . . . Toronto

H^^n^nnqd VEILS
The surest way to hold on to the

trade worth having is to sell

Bonnie-B. Veils.

These veils never sag an.d never
bulge—they are the kind which
will bring you continuous patron-

age.

Do yourself and your veil depart-,

ment justice and see that you get

a supply of Bonnie-B. Veils soon.

If we can guide you further just

let us know, we will be pleased to

give any help.

THE BONNIE-B. COMPANY
TORONTO 156 Yonge St. NEW YORK. 222 4th Ave.

liiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUHiiv

The New Cowl Collars

You should feature them for

the Spring and Easter trade.

Finnie Neckwear

Creations

They are the elite of the

season and will please to

satisfaction the most fasti-

dious of shoppers.

A. Bruce Finnie & Co.
Cor. Craig and Gosford Streets

MONTREAL

Alexandre Kid

Gloves

French Kid

and Suede Gloves

Cape Gloves Fabric Gloves
j

FOR

Men Women Children

Order now for Easter trade

HOSIERY

Alexandre Glove Co.
46 St. Alexander St., MONTREAL

77 York St., Toronto 80 Rue du Pont, Quebec

318 Horner St., Vancouver
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VAN RAALTE ^l^s

"DK prepared! Veils are going stronger than ever this Spring
--^ and Summer. Van Raalte creations will be the demand—be-

cause they're more beautiful and more varied than ever—because

they correctly express the style tendencies—because they are more

widely advertised than ever—because Van Raalte selling helps and

display matter attract business to any veil department.

E. & Z. VAN RAALTE, 5th Ave. at 1 6th St., N.Y.C.

Chicago Office: 105 South Dearborn Street Factories: Paterson, N.J.

Foreign Offices: Lyons, Calais, Nottingham, etc.
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COLONIAL MAID

S WILL I
t f^of t
% RUST I

DRESS
M AUK

^o*^*

I

SIZE

1

0«.?*^<t^

IN
FASTENER
CANADA

»»»»»»»»»»-»»^»»>»»»'»»»»^<»»»^»-»»»»»»»»»<>»»»»»»

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

—

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

BRASS-
will not

rust

/^H IS IS NOT A
i ^

J FRICTION FASTENER
V-^ n ^ * MADEout IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .". SI7ES; 00-0-1

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

iw
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We are pleased to announce that we have prepared and leading

Jobbers now have ready for delivery a very comprehensive showing of

Ladies' House
and Afternoon
Dresses

Children's School
and Party Dresses,
Rompers, Etc.

Soft Finish for
Ladies', Misses'
and Children's
Intimate Wear

LAWRENCE, MASS.

BOSTON
ST. LOUIS

SMALL PATTERNS
This line is entirely new and novel in both styles and colorings, and
any progressive retailer of Wash Goods will serve his own best
interests by being the first store to show them.

These styles include designs and colorings exactly adapted for

Ladies' Shirtwaists Delicate pencil stripes in all the new shades printed on white
grounds.

Striking foulard effects for spring and Summer wear. All-
over floral patterns which make delightful summer dresses
for street or home. Neat, conventional designs printed on
ba'ckgrounds of stripes, in both dark and light shades.

Dainty rosebud clusters in pink, blue and lavender on white
grounds, for children's party frocks. Two-toned checks in

both dark shades and light summery effects, for school or
rompers for the little ones.

Bluebird and butterfly designs in blue, pink and lavender on
white grounds ; also delicately tinted grounds of flesh and
French gray. Pussy-cat patterns on tan, pink, blue and
soft gray grounds, for the little folks.

Dainty rosebuds in delicate shades of blue, pink and laven-
der on white and pastel grounds. Moss roses, in blue, pink
and lavender on white and pastel grounds.

If your Jobber is not showing: the complete line of fourteen styles in all the colorings,
write us for swatch book and names of Jobbers who do carry them.

PACIFIC MILLS
DOVER, N.H COLUMBIA, S.C.

LAWRENCE & CO., Selling Agents
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO LONDON, ENGLAND
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HAWTHORN FABRICS

JEMSEY CLOTH
FOR SUITS, SKIRTS and SPORT COATS

Finest all wool, 54 inches wide. All colors, including also a dozen mixtures as reproduced herewith.
GUARANTEED—Of course, every thread and color. WHY? Because every operation from the scour-

ing of the wool, through the various stages of manufacture, to the finished product, is done in our new
daylight mill by expert workmen.
A GENUINE CANADIAN PRODUCT FOR CANADIAN PEOPLE. No range is complete without this

line.

Face Cloths and Terry Towellings
Keep your stock complete. All sizes and widths. Ask your wholesalers and ready-to-wear houses for
"Hawthorn Fabrics."

Hawthorn Mills Ltd., Carleton Place, Ont.
Selling Agents—Little & Little, 152 Bay St., Toronto; Luke F. Moore, Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Fred
Rumble, Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg; A. J. Snell, Vancouver, B.C.; V. A. Barnwell, Pictou, N.S.
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FASHION ACTIVITIES IN NEW YORK
New Silhouettes Introduced—But Straight Lines Retain Favor — Freedom in New Skirt

Lines—Jerse)', Satin, Taffeta, Georgette, Organdie and Voile for Dresses—Dolman
Coats Lead—Bloused Suits New

NEW YORK, Feb. 1, 1919.—During
the past month the big matter
before the retail stores has been

the clearing up of their stocks in all

ilepartments. The past three or four

years with their depletion of civilian

supplies, hundreds of "substitutes,"

altering markets, new outputs and
numerous experiments all over the world
have made a vgst change in the type of

Two Dainty Frocks
Pin tucking und heniHtitching trim the waist, overskirt and sleeves
of one o) these dainty voile dresses. It has a wide crushed belt,

neat rollar and new sleeves and conies in various colors.
The checked frock is of sheer voile made up in youthful lines.

The clever pocket effect is outlined with pearl buttons; belt is

white leather and has two buckles; the circular collar has a
white pleated ruifle. This Kown, too. is shown in a number of
colors. From the Rosebud Mfjf. C'o., New York.

merchandise carried. Buyers had to

book orders long ahead in order to take
advantage of the fast rising prices, and
for the same reason it was deemed not

advisable for them to make the same
clearance each January which they would
endeavor to do in normal times.

Now that the war is over and man-
ufacturers and mills have the prospect

of placing all their attention on civilian

reeds and developing a normal type of

merchandise, this January brings with

it the problem, of clearing up all the

broken sizes and ranges of goods which
have accumulated in the war period.

For although the United States actually

fought for less than two years, we were
busy in all our manufacturing and gov-

ernmental centres supplying materials

for the Allies.

But even while the clearing up was
going on, buyers have been placing

orders for the new season which the

mild winter seems to be heralding earl-

ier than usual. The activities which
have increased at Palm Beach also tend

to centralize the interest of buyers as

well as of the public upon things vernal.

In wearing apparel there is a new sil-

houette mentioned by some. This out-

linn shows a bulkiness from shoulder

to ankle, a curve, but not as much
rounded as the egg line; the waistline

is inclined to be high with the short

jackets cut straight or even slightly

flaring; the skirt takes up the line of the

jacket but draws it in closer towards
the feet, but even there it is not extrenip

ly narrow. This silhouette conceab
the lines of the average woman since

it nowhere fits closely to the figure. A
good many houses, however, think that

the woman who is slender will not sub-

mit to being confused with or lost amone
her stouter friends thus. Favor is still

very strong for the straight lines of

extremely slender contour, although

?kirts are not tight fitting.

Another silhouette 'introduced at

Palm Beach features the dipped waist

line front and back with knee length

corded tunic, giving greatest width at

knee. There is a narrow draped under-

skirt, sleeves are tight to the elbow
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New York Spring Frocks

A gown of figured navy blue silk foulard wi th overskirt of navy Georgette pin-tucked and
with button trimmings; sleeves are of the Georgette with deep cuffs of foulard.

The cloth costume is of navy blue jersey wi th vestee and collar of crane tricolette. Smoked
pearl buttons, cording and patch pockets are attractively placed. Pekin and taupe jersey are also

made up in this design.

Photos by courtesy of King & Applebaum, New York.

with puff from there to wrist. The
reckline is V-shaped.

Skirts
Separate skirts in particular are made

with a nice freedom at the waist and
nips; the fullness there allows a decided
slope towards the ankles, without the
necessity of the hem being unbearably
r.arrow. Slits, nevertheless, are some-
times accepted. Button-trimmed plack-
ets and belts, slit and patch pockets
with plenty of buttons, slits at the hem
trimmed wnth rows of small buttons sim-
ilar to those above, are among- the
smartest features on the new separate
skirts made in fine serges, gabardine,
Iricotine, etc.

Skirts made of the soft silks, satins,
taffetas, crepe de Chine and even Geor-
trette, all show slender draped lines with
tiers sometimes accordeon pleated, satin

bands, soft pockets, crushed girdles and
other dressy effects. Heavy silks, es-

pecially designed for sports wear, such

as fan-ta-si, dew-kist, khaki kool, bar-

onette satin, etc., have ways of their

own which sometimes tend toward the

tailored type and sometimes toward the

draped styles. Pearl buttons are used

p good deal for trimming these skirts.

They were especially featured at Frank-
lin Simon's recently at $16.75.

Displayed at Gidding's is a skirt of

peach crepe de Chine. This model is

shirred at the waistline. Above the hem
are cluster tucks. Wide belt. Slit poc-

kets. Across the front and outlining the

pockets is a floral spray of small cut

steel beads.

Blouses
Interest is still keen in the tucked

tailored blouses of Georgette, crepe da

Chine, satin, heavy white Jap silks, etc..

but there is no difference offered there-

by to the dainty models with fine lace,

pin tucks. 4-inch two-toned pleatings.

and the artistic models showing hand

braiding, embroidery and beading.

Vests and vestees are a prominent note

in all the new ranges.

Shown at Bonwit Teller's is a waist

of ecru net. The neck is cut square in

the front. The fronts turn back from

a vest. The vest is trimmed with tuck-

ed bands, edged with Valenciennes lace,

flat collar, long sleeves, deep cuffs,

trimmed with tucks and lace. One of

white net has bands embroidered with

riots and edged with lace, square neck,

flat collar, long sleeves.

Dresses

Altman's have an interesting depart-

ment for cotton and 'inen frocks. They
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Qarments For Misses

A suit of tan-colored covert cloth with new length box coat flaring
open in front; brass buttons. The tunic dress is of red wool Jersey
trimmed with bands of cream-colored Jersey embroidered in red and
black; the large hat is of cream Jersey faced with red straw and
trimmed with a red cord and tassel. The dance frock is of geranium
taffeta with pleated chiffon at side; girdle of narrow ribbon is held
with roses of taffeta.

have simple little morning frocks of

organdie, dimity and voile, some of
linen; luncheon and apres-midi dresses
of Georgette and nets beautifully hand-
embroidered. This store is offering to

detail special salespeople to accompany
the store's patron's to the various de-

partments if they so desire, or they will

assemble goods for inspection in a pri-

vate showroom. This is just one new
item in the type of service which the

new shopping era is developing.

Saks' show a dress of dark blue taf-

feta and point d'esprit net. The taffeta

skirt is narrow at the bottom. From
the hipline to the top of the hem are
frayed ruffles. The net waist has a
round neck bound with the taffeta.

Through the bustline is a ruffle. Wide
fitted taffeta girdle, long, transparent
net sleeves.

Wool jersey, taffeta and satin are the
fabrics featured in dresses by a num-
ber of tlie manufacturers. One youth-
ful model which has many variations in

fabric combinations and colorings, has
the long-waisted effect girdled low and
loosely bloused; the skirt may have two
tiers or flounces.

Wool jerseys are made with narrow
msertions of fine tuckings, tunics are

lined in buttons, and a wide group of

close, small tucks are used in panel effect,

in the skirts.

On black serge, little scallops of braid

are featured, coming from under straps

of the fabric. Silk faille in black has
many strips of the fabric stitched on
about the skirt in deep tucking effect,

and the vestee of terra cotta satin is

featured in the black gown. A tunic

of deep tucks is shown on a satin frock

and the lingerie collar and cuffs are

again seen.

Navy blue taffeta dresses in an elab-

orately beaded two-toned effect were
featured at Stern Brothers at $33.50.

Organdie Again

Some charming new summer frocks

are of fine organdie and voile in a

plain color or white combined with

checks. They have % -sleeves with wide

turn-back cuffs; the collars are wide

cape effects rolling up quite high at the

Lack of the neck; pin tucks and buttons

form the trimming and wide crush gir-

dles encircle the waistline.

Big success is again confidently ex-

pected, and indeed already well under
way for Georgette. It is featured in

some of the novelty separate skirts, in

blouses, in wraps with fur trimmings,

negligees, and so must not be neglected

in dresses. It is so very adaptable for

all the popular trimmings and modes
that there is really no doubt of it bemg
a safe buy again this season and
throughout the Summer. The patterns

in it too, help largely to keep it in

demand. One novelty effect is in blue

arid red crossbar. A Joffre blue model

is embroidered in cobwebs of jet and is

made with the low hip girdle. In the

lighter frocks for Summer, yellow, lav-

ender and white are shown much favor.

A round necked dress of light brown
duvetyn at Best & Go's is in one piece;

che skirt has a hem which is turned back

and deeper on the right side. The hem
:s corded; the waist fastens under the

arm and has long sleeves and narrow

girdle. L. P. Hollander's are showing

a champagne crepe de Chine dress which

has the hem and side seams embroidered

in shades of blue worsted; the waist,

which has high neck and flat round col-

lar, is tucked at the neck, embroidered

in front and fastens in the back; the

three-quarter sleeves have a double picot

band; the waistline is raised and has a

belt of picot ribbon.

Coats

In coats there is nothing accorded

quite so much enthusiasm for Spring as

the garments of dolman cast. These

are shown in various lengths, some

veaching to the hem of the skirt and

others being little longer than finger-

tip lengths. Indeed in Spring furs the

coatees of only waist or hip length are

frequently built upon dolman lines.

Cloth models in many instances have

collar and deep cuffs of contrasting mat-

erial; the cuffs are close-fitting but

v/iden slightly to meet the loose sleeve.

While many dolman wraps will be sold

which show tKe plain simple lines, large

collar and no other trimming, there are

many models being brought out showing

novel developments in trimming. One

design has two-inch horiz,ontal tucks

all the way down the back; others have

panel effects developed at the sides by

ineans of cords or tucks. This style of

coPtt or wrap lends itself well to devel-

opment of various garments. One jac-

ket of black velvet has a vest and collar

Round Necked With
Dainty Vestee.
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of white broadcloth, or else Roshanara
crepe. Others intended for sports oc-

c&'sions >iave waistcoats of contrasting-

sh'tdes.

A number of strais'htline coats are

bfting tal>en up as well. They are prac-

t'cal models in tricotine, serge, twills,

etc., and some neatly ornamented with

braid e!nl>roidpvy or with bands of the

plain flat black silk braids. Long row.<

of buttons u.«ed profusely.

Suits

The liox coated suit is perhaps the

outstanding feature of Spring- fashions.

Some designs show the jacket absolutely

straight and of slender lines, but still

decidely the box coat. For misses

there is i-n.jre tendency for the jacket to

flare sliglitly. Those which meet at the

neck with high flaring collar and some-
times a tie, and reveal a waistcoat where
they are slashed away in front are par-
ticularly popular.

Bloused models in .suits are among
the new developments following the
favor given to dresses of that type.
These are a rather decided departure
from the tailored type of suit and there-
fore are welcomed in many quarters
among buyers.

Waistcoats of materials similar to the
suit or else in the favorite heavy silks,

brocades, vestings, etc., are noted on a
great many models which are selling
freely. Frequently the waistcoat is con-
tinued to form a collar, giving a really
smart and youthful impression. Buttons
are quite as important for trimming
waistcoats and suits as they are for
skirts and coats. They are usually small
and placed closely together this year.
Especially on the waistcoats are "they
very small, sometimes two rows of V^-
inch buttons are placed on the waistcoat
to give a double-breasted effect.

Shoulders assume a narrow effect this
year. The dolman fashion slope them
off decidedly and the round-necked
frocks and flaring box jackets assume
the same task; sleeves are well-fitted.
Occasionally there is a model shown
with three-quarter mandarin sleeves, but
they are not as acceptable in suits
yet as they are in dresses. It is a long
time since short sleeves have really had
a run and so it seems as if they are
about due to be a strong feature in some
not distant season.

Cuff hems are shown on the skirts,
sleeves and jackets of certain suits made
on the less severe lines. They are liked
<.>n jersey and silk suits, and sometimes
on duvetyne, broadcloth tricolette and
serge.

Suit collars, if of the tailored type,
show rather wide and long lapels. There
seems to be no end to the treatment of
cape effects in collars too.

Altogether, the styles are very inter-
esting and increasingly so as the season
advances. There is little doubt that 1919
is going to be one of the best suit sea-
sons in the history of the trade.

Anyone With Taste Would Like It

Simple, but with a comfortable style that appeals through the
artistic lines of the collar of sealine fur, the cuffs and pockets; the
panels at the back count, too, and the material is velour burella.
One of the popular designs of the C. Kenyon Co^ Inc., New York.

BATHING SUITS

In the Canadian trade there is not a

great deal of novelty offered in bathing
i;uits, although the styles are smart, col-

orful and of good materials. The monk
collar is shown on some of the silk and
surf silk models, but flat collars are pre-

fererd, since they retain a more attrac-

tive shape after being once acquainted
with the Summer sea. In knitted styles

the sale of sleeveless models in one
piece with the trunks attached overtop
all else.

At Palm Beach, even, there is not a

great deal of novelty in bathing suits,

except in the way of daring colors, and
a good deal of embroidery trimming
which is frequently of wool on the silk

suits.

Colors of every tone are to be seen.

They include much of purple, vivid

green, canary, henna, peacock, black,

navy. These brighter colors are of

course used oftener as trimmings than
anything- else. The majority of suits

being shown in New York just now are

sleeveless; some have the novelty

shields. But there is one model at Alt-

man's, of black taffeta, which shows
long cuffed sleeves and a high close fit-

ting collar; there are double rows of

buttons on the bloused bodice. This

type is of course unusual, but will no
doubt be much desired by the woman
who does not wish to appear at the Sum-
mer dances wearing an outline of her
bathing suit burnt there by the sun.

Tight knee bloomers usually are

shown on the bathing dresses.



Paris, France.

DEAR SIR:—As I wrote you last

month, this letter is going to be

devoted, if not to the children

themselves, at least to those whose busi-

ness it is to provide them with the TOYS
they all long for.

As a matter of fact, our little ones
don't care much about their clothes, un-
less our boys are clad in a poilu uniform,
or in khaki, like Daddy, and our girls

wear an Alsatian or Lorraine dress.

These garments are very fashionable on
account of the circumstances.

The dry goods stores here are very
particular about the way they arrange
their windows for their "Exposition de

Jouets," that lasts all the month of De-
cember. The competition is very keen be-

tween the leading houses, for the benefit

of the young customers, who will hear of

no walk except ramblings in the big

stores. In fact, it is none the less pleas-

and to the grown-ups, for it is a reminis-

cence of long gone by days, and a plea-

sure to see the little ones happy. If I

were a toy manufacturer, I would go
about a lot at this time of the year, to

hear the remarks "my clients" would
make at the sight that is afforded them.
It would be very instructive, and I might
surely profit by the experience.

Two Kinds of Toys
I think there are two kinds of toys:

those that are given to the children to

please their parents, and those that are
bought to please the children themselves.

In the first class I would place the
really fine toys, that are little marvels,
such as the exact reproduction of furni-

ture in precious wood, or the beautifully

dressed impeccable doll, whose hair is

so well curled that you feel afraid of

touching it, the real china tea-set, great-

ly valuable, and accordingly dangerous
to handle, etc.

As a rule, I don't think the little ones
(I mean the genuine child that knows
nothing of Vanity Fair yet) will enjoy
such treasures, often because she is told

she must be over-careful so as not to

spoil them. {Don't the parents want the

giver to see that his gift is well cared
for?) Therefore I would give none of
them to a little girl under ten years of

age. She would then only understand
the value of the toys, and besides, be
naturally more careful than a mere child.

The same applies to the expensive boxes,

full of things to make electrical or

mechanical experiments, which will be

much appreciated by the boy who has
started learning physics. Not only will

SUMMARY
What the Paris Santa Claus

offered children for Christmas:

Ehihorate miniatures in wood
and china, electrical toys and
fine dolls.

Teddy l)ear still popular

Yerry and Suzel in new pro-

portions.

Stuffed dolls in popular cos-

tumes and toys made by sol-

diers have become important.

The "Guignol" with i)er-

forming Kaiser.

New illustrated war stories.

Stores have novel displays

showing current happenings in

miniature.

they afford him many pleasant hours, but

they will help him through his lessons

provided he understands them.

Our babies and young children require

some toys that don't break, that can be

taken anywhere without risks,—some
dolls or animals that will stand the some-

times rough fondling or scolding every

child is sure to pour on them. It is why
the teddy. bear, devised about 10 years

ago, is still among the most favored pets

of almost every child.

A Rival to The Teddy Bear

It seems, however, that it will be re-

placed soon by the Alsatian couple, Yerry
and Suzel, which, at first mere keepsakes,

are now made into big dolls one foot

high. The head and body are stuffed,

eyes, nose, mouth being duly painted;

the hair is made of string, and the arms,

legs and skirt as well. The apron and

the bow are in silk. The boy is made
exactly like the one I sent you before,

only much bigger.

I saw a little tot carrying one of these,

almost as tall as herself, and which surely

was the confidant of her troubles and sor-

rows, judging by the way she fondled it.

I should think this new toy has all the

qualities required for such a purpose:

that string hair will comb and plaJit

beautifully, and this is one of the great-

est pleasures for a little girl. Besides,

it will not break, the dress will not crease,

and it will never look really shabby (this

however is the least trouble a child has
about his toys, for he generally prefers

old ones, his imagination being sufficient-

ly vivid to render them always fine).

Stuffed DoJIs Popular
Among the really staple dolls, there

are very few left that came from Nurem-
berg. These were copied from the

French mark "Jumeau," which still exists;

and is synonymous of perfection in the

way of dolls. We have now on the mar-
ket the ancient stuffed dolls of our great-

grandmothers. They looked odd to our
eyes at first, but we soon got accustomed
to them and the children took to them
wonderfully well. Some are clad in the

styles of Watteau's time, but the real

fashion this Christmas wants all of these

dolls dressed either as Alsatian or Lor-

raine girls, or in the uniforms of all the

Allies.

These stuffed dolls were first made by

disabled soldiers to whom they procured

a living. Now our maimed not only make
dolls, but also all kinds of wooden toys,

horses, cows, poultry, etc. ^brightly

painted to be more effective, guns duly

camouflaged that can be taken to pieces.

and grey dreadnoughts. They are all a

great success and will permit French in-

dustry to develop itself, and never more
be tributary to the German manufacturer.

Would it not be a shame to give our

children toys made by some of those that

killed their fathers or uncles?

Our mechanical toys are a specialty ©f

Paris, and every year a competition is

held here, whence the novelty of the sea-

son comes out.

The Guignol

The "Guignol," that is so French too,

will owe it to its reputation to have among
its acting troop, the Kaiser's family, and

accomplices, that are necessarily neatly

flogged by the Allies at each represen-

tation!

Amongst the books that make a suit-

able present, we have, illustrated by

Hansi, the Alsatian artist:

"L'Histoire d'Alsace pour les Petits

Enfants." (The history of Alsace for

little children). "Mon Village." (My Vil-

lage).

I mention these, as, no doubt, some will

be seen in America, whether in French, or

translated. They deserve a wide sale,

being very well written and illustrated.

Window Displays

The subjects of Christmas window de-

corations are as a rule chosen from the
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leading events of the time. I have seen

th" following:

One represents a square in Paris, where

people are celebrating the armistice; the

dolls are dressed up in civilian clothes,

just like grown-up people, or in uniform,

and there are some smaller ones playing,

while the "parents" pretend to dance, the

band being in a corner; a little further

on, some dolls ride wooden horses that

actually move. If you consider that the

window is at least ten yards in length,

you see how big it can be. Last year, the

same place reproduced a liner just anchor-

ed with American soldiers landing, men
and munitions. It was very well done

indeed.

The same house has also this year a big

Santa Claus, with his presents. It looks

very effective. Somewhere else, there is

the "defile" of the allied troops in Stras-

bourg, with the cathedral, and the pic-

turesque houses for which the town is

famous.
Another store has reproduced a coun-

tiy place, where people are subscribing

to the latest Loan. The various types

of peasants and small-town people are

very well represented.

Every store has reserved a window-
specialty for the "Jouet Francais," where
every specimen of the work made by our
maimed soldiers is shown. I have seen
big wooden swans, ducks, hens and chick-

ens on wheels which will surely make
many children happy.

In one house, I saw the reproduction of
a Swiss hotel, with each room open, show-
ing its furniture, from the kitchen to the
drawing room, billiard room, etc., with
dolls as inhabitants, the whole made of
wood nicely carved and painted. That
"chalet" is at least 3 yards high, and
very wide, surrounded by a garden and a
lawn well imitated.

The great advantage of that new kind
of toy is that it can be undone and re-

made at the child's wish. •

Besides, it seems good tc see that our
poor maimed soldiers will be able to earn
a good living, through the fact that a
few kind-hearted persons devoted them-
selves to re-educating them, and teaching
them a trade that is a very important
item of French industry.

Next month, I will tell you about Lin-
gerie, and home adornments. With my
best wishes for the New Year.

New Summer Middy
Colored Voile showing: new style collar and
low-neck efifect. Made by Hampton Mano-
facturing Co., Montreal.

" (orsetse^^Rrassieres

Following are the delegates who are

attending the Gossard School for Cor-
setieres in Toronto, February 10 to 15.

The fine weather, big attendance, and
the able management of Mrs. Mac-
Michael are combining to make the week
a very happy and successful one for

those fortunate enough to be present:

Miss C. Junior, Bryan's, Ltd., Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.; H. Ethel Love, Shep-
hard Co., Campbellton, N.B.; Mrs. Mc-
Crostie, "Munn's." Ripley, Ont ; Anna
Law, Dundas & Flavelle's, Lindsay, Ont.;

Josephine Devane, Toronto; A. M.
Burke and J. Delcorde, Murphy Gam-
ble's, Ltd., Ottawa; Mrs. Alice S. Gunn,
Corset Specialty Shop, St. John, N.B.;

Mrs. T. M. Andrews, Toronto; Miss
Nellie Darby, "Northcott's," Niagara
Falls, Ont; Helen Leach, H. W. Gossard

Co., Buenos Aires, Arg. Rep.; Kathleen

Sinclair, T. Miller & Sons, Oshawa, Ont.;

Gladys M. Stote. C. H. Smith & Co.,

Windsor, Ont.; Miss Marion Renaud, C.

H. Smith & Co., Windsor. Ont.; M. Van
Alstyne, The Robinson Co., Ltd., Nap-
anee, Ont.; Neil Whitten, McLaren &
Co, Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont.; Gertrude

Garlick, W. W. Wilkinson, Gait, Oni.;

Mrs. F. W. Banford, F. W. Banford.

F. W. Banford, Hawkesbury, Ont.; Miss

Eleanor Bower, Toronto; Jennie H. Fer-

guson, Smallman & Ingram, London.

Ont.; Miss Myrtle Welsh, G. E. Eraser

& Son, Picton, Ont.; Miss Jennie Ward,
Murray-Kay, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.; Miss

A Canadian Model
A smart Spring coat of navy tricotine
showing dolman tendencies. The
row of small buttons placed close to-

gether down either side would make
the back attractive—even if it did
not have the square cut yoke which
it has. The deep, wide double collar

is very new. Made by John Northway
& Son, Ltd., Toronto.

M. Hannaford, "Carolyn Heyes" Shop,
Toronto, Ont.; Myrtle McKeever, J. B.

Horrell & Son, Midland, Ont.; Mabel
Johnston, Richard Hall & Son, Peter-

boro', Ont.; Emma Walters, Goudies,

Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.; Velda Shelley,

Goudies, Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario; Bella

Ballam, Toronto, Ont.; A. Cathcart,

Chatham, Ont.; L. McLaughlin, Toronto;

Olive Halford, the G. W. Robinson Co-
Hamilton, Ont.; May Godfrey, W. G.

Walters, Whitby, Ont.; Miss Marion Mc-
Allan, The John White Co., Woodstock,
Ont.; Miss Edith Atkinson, McLaren &
Co., St. Catharines; Miss Anna Harris,

The G. W. Robinson Co., Hamilton; Miss
H. A. Johnstone, Johnstone Corset Shop,

Hamilton, Ont.



Turquoise Blue Jersey

A costume which is striking and popular is this
one of soft wool jersey with white buttons
and pipings. The hat is of blue straw in an

ad>anced Spring design.

A Spring Model
strictly this year's is the above interpretation
of the box suit. The cord trimmings and novel
collar and cuffs with black satin are features.

The material is tan dnvetyn.

SPRING OPENINGS IN PARIS
A Brief Summary of the Outstanding Fashion Features Shown by the Leading Paris

Designers

THE first two weeks of February
are exciting among the Paris de-
signers. It is a period of continual

fashion openings, and interest is more
keen than for some seasons past. What
the leading designers are showing now
is bound to affect styles in this country
before the season is over.

Margaine La Croix was the first on
the list. This house showed a favorit-
ism for the old silhouette, except that
the waist is more marked than it was
last season. Dresses are a little longer;
sleeves are three-quarter; neck free, or
made higher in the back.

Jackets of tailored suits are half-

length, with sloping shoulders; belt

placed low; straight collar.

Separate coats are roomy, showing di-

rectoire influence.

Tailored skirts short and straight.

Suit materials include heavy etamine,
velours de laine and serge. Colors:

navy, horizon blues, and green. For
afternoon dresses, Maryland blue,

heather and chamois. Jet trimmings
featured on silks and serge.

For misses taffeta is featured in fire

red, Nattier blue or rose, with tulle and
silver galloons, or white with silver and
rhinestones. Cloaks and capes straight,

tight at the shoulder.

Mai.son Deddy exploits narrow supple

silhouette- longer than last season; low
waistline. Suits show simple skirts, half-

length jackets, slightly fittcii. Some

longer coats. Flounces and panels

on afternoon gowns, sleeves very

short. For diner gowns, taffeta

striped with gold is combined with

satin in solid solor and bordered

with chenille. Gold net in sheath gown
for evening capes of blue and maroon
satin, gold brocade with black satin.

Premet: Tailored suits with short

skirts, dresses reach to ankles. Fou-
lard and shantung for dresses; Egyp-
tian grey and Japanese blue leading

colors. Japanese embroideries impor-

tant. Long flowing lines for evening,

with bright colors including yellow and

American blue. Lace, embroidery and

fringe but no spangles.

Brandt: Straight and elaborate sil-

houette for Spring and Summer. Draped
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Two smart gowns in simple but etfective
designs, showing the length and width of

skirts favored for dresses.

One of the newest evening wraps fea-

tured by Franklin, Simon & Co., New York.
Box suit for the sports girl. The mate-

rial is pink tweed; hat of white silk.

effects, simple short skirts for tailored

suits; half or three-quarter length jack-

etc; slightly fitted at sides; belt in

front; colors: beige, strawberry, ochre

and navy. Waistcoats of white organdie.

Afternoon dresses open in front, short

sleeves, soft bloused backs; free and
and pleated trimmings, silk fringe, silk

motifs edged with braid; wool embroid-
ered motifs. Bright colors and com-
binations for evening; trimmings of large

spangles and girdles of gold and colored

striped ribbon. Directoire dresses feat-

ured. Capes of silk jersey, taffeta and
satin; immense collars.

Martial Armand: Directoire, Greek and
Oriental influence strong. Evening
gowns have girdles tied and with
loose hanging ends at hips or

back. Waist shorter in front, long
and bloused in back; skirts swathed,
leaving irregular hem. Tailored skirts

short and narrow; suit jacket waist
length or shorter, with slit at side or

longer panel at back. Serge, velours de
laine and etamine materials; colors hor-

izon blue, navy, ochre, grey and crushed
strawberry. Leather waistcoats.

Agnes: Normal waistline sometimes
lengthened in back; tailored jackets long

or short; some skirts full, held in at bot-

tom; buttons in rows. Bodices bloused

to girdle or have aprons in back; sleeves

half length or long, trimmed with fringe.

Several dresses have capes. ' Simple

Oriental lines for evening. Metal cloths

and metal laces; much jet. White satin,

tulle and moire ribbons for misses, also

Nile and silver; rose and white with

crystal bugles; bright blue and begonia

red taffeta over silver lace. Coats black

satin; capes with jet, tulle and ostrich.

Maison Bernard: Fitted silhouette ac-

centuated for dresses, long and tight;

large low girdles tied at hip or back;

sleeves half to three-quarter length. Suit

jackets and tailored skirts both long;

slightly barrel effects; some suits have

short jackets and short skirts, basques

and cut-aways shown, silk braid and

front belts on some suits. Colored lawn

waistcoats. Suit blouses of printed

mousseline with peplum of Salambo.

Bloused backs for afternoon dresses

Silk fringe, small buckles, narrow round

braid, flat bands for trimmings. Crepe

and taffeta in Greek styles for misses

silver embroideries. Travelling coat?

three-quarter length, raglan sleeves, im-

mense collars. Some are long with pat-

ent leather collar and white stitching

Colors Parma, violet, old rose, grey,

ochre, beige. Sevres blue. Reversible

capes of silk jersey. Jet frin<^e on

coats of silk or wool fabrics. Spanish

evening wraps.
Bulloz: Directoire gowns, long straight

jackets to knees, broad collars, square

cuffs and pocket flaps, skirts straight
and narrow, sometimes slightly barrel.
Afternoon gowns draped; length six
inches from ground. Taffeta Directoire
dresses short waisted; sleeves above el-

bow. Lingerie guimpes, collars and
sleeves. Much silk jersey and gold
striped black taffeta. Much lace on even-
ing models, also metal brocades, jet and
spangles; bright colors such as Japanese
blue, flame red, coral, pink, jade green
and emerald. Detached trains. Decol-
letes low but not extreme.
Jenny: Maison Jenny had the largest

collection of 'ill. Directoire period leads,

showing high collars and girdles with
long free ends tied at hips, and made
of gold braid or ribbon. Buttons wide
and narrow ribbons and embroideries for
trimmings. Co'ors Moidore. tobacco
brown, copper, tomato red, flame, rose.

Tailored suit jackets reach to knees,

some have panel at back. Skirts eight

inches from ground and narrow. Serge,

etamine and covert-coat materials in

beige and navy. Waistcoats white faille

striped with gold or Ottoman silk.

Blouse collars high in back, open in

front, long cravats of narrow black or

colored ribbon tied in knot in front,

sleeves elbow length. Afternoon dresses

longer. Some of the newest fabrics art-

mixed gold and black silk, only one jer-

sev dress in entire collection.
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Two Fashionable Models

A large black maline hat with unusual trimming of solid lisere. Narrow bands

of lisere broken by the lisere ornaments encircle the crown and edge of the brim

giving the whole hat an individuality.

The small turban is of blue devil lisere. When worn at the proper angle it

assumes a terrier look due to the black glycerined ostrich fancy which stands

out over the eyes in front. The sectional crown is of black velvet and is finished

off by a band of satin ribbon.
Models from Gage Bros. & Co., Chicago.

The Retail Millinery Association of

America is holding its annual fashion

show in New York on February 11.

Once more the milliner must use her

own art, thought, imagination and initia-

tive in producing headwear for her cus-

tomers, and there is little doubt that,

under careful management, the amount
of her sales will be in direct proportion

to the expenditure of those assets.

baby. There will also be a demon-
stration of the correct type of dressing

of the two-year-old child which is the

first radical change in the child's clothes,

and again a four-year child. Living
models for the two will be used. Follow-

ing the demonstration Dr. W. A. Mc-
Keever will talk on "Baby Welfare as

a Public Enterprise," and an Infant De-
partment Expert will show the Infant
Department Efficiency Baby Welfare.

ADVERTISING' IN BORDER CITIES
Since the announcement made by the

"Border Cities' Star," published at
Windsor, Ont., and circulated throughout
Essex County, that Detroit retail adver-
tising would no longer be barred from its

columns, there has been little change in

the local situation with the exception
that border cities merchants have, meta-
phorically, gripped the bull by the horns.
iivA, stimulated by the executive of the

association, have extended their adver-

tising to compete with the department
stores across the river.

Immediately following the change of

policy of the paper, which commenced
publishing on September 1, succeeding
the "Windsor Record," the advertising-

committee of the Retail Merchants' As-

sociation waited upon W. F. Herman,
proprietor, and Hugh Greybiel, manager,
and endeavored to have a decision de-

layed, but this attempt was unsuccess-
ful, and they therefore turned their at-

tention toward increasing local advertis-

mg to compete with the inroads expected
as the result of Detroit merchants buy-

mg space in the local paper.

The result of their efforts has been
more or less satisfactory, and in spite

of the rate, which is double that charged
by the "Record," the advertising columns
of the paper indicate greater interest

than was formerly the case.

The field open to "The Star" over the

border is restricted more to the larger

department stores which feature ladies'

apparel, men's furnishings, shoes, to-

bacco, dry goods, drugs, and toilet pre-

parations.

FASHION SHOW FOR CHILDREN
What is believed will be the first liv-

ing model fashion show ever staged ex-

clusively for children is being held in

New York.

Twenty-five moving picture children

are now rehearsing the exhibitions for

the show, which will demonstrate model

garments that children use from the

time they get up until they go to bed.

A wedding scene will show fashions for

little flower bearer, ring bearer, pillow

bearer ,etc. Decorations will be in white

and pink, grass mats being relieved with

daisies and spring flowers with young
apple trees in bloom and strings of

smilax dressing the front and rear of

the stage. Music will be furnished by
the New York Orchestra Society.

On February 7 to 12 there will be a

practical demonstration of "Baby's

Needs." A graduate nurse of wide wel-

fare educational experience, with the

assistance of model nursery equip-

ment, will show just what a mother
needs to care correctly for her

Some figured materials, notably plaid

satins or striped taffetas, are made into

fashionable beach costumes. For capes,

too, colorful plaid fabrics are favored.

Some suits are accompanied by rubber-

ized caps to match, but there will be

a great variety of the bright rubber caps

worn again. Many of them have self

fringe. Pockets in which change may
be kept are shown stitched on the bloom-

er or the belt of some models; they have
flaps which fasten securely. Girdles are

worn.

Some blouses worn in New York; made
<)f handkerchief linen. Georgette embroidery
and Cluny lace.
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FASHIONS FOR LITTLE FOLKS

Novelties of Fabric, Design and Workmanship to Gladden the Heart of the Beholder—The
Baby Doesn't Care a Whit- Practical Styles a Big Factor in Sales

THE dress tliat opens out flat for

easy adjustment and ironing is

a popular one among the mothers.
Frequently a frock is bought simply for

that feature when otherwise it has no
particular style. Doubly welcome then

are modes which are attractive and have
that convenience as well. A short waist

and skirt number is made up in this

style; the blouse is of white dimity, with
a touch of color in the collar, and the

skirt of a rather dark plaid gingham.
The two-piece belt is wide and fastens

on either side of the front with two
large pearl buttons. Another two-piece

model is in all gingham, and has the

effect of a diminutive suit.

Some of the new frocks have the new
bellows pocket piped with a contrasting

color.

Innovations in Fabrics

Sateen is quite an innovation of child-

ren's Spring dresses. One New York
house is making up some very attractive

novelties in Spring colors. For instance,

one frock cut straight is light green with

flower pots cut out and appliqued on
where usually there are pockets. An-
other has a large butterfly attached in

the same manner. There are some new
printed sateens in Batik designs similar

to those which appear on some of the

high-class silks. These would make a

very dressy type of frock, especially

would those showing butterfly motifs be
favored.

There is some indication that the long-

waisted dresses may come in again for

the warmer weather. A number of the

French dresses coming over feature the

long waist, but it will take some more
than one season for a real reversion
from the short-waisted styles.

The Nenette and Rintintin patterns
which have been described in previous
issues of DRY GOODS REVIEW are ap-
pearing in children's frocks. The crepes
in cotton and the silks, too, are shown.
Unbleached muslin is another fabric

which is being- made up into inexpensive
Summer frocks. Worsted trimming is

strongly favored with any material
which one wishes to have it on. Both
heavy and sheer numbers are to be seen.

The round collar is featured on al-

most all the dresses for little folks.

Sometimes it does not open in front,

and has the appearance of a deep bertha.

No trimming for dresses for the

littlest tots has met with quite the sue
cess of smocking. It still holds the
premiere place, and is shown on infants'

long dresses and on the little sr.iock

dresses for girls up to eight and ten

years of age.

Vest effects are shown in various de-

signs. Eton jackets and waistcoats are

both cut into the design of one y.iccQ

dresses, offering a neat style which doe.<

away with too elaborate dressing.

Wool Novelties
In wool articles for babies there are

many clever little ideas developing. Tht
latest jackets are all in slip-over style,

whether they be the loose hug-me-ti^hts
or the cunning little close-fitting

sweaters ribbed from the waist down,
just like those made for groAn-ups.
They have the sailor collars, too

White cashmere capes and coats for

tiny infants are dainty when hand-
embroidered in apple-blossom p'nk as so

Many are just now.
The embroidery is not elaborate but

sufficient to satisfy. There i::" a good

sale reported, too, in the pauded silk

Japanese kimonas in both plain and eru-

broidered models. Some are pure white,
some pink, some blue, and some are
pink lined with blue or white. A very
snug quilt is knitted in thick soft

zephyr wool in white and two or three
shades of pink, which produce a diagonal
pattern when finished. At the edge the
darkest pink makes a suitable outline.

Almost legion are the patterns in bon-
nets, caps and bootees being made up
Indeed the wee infant is reaping in some
small way a benefit from the ravages
of war. Its mother is now a proficient

knitter and is developing now things to

knit and new ways of knitting them
every day. Those who want to give

gifts or who prefer to buy these articles

are seduced into big expenditures some-
times, because of the deft fingers and
clever ideas of the knitter.

Co-ed.—"I want to get a skirt."

Clerk. —"How long do you want it?"

Co-ed.—"I don't want to rent it, I want
to buy it."—Ex.

Dainty New Crocheted Things

The boottees have rows of raised knots which malte a pretty trimmin£>. The
infant's jacl^et is in slip-over style with crocheted cord; for ladies is the hug-me-
tight at the right. It has Ions sleeves which fit nicely. Shown by Henry Davis
& Co.. Toronto.
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Every Normal Figure

Can Enjoy the Comfort

of a P. C. Corset

Model
No. 960

Every P.C. wearer can enjoy the advantages of

thorough comfort and the appearance of the

well-dressed woman of to-day in neatness, style

and fit.

Good value at a reasonable price has won foi'

us the approval of thousands of patrons.

There is a P.C. Corset to suit all normal figures.

Put P.C.'s into your department for better busi-

ness and profit.

LARGER PREMISES IN TORONTO
To provide for our rapidly gi'owing business in

Ontario we have removed to more commodious
premises at 76 Bay Street, Toronto, where we
will be glad to have customers and friends pay
us a call at any time.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.
OIJKBKC, QVE., CANADA

BRANCHES .

Toronto: 76 Bay S^ Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.
U'altrn Rtpresenlallcc . C. H. BUTLER, 21 Sylveiter Wilson BIdg.. Winnipeg

TTTE have 500 doz. Silk,

^ ^ Georgette and Crepe

de Chine Waists to clear

this month, for Easter and

Spring trade. Do not miss

this chance to get bar-

gains. It will even pay

you to make a special trip

to see these waists.

D. H. CUMMINGS
1187 Mount Royal Ave. E.

MONTREAL

3 Reasons
why our Blouses are superb

as simple as

A. B. C
Advanced Styles

Better Workmanship

Correct Fit

t^Ji^

yJr^al,
1770 ST. LAWRENCE

Makers of

Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses
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CANADIAN CONVERTERS'
Ladies' and Children's Wear Factory

Manufacture

LADIES' WAISTS
Complete New Range in Latest Styles and Materials

OUR STVI.K 5.?lfl-^

^/floniXeaC
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ORIGINALITY
In Every Garment

That is why our Cloaks and Suits will

draw the best trade of your town to your
store.

Inspect our Spring Models and you will

notice an irresistible quality.

Every garment a reputation-builder and
priced to meet popular requirements.

Cor. St. Catherine West and Mountain Sts., MONTREAL

HAUGH BRAND
Coveralls
For Kiddies

There is an increasing demand
for Haugti Brand Coveralls for

kiddies.

The test of a Coverall is found in

the hard usage which only kid-

dies can give a garment.

A Real Garment
Haugh Brand survives this usage, that is why it's a

popular brand and a fast seller.

The prices afford you a reasonable margin for profit.

The quality will- secure you a rei)utation for the best.

J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., LIMITED, 658 to 662 King W., Toronto, Ont.
Also Mfgs. Arm and Hammer Work Shirts, Overalls and Trousers
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

;illllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllll!IIM

TRADE MARK

We carry a large, well - selected stock of

"COLLEEN" Brand:

COTTON DAMASKS
SHEETS
PILLOW CASES
TOWELS
QUILTS
HUCKS
CRASHES

produced at much below present cost of manufac-

ture. These goods are made from the finest selected

yarns and are guaranteed to give satisfaction and

wear.

None genuine without the trade-mark.

John S. Brown & Sons, Limited
Belfast •/ Ireland

TORONTO WAREHOUSE : 80-82 Wellington St. W.

^uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS CARPETS NOT UNANIMOUS
Costs of Manufacture Still High—Many Retailers Can Sell Below Wholesale Prices-

Some Looking for Better Ranges This Fall.

THE feeling of utter uncertainty
that fills the mind of the buyer in

carpets and rugs and linoleums,

may be expressed fittingly by a remark
made by a buyer for a wholesale house,

who had just returned from New York,
and said to DRY GOODS REVIEW:
"This man, who is supposed to be in

close touch with the manufacturers, told

me prices would go still higher; while

another man, classed as quite an expert
also, was equally confident that the next
move would be a decline. So there you
are." The department store buyers are

in an equal quandary, except that some
are pretty well stocked up and have no
intention of going heavily into rugs at

present prices.

One of them, in discussing this ques-

tion with DRY GOODS REVIEW, stated

that most of his stock had been pur-

chased two years ago, so he was in good
shape, not only in respect of variety of

goods, but in the prices he could offer.

His position represents that of a large

number of departments throughout the

country. Some can claim to have diag-

nosed the future accurately; others have
fair stocks, because the high prices cut

off most of the demand. A statement
was made by one buyer that, speaking
generally, he did not believe that over

the country, as a whole, more than one-

third the goods were being sold, on ac-

count of the prices, about three times
what they were. Hence his profits were
well up, with one-third the turnover in

yardage, but an equal one in value.

Another large buyer stated that while

he does not expect there will be enough
reduction in any carpet prices this year

to affect the consumer, he is holding off

placing Fall orders until May or June,

just honint^ that each month will see

some slight betterment of ranges and
qualities.

Manufacturing Costs Still High

The overseas situation in rugs is re-

ported very uncertain. Wool of all kin'ls

is controlled still by the Government, and
prices are held by most buyers to be too

high to warrant the purchase. A Mont-
real wholesaler remarked that he could

go up to St. Catherine street (the chief

retail district) and buy rugs cheaper

than he could from the mills. His own

stocks were in a similar position, but in

many cases the retailers were lower
priced even than he was. It all de-
pended when the goods were bought.
Linoleums were in much the same posi-

tion: he was selling at 15 cents a yard
under mill prices.

Rug Prices Firm

A few reductions in prices of rugs are
reported from the States, but in the
main prices hold very high and some
advances have been made in the last

couple of months. English and Scotch
linoleums continue very high and the

Canadian Company rather surprised the

trade by coming out with a price list

that made competition by import in cer-

tain lines almost impossible.

The Canadian carpet manufacturers
have given no signs of reducing prices

for next Fall, and there seems little like-

lihood with prices of yarn, dyes, etc.,

continuing so scarce and so inflated.

However, the dye situation shows great

improvement, and manufacturers are

able now to say with relief, pride and
downright determination: "We will get

along now without German dyestuffs."

The feeling seems to be that rug prices

will keep pretty much as they are until

next Fall, when, on prices for Spring,

1920, quotations will show the first de-

cided break. Of course, all over, there

will be some jobbers, or even retailers,

who will consider it advisable to clear

out too heavy stocks by cuts in prices,

but the market as a whole promises to

keep pretty firm.

No "Dress-Up" Carpets

Regarding fashions in carpets, a buyer
for one of the large stores states that

even in the larger homes there is prac-

tically no demand for carpets or rugs
of the delicate French shades, which used

to be used in furnishing reception rooms.

Now all the rooms are living rooms, and

so the demand for carpets of such tints

as champagne, rose, pearl grey, ivory,

etc., has dropped away. Many are pur-

chasing the richly colored Oriental rugs,

hand-tufted rugs or manufactured rug?,,

which have adopted designs from the

hand-made lines. "There are no flower

gardens and fancy scroll work any
more," he remarked, "and this is not due

to the war. It was coming before the
war started. People have gotten away
from the old formalities to a great ex-
tent, and they want to use all their
rooms all the time."

In the United States there is quite
a strong call for the solid color carpets,
but these do not seem to create the same
interest in Canada. While a number of
the monotone rugs are sold here, the
general demand is for a carpet which can
be depended upon for service. Many of
the carpets which were produced during
the last two or three years were made of
jute almost entirely, instead of the wool
to which people are accustomed and
which takes the dyes mu^h better than
jute. Consequently, the jute carpets in

the solid tones, not being able to hold
their color, have not proven very pleas-

ing to the Canadian trade. On the
other side, people pay more attention to

the effect for the time being, and when
a carpet fades they are quite ready to

cast it aside and replace it with "some-
thing new."
There is a big call for small sized rugs

with the increasing number of people in

the different cities who are living in

apartment houses. The rural trade, how-
ever, is reported as still taking more of

the larger sizes than the small.

NEW JUTE RUG
To meet the demand for a moderate-

priced rug of Wilton weave, experiments
were conducted for some months before

the ending of the war in the mill of one
of the U. S. Wilton ru^' manufacturers
to produce from a high class fibre of

jute a rue.' that would closely resemble
a wool Wilton in appearance.

Jute fibre rugs of Wilton weave have
been brought out in years gone by, so

the idea is not an entirely new one, but

in the present case the fibre, it is

claimed, has been differently treated,

and unusual attention has been sjiven to

the designing and workmanship through-

out. Although the jute fibre rugs afore-

mentioned were not a permanent suc-

cess, the new product is an improvement
over the old one, and the market condi-

tions of the present time being more
favorable, it is quite likely there will be
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a demahd for these Indian Fibre Wilton
rugs, as they are termed. The samples
show them in attractive two-color ef-
fects, although on a mottled ground
there is an added combination. It is

claimed there is no difficulty in clean-
ing these rugs by the same washing pro-
cess used for Oriental rugs.

CURTAINS AND
DRAPERIES

Business in the draperies department
has taken a decided spurt this year so
far, as compared with the same season
last year," said one of the buyers for
a big retail department to DRY GOODS
"REVIEW. "People are not only paying
about 20 per cent, more for their draper-
ies and window trimmings, but buying
considerably more merchandise. We are
looking for a splendid year's business
throughout." The same sentiments have
been voiced by a number of other buyers.

Supplies are coming in a little better
also than they did a year ago. Some
Swiss firms have already filled a num-
ber of back orders, which they were un-
able to ship until the beginning of this

year, and the rate of exchange between
the two countries is no longer an inter-

ference. "There is good demand for the

Swiss embroidered and applique cur-

tains, but as yet we have not nearly
enough stock to supply it," said the

above mentioned buyer. He added, too,

that while some other markets had en-

deavored to produce goods similar to

those which characterize the Swiss firms,

they had not been long enough in the

field to make goods of that kind which
would sell. People have had to take
"odds and ends" in house furnishings as

well as in other merchandise during re-

cent seasons, owing to the shortage of

raw materials and skilled labor, and so

as soon as reliable goods are to be had
again, there seems little doubt but that

they will sell "like hot cakes." This is

the opinion of more than one authority

in the trade.

Scrim curtains in ivory are leaders in

lines selling at present, with marqui-
sette, voile and madras also in good de-

mand.

Velours in Solid Colors

As to side curtains and hangings, the

better class homes are showing a strong

preference for solid color velours. These
are said by some buyers to be replacing

the tapestries and cretonnes, which are

being reserved for bedrooms, nurseries,

etc. But fot living I'ooms, dens, etc.,

the velours are liked. Sometimes velours

and cretonnes are combined with novel

effect. There is displayed at Simpson's

a rich cretonne with white background,
showing foliage pattern and birds; the

birds are far apart and have just a

little of their rich crimson plumage
showing; this bit of color is taken up in

the velour curtains which adjoin and
exhibit the crimson in solid tone. An
effect of warmth, comfort and cheer

could easily be developed with such
draperies to ornament a room.
Some of the newest patterns in

chintzes seem to favor white grounds
with large floral and bird motifs in

separate groups, rather than in the solid

all-over effects, which have been in

vogue for some seasons. So far, of
course, it is only occasionally that one
sees these white designs. The bulk of

the selling is still the gaily hued ver-
dures.

Ranges Increasing for Fall

The range of patterns which was of-

fered by English houses was cut down
about 50 per cent, during the war, as
was reported previously in DRY GOODS
REVIEW. This was necessitated by the

reduction of designers, skilled laborers

and machines for civilian requirements.
Already, however, increased ranges are

coming out in samples for Fall, 1919,

delivery, and there is every indication

from other markets, too, that an im-
proved class of merchandise will be
available for next Fall and Winter, al-

though the feeling is that there will be

no reduction of prices. "I am quite sure

there will be no lowering of prices this

year," said a well-known buyer of both

medium and high class draperies and
window curtains.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
A New York carpet manufacturer

issues the following information in one

of its booklets. It is reproduced here

for the benefit of salespeople and others

who are not familiar with the technique

of carpet lore and like to have differences

explained in "plain English":

"Do you know the difference between
Wilton, Brussels, and other kinds of

carpets ?

"There are five principal kinds, you
know, as follows, in their generally

accepted order of importance: Wilton,

Brussels, Axminster, Velvet and Tapes-
try.

"A Wilton carpet has a straight, up-
standing pile. It is made by looping the

yarn over a series of long wires and
fastening it at each side with strands

woven parallel to the wire. As the wire
is withdrawn, a sharp knife on the end
cuts right through the middle of the

loops, leaving the cut ends of the yam
standing up thick and straight to take

the wear of usage.

"A Brussels carpet is made in the same
way except that the loops are not cut.

Examine the surface of a good Brussels

and the innumerable loops that form its

surface.

"A standard Wilton carpet is a cut

oile fabric dyed in the yarn, full five

frames, usually 27 inches wide, the face

being of pure worsted.

"A standard Brussels carpet is an all-

worsted carpet, also yam dyed, with loop

face, full five frames and generally 27
inches wide.

"The main difference between a Wilton
and Brussels is that the worsted surface
of the Wilton is considerably higher than

the Brussels, and the loops are cut to
give the pile effect. There is one thing
more that we must remember about the
Brussels or Wilton carpet, namely, that
for each loop that you see in the surface
of a Brussels carpet, or each tuft in a
Wilton, there are four strands of yarn
buried in the body of the carpet. It is

from this the former carpet derives its
name of Body Brussels, and both much
of their wearing qualities.

"Next in line is the Axminster. This
is also yarn dyed. While the Axminster
carpet is also a pile fabric, it differs from
the Wilton in construction and in being
of a nature to adapt itself to a wider
range of colors than either the Wilton
or Brussels. Its surface is made of
woollen yarn.

"Tapestry carpet is a printed, loop-
faced fabric. The surface of the carpet
is worsted, the design being obtained by
printing various colors on the yarn to
represent the design in the woven fabric.
It is similar in appearance to Body Brus-
sels, but the colors do not go through to
the back.

"Velvet carpet lis similar in appearance
to Wilton, but, like Tapestry, has its
wool only on the surface."

NEWS NOTES
There have been fewer business fail-

ures during 1918 in both Canada and the
United States than for many years pre-
vious.

The newest idea in floor lamps shows
them upholstered. A firm in Illinois is

displacing this novelty. The lamps are
upholstered with velours to match the
silk in the shades, and Ihe effect is strik-
ing.

W. L. Monro, general manager of the
American Window Glass Company, Pitts-
burgh, who underwent a serious opera-
tion at the Mayo Brothers Hospital,
Rochester, Minn., is convalescing rap-
idly.

An extensive new line of patterns in
Japanese rugs is called the "We-Ra"
rugs. These come in sizes 18 to 36
inches up to 9 by 12 feet, and are shown
in greens, blues and l)rowns, and in two
and three toned effects, with exclusive
patterns.
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This very attractive comforter was made in our new plant and gives you an idea of one pattern
we are making for next Fall business. There is no need of importing comforters. We are
making the finest down proof comforters and also a most attractive selection of cotton-filled

comforters. Our travellers have a wonderful selection of colorings for you to choose from. Do
not place an order without seeing our comforters. Our traveller will be along any day now.

GEO. H. HEES. SON & CO.. LIMITED. TORONTO
MONTREAL QUEBEC WINNIPEG VANCOUVER MANCHESTER. ENG.
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M. CUTHBERT
50, MARGARET ST.,

OXFORD CIRCUS,
LONDON, W. 1

Telegrams or Telephone :

7214 CENTRAL

DAY
and

EVENING
GOWNS,
COAT
FROCKS

and
TAILORED
COSTUMES
JERSEY
GOWNS

and
COSTUMES

"BREAKFAST"
in silk or wool jersey,

also in Cuthbert's

Special Heavyweight

Silk Jersey.

Juniper sold separately.

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS wHANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory-:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

John Ainscow & Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

34

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

Charlotte Street, MANCHESTER.

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

We
Announce

The appearance on Feb.

15th of the New Fall

1919 Line of

Art Curtains
and

Piece Goods
in Voile, Marquisette, Scrim, Net,
Figured Filet, and NOVELTY
BODIES.

ALSO
Door and Window Panels, Colonial
Curtains, etc.

ALSO
A new and splendid line of White
and Linen-tone Dresser Scarfs, Run-
ners, Covers, Table Mats, etc.

-0:0-

All for immediate and Fall delivery.

Be sure and see them when our repre-

sentative calls.

Daly & Morin
Limited

Lachine, Montreal



EQUIPMCNT^DISPLAY

A Fine L.ingerie JVlndow
Mr. Burns, of the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, is responsible for this attractive corner-window display of lingerie.

It was chiefly in pink and white and so as to give a touch of warmth to the "January Whitewear" display a pedestal lamp
shed rosy brightness in one spot. A chintz screen was a bright spot in the background. The walls were covered with
plain grey-blue cambric panels. In the foreground will be noticed a framed announcement of the store's "coming of
age." It was taken over by the present management in 1898. Note the generous amount of merchandise shown and the
well-balanced arrangement of gown and camisole figures.

A TEXTILE MEASURING DEVICE.

A machine which the makers claim to

be simple and practical for measuring

accurately and quickly all textiles, is on

the market. It is called the Perfect-0-

Meter. This machine was manufactured

some time ago, but on account of the

"material priority ruling" in the United

States the production was discontinued

last Spring. Now, however, it has been

taken up again. The device when fast-

ened to the counter is claimed to make

each measurement complete so that it

does not matter if the salesman talks to

his customer in the meantime; he won't

"lose the count." The Perfect-0-Meter

is made in Cleveland, Ohio.

SPRING OPENING BACKGROUND
FOR WINDOWS

The Arcade, Hamilton, Ont., will hold

its formal Spring opening this year on
March 8. Very interesting display-plans

are under way for the six fine windows.
They will have backgrounds alike devel-

oped in grey and turquoise. Beaverboard
for the backgrounds is painted grey, sug-

gesting a cement block wall in which, at

one side, is a little window with grey
drapery. An archway is cut out in the

centre and draped with grey also; the

lower portion of the beaverboard shows
a clever cutout scroll work. T^arge grey

vases or urns are cut from the beaver-

board also and stand in the middle

ground topped with turquoise flowers

and foliage and daisies. Richly huec?

butterflies lend a note of contrast here

and there. The blue foliage and daisies

will be used to decorate the top of the

background and in small holders, and, of

course, blue birds will be also present,

heralding the happiness of the Spring
season.

IMPORTATIONS DELAYED
Kurzman, one of the best known Fifth

Avenue importers and designers, writes

DRY GOODS REVIEW regarding ship-

ments which were expected from Paris

the first of December: "The models un-

fortunately have not yet arrived. The
continued celebrations in Paris after the

armistice was declared, and the slowness

of designers getting back to the work,

together with the indefinite sailing of

the steamers, are the reasons attributed

for this condition."



LET YOUR WINDOWS DO THEIR WORK
How to Arrange a Window in Order to Secure Good Lighting, Prevent Frost and Display

Merchandise to the Best Advantage

THE following letter was receiveti

from a merchant in a small On-
tario town who realized that his

windows were not the selling agents for

his business which they might be. DRY
GOODS REVIEW takes much pleasure

m making the suggestions which follow,

and which have already been communi-
cated to the enquirer.

"Editor, 'Dry Goods Review':

—

Thanking you for your offer of help

regarding front of store, I am enclos-

ing sketch. The building does not be-

long to this firm and so we do not

care to tear the front out, but would

be glad of advice to remodel it in the

best and cheapest way possible.

"The wide front is good but the win-

dows extend to the ceiling and give a

bad effect. The backs of the windows
are temporary, and papered to a height

of 5 feet; above that is muslin, which
allows the light to come through for

the store. :j.-»f
I

"The whole effect is that the win-
dows are too shallow and too high
from the pavement. The floor of the.

windows is also unfinished. We feel

with the windows changed they would
add greatly to our business. Nothing
looks well in them as they are. We
did think of beaver board for back-
ground with glass above it in place of

the muslin, also a hardwood floor and
vitropane put in the smaller panes of

the plate front to lower the effect, but

the store needs the light. The win-

dows being so high, it is difficult to

light them well."

Remove Step

In the first place the window floor

is undoubtedly too high from the pave-
ment for getting good results. The step

up from the pavement is also a detri-

ment. You have a good distance (7 ft.

6 in.) from the pavement to door, so

placing the step with a slope eould be
done, thus removing the "barrier to

business," which a step always is. This
sloping floor could be of corrugated
cement, which would not be slippery in

the Winter. (

The depth of your windows in propor-
tion to their width and height does not
.seem far out. They might be deeper if

you cared to go to the expense of get-
ting new glass for the wider windows
at each side of the entrance, which would
in that case be necessary. If the win-
dows were deeper, of course it would
moderate the slope of the floor from
pavement to door, in case you removed
the step as suggested.

Floor 18 Inches From Pavement
The ideal height of the window-floor

from the pavement is not more than 18
Miches. We note you have a line drawn
3 feet from the top of the window. If

this is a separate piece of glass it mighf
be taken from the ton and cut shorter

Present store front described in accompanying article. Width of frontage 40

ft.: step up from pavement 10 in.; height of window floor from pavement, 31 in.:

depth of window floor, 7 ft. 6 in.: height of window glass, 12ft.; height of top

pane, 3 ft.

Xo fit in the extra space provided at the

bottom by lowering the window flour.

Each window pane is apparently in two
•>heets of glass; improvement would be
effected in having each of these^ whole
window spaces in one single sheet.

The 3-foot space left at the top by re-

moving the glass there now would be
best occupied by prism glass, which
would throw the light into the store with
much better effect than the present ar-

rangement.
The back windows might be arranged

in various ways. The best would prob-
ably be with mirror glass to a height of

7 feet, in a frame work, and the space
above that with plain glass to allow the

light to pass through from the prism
glass in front. A panel or door would
be provided, of course, for entrance into

the window.

Air-Tight Windows Do Not Frost

With that arrangement the windows

lOuld be made air-tight, which would
prevent frost forming on them in the

cold weather. It would also eliminate
the tendencies of passers-by to look
through the windows into the store be-
yond, which they are bound to do un-
consciously, if the store and the move-
ments of the people inside are visible

from the street.

If you did not care to go to the ex-

pense of having mirrors at the back, a

permanent wood background could be

put in instead, or at less cost still, port-
able background screens, but these latter

would not provide the air-tight windows.

Hardwood floors would be very suit-

able for the windows.

These suggestions are the most ap-
parent for us, not having actually ex-
amined the store in question. Any fur-

ther suggestions from readers of DRY
GOODS REVIEW who have overcome
i^imilar problems will be welcomed.

NEW STORE-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Cressman Company, Peterborough, Adopt Co-operative Profit-

Sharing System—Eight Boards to Look After

Store Problems.

ANEW profit-sharing system has
been put into effect by the Cress-
man Company, Peterborough, Ont.

The annual banquet of the company was
held at the Empress Hotel on January
.^O, when announcement was made of the
new plans. The improved system is on
a co-operative profit-sharing basis, and
will include every person engaged in the

business, whether selling or otherwise
employed.
"These distributions will be made half

yearly on the following basis:

"1.—A percentage of the net profit-

will be distributed each six months to

those who have been with the firm for

the full six months preceding the distri-

bution governed as follows: A—Net re-

sult of the several departments. B—Ef-
ficiency in the conduct of these depart-

ments. C -The general result of de

partments as a whole. D—Length of

time with the company. E—To those

otherwise engaged than selling, amounts
will be determined by A, B and D."

(Continued on page 122)
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GOOD ADVERTISING

ADVERTISEMENTS AND STORE POLICIES SHOULD WORK
TOGETHER

A WOMAN was heard, not long'

ago, to read an advertisement of

$5 hats for $2.98, and to express
a wonder that a store could sell them
at such a low figure and still make a

profit, for she did not believe the store

proposed to lose money.
"Think what a profit I would have

paid them at $5," she said.

That is one side of the story, says a

bulletin from the National Vigilance

Committee of the Associated Advertis-
ing Clubs of the World.

The other side is that a great manv
other women refuse to believe that the

article advertised was ever worth the

higher figure named—or $Ii, as in thi^-

ease.

"Usual value," or "value" or "worth"
ire destructive advertising expressions,

the bulletin from the committee declares.

They dull the appeal of advertising.

When a store does have a real sale tc

move off odds and ends, a great many
readers of its advertisement are in the

same attitude as the men who declined

to come when the little boy in the old

story called "Wolf, wolf!"

It is being proved, the committee says,

that business of a more permanent char-

acter can be built without such state-

ments. If there has been a special pur-

chase, a store can get a crowd by an-

nouncing that a fortunate find has been
made by its buyers. It is needless to

"compare prices." Business men, says

the bulletin from the committee, are

learning that truth-in-advertising has

an economic value, and that in the long

run it pays to understate, rather than

overstate, in an advertisement. The
understated advertisement may bring

fewer people, at times, but it will sell

more goods, for when a customer is sur-

prised to see such goods at such a price,

sales are more readily made. There is

less of a tendency to "shop around."

"No advertiser can afford to take the

stand that his advertising policy is cor-

rect merely because his advertisements
sell goods," says Merle Sidener, chair-

man of the National Vigilance Commit-
tee of the advertising clubs. "There is

more than this to success. Advertise-

ments and store policies must work to-

gether in the making of customers, not

the mere sale of goods. Many a store

which has had wonderful "special sales,"

has in the end been forced to change its

policy or go out of business, when these

sales have been based upon deception."

The bulletin points to two stores—one
a clothing store in Indiana, the other a

millinery store in Ohio—which can draw
enormous crowds to special sales, using
small advertising space, simply because

the owners have not advertised bargains
day after day, but have advertised bar-

gains only when they actually had stock-

reduction sales.

In another instance, it is the custom
of a department store, when selling

"seconds," to mention the fact that the

goods are especially priced because of

small imperfections, and it suggests to

customers that they ask the salespeople

to point out the defects in each article.

A similar policy has been followed by
a clothing store in one city with equal

success.

It pays to be truthful—it brings better

profits, declares the Vigilance Commit-
tee, and this opinion is based upon the

actual experience of many leading stores.

NEW STORE-MANAGEMENT SYS-
TEM

Continued from page 121

Eight Boards

In making the announcement, Mr. H.
W. Cressman, vice-president of the firm,

stated that it has been deemed advisable

to form eight Boards, which would work
for the advancement of the business

along lines of efficiency and satisfactory

service. It would be the duty of these

committees to exercise vigilance in con-

nection with conditions which might he

improved and suggest and aid in apply-

ing a remedy.

The Boards are: Good Service, Edu-
cation, Economy, Publicity, Housekeep-
ing, Store Beautifying, Trade Expansio.i

and Efficiency. These Boards are com-
posed of employees. Mr. Cressman ex-

plained that the Board of Good Service

would be expected to observe and sug-

gest means for improving the service of

the store for the benefit of the busine.s.-

or satisfaction of .customers and the min

imizing of complaints in connection with

delivery and elevator .service, and the

attention to customers with the least

possible delay.

The Board of Education would be re-

quired to suggest a detailed educational

system for the selling and non-selling co-

workers of the firm. The committee in

charge of housekeeping will have charge

of the condition of the store in respect

of keeping its appearance what it shouU;

be, temperature, ventilation, etc.

Duties attaching to the Board of

Economy will be to stop minor financial

leaks and assist in the protection of the

establishment from fire or theft.

The members of the Efficiency Board
will have charge of matters pertaining

to the betterment of conditions in the

store from a general standpoint. The
Trade Expansion Committee will en-

deavor to discover where it is possible to

increase the business of the firm. The

Publicity Board will assist in putting the

store prominently before the public and

that devoted to store beautifying will

suggest means of improving the appear-

ance of the interior and exterior of the

building.

All Share in Profits

In speaking of the profit-sharing ar-

rangement of the past, Mr. Cressman
stated that the bonus from the past six

months just ended runs into four figures

and it afforded him the greatest pleasure

to be able to make the distribution. From
now on the business-sharing arrange-

ment will not take the form of a bonus,

but would be operated on such a basis as

to give everyone an opportunity of earn-

ing a share.

"Twenty years ago," stated Mr. Cress-

man in conclusion, "this store started in

business with two departments and a

weekly payroll of $82; to-day it has 21

departments and a weekly payroll

amounting to approximately $1,000."

Mr. Clarence H. Smith, of Windsor,

Ont., general manager of the largest de-

partment store in Essex county, has been

again elected president of the Border

Cities Retail Merchants' Association.



GREY COLORED CARDS LAST LONGER
Do Not Get Dirty So Quickly as White Ones— A Practical Suggestion For the Card

Writer—How One Store Speeded Up Number of Show Cards
Being Made

By R. T. D. EDWARDS

T"HIS is third of a series of ar-

tides on departmental store card-
-*- writing, which will not only aid

the large store cardwriter in his work,

but will be of benefit to the cardwriter

who does things in a smaller way.

The store referred to in this article

is one of the largest in the Dominion
and has a great area of selling space.

Consequently the number of show cards

used, both inside the store and in the

windows, is enormous. Many hundred

cards have to be made daily, both for

replacing soiled cards and for new dis-

plays.

Dirty Cards Repulse Trade

To keep the cards clean is the most
difficult proposition in a large store.

Cards are continually getting dirty or

broken and should be replaced with new
ones at once. That is an 'important

point in showcarding any store. Cards
must be kept clean at all times because
they are the mouthpiece of the interior

of the store, just the same as the show
windows are the mouthpiece outside.

To keep cards more presentable, and
to avoid the greater consumption of
cards, this store changed their regular
store cards from white to a mist grey
color.

The grey cards have proven to be
a great success, because they do not
show dust or finger marks as quickly

as the white.

Carb l^\)vait^

JSrpenbable ^anb-itlalie TLaus

9 jFrkB Jfint Jfttiruarp Jfur«'

J^igi) ^xaiit ^ailoreb ^loueti

9 ^alaxp of S>t)immenng Jfabnts

Corrrit Abating tZTogtf

^icturtsique Jfrothd (or littlt 6itls

J^ojtierp . ^mart, fiittts anb IS^tarablr

9ttrattibe €tUtti in ^ousr IBrtiSts

911 tfje ^rau of ttft ^rrrbs in (Ciiese

<I^ritntal .^tgligttc.

Grey cards are used for everything

but "advertised" and "sale" cards. For
these, white cards are used with black

or red color for the printing.

All cards are of uniform size, both in

the windows and on the counters—5%
X 7; 7 X 11 and 11 x 14 being the vari-

ous sizes most frequently used.

A uniform style of lettering is used

on these cards, which can be quickly

formed and which is quite readable.

The system for operating a cardwrit-

ing office in a departmental store de-

pends largely upon the amount and

quality of cards that it has to turn out.

Many offices are run in a haphazard

way. That is, every writer lays out

and rules his own work and sorts it

when completed. This is a very expen-

sive method. If an employee is a card-

writer, and there is enough work to

keep him going, he should not be doing

work which can be done by cheaper

help.

Speeding Up the Work

First of all, the larger stores need

one person who can do everything about

the office except write cards. That is,

he must be able to take care of stock,

ser- that it is kept in good condition and
see that it doesn't get low.

In the store referred to this man lays

out orders as they come in. The cards

are ruled in pencil very lightly so that

no erasing is needed, with correct lay-

out-stencil, an assortment of which is

always kept, and piled in a cabinet which

has various sections denoting the time

the order had come in.

The work is then ready for the card-

writer. After cards are written, they

are sorted again by the helper back to

the department card cabinet where they

await being called for.

If the card is grey with black letters,

white underlining is used. This can be

done by the helper after some practice.

If this system is carried out, the card-

writers very seldom have to get off

their chairs. This means at least two

to three times as many cards can be

handled as by the old method of every

man for himself.

p»ii—>>a«gM«»<«Bll

Hiih6racli

A Big Day's Work

More than sixteen hundred cards were

written in a day by one man in this

store on account of using this system

and not having to get off the chair.

So you will find that in smaller store

work, this system can be worked out

to a great degree without making the

work any harder. Have a helper pre-

pare all the work for you while you do

other things of greater importance.
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The best store improvement you can make

The best store improvement you can

make to-day is to install a modern

National Cash Register— because it

will build up and systematize your

business.

A modern National Cash Register

will raise the tone of your store, make

your clerks more efficient, and put you

in the class of up-to-date merchants.

It will enable you to save expense in

running your store, and thus release

money for other purposes.

It will make possible quick, accurate

service to customers — the greatest

inducement that any merchant can

offer to get and hold trade.

It will give you unequaled protection,

that will check every cent of your

profits into the bank.

It will give you information that will

enable you to control your business.

A modern National Casih Register is

a store improvement that will quickly

pay for itself out of what it saves.

In the face of increased competition

you cannot afford to postpone making

this improvement.

The National Cash Register Company, of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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LIFE-LIKE WAX FIGURES

Will Increase Your Easter Sales
^^^^^^^F

^^
No. 1589

Extended Shoulder
Form

"-/

No. 1574

Excellent for Bath-
ing Suit, Under-
wear or Dress

Displays

No. 1572

Our Newest Skirt
Form

CLATWORTHY WAX FIGURES are life-like. Character
is modelled into the faces of the wax figures we make.
Poor, cheap wax figures will only injure your display.
Call and see our line when in Toronto.

"Dur-Enam" Display Forms will put new vim into your
Easter display. They add a touch of excellence and
appeal that marks them as forms that are unexcelled.

POINTS TO CONSIDER
Far ahead of the ordinary enamelled forms. Guaranteed
washable. \

Made by our special process, they stand unequalled by any
imitations. They are finished with a beautiful flesh-colored
tint that is lasting and washable. They are backed by the
name of Clatworthy & Son, Ltd., the manufacturers. Made
in all styles and shapes. Be ready for Easter displays and '

order now.

Our new catalogue will be issued in the near future. Send us
your name and we will mail you one as soon as it is off the
press.

Don't forget that we make the most complete line of metal
display fixtures in Canada.

MANUFACTURED^BY

Clatworthy & Son, Limited
161 King St. W., TORONTO

No. 1568-P

Extended Shoulder

Waist Form
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Photo Courtesy Robt. Simpson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The Dale Nature Camisole Form
Camisoles are one of your best sellers ; they combine Utility,
Daintiness and Charm. The garments you show are the gar-
ments you sell.

The Most Perfect Life-like Form on the Market
Manufactured by

Dale Wax Figure Co., Limited, Toronto
Canada's Leading Manufacturers of

Wax Figures, Washable Enamel Display Forms for Ladies'
a'nd Children's Garments, Lace Collars, Hosiery and Fixtures of
all kinds for the Better Display of Merchandise.

Montreal: P. R. Munro, 150 Bleury St.
Vancouver: E. R. BoIIert & Son., 501 Mercantile Bldg.

HMB^HB'; A
Model
Waistw '^*>"-- Form

1^
Our No. 75 D/D
Waist Form
shown here em-
bodies all the
essential
changes for
Spring styles.
Made with
either sateen or
jersey with
flesh e n a m el

bust and fancy
rosette top.

_

I^3^<««ehfev

Priced as fol-
lows:— Sateen
and Enamel,
$7.35 each, net.
Jersey and
Enamel, $7.00
each, net.

i.
Elastic Girdles,
$14.00 per doz.,

Catalogs Free on Request.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc.
A Consolidation of

Palmenberg Norwich Kindlimann
63-65 West 36th Street, New York

Boston
26 Kingston

Chicago Baltimore
St. 204 W. Jackson Blvd. 108 W.Baltimore St.

Why Not Use Facts?
They Are Excellent When of

the Right Sort

Gipe-Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St., Toronto

THEN why not have
equipped with the

latest time and labor
vices ? Our cash carrier service

will afford one of them. The mer-
chant without it is losing more dollars

defray its cost. Your money, by it, would be

it properly belongs.

Our circular—full of information—will tell you more about it,

post card costs but two cents to enable you to get it.

;^f^ Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many S«lea mrt mkdc on the Stdewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wondtrlul kcl uf t'alentcil I

or tliKphyinit tUt ^mom t.atot No
nir ^vi- to Y<'j» Good Scfvicr in c()

rUt l-.xlu.

trt up wiih itic lull u-l, lK-tid(.-k duzcni ot ilani

in£*-:tbk Window l>iNpl.iy |-.i

in DrcU Good* fo adv.inlaftc.

trade piillinit window trimt.

you tvv ab«>vc arc only a very lew o( the dt-iidin. llial cm hr
luard fiiturci can hv m-( up.

M;idf o( Oak. rilticr Goidrn, Aniiqiiv or Wcalhcftd Finihh. Scl i\ pul up
in a Hardwood Minftt-d Lid Slornilc ChcM, a Aood placr to hrcp the rxirt
YouniOi not in uk, There are (houvandi o( u-ts in daily um\

N<x 116 Set luh 36 iiUcrch-injiiahlc Youniu For Dress (;<k>Js Window Trims, 934,65
$lod> corritd In Hamittan. One. Ofd«t Jlreet ot ihni \fout ioblnt. Stnd /wr catalog, PalrnltJ and maJe In Canada.

The Oftcar Onken Co. 3852 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.

Have You.^
read the

Buyers' Market

Guide

Pages 130-131.
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FORD PRICES
The policy of the Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited,

to sell its cars for the lowest possible price consistent with

dependable quality is too well known to require comment.

Therefore, because of present conditions there can be no

change in the price of Ford Cars.

Runabout - -$ 660

Touring - - . - 690

Coupe - 875

Sedan - 1075

Standard Chassis - 625

One-Ton Truck Chassis 750
These Prices are F.O.B. Ford, Ontario

All prices subject to War tax charges, except truck and chassis

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
FORD - ONTARIO
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Climax

Baler
Saoes

TIME
MONEY
WORRY

and

WASTE
Made in 12 Sizes

Send jor Catalog
Patent Xov. 9, '15

The ugly pile of waste paper,

the risk of fire, and all the dis-

advantages arising from un-

tidiness in your store, can be
profitably overcome by instal-

ling a Climax Baler,

THE CLIMAX BALER IS
AN ALL STEEL BALING
PRESS THAT IS BUILT TO
LAST A LIFETIME,

It will soon pay for itself.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
55 Burton Street

HAMILTON. ONTARIO

Ad- Form
Add More

Fibre Hangers

Business

Profitable Hangers
Even a simple coat hanger can
be made profitable.

Follow the AD-Form way to

more business and larger pro-

fits. Here's the idea—AD-
FORM Hangers bring business
because they are an advertis-

ing medium without equal in

hanger lines.

They are made so as to ensure
strength and perfect finish and
will not injure the most deli-

cate fabric.

Send for further information,
it will pay you,

Dept. A MANUFACTURED BY

A.D.F.Co,, Limited, 14 Millstone Lane
TORONTO

DRESSES
SILKS

WAISTS
SILKS

VOILES
Our full range for Spring and Easter, including many new and beautiful creations, will be submitted

by our salesmen early in the new year.

A careful inspection will be to your advantage,

VOGUE WAIST CO. ^'"I5;m^.±![-2SS„',.?'-' MONTREAL

QUICK SELLING LINES
Overall Aprons, $8.00 doz.

Children's Black Sateen Bloomers,
4-10 years, $4.90 doz.

Patent Oilcloth Sleeve Protectors,

$2.00 doz.

Oilcloth Bibs, 9x12, 65c doz.

Children's Gingham Creepers, •..,

1, 2 years, $3.75 doz.

The Earl Manufactory, - Paris, Ont.

Misses' and

Children's Wear

We carry a line which
for high trrade mate-
rials, — latest styles

and a reputation for
quick sales, has no
equal in Canada'.

Children's and Misses'
dresses, skirts and
middies which will

brinK you the trade of
your town that is

really worth havinii:.

Quality
Style
Economy

G. F. REID & COMPANY
Brampton, Ont.
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TheThompton Lace & Veiling^ Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings. Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts..

Toronto, Canada.

HATS
for

Chics, Flappers and Chickens

MAX MAYER, INC.
352 Fourth Ave., New York. N Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses* Dresses

U'e are Specialists in thes e lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

99 ipadina Ave., TORONTO
Makers of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House

"

S •";

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS'*

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

Fl Skirts Must Be Worn
Wholesale Afanufacturert

of
Smart Styles in Tweeds, Serges
and Poplins at Popular Prices.

Samples cheerfully submitted
upon request.

ROYAL SKIRT CO.
1440 St. Lawrence St., Montreal, Que.

Jr

WjtiJ

References: London, Eng.—New York-
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 388. Covering all Provinces

HOSIERY
We sell mill seconds for one of the
largest mills. Ladies' brown hose are
scarce but we can All orders. We also
sell first quality. We can quote prices
on gray and khaki all-wool socks.
Write us for samples.

A. E. WEGENA8T,
106 Clyde Block - Hamilton, Ont.

BUYER'S DIRECTORY
SCOTTISH TWEEDS MAY BE

SCARCE
A news despatch from abroad

has this to say of the present con-

ditioPiS in the Scottish tweed in-

dustry:

"The tweed manufacturers in the

Border district have had an ex-

ceptionally busy year, with a great

demand for khaki cloths under
Government contracts. Since th/?

signing of the armistice Govern-
ment work has been less urgent,

but firms were informed that cer-

tain goods would be required for

the demobilized troops, and the

factories are likely to remain un-

der Government control for some
time to come.

"Little has been done in civilian

tweeds, and prices have been ex-

tremely high. Customers in neu-

tral countries have been ready to

place orders for goods, although
they knew they could not get them
exported, and in some cases, paid

for them so that they might be

ready to export when licenses are

available. There will be no great

immediate increase in the manu-
facture of ordinary tweeds, because
stocks of wool are not large, and
the supolies which firms have on
hand will not go far, owing to the

want of the necessary fancy colors.

"On the whole, it has been a

very good year for manufacturers,

better than it was at one time an-

ticipated, because the volume of

business done has been much
larger than usual."

* * *

WORKERS MAY BE IDLE
A recent report from Paris

reads: It is said that 20.000 silk

workers at Basle, Switzerland,

soon will be idle unless the Swiss
Government is able to establish

trade agreements with the powers.

* * •(

HOLD OFF NAMING PRICES
As regard prices on cotton goods

for next Fall, so far as can be

learned, the most of the mills will

hold off as long as possible, prob-

ably until late in March. Most of

them, it is said, are still far be-

hind in deliveries, and they are

making an effort to catch up be-

fore embarking on a new season.

If the new prices are down they

would have to fill the balance o(

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

Tlie war is over. Let lis now concentrate
our energies on selling popular-priced di'y

SCKxls. I am in a position to handle classi-

fie<l dry goods, mt-dium and highest grades
pioduced. Commission hasivs only. Every
line is represented by an expert salesman
with the best connection.s. TeiTitoi7—City
of Toronto.

W.W. TRELEAVEN
304 Markham St. TORONTO

__ Pyj a mas
(JXSCOM4) fo^

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St, West Toronto

COMMISSION AGENTS
WANTED FOR

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, by Eng-
lish manufacturers of Ladies' and
Children's Clothing.

Apply Box 62, Dry Goods Review,
88 Fleet St., E.C. 4, London, Eng.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,

Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our 104 page
Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

504 South Fifth Avenue, Chicaso. lU.

LC DCCDC Direct Factory
• ll. DL£iDI!i Representative

Canadian, English and American

Toys, Dolls, Wheel Goods, Rubber
Goods, Bathing Caps, Toilet Goods,

5 to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: 53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special liaht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Storaoway, Scotland

Slalt »Ao</e JtsirtJ anJ whclhtr for LaJlo or Gtnta intat
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PRISCILLA
HAND MADE

INFANTS' AND LADIES,
WEAR

Finest Quality

HENRY DAVIS & CO.
Limited

253-259 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto

The New De Luxe Model shrinks
Woolens or Mixtures. Shrinks
wash materials equal to a first

washing. Stores get 5c a yard for
this excellent service.

Spotless Shrinker Company

Ohio
Whitney BIdg.

Cleveland

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
'JO" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under thei;-

trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.

"S.\TIN DE LUXE"
"TJiOUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIK •

• SAXKANAO" "VIOLET"
"DELMOCRACY"

JOHN.SON, COWiDIN & OO.. 40 E. 30th St..
New York, N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORMS
(('.oIlu|>.sil>l< -.\dju.stahle)

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
"They Must make good or we do"

Ease of adjustment, quality workmanship.
durable materials assure the ready sale

of these popular and in demand forms.

MODEL FORM CO.
554 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
VVp Make a romplett- Line of Forms

Send for Catalog and prica

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Measures ^^^^^^^k ^
for

^^^^^
InTentory

Without

Unrollin: ^^^^^^^^^H No book
to refer to.

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY. Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on

The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

the old orders at the lower prices.

Moreover, the longer they delay

the more definite is likely to he
their information on future raw
prices, and labor tendencies. More
over, buyers are more likely to set-

tle down and be prepared to give

them business at their own prices

than they are at present.
* * *

ENGLISH AND AUSTRALIAN
KNITTING WOOL

On the subject of English and
Australian knitting wool the

Bradford "News Record" says:

The armistice terms having been
signed the necessity for the pro-

duction of military goods is now
expected gradually to decrease. It

is nevertheless not untimely to

comment that one of the ways in

which patriotism has revealed it-

self in all parts of the British Em-
pire has been the voluntary work
done bv the women in providing

warm clothing for our soldiers and
sailors. A communication to hand
from Australia gives an idea of

the advanced prices which base

had to be paid for knitting wool. Il

appears that before an Inter-State

Commission, which met at Sydney,

evidence was given on the relative

merits of English and Australian

wool textiles. A lady representa-

tive of the Red Cross Society said

that the Australian woollen mills

had supplied them with knitting

yarn at .^s. 6d. per pound. The>
paid 8s. lid. for imported yarn,

and 8s. 6d. at the warehouse for

yarn which was spun in Australia.

Her opinion was that the best Au-
stralian wool was better than th •

imported article. Between 80,000

and 90,000 pounds of knitting wool

had been supplied by the Austral-

ian woollen mills to war comforts

and the Red Cros°
* * *

ENGLISH COMPETITION IN
COTTON GOODS

So far as English competition is

concerned, this is bound to grow
stronger, but at present there are

very few signs of an immediate
movement of anv magnitude. In-

deed, DRY GOODS REVIEW was
informed that an agent was in

Canada at present trying to buy
up a number of lines of cotton to

send over. Not only are stocks

much depleted, but the mills, it

would seem, are in no shape to go
back to normal production again.

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better

grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.

Fancy Cabinets. 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

FRASER'S
CANADIAN DIRECTORIES

Give buyers and sellers complete lists of

all bra'nches of the general dry goods

trade.
( Also directories for many other

trades).
Address: Head Office, 222 Craig W.,

Montreal.

TheGem of theWotion.y

CoJumbt*F«irtr»n

CHICAGO

^,
j/:^ D. B. Fisk & Co.

Jp^:^o Chicago
M r RCH ANDl .T E ^

New York Salesroom:
Open During Market Season

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
Tvnrticulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

MacDonald Brokerage Co.
With our complete organization

throughout Canada we are in a posi-

tion to efficiently represent a few good
English dry goods specialty lines. If

interested, address Box 78, Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING

BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wit/i Staf Co-veung Ttrntory

Port Arthur to Vancouver
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VANCOUVER, B.C.

BUSINESS PREMISES FOR LEASE
Four storey brick and stone building on one
of the best corners on Granville Street, 250
feet frontage, 130 feet on lane, contains
49,000 sq. feet floor space. Over 90 per cent,

of city street cars pass premises. Changes
made to suit tenant.

Suitable for Dry Goods and Ladies Wear,
FTouse Furnishings, etc.

Communicate Owner, 909 Rogers Bldg.,
VICTORIA, B.C.

Waterproof and
Rainproof Garments

A large firm of manufacturers in Eng-
land are desirous of appointing a live

firm of agents to represent them in Cain-

ada for the sale of vraterproofs and rain-

proofs, for men, wromen and children.
Only firms in a position to do large busi-

ness need apply to Box Number 64, The
MacLean Co., Ltd., 88 Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.C., Eng.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents per word per insertion. Five cents extra for box number.

pOR SALK—DRY GOODS, MEN'S FURNISHINGS AND FOOTWEAR
business in North-western Ontario town, about 900 population. A

live, all cash business. Clean, staple stock, about $6,000. Brick store,
SIX nice living rooms above. All furnace heated and electric lighted'.
The best business location in town. Will sell or rent property. If
interested, apply Box 29, Men's Wear Review, 143-153 University Ave.,
Toronto.

JTNGLAND — WANTED TO INTRODUCE AMERICAN COTTON
goods into British markets or any other manufactures. Good con-

nection. R. F. Ashworth, Bromley Road, W. B., Nottingham.

J^ANCASHIRE MANUFACTURER (CALICOES AND SHEETINGS)
requires : li^nl m TorjntD lor wholesale and whitewear makers only.

Apply with references. Box 61. MacLean Co. of Great Britain, Ltd.,
88, Fleet Street, London, E.G., 4, England.

o

VV
University Ave., Toronto.

FFICE AND MERCHANDISE MANAGER DESIROUS OF A Posi-
tion where ambition and ability are recognized. Thoroughly con-

versant with all the methods of an up-to-date store. Reason for change.
desirous of obtaining a broader view of merchandising. Nine years''
service with present employer. First class references. Reply Box W,
Dry Goods Review, Southam Bldg., Montreal.

\1^/ANTED—LADY OF EXPERIENCE IN COUNTRY GENERAL
store—good locality. Apply Box 50, Dry Goods Review, 143-153

T ADY. HAVING GOOD LONDON WEST-END CONNECTION, ALSO
Paris, desires post as buying agent for colonial house, not having

own buyer. Thoroughly understands smart Cana'dian trade, blouses,
hats, dresses, sports' wear. Box 63, 88, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,
England.

rpNGLAND—WANTED BUYING AGENCIES IN THE FURNISHING.

worth, Bromley Road, W.B., Nottingham.
drapery trade. Best markets known. A keen buyer. R. F. Ash-

T IVE SALES ORGANIZATION WITH OFFICES AT WINNIPEG.
Saskatoon and Edmonton, with broad experience a'nd valuable con-

nections, is open to take on a few high-class lines for the Western
provinces ; only high-class pi-opositions entertained. Give details in

first letter to P.O. Box 1232, Winnipeg, Man.

A/rERCHANTS' STATIONERY.— 150 EACH—LETTERHEADS, EN-
velopes. Statements and Shipping Tags—Post paid anywhere in

Ontario, $5.00—other
Beaverton, Ontario.

provinces. $5.25. The Farmers' Printery.
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DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

19"Made-in-Canada
Raincoats

CARRY THE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

We do more than give you the best

made and most complete line of

Waterproof Raincoats in Canada.
We give you a line that we, and
you, can guarantee to be absolutely

waterproof.

No apologies or excuses need ever

be made for "Dominion Rayn-
sters."

Our Guarantee Label goes in every
genuine *'Raynster" to assure com-
plete and lasting satisfaction-

'^Dominion Raynsters" are made in

all the popular styles for men,
women and children.

Carry this guaranteed line for

Spring. We will gladly show you
samples, or send you our Style

Book and Price List.

WRITE TO THE NEAREST
DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM

SERVICE BRANCH
at Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener, London, North
Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton,
Vancouver or Victoria.
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SILK FABRICS
Our Fancy Silk Fabrics are favored for their superiority and
exclusiveness in design and dignity.

TKis means profit to you and full satisfaction to youi cui>tunierb

ASK FOR SAMPLES

Beldin^ Paul Corticelli Limited
MONTREAL

SALES OFFICES;

TORONTO WINNIPEG P. VANCOUVER
We make Corticelli Spool Silks. Also Beldin^s Spool Silk.
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Evidence of Durability

J^-^ HIS ''EMPIRE, '' after having served as a travel-

1 J ling rug half round the world, and after being
^^^ used continually under the most exacting campaign-

ing conditions from 2nd March, 1915, until the Battle of

Loos, September 25th, 1915, when its owner was
wounded, was cleaned by instructions of the Government
and returned to Mr. Frank. The small tear is the only indi-

cation it bears of its long service and rough treatment.

This proves you are safe in dealing in '*Empires."

SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY

LEOPOLD FRANK
(ESTABLISHED 1885

1 and 2 ADDLE STREET, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E. C. 2

RESERVE WAREHOUSES 80 WOOD STREET, 20 ADDLE ST. and 8-10 ALDERMANBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C. 2
CABLES : OPOLDINI, LONDON. CODE : A.B.C. 5th EDITION.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE.. TORONTO
DRY GOODS REVIEW, March 14th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $2.00. Entered a^ second-class
matter July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office
Department, Ottawa.
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COATS and SUITS
y HIS PICTURE will give you a peep at our rare

and beautiful styles ior Spring. The creation of

a large variety, in the richest fabric colorings,

comes naturally to the Master Artists and De-
signing Tailcurs ot the Kenvon Atelier.

^N jMAKIng your selections for Spring, base

your decision on a comparison between your

knowledge of the requirements oiyour trade and

our Master interpretation of the style trend as it

e.xists in New York, Paris and London.

Kc-nyon Coats, Suits, Dresses aiul Rjiiu-oms, will be Nationallv AJvertisCil in the more prominent Magazines for

Spring. Many o^ your customers, beside others, will be cautioned to look lor the small label bearing our nanu-.

NfcW YORK
5 \ M Avenue Building
5TH Avr. AND I3«D St.

C. KENYON COMPANY, Inc
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Congress and
Franklin Streets
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HOUSEFURNISHING SPECIALISTS

Greenshields

Limited

''Not all our friends are our customers

—

But all our customers are our friends."

Which are you?

Let's get together.

Our stocks are complete in Seamless Tapestry, Axminster and Wilton
Squares, with Mats and Hall Runners in all latest designs and colorings.

QUILTS BLANKETS COMFORTERS
Armstrong & Nairn's Celebrated Inlaid Linoleum- Special, $1-75 square yard,.

Also FELTOL, OILCLOTH and LINOLEUM.

DRAPERIES:
Our showing of Cretonnes, Scrims, Maiquisettes, Curtain Nets, Tapestry Cur-
tains, Lace Curtains, Table Covers, Upholstery Goods and Velours in all

shades, is one of the largest in Canada.

TWO SPECIALS from our Brass Goods Dept.:

^ N^

22-24 inches extension, V4, inch Brassed Tubes. Solid

Inside Rod. Complete with Brackets. Packed 3 dozen
in box, 5 g:ross in case.

Price 75c dozen; $7.25 gross.

30-54 inches extension, 7-16 inch Brass Tubes ferruled, Polished Brass ends iVi inches in diameter
Complete with Bi-ackets. Packed 2 dozen in box, 5 o-ross in case
Price, $1.50 dozen; $15.50 gross.

Mail orders solicited and samples cheerfully submitted.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
17 Victoria Square MONTREAL
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Silk Suitings
Silk is the ideal fabric for late Spring and early Summer
suits.

For ultra trade, the fabrics that will be most used this

season, will be Faille Fran catse and Taj]etas; which w^e

are showing in a full range of the latest and most beauti-

ful selection of colors.

Poplins will be very popular for the moderate priced

garment and for Wash Suits w^e are showing a variety

of weights in Nanshan Pongees.

Silk GoAvns
Taffetas, Messalines and Duchesse in black and colors

and in combination with these Georgette Crepes will be

extensively used. Our assortment of Crepe de Chines
is most complete.

Silk Lingerie
We are making an extensive display of silks for this

purpose, consisting of Crepe de Chine, Chin Chin
Crepes, Wash Satin and Habutais.

Silk Shirtings
Exclusive designs in Satin stripe effects on Habntai,
Crepe and Pongee grounds.
Samples of the above will be gladly sent. Let us know
\our requirements for late Spring and early Summer.

3
s*
o

FORKIGN 0FFK:KS :

Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama. Japan
Lyons, France
(>hefoo, China

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-6lTWellin^ton St. W. TORONTO

iJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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The Easter Season this year, being well on in the mild

weather, offers an exceptionally good op-

portunity for large sales in Spring and Sum-

mer merchandise.

Be assured of your share of this business by hav ing the

goods the people will want. .

We ha\ e prepared for an especially large Easter Trade

and are in a position to supply you, at once,

with new and attracti\ e goods in all lines re-

quired for the Easter Season.

See especially Our Ranges of Dress Goods, Costumes

Cloths, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Wo-
men's Fancy Smallwear, and Men's Ties.

John M. Garland

Son & Co., Ltd.
J ^*j^

Ottawa Canada

WHOLESALE
DRY GOODS
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Be Loyal

to Canada's

Heroes!

The lands of cheap labour

are already beginning to

flood the world with cheap

goods. Look around and see

for yourselves. Look, for example, at cheap silks, "Jap"
silks and silk mixtures of all kinds—produced at a cost

for labour that would not keep a roof over a Canadian's
head—much less provide him with the decencies and com-
forts that he has every right to.

You can show your loy-

alty and gratitude to the

home-coming heroes by
keeping these goods
and all products of

cheap and sweated

labour out of your store.

Soldiers want work—
good p a y healthy,

h a p p \ surroundings.

You can help make all

these things possible by

pushing the sale of Bri-

tish-made Silks.

"VIGIL" Silk is pure and artistic a worthy product of Knjjland. It

is produced in a factory where wages are g(x>d and conditions conge lial.

A fair profit is allowed to the trade and ewery garment or yard (.if

"\'IG1I." Silk is guaranteed to give satisfaction to the customer.

WALKER BROS.
ENGLAND

Ravensthorpe Mills, - DEWSBURY YORKS,
and 56-57 Aldermanbury, LONDON, E.G.

Telegraphic and Cable Addresses:

YORKSHIRE, "VIGIL. DEWSBURY"
LONDON : "VYGILSYL, CENT."

Agent: GEORGE PETERSON & CO.
517 Coristine Building Montreal
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In the Dry Goods Business from

1849 to 1919

In the City of loronto

aT present the opinion of the mercantile

/-\ body throughout Canada differs to a con-

siderable extent with reference to the un-

settled state of the market; some say prices will

advance, others that prices will drop and per-

haps the greatest number that prices will be

maintained for some time to come. One thing

is sure, we must have the goods to do business.

Many lines in General Dry Goods, Men's Fur-

nishings, House Furnishings and Woollens will

be scarce.

Our stock is now well assorted in these depart-

ments. We therefore suggest that our customers

place their orders with us at present prices as

early as possible for

Spring Assorting

and

Fall 1919 Business

JOHN MACDONALD & CO, LIMITED
TORONTO

#
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DEPT. "F"

MEN'S WEAR
Prices Guaranteed

Few prices for March, 1919

Negligee shirts, stiff or French cuffs 9.00

Neghgee shirts, stiff cuffs 10.00

Rubber collars "Blue Ribbon" 1.90

Linen collars "Success" 1.50

Rubber collars "Pyralin" 1.75

IC2—Heavy Pants 18.00

Heavy overalls, striped black and white

"Railroad" 15.00

Shirts, heavy cotton, brown, grey 18.00

Canadian wool, 2-3 ply, black, grey ...... i.io

Fingering wool, superior quality 1.90

SPECIAL
Leather mitts and gloves assortment.

P. P. MARTIN & ,C0., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec : 7 Rue Charest Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street

Toronto : 1 52 Bay Street Three Rivers : 82 Royal Street

Sherbrooke : Grand Central Hotel
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If you sell LINEN—
make sure you buy
the best

Get LIDDELL'S
GOLD MEDAL
IRISH LINEN

Your LINEN customers are your
steady customers. That is, if you
sell good reliable LINEN.

LIDDELL'S GOLDMEDAL
BRAND will keep up your repu-

tation for honest values and bind
your customers to your store.

R. H. COSBIE, LIMITED
Irish Linen Agency

22 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton,

London, Manchester
ENGLAND

Longcloths, Calicoes, Flannelettes,

Nainsooks, Madapolams, Pillow
Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks, Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths, Etc.

^^E owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to saV what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the great
War, and so state a few facts in explanation of
our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8,000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the use
and equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nations.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with the
same promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met first of all.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8,000
300,000

1,000 bales weekly
upwards of 8,000

-BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLI

You Can Supply
22

Different

Colors
from

Black and
Navy

to Delicate

Pink

With

Sunset

SoapDyes
Thousands of dealers are finding

these dyes steady profit producers and
wonderful repeaters, because with

them practically every customer can be

satisfied. The wide range of colors in-

cludes Black, the ever-popular Navy
Blue and U.S. Olive Drab, all of which
are proving Big Sellers these days.

Sunset Soap Dyes are being exten-

sively and truthfully advertised in high-

class publications to help you do more
business. These clean, brilliant home
dyes will permanently color any fabric

from a sheer waist to a heavy overcoat

without staining hands or utensils.

Order a gross now, packed in an at-

tractive sales-stimulating container. Put
it on your counter and watch the quick

turnover. Sunset, selling at 15c, gives

you a very attractive profit, and it's a

wonderful repeater.

North American Dye Corporation
New Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

MOUNT VERNON, N.Y. TORONTO. CANADA
Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada:

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc.
New York Toronto
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YOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and
you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk

and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Geylons, All-wool and
Union Taffetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and
Crepes.

David & John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS, GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL

SOUTHALL BROS.
& BARCLAY, LTD.

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Surgical Dressings

TRADE MARK

PROPRIETORS OF

Southalls' Sanitary Towels

and Specialities for Ladies

DRUGS, FINE CHEMICALS, AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

I'ktTLTY BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
Agents in Canada:

MACLEAN, BENN & NELSON, LIMITED. : MONTREAL

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

MW/l/lMI

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK :: AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JEN MENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS, WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

•"Vl^*-^ m^^fmmm **Vlr«^ »»V|/**'*

ESTABLISHED 1840

BRADSTREET'S
Office* Throughout the Civilized World.

OFFICBS IN CANADA:

Calgary, Alia.
Eidmonton, Alta.

Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.
Kt. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto. Ont.
'.Vlnnlpeg, Man.

Reputation gaiued by long years of vigorous
conicientiouB and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING,
TORONTO, CANADA

Genaral Manaser
Western Canada

Say You Saw It

in

Dry Goods Revie
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IFAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD.,
|

I Manufacturers

I Rutland Street and St. George's Mills, Leicester, England. f

BORROW ASH
GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
RUTLAND ST., LEICESTER.

ST. GEORGE'S MILLS.
LEICESTER.

THE LEADING BRITISH HOUSE FOR

HABERDASHERY & SMALLWARES
Including:

—

SUSPENDERS.—Our well-known SPHERE varie-
ties, for Ladies and Children, also Men's Gar-
ters, all made with the fine SPHERE elastics,
fittings, and rubber grip—"the grip that grips
and never slips."

BRACES.—Our production, hitherto almost mono-
polized bv the British Government, will now
be available for civilian trade. The SPHERE
quality in Mikado and ordinary styles is a guar-
antee of excellence.

ELASTICS.—We make elastic Braids. Cords, Loom
Wpbs. Garter Webs, Surgical Webs, etc., in all

wuii-hs and great variety. Ask for our "Violet."
"Iris." "Lily," "Rose" qualities.

SHOE LACES. — Our high-grade HURCU-LACES.
in a variety of choice, for Ladies' and Men's
wear. Also Rifle Laces, Tubular, Flat Braid
Laces, Artificial Silk Laces, etc., etc.

MENDLN'G WOOLS.—The ST. GEORGE three-fold
fine woollen mending yarns have a fine reputa-
tion. Their qualities justify it.

SKIRT BELTINGS.—We lay ourselves out to cater
for this trade. Single Beltings, Duplex Webs,
Petershams, etc. Ask for the CRUSOE brand.

BINDINGS AND WEBBINGS.—E^^ery variety of
cotton and glace narrow goods are in our line,

Emipre Bindings (formerly known as Prus-
sians), Tapes, Stay Bindings, Hat Bandings, etc.,

etc. Also NAME LABELS, HANGERS, and
LOOPS for Coats, Shirts, Mantles, etc.

Prices and full particulars gladly furnished on request.
Canadian Buyers are cordially invited to give us a call, either at our

London house, or if possible at our Leicester Headquarters.

WHOLESALE ONLY

FAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD., LEICESTER.

19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. 32, George Street, Manchester.

ge

''''''''''''''''>'>'>''''ii'>'*'>^>i>^<>i<><ii>ii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
l!l<lillill!l!li1!llii|'l'liMiMll1ili^
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British Made Hosiery and
Underwear for Canada

IN
order to provide closer and speedier service for our Canadian

customers—and to increase their number, we have appointed

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall (at present of Brantford, Ontario) as

our Representative, and directly he can secure suitable premises

in Toronto he will carry lines representative of all our depart-

ments, specializing in our famous ''Belnit" Ribbed Underwear,

"Sutoplex" Fabric Gloves, and ''Oberon" Branded Goods. We
have been in the trade as manufacturers and merchants for well

over a century, and to-day Brettle's are known throughout the

world for Men's and Women's Outfitting of the better-to-best

kind.

DEPAR
HOSIERY AND
UNDERWEAR
IN SILK,

COTTON,
LISLE,

AND WOOL
SPORTS COATS
LADIES' KNICKERS
AND FANCY KNITTED
SCARVES
TOWELS
BLANKETS
AND QUILTS

TMENTS:
HOUSEHOLD LINEN

GLOVES
HABERDASHERY
AND NOTIONS
MEN'S SHIRTS
COLLARS
TIES

RUGS
DRESSING GOWNS
BATH ROBES
LADIES' AND MEN'S
PYJAMAS, ETC., ETC.

Manufacturers of *'Oberon" Branded Goods, "Belnit" Underwear
and "Sutoplex" Gloves.

George Brettle & Company, Limited
Manufacturers and Merchants

119, WOOD STREET, - - LONDON, E.C. 2, ENG.
Factory : Belper, Derbyshire, Eng.

We want more Canadian trade and will try to deserve it.
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TELEPHONE N«"

LEICESTER

EUEGRAMS
( LEicesTe«
, SfANNlNOl-e'

^^'"^S- ' KE,CHLEV
aosTON

•"efcan Office
184, SUMMER STREET
BOSTON ALL COMMUNICATIONS

TO LEICESTER

TO CANADIAN MANUFACTUBHRS OF KNIT GOODS.

FROM NOW ON WF HOPF TO BF ABLE TO DFVOTF ORFATFR

ATTFNTION TO OUR FXTORT BUSINFSS.

WF BFLIFVF WE CAN SFRVF YOU AND THAT IT WILL PRO^rP

MUTUALLY SATISFACTORY IF YOU CALL UPON U3 TO DFWONHTRATF

OUR ABILITY IN THAT DIRECTION.

WF ARE ariNNFRS OF EVERY SFSCRIT^TION OF YARN FOR

HOSIERY f/ANUFACTURFRS.

YOUR CABLES OR LETTERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL A'"TENTION

AND WHERE YOU ARE IN ENGLAND WE S!IALL BF HA?PY "^0 MEET YOU.

IF IT IS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE BUSINESS MAY BE CONDUCTED

WITH EOUAL FACILITY THROUGH OUR AMERICAN OFFICE, 164 SUI^MFR

STREET, BOS'^ON, U.S. A,
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I

THE T. K. KELLY
SALES SYSTEM

Conductors of clean, whole-
some and efficient sales for

stores of the better class

MINNEAPOLIS
MINNESOTA

U.S.A.

DEPENDABLE
SALES SERVICE

T T
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DEPENDABLE
SALES SERVICE

[HAT IS the immediate need— dependable sales

service— to insure the rapid and profitable mer-

chandising of high cost overstocks resulting from

heavy purchases made on a rising market, the

continued unseasonable w^eather and the influenza scourge.

This situation was unavoidable, its consequences are

avoidable--'

For dependable sales service as rendered by

The T. K. Kelly Sales System assures every

merchant a safe and profitable means of

converting these overstocks into bank

balances

—

By awakening consumers to their unfilled wants, by the

extension of trade territory by overcoming the mail order

house mania through the application of proven, sound,

modern merchandising methods, the practise of which

necessitates specialized ability.

The T. K. Kelly Sales System
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U.S.A.

Net Responsibility, $480,000.00. Established over 20 years.
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Please Reply to " SHIPPING " Department .

KOCK "
ReBistereJ Telegraphic Address.

r-nniTQ i;qi7i^ I -^ B C (4th and Sth Ed.)euutb LM.U
^ Western Union (Univers t I'ditnn.)

Holland & Webb, ltd

YARNS
BRANCH HOUSES

LEICESTER GLASGOV\

.

CALAIS CAUDRY,

TELEPHONES ( ?^^'
^{"'i^l^.

) Privaie Ksrh.r

NOTTINGHAM, Jany. 1st, 1919
e\c;lani>.

To our esteemed Canadian Clients

May we take this opportunity to wish you all

happixiess and prosperity during the year just opening, and to offer our
congratulations on the Victorious peace gained by the Allies, to which
Canadians have so nobly contributed.

The heroism of the sons and daughters of Canada
will ever be the brightest page in the history of the Dominion, and a

source of pride throughout the Empire for all time.

We desire further to voice our appreciation of

the indulgence extended to us by our friends during the 4% years of

war, and to state that it will be our endeavour, as we approach normal
conditions, to resume that service it has always been our pleasure to

give.

We are already in a position to increase our
deliveries in Botany, Alaska, Balbriggan, and Mercerised yarns, and
enquiries will be esteemed from both old and new customers.

With best wishes for the New Year,

We remain, Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

HOLLAND & WEBB, LTD.

F. Taylor,

F. T. Director,

This letter would have been pubii.shed

in an earlier issue, except for the dela\

occasioned in the mails from England.
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Waiting Your Order

Everything inDryGoods

Big Stock - Rapid Delivery

Special Rush-Order Department

RACINE SERVICE

We are ready to supply you with

styles and fabrics that are actually in

demand for Easter and Summer needs.

Get into touch with our representa-

tives—they cover your district.

Let them know of your needs and they

will soon get you acquainted with

Racine Service which means imme-

diate attention and full satisfaction.

At Your oervice

^^-^f^^. ;

Full Steam Ahead to You

Better Quality - Better Range - Better^Price

If you are interested in Hosiery— Racines will supply you with the

best. "Shepherdess" Hosiery offers retailing possibilities which make
it a successful leading line.

We have a wide selection of quick-selling and noteworthy goods,

which come from the best markets of the world.

Our own Canadian factories are producing many valuable ranges

in men's wearables.

We have everything in Dry Goods, so "hit the trail" now for

Racines and Better Values.

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
" THE STAPLE DRY GOODS HOUSE OF CANADA "

60-80 St. Paul Street West, Montreal, Canada
Sample Rooms:

Ottawa, Quebec, Three Rivers, Sherbrooke, Sydney, N.S., Toronto

Factories:

Beaubien Street, Montreal, St. Denis, St. Hyacinthe
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We are pleased to announce that the sm all patern designs of "SERPENTINE CREPE"
are proving to be easy sellers. Women every where quickly appreciate that they are exactly
suited for house dresses, waists, children's dresses, rompers, etc., while the soft finish blue-
bird and floral patterns make up into the most delightful looking and long wearing lingerie.

Among the leading jobbers who have stocked these new patterns are:

Stull, MacCallum, Wilcoxon Co., New York Ely, Walker Dry Goods Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Claflin's, Inc., New York Rice, Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago, 111. Wyman, Partridge ^ Co., Minneapolis Minn.
J. V. Farwell Co., Chicago, III. Finch, Van Slyck & McConville. St. Paul,
C. F. Hovey Company, Boston Minn.

If for any reason you do not find just the pattern or coloring you desire, writt us, and
we will see that you receive them.

PACIFIC MILLS
LAWRENCE, MASS. DOVER, N. H. COLUMBIA, S. C.

LAWRENCE & CO., Selling Agents
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO LONDON, ENGLAND

\ 'i

4^

9 Mii
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Prepare for the Housing Problem

Demands for Spring

'I^HE most select ranges of Draperies in Canada
for you to choose from—Many of these hnes

are still at ''old contract" prices.

Velours Rajah Cloth

English Art Sateens

American Art Sateens

50-mch English Chintz

Cretonnes dyed in Warp and Yarn

Marquisettes Filets

Novelty Curtains

54-inch and 90-inch Novelty Filet Nets

These may be cut at every 6 inch of the width so

that windows and glass doors may be

all curtained to match.

House Furnishing and Carpet Dept.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS (LIMITED)

MONTREAL
TORONTO CALGARY

/ \
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Carpets and House furnishings

1919—SPRING OPENING-:-1919

We are offering this season an exceptionally complete and attractive range

of Carpets, Rugs, Floor Oils and Linoleums. We have in stock the following

lines:

—

V
A
L
U
E
S

TAPESTRY SQUARES
BRUSSELS SQUARES
AXMINSTER SQUARES
WILTON SQUARES
WOOL AND FIBRE RUGS
GRASS RUGS AND MATTING
REVERSIBLE SEAMLESS JUTE RUGS
RAG RUGS IN ALL SIZES

}

THE

VERY

BEST

CONGOLEUM ART RUGS
In sizes :— 6 x 9 7 6 x 9' 9 x 9 9 x 10 6 9x12

List Price $8.35; $10.13; $12.15; $14.18; $16.20

New range of Persian designs, suitable for any room, looks like genuine carpet

when on floor, needs no tacking, sanitary, easily cleaned and a cheap, attrac-

tive floor covering, just half the price of a seamless Tapestry Rug.

LETTER ORDERS SOLICITED [

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

TORONTO
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MACHINES, BOOKS, CLOTHING AND TOYS
WHEN you become a subscriber to "The Review" this is part of the service you buy. Every day "The

Review" receives letters from subscribers stating that they want to secure certain goods, but do not

know where they can be procured. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,

novelty lines, etc., and our Service Department is at your disposal at all times. We are glad to be of any

possible assistance to our readers, and requests for information are most welcome. Cut out the coupon

below and use it when you would like us to give information. The following are a few of the inquiries

r(^ceived and answered during the month of February.

noUSE DRESSES
Hamilton, Out.—Please tell me wliere I can

procure Billie Burke house dresses wholesale.

Also rnillmer!/ tnmmi)i(/s and hat Hhape.s for

women and children.

Ans'uwr—The Canadian Underskirt Co., 100
Spadina Ave., Toronto, are the makers of Billie

Burke dresse.'i. A long //n/ of mUlineri/ supjih/

houses was sent.

WAR PICTURES
Moose Jaw, Sask.— Will i/ou kindli/ inform

me tvhere I ma]i purcJiasc war pictures, size

about 14" X 20", .suitable for framing and selling

through agents

F

Ans-wer—None .svtisfactorn arc out yet. Tradt

is awaiting official seriex. Might keep in touch

with Matthews Bros., 1000 Dnnda.^ Sf. West,

Toronto.

BUTTON MACHINE
Prince Rupert, B.C.— 11/7/ j/ou br kind

enough to tell us tchere we ran procure a button

-machine to make cloth buttons in different

styles and, sizes?

Ansv)er—Names were sent.

CARD-WRITING BOOK
Guelph. Ont.—One of the gounger men of

our staff is studging card-writing. We do not

wish to purcJi(i-se a sjistem of instruction but

m/iy he glad to purchase a hook of sfglcs of

card-ujiiting or .some such thing.

Answer—Trg .\tkinson'.s book on c<rrd-wrif-

ing designs.

BA NDSMEN'S I 'NIFORMS
Louisburg, C.B.—Would goit please give us

the names of firms supplying bandsmen's uni-

forms for both men and women

f

Answer—Names were sent but feu- care to

attempt the uniforms for women.
PERFORATED DESIGNS

Peterborough, Ont.—Please tell me u'Jiere I

can procure perforated designs as used for

stamping embroidery work, Canadian firm.s if

possible.

Answer-—Messrs. WrincJi & McLaren, 77

Wellington St. W.. Toronto, have some. Nam.es

of other firms will be forwarded to oiquirer if

sent in to Dry (tOods Rkvikw.

COLORED SHOES
Port Rowan, Ont.— Will you kindly advise

me where I can procure ladies' colored sJioes

of all kinds?
Answer—List nf tirins was sent.

TOYS
Napanee, Ont.— Tl'e would thank you to give

us the names of the manufacturers and. jobbers

in Canada ivJio make or handle toys, and
especially those wlio feature dolls. Thonking
you for })ast as-vstance.

Answer—Long li.st of Hrms was forwarded.

ROLLER AWNING
St. John, N.B.—Please tell me where I can

procure rope-pull roller-aw}iings for store front.

Answer—Lyist of names was sent.

FLOOR COVERING
Barrie, Ont.—Note the enclosed illustration

taken from an American catalog and pleas(

advise us if you know of any manufacturer
making this class of material in Canada. . They
are used for show window floors. (Blocks bought
by the dozen in colors).

Answer—None like these made in Canada.
See article in Equipment and Display Depart-

m.ent, this issue.

INFANTS' BASKETS, BASSINETTES, ETC.
Sudbury, Ont.—W^e are anxious to secure

names of makers of infants' bassinettes, baskets,

etc. We are opening an Infants' Department
and ivish to secure names of firms from ivhom
we e<ni procure lines for sa,me.

Answer—Names were sent. See article in

Infants' and Children's Section, this issue.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
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TORONTO
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^\)t JSribe of f:o=trap

Mi,sf< Mdiloii Ihivirs. fli( hiditfiful moving picture star, illus-

trates luitli unqnestionahle cJiarm how the bride of 1919 maij looh

her best. The exquisite gown is of crijstal beaded chiffon orrr

duchess satin. A beaded, girdle with long tassels and a regal look-

ing veil and, coronet of pearls and diamonds. Her bouquet /.s-

orchids and. lilies-of-the- valien with narrow ribbons.



TWELVE GOOD REASONS
why the Future of the Dry
Goods Trade in Canada
Looks Particularly Bright

THERE are many factors in the

present trade situation which
should lead the Canadian dry goods

merchant to look with confidence to the

remainder of this year and to several

years to come as prosperous and happy
ones for his trade. The ti-emors which
filled the minds of many last November
and December are gradually being
soothed away by the steady hand which
war-time prosperity enabled the majority

to hold on their business, and by the fact

that markets did not fall to pieces. The
relief of the public at the ending of the

war brought customers back to the

stores after the influenza epidemic, so

that quietude has been more than bal-

anced off in the majority of cases.

Public Buying Freely

Prices have practically ceased to ad-

vance and wages remain high. True it is

that the big munitions salaries are not

being earned, but those did not affect

every town, and in addition, the money
which was saved will continue to be

spent in part—in some cases for wed-
ding trousseaux, and in others by par-

ents, who will be more generous in in-

dulging the children now than war-times

warranted.

The Populace Makes Merry

Social functions will doubtless be on

everybody's program next Fall and
Winter—more so, perhaps, than they

have ever been before. This applies both

to business people and to formal society.

This Winter has already given indication

of it, and plans for the Spring and Sum-
mer include a great many parties and
holiday outings.

Sunshine and Shabbiness Do Not
Coincide

The extraordinary mild Winter has
been a strong incentive to people to pur-

chase more mid-season clothing than
they had anticipated when the prospects

of a huge coal bill confronted them. The
sunny days show up the shabbiness and
dust, and so new things have been pur-

chased. In addition, this bringing of

the people into the stores is acquainting

them with new Spring and Summer mer-
chandise—if the merchant is taking ad-

vantage of his opportunity, either to pre-

sent or to talk about the new season's

goods.

Big Easter Business Likely

The late Easter is providing a further

incentive to buying. It is giving people

—consumers as well as retailers—-time

to make more extensive plans for Spring
buying and to accumulate more money in

order to make the Spring turnout com-
plete. A big season in millinery is al-

ready begun, and doubtless it will con-

tinue with the call for new ready-to-

wear gloves, neckwear, hose, shoes, un-

derwear, lingerie, etc.

So much for the immediate prospects.

There are others which are operating to

affect the prosperity of the dry good.-;

trade more permanently.

High Wages for Women
One is that wages in the regular lines

of production especially for women, ai"e

IN BRIEF, HERE THEY ARE!

IMMEDIATE

Surplus money still being spent.

Social functions increasing.

Mild weather lowers coal bill.

Late Easter means more extensive
buying.

PERMANENT

Wages of women inclined to ad-
vance.

Farming class living better.

Wealthy people spending.

European goods stimulate.

Women better spenders than be-
fore.

Prohibition sends more money to
stores.

Canada no longer a producer of
staples only.

Home industries developing.

inclined to advance, or at any rate, to be
maintained at their present high level.

There is not a factory upon which DRY
GOODS REVIEW representatives have
called during the past two months which
has not mentioned the scarcity and high
wages of female labor, and expressed the
hope that wages would continue to be
high. They realize that high wages for

women means more money in circulation,

and a happier, more satisfied workinc;

class.

High Plane for Rural Life
Another permanent change for the

better is felt in the purchasing inclina-

tions of farmers and their families. They
are living on a higher scale, buying bet-
ter clothing, better housefurnishings,
more books and magazines, are more
anxious to educate their families than
ever before. That is an influence which
is felt to be operating in every province
in the Dominion, and the very nature of

which is lasting.

No More Renovating!

Wealthy people, too, who economized
in earnest during the war, now feel at

liberty to indulge as they used to—or
more so. Many of them are inclined to

outdo far the purchasing of the lavishly

dressed war-workers. Luxurious furs,

millinery, silks, and so on, are none too

costly for those who have been living on
their 1914 renovated wardrobes ever
since that time.

Influence of France

As Paris fashions and other West-
European specialties become more and
more available, they will be of no small

importance in increasing purchasing both

of those goods themselves and of the

developments which they will effect

among our home manufacturers.

Handling Money Begets Desire For It

The experiences of the past four years

will have lasting results for the dry
goods trade, too, in that they have made
women better spenders of money than
they ever were. Even the class—and it

was a big one—who were "kept down"
before, realize better now the advantages
of money well spent. They are more in-

dependent and prefer to continue so in

handling their own money, rather than

going to "him"—or to father—for eacn

bit to be doled out. A better system of

spending money will mean better busi-

ness for the dry goods merchant.

Money Diverted From Bar to Store

Counter
The temperance legislation, if it re-

mains in force, will continue to do much
towards providing that better system, as

the experiences of stores have already

proved.

Two other factors in industrial revolu-

tion in Canada are important ones to the

future of the dry goods trade. One is

the established fact that Canada need no
longer be considered a producer only oi

(Continued on page 24)



INCREASED TURNOVER THE GOOD FAIRY
(January 23rd to February 11th, 1919)

Problem of Growing Costs Must Be Faced—A Number of Stores Have Come Through War
Strain by Increasing Materially Their Year's Turnover—^A Review of Costs.

DURING the past few months in-

quiries have come to DRY GOODS
REVIEW from the trade request-

ing information as to certain costs in re-
lation to the turnover. As a result, a
form was prepared with blanks to fill in

under divisions that are usually made,
and the first lot of replies, containing
some most interesting information, are
reviewed in this article. Further replies

will be dealt with as they are received.

One point stands out prominently in

practically all the returns: that the
growing costs of doing business can be
met only by increasing the turnover. This
may appear to be an obvious deduction,
but in practice very frequently it is

neglected. The alternative is to secure
a larger margin of profit.

Percentage of Costs Reduced

One firm in a good sized town—over
7,000—reports as follows: "The increase

in our turnover for 1918 was greater
than the increased expenses, which ac-

counts for percentage being- lower in

1918 than in 1917. There are only two
ways of meeting increased expenditure:
First, to increase the turnover, or, if this

cannot be done, selling prices must be

raised."

In this particular case, costs of doing

business in this store in 1917 amounted
to 27 per cent, of the turnover, but in

1918 this had been reduced to 2S% per

cent.—by increasing the sales over tliose

of the previous year until they reached

the very respectable total of $53,000.

The various items in the list are as

follows:
% of Turnover
1917 1918

Rent or int. on invest 4 3

Salaries 16 14

Advertising 1 %
Delivery % %
Heat, light, current 1 %
Insur., taxes, legal 2V^ 2

Bad debts, depr 1 '1

General store exp 1 1

Total 27 2314

The Threatening Bulk of Wages

The item in the list that is always

threatening to advance, and has done so

very materially the last two or three

years, is that of wages. In this store

this apnears to run very high, 16 per

cent, in 1917, and reduced by increased

sales in 1918 to 14 per cent. Even based

on war-time prices both these percent-

ages appear to be rather too high, as

does the total, 27, or even 23*4, which

runs into the admittedly high costs of

selling of large city .stores. Before the

war an estimate based on the results

from a large number of stores would be

below 20 per cent.; the last couple of

years or so no estimate has been made
of which we are aware, and the former
figure would be exceeded to some ex-

' nt, but 27 per cent, seems excessive,

'i'hf turnover, however, is an excellent

one un'ler the circumstances.

Western Store Maintains Pre-War
Average

Turning to Western Canada, a store
which has an unusually large country
district, where it is strongly entrenched,
sends in a report. Unfortunately at the
moment the statement for the year end-
ing Jan. 31, 1919, was not available. The
cost of doing business for the years
1913, 191.5 and 1917 are as follows':

1913 18.66%
1915 17.49% . .

1917 18.09%

It will be noted that in 1917 the cost

was lower than in 1913, but a little

higher than in 1915. The percentage is

far below that of the former report, and
represents a good pre-war average, re-

tained during the war.

Salary Percentage Fairly Level

Another well-conducted store, as were
the first two, reports costs of doing busi-

ness between the two former ones, rang-
ing from 20.79 per cent, in 1913 to 20.89
per cent, in 1918. Salaries in this case
never exceeded 14% per cent., although
the amount was highest last year, 14%
per cent. The detailed figures are as
follows:

1913 191.5 1917 1918

Rent, etc 1.20 1.28 1.47 1.40
Wages 13.55 14.00 13.60 14.50
Advertising . . .67 .57 .59 .67
Delivery .42 .47 .38 32
Freight 1.01 .98 .77 .57
Fire ins .66 .64 .53 .55
Bad debts, etc. . 2.12 .75
Gen. store exp.. 3.28 2.33 2.97 2.13

Total 20.79 20.27 22.41 20.89

Costs Reduced All Along the Line

The decrease in the item for bad debts

and depreciation from 2.12 per cent, of

the turnover—a very high figure—to .75

in 1918 would indicate tightening up that

was C|uite desirable.

Confidential Report to Dr>- Goods Review

COST OF DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA BASED ON PERCENTAGE OF THE
TURNOVER

Place of Business.

Firm's name . .

Prov Population

.

(Please fill in carefully)

Per Cent, of Turnover

Average Cost I 1913 1 1915 | 1917 1918

Rent or interest on investment

.Salaries

Advertising

Delivery

Heat, lig^ht, current

Insurance, taxes, legal .

Bad debts, depreciation

General store expenses*

Total

Turnover, $

Note.—Figures in each case will represent percentage that each department

bears to the selling price. For instance, if salaries amount to $2,000 out of a

turnover of $20,000, the percentage, of course, would be under the heading

•Salaries, 10. "Salaries" should include salary of proprietor. If you prefer, use

jietual amounts in dollars, under each head.

.Suggestions for meeting increased cost of doing business

*If you have not been dividing your expenses under these headings, please

indicate your own division.

Above is the form .sent out. If you have overlooktnl filling in yours, or if it did

not reach you, fill in this one. send it to the editor and thus help to make the
averages more accurate.
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Back again to one of the larger cities

of the West, a certain store shows a

rather remarkable instance of increase

in turnover being responsible for a very

decided reduction in costs all along the

line. In this case, information is pro-

vided as to the turnover year by year,

which makes the comparison more com-
plete.

In 1915 the cost of doing business was
quite high, 32.6 per cent., a figure that

would make profits almost impossible.

By 1917 this was reduced to 18 per cent.,

and in 1918 was cut down further to

16.96 per cent., a triumph for the in-

creased turnover principle for reducing

costs. The detailed list will repay a

study: It is as follows:

1915 1917 1918

Rent, etc 10.50 4.60 3.60
Salaries 15.00 8.90 10.20
Advertising .... .50 .50 .25

Delivery .75 .50 .30

Heat, etc .75 .75 .75

Ins., etc .75 .75 .75

Bad debts, etc. . . .80 .50 .22

General 3.35 2.00 .94

32.60 18.00 16.96

Now take the turnover. It grew from
$25,000 in 1916 to over $50,000 in 1917,

and over $80,000 in 1918. As a matter
of fact, the "cost" of doing business in

1918 was more than in 1915, but the per-

centage w'as little more than half. In

actual totals the cost in 1915 was $8,229;

in 1917 it had grown to $9,388, and in

1918 jumped to $14,125, but relatively it.

was far less. In other words, it paid the

proprietor tw'ice over to spend $14,000 in

1918 to get the business, as compared
with $8,000 in 1915—so greatly was the

business increased. The comparative fig-

ures were as follows:

Cost of doing Actual

Business Figures Turnover
1915 .. .. 32.60'r $8,229 $25,292
1917 .. .. 18.00'; 9,388 .52,159

1918 .. .. 16.96'/< 14,125 83,291

Still another store reports an increased

turnover, which did not keep the percent-

age of cost down to the former level, but

that was all that prevented it going be-

yond bounds. This time it is a town store,

around 5,000 population. One figure is

difficult to understand, that of salary,

marked at 1 per cent., on a turnover of

$45,000, which would represent only

$450. The proprietor notes that •'busi-

ness has increased enough to overcome
expenses, as my own salary increased

each year to overcome my own personal

increase." In such a case the proprietor's

salary should be included in the cost of

doing business. The totals were as fol-

lows: 1913, IIV2 per cent.; 1915, 12 per

cent.; 1917, 13% per cent., and 1918, 15

per cent. Turnover was $40,000 in 1917,

and $45,000 in 1918.

As soon as a larger number of replies

have been received they will be analyzed
according to size, etc., of location, and an
effort made to draw up an average list

of costs.

POLISH INTERESTS
Poland has established under its Na-

tional Department a Commercial and In-

dustrial Bureau in New York, which has
in mind the developing of relations be-

tween the United States and Canada, and
the Polish market. The address is 1032-

35 Aeolian Building, 33 West 42nd street.

ADVERTISING MUST SA\ OR OF RELIABILITY
So Says Milwaukee Store-—And Lays Down "Code of Truth."

BECAUSE of the constant tempta-

tion that confronts employees of re-

tail stores to think of the immediate

sale, regardless of the influence .which

exaggerations in advertising may have

upon future i-e^ation ships wi^^h the cus-

tomer, many retailers have adopted stan-

dards for the guidance of all employees,

says a bulletin issued by the Associated

Advertising Clubs of the World.

It goes without saying, declares the

bulletin, that truthful advertising is the

only kind that pays in the long run, and
it is upon this thought that stores have
taken every precaution against untruth

in their advertising. For example, the

Boston Store of Milwaukee has adopted

what it calls its "Code of Truth," the

provisions of which are interesting.

"All Sizes" may be used only when a

complete stock of all sizes is actually on

hand.
The word "Bargain" may be used when

goods are actually priced below regular,

and its proper use is encouraged.

"Best" is prohibited, the store holding

that through misuse it has lost its mean-
ing in a store advertisement.

"Entire Stock" is permitted only when
the sale described literally includes every-

thing of the kind in the store, and nothing
may be hidden or held out in such sales.

The store permits comparative price

advertising but cautions great care.

Competitors may be referred to, but al-

ways in a complimentary manner.
"At Cost" and "Below Cost" must not

be used even when true because the pub-
lic looks upon such statements with sus-

picion.

All illustrations must be exactly de-

scriptive of the goods advertised unless

it is plain that the cut does not pretend
to illustrate any particular item.

"Damaged" must always be used in con-

nection with the cause of the damage.
"Former Price" must refer to the price

of an article before a permanent reduc-

tion was made, and in most instances,

the store's bulletin on the subject sug-

gests, this means merchandise not quite

up-to-date.

The store urges its people never to

hesitate to say that an article was carried

over from the previous season, when it

is true. Great care must be used in em-
ploying such expressions as "Fortunate
Purchase," "Sample Lot," "Manufactur-
er's Overstock" and other similar

phrases. They cannot be used unless

literally true.

A 59-cent article marked 33 cents, the

bulletin suggests, is not half-price and
the heading "Half-Price" may not appear
above it. Great care must be used in

employing such expressions as "Half-
Price," "One-Third Off" and similar

phrases.

The bulletin urges that the customers
be warned that the quantity is limited

or that a certain price is available "while

the quantity lasts" in every case where
there seems to be a chance that one day's

sale will exhaust the supply.

DEATH OF ST. THOMAS MERCHANT
Mr. William Dundas passed away sud-

denly at his home in St. Thomas, Ont.,

on Friday evening, February 21. Mr.

Dundas was one of the best known busi-

ness men in the city, having for six

years conducted a ladies' ready-to-wear
business; he was also a member of the
firm of Brick & Dundas, of London, Ont.,

and had been associated with Dundas &
Flavelle Bros., of Lindsay, for over ::')0

years. A wife, daughter and sister are
left to mourn his loss. The late Mr.
Dundas was a member of Knox Church,
St. Thomas, the Elgin Golf and Country
Club and the St. Thomas Whist Club,

TEXTILE WORKERS IN ALMONTE
ORGANIZE

The men and women employed in the
textile factories at Almonte, Ont., have
secured a charter from the United Tex-
tile Workers of America, being chartered
as Local Union No. 2000 of that organ-
ization. As there are only about five

hundred employed in the town in the
textile industry, it will not be long be-

fore the organization is one hundred per
cent, strong. Already three mills have
reduced the work day from ten and a

half to ten hours, giving the workers the

same pay as previously.

SECURE A NEW MANAGER
Bryson-Graham, Ltd., Sparks street,

Ottawa, announce that they have secured
the services of George Pellat as manager
of their ladies' and children's ready-to-
wear and millinery departments.

Mr. Pellat has been in Ottawa for sev-

eral years and for the last three years
has been manager of the A. A. Fournier
Company's store. The departments will

be reorganized. Arrangements are about
completed for Mr. Pellat to leave on an
extended buying trip.
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li SALESMANSHIP
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FIVE DON'TS FOR CLERKS
By One of Them

SOMEONE asked me what help or ad-
vice I would give a young sales-

person behind a counter for the first

time. After thinking it over I decided
that the best advice to give was a few
'*Tlon'ts" that experience had taught me.
The rest is comparatively easy—and a
matter of experience. I might say, how-
ever, that it would pay many experienceo
salespeople to observe some of these
"don'ts"—for they are based on what I

found to be the commonest mistakes of

salespeople:

First—Don't get impatient with a cus-

tomer. Even if a fussy old lady takes
almost an hour to select a box of hair-

pins, try to keep your temper and avoid
any hint of impatience in your voice.

This is ofttimes hard, but it pays in the

long run. I once sold a blanket to an
elderly lady who took almost an hour
and a half to select it. It was hard

—

but I tried not to look weary. Apparent-
ly she appreciated this, for she aske^i

for my name and came back with her

daughter-in-law the next day and bought
?143 worth of goods.

Second.—Don't give your personal ex-

perience in favor of or against any goods
—trying to urge a customer to buy. It

may hurt your pride to realize this truth,

but customers emphatically do not like

to be reminded by a salesperson: "I've

tried it and it wears wonderfully." Cus-
tomers like to discover things for them-
selves—even at their own expense,
rather than be guided by salespeople's

experiences. This is invariable. There-
fore, even if you feel like giving your
personal experience—don't.

Third.—Don't look off in the distance.

bored, or tap your foot impatiently when
a customer is making up her mind about
buying something. Appear interested

and really help her to decide. After all.

it's a law of human nature that people

like to have their minds made up for

them. While you can't exactly do this,

you can give the good points of a partic-

ular article and perhaps help a customer
decide. A doubtful customer is, as a

rule, easily swayed, and by good, live

salesmanship at this important time of

deciding, you can do big things. You'll

find that such a customer appreciates

vour interest and assurance.

Fourth.—Don't correct a customer's
pronunciation of a style, a fabric, a book
or a brand. If she asks for something
by a wi'ongly-pronounced name, when
you repeat it, if you have occasion to,

don't use the right pronunciation and
make it apparent that you're correcting

her. If necessary, use the wrong name
as she gave it. Don't make her feel

cheap by saying: "Oh, you mean so-and-

so"—using what you know to be the

correct pronunciation. Besides being
poor salesmanship, this indicates tact-

lessness and bad manners on your part.

Fifth.—Don't contradict a customer

—

even when you're positive you're rigiit.

Let her think she's right. This often

necessitates politeness, patience and self-

control on your part, but these are more
desirable than an antagonized customer.

If she is excited, angry and inconsider-

ate, agree with her, sympathize and let

her think she's right. Then, perhaps,

after she is somewhat placated, in an

even, politely modulated voice give your

side, but don't keep contradicting ami

irritating.

TWELVE GOOD REASONS
Continued from page 21

staples in her manufactured goods. Can-
ada is making a higher grade of goods
and a bigger variety in individual lines

than ever before. Many articles which
we used to think could not be produced
here, and must be imported from Ger-
many or Japan, or somewhere else, are

now made right at home and under con-

ditions to appeal to the home market.
This is exemplified in her toys, her un-

derwear, hosiery, fancy knitted goods,

gloves, furniture, textiles, floor cover-

ings and a score of other manufactures.
Our factories are cleaner, brighter, and
relationships with employers generally

are more conducive to the happiness and
betterment of labor than in any other

country in the world.

Home Industries Begun

The other factoi- referred to is still in

its infancy, but conditions were never so

favorable for its development as at

present. That is home industries. There

are many classes of merchandise which
are growing in importance as they enlist

the labor of women in their homes, either

for certain parts of the output or for the

completed article. There are many war
widows who are doing this work in or-

der to counteract loneliness, and many
invalided soldiers who find therein a

pleasant pastime, and there are also

women who are doing it, as was inti-

mated above from their determination

to occupy their spare time in some pro-

ductive and at the same time remunera^
tive way, thereby maintaining their inde-

pendence to some extent.

It is this handwork in the homes
which becomes perfected as time goe.^

on, that has been of such great commer-
cial importance to France, to Japan, to

Switzerland, and in the past to Germany.
Canada's population, through the bright

prospects for her future, is now more in-

clined than ever before to stay at home
and produce, and so every encourage-

ment given to home industries will mean
greater prosperit\', for the country gen-

erally, and for the dry goods trade in

particular, since it is most directly con-

nected with the classes of work done in

the homes.

Twelve Golden Opportunities

Each one of these twelve facts will

furnish the ambitious merchant with an
opportunity for making a definite drive

for business in channels which will be

sure to appeal to the public.

Surely no dry goods merchant can

survey these truths with ought but pro-

found confidence. Even though prices

begin to assume a more normal level be-

fore long, thoughtful buying, .service to

the public and faith in the people of

Canada are the main essentials to un-

precedented prosperity during the years

of the Dominion's imminent greatness.

The Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., To-

ronto, provided the dinner for 2,000 which

was given to the soldiers at the arm-

ouries Feb. 19. The Governor-General

and General Pan were present.
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THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, March 5.—Advices just reaching the trade

indicate that a new price list just issued by Manches-

ter factors provides for a decline in tailors' cotton

trimmings, such as sleeve trimmings, etc., amounting to an

average of 25 per cent, from figures shown on previous

list. This applies only to the cotton trimmings.

The woollen situation as applied to British woollens

shows little change. Bradford interests assert that there

can be little revision expected during the present year.

Their mills are working on civilian clothing for the British

Government, and indicate that large orders for European

allied countries have also been placed which will keep the

mills busy for some months to come.
In the United States the situation shows a change, prices

having been revised downward, the levels reached to-day

being below the British markets. American coarse wools

to-day show quite a marked reduction, with a lesser one

shown in fine wools. This is said to be the result of a

desire to effect the readjustment to civilian production as

quickly as possible. Offerings for Fall were late in arriving,

but it is understood quite a block of goods has been sold.

However, the market change will not be so noticeable until

Spring goods are arriving, as the mills work almost a year

ahead of the consuming demand.
The situation in linens is no easier. Advices from the

Old Country state that there are no stocks of linens at hand,
and that replacement values of stocks on hand will be ap-

preciably higher. The Government control of yarns is not

to be relaxed until June, and the farmer has been guaran-
teed a high price for his flax for the year's crop. Belgium
cannot be a factor in the market for flax, and the Russian
product is unsuitable for manufacturer's use.

What the future in cottons may show is hard to say.

The growers hav committed themselves to a smaller pro-

duction campaign, and will, they say, hold their product for

a fair price, which, they claim, is well above present market
value. The manufactured cottons have shown some fluc-

tuation, but generally are quite steady.
Business generally in the dry goods trade is improved.

Buyers, though not buying heavily, are nevertheless in the
market for goods, and there is a much better feeling ap-
parent during the past couple of weeks.

COTTONS
Southern Growers Decide to Reduce Col-

ton Acreage—Situation in Man-
chester Reviewed

COTTONS.—The most important de-

velopment in the past month in the cot-

ton field has been the decision of the

Southern States Cotton Acreage Reduc-

tion Convention, by a unanimous vote,

to reduce the cotton acreage during the

coming season one-third, and to hold the

present crop until there is a demand for

it at a "fair, remunerative price," instead

of "sacrificing" it. The delegates to tiie

convention declared there was no inten-

tion of making a monopoly of the cot-

ton supply. In prosecution of this re-

solve state and county organizations will

be formed, with executive committees Lo

secure pledges from the cotton farmers,

and to carry out the programme that has

been determined. The convention decided

that those who should not join in the

movement should be designated as

"slackers" and should be, as one report

puts it, "denied the respect and support

of the community."

Some strongly-worded remarks came

from President W. B. Thompson of tha

Board of Port Commissioners, of New Or-

leans, a prominent cotton man. He de-

clared that the day of "King cotton and

King greed" was at an end. For fifty

years "King cotton" had ruled the farm-

ers, compelling them to raise nothing

but cotton, and that "King greed," repre-

sented by the bears and other interests

adverse to the cotton producer, had lost

his throne. "The remedy of the cotton

situation is to reduce the production dur-

ing the coming year. Then we can say,

"If you don't want the cotton, you don't

have to take it. Don't worry us with

ghost stories of readjustment. We don't

have to sell, and you don't have to take

it."

A plan has been prepared by the State

Food Administrator providing for the

sale of an amount not exceeding 10,000,-

000 bales from the United States cotton

crop during the season of 1919-20, by ap-

pointing committees and employing cer-

tificates for cotton bales.

In spite of expectations that the end-

ing of the war would at once open up

large fields in Europe and the East for

the consumption of the raw cotton, and

that this would force the price up to a

high figure near 40 cents a lb., little

business of this nature has developed,

partly owing to the lack of shipping,

partly, and mainly, no doubt, to the dis-

organized conditions of industry over-

seas. The result of the unexpected lack

of demand had kept the price down, and

even lowered it to a point where spot

cotton is about ten cents a lb. below the

high point reached.

The next condition of interest for the

Canadian trade is the future relation of

the British mills. As far as the memory

of the oldest dry goods man carried him,

and his father's before him, the British

mills on a great number of lines were in

a field by themselves, often for the qual-

ity of the goods, and in any case on the

basis of price. During the last few weeks

articles have appeared in the United

States papers challenging this former

supremacy, supported sometimes by ad-

missions from British sources. It is

stated that the United States mills were

going to embark on a big plan to wrest

the markets from the British mills; that

they could manufacture goods at lower
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prices now, and that serious alarm was
felt overseas at the danger of losing old

markets.

In the Manchester "Guardian" ap-
peared an interview with a member of

the Federation of Master Spinners' As-
sociation, in which he stated that before
the war America could have extended her
foreign trade only at a loss, "because
she would have been in competition with
this country (England), v\Tiich was pro-

ducing a cheaper, and in some respects,

a better article." He went on to add,

however, that cheapness was not likely

to help Lancashire in the future, because
wages had doubled, taxation had in-

creased enormously, all commodities re-

quired for running textile concerns hai!

advanced to prices before unheard of, and
there was the menace of the shorter

working week. Something must be done,

he concluded, to save the foreign trade

of England.

The following day, however, the

"Guardian" thought well to modify the

rather pessimistic impression that this

interview had left, by throwing doubt on
the conclusions reached, to a great ex-

tent. The editorial comment reads as

follows:

—

"The American threat of severe competi-
tion in foreign markets with Lancashire cot-
ton goods is said to be viewed with more
equanimity than the remarks of the cotton
.spinner quoted here recently would suggest.
It is not denied, of course, that Lancashire
will have to throw all she knows into the
competition that is coming, and that cotton
goods cannot be produced cheaply here until
the cost of living and of raw materials i.s

reduced, but it is pointed out that expenses
are heavier everywhere and that America
may find she is not really better placed than
Lancashire, owing to the war.
"The China market is quoted as an illus-

tration of the actual state of things. The
Americans made a big effort to capture the
trade there some years ago, but after their
initial success, which was probably very
costly to them, they began to lose ground,
and a trade correspondent says that in the
year to the end of June last, as in the pre-
vious year, the American exports to China
only amounted to about four million yards.
There are no official figures of the British
shipments to China for that precise period,
but it is almost certain that they were con-
siderably over 200,000,000 yards, as the total
for 1918, which included the slack months
at the end, was 216,390,000 yards. Of
course, America was handicapped as regards
foreign trade by heavy Government de-
mands and scarcity of shipping, but Lan-
cashire had the same difficulties and scar-
city of cotton added to them. If in such
circumstances she could do so much more
trade than America in the last year of the
war it is believed she can make a good fight
of it now."

In discussing the situation revealed

of late one of the leading wholesale men
in Canada held strongly to the opinion

that prices in cotton lines would hold up
firmly for many months more, and then
the decline would be very moderate.
Speaking of the fact that some circulars

had reached the Canadian trade from
some houses in the United States offer-

ing ginghams and other lines at a reduc-

tion of five cents or more a yard, he
claimed that the reductions, referred to

in the last issue of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, were not as slashing as they
seemed, that is, relatively. In .some cases

the goods on which reductions were made
had been raised to three times the pre-
war prices, and in many cases also were
far in advance of the prices charged by
Canadian mills. He personally did not
believe there would be much of a reduc-
tion in prices, except in a few special

lines, possibly, until goods were being
contracted for for delivery in the Spring
of 1920. He pointed out a factor that

sometimes is overlooked, that even with
the declines that have taken place in

raws during the year they are still sell-

ing at nearly four times the price that

ruled before the war. In many lines it

is admitted that Canadian prices did not
follow the market across the line.

As DRY GOODS REVIEW goes to

press, word has reached the trade that

a new price list issued from Manchester
on cotton tailor trimm.ings, such as sleeve

trimmings, etc., shows a decline from
previous price list of as much as 25 per

cent. This applies only to tailors' cotton

trimmings.

WOOL
Bradford Interests See No Opportunity

of Naming Lower Prices—American
Wool Shows Declines

WOOL.—Representatives from Brad-
ford mills, who are in the city to-day,

are firm in their assertions that as far

as British woollens are concerned there

is no indication of any change to lower
levels for 1919. They assert British mills

have undertaken big contracts for Eur-
opean countries, which, with the do-

mestic orders, will keep the mills keyed
up to a high production point. It would
r.ppear, too, that the Government will ex-

ercise a considerable measure of. control

over the wool for some time to come, and
it does not seem likely they will let this

come on the market at figures which
will disturb the trade to any extent for

the present year at least. Wholesalers
are firmly convinced that dress goods
are as cheap now as they will be during-

the entire year.

The situation in the United States

markets is somewhat changed and prices

there have been revised downward until

to-day the market is below the British

market. The situation in American
coarse wools shows that there has been

quite a marked reduction in these lines,

with a lesser one in the fine wools. Tht
American mills intimate they are desir-

ous of effecting the readjustment to

civilian business as quickly as possible

and that the chan.-ic in price has been
brought about witii this idea in mind.
There has been quite a block of Ameri-
can woollens sold for Fall, but the re

suits of this downward movement will

not be felt in a big way during the

present year. The mills operate almost

a year ahead of the consuming demand
anfl that means tliere will be no heavy
buying of American goods for this Fall'^

business, as contracts have largely been

undertaken. The results will show more
for the Spring of 1920.

The report of the Canadian Co-Opera-
tive Wool Growers made recently shows
that the Canadian wool trade is assum-
ing large proportions, and operations for
the year were most successful. It is un-
derstood that the amount of wool sold
during 1918 amounted to 4,456,448
pounds, which was considerably more
than twice the volume of 1917 sales by
the Dominion Government Wool Ware-
house, under which form the organiza-
tion operated prior to January, 1918. The
quantity of wool disposed of in Canada
was 2,400,1.30 pounds, and 2,056,318

pounds were exported to Boston. Exclu
sive of settlements for Western wool
made in January, which consisted of a

comparatively small percentage of the

entire amount handled. Alberta wool sold

amounted to 46 per cent, of the whole;
the percentage from Saskatchewan was
12, from Manitoba 8, and Ontario 17.

A brief summary of conditions during

the year was outlined in part as follows:

The development of a home market for

more and more classes of our wools is

most hopeful. The utilization of combing
wools is advancing rapidly. This has

been the great drawback in the past to

consumption here of the domestic wool.

The preparation of a standardized and

honest product is meeting with approval,

and will insure steady trade in both Can-

ada and the United States.

LINENS
Improvement Slow in Coming — No

Stocks in Old Country—Farmer
Guaranteed High Prices for This

Year's Flax

LINENS.—There has been no improve-

ment recorded in the situation as it ex-

ists in respect to linens. From all the

reports which can be gathered it would

appear stocks held in the hands of

dealers to-day are well below replace-

ment values now, or what replacement

values are likely to be for some months

to come, unless some most unexpected

things should happen.

About six weeks ago, one large buver

located in Toronto wrote to one of the

largest factors in Belfast manufacturing

table linens, handkerchiefs and kindred

lines, for an absolutely candid expres-

sion of opinion as to present condition

of the markets, and the reply of this

manufacturer is reproduced herewith. It

is the information which all buyers seem

to have received from their various

sources of supply and can be taken as

representative of conditions as the manu-
facturers see them. The letter as it re-

lates to market conditions follows:

"You ask us to give you such infor

mation regarding the present conditions

of the markets as we can. We wish to

inform you. first of all, that there are no

linen stocks in the market. As no doubt

you are aware, our Government has com-

mandeered all the flax and all the yarn

was used up for Government work

—

aeroplane linens, tent drills, and all im-

aginable kinds of cloth used not only for

oui- own Government, but for the Allies.
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Since the armistice was signed, our Gov-

ernment have released some yarn, which

we have in a small way taken up, and

at present we are manufacturing some
damasks, sheetings, and getting into the

usual stock of cambric for handkerchifs.

"Prices are higher than ever, and the

Government have controlled the prices for

yarns until the end of June, guarantee-

ing the farmers a high price for next

year's flax, and as no flax or yarn will

come in from Belgium for some years

to come, the only flax available, with

exception of what is grown in this coun-

try—which would not keep the mills go-

ing here—is Russian, which is of suci;

a poor quality that it is of no service to

us for our goods.

"If you are wanting goods, our To-

ronto house is able to give them to you

a long way cheaper than we can here.

Manufacturing linen at to-day's price of

yams means four times the pre-war

price."

The firm goes on to say that they have

been making high class cottons and that

they intend to continue on cottons until

flax comes down to a reasonable price.

It is understood that Canadian repre-

sentatives of the linen industry here

have gone to Belfast to investigate the

linen trade and that they will buy flax-

spinning machinery to equip a mill of

ten thousand spindles in Ontario. It is

indicated also that they hope to secure

one hundred Ulster families, experts in

linen production, to emigrate to Canada,

and are prepared to pay their fares and

guarantee employment to suitable per-

sons.

SILKS
Business Showing Marked Improvement
—Buyers Dealing in Small Lots

—

Raw Silk Quotations Show Some
Revisions Downward

SILKS.—Importers and wholesalers

report business during the past month as

greatly improved, and this is shown par-

ticularly in movement of goods the past

couple of weeks. Buyers now in the mar-

ket are taking staples and Spring goods.

In some instances, a liberal yardage is

taken. But in the main, trade is in

small lots and, in some instances, is for

sorting up purposes. In others, buyers

find that their departments are nearly

bare of merchandise and they are secur-

ing fresh supplies to carry them over for

a few weeks, while the market is shaping

up and they can understand more clearly

what may be done.

In a recent review of the raw silk

market, H. L. Gwalter & Co., New York,

say: "The local raw silk market is quiet

and prices have suffered a considerable

setback during the last week, amounting
on Japan silks to 30 to 40 cents per

pound, according to grade. At the first

signs of the break, buyers withdrew,

limiting their purchases to pressing

needs, but the lower level of prices is be-

ginning to attract more interest and in-

dications are that confidence is slowly

returning.

"Advices from Europe report the Lyoni
market quiet. As regards Italy, the sit-

uation remains unchanged. Holders of

cocoons are more pressing in their of-

fers and willing to grant concessions, buc
needs are very small.

"The Yokohama market has broken
sharply since last week. No explanation
is offered for the sudden change in the

attitude of the reelers, apart from buy-
ers having been somewhat slow in fo'-

lowing the advance of the first fortnight

of the month. The extraordinary delay

in cable communication with the Far
East is also greatly complicating the

situation.

"The Canton and Shanghai markets
are quiet. Lay-down costs have under-
gone a further downward revision

'through a pronounced drop in silver ex-

change this week, but buyers show little

interest in these sorts. Tussah silks are

neglected and the large Government
holdings of this material act as a dead
weight on the market."

When the price question obtrudes it-

self, buyers say emphatically that they

have no disposition to pay the high
prices asked for Spring silks and they

believe that the new season's goods
should be offered at perceptibly lower

prices. They are paying the high prices

for Spring and Summer merchandise

under protest, but they realize that the

manufacturer is making goods at high

production costs and are not asking him
to take all the loss. But they think these

production costs should be sufficiently

reduced by the time the Fall lines are

ready to enable manufacturers to make
a substantial reduction in price. If prices

are lower, they point out, sales .vill be

larger, and they hope to see as much de-

cline in price as will influence larger

sales than have been known any time ii'.

the past.

However, there are indications that

the price situation has been at least par-

tially cleared, so that buyers feel that

they are getting goods for about what
they seem worth and they may be ex-

pected to continue their buying.

With business started in something

like average volume and with production

low, the outlook is better and nearly all

holders feel more confident of the future

than they did two weeks ago. Further-

more, the real demand for silk has de-

veloped much faster than most holders

expected. It seems that they were de-

ceived regarding the market, and the out-

look now is so much improved that they

are in a position to go ahead with their

trade much better than they have been

in weeks.

With supplies lower than they com-

monly are at this season, and with de-

mand increasing, the situation assumes

more encouraging aspects, and sellers

are beginning to sense the situation bet-

ter than they did before the buying

movement began.

The expression of one large factor on

the outlook for the future is indicative

of practically all members of the trade

when he said: "I believe the future holds

good business for us all. From informa-

tion I have received, after the present

unsettled condition is over, it would seem
that trade is going to be large. They
tell us that some sections of the country

are now doing the most active business

in years and shortly the same condition

will be seen all over. I look for a good

trade far into the future."

HATS AND CAPS
Spring Orders Moving Out Quite Freely

—Stiff Hats Show Greater Activity

—Tweed Caps at High Figures

HATS, CAPS.—Jobbers are well sat-

isfied with the placing business done on
hats and anticipate a much larger sort-

ing business, comparatively, during the

coming months of Spring and Summei
than they have had for years.

There is a decided tendency develop-

ing towards the stiff hat again, it is in-

dicated, and the feeling prevails that in

another six months this will be back

(luite strongly. For Fall, the rough fin-

ished felt hats are slated to be popular

again, velours, satins, etc., being the

samples now lined up for the Fall trade

Shipments of Spring stocks have come
to wholesalers' hands in very good quan-

tities, and Spring orders are now going

forward to the trade quite freely. The
offerings for Fall are showing no de-

clines in prices, and with labor demand-
ing more (and getting it), fur none too

plentiful and high in price, there is n^

immediate outlook that a recession in

values will be possible.

Indications are that good tweed caps

are very high in price, but there are

some splendid offerings for Fall, Can-

adian made, at $24.00 to $36.00, that are

considered excellent value. The feelinc

is general that there should be a splen-

did season for caps with the possible ex-

ception of heavy Winter lines, which,

perhaps, will show quite a heavy carry-

over on the part of the retailer.

Altogether, conditions are considered

very bright, and there seems every rea-

son to believe that this end of the men's

wear business will enjoy a busy year.

TIE SILKS

Tie silks very scarce in New York

City and prices firm, in fact higher than

prices for last Spring. About $7.50 per

doz. will be the lowest price that ono

large manufacturer will have to offer

to the retail trade for Fall, 1919. This

means that $1.00 neckwear will be the

staple price for Fall. A great many
novelties are shown, but they are very

high-priced. One that looks good is the

handkerchief scarf in fancy foulard

silks. It makes a fine full cravat, and

will retail at $1.50 each.
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.1 ir.l/77AY,^ GAME
CANADA i> sii])|>(»<e(l to be engaged in a process

of reo(>ii.->(ructioii, involving the change from

war-tinio (•on(htions to <nfh ]>eace-time condition-

as will permit ot activity and prosperity. There are

indications, however, that many people are engaged

in a waiting game, each waiting for others to make
tlio move. ^Miere >eems little disposition on the

part of anyone to take the lea<l. Many ltn>iness

men are realizing that activity will not come until

a, very considerable readjustment in costs has been

made. A new scale of values must be created, of

commodities of all sorts and of labor. It is not cer-

tain that thi.- will occur eventually, but it seems

very probable. Ma.ny l)elieve that lasting prosperity

cannot come exce))t througli <uch wholesale re-

adjustment. If by any chance, or accident, activity

is resumed witbout tlie pro|)er scaling down of costs,

or in other woids, without consideral)le restoration

in the purclia.-ing ])owcr of the dollar, the activity,

they say, will be mere activity and not ju-osperity.

TUUKK ma FACTOBS

ONE of the mo.-t important tilings in connection

witii any store to-day is the sales force. The
sales force includes more tban your clerks and sales-

people. Youi- >bow windows and your adxerti^e-

ments, if jn-opcrly bandied, can do just as much
for you in quickening turnover, more in many ca.'^es

tlian your sale,-« staff can. Every good window dis-

play will produce, direct results and Ibe same can

Im .said of forceful and liniely advertising. An ad-

vertisement does not need lo occupy a wliole page

of space to deliver its me.-sagc. Tbe combined
efforts of a well-ti'ained .<ale< force, a wcll-<h-essed

window and a well-worded advcrti.-cincnl make a

combination tlial cannot I'ail to increa-e bn>iness.

s/iotrrsiGirri:/) roLit )

•

IT woidd co-t less to keep yonr store open only

three day- a week but tliei'e is no (juesiion wlial-

ever lliat il wouM nol pay >o well.

A Miercbant w bo think- only ot 'tbe co-l" of

.i<l\erti-ing ')ftcii pcr-nade- liini-elf lli.il by ad\cr-

li.-ing only half as nuich as usual he is saving one-

half of the expen.se of advertising.

Tlie -ame logic would lead him to keep his store

open but half the time—thus cutting running ex-

lien-es in half and "saving" all of the money!
The plan of adequate advertising service (for

yoni' ads do I'euder a most valuable service to your

patron.-) is as essential to store success a.s the plan

of kee|»ing the store open every sjiopping day!

WHY not cut out the artistic frontispiece in this

is.sue, mount it on a card and display it in your

lace or fancy goods department? It gives a good

snggestifin for the fashionable bead-work on gown?

and the handsome bridal head-dress. Or yoiu- rib-

bon de|)artment might i)oint out, from the .same

illustration, the assistance it can be to the bride's

bouquet.

* * *

Do not (.'\erl(M»k reading the letter from Mile, .lean

(isell, our Paris corres]>ondent. This month she

tells of tliC new and ])opular modes in lingerie and

bnndkei-cbiefs and includes sonie good selling point-.

.1- well as artistic sketches.

* * *

1
1"^ yctu hear >()me smart young per>on e(iuippe 1

with the latest fashions in remarks state that .so-and-

so is "dressed u]) to die" <lo not i)icture in your

mind a tragedy and a -hroud of white. It is just

a Yankee*,- bald tribute to the manner in which

llie Serbian women who were hanged by the Bulgars

were all dre->ed up in the gayest of peasant costumes

becan-e tbe\ wanted to look their best on the gibbet!

* * *

IX con\ersation with a w bolesalei' recently who ha.d

contemplated a busine-s trip to England, but had

since decided that the linu> was not opportune, ho said

that the I'ea.-^on he had dccide(l not to visit England

now was on account of the luisettled condition of the

Ib'itish markets, and. too. thai he had received in-

formation to the ellect that all material going int(t

Idlie manntacture o liosieiv and nn(l(>rwear wou
ail\ ance from 'JO to !'• nei' cent.
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T^HE latest style of shirt advertising is a fancy carton, at the top of which is a man's head. The
carton is shaj^ed .'ind the ciifFs appear at, the hottoni through a slit in the l>ox. The idea is a

good one. and new in this country. It makes a good display when used in the window.

IJAVE you ever dressed your window this way? It's up-to-date and effe(;tive. For hat and cap dis-

play get some gold leatherette paper. Cover your floor with this. Cover your hat stands with light

blue or purple paper. If your window has a solid back wall, use the blue paper as a background, with

.strips of gold paper running up and down. Put a few decorative leavas at back and around edges, then

arrange your hats low in front, high stands at back. Some few j)airs of gloves at foot of stands.

The colors are uiuisual and lend themselves Wc>ll with greens, bhios. blacks and greys, the usual

(^olors in hats.

T^HE velour hat is very much in evidence in winter displays in New York. Huffalo and Rochester.

Toronto and Montreal. It looks like it's come to stay. The prices range in the stores across the

border from $3.75 to $8.00. with $5.00 and $6.00 styles most in evidence. The colors principally

shown are dark blue, dark green and black. In the Canadian cities the jn-ices range from $4.00

to $12.00. with $8.00 the most popular selling price.

A BELT with u very neat initial buckle in gold ])late f»r plain silver on a narrow inch or inch and
a half strap has all the appearance of a good saleable article. They retail at $1.25, $1.50 and

$2.00. East year in the States they were very much in demand, and should be here this year if

properly displayt^l. They make a good showing when no vest is worn.

OOFT collars are gradually overcoming the start of the boiled collar. The new catch on some makes
has the very much desired effect of keeping them up imder the chin. This style does away with

the old gold safety pin. But it is to be noticed that there are ])lenty of favorites among other styles

that require a neat /old pin to keep them in order.

/^OLOREI) cuff buttons, of the double face style, are being cultivated, and with the increasing popu-

larity of the soft reversible cuffs tlieir future looks bright. They are usually of the enameled
varieties, in shades of light blue, gold and mauve mixtures, with here and there a sprinkling of greens

and reds.

A NEW ulster, a novelty in its own line, can be u-^ed as an ordinary coat in ordinary weather, or but-

toned snugly around each leg separately for extriiordinary weather. This latter is a patented

feature and made to meet the needs of the out-of-door man.
. , ..

pVEN the younger boys <u-e going to have a change in styles. A split coat with upright slits for

the pocket* is being shown in some of the stores. The popular price is $15.00.

Some of the wholesale houses are showing sjft crache hats in tweed effects, and style of blocking

will appeal to the men this Summer. There are silk plaid effecis in .^)me styles that weigh next to

nothing.



RETAIL CLOTHIERS' CONVENTION
Held at King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on February i8th and 19th, 1919

Reported by R. H. BEDELL

SOMEONE aptly said that what was
worth doing at all was worth doing
well. The Retail Clothiers of On-

tario, at their first annual convention, do
not have to take their hats off to any
other organization of a similar kind in

America. The convention was a huge
success both from point of numbers,
quality of speakers, and amount of valu-

able information dispensed to the dele-

gates. The delegates themselves num-
bered over two hundred, amongst them
some of the foremost business men of

Canada.
With an organization of this kind the

clothiers and men's furnishers in Can-
ada will be able to introduce new legis-

lation for the betterment of their busi-

ness, for the curbing of illegitimate

sales, fraudulent advertising and many
other evils that are common to all

branches of the retail, wholesale and
manufacturing trade. For the bene-

fit of those who were not among those

present, we will give a summary of some
of the questions discussed. They are of

vital interest to your welfare, they fore-

cast the dawn of bigger, better, cleaner

business for every line of trade.

Giving the Boss a Salary

This question was ably handled by Mr.
.lohn C. Kirkwood. Mr. Kirkwootl

strongly advised every owner to take a

minimum salary of $1,500, or enough to

keep his family in decent comfort. He
also pointed out that it was his practice

to not let his clerks or salesmen run
"charge accounts for merchandise bought
in his store, but that he sold them their

goods at cost. He stated that this is

not the time to sacrifice stocks for what
they will bring, and as far as he is con

cerned, that time never will come.

He brought out a good point when he

stated that every merchant should keep

a monthly estimate of sales, so that at

any time, if a fire should take place, that

he would know, by deducting his sales

from his stock, exactly what his loss had
been.

One delegate caused much merriment

when the question of discounts was be

ing discussed by saying he kept a sep-

erate bank account for aU discounts.

That is, he made out a check to himself

once a month for total cash discount

taken and deposited this in his wife's

name. He ended with a remark on the

side that hp thought his wife had a nice

fat bank account by this time, for he

had been practising this custom for some
years.

Cost of Doing Business

Ten points that can be applied to any

and every business to find out actual

cost of carrying on that business:

I, rent; 2, fixed expense; 'A, labor; 4,

delivery; 5, advertising; fi, miscellane-

ous; 7, losses; 8, depreciation; 9, inter-

est on loans, etc.; 10, wage due capital.

Value of Window Display

Mr. J. C. Begg, of Hamilton, brought
out some valuable points in his discus-

sion of this point. We use the word dis-

cussion, for he was frequently inter-

rupted by some light-hearted fellow

delegate trying to take a rise out of

Hamilton's representative merchant. Mr.
Begg does not think that floral displays

are in good taste in the window of a

men's store. He said, and it was gener-

ally conceded by the other delegates, that

decorations should be more in keeping
with the class of customer you were ap-

pealing to, that flowers, etc., were more
in keeping with ladies' and children's

wear. Backgrounds should harmonize
along the sam.e lines, that is, something

that is distinctly connected with men's

tastes.

He pointed out a feature of advertis-

ing that is not generally exploited by re-

tail merchants, that of appealing in a

sane way to the curiosity of the average

individual. As an instance he recalled

passing a building that was in the course

of erection, and around which was the

familiar board fence; in this fence were
cracks and knot-holes, and he was struck

by the number of people that would

stream up and take a peep through the

knot-holes, and he went back with an

idea that somehow he was going to make
use of that curiosity element in his adver-

tising.

Later on an opportunity came up and
he had made a large telescope which he

had placed in the market square at Hamil-

ton. Over this telescope he had a sign

with a picture of the sun at the top read-

ing, "See what the sun is saying." Then
inside cf the telescope at the large end

he had a card placed so that it was easily

and quickly read. "The sun always shines

on Beggs'." "The brightest and squarest

store in Hamilton."

This, he said,was a big drawing card

and the cash register tinkled the right

sort of tune. Another point brought out

was the inadvisability of displaying too

many prices in the same window, that the

window gazer was muddled, and conse-

(luently was a hesitant buyer if he came
into ti'.e store. It was better to dress

windows with only one or two suits at

the same prices than a jumble of articles

at different prices.

Mr. Fitzpatrick, talking on the same

(luestion, that of window dressing, re-

marked that it often disgusted him to

see suits or overcoats in a window that

looked as if they had just come out of

the box in which they were shipped by the

manufacturers. That until merchants

generally realized that goods should bt

pressed and placed carefully in windows,
the ide.a would prevail among the public
that made-up clothing was not as good as

tailor-made. Mr. Mack, the secretary, en-
dorsed this idea by saying he always had
suits and coats pressed before they were
put in display windows, and that he would
rather see only one pressed suit in a
window than a dozen unpressed.

Value of Co-operation Between the

Boss and Staff

Belleville's representative merchant
handled this question simplj/'arid'sincere-

ly. He stated that the employer could

not make a success of his business if he

did not have the hearty co-opei-ation of

his staff. That an employer must have
no secrets as far as his salesmen are con-

cerned. Be free with them. Have them
glad to see you when you come into the

store. The day for cultivating the "bet-

ter than thou" opinion was passed. Once
a year have a heart to heart talk witfj

your staff; tell them what they havc-

helped you accomplish, and decide then

and there what your objective aS' Regards
sales is to be next year. Don't be back-

ward in making a high estimate. Every
year he has made a higher one that al

most seemed to be impossible, but every

year they reach and pass the high water-

mark of sales. If there is hard feelin;r

amongst two members of the staff, sen i

them down cellar, let them decide it there

once and for all, then if a saiisfactory

decision has not been arrived at fire one

or both of them. You have to all pul'

together these days if you want to nmk.?

a success of your business.

The Retail Merchant a Nation ' Builder

One of the most brilliant speakers and
a man among men, was R. D. Cameron
of Lucknow. To Mr. Cameron the dele-

gates owe a vote of thanks, and by the

way he got it more than once. His ad-

dress was most entertaining and instruc-

tive and made one feel that Canada has

a lot to thank its pioneer mercTiants for.

Mr. Cameron pointed out that where
there are a few settlers in an outlying-

district there you will find a storfe located

with cai-e, either at a cross-roads, by the

side of a river, or on a knoll overlooking

the small settlement. As the settlement

grows other stores group themselves

around this section, and it is here that

the busy down-town of to-morrow has its

start to-day. The first merchant in the

pioneer days invariably chose a good loca-

tion, and the business section is a memor-

ial to him. The Hudson's Bay Co. was

responsible for the starting of a great

many of the Western cities; they estab-

lished a post where the fur-traders would
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be sure to pass, and it was not long before

the post became a hamlet, a village, and
is now an important town or city. Mr.
Cameron pointed out that to-day, as in

former days, the merchant was educating

the new-comers and doing his share to

make the emigrant a good Canadian citi-

zen.

A great many other topics of vital

importance to the trade were taken up
i.nd thoroughly discussed. The ad-

liresses throughout bore evidence of an
auareness of the meaning of wide-awake
merchandising and the requirements of

the trade in the new scheme of things.

Some twenty-five or more resolutions

(iealing with specific problems were
i.dopted and the steps taken will doubt-

less prove of inestimable benefit

throughout the trade.

Next Convention

It was put to the vote as to where the

next convention would be held, and after

a tie vote between Toronto and Ottawa,

che first time, it was again voted on and
Toronto is to be again honored as the

meeting place of the 1920 convention.

NECKWEAR
Improvement Slow in Coming—Swiss

Offerings Considered High—Italian

Silks Will Be Available

NECKWEAR.—Unfortunately there

is little improvement in the situation on

neckwear. American mills working on
a 50 per cent, output or less, as they
were for some months prior to the sign-

ing of the armistice, were unable to meet
the demands made upon them, with the

result there were no stocks to draw from
and there is no accumulation yet to

make the outlook much brighter.

There have been some offerings of

Swiss silks recently, but neckwear manu-
facturers intimate these are out of al!

proportion to their proper value. Swiss

interests have had to contend with high

labor costs and enhanced production fig-

ures, too. but the feeling seems to pre-

vail that the prices asked for their pro-

duct now are extremely high. There are

some stocks of Swiss silk ties being of-

fered based on costs much lower than

those asked to-day.

Italian silk is available in very fair

quantities and the trade will be able tc

secure its needs as usual in this grade

of neckwear. There are some beautiful

offerings and the combination of colors

i^; exceedingly well arranged with ab-

solutely fast dyes procurable.

Manufacturers generally intimate that

there is not the usual amount of placing

business being done, but that sorting or-

ders are coming along quite freely. Janu-
ary business was considered very good,

February promises better and the out-

look is that the Spring months will see

a big volume of business transacted.

There has been no revision of prices

downward and there seems no prospect

of such a move for some months to come.

SINGLE END DRESS
TIES POPULAR

"Men's Wear," New York, Says:
Single End Dress Ties Become More

Popular in United States

It is interesting to note that the single

end di-ess tie is being featured to a
greater extent than ever before by some
of the higher class haberdashers in New-
York and elsewhere. This is the straight
single bnw tie, tied with an Ascot knot
with one end and one loop instead of the
customary double end. It is made of
either black satin or grosgrain. The ends
are made in two stj'les, the plain square
end and the pointed end.

"This form of dress tie seems to be com-
ing in for a greater share of attention

that is correct and yet rather different

from what others are wearing," said the

manager of one of the stores which is

featuring the tie in unique window dis-

plays. "Sales are increasing, but as yet,

of course, the regulation double end ties

are in better demand. As more dress

suits will be worn from now on, there be-

ing no voluntary restrictions upon the

holding of 'affairs,' as was the case dur-

ing the war, we look forward to selling

this particular tie to a much larger

number of particular dressers than here-

tofore."

Pure sillc hand made liandkerchief

cravat being shown by the King Sus-

pender and Neckwear Co., Toronto.

from the man who exercises great care

in his formal dress apparel and who de-

sires at the same time to have something

MERCHANT BELIEVES FIBRE SILK
SUPERIOR TO REAL SILK

SHIRTS

Although good quality fibre silk shirts

are much better garments than genuine

silk shirts, the policy of certain manufac-

tui-ers of the fibered fabric has resulted

in a loss of confidence by the public, ac-

cording to the statement of a local re-

tailer made to "MEN'S WEAR," New
York.

"I wear a fibre silk shirt myself and

prefer it to real silk, for it wears better.

But the market has been flooded with in-

ferior garments since prices went up, and

as a poor fibre shirt is absolutely worth-

less, some people have become afraid to

take a chance on anything but real silk."

The statement of this merchant was

made in comment upon the assertion by

a manufacturer that retailers have been

too hasty in condemning fibre silk gar-

ments. Any falling off in the demand

for fibre silk shirts was due to the fault

of the manufacturers themselves, he said.

"Before prices rose," he asserted, "a

good quality fibre silk shirt cost $3 or

$3.50, a price that is not too high for a

shirt of such excellent appearance and

durability. As a matter of fact, fibre

silk shirts, or madras shirts, for that mat-

ter, are better merchandise than genuine

silk, for real silk is only worn for show,

and the purchaser does not require that

iirticle to be especially durable. But with

the introduction of fibre silk, he learned

that a g-ood deal of dependence could be

placed upon a shirt that had all the at-

tractive qualities of genuine silk.

"Then, when prices rose, good fibre silk

shirts went up to $5. The cheaper article,

which had heretofore sold for about $1.95,

rose in price correspondingly to $3.50. A
man do<^sn't expect much of a silk shirt

that he buys for $1.95, but when he pays

over $3 he demands something in the way

of quality. As soon as prices rose, some

manufacturers began to use substitute

materials, and the cheaper shirts went to

pieces in no time. As a result I have dis-

continued the cheaper lines, and will not

introduce them again, unless prices go

back to their old level. But the demand

for high class fibres is still good, and I

actually prefer to sell them to real silk,

despite the fact that sales of genuine silk

shirts represent a good sized purchase,

for the fibre silk shirt gives better satis-

faction in the end."



PRICES GENERAL TOPIC IN LONDON
It is Predicted That Pre-War Levels Will Nexer Return—All-Wool Garments Hard to Obtain-

Higher Wages a Clothes Factor

LONDON, England.—The question of

retail prices for men's wear con-
tinues to be a source of argument in

this market and from day to day prices
are submitted by various dealers. We re-

produce the article as written in tbe Daily
News Record, believing- it to be of more
than usual interest to our readers here.

The point of the controversy is that
British army officers, returning to civil

life, have complained that prices are very
high, and that in soni,e instances 100 per
cent, or more over pre-war prices are be-
ing charged. One officer found a tweed
suit at 16 guineas, about $81.44, which
he believes he could have bought before
the war at 7 guineas, about $36.65. He
told his story to the Daily Mail, which
made investigations in the West End
shops and prepared the following table
of prices as being representative:

Present Pre-war In-
price. price. crease.£sd £s<l £s(l

Tweed suit 12 12 B 16 (i 5 1.5 6
Overcoat 14 14 7 17 6 6 16 6
Dress suit 16 16 11 .5 15 6
Striped trousers ... .3 12 6 1180 1 14 6
Raincoat G 6 3 3 3 3
Bowler hat 1 10 18 12
Soft felt hat 1 10 18 12
Boots 2 18 1 a 113
Shirts 15 6 10 6 5
Socks 5 6 3 6 2
Woolen vests 1 7 6 12 fi 15
Woolen pants 1 7 6 14 6 13
Silk necktie 10 6 5 6 5

Gloves 16 6 5 6 Oil
Linen colla'rs 016 013 00 8

I.inen handkerchiefs 026 010 016
65 5 6 36 10 n 28 14 '.)

Lower List of Prices

Subsequently, exceptions were taken to

these prices as being too high, and one of

the popular-priced shops. Home Bros., 90
Oxford street, with branches all over
London, issued a statement with the fol-

lowing list of prices, which, of course, are

much lov.'er than those quoted above, and,

certainly, no claims are made that the

quality is equivalent, but it is guaranteed
to be "good":

Present Pre-war In-
price. price. crease.

£ s d £ s d £ s d
Tweed Suit 4 15 3 3 1 12
Overcoat 4 15 3 3 1 12
Dress suit S'S 6 6 2 2

Striped trousers ... 110 110 090
Raincoat 3 10 2 10 1

Bowler hat 8 6 3 9 4 !l

Soft felt tiat 10 6 7 6 3

Boots 1 7 6 Olfi 6 Oil
Shirts 6 6 4 6 2
Socks 3 6 2 1 6

Woolen vests 16 6 08 6 08
Woolen pants 17 6 096 OSO
Silk necktie 3 6 1 6 2

Gloves 9 6 3 6 6
I-inen collars 7 6 5 6 2

I>inen haVidkerchief . 020 010 010
In a statement issued to-day, Selfridge

& Co., Ltd., the great Oxford street de-

partment store, present the following

range of prices, which are between the

two ranges given above:

Present Pre-war In-

price. price. crease.
£ R d £ K d £ 8 d

Tweed suit 8 5 10 2 10
Winter overcoat 8 15 5 10 2 16
Drt-KS Huit nil 7 7 4 4

Stripe*! trousers 2 10 1 10 10
Raincoat 7 4 10 2 10 n

Bowler hat 1 5 16 6 9
Soft felt hat 1 5 12 6 12 6
Boots 2 5 6 1 1 1 4 6
Shirts (cotton) ... 086 056 030
Socks 4 6 2 6 2
Woolen vests 15 6 7 6 8

Woolen pants 0-16 6 086 080
Silk necktie 066 036 030
Gloves 12 6 7 6 3

Linen collars OOS 006 002
Linen handkerchiefs 2 3<4 1 6 9 O'/o

45 18 514 28 13 6 16 17 11 'o

Of th's merchandise Selfridge & Co.,

Ltd., say: "The articles selected are ad-

mirable in quality-—not the highest priced,

nor, on the other uand, by any means
the least expensive, but representative,

we believe, of the average wardrobe the

average officer or man would require on
returning to civil life.

"It is true that men's wear costs more
to-day than it did before the war, and
will probably never drop again to the old

prices. This we say because much of the

cost of the articles is labor, and labor

will, we hope, not seriously drop in re-

muneration. It is likely, therefore, that

men will require for the purchase of their

wardrobes, at least for a long time to

come, substantially 50 per cent, more
than they did before the war."
At Harrod's, the large English depart-

ment store in Brompton Road, which
specializes in men's wear, a represen-

tative of this paper was told this morn-
ing that 90 per cent, of the men return-

ing to civil life are buying Standard
Suits at 60 shillings. This, of course,

applied almost exclusively to men from
the ranks. The demobilization of offi-

cers has thus far been on a most moderate
scale.

When the question of prices for the

better grade of men's wear is considered,

it is certain that prices in London to-day

are from 50 to 100 per cent, higher than
before the war, and this affects all articles

almost without exception. The writer

found the cheapest ready-made tweed
suit at Burberry's to be priced at 12

guineas, which is a little more than $60.

Cheviot ready-mades were priced at 10

guineas and up.

As for cheap clothing, that is, clothing-

worn by the average workingman, the

increase is quite 100 per cent., and for all

articles of men's apparel, 94 per cent.

These figures are believed to be quite ac-

curate and are based on an investigation

recently concluded by a special Parlia-

mentary committee, of which Lord Sum-
mer was chairman. This committee sum-
marized its findings in the following-

tables:
Price per article Increase
1914 1918 per
s d s d cent.

Suits 28 6 60 no
Collars 5 7 40

Overcoats 27 4 46 8 71

Shirts (union flaii'l) 4 6 8 2V.. 82

Underwear (union). 2 11 5 5 86

Hosiery (union) ... 10 2 1 150

Boots (workinK) .. 10 10 21 7 99

Boots (lijrhter) ... 12 10 26 10 109

Boots, repairs 3 4 5 11 78

Hats 3 6 2 106

Caps 1 •-. 2 7 82

•tide Increase
1918 per
s d cent.
!5 I ]>:>,

4 HO

4 4 SO
3 1 9-T

7 40
I 11 lO'i

51 5 131

12 7 <•»

4 5 >^9

The committee also investigated the

increases in the cost of boys' clothing,

finding that the average increase over
1914 is 102 per cent. The table on boys'

clothing follows:

Boys of School A^e

1914
s d

Suits 15 9

Shirts 2 6

Underwear ....'... 2 5

Stockings 1 7

Collars 5

Caps Oil
Overcoats 13 5

Boots 6 11

Boot repairs 2 4

.\s to the quality of clothing now being-

purchased by workingmen, compared
vith the quality of clothing purchased by

the same class before the war, the com-

mittee said:

"Outer clothing—all-wool garments
which are stated to have predominated in

1914, are now difficult or impossible to

obtain, and have been replaced by 'union'

materials of mixed wool and cotton. The
quality of this material is commonly
stated to be from 10 per cent, to 30 per

cent, inferior to the wool garments of

1914; but the inferiority is usually stated

to be in respect of 'weaving,' 'make' and

'finish,' and one firm states that medium
or high grade 'unions' in 1918 are in no

way inferior to the lowest grade wool of

1914. Two other firms state that, for

men's suits, the expenditure necessary to

oblain a quality as good as that of 1914

must be 82 per cent, and 95 per cent., re-

spectively above the 1914 expenditure,

the increase given in the statistical table

for men's suits is 110 per cent., and for

boys' suits 123 per cent. It would, there-

for, appear that the actual increase in ex-

penditure has been approximately suffi-

cient to provide the same durability in

outer clothing. It is also the opinion of

many firms that the introduction of 'stan-

dard suits' re.sults in an improvement of

quality, one firm specially excepting

standard suits from their general state-

ment of the deterioration of quality.

"Underclothing—all-wool and all-cot-

ton goods are now scarce. But unions

were common in 1914 e.xccpt for hosiery,

and there are few observations by the

firms and co-operative societies consulted

as to any marked deterioration in the

qu(ility of" underclothes. Hosiery, on the

other hand, is generally stated to have

distinctly deteriorated.

"The conclusion is that the increased

cost of necessary clothing, as usually pur-

chased, from 1914 to the sumpaer of 1918

has been between 90 and 100 per cent..

and may be taken as 96 per cent, for the

purpose of combination with other esti-

mates."
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SALES CORPORATION
LIMITED

Are

Almost

Everybodys.

Are They

Yours ?

Back On The Job—In Good
Old Peabodys

FROM the Big Guns in Flanders to the Big Job in

Canada, in Peabodys Overalls and Peabodys Gloves,

plain, honest, work -clothes known and worn from

Labrador to Vancouver. Our War Work, a million

uniforms, is done. And now to outfit the Boys who did

the Job—in the regimentals of Peace

!

All Together Novo—Get on your Peabodys and Get Busy!

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Have you ever made
a real honest effort

to get the motorists*

trade ?

You'd probably be surprised to know just how
many motorists of a mechanical turn there are

who are fond of tinkering round their cars, and
even when they haven't any great liking for the

job they still do it rather than run up a big repair

bill.

Here's your chance.

You're familiar with Carhartt Overalls, of course.

No doubt you've handled them for years and know
how they're made and the fine reputation they
deservedly enjoy. Thanks to the satisfaction they
give the customer and our policy of persistent and
widespread advertising, the public knows these
things, too.

Now, to meet the special demands of motorists,

we are offering Carhartt Safety-first Allovers, a
practical and well-made garment designed to

meet the needs of motorists and garage men.

As the illustration shows, the allover garment is

made in one piece, of a tough, durable denim cloth,

cloth.

It is neat fitting and well tailored. Besides, it is

so constructed that every button is concealed,
enabling the wearer to work in contact with the
car without fear of scratching it.

All seams are double stitched. All buttons are
rivetted, while the points where the strain is hard-
est are reinforced to prevent tearing or ripping.

A special feature of Carhartt Allovers is the swing
tool pocket, which keeps tools and pencils from
falling out when the wearer is bending or stoop-
ing over.

If you haven't a supply of Carhartt Allovers in
stock, order a sample lot. Put them on display.

Use our window and counter cards to tie up with
our national advertising. You'll find then that
the customers that come for Carhartt's will prove
buyers of other things as well. So it will be good
business for you all around.

Orders sent in now will be filled at once.

HamiltonCarharttCottonMills
Toronto Unit

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

LIMITED

Liverpool, Eng.
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Gloves for
Workers

A'fbig army of men will soon be imitating

the man in illustration. The work demands
a reliable, pliable and scientifically made
glove.

Stock TAPATCO Brand and you will be able to confidently

cater to the needs of your "Glove-wearing" customers.

The worker is as much interested in the wearing qualities of

TAPATCO Brand—as the lady of fashion is in delicate, sty-

lish silk gloves. There's an ever-growing demand for

TAPATCOS, as they have no equal where genuine glove

values are concerned.

Note the variety of styles : Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and Band Top
Styles, in heavy, medium or light weights. Leather Tip and
Leather Faced Gloves, Jersey Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate

and Oxford.

The American Pad and Textile Co.

CHATHAM. ONT.

Wanted

—

Is it anotner position, a

ne\v clerk, an agency, or,

nave you a business for

sale, a store for rent ?

Why not put tnese wants m the con-

aensea ad. column or t nis paper—the

natural medium o{ tLe Men s W^ear

trade ? Xne charge is only 2 cents per

word per insertion. Add 5 cents extra

IT replies are addressed to a Doxnumoer,

Dry Goods Revie^v
143-153 University Ave.

TORONTO

Wide ^Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-
dict for their ability to supply the
public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades
Twreeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flannelettes
' Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the
foolish mistake of deJayed buy-
ing.

<^i7leaccfv

'/S^c^CexMAXcCTO^iii
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DRESS FABRICS
AND SILKS

^

WOOL SUITINGS
An Inclination Felt For Cream Colored Goods—Large Plaids For

Sports Garments—Light and Novelty Tones For Spring

—

Prices Remain High For Fine Goods.

FASHIONS for Spring in woollen
fabrics centre chiefly around
large-plaid serges for sports

skirts and plain tricotines for coats,

capes and suits. Beautiful qualities

and shades in wool jerseys, duvet de
iaine,'tricotine, gabardines, serge, silver-

lones (in lighter lines), broadcloth and
some silk and wool mixtures, are offered
as well, but if any preference exists it

is placed as above.

In the plaid serges the checks range
;.'iostly from 6 to 10-inch squares, which
lue, to say the least, conspicuous. The
colorings, however, while exhibiting a
certain amount of contrast, are quite
Signified. They show such combinations
a.s taupe and m.auve, dark grey and
burple, khaki and red, iron grey and
French blue, brown and green, etc.

For capes, dolmans and smart suits
t'.ere are beautiful tones shown in pearl
and silver greys, jay, Pekin and peacock
blues, henna, champagne, ecru, beige,
du&t, fawn, oak (which some call Titian,
and some onion, though these shades
have a little more of the red cast than
l.as oak; oak is rather more like fawn
with an orange tinge in it). The darker
tone.« are of course well represented
vith navy a leader.

Cream Serge Coining?

It is some years since cream serge
.-.uits and skirts have had a Spring run.
They are not really here this year, but
cream, tricotine, gabardine and wool
jersey are being used for the same pur-,

pose. Buyers have noted it already, and
it is a pretty safe guess that after such
a long absence of fine woollen goods
there will be a big demand for them as
-oon as the market can supply them,
and for Spring purposes nothing holds
• luile the same desirable "atmosphere'"
that soft cream woollen fabrics carry
with them. Possibly by 1920 we may
look for a cream serge season.

In fancier weaves there is not a big
variety offered. Poplins, bengalines,
undine cords, some bioken tweed effects

and Ijlack and white mixtures and checks
i.re all sellin-j well. Occasionally one
•c''s some colored checks and hairline

stripes this season, but they are not in

large quantities though very desirable

for Spring. No doubt by a year from
now stores will be vieing with each
other in securing novelty patterns in

tl-ese suitings as they do now in silks

and voiles.

According to Toronto buyers the

suitings which are selling at present
range in price usually between $5.50 and
?6.50 a yard, which goes to show that

people still prefer "quality first," and
also that this year is not witnessing any
decline in goods of woollen texture.

The prices will keep up to their present
levels for fully a year in fine goods,"
said one of the largest buyers in Can-
ada to DRY GOODS REVIEW. "Fine

goods to-day, from the manufacturers,
are higher than ever, and they are not

after business. They are busying
themselves v/ith cleaning up old orders

which lack of raw materials prevented
their filling earlier," he added.

In Bradford, England, wages are now
103 per cent, over 1914, and "the end
ij not yet," said a letter from one of

tilt, mills there. In addition, the World
CongTess has asked for shorter hours,

which will mean 25 per cent, less pro-

duction than with pre-war hours. It is

felt by many outside of labor circles in

England, however, that if Great Britain

is to win in the new struggle for the

Nv'orld's trade she must work, and work
hard, and not allow herself to "become
.1 nation of loafers."

LINENS
An important development in regard

to linen business is reported from Ireland

where the Irish Linen Corporation is

^%

planning to extend in the United States

and Canada, and has 116 firms lined up.

It is proposed to expend the sum of

$150,000 a year for the next five years in

advertising the products of the members
of the Corporation, under a trade mark.

In an address, a representative of the

Corporation, who will be in charge of the

campaign, said that the one thing that

Irish linen needed to-day was a goodwill

that it had for a half a century neglected.

They should create the right atmosphere
for their plans and purposes, in order

that the Irish Linen Corporation might

not be thought to be a new company
starting business, or a trust organized by

a certain element, or an agreement to

come together and see how much they

could squeeze the public over everybody

else. They must instruct the public in

linen history, linen values, linen care, new
linen uses, and then arouse a pride in

and greater love for linen. To promote
the greater use of good linen through a

wider knowledge of its many virtues; to

establish for consumers and distributors

a mark of guaranteed genuineness upon
which they can absolutely and always
rely; to utilize the combined knowledge,

research and efforts of the entire indus-

try for the mutual benefit of all who pro-

duce, distribute, or use true Irish linen,

were the purposes for which the Irish

linen industries had associated themselves

in the Irish Linen Corporation.

W. H. Webb, J. P., Randalstown, who
presided, stated it would be necessary to

have an organization staff in Ireland to

keep the trade working in harmony with

the propaganda work, and to keep the pro-

paganda work in harmony with the trade.

That was a start, and he believed it would

gradually develop into a department for

really looking after their markets in the

broader sense. That was quite a new
thing for them, and, indeed, it was quite

a new thing as regai'ded Great Britain,

but it w^as the way in which Germany
developed her markets, and it was a

method that America had also been de-

veloping along for some time—and was
dev'eloping along much stronger now than

she had ever done before.

With regard to the position of the Irish

Linen Corporation in the trade, they had

IIG firms in it now, and those firms had

subscribed the amount referred to. But

they constituted only a proportion of the

linen trade. People had said to him:

"How are you going to get the whole

trade in?" In his opinion the rest of the
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trade would have to come in of their own
accord. A trade mark would be the

centre of the whole propaganda, and he

could not see how any merchant who was
not a member of the Irish Linen Corpor-
ation could possibly stand up with such

an amount of money being- spent on aq-

vertising that trade mark in America.

Personally, he believed that in a very
short time the whole trade would join in

and make that a really big movement.
The contract that had been entered into

that day was the first one. He thought
it was important that they shoula also

work the home market. But they must
not attempt to go too quickly; they must
develop one market first before they be-

gan to spread to another.

A NEW FRENCH SILK
A very beautiful new silk which has

just arrived from Paris is being featured
.by the Robert Simpson Co., who have
the exclusive sale for it. The name
given is Peau de peche, which in Eng-
lish is of course "peach skin," and it is

well named, for the surface of this silk
is velvety and fine, resembling- the skin
of a peach. In texture it is much like
uuvetyn though less heavy and finer.
This silk comes in some 15 shades and
is 36 inches wide, retailing for .$7.50 a
\ard. Some of the colors which are
considered especially good are .American
gold, jade green, called by the French
-Vlsace; casque, which is a silver-grey;
ibis, which is a tomato red; scarbic, a
green with a silver cast to it; Britan-
nique, the well-known British red,
purple, coral, and poilu. . There are a
number of other greys, reds, browns and
biues, which are particularly good
s'lades, and bear out the fancy of the
season for bright colors.

OPERATIONS NOW COIVIPLETE

Processes of Linen Industry Completed
by First Wet Spun. Yarns in

Canada

The flax-spinning industry is at last
an accomplished fact in Canada and is

now entirely a self-contained one. The
first wet spun linen yarns ever manufac-
tured in 'Canada—or, indeed, upon the
American continent—are now being pro-
duced at Guelph, Ont. the favorable
market conditions for flax growing with
the resulting increased crops last year
in the parts of the Dominion suitable
for it, together with the development of
mechanical methods for flax pulling and
retting combine to brighten the outlook
for the Canadian industry. Incidentally
the Western farmers have hopes of util-

izing their flax fibre as well as the seed.
The establishment of a linen manufactur-
ing industry on a permanent basis has
made it necessary to perform only the
intermediary process of spinning the flax
into yarn to make the industry self-suf-
ficient in the Dominion. Operations
have commenced in Guelph on wet spin-
ning of linen yarns up to 60 lea. It is

hoped ultimately to spin yarns as fine
as 80 lea, and both wet and dry spun

Neiv Summer Voiles

Whether shadowy flower effects or the
patterns usually seen on heavy plaid tweeds
are desired one may have them all in these
Summer voiles which have just arrived
from England. It will be noted that these
much-patterned all-over designs with intri-

cate coloring carry out the early predictions
for the season which were given in Dry-

Goods Review. These samples are from the
lines of .lohn Macdonald & Co.. Ltd., Tor-
onto.

tow yarns are expected to be turned out

immediately. When additional machin-

ery, now being manufactured in Britain,

is set up in the Guelph plant, it is hoped

to produce 1,000,000 lbs. of linen yarn

a vear.

SAMPLE GOODS SENT TO VLADI-
VOSTOK MARKET

The steamer "Monteagle" left Van-
couver on February 2 for Vladivostok
V ith, amongst other cargo, 100 tons of

goods manufactured in Vancouver, with

which an etfort will be made to introduce

Canadian goods on the Vladivostok mar-
ket. The shipment consists of herring,

dry goods anJ other British Columbia
products.—Department of Immigration
tmd Colonization.

PRODUCTION OF FLAX
In the repo-i*t of the Minister of Agri-

( ulture for the year ending March 31.

1018, it is stated that considerable pro-

g)'es& has been made in the work of de-

termining the areas that are suitable

for the production of flax fibre, under-

taken by the Department of Agriculture.

Flax has been grown in experimental

plots \n various districts in Canada, and

the crop from these plots has been shi-,)-

;ie(x to Ottawa and retted and scutched

in the tully-equipped flax mill at the-

Csntral Experimental Farm. Fibre of

^irst-cla:;s quality has been obtained from

the Western part of British Columbia,

from south-v.estern Ontario, the valley

of the St. Lawrence, and the Maritime

Provinces, according to the report.

POSITION OF LINEN MANUFAC-
TURERS

niie following letters have been re

ceived in Canada from Belfast, froiv.

manufacturers, and indicate conditions

in the linen industry.

The first reads as follows:

"Now that the war has terminated the

market here is getting into shape for im-

mediate business and prices will be stabil-

ized for some time to come.

"Our previous advice to you has been

fully justified by events. Although there

have been strong indications of nervousness

pervading the minds of buyers with yfRar''

to the existing level of prices it is well that

they should be made aware of the fact that

the British Government have made them-

selves responsible for supplies of all flax,

both home and foreign, until our home crop

of 1919 comes to be marketed; and conse-

quently there can be no deviation in the

prices "arranged for until such time as the

entire stocks have been disposed of in the

manufactured state.
.

"The Spinners' Association are hxuig tiic

price list for yarns and as soon as this is

available we hope to send you a further range

of samples of all our lines suitable for your

market, with our very lowest prices. Ihe

demand for linen goods will far exceed the

supply for several years to come and stocks

are depleted in every market as well as in

Belfast."
Another manufacturer writes:

"The Flax Spinners' Association have con-

sidered the question of prices of hnen

yarns. They have decided that prices ol

linen yarns that have been current for some

time are to be the standard prices of same

until 1st June next. The idea entertained

by some people of a probable or possible

reduction in price of cloth, must conse-

quently be put aside. As the prices of fin-

ishing are being advanced you will fee that

any change in our prices lists would be m
an upward direction.

"With reference to the better classes ot

goods, such as linen sheetings, pillow linens

and similar cloths, prices will be very much

dearer, as a substantial advance is about to

be put on -yarns suitable for these goods.

CANADIAN PRODUCTS INCRE.\SE

Automatic looms and the latest finish-

ing machinery for producing kimona and

dressing-gown cloths, comfortables and

robe sheets, etc.. have been purchased by

Newlands & Co. and the Gait Robe

Works, both of Gait, Ont., and the lines

will be added to their products. The new

equipment will also provide for an in-

creased output of Turkish towels. The

buying was done in Philadelphia by

Messrs. George A. Dobhie of Newlands

and James H. Bennett of the Gait V.oho

Works.
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DYESTUFFS ADMITTED WITHOUT
LICENSE INTO BRITAIN

London, Feb. 27.—Referring to the
prohibition on the importation of dye-
stuffs, announced by proclamation on
Feb. 24, the Board of Trade has given
notice that the order will be administered
by a trade and licensing commission,
consisting of an equal number of repre-
sentatives of the dye manufacturing an I

dye using industries. For the present,

however, a general license has been
given for the importation of all dyestuffs
and other products covered by the pro-
hibitive order which are of bonafide
French, American or Swiss origin.

It will, therefore, not be necessary at

present, it is announced, to obtain
licenses for individual consignments
coming from those countries.

NEW FALL CLOTHS

SILK CULTURE IN AUSTRALIA
The suitability of the climate of many

parts of Australia for the production of
silk of the best quality has long been
recognized, but hitherto it has been look-
ed upon more in the light of an educative
pastime for school children rather than
as a possible addition to the industries
of the Commonwealth. An effort to es-

tablish the silk industry in the state of

Victoria is about to be made by a num-
"ber of Syrian residents. About 3,000
acres of inferior Government land, some
fifty miles from Melbourne, have been
purchased for the purpose of clearing
and planting it in mulberry trees. It is

intended to subdivide this area into
suitable-sized blocks and settle families
thereon. In order to assist the enter-
prise the Minister of Agriculture for the
State has promised to support a request
that the Government, at a cost of about
£1.50, should, without delay, import suf-
ficient mulberry trees to plant 300 acres
of the land to demonstrate practically
the success of the industry.—"Weekly
Bulletin," February 10.

CANADA BIG PURCHASER OF U. S
SILK

A report from Washinerton states that
Canada bouuht more silk dress goods
from the United States during last De-
cember than did any other country. Her
purchases amounted to 868,196 yards
valued at $754,954. Argentina was the
second best customer, having purchased
39,9.50 yards, valued at $89,.568, while the
total exports of silk dress eoods during
the month amounted to 1,073,589 yard.s,

valued at $1,362,333, and were sent to 39
foreign countries.

NO MORE "CREDIT" IN HALIFAX
After the first of April we understand

the retail shoe trade of Halifax will sell

no more on credit. They have come to

the conclusion that "cash" is the only
thing, and so they have agreed among
themselves to close up all charge accounts
on the date mentioned. Furthermore,
they are going to stop the practice of
sending out shoes on appi-oval; pur-
cha.sers after April 1st will have to do
their trying on right in the place where
the shoes are sold, if at all.

—

Maritime
Merchant.

ONE of the largest American wool-
len firms which has not had a line

of cloakings on the market for two
years past, is offering some for this Fall
and is creating much interest among
buyers. Seven lines have been decided
upon by this firm, and they include
novelties of fabric and color. "Suedine"
is one of the foremost leaders. This fabric
IS said not to "rough up." "Lowelio
cloth," a 19-ounce fabric with thread
finish or sparkle; "Sparkle cloth," 14 to

1.4V2 ounces; broadcloth in 12-ounce
weight. "Lustone," 19-ounce in dark and
light colors and resembling kitten's ear
in weave; "Baltice," 18-ounce, embracing
4 types of cloths; "Polo cloth," 19 to

20 ounces chiefly for misses' trade, and
serge, are the fabrics listed.

Brown shades are selling best so far.

They include elk, kangaroo and bronze

for coats, and lighter tones called Am-

erican, hemlock, wood, deer, Teddy, (a

new shade) and morocco for capes.

Pekin and peacock blue are in demand;

greens and navy seem to have no place

at all. Silver and pigeon (a darker tone

of grey); beach (a sand tone); pelt,

showing elk, kangaroo, bronze (a green-

ish brown); evergreen, Ghent (resemb-

ling French blue); American (a rose

selling); wood (a light topaz) dear, rose

color); wood (a light topaz) deer, rose

wood, Teddy (a favorite and new) cath-

edral (of the plum order) malago

(magenta) morocco, (a light garnet);

these constitute the color range.

Another firm has brought out some

novel fabrics which it calls "Tinseltone,"

"Tinseltone Twills," and "Chamelion

Cord."

RESEARCH WORK IN SILK

English University Institute's New De-
partment

The University at Leeds, England, i.^

reported to have instituted a new de-

partment for research work in silk. It

ij planned upon ambitious lines and an
f.idowment of $500,000 is asked.

Much research work in silk manufac-
ture is in progress in England. Just how
much, no one outside of the trade there
definitely knows. But the work has
been planned upon a scale which
promises beneficial results and the work
(lone thus far indicates that the trade
iritends to know all that can be learned
r bout its business.

The Government has taken an active

interest in the projects and has given
.noney to assist in carrying on the work.
With such progressive action in the

scientific department, much may be ex-

(lected.

England's silk trade was at a low
point when the war began, but despite

.111 the untoward influences of the foui

years of war, it is understood they have
made progress and that the business is

now in a better position than it was
svPen the war opened.
With a determination to make the

business the equal of any in the world,
the Silk Association of Great Britain

;ind Ireland is working along the most
practical and effective lines in buildinu'

up the trade. The manufactures of

lOnulish origin will eventually be formid-
able in competition in the world's mar-
kets.

stores will be turned into the Smallman
& Ingram store, when the present leases

expire, which will not be untiV sometime
next year.

TO ENLARGE STORE
Messrs. Smallman & Ingram, London,

Ont., have purchased the corner of the

block which fills in the L-shape of their

store building. It is understood that the

price paid was in the neighborhood of

$60,000. By this transaction the pro-

perty occupied by Graydon Bros., men's
furnishings, and two or three other

ELECTION RESULTS
Elections for vice-presidents and' di-

rectors of the Border Cities Retail Mer-
chants' Association, recently held, re-

sulted in an unusually close race at the

polls, A. B. Peddie securing the largest

ballot, and being returned first vice-

president, representing Windsor, Ont.

The association prides itself on its

democratic form of election and the equal

representation and protection it assures

each of the various branches located at

Ford, Walkerville, Sandwich and Ojib

way. In all there are five vice-presi-

dents elected by the general body, but

from each municipality. Their rank i:

the by-laws provide that the ballot con-

tain the name of at least one candidate

determined by the relative proportion

of votes secured. Provision is also made
that a member of the executive be struck

from the list should he fail to attend

three meetings in succession.

The form of constitution held has rt^-

cently been adopted by the Border Cham-

ber of Commerce and by the Border

Cities Great War Veterans' Association

Harry Crouchman, Walkerville, was

elected second vice-president; G. D. Ed-

gar, Ford. 3rd vice-president; G. Mc-

Callum, Sandwich, 4th vice-president;

and A. Bondy, Ojibway, 5th vice-pre-

sident. The 1919 directors are C. A.

Lanspeary, G. H. Wilkinson, H. J. Neal,

G. H. Nairn, H. Plant and J. R. Hewer.

WOOLLEN MILL ENLARGES
The Schofield Woollen Mills at

Oshawa, Ont., have made several addi-

tions and improvements to their plant.

There is a new dying and picking house,

70x100 ft., two storeys high; an engine

room and boiler house, 60x30 ft.; a new
office, 27x36 ft., and a garage, 20x22 ft.
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BRIGHT COLORED SILKS
Spring Calls for Much Color and Presents^ Some New Ones-

Foulard Effects Popular—Satins Selling at Present

PRINTED silks are gaining more and
more popularity as the Spring ad-

vances. There is a big demand for

printed Georgette and printed chiffons
and ninons, but these are very scarce.

Ninons are coming in quite noticeably,

and by next Fall some wholesalers an-
ticipate that it will have about equal
sale with Georgette. This is due to its

lower price, of course, for Georgette on
all other considerations is the preferred

fabric.

Georgette and crepe de Chine are

wanted by all buyers and bright solid

colors are of prime importance for Sum-
mer lines. The popular tones just now
are liberty and army blues, which cover

a vast variety of blue tones ranging be-

tween Saxe and Japan blues, and are

given such names as Overseas, Victory,

French, Alsatian, etc. Greys and greens
come in rather large selections of shades
also. Some of the brighter pinks and
yellows are popular, such as salmon, ap-

ple blossom, deep rose, maize, peach, sun-

set and carrot and a good deal of sand
and fawn are wanted.

Melon and Rosewood

Two new colors are being advocated
by some New York houses. One is

melon, which is the same rich orange
color that one sees in a Spanish melon.

The other is that tone which shows up
on rosewood when a high light strikes

it—really a deep, soft old rose, and the

name given is rosewood.

Silk nets are in big demand for even-

ing wear and will be again next Fall.

This is assured by the quantities used by
Paris designers, and the fact that Can-
adians, as well as New York people, are

partial to the soft filmy nets in the

brightest colors procurable and as many
as four or five different tones in one
gown. Practically everything on the

market is sold up in silk nets at the

present moment. Tulle, used as scarfs

with evening gowns, sells rapidly in view
of the fact that it is only wanted for one
or two occasions and then cast aside for

a different color effect. Tulle has been
worn by practically everyone at the

fashionable dances this Winter, and per-

haps the fancy of tying it at the wrists

with ribbon, or catching it into bracelets,

so that it drapes about the arms, is re-

sponsible for the almost entire absence
of gloves on these gala occasions.

More Color in Foulards

In foulard patterns a good deal more
color is noted than was shovv'n last sea-

son. The latest combination is a British

red pattern on navy blue ground. This
is in dainty wreath patterns—no doubt
a laurel wreath of victory—and is shown
on both pussy willow , and Georgette
crepe, which two fabrics in similar tones

have exceptional possibilities for gowns.
The same pattern is obtainable in sand

and blue, green and blue, etc. The batek
effects in foulards also introduce elabor-

ate color effects.

Satins are selling well for Spring on

account of the introduction of the figure-

accentuating skirt, for which satin is

especially suitable. The longevity of

this skirt is, however, questioned, and
so there remains hope that taffetas will

be accepted very shortly and with con-

siderable popularity. They are selling,

of course, at present as a staple silk, but

are not entirely suited to the type of

silhouette which New York is advocat-

ing. If Canadians refuse to accept this

long, straight, narrow skirt, it is almost

certain that taffetas will hold sway.

Plaid and satin-striped taffetas are sell -

ing readily for sport skirts.

Satin foulards are selling very well

just now. These drape well, and will

doubtless hold favor all Summer long for

afternoon frocks, when dressy drapings

are liked.

Moires, in both pastel and darker col-

orings are said to be selling well in Nev.'

York for gowns and millinery.

SILKS HIGH THROUGHOUT
No More Than 20 Per Cent. Decline Possible in Next Ten Years,

Says One Importer—European Shipments Satisfactory

ON reviewing the situation in silks

with a view to gaining some con-
clusions as to prices on Fall goods, au-
thorities in the trade pointed out to

DRY GOODS REVIEW several factors
which indicate that little adjustment in

alik prices will be possible this year.

Silk of course did not advance during the
war in the same proportions as did wool
<iiid cotton, and therefore will not be able

to recede in such proportions, but the

markets are not showing even cotton

and wool manufactured goods to be
;aarkedly below last Fall's prices. Some
lecession has occurred it is true, but it

IS operating only gradually.

In the second place one importer stat-

t 1 that 70 per cent, of the world's raw
silk comes from Japan and that enables

that country, if competition in manufac-
tured silks should be inclined to place

trade elsewhere, to hold up the raw silk

prices. The other 30 per cent, of raw
silk is scattered in various countries,

so that it is forced to keep about even
with the Japanese figures.

Prices of manufactured French silks

continue at Fall prices. They will prob-

ably remain there until the end of this

year, but of course the lowering of

freight rates and insurance will have
.-^ome little effect in time. A much
iugher level under the new conditions

which the war has evolved will be fixed,

say importers, jobbers and buyers alike,

than that before the war began.

"Crepe de Chines, for instance, which
were 70 to 85 cents from the manu-
facturer before the war have gone as
high as $1.60 to $1.80. These may be
reauced about 20 per cent., but not more
tiian that during the next ten years or

for an indefinite period. They cannot
go below $1.20 to $1.35 with labor and
ail other costs so high," said one of the

large importers. Some slight readjust-

ment is possible in the Fall prices which
are expected any day now.

Shipments are coming from France
most satisfactorily at present. Indeed
they get here before the invoices, so that

exact prices are not known until after

the goods arrive.

Some recent cargoes from Europe in-

cluded silk numbers which were offered

in pre-war days, and this fact points to

ail earlier return to a normal state of

supplies than has been generally antici-

pated. It is causing some satisfactory

surprise.

Swiss silks promise to regain much of

their old time popularity since the price

asked for it is appealing to buyers who
are willing to forego the newer develop-

ments of finish and design in markets
which have been open despite the war.

Silks on the Canadian markets show
no drop so far. Some individual in-

stances have occurred where a fear of

being too heavily stocked has affected

the jobber, but this is not a general

market condition by any means.
Habutais took a temporary drop but

have gone up again, remaining in a

firmer condition than ever.

To conclude, it looks as if buyers must

be prepared for a continuation of pre-

sent high prices, or at least prices very

little under present quotations. They
will benefit by whatever decline there

may be this year, for it will not be

enough to affect retail selling prices.

Whatever new quotations there are

should be worked out by the middle of

March.
Continued on page 66
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"SPERO" MAKE on Selvedge

it your protection and our guarantee of quality

IISPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALUE AT
EVERY l>KiCE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOOI».

" The Best m the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCIIESIER, ENGLAND

MILLS ON fttA^rJIHSTRR 5HIP CANAL
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Fabrics You Can Depend Upon
Sure to Sell, Sure to Satisfy

The productions of the Cahco Printers' Association, Ltd., are known all

over the world for dependability and a unique multiplicity of fabric and

design, all carefully adapted with the sureness gained by long experience,

to the market they are intended to supply.

An entirely new cloth, already in great demand, and an
assured success.

Cepea Serge is a heavy, firm-textured Cotton Fabric with a

Serge finish, used for Day and Night wear for Ladies, Men
and Children. Guaranteed unshrinkable and fast in colours.

Light and dark grounds in 108 ways. Stripes, spots, etc., and plain shades in black,
indigo, navy, blue, pink, helio, green, brown, etc. Width 30 inches.

The Cotton Fabric with

the Serge Finish

/"^ % carry a guar-

l ^nim S antee as aVxl Ulll :>
thoroughly re-

liable print of

British make.
The range
comprises a
vast assort-
ment of colour-

ings. Indigo,
Red, Black, Butcher Blue, Blue-greys,
Black-greys, and White grounds, Shirt-
ings, Covers and Fancies. Width 32
inches. With Selvedge mark "Crum's
Standard."

um S

Standard
Prints

A d a i n t y, attractive

C)ti/^ 1n f^ m a t e r ial containing

Merino wool and constituting the nearest

approach to ordinary Wool Delaine on

the market. Works well, washes well,

wears well. In an unusually large variety

of exclusive designs.

woile de
0iine

is a superfine

voile in unique
colourings, of

wide width,
silky finish and
up to date de-

signs.

From Wholesale only. In case of diffi-

culty write to:—

TT/^Ci

St. James Bldgs.,

M
MANCHESTER
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*" "A«» actisiW*

A.G.B. Fabrics.

on yellow boards only

Georgette Crepes, Ninons,

Chiffons and Crepe de Chines

Positively no business

transacted with

Germans, Austrians or

Hungarians

We carry Large Stocks of Novelty and Staple

Colors in the above

Silk Materials, Always Guaranteeing Quality

and Service.

Albert Godde, Bedm & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto

Adelaide 3062

ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A. B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegram^: " Subdue London."

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of eve

Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable

immediate delivery. Our stock compr

ry description of Wool Dress Goods and

for the Canadian Market and ready for

ises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES SHEPHERD CHECKS
CHEVIOTS FACE CLOTHS
TWEEDS SPONGE CLOTHES
TARTANS EOLIENNES
WHIPCORDS ARMURES
SUITINGS GEORGETTES
COATINGS FANCIES

During the season our representative in

London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Ha
should be addressed to him as follows:

& Co., 40 Yonge St., Toronto.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English
to visit our warehouse, which is situated
Trade.

the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,
lifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries

H. D. Marshall, c^o Thompson, Ahern

Market we extend a cordial invitation

in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
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I
SILKS LIMITED

|

I ANYTHING IN SILK |

j IN ANY COLOR |

I AND ANY QUANTITY |

I WE HAVE EVERYTHING OF THE NEWEST
|

I
IN PLAIN AND FANCY SILK FOR SPRING. §

I You are cordially invited to visit our fine |

I new premises at 100 Welling^ton St., West. |

I There is a SILKS LIMITED representative |

I
in your territory and a line to us will send |

I him to you at once. |

I OUR MOTTO I

I
'' SERVICE and VALUE "

I

^-^^M^
^^^

?..i

SILKS LIMITED
100-102 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

WESTERN BRANCH - - - CALGARY
EASTERN BRANCH - - - MONTREAL

"""""""•'""""""l"""""""l'l"l" "l'"l 'Illlllllll flllllllilllllllillllll !l!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJ!lll>l!lii:i:i!llllllllWIIIIIIIIIIIII{|lllllllllilllllll|||||||||^^
llllilllllllli;iH'l!Itlll«tllllllltllli|l|l|lwi
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ESTABLISHED 1803.

John Hall, Limited

1 1 Mosley Street, Manchester

Manufacturers of

Bedford Cords, Piques,

Marcellas, Welts, etc.,

White and Colored-woven

Cotton, Mercerised and

Artificial Silk Vestings.

Cable Address "CZARINE" ABC Code-Fifth Edition.

Special Values

ALL WOOL

SERGES
ALSO

LINENS
INCLUDING

Bleached and Unbleached Damasks,

Cloths and Napkins, Towels,

Handkerchiefs, Quilts, etc. etc.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED
.

C. E. Robinson & Co.
Importers and Commission Merciiants

lo Victoria Street MONTREAL
TEL. UPTOWN 8553.

WINDSOR PRINT WORKS
65-69 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED and DYED COTTON FABRICS
FOR JOBBING AND CUTTING-UP TRADE

PERCALES, FLANNELETTES, WASH FABRICS
CANADIAN AGENTS:

John Paterson, 309 Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Wilson & Paterson, 510 Empire Bldg., Toronto

Clip the Coupon: It's a Profit Bringer!
You profit by your business knowledge. Get to know all you can

about Canadian business affairs in these fast-moving days. There's
money in it. Matters like these, for instance, interest alert mer-

chants to their profit:

—

Prospects For Early Price Adjustment's
Koumania's Orders For Canada's Woolens
Big European Orders For Canadian Cutters-Up
Montreal Cottons and Penmans Profits.

The Tariff Outlook From Day to Day
The People's Supply of Ready Money

On the.«e and many other important matters affecting Canadian business
subscribers to THE FINANCIAL POST have been kept fully informed
in the past few weeks. Important events are in the balance to-day.
Don't do business in the dark! Invest $3.00 in a year's subscription to

THE POST and be on the alert. Fill in, clip, and mail the coupon.

THE FINANCIAL POST. The Business Newspaper for Busy Merchants

Fill in this Form and keep in Touch
with Canadian Affairs

The MacLean PublishinK Co..

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST
every week till further ordered. I will

pay subscription price, $3.00 per year,

on receipt of bill or you may draw on
me for this.

Name . .

Address

D.G.R.
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JERSEY CLOTH

(
^/ic cloth prt-emimntfor OoutkLand
orC\fortkiandJor urban and suburban
waarj-or tiie. motor and tKe manor;Jor
the potitt armnitits oftht citt/ and tht

ruqqtd uszs of tht countrLj.

IT WILL REPAY YOU IN REPUTATION AND SATISFACTION
TO BUY DRESSES, SUITS AND SKIRTS FROM MANUFACTUR-
ERS WHO USE RUDOLPH SCHREIBER'S JERSEY CLOTH,
ALWAYS LABELED STANDWARE, BECAUSE IT STANDS WEAR

IIfO (zBroadiuau v^yVeu; ilork^
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R& S

POPLINS
Fii i niiiiih) Hopulai

Whenever a fabric combines

beauty of weave and lustre with

unusually satisfactory wearing

qualities, its popularity is posi-

tive and prolonged.

Just such a combination of

qualities has given first place to

R&'S Silk and Wool Poplins

for Suits and

R&fS Fancy Silk and Cotton

Poplins

for Dresses and Skirts

OTHER R & S SILKS SUPREMK:

'/I4Q Georgette Crepe

62Q4 Crepe Meteor

137 1 Satin Charmeuse

Krepoplyn

Crepolyn

\ I

I ^

REILING ^ SCHOEN incorporated
Gavi Schoen,President

260 FOURTH AVENUE s NEWYORK CITY
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NECKWEAR TRADE VIVACIOUS
Waistcoats and Ruchings Leading Items—Sets and Jabots Good-

For Spring.

Color Has Strong Hold

NECKWEAR has again assumed a

role of great importance, both for

variety and novelty of design, and
for the actual business being done in it.

It is said that a keen activity developed
in New York within 10 days when buyers
suddenly came from all over to replenish

Spring stocks. Neckwear factories here
are busier than for some years past at

this season. In fact a number of them
report that the months of January and
February have netted them 50 per cent,

more business than the same months last

year. While this increase is partly due
to higher prices, they all remark that the

business being done is phenomenal. This
is partly attributed to the popularity of

frillings such as those described in the

last two issues of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW. These are made up compara-
tively quickly, samples require little room
in carrying around and very small ex-

pense is incurred in that way, a few
inches of frilling being sufficient for

orders mounting up into the hundreds of

dollars. Another reason for the activity

is the extremely Spring-like weather,
which is interesting people in Spring
neckwear earlier than usual.

Suit Fashions Demand Waistcoats

While frills and ruchings are still very
active, demands for Spring are including

a number of other ideas. These have de-

veloped very strongly since the last issue

of DRY GOODS REVIEW. Perhaps the

most influential feature in the neckwear
trade for Easter is the fashionable box
and waist-coated suit. Practically all the

Paris designers, and the New Y ork houses

13 well, are featuring the waist-coats,

both for suits and dresses, very promin-

';ntly this season. For that reason there

i^ no end of variety and novelty in the

designs of vests, vestees, and waist-coats

being made up by the neckwear houses.

In waist-coats,*the one feature which is

seen everywhere is the new length. This

year they must be almost in apron style

since they extend considerably below the

normal waistline. Sometimes this sec-

tion of the vest or waist-coat shows spe-

cial trimming or design, such as several

rows of lace ruching, or braiding or wool

embroidery. Indeed some of them are

called apron waist-coats.

Variety of Materials

Many materials are used in these num-
bers. They include braided or plain

pique; black, ivory or colored satin;

French flannel, organdie in white or the

fashionable colors, such as Victory Red,

Overseas Blue, Canary, and the other

favorites, also net. Georgette, ninon,

moire, poplin faille, broadcloth and a

number of the novelty silki .•>f tliis season,

such as Dewkist, Fantasi, Baronette

Satin, and in fact almost any fabric which
the neckwear house takes a fancy to

make up. Waist-coats made of the

novelty silks as mentioned last retail at

about $10.00 or more. These of course

are reserved for the more exclusive trade

at such a price, and show self-stripe,

brocaded and other fancy effects.

In addition to the novelty of material

there is a decided tendency for colors

this year. With the Canadian trade as

well as that in the United States color

seems to be of more importance than for

some seasons past, and is selling in the

small towns as well as the larger cities,

which is not altogether usual in this coun-

try. In sets the straight edge numbers
are popular, that is the simple little nar-

row biased pieces made of satin or or-

gandie. Some of these are made quite

small and are intended to be worn just at

the back of the collarless dresses to give

them an attractive finish. Just here it

might be mentioned that one manufac-
turer believes that neckwear houses are

liable to kill the trade in organdie by
bringing it on too early. "Organdie," he

said, "is neve^ favored during the season

when people have to wear furs; one crease

in it is usually enough to spoil it, and

until the weather is sufficiently warm
to wear organdie without furs or other

weight on top of it, the softer materials

will be favored. If organdie is intro-

duced too early people will tire of it later

on and refuse to buy it altogether." How-
ever, it is being shown to the trade and
is .selling quite readily, so that buyers are

going to be prepared when the really

warm weather does arrive.

A great deal of work is being put on

some of these organdie numbers, such as

many rows of narrow frillings of lace,

a good deal of hemstitching in colors, fine

tucks, set-in pieces of jiet, pipings, and
so on. Frequently ,the tucks are ar-

ranged in cross-bar effect; this trimming
is very popular in both Georgette and or-

gandie.

Tiny Pockets a Feature

One of the tailored vests in cream
French flannel was finished with silk

braid. It had the edges all bound with

the braid, and one or two tiny pockets put

in slant ways at either side of the lower

part in front. These little pockets were
not more than two inches wide and had
their edges bound to match.

A few high collars on vests are shown,

but not more than perhaps half a dozen

at the outside in any one manufacturer's
range. They are made of net, Georgette

or satin and may fasten up the front,

centre back or at the side. Being a

strictly tailored style, there is seldom any
other trimming on these than fine tucks.

Pique Later

While pique in vests and sets is not

featured very strongly at present, most

of the makers-up have stocks on hand or

ordered in order to provide for a big call

for pique later on. For the immediate

present nnd the Easter Season, however,
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Spring Neckwear
White satin tuclied and with flat round collar and narrow black moire ribbon makes one of the smartest vests

of the month. The one at the upper left corner is shown by A. & J. Hall, Ltd. Beside it is an embroidered
lawn slipover collar with sailor back, from the Novelty Lace & Veiling Co. At the upper right corner is a rich

ivory satin vest with the new long collar and belt effect. Shown by the Phoenix Novelry Co.

Below is a dainty cross-tucked grey Georgette vest with pipings and buttons in Victory red. In the centre

is a pleated French blue collar with black net lace border embroidered in blue. These two numbers are from
T. H. Birmingham & Co. At the right is a handsome black satin vest v ith conventional hand-embroidery. This

number is from the R. D. Fairbairn Co. Note the variety of neck-lines.
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The way of the vest—In five scenic effects

the novelty colored fabrics and Victory

shades are the important items.

A few jabots are selling- again, being

made in nets, laces, and Georgettes,

chiefly.

About the only noteworthy item which

has appeared of late in New York which

is not already shown here is neckwear cut

out of Paisley shawls. The real old

cashmeres are cut-up by Lord & Taylor

and Co. and made into sets and vests of

all kinds. A real vest and waist-^oat vest

are both featured, and the bottom edges

are treated in a number of different ways,

forming unusual shapes. Beads are used

to trim some of these.

Pearl and crocheted buttons are used

for trimming quite a good deal.

The real lace numbers are quite popu-

lar where people can afford to pay the

price for them. The styles in these are

a little wider than are usually shown.

Some of the newest numbers are as wide

as 6 inches.

The great variety of styles and coloring

is indicated by the illustrations and many
others are equally as popular.

PARASOLS
Altman's, New York, are featuring

some novel parasols for Spring. They
are in exclusive styles showing plain and

figured chiffon, plain and figured crepe

de Chines and Georgette crepe with

flowered linings.

It is quite likely that the more
frivolous parasols will meet with better

sale in Canada this year than they have

for the past few Summers owing to the

f'.ct that there is a good deal of aLtei.-

tion being placed by buyers on the ex-

pectation of a Summer of more gaieties

^'-an we have had. Garden parties and
Summer resorts call for these daintier

effects.

D. A. (JESCHE, LADIES' TAILOR,
O'H'AWA

Mr. \). A. Gesche announces the open-

ing of his new ladies' tailoring establish-

ment at 98 Bank street, Ottawa. For the

last nine years he has been in charge of

the ladies' tailoring department of F. D.

Burkholder, Ltd., Bank street.

LEATHER GOODS
THE latest word from New York

states that manufacturers of hand

bags there are all showing a silk

pouch bag for Spring. It is made of

black moire and corded silk, about six

inches wide and eight inches deep, fin-

ished with a three-inch silk tassel.

Chenille tassels are considered passe

for Spring. The frame of these bags

are metal and the handles of silk.

Canadian houses are also including a

number of the same nature as the above

ityle in their new ranges.

In purses, some exclusive numbers for

Spring are noticeably longer than those

which have been in vogue. They are no

deeper; usually the familiar size would

EASTER PURSES
Illustrating the smart new lines in de-

siKning and the fashionable types of

handles and leathers. Above is a pin seal

purse, next is vachette and below one of

the dull grained grey leathers with new

flap clasp and in longer size, which is com-

ing into favor for Spring.—From Canadian

Leather Products, Ltd.

average about 6 in. by 4 in., wherea?-

the new size is about 8 or 9 ins. lonj;

and 4 ins. deep. These are shown in

fine-grained leathers, well made and

finished as a rule, and sell in the shops

a*- $8 and $10 each. A new feature on

one of these designs shown by a Toronto

raanufacturer has the fastening flap

opening downwards instead of upwards.

That is the purse folds down in the* usual

way, but instead of fastening directly

on to the under section, there is a tongue

which comes up from the under pait

ever the flap and snaps on to it. This

method eliminates the tendency to-

wards bending the flap out of shape
when it must be lifted first in opening
the purse. The new idea is shown on a

number of different designs and sizes.

Patent leather and vachette are sell-

ing well for Spring. Possibly the bulk

of business will be done in these lines

since they are produced in good as well

as medium qualities. Some are finely

grained, others ribbed, and some ai-e left

plain.

There are some handles shown with

ends stitched on to the purse, but favor-

is more centred on the handles attached

by ring ends to the top edge of the

purse. This type of handle, as intimat-

ed in the Spring (January) issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW, is much pre-

ferred to the strap handles through

which the hand passes flatly.

Some colors arc shown in novelty

lines. There is some call for reindeer,

grey, orown, British red and Victory

red, a few blues and tans, but smartly

dressed women, as well as those with

conservative tastes, will carry black in

the majority of cases.

It will be seen in the report of Hie

Paris openings elsewhere in this issue

tiiat a number of the leading designers

there are showing patent leather belts

on many of their Spring tailored suits.

These are rather narrow widths. A few

Canadian stores show dress models with

narrow leather belts in colors, but there-

is no general demand at hand yet.
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VEILINGS
Many Spring Novelties

New veiling:s which have arrived
fiom Europe include some very effective

designs, and features which are ex-
clusively this year's. Separate veils are
either square, oblong- or irregularly
shaped. There are few of the round oi

circular veils of last year. A few of
the trailing patterns are shown, but
mostly decisive border effects are featur-
ed. The borders are usually quite deep
on the more exclusive models and show
the braidings which were described i;i

List month's DRY GOODS REVIEW, or
else fringe edges or hand embroidery
work. A few show the elaborate silvoi

and gold threads of last year, but usually
they are embroidered in floss or cords
i;i the same color as the mesh. A few
numbers show taupe, brown, ruby, grey
or henna on a black mesh. Spots, too,
are p-irticularly good, sometimes these
are united with the embroidery pattern.^.

In colors, taupe seems to be the favorite,
both for the mesh and the ornamenta-
tion. One of the new designs shows a
daisy pattern. This is done by hand with
taupe floss, and each motif is as large
as the natural flower or larger, and these
may be seen in separate designs or
urouped. Another new pattern show ,

liolka dots which at a short distance re-

semble velvet spots, but are in realil.,

machine stitx-hing. These are connected
by machine work in a design and are
:il.own only in black. A novelty which
lias proven quite popular in Paris is the
I 'ench veil. This veiling is sold by the
.\ard and is favored in a shade closely
resembling khaki. It is claimed that the
name trench was g-iven the veiling be-
i^:;use of its peculiar pattern, which in-

dicates heavy lines with light ones in be-
tween. The heavy lines are supposed to

represent the network of trenches along
'l-e Western front, while the finer
threads are the communication lines.

The mesh js very like some New York
productions which were illustrated re-

centlv in DRY GOODS REVIEW.
All kinds of spot veils as described ae

i ISO very popular still and selling even
more readily as the Spring advances. A
recent novelty from New York is calleii

the "Peacetide" veil. This veil has ;i.

straight edge in front and long stream-
'^rs at the side. These streamers are just
half the width of the veil elsevvhei'e av.d

are of such a length that they hang weli

1-tlow the waist line and are embroidered
or patterned just the same as the face
portion, so that they can be thrown about
the neck as a scarf or tied in a bow dowi;
the back. This type of veil is suitable
with the small round hat. Indeed many
of the milliners are showing veils with
their hats, each veil matching the hat in

color, and .sell the outfit complete.
.Another New York novelty is the

'"Victory" veil. This is so named owing
to the edge, which is a continued pattern
^n' V's, which form the entire border.

These are outlined in chenille dots.

In London, England, a novelty whici;

is proving quite popular is the "Lamp-
^tiade" veil. This is draped over a wide
brim and falls in "corners," which are

interspersed with scallops.

UlUH:
run 11
M ( ! 1 I 1
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New Veils

The "Trench Veil" in khaki
color, with its "trenches" and
"communication line.i" quite evi-
dent.

A new draping veil in fine mesh
with braid-and-fring-e border and
dot.s at back—Taupe shade.

Machine embroidery ii> at Its

daintiest in this combination of
trails and spots—in black.

Shown by the Thompson Lace
^-^ g, & Veilinff Co., Ltd., Toronto.

J

Veilo v.hich have novelty borders oi

tiny bands of fur are considered smart
^'or the immediate present. Such furs

as sable, ermine and rabbit are liked for

this purpose and are used on meshes in

harmonizing colors such as ermine witli

grey; sable with navy, etc.

FOOTWEAR
Some of the most expensive shoes which

are being featured in the United States

are quite conservative in style. The
black suede oxford has come in for a

good deal of attention. These sell over

there for $10 or $12. They are made
with a long vamp and high Louis XV
heels. A similar shoe is to be had in

brown. These are considered especially

appropriate for wearing with the loose

capes and one-piece dresses. Oxfords
and pumps are promised almost undivided

attention for Spring, and are shown in

quite a variety of colors and styles, in-

cluding low and medium heels as well as

high. Vamps are still long unless one
follows the French fancy for rounded
toes.

Mr. A. M. Betts, of Betts & Oddy's

"Ladies' Fashion Centre" store, Ross-

land, B.C., left Feb. 19 for New York,
whence he will sail for London, Eng., to

visit his parents, whom he has not seen

for over 14 years. Mr. Betts anticipates

also a visit to some of the battlefields of

France, and will return about the middl-^

of May.
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THE

BEST

VALUE

IN

CANADA

NONE

BETTER

MADE

ANYWHERE

SILK FABRIC BAGS
$1.00 to $36.00 doz.

LEATHER PURSES
STRAP BACK VANITY PURSES, $6.50 to $60.00 Doz.

TOP HANDLE AVENUE BAGS, $9.00 to $60.00 Doz.

MANUFACTURED BY

CANADIAN LEATHER PRODUCTS
LIMITED

144 WEST FRONT STREET

TORONTO
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Successful Corset Departments

Ogilvy's say Gossard Corsets

make permanent customers
Hundreds of the most suc-

cessful corset departments

in Canada have been built

upon the original front-lac-

ing Gossard Corsets and
upon the fact that the Gos-
sard Nine Ideal Figure
Types guarantee perfect fit,

comfort and style to every

woman. Ogilvy's Limited,

of Montreal, give proof to

this statement.

/y//?^^eA

Montreal. CanadaThe 11. W. Gossard Co., Inc.,

Chicago, U. S. A.

Dear Sirs:

—

There ctin be no question that the .selling of Gossard Corsets is

of great advantage to us, for the simple reason that the styles are

so numerous and comprehensive that we can fit any figure, and that

our customers derive so much satisfaction in wearing correctly fitting

corsets that they return here for u similar corset whenever they are

in need of a new pair.

Yours very truly,

(JaXCv-^^-^.

The Canadian H. W. Gossard Co.
LIMITED

284-286 West King Street Toronto, Canada
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This Dome is a Symbol of

The Maximum in Quality

1919

LOOKING FORWARD
A VITAL business requisite is timely information. Upon

this must be built future plans and calculations. The

buyer that is able to sift the chaff from the grain and

correctly foretell coming events possesses a commercial

value of great price.

The glove buyer's problem for 1919 is not so difficult to

solve as it would at first appear. There will be no recession

in prices, as the demand will be greater than the supply.

Raw material is scarce, skilled labor more so, and the

demand world-wide.

Careful study along these lines will bring the correct

viewpoint and the proper solution. See us and we will talk

it over.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
Sommer Building

MONTREAL
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Prominently

Before the
^^e^«2^ VEIL

IMPOR~EO FROM FRANCE

"Just Slip ifoTv'

A Veil I Really I'^iijoy Wearing''''

If^^n^rtii^ Human Hair Net

Invisible — Invincible — Imported

Bonnie B Veils are widely advertised in all the

leading magazines. The 25,000,000 prospective

customers see they are the kind of veils which are

in demand all the time. They have proven fast

sellers and will put some life into your veil de-

partment.

Bonnie B Human Hair Nets are also in the public

limelight, and are receiving faborable comments.

Every effort is being made through the medium of

popular magazines to get this line introduced to

every woman and girl in this country.

We are the originators of Slip-on Veils,

Be sure you get in a supply to meet the patronage
that will come your way.

The Bonnie-B Company

Placed
Buying Public

Veils that are

extensively

advertised to the

customer

Shrewd retailers will

see that their next order
for veils and human
hair nets is sent to the
firm which places its

goods before the public.

An article that is exten-
sively advertised to the
public is the one in big-

gest demand. The pub-
lic have a chance to

learn of the qualities

for themselves and they
are guided in making
the right choice in pur-

chasing.

TORONTO
156 Yonge St.

NEW YORK
222 4th Avenue
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O The T
wi

ver ± ne i op
^A' ar Bride v eils

WORN BY SMART WOMEN EVERYWHERE
Veilings

Slip-on Veils

Auto Scarfs

Crepe-de-Chine

Malines

Wool Scarfs

Handkerchiefs

Laces

Nets

Chiffons

Ninons

Baby Veils

Maltese Collars \it^

Doylies

Canada v eilmg Company, Limited
84-8G WELLINGTON ST. W. TORONTO
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EASTER
ANNOUNCEMENT

HE demand for Gloves

will be as great as ever

this Easter, whilst the

shortage continues even

more acute.

You will be wise if you look early

into the needs of your Glo\ e De-

partment.

Dent's will command sales wher-

ever you have a discriminating

customer.

Behind these Gloves is a reputa-

tion for the very best. Whenever
and wherever you see our Button

it indicates a real Glo\ e service.

Remember, that DENT'S Gloves
have been leaders in the Glove
Trade for the past 200 years.

Be sure you are getting your share

of that great patronage that in-

variably follows DENTS.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention.

DENT, ALLCROFT & COMPANY
128 BLEURY STREET, MONTREAL
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Goods Again Crossing The Ocean
We beg to advise 'our numerous customers and friends in the trade

that the return tolPeace conditions enables us to announce that we
can now supply all reasonable wants promptly and satisfactorily from
stock in

BARBOUR'S

FINLAYSON'S

KNOX'S

FAMOUS LINEN THREADS
The uniform High QuaHty of these goods is well known to the manufacturing and
retail trades. Long years of specializing in these Goods only, together with a High
Standard of manufacture has made them easily leaders in their line and reliable alwa}-s.

We should be pleased to quote you on any quantity.

FRANK & BRYCE LTD.
TORONTO MONTREAL QUEBEC

Alexandre Kid

Gloves

French Kid

and Suede Gloves

Cape Gloves Fabric Gloves
FOR

Men Women Children

Order now for Easter trade

HOSIERY

Alexandre Glove Co.
46 St. Alexander St.. MONTREAL

77 York St., Toronto 80 Rue du Pont, Quebec

^1 Hornir St., Vancouver

The

Sign of

Distinguished

Service and

Style.

Easter Requirements
of

HANDKERCHIEFS
VEILINGS
LACES

]!' your stock of hiuidkerohief? i.^ not coiri'

plete. why not make it '^o from our lar<i,(^

nnd varied range?

For Ivisler trade we offer an exceptional ly

fine line of Handkercliiefs, Veilings anci

La'-es. We carry a large stock and can

till orders pronipily.

Or<li'r noil'—Wf (/ire xptnal aftt nfloii fi>

mail ordfi-n.

WESTLAKE BROS, Limued

24 WELLINGTON ST. W. TORONTO
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W. C. BLAND
Creator and Manufacturer

of Women's Neckwear

Neckwear of Individuality and
ultra-smartness that reveals the

latest style features in fascinating

fashion.

There's an almost indescribable

charm about even the simplest de-

sign, and in keeping with all other

qualities, the workmanship and
finish is distincti\ ely good.

You can readily pick out a "Bland"

design from all others, because of

the chic daintiness that's so very

apparent, and which in time secures

the clientele that buys without

solicitation.

All materials used in " Bland

"

Neckwear is of superior quality.
" Bland " Neckwear is readily sold

in the better stores.

We invite correspondence
or a visit from you at any
time you may be in Mon-
treal.

W. C. BLAND
10 Cathcart Street, Phillips Square, Montreal
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Dry Goods Review

EASTER
Veils and Veilings

Colored Silk Net

Georgette Crepe and

Crepe de Chine

"My Lady"

Silk Hair Nets

"Princess Pat"

Real Hair Nets

SPORT VEILS
Plain or Fancy

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

>i^.W
i

APC^l

York and Wellington Streets

Limited

TORONTO

^iii|i|!l<li|iliHil1ii:)iiiiilililililililllll<lilil>lililil'>i:i'ltlil>li>llllll'l'>^'l'>'*'l'>'>'t'
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VOSS & STERN
71 FIFTH AVE. at 15th ST., NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Laces, Embroideries
Georgettes, Chiffons, Nettings

CONVERTERS OF

White and Wash Goods
Silk and Cotton Mixtures

Our lines arc replde

with seasonable

novelties

PHILADELPHIA. 1033 Chestnut Street

VE-AN-ES
BRAND

Trade Mark RegistereJ

CHICAGO. 1076 Republic Buildinft

Your inspection

is cordially

invited

SAN FRANCISCO 833 Market Street

Elegant

Exclusive Neckwear
for

Spring and Easter

We have the very latest in

dainty neckwear. It is al-

ways up-to-the-minute in

style and of such quality as

to satisfy the most critical

in every point.

Be prepared for Spring and
Easter sales.

Prompt deliveries as our
stock is complete.

A, Bruce Finnic & Co.
Cor. Craig and Gosford Streets

Montreal

Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades
foxes

wolves and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and HATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS
DYED KITT. mole

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

(14:. St. Paul St. Montreal
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PRICES EXPECTED TO CONTINUE FIRM
Good Business Being Done in Eastern Canada—Hudson Seal Coats Show Marked Advances

THE solution of the price problem
on furs for the next season is still

unsettled for the manufacturer, but
the longer it goes without material re-

duction the less the decline will be, ac-

cording to the views of the fur men. That
is, if the pelt holders can afford to stand

out for a time, and resist the blandish-

ments of immediate offers, they may get

their price. In the meantime the lines

that have been sent out for Fall show
no indication of any decline in prices;

some of the goods that are going out late

in March are much higher than one year
ago. This, of course, is due to the fact

that they are manufactured out of pelts

that were bought . at a high level, and
labor is no lower; in fact, as will be ex-

plained later on, costs of labor will be

more than they have been.

The way the situation is working out

is that the large manufacturers have not

bought as heavily of raw materials as

in ordinary years, feeling it much safer

to wait as long as possible in case skins

should take a drop. In some instances

allowances are being made in the prices

quoted for next Fall for some decline in

the courses of tlie next couple of months
or so. If, on the contrary, prices go up,

they will be "caught"; if they go down,
they will rejoice over their "good judg-

m.ent." In any case they feel they are

playing the safest they can under very

puzzling conditions. Indeed, as was re-

marked by more than one in conversation

with DRY GOODS REVIEW: "We
thought it was difficult to make a fore-

cast during the war as to what was going

to happen; now that peace has come, it

is ten times more difficult."

Export Demand

What is tending to hold prices of skins

up is the export demand that has de-

veloped. During the war ladies in Can-

ada and the United States were able to

get their furs with little restrictions. The
ladies of London and Paris and other

capitals had a hard time, and often had
to forego this luxury. Now they want
them and are willing to pay all kinds of

prices for them. This is said to be the

condition with such neutrals as Norway
and Sweden as well. Since the armistice

the shipping available from New York
has imj)roved, and at the New York and

St. Louis sales large orders were placed

on French account. A large Canadian
manufacturing house, for instance, hav-

ing as they felt overstocked on rats, sold

out to an agent of a French house a good

portion of their stock, and not at a loss

either.

Throughout the trade it is reported that

retail dealers are a little loth to stock up
for Fall, as they, like everybody else, are

expecting a drop. The manufacturers
look to make up for this in more fre-

quent orders as the retailers come to

realize that even if there is a slight de-

cline there cannot be a very marked one

this year, owing chiefly, it is felt, to the

export demand that has developed of late.

This was a rather new feature for most
of those in the fur trade, and without this

their expectations oi a fairly considerable

drop might M'ell have been realized.

Business in East and West

Business in Eastern Canada is reported

racher better than in the West so far as

placing orders for Fall is concerned. One
large manufacturer gives as an estimate

of Western buying that it is about two-

thirds of last year. He explains the drop

by the fact that out in the West there

was an abnormal Winter so far as free-

dom from intense cold is concerned. In-

deed instead of temperature far below

zero, many of the centres ran around

freezing for days and even weeks at a

time, with the result that furs were not

bought to the extent that they were in a,

normal year, with business conditions as

good as they were this past year, and the

dealers are more heavily stocked up than

they were a year ago. Then for the past

two years the merchants hf.ve been buy-

ing fairly heavily of furs. In the East,

on the other hand, in the earlier years

of the war, the dealers rather held off

in buying of furs, and their stocks were

cleaner this past year than those in the

West. Dov/n East too, Lhere has been

a greater distribution of money thi'ough

munition plants than in the West, where

the surplus was limited more to the far-

mers, and only a portion of this found

its way into the towns and cities.

Big Advances on H. S. Coats

In speaking of prices one manufacturer

pointed to a coat of Hudson .seal trimmed

with beaver and mentioned the price as

$375. The same coat one year ago, a

little longer, would have sold for $250.

There was thus an increase of 50 per

cent., or $125 in this coat. His plain

Hudson seals, without trimming, were
selling for $300 to $325, as compared with
about $225 a year ago. Taking into con-

sideration the fact that this year's coat

is smaller, shorter and lacking in the

sweep of last year's, the increase in price

would be about $125. Sets, he reports,

have gone up in about the same propoi--

tion.

MONTREAL HAS LABOR DIFFICUL-
TIES

The Montreal fur manufacturers have
been facing some pretty steep demands
by their employees, under the guidance.

it is said, of the leader who was in

charge of the threatened strike in New
York, where many of the demands oi"

the operators were granted. One year

ago last Fall there was a strike of sev-

eral months in Montreal, which injure,!

the Fall business of the fur houses. The
present claims of the workers is for a

44-hour week, in place of one of 49 that

has been in force. The wage increase,

allowing for the ten per cent, that is

covered by this is equivalent to about 3(i

per cent. A third demand is for the

abolition of all piece work.

The fur manufacturers have agreed to

grant the 44-hour week, and to pay for

the shorter time the amount now paid

for the longer week. They have re-

fused to meet their employees for a

further increase, and are adverse to the

abolition of piece work. They feel that

the shortening of the week is all thf

wage increase they can afford, and so

far as piece work is concerned, they wani

this to go on, as it is an incentive to

extra work by those engaged.

The 44-hour week has followed on tht-

granting of this demand by the garment

manufacturers in Montreal.

G. F. Keid & Co., 4 Alexander St., To-

ronto, manufacturers of children's

dresses, etc., have moved to Brampton.

Ont., where they have better facilities

and plant for meeting the demands of

their business.



RESULTS OF LONDON FUR SALES
Some Skunk Remained Unsold— Interest Shown bv FVance and America

AN official report on the London
fur sales has been sent to DRY
GOODS REVIEW with the follow-

in.u- introductory paragraph:
"Previous to the armistice of 11th

N'ovember, 1918, business had been very
^ood with a favorable outlook for the

Winter season; since that date much un-
certainty was experienced with a great

falling off in demand; the result has
been a certain adjustment of values in

the present series of sales, some articles

having a more marked decline than
others.

"The market was unable to absorb the

very large offering of skunk, many re-

maining unsold, a result most unfavor-
able to shippers.

"France was welJ represented, and Am-
erica took some interest, as well as

Scandinavia to a lesser degree. The
home trade bought perhaps less than of

late."

Hudson's Bay Company's Sale

Values compared with last October.

Beaver.— (11,063; last January 5,764).

10 per cent, cheaper than October.
Mus(|uash— (41,834; last January 10,-

270). 10 per cent, cheaper than Oc-
tober. Otter— (1,443; last January 1,-

519). Dark 15 per cent, dearer; 260 -

was highest price paid, other sorts full

October price.

Fisher—(489; last January 494). Dark
October price; pale 10 per cent, cheaper.
Fox, Red— (3,381; last January 2,373).

25 per cent, cheaper, except 3rds. Fox,
Cross— (1,057; last January 835). 20 per
cent, cheaper excepting fine. £42 was
highest price paid. Fox, Silver—
(280; last January 258). October prices;

£145 hig-hest price paid. Fox, Blue

—

(108; last January 29). 25 per cent.

dearer; £34 highest price paid. Fox,
White— (8,696; last January 2,310). 15

per cent, dearer than in March, about 15
per cent, cheaper than October, 290 '-

highest price paid.

Marten— (4,586; last January 3,778).

10 per cent, cheaper than in October;
290 - highest price paid. Ermine—8,-

219; last January 931). 30 per cent,

cheaper than in October. Mink— (1,818;
last January 1,565). 15 per cent, dearer.
Lynx— (1,324; last January 2,096). 40
per cent, cheaper; 140 - highest price

paid. ¥/olf—(303; last January 394). 40
per cent, cheaper.

Wolverine— (10).

Skunk— (79; last January 188). Hair
Seal— (539). Bear, White— (87; last

January 93). Hare, White— (55,372).
Norwegian, sold 130 -, 250/-, per 100.

Squirrel— (24,700). Norwegian, sold
175/-, 180/-, per 100.

Sale of Lampson & Co., Nesbitt, Ltd., and
Others

Badger— (7,693; last January 9,382).
North American little cheaper. Russian
October prices. Bear, Black— (4,070;

An Advance Model
One of the smart fur sets now under way.

Hudson seal with grey squirrel is consid-
ered one of the best combinations for next
Fall and the lines of this, with the pockets
and wide collar, are particularly pleasing.

—

Made by the Sandham Co.. Toronto.

last January 5,558). October prices.

210 - was highest price paid. Bear,

—Brown— (469; last January 464). 10

per cent, dearer. Bear, Grizzley— (22;

last January 166). 20 per cent, dearer.

190 - was highest price paid. Bear,

White— (144; last January 124). Best
skins 20 per cent, dearer, others October
prices. £23 was highest price paid.

Beaver— (6,779; last January 7,504). 10

per cent, cheaper. 94 - was highest price

for dark.

Cat, Civet— (99,741; last January 137,-

330). 15 per cent, cheaper. Cat, House
—(22,164; last January 17,277). About
October prices. Cat, Wild, etc.—(10,-

585; last January 12,501). Little cheaper.

Chinchilla— (1,116; last January 113). 10

per cent, cheaper. 145 - was highest

price.

Dog— (7,819). All unsold.

Ermine— (101,621; last January 100,-

482). 15 per cent, cheaper.

Fisher— (2,066; last January 1,422).

October prices. 460- was highest price

paid. Fitch—(47,250; last January 113,-

584). 20 per cent, cheaper. Fox, Blue

—(593; last January 88). October prices.

£46 was highest price paid. Fox, Cross
-(1,-338; last January 1,022). 20 per

cent, cheaper. 480/- was highest price

paid. Fox, Grey— (22,222; last January
16,405). About October prices. Fox,
Kitt—(43,813; last January 18,345). 10

per cent, deai-er. Fox, Red—(24,503; last

January 49,206). Best 20 per cent,

cheaper. Other sorts 10 per cent. Fox,
Silver— (2,066; last January 663). Little

cheaper. £175 highest price paid. Fox,
White— (6,644; last January 6,802). 20

per cent, cheaper. 260 - highest price

paid.

Hare, White— (326,656; last January
331,975). 40 per cent, cheaper. 565-
highest price paid for selected.

Kolinsky— (50,283; last January 82,-

598). About October prices. 10/6 was
highest price paid.

Lynx— (341; last January 2,066.

Rather cheaper. Leopard— (199; last

January 142). Contained some dressed

which sold 95 -, 100 -.

Marmot— (23,273; last January 88,-

945). October prices. Marten— (4,112;

last January 193). 15 per cent, cheaper.

230 - was highest price paid. Marten,
I5aum—(173; last January 620). Mostly
dressed skins. Marten, Stone— (740; last

January 996). October prices. Mink.

—

(37,000; last January 60,475). 20 per

cent, dearer. 58 - being highest price

for British Columbia. Mink, Japanese

—

(1,430). Most unsold. Mole— (501,823;

last January 382,378). 10 per cent,

dearer, 120 - per 100 being the highest

price. Moufflon— (24,824). 20 per cent,

cheaper. Musquash, Brown— (618,967;

last January 1,745,272). Best October

prices. vSouthern 10 per cent, cheaper.

Musquash, Black— (72,625; last January

27,262). k few sold October prices. Most

unsold.

Nutria, raw— (118,883) and Nutria,

dressed— (102,827)—Raw, part sold, Oc-

tober prices; dressed, part sold, full

October to 10 per cent, advance.

Opossum, American—(465,299; last

January 629,624). 15 per cent, cheaper.

Many unsold. Otter—(2,762; last Janu-

ary 5,733). 10 per cent, dearer. 135/-

highest price paid.

Raccoon—(66,475; last January 102,-

149). 15 per cent, cheaper, except Dark.

Sable, Russian—(1,003; last Januar/

818). Some nice goods. Sold well. 900 -

was highest price paid. Squirrel, Raw

—

(325,905). Raw Siberian sold well. Squir-

rel, Backs— (70,278). 10 per cent,

cheaper. Squirrel, Skins — (259,169).

Dressed skins, October prices. Squirrel,

Tails— (9,654 lbs.) Nearly all remain

unsold. Skunk— (764,242; last January

426,041). Best 10 per cent, cheaper. Long

stripe, white, 20 per cent. Southern's

30 per cent. 40/- was highest price paid.

Wolf— (8,928; last January 17,257)

October prices. Wolverine— (1,577; last

January 1,216). 15 per cent, cheaper

130 - was highest price paid.
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Australian Goods, by C. M. Lampson &
a>^ A. & W. Nesbitt, Ltd., and

Anning & Cobb

Opossums, Australian— (242,357; last

January 359,625). 20 per cent, cheaper
than October. Opossums, Ringtail

—

(16,348; last January 82,415). October
prices.

Wallaby—(57,838; last January 197,-

746). All sorts October prices, except

Victorian, which are 25 per cent, cheaper.

Red Fox, Australian— (19,537; last Jan-

uary 2,199). October prices. Wombat

—

(2,789; last January 443). Little dearer.

Kangaroo— (191; last January 457).

China Furs: Eastwood & Holt, H. Kiver

& Co., E. Barber & Son
Bear, White— (12). Badger, Japanese

— (4,663; last January nil). 750 mixed,

sold 9/3, 9/6; rest unsold.

Civet Cat, China— (3,247; last January
25,846). 2,000 not landed, some dressed;

sold 12 '9. Dog, China—(515; last Janu-

ary 304). 251 sold 16/-. Fox, Japanese
—'(4,334; last January 4,191). 595 Mon-
golian sold 32 '6 and 33/6, remainder un-

sold. Fox, China— (2,770; last January
73,397). 600 sold 20/-, 24/-; rest unsold.

Fox Tails— (2,592; last January 15,468).

Sold 5'6 and 6/-.

Kid Crosses—Black— (5,723; last Jan-

uai-y 1,085). Part sold about October
prices, oai-t not landed. White— (515).

Not sold. Grey— (1,516; last January
214). Most sold 23/. Mixed— (941).

About half sold up to 17/, half unsold.

Red Skins, Black— (6,831). 3,000 flat

plain sold 1/10. rest unsold. Kid Skins.

Grey— (150). Sold 1/6. Kid Skins. White
(6,156; last January 3,236). Sold at

good prices up to 15/-.

Leopard— (880; last January 110)

Most unsold.

Marten, Japanese— (4.913; last Janu-
ary 4.866). Most unsold. Mink, China
—56,059; last January 79.780). More
than half sold at full October prices.

Marmot— (19,361; last January none).

7,361 sold.

Kolinsky— (380; last January 1,015).

Sold at October prices. Pahmi^—44,695;

last January 23,200). 9,625 sold 2/11,
3/'6 for selected.

Raccoon— (9.918; last January 82,696).

Best parcel fetched 1 3-6, about 6,000

brought in.

Sable Japanese — (45). Sold 50'-.

Sable Tails, China— (1,600). Sold 1/5

and 1/6.

Rabbit, White, China— (259,460; last

January 175.749). 9,650 sold 14, rest

unsold. Rabbit, White. Crosses, China

—

(1,444; last January 2,103). All unsold.

Sciuirrel, Raw— (39,768). Not landed.

Squirrel Tails— (843 lbs.) Not sold.

Squirrel, Flying Japanese— (2,000; last

January none). Not sold. Slink. Crosses
(4,160; last January none). All unsold.

Slink, Skins— (177; last January none).
All unsold.

Thibet Lamb Skins— (32,089; last Jan-
uary 228). 600 Extra large sold 20'-,

rest unsold. Thibet Lamb Robes— (1,-

454; last January 20). All unsold.

Goat Skins, Grey— (51,568; last Janu-
ary 20,458). About 27,389 sold at cheaper

Lure thinks, because there is no great
supply of furs. He believes that much
better prices could be secured by the fox

farmers of his province if more co-opera-

tion in marketing were evidenced.

"We have the product," he says, "but

we are demoralizing every principle of

trade in the way we are placing our high

grade article on the market."

Fall Model
Hudson seal coat trimmed with plucked

beaver. Novelty roll collar; fancy brocade
lining. Length 40 inches, which is likely to
be the popular length.—Shown by the Red-
mond Company, Limited, Montreal.

price. Goat Skins, White— (12,016; last

January 1,330). About 3,000 sold 7/6.

Rest unsold. Goat Skins, Black— (7,766;
last January 7,683). In good demand,
selected up to 18/-.

Sheep Skins— (1,413; last January
none). Unsold.

F.E.L MAN MAKES LARGEST INDI-
VIDUAL FOX FUR SALE ON

RECORD
Mr. Chester McLure, Charlottetown,

manager of the P.E.L Fur Sales Board, is

feeling very optimistic upon his return
from St. Louis and New York. He made
the largest individual sale on record, of
silver foxes—over $100,000 at one sale,

the highest price paid for a single skin
being $800. This sale was made in New
York. Mr. McLure's total sales aggre-
gated close upon $150,000. There should
be no break in the fur market, Mr. Mc-

STYLES FOR NEXT SEASON
Canadian wholesalers whose samples

for next season's styles are alreauy on

the road forecast interesting changes in

milady's Hudson seal. Fur coats for the

autumn, according to probabilities, will

be shorter. The forty inch Hudson seal

coat promises to become the most pop-

ular style, selling at about the same
figure as the 45 inch coat this season.

The forty-two inch coat should be in

good demand too. Coats will for the

most part be belted, with smaller skirts.

Cape effects will be worn extensively

and the shawl collar will be in vogue.

Hudson seal will not only hold its place

as the most popular fur for women's
coats, but will also take precedence as

the choice for scai-fs and small furs

The coatee, according to some dealers

will not be sold in Canada next fall but

others, including some large buyers,

predict a good sale for them. One To-
ronto buyer stated to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that coats and throws of all

kinds will be more popular than they

have ever been, by next Fall.

On account of the high price of musk-
rat, mink-marmot should command an

especially brisk market with the country

trade. Natural muskrat, by reason of

its forbidding figure, will not be in

great demand, for the consumer wno
can afford the natural rat is fairly cer-

tain to be financially capable of reach-

ing the top notch price of Hudson seal,

and this for obvious reasons he is likely

to do. Mink-marmot promises to sell

at the figure for which natural rat was
quoted this last year. Men's racoon coats

have advanced fifty per cent, in price

over last year. Men's fur trimmed coals

with beaver, otter, and Hudson seal col-

lars should command an excellent mar-
ket.

There is some call for summer furs

among buyers. "There are really only

two months in the year, in Canada,

when furs are not an actual necessity,

let alone a whim of fashion," said an-

other buyer. "We anticipate a good de-

mand for separate pieces.''

SILKS HIGH THROUGHOUT
Continued from page 39

Labor unrest, shorter working hours

and increased pay are bound to affect

the situation in the United States, in

Europe and in Japan, tending to keep
up manufacturing costs. On the other

hand, high wages will be a big factor in

meeting the high-priced merchandise.
Business is exceptionally good at pre-

.sent throughout the silk trade and the

balance of the Spring and the Summer
are expected to continue exceedingly

active.
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FUR COATS SHORTER
There is a strong tendency in fur coats

for next Fall to be much shorter than last

year. Many of the orders now being-

placed among some of the more exclusive

stores are for coats as short as 30 inches

and up to 34. This contrasts with 40 to

44 inches this past season. This change

in the style is welcomed by the manu-
facturers as it allows them to turn out
coats at a smaller advance (the word
"declme" is not appropriate under the

circumstances) than would otherwise be
the case.

Another change in styles for next Fall

that would appear to be fairly well
marked is to wide stoles in place of the
more rounded, narrowed pieces of the pre-

sent season. This will mean a lessening

to some extent in the animal effects that
will be shown, although the material used
in these wide, flat stoles runs more to

mole, and Hudson seal in particular.

Some of these stoles are quite wide, and
altogether are quite a contrast in their

long flowing appearance to the close,

thick-set animal effects that were more
prominent before. As a compromise be-

tween these is the cape effect, which will

be strong again.

In muffs the drop canteen will be very
strong, with the ordinary "round" muff
as the competitor. Some very smart de-

signs are shown in the dropped canteen
effects, with skunk, for example.

Prices of the pelts continue to hold

very firm. Wolf skins are up in a few
months from $14-$15 to $19.20. Mink,

too, has advanced, and skunk averages
about 20 c^ higher. Lynx is up as well,

and, indeed, is becoming a most popular
fur both for sets and trimming. Squirrel

falls into a similar category.

SOME NEW TERMS EXPLAINED
Namrit—An English voile with guar-

anteed indelible colors. 40 inches wide.

Grass Cloth — A ramie-like cotton

fabric.

Chantilly—Name applied to a French
linen-finish fabric.

Sapinette—A straw braid originated by
a New York house.

Nancette—A highly lustrou? silk fea-

tured by a New York manufacturer.
Peau de Peche — Literally "skin of

peach"—a new French silk with velvety

texture somewhat like a fine duvetyn or

suede, but all silk. Comes in a variety

of solid colors.

Tricoline—^A cotton production resemb-
ling silk; for dresses, blouses, underwear,
etc., in popular colors.

Triconetto—A jersey-like cotton fabric
claimed not to stretch.

JAPAN HAS SOMETHING YET TO
LEARN

As importers state it, the great diffi-

culty with the Japanese silk market is in

getting deliveries. This is not now due
to shipping or any other condition foreign
to the trade proper so much as to the
Japanese methods of doing business.

While Japan has taken great strides in

building up foreign markets and develop-
ing her manufactures during recent
years, she still has many things to leam
of Western ideals in business if she
wishes to i-etain the customers whom
necessity has brought to her.

"The only way to get satisfactory de-

liveries of Japanese goods," said one re-

presentative—and the same views have
been voiced by others regarding various

lines of Japanese merchandise—"is to

establish an office and warehouse in

Japan. A purchaser on the spot could

buy a few pieces of silk, for instance,

now and then and put them away until

he had enough for a shipment, but if he

attempted to place an order for several

thousand yards for any definite delivery

he would never get it. The Japanese
manufacturer will sell you what he has

on hand or will take your order as you
place it, but when he has the goods com-
pleted for your order someone else will

come along and offer him 10 cents more
for it and he sells it rather than take the

trouble of shipping it to you. Your order

might never be filled or it might be filled

in 25 years, but not when you expect it,

unless you are on the ground* to take it

immediately when it is produced. It is

the same with their raw silk. They will

sell, to the highest bidder on the spot, the

bales of silk which you have ordered for

definite delivei-y unless you are right

there to take it as soon as it is baled

up."

THE SHOPPE DE LUXE, OTTAWA
The New York Importers, exclusive

ladies' ready-to-wear, have opened their

well-arranged new store at 67 Bank St.,

Ottawa. The entire store has been re-

modelled since its occupation by a jewelry

firm, and now looks in keeping with the

advertisement, which proclaims the store

a Shoppe de Luxe. Situated one door

from Sparks street, the centre of the

shopping world of Ottawa, the location

bids fair to prove desirable and profit-

able.

A NEW STORE WITH A NEW IDEA

The Davis Store, 184 Sparks street,

Ottawa, uses the above slogan in their

opening advertisement. They will offer

to the public great bargains at prices

ranging from Ic to $1. Ladies' wear was

the leading feature for the first day's

business, but enamelware, china, and

hand bags were also given prominence.

The store is in close proximity to the

F. W. Woolworth store, and situated in

a busy part of Sparks street.

WIRM''"'*!*''!;!'.'
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TO SETTLE DISPUTES
The Senior British Trade Commissioner

in Canada and Newfoundland (Mr. G. T.

Milne, 367 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal)
has been notified by the Imperial De-
partment of Overseas Trade in London
that he is em.powered to appoint an ex-

pert to examine and report upon consign-

ments of goods from the United Kingdom
in respect of which a dispute has arisen,

and to certify the signature of such ex-

perts as authentic. The Commissioner
will, however, only intervene when re-

quested to do so by both parties to the

dispute.

The kind of disputes in which the

Commissioner may intervene are those

regarding goods which are alleged to be

not up to sample, or which have arrived

in a damaged condition owing to faulty

packing. The Commissioner is not author-

ized to deal with claims under insurance

policies for goods damaged during the

voyage.

As the official Trade Representative in

Canada and Newfoundland of the Indian

Government, the Commissioner is also

authorized to act in regard to disputes

relative to shipments from India.

The remuneration of experts appointed

by the Commissioner is a matter for the

parties to the dispute. No fee will be

charged for his services.

The British Trade Commissioner at To-

ronto (Mr. F. W. Field, 257 Confedera-

tion Life Bldg., Toronto) is empowered

to act in disputes arising out of ship-

ments to Toronto and to other centres in

Ontario.

W. G. Perry, of the F. R. MacMillan

stores, Saskatoon, Sask., has returned

from a business trip to New York, Mont-

real and Chicago. James Adams and Ro-

bert R. Brown, also of the MacMillan

store, have returned from New York and

Montreal where they have been purchas-

ing spring stock.

Miss McKinnon, of M. E. Cameron's,

Goderich, Ont., was among the many mil-

linery buyers in Toronto recently.

Miss H. P. Kearney, of Sloan & Kear-

ney, Kentville, N.S., spent a week in the

leading millinery markets preparatory

for Spring openings. Maize, henna, sand,

black-and-white, in colors; flowers, espe-

cially daisies, sailor styles, and veils are

some of the outstanding features of

Spring millinery which she discovered.

The N.Y.K. liner "Katori Maru"

reached port at Victoria, B.C., Feb. 26,

after a 14 days' passage from Yoko-

hama. She carried 7,040 tons of cargo,

including 2,080 bales of raw silk valued

at over $2,000,000.

An extra distribution of approximately

$2,000,000 to the common stockholders of

the American Woollen Company was

voted March 4 at the annual meeting at

Springfield, Mass. Payments will be

made in Liberty bonds on the basis of $10

par value on each of the 200,000 shares of

common stock. The directors voted this

bonus in addition to declaring the regu-

lar dividend of 1% per cent, on pre-

ferred stock and 1% per cent, o.i the

common stock.
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ABOUT HUDSON SEAL

Hudson Seal is the trade term for

sealdyed muskrats.

HOLLANDER Seal is the quality

term for sealdyed muskrats.

The public nowadays buys quality.

The wise manufacturer sells quality.

Therefore he sells

HOLLANDER SEAL
which is

SOME SEAL!

A. HOLLANDER & SON, Ltd.

Dressing and Dyeing of Furs

Works : N. Y. Office :

64 QUEEN ST. 129 WEST 30th ST.

MONTREAL N. Y. C.
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Your business will need

Moose Head Brand
Furs

this year more than ever before

' Prices for Fine Furs

have not fallen.

Judicious buying will have to be

the slogan for your department.

Confidence in the reliability of the fur goods you will

handle in 1919 will ha\e to be stronger than ever.

Our endea\ ors for the coming season are not slackening;

and we infuse our personality into the manufacture and

building up of all our garments.

Moosehead Brand Furs
Established 1852

The Highest Grade of Furs Produced
— and ~

The Most Reliable

L. Gnaedinger Son & Company
90-94 St. Peter Street, Montreal
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MILLINERY SHOWS INTERESTING DEVELOPMENTS
Mary Pickford Sailor a New Feature—Transparent Crowns, Much Trimming, Including

Array of Flowers—Colored Spring Likely to Mean Black and
White Mid-Summer

F
OLLOWING
the trend
of the var-

ious styles of

(dresses, coats
and other wear-
ing apparel mil-

linery this year
ii3 showing a

ivery noticeable

.tendency toward
much more trimming than has bssn in

vogue since the war began. The mir-
nish military styles in apparel of all

kinds seem conspicuouisly absent this

year, and while simple lines are prefer-

red, millinery as well as gowns have
launched strongly into much trimming
and ornamentation. The nearer the

warmer weather approaches, the more

certain does a much-trimmed season ap-

pear.

There is decided enthusiasm expressed

throughout the millinery trade on the

amount and also upon the outstanding

features of the business which the early

months of the year have experienced.

"Millinery is coming into its own again."

This is the remark of a number of whole-

salers at present. Retail houses, as well,

are very pleased over the prospects for

the coming season. Although they every-

where express regret at the shortage of

supplies in trimming, prices are better

this year than they have been for a few
years past, but they are gradually coming-

back to where they used to be. because

of the greater amount of material used

and the improving conditions generally

throughout the trade. With importa-

Feature

is the narrow-brim-

med sailor set upon a

bandeau and with

trimming at the back.

This particular model

is in henna Georgette

in folds and same
color dull, fine strav. ;

glycerined ostrich ai:

back.—Shown by the

I). McCall Co., Tor-

onto.

tions coming over more readily from
Paris, and the increasing interest being

shown in millinery, generally, and pos-

sibly the introduction of long skirts so

that attention is rising from the feet to

the head once more, it is possible that by
1920 millinery will be at one of the most
prosperous seasons in its history.

"Before the war we used to get from
$15 to $25 on an average for our better

grade hats," said one wholesale milliner

"This year we are getting around $15
to $18, but that is the highest apart from
a very few exceptional cases." There are

few women this year paying $40 and
$50 for their Spring hats as they used

to some five years ago. They are coming-

back to it gradually however.

Dedicated to Our "Mary"

Last month readers of DRY GOODS
REVIEW had their attention directed to

the revival of the Watteau hat. This is

developing quite strongly, and a novel

outcome has resulted. It is called, by one

or two houses, the Mary Pickford Sailor.

This* little sailor is tilted up at the back
by a bandeau underneath the brim; the

bandeau extends all ai'ound the crown,

but is deeper in the back than elsewhere.

The brim varies in width from 1% to 2

inches, while the crown is correspondingly

low. Naturally with this style of hat the

trimming is emphasized at the back. In

some models it takes the form of many,
many, loops of half-inch ribbon hanging-

down the back from the bandeau or else

of bunches of flowers, or glycerined os-

trich, or other feathers. These some-

times mount high on the top of the brim

at the back as well. The Mary Pickford

Sailor in general is characterized by the

low crown, narrow brim and bandeau. It

is to be had in many of the hand-made
shapes of Georgette crepe with fancy

trimming straw in the season's novelty

colors, such as henna, jay blue, dust, ex-

tremely glossy black, and peacock blue.

Transparent Crowns

Another feature which is developing

quite noticeably is the ti'ansparent crown.

This is usually made of tulle or steamed
maline without any stiffening under-
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Poke effect—covered with Georgette
and trimmed with grapes. Streamers of
velvet ribbon. Marie & Annie model.

Toque—made of blac!; jet covered with
maline; maline pompom at side. For
evening wear. Vasselin Villetard model.

Fine Milan straw in jay blue; trimmed
with flat daisies on crown and folded on
edge of brim. Hermance model.

Imported by Messrs. Vyse Sons & Co., Ltd., Montreal

neath. The brim with these crowns may
be of fabric or any of the soft fashion-

able straws or combination of both. One
attractive number had diamonds outlined

in fine straw and filled in with strands of
white ostrich. These motifs appeared on
the brim and one on the centre top of the
crown.

We are weanet! away from the tailored

styles this year so that some milliners are

doubtful as to whether Italian milans will

have their usual vogue this Summei-. In-

stead they predict a call for leghorns
with more trimming than the milans us-

ually will stand. The leghorn numbers
being shown at present for mid-Summer
are frequently tilted up and poked in at

the back with the kinks filled in with
feathers, flowers and ribbon, one or all,

and like the Mary Pickford Sailor they
frequently have a bandeau to emphasize
the slant upwards.

Hair braid, hair lace, maline and any-
thing that is transparent is predicted to
be in very strong demand throughout the
season. These are chiefly wanted in

black, but colors ai-e selling also.

A Flower Season Promised

Many varieties of flowers are used
along with feathers, ribbons and fine

straws for trimming.
New York is talking strongly of a de-

cided flower season this year. While the
Canadian trade is ready to accept it, the
supply of desirable flowers to be had is

not yet adequate to allow of the hats
made entirely of flowers and piled up in

the quantities that some New York de-
signers would like. Veiled flowers, ap-
pliqued blossoms, wheat and daisies are
much in evidence and several inodels
show daisies folded over the edge of the

brims. Ribbons of all widths and colors

are used this season; some even in long-

streamers down the back in wide widths,

and fringed ends. One crown on a wide-

trimmed crepe model was entirely cover-

ed with loops of narrow satin ribbon

standing out so that the crown resembled

one huge pompon of ribbon.

For Early Spring
A Chic model of basket straw cleverly

designed ^with wings.

Veils and tulle scarfs are very fashion-

able in some of the dressier numbers.
Indeed some of the plainer numbers as

well have scarfs attached for throwing
about the neck. One model in lisere after

the lines of the jockey cap has a scarf

made cf fine wide black lace bordered
with plain net; it is attached at the side

of the hat at the base of the crown, and
is conveniently placed for drawing across

the face to form a veil and then passing

safely around the neck as a scarf. Most
tailored hats have some such attachment
which changes their severe ways into an
effect at once feminine, and trim and
neat. Most of the small turbans and
toques which la.st year would have been

satisfied with one feather or pompom,
must have this season several of them,
mounting high—very high— upon the

centre of the crown, or drooping over

until the little hat is well-nigh sub-

merged.

Black and White to Follow Color

"There is so much color this Spring that

It simply cannot last throughout the Sum-
mer," said one leading milliner. "I should

not be at all surprised to see a distinct

development cf black and white for mid-

Summer." Apart from that, and the

transparent hats, there is little sugges-

tion offered for the later season. The
trade is awaiting the results of Eastern

selling before purchasing heavily of

flower-trimmed hats or of any other dis-

tinct feature. The feeling is general, of

course, that Summery, feminine millin-

ery, with plenty of fruit, flowers, ribbons

tulle and soft fabrics will be favored all

through the season, and that large hats

will predominate for Summer.
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EASTER MILLINERY
Trimmed Hats

Straw Hats

Panamas

Straw Braids

Flowers

Fancy Mounts

Ornaments

Mourning

Special preparations are being made by

us for early Spring and Easter business.

All Departments are replete with New
Goods and Novelties, both at Toronto and

Branch Salesrooms.

Our travellers cover the Dominion from

Coast to Coast, and bring buyers every-

where in touch with our large stocks.

Inspection invited.

Letter orders solicited.

Ribbons

Silks

Georgettes

Crepes

Crepe de Chines

Malines

Nets

Laces

G. GOULDING & SONS

WINNIPEG. 66 King Street

TORONTO
BRANCH SALESROOMS

:

OTTAWA. 193 Sparks Street HAMILTON. l&Vz John Street

DYNAMO BRAND

By this Mark you are enabled to

recognize MALINES which can-

not be equalled in Quality-absolute

Exclusiveness and Economy.

"Dynamo Brand" Malines
Are guaranteed Rainproof. They resist Rain—Dampness-
Snow—Sun and Perspiration.

They excel where others fail, -and they naturally become the

ideal Maline for Millinery and for Maline Scarves, so appro-

priate for evening wear. They are economic, because one

yard of Dynamo Maline offers more advantages than two

yards of any other make. Buy Dynamo Maline, it is the

Original Guaranteed Rainproof Maline.

MONTREAL
Room 705
Read Bldj;.

Tel: Main 6524

CHAS. MOUTERDE {^United Makers)
|'he oiiK selling agents for Cos MtUtou is Co. of Lyons

|
France

|
for tlic

'Dominion^ of Canada. 11'/ onh .ull to tin \\'h()li!,ili>>.

80 Wellington

St. West

TORONTO
Tel. Adel. 4>*^4
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1919 - SPRING STYLES - 1919
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

s
'ERVIt'E. A< we keep in toucli with the fji.-hiou centre.-i, we are able to give you the latest

^ productions as they are being shown. You can also feel assured in ordering from us
"^ that the high standard of (pialitv and w"rkni;nishii> that has built uj) the popularity of
\erless Shapes will be maintained.

J^ELIVERY. Owing to our complete manufacturing facilities, it enables us to ship your
shapes within five (5) days following recei])t of order.

CHILDREN'S SHAPES numbered 2l9x to 2:50. Price ^r^M) per dozen.
LADIES' SHAPES numbered 800 up. Price Jfb.50 i)er dozen.

Conditions make it necessanj for these prices to he .subject to change without notice.

Favor us with a trial order of three (3) dozen of our styles shown here, in i/4-dozen lots.

PEERLESS HATS LTD.
10 ONTARIO
STREET WEST MONTREAL

LADIES', MISSES', and CHILDREN'S HATS and BUCKRAM SHAPES
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KNITTED dOODS

MANY SUMMER NOVELTIES SHOWN
Boys' jerseys, Ladies' Fine \A'ool Coats and High Grade Artificial Silk Models All in Good

Demand—Crimson and Na\ y a Popular New York Color Combination

AMONG the knitting mills the gen-
eral outlook of trade is reported as
•?-ood. The lack of labor in some

departments, however, is still a source of
worry and is causing a hold-up in delivery
of orders. Labor is the dominant factor
in the holding high of prices and the
future seems to give assurance only of
further increases.

Boys' Wear
There is steady demand at present for

boys' jerseys. The regulation cotton
shirt has reached prices beyond the value
of its utility and quality. If the popularity
of the jersey is any gauge, it is a more
practical garment than the shirt for
ordinary occasions. The jersey is warm,
fits well and looks comfortable, and be-
sides does not seem to need so many
visits to the wash tub, as do some other
styles of garments. The English jersey
market is practically closed at pkresent,

which fact is keeping Canadian manufac-
turers unusually busy. Their difficulty
is in keeping on hand sufficient raw
material.

Ladies' Fancy Garments
The slip-on sweater coat is appearing

in a number of new effects—so radical in
some cases that the original garment can
scarcely be traced in them. A new num-
ber, which is proving of much interest in
the United States, and is likely to be
featured in this country, is in coat style,
in fine wool and fancily cut.

The Canadian Ascot is another new
number meeting with considerable favor
for the coming season. It is in fine wool
also, and has a smart effect, by reason of
its novel design.

As was suggested in the previous issue
of DRY GOODS REVIEW, the extreme
scarcity and the high prices of artificial

silk, are regulating sweater coats of that
material strictly to the "few." There are
some very beautiful garments offered in

it, but wholesale prices run from about
$15.00 to $4.5.00. Of cour.se, at such
figures, manufacturers are careful to get
the very best results possible in the way
of workmanship, color and design, and
buyers who handle that class of garment
are taking them up readily. Stripes and
fancy color combinations have given place
almost entirely to the coats of plain body
with strino "r brushed trimmings on col-

lar and cuffs.

Cape Sweaters

The popularity of capes is felt in the

knitted coat world. On some of the

newest models, a cape effect is achieved

with vei'y interesting results.

The popular colors now, as experienced

by a manufacturer of high-grade, arti-

ficial lines, are rose, yellow, purple and
sand, with a good deal of black being

worn.
Art Silk Knickers

A new line being introduced by a Can-

adian house is the artificial silk under-

skirt and knicker. This garment will no

doubt be very acceptable to women who
adhere to the narrow skirts and also to

those who do much driving. The satin

and glove silk garments are liked and it

is reasonable to suppose that the firmer,

good wearing" artificial silk will also be

given place.

In the stores one sees a variety of

colors not featured very strongly in the

7'he "Canadian Ascof
A noveltv sweJiter shown l)v H. (; l.onR

& Co.

past few seasons. One of these is lilac,

or lavender, with wide, white bands on
collar, cuffs, and pockets, it is very at-

tractive. One "case" of henna color has
been observed in sweaters, though this

line was perhaps the strongest resistant

to that fancy of the season. Jay blue is

very noticeable too. All these shades are

in the fine, soft wool models. Tuxedo
fronts are shown on some of the new
models. These are usually accompanied
by a buttoned beit in preference to a sash.

Buttoned or laced V necks, flat Dutch
collars, and also a number of novelty

waist-coated models are seen at varying
prices.

Knitted slip-over and skirt suits are

being exhibited at the Spring fashion

parades. They have brushed wool collars,

cuffs, and bands on skirt, and at the

bottom of the sweater. The whole of the

suit is usually rather close-fitting.

Imported Novelties

A slip-over model, shown by a New
York house, is in American Beauty red,

jhowing the fish-tail sleeve; that is a
fitted sleeve with ribbad cuff from which
a "tail" effect flares out around the hand;
the collar is round and flat, and, like the

sleeves and body of the slip-over, is

knitted in fancy stitch resembling crochet.

A number of variations of the round neck

are featured. Crimson and navy is a

favorite color combination.

Some novelties are shown in French
numbers also. Some are made with rows
of fibre silk and wool-woven in cardigan

stitch in such a manner as to make each

row encircle horizontally. There are no

pockets, but the fronts show a novel

pinch tuck treatment at either side from
under which are string sashes of plain

fibre silk to be brought around, adjust

the waistline fullness across the back and
tie with a bow at centre.

One number has a "V" shaped looped

and buttoned gilet attached underneath

so that a soft edge is achieved, and this

is in one with the short, sailor-back

collar.

Other collars, however, favor the

double circular type which rolls high and

away from the throat. Cuffs, usually of

the plain silk, are turned back and linked.

Such combinations as gold and black,

canary and white, white and old blue, or

two tones of delft, are noted.
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UNDERWEAR
Outlook for Export Business Promises

Activity for Mills—Wholesalers'

Stocks Light

UNDERWEAR.—There has been a

tendency on the part of buyers, both

wholesale and retail, to hold back on

placing orders for next Fall and Winter

in anticipation of a reduction in price.

At the present time there seems no im-

mediate prospect of such a move.

Indications are that there will be

some large orders placed by Roumania
' and Serbia and possibly some of the

other Allied countries, which will tax

the capacity of the Canadian mills. These

orders are not yet in hand, but there has

been some business for other lines

placed in Canada and that underwear is

to be added to the list of exports seems

more than likely.

Stocks in wholesalers' hands generally

are pretty well exhausted, the orders for

the forces undertaking the Siberian ex-

pedition being supplied from the whole-

salers' shelves. With the retailer indi-

cations are that owing to the generally

mild winter there may be a very
fair amount carried over to another sea-

son, and this is undoubtedly a factr,v to

curtail placing from this source. How-
ever, with a normal winter next year,

or one even approaching norm.al, there

should be big business and sorting in

large volume seems quite probable.

COMMENCES OPERATIONS
The Canada Needle Works, Limited,

which was organized early last Summer,
has now started operations at George-
town. Ont. They manufacture latch

needles for knitting-machinery. A new
brick factory, 36x90, has been built and
equipped with modern facilities, and
there are 25 skilled hands, male and
female, employed.

Previous to the war Canadian knitting

mills have been dependent to a very
large extent on needles imported from
Germany. In fact the shortage of knit-

ting needles has been more acutely felt

than even wool and dyestuffs, and it is

hoped that the new concern will be of

much assistance in supplying the short-

age.

MODERN MILL UNDER WAY
The new building of the Riverside Silk

Mill at Gait is expected to be completed
by June 1st. That it is possible for the
industry of silk spinning to be carried on
successfully in Canada, is demonstrated
by the fact that when the above firm
started throwing silk four years ago,
they consumed 250 pounds of raw ma-
terial per week, while to-day they use
4,000 pounds. A modern, attractive mill
and the pleasant work which it provides,
should assist in developing very ma-
terially this important new industry in

Canada.

Three Leaders
The fine pure wool slip-on sweater is in apple green and white

with neat collar and green pompon, knit fancy above the waist
and in single and double ribs below.

The coat sweater, also in apple green, shows the white stripes,
too, which are much in favor this year. The collar is deep sailor
style and the double front forms a chest protection. Slender
lines are maintained.

The little girl is wearing a smart Saxe blue and white sweater
coat, comfy and neat —Made by the Universal Knitting Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

SUPPLIED BIG PART OF CANADA
WOOL CLIP

The Southern Alberta Wool Growers'
Association shipped a total of 1,584,783

pounds of wool to Toronto during 1918

under the co-operative plan, and private

members shipped about 100,000 pounds
more. The sheep industry centring

around Lethbridge supplied over 40 per
cent, of the Canadian clip in 1918 and
about 15 per cent, of annual Canadian
consumption, according to figures sup-

plied by the Winnipeg office of the Com-
missioner of Immigration and Coloniza-

tion.

—

Canadian Official Record.

Ronald Gray, a brother, laid down his
life some months ago. Both these young
Canadians were valiant youths in the
finest sense of the term. Pte. David
Gray, a brother of Mr. James Gray, also
made the supreme sacrifice. The sym-
pathy of the trade is extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Gray in the severe losses which
they have sustained.

CAPT. ROY GRAY, M.C.

Death in the Great War has taken a

second son from the family circle of an
esteemed citizen of London, Ont. Capt.
Roy Gray, M.C, son of Mr. James Gray,
died of pneumonia, after a long and dis-

tinguished service of the most arduous
fighting with tanks and infantrv. Lieut.

THE GAINSBORO SHOPPE, OTTAWA
Ottawa is being favored with a number

of fine new stores. The Gainsboro Shoppe,
204 Sparks Street, is the latest and most
fashionable one to be added to the list.

The interior of the store is beautifully
decorated and everything that can be
thought of for the shoppers' ease and
convenience has been arranged. A fea-
ture is the private dressing rooms which
will be very much ar)oreciated by the
public. The opening display will include
millinery, hats, hosiery, lingerie and cor-
sets.
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Underwear
Does Not Shrink

Atlantic garments are made from pure maritime wool.
This wool has been naturally treated by the Atlantic
breezes. This means a wool that will not shrink.

The thought behind this is that in offering Atlantic Under-
wear—you offer a line which you can thoroughly recom-
mend. Explain this to your customers—let them know of

Atlantic values and you will secure their business and
confidence.

Sell the best^—sell Atlantic.

Atlantic Underwear, Limited
MONCTON, N.B.

Brand
Und erwear
The Brand that is different

If you want an easy selling line

of underwear, get Harvey Brand.
It is recommended because of its

ability to meet the full needs of

your customers.

Among the large assortment we
carry there is the ever-popular
New Mode Drop-seat Combina-
tions.

Stock Harvey Brand—it will give
you a real cihance to supply your
customers with the underwear
satisfaction they seek.

These agents carry a complete
range of samples.

A(;ENTS:
Western Provinces : H. P. Lan*?, 462 Indian Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.
Ontario: .1. E. McCIunK, 33 Melinda St., Toronto.
Quebec: P. C. Adair, 318 Kind's Hall Bldj?., 591

St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, Que.
Maritime Provinces : F. S. White, St. Stephen,

N.B.

Harvey Knitting Company
I.iiriitcJ

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Bringing

New Customers
To Your Store

The Spring Adv^-tisinK Campaign for Monarch-Knit
Sweater Coats, Monarch Floss and Monarch Down is

now in full swing. Attractive advertisements—some
illustrated in full color and others in black-and-
white—are appearing in the leading magazines.
These advertisements tell your customers a'll about
the superior style, quality and value, and the all-

Canadian character of Monarch-Knit, and carry the
suggestion that the leading stores are showing the
line.

Your Spring

Selling Season
will show better results if you link up with Monarch-
Knit National Advertising. Feature the line in your
window and store displays, and in your local adver-
tising. Let the public know you are selling this
well-known line. By so doing your sales will show
an appreciable increase for the same people who have
already formed a favorable impression of Monarch-
Knit through our National advertising will come to
your store to see the actual goods. Monarch-Knit
style, quality and value, plus your selling service
will then transform interest into action, to the advan-
tage of all concerned.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd[_^

Dunnville, Ontario, Canada ^
Manufacturers of Men's, Women's and Children's

Sweater Coats and Hosiery- Also Monarch Floss and
Monarch Down.
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- This
Photograph
shows how perfectly Mercury Seam-
less Fashioned Hosiery for women fits

at the ankle, the heel and the toe.

This hosiery is knit by special ma-
chines. It is fashioned at the sides

—

that's why it gives the slim, neat fit

without a wrinkle

at the ankle.

It also has a widened top—a com-
fort feature that women appreciate.

Mercury Seamless Fashioned
Hosiery for women has been a great
success from the day we first offered
it to the trade. Its sales have in-

creased at a wonderful rate.

Cashmere, Cotton, Mercerized Lisle

in all leading shades.

Also Mercury Pure Silk Hosiery and
Mercury Sports Hosiery for women in

Silk and Wool and other mixtures.

A full line of Men's Socks, and ex-

cellent lines for children.

MERCURY will win trade for you.

Hosiery
Mercury Mills, Limited

Hamilton
Canada

A
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BRAND

®nbertoear

In every town there are cus-

tomers who know^ good under-

wear. They come to you for

the best, and you promptly

show them St. George Brand.

They look the garments o\ er

examine them in detail, and
then buy. You ha\ e not used

a single argument the gar-

ments did the selling. Now
that's the kind of underwear
which it is our special care to

produce.

St. George Brand is made in many dif-

ferent weights and styles and in Scotch
Knit, Heavy Wool, Rib and Fine
Elastic Combination.

The Schofield Woolen

Company, Limited

Oshawa Canad

mm\ \m
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ircle Bar Hosiery
Supplies the full need

wherever Hosiery is worn

Circle Bar Hosiery is made with the
idea of supplying you with a depend-
able line of hosiery.

The demand for reliable hosiery has
become a matter for serious considera-

tion with most dealers.

That is why Quality has been our chief

guide-post in buying raw materials

and manufacturing.

Our line is now known as one which
caters to men, women and children

wherever hosiery is worn.

The wise retailer will "hit the trail"

for Circle Bar Hosiery—the line which
is a friend to all retailers.

The CIRCLE-BAR KNITTING Co., Ltd.

•For Children
KINCARDINE, ONTARIO

AVON-KNIT LINES
for Fall and Winter

Everything that could be done to put full satisfy-

ing quality into Avon-Knit goods—has been done

without limit or stint.

In Avon-Knit products you have a line which will

help you hold profitable patronage to your store.

There is a full range in the hands of our selling

representatives who will be around to see you.

Buy Avon-Knit goods and they will put some
''punch" into your Knit-goods department.

AVON HOSIERY LIMITED
STRATFORD CANADA

Richard L. Baker & Co., Sole Selling Agents
[84 WELLINGTON STREET WEST TORONTO
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ZIMMERKNIT
DIRECTOIRE

DRAWERS

THE DAINTY
ALL SEASONS
GARMENT

TRADE MARK

A Dainty yet Serviceable article—Very Suitable for your
Spring Showing. Directoire Drawers are Knit. They come
in four colors, White, Pink, Sky and Black. In Balbriggan,
Lisle and Merceiized. Elastic Waist Band and Knee
Garter.

ZIMMERMAN MFG. COMPANY
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CANADA

BEAUTIFUL THREE COLOR DISPLAY MATERIAL ON REQUEST
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\\/E set the pace last

year in Pullover

styles. The season's best

selling styles were first

shown in "Bentro-Knit,"

—the manner in which

they were copied and

adapted testifies to the

"hit" they made with

the trade and public.

For 1919 "Bentro-

Knit" styles again lead.

BENTRO-KNIT FOR 1919
The complete range contains a fine selection of novelties

as well as standard lines in PULLOVERS, KNITTED
COATS, MUFFLER SETS, CAPS, MITTS, GLOVES,
ETC.

You will again see the most popular styles first in

"Bentro-Knit," so your inspection of our 1919 range is

the first step in selecting a quick-moving stock for this

year.

The Williams-Trow Knitting Company
Stratford

M. ROBKR'ISON & CO.,

Limited

Canada
REPRESENTATIVES:

15. IROW & CO., O'HRIEN, ALLKN &: CO.
Mnntrcal Winnipcu

A. ). SNKI-L, Vaiicoiun

A M. MOU.VI' & CO.
Caluai\
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Peerless Underwear and Good
Business

Thousands of dollars have been spent to perfect and produce Hoodie's Peerless

Underwear.

We are rewarded by the public's appreciation of our product. The superb

quality, exclusive styles, and perfection of finish have created big demand.

^^^^^^ ^
With dealers rests the re-

^iCjLyL)!^^^ /M A ^ sponsibility'^ o f {Satisfying
r^ iim M Mm .^^5).

^^i^^ demand. To Have Peer-

less always in stock means
increased business — and
increased profits.

Peerless Underwear Company, Limited
Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

THE HALLMARK OF

MaxifflQin Comfort and Durability

at MiDimnm Cost.

First in the Field and Still Leading.

Made on the ORADUATBD PRINCIPLE.
and itarting with TWO THREADS tn the

TOP, it increases in WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES as it descends Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect In Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE AOME OF PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To b« had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Qoods Houses.

MARK

MADE BY
'HfSOOERICH KNITTING CO

Maple Leaf
Hosiery

Made ofPureWool
This is a brand which has won

popularity by its full satisfy-

ing value and sales attracting

quality.

Let MAPLE LEAF Brand

Hosiery build up your Hosiery

department.

Wait for "Maple Leaf' Man.

THE GODERICH KNITTING
COMPANY, LIMITED

GODERICH -:- ONTARIO
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BALLANTYNE
Coats and Pullovers for Spring and Summer

The newest styles, the

most popular color

combinations
and workmanship 'un-

excelled, are the dis-

tinguishing marks of

Ballantyne Knitted

Coats and Pullovers.

\ Shown on this page

are four Spring and

Summer Trade Build-

ers.

The Rothesay

The Devon The Brighton

Made in the Season's Most Effective Color Combinations.

Wr/'/f or Win' Your Requirements

R. M. BALLANTYNE, LIMITED
STRATFORD, CANADA
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"Sunshine" Hosiery is a

Profit Maker
If you sell a brand of hosiery commanding easy sales, quick turn-

overs, big volume, it means increased profit to you.

"Sunshine" hosiery is a profit maker. Most women know about

"Three Eighties," the famous "Sunshine" hosiery for women. But

have you told them about "Sunshine" hosiery for the rest of the family?

About "Buster Brown" stockings— for boys?

"Little Darling," "Little Daisy"— for girls?

"Marathon" or "Pedestrian"—for hubby?

Let your customers know that the above brands for all the family

are of the same quality as the Three Eighties for women.

Your Profits will show the result

CHIPMAN-HOLTON KNITTING CO.. LIMITED
HAMILTON .• ••• ONTARIO
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YARN
To

Make New
and

Better Socks
for the ^E

Returning Men
of your

Town
Bonner-Worth

Domestic and . Worsted
Yarns

Home-made socks will be in de-

mand when the "boys" get back
home again. They will have found
out the true virtues of the socks

—

made from Bonner-Worth Yarns

—

which were made at home for

them during the war.

Bonner-Worth Yarns should be
prominently displayed and boosted
for this and other domestic pur-

poses. Tiiey are Canada's finest

yarns and their sale should cer-

tainly be pushed. Give Canadian
mothers Bonner-Worth Yarns for

making socks for the returning de-

fenders of Canada.

Samples and prices on request.

The Bonner-Worth Co.
Limited

Trirgrams: '' HONWORTH
PETERBORO ONTARIO
AGENTS: J. E. McClunj?, Ontario Selling Agent, Manchester BUIr,,
Melinda St., Toronto: Bryce & Co., Winnipop and Vancouver.
Sellin),: AKent.s for West; A. L. Gilpin, 'MZ Bleury St., Montreal.
.Selling Axent for Quebec; V. A. Barnwell, Pictou, N.S., Selling Asent
for Maritime PrcvinceH.

CASED OR BALED

High Grade

Cotton Batting
Extra Handsome Extra (Quality

Moderate Price

Order Victory—

67 rolls to case

The Old Reliable, North -Star, Crescent,

Pearl will still give far the best value for

their price and can be had 125, 100, 80,

67, or 50 rolls to bale or case.

ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE

Mitchell Woollen Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of:

—

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR.
FINE CASHMERE JERSEYS,
SWEATERS. TWEEDS AND
ETOFFES. ETC

Heavy Wool Socks
At Popular Prices

MITCHELL ONTARIO
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Mr. Merchant:

What about silJi military braids for trimming taffeta suits ?

Have you seen the very new loop fringe used on taffeta dresses,

or any really nice sil\ dress girdles ?

We manufacture all these articles besides soutaches, dress orna-

ments, elastic cord loops and silk, dress fringes.

4 Inspector St.

THE MOULTON MFG. CO., LIMITED
Montreal

Neyret Gloves for Spring
CHAMOISETTE in Leather Color

New Styles Now in 5/oc^

Also direct imports of :-

Martin, Roche & Bickert's Velvets,
Chapal, L. M., and other Electric Seals,

Olmer's Silks and Cravats,
Coty's Perfumery,
Finest French Lingerie and Laces,
Dresses, Blouses, etc.

And all kinds of French goods imported on a commission
basis.

Call or Wrile for particulars.

A. GERMAIN & CO.
PARIS, FRANCE

Commission Merchants and Importers

Montreal Office: 14 Phillips Square

^G/ji.r sifcsA

VjHlTTEMORp;

DRESSING

BLACK SHOES

SOFTENS
PRESERVES

I

LEATHER
I

•RESTORES'
COLOR
LUSTRE

Bostonian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray, Cordo-
Tan and all the popular colors, The ideal cleaner
for kid and calf, both glazed and unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also Nobby
Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes, also
Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas Dressing.

Albo Cake White Canvas Dressing.

Top-Notch White Leather Dressing.

Rival Gloss, Self-Shining Dressing.

Ask your dealer or write us for

WAMemores ShoePolishes

One Dollar or So
will make your wants known across the

continent throught the condensed ad.

column of Dry Goods Review. The
charge is only 2 cents per word per in-

sertion. If replies are directed to a box

number add 5 cents extra.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue

TORONTO

BUTTON^
Loss or Profit •

Menkin

Equipments

and Service

Pay Big

Write for

Particulars

OOW often have you with
regret taken fancy

button mark-downs that
wiped out your profits?

How^ would you like to

"turn the tables" and also
give your customers bet-
ter satisfaction than ever?

r\UR proposition is not
merely the best Button

machine, but also a system
that helps you please pat-
rons most as w^ell as mak-
ing big money for you.

S. MENKIN, INC.
Creators, Promolors and Producers of

Covered Button Supplies for 60 Years

Now alsoSokMakers ofSCHOTTand DIRACO
Button Moulds and Machines

145-147 West 28th Street
NEW YORK
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FANCY GOODS
NOTIONS &> TOYS

ART NEEDLEWORK
Some New Stitches in Embroidery and Knitting Hold Interest For

Busy Fingers—No Decline in Prices Likely This Year.

WITH the prospect of home-knit
sweaters being popular again

this season designers have been
busy producing new things for people

to make. The mills have done their

part in producing a splendid range of

colors in wools a-nd cottons, and also

silks, and now the designers have come
out with a number of new ideas in the

actual work.

One of the prettiest new effects is

filet wool work. A new sweater shown
by Simpson's has the body part knit in

plain stitch with ribbing at the waist,

and from there down the wool is cro-

cheted in filet pattern with some of the

same designs which are used in cotton

crochet work. These are very effec-

tive and novel in wool. On the shoul-

der of this sweater is a piece set in to

match the lower part. Some other num-
bers are actually knitted in a design

which resembles filet crocheting.

So far, it looks as if the regular pull-

over sweater of last year is to be the

silhouette favored this year. There will

be some of sleeveless numbers made,

but there is a possibility of the wide

scarfs replacing these. Now that the

scarfs are belted in, or fastened at the

wrists forming a nightingale, they fit

better than they used to, and are lesj

trouble to put on than the sleeveless

sweaters, and, of course, are more dressy

looking. The regular style of sweater

will continue to be a strong favorite,

Ribboncraft
All these and many more dainty articles are fashioned chiefly of ribbon.

The boudoir cap has a new touch of .style in its larpte Alsatian or aviation

bow (whichever name you prefer). All the articles have little touches of

hand coloring which add to their artistic effect, especially where flowers are

fashioned, as in the carriage sash, the baR and the mules.—Made by Ribbon-

craft (^o., Toronto.

and in all the brilliant colors of the
season. Fancy knitting wools have not
yet appeared in the color leader of the

season, that is henna. However, a

sweater has been made in that tone by
one mill. It was shown in a Yonge St.

window, accompanied by a pair of boots
with vamps in kid to match the sweater.,

and uppers in sand color. It was a dis-

tinctly smart suggestion.

A new yarn is on the market. It is

a very attractive mixture of wool and
silk, fluffy, soft, and in a good range
of colors. The price is rather high, re-

stricting its use so far chiefly to trim-

mings and baby things. It retails at

$1.60 a small hank.

Interest is quite lively in crocheting

again. Night-gown yokes, camisole tops,

boudoir caps, etc., are all being busily

fashioned. With the exception of the

caiDS these articles are mostly done in

white, leaving ribbons or touches of

hand-embroidery, or possibly a tiny cro-

cheted edge to provide the color. This
line, together with infants' and chil-

dren's stamped dresses, caps, etc., are

perhaps everywhere the most active in

art needlework. Some of the new de-

signs for children show the waist and
sleeves entirely crocheted in filet pat-

terns.

Features in Embroidery Stitches

In colored embroidery work two or

three fashionable leaders in stitches are

noted. Most important of all this sea-

son is the French dot. This is not the

tiny French dot, which used to be re-

stricted to forget-me-not centres, but a

new large dot in coarse floss. It is

used for filling in background, and a

great deal of originality may be ex-

pressed in shading and in color com-
binations in this stitch. One of the

most handsome sets offered shows a

large spray of American Beauty roses

—larger than life-size, but as natural

in effect as possible—the old reliable

rose that never grows old-fashioned. The
curled back part of the petals is padded

and shaded in the usual way, but the

petal proper is filled in, delicately

shaded, with these large French dots,

which gives a novel and delicately at-

tractive effect. The foliage is done

solidly and shaded, which throws up the

new idea of the rose the more effec-

tively. A large centre piece, cushion

and runner set is to be had in this de-

sign.

Another stitch, which is used with

good results in backgrounds, is a long.
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straight stitch, following a crackle de-

sign, or a hexagon mesh effect, the open
spaces measuring about a quarter of an
inch across. This background fills in the

space between the floral pattern and tht

edge of a centrepiece and at the ends of

a scarf and cushion top.

The darning stitch and tapestry ef-

fects described in a previous issue of

DRY GOODS RP:VIEW continue in good
favor.

Wheat designs are liked, especially

when done in delft blue, which is a lead-

ing color for Summer fancy work. Daisy
designs done in coronation braids, are

like roses always saleable, and com-
bined with some of the new touches in

backgrounds they are always interest-

ing.

Variety of Scarfs

There are some new ideas in applicjuc

work also. One set in crash of natural

linen shade has a foliage and flower de-

sign appliqued of the same material in

blue. The edges are worked in long

w^hite blanket stitches, and the veining

of the leaves is also white; a half-inch

fold of the blue crash edges the scarf.

No end of pretty designs in dresser

scarfs are shown. They combine some
cluny, filet and Irich crochet laces, but

many fine imitations of them, with cen-

tres of lace medallions or of fine while

fabrics embroidered in delicate designs.

Some are left all white, while others

show pale or even quite high colorings,

sometimes emphasized by a touch of

black. Wreathes, garlands, flower-bas-

kets, sprays, scrolls, all are in good
taste.

Prices in these stamped goods remain
practically the same as last year. It is

hoped that within a couple of years

more, the favorite linens will be procur-

able again, but for the present they are

far beyond a price that could be paid

for easy selling merchandise. Better

grades and supplies will probably be of-

fered next year, but with present costs

of labor and manufacture, duties and
transportation charges on the materials

and trimmings imported, it is unlikel.v

that any noticeable reduction in prices

will be possible by next year.

A NEW FASTENER
A new dress fastener or "dome hook"

is being placed on the market by a To-
ronto firm. It is claimed to be flat and
inconspicuous on the lightest material
It operates like a hook and eye, with a
sliding motion. A card of a dozen black
and a dozen white fasteners is arranged
on an attractive display card 51/2 x 8V2
in. in size, with easel back.

In after-the-war readiness, a number
of English toy manufacturers have be-
gun the making of a number of entirely
new toys, among them are new toy cranes
with self-gripping hooks, and a toy tele-
phone, described as "the real thing" to
retail at a shilling in England.

NEW EMBROIDERIES

Daisies of white Coronation
braid with blue French dot cen-
tres, blue wheat and blue dots
make the handsome design of
this centrepiece, of which a
corner is illustrated. The ma-
terial is white satin-finished
cotton with torchon lace edge.

Large, lovely roses are always
Kood sellers. This sofa pillow
belongs to a set done in Ameri-
can beauty colorings, with the
novel feature of shaded French
dots filling in the petals and
emphasizing the padded parts.

Ecru jewel cloth in this table
cover harmonizes well with the
conventional pattern, worked in
rich tones of fawn, golden
brown and burnt orange. The
darning through the open work
is in two shades and very ef-
fective.

This ecru linene runner has
its eflFective pattern developed
by delft blue material, ap-
pliqued with long, white
blanket stitches. The border
is also of the blue.

Shown by Campbell, Metzger
& Jacobson, Toronto.
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HAMBLY & WILSON T I*'^l4-^A 11 WELLINGTON ST.,

, Limited Toronto
w.

ART NEEDLEWORK STAMPED GOODS are in demand.

SHETLAND FLOSS Our range is very complete.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
Crochet and Knitting

DRESSES ROMPERS
NIGHT GOWNS APRONS

•

EMBROIDERY and- CROCHET
THREADS

SACQUES BIBS

CHILDREN'S WASH HATS

Knitting Pins, Crochet Hooks
Embroidery Hoops, Beads

TRAYS CENTRES
DOYLIES SCARFS

LINGERIE TRIMMINGS VANITY BAGS
INFANT NOVELTIES

We manufacture Ribbon Novelties which heretofore have been imported from U.S.A.

Buy from us and save import duties.

RIBBONCRAFT COMPANY
Phone College 438

229 COLLEGE STREET TORONTO. ONTARIO

SMALLWARES
for

EASTER TRADE

Celluloid Bag Frames

Metal Bag Frames

Hyclass Domes

Hyclass Hair Nets

Sport Veils

Faultless Hexagon Mesh Net

Combination Veil (with spots)

Admyra Veil (Fancy design)

WRiNCH, McLaren & Co.
77 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" ^ "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS wHANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW Yofk Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory:

Bay and Wellington Sts., Toronto, Canada

lUTTON
REMOVAL NOTICE

Owinj; to thii enormous increase of
husiness, we were forced to look fd-

lamer premises and beK to an-
nounce to the trade that after
March l.'jth we will be located at
66 WelliPKfon Street West, when-
with additional facilities we will be
in a better position to serve our
customers. Please call in and in-

spect our new (luarters.

"Canada's Exclusive Button House"R
I Afweyerstall &v Co.

MM^^rBuiion Manufacturers Toronto,
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"The name behind the goods is your guarantee for the quality."

The Vogue of the Strap-

Handle Purse-A Great Seller

JULIAN SALE jOL»AN5AlE

"Vachette"
julian sale

THE ''JULIAN SALE'' LINE
It is going to be more popular than ever this season for "My Ladye"

to carry a strap-handle purse. Anticipating the biggest kind of a de-

mand for them, we are showing to-day in our sample rooms and on the

road, a most complete line of our own special designs. The strap-

handle purse is the Spring and Summer novelty, and the trade will

do well to show it in a nice "Julian Sale" assortment.

We Show Over 200 Styles and

Patterns in Strap Handle Purses
Over 200 patterns of them—90 per cent, of which are new this season.

Made in the new "Vachette" leather, as illustrated here, and a num-
ber of other leathers, in all the new shades and colors. Made with

the strap handle and handle on the top.

The "Julian Sale" line is the greatest line of greatest values. Write,

phone or wire your order.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.^ Limited

Factories, Wholesale, Sample Rooms and Offices :

600 KING ST., WEST - TORONTO
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Five Reasons Why Our Terms
To Merchants Are So Popular

One— The tremendous advertising prestige of The Ladies'

Home Journal—unquestionably the greatest of all wo-

men's magazines—greatest in circulation; greatest in

advertising patronage; greatest in editorial strength.

Two— Qjscarded patterns are returnable for full cash credit

to current account. This means that a merchant who
buys a pattern at ten cents which he does not sell can

return the pattern to us and receive a credit of ten cents,

just the same as if he sent us ten cents in cash.

Three- Fashion sheets are free—with store advertisement print-

ed on each one.

Four—>sJq restriction against handling other patterns; we do

not dictate to merchants what they must or must not sell

in their own stores.

Five— Our simple, easily understood order-form agreement

which contains only four short paragraphs of five lines

each.

There is no one line of goods that a merchant can handle that will

bring more high class trade to his s:ore than Home Patterns. Let us

send for your inspection samples of our beautiful fashion publications

and patterns; there is no charge and no obligation and we prepay all

delivery charges. A postal will do.

THK HOME PATTERN COMPANY, INC.

Sole Manufacturers of Patterns For

1 14 Fifth Ave., New York City, N.Y.

Canadian Factory and Offices: 215 Victoria St., Toronto
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M NOVELTIES
IN

Fancy Cotton Piece Goods

DRESS GOODS
Silks and V^elvets

RIBBONS
Lace Goods Neckwear

MILLINERY
and Millinery Materials

Canadian buyers invited to call when in London, or write
for samples

--0- tn . /> « S ^ I i fi ! t n '^ J? '•• "=

#'
" -lilitf

I' t

!
^^'UliiSf 111

MMcod,^Sliam,
FACTORIES 10 & 11 Warwick Lane, E.G.

And Paternoster Buildings. E.G. LONDON
St. Paul's Churchyard,
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EQUIPMENT*DISPLAY

For the Small Store Window
A display of notions which netted splendid results to Mr B. Nelligan, 220 James St. S., Hamilton. Small price cards

accompanied practically every article in the window. While a little more care in arranging the individual groups mort
symmetrically would have rendered the whole more attractive, the display is commendable for its groupings of the vari-
ous small lines. Mr. Nelligan has arranged several display* of notions this Spring, always with prices marked plainly,
which have attracted customers to his store. The window is. small and shallow, requiring a good deal of thought to dress-
it in a manner which will make it appear "different." The background is filled in with housedresses on hangers with
two infants' coats well placed. The long lines of the dresseir carry the observer's eye up to the shelf of colored yarns
which otherwise would be too high to be of much display value.

FOR BETTER DISPLAYS
The British Association of Display

Men has come into bein^ this year. Ac-
tive membership is limited to men holding)'

positions as display men, who have fol-

lowed this profession for a minimum
period of two years. Those not actively
enffased in the profession, but inter-

ested in it, may join as associate mem-
b?rs.

Competitions will be arranged for the
Annual Convention, and, in order to en-
able members who cannot attend the Con-
vention personally to compete, a number
of classes will be for photographs of
window displays.

The objects of the Association are: To
advance the ar*^ of artistic and effective

displays of merchandise. To encourage
modern and convenient arrangements of

stores and show windows. To study

economical and effective methods of light-

ing. To increase the public interest of

display advertising. To encourage the

exchange of ideas?. To give assistance

and encouragement to members. To in-

spire and develop the powers of efficiency

in the individual members. To hold an
Annual Convention which will be exceed-
ingly valuable to all who can attend.

The Association will be in no sense a

trade union.
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WINDOW DISPLAY
Mr. C. E. Burns, of the Robert Simp-

son Co., Toronto, in discussing tiie im-
portance which an attractive window can
bear to a store, gave a couple of valu-
able suggestions which DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW passes on to its i-eaders.

Attractive floor effects for windows, he
pointed out, may be obtained by cutting
Iseaverboard in blocks eight or ten inches
square and painting them. Half may be
painted black and half white and these
used alternately. Other colors, of course,
are effective according to the goods dis-
played. For instance, blue and grey blocks
would be suitable with dress fabrics of
similar tones or darker, or even some in

artistic contrast. Sand and brown blocks
might be u.sed with harmonizing ready-
to-wear garments. Two coats of paint
are necessary in order to get a good even
block. Backgrounds in the same color

schemes would also help to make the dis-

play impressive.

In displaying an article, Mr.- Burns also
pointed out the advantages of displaying
it well. He believes in giving the article

a natural setting—that is, having it ap-
pear as nearly as possible as it would
when in actual use. For instance, a short
time ago he had a certain library or
reading table to feature. Instead of

selecting several bulky pieces of furni-

ture to show wMth it—as some trimmers
do in order to impress the idea of the
furniture department — he arranged a

cozy section suggesting a corner of a
library or living-room with a suitable

rug, a couple of comfortable chairs, mag-
azines, books, etc., and in the centre spe-

cial table. But on the table was an
artistic table-runner in colors to suit the
rug and the table, and also a beautiful

reading lamp, with harmonizing shade,

light burning, etc. The lighted lamp was
a very strong feature of the display, con-
tributing so much as it did to the "living"

effect.

The result of this combination was that

a woman came in to purchase the table,

but left with a receipt for the table, the

runner and the lamp.
Of course, it is very necessary that the

salesman appreciate the selling value of

such a combination, but the fact remains
that the window arrangement brought
the customer in with a readiness to pur-

chase the article featured, and that she

bought as well the very accessories dis-

played with it.

"The average small merchant," con-

cludes Mr. Bums, "attempts to show far

too much in his window. It rolls up
better results, as a rule, to make one
article the leading feature and show only
enough else to give it a suitable setting."

FIRM IS INCORPORATED
The tirm of A. S. Richardson Co., 99

Ontario street, Toronto, manufacturers
of wax figures, store fixtures, etc., has
been incorporated under the name of the
A. S. Richardson €o.. Limited. The firm
is the oldest of its kind in Canada, being
established since 1888. The plant has
undergone repairs and alterations and
several modern machines have been in-

stalled.

ELABORATE FASHION SHOW
Combining their Golden Jubilee with

this first year of peace, the T. Eaton
Co., Toronto, believe that they never had
better reason for elaboration in theii'

Spring openings than this season. There-
foie, continuing their program of de-

monstrating in the various departments
the difference between modes and
methods of 60 years ago and now, the

first week of March was devoted espe-

cially to presentation of fashions in

millinery and garments of 186'J.

One week in advance tickets were
given for the promenade of modern
fashions, which begins March 11th this

year on the main floor of the Furniture

Building, and continues for the balance

of the week in four promenades of man-
neciuins each day. Fifty mannequins will

be there, and in addition—a new feature

in such events—a troupe of children to

demonstrate new fashions in kiddies'

togs. An orchestra will be in attendance

as well.

The method of giving tickets one week
in advance of each day of the parade,

brings people to the store and impresses

the extent of preparafions for the formal

opening, and by showing new styles and

giving the historical settings for them,

the customers are given something to

remember for their advance trip down
town.

Not for a long time has a store display

of any kind called forth such a variety

of ejaculations as did the old-time garden

and bridal tableaux. Old ladies remin-

isced on their early days when the styles

shown were not so strange as they seem

to us now; compared oUl fashions with

their own wedding trousseaux, an!

gloated on lost "taste" and "fabrics."

Enthusing over an old-time taffeta suit

in light-toned plaid, with its ruchinga,

bustle, tight bodice, wide sleeves and

iii;ii:D::ii::3:ai)

lace, one elderly observer brought her
remarks to a climax wben she beheld th«

white net beaded veil
—"And isn't thar

veil excrutiatingj?" she asked of her com-
panion!

Younger women were more inclined to

commend the practical styles of to-day
when they observed a beautiful silk

gown cut two inches longer in front than
would be necessary to cover one's toes,

longer still at the back, and worn in the

garden paths!

Life-sized trees, rustic seats, flowers,

peacocks, paths and a sun-dial made the

garden (Hsplay very realistic. In the

drawing room were an old-time piano-

forte and a high mantel with elaborate

brass work and candelabra; the furni-

ture, carpets, and brocaded hangings
were also in keeping with the period rep-

resented.

At either side of the entrance aisles of

the store, large show cards were bung,

each bearing the words, "March, the

Month of Fashions," and a different

style picture; those on one side were

present-day fashions, and on the other

side, fashions of 1869.

In the window displays a decidedly

novel feature was noted in the presence

of two or three stuffed dogs in interest-

ing and life-like poses.

Murray-Kay's held their advance
showing of Spring fashions on Tuesda\
March 4. As a special feature, they of-

fered a line of Spring suits and coats

including New York samples, at .$o.5.00.

In coats, the colors featured were pea-

cock green, sand, rookie, dark green,

navy. For suits they were Fr'^nch blue,

wet sand, dark green, rookie, taupe, navy
with silk vests.

During the rearrangement of this

store the preliminary openings are not

so extensive as will be the formal Easter

opening later on. Nevertheless, a good

showing is made of imported garments,

millinery, fine furs, etc. An attractive

color scheme of shades of browns and

blues was worked out in one of the win-

dow displays. Blocks in the two shades

formed the floors, and tones from ivory

to golden brown and sky to deep blues

were developed in the woodwork and
scenic effects of the background. Gar-

lands of flowers lent a note of contrast.

At Simpson's palms, hyacinths and
canaries gave a Spring-like atmosphere.

New Spring goods were featured in

every department, and the rearrange-

ment of the ready-to-wear floor gave a

freshness, interest and better lighting

throughout. In the foreground of the

windows were framed fresco panels in

Wedgewood colorings, announcing the

21st anniversary and formal Spring

openings of the stores; also window
boxes of hyacinths. One taffeta suit

was shown in amethyst shade and large

self-plaid pattern, but it is noteworthy

that the light weight silks were con-

spicuously absent in practically all the

advance Spring window displays of

made-up garments. Heavier and novelty

silk suits are shown, of course, and

much color is in evidence.



EXCLUSIVE STORE USES SMALL CARDS
Show Cards in the Windows a Little Larger and More Easily Read Than Those Used

in the Store—Color Scheme of the Cards is Frequently Changed,
Although White Cards Are Always Popular

One of a series by R. T. D. EDWARDS

ANYONE interested in showcard
writing, whether a card-writer or

not, when travelling throughout

the American continent will take notice

of the particular styles of showcards
used in various districts. He will also

notice the similarity of the work in one
district of various card-writers.

This seems to have been the case es-

pecially throughout Canada where card-

writing has not been practised as long

as on the other side of the line. Here,

one good card-writer settles in a district

and from him many amateurs copy their

style. This is gradually improved upon
until the district has a lot of good card-

writers, all with much the same style.

Could Be Improved

This condition, while not objectionable,

could be improved upon by varying the

ideas comprised in showcards used in

other cities with the local style.

With the object of improving the show-
cards in various localities, we are run-
ning this series of showcards explaining
the various methods used in large stores

throughout Canada and the United
states.

This month's article deals with two
large stores in Chicago. Their methods
of preparing showcards are well worth
studying.

The first store which we will consider
is one which handles very high class

merchandise, a very exclusive store.

Not the type that has to advertise bar-
gains to sell its goods, but whose mer-
chandise is so exclusive that very few
cards are needed for the display.

The Difference

This is one of the predominating- dif-

ferences between the Canadian and
American stores. The better class
American stores use showcards sparing-
ly and those they use are very small
with small lettering.

WSAi)at to ^ap on
jnarcl) ^iioto

Carbs!
3&eabp for Spring? iWafae gour ^elec-

lionK €arlp. tKlftrt'a iSo SCtUing

imifat Wlin l&t left Hater ®n.

3n Snbestisation of Spring S>tj'Ie£(
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JBaintp, ^rtgf)t Spring iOlectoear.
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9re Correct.
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29aintp lingerie for Spring Jfinerie.
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Conteibeb tfje J^etai Creations: in

©MX |@louse JBepartment.

a iRuffle of tCinteb (georgette JWarbs
tte j&igtit ^ort of Jfemininitp.

The lettering is very neat, but no neat-

er or better than many Canadian card-

writers can do. The lettering is kept to

the centre of the card, showing plenty

of background, and when a price is ne-

cessary the figures appear no more con-

spicuously than the lettering. The work
is usually of brush or pen stroke con-

struction.

Now take the Canadian stores, even
the most exclusive; you find them using-

cards of a type that the cheaper Amer-
ican store uses. Large cards with heavy
type and often of gaudy colors are com-
mon. This class of card is absolutely

barred in the type of American store

previously mentioned. They are consid-

ered vulgar and absolutely out of keepr

ing with their beautifully designed stores

and with the beautiful merchandise they
sell.

Their showcards are small, this letter-

ing is small and price is small. The
lines are straight across the caid and
all layouts are uniform. One type of
lettering is used throughout the store

and only one. These cards are used ex-

ceedingly sparingly and not placed In

a too conspicuous place so as to detract
from the merchandise display.

White is Popular
White cards are popular, but the color

of the cards is changed from time to

time. But no matter what color is used
it must be uniform throughout the store.

The card-writers work slowly and accur-

ately to get uniformity in their work.
At the present time the most exclu-

sive store of the two is using a very
pleasing brown mottled card with small
white lettering for both windows and
interior use. The white lettering is put
on with a small brush or music pen which
will flow the heavy opaque card-writer's

white successfully.

A quarter sheet card (11 in. by 14 in.)

is used in the windows and with the
most exclusive displays no cards are
used at all.

The other Chicago store uses a white-
card for the interior and varies the styles.

for the windows.
Continued on page 118
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GOOD ADVERTISING

Springtime Ads.

'"StytdcndJi^

Home Sewing Week
SpeciaU From the Stapie Goods

Section for Friday's Selling

Nwto Sprm^ Cahardint Si

mg: R«g. SIJO to S2.00.

at 98c Yard

Oyfon Flanrw's at Uit Than \\\
Mtll Pric« 4' '

Novtity Foulard*

..k" '**. '
.

. m Ta^'a Omfwik Orattly R«A>m4

Crash Tewclbif. 23c Yd. r,n u!^ '"^.^-.'^ :::,"T:;; Vi'ii

Women s Serge Dresses to Be Cleared

Friday at $18.95

Gir}§' SargM Drtuu Womtn'* Warm Viytlla

Cttaring at StO-95 and Wtnc«y Waisca
'

En^hrh ajuiA mar/con Ch-n

and F-'W Cretonne.

Yd. 49c

Rtg. 2ic Whitt Bordtrtdand
DoJnry Wh'tt Fr,Htd

Mtailn. YJ. 19c

TwaSpcdoJa From th«Dr«sj

Good» 5MU'on

Gordon's, Limited, Vancouver, B.C^ used
this five-column ad to announce specials for

"Home Sewing Week" last Spring.

Igji; Spring fashion Kcvi^i^ iSS^'-J'

S ^ f'rri^^ Descriptive o{ The Intomin^ Modco itv Millinery and Apparel HrTJ^/^iT '

% tmbodying Scores of Bewitcliing Cr-ations in Spring llcadwear ."-Tr^r^t %

i!^\:^-~~.' f>S„,t..i.Sk.,T
'" HuJ«.n"> Bay Comp.ny in C.le«ry! ;' '

——"
,

"'"
? S:^'—= h

fl 1 Footwear • ?r'r r^frr^'-'^

fILf

Suit Style Tendencies

MI ModelCoats. Model Suits ^Copies from Parisian Orif^inals I

^. /•fS P'-c^^ I*l'> in .mportan. part ,n TK.a D.spUy. Ranging («™» »U.95 <oiU7.M

Some New Color* to intereat you

SK.pc. -flJ TKc Nc. M«rcr.>l*

;-. The M.li<a*/ Note k.. ,..

I Fu.u,... CrcU.

;>^K'- '**< M.lita*v Note ha« (• *,y

losicry

Coat Style Tendencies
• • WK.I Y«u Should We.r •>

>:^: -••=

npdrtani p,

l> /.iAiB " ' '^

Model Sui* By M.ncone

0( M.dn.tfht ffluc Tr^

a oi^ vtar-ao

1
Sm>j n>.. s^H

o o e
Co.r of Ne* -Byffi.n

'

>V I

31 Q-.lcr C.r C.b.,J,« -jIL

A page ad giving fashion information, very well laid out. Used
March 13, 1918. before the Spring opening of the Hudson's Bay

Company, Calgarj'.

C>J^eCNetoJdodes for IQ18 o

J( (fyesentatkm '7fiatjguncfies a J^
JV&u) Tmhion Season 'jB'?

«1 n, Pw D.y of G,..rl,.y 1% jl

Ani to Continue Friday and Saturday, March 15-16
^0OUM:^V9 u told tirf ..,' Thr fotwil >^.VF: » ilt t;cd n.ch .1' 'Klrrral .11 ttoM dl.-

This Morning the Lid Is Lififti From a Wealth of Beauty

Imported Pattern Milhnery de Luxe

RotariansI
AU Labi (»_rw—^ ——a_» "*" '*" """"^

The first day of their
Spring display. This 4-

column ad was used by
the Hudson's Bay Co.,

Calgary.

A box suit and a dolman
wrap, the two outstand-
ing features in ready-to-
wear, are pictured in this
advanc^ Spring news ad
by Holt, Renfrew & Co.,

Toronto, Feb. 17, in char-
acteristic layout.

The New Sprlnit Sidts and Capes are
Most Attractive

TWUlddt la MmMT,^

8miI,I MdM U Ci^d 4. CfcHM a

Uw«l« tm a. Nm 9mmk

ZJii^
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Complete information about the day's business

just as soon as you want it

That's what a modern National Cash Register will give you.

At closing time a glance at your register will show many things.

1. Total amount of merchandise sold.

2. Total cash received for goods.

3. Amount of your charge sales.

4. Detailed record of cash received on account.

5. Detailed record of cash paid out.

6. Amount of each clerk's sales.

7. Number of customers each clerk w^aited on.

8. Total number of transactions made during the day.

All these figures are there before you—absolutely accurate and

reliable because they have been recorded by modern machinery.

You'cannot afford to be without the valuable information that

an up-to-date National Cash Register will give you.

The National Cash Register Company 'of Canada Ltd.,

Toronto, Ontario

Offices in all the principal cities of the] world
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No. 158X

Hosiery Fixtures
No. 1588 Long limb, washable Dui-Enam

finish.

No. 1588 P Box Hosiery Stand; makes a

very attractive displa'y. The limb is used
to show one stocking, while boxes of hosi-

ery ai-e displayed on the easels.

No. 1574

Venus de
Milo Form

No. 157

No. 1568 P

Extended Shoulder Waist Form
No. 1568/P - Extended Shoulder
Model, washable Dur-Enam finish,
without adjustable velvet belt.

Mounted on our beautiful pyra'mid
base and square standard.

I Children's Dur-Enam Forms

No. 1575 Made in sizes 4, 6. 8, 10, 12 and
14 years. Dur-Enam bust and neck. Whitu
Jersey covered body. Mounted on !)-in.

round base, extension standard.

Why Your Display Forms

Should be DUR-ENAM
1. Dur-Enam is a name given to a distin-

guished, beautiful, washable, flesh-

tinted enamel Display Form.
2. Beautiful, lasting finish, upon which no

expense has been spared.

3. Washable feature—no more dusty, dirty

forms. Dur-Enam can be washed with
soap and water, gasoline, benzine, tur-

pentine or alcohol.

4. Elegance and excellence added to dis-

plays. This alone is a valuable reason.
No notice is taken of poor, ugly displays
these days.

5. Dur-Enam are the latest up-to-the-
minute designs. They keep in harmony
with changing fashion and styles.

6. Made-In-Canada from CANADIAN
MATERIAL and by expert CANADIAN
Workmen.

No. 1574- Excellent for

inK suits, underwear.
disilavinu bath-
or dresses.

No. 1076/P

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED

Extended Shoulder Waist Form

No. 1076/P — Extended Shoulder
Model, washa'ble Dur-Enam finish.

Pyramid felt bottom base and
square standard ; adjustable belt.

TORONTO
Manufacturers of Display Forms and Fixtures, 161 King St. West
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

1

COLONIAL MAID
k \

t WILL %
J NOT ^

S RUST I

DRESS V^ FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

Strong

—

Durable-

Made of

Brass

7^5 a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

HIS IS
FRICTION

B
BRASS-
will not

rust

NOT A
FASTENER

. ' MADE
U L IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SI7ES: 00-0-1

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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VAN RAALTE ^l^Tls

^ I^HIS will be a great veil season. Its profit possibilities

are enormous—depending on the style, variety and color

of the veils you sell. Play safe. Buy Van Raalte veils.

Buy bigger than ever before. The Van Raalte veils crea-

tions, Van Raalte advertising and Van Raalte selling helps

combine to make the most profitable proposition for your

veiling department. Write for our salesman to call.

E. & Z.VAN RAALTE, 5th Ave. at 16th St., N.Y.C.

Chicago'Office: 105 South Dearborn Street Factories: Paterson, N.J.

Foreign Offices: Lyons, Calais, Nottingham, etc.
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Hosiery

For Winsome Maids who appreciate good,
stylish Hosiery. For the Retailer who
wishes to give his customers tip-top quality,

full satisfaction at popular prices.

'Winsome Maid" will win sales. Made in

all colors by

The Wilson Mh
934 Gerrard St. East.

Company
Toronto

A. B.C. Hosiery

For the Kiddies

Hosiery for the young folks

must be equal to the wear
impcsedby harsh treatment.

A.B.C. Hosiery

will stand the test

It is made to give warmth—to

fit well and to give absolute cus-

tomer satisfaction.

A. B.C. Cashmere Hosiery is

made in all sizes from 4- to 10-

inch, in fine i and i rib.

Ciive Canadian kiddies Can-

adian-made Hosiery.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited
817 Gerrard St. East Toronto
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^^The Specialty House of Canada'*

MclNTYRE, SON & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada

Novelties for Easter
Cotton Dress Goods and

Wash Goods

For Spring and Easter
trade there is bound to be a
big demand in wash goods
and all cotton dress goods,
both whites and fancies.

We have a complete range
of such leading lines as fine

woven and printed voiles,

also plain colored and white
voiles. Batiste, Organdies,
Mulls, Lawns, Nainsooks,
Piques, Dimities, Fine Woven
Shirting and Scotch Zephyrs,
Colored Poplins, Gabardines,
in white and colors; White
Shirtings, Madapolams, Lin-

ings and Sateens, 31-inch All

Wool Taffeta Shirtings, New-
est designs for Men's and
Women's Wear, Quilts, com-
plete range ; also Linen Suit-

ings.

Dress Goods and Silks

You are quite aware of the

situation in dress goods —
scarcity of good materials.

Nevertheless, by our large

buying connection and care-

ful foresight we are in a posi-

tion to offer many interesting

novelties, as well as all staple

lines, including Broadcloth,
Gabardines, Mohair, Lustres,

Wool Jerseys, Serges, Silks,

Taffetas, Paillette, Messa-
lines. Duchess, Crepe d e

Chine, Foulards, Jersette, Tri-

colette.

Hosiery, Gloves and
Underwear

"Crown Hosiery" for Men,
Women and Children in Cash-
mere, Cotton, Lisle, Silk and
Artificial Silk. Underwear
Ranges complete for Men,
Women and Children.

"Niagara Maid" Silk Gloves
and Hosiery, "the ladies'

favorites."

"Niagara Maid" Silk Un-
derwear for Ladies — The
favorite for Style, Comfort
and Good Wearing Quality.

Linens

The celebrated "Crown
Brand" Household Linens, in-

cluding Table Cloths, Nap-
kins, Glass, Crash and Tea
Towellings, etc. Stamping
Linen, all width. New Fancy
Bath and Face Towels, Em-
broidery Linen, Handkerchief
Linen and Butcher Linen.

Smallwares, Embroidery
and Laces

Entire new stock of Em-
broideries of all kinds. Laces,

Handkerchiefs, etc.

Well-assorted line of gen-
eral smallwares, dressmakers'
supplies, etc., for the coming
season.

OUR SALESMENARE NOW ON THE
ROAD WITH A COMPLETE RANGE.

Let-tef ^I'ders Given Special Attention.

i(l!ulii||Il|[|li|(iMii[i(|!rj';ii'^ui;,:ii^i,";;j-;' ^{^^^]'\:'f\' iiM|':'^":':;| ' ^;':'!::-|
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We are ready to fill from stock, orders[for Ladies*

genuine French Kid Gloves, suitable for Easter

trade. Price while they last, $21.00 per doz.

THE HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO., Limited,MONTREAL
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Gait
Automobile Robes

Robes which are nationally

known to be the embodiment
of up-to-the-minute designs

and patterns, combined with

a quality which discriminat-

ing customers seek.

They are in cotton, wool

union cloth, plush, Astra-

chan, imitation buffalo, and

goat; plain, stripes, checks,

plaids and floral designs;

sizes 48 x 72 and 54 x 72;

weight from 2 1/2 to 8 lbs.

They can be interlined with

rubber at extra cost if so

ordered.

Ask for our newest folder

on Robes. It illustrates the

various cloths in their na-

tural colore.

Gait Towels
Our purpose in making tow-
els was to produce a line

which would give more than
all-round satisfaction, the
result is Gait Towels.

They are made direct by us
and they can thus be shipped
direct to you, saving time
and giving you a greater
margin for profit.

Our traveller will show you
both lines or if you write, we
will be pleased to send you
samples and prices.

Gait Robe Company
GALT ONTARIO
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The Blue Star Line
whichj^indicates

True Blue Quality

The Best Line for Spring
Ours is a line of renowned quality which
can be safely relied upon to meet all the

numerous and discriminating demands of

Spring and Easter buying.

Behind this is the buying and selling ex-

perience of Muser Bros., which guarantees
full quality merchandise, shrewdly bought
to meet the needs of shrewd retailers.

Muser goods come to you at most advant-
ageous prices.

LACES
CHIFFONS
GEORGETTES
RIBBONS
HOSIERY
EMBROIDERIES
WASH GOODS '

DRESS TRIMMINGS
BRASSIERES
ETC.

See the Muser Representative — it will

be to your advantage.

Muser Bros. (Canada) Ltd.

12 St. Helen St. Montreal.
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore,

"^'"X^' pUgfP'Los Angeles, San Francisco.

London, Nottingham, Paris, Calais, Caudry, Le Puy, St. Gall.
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''''W^abasso

Lawns

Nainsooks

Madapolams

Bridal-Clotk

V Giles

Organdies

Midciy Clotlis

CamDrics

Longclotns

Circular Cottons

''Wabasso
means

""ASnowSnoe
Ratbit,"

ana stands also for

"'An absolutely pure

Cotton, made from

the best Staples and

for tne best trade .

TRADE MARK
OF

•PURITY'

Sheetings

Sneets ana Slips

*

'// oetter (cottons could he

made vvahasso C^ottons

would oe oetter.

See tbat you nave in stock, lines Avitn

tne above trade mark and your customers
^vlll be well satisfied customers.

jJte Vv aoasso Cotton Company
Limited

Three Rivers, P.Q,

>'?tff^iff^iTrrTii7^iT7Ttir?^iraifr^i?rffifrrtirrTiT7riir(>Trtirrtit7^^
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MAKE YOUR CLERKS
WORTH MORE

Every step you save your clerks adds to their value and your profits.

Steps saved mean more satisfactory attention to customers.

Steps saved mean serving more customers and devoting more time to

stocks.

Steps saved means that you can do more business without adding to sales

force.

Lamson Service has special application to stores of your size and includes

not only these economies but also better protection in the handling of cash—"checking up" that reduces wrong change-making.

THE LAMSON COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

designers and builders of automatic conveying systems for saving
labor in handling cash, papers and products in stores

oSfices, and industrial plants
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Dale Display Forms, Dale Wax Figures,

Dale Fixtures
Made in Canada bv Canadian Workmci

The Most Up-to-date
The Most Economical
The Most Durable

The Dale Kind
Manufactured by

Dale Wax Figure Co., Ltd.

TORONTO

Canada's Leading Manufacturers of Wax
Figures, Display Forms and Fixtures of all

kinds for the better display of merchandise.
Our Washable Enamel Forms for Dresses,

Suits, Silk Sweaters, Waists, Linen Collars,

Hosiery, etc., are unsurpassed by any other
maker.

Montreal : P. R. Munro
150 Bleury St.

Vancouver : E. R. Bollert & Son
501 Mercantile Bldg.

^^HI^H Palmenberg

^^^^S Skirt Models

^.^ ^1 are a

^^^H >^S .,^^^^^1

Necessary

Adjunct

To Successful

Merchandising

The one shown
here will show
your skirts in a

proper manner.
Black V^elvet
Top and Girdle,

Woo d Legs,
Flesh rColo red
Enamel.

No. 68R

Send for Circular giving details.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS. INC.
a consolidation of

Palmenberg Norwich Kindlimann
63-65 West 36th Street, New York

Boston Chicago Baltimore

26 Kingston St. 204 W. Jackson Blvd. 108 W. Baltimore 5t

ADFORM HANGERS
are conspicuous for their

proven merit and utility

They offer a way in which you can give your busi-
ness some "pep" and "snap." They show the way
to more business because they do your advertis-
ing in a most practical manner.

They are a real paying line because they assist
in putting more profits into your pocket.

AD-Form Hangers are packed in fibre boxes con-
taining 500 hangers.

AD-Form Hangers are made from heavy fibre

board and the hooks from tinned steel wire.

They are strong and the finisli is smooth and will

not injure delicate fabrics.

IZA Real Paying Line~

Send for Folder or Sample Hanger at once.

Dept. A MANUFACTURED BY

A.D.F.Co., Limited, 14 Millstone Lane
TORONTO
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THE NEW WAY SYSTEM
Scientifically designed units, one for ever\' item of merchandise

combining to form the most efficient equipment in the world.

The New Way System has conquered
the textile trade from sheer merit.

Read the following list of progressive

establishments who have ordered New
Way Equipment in the first two
months of 1919:—

Peter McSweeney Co., Ltd.

Scovill Bros., Ltd.

.\lex. Lesser ...
Colwell Bros., Ltd.

Condons, Ltd.

Winters Bros.

J. Fisher Grant

McCurdy & Co.

G. L. Prowse . . .

P. F. Renault, Regd.

H. McMullen, Ltd.

Morin Freres

The Ritchie Co.

Dempster & Co.

Grafton & Co.

W. H. Inglis

Lyons Tailoring Co.

Oak Hall - -

G. W. Robinson Co.

Shannon & Grant
Newman & Shaw
C. W. Doan - - -

Fielding & Co.

The 2 Macs, Ltd.

De Yonge & Co.

Murray-Kay, Ltd.

Frank Stollery

R. H. & J. Dowler

Avgue-McLean
J. E. Cadieux

Moncton, N.B.

St. John, N.B.

St. John, N.B.

Halifax, N.S.

Halifax, N.S.

Halifax, N.S.

Sydney, N.S.

Sydney, N.S.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Beauceville, P.Q.,

Montreal, P.Q.,

Montreal, P.Q.

Belleville, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Kingston, Ont.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

Gravelbourg, Sask.

You cannot afford to be without The New Way
System. Let us explain the System by letter

or personally.

Eastern Branch:

71 Bleury Street

Montreal, P.Q.

Jones Bros, fe? Co., Limiteci

Store Fitters

Head Office:

29-31 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, Ont.

In afjfiliation with ana manufaeturing in Canada under the patents of

The Grand Rapids Show Case Co.

SO!

Western Branch:

437 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man*
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You can make every passerby a patron, when
you make your displays appeal.

Our figure forms will greatly assist you to

gain more patronage.

LOOK AHEAD!
Increase your Easter sales by making
Feature displays with the assistance of up-
to-date Fixtures.

We specialize in the latest exclusive de-
signs, in Wax Figures, Papier Mache,
Display Forms, Metal and Wood Fixtures,
Artificial Flowers and Store Furnishings.

Write for our new circular.

SERVICE IS OUR MOTTO.

A. S. Richardson Co., Limited
Head Office & Factory:

99-105 Ontario Street, Toronto, Ontario
Branch Offices: Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Why Not Benefit By
The Light When It

Is Let In?

Gipe-Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St., Toronto

Our Cash Carriers will en-
able your selling staff to

devote more time to customers, and
to serve them more promptly. In
other words, the staflf can do morebusiness when Gipe-HazaVd Carriers
are used than it is possible to do without them which, when properly
interpreted, means greater profits for the merchant, and better satis-
fied customers.

Too, there is not to be forgotten the saving of labor, and the avoidance
of the disagreeable feature of salesmen having to crowd between
persons when going to and from the place of change making.

Flowers

We have for iniincdiate

-liiprneiit splendid variety

of artificial lilies, lilacs

.-weat peas ami Mossotns.

W'liff for cafalofjiif (o-dai/

Plants

^'iiie?, palms, etc., in all

sizes. Will add lone and

excellence to your Easter

.-ales.

—a postcard will do it.

Canadian Flower & Feather Mfg. Company, Limited, '*'
"mo^trkaL'^"''
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Easter Decorations

For Show Windows
and Store Display

Easter Lilies, Lilac, Sweet Peas,

Daffodils, Apple Blossoms, Roses,

Plants, Vines, Palms in all sizes,

etc., etc.

Prices and Samples on Application.

The Dominion Flower and
Feather Manufacturing Co.

39 DOWD ST. MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wi.nJorlul set o( Pak-nlc-d InlerchanCejbk- \V,ncl.j» Ui.pby KiMut.-.

lor duphiyinj! Dry Goods. Shirl-Waisls. Hats and Womcii I' urnishin|!». S« will

liive 10 Years Good Service in effective trade puUinu window trims.

1 he Fixtures you see above arc only a very lew of the^destftns that C2n he
wt up with the iuli set. besides hundreds ol standard (ixtures can be set up

Made ol Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish Set is put up
in a Hardnood I linked Lid Sloraile Chest, a fiood place to keep the esln
Younits not in use. There are thousands ol sets in daily use

No. 102 Set has 222 InttrchanSeahlc Younils For Lnr»c Store Windows, $41.25
No. 102'6 Scl has 122 Intcrchanjcihl..- Younits For Sm.Tll Store Windows. S20.35

Slocfe corriiJ in Homidon. Onl. OrJer dircd - thru gour ;.>66er, Scnrf lo, calu/oc PoIcnIcJ and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 3850 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio. U. S. A.

MAKE IT SHORT
But be sure

your Brand is

listed in the

BUYERS' GUIDE

NEW ILLUSTRATED
FOLDERS JUST OUT

No. 2005—Dress Form,
guaranteed Flesh Enamel

Send for our

new Folders

jiist off the

press, con-

taining illus-

lations of all

iiiir Latest

I ixtures in- MODEL FORM
eluding No. 2014

Note the neat Fittinar

of coat.

BUST FORMS for

WOMEN, MISSES, MEN
and BOYS

DISPUY RACKS
ofall descriptions for the progressive

merchant.
.Although we have inailcJ many of these
folders we may have missed some cus-
tomer or friend and if you have not re-

ceived one, a P.C. will bring it to you.
Our fixtures are as up-to-date as any
.American make.

DELFOSSE & COMPANY
247-249 Craig .Street W. Factory 1 to 19 Hermine St.

MONTREAL

There'll be
heaps of
waste paper
to dispose of
after Easter.

CLIMAX
BALERS
will turn this

waste into

cash for you
Patent Nov. 9. '15

The big shipment of dry goods coming in will
soon be unpacked and sold. But the waste paper,
etc., will be on your hands—you will have an
untidy store—there will be the risk of fire and
an anxiety over that waste paper, unless you
get it baled and sold.

Climax Balers are made in 12 sizes. They
are built to last a life-time.

(<

Send for particulars. •^

,^^

Climax Baler Co.

Hamilton

Ontario

(P Climax

^ Baler Co.,

^<^ Hamilton, Ont.
^ Gentlemen : Without

obligating us in any
.^'^ way. please send full

.Q particulars and prices of

^ your steel Paper Balers.

Name

Address
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Where to Buy Store Equipment for Easter

A Classified Directory of Equipment and Fixtures

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Botanical Decorating Co., Chicago, III.

Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.

L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Mrs. J. De Witt, Toronto.

ARTIFICIAL PALMS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

AUTOMOBILES
Carriage Factories. Ltd., Toronto.
Ford Motor Co., Ford, Ont.

AUTO WINTER TOPS
Carriage Factories, Ltd., Toronto.

AUTO SEDAN BODIES
Carriage Factories, Ltd., Toronto.

BRASS RAILINGS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

BUST FORMS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd.. Toronto.

CASH CARRIERS
Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Toronto.
Latnson Company, Boston, Mass.

CASH REGISTERS
National Cash Register Co., Toronto.

CHARACTER WAX HEADS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

CHILDREN'S WEAR CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

CLOTHING HANGERS
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

CLOTH MEASURING CHARTS
A. E. Putman Co., Wa'shington, Iowa.

CLOTH SHRINKERS
Spotless Shrinker Co.. Cl<yeland, Ohio.

CLOTHING WARDROBES
Jones & Co., Toronto.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

COAT HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

COLLAR STANDS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
A. S. Richardson Co.. Ltd., Toronto.

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS
Ford Motor Co.. Ford, Ont.

COMMERCIAL TRUCK BODIES
Carriage Factories, Ltd., Toronto.

CONVEYING SYSTEMS
L'jmson Company, Boston. Mass.

COSTUME CASES
Jonts Bros. & Co., Toronto.

CREDIT REGISTERS
National Cash Register Co., T.ironto.

DECORATIONS
Botanical Decorating "Co., Chicago, 111.

Clatworthy & .Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co.. Toronto.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd.. Montreal.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DELIVERY ROOM SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, .Mass.

DELIVERY WAGONS. HORSR DRAWN
Carriage Factories, Ltd., Toronto.

DISPLAY FIXTURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

Dale Wax Figure Co.. Toronto.

Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

Oscar Onken Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., Npvv Yo;k. N.Y.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kitchener.

DISPLAY FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

Dale Wax Figure Co.. Toronto.

Delfosse & Co.. Montreal.

J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., New York, N.Y.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DRESS FORMS
Adjustable Dress Form Co., Toronto.

Model Form Co., Chicago.

DRY GOODS FIXTURES
Jones Bros. & Co.. Toronto.

"DUR-ENAM" WASHABLE DISPLAY
FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

ELECTRIC CABLE SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

FLORAL DECORATIONS
Clatworthy & Son. Torotito.

Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

GARMFXT RACKS
Dale Wax Figure Co.. Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

GIRLS' FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

GLOVE CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

HARNESS
Carriage Factories, Ltd., Toronto.

HAT STANDS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

HAT CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

HOSIERY CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

LACE CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

LADIES' WEAR WARDROBES
Jones Bros, & Co., Toronto.

LIGHT ELEVATORS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURERS' FORMS
Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.

Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New Yorlc.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

METAL DISPLAY FIXTURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc.. New York.

A. S. Richardson Co.. Ltd., Toronto.

MILLINERY CABINETS
.(ones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

MILLINERY TABLES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

MIRRORS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto

A. S, Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

NECKWEAR CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

PARCEL CARRIERS
Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Toronto.

Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

REVOLVING CLOAK RACKS
Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York-

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

REVOLVING WARDROBES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

RIBBON CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

SHIRT CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

SHOE FIXTURES
Delfosse & Co., Monti-eal.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons. Inc., New Ynrk-

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

SHOW CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kitchener..

A. S. Richardson Co.. Ltd., Toronto.

SKIRT HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Torontx).

SPIRAL CHUTES
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

STORE DECORATIONS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

STORE EQUIPMENT
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kit^chcnei-

STORE FRONTS
H. J. St. Clair Co., Toronto.

TEE STANDS
Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons. Inc.. New York.

TRIPLICATE MIRRORS
Clatwor;;.y & Son. Toronto.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons. Inc.. New York.
A. S. Richardsorf Co., Ltd.. Toronto.

WAIST FORMS
Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons. Inc.. New York.
A. S. Richardson Co., Ltd., Torontxi.

WAIST HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
A. S. Richardson Co., LUi., Toronto.

WASHABLE ENAMEL FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

WASTE PAPER BALERS
Climax Baler Co., Hamilton, Ont.

WAX FIGURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.

Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., New York. N.Y.

A. S. Richardson Co.. Ltd., Toronto.

WINDOW VALANCES
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

L. J. A. Derome, Ltd.. Montreal.
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO.. MONTREAL and TORONTO

PRIME & RANKIN LIMITED
WINDSOR BRAND Scrim Curtains are SELLERS. BECAUSE: The
years of close application to an ideal have served to produce a line of

Novelty Curtains that stand for the hall-mark of quality and style.

For Immediate and Fall business the line

is complete, and invites your attention.

McLintock's Ventilated Down Quilts. Handkerchiefs for Christmas Trade.

We are now showing the 1919 range of
McLintock's Ventilated Down Quilts, and
are pleased to announce that the restric-

tions on Sales, in effect during the last two
years, are now withdrawn.

Same standard qualities, and the splendid
range of patterns and colors, assure us of
further increased business in this depart-
ment.

We are Sole Selling Agents for Canada and
Newfoundland.

Never before have we shown such a com-
plete assortment of Handkerchiefs, includ-

ing all that is needed to give you a wide
range of quick sellers and profit-makers
for Christmas Selling.

There are many numbers of exceptional
value, and Fancy Boxed Goods are one of

the most important features. These are in

most attractive boxes, put up 2, 3, 4 or 6

in a box.

See these when our representative calls.

PRIME & RANKIN LIMITED
74 YORK STREET, TORONTO, CANADA, AND AT NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND
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Prices Unchanged
There has been no change in the price

situation on linoleums, rugs and carpets

during the present month. As was stated

before imports have been retarded by

uncertain conditions overseas, and prices

for the present at least, with labor de-

mands pressing on the manufacturers,

have been higher than ever. Canadian

prices on rugs and carpets show no ten-

dency to come down, and with little being

imported the natural tendency would be

for prices to remain much as they are.

Indeed, there is a feeling in some quar-

ters that the peak in carpet prices may
not have been reached, as supplies of

yarn are still below normal, and other

costs of manufacturing have not shown
any disposition towards the downgrade as

yet.

The wholesales report that buyers in

housefurnishing lines have begun to get

in again with orders, after a couple of

months or so during which they were dis-

posed to refrain, and to hold off for a

drop in prices. It is seen now that there

is little likelihood of much of this for

some time to come, and stocks must be

kept up in the department, especially as

public buying continues to keep up as in

most departments of the store, restrained,

of course, to some extent by the high

prices. This buying on the part of the re-

tailer is said to be mostly of the hand-to-

mouth order, but the wholesalers realize

that this is the best policy under present

circumstances, and are content with the

idea that their turnover at the end of

the season will prove to be as high as

last year.

In the case of hangings the prices of

cretonnes are reported to hold fairly firm,

although there is a disposition on some
lines for a slight decline.

In curtains the Nottingham mills are

reported to be engaged more on home
trade and export is not nearly as large,

nor will it be until depleted stocks are

filled up again.

Reports from the United States indi-

cate that the mills there are making big

efforts to secure a portion of the trade in

the East that went in large measure to

England before the war, including China,

Japan and Australia. These countries

have had to be cut off to a great extent

by English mills, and the United States

manufacturers are sending agents all

over to get a hold in these markets.

BEDDING
Some Interesting Points Regarding the Sanitary Conditions of

Comforters and Pillows

Have you ever paid any attention to

trie sanitary condition of the pillows and
comforters which you purchase? In

tiiese days of new industries, new voca-
tions and the industrial application of

scientific achievements, the merchant is

continually being asked to go into the

history and geography, mathematics and
composition i-elating to some line of

.lerchandise which he has been buying in

a rnatter-of-coarse sort of way for years.

It scarcely requires a second thought,
however, for him to realize that sucii

merchandise as bedding ought to bear
nu uncertain past. A trip to a modern
factory where pillows and comforters
are made would do much to convince the

average buyer of the necessity of hand-
ling only sanitary bedding.

In the first place, the feathers are all

thoroughly steamed so that the animal
fat is taken out of them and from their

quills. Then they are sterilized in a

peroxide bath, where they are thoroughly
fanned so that the disinfectant gets

through the lot. By a draught they are

carried through a long pipe which sorts

out the sizes. The larger feathers being
heavier, drop down first and the lighter

ones are carried farthest. The small

down feathers are of course used for the

best quality of comforters and pillows

ruid the heavier ones are crushed by a

later process and used for the cheaper
gra'de of goods.

Apart from the germ-free sterilized

feathers and down there is the filling

made of cotton to be considered. There
is just as much of this said to be offered

Oil the market in an unhealthful condi-

tion as there is of second-hand feather

filling. Rags gathered from back lanes

aie not conducive to that "blessed sleep"

of which Mr. Shakespeare wrote. The
1 est factories use new cotton as they

do new feathers. Sea Island, or the

coarser E^-yptian cotton, with their lonu

strands are considered the best filling,

since they are not apt to break off short

into knots and mat up as do the worked-
over cottons.

A Good Selling Argument
Naturally, merchandise made of the

best sanitary filling will come a little

higher in price than that made from
"street cleanings," but surely the aver-

age salesman would be glad to know
the "why" and to point out the infinitely

better value of reliably clean bedding.
Most important, too, is it that articles

for infants and babies be of the pui'est,

even though the covers selected are not
always the most expensive.
One large firm which has recently

added bedding to its output is featuring
this important point of sanitation in all

its Fall goods, and is finding buyers
quite appreciative of the fact of cleanli-

ness.

It is interesting to note in some of the

silk-covered comforters imported from
Japan that the color effect of the thin

silk covering is enhanced by dyeing cot-

ton filling to match. For instance, a

cover, green on one side and pink on
the other, has the cotton dyed green
under the green silk and pink under the

pink silk. A two-toned effect is obtained

sometimes, too, by the cotton being dyed
ivi strips, so that a light pink shows
through between two rows of stitching,

J lid beside it is a row of a deeper or dif-

ferent tone. This saves the labor of

piecing two colors of silk together to

form the covering. Many of the padded
Japanese coverlets for baby-carriages

come daintily printed or embroidered in

floral effects. These are being shown in

the wholesale ranges for next Fall.

A NEW LAMPSHADE
Eaton's are featuring a new lampshade

made of filmy materials. These fabrics

are cut in squares and show such tones

as pale rose, lavender, maize, blue, etc.,

placed one over the other and thrown over

a wire shape in handkerchief fashion like

numerous little petticoats, each one hav-

ing scalloped edges. The price of this

new shade is $40.00. The same store has

a department where instructions are

given customers in making their own
lampshades.

In draperies there is a very attractive

new fabric offered on the Canadian mar-

ket for Fall. It is a damask in broken

repp effect and with a graceful design

of the Adam type. The four colors al-

ways wanted, green, rose, blue and

brown, are to be had.
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The window above is one of those neatly trimmed with straight hanging net and transom curtains; the
overdraperies are arranged to cover the window when desired, eliminating the use of shades.

Below is a simple and effective treatment of a set of dining room windows varying in size. Filet net is
shown on brass rods; on outer rods are the overdraperies which on the casement windows hang straight to
the sill, while those at the longer windows are caught back with bands of buckram covered to match.

These illustrations and the one on the adjoining page are by courtesy of the Scranton Lace Company,
Scranton, Pa.
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This window treatment shows the new panelled net curtains with plain
overdraping and Valance.

WINDOW CURTAINS
The popularity of panel effects in cur-

tains has brought out a novelty which
is at once practical and extremely artis-

tic. The design of the curtain is in nar-
row panels or strips about 6 inches wide
and runs across- the goods instead of

lengthwise. In this way a customer only
needs to purchase the exact number of

strips to fit the width of her window.
For instance, if lier window is a small
one, no wider than 24 inches, she wouhl
buy four strips of the curtain material

to cover it. The dainty and artistic de-

signs offered made a window trimmed in

this way with the addition of pretty
chintz overdrapes remarkably attractive.

The widths of these new panelings are

to be had in 60-in., 72-in., and 90-in., and
these are t!ie leni^ths of cuitain in jireat-

est demand.
This manner of arranging the i)attenis

crosswise of the curtaining enables one

to have a bordered curtain and at the

same time one purchasable by the yard.

The panels are shown in scalloped edges

or square border effects. The mesh is

fine ^nd Adam filet, French tapestry.

block, and other delicate patterns are

shown.
Simplicity With Quality

The fashions in window trimming run
pretty much to simplicity and quality.

Fine nets and meshes are asked for and
the finest that can be had in garland,

tapestry, dot, and bird patternings. They
are hung close to the window. Some
library windows have attractive roller

shades made entirely of net, with strong

tape edges and a brass rod run through

a casing near tlie bottom; a finishing

edge of lace and a tassel completes them.
With these- shades the overdraperies at

the sides are of a sheer sunfast fabric

and the valance is of heavier material.

A very attractive dressing for a win-

dow in a room of Oriental furnishings

has the roller shades of panels in Jap-

anese effect; the valance is in Asiatic

curves and points cut from plain green

velvet mounted on a wooden frame; the

side curtains are of green and gold bro-

cade hanging straiglit to the floor; there

are no other curtains but the effect is

very complete and rich looking.

Theie are some other rooms arranged
with overdraperies taking the place of

shades. In these the straight net cur-
tains hang on rods close to the windows
and the overdraperies are easily manipu-
lated with brass rings on a rod; transom
curtains are arranged similarly to the
net and there is no valance, so that the
heavier curtains may be drawn to cover
the window entirely. '

For the average plain living-roora

window where overdraperies have to be
eliminated, Dutch curtains come already
made up. In these thee valance hanging
between the curtains serves to cover the
otherwise exposed curtain rod and shade
roller, giving a soft, finished appearance
to the upper part of the window and
leaving the lower portion well exposed.

A dainty bedroom window trim has a

scalloped cretonne roller shade with side-

curtains and full valance of allover net.

in Sv/iss weave and ruffled edges. A
bed cover to match gives an addea
charm.

WALLPAPERS
One of the leading wall-paper manu-

facturers states that never before in

their history has business been so good
with them. Orders from all over Can-
ada are nearly double what they were
in past best years. This means one of

two things, or both, that the manufac-
turers are turning out more attractive

and more satisfactory goods, and that

something is stimulating the people to-

"paper up." There is every reason to

believe that both forces are operating.

Manufactureres have been attending to

improvements of design, coloring, dis-

play, etc., and endeavoring to satisfy the

naturally good taste of the prosperous

Canadian people, and the joy of the,

home-coming of the boys, particularly^

at the Spring of the year, is stimulating-

many a householder to "dress up" the

house and make the veterans feel like

making a fresh start with good cheer.

Naturally cheery, though not "loud""

papers are in demand. Chintz and

tapestry effects in nicely blended tones,

and with artistic cut borders are favored.

Some stripes are selling if they are not

too striking or decided.

EXCLUSIVE STORE USES SMALL
CARDS

Continued from page 96.

On the main and second floors of the

latter store it is the rule not to use any-

larger card than 5V2 in. by 7 in. The

lettering is made with the pen, using a

black carbon ink. Both the lettering-

and price are put on small, but are quite

readable.

The window cards are a little more
elaborate at opening times when color-

ing is used very sparingly. Cards sim-

ilar to the grey card with black lettering-

illustrated on this page are used. The
edges of this card are sometimes bev-

elled and gilded. The fancy capital is

drawn on white paper and pasted on the

card.

The other illustration shows the style

used by the store first mentioned. It

is a dark brown mottled card with white

lettorin"-. This store always hnve the

edges of their good display cards bev-

elled and gilded.



Infants' and Children's Wear

SPRING HATS FOR THE KIDDIES
All the designs possible for kiddies to

Avear on theii- heads have by no means
been developed yet. This season has

brought out a few new ones, and they are

for the tiniest babies, as well as for little

folks who can run around. The caps,

which are perfectly round, are favored,

and they are trimmed with little narrow
Tsands of white rabbit skin or other fur.

Lace is used a good deal and some very

dainty numbers are made up of white

crepe de chine with shirring and hand
smocking. There is nothing in the way
•of materials which quite meets the popu-

lar favor so well as silk faille. And
therefore a big proportion of the designs

made up are of this fabric. These little

numbers, made in foot-ball styles, are

shown for boys. The seams are corded.

One number has points rounding down at

each side and a white quill about 2 in.

long, to meet his fancy, at one side. An-
other number is round and of the same
size at the top as at the lower edge, giv-

ing a miniature band-box effect. Other
little round crowns have a turned-up
pleated edge of white silk ribbon. These
are somewhat like the chin-chin hats
Tvorn by grown-ups.

Embroidered pique and linen hats are

being made up for the Summertime, but
for Easter and Spring the white faille

and crepe de Chine numbers are most
suitable.

Bonnets as well as caps for the smaller
babies are shown in the materials men-
tioned and have a number of novel little

touches of hand work.

F. M. Stafford, Sudbury, Ont., is open-
ing up a new Infants' Department in his

store.

Fire early in the morning on
Feb. 3, in the W. Y. Kennedy
dry goods store, on Granville
street, Halifax, N.S., caused
damage estimated at $75,000,
partially covered by insurance.

The American Fashion House,
operating numerous retail
stores, is operating another
branch on Buade and Garden
streets, Quebec.

The Dominion Ladies' Outfit-
ting Co., of which Mr. M. Isler

is the president, have purchased
a store at 247 Dundas St., Lon-
don, Ont. The price paid for
the property, it is understood,
-was .$20,000.

From the Child's Fashion

Show
1. A white Georgette ruffled frock trim-

med with white satin ribbon. To be worn at

a wedding.
2. A flesh Georgette dress with yoke of

embroidered net; net ruffles at edge of skirt,

yoke and sleeves; ribbon rosebuds at base
of yoke.

3. Alsatian cape of blue serge lined with
grey; hat to match in visca blue straw faced
with grey.—By courtesy of "Women's
Wear," New York.

WILLOW FURNITURE
While the art of basketry has proven

very successful as an occupational train-

ing for invalided soldiers, it has had other

effects which require some adjustment.

When it was decided to train teachers to

instruct the soldiers in the construction

of the various articles which come under
the head of "basketry," the first big diffi-

culty which had to be met was the pro-

curing of willows for the work. Before

the war the big proportion of these came
from Germany and some from England.

During the war what could be brought in

at all came from England. The Govern-

ment found it necessary, therefore, to

commandeer supplies which were coming
in for furniture manufacturers and use
them for the soldier work.
As a result the large retail stores have

been unable to keep up their regular sup-
plies of this merchandise. They imported
some from the United States, of course,
and have been showing as well a number
of new developments in wooden furniture,

such as cribs, chairs, chests, stands, "etc.,

made light in weight and attractively
enamelled.

Supplies of willows are a little easier
now, however, and manufacturers hope to

get enough from England steadily now to

take care of domestic business. Even
though the occupational work continues
there should be enough willows coming
to cope with urgent needs at least.

With the growing importance of in-

fants' departments and the in-

creasing number of them, there

is little doubt that the manufac-
turers will be kept busy supply-
ing the goods of all kinds which
are so varied and so necessary
in the complete departments.

"Bairnsfather" handkerchiefs
are a novelty featured by an
English house. They are offered

in 10 designs, and one can easily

guess, from the name, the type
of "picture" on the corners or

borders.

Miss Bennett has severed her
connection with Stitt & Co., and
is now in charge of the Millin-

ery Department of Holt, Ren-
frew & Co., Toronto.
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STRICTLY SANITARY PILLOWS

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE
PILLOWS YOU SELL ?

Would you sell pillows which are filled with feathers that have been used before

—

that are dirty and full of disease germs?
Do you realize the danger to the health of those who bury their heads in these

pillows night after night? Do you know that over 65% of the pillows made are

filled with second-hand feathers that are old, dirty and contaminating? Do you
know that even new feathers are exceedingly dangerous to health unless the ani-

mal matter inside the quill is destroyed?

"Sleepwel" Pillows are free from any such danger. They contain no feathers

with a doubtful past.

"Sleepwel'.' Pillows are made in a factory equipped with absolutely the last wor
'

in machinery. Filled with new feathers scientifically sterilized, and guaranteed

sanitary.

They are absolutely solid value and we believe that you are anxious to give your
patrons a pillow-value, which is only found in "Sleepwel" Pillows.

See our representative before you place another order for pillows.

GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.. LIMITED, TORONTO
MONTREAL QUEBEC WINNIPEG VANCOUVER MANCHESTER. ENG.
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TRADE MARK.
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The trade-marks shown above are

guide-posts to successful Cotton and
Linen buying.

Colleen Brand Cottons and Shamrock
Brand Linens are two dependable

brands of two staple lines.

Give them a place in your cotton and
linen departments and watch your,

sales and profits increase.

We carry in Canada a large, well-

assorted stock of HOUSEHOLD
LINENS, COTTON DAMASKS,
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES,
TOWELS, QUILTS, H U C K S,

CRASHES, HANDKERCHIEFS,
produced at MUCH BELOW
PRESENT COST OF MANUFAC-
TURE.

Our well selected stock of Em-
broidered and Initial Handker-
chiefs is now ready for Easter and
Christmas trade.

John S. Brown & Sons, Limited
LINEN MANUFACTURERS

Belfast •/ Ireland

TORONTO WAREHOUSE : 80-82 Wellington St. W.

^Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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NO mind yet conceives the

magnitude of the World
War. The manhood annihilated

— the human effort expended —
the material destroyed, are be-

yon'd our tragedy-numbed
comprehension.

"^^^ But one of the real romances of the war is that of

the great industries of the Allies accepting the chal-

lenge, and utterly overwhelming those of the Central

Empires notwithstanding their long and cunning

preparation.

The part played by the Linen Community of

Ireland was no greater perhaps than that of other

allied industries; nevertheless, that part was vital

—

difficult and successful.

It was quickly proven that nothing could take the

place of Irish Linen for airplane wings. Commencing
practically at zero—the co-ordinated Irish Linen

Industry worked up to a stupendous production of

one and one-half million yards of airplane linen per

week— and that with mills practically denuded,

through voluntary enlistment of men of acceptable

military age.

Belfast, alone, gave of her sons a number totalling

one-eighth of her entire population, and this without

the advantages of conscription.

Withal, no airplane ever had to wait for its linen

wings—the wings that supported Bishop, Fonck,

Mannock, Lufberry, Guynemer, Rickenbacher and

Collishaw while they brought down 400 Huns, and
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—with thousands of other brave airmen—took com-

mand of the air—and carried the war into Germany.

Truly, as Lord French—first Commander-in-Chief of

the British Forces, said, "The Victory in the Air was

won on Belfast Wings."

Turn from war's triumphs to peace conditions:

Money is plentiful. The average family has a

purchasing power beyond the dreams of ambition of

a few years since. Having the money—;-they can in-

dulge their appetite for quality. Linen doubly satisfies

that demand by its inherent value and staple nature.

With a Government control on the small available

flax supply, guaranteeing to the grower the present

price of raw flax—with labor maintaining its high

wage basis with no possibility of a lower scale—with

the manufacturer unable to lower his prices—linen

prices will not be reduced.

^^ So now is the appointed time to buy and sell linens,

in full confidence of price stability. Force oppor-

tunity by taking immediate action, for linen stocks

will be available only to the forehanded buyer.

Give the same merchandising and selling initiative

to linens as to other profitable departments. Do this,

and you will be surprised at the lucrative results to

be achieved in a market thus developed and stabilized

with goods whose nature alone excites the buying

impulse.

Be among the first to profit. Concentrate on
Linens.

^miSSSSS^SJ^^^^^
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HAVE YOU
SEEN

the beautiful new
line of (Da/jpor A.ri

Novelty Curtains ?

Also Door and Win-
dow Panels, Piece

Goods, etc?

OR
iheney/"^a//por line

of Linene Dresser
Scarfs, Table Covers

and Mats, Runners,

etc?

BY ALL MEANS GRASP THE
OPPORTUNITY WHEN OUR
REPRESENTATIVE CALLS
TOMORROW.

DALY & MORIN LTD.
MONTREAL

Stock Lines at Prices

Below the Market
Ecru and Arab Hemstitched.
Madras

Colored Madras in all shades

Cretonnes and Printed Repps

Shadow Taffetas

Bungalow Nets

Marquisettes

Plain, H.S. and Cable Voiles and
Scrims

Casement Cloths

Novelty Curtains

Muslins

Repps
AGENTS FOR: Wm. Strang & Son. Glasgow;
Morse & Springle, New York; Graffon & Dolson,
New York, Exclusive Art Fabrics.

Mail Orders Solicited.

Visit our new showrooms.

J. B. Henderson & Company
Limited

80 Bay Street - - TORONTO

John Ainscow & Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street, MANCHESTER.

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

Say You Saw It

in

Dry Goods Review
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Cables: Worth Stourport.

Code: A.B.C., Fifth Edition.

Phone: No. 4, Stourport,

7925, City, London

T. Bond Wortk^ Sons, Ltd
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

Stourport, Worcestershire, England
Also

Ham Mill, Stroud, Gloucestershire

TO THE CANADIAN TRADE :-

We wish to advise our Canadian friends that our business
has now gone through the period of reconstruction, and that

practically all our men who have served with the colours are back
again, affording increased facilities for production.

""

We hope soon to be able to obtain more material, and

although prices are expected to remain high, we anticipate being

in a better position altogether, as regards production, very

shortly.

As in the past, our aim will be to foster trade with you

by a careful study of your wishes, and catering in style and

colouring for your market.

Your buyers are invited to visit our mills or sales

rooms when in England.

Correspondence will receive every possible attention, and

enquiries will be esteemed from both old and new customers.

Yours truly,

T. BOND, WORTH & SONS, Ltd.
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FLOOR

COVERING

A large demand for floor co\erings is antici-

pated this Spring and FELTOL is available in

sufficient quantities to meet all demands.

FELTOL is waterproof, lies flat without tacking,

easy to lay when properly handled, patterns for

all rooms.

No felt base or other floor covering on the Cana-

dian market to-day compares with FELTOL for

low price and excellent quality.

FELTOL is splendid value and will gi\ e satis-

faction; order now to be assured of your share of

the Spring trade.

Distributed through the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade

Manufactured by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

MONTREAL
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Table Oil Cloth
= and =

Oil Cloth Table Cover Designs
DIRECT FROM LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

LEATHER CLOTH

MUSLINS DRILLS DUCKS

THE WEISS & KLAU CO.
462-466 BWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

" TABLE OIL CLOTH AND WINDOW SHADES SINCE 1887 "

INFANTS' FOOTWEAR, LTD.

INFOOT

•\
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j
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BRAND

Manufacturers of Babies' Nursery Shoes of dainty and
exclusive design. Hard and soft soles.

"Infoot" Children's Felt and Leather Gaiters are un-

rivalled for material, workmanship and shape.

Infoot House, Peartree St., Central St., London, E.C.I
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BASS DRESSES
@(iiumienjunk)r$»'nis$e:s

No. 1457 N.—Gingham Jress developed in a

most allractive style Jeaturing hand embroider-

ed collar of while'pique and with'sash at hack-

Sizes, 6 to 14. $30.00 doz.

No. 1612 N.

—

A dainty dress for inter-

mediates. Made oj finest Amoskeog Gingham
and featured in blue, red and gold. Has patch

pockets with ruffles al heading and a panel

'ront forming sash at hack. Sizes 12, 14, 16,

$45.00 doz.

Add

PROFIT
to Your

STORE

More and
more dealers
are develop-
ing their bus-
iness in chil-

dren's dress- y

es by concen-
trating their

sales efforts

on the BASS line

profits and because
additional business

No. 1710 N. A misses'

and ladies' garment of best

quality Anderson Gingham.
Collar, vest and cufs of
white pique. Featuring the

slip-thru belt. Finished
with crochet buttons pique,

piped buttonholes. Over-

skirt has 3 tucks. In rose,

blue and green. Sizes, 14
to 44. $54.00 doz.

Bass Dresses yield excellent
they satisfy they stimulate
through reconunendation.

See the line—compare it.

bigger dress business.

It is the KEY to a

Other Styles $12.00 per dozen and up

Alex. E. Bass Mfg. Co.
New York, 1270 Broadway. Pittsburgh, 4048 Jenkins Arcade

Philadelphia, 1006-18 Arch Street

St. Joseph, Mo., 412 Francis Street

A New
Source
of Profit

for

Canadian
Trade

!

REGULATION
DRESSES — always
popular garments—

made doubly attractive by
the BASS-GOLD Organi-
zation. Examine the Bass-
Gold Line, Instantly you
will recognize a distinctly

fetching style—an origin-
alty — afifording splendid
business-building oppor-
tunities.

Bass-Gold Regulations em-
body those style-knacks
that appeal most strongly
to women. They sell easily
and quickly— completely
please the women who buy
them. They build good-
will and create additional
business, through recom-
mendation, for the dealer
who sells them.

Particularly noteworthy is

the quality of the ma-
terial, the workmanship
and finish that is charac-
teristic of every Bass-Gold
Garment. Price considered,
Bass-Gold Regulations are
remarkable.

Examine—COMPARE the

line. Judge for yourself

the quality, style and
finish. WRITE for
samples. Write for them
to-day.

BASS-GOLD CO.
NEW YORK, 1270 BROADWAY

Pittsburgh, 4048 Jenkins Arcade

Philadelphia, 825 Walnut St. and

1006-16 Arch St.

St. Joseph, Mo., 412 Francis St.
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Cater more to

the kids of your

town ...

High Brand Coveralls are in

big demand wherever kiddies are

If there are a thousand youngsters in your district, it means a

thousand reasons why you should cater to their needs, and a
thousand reasons why you should handle Haugh Brand Coveralls.

Mr. Retailer, don't neglect this department. Canadian kiddies
deserve and demand Canadian made garments.

Send now for further particulars. .

J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., LIMITED
658 to 662 King W., Toronto, Ont.

Also Mfrs. Arm and Hammer Work Shirts, Overalls and Trousers

Recommended

for baby

by nurses

and doctors. Woollen Goods

We will gladly send you samples. Or await our representative

and see this well-known brand of Infants' and Children's wear,

which includes—Bonnets, Jackets, Caps, Overalls, Leggings,

Boottees, Infantees, Gaiters and Toques, etc., etc.

rhese lines are both Machine and Hand-made and will prove to

Je reputation builders and fa'st sellers.

Henry Davis &
253-259 Spadina Ave.

Co., Limited
Toronto, Ont.

Montreal Representative : H. B. Taylor, Mappin BIdg.

Baby wants them

Mothers seek them

Well then, you should

stock them

Where there are babies

there is a need for

this brcuid

1 ry I t
There's something you want. Perhaps you want to dispose of some store

fixtures, some property, etc. Why not let your wants be known to the parties

who are likely to be interested? The charge for the use of the condensed

ad. column of DRY GOODS REVIEW is two cents per word, but the results |

will repay you for this slight cost. Write to

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

'

TORONTO
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SPRING APPROACHES WITH MUCH COLOR
New York Has "Red" Craze Now—Bright Colors Prevail for Spring and Summer—New Sets

Include the Separate Skirt—Many Other New Fancies.

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—At the pre-

sent moment New York is most
interested in an intangible

something called ""red." The particular

shade of importance was introduced at

Palm Beach by Harry Collins, the well-

known designer. He names it "Mikado"
red. It is, as the Mallinson silk house

says, "a real Eastern red, subtle, be-

wilderingly lovely, enchanting." The
popularity of this red has sped north-

wards and has affected almost everything

one wears. It is shown in gowns, cos-

tumes, trimmings, tulle scarfs, capes and
blouses and is most effective in the beads

and necklaces. These necklaces are

Oriental in effect, having dull metal

filigree beads of odd contour appearing

with the composition or wood beads

which are of this deep pleasing red.

Many of the necklaces have long drops

in front and they may be plain and high-

ly polished or carved. This "red fever"

is of course a passing fancy, but it is

prevalent among practically all classes

at present.

Dresses

Beads are highly important in cos-

tuming. Gowns and blouses are most
elaborate in their use of beads and em-
broidery.

Waistcoats are quite essential in the

average dress design as they are in suits

for Spring. In fact dresses show many
of the same lines and features which

coats and suits depict. Coat effects in

dresses vary from the short Eton or

bolero to the long-skirted effect with

open front and waistcoat or vestee.

Bloused effects based on Russian styles

are again shown and are selling sur-

prisingly well. Braid trimmings, tailor-

ed revers and sleeves, slightly fitted

backs and .stitchings are as frequent with

dresses as with outer garments.

So far New York refuses to accept the

short French sleeve except in a few in-

stances. Paris houses are modifying
some of their pet designs in that par-

ticular in order to meet the demands of

their American customers.

Apron effects are still good with Sum-
mer frocks, many of them are slanting

and vary in length. A pretty combin-

ation was seen at a recent fashion show.

The frock was of draped taffeta in navv

with wide crush girdle. The upper part

of the bodice, including elbow sleeves and
the slanted apron were of flesh-colored

organdie embroidered in white. The
taffeta formed a short front ruffled

peplum over the apron and extended
above the girdle a couple of inches. Rib-

bon run through wide tucks in another
dress of organdie made effective trim-

ming. The skirt hung quite full all

around.
Titian, or onion shade, is talked of as

a coming color for Spring. It is lighter

and slightly more yellowish than henna.
Henna, by the way, is said to be accepted
for sports clothes by London women.
Bright colors for all classes of garments
are an established fact in this country
for Spring and Summer, but they are

not combined in the garish designs of a

couple of years ago.

For Misses

Youthful sports frocks are in com-
bination of two sports silks, a figured

khaki-kool being used for a straight

collarless blouse and blue kumsi-kumsa
for the skirt, cuffs and pockets. In an-

An interesting new raincoat.

other model the Russian blouse is of the
crinkled fabric and ,the skirt and trim-
ming of satin plaided poplin.
There are a number of beaded Georg-

ettes in youthful colors; sunset, one of
the newer colorings, is lined with white
headings and has draped girdle and sash.
A champagne color Georgette is beaded
in robin's egg blue beads of translucent
effect.

Printed voiles are trimmed with plain
color organdie, and white organdies are
much tucked with skirt and sleeves, lace
trimmed. A number of models in white
batiste make use of lace insertions ana
edgings.

One of the smart new rain-capes for
Spring is of grey rubberized cloth open-
ing on each shoulder and fastening with
buttons of the material. A high, slightly
flaring and crushed collar is cut in one
with the body of the cape. While capes
are extremely popular for rainy days as
well as sunshiny ones, there is an at-
tractive storm coat offered. It is fash-
ioned of rubberized dark red cloth, with
peasant's cape, which, when thrown over
the head, buttons in scarf style at the
neck in front; there are package pockets
on the hips, a belt allowing a bloused
effect, and leather buttons.
The "Jazz cape" is a new feature with

one manufacturer. It is made only in

navy blue serge and big orders are said
to have been placed for it..

New Footwear

White buckskin shoes shown for the
South show jet buckles of various sorts.

Usually they are very effective. One
method of mounting the buckle is to
place it on a foundation composed of
closely plaited black ribbon, which ex-
tends just far enough to give the buckle
a little backing. This same idea is de-

veloped in some evening slippers. For
instance, crescents of rhinestones on
flesh satin slippers rest against little

pleated satin fans.

Sometimes, too, white satin evening
slippers show jet buckles or small jet

buttons fastened flat against the tongue
section or the edge of the shoe as it

slopes up to the instep.

Most of the fashionable French shoes
and slippers are featuring short vamps
and rounded toes. One pair of after-
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noon shoes in black kid are in this style

with high cut over the instep; there is

also a tiny strap, a buckle of silver, and
brilliants, and Beneath it all, a tongue.

SKIRTS
To be strictly correct, one's Summer

wardrobe must include at least one

separate skirt of Georgette crepe. If it

is not of white, then it must be of the

most vivid color known to the dyer's art.

Grass green is one shade that pleases,

and indeed these skirts seem not "im-

possible" after one has actually seen

them. They have tucks at least four

inches wide from hem to waist, stitched

with silk or else hemstitched in place,

and are gathered on to a waistband in

similar fashion to the satin skirts of a

couple of seasons ago. The blouses of

fine net, batiste or Georgette which are

worn with these skirts make up a more
or less dressy costume. Knitted sashes

of heavy silk going twice around the

waist, looping at the sides, and with

fringed ends, are shown with the white

skirts.

Few Taffeta Skirts

Separate skirts of heavy satin are

much used again and so are those made
of the endless array of new silks. Most
of these have satin faces and few are

priced under $6 a yard. Taffetas seem
to be out of the running though they are

liked for the one-piece frocks coming
on later. Pockets are not a general

feature on separate skirts, which is a

notable departure from the fashions of

two seasons ago.

The separate skirt of voile is also a

fancy for the coming Summer. They are

in colors and fancy designs as well as

white, and have the wide tucks, hem and

belt; there are also some made of plain

chambrays, percales, and handkerchief

linen, and others of Shantung, Pongee,

and other rough-surfaced silks. Lavender

and British red are spoken of as two

leading colors in plain fabrics for Sum-
mer skirts. They follow strictly straight

lines in the simple styles mentioned.

Sets Include Skirts This Season

More than one designer of fashionaole

costumes has introduced a hat, scarf and

skirt of the correct silks for this season

;

sometimes plain silks, such as dew-kist,

khaki-kool, baronette satin, crepe de

Chine or fanta-si are used, and in other

cases printed silks in khaki-kool. Shan-

tung, pussy-willow, or roshanara are

selected. The wide scarfs used ni this

manner take the place of the sleeveless

sweaters which were worn ^o much last

Summer.
Misses' tailored suits for Spring at

Altman's feature such fabrics as Poiret

twill, wool gabardine, silvertone, tveeds,

and snow-flake and heather jersey cloth

-

in beige, navy blue, Alpine blue, rookie

tan or garnet, and the prices ranj^e from
$35 to $175.

A New Fabric

La jerz luisante is a new fabric upon
which Altman's lay special stress. It

suggests the richness and sheen of silk,

is durable, and therefore important. "It

is certainly one of the most interesting

fabrics offered," says this store.

A Fashionable Set
There is a tendency this year for wide scarfs to

supplant the sleeveless sweater of last season for cer-
tain occasions. Hence we have this beautiful set of
the new Dew-Kist silk, in hat, fringed scarf and skirt,

and a tailored Georgette blouse to complete. Scarf-
ends and hat are trimmed alike and note the length of

the scarf, also that it is worn belted in.

BLOUSES
Franklin Simon's are featuring Spring

blouses which they divide into three
classes: Costume waists, tailored waists,

and hand-made Paris waists. The cos-

tume waists are of Georgette, drop-

stitch voile, tricolette, metallic em-
broidered lace or crepe de Chine, in

buttercup, sunset, orchid, cloud blue.

Victory red, flesh or white; designs in-

clude tablier, peasant, surplice, slip-over

or button back models, lace trimmed, and
with sashes or embroidery. The prices

range from $7.50 to $69. .50.

Tailored models are of linen, men's
wear crepe, dimity, washable satin, Jap
silk, luxor silk or crepe de Chine, in

white or flesh, also striped imported

ginghams. The designs are both man-
nish and frilled with tucked bosoms,
Charvet cuffs, Eton or Buster Brown
collars, pleated Queen Anne collars with
black ribbon ties; also high neck models,
and prices are $4.95 to $13.75.

In the Paris models there are the new
collarless styles, round neck, panel, frilled.^

surplice, slip-over or button-back models.
Materials include white French voile,

batiste, net or linen, and many are ex-

exquisitely trimmed with hand em-
broidery, drawn-work, real Val or real

filet laces. The prices of these models
are from .*9.75 to $98.50.

Features New Blouse Color

The entire corner window at Saks &
Company was given over one morning
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'An Exclusive

Blouse

Georgette with white

satin embroidered in

black silk. The col-

lar, panel, belt and
cuffs are of the satin.

recently to a showing of a new color in-

troduced by blousemakers, Julia Sander-
son Canary. A large picture of the
musical comedy star was placed in the
centre of the display, draped with an
uncut piece of Canary yellow Georgette.
Some ten or twelve different styles of
blouses surrounded the picture in a
group, making- a decidedly effective in-

troduction of the new color, at the same
time according graceful acknowledg-
ment to Miss Sanderson for the use of
her name in connection with it.

"Town and Country Suits"

The varied discussions which have re-
cently arisen as to whether sports suits
should be exploited by that term or call-

ed otherwise to signify more clearly
their actual uses, are recalled by Wana-
maker's announcement of "Town and
Country Suits."

Seven models were offered, built on
mannish lines in solid colors or heather
mixtures, featuring taupe, brown and
blue from Copen to midnight. All were
belted and pocketed; some with mannish
patch pockets and bone buttons to fasten.

Saks & Company will enlarge their

millinery department on the third floor

by taking over the space that has been
devoted to sweaters. The sweater de-

partm.ent, which has used a good deal of

space adjoining the millinery depart-
ment, will now be located on the same
floor in the back.

The space now being used by the

sweater department belongs to the mil-

linery department, but was given over
to them for a few months. The millinery

department intends to introduce their

higher-priced hats and needs the extra
space to display them.

FURTHER REPORTS ON PARIS OPENINGS
Directoire Influence Strong, Except With Two or Three Houses—Much Lace and Brocade

Metallic and Braid Trimmings—Some Feature Leather Belts—Cheruit
Shows New Blouses Made of Veils.

IN
the previous issue of DRY GOODS

REVIEW a summary description of

the Spring openings of nine of the

well-known Paris designers was given.

Since those displays, reports of others

have reached us and follow in brief. In-

terest in what Paris has to offer this

first Spring after the war is keen, and
tendencies, which develop from them,
will be of great importance to Canadian
buyers.

Doeuillet

Like the majority of the others, ex-

ploits the "Directoire" styles, but adds

novelties. Tricolor cockades on suit

jackets,bodices or girdle; waistline curves

up at front; contrasting girdle knotteil

at side or back. Suit jackets half length,

slit or trimmed at sides; skirts, some-
times slashed and with flat flounces or

tunic in front. Materials, gray and beige

perge; green and red velours de laine.

Waistcoats, some with high collars.

Afternoon gowns with turnback collars

in ! stand-ups at back. Half and threo-

quarter sleeves predominate; some very
short. Fullness over the hips; draped
skirts open at bottom in back." Tunics,

trimmed. Dinner gowns, short sleeves,

sometimes slit; black skirts with con-

trasting bodice; materials, satin in nickel

grey and silk tricot, striped black and
gold. Evening gowns, black and gold

brocade chiefly; high color taffetas with

jet. satin with chantilly and jet; salambo
glace (metal cloth) in bright blue or red,

silver with jade, gold with pink. Much
tulle and ostrich and low flower girdles.

Side trains; others caught up at wrist,

some looped up under skirt.

Wraps have sleeves, but cipe effect

at back, belt in front. Materials, etamine

in large checks, with woollen fringe;

satin with silk fringe, black and goUi

hi'ocade with long ostrich frin';e.

Colored cotton embroidery on taffetas

and Georgettes.

Red cotton crepe combined with blue;

brick colored shantung, China blue taf-

feta and blue foulard with big white oi"

red dots seen, as well as beige broad-
cloth encrusted with stitching in string
in same color with motifs of cloth ap-
pliqued. Taffeta is stitched in English
embroidery in self color thread. White
organdie is embroidered in Chinese
motifs.

Short coats or little capes to matcli

dresses.

Drecoll

Long, soft lines, no extremes. Jackets

of tailored suits, half to three-quarter

lengths. Fullness gathered or pleated at

sides; no girdles, or else patent leathe-

belts. Paletot models with waistcoat of

white pique or organdie. Collars high,

turn-down, rounded or stand-out from
neck. Materials: heavy cheviot, gabar-

dine, serge, velours de laine.

Colors for suits: black, navy, beige and

mustard. Striped silk jersey and win-

dow plaids liked, buttons and gold braid

trimmings.
Bodices crossed in front or open, with

band of satin. Wide girdles and flounces.
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Canadians in

the South

At the left is Lady
Davis and with her Miss

Anna Murrat, both of

Montreal, photographed

while strolling at Palm
Beach, Fla. Lady Davis

is wearing a white hat-

ter's plush sailor with

tailored suit of heavy

white wool Jersey; large

pockets handsomely em-
broidered. Miss Murrat
also wears white with

coarse-straw sailor. The
very wide belt of the

coat and the very narrow
one on the suit are note-

worthy features.

Serge, taffeta, silk jersey, foulard in blue

and red, nattier blue.

Fringe, important. Dinner gowns in

satin, black, blue and dark tobacco

brown. Girdles contrast, cordoliere Oi'

wide ribbon. High tunics; silk fringe.

Evening gowns. Oriental, Greek and
Directoire. Side draperies reveal one

leg. Tunics, of li2,ht materials, and some
are longer than skirt. Tulle predominat-
ing material. Some ankle straps fasten

the skirt. Square detachable trains, fre-

nuently on one side and lined with metal
oloth. Jet, brilliants, long fringes, chan-

':il!y, white laces, wooden beads for trim-

mings. For misses, taffeta in rose, blue,

yellow and russet, draped up at sides;

flowers.

Serge, duvetyn and silk jersey for sep-

arate coats, in navy and strawben-y.
Capes, black or beige, with hoods.

Ostrich, embroidery, monkey fur, back
flounces for trimming.

Beer

Longest skirts of all openings; five or
six inches from ground for suits, ankle
length or longer for evening. Suit skirts

slightly wider than dress skirts; piped
at sides or with loose side panels. Jacket
lengths from waist to fingertip; some
patent belts. Broad, square collars.

Broad striped woollen materials.

Afternoon dresses of striped foulards

and checks, taffeta, Georgette, and shan-
tung, with lingerie guimpes and waist-

coats; yellow, embroidered with gold,

favorite color. Directoire evening
gowns with fringe, jet embroidery and
wide laces; yellow over white satin

foundation shown. Jet and ostrich on

evening wraps. Metal cloth and short

sleeves for evening wear. Neither sleeves

nor decollete extreme. Some narrow
trains.

Separate coats made of gabardine in

shades of grey, beige, and mustard. The
materials for capes chiefly satins in

black embroidered in gold or jet or blue

brocades, with gold lame. Collars high,

made of ostrich.

Callot Soeurs

Go to extremes. Show about 400 new
models with varying features. Suit

jackets vary from fingertip to knee
lengths. Skirts, some wide, bell-shape;

some tight. Mostly short, 10 to 12

12 inches from ground. Elaborate beads

and spangles for trimming.

Evening wear shows lavish metal and
colored brocades. Draping to reveal lines

of body. Directoire seen in round decol-

lete. Some V-shapes, not extreme. Rich

embroidery, gold spangles, ribbon sashes.

Victory blue, Italian green and Dubarry
rose featured. Dance frocks, bright tulle

with deep flounces on wide moire^and
taffeta skirts.

Wide silk and wool fringe; much black

chantilly and some cream colored Valen-

ciennes and gold and silver laces on
dresses. Some chemises, some fitted.

Short sleeve lengths.

Absence of lingerie neckwear.

Doucet

Straight narrow suit skirts; 8 inches

from floor. Jackets, knee length—some
wrist length and some cutaways. High
square collars and broad revers. Waist-

coats or embroidered batiste blouses with

suits.

No Directoire styles. Chemises and

fitted dresses. Elaborate embroidery.

Much lace, especially chantilly and metal

laces. Satin or jersey^^ with short sleeves

for afternoon gowns.

Evening gowns have extreme V-shape

decollete in back. No sleeves. Some en-

tirely covered with beads. Skirts ankle

length.

Materials: Furracotta, striped serge,

figured and striped foulard, satin, crepe

de Chine, metal cloths. Gowns have vivid

red or blue embroideries.

Worth

Soft lines sponsored. Low waistline

and small sleeves. Evening bodices fitted.

Tailored suits plain; jackets half length

and straight. Short back is fitted; belt

in front to lengthen waist. Contrasting

trimming and folds of white braid on

suits. Materials include black diallaine,

striped or checked, with white, mustard,

colored toillaine, duvetyn and gabardine.

Suit blouses in colors, in basque and belt

styles.

Dresses of woollens with white Otto-

man or organdie waistcoats. Navy fav-

ored. Afternoon dresses have round de-

collete or open, over striped taffeta

waistcoat. Materials, black foulard with

white figures; printed organdie, cham-

pagne and bisque crepe de Chine. Jap-

anese embroideries, such as straw, form-

ing braid effect or daisies; silk filet lace.

Many have leather belt.

Dinner gowns, round or square de-
'

collete, some girdles draped around hips.

Black satin with mousseline de sola.

Tunics with beads and silk fringe.

Greek evening gowns. Long waistline

bloused in front, skirt at hips to match.

Square or pointed trains; round or V-

shape decollete, marked in back. Bead

girdles; very short sleeves; chantilly

lace. Some models trimmed at shoul-

ders with materials contrasting to bodice.

Rhinestones on black and colored satin

skirts; brocades in green, night blue and

black, combined with gold. Jet fringes

and strings of rhinestones in pinkisii

hue for evening trimming. Ostrich re-

places flowers.

Capes gathered to wide band at the

neck which forms collar free from neck.

Some have collar tied over one shoul-

der; some have hoods. Taffeta, silk jer-

sey, satin, gold and colored brocades are

the materials, trimmed with silk or

ostrich fringe, old gold embroidery,
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Fashion's Decrees
A graceful wrap of sand-colored tricotine with deep Victorian collar and lining of navy

blue pussy willow silk is shown at the left. The bat sleeves, weighted with rows of buttons
placed closely together, are cut into a loose hanging cape effect across the back.

Of course one must have a suit as well as a wrap this year. The one pictured here is

a Directoire model of sand-colored gabardine with cloud blue silk crepe collar and lining of
flowered grey silk. Tucks sweeping down to the smoked pearl buttons in front, on sleeves
and at the back, emphasize the lines; the buttonholes are hand made; a wide pleat allow-
ing a slit at the bottom characterizes the skirt.

The distinctive hat is of black lisere, with wide corded ribbon wings. These two models
and the hat are featured at the T. Eaton Co.'s Toronto store.

rhinestones combined with jet. Collars

high, sometimes trimmed with ostrich.

Jeanne Lanvin

Waistline hip:h in front, dropping in

l)ack, for gowns and also tailored suits.

Shoulders sloping. Sleeves, elbow to

three-quarter length. Suit jackets

wrist length, long straight lines,

sometimes open on one side. Tailored

skirts short, 8 inches from ground, slit at

sides. Some cut circular and of irregulai-

length; trimmed with set-in pieces of

pleated fabrics. Fancy leather belts;

white mother-of-peari buttons; Oriental

and fancy embroideries and stitchings.

Afternoon dresses have crossed bo-

dices or waistcoats, short sleeves, loose

panels. Skirts gathered in front or back
and slit at sides; puffs at hip's, effecting

pockets; aprons of lace or embroidery.

Dress materials: foulards with large red

and blue flowers, crepe marocain in al-

mond green and sulphur yellow, toile do

sole in lavender blue, brocades in gold

and orange; frintre, beads and lace for

trimming. Shawl collars.

Serarate coats of heavy woollens, hori-

-/ontal pleats with black stitchings. Capos
of navy serge embroidered. Some have

hoods.

Cheruit

Shows originality from others. Docs
not feature Directoire, straight and nar-

row silhouette; skirt 8 inches from
ground. Suit jackets knee length; turned-

back revers, fronts and narrow belts;

side skirt panels looped under.

Foulard dresses with long, navy blue

serge jackets. Afternoon dresses have

% to full-length sleeves.

Chemise dresses with wide sashes.

Cloth and satin capes with foulard and
mousseline de soie linings.

No spangles and beads and little lace.

Much metal cloth and tulle; some taffeta.

Blouses made of Rodier's fancy embroid-

ered veils.

Paquin

Low waistline; bodices simple and

f^mooth, slits under arms, neck free.

Mostly long sleeves, some half and %•
Dark colored fringe, made of flat silk

braid, featured.

Tailored suits plain; jackets half to %-
length. White serge skirts with puletots

of burabure in sports shades and cut long

and straight.

Scotch plaid capes with small sleeve.s

Other materials: maroon colored satin,

re;l taffeta, black velvet trimmed with
white lawn, lace, brocade trimmed with
gold and sable fringe or tassels of chin-

chilla, etc.

Tailored suits for misses show laven-

der cheviot with bisque linen revers and
twine ornaments; navy serge with
straight collar of white cotton plush;

rust brown serge with braid and waist-

coat of white tussah. White cotton plush

flowers on sides of some suits. For
misses' evening wear lame combines with
"tulle ondayante"; souffie de soie in yel-

low and cerise with girdle of silver

lame. Tulle and velvet flowers.

Capes of lame and taffeta.

Zimmerman
Drapes the figure. Flounces and

tunics are profuse. Sleeves short and
neck free. Tailored suit skirts very tighL

at bottom. Dark copper red to light

Havannah brown; also tennis stripes

liked. Silk and wool galloons, silk tri-

cot and leather for trimmings. After-

noon dresses combine materials and col-

ors. Foulards and taffetas plain and
striped shown. Materials striped in gold,

silver, white or flesh, trimmed with wide

bead fringe, for evening wear.

Coats and capes without sleeves

Heavy silk bure trimmed with burella

or satin, fringe and plumes.

For misses, changeable taffeta with

flowers, mousseline de laine, tulle with

bright rose and silver ribbons; embroid-

ery and mother-of-pearl buttons.

Lelong-Fried

Skirts slightly longer, very tight,

very low waistline; sleeves not

much in evidence. Little trace

of Directoire. Suit jackets short,

with scarf instead of collar sometimes.

Skirts short and tight. Materials: fine

serge, crespy, gabardine, toillaine and

wool jersey in light shades. Trimming
of bias folds of silk.

Afternoon dresses: foulard, striped

taffeta, satin, tussah, cotton goods and

crespy, in black, navy, white beige trim-

med with roses, embroideries and fringe

formed by unraveling the fabric.

Trains deep decolletage and draping

for evening gowns. Lame, silk brocades

in sombre colors; beads, diamonds, jet,

embroidery, lace, metal girdles.

Coats: grey, black and striped velours

de laine and duvetyn.

Directoire touches for the jeune fille,

in dowing lines of crepe de Chine and

metal laces.

DESIGNERS MEET
Canadians Not Yet Too Much Contamin-

ated With Civilization—Was
Speaker's Compliment!

The women dress designers, of Toronto,

have organized an association, which is

developing upon a comprehensive basis

and there is no doubt that their co-oper-

ation will mean much to the dress trade

in Canada.
On Wednesday, March 5, they held a

dinner at the King Edward Hotel, and '
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Beach Fashions

A New York society lady

wears this fascinating beach

cape and black brocaded satin

bathing suit for the aquatic

part of her sojourn in the

South.

had as guest, Mrs. Angus Campbell, who
was in town from Victoria, B. C. Miss

C. M. Storey, presided. Roses and pussy

willows, the gift of Mr. H. A. Hornell,

made the tables lovely. About 'SO were
present.

The address of the evening was given

by Professor C. T. Currelly, of the Royal

Ontario Museum, who spoke on design.

The topic he considered from the two
standpoints of form and decoration. A
sense of proportion is a great asset to a

designer and one not easy to acquire, he

believes.

Canadian people, he thought, had re-

markably good taste when they get a

chance. Their standard was high when
it was not mixed up with other questions,

as everything is on the market. If twenty
Canadian women, taken at hazard, were
asked to select from three pieces of furni-

ture, he believed nineteen out of the

twenty would choose the best.

One strange thing pointed out by Pro-

fessor Currelly was that, artistically, a

savage never seems to make a mistake.

He has a wonderful sense of proportion.

It is probably close touch with nature that

brings this about, and similarly with the

Canadian people, they are not yet too

much contaminated with civilization.

The best color is achieved by the vibra-

tion together of a great many colors not
quite alike. By this standard modern
dye is too well done. Every thread is

of the same tone as every other thread.

In the old days the thread was dyed first,

and in the old velvets a number of colors

nearly alike vibrated together, and drew

the exclamation: "What marvellous
color!"

The decorative side was declared to be
more difficult than the formative side.

Here again, a great deal may be got by
looking at the best that is to be seen, and
Professor Currelly said there was more
in the Royal Ontario Museum than the

designers could exhaust in many years

if they would "look at it, and look at it,

and look at it till it really soaked in and
they made it part of themselves."

"We must be national," he concluded.

"We must design for the country we are

living in, and for the materials at our dis-

posal in that country,

"In decoration, go very, very slowly,

and try hard to make the thing so nice

that you won't want to put any decoration

on it."

THE PRINCESS' TROUSSEAU
A report from London, Eng., dated

Feb. 14, with regard to the wedding
trousseau of Lady Patricia Ramsay,
formerly our beloved "Princess Pat,"

states that it is simple and in no respect

beyond that of any bride of an officer

of equal rank with the groom, and that

no materials were ordered outside the

British Empire. "Stories of lavish ship-

ments of silks, etc.," it says, "are pure

fiction."

The Princess' wedding gown was de-

signed for her distinctive style and was
made of broche panne velvet with court

train of cloth of silver richly embroid-

t-red. The lines of the gown follow

those worn by the Florentine ladies in

the famous picture of the meeting of

F/ante and Beatrice. The Royal wedding
veil in rare old Brussels lace, was form-
erly the possession of Queen Charlotte.

Driving to and from Westminster Ab-
bey, Lady Ramsay wore a long cloak of

the same brocade as her wedding gown,

lined with soft white fur and with a

deep collar of white Canadian fox.

The evening gowns of the trousseau

were all made with a short train. They
included a gown of sapphire blue char-

meuse embroidered in Greek key design

in white diamonds, another was in peach

broche with mother-of-pearl paillette top

and petticoat at one side; a powdered

blue and gold frock; and an orange and

silver brocade with a hanging cape of sil-

ver lace. A rest gown of turquoise blue

over green chiffon had a sash of green

and gold metal tissue and a floating train

L-f chiffon; apricot velvet was used to

fashion a tea gown which had a long

coat and draperies of black and gold

r^etal lace.

Hand-made Handkerchiefs

There are handkerchiefs finely whip-

ped on the borders with colored thread,

with the Princess' initials worked in the

corner in the same shades. Others of

plain white linen lawn have squares of

linen set in each corner and narrow
bands of drawn thread work to define

the hem.
The rose, shamrock and thistle have

been introduced into the Irish crochet

i.ice that adorns some of the lingerie,

und there are sets showing the intro-

duction of motifs of colored lawn into

otherwise white garments.

Designs in Tailormades

There were a number of plain and

(nore elaborate tailor-mades, an interest-

ing example of the former being of

plain black and white striped suiting

made with a waist belt; the skirt was
plaited in the back and front and plain

at the sides; two jumper frocks were

made by blind women working under

the care of the London Association for

the Blind. One of these was carried out

ill pigeon grey knitted wool with ameth-

yst wool effects, and the other, an after-

noon gown, was of navy silk trimmed

with beige.

The bridesmaids wore picture frocks

of love-in-the-mist blue and hats of

shaded blue tulle. Two little pages wore

Highland dresr,, their kilts being their

clan tartan.

There is no doubt that the bride s

selection, which was made with such care

and artistic taste, both on her own part

and that of her courturieres, will furnish

many suggestions for admiring brides

in Canada and elsewhere this year.

Many New York buyers returning

from Paris say that Paris still holds the

dominant word in world fashions,

and that they believe the long skirt must

go from America. Paris is designing

decidedly short-skirted apparel and the

result is quite unsuited to lengthening.

Skirts must go back to 10 or 12 inches

from the floor, and New York designers

will be unable to hold out against Paris,

say these buyers.
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Paris, France, Jan. 31, 1919.

EDITOR, DRY GOODS REVIEW:—
Lingerie is an important item of

ladies' dressing, and not the least

expensive, too. It seems extraordinary

that nowadays, with such short chemises,

knickers that take hardly more room
than a handkerchief, such high prices

could be obtained for those "chiffons."

Yet, it is a fact, though, and everyone

marvels as much at the daintiness of the

present "Lingerie Shows" as at the high

prices.

Nainsook is seen in a few instances,

and cambric still less often. Both ma-
terials, that were manufactured in the

North of France, are getting scarcer

every day. They are being replaced by
cotton voile, and all the light silk stuffs:

For Silk Garments
The old "jour echelle" of drawn threads

is .shown at the top, used only on staples.
Instead the various "entre deux" below it

are used with silk linKerie and blouses for
joininK edges between tucks, laces, or on
collars. In order from t<M» to bottom they
<re ('lun> entre deux; Valenciennes entre
deux; \alenciennes entre deux special, for

use on net ; very effective and the strongest.

These are reproduced here in actual size

j-'st as they were sent from Paris to Dry
G..;.(l , Re\iew.

SUMMARY
Crepe de Chine and high

prices rule in Paris "intimes."

New types of ''entre deux"
replace the "jour echelle" mode
of joining two edges in lin-

gerie.

Fine cottons very scarce.

Cotton voile and silks replace

them.

New camisoles designed to

till in V-necked blouses and
gowns.

Rococo garlands and beads

preferred to ribbon trimmings
this season.

Dressing jackets in novel
effects of panels, Japanese em-
broidery and two-toned silks.

Boudoir caps, in novel de-

signs and trimmings.

Slippers made of checked
and striped silks.

Handkerchiefs have corners

showing the little Alsatians,

Nenette and Rintintin, and
other.*; also colored borders

with black band.

pongee, crepe de Chine especially, silk

voile, or muslin and net.

Crepe de Chine is by far the most
favored lingerie material; it requires

little trimming, as far as lace is con-

cerned, and is much more effective if

embroidered with silk. I have seen a set

of ivory crepe with just a Greek motif

of plumetis embroidery in strawberry
silk cord. A ribbon of the same shade
gathered in the nightgown and the

chemise at the waist, and there was a

similar bow at the knickers.

Many Trimming Stitches

There may also be some crepe de Chine

bands united by cord faggotings, which

are effective, especially on morning
gowns. Crepe de Chine may also be

used in connection with net.

All the various stitchings, of which I

sent you some samples a year ago, are

very fashionable still. We see many
motifs inserted with "point turc," even

some garlands forming knots or flowers

are entirely made in "point turc." The

regular "jour echelle" with drawn
threads made a Greek garland in a set I

saw some time ago. These stitches do
very well on nainsook and cambric. Silk

threads are too thin and more difficult

to draw and to work.

"Point de Chainette" also is nice, par-

ticularly on silk. Braiding, always effec-

tive, comes on elaborate combinations,

petticoats, or corset covers, where it ap-

pears on a front panel and around the

hips, the skirt being all fluffy, with sev-

eral rows of lace frills.

Instead of the old machine "jour

echelle," as per enclosed sample, which

is only seen now on the staple inexpen-

sive lingerie, we have several "entre-

deux":

One is in Cluny lace: It is very ef-

fective and strong, and is seen with cot-

ton voile; it is also a trimming on lin-

\
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Camisole supplies—blouse trimming.

gerie blouses, where it comes in betwee \

tucks or at the edge of the collar.

The three other samples herewith are

Valenciennes "entre deux," suitable for

all purposes; between two pieces of lace,

or anywhere it looks nice. The fine one

will be used especially on net.

Ribbons are less seen than heretofore,

rococo motifs having taken their place.

Empire Styles With Trimming

The .styles have not much altered since

last year. The regular Empire mode
seems to regain favor and to replace the

points that were so often seen last Sum-

Page 2" as described
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Yoke effects at left and right for low V- necked blouses. The middle set has motifs
set in with "point turc." See descriptions in accompanying letter.

mer. In fact, as you may see in "A," if

the trimming is pretty, it will always
look nice, even when seen from a V-
shaped blouse.

In fact, the pointed shape, when still

used, is often made of the same piece as

the whole chemise, whereas last year it

was sewn on the skirt just at the waist,

and a ribbon was threaded through. Now,
to underline the waist, you have a

few tucks, as in the first set of page 1.

You notice, moreover, a kind of yoke,

made by the embroidery on the chemise

itself.

The second set of that page is ip. whits

silk crepe with color bands, and a colored

motif inserted "by ''point turc." There,

as in the previous sample, the knickers

are slit on each side.

The third set, also in crepe de Chine,

has a fine net yoke, with plumetis em-
broidery on the net. It is beautiful, in--

deed, to see how cleverly the work is

done. Some net yokes have insertions

of the material, which is still finer.

In page 2, we have three different

ribbon shoulder straps. The first two
are very practical, as they prevent the

strap from falling off the shoulder,

which is very annoying. The third is less

/

\ "

B

practical, on account of the rococo gar-

land, but used on a set which is meant
for a present; it is very effective.

In these days, where corsets are re-

duced to nothing, we have some fitting

"brassieres" worn by ladies who are un-

fortunate enough to be stouter than thi

present fashion wants them to be, and
you have herewith two samples.

(a) is in good shirting, duly embroi-

dered, and fitting the bust closely. So
is (b), only it is made of strong net, or

better, of filet lace, which is more solid,

and duly embroidered. It has the pointed

shape; as a rule, one should adopt one

shape for all underwear, whether the

pointed or the straight one, as there is

nothing so ugly to see, under a trans-

parent blouse, as a chemise in one shape

and a corset cover (and sometimes a

brassiere) in another shape.

Roccocco Garlands or Beads

In page 3, we have two "sault de lit":

One is in pleated silk or light woollen

stuff, with short sleeves, also pleated,

and a lace collar over it. A garland of

rococo flowers, as necklace, and girdle

complete it, and might be replaced by

the same trimming in beads, as in the

ot'^er- gowTi, which is simple,

and must be made of thick silk

stuff, so as to hang down pro-

perly.

In page 4 we have two

"liseuses," as we - call those

blouses in the morning before

dressing:

The left one is in char-

meuse, with the bottom en-

riched by a beautiful Japanese
embroidery band, which is

also found at the edge of the

sleeve. The front is slit, so as to make
a kind of fichu, which is tied down at the

back into a big bow.
The other one is made of two panels,

tied by a ribbon on each side, which is

slipped through over the head. A sailor

collar and a band at the front and the

bottom are of a different shade of silk;

the sides are edged by a "picot" lace.

Caps and Slippers

Last of all we have 3 different boudoir

caps: One is a piece of net with a big

flower inserted on the top, and a ribbon

all around the head. Another is a regu-

lar lace handkerchief, arranged by means
of tucked net and a ribbon to make a

round bonnet!

The last one is in embroidered nain-

sook and ribbon finished in flowers.

Then we have some slippers: One pair

is in satin, bordered by a rococo gar-

VJ.,.

"Sault de lit" with garlands or beads.

land. Another pair is in checked silk,

and the middle one, with its tip turned
up (to use Tennyson's expression) "like

the petal of a flower," is in Ottoman
striped in various shades.

Handkerchiefs are very often in color,

yellow, pink, blue, etc., with a narrow
black band, and a motif embroidered in

a corner; in place of the staple mono-
gram, you have the Alsatian couples,

ninette, and many others that vary daily,

according to the everchanging fashion.

Next month I will tell you about the

new collections that will be shown at

the Couturiers in the course of Februari'

Hoping this letter will prove interest-

ing for your readers, I remain,

Yours truly.

._..J "7

brassiere of embroidery and one of net.
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"Liseuses" or dressing jackets as described

Big Demand for Camisoles
Among manufacturers and retailers

alike, business in camisoles and other
lines of silk undergarments is particu-

larly active. Especially is demand keen
ior the better quality merchandise. "It

takes just as much labor to make a gar-
ment of cheap materials as of the best,

and therefore there is so little difference

Hi the prices that most people prefer to

pay the price for the models made of

fine laces and the best Georgettes, crepe
de Chines, and hand touches of ribbon."

This applies, say some of the leading
manufacturers, to the very smallest
towns as well as to the larger cities.

There is a greater selection of color
siiown this season than ever before,

though of course the biggest business is

invariably recorded in flesh and white
fabrics. There are dainty Nile-green
camisoles run with lavender or pink
ribbons and with touches of hand-made
ribbon flowers; lavender numbers are
trimmed with fine laces and pink rib-

bons; pale blues have pink or white
trimmings; yellow numbers may have
lavender, yellow, pink, blue or white to

set them off. Dainty little ribbon motifs
?re a real feature of the better models

even though they

may be cut on sim-

ple tailored lines.

Quite a noticeable

fancy has arisen for

rather highly col-

ored ribbons for

camisoles. Not only

the dainty tints sell

but many are made
of rich pompadour
colorings, conven-
tional patterns m
reds, blues, gold,

brov/ns, etc., in rib-

bons 6 or 8 inches

wide.

Several new^ num-
bers which have the

triangle sh o u 1 d e r

pieces have delicate

sleeves attached
made of fine laces or

net. Sometimes the whole upper portion
is of inconspicuous all-over lace; these
are seen on some of the ribbon numbers.

Satin bloomers in both flesh and black
are reported to be selling unusually well.
They are made with ruffle finish, tiny
pocket, double seat and elastic top. Soft
all-silk satin is very desirable for these
since they afford sufficient warmth with-
out being bulky, and are being substitu-
ted for underskirts in many cases. Wash
satins are worn for Summer and are
comfortably cool, at the same time being
especially good for shedding dust and so
keeping clean more intimate garments.

Imports from Fi-ance continue to show
black trimmings on white or colors, and
some numbers all black, but in every case
exclusive daintiness is achieved.
Grey Georgette with pastel tints in

decoration is mentioned among the smart
products for Spring and Summer in

camisoles, chemises, petticoats, etc.

Ruffles are spoken of very favorably
m New York for cotton lingerie for
Summer. The Canadian trade has never
favored this trimming strongly in cotton
garments, whether blouses or lingerie,

owing to the difficulty in laundering.
However, there is no doubt that a certain

''r \
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amount will be sold if it is pushed by
New York manufacturers. This inclin-

ation for it is said to have arisen from
the popularity of Georgette ruffles for

neckwear, blouses, and dresses this Win-
ter.

Dainty boudoir caps and .slippers from I' aris, as described in accompanvinK letter

(orsetse^^^rassieres
"

A New Steel for Fall Corsets—Silhouette

Unchanged—Tight Skirts Demand
Well-Fitting Corsets

Now that war restrictions are lifted,

corsets for Fall selling will be manu-
factured with their full complement of
supplies, so far as the markets can
supply them. There is no longer the

steel difficulty with which to contend,

but the qualities of some of the other

materials are not yet what designers

wish. They are assured, however, that

what is going into Fall merchandise is

considerably better value than could be

OiTered last year. Their hopes through-

out for Fall are for better merchandise,
though lower prices are not anticipated.

"People have been educated away from
cheap merchandise this last four years,

and it is up to the dealer to cater to-

tlieir desires for good goods," said three

manufacturers of three entirely different

lines of merchandise to DRY GOODS
REVIEW one day recently.

While Fall corsets may utilize more
steels than those shown for Spring, there-

is still a strong tendency to keep the cor-

set as light in weight and as flexible

a:^ possible. One of the well-known

firms have just this month made up
their first samples, using a new steel

which they believe, through tests of it,

to be the acme of perfection and away
ahead of anythmg else on the market. It

is light in weight, stands twisting and

lending almost like a piece of string,

but is steel nevertheless, and most suit-

rble for corsetry. These new steels ap-

pear to be coated with an enamel, but

the finish is really a part of the steel

v/hich result was hit upon in the ex-

perimental laboratories of the firm. For

higher grade corsets the steels are fin-

ished white. They are of course, rust

proof.

Some of the corset houses are eagerly

awaiting supplies of high-grade tapes

. for facing the steel pockets such as were

used before the war, but for the present

are finding it necessary to ontinue
using strips of ordinary cotton facing

rather than low-grade tapes.

There is little of a new or noveltv na-

ture in view for Fall. The silhouette is

unchanged though the tight dress skirts

make a special demand for a corset to

have a carefully-fitted back. With this

point the front-laced corset claims a

score. Flat-backed models and low

tops are characteristic of Fall styles in

corsets again.

One new number which has been added

for the Summer and Fall contains only

four steels of light weight. It is a

rather short model and especially suited

for dancin<r and other activities which

fiTP Inrd on a heavier and hipher-oriced

corse*:. Tills new model sells at about
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$2.75 for the plain white material and

$0 to $7.50 ^or more fancy fabric.

A new bandeau-knickerbocker com-
bination is on the New York market. It

is really a bandeau brassiere with

bloomers attached forming- a one-piece

garment and made of pink wash satin

trimmed with narrow lace. There are

ribbon straps over the shoulders. The
garment fastens in front.

SCHOOL FOR CORSETIERES
The Gossard school for corsetieres

Avhich was held at the King Edward
Hotel, Toronto, Feb. 10 to 15, was again
an enthusiastic success. The list of

those present was published in the last

issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW. Those
who reported later in the week were
Mrs. MacDonald, of the Chicago office

of the Gossard Co., and Miss Helen Jay,

from S. A. Grafton & Co., Meaford,

Ont. In addition to technical training

in corset fitting, Mrs. McMichael ar-

ranged for a number of speakers who
discussed subjects of vital interest to

merchandising. The address of Mr. Geo.

A. Wilson, who is specializing in sales

c'.nd sarvice work and happened to be in

town with the S. S. Gibbons Co., and
whom the convention was most fortunate

in securing, is reported elsewhere in

this issue. In addition. Miss C. M.
Storey, fashion editor of "Women's
Wear," Toronto, spoke on "Individuality

in Dress"; Mr. Colgate, of the Norris-

Patterson Co., discussed the relation of

the Gossard advertising to the retail

corset department, and Miss A. R.

Whalley, editor of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, pointed out some matters of

concern to the woman in business.

On Thursday evening of this week
the members and guests of the conven-

tion enjoyed a jolly theatre party at the

Royal Alexandra.

Altogether the week was a most bene-

ficial one, and manv of the most suc-

cessful Canadian stores were repre-

sented.

r-"^

Illustrating the Kail silhouette in corsetry. Low tops, flat backs and well-fitted
skirt portions are characteristic of all figures.—By courtesy of the Canadian H.
W. Gossard Co.

TOY LABEL ADOPTED
The Toy Manufacturers of the United

States, Inc., have selected the following
verse, to be used with a picture of Uncle
Sam as a label on all toys manufac-
tured by members of the association:

The pennies spent on Yankee toys.

For Uncle Sam's own girls and boys,

In turn, of course, go back again
To our own native workinsimen.
American—the workman's hand.
American—'twas built and planned.
American—in spirit, too,

America's toy gift to vou.

PROFIT-SHARING PLAN
Announcement Made at Twenty-first Birthday Part}' of Robert

Simpson Co.

THE Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., To-
ronto, held a "21st Birthday Party"
at Massey Hall on March 1st, when

over 3,000 were present. Mr. H. H. Fud-
ger, the company's president, was given
a rousing welcome of hand and voice.
Mr. Fudger expressed his thanks to his
"fellow-workers" for their welcome and
for their share in building up the busi-
ness.

There was mention also of the inaugur-
ation of a savings and profit-sharing
plan, enabling all members of the staff
to have a direct interest in the earnings
of the company, an arrangement said to
be the first of its kind made in Canada by
any large commercial or industrial cor-
poration.

The young people especially were ad-

vised to take advantage of the plan of-

fered.

The intention of the plan was to fur-
nish to those who remain in the employ
of the company until they reach the age
when they retire from active service a
sum sufficient to secure them against
V. i\r\i, and that those who serve for an
extended period but do not remain with
the company all their business life would
have accumulated a substantial sum; and
also to assist all members of the staff to

provide an income for their families at
the close of their active business careers
or in case of death.

Entirely Voluntary
Participation, it was explained, would

be entirely voluntary and open to all

members of the staff, regardless of posi-

tion, after one year's service, and there

after so long as they remained in the

employ of the company. In order to par-

ticipate in the fund five per cent, of

wages earned must be deposited, with a

limit of $100 per annum, this limit being

set so that the higher salaried workers
may not unduly share in the profits of the

fund. To these savings of the staff the

company would add annually a sum equal

to five per cent, of its net earnings, and
this total amount would be so invested

and augmented from year to year that it

was estimated that at the end of ten

years a depositor should receive at least

$3 for every dollar deposited.

Marriage Exemption

Participators completing ten years of

service would be erititled to withdraw
their deposits with all interest and pro-

fits, those leaving before completing this

term of years to be entitled only to the

amount of their deposits plus five per
cent, interest, unless in the case of a

woman who leaves to be married after

five years of service, when she should be

entitled to the same privileges as those

completing the ten-year term of service,

or in the case* of death, when beneficiaries

vould benefit to the same extent as if the

deceased had completed the full ten years

of service.

Presentation

A musical program followed the an-

nouncement and then a surprise occurred

when the staff presented to Mr. Fudger
a solid gold watch and to Mrs. Fudger a
bouquet of American Beauty roses. En-
thusiasm and cheer characterized the en-

tire "party."



THE NEWER IDEA OF SELLING
Mr. Geo. A. Wilson, Sales and Service Expert, Gives Inspiring Address at School for Cor-

setieres at King Edward Hotel, March 12

t:
'OU canno^, be good saleswomen
and selfish individuals at the same
time."

"You are engaged in the noblest oc-
cupation in the world, namely, a ser-
vice."

These two thoughts permeated the
very inspiring and practical address by
Mr, Geo. A. Wilson, who is specializing-

^'n sales and service work, given at the
Gossard School for Corsetieres in the
King Edward Hotel, Feb. 12. Mr. Wil-
son said in part:

''Advertising- and selling- are so closely
allied in modern merchandise that they
have become* inseparable from an exec-
v.tive point of view. In other words, no
responsible executive to-day recognizes
advertising- and selling as separate de-
partments. Now that is very important.
Executives of 1-arge calibre, such as, for
instance, Mr. J. Newton Gunn of New
York, an international authority upon
inelustrial engineering, has laid it down
as a fundamental principle of scientific

management, that selling goods and ad-
vertising- goods are so closely co-related
that there is no possibility of a divorce
of opinion or of application.

Advertising depends upon laws which
are peculiar to itself but which are sup-
plementary to similar laws which under-
lie selling, as such. Therefore, your
selling plan must necessarily be based
upon laws which are peculiar to itself

and yet be supplemented by laws which
are peculiar to advertising, as such.

Now, your store in each case, or your
iirm in each case, has an advertising de-
partment and you have probably assum-
ed in the pa?t that you had nothing
whatever to do with the advertising de-

partment. As a matter of fact you may
have regarded the advertising depart-
ment as an adjunct to your work, in

odier words, they tell the public in print
V. hat you will sell to the public.

A Re.sponsibility and an Honor

But that is not quite your mission.

Your mission is actually to interpret the

:<dvertising in the details of selling. In

other words, your firms may as well

throw the money that they put into

advertising into the gutter, as advertise

certain facts and conditions about the

goods of the concern and then have
^hem misinterpreted by the selling force.

Because you are the living personifica-

tion of the advertisem£nt to the cus-

tomer.

Realizing that you are the living sym-
bol to the customer of what that cus-

:omer 'has obtained from reading the

uuvertisement and what stands behind

the advertisement, that you in yourself

not merely represent, but are the house,

then you begin to realize the great res-

ponsibility and the great honor that is

laid upon all salesmen.

The President of the United States,

iiiid down certain laws, certain ideas for

the guidance of the people over whom
he was chief executive. But when it

came to a question of having his peers—
men who were his equals in every res-

pect—adopt those ideas, he had to go
to Europe and sell them. The President
of the United States, like the master
mind of England, Lloyd George, and the

boy who sells papers on the streets of

New York or London, are all salesmen
in one capacity or another.

The Newer Idea of Selling

And the consequence is that we no
longer regard as typical of the selling

profession the so-called "drummer
class." On the other hand, we demand
of ourselves, by the process of self-dis-

cipline, certain standards and attributes

and a certain recognition of respons-

ibility, because of the realization of the

great mission that we have to perform.

We are not offering, ladies, any goods,

any commodity-—corsets or otherwise-^

for sale; we are offering- a contribution

to human happiness, known as satisfac-

tion. Therefore, as missionaries of the

newer idea of selling, as missionaries of

a greater and a nobler ideal, we begin

^0 see that idealism is not divorced from
practice, nor the practical from idealism.

Marriage and Labor Turn-Over

As a student of industrial engineer-

ing, I have learned to recognize that,

ivhen women go into business, they are

governed by a law which is recognized

by God and by man as legitimate and

V. orthy—the law which we call the law

Ci marriage.

You see, in Industrial Engineering, we
are very cold in our terms, and we recog-

nize that law as fundamental just as we
recognize the law of supply and demand
and the law of labor turn-over. The law
cf marriage is closely allied to the law

of labor turn-over and production and is

one of the greatest disturbing factors in

industrial affairs. But—mark you this

—there is no employer of labor, who is

in his sane mind, who does not recognize

that the law of marriage is essential to

ihe greater welfare of the world and

that, therefore, it more than balances the

loss in labor turn-over, which is phen-

omenal, and in some cases amounts to

as high as 90 per cent, prer annum.
The average girl— I am speaking now

from the collective opinions of a tre-

mendous number of investigators

tliroughout the world—goes into employ-

ment, not merely for the purpose of

earning her bread, but with the prim-

eval instinct of motherhood guiding her.

She says to herself: "All that I can get

.ut of this job I am going to get out

of it while I may. In the first place, I

think I am under-paid; in the second

])lace, I am going to get married, and

tliis is not my life work, and therefore

every shekel that I can get out of it I

am going to get out of it."

This attitude, is not altogether selfish,

oiiice the primeval instinct prompts it.

But the girls who merely work for the

^iitkels they can get out of their jobs,

do so at the cost of character-building 1

elements, which they ought to take into *

their homes when they go there. And
no woman can be successful in a home
who is a failure in business. Therefore

it is not so much what you can get out

of your job as what you can put into it

that counts, because it is not the im-

mediate recognition of responsibility, or

of reward, or of emolument that matters

nearly as much as it is those character-

building elements that you in turn will

transplant from your business experience

.nto your larger sphere of home life.

Labor Turn-Over May be Offset

Now if you determine to set the ideal

before you, to contribute the best that is

within you in order to get the best in

return, you will more than offset the

heavy labor turnover, even from the in-

dustrial point of view, because you will

bring into your business a point of view,

a mental attitude, a psychic element which

will in turn inevitably raise the stand-

ards of the concern with which you are

associated and will attract automatically

that recognition which means an increase

in responsibility and in emolument.

'

"Responsibility," said Elbert Hubbard,

"gravitates to the shoulders that can

bear it," and the greatest recognition

that you can have of your increased

worth is to receive increased responsl-

bity. A larger pay envelope m.ay be a

briiae, a subtle bribe, but increased re-

sponsibility is recognition of increase^!

ability.

I do not blink at the fact that a man
vdll get $25 a week and a woman will

get $12 for comparatively the same

work. But on the other hand, we have

to recognize the fact that a greater

economic responsibility is expected from

the man than from the women. There-

fore, in adjusting the wage scale, we
must necessarily recognize the funda-

mental law that governs such a condi-

cion, namely the average male (this is

true from statistics compiled) has some

one dependent upon him and the average

female is a dependent; therefore there

has to be a recognition of that fact in

the adjustment governing the monetary

condition.

The Saleswoman Buys and Pays

Meanwhile I want to emphasize this

fact, that you cannot be good sales-

women and selfish individuals at the same

time, because one me-ms annihilation of

the other, anch the secret of success is

the sacrifice of self. Also selfishness

invariably defeats itself. It always doc;;

in the long run. And selfishness in any

form or characteristic is detrimental to

a salesman or a saleswoman, because

—
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now put this down, something that you

never heard or read before—the art of

selling is the art of buying. I will ex-

plain that.

When a customer comes into a store

she is prepared to purchase a commod-
ity—corsets, for instance. She is pre-

pured to offer you that recognized means
of exchange of commodities known as

money. Now you have always—at

least most of you I presume, and I have

said this thing from one side of the

continent to the other to bodies of sales-

men numbering from 100 to 1,000 as the

case might be, and they have always
acknowledged it—you have always re-

garded yourselves in the light of people

who were in a subordinate position oi

serving. You are not; you are selling,

and in selling you are buying. Because
in exchange for that woman's money,
whereby she buys the commodity, you
give her such service that you buy her

good will, and you are on an equal plane.

You are mutual buyers. You are no

longer the customer and the seller

nierely. You render unto Caesar the

things that are Caesar's, but unto the

salesman the things that belong to him!

Now, when Mrs. Westdale Heights

comes down in her limousine, you must
remember that you are engaged in an

occupation which is the loftiest and the

noblest and the greatest occupation ii.

the world, namely a service which con-

tributes to the welfare and the happiness

cf the community as represented in Mrs.

Westdale Heights. Therefore, you see

Mrs. Westdale Heights, not as the Lady
Dowager whose box in always reserved

at the theatre, but merely as an oppor-

tunity for you to express in concrete

terms your sense of responsibility to

your profession and to the great broth-

erhood in your profession which you at

tiiat moment have the honor to repre-

sent.

An Example of Scientific Selling

I went into a store on Fifth Avenue once

—a store which catered exclusively to

men, a store \\hich I need not tell you
more about than to say that instead of

calling a tie a tie they called it a cravat,

and instead of a charge of $2.50 for a

tie, they charged $5 for a cravat, the two
being interchangeable. I said to the

salesman who was there (here is an

example of scientific selling by the way)
"T would like to see some ties." He not-

iced the word by the way, and he did not

use the offensive word "cravat" at all.

If he had. he might have lost the sale.

He said "Yes, sir." He did not make
any suggestions. He waited while I ex-

amined the show cases. It was again my
turn. In other words, I had to do the

buying. I said, pointing to a drab
affair: "I don't care for that one very
much." Then he said a very clever thine,

a very subtle thing. "No sir, I did not

think you would;

/but we have some
very handsome ties

with the University

and Regimental col-

ors of England, mad?

by Mercheston.' It meant this: he assumed
that I was worthy to wear either the

University or the Regimental colors of

Great Britain. That flattered me, whether
.t was right or wrong. Also he assumed
that I know the famous firm of Mer-
cheston, and he also inferred that I was
in the habit of buying that kind of tie.

Well, I bought five ties. The point is,

tiiat is an example of scientific selling,

because it is using the law of associ-

ation, one of the five laws behind every
sale. I bought the five ties not so much
because I wanted them, but rather be-

cause I wantad to buy them.

Know Your Merchandise

In selling successfully, you are told

that you must have a knowledge of

human nature. I don't think that a

knowledge of human nature is nearly so

important as a knowledge of your job,

which implies, first of all, a knowledge
of your goods. Did you ever think, for

instance, how very few women know
what composes the clothes they wear?

A man once sold me a suit of clothes

and fitted it on me, and he gave me a

fairly good fit. But he gave me the

idea that he knew nothing about the

clothes himself, and I was hungry to

know about those clothes, because I

was buying them and they were
to be my very personal possession.

Do you see that he might havo
told me, for instance, that the tweed came
from Ireland, that it was woven by old-

fashioned women on old spinning wheels,

"jennies" they are called? And that

there was a whole romance, a whole his-

tory behind this cloth and the making
of this cloth? For instance, if that man
had had any imagination, if that man
had had a spark of imagination, he

could have told me, for instance, how
difficult it was to get cloth of that kind

at that time, ^e would have pictured

the difficulty in getting that cloth across

the Atlantic by reason of the submarines.

But instead of that, it was just a ques-

tion of fitting. It was very essential, of

course, that I should have a proper fit,

but he knew nothing about his goods as

such, and when I told the story later,

the management awakened up to a new
truth, namely that there is romance in

the commonplace.

And in this romance of the common-
place you have a tremendous selling

value and a tremendous selling argu-

ment, because you can appeal so to the

imagination, and particularly to a wo-
man's imagination by and through ro-

mance, that you have no end of interest

aroused by the time she leaves the store.
She has not. only purchased a commodity
but she will remember you as a person
vvho has interested her tremendously and
che will tell her neighbors about her
talk with you and how you know things
'bat other people do not know.

Ladies, it is absolutely essential to
good selling, that you know your goods.
And moreover, you must be able to ex-
plain your knowledge interestingly. You
must give your customer all that you
h^ve by way of knowledge, and you must
ivbsolutely lay yourself, freely and
frankly upon the altar of service with-
out limit. The salesman or the sales-
woman who measures contribution of
service in the terms of remuneration is

short-measuring their own possibilities.
You can only give to your fullest to get
back your fullest.

Service is Giving of Self

"There are loyal hearts, there are
spirits brave.

There are souls that are pure and
true.

Then give to the world the best you
have,

And the best will come back to you,"
is the very essence of selling. And ad-
vertising and window displaying,—co-
rciated to selling— is the expression, the
outward expression of the inward atti-

tude. If I had charge of a great store,

I v,-ould revolutionize the advertising en-
tirely, but not necessarily upon the ad-
vertising of goods so much as the ad-
vertising of the institution, the institu-

tion being an ideal which every employee
contributes by practical application of
principle.

And because I would not advertise
cjmmodities I would be regarded as a
poor business man and a dreamer and an
idealist. But we are living in a day
of idealism now, and we are learning
that it pays to live in it. So I am quite

sure that if you merely advertise com-
modities as such, whether verbally or in

ink, if you merely sell or attempt to

.sell commodities as such, you will fall

short of your purpose, which is to sell

a commodity so good in quality, so pro-

per in price—and remember that a sale

is not made unless both parties benefit

—

and so complete in satisfaction that you
contribute to an individual happiness,

which in turn, in endless chain, contrib-

utes to the happiness of all. The clothes

that we wear, the food that we consume,
the very air that we breathe, has only

one justfication in the Divine Scheme of

Economy and that is to make us better

and bigger men and women.

Architects of Human Happiness

You, ladies, are not merely sales-

V omen, you are architects of human
happiness, and it is because you are,

that you cannot afford to ignore that re-

sponsibility laid up-

on you by your own
choice of profession,

in the terms and for

the terms of mere
monetary reward.
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In other words, man may not live with-
out bread, but he won't live by bread
alone.

Your responsibility is three-fold: it is

to the public whom you serve; it is to
the institution which you represent; and
it is to your fellow worker.

Notice I have not said anything about
yourself. Self does not enter into it.

Because those three things contribute
toward a bigger self in every possible
way.
The public demands of you the great-

est possible service that you can give,

the greatest possible application of in-

dustry and attention, in every way
equipping yourself, by study and indus-

try, by the reading of your trade mag-
azines, the following up of your courses
and your lessons, and your studies, so

as to make yourself an authority, not
merely a giver of goods, or a taker of

orders, but an authority upon your
chosen work, rising higher and higher,

rung by rung, until the public come to

beat through the very underbrush, a
path to your door.

Your responsibility to your institution

demands from you all the spiritual and
mental attributes which will make and
leave it a greater and better institution,

which will profit it as a whole, and
which will ultimately cause that insti-

tution to bear the brand in the public

eye, of an institution that stands there,

not for the selling of goods, but for the

making of human happiness.

And your responsibility to your fel-

low-employees demands those forebear-

ing qualities, those self-sacrificing

qualities that are so essential to the

smooth running of any organization

—

the cheerful word, the greeting, the

proper manner of telephoning—and
there is a tremendous opportunity to

sell by telephone. I told a saleswoman,

for instance, about the sale of gloves

—

that if she would make a list of fifty

people whom she knew, from the tele-

phone directory, and tell them that she

had just received a special assortment of

gloves that were peculiar in certain res-

pects—knowing her women, of course

—

she could sell those fifty pair. Well, the

first day she sold over $400 worth of

gloves! The people did not come in at

all—she just sold them over the tele-

plione.

One of the greatest lessons which

came out. of the Great War was that

the men and v/omen involved were wil-

ling to sacrifice for an ideal everything

worth while. I remember reading that

Queen Alexandra, a woman over sixty

years of age now, a frail woman neces-

sarily and an old woman certainly, took

her turn regularly and stood on a Lon-

don embankment between "the hours of 2

a.m. and 6 a.m., with shop girls and

munition girls, one in the many groups

of devoted women handing out cups of

coffee to returned soldiers, who did not

even know who she was.

So I think that the only concluding

word that I need give you is a word of

inspiration, of hope and, possibly, of

comfort, in the words of a Canadian who
after an all-night vigil beside an oper-

ating table, a vigil that we are told last-

ed over twenty-four hours, reeling from
the grind, the filth, the blood and mur-
der of it all, sat down at his desk, as
those British boys passed across those
operating tables after the first battle

of Ypres, and wrote—Col. McRae of

Montreal—wrote

:

"In Flanders fields the poppies blow-

Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place. And in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly,

Scarce heard among the guns below.

We are the dead. Short time ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.

Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe,

To you from failing hands, we throw
The torch. Be yours to lift it high.

If ye break faith with us who die

We shall not sleep, though poppies

blow
In Flanders fields."

And it is the full measure of the res-

ponsibility of that great message on

behalf of our great dead that we are

face to face with to-day—with prob-

lems, with issues and with tremendous
results that we cannot shrink from un-

less we shrink from them at the cost

of all that they died for."

FANCY GOODS DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page 89)

JEWELRY
The newest fancies in jewelry are

quite novel. They include a good deal of

fancy bead work, chiefly in a bright

scarlet shade. Beads in this color in

both wood and composition are made up
into a great variety of novel and irregu-

lar styles in necklaces, and also the long

rope effects. The beads are in different

shapes, some being very long and others

smaller and round. These beads are

usually separated by dull gold filigree

beads, or else they are strung on a cord
the same color, and the cord is knotted
between the beads. Long pendant effects

are made with the odd shape beads and
metal work in front. The wooden beads
are about %-in. in diameter and are

shown in a number of fashionable colors,

such as jay blue, scarlet, bright green,

jade, and any of the other fashionable

colors.

Another important item in this de-

partment just novi^ is the big range of

novelties in celluloid or pyroxlyn or

French ivory, or bakelite, or whichever
other member of the same family one

happens to meet. Necklaces of this ma-
terial were described in the New York
letter in the January issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Since that time these

novelties have come over to Canada and

have improved in style. Readers will

remember that the necklaces were in

chain links of the celluloid in various

colors, including imitation tortoise shell,

and accompanied by large lockets. These

are to be had in Canadian shops now,

and show a good deal of fancy work in

addition to the original shape of the

necklace itself. Then there are other

necklaces showing a guard of narrow

black ribbon with a pendant in front

made of celluloid. The effect is very

much like an old cameo since the cellu-

loid is made in different colors and

carved. The fashionable colors of the

season are shown so that one may have

a "cameo" to suit each costume. These

pendants are set with stones that match

in color. For instance, a jade green pen-

dant is set with emeralds, one of old rose

is set with rubies, an ivory one is set

with diamonds. All of these numbers

retail at from $2 to $5, $6, $7 and $8, ac-

cording to the designing and workman-

ship on them.

U. S. TOY MERCHANTS FORM
ASSOCIATION

An association to be known as the

American Toy Exhibitors was formed

last month at a meeting of toy merchants

who have been exhibiting at the Hotel

Imperial, in New York. The association

will work toward bringing about a cordial

relationship between buyers and manu-

facturers in the toy industry. Ninety

toy concerns have joined the association

so far.

One of the largest manufacturers of

toys said that the toy business in the

United States has been phenomenally

good since the first of the year and all

indications point toward a continuation

of this condition.

Two Popular Frames
Above is one of the new "one-piece" cellu-

loid bag frames with self-clasp and rings for
rope or ribbon handle. The lower one shows
a new artistic design in unchangeable metal.
—By courtesy of Wrinch, McLaren & Co.,

Toronto.

Mr. Ernest H. Owen, of Toronto, re-

presenting Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co., was

found dead in his hotel at Halifax, N.S.,

Feb. 20. It had not been known that Mr.

Owen was ill. He had been travelling to

Halifax for twenty-five years and was

well known to the housefurnishing and

dry goods trade. The remains were sent

to Toronto.
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A real lE^aslern

subtle, bawildenn6iy

lovehy enckaniino

Introduced by^

HARRY COLLINS
ike master desioner

at

PALM BEACH

Snown exclusively in

CUe

INDESTPUCTIBLECREPE
INDESTRUCTIBLE VOILE

and other ynallinson Silks

'e predict ttiis new skaae as

ike ddfintte color note for
the Spring and Summer
season ojl919.

Orders for iiiis nexu
color willbe booked
and filled in rotation

Silks de Luxe

MADISON AVENUE^:^
3ht Street (f

New York

. . the Dook of ^on^ lo Ike

home of Silk Style

MIKADO
"RED

GEORGE DAWSON, AGENT
516 Birks Building MONTREAL. CANADA
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P. C. Corsets
Corsets which give most
comfort and freedom of
movement

In buying corsets to-day you have
many things to consider. The day
is gone when you could lay in a

stock of any old line of corsets.

To-day you must consider that

most women know just what a per-

fect fitting corset should be like.

The wearer is always the best

judge of the quality. P.C. COR-
SETS will meet the most critical

buyer's need.

Give your customers a

real Corset value
at a reasonable price

We want you to have more satisfied

customers. When you offer P.C.

CORSETS you offer your custom-
ers' merchandize that has a splen-

did reputation and safeguard the

reputation of your store.

P.C. CORSETS offer wearing qual-

ity— comfort— hygiene and the

latest style.

LARGER PREMISES IN TORONTO
To provide for our rapidly grrowing business in Ontario
we have lemoved to more commodious premises at 76

Bay Street, Toronto, where we will be prlad to haVe
customers and friends pay us a call at any time.

Parisian Corset Mfg., Co., Limited
QUEBEC, QUE., CAN.ADA

BRANCHES:

Toronto: 76|Bay"St. Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.
Western Represcnt.-illvc: C- W HUTI.V.R. 2-1 SyKcslcr Wilson BiilKliiiK. VVillllipe^'
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TT is not necessary for

^ you to be short of waists

in Silks, Crepe de Chines,

Georgettes, or Voiles, as

we always keep a large

stock on hand to fill your

requirements. Just ask vis

to send you samples, and

see how quick we can

serve you.

D.H.CUMMINGS
1187 Mount Royal Ave. E.

MONTREAL

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

On account of increased business we
were compelled to move to

LARGER
PREMISES

We are now located at

1952 St. Lawrence Blvd.

1770 ST. LAWRENCE
Makers of

Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses

COATS
SUITS and DRESSES
New Spring Suits and Coats in all

the latest Plain and Fancy Cloths, for

immediate delivery.

Just the thing for your Spring and
Easter trade.

€xdnii\)t labieg* WAtav
Himitth

112 Hammond Block, WINNIPEG
33 Richmond St. West, TORONTO
207 St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL
Branch Factor}-: 520 St. Lawrence Boulevard.

Montreal, Quebec

The

De Palma Dress Company
46 St. Alexander Street

Montreal

Announce Their Initial

Showing of

AFTERNOON
AND

STREET DRESSES
IN

Crepe de Chine Crepe Georgette

Taffetas, Messalines and

Novelty Silks

SUMMER DRESSES
"Organdies Fancy Voiles

will be ready for March 15th

AN EARLY INSPECTION IS INVITED
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WeCONCENTRATE ON
THESE TWO LINES

Kassab Kimonos
and

Silk Underwear

We concentrate on two lines that
demand artistic workmanship and
highest quality materials.

The recognized quality and popu-
larity of Kassab Kimonos have
earned for us this name—"The
Kimono House of Canada."

Our success with Kassab Silk un-
derwear was built on the same basis
and is winning the patronage of
enterprising stores all over Canada.

A complete range of these samples
is now in the hands of our travel-
lers, together with our kimono line,

and we bespeak a careful inspec-
tion.

KASSAB KIMONO MFG.
COMPANY

Somner Bldg. 37 Mayor Street

MONTREAL

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET,
OXFORD CIRCUS, W.I.,
LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams or Telephones:
7214 CENTRAL

Day and Evening

Gowns,

Coat Frocks and

Tailored Costumes,

Jersey Gowns and

Costumes.

Spring Models
in

Velour, Baronette

and Heavy Weight
Wool Jersey.

Up-to-dateiiTogs
for

Misses and Children

We are now
located at Bramp-
ton, Out., where,

with a larger plant

and better facili-

ties, we are pre-

pared to meet the

demands for our

goods, which are

growing in popu-

larity with the

Canadian trade.

Write us, or call.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON, ONT.
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Canadian Converters'
Ladies Wear Factory

Manufacture

WHITEWEAR

WAISTS

UNDERSKIRTS

LADIES' DRESSES

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
ETC.

Each line is complete and comprises

hundreds of different styles

We specialize in medium and low priced garments
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DO NOT FAIL TO SEE OUR LINE

Quality Considered We Sell for Less

Winnipeg Show Room
Hammond Block
Rep., W. J. Collett

Toronto Showroom
404 Kent Bld^.

Rep., F. Frendt

"American"
Waists

Eastern Ontario

Rep., H. M. Na^h

Western Ontario

Rep., Geo. Nagley

Sales Built on Quality and Service

MADE
BY The American Waist & Dress Co., Ltd.

511 [Initv Riiildiiio- MONTREAL 46 St. Alexander St.

DRESSES
Well assorted line of taffetas

and foulards. Full range of

Ginghams and Fancy Voiles

and Silk Pongees.

WAISTS
that never fail to please the

most fastidious. Wide variety

in latest styles, Georgettes,

Crepe de Chines, Voiles and

sti-iped Silks.

Excellence and value patent in each creation.

VOGUE WAIST CO. ^'' i^c^.f^tr^t.^^;.'^''' MONTREAL

Every Garment brimful of Charming Fetching Style

We are showing an interesting range of attractive, sales-inviting Cloaks^^and^Smts^m_^ Poplins, Tr.cotmes,

Cor. St. Catherine West and Mountain Sts., MONTREAL

Careful study has been made of

the public buying need and our

line admirably fits these require-

ments.
Our Cloaks and Suits are made to

satisfy the style critics of your

town.
ThouRh of high class quality and

design, you will find prices reason-

able.

Prompt deliveries of all immediate

needs for Spring and Easter trade.
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ART
GARMENTS
SATISFY

DRESSES and SKIRTS
That Always Satisfy

100 p^^^^ Value

100 p^-- Cent. Service

Are you carrying ''ARX Dresses and Skirts m your Stock?
If not, advise us and we will see tnat our Representative calls

Once Bought - Always Sought

Winnipeg Sno'wrooin

Hammond 31clg.

^iVestern Ontario

G. W.Nagley
Toronto Sho-wroom
404 Ksnt BUg.

E. isf NortKern Ontario

H. M. Nask
Maritime Provinces

1. A. Shwartz

C, Rose, Montreal

Art Cloak & Suit Company, Limited
f^anufacturers of Presses and Suits that Satisfy

Unity Building, 46 St. Alexander Street, Montreal
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Stylish Double Service Coats

FOR LADIES AND MEN

We are showing some nobby styles for

immediate and for Fall in lines that are

calculated to find favor in these days of

economy.

This is a double duty coat in Ladies' and

Men's styles, thoroughly waterproof, yet

having the appearance, comfort and fit of

the up-to-date outer garment.

There is a wide variety of designs and

materials from which to choose — all

pleasing, and all made up in our usual

thorough manner.

Our salesmen are now showing the com-

plete range, including the new Velour

Rain and Waterproof garments.
lU V&r \y

C

THE

Montreal Waterproof & Clothing Co., Limited
The Largest and Oldest Waterproof Clothing HousejnlCanada

MONTREAL, CANADA

^^Mmmmeg^
jUmilJlilH!)!!
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For
Ladies

For
Gentlemen

If the fine Dress Gloves you sell in

the next few weeks carry this button

you are going to make a lot of people

mighty glad they bought their Easter

gloves from you.

r-

Sorting Orders Will be
Shipped Immediately

ACME GLOVE WORKS
LIMITED

Montreal
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

HATS
for

Chics, Flappers and Chickens

MAX MAYER, INC.
332 Fourth Ave.. New York, N Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

Pfg are Specialists in these lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
Makert of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House "

f '•;

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS'*

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

Skirts Must Be Worn
Wholetale Manufacturers

of
Snurt Styles in Tweeds, Serges
and Poplins at Popular Prices.

Sarnplet cheerfully submitted
upon request.

ROYAL SKIRT CO.
1440 St. Lawrence St., Montreal, Que.

References : London. Eng.—New York—
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38B. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono apron.s, made in full

sizes. Good assortment of prints.
Packt'd in dozens. Sizos 86-'12. Special
for no days only, $7.95 doz. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A. E. Wegenast, Clyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

BUYER'S DIRECTORY
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

TO GET COTTON DUCK
It is understood that as a result

of a conference between officials

of the U.S. Post Office Department
and the Surplus Property Division,

Quartermaster Corps, it is an-
nounced that the Department will

take over about 1,500,000 yards of
heavy cotton duck for the manu-
facture of mail pouches. It was
intended to double this amount,
but Congress failed to make the
necessary appropriation.

GERMANY'S SEARCH FOR
WOOL

A Bradford wool dealer who is

now with the British Army of Oc-
cupation on the left bank of the
Rhine writes:

"I have had an opportunity to

get an insig-ht into the German
textile industry in the occupied
zone, and in addition have been
able to glean other interesting
particulars which will give an idea
of the appalling conditions under
which the German manufacturers
have had to work, and the difficul-

ties they have had to contend with.
From what I have gathered, the
real scarcity of raw material be-

gan to make itself felt during the
latter half of 1915, when the word
'Ersatz' (substitution) came fully

into use, rags being freely used.
Manufacturers were allocated a
certain percentage of rags in lieu

of the same quantities of raw wool.

"Immediately after the outbreak
of war, all the stocks of wool, or at

least such as were lying in the dif-

ferent large scouring and combing
establishments at Bremen, Dohren,
and other places, of which there

were large weights belonging to

the enemy and neutrals, were con-

fiscated. This enabled all mills

to work at full pressure for the

first few months of the war for

military requirements, but after

three or four months these stocks

had been deeply bitten into. Agents
were sent pcouring the surround-
ing neutral countries but without
much result. Much attention was
paid to Italy, but the action of the

Italian Government in putting an

embargo on the export of raw ma-
terial successfully prevented Ger-

many securing any, either direct

through that country, or Switzer-

iind.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

^^i^im>'i^"tiSP"^-'-- Write Jor our latest

i^SM!!J!!fcp"a!te Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only.

ioy\r\\lfafV)e\\ Company
CHICAGO

Wholisale Dry Coojs anJ Central Merchandise

Pyjamas
(4A55H!^I for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

LOOK THEM UP
IN THE

BUYERS' MARKET
GUIDE

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our IXH page
Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Dacorating Company
(Inoorvorsted.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Chicago. III.

L. G. BEEBE Rep
Direct Factory

resentative

Canadian, English and American

Toys, Dolls, Wheel Goods. Rubber
Goods, Bathing Caps, Toilet Goods.

5 to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: S3 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Soecial lieht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Slornoway, Scotland
Stalt shaJt JtairtJ anJ whtihtj Jot LaJla or GcnU' wtar
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DE LUXE SERVICE
Sounds jrood. doesn't it? But there are
no words Higrh Class enough to full.v

express the work of our New DeLu^''
Shrinker. Our catalog will giv; y( u an
idea.

SPOTLESS SHRINKER COMPANY
Whitney BIdg., Cleveland, O.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
'J-C Ribbons have pecidiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.

"SATIN DE LUXE'
"TROUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"SANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DKMOCRACY"

JOHNSON, COWiDLN & 00.. 40 E. 30th St.,
New York. N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORMS
(Collapsible—Adjustable)

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
"They Must make good or we do"

Ease of adjustment, quality workmanship,
durable materials assure the ready sale

of these popular and in demand forms.

MODEL FORM CO.
554 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
We Make a Complete Line of Forms

Send for Catalog and prices

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Measures ^^^^^H^^ |^
for

^^^^^
Inventory

Without

Unrolling

Write

No book
to refer to.

No figuring

to do. -; ij

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES' in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or cal 1 on

The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

THESIGNRY
OUT DOOR ADVERTISING

Electric Signs, Show Cards, Commercial
Signs, Electrical Displays.

304 Richmond St. London, Canada

'"Manufacturers under military

disguise \\ ere sent to scour the in-

vaded parts of Belgium and
France, paying good prices, gold

generally being paid in Belgium
and 'Bons de requisition' in France.
The whole of the stocks at this

time were placed at the disposal of

the 'Beschlagsamt,' the department
dealing with the requisitioning and
disposal of war material. These
stocks were allotted to spinners and
manufacturers as needs demanded;
very little of such, however, reach-

ing Germany's allies. After tiie

extreme advance of the German
army into Belgium and Northern
France, and the accumulated stocks

getting low, Germany was obliged

to fall back on her own clip, total-

ling approximately 8,800,000

pounds, and upon the wool of in-

vaded territory. A census was
taken of all the sheep in the in-

vaded territory, and owners were
obliged to shear the sheep at the

local German commander's discre-

tion, who then held lists of all the

sheep in their districts. The wool

was to be delivered at a given date

under strict control to the German
commander's stores, the owners
being under severe penalty if this

was not properly carried out. Sheep
were only allowed to be killed after

written permission had been given

by the German authorities. For the

wool thus obtained a very low price

was fixed by the German valuers,

and payment was effected in the

form of a 'Chit,' which, as far as

can be gathered, has not been hon-

ored up to the present date. The
quantity of wool thus obtained

is held to have been considerable,

the collecting being carried out

with characteristic thoroughness
throughout the whole of the occu-

pied territory, even where there

was only one single sheep in any
small village."

* *

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF
WOOL IN AUSTRALIA

The Bradford Wool Record of

February 13 contains the follow-

ing:

"An Australian correspondent
writes: We have now had nearly

two and one-half seasons under
Government control, and it is ru-

mored that a movement is on foot

to get the Australasian clips un-

der Government control for the

next five years. I think that is

very detrimental to the best in-

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better

grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes
Fancy Cabinets. 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitab'e than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN DIRECTORIES

Give buyers and sellers complete lists of

all bratiches of the general dry goods

trade.
(Also directories for many other

trades).
Address: Head Office, 22»- Craig W..
Montreal.

TheGem of theNotionj

Columbia F«stcT^eT

Company
CHICAGO

^^#D B. Fisk&Co.
Chicago_ Af'D

MrRCHANDlJ"E

New York Salesroom

:

Open During Market Season

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada <Dep. DR.)

WHEN YOU WANT TO
FIND AN ADDRESS,

LOOK IT UP IN THE
BUYERS' MARKET

GUIDE

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies" Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needleworlc Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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Wholesalers and Manufacturers Only

R. R. DAVIS
Manchester Building, Toronto

Manufacturers' Agent

Selling

Woolens, R Tailors' Linens, Silks
Waterproofs and Knit Goods.

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daily for thousands of

live^ merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letteis, illustrations, events, etc.

Full particulars upon request.

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

KING FANCY WAIST CO.
KING & BROWN

The waisj with the correct style. We
are showing a. wonderful wa'ist made
of best quality Georgette, trimmed with
military braid and silk fringe at $48.00

per doz.

Send for a sample to-day.

166 Bay St. Tel.'Adel. 3389
TORONTO

Silk and Mesh Combination
Mesh Bags, Coin Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses. Good sellers

for your Easter trade.

Ask your Jobber to show you our
goods.

WHITING & DAVIS CO.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing. Write for

our catalogue which will tell you what

you need. Best goods at closest prices.

ARTISTS SUPPLY CO..

77 York St., Toronto

' Die Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica

PUBLIC NOTICE
The price of Silk Fabric Bags .in

,he Canadian Leather Products ad
on page 54 of this issue is printed

in error. The price should read
$24.00 to $36.00 per doz, not $1.00

to $36.00.

terests of the wool and textile

trades. The purchase scheme is all

one-sided at present. The grower
is getting- an exorbitant price for
his wool. We used to record 2s. 3d.

for a 60s top as a very big price;

now I suppose 60s are costing

5s. 6d. to 6s. 6d.—a wide range
when one remembers that before
the war we had to be within ^/^d.

per pound, and that meant loss or

profit. Of course, all men do not
value alike under this or any other

scheme, and some men in Western
Australia never saw a bale of that

class of wool before—such as

'Tamala,' 'Boolathana,' which de-

ceive the best of buyers.

"I expect the Government offi-

cials are slightly deceived about
the profits of this scheme. They
have shipped from this country the

good combing wools and made a

profit. But they have the bulk of

the wool here, consisting of rub-

bishy carbonized sorts, yielding

30 per cent, to 36 per cent., and
costing here, say, 7%d., to 83^ d.,

which in a normal season were sold

at about 4d. I have contended all

along that they have made a pre-

sent of £20,000,000 each season to

Australasia; that is £20,000,000

too much, paid for the clip."

NAVY TO AUCTION WOOL
It was learned yesterday that

the Navy Department is planning
to auction approximately 9,000,000

pounds of fine Australian wool
some time during the month of

April. The exact date of the sale

could not be learned, but it was
stated that the auction would be

held in Boston.
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MacDonald Brokerage Co.

With our complete organization

throughout Canada we are in a posi-

tion to efficiently represent a few good
English dry goods specialty lines. If

interested, address Box 78, Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.

T. H. Warden
102 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wit/i Staff" Covering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Can give exclusive representation in

Alberta and British Columbia' to manu-
facturers of boys' and children's cloth-
ing.

GEORGE STRACHAN
906 Welton Block - Vancouver, B.C.

Many years connection with the best

trade.

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

H. E. ROBINSON
100 Hammond Building

Winnipeg
Commission Agent, covering from Port
Arthur to the Pacific Coast. Specializ-
ing on ladies' ready-to-wear. Open to
consider line of high-grade ladies'

waists and underwear lines.

High Grade Lines Wanted
Manufacturers' Agent with wide con-

nections, is open to consider a few lines

saleable to the jobbers, wholesale dry

goods and lai-ge retail tra'de. Commis-
sion only. Box 89, Dry Goods Review,

Southam Bldg., Montreal.

Waterproofand
Rainproof
Garments

A large firm of manufacturers

in England are desirous of ap-

pointing a live firm of agents

to represent them in Canada

for the sale of waterproofs and

rainproofs, for men, women and

children. Only firms in a posi-

tion to do large business need

apply to Box Number 64, The

MacLean Co., Ltd., 88 Fleet

Street, London, E.C., Eng.

The Wealth of the West Increases
British Manufacturers—You will wish to include the Great Canadian West in your plans for trade
expansion after the war.
Remember, Western Canada is the most rapidly growing section of the Dominion, and its people
the freest spenders. ,

Cultivate this fertile field by using a selling organization
that can give good results, as our record shows.
We are open to represent a few firms of good standing wish-
ing to develop their business with the Wholesale or Retail
dry goods, men's or women's ready-to-wear trade.

HANLEY & MACKAY COMPANY
407 Hammond Building, Winnipeg

VANCOUVER, B.C.

BUSINESS PREMISES FOR LEASE
Four storey brick and stone building on one
of the best corners on Granville Street, 250
feet frontage, 130 feet on lane, contains 49,000
sq. feet floor space. Over 90 per cent, of city
street cars pass premises. Changes made to
suit tenant.

Suitable for Dry Goods and Ladies' Wear,
House Furnishings, etc.

Communicate Owner, 909 Rogers Bldg.,
VANCOUVER, B.C.

QUICK SELLING LINES
Overall Aprons, ^8.00 doz.

Children's Black Sateen Bloomers, 4-
10 years, $4.90 doz.

Patent Oilcloth Sleeve Protectors, ^2.00
doz.

Oilcloth Bibs, 9x12, 65c. doz. .

Children's Gingham Creepers, '/^ i, 2,

years, $5.75 doz.

The Earl Manufactory, - Paris, Ont.
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CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

Two cents per word per insertion. Five cents extra for box number.

IJSED FIXTURES FOR SALK. — GOOD, USED FIXTURES OF
several kinds at attractive prices. What are you in the mai-ket for?

We can save you from twenty-five to seventy-five per cent. E. J.
Olson, 4 West 26th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

TV/TANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION—WE ARE OPEN FOR LINEt;
on commission. We are live wires, thoroughly experienced, have

connections with the largest houses on the coast and prairie. Can sho,-
returns. Write us at once. McK. Sinclair Co., Crown Building, Van-
couver, B.C.

JOB LOTS FOR SALE.—JOBS OF EVERY KIND OF MERCHAN-
-' dise in almost any quantity at prices you can make big profits on.
E. J. Olson. 4 West 26th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

T ANCASHIRE MANUFACTURER (CALICOES AND SHEETINGS I

requires agent in Toronto for wholesale and whitewear maimers only.
Apply with references. Box 61, MacLean Co. of Great Britain, Ltd.,

88, Fleet Street, London, E.C., 4. England.

r^ANADA—REPRESENTATIVE REQUIRED BY WELL-KNOWN
London Wholesale Drapery Warehouse, having old-established Cana-

dian connection. Box No. 192, Co G.P.O., London, England.

A/rERCHANTS' STATIONERY.— 150 EACH—LETTERHEADS, -EN-
velopes. Statements and Shipping Tags—Post paid anywhere in

Ontario, $5.00—other provinces, $5.25. The Farmers' Printery,
Beaverton, Ontario.

T ADY, HAVING GOOD LONDON WEST-END CONNECTION, ALSO
Paris, desires post as buying agent for colonial house, not having

own buyer. Thoroughly understands smart Cana'dian trade, blouses,
hats, dresses, sports' wear. Box 63, 88, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,
England.

CPECIAL RAINCOAT PRICES. ARRANGED ONE AND TWO
years ago. Our Rush Mail-Order Department is working to capa-

city these days. No wonder when you compare prices of goods bought
to-day and cloths arranged for one aYid two yeprs ago to tide over the
war. Smart mixed Tweeds and novelties, cashmeres, suedes, leather
effects, gabardines, etc., just made up in the latest Spring styles for
women and men, boys a'nd girls ; also children's capes and Ladies'
new capes for the bathing be?ch and street wear, the latest fad. Nice
range of Men's and Young Men's Spring Cloth Top Coats ; all styles.

A sample order by first mail will make you a' regular customer.; or
write for style sheet and prices ; you take no risk, we stand back of all

goods, which may be exchartred by return ; ask any big store about our
service. Phone 801. A. Mclntyre Bruce, St. Tliomas, Ontario.
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Dominion Raynsters
''Made in Canada'' Rain Coats

Are a source of .satis-

faction to every one

of the hundreds of

dealers wlio carry

them.

Because — they are

the one line of Rain
Coats that are abso-

I u t e 1 y waterpro'jf.

and that are guaran-

teed unconditionally.

More than this,
these Dominion
" Raynsters " are
made in such a

variety of styles and
patterns that every

dealer can get the

lines best suited to

his individual trade.

The care in choosing

materials—the thor-

oughness in every

'"etail of the manu-
facture, even to
waterproof seam< —
assure the dealer the

utmost satisfaction

in handling and re-

commending Domin-
ion "Raynsters."

Write to the nearest

Dominion Rubber
System branch for a

copy of our style

book and price list.

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM SERVICE BRANCHES
LOCATED AT

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Kitchener, London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Bran-
don, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton,

Vancouver and Victoria
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T
COATS and SUITS

HIS PICTURE will give ^c,u a peep at our rare and beautiful slvles Inr Sp^^,^ -rhe

creation of a large'varie, v, in the richest fabric colonngs. comes naturally ,o the

Master Artists and Designing Tailleurs of the kenyon Alcher.

I,-.,... ....n. ..-.-. s.^' >•

t::, ::;::;r'^:^^ r^::'L:z:T'-
TncCuutnm. ^^^vy or I...

,,,„,,,„ ^,.^Us., in th. ,.ore pron^inent -"«»-"- for Sprin...

Kc-nyon Coats, Suits, Drosses and R-,.ino.i,ts will \n- Jfl

The above picture will be feature.! in the Rot.iKravu,

.

vour customers, besi.les others, will be CMUlioned to h.ok to, th
e-MiVihe k,.toKravu,v section of the New York ••Times." Sunday, March IlHh. Many of
Kl 111 m. iv.i t.

^^^^^11 i^^^^^i beaVintr our name.

NKW YOKK
Sill \\e. UlilU.. Till Ave. mid 2.\rii Si

C. KENYON COMPANY, Inc.
NKW YOKK Con^re.ss and l"r;>iikliii .Slreels
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Ask our travellers to show you samples of our new Silks for

Spring, including Chiffon Taffetas in all the leading shades,

Fancy Stripe and Plaid Silks for skirts; Colored Pongee

Silk for Summer dresses; Crepe de Chine and Taffeta

Radium suitable for blouses and lingerie.

\

Black and colored Sateens, Cotton Cashmere, Novelties,

Serges, and Brocade Linings in latest designs.

Our Wash Goods Department have a complete assortment

of white and colored novelties, in both cotton and cotton

and silk mixtures.

See our improved line of ladies' and men's silk laces

for Oxford shoes, and the 63' in round and flat laces for ladies

—high grade goods.

There is a heavy demand for celluloid knitting needles for

making sweaters, etc. We can supply them in amber shade,

12 and 14 , at greatly reduced prices—it will pay you to

have a good stock on hand.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
17 Victoria Square

"Everything in Dry Goods'*

Montreal
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A.S.KINB SILK CD.

L

She St(kllrtu0e af (Eann^a
TDRDNTD

New Arrivals for Immediate Delivery

^ Printed Silks
0)

>

0)

Foulards and Georgette Crepes in latest designs and
colors.

5 Fancy Wash Silks
Developed in beautifully colored stripes on Habutai,

Crepe and Pongee grounds.

Plain Wash Silks
in a large variety of weaves. Habutais, Satins, Crepe de

Chine, Chin Chin Crepe, Chinese and Japanese Pon-
gees.

Fancy Skirting Silks
New and exclusive designs in Plain and Satin Stripe

Taffetas, Satin Plaid Taffetas, Striped Messaline and
Duchesse.

2 Black Silks
r^ For Summer wear in all the desirable weaves—Paillettes,

Messaline Taffetas, Duchesse, Peau de Sole, etc.

We always have something new arriving.

Write for samples.

3
s*

in

FOREIGN OFFICES:
Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, France
(Jhefoo, (;hina

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. W. : TORONTO
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The Easter Season this year, being well on in the mild

weather, offers an exceptionally good oppor-

tunity for large sales in Spring and Summer
merchandise.

Be assured of your share of this business by having the

goods the people will want.

We have prepared for an especially large Easter Trade

and are in a position to supply you, at once,

with new and attractive goods in all lines re-

quired for the Easter Season.

See especially Our Ranges of Dress Goods, Costumes

Cloths, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Gloves,

Women's Fancy Smallwear, and Men's Ties.

John M. Garland

Son & Co., Ltd.

Ottawa Canada

- WHOLESALE
DRY GOODS
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^

In Holland, Norway, Belgium, Egypt,

France — everywhere there is a call

for Vigil Silk
"VIGIL" Silk is already known the world over as the Pure Silk with the

marker's guarantee of purity and quality. It is the Silk that outwears at

least four present-day crepe de Chines, yet can be retailed at a reason-

able price even in these times. It is the Silk that brings you new cus-

tomers—the Silk noted amongst people of taste as original in colour

designs and softness of their blending.

DO YOU STOCK IT?
If you stock ''VIGIL" to-day you will never regret it. It is one of the most
powerful sellers of modern times because it is offered in more beautiful

colours than any other Silk on the market. "Vigil" designs are always up-

to-date. They keep pace and adapt themselves to every changing vogue
in style and cut, and are always charming, distinctive and distinguished.

WALKER BROS.
ENGLAND

Ravensthorpe Mills Dewsbury, Yorks, and 56-57, Aldermanbury, London, E.C.

Telegraphic and Cable Addrestet: YORKSHIRE: "Vigil, Dewsbury." LONDON: "VygriUyl, Cent."

Agent: GEORGE PETERSON & CO., 517 Coristine Building, Montreal
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A Satisfied Customer is a

Business Asset

1849 1919

When we began business in It is seventy years since 1849

the Citv of Toronto we but the principle of quality

made it a principle that all ^^^ P^^f ^^'^^. ^^^
^"^T^^

, r J u u 11 then has borne truit
goods supplied bv us should , , , ^ d.^..;.^^..
L r ,

' 1- , throughtout every Province
be of such a quality and

j^^ ^^^ Dominion of Canada
price as would withstand and in the Island of New-
the keenest competition. foundland.

The name of John Macdonald & Co., Limited, may be

claimed as one of the oldest in the wholesale dry goods trade

of Canada. The enterprise of the Company has meant and
still means success. And success means that their customers

are satisfied.

TO THE ASSORTING TRADE
The following departments are now well assorted to suppK
your demands—Foreign and Domestic Staples, House Fur-

nishings, Men's Furnishings, Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear,

Ready-to-Wear Goods. Dress Goods, Silks, Woollens,
Tailor's Trimmings and Smallwares.

LETTER ORDERS receive our prompt attention and
quick dispatch.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO.
Limited

TORONTO
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Will

I •» If

§er))entii2ege|)e^
SOFT
FINISH
FOR

LINGERIE
We have just completed a new line of Soft Finish SERPENTINE

CREPE in blue-bird and floral patterns, in several colorings; and also in

cream, white, flesh, pink, and light blue tints, which are very attractive for •: f' i! ilimmpajamas, night robes, combinations, chemises, petticoats, drawers, etc

If your Jobber has not shown you this new line, we will be pleased to send you swatch
book showing all these goods, and give you names of jobbers who have stocked them.

PACIFIC MILLS
LAWRENCE, MASS. DOVER, N.H. COLUMBIA, S.C.

LAWRENCE & CO., SELLING AGENTS
BOSTON NKW YORK- KHII.ADKLPHI A|» CHICAGO

LONDON. ENGLAND

mm

Him

:J|i

"'"'•^'"">

ST. LOUIS SAN I-KANCISCO
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LIDDELL'S
Gold Medal
IRISH LINEN
is still the utmost

value in LINEN
The best Irish hand-em-
broidered novelties in Bed
Spreads, Sheets, Pillow
Cases, Baby Cases, Doyl-
ies, Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers, Handker-
chief Cases, etc., on this
or any other market.

Don't be afraid to buy
Liddell's Gold Medal Irish
Linen—buy novv^.

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

Irish Linen Agency

22 West Wellington St-

TORONTO

HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton, IfM/-! A Mr.
London. Manchester j

ENGLAND

Longcloths, Calicoes. Flannelettes,

Nainsooks, Madapolams. Pillow
Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks. Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths. Etc.

^E owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to saV what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the greatWar, and so state a few facts in explanation of
our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8,000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the useand equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nations.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with thesame promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met first of a'll.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8,009
300,000

l.OOO bales weekly
upwards of 8,000

BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLI

Supply

All

Colors

Make More Sales
Carry the Complete Line

^ Sunset
^

SoapDyes
Twenty-two standard colors, in-

cluding Black, Navy Blue and other

dark colors. Sunset colors are fast

and only one simple operation is

necessary to clean thoroughly and

dye all fabrics.

Sunset is a Real Dye, honestly and

extensively advertised, and sure to

please your best trade: all colors

can be supplied immediately. The

spring and summer demand will be

heavy—due to the high cost of

clothing of every sort- Be pre-

pared—order a gross packed in an

attractive counter display and let

it make sales for you. Sunset sell-

ing at 15c pays you more profit

than any other dye.

North American Dye
Corporation

New Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sale* Representatives for U. S. and Canada:

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Ltd.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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SALE OF
SURPLUS MILITARY AND

NAVAL STORES
DRY GOODS, CAMP SUPPLIES, FOOD,
HARDWARE, SCRAP METAL, JUNK
Cloth; new and second-hand clothing, equipment, hardware, tents, blankets, camp sup-

plies> etc. :: Flour, jam, canned evaporated milk, tea, coffee, etc. :: Condemned
clothing, junk, old brass, metals, leather, rubber, etc.

Sales will be Made by Sealed Tender
Persons desiring to tender are requested to communicate with THE SECRETARY OF THE WAR

PURCHASING COMMISSION, BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA, stating the items in which they are in-

terested, whether new or second-hand or both.

Arrangements will be made to have samples on exhibition at places throughout Canada; specifications,

full details, and tender forms will be mailed when ready to those who have registered as suggested above.

IF INTERESTED PLEASE APPLY NOW

Institutions May Make Direct PurchaseWithout Tender

Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal departments, hospitals, charitable, philan-

thropic, and similar institutions which are conducted for the benefit of the public and

not for profit may purchase goods without tender at prices established by the War
Purchasing Commission.

All communications should be addressed to the S3cretary, War Purchasing Commission, Booth Build-

ing, Ottawa, who will be glad to supply lists and further details to those interested.

f MM

t

t

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

Mi'l/W^*

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the P'amous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY 'TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

m^^» * m^n/mmmi
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I
FAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD.,

|

I Manufacturers
j

I Rutland Street and St. George's Mills, Leicester, England. |

/-^"^^r 1^

^1r—

WASHINGTON MILLS,
BORROWASH.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS.
RUTLAND ST., LEICESTER.

ST. GEORGE'S MILLS,
LEICESTER.

THE LEADING BRITISH HOUSE FOR

HABERDASHERY & SMALLWARES
Including:—

SUSPENDERS—Our well-knowii SPHERE varieties,

for Ladies and Children, also Men's Garters, all

made with the fine SPHERE elastics, fittings,

and rubber grip—"the grip that grips and never
slips."

BRACES—Our production, hitherto almost mono-
polized by the British Government, will now
be available for civilian trade. The SPHERE
quality in Mikado and ordinary styles is a
guarantee of excellence.

ELASTICS—We make Elastic Braids, Cords, Loom
Webs, Garter Webs, Surgical Webs, etc., in all

widths and great variety. Ask for our "Violet,"
"Iris," "Lily," "Rose" qualities.

SHOE LACES—Our high-grade HURCU-LACES, in ^
a variety of choice, for Ladies' and Men's wear. ^
Also Rifle Laces, Tubular, Flat Braid Laces, ^
Artificial Silk Laces, etc., etc. =

MENDING WOOLS—The ST. GEORGE three-fold j
fine woollen mending yarns have a fine reputa- ^
tion. Their qualities justify it. g

SKIRT BELTINGS—We lay ourselves out to cater §
for this trade. Single Beltings, Duplex Webs, =
Petershams, etc. Ask for the CRUSOE brand. |s

BINDINGS AND WEBBINGS—Every variety of |
cotton and glace narrow goods are in our line, g
Empire Bindings (formerly known as Prus- g
sians), Tapes, Stav Bindings, Hat Bandings, g
etc., etc. Also NAME LABELS, HANGERS, f
and LOOPS for Coats, Shirts, Mantles, etc. 1

•m

SPHERE

= TRADEMARK

Prices and full particulars gladly furnished on request.

Enquiries welcomed and orders executed through London
Houses or direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY

ST. GEORGE

TRADEMARK.FAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD., Leicester, Eng.

I 19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. 32, George Street, Manchester.

s

fl!lllllilllltllllllllllllllttlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll|l|l|||||[|||!||||||^
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BRITISH MADE HOSIERY
and UNDERWEAR

for CANADA
OUR newly appointed representative for

Canada, Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, has now
opened offices at TORONTO, and has got

to work with the collection of samples he carries

for us. These include samples and patterns of

the goods as indicated on the margin, and, as

we think the value will be found thoroughly

competitive, consistent with the good quality

which is SYNONYMOUS with the name of

"BRETTLE," we hope our Canadian friends

will hold over their orders until such time as Mr.
Marshall can see them, and we ask them also to

write, requesting him to call.

WE think there will still be a considerable

shortage of goods throughout this year,

owing to the TREMENDOUS demand
for our goods which is setting in from all over
the world, not only from the neutral, but from
the devastated countries of Europe. It will,

therefore, be seen how necessary it is to place

your orders for the Autumn as early as possible.

If you want goods of DISTINCTIVE CHAR-
ACTER and HIGH QUALITY you should cer-

tainly include in your stock a representative
collection of our manufactures.

Canadian Representative:

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, o o Thompson, Ahern &
Co., 40 Yonge St., Toronto.

BELNIT"
RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
MADE IN ENGLAND

Regd. Trade Mark

WAoei

-OBERON-
SPECIALITIES

HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
SPORTS COATS,

KNICKERS, LADIES' AND
GENTLEMEN'S PYJAMAS,

SHIRTS, DRESSING
GOWNS, RAINPROOF

COATS, RUGS, TOWELS,
QUILTS

THE FAMOUS
"JAY FINISH"
UNDERWEAR

(Smedley's Make)

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

"SUTOPLEX"
FABRIC GLOVES

DISTINCTIVE NECKWEAR
IN EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

BRACES, BELTS,
COLLARS AND HAND-

KERCHIEFS

SMALLWARES AND
NOTIONS

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN'S
HIGH GRADE

KNITTED SCARVES AND
WRAPS IN WOOL, SILK

AND ARTIFICIAL SILK,
&c., &c.

SHEETS, COMFORTERS,
DOMESTIC AND
TABLE LINEN,
BLANKETS

BATH MATS, &c.

'SUTOPLEX
lOtG" rrvADE MARKJ

Fadric Cloves.

GEO. BRETTLE & CO., LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

119 WOOD ST., LONDON. E.G. 2, ENGLAND
Factory : Belper, Derbyshire

We want more Canadian trade—and will try to deserve it.
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Dept. "G

Notions
By enlarging this department we are

now able to offer a wider range of the

following lines:

—

Elastics, Whisks, Dress Fasteners, Dolls,

Perfumery, Manicure Sets, Pipes, Jewel-

ry, Brooms, Silk Threads, Purses, Mir-

rors, Mouth Organs, Drugs, Brushes,

Flags, Strings for Violins, Hardware
and Stationery Sundries, etc.

Perfumes, Powders, Soaps and Creams
by the following famous Perfumeries

J. A. Marceau

Roger & Gallet

L. T. Pivert

Rigaud

Guerliii

Vivandoue

Djer Kiss

Coty

Houbigant

Bourgeois

Tedow's

Colgate

Taylor's

Paris

New York
(<

Toronto

APRIL SPECIALS
COLGATE—

Tooth Paste . . $2.40 a doz.

INFANTS' DELIGHT—
Soap $ .95 a doz.

(3 doz. given free with
a purchase of 12 doz.)

CARNATION—
Soap $ .90 a doz.

PALMOLIVE—
Soap $1.10 "

BABY CHOICE—
Soap $ .85 "

SAPHO—
Hand Cleaner.$1.20 "

Call or write for quotations
or samples.

Call or Write for Quotations or Samples

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec : 7 Rue Charest Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street Toronto : 1 52 Bay Street

Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street Sherbrooke: Grand Central Hotel
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TELEPHONE N'

2*70?*70 1

?*7I /
LEICESTER

BS STANNINGLEY? KEIGHLEV
346<- FORT HILL . BOSTON

"ELECniMS

I

LEICESTER

J
STANNINGLE

Chief Office

STAMFORD STREET.
LEICESTER ENGLAN

A«nei"ican Office
184, SUMMER STREE
BOSTON

l^^^B^..

COLE
A B C 5— ED'TiON

COMBING & SPINNING
PRINGFIELD MILLS

KEIGHLEY
AND BRAMLEY. yorks

ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TO LEICESTER

TO CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS OF KNIT GOODS.

FROM NOW ON WE HOPE TO BE ABLE TO DEVOTE GREATER

ATTENTION TO OUR EXPORT BUSINESS.

WE BELIEVE WE CAN SERVE YOU AND THAT IT WILL PROVE

MUTUALLY SATISFACTORY IF YOU CALL UPON US TO DEMONSTRATE

OUR ABILITY IN THAT DIRECTION.

WE ARE SPINNERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF YARN FOR

HOSIERY MANUAFACTURERS.

YOUR CABLES OR LETTERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL

ATTENTION AND WHEN YOU ARE IN ENGLAND WE SHALL BE HAPPY

TO MEET YOU.

IF IT IS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE BUSINESS MAY BE

CONDUCTED WITH EQUAL FACILITY THROUGH OUR AMERICAN OFFICE,

184 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, U.S.A.
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Racine's
for more[business

The Big Spring Season is almost here. Spring Trade is

Opening up with a Rush, and You'll have the Biggest-Ever
Easter Business

Get Ready
Connect at once with Racine's for Standard Merchandise, Urgent Needs, Anti-

cipated Wants in demanded lines, and stimulators. Racine's are Ready with

Quick Service and Satisfaction Values.

Racine's—The House with the stock—F.verything in Dry Goods.

Departments
A. Cotton Staples G. House Furnishings
B. Fancy Cottons H. Hosiery and Underwear
C. Woolens and Trimmings I. Men's Fancy Furnishings
D. Linens J. Ready-to-Wear
E. Dress Goods and Silks K. Smallwares
F. Men's Staple Furnishings

Letter Order Logic
Wire, 'phone or write your urgent needs. Don't wait for 1920 prices and let

the other fellow capture your business. Racine prices have anticipated the

market, and }-ou'll know it b\- ordering to-day. Say you try us out with an
order for ''Hosiery' to-day.

Our travellers co\er their respective grounds thoroughly and are worthy of

your entire confidence.

Lines manufactured bv ourselves, or of which we control the entire output:

—

"Racine," "Hero" and' "Strand" Fine Shirts, "Life-Saver" Overalls and Smocks.
"Shepherdess," "Bo-Peep" Hosiery, "Le Cygne" Corsets, "Eureka" Dress
Goods, "Arco" Brand Smallwares, "Alphora" Rugs.
All the goods we offer are of the best quality.

We offer them at prices which will meet with your entire approval. -

If }'0U need something to stimulate a sale, we have it.

Racine's—The House with the Stock- Everything in Dry Goods

Racine's Have the GOODS

Alphonse Racine, Ltd.
"ThE STAPLE DRY GOODS HOUSE OF CANADA"
60-82 St. Paul St., West MONTREAL, CANADA
SAMPLE /?OOM50TTAWA QUEBEC THREE RIVERS SHERBROOKE SYDNEY, N.S. TORONTO
/•/4CrO/?/£:S-BEAUBIEN ST., MONTREAL ST. DENIS ST. HYACINTHE
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THE MENARE COMING HOME-
and will be glad to get into "Civies" again.

The retailers will therefore require to keep their

stocks well assorted.

WE ARE IN POSITION TO ASSIST
having a good assortment of --

Anchor Brand Soft Collars

for Boys and Men. Prices from $2.00 to $3.50,

showing large variety in different textures.

HALF HOSE
Cotton in Black, White, Tans.

Lisle in Black, White, Tan, Grey.

Cashmere in Black, White.
All prices in above qualities.

NECKWEAR
showing a large assortment suitable for Easter.

HANDKERCHIEFS
Endless Variety.

The W. R. brock COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL CALGARY
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Drapery and Curtain Department
T T QUSEKEEPERS who have been holding ofif buying curtains

-- ^ during the war, will, with the opening of Spring, begin to pur-

chase them for the home.

Our stock is well assorted, prices attractive and the patterns will

appeal favorably to the most artistic taste.

LACE CURTAINS
36", 45", 52", 54" wide by 2V-. and 3 yards long. Prices ranging

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.25, $3"00, $3.75, $4.25, $4.50, $5.50 per
pair.

SCRIM AND MARQUISETTE CURTAINS
36" wide by 2y> yards long. In plain, fancy and lace edge.

Piices $3.00, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, $6.50, $7.50 pair.

SCRIM AND MARQUISETTE IN PIECE GOODS
We offer a large range in plain and fancy styles. 27", 36", 40"

wide. Prices 18c, 20c, 25c, 321/2C, 35c, 42i/o, 45c, 47y2C up to

65c per yard.

CRETONNES AND DRAPERY CLOTHS

In a splendid range of patterns. Prices 371/2) 42i/>c, 50c,

52y2C, 57y2C, 60c, 62y2C, 75c, 85c per yard.

VELVENE CLOTH
Velvet finish, new art drapery cloth, 27" wide, four artistic pat-

terns, 75c per yard.

ARMOUR CLOTH
40" wide, in plain shades of red, brown and green, Brocade

effect, suitable for covering or drapery. 90c per yard.

ART DRAPERY CHINTZ

Special 48" English Chintz, 85c yard. Beautiful designs.

ART SATEENS

Latest imported designs. Prices 52y2C, 60c, 70c per yard.

COLORED BORDERED SCRIM
36" wide, 37y>c per yard.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

TORONTO
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INFANTS' SUPPLIES, TOILET GOODS, CLOTHING
WHEN you become a subscriber to "The Review" this is part of the service you buy. Every day "The

Review" receives letters from subscribers stating that they want to secure certain goods, but do Qot

know where they can be procured. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,

novelty lines, etc., and our Service Department is at your disposal at all times. We are glad to be of any

possible assistance to our readers, and requests for information are most welcome. Cut out the coupon

below and use it when you would like us to give information. The following are a few of the inquiries

received and answered during the month of March:

CROCHET BOOKS
Hamilton, Out.—Please tell me where I can

procure hooks of instruction in crochet work.

Answer—Names of several ftrms handling
these were sent.

FLOWERS FOR DECORATION
Oshawa, Ont.—Will you kindly send me

names of firms in Toronto where I can procure

artificial flowers suitable for store decoration

f

Ansiver—List of firms tvas sent.

BUST FRILLS
Kincardine, Ont.—Please tell us nn)u('x of

firms making bust frills.

Answer—Call for these is so little, on'ing

to the ultra-slender .tilhouefte now in vogup,

that few firms make them. They are easily

Tnade, however, and no doubt the whitewear
factories irouJd make up a supply for you.

Name of firm uxikiug ruffled bnndeau.r u-n.^

sent.

CATALOG CE
Broadview. Sask.— Will )/ou please .send u.'i

a copy of an Old Country dri/ goods catulngue.

if you have one?
Answer—Have none on hand. Sent copy of

a well-known English dr'/ goodi< trade paper.

TOILET GOODS
Bright, Ont.—There i.i no drug store in our

town now and so we have frequent calls for
good lines of toilet preparations. Please give

us names of wholesales handling the well-

known lines.

Answer—Li.^f of wltole.^ales carrying foilef

goods, drugs und cleaning preparutlons u'a.^

sent.

GLOVE CLEANER
Windsor, Ont.—Where can we procure re-

liable kid glove cleaner to sell over the counter?
Ansiver—Name.^ of makers and. wholesaler-'^

were sent.

-Where can^^ get a good
with samptw of materials

ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
Paisley, Ont.—WJiere can I get supplies for

card-writing, etc.?

Answer—Arti.'<ts' Supph/ Co., 77 York St.,

Toronto; The Art Metropole, Ltd., 114 Tem-
perance St., Toronto; Bert Lj. Bailey, Dayton,
Ohio.

LADIES' SUITS
Cranbrook, B.C.—

line of ladies' .suits,

supplied?

Answer—Since the fabric situation has be-

come .so acute few ho\ises can guarantee to fill

orders to exact sample. Long li.st of manufac-
turers was sent.

EARLY CLOSING
Ingersoll, Ont.—Pleusi- give us any infor-

mation re working out tiff^ early closing and,

Summer half-holidai/s.

Answer—Points in Ontario statutes were

mentioned and namei^ of Ontario towns given

where system has been adopted.

MEASURING DEVICE
Ayer''s Cliff, Que.—Please give me names of

firms making measuring device fo^' fabrics, rib-

bons, etc.

An,sujer—Name.^ of makers were forunrded.

COLORED SHOES
West Lome, Ont.—Please tell us- where i^e

can procure adored shoes.

Answer—Men's ivomens or children's? List

of names wa.^ sent.

INFANTS' ST'PPLIES
BrockviJle. Out.—We .should like to know

names of firms supplying toys, dolls, etc., suit-

able for infants and young children, infants'

boots, funcy beads, etc.

Ansu'cr—Long list of yiames was sent.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE,

NAME
ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE^ 191



The Marriage of Princess Patricia

NO wedding, unless perhaps that of Queen Victoria herself, has
proven of such interest to Canadians generally as did the mar-
riage last month of Princess Patricia to Hon, Alexander Ramsay,

Commander of the British Navy, both of whom are well known in this

country. The wedding party pictured above was photographed after

the ceremony at Westminster Abbey. The charm of costuming is note-

worthy for its conservative style and graceful simplicity. The Princess
and her bridesmaids all have long sleeves, the flower girls short sleeves

with long gloves. Otherwise the eight attendants of the bride are
gowned alike. The bride's costume of brocaded velvet, cloth of silver,

and- her superb lace bridal veil were described in the previous issue of
I>RY GOODS REVIEW. The photograph shows, from left to right,

standing—Lady Helena Cambridge, Princess Mary, Princess Patricia,
Hon. Alexander Ramsay, Lady Ida Ramsay, Lady Mary Cambridge and
Princess Maud. Front row—Lady Jean Ramsay, Hon. Simon Ramsay,
Princess Ingrid of Sweden, the Earl of MacDuff, and Lady May
Cambridge.
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GOOD WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN MONTREAL
Many Troublous Factors Eliminated by 1 borough Work of Merchants' Association of

Montreal—Official Bulletin Announces Conclusions and Policies of the Organization,

THE Merchants' Association of Mon-
treal, which was formed chiefly at

first for the purpose of concentrat-

ing to reduce the alarming volume of

stealing from freight in transit, delivery

wagons in the city, and shop-lifting in

the stores, and C.O.D. thefts among store

employees, is showing good results and is

constantly increasing its membership. In

the last few months the Association,

through its legal representatives, has
secured forty-five convictions for theft

of various kinds, and the big decrease

in the number of cases reported, at a

time when thefts, burglaries, etc., are

on the increase in general, would seem to

indicate that the publicity given to the

activities of this co-operative association

is leading to a wholesome fear among
those who might be tempted to misappro-
priate the property of others.

The Association recently figured in a

rather sensational effort to bring an end
to what it charged was a case of "straw
bail" being furnished to professional

operators by which they would be able

to get out of town, and the bondsman be

released from carrying out his bail obli^

gation. In the first issue of an eight-page

publication of the Association called

"Greater Montreal," the work of the
Association in this direction is

described under the heading, "Good
Work of Detective Spoiled by Worth-
less Ball." It is added that the As-
sociation "arrests fake bondsman and re-

veals weaknesses in system,"—"Seven
freed by one man." This particular in-

dividual seemed to be willing to stake

$10,000 on the appearance of an old of-

fender who had ten charges of burglary
lianging over his head. This same man
liad bailed out six men who had skipped
out and now was accepted by the Court
as bail for a man who was charged by
the Association. This man, too, skipped
out, and the Association has had the pro-

fessional "straw bail" man arrested and
bis case will come up in June. The Asr
sociation has also applied for a change
in the law that will make it less easy
for a thief to escape through shuffling

his way between several courts.

One of the most valued of the services

of the Association among business men
is the protection that it affords against
suits for libel, cr false arrest on the part
of the accused. In this respect the law
in Quebec makes it rather dangerous to

institute a prosecution, if it fails. Dam-
age suits are readily filed, and difficult

to defend. In this case it is the Associa-
tion that prosecutes, not the individual
store or wholesaler or manufacturer or
transportation company as the case may
be, and a suit for damages is not likely

to succeed, as the Association has no
"personal connection with the accused in

launching proceedings, and may be pre-

sumed to act simply in accordance with
the evidence handed to it. The law calls

for "reasonable" proof of guilt, and so

far no action has been taken for damages.
As was pointed out before in an earlier

article, the prosecution being placed in the

hands of the Association relieves the firm

of any unpleasantness with friends of the

accused.

In talk with the manager of the Mon-
treal body, John J. Fitzgerald, an inter-

esting point was raised. In Mr. Fitz-

gerald's experience the average depart-

ment and dry goods store, and indeed

most retail stores, were found to be

averse to the public prosecution of shop-

lifters. This does not imply that the

stores are relaxing in the slightest their

vigilance against shoplifters, but there is

a feeling that publicity is against the

"sales" interests of the store. As one

who has gone into this subject said in

speaking to DRY GOODS REVIEW:

"The stores have a feeling that if ^ they
are advertised as being on the special

outlook for shoplifters, the average cus-

tomer will feel .that he is not as free to

examine goods as he was before, lest he
may be suspected of having intentions

to "lift" those goods, and the result, they
think, would be that many people would
decide to patronize the smaller stores in

preference."

Of course it must be remembered that

the great majority of shoplifters, espec-

ially those caught in the first offence, are

not professionals, and they are of the

class that naturally would be let off with
a warning, or as^ the usual course is, "on
suspended sentenj^."

The Association'na& had a number of

claimants for its offei* of a' reward for in-

formation leading to the detection of

thefts. On packages sent out by many
manufacturers and wholesaler members
"" -'

., f( Continued on page 24)

'To Fo4l9r Ihe Tradt and Wgtjarm oj MonirtoT'

GREATER MONTREAL
Bulletin of The MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION ol Montreal

VOL. I MONTREAL, MARCH. 1919

Spirit of Our MemWi Good Work of Detectives Spoiled by Worthless BaO

That the mentbert turned out to well to the

lut meeting held *t Fneinan'* Hotel fives ua
re&Mur*nce regarding the ImpreMion which ia

being made by the work of the Merchants
Astodation of Montreal. Everyone took a

keen interest io the dtscusaion of the three
matters act before the meeting which are

made the subject of special articles in thii i&»ue.

lust before aajournment the chairman Mr. E. E.

Wallace made an appeal for co-operation in

•ecuring new members. He pointed out that

the executive was gladly giving a f[reat deal of

time to the work of the Atsociatton. He felt

that they should be able to count upon each
member to devote sufficient time to secure

ooe new supporter Each new member would be
given the nabit of finding another and the
Association would thus automatically' grow in

strength and influence. Perhaps it is too
much to hope that the day will ever come when
any association will enjov the luxury of having
this eminently practical theory munificently
applied to the machinery of its existence.

There are special reasons howew why a
member of tne Merchants Amciation of

Montreal should be moved to urge his confreres
in businrss to join the Association The fee

which he has paid ia a aubstantial one inter'''
'

L to pay for a direct service in prev*-'"
' by dishonesty. Whert r»*-"

they become a '"

ciation but be
prevention wl
IS in connect!
by them or not

It ia recognize
to Spend money
but if the mon
excessive or if L
required for this

19 getting that m
fee ne haa paid.

The appeal there
securing membersh
is inapired by a sincet

cents worth of effect

collected in fees.

The list of memUe

Association airesU fake boodsoun and reveals weaknesses in system

Seven Freed
Any one who ha^ the opportunity of frequenttv

conversing with people in touch with the crimi-

nal courta has heard a lot of things said about
bail. Members who have been victimi7.ed by
persons whom the M. A. Oi M. undertake to
prosecute often inform the Manager that such
an accuaed " must not get out on ball ". In

the face of British principles Boiiie members
and the public generally will have to modify
their opinions in thia connection.

Every accused is absolutely innocent before

the law until proven guilty. Consistent with
this principle provision is made for an accused
to enjoy his liberty until surh proof is made.
Any Association which would attack that

f)rinciple would be attacking one of the things
or which millions have died to maintain. When
we ssv that some members and the public

generally will have to modify their opmiona
we do not intimate that there la any one member
or any one citizen who does not Icnow the prin-

ciple but somehow it seems hard '" of us
to apply it when we ar* ' the
man who, in '»••- ced,

has""'

turned down the prop^
the list however and cc

delay experienced in se
and every one wc canr,

much rion; encouraging it

much it \\ou\<\ have helj.

had a six>nCjneou9 respot

Every member can get i

Trom at least one prospect.

Every member can do wl
linvc already done in

at the meeting.

As SDCgested in a circular le^

o( soiiipuiie ill your lines of bus
cdstoiiicrs, supply houses, a

someone in your block or buil>

included in the complete lis

published in this is^ue. A list o

IS alsit inserted. Probably you c.

them. Get him on the phone o-

by One Mao
Litman Huptneyer Vagrancy and having

morphine
William Patterson

alias Salmon Robbery
Hyman Chrysral, 10 charges of theft and

burglary
Joseph Williama. Burglarv.

Some of the above were suoseoucntly re-

arrested and are now in jail. The last named
was the only one in whose case the Association
was directly interested.

In order to illustrate the method of procedure
we shall select one case — the most flagrant —
that of Hyman Chrystal. There were ten
charges, the judge fixed the bail at |I,000
Real Estate each case, that is $10,000. in all.

That seemed perfectly safe. If there was anv
man or group of men who had confidence enougn
in Hyman Chrystal to stake $10,000. that he
would Appear at his trial then it was safe to believe

that he would appear. What happened ?

Gabriel alias " King " Gianetti appeared to

a clerk of the Court, said he wa* Pellegrino del

Sole the owner of a property on St. Dominique
Street valued At over $10,000 and he was pre-

pared to act as bondsman for Chrystal. He
produced a deed of sale showing that Ihe pro-

pcrty had been sold to him in July 1913. The
clerk took him before a judge, other than
the one who had fixed the bail, Gianetti
probably so engineered it that he came at a

time when the judge who had fixed the bail

nd who knew the seriousness of the case was
not there. The judge accepted the bail and
released Chrystal who has ned with the hope
of never returning.

A similar procesa was repeated in each case.

Investigation by the Association proved that

the bail was worthless- Now two questions
:ome at once to one's mind; How ia it that no
>ne thought to (Question the identity of thia

Ktraordinary individual who was willing to

ake his $10,000 property on the appearance
an old offender wno had 10 charges of burglary
nging over hibhcad? How is it that the same
n wTio had bailed out six and perhaps more
^sed who had skipped bait was able to

tssfully go blind for a seventh ? The answer
lat there is something wrong. It is true

thing is wrong but be very slow to say just

it is. For instance the clerk or ' "

fccepts the bail has no knowledge
Qat the accused does not subsequently

V that hapiiena generally in another court;

no knowledge either that when (he bond
cited there was nothing or nobody found
t from. We state tins to temper any
Jgment members might be tempted to

garding individuals or departments.
Association ia able to put its finger on
is wrong we will do so, we hope to

: issue of the bulletin, we hope also to
I same time what can be done to right

Kiliio and detective depaitments be
efficient the results of their work

r mukh avail if the criminals slip

nder the shadow of bail which la

I shadow.
—ictti has been arrested on a warrant issued

by the Association and is faced with 6ve charges
in the Criminal Courta,

Eight-page paper (9 x 12) and label (454 ->^ ^¥z)j issued by the Merchants'
Association of Montreal. Described in accompanying article.
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NECKWEAR FOR EVERY SIZE OF PURSE
Live Department in John Murphy Company's Store, A4ontreal -— Keeping Stock Clean

Special Sales Tables.

Splendid Show 1 11 <f of Neckwear
View of John Murphy & Co.'s neckwear department, Montreal, one of the livest of its kind in Canada. The photo is taken from
the back. The department begins at the front of the store at the main entrance and runs back, giving the curved corner shown here,

and is continued on the other side as well. At the left hand side next the showcases are tables for special neckwear showings. Note
the big counter showing of the two leaders of the season—waistcoats and frillings.

A NECKWEAR department that

has shown itself among the lead-

ers in Canadian stores in steady

development is located in the John

Murphy Company's store in Montreal.

Its location is the most valuable of any

department in the store, directly facing

the front entrance. The view shown here

is not as might be supposed of the

front: This in itself, seems- to empha-

size the size of the ^artment. This

is the "rear" end, showing only a por-

tion of the section towards the front.

Moreover, it runs around the corner on

the right and has space allotted to it on

the third side.

The view taken shows along the left

side the new designs irr. vests that are

proving so popular, and a wide and very

attractive variety la shown. At the end

are pleatings, which divide with the vests

the chief sales in novelty lines.

Was Honored by Countess

The manager of the department is W.
H. Kyle, who has grown up with the

store: coming in as a boy and now
counting 27 years in the past filled

with valuable experiences there. His

control of departments works in ad-

mirably for a range of the lighter goods,

women's accessories—for Murphy's is a

"women's store." These include neck-

wear, handkerchiefs, laces and embroi-

deries, trimmings, chiffons, etc. Tt is

worthy of note that the Countess of Ab-

erdeen, in her campaign some years ago

to develop the Irish lace industry, was

induced to go behind the counter by Mr.
Kyle and sell her beloved Irish laces

therefrom. Murphy's have held a large

trade in these ever since.

Special Orders for Tables

One of the features of this department
is the practice of arranging for a num-
ber of special lines to be made up to

order at a special price—a lower than
ordinary one througTi quantity buying
—to be set out on a table or tables in

the aisle adjoining the department.

These may be put on sale at 95 cents,

where ordinarily they would sell at $1.25

or $1.50. A price ticket is set up and

these goods attract attention and buy-

Four of this Season's Leading Neckwear Styles
Featuring the fashionable frilled effects for

Spring 1919. Priced for Saturday Selling at,

each .f»5

(.?) One of the daintiest sets we hare seen- Finely

pleated with two roWB of stitching to match the band of

velvet or satin at the top. In all white, white and black

and white with colored bands.

The fourth style is a oowl ooUar with pleated frill,

made of Jap silk with border of ninon in all the newest
shades.

Also a collar aod euff set of satin in all white, collar
is,the new shape, shorter than in the past season. For
dresses and blouses. Priced for Saturday only at AC
Each..- .jfO

Section of iidN <'rt ist'iiifnt {|e\<»t»'ft to lines featured (in special tables once a week.
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ing, and draw trade to the "regular"
lines in and on the show cases.

This plan was followed, for instance,

in developing the Spring-Easter trade

this year. Starting in February, about

the last week, there was a special week-
end sale each week, with these special

offerings. At the same time window
displays featured these and other lines,

and a third element of close co-

operation was secured in news-

paper advertising, with special cuts

made from drawings showing exact re-

productions of the neckwear. This triple

combination works out very successfully

and harmoniously in this store.

A Big Range of Merchandise

While the department contains the

highest class lines, running up to $25 for

a single vest, Mr. Kyle declares that

anyone who comes in, no matter for how
low priced an article, can be satisfied.

The showcase at the end, shown in the

photograph, contains some of the lower

priced lines and mourning neckwear,

while just around the corner, not shown

in the photograph, are the more moderate

priced lines, such as Windsor ties,

strings, linen collars and so on. He
aims to satisfy any customer that may
come into the store, from 25c up to

one hundred times that amount.

Not only he himself looks after the

stock and watches it very carefully to

see that it keeps moving, but his staff

are carefully instructed in this very im-

portant matter. He said that sometimes
when the goods come in, before they

have been put out for sale, and he gets

an idea that they don't look as well as

he thought they would, he puts a lower

price on than he intended, and tries to

quicken their sale in this way. In such

cases he would probably place them on

the price table at the left and use a

show card with it. If it is reported to

him that certain lines are not moving
as quickly as might have been expected

he has no compunction, so the reduction

is made, probably sold at a third of the

priginal prices. In such cases again

they are likely to be placed on the table

where the price ticket is prominent.

The manager of the department keeps

in close touch not only with Canadian

lines, but with New York, and often if

he sees something novel across the bor-

der, either in the manufacturers' or the

retail stores, will buy a line and have

something like it made in Canada to

order. Or it may suggest to him a cer-

tain change that might make it look

better and an order for this would be

given to Canadian manufacturers.

Improves Upon Tissue Paper

In place of the very common method

of placing tissue paper in the bottom of

the showcase, Mr. Kyle says he got
tired of this and covers the bottom with
cardboard painted over in imitation of

mahogany. This gives a rather rich

tone, as it is a very good imitation of

wood, and he finds that the white neck-

wear shows up better with this under it

than colored tissue paper. For the open-
ing this year, which occurred early in

March, he used a good deal of mauve
paper, in the tone that was one of the

most popular shades, and on the top of

the showcases, here and there, and
ferns covered over with this mauve
paper.

Constant changes are, of course, made
in the dressing of the showcases and the

top of the showcases and the ledges be-

hind. The department sees that every

advantage is taken of the opportunity

for displaying the goods, not only in

the showcases, but on top. So the de-

partment, as does most of the store,

looks like a regular bower of goods, al-

though the displays are not made so high

as to prevent good view from being pos-

sible over the whole floor.

In the showcases no effort is made to

divide the neckwear according to price.

A good assortment is shown constantly,

and it is felt that the desire for a par-

ticular style sells the goods, rather than

a particular price.

FUTURE HOLDS GOOD OPPORTUNITIES
So Says Great London Merchant Who Reviews Situation in England—Unrest Should Soon

Clear—Few Price Concessions Yet.

By G. GORDON SELFRIDGE, -^-

Head of Selfridge & Co., London, to Philadelphia News Bureau
'
'" '' -

Regarding the business outlook in

England and Europe, it seems to us, who
try to do things quickly, that it is tak-

ing longer than well-directed energy
should take to get things back into after-

the-war normal conditions.

There is still a wide difference of

opinion as to the prices that merchan-
dise should and must bring during the

coming months. I, personally, cannot
see how prices shall be maintained at

their present rates because the enor-

mous numbers of manufacturers, who
heretofore have been on war work ex-

clusively, are now free for civil require-

ments.

Factories have been making more of

everything than they ever did before,

and it is not likely their owners will

settle back into the old, easy-going
methods. The more a machine makes,
the less are overhead charges, of course,

and this should work toward lower prices

of merchandise, On the other hand,
wages and salaries have increased de-

cidedly, and there is a general desire

tliat they shall not recede more than is

necessary from their present point.

Raw materials, of course, are higher
and the cost of carriage and insurance,

which have been a great factor, stili

show their effects because most of the

stuff on hand now has been brought to

this country at high cost.

One factor, which is continually used
by the manufacturer to maintain higher
prices, is a claim that orders for export
are very heavy. We have insisted that

they were not great enough to be a de-

ciding factor, nevertheless we find, even
up to novv', the end of January, difficulty

to obtain any concessions in prices ex-

cept in a few directions. We insist that

prices must come down, gradually at any
rate, if not as rapidly as would have
seemed likely. We find ourselves only

buying closely from hand to mouth, and
we decline to place orders ahead beyond
the bare requirements.

The Advancing Market
It was difficult to navigate a commer-

cial ship during the first two or even
three years of the war, but during the

last year up to the time of the armistice

one could hardly go wrong, all merchan-
dise was continually advancing, and the

public had plenty of money with which
to pay the advanced prices. The day,

however, that the armistice suggestion
was made the great wage-earning public

seemed to realize that the good times,

as far as they were concerned, had pos-

sibly come to an end, and that very hiuh
wages and salaries, which had never
been -dreamed of until recently, might
not continue for long.

At all events, there was a decided drop
in business, and while that jolt is now

somewhat less evident increases in re-
turns in England in per cent, over last

year are not nearly so great as they
were during the months preceding the

annistice.

We are going through in this coun-
try a natural result of an unexpected
quick ending of the war. Wages have
continually been advanced, both because
it was right that they should, or often

because of trade unions' demands, which,

during the war it seemed impossible to

ignore. These demands for increases,

for shorter hours and what not are still

being made.
The general feeling of this country is

that the common sense, absence of

hysteria or wild actions on the part of

the great body of the public, which, of

course, is made up in a large per cent,

by men and women who work with their

hands, will, in a reasonable time prevail,

and that the present atmosphere, whicli

is so associated with strikes, will soon

become cleared.

What Future Holds
We believe that the future holds in it,

to those who try and work, as good op-

portunities to do and to build commer-
cially and in other ways as ever.

Of course we have before us all the

time the knowledge that taxes must be
high. We have been going through a

Continued on page 53



SIMPLE BOOK-KEEPING FOR MERCHANTS
How to Start a Ledger—Double Entry System Enables Perfect Check to be Kept —

Explanation of Entries From Journal Into Ledger

By C. J. MORRIS

How many failures on the part of

retailers are attributable to the

fact that the victims were not
acquainted with the real condition of

their affairs until it was too late to seek

a remedy? In other words they have
failed to keep track of their progress,

or lack of progress, by a proper system
of bookkeeping and in many instances

a business which had in it all the ele-

ments of success has thus turned out a
dismal failure.

The man who launches out on his own
account is in many cases an experienced

man in his line; he knows how to huy
well and how to show his goods at-

tractively. He treats his customers with
courtesy and gives good service, but if

he knows nothing of bookkeeping nor
makes it his business to find out how
to keep a proper record of his trans-

actions so that he can find out period-

ically exactly how he stands he risks

losing all the advantages which his ex-
perience and capability in other direc-

tion's of the business should bring him.

Systems Usually too Complicated

It is not that he is unwilling to take

the necessary pains or give the neces-

sary time to it; the trouble usually is

that he has very hazy ideas of how
books should be kept, and all the sys-

tems which profess to make the way
easy for him are too complicated to be
understood without a personal explan-
ation.

With a view to overcoming this diffi-

culty it is proposed to show in this

series of articles how a small mer-
chant can start bookkeeping with two
books only and how, with these two books,

a perfect record of all his transactions

can be kept. It will, further, be dem-
onstrated how, after taking stock, he can,

with an hour or two's work, or even
less, calculate exactly what his position

is, how much he owes, how much is ow-
ing to him, and what his profits have
been since his last stock-taking period.

The keeping of these two books need
not involve more than half an hour to

an hour's work each day and could prob-
ably be carried out at odd moments dur-

ing the day itself.

Any Queries Will be Answered

It wjll first be shown how the books

should be started by anyone first com-
mencing business and later on details

will be given as to how the system can

be instituted at any moment by those

already in business who may wish to

adapt it to their own needs. The pos-

sibility of expanding the system will

also be dealt with.

As far as possible, technical language
will be avoided and explanations given

in everyday phraseology. Should, how-
ever, any point arise which is not per-

fectly clear to the reader, or should any
problem occur which is not dealt with
herein, any query will be gladly ans-

wered.

In order to make the system of enter-

ing up various transactions as clear as

possible, a series of typical happenings
in the conduct of a business will be
taken and the way in which they should

be entered will be explained. This ser-

ies of transactions will, necessarily, cov-

er only a short period of three or four

days and this period will then be dealt

with exactly as if it were for a year
and a profit and loss account and bal-

ance sheet drawn up just as would be
the case for the longer period. The
principles of the system can be illus-

trated equally as well with a few entries

as with those for a whole year.

Books Required

The first of the two books mentioned
is called a Journal or Day-book, in which
every money transaction and every case

of selling or buying of goods is en-

tered at the time it takes place. This
book should be headed and ruled for

single column entry thus:

Date
Page in

Ledger

It is a simple account book which can

be purchased at any bookseller's. The
second book, which is called the Ledger,

will be dealt with in the next article.

In addition to these two books we shall

require two small memo books, one for

entering any orders which may be re-

ceived (although these can, if neces-

sary, be entered in detail in the day-

book) and the other for entering small

items paid out for Petty Cash, which
are not large enough to make it worth
while entering singly in the larger

books.

We shall also require a numbered
invoice pad, with carbon copy, for goods
sent out on credit or taken away and
charged up to the customer. Two files

will also be necessary, one for filing the

carbon copies just referred to and the

other for filing invoices of goods re-

ceived. Either a cash register or some
other system of recording the amount
of each sale as it is made will also be

required.

Making a Start

With the outfit now complete we open
our store; having the day-book handy in

which to make any necessary entries,

purchases, enter Mrs. Jones, of 24 Miin

St., who gives an order, the details of
which we enter in our order book and for
which we make out Invoice No. 1,

amounting to $5.60.

We now make the first entry in our
Journal as follows:

Jan. 1,

Mrs. Jones, 24 Main St.,

Goods as per Invoice No. 1 5.60

The next item which concerns us
is the arrival of some goods from An-
derson & Co., value $57.20, on which
there are freight charges to pay of
$2.75. We therefore make the follow-
ing entries in the Journal:

Jan. 1,

Goods rec. from Anderson & Co. . . 57 20
Freight paid on " 2.75

The telephone collector calls for $7.50
which we pay, entering same in Jour-
nal; and so as each transaction takes
place an entry is made recording same
in the Journal.
At the end of four days our Journal

shows the following record:

JOURNAL

1. Jan. 1 Mr. Jones, 24 Main St.,
Goods as per Invoice

i- 1—Anderson & Co.,

, .. , ^ Goods received 201 67 90
»• 1—freight paid on goods

from Anderson's .... 307 2 75
"* " 1—Paid Telephone Account 307 7 50
5. 1--E. W. Smith, 54 High St.

Goods as per Invoice
No. 2 8 3 4Q

^- " 1— Mr. Brown, 135 North Ave.
Goods as per Invoice
No. 3 2 7 20

''• " 1—Goods received from
Green & Son 202 20 65

» 1—Taken from Till for

o .. , w ^*"y ^^®^ 307 5 00
9. 1—Mrs. Robinson. 41 South St.,

Goods as per Invoice
No. 4 7 8 32

10. " 1- Mrs. Jones, 24 Main St.
Goods as per Invoice
No. 5 5 75" t— Paid out for Price Cards 307 1 50

12. " 1- Amt. of Ca!sh Sales for
day 50 52 90

13. Jan. 2— Paid into Bank 301 52 90
14. • 2- J. W. Robinson, 89 West-

ern Ave., Goods as per
Invoice No. 6 6 9 30

15. " 2—J. W. Robinson, Paid on
Account 6 8 00

16. " 2—Returned from Mr.
Brown, 125 North,
Ave.. Goods to be Ex-

changed. Value (Red.) 2 1 40
I'i- " 2- Goods sent in Exchange

to Mr. Brown, Invoice
No. 7 2 1 7«

18. " 2—Mrs. Jones, 24 Main St.,

Invoice No. 8 5 9 85
19. " 2—Mrs. Green. 37 King St.,

Invoice No. 9 4 4 30
20. " 2 - Mrs. White. 89 Queen St..

Invoice No. 10 9 11 15
21. " 2—E. W. Smith, Paid on

Account a 3 40
22. " 2—Mr. Black. 90 Upper St..

Tnvoice No. 11 1 5 55

(Continued on page 24)
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CAN YOU SIZE UP PEOPLE QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY?
In the Final Analysis, Picking Men for a Ju rv is the Same as Picking Men for Business

—

Read This Story—You May Get a Tip that Will Help You With Your Work

JOHN B. STANCHFIELD is one of

the .s^reatest trial lawyers in Amer-
ica. His success he attributes large-

ly to being able to pick men. If you
are a good picker he says you win. In
the "American Magazine," he tells how
he sizes people up as follows:

Human nature is always interesting;

but to me personally it has been the
most interesting in two very different

places—the baseball field and the court
room. I know them both very intim-

ately, for, before I was a lawyer I had
been a baseball player at college.

My father was a country doctor at

Elmira, New York where I was born.

As with most country doctors, his prac-

tice was not rich in financial rewards,
and when I went to Amherst I helped

to put myself through that college by
playing baseball during vacations. I

was a pitcher and we used to do our
spring practising in the bowling alley

of the gymnasium.
By accident I discovered that I could

pitch a ball which would curve out over

the adjoining alley, a feat which at-

tracted so much attention that it came
to the ears of the professor of math-
ematics. He declared that it was im-

possible ,violating the law both of God
and of man. He could not be convinced

to the contrary, until I proved it to him
by pitching a ball and curving- it around
the corner of a building.

With these curves at my command I

naturally had a secure place on the col-

lege nine, and as I also rowed with the

crew I spent more time on athletics

than on books. But I think that, be-

cause of this very thing, I learned to

study human nature, and the training

I got in this way was worth more to

me later than mere book knowledge
could have been.

To know what the other fellow is

thinking, to be constantly on the alert,

to watch all the different players on a

ball field, is not so very different from
a lawyer's work in a court-room. In

both places it is a battle of wits as well

as of technical skill. In a trial one must
v/atch the opposing lawyers, the plain-

tiff, the defendant, the judge, the wit-

nesses, and the jurymen.

The battle as a rule is not over points

of law. Instead, it's based on the know-
ledge of human nature possessed by all

parties concerned. In fact, human na-

ture plays so important a part in a court-

room that most cases are won through
shrewd observation of how the human
being thinks and acts.

In selecting a jury, for example, the

law plays practically no part. It is un-

derstanding of human beings that

counts.

For this reason I study your face,

your tone of voice, the answers you
make, and, especially, whether or not

you look me in the eye when speaking.

I make it a point to find out whether
you are well-to-do, or perhaps a clerk

in a store. In addition, I always want
to know the occupation of a prospective

juror's children as well as the occupa-

tion of the man himself, his position,

age, religion, and many other things,

because they all aid me, as the prose-

cutor or the lawyer for the defence, to

make up my mind whether or not I

want you for the jury. And if I don't

want you, I try to get rid of you, as I

shall explain later on.

If your answers are hesitant, both the

prosecution and the defence are against

you. And the reason is, of course, that

we both fear you will be too easily

swept with the crowed; that you will

bring in whatever verdict the majority

decides upon. We doubt your ability

to think for yourself.

There is, however, another side to this

point. If, instead of being a weakling,

you have a hard, determined jaw, and

show by your answers that you are

stubborn and defiant, we may also hesi-

tate to take you. If we get twelve stub-

born men on a jury, the end of the world

might arrive before they would come
to an agreement! The ideal jury is one

composed of four strong men, and eight

intelligent and resolute ones. We want
a few men of great decision so that

they will bring a verdict for one side

or the other.

Your position in life is always con-

sidered, of course. If I were defending

an employee I should hesitate about

having many employers on the jury.

They may try to be neutral and fair;
but if there is any "leaning" at all, it

will be toward the prosecution instead
of the defence. The same thing would
apply if a rich man were being tried.

Then, I should try to get a jury of men
of property, and of the same standing
as the defendant. For a jury of poor
men is not inclined to be merciful to-
ward a wealthy defendant, even though
he really may be innocent. The poor
love to "swat" the rich whenever it is

possible. We always try to get men
of one class to try men of the same class
in order to insure fairness and justice.

Another point that must be watched
is that of religion. A fanatic of one
faith may take an instant dislike to a
defendant of another faith, and so make
his decision on the ground of religion,

instead of on the evidence. On the other
hand, however, the prosecuting attorney
knows that it is dangerous to his case
to allow many men of the same faith as
the defendant to sit in the jury box.
For they may allow the common inter-

est to sway them in rendering their

verdict.

Membership in a society or a fraternal

lodge is to be taken into account, for

the same reason. If a juror belongs
to the same society as the defendant, he
will usually be challeneed by the pros-

ecution on the ground that he could not

give a fair verdict. Of all problems,

however, that of an Orangeman and an
Irishman is the most difficult. You can

well imagine what would happen if one

were set to decide the case of the other.

There is a vast variety of things which
can influence human beings in rendering

judgment on others. Just take as an
example, the incident which taught me
always to ask, "What are your children's

occupations?" Apparently the occupa-

tion of a man's son could not affect the

verdict he would render. But I found

that it sometimes does.

I was defending a man accused of some
crime against a department store, and

I was very much surprised when a ver-

dict of guilty was brought in against

my client. I was so surprised, in fact

that I spoke to some members of the
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jury after they had been dismissed. And
this is what one man told me:
"The fellow that swung the verdict,"

he said, "has a son working in the de-

partment store. He seemed to think it

was up to him to help to convict your

man just because his son works in that

store."

You, as the reader, may probably say

that you wouldn't have let such a fact

influence you. Nevertheless, if one of

your children or a near relative had a

good job with some corporation, and
you were a juror in a case brought by
that corporation, I'll wager that your
sympathies would not be with the de-

fendant. In cases for the Government,
especially, lawyers for the defence have

to be careful to find out if any of the

prospective jurors have children in the

Civil service. If they have, we don't

care to take a chance; for, though the

man may not blindly disregard justice,

his sympathies will all be the other way.
It might be possible, of course, that he

and his children might dislike the Civil

Service, and so be for the defence. But
we are not likely to find this out.

It is impossible to know what relation-

ship may exist between the defendant

and some member of the jury. We have
sometimes discovered, long after a trial,

that the defendant had wronged some
member of the jury years before, and
that the juryman voted against him "to

get even."

If a man is lying, however, you can

always catch him by asking him to re-

peat. And the test isn't, "Does he tell

a different story?" It is, "Does he tell

exactly the same story, word for word?"
If he does, you can bank on it that he

iias prepared his story beforehand, mem-
orized it, and can tell it the same way
fl hundred times if you ask him.

The honest man can never tell the

same story twice in the same way. He
always leaves out something or adds

something. No man can tell the same
story exactly the same unless he has

prepared and memorized it.

If you want to detect a liar watch hos

face. Liars always shift their eyes.

They cannot help it, especially in a court

room, where everyone is watching. They
also hesitate for a fraction of a second.

The simplest way that lawyers can

catch them is to ask if they have talked

the case over with the opposing lawyer.

If they say "No," you've got them, be-

cause no lawyer would -lare to put a

witness on the stand without first talk-

ing to him. Many 'witnesses do not

know tliis, however, and so they fear

an admission would be harmful. Accord-

ingly, they lie. And if you can make
the jury realize this, their testimony

isn't worth two cents.

Recently—and it just shows that you

never .stop learning—I've discovered an-

other thing: When a man wants to make
a special point he will emphasize that

point, though unconscious that he is do-

ing it. He will say emphatically: "I

know that he was in the drug store at

ten o'clock." If you catch him up quickly

and say: "Why did you want to em-

phasize that point? Why did you need to

bring that out so emphatically? Come
on, now! Answer me! Answer me!"
you'll get him confused and uncertain.

In most cases you will discover that he
emphasized the point and raised his

voice because he knew he was lying!

He raises his voice to still the thought
in his mind that he wasn't telling the

truth. That's just plain, simple, human
nature, but I learned it only after years

of experience and practice.

Women are always harder to trap in

a lie than men, they remain cool and
smiling, whereas men get nervous and
confused. I think the reason is that men
realize the seriousness of the court-room,
whereas women don't. Women do not

pay attention on the stand, they talk

when they are spectators, and they gen-

erally pay little respect to the laws of

the court.

As an actual witness, a woman differs

from a man. She is so much more ob-

servant than a man that she will remem-
ber many details which a man will for-

get. Women are at their best, however,
when they are testifying in behalf of

someone they love. Then they are cool,

collected, and on the alert for anything
which may harm the defendant. Perhaps
the best witness New York ever saw
was Evelyn Nesbit Thaw when she

testified in behalf of her husband twelve

years ago.

When children are telling the truth,

they, also, make good witnesses. You
can't make them change their stories,

They keep saying "No, no," or "Of
course, of course," and their words carry

the conviction of truth. When they have

been coached, however, it is very simple

to pull their stories to pieces.

Women and children also come under

the category of "what influences human
beings." When I got Harry Thaw out of

the insane asylum at Matteawan, my
greatest card was his white-haired

mother, who sat in court comforting and

encouraging Harry. Mrs. Thaw is quite

a wonderful woman, and I could see the

jury melting as they watched her, day

after day, fussing around her son. I

kept reminding them of her; asking

them how they could keep a boy from
the mother who had fought ten long

years for his freedom, from the mother

who had suffered. And, as the world

knows, Harry Thaw was declared sane

and given his freedom.

However, though human beings are

mostly soft-hearted and inclined to be

lenient, they hate to feel they are being

fooled, that their heartstrings are being

wrung in an attempt to wipe away evi-

dence. That is why anything of this

sort has to be well managed to carry

any conviction with it. When there is

no good reason for the presence of a

mother or children in court, their intro-

duction is likely to turn the jury against

one's client, especially if the jury is com-

posed of hardheaded business men.

The old-fashioned oratory of the past

is another thing for which people no

longer seem to care. At least, they don't

like it in New York City. What New

Yorkers want is the facts, and the sooner
you give them the better. This is not
true, however, in the South, the West,
and in rural districts. In these places,

people still love to hear long, rolling,

eloquent oratory. If you start this in

New York, however, the jury begins to

say:

"Good Lord! Here is this fellow keep-
ing us away from our home and busi-

ness with his infernal speech-making."
All of which merely goes to prove that

human nature is human nature—especi-

ally in a court-room!

GOOD WORK ACCOMPLISHED
(Continued from page 19)

is a slip with red border and the seal of

the Association, announcing the "Any
person or persons pilfering this package
in transit is liable to

14 years

Penitentiary.

These last three words are in red ink

also. The notice ends with these words:
"The above Association will pay $10 to

$500 for information leading to their ap-

prehension," with the amount in red ink

to make it prominent.

The membership fees run from $15 for

firms with 10 employees or less to $70 for

firms with 150 to 200 employees, with a

slight increase for those over this number.

BOOR-KEEPING FOR MERCHANTS
(Continued from page 22)

23. " 2—Holden Bros., Ltd., Goods
Received 203 74 00

24. " 2—Sent Cheque to Anderson
& Co 201 56 16

Discount 174
25. " 2—Paid for String and

Paper 307 3 80
26. " 2—Total Cash Sales for Day 50 73 90
27. " 2—Short in Till (P. & L.).. 302 35

28. Jan. 3—Paid into Bank 301 85 30
29. " 3—Drew from Bank for

Change 301 50 00
30. " 3—Drew from Bank for Pri-

vate Account 301 25 00

31. " 3—E. W. Smith. 54 High St..

lavoiee No. 12 8 3 59

32. " 3—Anderson & Co., Goods
Received 201 37 10

33. " 3—Mrs. Jones. 24 Main St..

Paid on Account 5 10 00

34. " 3—Mrs. White, 89 Queen St.

Paid on Account 9 11 00

35. " 3—Discount 9 15

36. " 3—H. E. Edwards. 77 Main
St.. Invoice No. 13.. 3 7 40

37. " 3—Universal Supply Co.,

Goods Received 204 22 30

38. " 3—Total Cash Sales 50 64 79

39. " 3—Over in Till 302 35

40. Jan. 4—Paid into Bank 301 85 79

41. " 4—Mr. Black. 90 Upper St.,

Invoice No. 14 1 8 30

42. " 4—Mr. Black Paid, Cheque. 1 10 00

43. " 4—H. T. Edwards Paid 3 5 00

44. " 4—Mrs. White, »9 Queen St ,

Invoice No. 15 9 17 63

45 " 4—Mrs. Robinson, 41 South
St.. Invoice No. 16 7 9 38

46. " 4—Mrs. Robinson Paid Last
Account 7 8 32

47 " 4—Paid Holden Bros., Cheque 203 50 00

48. " 4 -Cash Sales .50 83 70

The vertical lines with which the Jour-

nal is ruled are not here shown.

In the next article the method of

transferring these items from the Jour-

nal to the Ledger will be explained.

(To be Continued^

NO REDUCTION WANTED
Girl weavers employed bv the T. H.

Taylor Co. in the woollen mills, Chatham,

Ont., are out of work because of their

refusal to accept a reduction in piece-

work prices.
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WILL HELP CANADA

IMPOSITION by the French Government of an

import embargo to the British is regarded by

Oovernment officials as evidence that the Allies have

completed their plans for industrial reconstruction

and are proceeding to put them into effect.

(ireat Britain and France have established a pool

to control whatever purchases they need to make in

the United States, and Italy is co-operating with

them to a limited extent. As a result trade experts

do not think there will he much sale for American

finished products in the Europeau countrieiJ for

some time to come, it being the announced policy of

the Allies to do without those articles which they

cannot manufacture at home. Many basic materials

still will be obtained from Canada and already in-

quiries are coming in in a manner that indicates

that considerable furture business will develop. Tlie

building up of a vast inter-Empire trade is in pro-

gress and Canada will benefit, while at the same

time helping the Motherland to maintain her in-

dustrial place in the world.

A Bl^SINESS can get along without advertising.

A man can get along on one leg. But why make

a cripple of your business?

DON'T try to build a business without having a

foundation. Store service, good advertisement and

enthusiasm are a good combination on which to start.

IX)NG after you have turned the key in your shop

and have gone home, your advertisement, if it is

well written and attractive, is proclaiming your store

and your goods in many a family circle. X good

ad. is a salesman who works 24 hours a dav.

HOOrERL 1 S—WLSTA RIA S—CAFETA RLA S

YOT;R correspondent got a distinct shock to-day

when, as he rushed along one of the Vancouver

street*', his eyes were caught by a sign which blazed

"BOOTEPTA." I thought this was going a little

too far. We had seen cafeterias—then groceterias,

and now if we were to fit our own boots, and worst

of all. lace them uj) our-^clves. this was taking all the

joy out of life; the only comforting thought that

occurred to me was the fact that perhaps now the

boot and shoe manufacturers were going back

to the old open and above board practice of letting

a fellow know just what size of foot he really had.

Then I was puzzled to know how they would be able

to placate a disillusioned lady customer who had

all these years been kidded into thinking she had

a number three foot, while she wa< fitted with a

muuber six shoe. This was serious. T then imagined

what the men's wearteria would do now in the way

ftf letting you fit yourself with a ready-made coat,

with no one to gather in the slack at the back of

of the coat, while you admired the way the front

"draped." Why then could they not run a millineria

where a lady could fit herself with a hat of her own

choosing, whether she "looked just perfectly stun-

ning" in it or not? And for that matter, why not

a dentists's office where you wander round among
the glittering tool racks and choose a pair of forceps

with which to extract your own offending molar?

All this and more seethed through my staggered

brain as I regarded the legend "Booteria"—but when
I went in I found that it was just a name, and you

had to guess what size you took—and as I went on

my way. I encountered a chocolate .shop called "The

Wistaria," and I found that here neither could you

help yourself to whatever you wist."—Roy A. Hun-
ter. A'ancouver.



MARKET REPORTS
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THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE
TORONTO, April 7.—There seems to be a much better

feeling in the trade as a whole, and some lines have

shown a much better movement in the last month's

trading.

A buyer recently returned from Great Britain reports

the woollen situation there very strong, with manufacturers

in some instances refusing to accept orders for delivery

prior to the end of the year. The situation in the United

States seems much improved from last writing, and sales of

the finer grades of wool at the recent Government auctions

revealed a much better demand for these lines.

Cotton is being maintained on a fairly firm basis. Cotton

yarns seem to have reached a settled basis, and whereas

some price cutting is reported yet, this is not so pronounced

as formerly. The trade is awaiting the announcement of

prices for Fall by Canadian manufacturers who seem loath

to announce what their ideas are in respect to this business.

A slight reduction seems possible if any change at all is

made.
What the future holds in respect to linens seems to be

somewhat obscure. Prices are firmly held, and that union

fabrics may become a staple as a result of the present high

price of the linens is a possibility which manufacturers are

facing without any great degree of optimism.

Conditions following the signing of the armistice tended

towards reducing prices on silks, but the last few weeks
has shown a reaction, and the market, from its primary

source to the finished product, is gaining strength. There
seems to be no surplus of desirable lines, and the demand
for the better grades is so consistent that higher prices for

Fall are being freely predicted.

Hosiery seems to be selling better, with silk lines and
the better grades of cotton having the preference in orders

being placed.

The trade are awaiting the opening of Spring business

on underwear, and retailers are already experiencing some
demand. Two or three weeks of mild weather now would
stimulate this business appreciably, tend to clean up stocks,

and bring in repeat orders which would greatly improve
the underwear outlook.

There seems to be some activity in sweaters, but orders
are confined largely to actual requirements. Fall business
is being held back until jobbers are in a position to gauge
the outlook somewhat more clearly.

Altogether, however, the situation seems much improved
and a decidedly more optimistic note is shown around the
trade as a whole.

COTTONS
Still the Canadian textile mills are

holding- back in their prices for Fall.

March passed without any indication

as to whether there would be any changes
in present prices, and April came in with

the same silence. One company that ex-

pected to be in a position to make an

announcement the first week in April de-

ferred action to the first of May, and

most of the others are keeping their

own counsel. No one wants to take a

definite step until the future course of

raws, and the final disposition of the

Peace Conference, becomes more clear.

Auything might happen. There

might be further declines in the United

States with their reflex effect in Cana-

da, or prices there might firm up again

as they have been doing for several

weeks past. Then there is the big prob-

lem as to whether there will be a rush of

goods to Europe, not only raw cottons
but the manufactured lines. Just before
this issue went to press there was an
announcement that an order for at least

$3,000,000 had been sent by cable to the
Dominion Textile Company, by a repre-
sentative who had gone over to be pre-
sent with the mill's exhibit at the Lyons
Fajr. It was not known definitely ?.t

the time whether all these goods could be
supplied by the one mill, or whether this

would mean a division of the order
among several others as well, but if

large quantities of goods are shipped
from Canada and the United States to

Europe it will have the same effect on
prices as if large quantities of raws
were in demand overseas and thus
prices would stiffen again, and reduc-
tions for Fall would be very mcderate.

So far as can be learned there is likely

to be a general reduction for Fall to a
slight extent only. The first week of

April there was an announcement of

one, five cents a yard on all kinds of

prints sent out by the wholseale houses.

This was said at the time to be only tem-
porary in it.s effe<'t, and should not be
regarded as a "precedent." Some of the

trade were inclined to regard it as the

shadow of approaching events, others

to withhold any judgment until a com-
plete Fall list was available.

Those who have come in touch per-

sonally with prices and goods across

the border combat the idea of a general
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reduction having' taken [place. The
greatest cuts were made by jobbers who
were operating in a speculative capacity,
and were caught unexpectedly with
large stocks at the signing of the armis-
tice. In some lines prices have come
back to a fraction of the former level,

but in the main prices there were unusu-
ally high on a war time basis and reduc-
tions could be made without any ruin-

ous consequences to the various mills.

From across the water there are in-

dications that the British mills are get-
ting in a position to reach out more
energetically after Canadian trade.

Early in April word came from one of
the largest Manchester houses that
they were sending out a representative,
the first in two years, and would be pre-
pared to accept orders with a reason-
able chance of delivery. Many others
are in a similar position. The price
situation over there is very uncertain at
this time, and everyone has given up the
idea of the repetition of "cheap" Eng-
lish goods in the present generation.
There are two chief causes of this; the
main one, the pressing demands of oper-
ators for higher wages and lower hours,
not only in the weaving end but in the
spinning as well. Another is the much
heavier cost of freight on the cost of
cotton, which promises to continue for a
long time. These two elements prevail

throughout the whole of the list of
British industries, and are causing mis-
givings among manufacturers as to

how far these will interfere with the
regaining of the immense volume of
trade before the war times.

In the universal uncertainty it is not
surprising that all buyers are holding
back, and filling only their pressing
needs. In some cases guarantees are
demanded that they shall receive the
benfit of any reductions. One mill has
given this up to the first of next October
and some others cover the guarantee
only to the time of delivery of the goods
on order. If prices drop after that the
buyer must stand the loss.

There is another question in the United
States that is not bothering the Canad-
ian mills so far: the question of hours.
Many granted reduction from 54 to 48
hours a week, many others refused and
are going on at the old number, thus
paying smaller wages than the first.

Or if the first pay only by the
hour they have had their costs
of production forced up by the shorter
hours. It is this phase of the question
that is bothering the Canadian mills; if

they shorten the hours they would want
to feel that all other mills with which
they were in competition were doing the
same, otherwise the basis of manufac-
ture would place them under a handicap.
Fortunately labor troubles have been
few and far between in Canada.

By the time the next issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW is out it should be
possible to form some definite conclusion
as to the trend of prices for the next
six months or so. In the meantime high
prices do not seem to detract much from
the trade of the retail departments.

HOSIERY
Silks in Favor Along With Better Grades

of Cotton Lines—Outlook in Misses'

and Children's Lines Satisfac-

tory

HOSIERY — Reports indicate that

more business continues to be placed on

hosiery, with little, if any, change in

the grades and styles wanted. In

women's hosiery, silks are very firm

and no large stocks are reported in any

quarter of the market. The export

demand for women's silks keeps up de-

spite the fact that shipping is still

hampered, while the domestic call is

showing a firm trend. Cotton numbers,

especially in low end, are not selling

any better than has been the case for

some little time, while the medium and

better grades are receiving some pass-

ing attention.

Men's silks are firm, and there is some

steady buying being done on them. The

export demand is keeping up, while

domestic calls are showing no let up.

The cuff top silks that were in the mar-

ket prior to the signing of the armis-

tice are a thing of the past. Mills that

shifted their machines from making
women's to making men's have made
the shift back again, because of the

strong demand for women's silks, and as

a result of this move the men's cuff top

silks are slowly being taken off the mar-

ket.

The situation in men's low end cotton

shows no change from when last re-

ported. There are still large quantities

being held by mills without buyers, and

buyers give no indication as to when
they will show an interest in that class

of merchandise.

Misses' and children's hosiery is hold-

ing the firm position that it has been

holding for some time back, and little

in the way of new developments are re-

ported in this trade at this writing.

Orders are being taken in fair volume
and no surplus is reported in any quar-

ter of the market. The indications are

that the present firm situation will con-

tinue for the immediate present.

There is some question in the trade

whether low grade merchandise is as

strong as it used to be. The time was
not far back when >low grade goods
were staple sellers, but the experience

of some mills and selling agents to-day
would seem to leave this statement open
to doubt.

For instance, low end hosiery is

plentiful in this market and there is

apparently no avenue open for its sale.

Cotton hosiery that sold before the war
is unsalable now and some mills are

understood to have their warehouses
filled with such merchandise. This spot

stock is both men's and women's and
interest in either is no greater than the

interest in the other.

On the women's numbers it is ad-

mitted that women are no longer in-

terested in cotton hosiery as much as

they were. They want silk now, and
while this is apparently a change in

demand that is new, it is generally felt

that the call for silk hosiery will con-

tinue strong. And silk half hose for

men is making headway, although the

progress may not be as great. Certainly

low end cotton lines are less interest-

ing than they used to be.

UNDERWEAR . .

Better Feeling Being Displayed and Ad-

ditional Fall Orders Placed—Good

Weather Would Soon Reduce

Stocks of Spring

Lines

UNDERWEAR—From all accounts It

would appear that there is some dupli-

cate business on fall underwear coming

in at this time and this is giving a bet-

ter tone to the market than has here-

tofore been the case. Last week saw some

little duplicate business, and the out-

look seems to be that the improvement

will continue with no let up. No large

orders are coming in, but jobbers find

that they are selling and are willing to

follow the renewed interest by taking

on some more for Fall.

One selling agent said yesterday that

his customers were not selling all that

they were buying, but that they were

getting 30, 40 and 50 per cent, of their

normal business, and as a result were

ready to place some duplicate orders in

order to cover. Wool underwear seems

to be more attractive than cotton num-
bers at this writing and the possibility

of a shortage of wool underwear later

on is felt to be in back of this desire

to play at least partially safe.

Indications seem to be that if

retailers could have two or three weeks
of good spring weather they would be

cleaned out of spring underwear and
would be back to the jobber for more.

In jobbing quarters it is felt that sup-

plies are more or less limited and should

this prove to be the case a firm situa-

tion would most likely be created. Ac-
cording to one selling agent sixty days
of spring weather would see a radical

improvement in the underwear situation.

It is difficult to say what the price

trends are at this time. For the pres-

ent they are remaining unchanged, but
there seems to be a general feeline- in

the trade that they have reached bot-

tom if they have not gone below that

and any changes are expected to be
upward. Wool underwear especially is

felt to have reached a bottom that can-
not be lowered. Just how true this is

cannot, of course, be said, but if any
sort of demand develops and shortage
develops a very firm situation would
seem the only possibility.
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SILKS
Broad Silks Enjoying Better Demand

—

Higher Prices Mentioned For Fall

—

Primary Markets Showing
Strength

SILKS—While conditions for some
time following the signing of the armist-

ice opcjrated to force prices down some-

what in the silk market,it is indicated that

a reaction set in during the past few

weeks and the price situation is felt

to be strengthening, with a possibility of

touching higher levels as the season ad-

vances.

The demand for silks, outside of

the labor problem, is perhaps the

biggest price determining factor to-

day, according to views expressed. One
man said that on certain lines of shirt-

ings he knew of three customers to every

piece of goods, and commented that if

he had the merchandise he could go out

and within 24 hours take orders for every
yard of material on hand.

In this connection, it was emphasized
in every quarter of inquiry that the de-

mand is for the better grades of silk. It

w^as said that the poorer qualities have
had less and less call for several sea-

sons past, but that the trend toward
high class merchandise was never more
pronounced than now.
From all accounts reports indicate a

marked improvement as regards sales of

broad silks. Some belated buyers are
still arriving for Easter lines and re-

peat business is being handled by those
who were in the market early.

Some of the buying may be due to

the fact that with raw silk advancing
again and with labor costs remaining
about as they have been, manufacturers
insist that Fall prices will be higher.

Certain lines of fancies which are scarce

and wanted, are 10 cents a yard higher
now. Manufacturers insist that all Fall

silks will have to be higher. In the
main, manufacturers who say anything
about price, say that they will have to
have from 5 to 10 cents a yard advance
over the Spring prices, regardless of
whether buyers want to pay the figure
or not. They can't make a profit on
their output unless they make these ad-
vances. The statement comes from a

great many different producers, indica-

ting that the conditions under which they
are operating are similar everywhere.

llie big sellers recently have been
satin and satin-faced goods. Foulards
have continued their activity. Crepes
have done better and plain and printed
Georgettes have continued active, despite
the feeling that Georgettes are to come
down and have come down in some quar-
ters. Crepe de Chine, both printed and
nlain. is active and considerable business
has been done in voiles Demand for

Georgettes seems to be increasing, but
low grade goods are not wanted at any
price. High grade goods sell, regardless
of the cost.

Reviewing market conditions as a

what on low grades, but the better quali-

ties are doing very well. Sports silks,

including the different makes of sports

satins, have continued their activity.

Pongees have sold better, with demand
increasing. The high priced brocaded

and tinselled silks have gone out faster

this week than before.

Altogther, the market has presented

a satisfactory condition all month.
There is a disposition on the part of

buyers to make contracts for Fall, and
while some manufacturers are accepting

orders for some staples, the Fall fancies

and specialties are not yet out. Manu-
facturers say these goods will be higher

and buyers are anxious to get in their

orders now.
Reviewing market conditions as a

whole, it has been pointed out that manu-
facturing costs in every branch of pro-

duction point toward continued high
prices. From the raw silk to the finished

goods everything that enters into the

situation was said to cost more, thereby,

reflecting higher prices.

WOOLLEN GOODS
British Manufacturers Refusing Orders
According to Buyer—Prices Remain
High—Situation in Uuited States

Markets Showing Im-
provement

WOOL—Mr. Jagger, the English buy-
er for the House of Hobberlin, stated
wcollen goods would remain high for

some time. Yet in view of the amount of

clothing that goes to make up the re-

turned man's outfit, suit, overcoat, cap,

shirt, etc., all these goods have to be
manufactured with cloth for something-
like six million soldiers. This is going
to take a great deal of machinery which
has been used for military clothing con-
tracts, and it is taking longer than at

first anticipated to get these plants back
on regular lines again. Couple these
facts together with the report that prac-
tically all neutral countries are without
wool, and you can readily see that wool
will be high for some time to come.
The Allied nations, with the exception

of England, United States and Australia,
;ire also without wool. The United
States report a surplus, but owing to

the high duty it is almost prohibitive to

import raw wool from that country.
Mr. Jagger stated that they were able

from time to time to buy some cloth from
the manufacturers, for cash, but that
the majority were refusing any kind of

order, stating that it would be impos-
sible to deliver any goods before the end
of the year.

The Wool Statistical Committee just

recently issued its census report of wool
stocks in the United Kingdom on De-
cember 31, 1918, and its estimate of

stocks op March 31, 1919, according to

the "British Board of Trade Review."
The census of wool stocks on December
31, 1918, shows a reduction since the
census taken on June 30, 1918, of 42,-

793,978 pounds in the stocks of cross-
breds, merino. East Indian and other
wools, representing 32,474,852 pounds in

clean scoured weights. The estimate
places wool stocks in the United King-
dom at 227,000,000 scoured pounds.

Reports from the United States show
that the wool market there is somewhat
more active and generally strong. The
fine wools and half-breeds holding firnrf

with the lower grades off following Gov-

ernment withdrawal limits being low-

ered. In covering the situation, the

"Journal of Commerce' has the follow-

ing to say under date of March 31:

—

"The past week has reaffirmed the

strength of the market so far as the

finer wools down to and including half-

blood grades are concerned. In the face

of the reduced limits of the Government
of 7V^ per cent, grades above three-

eights, except for the poorer clothing

wools, have held fully firm, and it is a

question if half-blood staple wools are

not just u shade dearer than they were.

It is very evident that fine goods are

getting the call in the goods markets.

It would seem, however, from the

course which the wool sales have taken

during the week, and especially during

the last day, when territory domestic

wools were put up, that there is a rather

better call for good medium wools as a

result of the lower limits which the

Government made effective last Tues-

day. Whether some of the buying in

these wools has been done by dealers

with the expectation that wools will

not be any lower right away, and for

that reason they will be a good specu-

lative purchase, cannot be said, but it

is stili true that the great bulk of tbe

wools sold are being taken either di-

rectly or indirectly for mill account.

Mill Situation Irregular

While some of the largest mills have
withdrawn popular lines of goods from
the market, presumably because they

have been sold up, others are finding

the situation still untoward and have
taken very few orders, according to very

reliable information. Those mills which
have done business, as is generally well

known now, have done so because of

the very low prices which they hiwe
named and the percentage of profit,

where there is any profit at all, must
be exceedingly small. Then, too, the

strike situation in Lawrence, while ap-

parently settled so far as the majority
of operatives is concerned, still drag3
along with more or less persistency on

the part of enough operatives to keep the

situation constantly stirred up and
threatening.

The topmakers and spinners are get-

ting a moderate amount of business
more or less regularly, and more par-

ticularly on the grades running half-

blood and above. Consequently prices

on these counts are very firm, but show
no particular change from the prices

which have been ruling for several

weeks. Good 2-50s half-blood yarns are
still to be had at $2.50. Good fine tops

are held firmly at $2 and some combers
went 5c to 10c more, according to the

stock.

The Western Situation

Shearing has begun in Southern Cali-

fornia and is progressing very rapidly.

Continued on page "9
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Large Stocks Ready for Immediate Shipment
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1 11 Lj V^L-.ir 1 vyiN perfect desig^n this line is

one of the most attractive ever offered.

Owing to the shortage of labour and materials and the

enormous requirements of the Allied Governments, an

ample margin must be allowed

for substitutes of qualities and

increases in prices.

%

WITH THE WOOL MARKET BECOiMING MORE AND
MORE STRAINED, IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY NOW

Established 1885
Cables:

Leopoldini, London

Phone
Central 3804

Code:

A. B.C., 5th Edition

1^2 Addle street, wood street, london e.c.2

Reserve Warehouses: 20 Addle Street. 8-10 Aldermanbury Avenue. E.C. 2. and elsewhere.

The Leading Specialty Firm for large stocks and best values. Supply through Wholesale and Export.
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MEN'S WEAR SECTION

FELT HAT STYLES FOR FALL
High Rolled Brims the Coming Feature

ONCE more after three or four
years of stagnation in the develop-

ment of felt hat styles, manufac-
turers are enabled to exercise their in-

genuity in the designing of fashions. Dur-
ing these years of war time the element
of style has been lost to sight in the over-

whelming consideration given to prices

—

coupled with the influence of the strong
advance buying that had placed heavy
stocks on the market and had made in-

advisable any radical revision in hat
styles—a situation that had its culmin-
ation in the restrictions of last Fall by
the conservation division of the Govern-
ment which so limited style effects that
new designs were practically prohibited.

Now, however, that the ban has been
lifted, the new lines shown by manufac-
turers once more blossom forth in new
styling effects and once more fashion is

an element to which buyers must give

thoughtful consideration.

High-Rolled Brims the Coming Feature
The general tendency in soft hats for

Fall is toward a more decided flange,

producing a higher roll for the brim

—

such effects striking the keynote of the

new fashions, although there will con-

tinue to be, particularly in the West,
many sales of flat set brims trimmed
with 4 line band and 4 line binding, and
some of the 10 line band effects show un-

mistakably the influence of the military

note. For the new brims, however, well

set up on the sides, the trimming will be

24 line band and 10 line binding. Bind-

ings, especially for finer grades, are once

more the favored styles.

Crown Dimensions

Crown dimensions will vary from 5%
to 5% inches, although, of course, there

are exceptional blocks as high as 6 or

even 6'/4 inches which taper off fast in

the tip, but in reality the effect after

creasing does not produce a higher crown
than the 5% and 5% inch shapes with

full tip.

Smaller Shapes Favored in the East
While in the West there is a strong

tendency to favor the wider brims, run-

ning to 2% and 2% inches, the vogue in

the I^/ast will narrow the brims to a de-

cided extent and the favorite proportions

will be 2% and 2 Mi inches.

Smaller shapes will therefore rule

favorite, more particularly for the fine

trade, and many of the choice novelty

styles will centre around proportions of

5% X 2% full crown and well rolled brim.

Colors . . . .

The darker shades of green such as ivy

and dark browns will be the prevailing

colors, in a general way the greens being

preferred over the browns in the West
and the browns having the preference in

the East, although the brown is steadily

gaining favor in both sections. There will

be the usual small percentage of staple

colors of course.

A New Blue in Prospect

The Fall will see the introduction of a

new blue, somewhat of the character of

blue steel but more decidedly blue than

dark steel. It is most attractive in effect

and will make a strong appeal to those

men who are attracted by something dis-

tinctive in refined effect.

Light Weights the Thing

Extreme light weight felt hats will

continue to grow steadily in public favor

and more men than ever will this year

discard their summer straws when the

Fall season opens and don an airy felt.

The influence of this tendency is most
strongly reflected in the less weight that

characterizes the entire felt hat product

of to-day, efforts being made by all manu-
facturers throughout their entire line to

lighten the weight in every way possible.

Rough felts, ranging from mixes and
fancy silk finishes to beavers and velours,

will be worn by many well dressed men
as a second hat the latter part of next

Fall.

A Boom in Velours

Velour hats will be more popular in

the Fall than any season heretofore, more
generally popular, in fact, than in the big

velour hat season of som.e years ago. The
favorite colors will be black, dark brown
and dark green in the order named; styles

to be worn being the regular velour hat

shape with little variations, in dimensions

T-)%, X 2% inches; taffeta trimming with

bows on the side will predominate.

The velour hats as now produced by

American manufacturers are the cul-

mination of many years of experiment

practice and experience, and now show

decided advances in refinement of product

comparing favorably with the best that

the world has ever produced. The
superior quality of velour hats which the

manufacturers are now making is un-

doubtedly the big factor that has created

the remarkable favor that these hats

now enjoy.

Trimmings
In trimmings the finer rib bands will

mark the styles of real distinction. Colors

will match the body of the hat, the fancy

bands in refined designs being prime

favorites confined largely to two-tone ef-

fects.

Linings will find much favor, particu-

larly in fine grades. They would be just

as prevalent in the popular price hat but

there is some question whether the high

cost of using them will make them pro-

hibitive. A handsome, soft lining does

dress up a fine hat but it would seem to

be much better policy for popular price

hats either to save the cost of the lining

altogether, or to spend it where in some
way it would improve the effect of the

hat outside.

Stiff Hats a Possible Factor

The possible revival of stiff hats is a

prospect that must be given consideration.

During recent months there has been a

decided increase in the sale of derbies and

for next season the trend of fashion will

be watched very closely for any indica-

tion of general public favor for stiff hats.

Some authorities there are who attempt

to trace the source of inspiration for this

new tendency in headwear vogue to the

steel helmet worn by the soldiers in the

trenches and on the battlefields of France,

and the national development of a taste

for stiff, set headwear by returning sol-

diers who don civilian clothes. Whatever

the cause may be the effect is sure—there

have been several times as many derbies

sold in the past three months as during

any entire felt hat season in many years.

Whether the trend is substantial enough

to carry itself over the Summer and early

Fall, is too early to predict at this time.

Full crowns will be the only block ef-

fects. In the East small shapes in ex-

treme full crown and medium flat set brim

with slightly rounded curls, dimensions

of f) X 2 and similar proportions, are the

choice styles in the exclusive shops this

Spring.



MANUFACTURERS OF SHIRTS SEE PROSPECTS FOR EXPORT
Trade With Europe and New Zealand to be Developed

SHIRT manufacturers are likely to

participate in considerable business

for export account, which will tide

them over the period of temporary un-

certainty and will ensure continuous op-

eration at practically full speed until

domestic business demands a larger

share of attention. While there is, per-

haps, most attention being paid to the

European markets in connection with re-

construction, Canadian manufacturers
are looking for business in other direc-

tions as well. Mr. Samuel J. Williams
of Williams, Greene & Rome of Kitchener,

told the "Globe" last week of preparations

for securing foreign orders. Whereas
it was very difficult to compete with Great
Britain before the war, conditions are

much changed now. Wages in this line

of manufacture have increased more than
100 per cent, in England, as compared
with pre-war scale.

While his own firm will not participate

in the European business, Mr. Williams
considers it possible that trade may be

transacted with New Zealand in high-

class shirts. It has been found that busi-

ness may be conducted more successfully

with that country than with Australia.

Canada enjoys a preferential tariff with
New Zealand, and in addition there is the
consideration that Australia has develop-
ed her gariTient-making industries con-

siderably, both before and during the war,
while New Zealand is almost altogether
dependent on outside sources of supply.

The di-awback hitherto experienced with
Australia was that its winter coincides

with the Canadian summer and vice versa.

This makes it difficult to turn out season-
able patterns unless such can be made im-

mediately after Canadian trade needs for

the particular season are met. Changes
in fashion do not make feasible the hold-

ing over of patterns from one season to

another.

Aggressive Action in Europe

Cottondale trousers and working shirts

will be the principal kinds of articles that

the cotton garment manufacturers of

Canada can supply Europe. Durability

and cheapness will be two of the requisites

in connection with the business that is ex-

pected to be secured in Europe by Mr.
Levine of Montreal, Vice-President of the

Canadian Garment Makers' Association,

who has left recently for Europe.

Current business is described as larger

than it has ever been, but orders for fall

trade are rather quiet at present. Con-
ditions in this regard are due to mend
soon, and the orders for immediate de-

livery are looked upon as more desirable
than business that will not actually ma-
ture for several months yet. Autumn
business will come along in due course,
in Mr. Williams' opinion.

The situation as regards raw mater-
ials is much easier now than it was a
few months ago. Materials are now pro-
curable in quantity, whereas there was
considerable difficulty experienced in get-

ting adequate supplies before the first

armistice terms were signed in November.
Prices on cotton have not shown signs of
further weakening, owing to the fact that
such great consuming countries as France,
Belgium and Germany are now in need
of raw material. Cotton will also be in

great demand to replace wool stocks,

which may not be available at consuming
centres in time to meet pressing needs.

Less wool will be used in union fabrics,

and larger quantities of cotton will be

used accordingly.

The tendency as it has been noted,

however, is more strongly in the opposite

direction and it is confidently anticipated

that the derbies of next season will have
moderately full round crown with well

rolled brim and round curl with the trend

of the vogue toward still greater roll and
decided pitch front and rear for well

dressed men of discriminating taste. In

these styles the prevailing dimensions
would be 5^4 and 5% x 2 inches.

BAD CHECK IS GIVEN MERCHANT
Claiming that he had been suddenly

called to attend the marriage of his

brother in Toronto, an affable, six-foot

stranger, accompanied by a woman,
evidently his wife, walked into a Rich-
mond Street store just shortly before
closing time one afternoon recently, and
for a suit and gabardine raincoat he pur-
chased tendered apologetically a checK
on the Imperial Bank for $78. Next day
the check was found to be worthless,
neither the bank nor the International
Harvester Company, for whom the man
claimed to be working, knew anything of

James Hunter, the signature attached to

the scrap of paper.

The pair entered ihe store just as pre-

parations were being made to close for

the day. The man, whose description is

that of a man between 35 and 40 years
of age, clean shaven, six feet tall or over,

and weighing close to two hundred
pounds, was well dressed. The woman
accomplice appeared to be about 35 years
old, with reddish curly hair.

Worked Game Well

During the transaction and while the

clothes were being picked out, the woman
took on an unmistakable protecting wife-

ly air, the conversation, naive and un-

affected and unhurried, made an excel-

lent background to the negotiations re-

garding the check.

"I'm afraid I'll have to give you a

check," apologized the man. "I know it's

rather unusual, but I have an identifica-

tion card from this aeroplane works of

. I was working for them during
the war and have just gone back to my
old job with the International Harvester
Company. They are closed up, unfor-

tunately, or you might phone up the office

and they would identify me."

The man produced the identification

card with his picture attached, and al-

though the store manager was not en-

thusiastic about the transaction, every-

thing appeared all right, even to the fact

that the bank chosen was the nearest to

the International Harvester Company,
and it might easily be presumed that the

company did business with this particular

bank.

No Funds

As plausible as the stranger undoubted-

ly was, there was the slightest suspicion

that things were not all right, and an

early call at the bank next morning to

cash the check verified the suspicion in

total repudiation of any knowledge of

any James Hunter or any existing account

to his credit. The International Harves-

ter Company had never heard of the

stranger either.

Two weeks ago 'a Dundas "Street firm

was the victim of a forged check by a

returned soldier, who presented a checl;

in payment for clothing purporting to be

signed by an army captain. Th6 check

was for $25, and though the matter was
reported to the police the merchant re-

fused to lay any charge whatever.

SHIRT AND COLLAR TRADE BOOM-
ING

Demobilixation Creates Big Demand

Londonderry, Ireland, March 9, 1919.

—The shirt and collar trade in the Lon-

donderry district of Ireland is at pre-

sent hard put to it to satisfy the de-

mands of home consumption. There are

about thirty firms, large and small, em-

[31oying an aggregate of something like

10,000 hands, mostly women, working

full time at a pre-war increase of 100

per cent, in wages! . This does not spell

a drop in prices even though cotton has

slumped.

Questioned on the subject of export

trade, manufacturers are all agreed that

the Canadian market attracts them im-

mensely. It would offer big opportuni-

ties if increased output were possible by

extending factories, or in the event of

more goods being released by the re-

moval of restrictions and a falling off

in the home market.
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It is stated by firms who have done
business with Canada in the past that

the prohibitive tariffs have been a great
stumbling block to competition with the

States, who have always had the ad-

vantage of being so much nearer the

source of production.

European buyers are tumbling over
one another to get contracts fixed up
for deliveries over periods of two and
three years. Prices are up fully 50

per cent.

HANDKERCHIEF TRADE DULL IN
BELFAST

Belfast, Ireland, March 20, 1919.—
Manufacturers report that trade with
Canada is for the time being at any rate

at a standstill. Firms who did consider-

able business before the war complain
that buyers are holding off, and no sign

is yet forthcoming that business will be
brisker. Demobilization does not as yet

appear to have had the effect of increas-

ing sales to any extent, although in other

trades it has promoted great demands.
The general hope is expressed that as
the raw material situation clears up
prices w ill become more stabilized, and
buyers will settle down. There are good
stocks held ready for shipment.

In regard to linen handkerchiefs

—

these being in the nature of a luxury

—

little disappointment is felt at the ab-

sence of any demand.

LANCASHIRE COTTON MILLS IDLE

Huge Demand for Goods but Prices Too
High for Buyers

Although the demand for cotton goods
is enormous, Lacashire looms are idle.

Co-operation amongst the mill owners
is lacking, but the real trouble is that

customers are unable to afford the high

prices.

The Manchaster Chamber of Com-
merce says that £6,000,000 to £7,000.000

worth of yarn and cloth is being held
back, although badly needed in Holland,
Denmark and Scandinavia, pending the
removal of restrictions on the export of

manufactured goods to neutral coun-
tries.

RAW SILK MARKET
H. L. Gwalter & Co., New York, in

their latest review of the raw silk mar-
ket there, say:

"The local raw silk market has ad-

vanced sharply during the last week in

sympathy with higher quotations on the

Yokohama market, and the demand has
become more general and continues ac-

tive at the advance. The supply of raw
material at the mills is plainly inade-

quate for present needs, and buyers are

finding stocks in importers' hands light

and poorly assorted, particularly in high

grade silks and special siaes. Tram
stock, also has been in urgent request

recently and difficult to procure for

ready delivery.

"Advices from Europe report the situ-

ation in Italy unchanged. The Lyons
market, on the other hand, is showing
some signs of improvement and the de-

mand is becoming more active.

"T'lie Yokohama market is very strong

and an active business for American ac-

count has considerably reduced the

visible supply. The latest cables to hand
quote Sinshui No. 1 at 1.510 yen, and
other sorts in proportion, while high

grade, double extra white silks are re-

ported missing. Stocks on hand arc

given as 16,000 bales, about.

"The Canton market ihas improved
somewhat and prices have advanced
about 10 cents per pound on all grades.

The supply of sixth crop silk is mostly

disposed of, and contracts have been

booked in new season's silk at full

prices. Coarse sizes 22-26 are exhaust-

ed.

"Shanghai is unchanged but firm, and
a fair business is reported in China
steam filatures, which have become at-

tractive in consequence of the rise of
Japan silks. In Tsatlee sorts, also, some
business has been booked for American
account at slightly higher rates. Tus-
sah silks, on the other hand have de-

clined further and continue inactive."

Cable

A cable received during the week by
H. L. Gwalter & Co., is as follows:

"Yokohama, March 29.—Market very
firm. Kansai filatures, double extra,

1,690 yen; Kansai filatures, extra, 1,620

yen; Kansai filatures, No. 1 1500 yen."

LONDON WOOL SALES TO BE RE-
SUMED

Eighty Thousand Bales on Sale in April

—Prices Uncertain

By Special Correspondent

London, March 10.—The wool section

of the War Office has made a further

step towards the restoration of freedom

of private transactions in the wool tex-

tile industry. The sale of wool will be

resumed by auction in London on April

2 and the seven following days, when
80,000 bales of Government-owned wool

will be offered to the trade.

Similar sales are to take place in

Lonuon and Liverpool each month to the"

end of the year to enable the Govern-
ment to unload their wool, which either

on the water, or in Australia, or New
Zealand, amounts to 8,999,000 bales,

apart from large stocks in the United
Kingdom. The fact that no announce-

ment has yet been made by the Govern-
ment regarding the extent to which their

issue prices for wool are to be reduced is

causing dissatisfaction amongst the

buyers.

Some veiv (leHignH being ahown by Tooke Bros.
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SALES CORPORATION
LIMITED

Are Almost Everybody's.

Are They Yours?

GOING STRONG:" Again Peace, Progress and

Prosperity in Good Old Peabody's

AYEAR ago—the beginning of the final "Big Push"—he was driving a

tank that blasted the way to Hunland. To-day he is back on the

old job driving Peace-Time Canada to her glorious destiny. Tens of

thousands of the Boys who did the Job Over There are back on the Job

Over Here. We outfitted them with Uniforms Fighting Clothes. Now we

are outfitting them with Peace Regimentals, Peabody Overalls and Peabody

Gloves, plain, honest work-clothes; worn everywhere by good men for good

work. Everybody pull together—Gd on your Peabody's and Get Busy.

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Carhartt

Overalls
Are Well Known
to Your Customers

Think what that means; effort

and time in making sales re-

duced to almost nothing; fre-

quent turnovers ; and bigger
profits! All because customers
are well pleased with the kind
of service they get from Car-
hartts.

True, Carhartt Overalls are
well advertised, but there is

also that exceptional quality
that creates good-will and
brings your customers back for
them again.

If you haven't a supply of

Carhartts in stock, why not or-

der a sample lot? Put them on
display. Use our window and
counter cards to connect your
store with our national adver-
tising.

You'll find, we believe, that
purchasers of Carhartts will

usually prove generous buyers
of other things as well.

Our line comprises Overalls for rail-

road men, farmers, mechanics, fac-

tory operatives. Allovers for motor-
ists, garage men, w^omen and child-

ren. Also gloves for workers.

Your order if sent in now will be
filled at once.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Every seam double stitched ; every
button riveted.

Every point where strain is hardest
is strongly reinforced.
Angular rule pocket.
Swing pockets to keep tools and pen-
cils from falling out.

Lined watch pocket and an extra rule

pocket in right leg.

J|k Hamilton Carhartt^" Cotton Mills, Ltd.
TORONTO UNIT

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER LIVERPOOL (ENG.^
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Seen these

Store Cards?
They are printed in colors

—attractive and compel-
ling business-getters.

They will bring you many
sales for

CHALLENGE
CLEANABLE
COLLARS
Drop us a post card. Glad
to send you a set for your
store.

Arlington Co. of Canada

63 Bay Street .^^*—:^ ^rr—^^

TORONTO WOfe

GLOVES
Open a wide and profitable field for

you wherever you are doing business

Every man who works with his hands is a prospective cus-

tomer of the merchant who carries a stock of "TAPATCO"
Cotton GLOVES. There's a "TAPATCO" for every

industry, and there's a need in every industry for the

"TAPATCO."

Gauntlet, Knit Wrist, or Band Top Styles in Heavy, Medium
or Light Weights. Leather-tip and Leather-faced Gloves.

Jersey Gloves and Mitts, in Tan, Slate or Oxford.

And remember—"TAPATCOS" give that thorough satis-

faction which brings the "casual" customer back again.

The American Pad & Textile Company
CHATHAM, ONT. - CANADA
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ARTIFICIAL SILK NOVELTIES POPULAR
Satins and Foulards "Best Sellers"

—
"Patriotte" a New Weave in Plain Colors-

Silk Likely to Remain a Staple Fabric.

-Artiiicia]

THE speed with which retailers,

and now the public, are taking up
fancy and novelty silks seems to

be enthusing- manufacturers to tempt
further with new productions. It seems
as if there is no limitation put upon the
"seasonableness" of what they show, for
satins and ^uch warm autumn colors as
flame, scarlet, henna and crimson are

shown with quite as much readiness as

the cool greens, blues, mauve, etc., and
the really Summer weaves, such as silk,

voiles and taffetas. Of course, this "mix-
up" in colors is laid at the feet of "Vic-

tory," but it will probably mean that

stores who have bought to any extent in

those warm colors will be offering spe-

cial price attractions in them before

July, unless May and June should prove

cold months. People will not regard
those colors as "the latest" if they are

"held over until their rightful season

—

the Fall. Besides the terra cotta shades
are difficult ones to wear as a rule, and
so some of the well-known buyers are

not putting strong faith in them. How-
ever, the large stores can scarcely veto

these peculiar novelties so long as New
York sponsors them.

Canadian women are independent

enough in their judgment to purchase
more often the seasonable than the lat-

est fashion, and while satins are selling

well, they are selling in navy and black

principally, and being made into .smart

frocks and wraps in place of the fine

light weight wool goods, which are now
almost a memory.

In taffetas, too, navy blue has by far

the biggest sale among colors. In fact

Taoth dress and suit manufacturers ana
retail buyers state that never before has

navy blue been so strongly favored as it

is this season. And that seems to be

the case in New York, too, even though
she does have some success in her in-

sistance on something more unusual.

"We are selling nothing in taffetas ex-

cept navy blue," said one Toronto buyer.

In addition to satins and taffetas the

stores report excellent sales in the nov-

elty weave, "Dewkist," for summer
suits and separate skirts, which has pre-

viously been described in these columns;

in foulards and in plain colored Georg-

ettes. Quite a yardage of the fancy

bnronette satin is selling in Toronto. In

fact most of the novelty weaves are

selling satisfactorily. "Never before has

there been such a variety of artificial

silks on the mai'ket'as there is this sea-

son, and people seem to like them pretty

well, even though soap and water are

not advisable in cleaning them," said a

buyer in one of the large shops to a

DRY GOODS REVIEW representative.

An Open Voile and "Patriotte" View
One of the new Summer voiles, in silk,

is of much coarser weave than we usu-

ally see. It looks rather more like silk

scrim, though the threads themselves

are finer than in scrim. This voile comes
in printed patterns, a striking one being

a large scroll effect in black on a white

ground. This and "Patriotte," another

new silk, are shown at Eaton's. Patri-

otte is like an open basket weave, in

artificial silk, and comes in white, pale

yellow, pale rose and other plain colors.

At a short distance it resembles tri-

colette, but being woven instead of

knitted it does not stretch. It is selling

at $6.50 a yard.

Asked as to whether they believed

artificial silk will hold its place in the

future as a staple dress fabric, buyers

differ a little in their opinions. Some
are uncertain, but there seems a ten-

dency to look upon it as here to stay,

unless market conditions arise to alter

its production very materially. At pres-

ent women are paying more for it than

for any pure silk fabrics. It takes on

an appearance which is distinctly dif-

ferent from pure silk verv often, and so

long as it can maintain its place in vogue

by means of new and attractive pat-

terns, weave and finish it will doubtless

be sold. Few women care at present

whether the fabric they buy is pure or

artificial silk, and it is possible that de-

velopments in its manufacture may be-

come so refined and specialized that

artificial silk will be looked upon as a

distinct material, just as linen and cot-

ton and wool are to-day—though mix-

tures of all are frequent.

The Question of Navy Blue

Going back to the matter of color,

there is a tendency in some quarters to

get away from navy blue for Fall. This

may become strong enough to cause

quite a new trend in New York, but buy-

ers and manufacturers in Canada are

inclined to look upon navy once more as

the leading shade. They are quite will-

ing for the most part to let New York
make the break a season ahead. This

applies to both wool and silk fabrics.

Lighter and sapphire blues, those

along the peacock order and light clear

blues for evening wear are spoken of

very highly.

Greys are receiving a good deal of at-

tention just now. One manufacturer of

dresses during the month got out

range of some dozen or more models,

all featuring grey in voile and voile and

silk combinations, which are very at-

tractive. Browns, too, are quite popular

just now. Black-and-white patterns are

selling well and are expected to be quite

strong when people pass out of the gaily

colored Spring season. A deep rose and

a certain amount of green are looked

upon by eome authorities as good buys.

"They always accompany .a"terra cotta

season," said one large manufacturer.

TWO LARGE LONDON DRYGOODS
STORES COMBINE

It was announced at an extraordinary

general meeting that Debenhams Ltd.,

and Marshall and Snelgrove, Ltd., were

to combine. The identification of in-

terests is to be completed by Debenhams

Ltd. purchasing the whole of the shares

of Marshall and Snelgrove, Ltd. It was

further proposed to issue £700,000 of

5 ¥2 per cent, first mortgage debenture

stock and £L000,000 &Vz per cent, cumu-

lative first preference share to provide

for the development of foreign trade and

manufacturing, rebuilding, etc.

GINGHAM WEEK
Hundreds of merchants throughout the

United States are taking up with energy

the plan for a "National Gingham

Week," to begin April 2L Ginghams in

the piece and made up are to be featured

in all the new stripe and plaid designs

of both" imported and home manufactured

goods. Already reports from all over

state that gingi^ams have been a leading

item in the cotton goods departments,

and that the week following Easter will

witness tremendous sales of it.



IS LINEN CENTRE TO SHIFT?
United States and Japan Seek Slice of Linen Trade—Irish Mills Have Difficulties to Face,

But Have Asset of Long and Successful History in the Industry

IT is evident that the Irish linen trade

is face to face with many adverse

conditions. Inquiry is good enough,

but transactions are few, and delivery

from stocks that are fast being depleted

is anything but rapid, while large stocks

are not held because of the uncertainty

as to the future trend of prices. Gov-
ernment action is responsible for a fall-

ing off in output, which, in turn, is lead-

ing to shorter hours of working, with re-

sort to the unemployment donation to

.make up the difference to the workers
thus affected. The high price of flax has

kept back private orders, and both in

quantity and quality it has to be conceded

that tiie Irish supply of fibre has been far

from superior. Clearly it is time for

great caution.

In America the market is reported as

inactive. At all events, new orders of

importance are small; and many in the

trade out there are becoming sceptical

whether a number of lines of linens will

ever attain the position occupied before

the war, the belief in substitutes having
strengthened so much as to give them
what appears to be a permanent niche in

all popular lines. Added to this is the

proposal that the United States should

set up a linen industry of their own.
Hitherto the States have confined them-
selves to the manufacture of cotton and
silk goods. Linen fabrics have been pro-

duced only in a nominal way, and reliance

was placed before the war entirely, or

almost entirely, on the Irish producers.

Significant reference to what is on foot

is made in an official statement issued by
the Bureau of- Foreign and Domestic
Commerce at Washington. Thus it is de-

clared that the situation created by the

war has given an opportunity to those

interested in flax and linen; the fact is

emphasized that linen fabrics have been
already successfully manufactured, and,

it is argued that "the present world
shortage of high-grade textile fibres"

lends itself to the development of a home
linen industry. The use of the auto-

matic loom on linen fabrics is pointed to

as solving some of the difficulties; but
as against this it should be mentioned
that the loom in use in the States, the

Hattersley type, is only adaptable to

coarse fabrics.

Mr. Alfred S. Moore, in a recent article

on this subject, is not satisfied that
America will have all the success her
bureaucrats anticipate. "The success,"

he says, "of linen production by Austria,

and now by Japan—the latter bound to be
a stiff rival in the Far East and South
America, and largely fostered by the edu-
cation given to Japanese students at the
Belfast Municipal Technical Institute

—

has dissipated the old idea that our Irish

climate meant a monopoly for us in linen

production. So it is possible that by
chemical and mechanical helps America

can similarly attain some degree of suc-

cess. But what is just as important as
capital and energy is the skill of the

operatives, which is probably as heredi-

tary as acquired. In this respect Ameri-
ca must keep on struggling."

Be that as it may, the Irish linen trade

must be alive to the danger with which
it is confronted. It must take into ac-

count not only the resources of American
capital and energy employed in the set-

ting up of a distinctive linen industry.

The igiQ Type
There will be many afternoon gowns
this year worn in lines following
those illustrated here. The skirt is

draped to a side point and very nar-
row at the ankles. The bodice is

beautiful with a dainty vestee collar

and sleeve ends of organdie threaded
with narrow moire ribbon. Blue fou-
lard is the material used. The smart
hat is of rose taffeta and black Milan.

but also the risk of an increased tariff

on imported linens. Moreover, it must
not lose sight of the statement which

has been circulated that the Committee

on Foreign Relations of the United

States Chamber of Commerce have form-

ulated a resolution for "mutual under-

standing and good will between America

and the new Democracies of Central

Europe." We hear on this side of the

Atlantic of refusals to deal with the Cen-

tral European countries for a term of

years following the peace. The question

arises—Are we going to allow America

to step in and capture these markets?

Trade is a very tangible asset, and m
peace time it knows no boundaries. Ap-

parently, therefore, we must accept with

a good deal of reserve the story conveyed

to us by some American authorities that

many millions of Americans have agreed

to buy nothing at any time from Austria

or Germany. A very brief study of the

economic and competitive forces at work

helps to convince that we shall require

heavy safeguards against encroachments

on the preserves that we have so labor-

iously, and with such expenditure of

money and brains, tended through the

years that are past. The Irish Linen

Corporation's publicity campaign in the

States is bound to evolve ways and

means of making known the impossibility

of producing linen equal to texture, finish

and durability to that of the Ulster mills

and bleach greens; but other steps are

essential to save our great industry from

the dangers that threaten it One of

these should be the relaxation of Govern-

ment control. It has been a grievous

vexation all through the war period; it is

stifling in its effects to-day, and until it is

lifted and full freedom given to manufac-

turers and merchants there can be no con-

tentment and no encouragement for the

skill and business capacity that are to us

such invaluable factors.—"The Irish

Draper," Dublin.

LIEUT. WORTH RETURNS

Lieut. Walter G. Worth, son of Mr.

Dyson Worth, of the Bonner-Worth Co.,

Peterborough, Ont., has returned home..

Lieut. Worth enlisted with the 93rd Bat-

talion in Peterborough, and was trans-

ferred to the 18th Battalion. After re-

ceiving a severe wound at Vimy Ridge

he was sent to a hospital in England..

Immediately after recovering from his

wounds he was appointed to the Wool

Commission for Canada, residing at the

High Commissioner's office in London.

As he had the work fully organized, and

the wool control is gradually easing up,

he four.d it possible to resign his posi-

tion and leave it in other hands. His

resignation was hastened by the fact of

his father's serious illness, from which.

he is happily now recovering.
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Prices for Fine Woollen Goods Remain
High for the Present—Some U.S.

Firms Offering Reductions in

Medium Grades
A number of the large United States

mills are holding off their Fall prices as
long as possible owing to the uncertain-
ty which still prevails. One large firm
whose Fall lines were reported in last
month's DRY GOODS REVIEW states
that its prices for medium grade goods
Mere lower than last year's figures, and
for that reason several lines are already
sold up, chiefly to the cutting-up trade.
Other firms where cuts have been an-
nounced are doing the same kind of busi-
ness so that it looks as if made-up gar-
ments are going to be offered below the
prices which have prevailed so far. While
fine goods remain high, there will
scarcely be maintained as big a gap be-
tween the medium and high grades as
exists at present, say those familiar with
New York conditions. Nevertheless, no
reductions are imminent in the better
grade merchandise, and openings are be-
ing held off while ordering is brisk in

the other lines. Buyers are said to be
looking for fancy colors and weaves for
Fall in both men's and women's goods.
So far as Canadian mills are concern-

ed they are filled up with orders for the
present on the staple types of fabrics
which they produce, and there seems
little likelihood of prices receding this
year. The Canadian market does not
depend so much upon "overnight" fluc-
tuations as does that of New York, since
there is not such a variety in novelty
nor even in regular output here. There
is a certain amount of expense of labor
and wool, etc., in each yard produced,
and prices are fixed accordingly for
some months at a time. There is little

change anticipated therefore in offerings
this year While a certain amount of
speculating was carried on in Canada
during the past year, unloading has not
affected the markets here as it has in

the United States where, it is reported,
all classes of people were storing up
serges before last November. One bar-
Tier had S5,000 worth of serge stored over
his shop! In this country soeculation
was pretty much confined within the
trade and holders knew the trade well
enougli to know who was short of goods
and where they could "get from under"
without too much slaughtering.

Mo'-e complaints seem to be registered
in cuttinir prices of silks than of woollens,
of late. The large wholesalers are pretty
well stocked with woollen fabrics, having
placed orders for this Spring sometime
before there was any word of peace, and
the mills were enabled to fill orders bet-
ter than.they anticipated when the orders
wore placed. Business has been a little

slow ever since November, though in

"most cases it compares about equally
with last year. "It has cost us more to

do business than it did a year ago," said

one wholesaler, "simply because we have
had to carry the bigger stocks." "It has
meant more work for travellers this

.season than a year ago." siid another.
"This season the salesmen have to sell,

wliLTeas a year a<ro business came in

easily. It looks as if there will be plenty
of material to be had when retailers
come into the market to place orders for
Fall, but they will find little change in

prices as already stated. Especially in

English goods will prices continue firm
for there is very little to be had over
there and no speculators' stocks to be
gotten rid of. This is the opinion of
some half dozen wholesalers and retail

buyers who have recently returned from
ICngland. "Nothing to be had," is the
gist of all their findings in regard to

woollen fabrics.

OLD PRINTS REVIVE
New Cotton Fabrics Show Old English

Calico Effects—Other Novelties

Appear

A tendency towards Roman striped

ginghams is predicted by one of the
leading New York houses. Already a
certain amount of them have been sell-

ing. They are quite a novelty after the
dominance of plaids and cheeses for so
long. Some other reports state that in

fine ginghams black and yellow color

combinations have been the best sellers.

Certainly yellows seem to be quite the

fashionable shade in children's Summer
clothing this year.

A new fine wide print was out April

1. The styles are fashioned after those

of the old English prints, which have
recently become popular. They show
little old English calico figures, some
on stripes and in some plaids are used
with overprinted figures. The shades

are claimed to be very satisfactory and
in such variety as Copenhagen blue,

helio, old rose, tans, greys, olive green,

etc. There are 20 different styles, of

five different colors each. These calico

effects are quite popular at Palm Beach
just now for morning dresses and in

chiffons and Georgettes for more for-

mal wear. Patterns in red and white

are given special favor. Some of the

neckwear houses are already showing
vests and waistcoats in these English

prints.

A big range of fancy linings is to be

had. They include perhaps more small

and close patterns than formerly and

affect the coloring anH finish of silks.

Some show batik backgrounds, others

fine brocaded effects.

Voiles of fine quality continue to ap-

pear in the shops in greater and greater

variety of pattern and color combina-

tion. The allover effects and small de-

signs are regarded with approval, and

there is also a big proportion introduc-

ing mixed colorings, though not strong

contrasts. The designs may be decided,

but the colors blend.

As was predicted in the Spring (Janu-

ary) issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW,
a big demand is developing for plain

colored goods in the cotton suitings and
other wash fabrics. Organdies do not

interest Canadian dress goods buyers,

and only to a very limited extent the

cutting-up trade. Voiles, crash, linen-

finished fabrics, chambrays, soft mercer-

ized novelties, poplins, etc., are all liked

in plain blues, white, green, yellow, rose,

raspberry, champagne, fawn, grey and
navy (where a good navy is to be had).

Frequently these materials are combined
with plaid or striped gingham, the fancy
prints described above, or in the case

of afternoon frocks, plain and figured

voiles are being shown combined with
silks.

SUMMER NOVELTIES IN IRISH
FABRICS

A go-ahead Belfast house has a wide
range of new lines for export to Canada,
the outstanding feature of which is the

unique color designing. These have
been supplied by leading London illus-

trated newspaper and magazine artists,

such as "Fish" and Gladys Peto, who
are famous in both color and "black and
white" for quaint originality.

In the treatment of voiles and Georg-
ettes the use in some patterns of

as many as six colors in working out the

individualistic designs of each artist has

produced some delightful effects. The
selection is very wide and even includes

a futurist pattern or two, which the

makers confess are somewhat in the na-

ture of an experiment. Some of the

color schemes have a distinct Oriental

flavor about them, whilst others are al-

most Puritan in their simplicity.

The quality of printing is said to be

excellent and the colors quite fast.

EXPORT OF RAW COTTON FROM
UNITED KINGDOM FREED

Raw cotton, other than Egyptian cot-

ton, is to be transferred to list B. This

means that it may now be exported to

destinations within the Empire.

H. F. Pearce, manager for Canada of

Dent, Allcroft & Co , glove manufactur-

ers, has left on an extended business

trip to London, Eng.

Simons Ladies Wear, Ltd., Montreal,

have absorbed the waist department of

the Quality Waist & Dress Co. and are

moving to larger premises, at 591 St.

Catherine St. W., on the first of May.

IMPORTS FROM SWITZERLAND
• The secretary of the London

Chamber of Commerce has receiv-

ed a letter dated March 13, from
the Controller of the Department
of Import Restrictions, bearing the

following information: "Permis-
sion is being granted regular im-

porters to bring in the second

quuiterly allowance of their 1917

ration, any time they may feel dis-

posed to import, between now and
August 31. 1919. This will make
50 per cent, of the total 1917 ra-

tion."

This will probably mean that

silks, cotton embroideries, and
machine-made cotton lace, etc.,

from Switzerland will, through
Etmlish importers, reach this coun-

try during the Summer.
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WHAT IS TO BECOME OF AERO-
PLANE LINEN

A Knotty Problem for the Trade
The fate of forty million yards of

aeroplane linen, which has cost the Gov-
ernment seven million pounds sterling,

is at present exercising the minds of all

classes of Irish linen trade.

The textile workers of Belfast district

shouldered by far the largest share of

work entailed in producing this cloth,

which has amounted to about four-fifths

of entire output of looms since war be-

gan.

Government contracts terminate at

the end of this month and since this

enormous stock cannot possibly be con-

sumed by the state, it will have to be

placed on the market at prices which
will keep the taxpayer's hands out of

his pockets.

It has been suggested in the daily

press that an ideal way out of difficulty

would be to popularize the fabric for

ladies' wear during the summer and at

the seaside. This sounds very ideal, but

the cost price is placed at the lowest

figure from 3s. 6d. to 4s. a yard, and the

retail price of dress fabric as 7s. per

yard. Even supposing this were feasible

the selling price of colored linen dress

material is to-day 3s. 6d. a yard, and
people are asking why prices do not

drop.

The Linen is Heavy and Brown

One Belfast linen merchant, whose
opinion is worthy of note, states that the

linen is o.uite unsuited for ladies'

dresses. In the first place, it is brown
in color, and would cost an additional

sixpence a yard to bleach. The value of

linen would be lowered in the process,

"whilst the cost would be increased to 4s.

or 4s. 6d. per yard. But even bleached

it would not be suitable on account of

lieavy weight, which would make it un-

popular.

It is too narrow for sheets and would
require a seam in it if used for this pur-

pose. For handkerchiefs it is too coarse,

although it might be used for collars if

the price were not prohibitive, and it

could be disposed of as a commercial
proposition. There is such a scarcitv of

linen articles at the present time that

sheets, which, in 1914 were being sold

for 35s., are to-day costing £8 a pair.

The prospect of linen prices running
down the scale is extremely unlikely

for some time to come. Stocks are near
exhaustion point, and it is unlikely that

manufacturers will replace them with

flax costing five times what it did in

1914. All agree that unless unforeseen

developments occur, Russia must remain
in possession of the key to the linen door.

LINENS

Wider Call for Union Fabrics Not
Viewed With Optimism by Belfast

Interests

LINENS.—New developments seem to

be lacking, according to information

gathered from importers. Prices, of

course, remain high on the other side,

as they must until more flax becomes
available or the Government changes its

attitude. Manufacturers in Belfast

seem a bit anxious over the future of

their product, especially since of late

they have noted a wider call for union

fabrics. Through the decline in cotton,

a shading of price is possible on some
classes of this material. Producers look

on it as an undesirable competitor of

pure linen. Some merchants in Belfast

are forecasting that union constructions

of many grades may shortly be estab-

lished as market staples. Even hand-

kerchief cloths are not excepted from

this forecast.

The publicity campaign for Irish

linens goes on and has been extended to

Canada. It is now stated that the or-

ganization of linen firms behind the

movement have in mind the establish-

ment of a brand to cover all their mer-

chandise. How this feature will appeal to

those mills which have established

brands of their own is not stated, but

it is believed that the brand of the Irish

Linen Society might be used as supple-

mentary to any existing brands.

As time goes on merchants here are

impressed with the actual need for lower

prices before a desirable current of

linen orders may be resumed. The tax

levied to carry on the publicity cam-

paign must in the last analysis add

something to the cost of the goods.

Some merchants now see in the adver-

tising an effort to hold potential de-

mand for linens during a period when

it may not be possible to bring enough

yardage to this country to maintain the

usual distribution.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ansley have
moved from Kingston to Colborne, Ont.,

where Mr. Ansley has become managet*

of the Fensom and Smith Co. He was
formerly a traveler for the W. R. Brock

Co., and before leaving Kingston wad
presented with a handsome electric

library lamp by the local travelers.

Woollen Goods
(Continued from page 28)

sections. The Eastern dealers are quite

at sea as to the future, but for the bet-

ter class of fleece wools none of them

is advising that much over 40 cents be

paid; indeed, it would seem as if the

person who should pay in excess of 40

cents would be likely to find that he

had "bought into a loss."

The Foreign Market

The strike situation at the River Plate

is not entirely cleared up, judging from

recent cables thence. The Government

apparently has not got the situation in

hand so well as had been hoped, al-

though offerings of wool are being made
from Buenos Ayres this week with the

expectation that shipping will be in nor-

mal condition there once more within

a month. These offerings show no

change in price for wools of half-blood

grade or finer, but wools of three-

eights grade and lower are offered at

a decline of about 10 per cent., and pur-

chases have been made this week on the

basis of that reduction, which is about

the extent to which wools of this type

and grade have declined here as a re-

sult of the lowering of the Government
upset prices on Tuesday la«t.

Offerings continue to be made from
Montevideo at about recent rates, al-

though the medium to low crossbreds

are quotably lower also.

The situation at the cape is still firm,

with English topmakers still taking-

some wool and Japanese and American
competition adding somewhat to the tone

of the market.

The London colonial wool sales open

Wednesday this week with an offering

of 80,000 bales, or 10,000 bales per day,

equal to about 3,250,000 pounds, or just

about one-third of the quantity of wool

offered in the Boston market last Satur-

day morning and handled in two hours.

It is expected in English wool circles

that medium and fine cross breds, espe-

cially, will be up all of 5 per cent, above

the Government withdrawal limits and

that merinos will be strong, while low

crossbreds are in a doubtful position.

Current Private Transactions

There has been a little business in

the local market this week on private

account and at prices which are fully

firm all around, except that medium
to low wools, except pulled wools, are

naturally off in sympathy with the

wools of similar character in the auc-

tions. Pulled wools are getting in

limited supply, especially as regards

staple wool and more especially as re-

lates to the fine pulled wools. Nearly

all good staple wools have been sold

ahead by the pullers already and the

wools still to be had are held very firmly

indeed. Noils likewise are firm as quoted

last week.
Receipts of wool for the week ending

March 29, according to the returns to

the Chamber of Commerce, were 2,586,-

000 pounds of domestic wool, compared
with 1.582,595 pounds last year and

2,084,126 pounds in the previous week
and 3,921,940 pounds of foreign wool

compared with 3,581,283 pounds in 1918

and 4,634,569 pounds in the preceding

week.
Shipments for the week were 3,688,000

pounds, against 6,481,266 pounds a year

ago and 1,848,000 pounds the preceding

week.

Mr. H. Muller, of Wilson & Cohen,

Toronto, leaves early in April to visit

the markets of Switzerland, France and
London with a special view to investi-

gating the silk situation there.

Messrs. Wilson & Cohen, Toronto,

have opened a branch office in Montreal,

It will be in charge of Mr. R. East,

formerly of the Henderson & Smythe
Co.

The secretary of the War Purchasing

Commission at Ottawa is asking for

tenders at once for the sale of surplus

military and naval stores, including

cloth, new and second-hand clothing,

tents, blankets, leather, etc.
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"SPERO" MAKE on Selvedge

ii jour protection and our guarantee of quality

«iSPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALU E AT
EVERY PRICE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOODS.
" The Best in the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

MILLS ON MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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STEELCLAD GALATEAS
STAND THE RUB OF THE TUB
For Smart Dresses, Frocks, Middies, Rompers and Play-Suits.

Distinguished for Strength and DurabiHty— Guaranteed Fast

Colours.

The Dominion Textile Company, Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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Fabrics You Can Depend Upon
Sure to Sell, Sure to Satisfy

ISIS 3

iiiiiii!iiiii!Biw^*M&^

The productions of the Calico Printers' Association, Ltd., are known all

over the world for dependability and a unique multiplicity of fabric and

design, all carefully adapted with the sureness gained by long experience,

to the market they are intended to supply.

An entirely new cloth, already In great demand, and an
assured success.

Cepea Serge is a heavy, firm-textured Cotton Fabric with a
Serge finish, used for Day and Night wear for Ladies, Men
and Children. Guaranteed unshrinkable and fast in colours.

Light and dark grounds in 108 ways. Stripes, spots, etc., and plain shades in black,
indigo, navy, blue, pink, helio, green, brown, etc. Width 30 inches.

The Cotton Fabric with
the Serge Finish

g^^ 5 carry a guar-

vxrum s f,"*«^ ,v
^

thoroughly re-

liable print of
British make.
The range
comprises a
vast assort-
ment of colour-

ings, Indigo,
Red, Black, Butcher Blue, Blue-greys,
Black-greys, and White grounds, Shirt-
ings, Covers and Fancies. Width 32
inches. With Selvedge mark "Crum's
Standard."

um s

Standard
Prints

Orfaaixw
A dainty, attractive

m a t e r ial containing

over 50% of pure
Merino wool and constituting the nearest

approach to ordinary Wool Delaine on

the market. Works well, washes well,

wears well. In an unusually large variety

of exclusive designs.

wolie de
(jRine

is a .superfine

voile in unique
colourings, of

wide width,
silky finish and
up to date de-

signs.

From Wholesale only. In case of diffi-

culty write to :

—

CalicoBlnters^AssQClatloiiLld

St. James Bldgs., MANCHESTER
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favored Sill^s

for

Spring and Summer

7149 GEORGETTE CREPE

Filmy as cobweb, yet so strongly

woven [that it wears like a handker-

chief, this [R. & S. GEORGETTE
CREFE is an ackncwledgfci leader.

6294 CREPE ^E^ECR

Its rich blccm end charming drap-

ing CjUalitifs [ Pave rrede R. & S.

CFEFE IVEIECR the synonym for

silk beauty.

1371 SATIN CHAF1VEL5E

Chosen for handsorr.e gowns be-

cause of its rare lustre and pliant

grace, R. & S. SATIN CHARMEUSE
is increasingly in demand.

All of these[ R. & S. Silks Supreme are incom-

parable in the^^bcauty and range of their colorings.

Other R. & S. Silks Supreme

R. & S. SILK AND \^CCL POPLINS
R. & S. FANCY S1LKL& COITCN POPLINS

KREPOPLYN
CREPOLYN

,^

.iC7

.i d

X

!/

REILING ^ SCHOEN incorporated
(?arl SchoerifPresiderft

260 FOURTH AVENUE s NEWYORK CITY
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^:>

A.G.B, /S^» Fabrics

on yellow ^^^^ boards only
'''

>'««^nIilsIU^^'>

Made in France

Manufacturers of Georgette Crepes, Ninons, Chiffons

and Crepe de Chines.

We are prepared to supply your wants for

Immediate and Fall Deliveries.

Write us for particulars.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg.. Toronto

Adelaide 3062

ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A. B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams: " Subdue London."

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and
Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES SHEPHERD CHECKS
CHEVIOTS FACE CLOTHS
TWEEDS SPONGE CLOTHES
TARTANS EOLIENNES
WHIPCORDS ARMURES
SUITINGS GEORGETTES
COATINGS FANCIES

During the season our representative in the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,
London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries
should be addressed to him as follows: H. D. Marshall, c o Thompson, Ahern
& Co., 40 Yonge St., Toronto.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heaii: of the London Diy Goods
Trade.
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"When Bedtime Comes"

LISTA PURE SILKS

not only make exquisite Blouses, Shirts

and Pyjamas, but are simply ideal for

Children's Dresses and Sleepmg Suits.

In the clothmg of your merry, rompmg
boys and girls quality counts; it is here

in wear and washing- that

LISTA SILKS ARE SUPREME
Manningham Mills, Bradford, England

Agcrx is: ^

HENDERSON & SMYTH
'\^Toronto and Montreal
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JERSEY CLOTH

Women, who aim to zxprtss tktJ and

CMij ofOndiVidualiiu,wear^iandwar(i

Herszu Qotli for T)re^st6£oais,Juits

and^kirU for Joiun or Louniru.

IT WII,L REPAY YOU IN REPUTATION AND SATISFACTION
TO BUY DRESSES, SUITS AND SKIRTS FROM MANUFACTUR-
ERS WHO USE RUDOLPH SCHREIBER'S JERSEY CLOTH,
ALWAYS LABELLED STANDWARE, BECAUSE IT STANDS WEAR

IlfOi^Jbroadiuau ^eiu Uorl:^
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National
Gingham

week
April 21-26

%Miid
(^trad.e marK)

the best g^ing^ham

LASSICS
(Reg a US Pat Off)

nationally popular and re liable

ask your jobber

Sold by New York.

SMITH.HOGG Gf CO. 5oston.Chicago.

Standard Brands ade in the U.S.A.
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MALLINSON'S PRINTED SILKS
developed in PUSSY WILLOW. INDESTRUCTIBLE VOILE

INDESTRUCTIBLE CREPE, RUFF-A-NUFF
(ALL REGISTERED TRADE MARKS)

An amazing versatility, elusive radiance and colors and designs of exceptional origin-

ality, make these glorious silks incomparable for every purpose.

MALLINSON'Q
i 1 Silks deluxe O

establish a precedent in the art of printing silks.

The name on the selvage marks the genuine.

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY, Inc.
"The New Silks First"

MADISON AVENUE, 31st STREET. NEW YORK
GEORGE DAWSON, Agent, 516 New Birks Building. Montreal, Canada

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 nil I IIIIIImm//////////////
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ESTABLISHED 1803.

John Hall, Limited

1 1 Mosley Street, Manchester

Manufacturers of

Bedford Cords, Piques,

Marcellas, Welts, etc.,

White and Colored-woven

Cotton, Mercerised and

Artificial Silk Vestings.

Cable Address "CZARINE" ABC Code -Fifth Edition.

Wide -Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-

dict for their ability to supply the

public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades

Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flannelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the

foolish mistake of delayed buy-

ing.

^^leaccfv

'^.eXt^XHUACtr^^^

special Notice
On and after May 1st, we shall carry a

Stock in Montreal of

Pure Wool Scotch Tweeds
u jy

ON ACCOUNT OF

HEATHER MILLS COMPANY
SELKIRK, SCOTLAND

We are also offering for immediate delivery

SPECIAL VALUES
IN

ALL WOOL SERGES
TABLE LINENS, HANDKERCHIEFS, ETC.

INQUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & Co.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING

10 VICTORIA STREET, MONTREAL

Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades
FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

(JREY

RABBITS
DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

04:. S(. I»;ml St, Montreal
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Irish Linen "Wings of Victory"

Sprang from good Canadian stock

W OULD not your most patriotic Canadian customer buying Irish linen

respond richly to the truth that the strong Irish linen web on the wings of

Allied airplanes was woven from flax grown from good Canadian seed?

There is a sound Canadian strain in every fibre of some of the finest Irish Linen
you import and retail. The facts—which have an important business signi-

ficance for every Canadian merchant handling linen— are found in THE
FINANCIAL POST of April 5th.

Every week THE FINANCIAL POST comes before you with a message of profit-mak-
ing interest. Its editorial contents each week cover the Canadian business field com-
prehensively and constructively. To read THE POST every week understandingly is to
develop a breadth of business knowledge which has a cash value, whether you are
employer or assistant, or if you occupy any business position of responsibility.

Read over this outline of some contents of recent issues of

The Financial Post
Realize the business value of being able to talk and act with sure knowledge of these

matters in your dealings with other business men.

The Post of March 29th, 1919,
CONTAINS:

The Menace of Confiscatory Legislation
Shareholders of G.T.R. Entitled to a Bettor Deal
TariflF Amendment a Poor Political Move
Where is Capital to Come From?
Lord Shaughnessy on the Labor Problem
C.P.R. Will Put Confidence in Public Opinion
The Increase in Current Loans Still Continues
West's Problems Considered by Loan Cos.
New Steel Prices List Evidently a Compromise
Construction Plans of C.P.R. Announced
General Electric Coming Back to Peace Basis
Engineer Murphy Attacks Hydro Policy
More American Capital for Canada

The Post of April 5th, 1918,
CONTAINS:

An Opening for Canada in Irish Linen Industry
Trust Company is Formed by Merchants' Bank
Labor Commission Will Aid Industry
Fairbanks-Morse Shows 44.38 Per Cent, on Common
C.P.R.'s Position Was Maintained During Year
A Canadian U.S. Alliance in Bank Field

Big Bond Issue for an Eastern Pulp Company
Building Costs Not Likely to be Lower
Big Market in Sight for Canada's Paper
U.S. Railroads Are Ignoring Steel Prices

Germans "Saved Materials From British"

Canada is Now Buying Less in United States

THE above are only a few of the many subjects of real profit-making interest to active men of affairs

which have been dealt with by expert writers and editors in THE POST recently. THE POST will

keep you informed on Canadian business matters in a way unrivalled by any other publication. A
good plan—and one followed by a number of leading executives—is to have an assistant receive and read
THE POST carefully, marking special items to which your attention should be drawn. Send for a sub-
scription to-day for yourself or for your assistant. The price is $3.00 per year, and you have only to fill

in this form.

The MacLean Publishing Co.,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST every week till further ordered. I will pay subscription price, $3.00

per year, on receipt of bill, or you may draw on me for this.

Name

D.G.R. Ap.
Address

.

THE POST of April 12th is a Special Insurance Issue,
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^ Modern Millinery Shop
View of Mrs. Allan J. Smith's store at 744 Yonge St., Toronto. The curtains at the left are drawn back t«
show the private show rooms. At the right are cabinets with mirror doors where surplus stock is kept and
at the back is the workroom.

SPECIALIZATION SUCCESSFUL IN MILLINERY
The Store is an Individuality Expressive of its Owner—There are Customers for all Types-

Some Points in the "Art Work" of Mrs. Allen J. Smith

THE busy throngs of Toronto
people who pass daily to and from
business in the Yonge and Bloor

streets district and the increasing num-
ber of well-to-do shoppers as well, do
not omit as a matter of habit to glance
into certain shop windows, which never
fail to present one or two definite ideas.

For twelve years the millinery shop of

Mrs. Allan J. Smith, at 744 Yonge St.,

has been one of those which have com-
manded an initial respect by the very

dignity of their windows. One does not

look in those windows to see hats trim-

med with carrots or tin wheels or ban-

anas! The windows are narrow at either

side on the street and long from the

sidewalk to the entrance door. They arc

unpretentious, and yet the two hats

which are displayed in either window
carry always that idea of thought and
discrimination which appeals to the care-

fully gowned woman—and her husband.
A busy passerby cannot carry half a

dozen impressions of hats down town
and back. He—or she—is much more
likely to come back at leisure with a

distinct memory of a model which ap-

pealed, if the model is given a ch;ince

to make its appeal and not crowded in

with a window full of millinery. Mrs.
Smith sells a great deal from her win-
dows by showing the few carefully

selected hats and placing different ones
there every day.

Private Show Room.s

On entering this shop one is greeted

by a pleasant, but not elaborate, ar-

rangement of the room. Grey wicker
furniture with chintz cushioned seats, a
plain grey carpet, walls covered with
paper of verdure pattern in greys, mir-
rors, of course; four or five hats on tall

stands; these are the factors contribut-

ing to the pleasantness of the "waiting
room." Beyond this room, at the left

hand side, ar^e partitioned off with grey
velour portieres, three smaller rooms,
where individual customers are shown
hats privately. Each of these rooms
has a grey stand, mirrors and a couple

of chairs. That it is not pleasant for

customers to select a hat under the

scrutiny of strangers, is Mrs. Smith's

reason for supplying the convenience of

private rooms, and this consideration for
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store is largely responsible for the large

numbers of purchasers. A customer is

more at ease in a private room and can

place all her attention upon her selec-

tion. She is more likely to be certain of

what she buys and not leave to be dis-

covered later some view or feature

which is not altogether becoming. Sat-

isfaction is nearly always assured in

this way.

Convenient to the private rooms, be-

ing just across the aisle from them, are

grey cupboards with long mirror doors,

where models not on display are kept.

These are shown freely to the customer.

Likes Customers to Feel Free

When asked by DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW whether she used the telephone

to call the attention of individual cus-

tomers to new models which have come
in, Mrs. Smith explained that she did

this rarely, for the reason that she

wants her customers to feel perfect free-

dom in coming in. at any time and ex-

amining what she has, and people realize

by now that she has new things coming'

along continually.

Though situated in a city which is con-

sidered one of the largest millinery

centres in Canada, Mrs. Smith goes her-

self to New York four times a year and
selects models largely for use in her
worki'ooms. Sometimes her profit on
buying and selling a New York model
does not amount to more than $8 or $4.

but it may have been of a great deal

more value than that in furnishing

ideas for other models in her own shop.

It is very necessary to maintain indi-

viduality in one's millinery, Mrs. Smith
believes, and appreciating that, her cus-

tomers are willing to pay for individual-

ity in sizes. "Indeed the store itself is

an individuality and indicates the indi-

viduality of the owner," she remarked.
"People who respond to the character-

istics of this store for example, will

probably be suited here, and we take

pleasure in endeavoring to please them.

There are others who never would be

suited here. I find it is more satisfac-

tory to develop and express one's own
ideas of what is artistic, than to make
up something of which you do not ap-

prove yourself, even though you know
someone will buy it. It is useless to

hope to please every type of purchaser.

One could not do it in a store of this

size. Those who want a certain type of

hat will go to the store which special-

izes in it. There are customers for all

types of store."

There are some who would read into

this an independent attitude, but it is

not so. It is simply a realization of the

value of specializing. Mrs. Smith stated

frankly that there are women who come
in whom she knows at once she could

not please, and that there are other

milliners who could. It is the trend of

practically all successful business at

present to specialize, and Mrs. Smith has

built up a very satisfactory clientele on

that principle.

Becomingness vs. Price

As stated above, owing to her win-

dows and to her location, there are new
people coming in rontinually to try on

hats. To these new ones Mrs. Smith
shows the hat which suits well. The
matter of price does not interfere with

showing hats which are becoming. One
must use judgment, of course, and size

up the new customer carefully. In so

doing and then fitting on a hat which
looks unquestionably well, one often sells

a really good hat where the purchaser

might have been satisfied, though less

enthusiastic, with a more medium priced

and less attractive model.

The reader can surely picture now
the bright, kindly, thoughtful little wo-
man who manages the store in ques-

tion and realize that her business in

its ideal conception as well as in its

practice, is a fine art.

hat. The originator of this startling
chapeau says that it took eight hours
a day for eight days to produce this
marine specimen.

WHY NOT .MAKE LP A FEW?
Dainty little hats in jade green

hiive been taken up by two or

three of the leading shops in New
York during the past month. No
other color is introduced. Some
are made entirely of taffeta and
others have soft bands of breast

feathers in jade. These are con-

sidered especially becoming to gol-

den or black hair.

A NEW SPECIMEN FRO.M BOSTON
From staid old Boston—the city of cod

and mackerel, beans and pedigrees

—

contes one of the most novel millinery

creations of the season. It is the "fish"

hat. It is modelled after the mackerel,
white in color. A profile view reveals

the silhouette of the fish quite distinctly,

with its tail poised upward, its "fins" and
gleaming eyes in evidence. Celluloid

petals give the head, tail and fin effects

and smaller ones cover the whole of the

SUMMER MILLINERY SHOWING
FOLLOWS EASTER

The Retail Millinery Association of
America believes that a distinct Summer
season, if carefully attended to, would
mean excellent business throughout the
trade and therefore they are launching
a campaign for its development. The
week beginning April 21 is set apart for
showing ideas for the first definite

Summer season. Invitations are being
sont to millinery buyers in South
America, Canada, Australia, China and
elsewiiere.

FLTURE HOLDS OPPORTUNITIES
(Continued from page 21)

long period of unrestrained money
spending and accepting the wise axiom,
that "there is a time for paying as well
as a time for borrowing," we feel that
these necessarily extravagant four years
must be balanced by efforts in the other
direction.

The whole world is in a most unusual
condition and there is a certain amount
of rocking the boat going on everywhere.
I cannot help thinking that the rocking
will be less severe and dangerous here
than in most other countries. What Ger-
many docs in the future in her commerce
we, outside of her borders, cannot yet as-

sume to know, but we may be sure of

one thing, while the Germans, as a na-
tion led by unwise military leaders, have
been beaten in this world-war, the skill,

resourcefulness and initiative in the in-

dividual German's mind still remains,
and for the rest of the world to count
them out in the race for commercial de-

velopment will in my judgment be a
serious error.

New Hat
Shapes

The "Merry Widow" is

the name given to the
top hat shown. The
crown is higher than
those of the original
hats by that name.

And the "Charlie Chap-
lin" sailor coming next
has a slightly wider brim
than the "Mary Pick-
ford" shown last month.
Tt has the trimming at
the back but no bandeau.

A new development of
the popular poke effect
appears below. All three
are lisere models.

Shown by the New
York Hat Mfg. Company,
Montreal.
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ANNA

Originality and Individuality^^

are the qmdllh's most essential

for a sl!!cce^?»liuI April business

GAGE IJATS expressinj^ these

((ualities are being displayed by
both our Chicago and New York
establishments

You are invited

to inspect them
PRODUCERS,
OF CORRECT
MILUMCRV

The Rage of the Day
Transparent Hats of mohair braid,

brims with silk straw or lizerie

crowns, is the last word from the

large millinery centres. Made in

Sailors, Turbans, Pokes and large,

dressy Hats. Price, $24 to $42.

Twenty-four different styles.

Write for one of each.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

We will charge them to you.

The Montreal Hat Co., Limited

15 St. Helen Street

MONTREAL

! New York i*aris Chicago

Furs ofFashion

Neckwear

Coatees

Capes

Muffs

HUDSON SEAL, ERMINE
MINK. GREY SQUIRREL
AUSTRALIAN OPOSSUM

FITCH. SKUNK

SPRING AND SUMMER
FURS

READY FOR DELIVERY

The W. N. Ward Fur Co.

70 Bay Street - TORONTO
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"Plaza" Kolinsky Scarf,
14 X 80, with barrel muff
to match.

For Spring
We can make immediate de-
livery of styles illustrated

and many other attractive
models in

MINK
BEAVER
FOX
ERMINE
ALASKA SABLE
MOLESKIN
KOLINSKY
HUDSON SEAL
SQUIRREL

For Fall

We were exceptionally fortunate in

purchases of skins from which we
will make up Fall, 1919, furs, so

that our salesmen, now out on their

placing trip, can offer you unusual
values in Persian Lamb and Mink,
in which we specialize. Our range
and prices will interest every keen
buyer. You will be quite safe in

booking for next Fall at C. & C.

prices.

Hudson Seal Coatee, trim
med with Kolinsky.

Salesmen now out

with new samples. 'Bronx" Scarf in Mink,
with oval muff to mat«h.

Cummings & Cummings
Montreal
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NO LATE SPRING SLUMP IN PELTS
Prices HoidinR Firm- -Muskrats Tend to Soar to $3 a Skin-

of Shorier Coat.
-Eastern Canada Not in Fa\'or

AS month succeeds month after the

armistice, it is getting more and

more clear that heavy slumps in

prices are not to be. This, it is seen,

will apply to nearly every line of mer-
chandise, and illustrates anew the state-

ment that this war and its aftermath

will not accept anything else in the his-

tory of mankind as a precedent. When
all theories were in favor of an imme-
diate and decided decline in prices of

most commodities, actual results have

shown that prices are coming down very

slowly, where at all. In some cases

scarcity of goods have combined with

continued cost of raw materials to in-

cline prices a little upward instead of

down. This condition of affairs is likely

to be welcomed by the fur trade, that is

under conditions as they are in a large

proportion of districts. For the truth is,

unfavorable circumstances have left

many fur departments with stocks on

hand, and a serious decline in prices

might have meant a loss to them. As a

matter of fact, they will gain in many
cases, because the advance in prices will

more than make up for interest and

other charges, depreciation, etc. At the

same time, DRY GOODS REVIEW has

no compunction for advising depart-

ments just after the armistice was
signed to get rid of all their stocks at

regular prices, rather than risk holding

any over for the next season. This "hold-

over" idea is not a safe one to apply to

any lines where the element of fashion

enters so largely as it does in furs

these days.

No Decline Now Likely for Fall

The end of March sees little indication

of any real change in the prices of pelts,

and it is fairly -safe now to hazard the

opinion that the Fall will not see the

decline that many anticipate. Up to the

present there was a feeling in the minds

of the largest buyers of pelts for manu-
facturing, as well as the smallest, that

there might be a late slump in pfices of

skins in Spring that would have some

effect on the prices for sorting bnsines.-

in Fall. At the time of writing there is

no sign of this. Any jobbers who may
have been stocked up, have either dis-

posed of these at the auctions in the

United States or are able to hold back

for their own prices. Those going out
into the market find prices keeping up
firm in nearly every case, and in some.

A Fall Model
The collar, sleeves, culTs and silhouette

are distinctly those for Fall, 1919. One
may still have the full length if one wishes
it. Shown by LaberRe, Chevalier & Co.,
Montreal.

such as muskrat, there is a tendency to
higher prices. Indeed, some buyers ex-
pect that muskrat prices will soar to $3
a skin before the Fall, as compared with
40 to 50 cents, before the war. If this
were so the pi-ice of Hudson seal coats
for sorting trade can be left to the im-
agination.

Influenza and Mild Weather

Speaking of stocks on hand, this is

attributed to two reasons, especially
where the West is concerned. One is

the late epidemic of influenza which
struck the Western districts later than
in the East, and ran into the Winter.
This demoralized trade for the stores in

scores of places, and, all over, reports-
are that business fell off badly in all

lines, not only furs, ^'ust as it did in the
East about November. Then there was
the additional factor of the mild Winter.
For week after week the Easterner
might have noted reports from the West
that the temperatures were running
much the same as in the East, and this

interfered seriously with sales of the

heavier furs in Western Canada. As a
result, the manufacturers are finding
business a little smaller than in normal
years.

Willing to Pay High Prices

All the makers agree that in the more
fashionable lines, as distinguished from
the staple goods, there is evident a

willingness to pay the higher prices. In

the case of Hudson seal coats, th9?e are

running from 40 to 50 per cent, above
last year, especially in the heavily trim-

med coats. That is, the retailer is show-
ing confidence that the public will spend
as lavishly for the finer fur goods as

'ast year. As the new style in sets runs

a good deal to the larger sizes in stoles,

this again is another indication that

styles will not be much influenced by a

desire for lower prices. It is true that

there is a new demand for the shorter

coat, from a few of the larger cities, as

referred to in last issue, but this in turn

is not attributed to any streak of econ-

omy on the part of the buyer. It is a

matter of fashion to ask for a 30-inch

coat in preference to the more general

40-45 inch one, but Toronto is said to

be the best customer for the shorter
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line, and Montreal and other Quebec

cities have shown no enthusiasm for the

chillier garment so far.

The prospects are opening up for a

good sale for summer furs. Among the

leaders reported so far are mink and

marten, with fitch in fair demand. Fox
would appear to be a little weaker, both

for Summer and for Fall up to the

present.

A Customer's Experience
Do You Cut Your Prices to Certain Cus-

tomers?—Are Your Salespeople

Obsessed With Fear of Losing

a Sale?

Sometimes it seems difficult for the

retailer to broaden his vision to the point

where he appreciates that there is a

difference between merely saying things

about his store until he really believes

them, and keeping a strict watch on his

service and his methods until his sales-

people live up to his claims advertised

day by day.

To cite an instance. This was told to

the writer by the woman who had the

experience. This little incident could not

have happened without the sanction of

the proprietors themselves, for the floor

man as well as the sales w-oman were
involved—and the sales woman displayed

every sign of fear when the vision of a

sale lost came before her. Fear of that

sort only comes as the result of one

policy—the driving of salespeople.

The woman referred to entered a store

of the southwest to purchase a hat. Her
husband was with her. Hats for women
always seem high in price to the man.
The $17.50 hat shown appealed to both

of the people, except that the man
thought the price was too high. The
wife should have left him at the hotel.

Both of them complained about the

price, although it was March and the

hats were getting their first showing.

"Well," said the husband, becoming
impatient, "let us look about a bit.

There's no need to hurry. We can come
back here."

"All right," said his wife.

"I do not like to see you do that," said

the saleswoman, and the look of fear

came to her face. "The hat becomes
you so well that I think it is what you
wish. I'd rather—just wait until I speak
to Mr. ." And she left them hat in

hand to consult a floor man at the head
of the aisle. Soon she returned with the

hat and a smile on her face—a forced
smile, at that.

"I got Mr. to consent to let you
^ave this hat for $12.50." She had
likely received a black mark also.

"Do you mean to say," asked the hus-
band, "that if we had made no complaint
that we would have had to pay you $5
extra for this? How do we know that
the next person may get it for an even
ten?"

"Decidedly not!" said the saleswoman,
the look of fear coming to her face
again. "I want her to have the hat. I'd

rather see it go at this mark than to

.see her not have the best hat for her.

That is why I got an exception made in

her case."

"Come, let us go to a one-price store,"

said the husband. They left this store,

which is supposed to be the better one

of the two in the town, and went to an-

other. At the second store they tried

the same procedure; but were firmly told

that the original price or none went.

They bought.

WILL FREE IMPORTS MAKE LON-

DON AGAIN CENTRE OF
WORLD'S FUR TRADE?

Due to the restrictions placed upon
cargo space, the great world market for

skins moved to America from London,
and peltry from Northern Canada, Rus-
sia and Siberia, went to the United States

for sale. British buyers have .
had to

go to America, but now that import re-

strictions have gone, London may come
into her own again.

The New York Millinery Co., of Hali-

fax, N.S., featured a big sale, March 27,

of Spring merchandise purchased from
wholesalers who suffered a big fire loss

at Quebec. They advertised 3,000 of

"the latest style Spring hats of well-

knov.n wholesales at less than half price,

the salvage stock having been purchased
at less than 25c on the dollar."

Fall Coatee

We have here one of
the newest coatees
being made up for

Fall. It show.s a

straight tine front
and back which ex-

tend into dolman
sleeves of three-quar-
ter length. This
model is of Hud>«on
seal with taupe squir-

rel collar and cuffs

—

a popular combina-
tion. Bv court esv of

W. N. Ward Fur to,,

Toronto.

SIBERIA REI'ORTS TEN MILLION
SQUIRREL SKINS

London, March 30.—Rtuter's learns

that telegrams from Siberia report the

following results for the fur season just

ended:

In ihe Omsk Government 10,000,000

.^quirrei skins. 10,000 skins each of fox
and blue fox, 1,000 of sable, 30,000 of

I'rmint, and 50,000 of hare.

The office of Revillon Freres was de-

sctroyed in a fire at Peace River, Al-

berta, on March 31. Three of the busi-

ness picifces on the Main Street were com-
pletely destroyed. The total loss exceeds
$30,000.

THE LONDON FUR MARKET
A London furrier says that the state-

ment that the fur market has moved to

St. Louis, and that buyers have had to

follow furs to America is somewhat be-

side the mark. The isolation of Russia
^•nd Siberia during the war and the ship-

ping difficulties have had the effect of

putting up prices, but there is, notwith-

standing, a remarkably brisk market in

London. Furs have been filtering

through by various chiumels in good
quantities, and at the present time there

are large stocks in London to be had for

the money. Skins which in pre-war days
were fetching five shillings are now as

much as fifteen, but prices are on
the downward trend. The sales

are expected to take place as usual.
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ABOUT HUDSON SEAL

Hudson Seal is the trade term for

sealdyed muskrats.

HOLLANDER Seal is the quality

term for sealdyed muskrats.

The public nowadays buys quality.

The wise manufacturer sells quality.

Therefore he sells

HOLLANDER SEAL
which is

SOME SEAL!

A. HOLLANDER & SON, Ltd.

Dressing and Dyeing of Furs

Works : N. Y. Office :

64 QUEEN ST. 129 WEST 30th ST.

MONTREAL N. Y. C.
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WINTER FURS
SUMMER FURS
FURS FOR ALL SEASONS

Moose Head Brand
Established in 1852

Unskilled workmen may do their utmost to transform pelts

into garments; but their results are butchery.

The same materials in the hands of true furriers at once

assume beauty and grace.

Our time-tried employees rank as real artists in carrying

out the ideas of our creative corps.

Our output represents the most perfect ensemble of fine

materials and artistic execution.

We are offering for Fall 1919 a beautiful range of samples,

all are masterpieces.

THE HIGHEST GRADE
OF FURS PRODUCED and

THE MOST .RELIABLE

L. GNAEDINGER SON & COMPANY
90, 94 ST. PETER STREET, MONTREAL



DRESS AOGESSOBIES

UMBRELLAS
Qmbrella manufacturers report a

phenomenal demand for colors. "We sell

fifteen colored numbers now to one be-
fore the w^r," said one of the well-known
makers. In fact color and a demand for
high-priced g^oods seem to be the two
outstanding features of the umbrella
trade at present. The manufacturer al-

ready quoted stated also that an um-
brella to sell retail at $12 to $15 was
considered an article either merely for
display purposes or for a presentation,
five years ago, whereas now-a-days, es-

pecially for Christmas selling, orders
from buyers frequently call for five

dozen at once at $90 a dozen. He could
not keep up with the demand for this

high class merchandise.
In colored gootls last year this manu-

facturer sold five times what had pre-

viously been the customary amount. This
year he provided for the first six months
double last year's consumption for the

same period, but the six months' supply
was all sold up and the lines taken off

the road by the third week in March.
He was preparing to go to New York
at once to get what new novelty silks

there w-^re in order to supply the balance
of the Easter call. Other manufacturers
report similar conditions.

The colors favored are first of all

purple; then hunter's green, which is

slightly darker than Paddy; myrtle
green, royal and navy blue. A few reds
and some browns sell, also some of the
fancy shade-s, but the five mentioned
first are the big sellers. The borders
on these silks are neat and narrow, us-
ually along the checked or striped order
and with novelty handle carrying out the
color tone.

Enamel, silver rings, and bakelite are
the three wanted lines in handles, with
bakelite the leader. The enamelled
handles are wood with colored enamel,
sometimes in two tones with the addition
of a dull "silver" spot on the end, or a

couple of "silver" circles. Knobs and
flattened ends are the usual shape in

these. Silver ring.s are plain, running
through a wood handle or very finely

woven chains on the higher-priced silver

handles. Bakelite, however, rules the

field in variety and numbers. This crm-
posilion (of the celluloid family) hsis

been described in previous issues of DRY
GOODS REVIEW, but new design.- an I

color effects are continually appeannj.
The popular rings on these handles aic

quite large, so that the arm may slip

through ea.sily. One reason attributed

for the readiness of people to pay higher
prices for umbrellas this last couple of

years is just the fact that the umbrella
is not so easily lost when a ring, ribbon,

or strap loop is attached for carrying,

and therefore they feel like investing a

little more than they used to and .ho

keeping their turnout smart, even to the

umbrella.

It is interesting to note that the ring-

handles were practically a war-time
necessity since all the finely curved and
gracefully crooked handles before the

war came from Austria. Necessity was
the mother of the invention of bakelite

rings, and they are proving more practi-

cal and interesting than the wooden
handles, which were "in" so long.

The "clubby" style of parasol continues

from last year. The handles are short

and thick, and so are the ends. This

style is easier to carry and less likely

to catch in one's draped skirts when the

ferrule is blunt and thick than if it were
long and slender as formerly. The I'eally

"nobby" numbers for this season have
ends, toothtips and handles to match in

bakelite, though some have only the

bakelite handles, or handle and end.

While manufacturers are showing
practically nothing in the way of light,

fluffy sunshades for hot days, they are

nevertheless keeping in touch with the

novelties coming out in New York and
the South, lest a hot Summer should pro-

vide for many garden parties and other

social functions where ribbons and lace

and embroidery would be prominent.

These malerials are always at hand of

course for making up orders as required,

and that is likely to be what will be

wanted rather than the specially made
fancy umbrella silks. New York is show-
ing several of the season's novelty dress

.^ilks made into parasols.

The Canadian trade always buys with

greater readiness umbrellas which are

suitable for sun and rain both, and that

style will continue to satisfy the bulk

of demand.

Quotations on Italian umbrella silks

wei-e received recently by one large firm.

These figures showed some gentle declines

for goods for October and November
deliver J. These silks will be much used

in the merchandise retailed in the Spring

of 1920. Before that time there are

those among the manufacturers who
think the 7 per cent, war tax will be

lifted, J'at the war risk on insurance

\Vill be off, and that other factors will

combine to make goods for Spring, 1920

from 15 to 25 per cent, less than at pre-

sent. Nc declines will be possible before

that time, they believe.

RIBBONS
Ribbon wholesalers report a brisk de-

mand for practically all kinds of ribbon.

In fact the ribbon trade as a whole seemt,

•^o be cciiiing into its own once more with

the new trend of fashions towards trim-

mings. Both dress houses and milliners

havj mcreased their orders materially

over last year.

For Summer dresses a range of dainty

printed satin messaline ribbons is sell-

ing. These are in patterns of Dresden

type and are very suitable in their

Handles
That
Sell

From left to

right the colors

are tortoise and
white; amber
and ivory :

black, green
and dull silver

with green
cord: jade,

navy and ivory.

The middle
number it*

fnamelled wood,
while the
others are all

bakelite. The
jade ring
widens to a
point at the top.
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For Summer Frocks
Can you think of anything inor<>

appropriate in the way of hand-
kerchiefs to be carried with the
dainty voile and other colored
frocks than these designs in

mauve, pink, blue and rose with an
occasional line of black? They
are of sheer, mercerized material?.
Shown by Lace Goods Co.. Ltd.,

Toronto.

ciingin^- softness for the sheer Summer
fabrics. They are in 6-inch width.
AD wuiths of ribbon are sellino- for

millir.ery with a liking for velvets and
grosg-rains in plain colors. Four to six
inch grosgrains were ntuch in evidence
at the formal openings. One of the
leading wholesalers states that without
a doubt 2-inch grosgrains will be in
.'Strong demand for Fall.

Velvet ribbons are quite active at pre-
sent. Even more of them are selling in
colors than in black. Wi(!ths from one
to two inches are a little in the lead.
Both velvet and grosgrains are used for
the wristlets which are a popular fancy
for holding in the loose cuffs of Georg-
ette, crepe de Chine or other dainty

blouses. The ribbon bands are fastened
with snap fasteners and trimmed with
tmy buttons.

The v.ide brocaded ribbons in one tone
or ill pa.stel stripes and also the fancy-
colored ribbons continue to be liked for

camisoles. Sometimes the 10-inch width
is chosei: and sometimes the 6 to 8-inch,

with a fancy narrower ribbon and lace iv

.supplement tiie width. Negligees, too,

are providing a little more place for rib-

bon adornment than they did in the

plainer war-time garments, and many of

the "Garden Party" sunshades are being
banded with ribbons.

Prices for the present and for Fall are

about the same as a year ago. They
have not advanced except in a few cases.

and those are counterbalanced by an

occasional decline in a very few lines.

Mr. H. Y. Farr, of Lace Goods, Ltd.,

Toronto, sailed Mar. 22 on the Minnedosa

for a two months' vii^it to the European

markets. Mr. Farr will call upon his

daughter, Miss Winona Farr at Taplow

Hospital in England. Miss Farr has

spent over three years nursing overseas.

She was at home last Christmas, but

after only ten days, was recalled to her

post. The French Government has shown

recognition of her services by bestowing

a decoration upon her.

Woven spot and border

Right: Filet net with velvet
spots, in clusters.

Veils From FngJaud

Fits snugly over face and
under chin.

Open mesh and lace border

Sent to Dry Goods Review fromn
Ciro, Fils et Cie. London,

England.
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THE

BEST

VALUE

IN

CANADA

NONE

BETTER

MADE

ANYWHERE

SILK FABRIC BAGS
$18.00 to $54.00

LEATHER PURSES
STRAP BACK VANITY PURSES, $6.50 to $60.00 Doz.

TOP HANDLE AVENUE BAGS, $9.00 to $60.00 Doz.

MANUFACTURED BY

CANADIAN LEATHER PRODUCTS
LIMITED

144 WEST FRONT STREET

TORONTO
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Ribbon Season Is Now
Commencing

GROS GRAINS for millinery of all kinds

NARROW RIBBONS for trimming purposes

VELVET RIBBONS for girdles and sashes

WIDE SATIN RIBBONS for camisoles, girdles

and sashes

FANCY RIBBONS for every purpose in end-

less variety particularly the new vestee

effects

A strong demand for Ribbons is certain to be

experienced in the coming season. All the latest

Pans and New York fashions show a surprising

quantity of ribbons used for trimming.

As RIBBON SPECIALISTS we have a full

stock of everything you should have. You are

cordially invited to inspect our new warehouse.

Samples sent on request

RIBBONS LIMITED
TORONTO: 100 Wellington Street West

MONTREAL - - WINNIPEG

BUY
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More than n trade-

mark—the attaiyi.ment

of supreme quality.

W. C. Bland extends to

all buyers a most cordial

invitation to call and
see the many varied and

exclusive designs.

Tailored

Pique Neckwear
Style creations fashioned in materials that

are exclusively—Bland's.

We specially feature Tailored Pique Neckwear,
made double and turned with skilled' hands.

Quality and style "par excellence" exemplifying: Pari?

and New York vogue—a distinctively advance -h(-winL'

of interest only to the hetter class shops.

W. C. BLAND
10 Cathcart Street, Phillips Square

MONTREAL

GIRO
Sole Manufacturers

of the

FITWELL
and

CIROVEIL
We hold a very large stock of

VEILINGS andVEILS
of all descriptions, suitable

for all markets, and we are in

a position to ensure immedi-
ate deliveries.

Canadian Representative

:

Mr. H. D. MARSHALL
40 yonc;e ST. TORONTO

(^JJ^Q FILS ET CIE

92 Wood St. LONDON, E.G. 2

Shoe and
Corset Laces

MADE IN CANADA
THE EQUAL OF ANY IMPORTED

COTTON
SILK and
MERCERIZED

Black and popular colors. Put up in

bundles, also paired and boxed.

Samples and prices on request

INDEPENDENT SILK
CO., LIMITED

137 .\kc;iLL ST .MONTREAL
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VAN RAALTEH^s

\7^EILS are going big this Spring and Summer

especially Van Raalte \'eils with their

new patterns and dependable meshes. Write for

samples or ha\ e your New York representative

call upon us.

E. & Z. VAN RAALTE, 5th Ave.atl6thSt.,N.Y.C.
Chicago Office : 105 South Dearborn Street Factories: Paterson, N.J.

Foreign Offices: Lyons, Calais, Nottingham, etc.
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DEBIT CREDIT

•^

i^^ MILITARY BRAIDS

ALL WIDTHS & COLORS. SAMPLES ON REQUEST

MOULTON MFG. CO., 4 Inspector St., Montreal

EASTER and

NECKWEAR
REQUIREMENTS

Finnie Neckwear creations in-

clude the latest styles and ar-

tistic designs. They will prove

themselves the backbone of

all neckwear departments.

Successful merchants handle

this quality line because the

prices are right to suit the re-

tailing needs, and because one

sale of Finnie Neckwear is

usually productive of continued

patronage.

A. Bruce Finnie & Co.
CORNER CRAIG AND GOSFORD STS.

MONTREAL

Neyret Gloves for Spring
CHAMOISETTE in Leather Color

New Styles Now in Stock

Also direct imports of :

—

^
Martin, Roche & Bickert's Velvets,

''

Chapal, L. M., and other Electric Seals,
Olmer's Silks and Cravats,
Coty's Perfumery,
Finest French Lingerie and Laces,
Dresses, Blouses, etc.

And all kinds of French goods imported on a commission
basis.

Call or Write for particulars.

A. GERMAIN & CO.
PARIS. FRANCE

Commission Merchants and Importers

Montreal Office: 14 Phillips Square

Two Cents
a word is the charge for space in the

condensed ad. column. Make your

wants known across the continent by

sending them to

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE.

TORONTO

)h^^f^i^ VEIL.
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

"Just Slip itorv

This widely-advertised BONNIE-B VEIL gives

(hat little touch of Paris so desired by every
woman. It is chic, it is new, it is becominK
to all and its "slip-pon" feature "under the

chin and over the hat" 'makes it so conveni-

ent and easy to wear.

Put up tastefully in individual containers re-

tailing at 10. 2r) and .50 cents.

You can see why the "Bonnie-B" sells.

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO, 156 Yonge St. NEW YORK. 222 Fifth Ave.
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LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA

Imitation is the Sincerest Flattery
This is a generally recognized fact, and the number of Imitators of the justly

Famous Chamoisette Glove has come to make the name of this high-class product so

generally abused that we deem an explanation necessary, not only in our own inter-

ests but for the protection of the trade and general public as well.

"CHAMOISETTE" A REGISTERED BRAND
The originators of the well-known Chamoisette Glove and the owners of a

registered trade-mark covering same are the Kayser Company, Incorporated, the

largest manufacturers of Silk and other fabric Gloves, Hosiery, Underwear, etc., in

the world.

"CHAMOISETTE" was the name applied by the Kayser Company to a high-

class fabric made by a special process in dyeing and shrinking which rendered it

eminently suitable for the manufacture of Gloves, both for Ladies and Men. So
rapidly did Chamoisette spring into popularity that soon it became the recognized

name for this class of Glove with the average buyer. This led, of course, to the inev-

itable substitute, many being offered under similar names and some under the direct

name of "Chamoisette."

MARKET FLOODED WITH CHEAP IMITATIONS
The result now is that the market is flooded with cheap imitations which have as

much claim to the real "Chamoisette" as have some of the mixtures of so-called "pure
silk" and "pure wool" fabrics, offered to the public during the war period.

On the other hand, "Kayser Chamoisette" has steadily maintained its quality or
even improved it, if possible. "Kayser Chamoisette" Gloves have a certain uniform-
ity of quality, dyeing and finish that preserves their elasticity and service far beyond
any imitation product.

Merchants who wish to preserve their own reputation and that of high-class

products should, therefore, be careful that only the real Chamoisette Gloves are sold

under this name, and that the cheaper imitations are classed where they belong.

All Kayser real Chamoisette Gloves bear the above trade-mark and are for sale

solely in Canada by

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
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ENGLISH FIRMS UNITE TO HOLD MARKET
Science Brought to Bear Upon Hosiery and Glove Production—Canada and Other Colonies

Were Big Purchasers in 1913—Conditions of After-War Recovery
From the Morning Post, London.

LACE manufacture has become so

closely associated with Nottingham
in the popular mind as to be gener-

ally regarded as the city's chief commer-
cial concern. But hosiery production is

its larger, as it is its older, industry.

In neighborly rivalry Leicester may lay
claim against Nottingham to be the larger

and more important centre of hosiery

output, but the burden of coping with
foreign competition, mainly from Ger-
many, in days preceding the war, has
fallen with equal severity upon the two
great East Midland towns, whose recent

coalition, to produce scientific research
in the interest of the trade, marks a no-

table advance towards meeting a com-
mon danger.

Scientific Methods
Notoriously Germany's vastly increased

hosiery trade has not been due to any
marked superiority in mechanical appli-

ances, but her manufacturers have en-

joyed an unmistakable advantage in the

finish of goods, resulting from closer ap-

plication of scientific methods to the end
in view. It is only comparatively recent-

ly that English hosiery manufacturers
have been content to call to their aid men
of pure science, whom in the past they
have been too prone to regard as being
without the pale of possible commercial
utility. If the war has effected nothing
more, it has proved of inestimable ad-

vantage in bringing together Midland
makers of hosiery, dyers , bleachers,

finishers, and others into a homogeneous
body to develop oarticinution in the na-

tional scheme, which has for one of its

essential features the devolution of re-

sponsibilities to district committees, act-

ing through the central body in London.
The commercial stake at issue should

afford a potent stimulus for co-ordination

of enterprise in relation to one of the

oldest, as it was formerly one of the most
lucrative, of national industries. Piauen

j.s to be attacked in the interest of the

English lace trade, and Chemnitz, which
has grown at the expense of British pro-

ducers, must necesarily be the main ob-

jective in the commercial fight to be con-

tinued by hosiery manufacturers upon
Vin-ji presenting possibilities of more sub-

stantial results than a baneful economic

system has hitherto rendered feasible.

Glove Fabrics

At a period not far remote the Mid-

land area, of which Nottingham is the

centre, enjoyed practically a monopoly of

the glove fabric industry, the output be-

ing in plentiful demand not merely for

home purposes but to meet the require-

ments also of a large section of the

French manufacturers of gloves. The
German process of competition, radiating

from Chemnitz, began with the slaughter

of the British glove fabric trade, upon
lines of cheapness, which rendered insular

production impossible of continuance on

remunerative lines. One important Bri-

tish firm anterior to the period of acute

German competition had employed 2,000

hands in the making of gloves, a number
which just before the outbreak of the

war had fallen to 100, they being mainly

employed in producing special classes of

goods. A factor of success in the Ger-

man scheme was naturally the diminished

cost of labor, represented by a difference

of 25 per cent, in the Chemnitz area com-

pared with the ordinary British rates of

remuneration, but an element of no less

significance was that of a concentration

of German industrial processes, whereby
there was a grouping of the various ele-

ments into one business— an unmistak-

able advantage over our own system, un-

der which weaving, dyeing, and finishing

are carried on by separate firms.

But war exigencies have afforded Mid-

land manufacturers opportunities for re-

habilitating the glove fabric trade, and

the return of both home and French glove-

makers' support to former centres of

British labor is an indication of a revival

which may be rendered possibly perma-
nent, in relation not only to glove fabrics,

but to other more important branches of

trade, if some moderate means of protec-

tion such as is now being asked for can

be secured in the interest of British enter-

prise.

The Open Door
Obviously there will be little encour-

agement for English manufacturers to

embark upon the expenditure of capital

for necessary appliances in this depart-
ment or for the development of the cotton
hosiery industry, unless the fiscal fallacy

of the "open door" is effectually ex-
ploded. The supreme value of efficient

technical methods has been nowhere more
potently illustrated than in one predomi-
nant department of the hosiery trade.

The lack of perspicacity which led to the

originator of the stocking loom being
driven to seek a foreign field for the ex-
ploitation of his patent was as nothing
compared with the national failure at a
long subsequent period to recognize ade-

quately the value of Perkins' synthetic

processes. How effectively lost ground
generally is now being recovered in re-

lation to the production of dyeing ma-
terials at the great works at Hudders-
field and elsewhere is a matter of com-
mon knowledge, and to no class of Eng-
lish manufacturers has recent enterprise

in the dyeing industry more cogently ap-

pealed than to those concerned in the

Midland textile trades in which hosiery

occupies the leading place.

Leeway to be Made Up

A tremendous leeway yet I'emains to be

made up in the interest of the British

hosiery industry. There is no serious

competition to be faced from abroad in re-

gard to woollen and worsted stockings,

although Germany before the war ex-

ported a considerable quantity of under-

wear, pants and vests, but in relation to

cotton hosiery the experience is quite of

another kind. In 1913 British exports of

cotton hosiery were valued at £671,000, of

which the Colonial markets absorbed

nearly 73 per cent., but in that period the

exports from Germany of cotton hosiery

of all kinds totalled in value £7,681,000,

the lower prices of the German goods

standing her manufacturers in excellent

stead. Our Colonies purchased British

woollen and worsted hosiery goods to the

amount of £1,533,000 in 1913 from a total

export of £1,967,000, Canada and Aus-

tralia being the principal customers, and

nothing has given a greater incentive

to hosiery, as to other branches of the

textile trades, than the Government de-

cision, as one substantial result of the
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Imperial Conferences, to purchase dur-

ing the period of the war, and for one

season afterwards, the Australian and
New Zealand wool clip, a plan which
might be rendered of further inestimable

advantage by the inclusion of South Afri-

can supplies, for obviously without raw
materials, which they have hitherto laid

under plentiful contribution from our Im-
perial resources, German manufacturers
will be driven to the use of artificial sub-

stitutes of doubtful value, which even now
they appear to be busy in attempting to

produce with the chemist's aid. America
and Japan have hitherto proved Ger-
many's most formidable competitors in

relation to cotton hosiery goods in Can-
ada, Australia, and India.

Meanwhile there is a more hopeful feel-

ing prevailing generally in Midland
hosiery circles, in anticipation of a mea-
sure of fiscal protection which is largely

overdue.

place an order one day and receive the

merchandise the next. It is a hand-to-

mouth proposition all along the line.

TEXTILE MACHINERY MAKER'S
VIEW ON CANADIAN LINEN

A Belfast firm of textile machinery
manufacturers for the linen trade who
have lately supplied machinery to a
Canadian firm, are of opinion that the
future of flax spinning in Canada de-
pends entirely on whether a sufficient

quantity of cheap labor is forthcoming
to enable the flax to be converted on
the spot at a cost which will make com-
petition with Irish linen possible. The
successful growins: of flax is one mat-
ter, but the spinning of yarn is a very
different proposition, and although to

a great epctent modern machinery is self-

operating, it still requires a plentiful

supply of hands.

SWEATERS
Trade Restricting Orders to Actual Re-

quirements—Fall Lines Show Little

—

Activity Y*t—Spring Movement
Fair

SWEATERS.—If there is one line in

which caution seems to be exercised,
sweaters it is. Indications are that
buvers are placing sweater orders for
only what they sell, and this is resulting
m all sorts of odd orders being receiv-
ed. In few cases are orders being placed
for more than has been sold, which in-

dicates that jobbers are trying to play
as conservative a game as possible."
The demand for Fall lines is still

limited and the trade seems to feel that
little of consequence will be done in this

direction until about June or July. It

is felt that jobbers are not quite certain
of the future and do not care to operate
on Fall lines until they have had a bet-
ter chance to look over the situation and
get a better line on it. However, it is

felt that business will finally come
through, although any long postpone-
ment of buying will most likely tend to

create a shortage of merchandise later
in the year.

Sprinsr lines for immediate delivery
are fairly firm. There is quite some of

this sort of business being done, and in

the majority of cases buyers want to

WHEN
When did you inspect your insurance

policies last?

When did you last inventory ?

When did you compare the price you
have goods marked in stock with the

prices of your competitors?
When did you refresh your mind by

comparison of profits made ?

When do you make it a point to as-

semble your clerks and helpers in a

business m.eeting?
When did you last encourage your

helpers and say, "Well done?"
When did you go carefully through

your duplicate stocks?
When did you last have show cases

cleaned and polished ?

When do you make it a point to file

letters and bills?

When did you last consult your legal

adviser in reference to new business laws
and tax regulations?
When do you clean out the breeding

places of oddments which are to be found
iu every stoi-e?

When do you examine the goods on
Lhe top shelf, under the last counter and
in that obscure bin?
When last did you examine fire

buckets, blankets and fire equipment so

tliat if fire sliould break out in your
store you will be prepared to fight it?

When did you la.st raise the salary of

the deserving clerks?

Remember other merchants have a

place for desirable help at all times, and
tiie undevnaid helper is a drone.

When did you last examine the window
curtains, awnings and signs of your store

so same will not reflect on the neatness
of your establishment ?

When do you recall using paint inside

of your store, also cleaning the decora-

tions?

When last did you remove that soiled

drapery in the windows and in the show
case?
When did you last take a personal in-

\entory. and do vou measure up to a full

standard of efficiency?

When did you compare the sales aver-

ri'i-es of your clerks, and can you tell

which costs 4, 5, or 6 per cent, to sell

.VOU'' goods?
When did vou last examine lightine,

telephone and hentinor contracts, and arc

vou sure you are getting the best price

and rates on all ?

When did you last interview salesmen
for concerns other than your favorites,

and do you know the life of a business

consists in lookine- at all lines and being

thoroughly posted ?

When did you last read your trade

raner from cover to cover?
When did you last eco over vour books

personally and note the "dead" ac-

counts ?

When do you last recall asking' a

debtor for money? And whv not, since

it is vour own money you are asking' for?

When did you exercise last? Or do

you expect the human m^tchine to go on

for ever without attention?

When last did you say a cheery word
to the beggar on the corner and drop a
dime in his battered hat?
When, oh when did you forget that

Golden Rule ?

COTTON YARNS STEADY
Though Some Cutting in Prices Occas-

ionally Noted

Boston, April 3 (Special). — Ac-

cording to the opinion of some of

the best known yarn factors, the mar-

ket has at last reached something ap-

proaching a settled basis. It is~ true

that the demand is still far from satis-

factory, but the inquiry is steadily

broadening, and gives promise of an

early return to normal conditions. Spin-

ners are still showing considerable

anxiety for new business, though most

mills are at least partially covered for

the Summer months. Some of them,

possibly all, have some forward business

on their books running into the fall, but

this is not enough to allow them to run

full, and more orders are needed if the

mills are to be kept busy, even on the

short time schedules now in force or

Ihat will be in order under the forty-

eight hour plan. Though there is this

desire for business, factors say that the

spinners are not so ready to cut prices

as they were a month ago, and that m
many cases they are standing up to re-

cent quotations pretty firmly. Pros-

pective buyers are obliged to find sellers

who are willing to make material cuts in

prices in order to get the business.

It would seem that sellers have gone

about as low as they can afford to do with

raw cotton on the present price basis.

This firmness is perhaps more noticeable

on the low edge, and it would appear

that the spinners have reached the

limits, below which they will not go.

The lecent demoralization has un-

doubtedly resulted in considerable un-

profitable business being placed on the

books. This was done to tide over the

difficult readjustment period, and for that

reason is not subject to criticism. Now
the time has arrived, according to the

best opinion in the trade, to stop the

slau<ihter and to return to sane and safe

business methods.

Buyers have had the whiphand so long

that they do not yield gracefully to the

suggestion that prices must be higher,

or at least that the previous price-

cutting has reached the end. At one

time there was a large volume of low-

priced yarn on the market, the so-called

"distressed" yarn, but this no longer

dominates the market, and spinners who

are trying to get a fair price for then-

product are paying less and less atten-

tion to competition from that direction.

—"Journal of Commerce."

Mr. Archibald McCaig, recently of the

Hudson's Bay Co., Vancouver, B.C., has

joined the forces of Geo. H. Hees & Co.,

apd will leave in about a month to repre-

sent that firm at their Manchester of-

fice in England.
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This Book Will Increase Your Sales

Of Monarch Floss and Monarch Down
THE illustration shown is a miniature

reproduction of a book we are pre-
paring, to tell your customer how to

make pretty things from Monarch Flos 4

and Monarch Down. Every Dry Goods
merchant should write for an advance
copy of this new Knitting Book.

It is commonly known that viearly every

woman has become an expert in the art of

hand knitting, and now that the war is

over and the necessity for soldiers' com-
forts is past, she is turning her attention

to home comforts and economy.

BOOK NO. 1

WINSOME
SEE PACE 30 PRICE 25<r

This book will contain beautiful (luadri-color illustrations, and
will give full details as to the knitting and the quantity of

yarn required for each model, descriptions of stitches, etc.

The above illustration of the cover is greatly reduced, the actual size

being 8V^ x 11 inches.

Most women just naturally love to

knit pretty and useful things—^they

like to have the satisfaction of em-
ploying their spare time both
agreeably and profitably. And
there is a distinct demand from
women everywhere for specific in-

structions that will enable them to

keep their knitting needles busy.

So, at a very considerable expense,

we have compiled a book of in-

structions entitled "Art in Knit-

ting Monarch Floss and Monarch
Down," the purpose of which is to

increase the gales of Monarch Floss

and Monarch Down by showing
women exactly how to. make a

great many artistic and practical

garments. This book is beautiful-

ly illustrated in quadri-colors and
tells your customer exactly how
much varn to buy for the piece of

work she is doing.

If you gave this book to your cus-

tomers it would not be nearly so

effective as to sell it. People value

what they buy. And you've only

got to show it in order to sell it.

Women are looking for it. Our
suggestion is that you send us

your order for a few dozen books
and then display them well in your

yarn section. Get your saleswomen
to realize the importance of the

book as a sales-stimulant for Mon-
arch Floss and Monarch Down.

Books will be ready for distribu-

tion May 1st. But, as we expect

the first edition will soon be ex-

hausted, we strongly advise plac-

ing your order immediately. Price

17 cents each. You sell them for

25 cents each, netting you a hand-
some profit and also greatly in-

creasing your sales of Monarch
Floss and Monarch Down.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited
Head Office: Dunnville, Ontario

Factories at: Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.
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MADE IN
CANADA

SWEATER COATS AND HOSIERY
Monarch - Knit
Advertising

Works for you every day

ALL the leading magazines in

Canada carry Monarch-Knit
advertising—much of it prin-

ted beautifully in colors. The
style, quality, fit and value of
Monarch - Knit Sweater Coats,
Hosiery, etc, are emphasized in

a striking and convincing manner.

And each advertisement carries the
suggestion that the reader call

upon his dealer to see the actual
goods and judge of their worth
by personal inspection.

In many instances you are the
nearest dealer—your store is the
point of attraction.

Are you taking the fullest pos-
sible advantage of this ? Do you
keep your Monarch-Knit Sweater
Coats, Hosiery, etc., well to the
front?

Good display of Monarch-Knit in

vour windows will link up your
store with Monarch-Knit advertis-
ing as also will the frequent men-
tion of Monarch-Knit in your own
advertising in the local newspapers.

Co-operate with us in helping you
to build up bigger sales of Mon-
arch-Knit.

?nwr [EIl^

The Monarch Knitting

Company, Limited

Dunnville, Ontario
Canada

Factoriet at Dunnville, St. Catharines and
St. Thomas, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.

Manufacturers of Men's, Women'.s
and Children's Sweater Coats and
Hosiery. Also Monarch Floss and

Monarch Down.
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Sell the Line
That Has Scored
The Big Success
There are more women wearing it—more
dealers selling it—than other lines that have
been on the Canadian market for years.

Hosiery
Knitted on our new patented machines has scored a big

success, because

—

It is knitted in a new way—fashioned at the sides

—

which gives it the narrow ankle that fits without a wrinkle.

This is an exclusive "Mercury" feature.

It is also widened at the top—a generous, easy fit here

—

something that women appreciate.

The beautiful shapeliness of Mercury Seamless Fu'll

Fashioned Hosiery is knit into it. Mercury is not stretched
into shape while wet. The Mercury shape is, therefore, a
permanent feature of Mercury Hosiery. It does not dis-

appear in the washing.

There is added pleasure in selling hosiery that is out of
the ordinary. And it is a sure way of increasing hosiery
sales.

Ask one of our travelers to show you samples, or write
us direct for quotations.

Made in all fashionable materials and shades.

Mercury Mills, Limited

Hamilton, Canada

No Seams
up the Leg

i

Also makers of Men's and Child-

ren's High-grade Hosiery. Also
Underwear for men, women and
children.

Fashioning
at sides gives

narrow
Ankle

Perfectly
turned Toe
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^F
C~y\irectoire ^
y Jrab/Qrr cSprmg

A Style, Fit and Finish tnat gives this line the preference with your

customers. Directoire Drawers are made in Balbriggan. Lisle and Mer-

cerized. Four colors—White, Pink, Sky and Black. Elastic Waist

Band and Knee Garter. There is going to be a big demand for this

style of garment—Order Early and Liberally.

Beautiful Display Material on
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Now's the Time to Mal^e a Drive on Hosiery

You know how pleased women are after they have tried "Three
Eighties" stocking—the "Sunshine" hosiery for women. Then tell

them there is a special "Sunshine" brand for each member of the family.

That there are "Little Darling" and "Little Daisy" for girls; "Bus-
ter Brown" stockings for boys; "Pedestrian" and "Marathon" for
hubby. That all these brands embody the same superior qualities that

made "Three Eighties" the largest selling women's hose.

They will welcome this information—your hosiery department will

show an increased margin of profit,

Chipman-Holton Knitting Company, Limited

Largest Hosiery Manufacturers in Canada

MILLS AT HAMILTON AND WELLAND

r'eg'i s t e^.^.d
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Ballantyne Knitted Goods

Promote Better Merchandising
TOCKING a selection of merchandise, show-
ing it to customers, wrapping up purchases
and delivering them to customers is only about

one-half the service the real merchant renders, the

service that entitles him to his profit. The other

half of his service consists in giving his customers

the benefit of his experience and judgment by
stocking only goods that he knows will give abso-

lute satisfaction, and this latter is really the most
valuable thing he does.

For this Spring and coming Summer season,

Canadian merchants have stocked and have on

order a greatly increased amount of Ballantyne

Knitted Goods: pullovers and knitted coats, jer-

seys, etc. In doing so they have placed themselves

in a position to offer their customers not only the

quality of materials and workmanship that gives

lasting satisfaction, but also the elusive element of

tyle which makes speedy sales.

Their best service to their customers this season

will be to show them these goods and

explain their merits. They will then

get the fullest reward for stocking this

dependable merchandise.

Ballantyne styles and Ballantyne

quality are identified by the Ballantyne

label. Let your customers

know you sell Ballantyne Knit-

ted Goods and get your share

of the sales created by the

widespread public approval of

Ballantyne Products.

R. M. Ballantyne
Limited

STRATFORD - - ONTARIO

<j^
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When you buy "Atlantic"

you are protected on quality,

service and price'

erwear The material used is the best

obtainable — its durability and
comfort-giving quality will infuse' your customers with enthusiasm—the

price is reasonable.

Remember, when showing an ''Atlantic" garment, that it will retain its

fit until worn out, and remember, there's ^ reason that will impress your

customer and help you sell.

Probably we have aroused your in-

terest in Atlantic Underwear; if so

we will be pleased to answer any
enquiries.

Atlantic Underwear, Limited

Moncton, N.B.

Peerless Trade is Profitable
The luxurious softness and warmth of the fine materials—the careful fashioning

of the garments—the wide choice in weights and styles—these features have

made Peerless Underwear famous. Peerless is in growing demand. The trade

offers good margins of profit. Moreover, it is lasting.

An attractive display repays every effort spent on it.

Peerless Underwear Company, Limitea

MOODlE^g
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YARN
Women Are Still Knitting

The war may be over in Europe, but
they are still knitting in Canadian homes.
The women who plied the knitting

needles while Jack Canuck was away
doing his bit, are still carrying on.

The cessation of war has not stopped
the habit of knitting. It has only di-

verted it into another channel.

And so, while there is still considerable

knitting being done—there is a consid-

erable need for Bonner-Worth Yarns.

They are strong, they are soft. When
others introduced substitutes Bonner-
Worth kept strictly to the highest standr
ard of quality and to-day they have the
unlimited confidence of many yarn users.

Place an order for Bonner-Worth Yarns
now. Knitting is sure to continue.

Canadian women are not likely to slip

back to the indifference of pre-war days.
They've "carried on" and they will con-
tinue to carry on with Bonner-Worth
Yarns.

Bonner-Worth Co.
Peterborough, Ont.

THE HALL-MARK OF

HaiiffiQiD Comfort and Durability

at HiDimnni Cost.

First In the Field and Still Leading.

Mad«onth« ORADUATED PRINCIPLE,
and •tarting with TWO THREADS in the

TOP. it increasM in WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES as it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS, THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect In Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

mm AOME or perfection in footwear.

To b* had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Qoods Houses.

HOSIERY, etc.

MENDINGS

WOOL
SILK

COTTON
LISLE and

MERCERIZED
All Colours

CARDS
SKEINS
BALLS and

REELS

Oldest English Maizes

BRANDS:
"LAMB"
"OLIVE BRANCH"
"CIRENELLA"
"AMAZON," etc.

Josiah Wilson& Co.
I EDMUND PLACE, ALDERSGATE STREET

LONDON, E.G. I . - ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1808
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Model 1050

Pullover
Made in great variety

of colors and combina-

tions.

^
I
^HE growing popularity of the pullover provides an

-- opportunity for profitable knit-goods selling during the

Summer months. Your customers will like the attractive

models we are showing this season. Bentro-Knit Styles lead.

The Williams-Trow Knitting Company
Limited

Stratford - Canada

REPRESENTATIVES;
J. M. ROBKRTSON & CO.

'roronto
J. B. TROW & CO.

Montreal
O'BRIEN, ALLKN & CO.

Winnipcj;

A. M. MOUAT & CO.
Calgary

A. J. SNEI.L, \ancouver
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^t. #corge pranti

^intertoear

WE believe you would rather gain patronage than

uncomplimentary criticism. The idea behind

this advertisement is to help you to sell better

merchandise and so point you to a reliable line of

underwear which creates more satisfied patronage.

Combinations m

Scotch Knits, Heavy Wool Rib

and Fine Elastics

A feature of this line of COMBINATION which adds
to their strength and wearing qualities is the REIN-
FORCED SHOULDERS and the Closed Crotch. This
line goes hand-in-hand with our old reliable and two-
piece suits—the

St. George Unshrinl^able Underwearfor men

The Schofield Woolen Company, Limited
Oshawa Canad
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HOSIERY FOR MEN WOMEN CHILDREN
The great factors to success in retailing are dependable merchandise
and intrinsic value.

Circle Bar Hosiery is made for the whole family with the particular
needs of each member of the family always in view. The same com-
fort that makes Circle Bar a favorite with men, the same style that
attracts women to Circle-Bar and the same quality that makes Circle-
Bar for children wear so long combined in like degree in every pair
whether for man, woman or child.

Dependable quality comes first in Circle-Bar Hosiery.

It is a quality which is sufficient for the need and creates a desire for
more.

The Circle-Bar Knitting Company, Limited
KINCARDINE ONTARIO

Mitchell Woollen Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of:—
ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR.
FINE CASHMERE JERSEYS.
SWEATERS. TWEEDSJ AND
ETOFFES. ETC

Heavy Wool Socks
At Popular Prices

MITCHELL - ONTARIO

TRADE*

The sign that

'!^^^^ stands for Canada

and good HosieryMADE BV
•"'CODERICH KNITTING CO

Maple Leaf Hosiery is made of pure wool.
It is a brand you can sell with utmost con-
fidence knowing that each sale will bring
you steady patronage.

Wait for our representative or send for
samples.

The Goderich Knitting Co., Limited
CODER ICH. ONT.

Have You?
read the

Buyers' Market

Guide

Pages 134-5-6.
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Crochet Needs
Crocheting is very popular to-day.

We have all shades of thread in

stock.

Mercerized—Texa Tatting.

Perle thread—Stranded.

Luxura Artificial Silk Thread.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
To Retail at 10 Cents

Crocheting and Knitting.

Crochet Hooks and Knitting Pins.

All Shades in Shetland Floss.

^yarner*s Mercerized Mending— all

Shades.

To Retail at 5 Cents Ball.

Hambly and Wilson^ Limited
11 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

EVERYTHING IN ART NEEDLE-WORK

Smallwares

Notions

Jewelry

Leather Goods

See our line with the travel-

lers.

Write for sample stock of

Bag Frames in either Cellu-

loid or Metal.

BEADS are also in great

demand. We have a splen-

did variety to choose from.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
77 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

Manicure Cases
: Fitted Companions :

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket
: Books, etc., etc. :

Gradually our factories are getting into their peace-
time stride again. Stocks are becoming more plenti-

ful and a wider and more comprehensive range of

styles and new patterns is being added to our
assortment. Write to-day for illustratefl catalogue
and the supplementary lists which will be issued at

frequent intervals.

Write for samples or illustrated list

(S)LriOUGM
\ &CO
iiug»i

12-13
Chiswi
E.C. I

Factories: Lever St. and Enfield, London, Eng.
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U.S. TOY MEN SHOW NEW AND IMPROVED LINES
Originality, Novelty and Improved Workmanship More Than Ever Mark New Toys for

Next Christmas—Much Interest at New York Toy Fair.

AT the New York Toy Fair, held

February 4 to March 15, there

were many exhibitors, and the

efforts of the toy manufacturers of the

United States to hold the trade which
they have built up since Central Europe
has been off the trade map were to be
detected in the new and interesting

articles offered. Past "best sellers" were
featured, too, sometimes with a new
name, sometimes with a new improve-
ment, always with some distinctive fea-

ture.

Among the interesting numbers to be

noted were the "Duckdoo," a low rocking
duck with a flat back, for the baby. It

is considered quite safe. "Four in One"
is a child's car, adaptable to the size of

the child. It can be adjusted to ages
from 2 to 8 or 10 years.

Dolls, toys and Christmas goods, all of

paper, were in great variety. Whole
towns of paper houses were ready for

setting up, and some even had paper in-

habitants. The war cut-out included

paper airplanes and battleships, to be

cut out and assembled.

The "Sam-E-Kar" is a wooden veloci-

pede, colored in red, white and blue, pro-

pelled by arm action and thus providing

healthy exercise; it is also adjustable so

that as the child grows he need not cramp
his body in working the car. There were
several lines of cars built on this plan

of adjustment to ages.

Realistic stuffed animals were, .of

course, prominent. Teddy-bears were
in grey and brown, and there were life-

like cats and dogs, elephants, and other

popular beasts. Materials were plush

and felt in attractive colorings. Me-
chanical dolls, clowns, performing bears,

etc., were numerous also.

One company showed some three hun-
dred numbers in stuffed toys, including

squirrels, rabbits, seals, and others,

which have not been in the child's mena-

gerie many seasons. A Nursery Rhyme
series uttra<ted a good deal of attention.

They showed funny dressed animals:

Miss Pussy. Mr. Bunny, Miss Piggy, Miss

Elephant, Mr. Teddy Bear and Mr. Fox
being new additions. A large dog on

wheels, strong enough for a child to ride

on; a standine "Teddee" bear, and a

red-white-and-blue bunny were novel.

Movies for the Home

A toy motion picture machine which
can be run by electricity, the cord being
attached to any lamp socket, was featur-

ed by one firm. Three films go with the

machine, also cord and plug.

Non-breakable Christmas tree orna-
ments showed varieties of fruits and
vegetables in proper colorings, also fancy
bells, balls, etc.

Amon^' the new games attractively

gotten out were "Grasshopper Tennis,"
played with miniature racquets and
tiddlelvwink discs on a padded court;

this followed the same rules as the regu-
lation lawn game, "Basket Ball" and
"Snappy Foot Ball" were also interest-

ing.

The "Visual Geography" is a cut-up
m^p. and the "World • Flag Builder
Blocks" set was a new item. It consist-

ed of wooden blocks with which flags of

all nations may be constructed.

The tanks, rapid-fire guns, armored
cavs, etc., would appeal to the boys who
are fond of "action" toys. These items

are painted grey and supplied with
wooden ammunition and wooden soldiers

as targets. The tank is said to be the

only shooting tank on the toy market.

The "Toddle-Bike" and the "Billie-

Bus" are substantial miniatures.

In dolls the array is large, some have

moving eyes. Cork dolls with cushion-

covered joints were new, and there were
several lines shewing little ladies in silk

<Mul jersey bathing suits.

The "Horscycle" is a sturdy wooden
horse oa wheels and dappled in color. It

is fitted with a saddle and is worked by

treadles which connect with the rear

wheels, while steering is done by means
of a handle on either side of the head,

the entire head and front wheels turning.

The animal has a lively cantering ap-

pearance.

A toy phonograph was shown. It is

large enough to play the small records

and is featured in cabinet style.

"0-U-Kids" are dolls with roguish

faces and daintily frocked, some show-

ing sweaters and some dignified veils.

Each, is packed in a separate box.

The "Hero Alphabet in Rhyme," is a

new educational item.

A "Life-Like" Sub.

A new submarine slowly subsides in
the water, rests on the bottom a few
seconds, then rises again. The periscope
protrudes above the surface of the water,
and upon the approach of a "chaser,"
submerges again. This operation con-
tinues with one application of power for
about two hours.

The "Sport Camera," whose funny
films are developed in water, is a novelty
of the season, and so, too, is a calliope,

which piays a complete tune.

The "Rub-a-Dub-Dub" is a novel idea
—a chopping bowl with extension rail-

ing. The kiddies sit in it and rock in

any direction with safety.

The "Plunder Box" is white enamelled
—a treasure chest for sewing and cut-

out work, and is accompanied by a stool.

The "Ski-Skoot" is a flexible combin-
ation of ski and sled. It folds flat for
storage in the Summer.
A 15-inch doll and her complete ward-

robe of fifteen articles, from hat, coat

and gown to dainty shoes, are properly
placed in a real trousseau trunk of three
compartments. It is of fibre and rivet-

ed, resembling a "gTown-up" trunk, and
has a handle for the little mistress to

carry it conveniently.

"Speed Up," "Spiral Dive," "Bowlin-
ette," and "Up-and-Over" are some of

the new war games for Winter even-

ings.

A Metal "Plane" Which Flies High

An aluminum aeroplane is warranted
to fly 300 feet. It is claimed to be the

first metal toy aeroplane guaranteed to

fly.

A doll made entirely of papier-mache
except for its natural curly wig was
featured by one firm. The body is of

natural form and tint, jointed, unbreak-

able, has sleeping eyes, and may be

washed in hot or cold water. It was
shown hi three sizes—18, 22 and 26

inches.

Tho "Be Hound Coaster" is a funny

wooden doe made of flat pieces of wood,

painted yellow and red. with beady eyes

and mounted on wheels so that a child

may ride and steer it. Small replicas of

the "animal" are hinged so that head,

ears, tail and legs may be moved in-
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dependently. A black cat and a rabbit

are similarly constructed.

Many numbers made by wounded sol-

diers were shown; among- them were en-

gines nm by compressed air, and also a

baby aeroplane which flies for several

hundred feet; it is in several styles, made
entirely of a light weight wood with a

motor of rubber bands.

One of the numerous "cars" shown re-

sembles the familiar all-wood sled on

wooden wheels, worked by arm action.

It is claimed to have no rasping gears

and to be a thoroughly safe coaster for

little children as it has nothing to hurt

them or tear clothing, and will not run

backward down hill.

One firm featured a new composition

for repi'esenting rocks, mountains,

bridges, and other scenic effects in

realistic manner for display purposes.

A ncvv ferry boat automatically re-

versed v> hen it struck an object and the

change in its course was properly an-

nounced by the ringing of a bell.

Altogetlier the Toy Fair created a vast

amount of interest and amusement, to

say nothing of the keenness with which

buyers placed orders.

BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR

Many Raw Materials Still Scarce But Optimism Prevails For

Future—Many British Lines Surpass Hun Products

of Former Days.

THE exhibition organized by the

Board of Trade of London, Eng-
land, was held from February 24

to March 7. The exhibitors were con-

fined to actual manufacturing firms in

the following trades: Earthenware, por-

celain and china, glass and glassware,

fancy goods, stationery and printing,

paper, toys and games.
The intention was to restrict the class

of visitors to bona fide buyers for home
and overseas markets. The fair was
well attended. Belgian, Dutch, and
Scandinavian buyers were numerous.
South African and Australian fairly so,

but it was too early in the year for a re-

cord attendance of Canadians.

In placing orders and discussing prices

it seems a difficult taslc for the overseas

buyer who has not done business with

the Old L^nd since the war, or at any
rate since the war conditions practically

paralyzed the export trade, to realize the

many faciors which are putting up prices

that should be falling, and are playing all

kinds of tricks with the business ma-
chine.

}

The ereat resourcefulness of the British

manufacturer was exhibited at the fair

by his production under extremely diffi-

cult conditions, of goods which before

the war were the sole monopoly of Ger-

many and Austria, which countries paid

smaller pre-war wa2:es. and turned out

in most cases an inferior article.

To-dav British manufacturers are up
against increased wages and labor dis-

turbances, lack of shippine; facilities,

scarcity of raw materials, limitation of

plant, and all the other attendants of

?. devastating war. Nevertheless, there

is extreme ontimism about increased pro-

duction in the near future, and an en-

deavor to cope with the home market
as well as the demands from overseas.

It is undoubtedly a critical period.

Bags With British Frames

Marked progress has been made in

the fancy goods lines, and several new
features are added. Bags and purses are

now fitted with. British frames, which
hitherto English makers had not bother-

ed with. The output was divided be-

tween Germany and the United States,

but war conditions allowed the develop-

ment in England of this new industry,

which is likely to prove progressive.

Prices are, of course high, but when steel

gets easier and manufactured brass

finds Lhe level of present ingot, the ex-

port trade should go ahead rapidly.

Hides Scarce and Affect Trade

All fancy goods requiring leather and
skins are affected by the scarcity of

hides. Calf is very scarce, morocco is

easier, and sheep skins are difficult to

obtain. In fact, at present morocco is

cheaper at the price than skins, owing
to the high cost of labor employed in

splitting sheep skins into skiver.

Some of the lines in which a big Can-
adian trade is expected are very fine

indeed. Well-made suit cases, leather

cases in solid and fancy leathers, at-

tractive bags in leather and silk, purses,

note cases and fitted cases of all kinds

figured prominently.

Brushes and Combs

Supplies available of brushes and
combs seem to be fairly plentiful. The
quality is good, only the best English

materials being available for manufac-
ture. Quite a number of houses have

stocks in hand for early export to Can-
ada.

Toys and Games
Toys appear to be booming, with a

wide field vacated by the Hun. Any
number of new firms are thriving and
anxious to do business in Canada. Ma-
terials, of course, are still scarce and
expensive, and prices consequently quite

high. Dolls are prolific, also games and
mechanical toys. Grotesque, soft, fluffy,

shapeless teddy bears and character
puppets were much in evidence. So, too,

were indestructible linen books, rag dolls

and novelty ideas.

High-class productions were seen in

sports outfits, such as bowls, croquet,

tennis, etc. Seasoned woods, boxwood
and lignum, suitable for these articles

are restricted. Great quantities of these
sports goods were supplied to the Cana-
dian y.M.C.A. during the war for the

troops.

Pottery and Glass

Manufacturers of pottery and glass
are unable to complete orders owing to

the scarcity of coal and labor. Some
firms are two years behind in their de-

liveiies but hope that the situation will

be relieved at an early date and exporta-
tion resun.ed.

IVORY GOODS
The Day of Cheap Merchandise Has

Passed Says One of the Largest
Producers of French Ivory Goods

Makers of solid French ivory are mak-
ing a strong selling point of their

"quality" feature, and it would be well

for merchants to familiarize themselves
thoroughly with the different processes
of construction so that they know exact-

ly why some goods last a lifetime and
may always be matched in color, while
some other lines are of varying shades,

spring apart, will not stand engraving,
and are light in weight and unsubstan-
tial.

There are merchants who know the

differencee in the various methods of
construction but who buy the cheaper
grades "because they are asked for

them." The buyer, however, who goes
after the best business, that is, the trade

"Rub-a-Dub-Dub,"
a new play toy
novelty on the
market. By cour-
tesy of The Ameri-
can Toy Journal.
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which will yield him the most satisfied

customers and the greatest profits, con-
siders carefully the price value of what
he buys.

The same condition holds in ivory that

has prevailed in manufactures of cot-

ton, wool, and a great many other pro-

ducts, namely, that labor costs chiefly

and other essential costs of production
also have been on such a high level dur-

ing recent years and promise to con-
tinue so to a large extent, that goods
made from cheap grades of materials

have advanced in price at a much higher
rate than those of the best qualities, so

that there remains very little difference

in price between the low and the high
grades at present. Labor costs just as

much for cheap materials as for the best.

So far as ivory is concerned the labor

cost for producing wood-filled articles is

even higher than for solid ivory. In the

latter case, one operation is required in

cutting the solid sheets for, say, brush
backs, where five operations are required

for a wood-core back, with its necessary
cementing, filling, etc.

The tendency on the part of the public

is so strongly towards good qualities of

merchandise that it should not take

much educating on the part of the mer-
chant—even the smaller ones—to satisfy

customers who stick to the lowest price,

that there are many advantages to be

had in paying a little more and getting

the best grade of goods.

One of the large manufacturers has

been working for the past two years on

a new design which he felt would be

wanted after the war was over. This

new line is now about to be placed on the

market and, while the original numbers
are to be continued, it is felt that the

new pattern will create a good deal of

interest and stimulate buyine, both for

the Easter and next Christmas trade.

The makers believe it will be a splendid

line for building up sets by degrees be-

cause of the distinctive lines and fine

finish.

TOYS FROM THE EAST
Some Japanese Products Surpass German and Please Canadian

Buyers.

FILET WOOL JACKETS
The crocheted sweater which has been

described in previous issues of DRY
GOODS REVIEW seems to be "taking

on" very well in New York, and is mak-
ing some headway in Canada. These

new jackets are made of wool in filet

stitch and with filet patterns incorporat-

ed as in the vast variety of filet crochet-

ing in cotton and linen threads. They
are worn with every kind of blouse, and

sometimes act as blouses themselves.

Son;etimes they hans' loose likp a smock

so a.= not to crush a delicate blouse, and

are banded with Geors-ette. Soft collars

like lavender, canary, rose, and blue are

liked, and with a combination of angora

are unusuallv lovely. One model in

Eaton's window recently was done in

fine ivory wool, slin-over .stvle. with V-

neck and armholes ed^red with rose.

NEW ENVELOPES
New stamped envelope combinations

for embroidering have seam on shoulders

and are cut in one piece with band fitting

at knees, and have side openings. They

are finished daintily with ribbons.

IN
THE substitution of Japanese toys

for those that formerly came from
Germany, gratifying progress is be-

ing made. This has been referred to on
several occasions in DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, and this month an interesting-

item comes from the Department of
Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, that
throws an insight on the determination
of our Allies in the East so to perfect

their products that they shall be satis-

factory to Canadian buyers. This has
been done to a remarkable degree in the

case of crepe de Chine, and to a consider-

able extent with crepe Georgette. No
doubt the record of eight trials that is

raentioned below in connection with a

certain kind of toy has been more than
duplicated with crepe de Chine and other

fabrics. The "Bulletin" of the Depart-

ment says:

"On the title page of the "Weekly
Bulletin" this week appears an illustra-

tion of toys made in Japan in imitation

of German toys. These toys were made
particularly for sale in Canada, but they

are likely to compete in all the markets
ol the world. Immediately after the out-

break of the war several of the large de-

partment stores of Canada sent buyers

to Japan with samples of German toys
v;ith a view to getting them imitated by
the Japanese. One wholesale house in

Western Canada made a collection of

over 8,000 German articles. Shortly
after the outbreak of the war the head
of the firm took a trip through Canada
picking up German articles wherever he
could find them in the retail stores. He
afterwards went to Chicago and New
York and bought German articles there.

He then shipped the whole collection to

a firm in Yokohama, Japan, asking them
to get Japanese manufacturers to imi-

tate them. In the case of one German
jack knife which he sent over to Japan,
the first Japanese imitation of it was
not satisfactory. The Canadian whole-
sale merchants sent it back with a

criticism. A second knife was returned

from Japan which was better than the

first but not entirely satisfactory. The
knife went back and forth eight times.

Finally a quantity of jack knives were
shipped to Canada which the Canadian
importer states was superior to the Ger-

man article and cheaper. The Japanese
were very ready to receive criticisms and
endeavored tu satisfy the Canadian im-

•jorier."

LACE AND EMBROIDERY

While lace importers are looking for

a downward trend in prices they do not

anticipate any change for x.\.e next three

months. Some place it at six to nine

months. Demand is good for all that

is coming along, but Swiss goods aie

still too high to arouse very much inter-

est in the trade. Nottingham mills are

busy turning out filet nets of all kinds,

which are in great demand both for

trimmings and for curtains. Wages for

lace makers have advanced in all 115

per cent, since the war and now a re-

duction is asked from a 54 to a 44 hour

week, which will probably be granted.

Cotton yarns and threads are still away
up and one wholesaler recently returned

from England states that buyers from

Norvvav have been in the market paying

whatever prices were asked. One case

is recited of a buver taking 50 per cent,

of the whole stock of one manufacturer.

The lace man did not wish to sell so

much all at once and reduce his stock

so materially, so he kept raising the

price on each lot. This however, did

not interfere with sales in the least.

There was a suspicion that the goods

would find their way ultimately into

Central Europe, but no information was

at hand. This gives some indication as

to the probable effects upon the mar-

kets once the way is open for imports

to CO into the depleted countries.

Malines and silk nets are still re-

ported in good demand, though it would

seem to ho towards the end of the sea-

son now for retail placing. Black nets

are quite strong. Interest is very keen

in fine white cotton nets. Buyers are

taking them up readily and waist manu-
facturers also.

SELFRIDGE STORE IN DUBLIN
A Dublin dispatch to the "London

Times" states that Selfridge & Co. have

acquired the control of the business of

the well-known drapery firm of Brown,

Thomas & Co (Limited), Grafton, Street.

Dublin, and propose to conduct it in the

same manner as their establishments in

Oxford street, London.

JEWELRY FOR MEN
For the last five or six years jewelry

in the men's lines has been very con-

spicuous by its absence. Now, however,

one cannot help but notice the revival

of the Waldemar chain, the fancy belt

buckle, colored cuff buttons, and neat

tie pin cultivated by the up-to-the-min-

ute dresser. With the advent of Spring

and Summer, the soft collar will be in

greater use and gold or chased safety-

pins will be in brisk demand. The jew-

elry manufacturers claim that the better

class jewelry will be more in evidence, as

the snappy dresser wants plain, neat de-

signs, and these are generally found in

the higher grade lines.—MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW.



RETAIL MERCHANTS IN CONVENTION
Many Important Questions Dealt With by R.M.A. Executive and Legislation is Urged

—Bankruptcy Act Criticised—Price Maintenance Advocated.

Reported by Resident Representative.

THE Dominion executive of the
Retail Merchants' Association has
been in session at Ottawa recently.

The following were in attendance:
Horace Chevrier, W. G. Devlin, C. W.
Rannard, J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg; J.

G. Watson, A. Daniel, J. S. A. Filion, L.
M. Cornellier, Montreal; W. C. Miller,
D. W. Clark, Toronto; A. A. Mclntyre,
John H. Vaughan, St. John, N.B.; W. J.

Hopgood, J. C. Doyle, Halifax; B. W.
Ziemann, Preston; C. H. Burtt, Frederic-
ton, N.B ; J. J. Poison, Regina; E. J.

Turcotte, East Broughton; Henry Wai-
ters, E. M. Trowem, Ottawa.

The delegates were welcomed by E. R.
Fisher, S. McClenaghan and Henry Wai-
ters, of the Ottawa branch of the asso-
ciation, the speeches of welcome being
replied to by B. W. Ziemann and J. G.
Watson. The whole day, until 8.30 at
night, was spent in discussion of the mat-
ters to be laid before the members of
the Dominion Cabinet and membero of
the House of Commons and Senate.

The meeting with the members of tlie

House and Senate took place at the
Hotel Chateau Laurier, and was
well attended by those representatives
particularly interested in retail trade.
Mr. Horace Chevrier of Winnipeg occu-
pied the chair ar.d presented the whole
programme for the consideration of
those present in a most admirable man-
ner.

He dealt at length with the Bankruptcy
Act. He said the retailers did not think
there was any need for such an Act. It

is being asked for by the Credit Men's
Association. The retailers did not think
an Act could be made that would not
cost more to the commercial and finan-
cial interests in Canada than it would
save, in the way of expenses as well as
stability in trade. Owing to the way it

was originally drafted, it was more like

an addition to the criminal code than an
Act to help trade and credit. Even to-

day, after many amendments, it bids
fair to be fruitful of litigation and waste
of estates.

It is necessary for a small proportion
of traders, but the only object of a

Bankruptcy Act is to free of all bonds
the man who has given to his creditors

all he has in the world. Unless there are
important changes in the draft of the
Act from last session, that principle is

lost sight of. If those powers which are
asking for the Act are strong enough to

hypnotize Parliament and to obtain the

consecration of the principle of the

Bankruptcy Act in spite of the fact that
it is absolutely unnecessary from our
point of view, then certain safeguards
would have to be imposed.
He said there had been a Bankruptcy

Act in Canada years ago which worked
hardships to the public, and the whole

credit structure of Canada was placed
in a bad position. There is no evidence
that the credit men and bankers were
any more angelic than they used to be,

and if this proposed Act is not carefully

looked after we may see the same thing

repeated.

"Do you think," interposed Senator
McSweeny, "that we need one at all ?

We should much prefer that there be

no Act passed."

In the matter of the proposed legis-

lation requiring merchants to keep books,

the Association agreed that this was
necessary, but care shoud be taken to

see that it was not made excessive. The
proportion of men in business who go
in with the deliberate intention of

swindling was very small and should not

govern in the matter.

On the False Advertising Act, it was

The officers for the ensuing year
were as follows:

President, J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg.
First vice-president, J. G. Watson,

Montreal.

Second vice-president, J. L. S. Hutch-
inson, Saskatoon.
Third vice-president, F. W. Daniel, Si.

John, N.B.; fourth vice-president, T. A.
Gaetz, Red Deer, Sask.; fifth vice-presi-

dent, W. J. Hopgood, Halifax, N.S.;

sixth vice-president, G. A. Howker, Van-
couver; treasurer, Henry Watters, Ot-
tawa; secretary. E. M. Trowem, Ottawa.

pointed out to the meeting that up to

the present the law could not catch the

man who systematically allowed his ad-

vertising to be conducted to the detri-

ment of the trade and the public. The
association was asking amendments to

the False Advertising Act to deal with
this. The Act was quite severe on the

merchant who personally advertised

falsely, but did not get at the man who
allowed his agent to do so.

Carrying of Parcels and Catalogues by
Mail

It was pointed out that only a small
portion of this was borne by the parties

benefiting, the remainder of the cost

had to be borne by the letter service.

This allowed the mail-order houses to

take away a great deal of trade from
those parts of the country where it

should be carried on. The country was
being drained of its small towns and
villages and those centres of society

which were so necessary and which re-

tail trade tended to encourage were suf-

fering. The trade which they should get

was being taken from them by the mail-

order houses. He regretted to say that

many who should have a wider outlook
were among the greatest encouragers of
this business. The clergyman, for ex-
ample, who" should have a wider out-
look. The mail-order catalogue was next
to the Bible in many homes, where they
sat down on Sunday and studied the big
catalogues and made out their orders.

The whole thing was largely due to the

fact that the Government was carrying
parcels at less than cost.

Senator Blain asked if it was not a

fact that the country merchants them-
selves were great sinners in this respect,

and often bought abroad what they could

get at home. He was told that if there

were those who did so, they were not
members of the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation. "Anyway," said Mr. Chevrier,

"we ask that you make this impossible

on the part of the merchant or any other

individual."

Fire Insurance Act

It was pointed out that it was not the
retail merchant who was asking for this

legislation. An attempt was being made
to put through forms of applications

containing innumerable questions and to

make this signed application a part of

the policy. In many cases the questions

were impossible to answer. Exception
was also taken to the fact that the Act
would allow of too many structural

changes in buildings being required.

The agent of one company would require

one thing and another agent would re-

quire something else, so that, if, as very

often happened, a man had ten or a dozen
policies, his building might practically

have to be reconstructed. It looked to

the association like a well-organized

system of black-listing. They objected

to the application becoming part of the

policy, but if it is so, then the rates

should be reduced. If the companies are

to take absolutely no risk, they should

share part of th&- premium with us; or,

we say, once a policy is issued on this

proposed application form it should be

absolutely non-contestable after a cer-

tain time.

Weights and Measures

The Retail Merchants' Association

asked that the fees for inspection under
this Act be abolished. If this were done
the merchant would invite inspection.

It was for the public benefit and should

be a public service.

Price Maintenance Legislation

The association was in favor of price

maintenance in order that the manufac-
turer should be able to maintain the

quality of his goods. It was pointed out

that a catalogue picture could make
anything look good, but that did not
assure quality, >is they knew.

(Continued on page 126.)
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Barbour's and Knox's Linen

are in the Canadian Market

STOCK OUR LINEN THREADS
Carpet Sewing

on

-oz., 4-oz. and 8-

oz. Cops, also

Skeins.

Black, Drabs,

Green and Red

Tailoring and Fur
Trade

2-oz. Spools, all

Nos. Skeins.

Fil au Grand Prix

No. 35/4 Black

Button Thread.

Retail Trade

100 and 200-yard

spools

Black, Drabs,

W-Brown, White

Threads

Again

FOR
Crochet Work

F.D.A. White,

Nos. 25 to 80

One price

TORONTO

Write Us for Prices and Samples

Good Stocks Carried At

MONTREAL QUEBEC

FRANK & BRYCE, LIMITED

jULlAUSALE

JOlianSttle '^

Place Your Order To-day
For Strap Handle Purses

The Trade has likely learned by now that there's

a decided ''right-about-face" from the large hand
bags and purses to the neater and smaller strap-

handle purses. There's going to be the biggest
kind of a demand for them—and the shop' that
shows the nicest line is going to get the lion's share
of the trade.

The "Julian Sale" line is by far the largest and
best assorted line presented for the season—nearly
200 different patterns of them, and over 90 per
cent, of them are new this season. Vachette is

one of the popular novelties—it's a bright leather.
White pin seal and Moroccos are amongst the
more staple numbers in the line.

Place your order and be ready for the
big call for strap-handle purses. Let us
send you a nice line to-day. Phone, write
or wire.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.,
LIMITED

Wholesale—Factory—Sample Room.
600 King Street W. Toronto
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The LONDON HOUSE for

Ribbons and Lace Goods
Novelties

In SILKS, VELVETS and WOOL
DRESS MATERIALS

Our Mr. A. W. Cliffe will be in Canada from early in April
till end of June with sample ranges of the above.

WINDSOR HOTEL, MONTREAL QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO
ROYAL ALEXANDRA, WINNIPEG

and will be pleased to hear from numerous friends.

Canadians visiting London are invited to walk round our
extensive warehouse and to ask for our manager who will
give them a hearty welcome.

St. PauFs Churchyard, LONDON
Mantle and Costume Factories:

10 & 11 WARWICK LANE, E.C. 4 29 to 33 .WARWICK LANE, E.C. 4

and PATERNOSTER SQUARE, E.C. 4



HOUSCrUKNISHINGS

THE PERFECT FITNESS OF THINGS IS ART
Summary of Lectures on Household Decoration Delivered by Resident of Art School—

A

Period of Plain Painted Walls is at Hand, Said Speaker—We are Turn-
ing Now to Italian Type of Decoration

THE application of intelligence to

all matters of daily life," may in

in a broad way be given as the in-

terpretation of art which was the thesis

of the series of lectures delivered in To-
ronto by Professor Frank Alvah Par-
sons, M.A., president of the New York
School of Fine and Applied Art, during-

the first week of April. The lectures

were given free to the public, under the

auspices of the T. Eaton Co., Ltd., and
delivered in their furniture building. By
pointing out, in a very forceful way,
several things which art isn't. Professor

Parsons conducted his large audiences

to a conclusion which was much more
definite and intelligent than is usually

the case when such a widely interpreted

topic as house decoration is under dis-

cussion.

In the first place it was pointed out

that art is not imitation. No matter

how lifelike a flower, or a crab, or a

peach may be represented it still falls

far short of the original thing, and there-

fore, because of its imitation, it may not

be considered artistic. There are five

appetites in human nature, said Pro-

fessor Parsons, and an appeal to any of

them—food, air, water, clothing or sex

—

is inartistic. Appetite is a thing of

the flesh, whereas art is a thing of the

mind. It is a quality and expresses itself

without difficulty.

Art is not sentiment. How many
people there are who value a thing for

its associations, whereas the thing itself

may be very imperfect. For instance, a

lovely, youthful girl will weight down
the soft, sheer fabric of her gown with

a large, heavy cameo, totally inharmon-

ious with her own nature and clothin'.r

and think it beautiful because her grand-

mother and her mother wore it

before her. It is the associa-

tions which attract her, not any

beauty of the thing itself.

Art 1' not jmtinuity either. Age dees

rot alwiys beautify-

Nor is art fashion or pictures or ag-

jjregation.

Art is a very definite thing. It is the

expression of an idea. Clothe.-, and the

home V>ave a verv definite relation to

life. The home is the soil for tho de-

velopment of the allround man and tlierc-

fore in its expression of taste it should

cater to more than the flesh. Clothes

exist for people unless you be mannequins
—then you exist for the clothes. If

clothes exist for people tncn they should

express an idea of the we-ir-er. Art is

an answer to man's need for anything.

It is that which man does himself to

express that which he feels. It is very

necessary first of all to be sure of what
we want to express, wliethor it be in

clothing or house decoration, in fur-

liture or anything else in which mon is

iterested. Fitness is tar.damental in

art. For both beauty and use art de-

pends upon color, form, shape, lines and

texture. A tasteful and beautiful ar-

rangement of these comes only by

thought.

Decoration is not a quantitative thing.

The purpose of decoration is to render

something which is less attractive more
so, not to draw attention to itself. Pro-

fessor Parsons here interjected a wish

that for one season all the women would

wear black hats when on the street—by
way of giving the rest of the public a

relief from all the startling things it

sees in headwear.

Each Room Has a Special Function

In the arrangement of a house, said

the speaker, each room has a special

function to perform, a special reason

for its existence. Line, spot and color

throughout in a bedroom should be rest-

ful. In a dining room cleanliness is the

first impression which should be pro-

vided. Colors which leave a "dark brown

taste in your mouth" should be avoided.

There are muddy tones to be avoided

and there are others which :|iuggest

cleanliness at once. A living room should

be arranged that it may fulfil its func-

tion of being lived in with comfort. It

is the room for all the family. Might

it Tiot have an unobtrusive sewing-bas-

ket, an ash tray, books, a few flowers,

with attention to selection and arrange-

ment throughout? In a drawing room

one makes merry. In it one has a moral

holiday, so to' speak. Nobody stays

very long and therefore it may be ar-

ranged to "make an impression" by its

fine things. It may be furnished with
the idea of stimulating joy and socia-

bility. The guest room is perhaps the
most difficult of any to furnish ar-

tistically, for it is an impersonal thing,
and yet must suggest comfort and re-

pose.

Backgrounds Should Not be Aggressive

In considering the principles upon
which decoration is based it is found
that to discriminate as to which is the
decorative thing is important. Back-
grounds should not be aggressive. As
already stated, the house is the setting

for the individual, therefore, the people
should be considered the decorative thing.

To illustrate how one's identity may be
lost in badly chosen backgrounds. Pro-
fessor Parsons introduced four man-
nequins. One, a distinct brunette, one
a decided blonde, a fair medium and a
dark medium. The first of these was
gowned in deep red, illustrating the suit-

ability of clear rich coloring in contrast

to her hair and eyes, and in its fine

touches of black trimming taking up
again the colors of the wearer to ad-

vantage; for the blonde a light clear

blue was chosen, reflecting the tone of

her eyes. This gown had no other color

introduced. The light medium complex-

ion looked well in a pastel tint, mauve
in this case, where strong, decided color

would be quite unsuitable. The indecisive

tone was necessary to allow full play to

the shade of the hair, eyes and com-
plexion. The dark medium type with

auburn hair wore a deep rich henna col-

ored satin gown, expressing more sta-

!)ility of nature and harmonizing well'

with the colors of the wearer. Each of

these in turn was tried against three

different backgrounds. The first was a

striking assemblage of black and white

and red with a large motif pattern. So

decidedly did it take from the effect even

of the strongly colored types that it was
evident to everyone how unsuitable such

a backoround must be in a horn". A
dark rich green with figured ground wns
used in the next experiment, and while

less objectionable it stifi imnressed itself

too much. The hair, eyes, skin and cos-

tume of all four were allowed their ful-
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Filet Panels

These are some of the delicate

designs in the new narrow panels

which were described last month.
The customer buys whatever num-
ber of panels required to fit her

windows, the length of the curtain

being the width of the material.

In this way dainty borders are pos-

sible as shown. From the lines of

Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto.

lest expression when posed before the
lig^ht grey ground, this tone allowing the
most delicate tints of complexion and
fabric to play their part to the fullest

extent.

Painted Walls To Replace Paper?
Professor Parsons predicted a coming

vogue for painted walls in preference
to paper ones. "Plain plaster walls of-

fer many and pleasant opportunities for

adopting backgrounds suitable for the

majority of homes and peoples," he said.

With regard to ceilings Professor Par-
sons thinks they should be toned into the

rest of the room, "lest they seem to be
goring,''' he said, ,with an expressive
wave of his hands upward. "Putting the

tone in the ceiling holds it," he added
Of course the size of the room and height

of the walls are matters which will af-

fect the treatment of the ceiling.

Rugs, too, are important decorative

features in a room. The placing of rugs
should be in conformity with the struc-

ture of the room. Consistent structural

unity should be observed in the placing

of rugs and furniture, in the hanging
of pictures, in fact, in everything in a

house. Balance is another law which
must be observed throughout-—that is,

harmony with the law of gravitation.

Pictures should not look heavy on one

part of the wall and light and few on

another. They should be arranged with

attention to proportionate distances

from ceiling, corners and furniture. Size,

solor, line, etc., all affect this law of

balance and when it is observed it gives

an effect of repose and dignity to a

room.
With regard to motifs and decorations

they too have their rightful place. The
motif in decoration is the theme, just as

there is a foundation idea or theme or

motif in music or in a story. Motifs are

the sources of interest in texti'es. There
are three tvpes of motifs in house fur-

nishing and decorations. The first

source is known as nature. As pointed

out earlier, art is not imitation, and so

nature annlied anywhere where it is

"unnatural" kills art and the sense of

things. A lobster painted on a plaLo

from which one eats, of the f ice of a

beautiful girl painted on a .sofa pillow

where one is accustomed to stick one's

elbow, life-like flowers made of wax, or

even with their veined leaves imitated
on millinery, do not tend to develop a

wholesome love for nature but rather
misfit it. If naturalistic motifs are to

he used it should be with discretion.

They must be placed so that you do not
think nature first and say "how life-

like." The motifs should be so blended
c.nd arranged in their coloring, etc., as to

call forth an admiration for the thing
itself, that is for the medium in which
Hiet motif appears.
The second type of motif is the con-

ventionalized or better formalized one. IL

is changed from the natural for a de-

finite decorative purpose. It is

artistic because it does not pretend
to represent nature but to look like the

thing they decorate and look right there.

The third type of motif is the absti'act,

such as stripes or blocks. These go with
f.nything. For instance stripes may ap-

pear in the same room with patterns
provided the stripes are not too harsli

and the two should not be placed too

closely together. In combining different

types of motifs one must see that they
are all in "scale"—that is in size pro-

portion. And they must all agree in

color and there must not be too many.
The three are impossible unless the
room is very large.

In reference to the conventionalized

motif. Professor Parsons pointed out thnt

Oriental motifs are almost all symbolic
Rugs depict family histories, customs
and so on. Color is symbolic to the

Chinese and Egyptians in the same wav
The Orientals saw in the circle the all

surrounding aoodness of God; triangles,

trefoils, septfoils. all had a distinct

meaning ; hence the significance of these

motifs in their textiles, stained glass

windows and other art productions.

"The art of Eurone is the basis of the

idealism of the world." said the speaker.

One lecture in the series was given

to the discussion of historic furniture
and its modern uses. There is a psy-
chological connection between furniture
and its maker. Chairs and buffets il-

lustrating the different types were on
the platform for reference. The willow.'^

idea in piilars and legs, of the Eliza-
bethan period, was Gjerman, brought
into England by German workmen.
Henry VIII would have nothing Italian,

but his different wives were responsible
for bringing in Spanish and other in-

fluences. Scantiness was characteristif-

of the Puritan and Cromwellian era.

Then came the frisky Charles. French
ideas, highly ornate, were expressed
through the English mind in his reign-
William and Mary with their Ehateh'

and Stuart tastes touched the people in-

a way that the Court proper had not
done. Then developed the Queen Anne
style in better proportion than the Hague
ideas, but the Dutch feeling is there.
Needlework and hand made tapestries
became the fad at court and all over
England. Anne was fond of her garden
too and so a domestic connection was
established between art and experience.
The vagaries of Chippendale came in

for review and the necessity of knowing
the good from the bad in furniture before
one selects what Chippendale sponsored.

Finer developments will take place in

the next five years, Professor Parsons
thinks. There is a big field coming for
the French art but now we are turning
to the Italian of the 18th century. It is

easier to copy, not so perfectly finished
as the French, and it is natural, simple
and charming.

Furniture, like clothing and every-
thing else, has a definite function to

perform, and only when we have the
facts responsible^ for the different styles

of furniture do we know where and when
to introduce specimens of Elizabeth,
Charles or Anne. The first requisite in

furniture is comfort. It must be well
made and proportionate. As to orna-
ment it must not have Cupid Avings pro-
truding where one's head should rest.

Leonardo well said that decoration mtrst
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not interfere with use. As to its placing,
good furniture can be bad, according to

the way it is used.

The Essential Facts in Every Good Room
In arranging a room there is a cer-

tain order of thought to be observed. "A
room without 'atmosphere' is a hotel,"

said the lecturer. A room must have
the atmosphere of being lived in. It

must have the home touch, the living

quality. Every house ought to be a per-

fect thing, from a workman's cottage to

the palace of the oil magnate.
Everything in a house should be for

use. An aggregation is by no means
decoration but often a defamation. One
should ask the question of every article,

"Is this doing everything it can do?"
and that constant question is the first

story in house decoration.

The background is the first atmo-
spheric influence in a house. What color,

how intense, how light or how dark, are

to be settled first. The walls and wood-
work must be toned down to allow play

of all the beauty of pictures and of

people, they must not be too dark or too

light for the furniture. Decoration novv-

a-days assumes that there is nothing
"true" to begin with, such as the old-

fashioned chandeliers, gilt mirrors and
.ornate mantelpieces.

.
How to group two things which are to

be seen &s a Unit is fundamental. This

applies to two pictures of different

size, to a picture and a chair, a side

table and a chair, or whatever the two

things may be. A Greek law has stated

the case and is always applicable: "Two

objects to be seen as a unit must have

the distance between them not less than

a third or more than half the width of

the smaller one. Just half is con-

sidered clumsy. This covers the arrange-

ment of all things."

Referring again to books-, Professor

Parsons stated that no house is well dec-

orated without them. Book-cases are

not altogether essential. A few books

should be on every table, easy of ac-

cess, appearing to be read. "They are

more decorative than pictures since they

bespeak intelligent inhabitants in the

house," he said. Simply made book-ends

keep them convenient, neat and decor-

ative.

Flowers, a few, placed with thought

as to their number, size and color, will

add much to the artistic atmosphere of

a room.

Laws of Aesthetics Rather Than Repre-

sentations Should be Taught

With regard to art education, the fault

of it in America is in emphasizing rep-

resentation rather than creation. "If

there is no appreciation of art developed

in the primary classes of the public

schools then there will be none later on.

An appreciation of art can dominate the

world in its whole commercial and man-

ufacturing spheres. We have not ac-

counted in the commercial world for the

value of art to it," said the lecturer.

Children must be taught to differentiate

between art and appetite. It is not ex-

pressive of a love of nature nor of an

appreciation of art when children gather

handfuls of flowers promiscuously, crush

them into a bottle, and present them to
the teacher who leaves them on the desk
to fade by the end of the day because
there are too many. Intelligence is ne-
cessary in art. People are wedded to
show and that intelligence must over-
come. Art is expression, putting mean-
ing into a thing; it is a state of mind

—

whether it is expressed in talking, writing,
sewing, painting, singing or making mu-
sic. Everything that is artistic fulfils

its purpose perfectly. A dress that ii

so narrow that it interferes with normal
walking is inartistic; shoes that are so
ornate that they are the only thing one
can see in a costume are inartistic, for
people's feet are not the thing to be
pushed on a public's vision.

Along with use, art is beautiful. Beau-
ty is perfect harmony. Its laws must
be understood. How to formulate color

correctly and to associate form should be
taught to children. The perfect fitness

of things is art.

It will be seen readily from the fore-

going that Professor Parsons' view of

art is just as applicable to store ar-

rangement, window display, advertising

and anything else that relates to the

proper functioning of a store as it is

to the conception which an adviser on

house furnishing and decorating should

have. It is for the purpose of assisting

to crystalize that conception in order

to keep it workable, definite and intel-

ligent, that this summary of nearly a

dozen lectures by one of America's best

known authorities is given.

CURTAINS
Theic are some new colored madrases

in mixtures on the market once more

—

the first that have been produced in five

years. These are indelicate shades and
lacev patterns for the most part. Some,
however, have black backgrounds which
show up the designs the more distinctly.

Chinese effects are also developed with

black backgrounds. Pale rose, sage

green, light blues, ecru, cream and tan

are the chief colors noted.

Then in the one-toned natural shade

madras there are some showing hand

blocked colored motifs in the borders

or else narrow, unbroken, colored bor-

ders.

In the all-ivory madras are some in

very highly-mercerized Egyptian cotton

which are unusually attractive in finish,

resembling raw silk. All of these madras

curtainings are 50 inches wide and the

colors are claimed to be sunfast.

While American cotton has been

fluctuating in price, Egyptian cotton is

likely to remain high for the reason that.

the acreage planted this year is fully

one-third below normal. This will mean
that all kinds of goods with mercerized

finish will continue at high prices, and

that goods for next Spring will show an

increased proportion of American cot-

ton, since the Egyptian cotton is what

is used for the mercerized finish.

Demand is still strong for filet laces

of all kinds, from the small motifs a

couple of inches across for insets, to the

curtaining measuring as wide as 90

inches. There are strips of square and

rectangular panels which a woman may'
purchase to cut and rearrange as she
chooses, oval motifs set in squares to be
used in either shape, and the long panels
6 inches wide with fancy border finish
as described in last month's DRY GOODS
REVIEW and illustrated here, and then
there are the wonderful tapestry pat-
terns which have been adapted to the
lace looms with excellent results in
theme and shading. These filets of
course are fine and the more intricate
the design the higher the price, but they
are high diss lines throughout. Some
other nev,- Nottingham productions show
patterns adapted from the fine Italian,

Dutch, Spanish, and Belgian hand-made
laces, in all-over patterns, some of which
are heavy and some delicate in effect.

LONDON ART FABRIC HOUSE
MAKES BIG PROFITS

Liberty and Co., dealers in silk and
other fabrics, carpets and furniture, of

Regent Street, London, Eng., have made
a net profit on the past year's trading
of £99,047, representing a gain of over
200 per cent, in a couple of years. The
dividend and bonus are again to amount
to 20 per cent, free of tax, and whereas
twelve months ago £21,887 was reserved,

this time the special allocations are to

be £55,000, of which £15,000 will go to

the special fund to meet the increased

cost of building new premises.

HAS FAITH IN WORKMEN
Mr. W. G. McJannett, of the J. B.

Henderson Co., Toronto, returned March
20 from an 8-week trip to the Old Coun-
try. He reports conditions very un-

settled at present with traces of the war
still everywhere apparent, but he is by
no means pessimestic over the future.

"The character of the British workman
is such that even though he may be car-

ried away for a time by agitation he

will only go so far, and will settle down
very shortly and go to work with a will,"

said Mr. McJannett. In England the

people are still living on meat, butter

and sugar rations, though restrictions

are lifted from oleomargarine.

BETTER YEAR FOR BRITISH LINO-
LEUM MANUFACTURERS

London, Eng., March 7.—Although

much difficulty has been experienced in

the United Kingdom in obtaining ma-

terials, the trade has evidently had a

much better year, jud-iing from the re-

port of the Linoleum Manufacturing Co.

A final dividend of 7 1- per cent., with a

bonus of 5 per cent, is announced, making

15 per cent, for 1918. This compares

favorably with 10 per cent, for 1917, l^Ai

per cent, for each of the three years to

1916, 121/2 per cent, for 1913, and 15

per cent, for the five preceding years.

Mr. Ernest Clarke, the commercial

manager of Herbert Terry & Sons, Ltd.,

Redditch, Eng., makers of spring arm-

lets, pen clips, etc., is on a visit to Can-

ada, now that the establishment is re-

leased from state control.
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DRAPERIES
Velours in plain colors for draperies

for Fall are shown in an attractive range
of colors. One firm is sending some
twenty-six different tones in its samples
carried by travellers this month. Some,
of course, will sell less readily than
others. The newest among them are

terra cotta, peacock| "olue^ and burnt
orange, but these will probably not be

wanted in as large quantities as greens,

rose shades, ruby, browns and amethyst.
A new fabric just on the market this

month for upholstery purposes is a

mohair lock-stitch velours.

A NOVEL TABLE-BED
A Chicpgo firm is featuring a new line

of folding beds. When closed, they are

in the form of a library table, mahogany,
or walnut, and have no appearance of

bulkiness. The table is in Adam or

Louis style, with slender legs, with a

box top, which, instead of being the

regulation long drawer, is really the

hiding-place for the bedding, springs,

etc. To convert the table into the bed,

the top is raised up to a perpendicular

position forming the head of the bed.

The springs, etc., are then opened out in

the usual way. the length of the table

forming the width of the bed.

SCRIMS AND TAPESTRIES STIFFEN
AGAIN—ENGLAND BUYS IN

CANADIAN MARKET
During the past few days prices have

stiffened up considerably in plain scrims,

colored scrims and tapestries for drap-
eries and furnitue coverings. A short

time ago a temporary drop was recorded
hut this has been counteracted by an
advance of about 15 per cent.. This is

-"hiefly in goods of United States man-
ufacture. One large Toronto m,anu-
facturer reports that orders which he
intended placing ten days ago for a
certain fabric of which he uses con
.=iderable quantities, but delayed on ac-

count of the spring busy season, were
not to be had now (April 8th) under

11 1-2j. Another line of which lie

bought heavily a year ago and which he

"!s again open to purchase is higher

now than it was at that time.

In English goods there has been no
recession whatever. In fact English
firms are so filled up with orders for

northern Europe, China, and elsewhere
and are so materially affected by the

coal situation there, that no hint of

lowering prices is felt. Every manu
f'acturer in Great Britain is feeling the

effect of the fifty per cent, advance i/i

coal. Since imports from the United

States have been prohibited into Eng-
land buyers from the old land are plac-

ing orders here in Canada. One firm has
received quite a good deal of business

in poles, and pole sets and textiles of

various types to be shinped to England.
This together with a large Roumanian
order for Canadian cottons will tend

further to make prices firm and con-

tinue high for home consumption.

FUTURE CARPET SUPPLIES
In a paper on "English Carpets," which

Mr. A. F. Kendrick (Department of

Textiles, Victoria and Albert Museum)
read before the Royal Society of Arts re-

cently, he restricted the scope of his re-

marks more particularly to hand-woven
pile carpets, and admitted, not without

reluctance, that the future in the indus-

try lay with the power-loom. It would
be a thousand pities, however, if hand-
knotting were to die out, either in the

East or the West. Speaking with regard

to the future, he said that for a good
many years the Western market in

Oriental carpets had drawn largely upon
the reserves in the East, but these re-

serves were now practically exhausted,

and the exportation could only keep pace

with temporary production. They could

not expect much from Turkey and Persia,

the products of which had been severely

checked by the war. Under stable Gov-
ernment, India seemed now to have a

chance such as never before, and no ef-

forts should be spared to encourage there

Filet Curtaining

This lace is claimed by the mak-

ers in Nottingham to be the finest

piece of work which has ever come

from a machine. Certainly the

shading, the detail, and the artis-

tic conception are far beyond the

ordinary for machine work. Shown
by courtesy of Lace Goods, Lim-

ited, Toronto.

the weaving of the best carpets that

could be produced. This need not offer

any check to the industry at home, which,

though not large, had its owm special

field.

Lord Carmichael emphasized a sug-

gestion made by Mr. Kendrick that it

ought to be possible to train disabled

sailors and soldiers for carpet and

tapestry weaving.

DEPARTMENT STORE BURNED
A disastrous fire broke out March 14

in the prosperous town of Petitcodiac.

about 23 miles from Moncton, N.B. The

fire is thought to have originated in a

blacksmith shop. It jumped across the

street to Blakeny Brothers' boot and

shoe store, and from there rapidly

spread in all directions. Among the

buildings destroyed in the business sec-

tion were the Bank of Nova Scotia.

Flemming's drug store, the postoffice, H.

C. Goggin & Co., Myles Mclnnes' de-

partmental store, H. W. Church & Co.,

A. M. Brown & Co., and S. L. Stockton.

A very strong wind was blowing toward

the east, and the railway station and

freight sheds were wrecked by the

flames. The extent of the damage is

about $150,000.

MAKES ALTERATIONS
Mr. Harry Thorpe, North Bay, Ont.,

has been making considerable improve-

ments to the interior of his store. A
large balcony has been erected at the-

rear which will be used as an office as;,

well as for stock, while the space down-

stairs that was formerly occupied by the

office will be devoted to "more stock."

With these improvements much more

space wili be added, and as a consequence

a larger stock will be carried.

The Imperial Dry Goods Co., Moose

Jaw, Sask., have opened a new millin-

ery shop where they are featuring Gage,

Fiske, Orb, Gainsboro', Elite, and other

lines of millinery.
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R. C. WICKWARE.
Pres.

H. Y. FARR.
Sec.-Trcai.

64 WELLINGTON STREET WEST,

TORONTO.
CANADA

In Stock for Immediate Delivery

We have in stock for immediate delivery a complete
assortment of

SCRIMS
CURTAIN NETS

MARQUISETTES

Our fine assortment of above lines is just what is

needed to put your House Furnishings stock in tip-top

shape for Spring business. We are prepared to give

you excellent service on these lines.

Look into the values we are now offering and you'll

see at once the profit in dealing with the house that is

prepared.

Let us have your sorting orders then as soon as pos-

sible. We'll endeavor to satisfy you with quality, price

and service.

A call will be to your interest, or,

See samples now in hands of our travellers.

The LACE GOODS COMPANY, Limited
64 Wellington Street West Third Floor Empire Building Toronto. Ontario

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
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House-Cleaning Time
IS HERE

OldWindow Shades are being taken down and
discarded. New ones must necessarily go up.

People are moving into new homes, that means
more new shades.

HOW IS YOUR STOCK?

Are you ready for this big rush of spring trade?

We are ready to co' operate ^vith you. Order

now. "Dalmor" Brand shades are the best—ask

for them- they are-

. Arrow f Dominion < Regal < Peerless »- De Luxe Tints

DALY 6? MORIN LIMITED
LACHINE ' MONTREAL ' QUEBEC

Cretonnes
and other House Furnishings
for Spring, 1919
We have a complete range of Cretonnes and other

house furnishings in stock for immediate delivery. Our
prices are much below the market.

Place your orders for Spring with us for the lines listed

below, and you will be. assured of the best service and
the lowest prices.

Mail
Orders
Solicited

Ecru and Arab Hemstitched
Madras.

Colored Madras in all the
wanted shades, plain and
Hemstitched edges.

Cretonnes and Printed Repps
in an infinite variety.

Shadow Taffetas.

Bungalow Nets.
Marquisettes.
Plain, H.S. and Cable Voiles

and Scrims.
Casement Cloths.
Novelty Curtains.
Muslins.
Repps.

J. B. Henderson & Co., Limited
80 BAY STREET: : : . TORONTO

"In the heart of the dry goods district"
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Introducing the

Irish Linen Society

Early in 1915, before the gravity of the war was quite

realized, various branches of the linen industry in Ireland

considered a proposal to co-ordinate for research, analysis,

development and the stabilization of the entire Irish linen

industry.

As the war intensified, the British Government recog-

nized that, although the normal production of Irish linen

had been reached, it was still inadequate, so it encouraged

organization in order to get the maximum finished product

out of a given supply of raw material and labor.

The great war success of this co-ordination determined

the Irish linen industries to continue in a similar way so

as to help in the solution of the inevitable problems of peace.

On this basis over a hundred representative spinners, weavers,

bleachers, manufacturers and machinery makers founded the Irish

Linen Society, the aims of which are to standardize both product

and market that the ultimate distributor will be assured of his

outlet, profit and merchandise quality.

The work of the Society in nowise interferes with individual

brands or merchandising methods, but is solely concerned with

promoting i)ublic interest and knowledge, in fostering good-will

towards ti'ue Irish linen, and in furthering the interests of all its

distributors.
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The immediate advantage to Linen buyers is stabilized

prices. In which connection, remember these facts:

The cost of Linen yarn and labor cannot be reduced this

year.

The Linen trade in Ireland has arranged for minimum
prices for 19 19, to protect retailers in their purchases, and

to give them time to dispose of stocks at a fair margin of

profit.

Thus buyers may proceed at once to fill their reasonable

requirements for the year, confident that the Linen price

basis is firm and stocks will not depreciate in value, on their

handle.

Prepare for a big "Wedding Season." This promises to be the

greatest year that department stores have ever enjoyed. Your Linen

department-—essentially a quality department—should be prepared to

meet this unequalled opportunit>- for expansion and profit.

Educate your staff to the viewpoint that Linen prices cannot drop

—moreover, that these prices are in proportion to general conditions

and other lines of merchandise in the after-war price level.

The Linen scarcity will be felt principally by those buyers who fail

to act promptly in placing their orders.

The
Irish Linen

Society,

Belfast
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine
Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

"^lUfi
"

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

Table Oil Cloth
= and ^

Oil Cloth Table Cover Designs
fcS DIRECT FROM LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

5 LEATHER CLOTH
MUSLINS - DRILLS - DUCKS

VITRA PHANE
STAINED GLASS PAPER

THE WEISS & KLAU CO.
462-466 BWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

" TABLE OIL CLOTH AND WINDOW SHADES SINCE 1887 "
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CABLES: Worth, Stourport CODE: A.B.C. 5th Edition

T. BOND WORTH & SONS, LTD.
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

STOURPORT, WORCS., ENGLAND

Specialities in Carpets
m suitable styles and artistic

effects—the result of many years

experience and careful study

of the requirements of the

CANADIAN MARKET.

Saxony Wilton Rugs (seamed)
Made in Two Qualities

Omdurman and Persian

Seamless Axminster Rugs
9' 0" 10' 6" and 12' 0" Wide

SEVERN
ASTORIA

AMBERLEY

Royal Axminster Carpets
Piece Goods Seamed Rugs

Hearth Rugs

SABRINA IMPERIAL STANDARD QUALITY
THAMES AND AVON QUALITIES

Brussels and Wilton Carpets and Rugs
Chenille Hearth Rugs and Mats

Corridor, Vestibule and Sofa Rugs
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The illustration shonvs in reduced size,

one of the Feltol Ad'verttsements appearing
in April Issues of Farm papers.

new -hioor covQrmcf

'nea on an arhjiaeSiafned L
y

Highiy paid aitista ari, lesixinsiblc ior ihc atlrnclivc designs which wc havt; included in our
range of Ftito! Floor Coverings. Tht- gri;at variety of bcauliful c'ccorative designs ensures ;i

stln '-oi' ;i; ii..finwi;\ .v.\\\ v-.ui ii.'- ri.'j irjoralions- color touts that b!end wilh walls and fur'

'

'
'

< :^' you s£c them you -.viii ininicdiaK-iy bccomt a con-

feltol
'^ke nxoaefaicpriced

FLOOR COVERING
'.;;<. r]Cv,i;;!agtra of n good linoleum,
'-i>;h 1! rt ,'Mnbl« Linoleum in appCar-

ig it cover the fioor wt'Ji

Yovi AJll fm-l Fchol un sale lit all ihe bet-

It-r oiorcs wb'.-rc fluor covermcs art- sold.

FELTOL IS V.\DE f\ CAVAOA

ANNOUNCING
t/ie FELTOL
CAMPAIGN

During- March, April and May we are introducing an extensive adver-

tising campaign on Feltol. The best newspapers and farm papers,
throughout Canada, are being used on a large scale. Thousands of

people, who have never heard of Feltol before, will be told of its

many advantages.
This campaign has been undertaken to help dealers sell more

FLOOR

COVERING
Feltol is not linoleum or floor oilcloth, but—it is the best felt base

floor-covering made—at least, the equal of the best imported, yet

much lower in price. In order to take advantage of this campaign
you should carry a good stock of Feltol. Pattern book and quality

sample on request.

Made in Canada by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Company, Limited

Montreal
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H Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

1

COLONIAL MAID ,^

I WILL J

O RUST I

DRESS

I SIZE I

1^ *

FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

^^0^0^0««^«^<^'&0«*^^'»^<^^^^^^'^^^^0««^00^«0««««0

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

7^5 a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Di

Made in

Canada

IVire ibpring Uress hasteners

HIS IS NOT A
FRICTION FASTENER

B. • MADE
Ut IS w I TH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SI7ES: 00-0-1

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

BRASS-
will not

rust

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

i

3
d

a

a
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g?IjCTgMlM!M!M!MI^'^l'-^-'l*-^-'''-^-'l'-^^^l''^l^^l*-^ I'̂ aMIMIiSSMItUiligJIsgi'-CTMlMIMl^;

^'W^abasso

La\vns

Nainsooks

Maaapolams

Bridal-ClotK

V oiles

Organdies

Middy Clotlis

Cambrics

Longclotns

Circular Cottons

^'W^abasso

means

i^abasso p-

'A bnoAV bhoe

Rabbit/'

and stands also ror

"An aDsolutely pure

Cotton, made from

tne bestStaples and

for the best trade .

bneetings

Sbeets and Slips

TRADE MARK OF 'PURITY '

if hetter Cottons could he

made vvaoasso Cottons

would he hetter.

See that you nave in stock, lines with
the above trade mark and your customers
will be well satisfied customers.

The VVabasso Cotton Company
Limited

1 nree Rivers, P.C2.
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«

Easter and
the Blue Star

Ajll your Easter and early

Summer needs are met m Blue

Star quality.

There is still time to fill your orders for

Easter trade. You will find the Blue Star

lines as charming and fresh as ever, if not

better. We carry a large stock of

LACES
CHIFFONS
GEORGETTES
RIBBONS
HOSIERY
EMBROIDERIES
WASH GOODS
DRESS TRIMMINGS
BRASSIERES
ETC.

Murer Creations can be relied upon to

bring you retailing success. They appeal

to discriminating buyers; they meet the

demand for a popular price, and they offer

all that is required to complete a first-class

line.

If you want anything for present selling,

let us know. We can give you immediate
delivery.

Muser Bros. (Canada) Ltd.
1 2 St. Helen St. :-: Montreal

Kew York Bocton Philadelphia Chicagro Baltimora

Lo« Anyeles San Francisco London Nottingham

Parii Calais Caudry he Puy St. Gall

0-
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A Superlative Hosiery
Winsome Maid represents that
quality of Silk Hosiery which all

women love to wear. It is made to

wear well and has a complete range
of colors.

For perfect fit and charming ap-
pearance, Winsome Maid Hosiery
has no equal.

Send a trial order to-day.

"Made in Canada."

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard Street East, Toronto

ABC Hosiery

which IS especially

made for the kiddies

This is a fine line of Cash-
mere Hosiery which can
boast of proven merit and
entire satisfaction-giving

quality.

A.B.C. is made for warmth,
fit, wear, and appearance,
and will meet with approval
from the most fastidious

buyer.

It is made in all sizes—4 to

10-inch in 1 and 1 rib.

A- B. C. Hosiery is a line

which the wise retailer will

become acquainted with.

We would gladly send you
further particulars, if we
knew your address.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited

883 Dundas Street East, Toronto
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MclNTYRE,SON&CO
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada

Xhe Specialty House of Cahad
SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA FOR

Trefousse Kid Gloves

Rouillon Kid Gloves

Niagara Maid Pure Silk Gloves

Hosiery and Underwear

NOVELTIES
For Spring and Summer
DRESS GOODS and SILKS

Plaids and Stripes for Skirtings, Printed Foulards,

Tricollettes and Jersettes. Full range of Fancy Silks.

WASH GOODS NOVELTIES
Plain, white and colored Voiles, Printed Novelty
Voiles, Woven Striped Voiles, all White Novelty
Voiles, Ginghams, Plain and Striped, Checks and
Plaids.

STAPLES
We Carry a Complete Range

in All Departments, including:

DRESS GOODS and SILKS
Wools, Serges, Gabardines, Broadcloths, Taffetas,

Messalines, Poplins, Crepe de Chines, DuchesG
(colored and black).

COTTON WASH GOODS, ETC.
Batiste, Organdies, Mulls, Lawns, Nainsooks, Piques,
Dimities, Fine Woven Shirting, Colored Poplins,

Gabardines, in white and colors; White Shirtings,

Madapolams, Linings and Sateens, 31-inch All Wool
Taffeta Shirtings, Linen Suitings.
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Over The Top
^^W^ar JDriae Veils

WORN BY SMART WOMEN EVERYWHERE
Smart Veilings
Fancy Veils
Mourning Veils
Motor Veils
Mona Lisa Veils

Colored Silk Nets

Cotton Nets
Laces
Ninons
Georgette Crepes
Chiffons
Cotton Crepes, all colors

Canada V eilmg Company, Limited
84-86 WELLINGTON ST. W. TORONTO
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We are ready to fill orders for ladies' genuine French Kid
Gloves, equal in style, quality and workmanship to any
glove on the market. A sample pair sent on request.

THE HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.
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L,arge Corner Windoiv Devoted to Millinery
This display was put in for the 2tst anniversary of the Robt. Simpson Co.'s store and at the same time for the

formal Spring cpeninp' dis;)lay. Bronze colored carpet covered the floor; a row of hyacinths in bloom bordered the
front. The lamp shade and cushions match in tone. The background is mahogany set in with biscuit-colored curtains.
Millinery stands are mahogany. The framed piece was in Wedgewood effect, announcing the anniversary. The win-
dows are given a permanent attraction by the new lambrican and silk side draw curtains in raw silk tone. These are
used on all the Simpson windows now.

A Yonge Street Window
Mere we have an illustration of another bright Spring window of one of the smaller stores on Yonge St., Toronto,

that of the Woolnough ('ompan>. The windows here were more attractive for their color effect than for the arrange-
ment of (he units themselves. Kspecially does this apply to the right hand window. At the left one dark blouse is sur-
rounded l)> units of pale, delicate (ones anti the background, too, was in pale tints, which alh)wed the green of the decor-
ative vines and the light pink flowers to suggest the season at hand. This proved a good selling window since the group-
ing was good and attracted many passers-by. The window at (he right is not so well arranged because of no connection
with the «>ther window. If (he high form had been at the outside and the lower one nearer the entrance, the arrangement
would ha\<' (orrespond<'d somewhat wi(h the other window where (he high unit is away from the entrance. Neverthe-
less, the fact tha( nothing bu( pale pink c«>rsets were shown here is in its favor.
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Above /.s- fJu' iiKxhrii Sninmcr Im iiijdldir sIioii'h on fli,' foiirtji flixjr at flic T. luifoii (o. a utofe.

Tlie stone effect ix secured tnj hrii'ii pninfed coHoii. Heal li //(tcinths exhaled a fragrance around

flie wJioIe dixplai/. I>exlde fhr n rauddli (nid ifx p'ffiii</s flrre /.s- inside a living roovfi, dining room,

three bedrooms, one of tcliich >s u child's bedroom, a hitchen and sanroom. At the crtreme left of th'

illustration Is seen the sii n room . All nre compb tehj f " rn/shed jor customers to inspect.

Beloir is (I ,/(ii><ines( garden irhndi (fttructcd a great mantj risitors to the fbnir. It was iilaccv;

vear the modern tijpe. Th< Japanese scene trax complete in (Cenj detail, the figures, the jinritsas ana
the "eherrtj tree" sho.en liere baring come dire,<-t from Japo'n. The verg realistic trees ivere d(-

veloped bij the use of planter on the ref/ular pillars of the store. At the back of the "garden" um-'*

a rivulet with (jold psh swi ni miw/ about in it. a rustic bridge and three little Japanese children in

life-like pose aud (drir(rcf( ristic eostuuie. drass. .ijirabber;/ and flowers assisted in the novel presen-

t(iho)i
.
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" THE FRENCH SHOP "

LOCATED in the up-town Yonge St.

district in Toronto is one of the

most attractive little shops in the

city. It is less than two years old but

has developed .some very striking' and
attractive characteristics. Miss M.
O'Connor, the lady who presides there

stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW that

when she took over the shop it was one
of the most unattractive on the whole
of Yonge St. Now it may be classed

among the finest in appearance. The
woodwork, including the window back-
ground, is entirely in white. The back-
ground of the window is a couple of

feet high with open space in the centre.

There are posts on either side of the

opening, topped with electric lights in

white frosted globes. The floor of the
window is white with white cotton
crumpled over it softly, and the walls
inside are papered in pearl grey with
the faintest of narrow rose border. There
is a mirror at one end of the window.

Purity, brightness and daintiness are
characteristic of the whole shop as well
as all its merchandise which, you may
have already guessed, is nothing less

than beautiful Georgette blouses and
dainty silk lingeries. At the right-hand
side when one enters is a long glass
case in which the blouses are arranged
on hangers; a glass counter towards the

end of the room has blouses and lin-

gerie on .stands above it and displayed
inside it. Open tables at the left-hand

side also have a couple of stands on
which are shown blouses and camisoles,
and there was a bouquet of lovely tulips

giving out their breath of Spring. A
full size wax figure stands just behind
the window background inside and in

an interested attitude wears the latest

things as they are produced. At the

far right-hand corner is a screen which

makes more private the large mahogany
desk behind it where the progress of

the business is recorded.

Miss O'Connor goes often to New York

and keeps in close touch with everything

new and attractive in blouses and boudoir

apparel and to this and her attractive

window and shop she attributes in large

measure her success. Her window dis-

play is changed almost every day and

in it one always sees two or three very

striking models of daintiness. The white

fittings and grey walls always al'ow the

very daintiest and palest of colors as

well as the novelty bright colors of this

season, and the delicate trimmings, too,

have full play in the customer's atten-

tion. The newest ideas in trimmings,

pleatings and rufflings are to be seen

on the models in this little shop con-

tinually, and picoting is done to order

"while you wait," as the framed an-

nouncement in the window states.

And how does the French shop obtain

?uch variety in small quantity ? The
answer to this question is found in a

room at the rear of the shop itself for

there everything which is sold in the

shop is made. Lingerie is fashioned and
hand-embroidered; dainty touches are

put upon the blouses as they appear
fresh from the machines. When the

shop opened a little over a year ago two
girls were employed on this work; now
there are five kept busy all day long,

and Miss O'Conner is inclined not to

regret the fact that she is a block or

two down from the larger stores located

nearer Bloor St. She gets the class of

trade which appreciates daintiness and
individualitv in blouses and daintv silken

wear, and finds that a pleased customer
seldom questions price, particularly in

that district where most of even the

casual oTjservers are of the same well-

to-do class. -T.^

The business has grown very rapidly

and is well established. The week be-
fore Christmas $1,500 was the business
turnover which is no small amount when
one considers the proportions of the
?hop.

DRY GOODS REVIEW has pleasure
in reproducing herewith a photograph of

one of the attractive window displays
characteristic of "The French Shop."
The lettering on the window is in gilt.

The blouse at the left is sand-colored
Georgette, the one in the centre is white,
hand-embroidered, and at the right is

one in sand and overseas blue.

KEEPING THE TRADE AT HOME
If you are puzzling: over plans to vnaJke people in

your community send fewer orders away from
home, you'll doubtless be interested in the follow-

ing. It's a letter from a customer, typical of the

customers who come^ into your store in dozens

every business day, atid it explains clearly some
of the reasons why many customers do not place

all their orders with their local merchants.

"There is a merchant in my town who
advertised in big letters in one of his

display windows: Complete change of

program in this window daily. Every
morning I go by his store, just to see

what new displays he will have in the

windows.

"One day he had a small bush in his

window, loaded with all colors of half

hose, with a placard: 'A pair of sox on
your feet is worth two on the bush.' I

saw the ones I wanted and bought a box.

"Suppose this merchant—as a lot of

the others around here do—kept a few
pa'r of shoes and hats in the windows,

day after day and week after week.

Wouldn't his customers begin pretty soon

to want to see new things? I'm sure I

would. I always look in a show window
half unconsciously, and I invariably re-

act favorably when I find a merchant who
dresses his windows regularly, puts new
goods on his shelves, does something new
for his customers; just as I surely react

unfavorably toward the merchant in

whose store I always find about the same
old goods, displayed in the same old ways.

"Maybe it's not as important as I

think—I'm merely a customer, and not a

merchant. But it seems to me it's one

of the important reasons why in many
localities you find a lot of people passing

up the home stores in order to buy in

other cities from mail order houses."

—

SHOE STYLE SHOW
A shoe style show has been announced

to take place at Kitchener, Ont., some-
lime during July next. Some thirty-five

firms v.ill be represented. The idea is

to afford retailers an opportunity for

style comparison, the first of its kind in

Canada.
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FEATURES GOODS IN SEASON
Fine Store in Pembroke Believes in Cleanliness and Live Display

Methods—The Farmer is a Good Customer.

Based on an luterview of Dry Goods Review with Mr. F. B. Shields.

could be put to good use in making panel
backgrounds and also in developing living

room and other picture effects, are light

in weight and inexpensive?

"Get the Goods, Then Let People Know-

Yon Have Them—Keep the People

Interested in Your Store"

These are a few of the principles upon
which the firm of Lacey and Shields, of

Pembroke, Ont., base their retail policy.

Their new store on Pembroke street is

one of the finest of many fine stores

which have been built on the town's

main thoroughfare since the big fire last

June. Of red brick, two storeys and
basement, 69 x 32, it embodies in its

construction many of the most modern
features, all aimed to increase business

and facilitate the handling of merchan-
dise. Two large and well arranged

show windows are dressed every week.

On the main floor of the new store

the entire right half, as one enters, is

devoted to dry goods, while the left half

is occupied by groceries. Full advant-

age is taken of the value of display and

on every turn the prospective customer

finds himself confronted with various

lines of goods which are "good buys."

Every care is taken to keep lines espe-

cially seasonable well displayed in the

front of the store, where they compel

the attention of customers as soon as

they enter the door.

"Business has been splendid," said Mr.

F. B. Shields to DRY GOODS REVIEW.
"People are not only buying freely, but

for three or four years past there has

been an unmistakable tendency on the

part of the buying public to demand bet-

ter goods. It is not a question of price

with most of them. They will gladly

pay a little more for a quality article.

People seem to have thoroughly realizerl

that with the advancing costs even arti-

cles that were cheap are dear at present

prices, and they gladly pay a little more
to make sure of getting something really

worth while."

The Farmer is Honest

Discussing the question of credits, Mr.

Shields said that while there is a ten-

dency to shorten credits, it is impossible

in handling a general store business to

get away from extending some accom-
modation. In the 22 years he has been
in business, he says, credit terms have
been cut down from five or six years,

often longer, to twelve months at the

outside. Lacey and Shields do a big

trade with the farmers, and Mr. Shields

holds that it is good business policy to

accommodate them until they can turn
their crops or their stock into money.
"My opinion is that the farmer is hon-

est, said Mr. Shields. "They often want
fairly long accommodation, but they
usually pay up. The people we have to

watch are the 'floaters.' These are the

men who are employed in mills or some
similar occupation. They will buy for

cash for quite a while and then will come

in and tell a tale about being up against
it on account of sickness or troubles of

some kind, and ask for credit. If it is

granted they will run up a pretty fair

bill, and then very often they are sud-
denly missing. If they do not skip, it

is generally impossible to collect any-
way, because they have nothing. On
the other hand, in the few cases we
have where farmers do not pay, they
always have some collateral, which, if

necessary, can be seized and turned into

cash."

Mr. Shields estimated that taking one
year with another, losses from being un-
able to collect amount to about five per

cent.

In connection with business in Pem-
broke, he said a splendid spirit obtains

among the merchants. There is, he says,

absolutely no price cutting, and the

merchants work together well.

How to Freshen

Window Backgrounds
Are your beaver board window back-

grounds the worse for wear? They were
clean and fresh when first put in, to be
sure, but how would they strike a stran-

ger in town who has not seen them aging
imperceptibly ? Have the stains on
them been troubling you? One merchant
who had such backgrounds in weathered
oak frames fastened curtain rod hooks
at the tops and the bottom of each
panel. Across each panel he could

stretch a new piece of drapery as often

as desired. And the attractive patterns

available would give the first man some
striking, fresh windows.

In his panels another man uses strik-

ing wall paper patterns. He buys the

most attractive patterns he can get, and
many of them harmonize with the dis-

plays in the windows at the time.

Kalsomine was the medium used by a

window decorator who has some poster

talent. He covers each panel with a

coat of color and then draws poster de-

signs over this. He secures simple de-

signs from various sources, and when
drawn in bright poster colors over the

flat background they get by—decidedly.

Asked where he got his ideas, this

man mentioned that he subscribes for a

magazine devoted to the window decorat-

ing art. From this he also got a style

of lettering which was a great help to

him. He is many miles from metropoli-

tan windows but he has kept in touch.

Many proprietors are subscribers for

several copies of trade papers which ap-

peal to them and their salespeople, and
they make much good use of the help

afforded through them.

Do you know, too, that you can pur-

chase cardboard picture frames which

SUDBURY BLOCK BURNED
Fire, which caused approximately

$75,000 loss, occurred March 24 at Sud-
bury, Ont., when the DesRosiers Block

was gutted. The major portion of the

loss resulted from water and smoke.
Ninety thousand g-allons of v/ater was
poured into the building to keep the

flames from spreading. The DesRosier
Block is Sudbury's largest business

building, and was occupied by nineteen

tenants, practically all offices and stores.

The heaviest loss is that of E. N. Des-

Rosier, owner of the property and oc-

cupying all the main floor with a $50,000

dry goods stock, none of which was
spared.

Mrs. Bonhonime's millinery was also

among the losses. The fire occurred in

the busy business hour between 4 and

5 o'clock. It will he several weeks before

the portion of the building affected by
the fire, water, and smoke will be ready

for occupancy.

OLD-TIME TEA PARTY
The i2th of March in Strathroy, Ont.,

was the birthday celebrntion of the AVm.

Geddes Co. Thirty-eight years ago this

business was founded by Wm. Geddes

and J. Ross Geddes. In 1909 a limited

company was formed,, Messrs. C. E.

Evoy and J. R. Stevenson going in as

shareholders and directors. This year

the compnny gave an old-time tea party

(prohibited during the war), and put out

a general invitation to the celebration,

making at the same time a full display

of all the new lines of apparel, fabrics,

etc.

BIG TEXTILE ORDER SHOOTS
STOCK UP

Cable Announces Business of $3,000,000

With Roumania—New Record

of Profits

MONTREAL.—While details are still

lacking, a cable despatch would ^appear

to guarantee an order of between $3,-

000,000 and $4,000,000 to the Dominion

Textile Company from Roumania, se-

cured by a representative of the com-

pany at the Lyons Fair in France. Ac-

ceptance of such an order is made pos-

sible now by the creation of a credit of

$25,000,000 with Roumania through the

Canadian Government. It is not known

yet whether a portion of this order will

i)e divided with other Canadian cotton

mills or not. It is stated that it will

consist of some 30,000,000 yards of cot-

ton, with prices at the current market

rates •

This favorable news had a magic ef-

fect on the market: the stock in a day

jumped from 107 to 110, its old high, and

created lively buying.

The fiscal year of the company ended

with March 31, and it is certain now that

even better results will be shown than

last year, when profits amounted lo $1,-

873,371.
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WHAT IS CORRECT?
The Theme of New York Store's Advertisement— An Effort to

Impress Appropriateness of Dress.

ANEW note in "educational adver-
tising is struck in a recent adver-
tisement in a New York Sundav

paper by Bonwit Teller & Co. Tiie idea

is o'le possible of infinite development
among- both manufacturers and buyers
in Canada quite as much as in the United
States. Is it not a fact that with the

exception of a very occasional ad. of this

sort, stores appeal to readers of their

ads to purchase this blouse because of its

novel design, that skirt because of its

exceptional value, one of those dresses
"becausL: it is imported, a hat in the latest

color scheme, etc. An arduous effort at

educating customers to plan a whole
season's wardrobe suitable for the var-

ious functions which characterize the life

of the particular consumer and to buy
particulars with the whole general

scheme clearly in mind would surely re-

sult in a better dressed public and be a

stimulus to the many careless ones to

dresa up according to the occasion and
the time of day.

What woman could read this ad. of

Bonwit Teller's without wanting to visit

the store to participate in the refinement
and discrimination which it claims to

liave developed.

This is what they say in a three-column
space with an inch of white space around
the reading matter:

BONWIT TELLER & CO.
The Speci iltv Shoo of Ori-iinations

TIFTH AVENUE AT 38TH STREET

The Elegancies of Dress for Women
and the Jeune Fille—and
the Etiquette Thereof

Social obligations imply and carry with
them a punctiliousness in Dress that is

almost a code. The "faux pas" in at-

tire is as much a breach of etiquette as

the lack of gentle manners.
Inappropriateness, inelega-ncies, common-
places and obtrusive uaucheries are of-

ten committed in the Name of and under

the Cloak of Fashion. The delicate sense

of" style-culture is one to be strictly re-

garded.

Ability is the Measure of Kesponsibilty

in Women's Dre.ss

Were it not that the shop of Bonwit
Teller & Co. is the source of Fashion
Making; were it not that this many-

talented organization creates origina-

tions v\hich set the fashion; were it not

that it has the instinct of discernment
to make fine and subtle distinctions be-

tween the "altogether-correct-thing"

—

and the "not-quite-right-thing"—women
of refinement and good taste would not

place upon this shop the responsibility

of providing their apparel.

This responsibility is measured only by
the ability of Bonwit Teller & Co. to

provide women of high distinction in the

Worll of Fashion with individualized and
distinguished types of Dress.

On the Matter of Appropriateness in

Women's and Misses' Dress

The iailormade suit or the tailormade

frock for the morning hours or the shop-

ping tour should have the trig, graceful,

well-groomed appearance.

An afternoon frock must carry the

wearer with an eclat and manner born to

the luncheon, the matinee, the restaurant

tea.

The Five-o'clock At Home Tea requires

the proper robe d'interieur for the hos-

tess.

The dinner frock, the evening gown, the

evening mantle should have the cos-

mopolitanism of world affairs, the "savoir

faire" of social ethics.

Attire for the college miss should breathe

the freedom of the campus.
The "Coming-out-GowTi" for the debu-

tante and her afternoon frocks are to he

simple, debonnaire, chic.

For the sportswoman—pink coat and

breechcb for the Hunt Breakfast, leather

coats for a motor journey, golf and ten-

nis jackets, sweaters and skirts. And
other appropriate garments for various

sport activities.

And the millinery, the neckwear, the

footwear, the gloves, the hosiery—all the

accessories of dress must be complemen-
tary in the ensemble.

SHORT HOURS GIVE CHOICE OF
EMPLOYEES

The visit of E. Handford .-Mrd, or

Harrod's, London, to the Ameiican stores

is arousing much discussion in the mat-

ter of business hours. The New York
stores show little inclination to favor

even the Saturday half holid;iy. let alone

a r)-(lav week. "'Tlie advantaui'ous hours

vhich we allow our help," said Mr. Aird,

'have proved a strong factor in obtain-

ing for us a better class of employee
than would otherwise be possible." The
New Yoik stores, however, hold that

Saturday is their biggest day in the

week, and, moreover it provides oppor-

tunity for people in other lines of busi-

ness to do their own shopping then.

It seem.s unlikely that New York will

shorten its shopping hours in the very

near future, even though such stores as

Harrod's, Selfridge's and Eaton's have

taken the step.

MORE GIRLS WANTED
A serious shortage of girls for work-

ing in factories is reoorted by the Wood-
stock, Ont., Board of Trade. Seven fac-

tories there emplovin^i' q-irls are exneri-

encing the same difficulty, though wa^es

offered are $14 to $17 a week.

CIOSED KM DAY SAILRUAV UtRlM; Jl l.Y A^L) Al'ClST

yranklin 5imon & Co.
Fifth .\venue, 37ch and 38th Sts.

At Large Price Reductions

Women's Lingerie Waists
ji

Tailored or drcwy nvodels of French batiste, voile, dimu'y or handlierchiel
[

1 ncn in whtte or pastel shades, some mmmed in a contrasting color.

2.50
Berrtolore IJ.Si to ir.Jo

Women^ Silk Waists

Of Goorcette crepe, habutai silt or oepe de chine, in plain white or

flesh color, also of novelty Geoi^ette crepe ui combination oolorin|s

5.00
Hettlotore tr.SD (o H2.7i i

WOMEN'S WAIST SHOP -Third Flo«r 'I

None sont oo approval, credited or exchanged

Wi^ got Out-MONDA Y jl

Wortien's Silk Negligee^
j|

of Plmin or Figured Crepe do Chtnr ''

This scison t lertli i.tted. loose or coaf mod.ls. tnntmed

«ith l«Ce or plcited chiHon ruffles
fi ."iO

woM£^

None acnt <

; r4EGI.ICEE SHOP Bile

I approval, i-rcdiled o

f Flow

cschanfted

WillClosfOmt MONDAY

Washable Smocks Hand Smocked

Won $ Jl ro «o bust. Mioei' '4 I" 'o r'

Of washable trooviUe cloth, in Copcn. rose, frceii

or tao. band smocked in contrastinf colors

SlUr ithite piqoe. ««"'«'' ">

MISSES DRESS SHOP S«rtn<J r\ooi

r^iTn* tcni on approval, credlteJ or cichanfted

1.95

typical three-column display arrangemert"

of Franklin. Simon & Co., New York



Different Cards for Each Season
Montreal Firm Aims to Make Changes so Noticeable It Will Be Striking— Directions

For Writing Some Attractive Show Cards For Your Own Windows

Written for Dry Goods Review by ROBERT T. D. EDWARDS

MANY firms throughout the Do-
minion have excellent systems for
show-carding- their stores. Some

of these systems are based on one prin-

ciple and some on another. Some from
an economic point of view, others from a
uniformity standpoint. Others use their

cards for the decorative effect to their

store. Many have all three principles

embodieil in their show-carding scheme,
but you will find that all systems worked
out are subject to local conditions, both
from the kind of trade catered to and the
various systems necessary to secure
business in the various localities.

These various systems are interesting

indeed, especially to those who use this

form of advertising.

There is a store in the City of Montreal
where the system for placing show cards
on merchandise is worth while knowing.
It has a somewhat different method to

that usually used by the departmental
store.

The principle of this firm's system is to

change its cards often; to give the public

a complete set of show cards to look at

at least every season of the year and to

make the change so striking that it will

be quite noticeable. For instance, they
may use a white card for the winter
months and as soon as the spring season
comes they in all probability will change
to a light green, and then from green
to some other noticeable color for the

summer. They change their cards for

the various seasons and they find it puts
a lot of life into their inside advertising.

There are a good many firms who do
not believe in using highly colored cards
for other than sale purposes, but this

firm seemingly has had good results from
this method and we pass it on for what
it is worth to other firms.

Must Watch This

One thing that is most important in

show-carding a store after this system is

to see that only one color card is up at

one time. It has been found that clerks

very often follow the line of least re-

sistance, and if yellow cards are in use
and they have nothing but a green card

in the department to meet the require-

ment they would use it rather than take

the trouble to get a new one. It should

be instilled into those in charge of the

cards for each department to see that

nothing but the one color card be used
at one time.

Two Good Cards
Your attention is called to the two

card reproductions on this page. The
card referring to "good workmanship"
will apply in the case of a display of

wedding invitation cards, visiting cards,

embossed correspondence papers, etc., a

branch of trade which is not developed

as it should be by some firms. This

half-tone is reproduced from a card done

with white lettering on a brown mottled

board card.

The other card is done on a medium
dark mat board with a broad gold border

design. The lettering is a modern Roman
in black ink.

From a show card standpoint Montreal

is a splendid city. The firms not only

use show cards generously, but they ust

good ones. Many of the firms have ex-

cellent show-card writers. Their work is

of an entirely different style to that of

Toronto cardwriters, but it is clean-cut

and many good ideas may be gleaned

from the cards.

Their brush stroke work is exception-
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ally well executed. This is a very im-

portant factor in the work of any card-

writer.

GOES INTO ADVERTISING BUSI-
NESS

Mr. J. Burt Malette, who, until Feb-

ruary 1 was advertising manager for the

Hudson's Bay Co. at Calgary, has joined

with C. A. Larmour, divisional manager

of the B. C. Refining Company of Cal-

gary, under the firm name of Larmour-

Malette, advertising, business promotion,

in Calgary, and they report splendid

satisfaction in their first month's busi-

ness.

Mr. Malette is succeeded at the Hud-

son's Bay Co. by Mr. Frank Reeves, for-

merly advertising manager of Pryce,

Jones (Canada) Ltd., Calgary, now in-

solvent.

CELEBRATES ITS TENTH ANNI-
VERSARY

The history of the first ten years in

the life of Gordon Selfridge's big de-

partmental store in Oxford Street, Lon-

don, England, is quite one of the most

romantic among Metropolitan business

concerns. At its inception in 1909 many

people regarded it as a certain failure,

and looked upon it as a "white elephant."

At the end of the first year Mr. Gordon

Selfridge voluntarily contributed £28,500

to pay the dividend on the preference

shares. Then, due to the wonderful in-

itiative and enterprise displayed in cul-

tivating the friendship of its customers,

the net profit three years ago amounted

to £120,222, and for the last year it

reached the large sum of £258.763.

The position the store occupies is one

of the largest island sites in the world,

and the building is not yet completed,

owing to war delays. When completed

it will be one of the finest in London.

Feathei- auctions will likely take place

in London. England, about the middle of

June Shipments have been arriving

there from South Africa si^ice the end of

January.
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Use an up-to-date N. C. R. System and

match your neighbor's success

!

The merchant who combines a cash

register system with progressive mer-

chandising is bound to grow.

The merchant who handles his money
and accounts slowly by hand instead of

quickly by machinery, cannot meet com-
petition.

An up-to-date N. C. R. System protects

hard-earned profits; increases trade;

cuts down expenses; makes clerks more

efficient; stops errors, losses, and dis-

putes; speeds up the business.

Every merchant needs the help of an

up-to-date N. C. R. System in handling

his money and accounts.

An N. C. R. System is within the reach

of everybody. The payments are easy

and the machine will more than pay for

itself out of what it saves.

An N. C. N. System is a modern business necessity

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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Irum this Lonison Central Desk radiate tubes that reach every office and overy

department, and keep all in instant touch with each other. Thus Lamson Service

controls all sales transactions, handles store messa;jres, and solves the administrative

problem.

Lamson Service Essential to the Sale

of Merchandise and to Administration
LAMSON SERVICE stands firmly beside your sales-clerks and

.supports their effort unfailingly in all departments and in sales of

every type. LAMSON Wire, Cable or Pneumatic Tube Carriers

provide in a sinp.le, uniform system the safest and most economical

method for expediting- and completing all sales transactions. They

safeguard the storekeeper's cash, merchandise and credit allow-

ances because they enable him to centralize the functions of cash-

keeping, change-making and credit-authorizing at one point in the

hands of a few trusted, experienced experts.

LAMSON SERVICE establishes the full value of the itemized

written sales slip which becomes a document—the guarantee of thc'

store that the customer's right to full protection is an essential

item of its creed.

LAMSON CARRIERS relieve the sales clerks of all extraneous

woi'k and permit them to concentrate upon the customer's desires

and the art of selling; they are an adjunct to selling, and by smooth, uniform operation distinctly raise the aver-

age of salesmanship in fostering customer satisfaction— thus profits increase through added sales and improved
service.

LAMSON SERVICE is vital to the efficient administra ion of the retail store. It provides a rapid means of

inter-communication between clerks, departments and f \ecutives, by which all basic records and reports for

the control and direction of the store's activities are immediately transmitted to the management as required.

The centralized administrative control thus established safeguards cash, credits, merchandise and profits m-
-sures rapid service to customers and economical but fie ible operat'on to the s'^ore itself.

THE LAMSON COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.

Kotituilm A: .\1.-K.iy Co.. Worctstir. Mass.. U.S.A. Lamson
Centril T'ti'v ~t,uioii connects sellin}; with administration.
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Overcoming Loss of Time-
Mistakes and High Cost of

Needless Delays

Gipe-Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.,Toronto

This is a fairly high claim.

Claims without actual proof are —

'

very shallow, but all Gipe-

Hazard claims have stood the

test of experience.

Ask any user oi our devices for his honest opinion of their values.

Our circular full of information— tells a great deal more about

the matter, and a post card costs you but two cents to enal)le you

to Ket it.

^" ]

)

DALE
For Display Forms

^m
)

/ DALE

\
-1

1

1
For Display
Fixtures

DALE

i )

For Garment
Racks and Hangers

DALE
For Wax Figures

1\

DALE
For everything for
the better display
of Merchandise.

DALE DALE DALE
Get in touch with
and see us.

Canada's Leading .

us. Write us. Come

Display Fixture House

Dale Wax Figure Co., Limited
TORONTO

Montreal, 150 Bleury St. Vancouver, 501 Mercantile BIdg.

^^!«
f!, Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent

Mi.nv S«lc« .re m<d<- on ihe Sidrwalk

Window Display Fixtures
A W...i.trHul <<t ..f l'..lrM..I ri>r.r.li4rif>.(..hk W.ntl<'W |)iv,.l.,y hulurtt

lor Ji.pUyinft ihe Sraioni I,.ilt't>l Novcliict in Drtu (iout)* lo udvunlujtc. Scl
»(ll 4ivt 10 Year* Good Service in tffeclive (fade pullinfl window Irims.

The Fixlurr» you xet jl>ovr are only n very (cw o( llic dctijlnh lh.il can be
1*^1 up wiih rhe lull ici. bi'»idtt do/cnt o( Mandard li«lufc»c.in be i.cl up

Made ol Onk. ddirr CoId«-n, Anliiiitt- or Wcallicrcd Finiutt, Stl w pul up
I'l J Mnrdtfood Minjit'd l.iti Slor.i|tr Chrsl. a Hood place lo kctp llir ciIt*
"l ounin not in uw. TIi« re are lliouund-. ol Tin wi daily hm

No. 116 Set bav 36 Inicrchan^tablc Younils For I)rts% CJood^ Winilow IriniN, $34.65
hiuiU caufwd in HamiUon, Ont. Otdtt diftct or thru uour foU>«r. Send lor (otahfl. f'aUrtltd and mod* in Cunodo.

The 0»car Onken Co. 3852 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Climax

Baler

Is an absolute

necessity

The Climax Baler
represents a solu-

tion to that pro-

blem of converting
waste into profit.

Every storekeeper is interested in the task of
cancelling all risk of fire and in the general tidi-

ness of his store and warehouse.

Then, too, the paper that is usually thrown
away can be successfully turned into ca.«h when
baled up and shipped to the right
place. c^

Pat. N"r 15

The Climax Baler is an all-steel baling press
that i.s built to last a lifetime.

It will soon pay for itself.

Climax Baler
Hamilton, Ont.

Co.

- (C'limax

^ Baler Co.,
•^ Hamiltun. t)nt.

j>>^ Gentlemen: Without

.Q obligrating ns in any

J^ wa.v. please send full

V
particulars and prices- of

vour steel Paper Balers.

.^^ Name

Address

VANCOUVER, B.C.

BUSINESS PREMISES FOR LEASE
Four storey brick and stone building on one

of thc'^best corners on Granville Street, 250
feet frontage, 130 feet on lane, contains 49,000
sq. feet floor space. Over 90 per cent, of city

street cars pass premises. Changes made to

suit tenant.

Suitable for Dry (!oods

I louse I'urnisliings, etc.

and Ladie<" Wear,

Communicate Owner, 909 Rogers BIdg.,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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The Moment of Opportunity
for Retail Merchants

THE next few years will mark a tre-

mendous change in the business of

retailing.

Here and there out of the mass of small

businesses, big retail establishments will

spring up.

Every community will see some few stores

rise rapidly above Ordinary Success to

Big Success.

Opportunity is knocking now at every

merchant's door.

For, to-day, the handicap that once set a limit to

a store's expansion no longer exists. The trading

area, which is the area to which goods may be de-

livered profitably, has been greatly extended.

The store in the centre of the town can serve cus-

tomers on the outskirts. The east-end store can

deliver goods in the west end.

The whole community is laid open to competition.

And in this fair field the live merchant must
win.

Railway Transportation revolutionized trade. It

made Big Business possible. By opening up distant

markets, by moving goods rapidly at comparatively

low cost. Railway Transportation built up big central

successes.

Motor Transportation, now reduced to a low-cost

basis, will produce, in local trading, results similar

to those effected in national markets by Railroad

Transportation.

As men everywhere grasp this idea, as they seize the

opportunity for business growth that now presents

itself, the retail business will be operated on a high-

er, more eflficient plane. The public will be better

sei'ved. Larger and more varied stocks will be
offered for sale. Better and bigger stores will ap-

pear.

Ford One-Ton Truck (Chassis

Freight charge to London, $15 00; Toronto,
Winnipeg, $47.00; Regina, $63.00; Saskatoon

For either Stake or Express Body, in
lead coat with cab but without doors

$128.50 F.O.B. Ford
$133.00 F.O.B. London
$134.00 F.O.B. Toronto
$135.00 F.O.B. Montreal
$137.00 F.O.B. St. John

If painted job desired, add $4.00 to above prices

The Ford One-Ton Truck makes available this op-

portunity. It is motor transportation at low cost

—

low first cost, low maintenance cost, low operating-

cost.

.\ large investment in equipment is not needed.

Every business that is paying cartage bills or main-

taining a delivery system can employ Ford Trucks

economically.

A small outlay will motorize your deliveries and
open to you the opportunity for business expansion.

Complete Ford Trucks in Two
Standard Body Types Now
Ready for Immediate Delivery
The Ford Truck Chassis is being used with hundreds

of special body types in every line of business. But,

ordinary hauling and delivery work can be best

adapted to two standard types—the Stake Body and
the Express Body.

These two body types are kept in stock by Ford
Dealers and Ford Branches, ready for immediate
delivery. They insure the maximum efficiency from
the Ford Truck. They give the buyer of a Ford
Truck the recognized benefits of Ford production.

Both types have the Enclosed Cab with the two-way
windshield which gives the driver proper protection
from the weather. This Cab—a Ford feature—is

warm in winter and cool in summer. It may be
ordered with or without doors as desired.

See These Complete Trucks
No question affecting the future of your business is

quite as important as this question of motor de-
liveries. Can you afford to evade it? Will you
wait until your competitors force it on you as a

defensive measure ?

Seize the opportunity to enlarge your field of busi-
ness. Consult the Ford Dealer. Let him solve your
delivery problem. Act. To-day.

Only) $750.00 f. o. b. Ford, Ont
$17.00; Montreal, $22.00; St. John, $31.00;

, $66.00; Calgary, $77.00; Vancouver, $93.00.

For either Stake or Express Body, m
lead coat with cab but without doors

S140.00 F.O.B. Winnipeg
.S143.00 F.O.B. Regina
$143.00 F.O.B. Saskatoon
$147.00 F.O.B. Calgary
8151.00 F.O.B. Vancouver

If doors desired on cab, add $6.00 to abuve prices.

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, Ford, Ontario
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Infants* and Children's Wear

SAKS' INFANTS' DEPARTMENT HAS
NOVEL FEATURES

Section is Light, Airy and Colorful

—

Everything Possible is Glass—Stock

—

is all Attractively Displayed

Light, airy, colorful, and spacious is

the rearranged infants' wear depart-
ment of Saks & Co., New York. The
color scheme of the department is French
blue and grey. Four low display cases

stand at the entrance to the section

which has been moved from the second

to the fourth floor. Back of these are

ranged low display tables, which, in deep
and capacious drawers, contain the mo-
dels displayed on top. At the rear and
sides of the section are counters, back of

which are glass-enclosed shelves, topped

For Summer
Child's dreHH of HoiH<-tte. in old rose,

ureen, tan and cadet. Round neck effect;

pique collar with tabu of pique on cuffs and
pockets. Shown by Canadian Converters,
Llntited, Montreal.

by glass display cases. The wall above
these display cases is painted white.
The floor space of the department is

nearly twice as large as it was before it

moved. Double the amount of shelving
is available.

Stock Well Displayed

The well-lighted display cases in front
contain several models on racks and
on dolls. On each of the display tables

are a few dresses, "not enough to be-

come soiled," as the buyer there says.

Hats and coats are also displayed on
tables, at the right hand side of the de-

partment as one enters, and it is this

feature of the section which is nearest
the heart of the buyer, for she says she

can have each line, each color, well dis-

played on a table and have the bulk of

the stock available underneath.
A minimum of wood and a maximum

of glass are used in the shelves back of

the counters. Sliding doors made en-

tirely of glass enclose the shelves. Each
color can be seen through the sliding

door, and the customer can easily make
'ner selection from the goods on the

shelves. Even the handles of the door,

by which the saleswoman can move it

aside, are of glass and a part of the door.

The same sort of sliding door is pro-

vided for the display racks which are on

top of the shelving. The arrangement of

the shelves is such that while ample room
for the stock is provided, the display

cases on top are not raised to such a

height as to be inaccessible, hut may eas-

ily be reached by a saleswoman. These

display cases contain dolls which feature

some of the garments carried.

Effective Arrangements

An effective arrangement is worked
out in a case of shoes. There are four

tiers in the case, each tier containing six

trays of shoes. This makes possible the

segregation of styles and colors, and fur-

nishes an opportunity for a very effect-

ive displ''v.

One of the features of the stock are

the play sets. These consist of a hat,

pillow, play apron, all decorated with let-

ters of the alphabet and characters taken

from fairy stories. Mother Goose rhymes,

and "Alice in Wanderland."
A collection of babv furniture ' is finished

in ivory, with pink and blue Dresden

flowers. A large case contains the col-

lection. The opinion of the store is sum-

med up in the phrase of Mr. J. De Lancy,

superintendent, who characterized the

department as:

"The swellest infants' wear section in

the countrv."

NEW THINGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS
In the absence, or at least scarcity,

of wicker furniture for the baby, wooden
lines are assuming more and more at-

tractive appearance. One really beauti-

ful crib is in Sheraton design, and has a

drop side. A button underneath the

crib automatically drops the side which
slides down a groove until the top is

even with the mattress. This is quite an
improvement on the clumsy hinged side

which opens downwards like a door, and
has to be hooked up. These new cribs

Continued on page 125

The Silhouette For Girls
i,s depicted in this neat Summer frock. The
square neck, the yoke and cuffs to match
and the tablier front are important, but the
main idea is the slightly rounded contour
—one dare not call it a barrel >>hape in

this modified state. Shown by the Hampton
Mfff. Co., Montreal.
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NAVY BLUE THE BIG LEADER IN NEW YORK
Other Blues and Bright Tones Too, But None Appeals Like the Good Old Xavv Bloused

Effects in Waistcoats and Evening Gowns as Well as Suits- "Eskimola" a Possible
Substitute for Hudson Seal

NEW YORK, March 31, 1919.—
There was one day during the

past month which afforded an op-

portunity better than usual for gettinji'

a "panoramic view," as it were, of what
all classes of women have selected for

their Spring clothing. That was a day,

sunny and mild, when Fifth Avenue was
thronged with "everybody" to welcome
home New York's own 27th Battalion.

A few black satin suits and dresses were
noted but the dominant feature of the

new togs—dresses, wraps and suits alike

—was navy blue. Light tans lent a little

variation. In millinery, blues were favor-

ed, but again the lighter ones were out-

numbered by navy. Bright red hats were
dotted about here and there. Strictly

tailored suits were more in evidence than
might have been expected.

The top coat, mannishly tailored and
of such fabric as camel's hair cloth, was
seen on several smart women, confirming
the various rumors one hears as to its

growing popularity.

In general, that day, women seemed
to have rejected the extremely long and
tight skirt. A comfortable walking width
of a yard and a quarter to a yard and a

half was chosen, and they were six or

seven inches from the ground.
Hosiery, with elaborate openwork pat-

terns over the instep, was seen fi-equent-

ly, and the low-heeled Oxford that has

had things its own way for so long, was
rivaled by French-heeled Colonial pumps
with handsome square buckles.

The KuTzman Review

Another occasion of interest was the

Kurzman fashion review during the last

week of March. This introduced Paris

modes.
A reflection of the changed interests

of society was quite noticeable in a ten-

dency for more strictly formal types of

apparel. Afternoon dresses were more
richly assembled as strictly afternoon
gown? rather than semi street gowns
which predominated a year ago. Even-
ing gowns were more elaborate and
fabrics and trimmings were gorgeous.
Foundations of cloth of silver or cloth of

gold were frequently veiled with over-

dresses of net heavily beaded or paillet-

ted in jet. One model was caught with

A Suit For Summer
An attractive suit of pussy willow
silk with the new low waist line
and sash. Pearl buttons match the
other white trimmings. The hat
is of chenille with gingham silk
band and Georgette crepe facing.

many red roses. Looped fringes of
crystal were used also.

Brocades, heavy silk jersey, ostrich,
chiffon satin, silk net and floss fringe
were ail well represented.

. The suits were mainly of navy blue
tncotme and Poiret twill, well tailored,
sometimes embroidered, but frequently
.juite plain The skirts are u.sually nar-
row and short, as Paris has insisted.
Wraps favor capes rather than dolmans,
which is somewhat the reverse of fancy
among American trade so far.

The hats were extremely interesting
and varied. Sport hats favored ribbon
and Oriental touches. In dress hats
Iranspatency and feathers were features.

New Hickson Silhouette

The Hickson fashion fete was another
event taking place the same week as the
two already mentioned. Fabrics and
ribbons as wel! as the distinctive Hick-
son ideas were matters for consideration
at the Morosco Theatre. The new silhou-
ette was of chief interest. It emphasized
fullness just below the knees, standing
out prominently at both sides. The full-
ness was caught in again and posed over
a tight foundation which was sometimes
almost hidden. Viewed from the side
the line from neck to hem fell straight
at the back. Cording was prominent.

In d tailored model of soft gray twill
the whole overskirt was corded at bot-
tom; on another little taffeta frock the
cording was used in sunray effect at hot-
tom of the skirt in front, puffing it out
at the sides. In another, three-tiered
overskirts at the sides only left front and
back flat.

One of the most applauded models in
the new^ lines was of henna taffeta, with
touch of jade in the gii-dle, made as plain-
ly as possible with bodice on a cord
around the neck and three-quarter length
sleeves. With this was worn a large
capeline of the same shade tilted at back
with long curled ostrich wrapped about
the low crown.

There were some other models depict-
ing a pencil-like slimness with ultra tight
skirts. Only a few reached below the
ankles; some dance frocks were shorter.
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New Neckline and Sleeves

One of the neck treatments showed a

square line at front with a sort of Medici

collar built up. Another followed the

French wide fichu with open decolletage.

Sleeves varied from long tight ones to

puffed ones ending above the elbow, with

a number of three-quarter ones. Youth-
ful frocks showed the culotte effect.

Figured materials and the sheerer

tissues were not used. Chantilly lace

was favored. Ai great variety of wraps
was shown and box and Eton suits, new
tier tailleurs and caught-in panels came
in for much attention.

New Featured Items at the Stores

With the splendid Spring selling-

weather the stores are featuring some-

thing new every day. At Macey's were
capes introducing the tablier waistcoat.

One was of soft fine velours with panel

back and draped sides shirred to a

shoulder yoke. The tablier waistcoat

was bloiised. This and the draped collar

were of contrasting shade; the band and

belt were of the self color. It was priced

at $69.75. At the same price was another

number with the waistcoat narrow at

the top, broadening at the bottom and

fastened at both sides with covered but-

tons. The bottom lengthened to a point

at one side.

At Altman's was a smart button-back

blouse of Georgette, pintucked, and ac-

centuated with narrow lace insertings;

the Vandyk collar and cuffs were edged

with lace. It was priced at $12.75.

Three interesting taffeta dresses were

observed at Lord and Taylor's. One in-

troduced wool embroidery in silver grey

on long panels and tunic, a second in

brown and navy had jewel-colored beads

and embroidered motifs, while the third

combined with Georgette was in simple

design all grey or grey and navy.

A New "Two-in-One"

A novelty which has not yet had time

to be gjven a "try-out" is a cape and
bed-cover in one, suitable for steamer or

travelling uses. There is an adjustable

collar. The garment is buttoned down
the front to be worn as a cape; the edges

are trimmed with fur. It is cut square

and when unbuttoned is a suitable rug.

The fashionable furs featured by
Bonwit Teller for Spring include fox and

fisher in animal effect; stone marten
with one, two and three skins; natural

blue fox; Hudson Bay and Russian sables

in two skins.

Altman's called especial attention the

other day to their novelty gilets priced

at $3.85, $4.50 and $5.50. They were
made of French ratine and ornamented

with the populai- moss embroidery; there

was a variety of colors and combination.'-

of color.

Buyers in the stores report a big sale

in progress for beads, necklaces, and

other novelty jewelry, with a tendency

towards the better grades. Oriental ef-

fects are quite popular. The blending

of colors is commended, and "live" ef-

fects are the only ones which sell, al-

though a call for black jet is included.

Steel beads and buckles, rhinestones with

jade and coral, sant(/ires and opalescent

beads are among the best sellers. Bead
dog collars are a novelty in metal beads
which are guaranteed not to tarnish.

Beaded bags are promised to provide
better Fall business than ever before.

The better grade of these is preferred
rather than numbers where the beads
ai-e crocheted on net and soon fall out.

Red is still the big fancy of the hour.

Misses* Suits at Stern's

Misses' suits featured by Stern Bros,
depict the straight line, blouse and box
coat styles, with waistcoats of duvetyn,
silk tricolette and period tapestry in rich

color effects, many finished with touches
of embroidery and other treatments. The
materials are silk duvetyn, tricolette,

tricotine, velour checks, serges and
Poiret twill; also satins combined with
duvetyn.

Fine grade dress ginghams in checks,
stripes and plaids, printed dimities;

printed novelties and woven voiles were
items of interest in the cotton dress
goods department at the same store.

Ribbons of varied types are playing
an important role in mid-Summer frocks.

One handsome creation of white pussy
willow satin and ecru lace has a sash
girdle of extremely wide white moire
ribbon. Some six or seven bands of nar-

row mauve and yellow two-faced ribbon
were tied in bow knots around each sleeve

all the way up on a gown of yellow in-

destructible voile. These two gowns
were shown at the Fashion Art League
convention.

Pyjamas and nightgown are combined
into novel "robes de nuit." In one in-

stance the garment is of crepe de Chine
with dark blue dotted net borders and
gore trimmings. The "nightgown" ex-

tends to the ankles at the back and
scarcely to the knees in front, the panta-

loons are caught in to the ankles.

Russian Note in Evidence Again

At Wanamaker's a special display of

Paris importations revealed the Russian
note in the form of design, bits of bright

embroidery and the Russian peasant
blouse in both street and evening gowns.
A Wanamaker idea in footwear shows a

high tongue engirdled by a small strap,

finished at the side with a fancy button
or buckles. It is in dull or patent leather

at $12. The long-tongue effect is featur-

ed in afternoon shoes. Colors are con-

servative.

From sweaters being featured at

Macy's it is evident that, besides pure
silks trimmed with angora, quite some
attention is being paid to coat models of

matelasse brocade and Shetland in both

the loose and close stitches.

One of the latter is made with an in-

teresting collar which is strapped .over

at centre front and drawn in to fdrni a

type of butterfly bow.
A loose Shetland in white on Tuxedo

lines has its rovers, cuffs and sash woven
with irregular spots of lavender and blue,

combined.
A New "Seal"

With the long favor which has been

accorded Hudson Seal it is naturally time

that someone tried to launch a "substi-

tute." It has been attempted of course

before. The latest innovation is "Eski-
mola." This fur is a ringtail, dyed and
dipped to simulate seal, and is said to be
produceable at a considerably lower price

than the seal, while the wearing qualities

and finish are commended. Eskimola is

shown made up in wraps of various

styles, sometimes trimmed effectively

with the natural ringtail.

The collar standing away from the

neck gives the newest smart note to the

latest fur models.

Otter is another fur being featured

by one house which claims to create its

own ideas largely.

Wanamaker's announce a Georgette

wrap which they describe as follows:

"It is of Georgette, a dusky brown
over soft, rich henna satin, draped to

show all the nuances and shadows of the

tw^o shades as they blend. The Georg-

ette IS embroidered in gold and silver

thread; and finally the wrap is collared

and banded with flying squirrel."

The "Carnegie Derby"

A new sensation in millinery appeared

on Fifth Avenue recently when Peg-gy

Hopkins, in a gorgeous sable coat, wore

h steel helmet which had been presented

to her hy a returned doughboy. She had

the helmet smartly trimmed with flowers

and called it a "Carnegie Derby."

OTTAWA RETAIL MERCHANTS' AS-

SOCIATION PASS RESOLUTION
TO CLOSE AT SIX ALL YEAR

ROUND
A special meeting of the Ottawa Re-

tail Merchants' Association held on April

2, passed a resolution favoring the clos-

ing of stores all the year round at six

o'clock with the exception of a few days

at Christmas. The resolution was as

follows:—Resolved that the retail mer-

chants of Ottawa close their stores at

six p.m. every day all the year round ex-

cepting the time from Dec. 20th to Jan.

1st, this scheme to be put into oper-

ation the first Saturday after Easter.

Caried by 31 to 2.

The meeting selected a number of well

known business men to endeavor to bring

the law into operation to confirm the

above resolution. Mr. E. R. Fisher,

President of the Association, and Mesrs.

L. E. Stanley, E. A. Stephens, J. Brow^n-

lee, A. J. Fieman, Capt. Grant. J. A.

Lorocque, S. McClenaghen and Mr. E.

M. Trowern were appointed to the com-
mittee.

The H. J. Daly Company, Limited,

have decided upon a 48-hour week for

their employees. Each of the staff in

this big department store get one hour

and a quarter for lunch.

LONDON DEPARTMENTAL STOKE
SUCCESSFUL

So successful has been the year's

trading of William Whiteley's London
emporium that the dividend has been in-

creased from 6 to 8 per cent.—the hiuh-

est rate for fourteen years. The carry

forward figures have gone up from
£19,G5() to £90,000. The <lirect.ors have
again placed £10,000 to the reserve and

£7,200 to displacements account.
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SUMMARY
Corsets 'of tricot ami other

fabrics are lithe and alTn(»>i

boneless. Some lace on both

sides in front.

Styles go back to 1-M4 with

emphasis.

Luxurious glittcriui; a n d

shiny fal)rics favored for even-

ing gowns. Net and I'mu^ laces

also jH)pular.

Dresses short and narrow.

Jet, Ijeads, fringe, feathers,

tassels, embroidery ribbon, all

used for trininiings.

Lajne shoes and stockings

worn, or el<e the stockings have
real lace set in. Slii)pers have
hardly any tip and are tied on.

Paris, France.

EDITOR, DRY GOODS REVIEW:
I told you last month that corsets

were reduced almost to nothing.

In fact, every lady who is slim enough
does not wear any; the others have some
kinds of belts more or less long below

the waist, according to their size, and
rendered extremely supple by the very

few bones they have; one on each side

of the fastening in front, same behind to

keep the lacing straight, and that is all.

Such are the corsets made of the two
samples of "tricot" herewith; that ma-
terial is very strong and extremely
supple.

The two other samples are stronger

still and make the best corsets for stout

women, so that they do not look stiff;

they have not many bones and often they

have a lacing on each side of the front

and no other fastening. As they always
leave tl)e bust free, the brassieres I

spoke of last month come in useful.

Society Revives
Let as see now about the fashion that

has just come out for Spring garments,
and especially the evening gowns ant!

theatre cloaks.

When one has visited the collections

of the Parisian Couturiers, one cannot
but say that every fancy that was just

outlined last season is fully developed
now.

Last August things looked still

gloomy, and in spite of everybody's hope
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For Fashionable Corsets

Above are four samples—very slightly

enlarged in order to show the texture—of

fabrics which are used for the favorite

it was difficult really to be fully attract-
ed by the beautiful cloths and drapings
and laces that were shown. Buyers
somewhat hesitated in purchasing ex-
pensive garments which they were not
certain to sell.

Since November 11, however, things
have turaed right on the other way, and
in every country you hear of nothing but
balls, evening parties, "premieres" in
every theatre. Life is more intensive
than before the war, even, and we have
more "tangos" than were ever heard of.

Feathers, diamonds, all luxurious
jewelry has come out again, and there
ir a display of luxury dazzling after
those four years of severe simplicity.

Except that dresses are shorter than
before the war, they have almost the
same shape, exceedingly narrow, and the
present capes are of the same kind as
those of 1914.

Favored Materials

Amongst the most favored materials
I must mention: Plain lames; these are
plain mixtures of silk and metal threads.

I miglir mention one of grey silk and
silver threads that can be used in any
case, even for wedding gowns; it is not
so showy as another, which I think
should only be used veiled or appear here
and there, so that the gold does not show
too much, else it would look gaudy; it

is exceedingly bright.

The some applies to a third, in gold

with yellow silk, although a dark lady

could vv'ear it with yellow if both shades
suited her complerion. As trimming,
however, it is very effective, especially

for the theatre.

For girls there are "shot" colors in

cerise or bright blue silk woven with

gold. I have seen also one pattern of

green lanie, which was very fine as it

r^ave the gold thread the appearance of

natural greenish gold.

All these are used mostly on evening

gowns. As a rule these garments are

straight, quite flat, narrow, and short.

They are real "fourreaux" veiled with

net or lace.

Net gives way to many combinations.

In some cases it covers the bodice in

front, which is not very low neck, and

the back, open as low as the waist line.

Then it hangs down in two panels that

sweep the floor. It is very pretty but

not at all practical. In other instances

corsets in Paris. The top one is white, the

next white with a yellow silk embroidered
motif. The very fine tricot at the bottom is

flesh color and beside it is a rich brocaded
cretonne in all white. Sent direct from
Paris to Dry Goods Review.
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the vv'aiat and hips are covered with a
fiuffy mass of net, with a big bow be-

hind the back and one end of the net
luinging down in a train.

Bayadere Belt

That khid of "bayadere" belt is some-
times a wide ribbon that comes from one
shoulder and thus covers only half of

the back and front, and is rolled around
the waist and then hangs down same as

the net. The part of the back and front

that are left bare are veiled with silk

riiuslin, and the dress has some very
short flat sleeves, either in lame cloth or

in net or muslin.

In some instances the waist is as low
as the hips, where the belt is a "torsade"
ci gold Cloth and satin; the skirt is then

slightly gathered and tlie bottom of it

must he veiy narrow although gathered,

jnd sometimes turned inside. In any
case there is a train coming direcL

from the skirt which would be very

ugly since skirts are so short.

Young girls who want to dance a lot

now wear some fresh gowns of white

silk printed crepe or embroidered in

bright shades, with silk or Rococo rib-

bon. To their youth also is devoted the

beautiful Chantilly "entredeux" that

come in as loobe panels on so many of

this season's collections. That valuable

lace is seldom cut, and we have dresses

made of loops of it over a narrow satin

"fourreau."
Many Trimmings

Tulle point d'esprit is very youthful,

too.

Beaded embroidery seems to be quite

as fashionable as heretofore; jet and

gold tube beads make some beautiful mo-

tifs on evening dresses and cloaks; so

are fringes, and the various samples

herev^fith will show you how they are

made.
Featiier.5, especially ostrich, have a

large place in evening garments. They
may be fringes, in which case they are

quite oLraight, or used, as I saw in one

in.«tance, just as they are, across a dres&

at the waist line, or they are worked into

round patches and sewn here and there.

Monkey is also a fashionable frinee. It

seems to be much in favor, probably on

account of it.s originality more than for

its beauty!
Tassels are also seen this year again,

often in fringes. When "paillettes" are

used thtv appear in small quantities, or

are half hidden under a panel.

All evening cloaks are capes, whether

they I>e made of satin, velvet, taffetas,

and aven c'oth in fine homespun weive

of wool, which is exceedingly light in

weight and of a golden tan color; they

are all of a similar shape, having a yoke

with or without gatherings. Some have

sleeves, others none, the arm coming

through a hole slit in front. For Winter

wear, .sleeves were found necessary, but

it is quite possible that for Summer, both

shapes will be quite as fashionable.

Original Cape Collars

Some capes have collars, which are

generally square pieces of material more

or leso embroidered or made oi" lame as

per s'-'mpii; herewith draped around the

neck at will.

The Fringes

of Parts!

No. 1 — Nine-inch
black and white spun
silk fringe. No. 2

—

lack spun silk fringe
with very fine gold
threads intermingled.
Xos. 3 and 4 are simi-
lar to 2 except in
color; 3 is deep yel-
low, 4 is pearl grey
and No. 3 has a yel-
low and gold knitted
band at the top. No.
5 shows 2-inch knit-
ted band and one-inch
looped fringe in solid
grey floss silk.

No. 6 is rich blue
and gold lame, a fav-
orite fabric for even-
ing wraps and gowns.

All of these were
sent direct from
Paris to DRY GOODS
REVIEW and are de-
scribed in the accom-
panying letter.

"i

I have seen some like the above and
others without any collar; the yoke is

so made that when the lady wraps herself

in her cape the top folds itself, making
a rever; in that case the cape is in plain

satin with a beautiful bright printed silk

or soft satin lining which, when folded

makes a fine revere that enlightens the

garment.
Beaded embroidery yokes make a very

fine trimming, but lames are very effec-

tive, toj, especially in Japanese or

Oriental showy designs.

Embroidery "au passe" and "point dt-

reprise" have lost none of their vogue,

and I have seen some models where that

darning stitching was ended at each row
by irregular loons that made a fringe,

r was most original.

Many capes are in satin with a band

of lame ribbon that gathers fullness at

the hottcin, and comes in at the waist for

instance to underline the yoke. Velvet

ribbon is, also used, as well as net; both

make flounced collars, the latter es-

pecially.

Some Ha'r Ornaments

Head dresses, diadems, have regained all

their favor and look more brilliant after

four years. However, some people con-
sider it is a bit early yet to display so
much splendor, and it is why many
ladies prefer wearing in their hair a
velvet ribbon with a beautiful ancient
camee rather than diamonds or aigrettes,

crosses, and all the feathers that hasten-
ed to come out this Winter.

Fans are fine, too, whether made of
Chantilly lace with painted silk inser-

tions or only ostrich feathers.

I might miention that I have seen some
white kid gloves with a revere of pink,

blue, lilac kid skin. It did not look bad.

To be really up-to-date, it is necessary
to have some lame shoes and stockings
^-^ match exactly the lame of the dress.

The only exception is for very thin silk

stockings with real lace insertion.

Ball slippers have hardly any tip, being
tied to the foot by numerous straps that

make them look like the sandals or

cot'uirns of qld. It is of course exceed-

ingly pretty, but one must have Cin-

derella's foot!

Next month I will tell you about

tailored costumes, dresses, teagowns, etc.

Yours very truly.

The death occurred recently of Chas. A.

Burdick at Victoria, B.C. Mr. Burdick

was well known throughout the trade,

having been at one time a salesman in

Mara's store, London, Ont., and later

manager of the Helena Costume Co. of

the same place. He had been living in

Victoria for the last couple of years.

Mr. Grant Fetterly, formerly of Robin-

son & Little's, London, Ont., is reported to

have died in England. He was, while in

London, a well-known hockey player.
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An A7'tistic Spring IFrap
Since wrap coats have become so important a part of

ome's wardrobe, they have adopted altogether new and
becoming ways. Few are as charming as this one, with
its deep yoke extending across the back and ending in a
peculiar sleeve effect. It has a large shawl collar that
may be rolled up snugly or opened to the belt line.

There are little slash pockets and, of course, a belt.

—

Shown at the Murray-Kay Store, Toronto.

From the Pans Openings
A delightful evening frock for misses. It

features the spun-silk fringe which onr
Paris correspondent describes and also in-

dicates the demand for sleeves and short

skirts.

FALL COLOR CARD
Colors in Wool Introduced— Blues,
Browns, Terra Cotta Again Important
—Ember and Burnt Orange

Give Brilliance

The mew colors for Fall have been
launched during the month by The Tex-
tile Color Card Asociation. The distinc-

tive feature of this card is the introduc-
tion of ten colors in wool. All colors

previously issued by the Association have
been in silk only. Such a departure,
however, is a big step in the right direc-

tion. The card is planned to meet the
special needs of the woollen manufac-
turer, garment producer and cutting-up
trade in general.

Of the forty-two colors shown, the ma-

jority are new, a few standards and past

seasonable colors have been included ow-
ing to their promise of continued popu-
larity. The woollen colors include two
unusually smart brown, nut and elk.

Etruscan and morocco are browns with a

coppery cast, the latter being especially

effective in its depth and richness of tone.

Trooper is a new blue. Freedom, like-

wise a blue, has more brilliancy, while

navy 3 is the standard navy included. A
very adaptable color is kangaroo, the

latest contribution to the Taupe family.

Hemlock is a dark green, and cathedral,

a deep rich purple.

In reviewing the silk colors, Louvain,

Bruges and Ghent hold the centre of at-

tention. They are blues of rare charm
with just a suggestion of green blended

to give them a touch of old-world artistry.

Ember is a glowing shade, full of life

and fire. It belongs to the Terra Cotta
family, but is far more brilliant in tone
than any of its predecessors. It is fol-

lowed on the card by Cuba, of darker hue,
and mahogany, a standard. A very
pale shade resembling somewhat a sand
is called peanut. This is grouped with
beech and pelt, both much darker, re-

miniscent of castor. Other members of
the brown family are bark, and Liberia,

which is similar to a Negro brown.

The prophecy goes that Copenhagen

blue, and blues of its type will again be

very much in vogue. Three of these

tones are represented. Delphinium

—

which is but another name for Larkspur,
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is the iig-htest, and is followed by Copen-
hagen, and Denmark, of deeper hue.

The rose shades this season are rather

subdued in tone. They are named Dian-

thus. Pomegranate and Malaga, all soft

shades. There are three reds, the stan-

dard cardinal, brilliant in tone, followed

by barberry and oxblood, both darker,

oxblood being very subdued but deep and
rich. Lava and bat are additions to the

Taupe family. The only greens are

juniper and spruce, similar to a sage

green.

As navy blue is always a good soldier

of fashion, no card would be complete

without its saving grace. Navy 2 and

navy 3, from the standard card, have been

chosen, while France is a new blue of

considerable brilliancy, generally associ-

ated as a "royal" blue.

Petunia and grape are the representa-
tives of the purple family this season.

Henna again makes its appearance, ac-

companied by a new shade of slightly

lighter tone named Persimmon. Last
comes the very vivid, flaming burnt
orange, promised attention as a trimming

shade.

Readers who wish copies of this card

may have them at the regular rates of

$L50 by writing DRY GOODS REVIEW.

BIG POSSIBILITIES FOR DESIGNING
IN CANADA

Manufacturers Should Copyright and Advertise, Says Mr. G.
Frank Beer

THE bigness of their vocation was
m, pressed upon the Toronto Wo-
men Garment Designers, when they

discussed their future at a dinner in

the King Edward Hotel, April 2. The
question was considered from various
angles, providing a broad conception of

the possibilities. Miss C. M. Storey pre-

sided. Miss Marjorie MacMurchy spoke
of the high value of the work of design-
ers to their employers and the far-reach-

ing effects, especially when they are so

organized as to be considered a body with
definite ideas to pursue.

Mr. G. Frank Beer, of the Canadian
Trade Commission, also disclosed a vis-

ion of Canada's future in his discussion

of some of the many and cumbrous
problems which are facing Canada at

present. He first gave some moving pic-

tures illustrating the educational uses

to which the Government is putting the

film. His discussion also pointed out

mistakes that have b»en made in rail-

way construction to the cost of the

country, the problems of taking care of

shipping and making the best of

trade routes, developing new mar-
kets, overcoming exchange difficul-

ties, and some hints on the tai-

iff, all of which served to inspire

a new idea of going into the field of de-

sign in a big, broad way, which would
mean the evolving of something valu-

able to and expressive of Canadian life.

Mr. Beer is strongly in favor of designs

being copyri-^hted. "We do not begin to

take the advantar^e we might of our

copyrighting laws," he said.

Specializin"!', standardizing and adver-

tising were pointed out as three definite

pursuits, which manufacturers should

follow if they wish to eliminate a lot of

waste which is now inclined to keep

prices hip^h and the product below what
it should b» in qunlitv- If we specialize

in our various ontnuts, standardize them
so that the'r value can be recognized

anywhere •''! *^he time, and let the world

know ahou<- onr nroducts by advertisin (

them well, it will tend to place Canada
in a stron-'^- nosition. both at home and

abroad. "Canada is now capable of sup-

plying cotton as cheaply as any place in

the world," he remarked.
At a business discussion later it was

decided to lay before the Toronto manu-
facturers the proposition of having an
extensive designers' display at the Can-
dian National Exhibition this year, and
the wish was also expressed that de-
signers' clubs would be formed in Mon-
treal and other manu'acturing centres
throughout the Dominion.

MORE "INDIVIDUAL SHOPS"
Franklin Simon & Co., one of New

York's Fifth Avenue shops, has made
three additions to their "Individual
Shops." One is the "Shoe Shop for the
Junior Miss," the "Women's French
Gown Shop," and the "Haircutting Shop
for Children" are the other two. The
"Mourning Shop," the "Fitting Rooms,"
and the "Shoe Shop for Boys" have been
enlarged. In addition they state:

"The visible changes are not all.

There are many other important changes
in the Individual Shops which you do
not see. Enlarged workrooms for mak-
ing suits, gowns, waists, coats, sports
apparel, underwear, negligees, furs,

French niillinery, infants' apparel and
novelties, and a new workroom for mak-
ing glovc-silk underwear. These changes
may not hz visible in themselves, but they
;!re as broad as daylight in the profound
influence they exert in the clothes we
make for you."

HOUSE DRESSES MADE OUT
OF BURLAP BAGS

Presentable house gowns are be-
in '.•• made out of burlap at the
L'niversity of Maine. The home
demonstration department takes
tin; meal bags and by a process re-

moves the brand letters and
figures. Then the cloth is dyed
and housegowns are fashioned.

Suits for farm work have also been
ir.ade from the burlap.

DEATH OF THOMAS W. WATKINS
Mr. Thomas W. Watkins, one of the

most prominent busmess men of Hamil-
ton, and head of one of the oldest busi-

ness houses, the Right House, died on
March 12 at his residence in Toronto,
W'here he has resided since 1909.

Mr. Watkins was born in Hamilton on
May 25, 1854. He received his education
in Hamilton before enterin;4- the business

of his father, Thomas C. Watkins, where
he showed marked ability. A history

of this splendid business was given in a

recent issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW
upon the occasion o: the store's 75th an-

niversary. '

Mr. Watkins was looked upon as one

of Canada's leading and successful busi-

ness men. He made his first purchasing

trip to Europe at an early age, and dur-

ing his career made nearly a hundred
crossings of the Atlantic Ocean. He was
the first Canadian buyer to visit large

European centres and the second to visit

Paris.

Mr. Watkins traveled far throughout

Europe and E^ypt at various times, and

was an art connoisseur. The death of

Mrs. Watkins last December proved a

severe shock. Three sons, all residing

in Toronto, survive.

H. P. Ritchie & Co., manufacturers'

agents, have been granted a permit by

the City Architect, Toronto, to enlarge

their factory at 38 Clifford Street, by

erecting a three-story addition. The cost

is estimate I at $20,000.

Mr. J. S. Whaley, who has been man-
aging the Winnipeg branch of Fair-

weather & Company's wholesale and re-

tail fur business, spent a few hours in

Huntsville late last week. His health

has not recovered from three successive

attacks of the flu, and he has been order-

ed to take a three months' rest. Mr.

Whaley was en route to Toronto and

Guelph.

Col. Wm. McLean, of the Ideal Cloth-

ing Co., at Port Hope, Ont., was found

dead in bed at the Dominion Hotel,

Huntsville, April 1. He had gone north

on a business trip and apparently was in

his usual good health. He was a prom-

inent citizen of Port Hope, active in

military circles, bavin": been in com-

mand of the Durham F'w\d Battery for

many years.

The death occurred March 31, of Mr.

Samuel Baker in his 83rd year. Mr.

Baker, who was a native of Ireland,

where he received his early training in

the drygoods business, was for many
years in the employ of the Robert Simp-

son Co., Ltd., and the former W. A. Mur-

ray Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The White Clothing Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

has nurchased the building known as

the Smallwood Building on Duckworth

Street, St. John's, Newfoundland. The

building is only about ten years old, is

built of concrete with brick facings. It

contains 4 stories, floors 50x50, and is

fitted with a modern heating system,

lavatories on each flat, electric elevator,

gas and electric lighting and other con-

veniences.



Better Styles

HAVE YOU A iVIISSES' DEPARTMENT?
and Fewer Alterations for Women Purchasing Misses' Sizes — Merchant

Doubled Business in One Week by New Department

HAVE you a distinct misses' de-

partment in connection with your
ready-to-weai merchandise? Or

do you merely carry a few misses' sizes

of mediocre character liable to be found
anywhere in your department? Has it

ever struck you—especially since youth-

ful styles have been in vogue—how
many women there are of very similar

proportions to the miss of 16 to 20

years ?

One merchant was urged by a manu-
facturer from whom he bought to stand

at the entrance to his store for 15 min-

utes, expressly for the purpose of judg-

ing the size of the customers who en-

tered. He was amazed when he discov-

ei"ed, regardless of their age, how many
were within the 18 to 20 year class in

size, and it was only occasionally that

a regular 38 to 40 woman's measurement
appeared. The proportion was some-

thing like 9 to 1.

One Week Doubles Business

At once that merchant decided to

make a real feature of misses' apparel.

This department was not opened with

the idea—be it borne in mind—of mak-

ing an appeal only to young women. It

was in order to supply them and also

women of slender build with garments

of the proportions which manufacturers

"have found to meet the needs of that

type of woman. And of late years every

woman wants to appear of that type

whether she is or not. This merchant

found that within one week after he had

featured his misses' department, his

ready-to-wear business had doubled.

An "Added Something"

What IS the reason ? Two or three

manufacturers have stated that there

are better, more attractive styles avail-

able in misses' garments than in wo-

men's. One of the largest makers of

dresses stated to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that when he wants an "added

something" to give smartness to a de-

sign he tells his designer that it is a

misses' dress he wants, and the result is

there is always an extra touch in some
way which would have been left off if

he had asked for a woman's gown. "It

is peculiar," he said, "but it remains so.

Human nature is such that it designs

what it likes itself. A young woman
will design well for young girls, but ask

Tier to design for a woman and she

thinks of all "women" as matrons, and
designs accordingly. An elderly woman
will design well for the well-propor-

tioned conservative woman, but she will

not put that dash of youth into it which
she will if asked to design a dress for

a girl. The result is that many a woman
finds what pleases her—and what really

suits her, if she be of the fashionable

proportions, in the misses' departments."

Other manufacturers who specialize in

misses' garments stated that their out-

put by no means went finally to misses.
Perhaps the majority of their high-
priced lines went to women who were,
as a rule, under .5 ft. 6 in. in height and
slender in build, though their years were
considerably over the "16 to 20" class.

Less Alterations

Women who are over 5 ft. 6 in. in

height are usually suited best by the
longer waist and longer sleeve and skirt

of the women's sizes, though it is known
that many of them, too, are fitted in

misses' departments, but under that
height less alterations would be re-

quired, as a rule, if they had a misses'
department in which to purchase. Sizes
.>2, .34, 36 and 38 correspond in misses
sizes to 14, 16, 18 and 20 years, respec-

tively.

A FANCY WEAVE SLIP-OVER
Of a brilliant henna shade is a fancy

silk slip-over -sweater advertised by
Wanamaksrs. It has a loose effect like

a short sacque with two slanting pockets
on each side of the front. Instead of a

collar a folded scarf (of self) outlines a

V neck and is drawn through a loop in

the front.

The Summer Mode

Afternoon dresses will show
muny combinations of silk and
voile. The figured part of this

dainty gown is in silk voile

with old China blue the pre-

dominating color. The plain

part is of taffeta in the same
tone. The upturned ruffles and
novel ending of the girdle in

the back are notable features.

One of the new models from
H. C. Boulter & Co.. Toronto.
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WHY IS THE WHOLESALE?
Specialized Senice an Essential to Smoothly Running Business A^Iachinery.

An address delivered before the Montreal Publicity Association, by D. R. Campbell, director Alphonse Racine. Limited. Montrea.

I
SHOULD, indeed, have taken pre-

ferably the subject of selling and ad-

vertising, even to giving away the

secrets, but, as the subject given is Why
is the Wholesale? I stick to it, and at the

end say a few words on selling and ser-

vice.

Although the subject of the wholesale

is a very big one, and a book could be

written with long chapters on such as-

pects of the wholesale as "The History of

its Birth and Development" from the time
of the first wholesaler recorded, Joseph
of Egypt, he who prepared for the seven

years of famine, to the present high stan-

dard; on the "Place of the Wholesale in

the Social and Economic life of a Nation,"

on "Selling Problems of a Wholesale," and
on many other relating subjects; I

will endeavor to merely give you a general

outline of the start of the wholesale and
its place in the nation's life.

Why is the Wholesale ? First answer
off-hand is. Because it is.

In every city in the world the name
wholesale is associated with financially

solid in.stitutions, among the founders or

executive of which are men known for

their active and loyal citizenship. The
wholesale is the backbone of every city,

and has the same reason for existence

that the city has. There are certain peo-

ple, however, in spite of the solid connec-

tions the wholesale in every country has

made in commercial life, who see no neces-

sity for it, and \i behooves us to show the

development of the wholesale and its

rightful place in the distribution of mer-

chandise.

Anything I may say will be given with-

out prejudice, and just my own viewpoint

as I see it, without any sentiment in the

matter whatever.
In looking back to the first of things,

and working up to the present high state

of civilization, I found four main factors,

sequential stages in the world's economic
development:
L Farmers—-Production.

2. Manufacturing—Secondary Produc-
tion or Improvement.

3. Retailers or Traders.

4. Wholesalers or Large Traders.

Primarily there are three essentials in

existence—Food, Clothing and Houses,
and under the first head

—

1. Production—the farmers were en-

tirely self-sustaining in all these essen-

tials, and may easily be to-day if they

so wish to be.

2. Secondary Production or Improve-
ment—the manufacturers started from
tailors, shoemakers, etc. — men who,
from some physical defects or natural

adaptation, left the farm and relieved the

farmers of these tasks to the latter's ad-

vantage.

3. Traders—Retailers—As farmers in-

tervisited, as far as the means of trans-

portation would allow, traders developed

who were the go-between for the ex-

change of products of different sorts, and,

money soon becoming the token for pay-

ment, traders took fixed places of busi-

ness, and became the retailers of to-day.

These, with the tailors, shoemakers and
other small manufacturers, soon founded
communities, villages or towns carrying

stocks for their local districts.

4. Large Traders—The Wholesalers

—

In like manner, as ships brought wares
from far away, carrying larger stocks of

A
Summery
Blouse

The material is

daintily printed silk

voile, maKcnta on
white ground, com-
bined with ivory net,
crocheted buttons and
Valenciennes lace.
The softly arranged
square neck and loose
sleeves n'wv decided
charm. The skirt
which acc<impanies is

one of the new striped
tricolette with jersey-
covered buttons.

merchandise, wholesales and cities came
into existence, from whom the smaller
villages and towns looked for supplies.

In these four stages of development, it

will be seen that the first, Production,
while it is the essential, represents after
all "existence" only, and the second.
Manufacturing, and the third and fourth.
Economic distribution, have, by the en-
lightenment and comfort they have
brought, changed the word "existence"
into life, and mark all the progress that
has been made since primitive times.

li for Land—Production.
I for Invention—Manufacturing.
F for Furnisher—The Retail.

E for Enterprise— fhe Wholesale, the
City.

The first, the farmer, stands for exist-
ence. The other three, the manufac^
turer, retailer and wholesaler, the frills.

The farm produces the wealth, which
the other three separate from him as
much as they possibly can, giving in re-
turn the frills of life, and, I contend for
the most part, giving him good value. If
not, it really is his own fault, for he is

the monarch of all he surveys—he is the
master, and we are, or should be, the
servants. He doesn't need us, but wants
us because we make life worth living
for him, and the service given is the
reason why the servants seem to reach
higher positions than the master—a ful-
fillment of the promise of the good Book
that if any man desii-es to be greatest
let him be servant of all.

It is the enterprise in this service that
made necessary the present systems of
transportation; that stimulated inven-
tions; that made possible churches,
schools and every other form of educa-
tion, including advertising.
Of all these three factors that make for

improvement, just- as the country looks
up to the city, so does the commercial life

of the country, including the city, whether
willing to admit it or not, look up to the
wholesale as the backbone of business.
Everybody needs the wholesale—make no
mistake about it, and statistics prove that
the very large percentage of business
passes through the wholesale.

If the farmer would specialize on pro-
duction, and not want to go to storekeep-
ing, he would be more prosperous and
happier.

If the manufacturer would seek to im-
prove production and not want to mer-
chandise.

If the wholesaler would stick to whole-
sale distribution, and not break packages
nor try to be a manufacturer,

If the reta!l<>>" would use every effort

to give better service to his locality and
not, as in some cases, seek to ignore the

wholesaler,

I am sure all the different elements of

commercial life would work much more
harmoniously, and the few frictions and
misunderstandings, that now exist, would
soon bo removed.
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New Silken Wear

One of the new "diamond"
combinations made of pale

pink Japanese wash satin

with ribbon and fine lace

trimming. An elastic runs
through the top to secure it

in position when worn.

Below is something new
in camisoles. It is made of

white taffeta on "comf>
cut" lines and is embroider-
ed and edged with pale blue

floss.

Shown by the H. P.

Ritchie Co., Toronto.

MANY ORDERS AT RED DEER
OPENINGS

Between 80 and 90 per cent, of the

visitors on millinery opening day, March
26, at the W. E. Lord Co.'s store at Red
Deer, Alberta, left their orders—a very
t*^ngible proof of the success of what
v.as shown and how it appealed.

The millinery proper had been set off

by baskets of fruit and flowers which
added to the decorative effect. The new-

shapes this Spring-, Miss Blakely, the

head milliner, says, run to pretty Chinese

effects, while iarse drooping sailors and
fancy tarns in all forms have their

friends. The hats as a rule are lavishly

trimmed with French flowers. The new
mid-Suinnier colors are peace white,

victory v>m\, camp-fire red, shrapnel

blue, henna, brown and dust. There are

also a number of smirt things in black,

jet designs of all kinds being dominant.

Mis? Blakely and the firm are very

liighly pleased at the patronage shown
in this opening event.

NEW THINGS FOR LITTLE ONES
(Continued from page IIG)

are finished in white, ivory or grey en-

amel.
Then there is the kiddie-koop, which is

a combination of crib and play-pen on
wheels. It is screened in and folds up
For easy carrying, and may be fitted wilh

canopy frames for draping daintily as a

bassinet.

New baby pants are on the market.

They require no buttons, pins or strings

for adjustment. They slip on over the

diaper very simply.

The Independent Silk Co., Montreal,

have entfered upon the manufacture of

shoe and corset laces, a line hitherto

very largely imported from the United
States and England. They are installing

-a number of new modern machines, ai.d

will manufacture f-ese lines in cotton,

mei-cerized and silk goods.

The Hudson's Bay Co., Winnipeg,

turned over the management of their

store, April 6, to six well-known Winni-

ueg women, who had charge of the de-

partments for the benefit of the Victor-

ian Order of Nurses.

Corset Fabrics
Above samples are illustrative of the

beautiful silk and mercerized cotton fabrics
which are being used by a corset manufac-
turer in Paris. Pale pink, yellow, pale blue,
mauve and white are the colors and the
weave is close and firm for fashioning with
the fewest possible bones or steels. The
lower left number is in pink with open
weave stripe, especially suitable for dainty
Summer models. The fabric above it is

white with pink roses. Sent from Paris to
Dry Goods Review.

A novel little play dress is made with
panel front bodice, giving a square neck
line, elbow sleeves, plain colored collar,

cuffs and skirt. The feature is the style

of skirt, which is in full bloomer, cut with
umbrella drapes at the sides forming
pockets. These are made for tots up to

six years.

Among the dainty spring things

shown at Simpson's, Toronto, is an Em-
pire coat in rajah silk, lined throughout
and having contrasting collar and cuffs,

such as sky blue with sand or sand with

rose, etc. This store held a formal
Spring opening in its infants' and child-

ren's department, March 27.

Macey's, New York, made an interest-

ing feature of the Russian blouse type

of silk frock for juniors. The waistline

is slightly lowered; one model was in.

•printed silk in a bisque and blue flower

figure trimmed with plain blue satin.

Checks, which have so long been con-

sidered a youthful staple, are not so

prominent this season, a fact which may
be due to the replacing of coats by
capes to a large extent.

J. A. BANFIELD, WINNIPEG
Elected president of the Dominion Execu-
tive Council of the Retail Merchants'

Association in Ottawa last month.

Thos. J. Whiskard, 83 years of age,

one of the best known dry goods men
in Ontario, died at his home at London,

Cnt., April 9.
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Weight of Contents of Cereal Packages

With this matter was also considered

the weight of the wrapping on hams.
While it has usually been possible for

the merchant to protect himself in this

matter, there is a limit to the distance

he can go. They are many who do

not realize how much this adds to the

cost of the hams. It should be delivered

to the merchant at the net price, regard-

less of the weight of the wrapper. In

regard to weight of package contents,

this is asked for by the consumer, the

complaint being frequent that packages

are not equally filled.

Adulteration Act

The association thinks the standard

should be set in regard to honey and

maple sugar. As to margarine, there

was a question in the minds of some as

to whether it should be sold at all or not;

it was one of the matters on which

opinion was divided, but in any event

it should be graded. At present it is all

sold the same, though there is a great

difference in the materials composing

the product masquerading under the

name. This may be profitable for the

manufacturers, but it is hurtful to the

country. The consumer should have a

chance to know just what the grade is

of the material he is buying.

Inland Trade Commission

"Much of the trouble we are giving

you gentlemen this morning would be

obviated if we had an Inland Trade Com-
mission," observed Mr. Chevrier. "As
regards inland trade, we must say that

the Department of Trade and Commerce
is still only at the beginning. We find

it always in the .position of being about

to be made as useful as possible—but

not yet. A commission would stimulate

inland trade; it v ould simplify matters,

benefit the public and make the life of

those in business better than it has

been."

Government Employees and Garnishee

Act

With the possible exception of the

Bankruptcy Act the matter of garnishee

of the wages of Government employees

was laid more stress on than any other

subject that came up. It was pointed

out that with the C. N. R. becoming
part of the Government machinery and

the law preventing garnishee in civil

suits, we had the condition where thous-

ands who were once good pay were now
trying to deadhead under the protection

granted them. Any man who gets his

cheque from the Canadian National Rail-

ways—and they are scattered all over

Canada—cannot be garnisheed. The
laws in the different Provinces vary so

much with regard to debtors that it is

a fact that in certain Provinces you can

not get at a man's goods nor have him
up under judgment summons, so with

the absence of garnishee you have no

recourse at all. We have to reco-rnizc

that there is a large class which has be-

come known as civil service deadbent'^.

Probably 95 per cent, or more of th^ni

were originally lionest. but they are h(>-

ing put in the position of not being

easily tru;^table. !-;o that there is no dis-

position on the part of dealers any lon-

ger to extend credit to civil servants.

The only reason for garnishee not being
allowed is the inconvenience it might
be to the Government, but, as has been
the experience where it has been allowed
in the case of Provincial Governments,
the very fact that the privilege of ex-

emption does not extend to the civil ser-

vants has made it very seldom necessary
to invoke the Act.

War Stamps on Patent .Medicines

This has worked a hardship to the re-

tailer as the Department has had spot-

ters all over the Dominion looking for

a chance to catch men, and actually lay-

ing traps for them by making pretence
of great hurry on the part of the buyer
and of his being unable to wait for the

stamp or even to have his purchase
wrapped up. It has been haste, not dis-

honesty, which has caused whatever
trouble there has been. It has cost the

Government over 62 per cent, to collect

the revenue. It should be abolished.

War Profit Tax on Luxuries
This also should be abolished. It is

hard to say just what luxuries are now-
adays, and when you put jewellery in

that category any man is prepared to

say a watch is a necessity, and the same
is true of cuff-links and other articles.

Automobiles also were necessities in

many cases.

There was such unanimous assent to

the suggestion that the purchaser of

goods on Sunday should be made equally

guilty with the seller that the matter
was not considered as requiring further

urging.
Daylight Saving

The chairmau said he was aware that

there was some difference of opinion in

regard to this. As he went on to dis-

cuss it he was interrupted by some of

the legislators present who said the

scheme was practically dead so far as

Parliament was concerned, and it was
unlikely that anything more would be

heard of it.

Cost of Living Statistics

It was pointed out that this was now
in the Department of Labor and had not

been well handled. It was thought it

should go to the Department of Trade
and Commerce, so there might be a

chance of getting dependable figures.

Customs Confiscating Automobiles

Numerous cases of this kind had arisen

and woi'ked great hardship. There was
a practice of smuggling or distributing

liquor in ears, and the cars, when caught,
were seized at the border. It was point-

ed out that in a great many cases the

cars were not the property of the

nominal owner, being paid for in instal-

ments. Unless it was proved that the

real owner had guilty knowledge he
should be protected.

Co-operative Societies

All 'such so^eLies should be care'fu-lly

examined' as' they were guilty of decep-
tive methods. Active steps shouM be
taken by the Retail Merchants' Associa-
tion to see that the public was more
fully informed regarding them. Their
method of showing profits, when they
(lid show them, were not fair or legiti-

mate. In this connection the matter of

the co-operative efforts of civil servants
was brought up, and the fact that they
were doing their work to some extent
with Govei'nment conveniences and in

Government time "You can stop this,"

the legislators present were told. "They
are breaking bulk on their purchases
and dividing stuff up in Government time
and on Governnient premises."
The chairman made it plain that the

association was not in favor of asking
for a tariff commission. They thought
the tariff should be changed at once and
not left to the slow operations of a com-
mission, but if a commission should be
established they wanted to be represent-
ed thereon.

A more or less general discussion on
the different points brought out then en-
sued. Senator Blain wished to know
something definite regarding the posi-
tion of the retailers on the matter of
the accuracy or inaccuracy of the trade
statistics. Secretary Trowem pointed
out many inaccuracies. At the time of
the postmen's strike last summer statis-

tics were presented stating that there
had been an increase of 64 per cent, in

the cost of living, which the association
claimed was far too high. They asked
to be permitted to put expert men in the
Labor Department who would conduct
an investigation free of cost, but the per-
mission was not granted. Babsons' re-

ports, which are considered a standard,
show the postmen's figures to be far too
high. Another speaker pointed out that
in Moose Jaw figures had been taken for
eight items and compared with the re-

ports of the Department of Labor, and
the figures of the latter had been showi.
far too high.

Senator Blain said it was very im-
portant from the standpoint of Canada
as a country seeking immigration and
business, that the figures should be ac-

curate.

Different members and senators spoke
and expressed pleasure with the idea

of bringing them to the meeting. Many
of the arguments presented had impress-
ed them favorably. Garnishee was a
hardship and should be abolished. Speak-
ing on co-operation, one of the visitors

said he was in favor of the old tried

way of selling goods from the manufac-
turer to the retailer and from him to the

consumer—a way which had stood the

test and could not be beaten.

In a further discussion on the matter
of an Inland Trade Commission, it was
pointed out that the object of the asso-

ciation in urging this was to try to con-

trol Canadian business for the Canadinn
manufacturer. We should find out if

we are losing trade, and to whom. Why
can we not get, trade now going to the

United States turned into Canadian
channels? The matter of men's furnish-

ings was instanced, and it was asked
what was the .iiatter with the Canadian
manufacturer when he could not control

this business. If it was a matter of in-

ferior goods, less attractive packages,

or whatever it was, it should be found
out. We want the balance of trade to

remain in C''nada. All the retailers

asked was that the Dominion Govern-
ment should help them to find out those

things.
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P. C. CORSETS
SPELL MORE BUSINESS
Stylish Good Fitting Economical

They invite the notice of those who seek solid
values and reasonable prices.

Because of their unquestionable popularity and
superiority, the best dressed women in Canada to-
day inevitably ask for P.C. Corsets.

You can recommend them to fit any figure and
give perfect comfort and satisfaction.

Front lace—pink and white.
Back lace—pink and white.

If you are not handlinK them you are missing
much profitable and valuable custom.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.
Limited

Quebec Canada
BRANCHES :

Toronto, 76 Bay Si. Montreal, 329 Craig St. W.

Western Rep.: C. H. Butler, 24 Sylvester Wilson BldK-,

Winnipeg.

Beautiful Line of

Spring Styles

now ready in plain and fancy

voiles, also silks, crepe-de-chines

and georgettes. Just ask us for

samples and be convinced of the

values we can give you.

Voiles, from . . . $12.00 doz. up

Silks, from 21.00 doz. up

C.D.C., from . .

.

33.00 doz. up
Georgette, from 36.00 doz. up

D. H. CUMMINGS
1187 MOUNT ROYAL AVE. E.

MONTREAL

REGULATION DRESSES- always
popular garments— are made

doublyattractive by the BASS-GOLD
Organization.

Examine the line. Instantly you will recognize

a distinctly fetching style—an originality—af-

fording splendid business-building opportunities.

Bass-Gold Regulations sell easily and quickly

—

they completely please the women who buy them.
They build good-will and create additional busi-

ness, through recommendation, for the dealer who
sells them.

Particularly noteworthy is the quality of the

material, the workmanship and finish that are
characteristic of every Bass-Gold Garment. Price

considered, Bass-Gold Regulations are remark-
able. Their superiority is due to specialization

and volume-business. The Bass-Gold Organiza-
tion makes Regulation Dresses exclusively. Their
large output permits factory-economies and close

profits ordinarily impossible to achieve.

Examine—COMI'ARE the line. Judge for your-

self the quality, style and finish.

Write for samples. Write for them to-day.

ALEX.E. BASS MFG. CO.
New York, 1270 Broadway

PITTSBURGH, PA. PHILADELPHIA
4048 Jenkins Arcade 1006-1(> Arch St.

ST. JOSEPH. MO
412 Francis St.
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If you are interested in

CHILDREN S DRESSES

we have a new range of very

attractive styles which are now
being submitted to the trade for

immediate deHvery.
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DRESSES
IN STOCK

On May 1st large assortment

of gingham and fancy voile

dresses, regular line of silks

for order.

WAISTS
IN STOCK

Large variety of voile and
striped silk waists in stock
at present ready for imme-
diate shipment. Georgettes
and Crepe de Chines as
usual for order.

SEND US YOUR ORDER

VOGUE WAIST CO. ^'"f.VM^.±t['2S,?o',v,?'"' MONTREAL

FOR YOUR EASTER TRADE
Our garments reflect the styles of the moment.
They are developed from the fabrics most in demand, and are made a little better than the
ordinary.
Yet are sold at popular prices.

That accounts for the tremendous success the trade has always had with our merchandise.
Easter orders will receive immediate attention.

Cor. St. Catherine West and Mountain Sts., MONTREAL

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

On account of increased business we
were compelled to move to

LARGER
PREMISES

We are now located at

1952 St. Lawrence Bvld.

Maimers of

Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses

DePalmaDressCo,
46 ST. ALEXANDER STREET

MONTREAL

Our Summer Range of

DRESSES
WILL SHORTLY BE SUBMITTED

FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Smart up-to-date Garments in

GEORGETTES, and all kinds

of SILKS, also in ORGAN-
DIES. VOILES, etc.

Write for Samples-

it will pay you.
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The kiddies of
your town open
up a wide and
profitable field

of business.

They all need

Coveralls
Haugh Brand Coveralls will cover all

your needs in this Juvenile Depart-
ment.

You can sell them with complete con-
fidence in regard to full customer
satisfaction.

They offer retailing possibilities that
will appeal to you. We would gladly
tell you more, but a sample order will

tell you what we can't sav here.

J. A. Haugh Mfg. Co.
658-662 King St. West - - Toronto
Also Manufacturers Arm and Hammer Work Shirts, Overalls and Trousers

BASS DRESSES
^CMHIBIJUMOIlSx'NISSES

If you want real

money - makers,

write — to-day —
an open order.

Alex. E. Bass Mfg. Co., 1006-16 Arch Stnttt,

Philadelphia, Pa.—1270 Broadway. New York.
412 Francis Street, St. .Joseph, Mo. 4048
Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Lake8iide

Building, South Clark Street. Chicago.
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M. CUTHBERT

DORA"

Evening

Gowns
In Variations of

Colours

50 MARGARET ST.

OXFORD CIRCUS,
LONDON, W. 1

Telegrams or Telephone :

7214 CENTRAL

Up - to - the - minute,

Original and Snappy

Togs for Misses and

Kiddies
They lead the way tu a profitable ar.u
lively Children's Wear department.

They are capable of meeting the m 3st

discriminating need and create a fee-
ing of confidence between you and yoar
customers.

They ar^' ftil! vs!vie for money -^-^er.t.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON. ONT.

""

John Ainscow & Co., Ltd.
Spinners andj Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street, MANCHESTER.

Canadian A^.nt; Walter Williama, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

Mr. Merchant

Kiddies' Gingham Creepers, 1-2 yrs.,

asst. patterns and sizes, at $5.00 doz.

Black Sateen Bloomers, 4-10 yrs., asst.,

at $4.90 doz. Patent Oilcloth Sleeve

Protectors at $2.00 doz. Overall

Aprons, print, at $8.00 doz. This is the

best made apron in the trade to-day.

Order sample doz.

ORDER TO-DAY

The Earl Manufactory

Pans, Ont.

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta"

Mercerized Cottons
.usta" "Crystar'
d Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS anrfHANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW Yofk Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory-:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout tho Civilised World.

OFFICKS IN CANADA:

Calgary, Alta.
Rdmonton. Alta.

Hnllfax, N.S.
r.ondon, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto. Ont.
TVInnlpeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of ylgorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Manager
Wastem Canada

TORONTO. CANADA
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CASED OR BALED

High Grade

Cotton Batting

Extra Handsome Extra Quality

Moderate Price

Order Victory—

67 rolls to case

The Old Reliable, North Star, Crescent,

Pearl will still give far the best value for

their price and can be had 125, 100, 80,

67, or 50 rolls to bale or case.

ANY WHOLESALE HOUSE

/e/ir £pc£-/A

DRESSING

fiiAeKjttOisJl

SOFTENS"
PRESERVES

I

LEATHER
I

••RESTORES •

COLOR
LUSTRE

Bostonian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray, Cordo-
Tan and all the popular colors. The ideal cleaner

for kid and calf, both glazed and unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also Nobby
Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes, also

Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas Dressing.

Albo Cake White Canvas Dressing.

Top-Notch White Leather Dressing.

Rival Gloss, Self-Shining Dressing.

Ask your dealer or write us for

WAftteinore*s ShoePolishes

i

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR
NEW SPRING FORM

T> i • p •^^^rm neauiiiuiiy

enamelled.^ ^ Latest contour.

tr J all modernm m features. Will

y
help your
displays greatly.

Write for new
illustrated folder

with full particu-

lars of this and
many other up-

to-date fixtures.

Delfosse & Co.
247-249 Craig Street W.

Factory 1 to 19 Hermine St.
MONTREAL

El Only manufacturerf of Wax
Figures, Bust Forms, Dis-

play Fixtures, etc... in Ea.st-

crn Canada.

Canadian Representative
PIFRRP IMAN<: W>i Fiilnrr.

manufacturers'
Agents

VyANTED for well-known Yorkshire

firm, agent with good showroom

in Montreal or Toronto, for Raincoats,

Costumes, Coats and Skirts. Good

references each way. Apply Box 69,

c/o The MacLean Co. of Great Britain,

Ltd., 88, Fleet Street, London E.C.4.

H. D. Marshall
Canadian Repratntati-vt for the fol-

lowing Oid Country Manufacturer.'

Geo. Brettle &Co., Ltd., Hosiery, Gloves, Raincoats, Neckweai; «lc

Hayes Candy & Co., Ltd., Silks, Ninons, Georgettes, Voiles, Lacc^
Ciro Fils et Cie, Veilings.

R. Whittaker & Co., Ltd., Bradford and French Dress Goods

1 wish to state that owing to delay in getting
demobilized from the Canadian Expeditionary
Force, I shall be unable to open my sample
room in Toronto until April 20th. I am sail-

ing from England April 2nd and as soon as

possible will communicate with my numerous
customers.
In the meantime any enquiry addressed as

below will have my immediate attention on
arrival.

H. D. Marshall
c/o Thompson, Ahern & Co.

40 Yonge St. - TORONTO
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TheThompion Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets. Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

HATS
for

Chics, Flappers and Chickens

MAX MAYER, INC.
552 Fourth Ave.. New York. N Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

life are Specialist i in these lines

H. L WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

93 to 99 ipadina Ave., TORONTO
Majcert o(

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
"The Exclusive Neckwear House"

'^EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors~Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In c-i-f; (jur lr;(\ elU-rs do 111)1 reach you.
writr tor .i.itnple^.

ROYAL SKIRT COMPANY
H40 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

Rafsrence* ; London, Eng.—New York—
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Comnnission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

TqI. t'". 38ti. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women'.H kimono aprons, made in full

.-tizeH. Good a.ssortment of prints.

Packed in dozen.s. Sizes 36-12. S:;ecial

for 'M) days only. $7.9.1 do/.. No order.s

IftH.H than 10 doz.Mi. Wiito for s.nmplps.

A. E. W«genatt. Clyde Block, Hannilton, OnL

iEXTILE INTERESTS OFFER-
ED BIG BUSINESS

Latest reports just to hand indi-

cate tliat confirmation by mail of
the business offered the Dominion
Textile Company by the Roumanian
Government has been received, and
indicate? that the order will involve
considerably in excess of previous
estimates, which were based on the
cabled information. It is stated

that, instead of the $3,000,000 to

$4,000,000 originally spoken of, the

business will run substantially

over the .$6,000,000 mark, and will

rank as one of the largest orders
for export in Canadian trade sta-

tistics.
* * *

Information available in connec-
tion with the mission of the rep-

resentatives of the Canadian As-
sociation of Garment Manufactur-
ers, who have been overseas for

several weeks, would indicate that

they have succeeded in closing

some important orders for shirts

and the cheaper lines of clothing.

As these manufacturers have to

look to the textile mills for their

r iw materials, the latter interests

are vitally interested in the bus-

iness. One of the orders alone,

it was stated, involves the use of

some 800,000 yards of cotton ma-
terials.

MORE INTEREST IN COTTON
"The sales one day last week,

of 10,000 bales of American cot-

ton in Liverpool, the biggest in

yeats, since the war started, are

significant. Holders would not

part with their stock—which prob-
ably are bought for Continental
account—unless they expected a

^udden influx from this side. This
in turn means big exports, of which
the signs are daily increasing.

We learn that some Euro-
pean commission houses are

on the ground here with or-

ders to buy several hundreil

thousand bales of cotton for ex-

port. We expect the upward
movement to be resumed." Thi.s

is the view expressed by Hugh F.

McElroy, of N. L. Carpenter &
Co., New York.

WILL TEST MARKET ABROAD
FOR CANADAIN FLAX

The Daily Mail stock reporter

iays:

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

Write for our lalesl

ISiSilliliiiii iiii|iiiS Special Catalogs
tAtt mii>m3'!!\SEmi c 1919

To Dealers only.

^ ^ John UParwell Company

Whohiale Dry CooJs anJ Central Mcrchanjiie

Pyjamas
(JtWcwil4) for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, Eng^land

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Price*

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

LOOK THEM UP
IN THE

BUYERS' MARKET
GUIDE

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Fapler Mache
.Noyeltles, Electric Lighted Flower
Hushes. Write for our ]<M page
Catalogue. It's free for the askiiig.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporkted.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Cbicaso. III.

LO DC 17 DP" Direct Factory
• \J. OCiEiDIIi Repretentative

Canadian, Enelish and American

Toys, Dolls, Wheel Goods, Rubber
Goods, BathinK Caps, Toilet Goods,

j to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: 53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Soecial liirht-

wei({hts for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Slornowsy, Scotland
S(ate ahaJe desireJ anJ wbellxr for LaJlts' or Centt' wear
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LARGESTCANADIAN DEALER

E.PULLAN TORONTO

Advertised for 20 Years
KuuwD to Home Sewers

Every** liere.

"'W&N*', Moniirrhand Meleor
brands. Reliable fabrics nil on
a true bias; full elasticity le-

taioed; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs.
SlS-317 Churrb Street New York

De Luxe Processed Goods
That's New, isn't it? Yes, the New
and Better Shrinking Service just out
will find it-s way in most Leading Dry
CJroods Hou.ses. Our New Catalog
reveals something.

SPOTLESS.SHRINKER^COMPANY
Whitney BIdg:., Cleveland, O.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
J-C" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trademark names for the
protection of the dealer.

•S.VTIN DE LUXE"
"TKOUSSEAU '•

"LADY FAIR"
"SANK.4.NAC" "VIOLET"

"DB.MOCRACY"
JI>HN.SON, OOWiDIN & CO., 40 E. 30th St.
New York. N.Y Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORMS
(Tollaiwible—Adjustable)

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
"They Must make good or we do"

CascoF adjustment, quality workmanship.
durableimaterials assure the ready sale

of these popular and in demand forms.

MODEL FORM CO.
S54 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
We Nfiike i Complete Line of Forms

SenJ for Catalog and prices

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Measures

for

Inventory

Without

Unrolling ^K^^B^^^^H No book
to refer to.

.
No figuring

Write Jo Jo_

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on

The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

THE SIGNRY
OUT DOOR ADVERTISING

Electric Signs, Show Cards, Commercial
Signs, Electrical Displays.

504 Richmond St. London, Canada

Uobert J. Hutchinson, Canadian
flax fibre expert, who is going to

jreat Britain, will take up with

he British Government the pro-

test of Western Ontario flax

growers against the proposal to

ship to Western Canada 10,000

bushels of flax seed now at St.

John, N.B. The seed is a portion

of the 110,000 bushels of Western
Ontario seed flax purchased

last season by the British

Government. One hundred thous-

and bushels were shipped to

England, and the remainder,

if an arrangement made by the

British Government with a Win-
nipeg man is carried out, will he

sent to Western Canada for use in

experiments looking to the pro-

duction of a fibre flax seed in that

part of the Dominion. The On-

tario growers are asking for the

10,000 bushels. They say that

they require the seed for plant-

ing, inasmuch as their supply last

year was limited to the quantity

required for fibre production. They

also argue that the market for seed

flax which they have gained

abroad during the war, may be in-

jured if unsatisfactory seed is

grown from the Ontario seed to be

sent to Western Canada.

Mr. Hutchinson, on behalf of the

Dominion Government, will sup-

port the claim of the Ontario

growers to the seed they produced

and now require for planting. He
will investigate modern methods of

retting and scutching flax fibre

now in use in Britain. He will al-

so test the market for Canadian

flax fibre in Britain by offering

for sale on the open market sam-

ples of various varieties of fibre

obtained from different plants in

Canada. In this way he will se-

cure: information as to the prices

obtainable and learn the qualities

of fibre required in Great Britain.

LESS WOOL CONSUMED IN U.S.

DURING FEBRUARY

Reports indicate that less wool

was used by manufacturers in

February of this year than in any

month since monthly consumption

reports have been issued by the

Bureau of Markets. February

consumption was 27,500,000 lbs.,

grease equivalent, compared with

63,700,000 in February a year ago,

a decline of over 50 per cent. Con-

sumption during February, 1919,

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better

grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN DIRECTORIES

Give buyers and sellers complete lists of

all bra'nches of the general dry goods
trade.

(Also directories for many other
trades).
Address: Head Office. 222 Craig W.,
Montreal.

IWGem of tlieWotions

ColuMbift
Company
CHICAGO

^Wf D B. Fisk&Co.
c/''>^^ Chicago

New York Salesroom

:

Open During Market Season

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get

particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada <Dep. DR.)

WHEN YOU WANT TO
FIND AN ADDRESS,

LOOK IT UP IN THE
BUYERS' MARKET

GUIDE

Martufacturer*

329-331 Fourth Ave, N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Buildingr

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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BABY'S
Novelties

We offer you complete
range from stock. Write
for $5.00 satnple assort-
ment.

Henry Davis&Co., Ltd.
253-259 Spadina Ave., Toronto

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daily for thousands of

live merchants with our trade

pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrations, events, etc.

Pull particulars upon request

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

KING FANCY WAIST CO.
KING & BROWN

The waist with the correct style. We
are showing a wonderful wa'ist made
of best quality Georgette, trimmed with
military braid and silk fringe at $48.00

per doz.

Send for a sample to-day.
166 Bay St. Tel. Adel. 3389

TORONTO

Silk and Mesh Combination
Mesh Bags, Coin Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses. Good sellers

for your Easter trade.

Ask your Jobber to show you our
goods.

WHITING & DAVIS CO.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing.

Write /or our catalogue which will tel!

you what you need. Best goods at
closest prices.

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.,

77 York St., Toronto

— ATid-^1— O-TICI MX

3lW®Fffl
' Che Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica
CheL-N(jROSSd> C!leveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR

Textile and Knitting
Machinery
We are Speciali»t»

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

m classes by pounds as, grease,

17,773,920; scoured 3,467,457, aJid

pulled 1,964,411.

Massachusetts used the most
wool, followed by Rhode Island,

Pennsylvania, New York, New
Jersey, New Hampshire, Connecti-
cut, Ohio and Maine.

Strikes and the inability of

small manufacturers to secure
wool because Government auctions
were on a cash basis, are two of
the reasons given for the decline

in consumption during February.

* * :i:

LONDON WOOL AUCTIONS
At the wool auction in London

a week or two ago, 10,300 bales of

wool were sold. The attendance
was large, and there was a strong'

demand. Good merinos and fine

crossbreds were ten per cent, and
other grades from unchanged to

5 per cent, of the Government min-
imum price. All the Allies except
Americans were buyers.

VISIBLE SUPPLY OF COTTON
The Chronicle estimates the

world's visible supply of cotton

at 5,492,077 bales, against 4,707,

437 bales a year ago. The Ameri-
can supply is placed at 3,817,077

bales, compared with 3,449,437

bales last year.

BRITISH WOOL SYSTEM TO
CONTINUE IN FORCE

According to the Melbourne cor-

respondent of the Economist "the
wool purchase made by the British

Government includes the 1919-1920

Australian wool clip, so that the

.system now in force appraising
the clips of individual growers in

order that the average for the

whole season may conform to the

purchase price of 15 1-2 d. per

pound paid by the British Govern-
ment will continue in force until

June 30, 1920. It is understood
that proposals are on foot in of-

ficial circles to continue this sys-

tem of organization beyond that

date, though nothing has been pub-
lished to indicate whether this is

for the British Government to in-

sure control over an important
raw material or due to leaning

on the part of the Commonwealth
Government to an official organiz

ation of trade."

Linen Threads
For all purposes carl-ied in stock

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Manufacturers oi

E. &P. Awnings and Tents
The best in the land

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts.' Address

OTTAWA, CANADA

.Sm/illwares
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq ut^nip

HAMILTON. ONTARIO

•^li^^
IDEAL -<0*^

GARMENT CO.
Maouiacturvni ei

DRESSES
S«OC»<S^S. 18 We«l 33rd Str«<rt

'•'''DCLivtay

While the textile mills, as a rule,

are still uncertain as to Fall prices,

the DRY GOODS REVIEW under-

stands that when the full list is is-

sued it will show a tendency to

reductions. The difficulty in fore-

casting what course the new mar-

ket would take, after peace was
finally settled, has made action by

the mills unusually hard this sea-

son.

Canadian mills have at last re-

vised their prices for new busi-

ness, as well as announcing prices

for Fall. Some styles show ma-
terial changes from the high

quoted last Fall from which

Spring contracts were placed, while

others, particularly those of finer

character, in which the better

grades of cotton are used, do not

show so much change, and here

and there individual cases occur

where there has been no change.

It would appear that the trade is

likely to accept the prices estab-

lished by the mills as timely under

the circumstances. There was a

feeling undoubtedly, not only
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MacDonald Brokerage Co.
With our complete organization

throughout Canada we are in a posi-

tion to efficiently represent a few good
English dry goods specialty lines. If

interested, address Box 78, Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wit/t Staff Co-vering Ttrritory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Can give exclusive representation in

Alberta and British Columbia' to manu-
facturers of boys' and children's cloth-
ing.

GEORGE STRACHAN
906 Welton Block - Vancouver, B.C.

Many years connection with the best
trade.

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and

Dry Goods lines for Western

Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

Mappin& Webb BIdg.. lOVictoria Street

MONTREAL
Linens. Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines.

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

H. E. ROBINSON
104 Hammond Bids., Winnipeg.

Commission Affent, covering from Port

Arthur to the Pacific Coast. Special-

izing on ladies' ready-to-wear. Open to

consider line of hosiery and underwear

lines.

.\gency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37. Dry
Goods Review, 143-1.53 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE ' AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

.Manufacturers' agent, whu has a Koml
connection with the wholesale dry goods
trade in Canada, would like to repre-
sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. .Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto. Canada'.

Wholesalers and Manufacturers Only

R. R. DAVIS
Manchester Building, Toronto

Manufacturers' Agent

Selling

Woolens, ^ Tailors' Linens, Silks
Waterproofs and Knit Goods.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES j

Vancouver Regina Brandon

AKcnt for
UAVENl'dllT & CO., >Silk .MaiiufaoUin
Bridgt Strtt-t .Mill.s. Macclcstitid, Eiig.

London, Luton, Manche-stcr, England.
Canaiiian Flower & Ftather -Vlfg. Co..

3l3-':4.5 Bltuiy .Street, Montreal, (juebcr.

Shipping Wholesale Trade Agent

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foj Building, 34 Front Street West, Toronto.

among wholesalers, but retailers,

that very drastic cuts, even if they

had been possible, would not have

been advisable and would have had
the effect of depreciating the value

of stocks already on hand in the

stores.

Moreover, as the Canadian trade

is largely a matter of seasons, it

was felt by the mills that as they

had arranged for raw materials for

their December, January, February

and March deliveries that they

should not be called on to lower

prices on most of their busines-

right in the midst of the seas.m.

The Wealth of the West Increases
British Manufacturers -You will wish to include the Great Canadian West in your plans
expansion after the war.
Remember, Western Canada is the most rapidly growing section of the Dominion, and
the freest spenders.
Cultivate this fertile field by using a selling organization
that can give good results, as our record shows.
We are open to represent a few firms of good standing wish-
ing to develop their business with the Wholesale or Retail
dry goods, men's or women's ready-to-wear trade.

HANLEY & MACKAY COMPANY
407 Hammond Building, Winnipeg

Vv^aafS*"***
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CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

Two cents per word per insertion. Five cents extra for box number.

A/fANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION—WE ARE OPEN FOR LINES
on commission. We are live wires, thoroughly experienced, have

connections with the largest houses on the coast and prairie. Can sho.«'

returns. Write us at once. McK. Sinclair Co., Crown Building, Van-
couver, B.C.

ly/TERCHANTS" STATIONERY.—150 EACH—LETTERHEADS, EN-
^^^ velopes. Statements and Shipping Tags—Post paid anywhere in

Ontario, $.t.00—other provinces, $5.2.5. The Farmers' Printery,

Beaverton. Ontario.

/CANADIAN AGENT, ESTABLISHED, CALLING ON THE WHOLE-
sale dry goods and manufacturing trades, throughout Canada,

making headquarters in Montreal, is open to represent another good
manufacturer, on commission basis. Highest recommendations Buj>plie<l.

.\pply Box "C," Dry Goods Review, 128 Bleury St.. Montreal.

AyANTED — IMMEDIATELY, THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
buyer and salesman to take charge of men's furnishings and boot

and shoe department. One speaking German useful. State age, exper-
ience, give references, salary expected atid all particulars in first

letter. Trochu Valley Department Store, Trochu. Alta.
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Dominion
Raynsters

Made-in-Canada ' ^ Raincoats
((

We do more than give you
absolute waterproof Rain-
coats — of guaranteed
quality and workmanship
—in styles and sizes for

men, women and children.

We offer you a dealer ser-

vice that gives you what
you want when you want
it.

Our Service Branches so

cover the country that we
are able to give a very
prompt service to any
point in Canada.

We pride ourselves on Do-
,
minion Rubber System
Service to dealers—and
ask you to put us to the
test.

Wire, telephone or w^rite

your orders.

Dominion Raynster Style Book and Price Lists mailed
on request to nearest branch.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Brantford, London, rvitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg,
Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton Calgary, Lethbridge,

Vancouver and Victoria
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Spool Silk Values
CORTICELLI and Beldings—the carat marks of spool

silk—hold by sheer merit the place pre-eminent in the

minds of Canadian women. Your customers have made
them standard. *-

There is no art in selling Corticelli or Belding Spool silks. The
name starriped on the end of the spool guarantees your customers
the highest possible standard of value.

Superior color range matching all the newest season shades,

J

With our help there is no store that cannot do a bigger spool silk business. Our
service means more than a few cents a dozen to you. Will you let tis prove it.^

Belding, Paul Corticelli Limited
Sales Offices :

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
We manufacture Corticelli and Beldin^'s Art Silks.

Also Mercerized Crochet and Embroidery Threads.

:^̂ ^ /

>!•<

.CO
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The
Better Dye
on Hosiery

A brilliant, full-of-lustre black,

more beautiful than you have
hitherto seen on cotton hosiery.

That is the first Hawley-Dye
achievement.

^^
And more important is the

"^^^ second. Hawley's Black Dye is

absolutely permanent— wear-
proof, wash-proof, acid-proof.

You can recommend with enthusiasm
cotton hosiery bearing

this stamp in full confi-

dence that your customer
will be perfectly satisfied.

ill

WARRANTED ,

u 1 - n • • • '^^'V/£ss&AOD^*Hawley s Uye is a signi-
i-ooan^v

ficant factor in hosiery selling. It marks the

death knell of German dye dominance ; it is

a typical better British product.

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British Dve

li rile for list of manufaclurers and merchants

supplying Hawley Dyed Hosiery to the sole dyers.

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LTD.
SKETCHLEY DYE WORKS

HINCKLEY ENGLAND

I1-: .MACI.IvV.N l*li|5l.lSlli.\U UUMl'ANV. J.iMi'JM-:]). U:;-15;; LMA'JaiSlTY A\l-... TUKOMO
DRY GOODS REVIEW. June 7th, 191!'. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price. $2.00. Entered as second-class
matter. July 1st. 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Oflfice
Department. Ottawa.
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Spring Styles

THE MOST FASHIONABLE MATERIAL, IN BRILLIANT COLORINGS
Left: Style 735. Center: Style 736. Ri{?ht: Style 737. Silk Paulette. The present rag-e for stylish suits.

Colors: Peacock, Blue, Bisque, Walnut, Coral, Silver and White, $32.50. Prompt deliveries.

Make a memo now to call at our New York or Chicago offices when in market.

NFW YORK
51)1 Avenue Huildlii>.-

5ih Ave. and 23rd Si.

C. KKNYON COMPANY, INC.
NKU YORK

CHICAGO
Connress and

l''r,inklin Sirecl
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Let Us Help You To Speed Up Your

Turnover—And Increase Your Profits

Speed up your turnover and inevitably you will increase your
profits. Small stocks frequently turned will pay you better

than large stocks moving slowly.

Take greater advantage of the service we can give you ! Our
warehouse contains a complete stock of dry goods gathered
from various markets and this stock, and the services of our
staff, are constantly at your disposal.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY ON SILKS
It takes but a small investment in silks to-day to return
you large profits. They are reasonable in price and very
popular. We offer two specials:

-36" black "Shieldsilk" taffeta, specially recom-
mended, for prompt delivery, per yard . . . $2.20

-36" white and colored wash satin, all popular
shades, in stock, per yard $1.65

Write for samples.

SWEATERS ARE WORTH PUSHING
With outdoor life setting in and people going to the country,
merchants who feature sweaters, which are quite the vogue,
will reap good profits. We have an exceptional stock of wool
pullovers and sweater coats in all popular colors and com-
binations, for immediate delivery.

Check your stock and write us for requirements.

TWO MONEY-MAKING MAT SPECIALS
3500 Gordon Tapestry Mats, 27x54, six beautiful pat-
terns, each, $2.25, or dozen, $25.00.

1800 Jute Brussels Mats, 22i/>x45, six attractive patterns,
each, $1.10, or dozen, $12.00".

You can increase your business by using our
Mail Order Department.

GPEEI^fSHIELDS LIMITED
^^^^^Seventeen

Victoria Square

m

Ml
aV.-

n^
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SILKS FOR FALL
Our salesmen are now out on their respective territories,

booking for Fall delivery.

The range shown consists of the most popular weaves in a

full range of colors.

SATINS
In Messaline, Duchesse and Charmeuse weaves.

CREPES
In Chin-Chin, Crepe de Chine and Georgette weaves.

TAFFETAS
In Plain, Chiffon and Pussy Willow weaves.

PRINTED LININGS
In various designs and qualities.

MISCELLANEOUS
Faille Francais, Habutais and Wash Satins, in all colors.

Peau de Soies, Bengaline, Paillettes, Duchesse and Taffetas,

all weights and finishes, in black.

For immediate delivery we have a full range of all the wanted
lines.

JVrite for samples.

3
s*
o
CD

C/5

FOREIGN OFFICES:
Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, France
Chefoo, China

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. W. : : TORONTO
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This is a Ribbon Season

The Present Vogue Demands
Ribbons for Practically Every

Article of Wear.

In Our Large Stock is a

Ribbon for Every Purpose.

Fancy Lingerie Ribbons in Assorted Cartons

Fancy Trimming Ribbons

Fancy Warps

Fancy Plaid Taffetas

Heavy Corded Dresdens

Plain Heavy Cords in all Millinery Shades

Several Qualities and all Colors in

Plain Taffetas, Satins and Messalines

etc., etc., etc.

How is Your Stock of Lace Flouncings, ^
Edgings and Insertions and Sport Veils •

Our stock in these lines is good.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Limited

Ottawa Canada
Wholesale Dry Goods
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Children's School Dresses, Rompers, etc.
made from the new, small rosebud, butterfly, bluebird and two-toned check patterns of

delight every parent, because they not only look dainty and sweet, but can be washed
without ironing and wear superbly.

We are advertising these small patterns very fully in the leading fashion publications, and
have a very interesting and profitable proposition to make to any retailer who is in position

to push the sale of these goods in his vicinity.

We are waiting to send you swatch book and full information.

PAC I FI C MILLS
LAWRENCE, MASS. DOVER, N.H. COLUMBrA S C

LAWRENCE & CO., Selling Agents
c;hu;a(;o

london, england

m
..y**.

Ki
^1

';' ;•'

BOSTON NEW YORK IMIILADELPIIIA
ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO

\*i»
~v/' /^'^A
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To the Trade 1849 to 1919

House Furnishings

Department
CONGOLEUM RUGS

Sizes: 2 x 3, 21/, x 3, 3 x 3, 3 x 31/^, 3x4 yards. These rugs

are seamless, handsome designs, rich colorings and greatly

in demand. Each rug packed single.

FELTOL FLOOR COVERING
2 yards wide, eighteen designs in beautiful patterns and
colors.

CARPET SQUARES
Tapestry, Ingrain, Brussels and Wiltons. Exceptional value.

HEARTH RUGS AND DOOR MATS
Axminster, Wilton, Jute and Rag grades in new, up-to-date

designs.

CURTAINS
Lace, Scrim and Tapestry ; Bungalow Nets.

QUILTS
White and Colored.

IMPORTED LINOLEUMS
8 4, 12/4, 16 4 widths, block, floral and wood designs.

Our Stock is large, fully assorted, excellent value and ready for

immediate shipment.

We Strongly Advise prompt attention to your Spring Season

requirements in the different sections of your housefurnish-
ing department.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited
TORONTO
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Join the Great

Prosperity Campaign

THOUSANDS of merchants and manufacturers

throughout the country are co-operating in this

great movement which is educating the public to

the fact that a new era of prices has arrived. ''We can

no more go back to 1913-14 price levels than can we ex-

pect to return to the scale of 1900-01," say learned pro-

fessors of domestic economy.

Large advertising space has been donated to fur-

ther the ideas of this campaign and to prove to the

public that it is useless and unpatriotic to further defer

their necessary purchases. "Buy what you need and

buy NOW."

Linen closets and wardrobes everywhere have

suffered from the shortage of linen.

Women are starting to buy linen when and where

they can get it—to replenish their depleted supplies.

Never was a better opportunity ready-made, for expan-

sion and profit in your linen department.
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The wedding season, with is multi-

plied linen requirements for trousseaux

and presents, is approaching.

Display your linens. Arrange with

the display manager for windows with

true Irish atmosphere. Such an appeal

is at once popular and profitable.

Figure your probable needs for this

year and place your orders as speedily as

possible. You are safe is buying even

beyond your immediate requirements.

Linen prices are quite stable and your

linen stock will not depreciate in value

on your hands.

You will have many calls for true

Irish linen and requests for suggestions

as to what form of Linen merchandise

makes the most attractive wedding pres-

ents. See that your stock is in shape

to satisfy the needs of your customers.

The Irish Linen Society

Belfast, Ireland
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Martin's

lerrit®
Values are

For Summer Trade

Department "E'^ Hose
E823—Tan cotton 1/1 rib hose, cabinet of

30 doz $ 2.25

E821—Black cotton 1/1 rib hose, cabinet of

30 doz 2.25

E822—White cotton 1/1 rib hose, cabinet of

30 doz 2.25

E832—Black cotton 2/1 rib hose, size 5-51/2,

$4.00; 6-6 1/>, $4.25; 1-1 V2, $4.50; 8,

$4.75; 8I/2 to 10 5.00

Buster Brown Sister—White, brown, mercer-
ized hose, sizes 7 to 10 5.90

Utility—Black lisle thread hose, sizes 8 1/2

to 10 4.50

DAISY—Black, white and tan cashmere 1/1

rib hose, sizes, 4-41/?, $4.40; 5-51/2.

$5.75; 6-6I/2, $7.15; 7-71/2, $8.70;
8-8I/2 10.50

E878—Plain black cash, hose, sizes 8I/2 to 10 8.50

E303—Plain black cash, hose, sizes 8I/2 to 10 12.00

Woollen Sweater Coats
E1236—Ladies' woollen sweater coat, sailor collar, sizes 38-40-42.

—^ [Melon, Nile and White . . . .

>>.5 [Nile, White and Melon

^ flj 1

-^Pi'icot, Kelly and Brown . .

^ & Turquoise, White and Melon
C/) Purple, Black and White . .

$120.00

a doz.

Call or write for quotations and samples.

Fall orders will be accepted at guaranteed prices for DAISY and
LITTLE DARLING.

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec: 7 Rue Charest Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street Toronto: 152 Bay Street

St. Hyacinthe: 229 Cascades Street Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

Sherbrooke: Grand Central Hotel
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CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS , NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping

Cartons

or in

Bales

The best
value for the
price.

Can be had
in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50

rolls to the
bale or 124,

96, 80, 64 or
48 to a lot

of four car-

tons.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

/

IRISH LINEN
In spite of the prevailing- scarcity of
linen materials we are proud to say
that the unexcelled qualities of

—

LIDDELL'S
Gold Medal

products have been maintained
throughout.

HAND-EMBROIDERED
Bed Spreads,

Pillow Cases.

Baby Cases, Sheets,

Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers

Handkerchief Cases,

Doylies, etc.

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

Irish Linen Agency

22 West Wellington St.

w* TORONTO

/

Supply

All

Colors

Make More Sales
Carry the Complete^Line

Sunset

SoapDyes
Twenty-two standard colors, in-

cluding Black, Navy Blue and other

dark colors. Sunset colors are fast

and only one simple operation is

necessary to clean thoroughly and

dye all fabrics.

Sunset is a Real Dye, honestly and

extensively advertised, and sure to

please your best trade: all colors

can be supplied immediately. The
spring and summer demand will be

heavy—due to the high cost of

clothing of every sort. Be pre-

pared—order a gross packed in an

attractive counter display and let

it make sales for you. Sunset sell-

ing at 15c pays you more profit

than any other dye.

North American Dye
Corporation

Wew Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada :

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Ltd.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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spenders
have the true "quality" stamp—they are so well made and beautifully
finished that they never fail to please. They maintain the highest
standard of "British-made" goods.

Made of fresh, strong elastics, full of
vitality, with neat, rustless, white metal
fittings, and a soft yet firm grip that will
not tear the finest hose.

Prices and full particulars gladly fur-

nished on request. Enquiries and orders
executed through London House or
direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY:

FAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD., Leicester, England
and at 19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. Works: St. George's Mills, Leicester
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BRITISH MADE HOSIERY
and UNDERWEAR

for CANADA
OUR newly appointed representative for

Canada, Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, has now
opened offices at TORONTO, and has got

to work with the collection of samples he carries

for us. These include samples and patterns of

the goods as indicated on the margin, and, as

we think the value will be found thoroughly
competitive, consistent with the good quality

which is SYNONYMOUS with the name of

"BRETTLE," we hope our Canadian friends

will hold over their orders until such time as Mr.
Marshall can see them, and we ask them also to

write, requesting him to call.

WE think there will still be a considerable
shortage of goods throughout this year,

owing to the TREMENDOUS demand
for our goods which is setting in from all over
the world, not only from the neutral, but from
the devastated countries of Europe. It will,

therefore, be seen how necessary it is to place
your orders for the Fall as early as possible.

If you want goods of DISTINCTIVE CHAR-
ACTER and HIGH QUALITY you should cer-

tainly include in your stock a representative
collection of our manufactures.

Canadian Representative:

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, Stair Bldg., Corner Bay
and Adelaide Sts. Telephone Main 3354.

Toronto.

"BELNIT"
RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
MADE IN ENGLAND

Regd. Trade Mark

-OBERON-
SPECIALITIES

HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
SPORTS COATS,

KNICKERS, LADIES' AND
GENTLEMEN'S PYJAMAS,

SHIRTS, DRESSING
GOWNS, RAINPROOF

COATS, RUGS, TOWELS,
QUILTS

THE FAMOUS
"JAY FINISH "

UNDERWEAR
(Smedley's Make)

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

"SUTOPLEX"
FABRIC GLOVES

DISTINCTIVE NECKWEAR
IN EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

BRACES, BELTS,
COLLARS AND HAND-

KERCHIEFS

SMALLWARES AND
NOTIONS

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN'S
HIGH GRADE

KNITTED SCARVES AND
WRAPS IN WOOL, SILK
AND ARTIFICIAL SILK,

&c., &c.

SHEETS, COMFORTERS,
DOMESTIC AND
TABLE LINEN,
BLANKETS

BATH MATS, &c.

"SUTOPLEX
tREG°rRADti MARK.

GEO. BRETTLE & CO., LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

119 WOOD ST., LONDON, E.C. 2, ENGLAND
Factory : Belper, Derbyshire

We want more Canadian trade—and will try to deserve it.

J
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YOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and
you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk

and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Ceylons, All-wool and
Union Taffetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and
Crepes.

David & John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS, GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL

SOUTHALL BROS.
& BARCLAY, LTD.

Manufadurers'of All Kinds of

Surgical Dressings

TRADE MARK

PROPRIETORS OF

Southalls' Sanitary Towels

and Specialities for Ladies

DRUGS. FINE CHEMICALS. AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

I'XltlTy BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
Agents in Canada:

MACLEAN, BENN & NELSON. LIMITED, MONTREAL

SWEATERS
PER DOZ.
f.o.b. New York

PURE
ZEPHYR

// desired will ship

from Toronto

No. 35 — This pure
zephyr slipon is knitted
in the popular imitation
hand crochet stitch and
trimmed with tasteful

combination stripes.

Colors : Turquoise,
Chinese blue, salmon,
American beauty, buff.

Link - Knit, Slip - ons,

$1.3..50 P.D. up.

Tuxedo Coats, in mo-
hair, fibre silk, mer-
cerized cotton, zephyr,
alpaca.

Children's Sweaters, at
all prices.

Write for Representative

or Samples.

H. L. WATTS, ^Limited
400 Richmond St. West - (jToronto, Can.

Agents for THE UNITED KNITWEARIMILLS
1133 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. U.S.A.'

ESTABUfiHED 184ff

BRADSTREET'S
Offlcea Throughout the ClTlMeed World.

OFFICB8 IN CANADA:

Calgary, Alta.
Bdmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

Ottawa, Out.
St. John, N.B.
VancouTer, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto. Ont.
"Vlnnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained b.y long, years of yigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Manacer
Western Ctuiada

TORONTO. CANADA

Herbert Whitworth, Limited
WHITWORTH HOUSE

MANCHESTER
PIONEER MILLS, RADCLIFFE

COTTON PIECE GOODS, SHIRTINGS
DRILLS, PRINTS, BROCADES
BEDFORD CORDS, ETC.

RAYMOND & RAYMOND, Agents
LONDON, CANADA

BANK B.N.A. BLDG. P.O. BOX 171 PHONES 6656-1718
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HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

G)tton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton,

London, Manchester
ENGLAND

Longcloths, Calicoes, Flannelettes.

Nainsooks, Madapolams, Pillow
Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks, Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths, Etc.

\X^E owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to saV what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the great
War, and so state a few facts in explanation of
our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8,000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the use
and equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nations.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with the
same promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met first of a'll.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8,00«
300,000

l.OOO bales weekly
upwards of 8,00^

.BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OP THE WORLD.

} MAI

t

Bostonian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray,
Cordo-Tan and all the popular colors. The
ideal cleaner for kid and calf, both glazed and
unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also
Nobby Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes,
Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas
Dressing.

Albo Cake White Canvas
Dressing.

Top-Notch
Dressing.

Rival Gloss
Dressing.

White Leather

Self-Shining

Quick
WHITE
MAKES DIRTY

CANVAS SHOES

Ask your dealer or write us
for

Whittemore^s
Shoe Polishes

QU1CKLY.-EASILY

APPLIED.
ALSO CLEANS
All ARTICLES MAOC

™"WtilT[ CANVAS

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

m0t\gkf»

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS, WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

\

ILLUSTRATE YOUR ADVERTISING
Are you aware of the pulling powers of illustrated

advertisements?
Do you know that illustration adds 100 per cent, to

the effectiveness of your advertisements?

WHY NOT ILLUSTRATE ALL YOUR ADVERTISING ?

We are the sole Canadian agents for all the Meyer-
Both Advertising Services. They contain illustrations

of women's wear, men's clothing, boots and shoes,

furniture, and every other line of merchandising.
These are up-to-date, original and effective.

Write for Sample Sheets To-Day.

BRITISH & COLONIAL PRESS LIMITED, 67 Adelaide St., Toronto
PLANTS ALSO AT MONTREAL, WINNIPEG AND LONDON

JUST BEAR IT IN MIND
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Information From

"The Staple Dry Goods House of Canada''
We carry

Everything in Dry Goods

Dry goods prices have struck bottom,

fabrics and knit goods in cotton as well as

wool show a stiffening in price everywhere
in the market.

Advances and withdrawals

by the manufacturers of a

number of desired lines

have obtained during the

^^ past month.

The Canadian mills are filled up for months with

orders for needy Europe. The American mer-

chants could delay their buying no longer, and
ha\ e given real orders during April and this with

the immense European business has started

every United States mill going full speed.

DO NOT PUT OFF YOUR BUYING TILL THE SEASON ARRIVES AND
THEN SUFFER FROM SHORTAGE OR PAY ADVANCED PRICES

YOU ARE DOING GOOD BUSINESS NOW
YOU'LL DO JUST AS GOOD BUSINESS THEN IF YOU HAVE THE

STOCK AND THE PRICES

The Stock The Prices

are available at

The Service

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
"The StapleT)ry Goods House of Canada."

60-82 ST. PAUL STREET WEST, MONTREAL

Dry Goods^ Jobbers and Manufacturers

SAMPLE ROOMS
SHERBROOKE THREE RIVERS SYDNEY, N.S. OTTAWA

111 Sparks Street
QUEBEC

68 Church Street
TORONTO
123 Bay Street
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m
'/ Spinners of
every description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone
2470

Telegrams

..jALEiCESTER [Leicester

ol o VAnhic \Stanningley
89 StANNINCLEY 'f^'<'^^ ll/cirui c\^
24 KeICHLEY \l\tiuHLt Y

5464 Fort Hill Boston [Boston
Codes- ABC. S'^'Ed Western Union.

r«5r» w^

V

IJ. IPJi ^.'AimiMmM.

tarnford Street
JE^TGi

AMERiCAN OFFICE:- 164 SUMMER STREET \3Jff
BOSTON.

COMBING A SPfNN/NG
SPRINGFIELD MILLS. KEIGHLEV and S)NINNOW MILLS, BRAMLEY.YORKS.
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Fall 1919

We are Specialists in

4

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Garments
Now Showing New Styles

Child's Bearskin Coats in White.

Hoods, Christening, in Silk, sizes ii to 14.

Child's Silk Bonnets, sizes 14 to 16.
/'

Child's Silk Hats.
j

Flannelette Night Gowns and Pyjamas for women.
Flannelette Kimonos.

Mantles in new shades of Tans, Taupes, Moles,

Burgundies, Browns, Copens, Navys and Blacks,

and in sizes from child's to ladies'.

Wool Sweaters—Pullovers and Coats in new
shades—Moles,. Myrtles, Rose, Saxe, White,
Melon, Turquoise, Peacock, Nile, Lavender,
Black, and in combinations of these shades.

Dept. G—Ready-to-Wear.

Send us a letter order for your immediate wants
in general dry goods.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS (LIMITED)

MONTREAL
TORONTO CALGARY

^
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Men's Combination Underwear
FOR SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR

We can deliver immediately—

NATURAL BALBRIGGAN

WHITE MESH

WHITE POROS KNIT

NATURAL MERINO

NATURAL WOOL

MADE IN ATHLETIC STYLE

SHORT AND LONG SLEEVES-

KNEE OR ANKLE LENGTH

ALL THE BEST SELLING, RELIABLE LINES.

MADE BY THE BEST MAKERS IN CANADA
AND THE UNITED STATES.

YES! We carry B. V. D. COMBINATIONS in stock. MAY WE
HAVE YOUR ORDER?

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
(Limited)

TORONTO
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JPor tijc fune ajicbbins

!•
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I Laying a Foundation for a Personnel Dept. |
I A Big Link Between Firm and Workers—Fducation for Efficiency Pays—It Makes Employee 1
1 Worth Her Wage—Co-operation of Older Employees Necessary. J
i Written especially for Dry Goods Review by MISS KATHARINE J. DENNIS, 1
g Personnel Manager, L. S. Plaut & Co., Newark, N.J. M
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PERSONNEL work includes every

phase of activity which has a direct

bearing on the development of each

individual in an organization. When an

employer has one assistant to aid him in

the running of his busmess he first picks

out the applicant best suited for the work

and who has either reached the greatest

efficiency or who has the greatest poten-

tiality of so doing. He then spares

neither time nor effort -in helping him to

understand his responsibilities and in

making it possible for him to grow up to

them. If the assistant is ill the employer

helps him to get well. He teaches him

his methods of doing business. His work

receives close supervision. Either blame

or praise is given as the results justify.

The employer's eagerness in helping his

assistant is not a matter of philan-

thropy. It is a matter of good business

and loyalty. He even becomes so well ac-

quainted with his assistant that he

knows when there is sickness or death

in the family, and even when there is

great joy.

In the larger organization where the

employer has hundreds or even thousands

of his assistants the employer needs the

efficient help of each worker just as

much. He has the same vital interest in

the development of his people and he

owes the thousand the same loyalty and
understanding that he owed the one.

Let the man who has now a thousand
or more employees and who started out
with one, call to mind his relationship

to his first assistant. Let him multiply

the thought and effort demanded on his

part towards each helper a thousand-
fold and he will have some measure of

the responsibility of his personnel depart-

ment. This department expresses the

firm's goodwill and intentions to each
worker in as personal and individual a
way as possible.

Mind Sets its Own Pace

The organization of such a department
so that its functions bring their full

quota of benefit is necessarily slow. We
can hurry up an order for merchandise.
We can have it expressed. If freight is

too slow and if express is also too
deliberate, parcel post or even aerial
service may be resorted to, but we can-
not hurry the processes of the human
mind any more than we can expect a
child to master his algebra in an after-
noon or a man to read his Bible in a
da>. An Eastern firm which has recently
organized a personnel department savs
quite frankly, "We do not expect any
visible results within five years."

The chart following describes all of

the functions which the personnel depart-

ment some day hopes to embrace, but
as the personnel department of L. S.

Plaut & Co. is barely six months old, and
as it has but recently acquired its full

quota of leaders, the aim of this article

is to describe some of our present activi-

ties and operations which we hope in

the future will bring about the accom-
plishment of our ideals.

Three Divisions

The present members of our personnel
department are three—the personnel

manager, the educational director and
the superintendent of juniors.

Besides having the responsibility of

planning and seeing that each phrase of

personnel work is in harmony with the

other, the personnel manager also acts

as an employment manager. When the

size of the store demands it, another

member of the department will be secur-

ed, w'hose sole function will be employ-
ment.

The Error System
The superintendent of juniors and the

educational director are associates in

the department rather than assistants.

Each has the privilege of working out

the details of her job in her own way,
as well as the privilege of submitting her

plans for any new or unique work to the

firm for approval and receiving credit for

it. Assistants are apt to be shadows.
It was, therefore, decided to have the

members of the department associates.

Strength of purpose and of method is

obtained by grouping all personnel ac-

tivities under one head. In some stores

the superintendent, besides all his ardu-
nus duties, employs and attends to all

the other details of hiring and firing,

hearing complaints and giving increases.

The educational director teaches and
keeps an error system. The sick room
cares for the sick. The time clerk

scolds the people for tardiness, and that
is the end of it.

While every function of personnel work
may be represented, there is no unifica-

tion of its elements, no results are ob-

tained and the people are dissatisfied.

Unless the store be a small one the su-

perintendent should not employ. He may
keep his finger on selection and person-
ally interview important executives. He
will have frequent conferences with his

associates: the merchandise manager, the

advertising manager, the engineer, the

comptroller and the firm, his one aim
being to increase sales, to keep down the
"overhead," to see that his people re-

ceive their just recompense, and to im-

prove service to the customer so that

she may be taken care of without friction

and with troie service.

Planning and real supervision take a

great deal of time. Consequently the

progressive store manager welcomes a
personnel department which relieves him
of the inteiTuptions of incessant inter-

views and which assures him that each

individual receives attention.

Eliminates Long Apprenticeship

While each member of the personnel

department should have the point of

view of a teacher, it is the educational

director who follows up the training of
every employee most closely. Her first

contact with the new comer is made in

the system class, vvhere the newcomer
learns to make out the various sales

checks and is drilled on them until she
is practically "system perfect." By the
time the newcomer reaches the floor she
is able to handle each transaction with
a degree of confidence that she otherwise
would not possess until she had been in

the store two or three months.

The educational director turns the new-
comer over to a sponsor. The sponsor
system is in vogue in many organiza-
tions. As soon as an employee has had
her instructions in the training depart-
ment, she is introduced to one of the
older women in her section who has the
responsibility of acting as her sponsor.
This saleswoman, who understands the
stock thoroughly, goes through the de-
partment witk the newcomer, explaining
everything to her in detail, at the same
time introducing her to her, fellow-
workers, and helping her to overcome the
feeling of strangeness which so often
frightens the new members of an or-

ganization.

Approaching the Older Employees

New people are open to sug-gestions

and criticism, but in order to have them
accept new ideas as working principles,

it is necessary to get every employee in

the organization thoroughly in sympathy
with the ideals that are taught. Older
employees as well as the new must be
reached. Unless properly approached
the longer a woman has been in your
employ, the harder it will be to gain
her co-operation.

Conferences are helpful in order to
teach these older women and such minor
executives as heads of stock and assist-
ant buyers, some of the things which
they ought to know. We do not say,
"You must learn this." Instead, when
we call them together, we say, "Will you
help us teach the new people?"
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In telling them what to teach their

subordinates and what mistakes these

people are rnaking, we are able to pre-

sent a great deal of important subject

matter to these executives in such a

way that they learn it unconsciously.

Even more important than the know-

ledge which they gain, is the interest

and enthusiasm which results. Instead

of the employer fighting alone for high

standards of work, his older workers will

fight for him. Ideals can and do exist

in all organizations, and once they are

understood the worker strives to attain

them just as the artist continually at-

tempts to express in paint the picture of

her mind.

The Error Eystem

The responsibility of keeping an error

system and following it up belongs to

the educational director. Her records are

used by the personnel manager at the

time when promotion and increases are

given. These are decided not upon the

basis of sales alone, but also on account
of accurate work.

Salespeople are ever before the public

like actors upon the stage. In order
that the viewpoint of the public may be
represented, shoppers' reports are neces-
sary. The shopper and the saleswoman
are not known to one another, a fact

which guarantees an impersonal report.

These reports are also used as a help in

deciding matters of promotion.

Besides doing conference and advisory

work, the educational director holds

regular classes in system, store policy,

salesmanship and merchandise. Some
classwork is essential because it is im-

possible to teach all of the essentials

while the employee is on the job. In-

dividual instruction is always good, but

it is a costly method. After group in-

struction has been given, • individual

follow-up may be done. Many workers
are much more open-minded when they

are addressed as part of a group than
when they are talked to individually.

Non-Selling Workers

The superintendent of juniors employs
the non-selling workers of eighteen and
under and fills the positions which are

outlined on the chart given at the begin-

ning of this article.

Adults need supervision, but juniors

need twice as much supervision and twice
as much training. The superintendent of

juniors, besides being responsible for the
operative work of parcel inspectors and
messengers, acts as an advisor to each
one. She has special classes for them on
subjects relating to their work in the
store. Every morning there is inspec-

tion to make sure that each boy and girl

is well groomed.
This is one of the most vital phases of

personnel work. First, because these

young people are filling positions of

greater responsibility than they are cap-

able of realizing and so need careful in-

struction and supervision. Secondly,

discriminating selection and the ability

to hold in an organization its younger
people, are of great value. The future

of the store depends to a large degree
upon the selection, promotion and train-

ing of its juniors.

The doctor and the nurse help to keep
the employees in good physical condition.

When newcomers enter the store they
receive a physical examination. We plan
to have this examination repeated every
six months. If teeth are in poor condi-
tion we recommend that they be cared
for. There is a store dentist with whom
special arrangements are made so that
work is done for our people at a discount.

The doctor holds a clinic for an hour each
day, when anyone in the store has the
opportunity of consulting him free of
charge. The nurse is on duty at all times
and takes care of first aid cases.
Through her the personnel dcpnrtment
comes in contact with the people in a
way that would be otherwise impossible.

(Continued on page 82.)



How Departmentizing Helps a Store
Benefits Revealed Early in the

Game — System Employed
Simple — Monthly Stock

Record

THE departmentizing of the general

store as outlined by A. F. Higgins,

proprietor of the A. F. Higgins

Co., Ltd., with general stores at Roland,

Carman and Morris, in Manitoba, does

not look like such a tremendous task.

The benefits which have accrued to this

company have more than proved the wis-

dom of such a course, and to-day each

of these stores is operating successfully,

with a complete record of what each de-

partment is doing available at a mo-
ment's notice.

Wha€ Departmentizing Revealed

"Before instituting our present sys-

tem," Mr. Higgins explained to DRY
GOODS REVIEW, "we were conducting

our business in what I must now term
the usual "hit and miss" style. I say

this advisedly for the revelations we had
when our businesses were switched over

to their present system of knowledge of

the various departments do not leave room
for me to call it anything but that. "Let

me give you a couple of examples," Mr.

Higgins continued. "These will give you
an idea as to what I am trying to bring

home. We used to figure that when we
bought a fur coat for $75.00 and sold it

for, say, $100 to $110 that we were making
a handsome profit. When we classified

furs into a department of their own, we
found that on the margin we allowed for

profits we were actually losing money.
"Another case I recall is that in refer-

ence to one. of our retail stores where
we devoted a small corner to men's wear
—collars, neckties and kindred lines. It

was a small corner, too. We figured it

was a convenience to our customers, but

most certainly not a money-maker. Again
we were wrong, for we found this little

corner one of the best paying depart-

ments in the store."

System Employed is Simple

There, briefly and clearly, are concrete

evidences of the benefits which can be

derived from knowing what each branch

of your store is doing. The system em-
ployed is not a complicated one—in fact

the bookkeeping is really very simple in

this store. A record of what each clerk

is doing in the matter of sales is kept in

one book (just a scribbler)—in another

the departments are classified and sales

tabulated according to class of goods.

These two books, which are really just

scribblers, are ruled and the figures con-

stitute the daily record.

The Results Obtained

Now, just what do these books really

How the Records Help Out—Cash
Business is Conducted—
Spending Cash Where
Credit is Given.

A. F. HIGGINS,
Propi-ietor A. F. Higgins Co., Ltd.,

with stores at Roland, Carman an'l

Morris, Man.

show? Perhaps it might be well to state

that a cash carrier system is used. There
is a sales slip made out for every sale

and these go through to the office, where
the cash girl holds forth. When these

slips come through, the cash girl enters

the amount of the total sales in what
might be called the clerk's sales record

book. The book is ruled—one way of the

ruling showing the sales slip number and
the other the clerk's number or letter. At
the end of the month then there is no dif-

ficulty in getting the amount of the total

sales as well as what each clerk has con-

tributed in this respect. The sales slip

in the counter check books are numbered
of course and each of these slips must be

turned in or some explanation of its ab-

sence be made by the clerk responsible.

The Department Idea

Book No. 2 is the one which shows what
each department in the store is doing
each day and month. Dry Goods, Men's
Wear, Smallwares, Housefurnishings,
Furs,—they are all here in the scribbler,

perhaps A representing Dry Goods, B
representing Men's Wear and so on. As
the sales slips come through, the cash

girl, who soon becomes familiar with the

goods and what department they belong

to, enters them up according to depart-

ments. Should one slip show goods from
more than one department, the list is

separated and entries made accordingly.

This book then should show a total volume

of sales equal to the other book containing

the clerk's sales records and the two
should tally with the cash—not only a

complete record of the various transac-

tions, but a check against the cash taken

in also.

The books used during the month, giv-

ing the daily record, form the basis of

what might be called the recapitulation

book. In this are shown the total sales

of the different departments—a column

is included in which returned goods are

entered up and deducted from the sales

of the various departments, and in this

way a net total of each department for

the month along with complete net total

for the month is arrived at.

Another Step Forward—The Stock Re-
cord

But the system of figures goes still

further in the Higgins stores. There is

a record kept by which it is possible to

determine pretty closely the amount of

stock on hand, and the profit made at the

end of each month's business. Another
book is ruled out carrying a column show-

ing the letter of each department and in

which the invoices for goods received are

entered. The date of invoice, the name
of the firm bought from, the total amount
along with the itemized amount for each

department are all entered up. A column
is provided for freight, the cost of the

case and packing charges being included

in this figure.

This record then shows the total amount
of goods bought during the month, the

amount bought for each department, the

freight paid and charged up against the

goods. This enables further statistics tO'

be worked out. The firm knows about
what percentage of profit on sales each de-

partment should show—from this they

can determine pretty accurately cost of

goods which have moved; they already

know amount of goods on hand the first

of the month—the sales during the month
—the amount of goods received, and are

in a position then to work out the amount
of stock on hand at the end of the month
and estimate profits.

How the System Helps Out

There is nothing complicated in the

working out of the system, and the bene-

fits of having an accurate knowledge of

what is being done in each department
are many. For one thing if any single

department is falling behind, it is possible

to check same up at the end of the month
—it isn't necessary to wait a whole year

to see what departments pay. The month-
ly records, usually available between the

fifth and the tenth of the month, enable

Mr. Higgins to keep his finger on the pulse

of the business. As every variation or

change is recorded, and should for any
reason one or more departments be fall-

ing behind, an explanation must be forth-

coming. If the change is a big increase,

the reason is asked too, so that if it is a
general condition, all departments can be

speeded up.

A record of all produce such as butter

and eggs brought in to the store is kept.

(Continued on page 135.)



Buy-at-Home Campaigns
Merchants of Barrie and Orillia Inaugurated Campaigns in April Calling Attention to Mer-

chandise Available "at Home"—Interesting Individual Methods.

The cities of Barrie and Orillia offer

two typical illustrations of the dry goods
trade as at present situated in many
parts of Canada. Trade in Barrie has
not been affected by any inflated de-

mand for merchandise because of any
establishment of munition factories dur-

ing the war. It has felt, as have the

majority of towns, a steady increase in

business and has noted the tendency
generally towards a demand for more
and better goods than formerly. The
farming trade especially has called for

more luxurious dry goods and clothing of

all kinds than it ever anticipated five

years ago. Farmers are still getting

high prices for all the supplies they have
to sell, and so the ending of the war has

not served to cut down or alter demand
except for the patriotic work. In fact,

business on the whole has gone on im-

proving. '

In Orillia the situation is different,

though similar to a number of other

towns. Large munitions factories

brought about abnormal selling and pros-

perity in the stores, and with the clos-

ing out of war work a quietude naturally

followed. The farm trade is still good
but stocks were necessarily higher and
more upset by the irregular selling,

leaving the merchants, some with big

stocks of one line, and some of another,

at the end of last year. Their buying
has had to be regulated accordingly this

Spring.

Steady Business to be Had

In both these towns it was felt that

there was a big staple trade to draw
from this Spring, however, and with the

mail order houses on the alert to offer

inducements for trade with them, and,

to help the situation, with roads almost
impassable during April, the merchants
decided that some method of acquainting

prospective buyers with merchandise to

be had "at home" was necessary. Pub-
licity was pushed in various ways. In

Barrie practically all the town mer-
chants, including Allandale as well, took

space in the local paper in a special as-

semblage of small announcements un-

<1er the heading: "If you buy out of town
and I buy out of town, what will become
of our tov, n ? The dollar you spend in

Barrie will 'come home to roost.' " In

the centre of the group was reading mat-

ter headed: "Taxes raised by hard times

—Burden is lightest in communities

boasting live and thrivinu towns—Farm-
er feels the effect—Is inclined to forget,at

times, that he is most vitally interested

in prosperity of near-by towns."

Draped window for Easter at Moore & Armstrong's store, Barrie, Ont. Floor is in tile cffecl<

French grey color; background large senic painting. The panels are in grey with buff borders. Small
trees in front of each panel have full bloom apple blossoms. These blossoms were pu* on real
trees with excellent effect.

Easter Ready-to-Wear window in the same store. The floor here is stone grey tile effect. The
background of mirrors panelled in stone grey, with buff borders. The decorations arc Easter

lillies and Wisterias. The floors and backgrounds were designed by Mr. Moore and the win-

dow derssed and showcards to match, written by Mr. Bricker.

In addition, large individual space was
taken, circulars sent cut, and the at-

tention of potential buyers drawn to the

local merchandise, the advantage of see-

ing what one buys when one buys, and

otherwise of buying locally. It was ex-

pected that the month's campaign would

have very beneficial results.

Music Hath Charms

One Barrie merchant finds that a

corner at the back of the store devoted

to showing a few gramophones, and

maintaining a well-filled cabinet of rec-

ords is a good drawing-card. Passers-

by hear the music and come in to hear

t'e new records. They pass the full

length of the store, and often stop at

special displays to make purchases

which Avould otherwise be forgotten.

This merchant devotes one evening

each week to the preparation of his

weekly advertisement, and finds that the

time and care are well expended.

He has made a reputation for his hos-

iery department, by making special pur-

chases of manufacturers' samples twice

a year. From these novelties are select-

ed for regular stock and display pur-

poses and a, big variety is left for

special sales. He is enabled thus to

live up to the slogan which is posted up

or. country and town roads: "Everything

in Hosiery." By this special featuring

thi-s merchant finds that his hosiery

Continued on page 135
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CONDITIONS THAT FAVOR BUSINESS

THERE was a. tendency following the signing of

the armistice to hold back^—to wait for prices to

drop; merchants all over were conservative. Some

to-day are sitting away hack in their offices telling

people things are qniet and prices must come down

and missing the chance of their lives to move their

stocks.

There is business within I'each of the aggressive

merchant—the farmer was never so prosperous

—

there are some retailers creating sales re<'ords this

spring. A merchant at Picton. Ont., writes in the

course of a letter recently received:

"Business is fine, and has every appearance of

keeping up. The farmers are getting enormous prices

for their cah'&s and hogs. When the latter went to

ISc last year, it Avas thought the utmost price liad

been reached, but they were paid 21 1/^ cents here

last Saturday. In the old days they would realize $4
or $5 for a month old calf, now they get $2:>.0().

One farmer got $176.00 for four head of cattle la.st

week. Verily, tlie farmers' lines are falling in

plea»«anl places these day.s."

Isn't there some reason here to believe conditions

.should be good with the merchant? Are you out in

the sunshine or glooming away back in the office

where every day is dull? "Business is fine"—are

you getting your share?

RETURNED MEN GOOD SALESMEN

SOME one has siiid that the best school of sales-

manship is the school of hard knocks and ex-

perience. It would appear that this is being proven
by the fact that young men who went overseas and
returned are now better at selling than they were
before. It, is pointed out that two of the disabilities

common in young salesmen before the war were

timidity and fright and lack of force. In many
cases there was added to this inability to under-
stand or read human nature. This last was very

often the result of inexperience, and of not having
rubbed sides with the great buying public sufficiently

to size people up quickly. It is stated that the con-

ditions tlje youths had to face every day from the

very start of their training were calculated to over-

come the^e troubles. To start with they were up
against an entirely new set of conditions, and almost

every minute they were meeting new men. They
iiad to rely upon themselves very often, and on their

own judgment depend on a lot of their progress. In

tile ca.«e of young officer^, who came in thou.sands

fi-om the business bouses of Canada, it is stated this

wa< especially noticea})Ie. Some of them, when
they first .started and had to give commands, were

almost frightened at the sound of their own voices.

A few weeks though in the army and they developed

confidence. The same was true of the men. The
hard training, regular hours and the outdoor activity

resulted in physical changes that wrought wonders
in giving many of them the force they were lacking

before. It is said there is no education like travel.

This has ilso been exemplified in the case of the

boys \vho have been "over there." They have

learned new languages, they have seen how other

people do things, they have broadened out and they

are coming back to their positions with a vigor they

did not have before, and with a confidence and force

that would have taken years of experience to have

acquired in the ordinary way. They will bring to

Canadian trade .an added vim that may go a long

way in increasing business.

RETAILERS ARE HELPING

IT i=! predicted that the sales of war savings stamps

will reach new records this year as a result of

the plan that is being followed of enlisting the co-

operation of retailers. There is perhaps no surer

or quicker way of getting in direct touch wdth so

many people as through the stores. The proprietors

and their staffs have taken hold of the work and are

lending every aid in helping it along. In the

United States, where the sales of savings .stamps have

reached huge sums, the National Retail Dry Goods

Association, with a membership of 700 department

stores scattered in cities from coast to coast, has also

pledged its support.
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THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, May 7—Continued strength in all branches
of the trade, with little indications of recessions in

either woollens or cottons for some time to come, sum
up conditions in the dry goods markets.

The woollen situation is very strong in the Old Country,
American and Canadian markets all evidencing renewed
strength. Labor conditions, including higher wages and
shorter hours of work, have contributed largely to advances
which dealers state, in some instances, are fully 25 per cent,
higher than six months ago. The finer grades of wool are
scarce and in great demand. Coarser qualities are more
plentiful.

There is every indication that prices on cottons are again
in the ascendency, following recent declines. The fact that
the armistice found many American concerns with large
stocks on hand, coupled with their desire to unload, brought
about easier levels. With this accomplished, prices are
again going up, and New York quotations are from two to
three cents higher.

The market for linens presents no change. Dealers hold
out little hope of any appreciable decline for the next five
years. Stocks for the most part are not large, and are rather
firmly held. Cottons are bound to be better sellers, because
of the shortage.

Firmer tendencies are again evident in silks. Increasing
demands have contributed largely to these higher levels.
Japanese silks have advanced more than five per cent, since
April 15th. All lines are selling extremely well. There has
been a little buying of European silks, but prices are yet too
high to compete with the American and Japanese silks.

There is a very active demand for hosiery, silk lines being
the leaders in this department.

There is a brisk demand for carpets and rugs and sup-
plies are none too plentiful. New buying orders are likely
to be made only at advancing prices. Draperies and cur-
tains are selling well, with scrims, marquisettes and voiles
selling especially well.

Spring underwear is still a little slow, warmer weather
being necessary to stimulate business in this way.

On the whole, however, business in retail dry goods ismore active than for some time past.

WOOL
Shortage is lioported in Fine Wools,

But Coarse Qualities are

Plentiful

WOOL.—A shortage of fine wools is

generally reported in the wool market.
The coarser qualities are more plentiful,
and the 5G'.s and upwards are confined
to narrow limits. Tops, which are the
basis for all yarns, are up 12c, and
there is a }.Tadual stiffening of prices.
As far as any recessions in tlie wool

market are concerned, according to the
statement of manufacturers and whole-
salers, they are out of the question. The
Canadian wool clip will be coming on
the market this month. It is expected
that it will be heavier than last year.
In the American market, fine wools are
quoted 20 per cent, above the fixed
minimum price, and coarse w^ools show
an increase of 10 per cent. Poor wools
have few buyers. Prices are not yet
named on the Canadian clip, but the
market in this country is largely in-
fluenced by the American situation.

London wool sales have been resumed
after an interval of two weeks. This

marks a definite stage in the restora-

tion of the wool trade to normal con-

ditions. It had been anticipated that

the action of the Government in fixing

issue prices for a period of eight months
would have the effect of preventing a

rise above the level indicated in the

schedule, and top makers, prior to the

sales, were chiefly interested in the re-

serve minimum price. It was known
that there was to be a fixed minimum,
a certain percentage below the issue

prices. The new schedule of issue prices,

which came into operation on April 1,

showed a decline of from 5 to 10 per

cent, from the preceding schedule, but

the spinners, and particularly those who
comb their own wool, were evidently

totally indiflerent as to the prices at

w^hich the department was prepared to

sell tops. They forced the bidding to

such an extent that merinos and fine

crossbreds realized from 10 to 15 per

cent, in excess of issue prices, and even

the lower grades, which it was thought

would be more difficult to dispose of,

were taken up at from 5 to 7% per cent

above Government prices. The explan-

ation of this is in the fact that for the

time being there is a shortage of fine

wools. Spinners have found it impos-

sible to cover their April and May re-

quirements either from the department

or private top makers, and have been

forced to rely upon the limited offerings

in London.
Top makers are absolutely sidetracked

for the time being. They have got little

or no wool out of London, and they nre

in such a position that they have had

to withdraw all their quotations. In

response to inquiries, they say frankly

that they will not sell, except on a basis

corresponding to that set up by spin-

ners in London this week. This means
an advance of anything from 4d. to 6d.

per pound in the price of tops. It is

recognized that this is a passing phase,

and that spinners will not continue to

pay such prices when supplies are more
plentiful. There are 000,000 bales of

wool on the water, but there has been

serious delay because ships with cargoes

of wool have been turned back in the

Mediterranean to take Colonial troops

home. Similar conditions will probably

prevail at the May series, but by June
it is expected that supplies will be more
in harmony with the demand, and that

values will settle down somewhere near
the Government level.

In covering the situation on the wool
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goods future, the "Journal of Commerce,"
'April 25, says:

"The consensus of opinion on the

woollen cloth markets was that lower
prices could not develop for some months.

Men's wear and drosS goods mills have

done a good business and are resting in

many cases with their books well :*;illed

with forward orders.

"Mill agents' confidence in Fall is only

exceeded by their confidence in next

Spring. One manufacturer, for example,
who has preferred not to sell his mill's

production of lieavy weights beyond
•July, said yesterday that if things were
so shaped in a few months that he could

not sell a further heavy weight produc-

tion to advantage, he would run his mill

on light weights from July onward.
"Selling men's clothing at retail has

been in progress on a large scale accord-

ing to reports. This will so clean out

Spring stocks, merchants say, that buy-
ing by clothiers for Spring' 1920 in good
volume is almost guaranteed."

New allotments of orders for Rou-
manian and Belgian account among the

woollen goods manufacturers were made
recently. Mr. Frederick H. Yapp, secre-

tary of the Canadian Woollen Goods'

Association stated that the Belgian or-

der would be for $500,000, and the sup-

plementary Roumanian order for $700,-

000. The first Roumanian order was
made about a month ago, being distri-

buted among sixty-three manufacturers.

It consisted of men's and women's and
erirls' and boys' underwear, women's and
children's stockings, men's socks, and a

large quantity of cloth. About forty

manufacturers will participate in the

second order. It will consist entirely

of knitted goods, including men's and
women's sweaters, men's underwear, and
women's and girls' stockings.

Supplies of woollens amona' Toronto
wholesalers are fairly ample, although

purchases are being made at greatly in-

creased prices. Values are fully 25 per

cent, more than they were six months
ago. American mills are all working at

capacity and their output is enormous.

Heavy orders are being booked both for

export and domestic account.

SILKS
Silks are More Than 6 Per Cent. Higher

Since April 15

SILKS.—Quotations on Japanese silks

have advanced between five and six per
cent, since April 15, according to the

statement of importers. In fact cable

despatches from Japan received since

the above announcement show further
advances. Reports are to the effect that
tiie Japanese raw silk market continues
active with all quarters doing business.
The demand from American buyers is

keeping up, with the inquiries of Jap-
anese buyers increasing rather than de-
clining. As a result further advances in

prices in the local market are shown.
According to the New York "Journal

of Commerce" of April 25, buyers in

New York are operating to quite an ex-
tent, but the absence of any sizeable

stocks of raws from that market is mak-
ing market activity small. As a result

of this situation there is a growing ten-

dency to buy for later delivery, some
commitments having been made as late

as July, it is stated, and in one or two
cases even later buying has been re-

ported.

For some time this year wholesalers

were cutting silk prices, but buyers did

not take particular advantage of these,

awaiting further price reductions. Now"
that the buyers are again in the market
there is a new activity, and in the last

month values have more than doubled.

Demand for all grades is on a very large

scale. Hosiery manufacturers, after an
absence from, the market of several

months, have been active buyers of both

xaw and thrown silks.

There has been some buying of Euro-
pean silks on a small scale recently, but

quotations are yet much too high to

compete satisfactorily with American
and Japanese silks. It is possible that

Fall buying in European silks will show
expansion. Satin and satin-faced goods

and foulards are selling well. Demand
for crepe de Chines and Georgettes is

very active, particularly for the high-

grade goods.

HOSIERY
Silk Hosiery is the Biggest Seller in

Hosiery Lines at the Present
Time

HOSIERY.—Silk hosiery is selling

well and the large business that has al-

ready been reported is being increased

from week to week. In both men's and
women's the situation is very firm and
there is no indication that the demand
will drop off. Prices are stiffening as a

result of the advancing raw market and
despite these facts buyers seem to be
interested in what they want. The trade

is convinced that it is no longer a price

proposition but rather a case of being
able to give the deliveries that are want-
ed.

In women's hosiery the better grades
of cotton are attracting some attention

but there is a noticeable trend toward
silk numbers which in time it is felt will

affect the demand for cotton numbers.
Low end lines are about as quiet as they

have been and the general opinion in

the trade is that there is little chance
of a quick recovery for some time to

come. Some factors in this end of the

market even go further and say that

the low end women's cotton stocking

situation is serious.

In men's lines cotton numbers that

possess real merit are in demand and
som.e most satisfactory business has al-

ready been placed on them. Some of the

finest trade is taking on silks more than

ever, but fine lisle are still holding a

firm position.

COTTONS
Recent Declines in Cottons are Likely to

Be Soon Recovered

COTTONS.—Within the next week ad-

vancing prices on all cottons are likely

to be quoted by the mills. In spite of

the fact that the first week of April

saw marked declines in most cotton lines

the tendency is again upward, and the
declines are all likely to be partly,

though perhaps not whoUy recovered,
when the new prices are announced. The
fact that many American dealers were
heavily stocked when the armistice was
signed, coupled with their desire to un-
load, resulted in a drop in prices. Now,
that this cleaning out of stocks has been
accomplished, prices are again turning

upward. Spot cotton at all primary
points has advanced, the advances run-

ning up very considerably. The cotton

industry is on a sound basis in England,

and unless troubles arise because of the

lack of co-operation between capital and
labor England's immense output should

come to the rescue of a much depleted

world market.

Sir Charles W. Macara, president of

the Master Cotton Spinners' Association

in England, in referring to conditions in

the Old Country, speaks hopefully of the

outlook for the industry in England. In

speaking of the competition of the Unit-

ed States in the cotton industry, he says:

"Recently I noticed a paragraph in the

press dealing with a syndicate with a capital

of £20,000,000 which, it was stated, had been

formed in the United States for the pur-

pose, of supplying England with cotton

goods. So far as cotton-spinning machinery

is concerned, the United States possesses

about half the number of spindles there are

in England, and the climate there makes the

demand for cotton clothing for the 100,-

000,000 people of the United States much

greater proportionately than is the case in

England. Statistics show that before the

war the United States exports of cotton

manufactures amounted to about 5 per cent,

of the production, whereas of the produc-

tion of the 57,000,000 spindles and depend-

ent machinery in England over 75 per cent,

was exported.
"One fortunate circumstances for the

English cotton industry in this connection

is, although we did not appreciate it at the

time, that we put down twelve million new
spindles in the ten years before the war.

The enormous advantage we possess in ma-

chinery becomes more an all-important fac-

tor." „ . . , •„
Thus it is evident that the British mills

will be in a position to take care of a

o-ood share of the Canadian trade. The

price situation in the Old Country is un-

certain but there is nothing to indicate

that goods from overseas will be cheap.

The piece goods market in the United

States is decidedly firm, and the great

bulk of demand has originated in the

cutting-up trade. Merchants there dis-

play an inclination to hold aloof and buy

only when they have orders from their

customers in hand, a position which is

not altogether satisfactory in view of the

advances in prices that are predicted.

A development of prime importance in

the cotton manufacturing industry in

the United States is the new law, which

became effective on April 25, putting a

10 iper cent, tax on the net profits of

plants employing children under 14 years

of age, or those permitting children be-

tween the ages of 14 and 16 years to

work more than eight hours per day or

six days per week. This gives the

Southern mills a new problem to contend

with.
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BOOTS AND SHOES
Kid Advances 10 Per Cent.—Grey Kid

For Women, Brown Calf for Men
in Big Demand

"

B')OTS AND SHOES.—There is an
enoi"mous demand for low shoes

for women and girls at the pre-

sent time. Factories are very busy and
demand is almost greater than the sup-

ply. Prices are higher and it is believ-

ed that still higher levels will be reach-

ed. There has been a slight advance in

the past month. Black kid, colored kid

and colored calf are almost off the mar-
ket, being extremely hard to get. Ad-
vances in kids represent approximately
a gain of ten per cent. Children's shoes

in the above lines are also scarce, and
very high in price. There is a strong
demand for grey kid shoes, both high
and low, for women, and in heavy brown
calf for men. There has been no par-

ticular demand for Summer lines of rub-

ber shoes as yet. This usually does not

materialize until about May 24. The
position of the leather market at the

present time is very strong, and indica-

tions point to a maintenance of this

strength for some time to come.

LACES AND EMBROI-
DERIES

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.—
Buyers of laces and embroideries an-

ticipate no cheaper prices for the next
nine months. Some New York houses
are refusing to take contracts, declaring
that they are filled up until next De-
cember. While quotations in American
goods are lower than they were six

months ago, it is believed that they are

at the lowest ebb and that they will be

for soma time. English goods are ten

per cent, higher than they were last

September.
Canadian buyers in England, looking-

for handkerchiefs, report a great scar-

city. Buying is merely of a hand-to-

mouth character and quotations are

more than 100 per cent, in excess of

prices in 1914.

Nottingham laces are selling at strong-

prices. Conditions in England are any-
thing but satisfactory, and owing to

the unsettled conditions of labor and
poor transportation, buyers are ex-

periencing considerable difficulty in

making purchases. Narrow Valenciennes

are selling well at steady prices. Silk

tulle and silk nets are the biggest sel-

lers of the year and have been in great

.demand since last December. Inquiry is

particularly for the lighter shades.

Heathcoat nets and waterproof silk tulle

in all shades have an active demand.
Shipments are arriving almost' weekly,

and supplies are fully ample for the

rather extensive trade.

Embroideries have been a little quiet,

the selling season for these bning prac-

tically over. Some sales of Swiss em-
broideries are being made to whitewear
manufacturers. Any goods now coming-

forward are being purchased at high

prices, and there is little likelihood of

any declines.

DRAPERIES AND CUR-
TAINS

Abnormal Demand for Tapestries

—

Labor Increases 30 to 40 Per Cent.

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS.—
A buyer of drapery fabrics for
one of the leading wholesale houses
has just returned from the New
Ycrk and Philadelphia markets,
where he found -them pretty much sold

up on furniture coverings and curtain

materials in scrims, voiles, and marqui-
settes, with a strong tendency to in-

crease in price. The demand for tapes-

tries is abnormal, and with an increase

of from 30 to 40 per cent, paid for labor,

plus the shorter hours, manufacturers
state emphatically that there is no im-

mediate likelihood of lower prices pre-

vailing

The decline that took place, he said,

following the armistice, in December and
January on the American market in cot-

ton curtain goods, was forced, because

of the fact that jobbers had large stocks

that had been made up on high contract

prices. Retailers withheld placing or-

ders, liquidating their stocks on hand.

Jobbers were in a similar position and
were also forced to liquidate, but at a

loss to themselves. Several manufac-
turers contracting at lower prices were
able to accept orders for much less than

prices ruling pre-armistice days. These
conditions have now changed. The re-

tail trade has enjoyed eood business,

which has forced them to purchase, caus-

inq- a phenomenal demand and thereby

raising manufacturers' prices. One firm

states that its buyer was successful in

securing cotton curtain materials and

tanestry furniture coverings at good
prices, and these they expect to show to

their clientele at an earlv date.

Fifty-inch damask in bl^ck, blue and

mulberry grounds are still in demand
and also in all-over and stripe effects.

Tapestries of medium and better quali-

ties in black and blue grounds are also

much sought after. -Quotations on

British goods are still very his^h.

NEEDLES
Supplies of Needles From England are

Larger but Prices are Firm

NEEDLES.—Supplies of needles now
coming from England are decidedly

better, but prices show little likelihood

of receding. There will be no declines

this year. There is a big demand and
stocks are reported low among jobbers

and wholesalers. Quotations are from
$3.75 to $5.40 per gross for staple lines.

CARPETS AND RUGS
New Buying Orders of Rugs Will Likely

Be at Higher Prices

CARPETS AND RUGS.—There is a

heavy demand for rugs at the present

time. Prices are very firm and no re-

cessions are likely before 1920, and may
not even be effected then. Some houses

declare that new buying will be fully '10

per cent, higher than present quotations.

The demand is reported to be greater
than the supply; 3x4 tapestry rugs
are selling at $25 and $26, and Wiltons
of the same standard size are quoted at

$65 and $66. Axminsters are steady at

$45. These are not likely to see much
advance. Deliveries are inclined to be
poor. Oilcloths are still very scarce in

the face of a big demand. Substitutes

of felt base goods are firm. Oilcloths

are beginning to come on the market
again after having been off for six

months. Prices show an advance of 15

per cent, as compared with last June.

LINEN
Linens Show Advances of Twenty-Five

Per Cent. Since Last December

LINENS.—There has been no improve-

ment in the situation in linens. Prices

show an increase of 25 per cent, above

December last. The scarcity is growing
and the feeling in Belfast is that there

will be no reduction after June as some
expect. Dealers state that there can't

be any appreciable declines for the next

five years even if flax should drop 50

per cent., because of the increasing

costs in spinning and other operations.

Retailers have mixtures and cottons, and

v,'ill have to buy cottons for some
time to come. At present there

is nothing at 2.25 and hasn't been for

the past few years. Two-yard cloth is

now sellinig at $8.75 as against $2.25 in

pre-war days. Cheap ends of linen would

sell quickly if they could be procured.

There has been no flax from Belgium

or Russia for some time, and the fact

that all the flax and yarn was taken by

the Government has left the market al-

most bare. Prices naturally will not

see lower levels for some time to come.

It has recently been learned that an

endeavor is being made to manufacture

linens in the United States, the difficulty

of retting fiax, which heretofore has

been the drawback, now having been

simplified by means of a chemical pro-

case. This new way of retting flax, it

is believed, makes it possible to procure

a .greater quantity of fibre than may be

spun. Should this work out satisfac-

torily, linen manufacturing may become

an established industry on this conti-

nent, which would be a decided boon to

the linen market on this side. It would

also tend to relieve the present situation,

which does not promise to improve for

some tii'iie to come.

The livest. biggest retail merchants

are constantly on the watch for new
ideas. Salesmanship is one of the great-

est things in the world.

Think of business in broader terms

than your own store, your own street

and your own house. All merchants have

common problems, and by getting to-

gether and deciding on a common basis

of action they can usually solve them.

Co-operation not only counts in business

but it makes broader-gauged men.

Shorter working hours and higher

wages seems to be a ponular demand all

over the world just now.



SHARING THE BUSINESS WITH CLERKS
New Business Presents Difficulties—Penalties for Failure to Meet Conditions—Keep-

ing the Store Bright and Clean—Preventing a Rowdy Atmosphere in the Store.

^HE question of getting the best

results from every agency of

the store is one that is of vital

interest to every merchant. To have the

store clean and attractive at all times,

have goods so arranged that they may
be ready for instant sale, to have de-

liveries out promptly at the time promis-
ed, and more than all, to have the em-
ployees of the store constantly on the

alert, constantly on the lookout for busi-

ness, working with the real interest of

the store at heart, is certainly the path-

way to an assured success.

"I started in business in Grandview
Man., last September, with a general

stock of about $18,000. Beside myself I

employ two clerks.

New Business Presents Difficulties

"Starting business in a new place pre-

sents a good many difficulties. With a

new store, more than ordinary care is

required if business is to be built up to

a satisfactory basis; the store must be
bright, attractive and well ordered. A
hundred little details have to be looked
after, details perhaps small in them-
selves but that added together make the

conditions that bring customers to deal

at the store. While I understood the im-
portance of these things and did my best

to see that everything was kept in the

best possible condition, I found that un-
der the system I was using it was im-
possible to achieve this result. It was
either a matter of doing the things my-
self or of getting a habit of changing
clerks every week or so, for they soon
developed careless habits. But changing
clerks frequently is bad business for the

store. To have strangers constantly be-

hind the counter is not the way to suc-

cess, for it takes time before the cus-
tomer will learn to trust the clerk and
to put confidence in his judgment. I

spent a lot of thought in trying to devise

some plan that would overcome these
difficulties, and finally I adopted an en-

tirely new system that seemed to show
some chance of success.

A Bonus System Devised

"Under the new plan I employed the

same two clerks, paying them a good
salary and providing board and lodging.

The head clerk gets $15 a month more
than the junior. Each clerk is expected
to sell $1,500 worth of goods a month.
On business they do over and above that
amount they each get a bonus of 2 per
cent. Then to provide the element of

competition, in addition to the incentive

of the bonus, and to keep the junior

clerk always on his tip-toes for business,

I give him an additional bonus of 5 per
cent, if his sales exceed those of the

head clerk. In order that this bonus
may not be too easily earned it is one of

the conditions of the new plan, that if

the head clerk is beaten in sales he loses

his 2 per cent, bonus. He has then two
chances to redeem himself, but if in the

two following months the junior's sales

again exceed those of the head clerk

then their positions are reversed, the

head clei'k becomes the junior, and the

junior the head clerk with the additional

$15 a month that goes with that posit-

tion.

"I have found that this scheme works

splendidly. There is now no necessity

for the bonus, and I am glad to pay them

all the bonus they can earn, for while

it pays them it also works greatly to my
advantage.

Penalties for Failure to Meet Conditions

"Then there is the matter of looking

after the store. They each have their

own department to look after. For in-

stance, the junior has the groceries,

hardware, crockery and paints. It is his

duty to keep everything spick and span

in this department. He must always

have enough 10, 25 and 50 cent pack-

ages of rice, sugar, dried fruits, etc., and

5 cent packages of candy.

"As a penalty in not having fulfilled

these duties, and having sufficient stocks

of these goods ready, he loses his coun-

ter check book. Even if it is in the midst

of the busiest day I simply take the book

away from him and put it in the register

and he loses his chance of selling, and

must then and there get to work parcel-

ling up the number of packages requir-

ed. When he has done so he has his

book returned and can resume his sell-

ing.

"The head clerk looks after the dry

goods, gents' furnishings and boots and

shoes, and somewhat similar conditions

apply to his work.

Keeping the Store Bright and Clean

"Now in the matter of keeping the

store swept and the counters and shelv-

ing dustless and bright, they are each

given this duty for a week at a time and

are required to keep the store as clean

and bright as the day on which it was
opened. If this standard is not absolute-

ly maintained then the penalty is that

they lose their sales books until the con-

dition is set right. This keeps them con-

stantly alive as they are both looking

forward to the end of the month in their

endeavor to increase their bonus and to

endeavor to beat each other's sales.

How Carelessness is Discouraged

"In regard to goods that are damaged
through carelessness,: I have also thou,ght

out a way of making the clerk feel his

responsibility. I do not attempt to sell

these goods to the customer. I simply

make out a bill for these goods to the

clerk as though they had been sold across

the counter, and this bill is of pourse de-

ducted from his bonus. By this system

the clerk gets a certain part of the pro-

fits of the business, and it is only right

that he should be made to share the loss

in the case of avoidable waste.

"Then in regard to the important mat-

ter of deliveries. Where deliveries are

promised for a certain hour they must

be delivered at that time. If a cu'5tomer

refuses goods on account of them being

delivered late then the same policy is

adopted, the goods, are confiscated and

the clerk responsible is given a bill for

them ancfthis amount is again deducted

from his share of the profits.

Preventing a Rowdy Atmosphere in the

Store

"Then we have adopted a system to

prevent the use of profane language in

the store. We have a charity box in the

store, and if anyone swears they have

to put five cents in the charity box and

the proceeds are given to the Red Cross.

This of course is a matter of mutual un-

derstanding, and is scrupulously ob-

served.

"That is the general framework of

the system I have adopted to keep the

store running smoothly and at the high-

est possible level of efficiency, and it

has worked wonders with us. All the

difficulties that caused so much trou-

ble and dissension under the old system,

where the clerks were merely clerks

with no interest in the success of the

business, have vanished, and you would

hardly recognize it for the same store.

We are giving better service, and the

clerks are more contented and more in-

terested than they ever were, even at

the best of times nuder the old method.

"This system has certainly proved it-

self of value in the case of our store."



NO ROOM FOR PESSIMISM IN CANADA
Business Better Than Most Optimistic Expectations—Clothing Factories and Other Indus-

tries Alhed With the Men's Wear Trade Working to Capacity.

TO-DAY, where are all those per-
sons who were loudest in crying
retrench, conserve, prepare for the

worst, for when peace is declared there
will be a period of commercial stagna-
tion ? One may well ask where are they ?

And if the question was followed up by
action, one would find them at their
desks, busy, worried, irritable; not be-
cause their factories were idle, but on
account of the difficulty they are exper-
iencing in filling orders with the pre-
sent staffs of operators, realizino: that
Canada has before it, is now in the
midst of, a period of expansion instead
of the stagnation period they had pre-
dicted, for when peace was referred to

in those days, one meant cessation of
hostilities, and if the present prosperity
is due to the cessation of hostilities, is

a fair example of what the future has
in store for us, then we need worry, for

we are just as unprepared for expansion
commercially as we were for retrench-
ing in 1914.

Expansion

Canada to-day is an exporting coun-
try, not only in food products, but in

manufactured goods. The war has
taught the manufacturers one lesson

—

and that is in "unity there is strength."

They have formed different associations,

have sent representatives abroad, and
have succeeded to a very great extent
in securing Canada's share of the after-

war orders. And it is through the pub-
licity these associations are getting that
we are reminded of the wonderful op-

portunity there is for Canada to expand.

Confidence

The whole of Canada has more confi-

dence in itself, fostered no doubt by the
success of its troops in the spirit they
displayed in getting what they went
after, and what is more, getting it by
fair-play methods; her commercial army
is now out to do. the same thing, with
the result that everywhere there is pros-

perity.

Unemployment a Myth

Not so long ago we all were wonder-
ing what would become of the thous-

ands of employees thrown out of the

closing munition plants, skilled men and
women. It was felt that public works
should be started to take care of them
until factories got back on a peace basis.

Now with the shorter working hours,

the loss in production caused by them,
and the rapidity with ^vhich the fact-

ories have adjusted themselves to manu-
facturing of more peaceable production,

the question has solved itself and to-

day, labor is at a premium even with
larger wages and shorter working hours.

True there is a certain amount of un-

employment, but in most instances, it is

the fault of the wage earner who, having
a surplus, hates to start in at a lower

rate than earned in munitions plants.

Reconstruction

A term that as far as Canada is con-

cerned is almost an empty one, for re-

construction means to re-build. How
much have we to re-build ? A few
munitions plants, that in most instances

have been sold lock, stock and barrel,

that community only within a very

small radius being affected. Our recon-

struction has been and is simply a pas-

sing from an era of uncertain prosper-

ity divided amongst a few to a general

prosperity scattered among the fact-

ories, the wholesale houses and the

retail merchants over the whole Do-
minion of Canada, and this only the be-

ginning, for shippmg is not back to nor-

mal yet and only the fringe of the ex-

port business touched.

Exports Affect Prices

As always or nearly always demand
and supply govern prices, although of

latter years and especially now, labor

has been a factor to reckon with. With
the increased exports, creating a com-
fortable shortage and imports as yet

small, prices are bound to remain sta-

tionary or if anything climb higher;

add to this the labor conditions men-
tioned previously and it is safe to predict

higher prices in all lines related to the

men's wear store.

The Consumer Pays

The merchant need not hesitate to

ask a price that will return a fair mar-
gin of profit, for the average individual

is reading in the daily press articles

that refer to the higher prices of general
commodities, and is prepared in most
instances to pay the price. Sometimes
he asks (as is natural) why he should

have to pay so much, he has already

been educated to expect higher prices

of most things he buys and the act of

enlightening his mind on the particular

article you are trying to sell him should

be a matter of simplicity, if you your-

self are in possession of the basic facts

relating to the higher costs of produc-

tion on the lines you are stocking.

The Soldier Business

Everywhere one hears that the busi-

ness done with the returned soldiers

buying civilian outfits has surpassed

the most extravagant expectations. The
prices paid have been good, and the

quality demanded is usually the best.

An outfit invariably runs over $135.00

and is considerably more where the

merchant carries a complete line from
socks to hat as it were. Are we not

right then when we say there is no
room for pessimism in Canada to-day?

And especially is this true in relation

to the men's wear trade, for they

are getting the cream of this desirable

trade as well as sharing in the general

prosperity of the times.

CONTINENTAL FASHIONS
From the "Daily Chronicle," London,

Eng., March 27

We notice another brave attempt is

being made to "reconstruct" the English-

man's garb. The intermingling of na-

tions brought about by the war raisos

fresh hopes in the breast of the manu-
facturer that our insular tastes in mas
culine attire may bt susceptible of modi

fication in the direction of a more conLi-

ncntal mode.
It will prove a difficult matter. Tliere

may be a certain period of experimenting

with colored dress suits and dazzle shirts

for morning wear. But we are not

•'dressy" by nature. The velour hat

pioved a popular import from the Conti-

nent, and we thought it luul come to stay.

But now we are told of a rush for silk

nats and a moderate struggle fo:

bowlers, as iii the days beyond recall.



CLOTHES IN ENGLAND LIKELY TO REMAIN AT PRESENT
HIGH PRICES

From Our London Correspondent

ALTHOUGH the wool section of the War Office has

announced a reduction in price, and the London

wool auctions have been resumed, both facts tending

towards a more plentiful supply of cloth, prices are not

expected to be reduced this year. The principal causes

operating in favor of maintaining high prices may be

summarized as follows:—The Government have been com-

mandeering civilian cloth and clothing to provide standard

suits for the demobilized soldiers on a large scale to sup-

plement the output of the army clothing stores which has

been too small to meet tht increased demand. The scar-

city of raw material and the shortage of skilled labor has

hampered the tailors. It has also been the practice of

the latter to put up a great deal of their unfinished goods

into the hands of out-door workers, a great number of

whom were either women, or foreigners. The latter dur-

ing the war have to a great extent become unavail-

able as enemy aliens, and the former have deserted their

old occupation for more remunerative work. Of course a

number of those who gave up tailoring for making muni-

tions now figure amongst the unemployed, but until their

out-of-work donations come to an end, they are unlikely

to return to the needle.

As an indication of London prices for ready-made

clothes West End stores are now charging about sixty

dollars for high grade suits.

Demobilized soldiers are now given the choice of keep-

ing their uniforms minus buttons and badges. Khaki
is being dyed blue and brown—these being the favorite

and most suitable colors.

promises to admit enough British cloth to bring down

tailors' prices and to facilitate manufacture by French

firms of a type of material which will make clothes gen-

erally 45 per cent, cheaper by July. This will give an

opportunity to Yorkshire woollen merchants who were

refused permission to import into France £10,000,000 worth

of cloth made to French order. Parisians are at present

having to pay £12 or £15 for a new suit of clothes.

BRITISH CLOTH FOR FRANCE
Until the spinners of Lille and Roubaix are able to de-

liver supplies again, the French Minister of Reconstruction

BOOM IN SILK HAT TRADE

Great activity is reported in the English silk hat trade.

Manufacturers are already faced with difficulties of pro-

duction. A fair quantity of material is on hand such as

plush and shellac, but skilled labor is scarce. The work

of a silk hatter demands many years' experience including

an apprenticeship of seven years, and the young hatter

is said to be a rare bird.

The reason for this phenomenal demand is said to be

the expectation of the forthcoming peace celebrations, and

the resumption of horse racing and other large social

gathermgs.

During the war many people declared themselves firm

in the belief that the "topper" was as dead as the pro-

verbial door nail, but the tendencies of the moment point

to a vigorous resuscitation of the one-time aristocrat among

hats. London newspapers are busy hunting the "topper"

down and writing up his psychology. Apparently he is

to be reckoned with amongst the immortals.

As regards other and less vexed types of headgear,

velour hats are to be seen everywhere. Men of all classes

are welcoming them with open arms. Three lines in great

demand are light fawn, gold and silver with black as well

as self-colored bands.

SELLING SAFETY RAZORS IN MEN'S WEAR DEFT,
A Side Line That Requires a Very Small Outlay.

npHE safety razor is distinctly a men's specialty. It is

an article that is sold to men, it takes up very little

shelf or display room and the cases and advertising matter

supplied by the manufacturers go a long way towards in-

troducing the goods for you.

Safety razors have been sold for years in the hard-

ware stores and also the drug stores and it seems that

the men's furnishers are just awakening to the fact that

they can sell them just as well as the other fellow and

that once the decision has been made to stock them they

wonder why they did not do so before.

These lines have been well advertised and the advertis-

in has created a very large demand. Most of the returned

soldiers are confirmed safety razor users; this means a

large business to be done in repeat orders on which there

is a very good profit to be made.

As for windows a men's wear display is much

more attractive to the ordinary man passerby than dis-

plays of assorted hardware or drug lines, and then again,

the location of the average men's wear store is better

than that of the hardware store. In the drug store

there are so many small lines to be displayed, the safety

razor as a rule does not get a great deal of prominence,

whereas, a small article can be picked out immediately

amongst a window given over to displaying suits, ties,

shirts and collars. Especially is this true if display cards
are used in connection.

All of which goes to show that your chances of selling

saieiy razors are as good as, if not better than, any other

class of merchants. There is a good profit to be made on

the complete outfit, and also the blade repeats; it's a line

that is not out of place, but distinctly connected with the

men's trade, and in stocking safety razors there seems

to be an opportunity for additional sales that should not

be passed by without going into the matter thoroughly.
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A new style in Caps. Although made in the regular shapes, the pencil seams give

it a very nifty and smart appearance. Made in both plain and fancy tweeds it

is one of the new lines shotvn by Palter Bros.

FELTS EXPECTED IN THE FALL
In common with everything else, straw-

hats are going up in price. The cheapest
lines will be retailed at prices varying
from $1 to $1.30. The increase in price

is put down to the scarcity of raw ma-
terials. As regards styles, there will be
little variation from the vogue of las,t

season. There is perhaps a tendency for
crowns to be a trifle higher and brims
slightly narrower.

A leading London house informed ihe
DRY GOODS REVIEW that tliey were
looking forward with confidence to the
return of the hard felt in the Fall. The
price of high-grade hard hats is likely

to be rather alarming unless the skilled

labor questions solves itself.

COMING CONVENTION
The second rrg ular convention of the

newly-formed Canadian Association of

Garment Manufacturers will be held at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, May
12 and 13. In view of the extraordinary
conditions of trade at the present time
this will be a vitally interesting meeting
for the membership of this association,
which at the present time includes
eighty-five per cent, of the total cutters-

up of overalls, work shirts and men's
working clothing in Canada. The execu-
tive committee will have to report at

the convention the results to date of the

efforts to secure export business. Mr.
H. M. Levine, vice-president of the asso-
ciation, who is in London at the present
time acting as the representative of I he

association on the Canadian trade .T.is-

faion, of v;hich Mr. Lloyd Harris is chair-

man, has already closed orders with tht^

Roumanian and Belgian Gcvemments
for shirts and overalls.

It is expected that seventy-five per
cent, at least of the entire membership
of the association will be present at this

meeting. The officers of the association

are as follows: President, Horace B
Peaboily. Walkerville, Ont.; vice-presi-

'ient, H. M. Levine, Montreal, Que.;
treasurer, W. B. Deacon, Belleville, Ont.;

secretary J. A. Haugh, Toronto, Ont.;
;isst. secretary, W. F. Corbett, Toronto,
Ont.

WHAT IS WHAT IN MEN'S
FASHIONS

In conversation with a prominent
Montreal men's outfitter, Mr. Henry
Marks expressed the opinion that men
who are discarding the Canadian uni-

form for the civies of everyday life,

will find exceptionally smart styles for

Spring and Summer featured this year.

Soft colorings that bespeak Springtime
are especially evident in shirts, socks,

and spats.

White, purple, grey, green and brown
stripes predominate in the silk shirt

this season. As for materials, the new
cotton and fibre mixture has already

won favor for its excellent wearing
qualities. English Madras, zephyrs,

silk and wool taffetas, have also come to

the fore as popular materials for Spring
shirts.

For Summer suitings Palm Beach
cloth in green, brown, and in tang will

be extensively used. Although difficult

to obtain, flannel and duck trousers will

continue to be favorable for sport wear.

Spring topcoats range all the way
from the Burberry and gabardine to

the slip-on in fawn shades. Many of

these coats have the military touch that

is especially in vogue this season. The
military trench coats and the belted

leather motor coats promise to carry off

honors for outing wear. Chesterfields

in three-quarters and box lengths, in

gray green and in heather mixtures, and

the imported Bannockburns will be

especially smart.

The golfer will require for the acces-

sories of his wardrobe chamois gloves

with pores or fingerless gloves. He will

doubtless note the excellent quality of

the smart golfing hats in Scotch makes
in tans and white with a green backing

for the protection of the eyes from the

sun.

There are numerous designs and

colors in the wide assortment of ties

from which the man of fashion may
choose this Spring. Four-in-hands,

derbys and batwings will predominate.

Wide open collars, especially in the

lower shapes, have attained the pinna-

cle of popularity and the soft collar, in

shapes new and interlocked, will be the
prime favorite in the sultry days that
lie ahead.

Spats in light fawn, fawn, gray and
white will be extensively worn this sea-
son. Silk socks will claim an equal
share of favor, especially the hose with
silk clocks in different colors, buffalo
browns, Russian calf and in all shades
of champagne, grey, white and green.
Gloves of silk and fabric will replace
leather gloves in a great degree on ac-

count of the high price of the latter.

DEMAND FOR HOSIERY IN NEW
SOUTH WALES

According to the "Weekly Bulletin"

issued by the Government there is a good
demand for hosiery, ladies' artificial silk

ankle and cotton leg, also all silk.

Colors required are black, white, and
fancy. There is also a demand for some
denims in grey or blue for workmen's
overalls, also blue drill for shirts, also

cotton gloves.

NO DECREASE IN PRICE OF
CLOTHES THIS FALL

Chicago tailors state that there will be

no decrease in prices of medium and
better-grade clothes, although there may
be a slight modification in charges in

lower grades containing reworked wool

(shoddy) and cotton. Continued high

price for raw material and increased

labor cost are the factors concerning

these prices.

ART DISPLAY FIXTURES
Soinething entirely neiv and made in

Canada for the first time by the Dale
Wa.v Figure Co. of Toronto. They are

very artistic and really works of art,

being surrounded by floral relief work
and finished in many colors such as

Old Gold, French Grey, Pearl Grey,

White, Etc., with gold relief.
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SALES CORPORATION
LIMITED

Are

Almost

Everybodys,

Are They

Yours?

Pull Together!
Man s Work Again—for Canada

in good old Peabodys

ASK Bill what he was doing a year ago: Building pontoon-bridges

chasing the fleeing Boche across the rivers he had held three years,

straight into Hunland. You KNOW what Bill is doing TO-DAY: He
is building' real bridges for peace-time GROWTH, the commerce, the

prosperity, the new happiness and content of Canada. And it's a man's
job. The sam.e boys whom we outfitted with fighting-clothes are back
on the Job now Fighting the Bigger, Better Battle of Peace in good old

Peabodys. Peabody Overalls and Peabody Gloves, worn wherever
there's a big job being done by real men.

So, Pull with Bill, Everybody—in §ood, old, honest Peabodys.

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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a
Challenge Cleanable Collars''

WE want every dealer who sells

"Challenge Cleanable Collars" to

have one of our counter collar stands.

Place it in your window or on your
counter, with a range of "Challenge
Cleanable Collars," and watch your
sales grow.

Finished in mahogany, they are de-

signed to harmonize with your fittings

generally.

Write to-day

The Arlington Company of Canada
LIMITED

Sales Offices : 63 Bay Street, TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg
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Reconstruction
We are entering upon the greatest period of Reconstmctlon
Canada has ever known. Industries which have been
restrained in order to give precedence to War Work, are

resuming their pre-war activity.

Our Boys are rapidly returning

from "Over There" and stepping

from the ranks to swell the

civilian work-a-day populace.

They will demand Canadian-
Made Goods—and rightly so.

THE DEMAND FOR TaPATCO GlOVES WILL BE GREAT
Leather Tip Heavy, Medium or Light-

Leather Faced Gloves weights
Jersey Gloves and Mitts Tan, Slate or Oxford

Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and
Band Top Styles

The American Pad & Textile Co.
CHATHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA
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There's going to be another
great run this Summer on
Carhartt'sAliovers forKiddies
ALTHOUGH
^^^we realized how
good the garments

were, how likely

they were to " take

with mothers of httle

folks, it was very en-

couraging the way
orders came m last

year for this popular

type of children's

overalls.

However, when you

come to think of it, this

result is hardly surpris-

ing after all. Mothers

for a long time have

been looking for some-

thing that would save

the youngsters' better

clothes and at the same
time keep them neat

and clean in appearance. Carhartt's All-

overs for Kiddies meet both requirements.

They completely protect the children's

clothes and stockings and at the same time

look stylish and smart.

Dressed in a suit of Carhartt's one-piece

Allovers the little ones can romp and play to

their hearts' content. Roomy and neat in cut,

Carhartt's Allovers are double-stitched

throughout, while the pearl buttons are

firmly sewn on. They are especially de-

signed to stand the strain of rough-and

tumble play. They are made up in

plain and fancy galatea in various sizes

and only have to be shown to find a

ready sale.

Carhartt's Allovers for Kiddies are now
being extensively advertised in a list of

women's magazines, circulating through-

out the whole Domi-

nion. Such publicity

is going to stimulate

further the demand for

these popular garments

and benefit the dealer

who carries them.

Send along your order

for a sample assortment.

You'll like them and

so will your customers.

Prices have now reached

rock bottom ; the cotton

market is stiffening up

as a result of the ab-

normal demand for raw

material, and prices far

from going lower are

likely to go higher. Moreover, there is a large

import business in sight, so that all in all it

would seem good business to order now while

we can supply your needs.

Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills, Limited

Manufacturers of Men's Overalls and Work^loves

and Carhartt Allovers for Men, Women and Children.

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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DRESS FABRICS
AND SILKS

Silks Firm Up Again
Unloading Ended—Buying Active—Fall Outlook Most Favorable—Satins, Taffetas, Crepes

to be Popular—Hairline Stripes for Fall Dresses.

THE past month has witnessed
marked revival of buying in the

silk trade. The public at no time
this year showed any marked inclina-

tion to hold off, and now slashing amon->'

wholesalers and jobbers has come to an
end. Raw silk has taken an inclination

\ipward again, reaching the highest point

attained last year. European houses are

again coming into the market, though
still of necessity with very high prices,

and there are buyers everywhere anxious
to place orders. The cutting of prices

among silk jobbers during February and
March was reason enough for many
buyers to wait until the "bottom" would
be reached. As a result goods that were
bought in those months meant the loss

of thousands of dollars to jobbers. They
had then to go into the market and found
that raws were again stiffening up. The
slashing had to cease. Buyers came to

them during April when their prices

were already steadying again, and one
firm stated that they did as much busi-

ness last month as they had done last

year, but this was offset to a great e.xtent

by the dullness and losses of the pre-

vious two months.

It looks now as if the trade were be-

coming permanently steadied with ac-

tivities likely to keep up for the balance
of this year at least. Beyond that those
best fitted to make predictions refuse
to state an opinion. They seem inclined

however to believe that it will take more
than UD to the middle of next year for
wool and cotton fabrics to get anywhere
on the road to stable conditions and that
silks will therefore hold the attention
of buyers and consumers for the next
few seasons. "We are optimistic con-
cernint.<- the future of the silk industry;
more so than we were a few months ago,
hut there is no accounting for the de-

tails which may affect it during the com-
ing year or two," said several wholesale
buyers to DRY GOODS REVIEW.

What's What for Fall

During several Fall and Winter sea-
sons past, fancy silks, it will be remem-
bered, have been chiefly of the plaid and
stripe effects suitable rather for separ-
ate skirts and trimmings than for whole
dresses. The other fancy lines have been
for linin.;s. It is thought that some in-

fluence will be felt this year from the

All Hiark and Bin t

Silk grenadine is beinju; shown for Summer aK:>in, and
over colors as well as self-tone. This "Mikado" cos-

tume for afternoons is of (inured hiack silk grenadine
over blue with hat matching.
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French and Swiss imports, resulting in

a fashion for dress silks embodying hair-

line stripes and similar patterns suit-

able for whole dresses.

Taffetas, too, are promised more recog-

nition as a Fall silk than they have had
of late. Possibly this is a retaliation for

the protruding of satin into Spring

affairs this year. Nevertheless taffetas

and satins are both promised goodly
favor for Fall. Charmeuse is especially

mentioned for high-class trade again
and doubtless taffetas in pastel tints will

have big call for misses' party frocks.

Lining silks will be almost exclusively

fancy for next Winter. Fur coats, sets,

coats, suits, capes, cloaks and wraps of

all kinds are featuring the richly printed

silks again.

Georgette Troubles

Crepes are again to the fore. Crepe
de Chine in heavy weight is especially

wanted for afternoon gowns. Georgette
crepe will be in strong demand again if

it does not lose public confidence because
of some very poor qualities which are
said once more to have found their way
into the market. In 1917 some of the
heavily-loaded Georgettes, which are not
really a crepe but an embossed chiffon,

were offered at prices below the original

Georgette and threatened for a time to

upset the market. They were suitable

enough for neckwear and other uses
vohere there is little strain, but for

blouses and dresses were found to be
very unsatisfactory. They would not
stand laundering or wear for any reason-
able time. However, the better goods
managed to hold their own and buyers
were well pleased who stuck to the real

crepe. Once more, however, some of the
lower-priced goods are to be had, and so

Ions: as it is hRndled and sold as such,
so that the public is aware of the differ-

ence between the flat thread of the em-
bossed fabric and the twisted woven
crepe, the sale of the former will not
tend so much tc> interfere with the
opinion of the latter. Buyers should be
careful to see that consumers are ac-
quainted with what they are getting and
not allowed to buy "Georgette crepe" at
various prices promiscuouslv. Whole-
salers state that the fabric of real crepe
construction cannot be retailed under
$2.50 a yard.

Some Revivals

For Spring and Summer there is some
revival noted in New York for moire
silks and for silk grenadines. Moires
might well come along for Fall uses in
this country. Indeed they are shown in

a few instances now, but they are a type
of fancy silk which would be very suit-
able for Fall gowns, when they are to
be had in the soft, all-silk grades.

Silk voiles, both plain and printed, are
liked for Summer frocks, and there is

every indication that they and Georg-
ettes will be highly favored all Summer.
Printed chiffons, too. are enjoying a good
deal of attention; they are to be had,
of course, at lower prices than the Georg-
ettes; it is probably in consequence of
these sheer silks worn over plain silk
slips that grenadines are brought out
again.

i
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SILVERTONES AND SUBDUED
CHECKS

Novelty Wool Fabrics For Fall—Henna, Beaver Brown, Taupe,

African Brown and Reindeer the Fancy Colors Which Are
Leading—Prices Temporarily Slightly Lower.
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INTEREST is keen for everything- in

dress fabrics for Fall merchandising.

Manufacturers have been making pur-

chases and are busy preparing their first

ranges of Fall samples in ready-to-wear

lines. These will in most cases be on

the road by the middle of May or dui'ing

the last two weeks of the month. For

the most part they have purchased only

enough of the few available novelties to

brighten up their stocks of staples with

which they are quite well supplied owing
to the poor business of last Fall. Their

indulgence in novelties can go little be-

yond some new tweeds for coats, fancy

skirting:^, subdued checks for suits and

silvertones for the beter grade coats. The
silvertones are attractive in finish and

color range, and the price is a little low-

er than last year—perhaps 10 per cent,

to 15 per cent, just to start the season.

It is thought by authorities in the trade,

however, that this recession may be a

thing of the past by the end of the year.

The Leading Colors

The novelty colors selected most fre-

quently in these silvertones by manufac-
turers and also by retailers are henna,

beaver brown, taupe, African brown, and

reindeer. In addition there are to be

had blues, greens, plum and purple. In

these shades, however, the trade seems
more inclined to the staple fabrics, which
will again have the leading place. For
suits, serge, tricotine, gabardine, light-

weight silvertones and silvertones which
have a plaid overcheck, also subdued
checks and olaids will be poonlar, it i =

believed. These latter are not reserved

for sports garments, but are being taken

up for regular street wear.

Suede-like fabrics are selling well in

the United States, but they are very
high in price—too Jiigh to be of much
importance in Canada.
There are some lightweight mixture

serges in one and two-toned checks and
stripes which are offered for separate

skirts and for children's dresses. These
will retail in the neighborhood of $1.75 a

yard.

Novelty Tweeds on the Market

For coats and sport skirts the newest
arrivals in novelty British tweeds are
interesting. Firms handling them feel

highly delighted at being able to get

such a range with conditions as they are
in the old land. High colors are inter-

mingled in some of these tweeds, such
as green, red and black; bright blues and
brown; white, gold, red and black;

brown, purple and black; heather mix-
tures, etc. Similar colors are blended in

the striped fabrics, and there is some-

times a white thread running through
with the stripes suggesting based stitch-

ing.

In the new cheviots there is a range
of some eighteen color shades from which
to select and in gabardines about ten,

so that it looks as if there will be enough
variety to satisfy the public, unless buy-
ers all choose the same few and push
them into popularity. Looking over the

past three winters we find the earliest

of them with a strong demand for bur-

gundy and taupe; following it taupe and
navy had a strong lead; last winter
navy blue was both the fashionable and
the staple shade and no other color ap-
proached it in demand, even for dressy,

fashionable apparel, so that so far as

color goes this coming Fall, there is little

guide for buyers, except the supply avail-

able and that is still largest in navy
blue. If there were sufficient variety in

material and colorings it is possible that

the subdued checks and hairline stripes

would have a decided vogue for the pub-
lic is about ready for novelties in suit-

ings and dress cloths, but this is scarcely

likely this year with the big stocks of

plain goods to be used up and mills un-
able to produce novelties in fine goods at

reasonable prices. Some interesting'

French suitings and dress goods are il-

lustrated and described in the Paris let-

ter elsewhere in this issue.

Buying is still being done in a hand-
to-mouth way as far as possible but it

is evident that the mills will be gov-
erned in the amount of output of novel-

ties by the readiness of the trade to

take them up at this season.

POCKET EDITION OF COLOR CARD
The Textile Color Card Association has

issued a pocket edition of the Fall 1919

season card. The colors, thirty-two of

which are in silk and ten in wool, are

exact duplicates of those on the regular

season edition, which was described last

month. In place, however, of the usual

cloth binding, this new card is made of

lightweight cardboard, with the ribbons

and woollen samples cut and pasted to

the card.

Convenient to carry and easy to mail,

these cards will be found suitable by
those needing quantities of cards for dis-

tribution purposes, especially in the ex-

porting trade.

A pocket edition of the Standard Card,
which contains 128 colors, may be is-

sued later.

The pocket edition of the Fall 1919

Card is sold only in quantities of twenty-
five and over. Single copies cannot be
purchased.



THE NEW IRISH LINEN SOCIETY
How and Why it is Organizing the Trade—Aims to Serve Producer and Consumer Alike

Trade Must Await Flax from Russia.

By Special Cot-respondent from Belfast, Ireland

THE Irish Linen Society is the
title which has been chosen for
the new selling organization form-

ed by the merchants engaged in the
linen trade of Belfast and district. This
organization has been brought into being
as a result of war conditions which have
made it imperative that not only must
the productive side be remodelled after
four years of Government control, but
the selling end must in the future pro-
vide a wider net to catch the world's
"buyers the moment the market recovers
and economic conditions of trade re-

assert themselves.
The first task the society has set it-

self is the popularizing of Irish linen in

America, where in pre-war days the bulk
of Irish linen found a ready market. By
embarking upon an extensive co-opera-
tive advertising scheme it is sought to

create a greater demand for linen pro-
ducts.

The question of expansion has been
before the whole trade for the period of
the war and was translated into definite
action on February 15 last, when an ad-
vertising campaign on a large scale
with an appropriation of £90,000, spread
over a period of three years, was opened
out in the trade papers of the United
States and Canada. If this initial out-
lay proves successful the promoters of
the scheme are fully prepared to invest
SIX times this sum in further publicity.

This is in itself sufficiently significant
to attract widespread attention, but the
aims of the society do not stop here. It

has before it the still wider programme
of encouraging the production and im-
proving the quality of the raw materials
by stabilizing the price and raising to
a uniform standard the growing of the
flax, the supplying of its own seed to
the growers, and the establishing of an
up-to-date scientific research department
in all the branches of manufacture.
By this means it is confidently hoped

to rebuild the fabric of the entire in-

dustry on a sound and lasting basis, and
to win for "true Irish linen" a vast num-
ber of staunch followers appreciative of
its excellent qualities.

A Trade Mark of Genuineness

A trade mark is now being chosen
which will be for consumers and dis-
tributors alike a guarantee of genuine-
ness,and members of the society will seal
their linens with the brand of the society
in the same way as the Government In-
spectors did as long aeo as the year 1800,
when they passed and sealed as perfect
the linens woven in Irish cottages, and
bleached on the village greens.
As the first stage of production the

organized linen trade is carrying on the
work of the Flax Society, Ltd., which
began its operations with Government
support and direction in 1918. Even-
tually an industrial council will be form-

ed on the lines of the Whitley Industrial
Council's scheme for reconstruction,
which will inherit the powers of the of-

ficial Flax Control Committee, set up
as a war measure by the Government,
and with the help of the Irish Linen So-
ciety, the Research Department,the Flax
Supplies Committee and the Flax So-
ciety, will control the raw material as
well as the manufacturing and selling-

ends, thus linking up the spinners, weav-
ers, dyers and makers-up of the finished

article, in all represented by about fif-

teen subsidiary trade associations
watching over particular interests.

It will then be realized how extensive
IS the province, yet how close the com-
biiiation uniting this big federation of

merchant interests.

Uncertainty of Future Supplies of Flax

The bar to immediate realization of
economic trade conditions is the question
of raw material which is at present
governing both prices and reduction. To
keep the Irish looms working at full

time for neirt; j'ear would require the
planting of 400,000 acres of flax. Last
year, 1918, Ireland only grew 130,000
acres. At the present time the trade
:s ^Aiorking three days a week, and it is

estimated that the 1918 crop has only
yielded sufficient flax to keep the looms
going at half time until the 1919 crop
becomes available. The trade is not

optimistic about the attitude of Irish

liax grower, whose keenness to sow has
beeii blunted by bad seasons and the dif-

ficulty in obtaining seed. It seems
doubtful whether there will be more than
100,000 acres under cultivation in the
coming season. As a measure of per-

suasion tho Government has definitely

decided to take over the 1919 crop, of-

fering 10'- a stone less than in 1918.

Ihis cannot he regarded as any criterion

of price, because the demand will natur-

ally regulate it. The whole question of

future supplies of raw material is ab-

solutely obscure, and must depend large-

ly on the prospects of importation to

which Russia, as the largest grower,
holds the key.

Prices Firm for Two Years

Taking into account the last factor

mentioned and imposing upon it shorter

working hours, and increased cost of la-

bor, a situation is arrived at making it

impossible for the prices of the finished

product to drop for at least two years.

There are at present small stocks of

linen on hand, which, if disposed of at

low prices, would nave the undesirable

effect of demoralizing the market. The
Irish Linen Society, whilst real-

izing that high prices are a
great enemy of popularity, desires

to keep the market steady, and
Continued on page 40

Novelty Woollen Fall Fabrics

1. Novelty tweed combininK' oranpfe, blues, greens, yellow, pink, black and white in "spec-
trum" .stripes. 2. New serpe in blue, brown and black colorinKs. ."$. Black and white
tweed with over-check .suffgested. 4 and .'). Tweed skirtings in novelty stripe effects
combining various colors. From the new lines of Dobenhams Ltd.



Cuts in Cottons May be Short-Lived
Mills Hint That Higher Costs of Raws May Force Revision Upward—Heavy Declines

to Cut Out Competition—Trade Fairly Well Protected

SCARCELY had the April cut in cot-

tons gone into effect when the word
went out from the mills that an ad-

vance again in many lines could be ex-

pected in the near future; prices in the

States—where slashes had been made in

many directions until the cost price had
been reached and passed on the downward
path—had begun to come back, and the
approaching of the signing of peace made
it likely that raw cotton prices would ad-
vance as indeed they were already doing.

Hence wholesalers were urged to place

their orders without delay, and word was
sent on to the retail trade to follow suit.

And there is every indication that the re-

cent decline in Canadian prices is but a
temporary swing of the pendulum. By
this it is not suggested that the top prices

of Spring, 1919, will be reached again;
only that there will be a "come back," to a
certain extent.

Some Reductions by Retailers

Inquiries among the retail trade as to

the result of the cut in prices—ranging
from 10 per cent, to as high as 40 per
cent.—lead to the impression that partial
reductions are being made in the stores.

The wholesalers, of course, responded to

the mills' new lists by corresponding cuts
in their own, applicable to all unfilled or-
ders. Thus on a portion of Summer lines

still undelivered, the retail trade will
benefit to the extent of the decline, and,
of course, on all Fall lines. Still on the
most of their Summer deliveries the re-
tailers will not secure the benefit of the

new prices. Ordinarily this would mean
that any reductions they made—particu-

larly if they attempted in any way to

meet the 15, 20, 25 and 33 13 per cent,

ones in the new lists of the mills, they
would be turning over their stock at a

loss, but the greater part by far of the

stocks throughout the country were
bought months ago; in many cases years

ago, and hence at lower prices than to-

day's.

Indeed a comparison with many of the

figures in the new lists shows that they

stand about midway between the prices

issued for Fall 1918, and those for Spring
1919. Hence those of the trade who
were covered even last Fall for this

Spring, or, of course, better still, one year
ago, can look on most of the present de-

clines with a contented mind. This does

not imply, however, that the trade as a

whole will, or should, meet the new prices,

until such time as they can benefit by them
in the new stock on their shelves. But
in many quarters, competition will force

such a course.

Where Declines Were Greatest

While it would appear that most lines

still run above the prices fixed for Fall

1918, in some others the new ones are far

below. This is, notably, in the heavier

lines, such as denims, and tickings, and
some numbers, for instance, of striped

flannelettes. In this connection there is

a far-reaching conclusion in the trade

that the Canadian mills in lines like

these, where competition from outside is

keen, were determined to cut the ground
from the feet of the outside salesmen by
meeting, or more than meeting, the very
heavy cuts they had made some weeks
before. That they succeeded in doing so

where they had set out to effect this, is

generally agreed. Probably it will be on

some of these lines that the upward move
that is now foreshadowed will take place.

Lower Prices on Undelivered Orders

The mills, as a rule, have taken a uni-

form course in allocating the advantages

of the lower prices. In some cases the

buyers are bound by a clause stamped
across the invoice that makes them liable

to take the goods at the contracted

price, no matter what the delay in de-

livery, or other reasons that abnormal
conditions might involve, provided the

goods are commercially equal to sample.

One mill in particular, that ordinarily ex-

pects its customers to accept the balance

of goods undelivered at the stipulated

prices, even if declines do go into effect,

has included all its customers, those with

goods still undelivered and contracted

for at the higher prices, in the new rates.

So that, throughout the whole trade, the

lower prices came into effect at once.

Some of the cuts run as high as 25

cents a yard. In the former $1.15 line

of sheetings the new price is 9* cents; the

80-cent price to 60 cents, from 61 Vz to

51% cents, and from 60 cents to 45 cents.

In denims the 47% -cent price is down to

37% cents, and another from 57% to 40

cents.

WHITE COTTONS
Former Present Decline
Price Price per yd.

1 17y2C 15c 2i^c
2 25c 20c 5c
3 32y2c 27y2C 5c
4 35y2C 30c 5c

COTTONADE
1 52y2C 42y2C 10c
2 57y2C 37y2C 15c
3 65c 52y2C 12y2C
4 45c 37y2C 7y2C

SHEETING
1 55c 40c 15c
2 60c 45c 15c
3 67y2C 5iy2c 16c
4 72y2C 57y2C 15c
5 80c 60c 20c
6 1.15 90c 25c

DENIMS
1 47y2C 32i^c 15c
2 57y2C 40c 17y2C

GREY COTTONS
Former Present Decline
Price Price per yd.

1 18V^c 13c 5y2C
2 19iAc 14c 514c
3 20c 15c 5c
4 25c 18y2C 6y2C
5 32J^c 27y2C 5c
6 32%c 25c 7%c

STRIPED FLANNELETTE
1 25c 21c 4c
2 32y2C 26y2C 6c
3 38y2C 30c 8y2C
4 45c 31c 14c

TICKING

1 30c 20c 10c
2 32y2C 22y2C 10c
3 45c 35c lOc
4 55c 43y2C liyac
5 66c 47y2C 18y2C
6 67y2C 57y2C 10c

APRON GINGHAMS
Former Present Decline
Price Price per yd.

1 25c 24^c Vtc

2 30c 27y2C 2>4c

3 37y2C 36i^c Ic

WHITE FLANNELETTE
1 23ir^c 19y2C 4c

2 25c 2iy2C SMc
3 27%c 22%c 5c

4 32y2C 27V4C DC

5 35c 29V^c 5V^c

6 37y2C 32»^c 5c

DUCK
1 32780 27c 5T'8C

2 42%c 35c 7%c
3 52%c 44c 8»4c

4 64y8C 52^20 ll%c

Table showing declines in staple cotton lines during first week in April. These changes are said to be temporary and
mills state that higher figures will be quoted again in the near fxiture.
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Ginghams to be Higher in the U. S.

Trade reports from the United States

agree that higher prices are to be expec-

ted in cottons for the future. One of

these lines is dress ginghams. The prices

that have been named for Fall are higher

than they had been anticipating. Some
of the Western jobbers have been selling

lines at 18 cents that it will cost them
17% cents to fill at the new prices. It

is stated further that "two of the largest

dress gingham mills in the country have
not turned a wheel for three months, and
others have been running short time be-

cause of labor troubles. With production

short, agents say a relatively high price

was unavoidable."

Another report states: "The change
that has come over the silk and cotton

goods division has been remarkable in

that sales are now being made at prices

far advanced above the levels traders

would accept in the middle of March.
There is a sharp demand for some of

these cloths to be rushed to converting
establishments and finishers of these

goods are being urged to hurry out

goods that have hardly been in their

hands a week or two."

Colored Lines

The colored lines show about an equal
reduction. These work out at about
mid-way between the prices for Spring,

1918, and Spring, 1919. For instance,

in points, the Spring opening price in

one line was 26%c; the April price as

reduced, 2IV2C, and the price for Spring,

1918, was 16i/4c. The last, however, ran
up to 23 finally for sorting.

In dressed duck the Spring, 1919, price

was 22%c, now it is nV2C, and one
sorting price in Spring, 1918, was 20c,

but again the last finally rose to 25c.

In sateens one line was 30c this Spring,

now it is 25c; one year ago it was lOVaC.

In foulard linings the price for Spring
was 22%c, now it is 17%c, and one
year ago it was ISV^c.

The three corresponding prices on a
line of cotton cashmeres were 30c, 25c

and lOi/^c.

Dress ginghams, however, have been
about the lowest right through, and
on these no reduction has been made.
Wholesalers in these lines are looking

for increases soon, however, cotton

flannelettes having gone up 1 cent early

in May and others are pending.

BRITISH COTTON KING LEAVES
$23,000,000

Lord Gientanar, formerly Mr. Thomas
Coats, of the house of J. and P. Coats,

the cotton thread manufacturers of

Taisley, who died in Novem.ber last, has
icTt estate valued at £4,642,263, on which
£865,399 death duty has been paid.

NEW BOARD OF TRADE REGULA-
TIONS FOR COTTONS

The President of the British Board of

Trade, after considering the recommen-
dations of the Consultive Council en
imports, has given the following direc-

tions:

That no ration is to be granted for

cotton hosiery otiier than in the piece,

for which a ration of fifty per cent, ol

i91G imports is to be allowed.

That no restrictions are to be regained

on cotton yam and grey and bleachea

cloth other than cotton duck, after April

bO.

That dyed colored and printed cotton

^oods are to be admitted freely from all

sources.

Looks Favorable For U.S.

A large textile manufacturer in the

United States vv^ho recently has returned

from a trip to France and England,
where he spent several weeks studying

the whole industrial situation, takes an
optimistic view of the future of Ameri-
can textile industries. While he fully

appreciates that very few American tex-

tiles can be exported to France at pre-

sent, due to the natural desire of the

people there first to restore and then

to protect their own industries, and the

necessity of safeguarding as far as pos-

sible the exchange situation, yet in the

not distant future the United States, he

believes, will have the opportunity to

aid in reconstruction by both financing

and furnishing promptly the necessary

equipment.

He is especially optimistic as to the

future of the textile industry. The
American mills, he recognizes, are at

present going through a period of racial

adjustment which was inevitable follow-

ing war conditions and many problems

will have to be solved. Yet comparative-

ly few mills have been built during the

past five years, w^hile hours of labor nv.d,

therefore, the production of the mills,

is being reduced. The consuming power
of the American public has increased

during the past few years; in fact, the

sales of the retail dry goods stores have

kept up even during the readjustments

of the past Winter. In addition to the

home demand there is bound to be an

increasing export demand, for Russia

and Germany are temporarily, at least,

entirely out of the world's business.

Wages have been increased and hours

of labor reduced in England, in addition

to the tremendous increase in the cost of

coal and all supplies going into the manu-
facture of goods. This same condition

is true in the United States, but not

relatively to the same extent. This in-

creased cost is an especially serious thing

for a country like England, which is so

dependent on its,export business. France

not only has lost about a third of her

textile machinery, but her wages have

increased greatly and the dem.-^nd for

shorter hours will be granted. Moreover
the United States have more generally

adopted labor-saving devices and
methods to accompany shorter hours

and higher wages. This manufactui'er

feels assured that with a strong homo
demand and larger opportunities for an

export trade, the United State? textile

industry should be on a stable basis for

some years, provided labor is reasonable

in its demands and the enrployers nie^t

the new problems and new conditions

with both sympathy and courage.

THE SURPLUS AEROPLANE LINEN

The thirty-one million, nine hundred

and seventy thousand, seven hundred

and twenty-five yards of linen no longer

required for aeroplanes is apparently

sLill a deadweight in the hands of the

Bncish Government. Although at pre-

sent it is not fulfilling the useful func-

tion of covering the "human form

divine," its existence is useful as a source

oi "copy" to journalists. Now that it has

been so thoroughly advertised it is pretty

certain that the trade can be confiacntly

left to do the rest in due season.

HUGE PROFIT INCREASES

D. H. Evans and Co, Ltd., the well-

known West-Eind of London drygoods-

nien, report as follows for the past year:

The gross profit amounts to £280,140,

being an increase of £55,000 over that of

Che previous year. The profit carried

to the balance sheet amounts to £94,465,

bviing an increase of £25,148. The sum

of £10,500 had been voted to the stafi

benevolent fund. This year it is pro-

posed to devote to that fund a further

5,000 guineas. The value of stocks held

amounts to £155,917, an increase of

£19,000 over last year.

John Barker and Company, of Ken-

sington, report a most successful year

for their large departmental store. The

net profit for the past twelve months

was £133.300, in comparison with £115,-

300 for the previous year. This enables

the dividend to be raised from 10 to 11

per cent. Appropriations are £10,000

to special reserve, £5,000 to general re-

serve, and £2,000 to employees' bene-

volent fund. The carry forward is raised

from £32,600 to £54,200.

Yet another famous London dry goods

score, Fretlerick Gorringe, Ltd., has

made remarkable profits for the past

twelve months, and reports a steady

progress in business during the past four

years. For 1915-16 the profit total was

£32,200, the followhig year it rose to

£39,500, while for 1917-18 the figure was

just short of £50,000. The report for

1918-19 shows a record profit of £57,800.

Special allocations total £10,625 and

£13,800, against £11,300 carried forward.

THE NEW IRISH LINEN SOCIETY

Continued from page 38

by the careful regulation of the various

interests involved, to feel its way to-

wards a gradual reduction of the cost of

the finished article, based upon a rea-

sonable working profit, and in the best

services of the producer and consumer

alike.

Great emphasis is laid upon the fact

that it is not the purpose of the industry

to create a monopoly, or trust in linen as

such, but to so constitute the conditions

0^" trade that the various associations of

merchants within it will have the power

to put a stop to any unjustifiable in

flation of market values, or unfair com-

petition amounting to the old evil of

"cutting."
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SUMMER COTTONS
Pinks for Sheer Goods, Blues for Suitings, Liked by Toronto

Women—Fancy Voiles at $1.50 Ready Sellers

—

Daintv Floral Patterns for Girls and Misses.

IF one judges by what has been sell-

ing in the large stores so far, one may
easily concur with the buyer in one

of Toronto's leading stores, who stated

to DRY GOODS REVIEW that every-
thing is going to be good this Summer
in cottons. Nevertheless there are

some features of both merchandise and
buying which are of trade interest. In

the first place the above-mentioned buy-
er remarked that sales in cotton goods,
for the past four months, are easily

33 1-3 per cent, ahead of last year for

the same period. The fine, early weath-
er is largely responsible for the differ-

ence, and upon it will depend the suc-

cess of Summer cottons in the next
three months.

Staple gootls, such as prints, are to be
had at about the same prices as a year
ago, or even a fraction lower. A good
range of patterns is to be had in the

staple lines also. Those which had to

sell last year at 25c. to 30c. do not go
beyond 25c. These before the war were
10c. or 121/^c.

Fancy goods, over the counter, have
advanced slightly over last year and
not a great deal since before the war.
The voiles which sold then at $1.25 are
now .$1.50, not an appreciable differ-

ence as affecting sales. "And it is much
easier to sell our $1.50 voiles than it is

the $1 voiles, because of better colorings

and weaves," said Miss Geer, of the

Robt. Simpson Co., Ltd. This seems to

be the case in smaller cities as well. They
are nearly all finding the better goods
still the most wanted.

75-cent Suitings Liked

In ginghams, poplins, and other Sum-
mer suitings 75 cents is the popular
price being paid. In yardage fancy
voiles take the lead so far, and all the
other lines, such as basket cloth. Rocky
Mountain cloth and Palm Beach cloth in

plain colors are about equally popular.
Their sales will no doubt be better
still if the Summer proves a hot one.
Linpns sell well, but cannot be featured
because of their scarcity. Only a few
pieces in blue, pink, oyster, white and
grey are shoA\m.

In suitings, blue tones have the lead
in colors, with rose, grass green, and the
other offerings following. In voiles and
other sheer goods, pink is the favorite
apart from the dark mixtures which are
the safe buys at this season. Foulard
patterns in black and white, navy and
white, and Alice blue and white are snap-
ped up very quickly. "We have never
before had such a wide range of black
and white patterns in voile, and they are
all selling," said Miss Geer, mentioned
above. "We have only two patterns left

in navy and white and one in Alice blue.

These are in big demand." While plain
voiles are in fair demand fewer are
selling than did generally before the
war. The imperfect weaving in the plain
voiles available has allowed Georgette
crepe and the silk voiles to be used
where plain cotton voiles were chosen
formerly.

Compared with other seasons plain
colored organdies are selling in Toronto
very well. They show some little in-

crease over last year.

Swiss Goods Here Again
In fine white goods there are some of

the Swiss voiles and organdies shown,
the first for some time. These retail at

$2 a yard. They have a tiny figure em-
broidered all over and are very fine and
evenly woven. Plain French and Swiss
voiles and organdies are to be had in

white, but the price is around $1.50 a

yard, and unless for special purposes
most people prefer the fancy printed ef-

fects.

Light figured voiles in fine floral de-

signs are liked for girls and misses, and
there is a big sale for the silk and cotton
mixture "Georgette." Printed mixtures
in foulard and spider-web patterns are
selling readily, chiefly for linings.

THE NEW FALL SILKS
SOME of the leading New York houses

have brought out several new and
interesting productions in silks for

Fall. "Highlight" is a new light lustre

crinkled satin-faced crepe for dresses.

It is shown in the new cotillon shades.

"Crepe Silhouette" is another new
dress silk, also featured in shades for

dance frocks. It is claimed to be espec-
ially adaptable for the silhouette spon-
sored by Hickson—full over-skirt and
tight bodice.

"Dovedown" is a chiffon silk duvetyn
of soft texture as its name implies.

Novel Satins

Satin fabrics are numerous. "Satin de
Luxe" is for wraps and tailored effects;

satin "Sonata" has a vague line or stripe

in the weave which suggests the effect

of a crepe chiffon. In the darker shades
this is being taken for street and after-

noon frocks and in lighter tones for ela-

borate evening gowns.
"Chinchilla" satin is another novelty.

It is really a Roshanara crepe on one side

And has a satin surface on the other,

ft is especially for tailored frocks and
separate skirts. Kumsi-Kumsa, one of

the Spring silks, is shown again for Fall

in a range of street shades for wraps
and dresses in plaid combining black with

green, purple, henna, or brown.
"Whippoorwill," of the same family

as that just mentioned, has the crepe or

rib much finer and more regular, and is

suitable for evening dresses, or in darker
shades for afternoon.

The new prints in the indestructible

voiles and in the Pussy Willow silks and
satins all seem to tend to the larger

effects, not the extremely large figure

effects, but there are few of the small,

all-over designs which were recommend-
ed for Spring.

New metal brocades are done on both

voile and satin and show golden apple

designs, leaf and poinsettia patterns,

drooping flower sprays and a plaid of

fine leaf vine effect crossing the fabric

diagonally.

For linings and wraps there -is a big-

range to choose from. One firm has a

series of seven combinations in nine

colors under the name of "Cinderella"

prints. They appear in blues, browns,

greens, and some with touches of gold.

There are also jacquard Cinderella

prints. These are made in jacquard

weave with varied desings worked out

and then they are printed.

Another series is of Persian effect in

six-color combinations, including jade,

bronze, brown and navy, all with gold.

A bird series is also shown, and one of

wheat.
Autumn Colors

There are striking combinations in the

autumn colorings. There is an acorn de-

sign, reproduced in a variety of color-

ings, and an oak-leaf design, equally ef-

fective. Floral designs are in large

effects. The Pershing orchid is various-

ly introduced, and a sunburst floral de-

sign and some brilliant and striking

colors and designs are produced in the

hand-blocked Puss^ WiUow satins, show-

ine bouquets of field flowers in their

natural colors, poppies, daisies, pussy

willows and cornflov/ers on such vivid

grounds as bright yellow and map-enta.

These are effective on navy as well.

There are some charming Japanese

prints and Persian effects, and an un^^er-

water design, which is unusual in color.

BRITISH DYES SUPERIOR TO GER-
MAN

(By London Correspondent)

Manufacturers are unanimous in the

opinion that British dyes are better than

the German. At the outset makers of

British dyes were not able to supply all

the ranges in color, but now it is pos-

sible to get any shade. Generally speak-

ing, firms are more than satisfied with

the work of the dyers, and the prospects

of the two big firms engaged in this new
industry are considered very favorable.

The cost of dyeing to-day is increased

more than three times pre-war scales.

LONDON, ENG., CLOTHING GUILDS
FAVOR RESEARCH

A meeting of the representatives of

tne City Guilds connected with tiie cloLii-

ing trades declared tiiemselves in favov

ol encouraging scientific research and

invention and the revival of appreuLice-

biiip, and tne establishment of a trade

university.
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"SPERO" MAKE on Selvedge

ii your protection and our guarantee of quality

SPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALU E AT
EVERY PRICE

BRITISH / mSr iJiiJ MAKE

SUPER-STANDAKDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOODS.
"The Best in the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCHESIFR, ENGLAND

MILLS ON MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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GUARANTEEp

COTTON FABRiCSi
TEXTILE CO'
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A. G. B.

FABRICS
ON YELLOW
BOARDS ONLY

MADE IN FRANCE

We are now soliciting Import and Stock Orders for

Fall delivery, at interesting prices.

Write us for further information and prices, on

French-made Crepe de Chines, Georgette Crepes,

Chiffon, Ninons—and Novelties.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie.
PARIS TARARE

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto

Adelaide 3062

LYONS

Special Notice
On and after May 1st, we shall carry a

Stock in Montreal of

"Pure Wool Scotch Tweeds"
ON ACCOUNT OF

HEATHER MILLS COMPANY
SELKIRK, SCOTLAND

We are also offering for immediate delivery

SPECIAL VALUES
IN

ALL WOOL SERGES
TABLE LINENS, HANDKERCHIEFS, ETC.

INQUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & Co.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING

10 VICTORIA STREET, MONTREAL

Wide-Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-
dict for their ability to supply the
public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades
Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flannelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the
foolish mistake of delayed buy-
ing.

4^7ecac^^fv
'JB.eXl.exH^UO'^^^S^
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BRITAINS BEST
LEMEILLEURDEL\ GR4NDE BRETAGNE

VELVETEENS

Equal to

Silk

but at a

quarter

the price

The
most

'suitable

tissue for

Autumn
wear.

"ECOVEL" 27", "LA MODE" 44"."^ Also made in 22", 24". Fast Pile and Fast Colour.

Samples now being shown by our Representatives, Delivery can be made immediately.

CROCKER, SONS & CO., LIMITED
LONDON, ENGLAND

iiiriiiiiiiifi\
1 1 Mill ill IMM
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A. B.C. Code, sth Edition
5 :>' Telegrams: " Subdue London."

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and

Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES SHEPHERD CHECKS
CHEVIOTS FACE CLOTHS
TWEEDS SPONGE CLOTHES
TARTANS EOLIENNES
WHIPCORDS ARMURES
SUITINGS GEORGETTES
COATINGS FANCIES

During the season our representative in the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,
London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries
should be addressed to him as follows: H. D. Marshall, Stair Bldg., corner Bay
and Adelaide Sts., Toronto. Phone Main 3354.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.

Vogues may vanish, but the vogue of a

fabric by which Fashion always finds ex-

pression goes on year after year and fur-

nishes the merchant with the goods upon
which he depends for steady business.

Such a fabric is

B. D. A. Mohair
which does not wrinkle, resists dust and
dampness and is ideal for indoors and out

;

for town or travel—so practical and durable
that it has earned its title as ''the Mohair of
Maximum Merit."

Stock it now for Summer selling.

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION, Ltd

of I5RADF0RD, ENGLAND
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SUCCESS MEANS MORE THAN GIVING SATISFACTION
Customer Must be Happy in Wearing Her Pdat, Says Miss M. Wright, Long Established in

Toronto-—Two Hats in Window and Many Inside Make Sales Easier— Better
Prices Coming.

THERE is

scarcely a

discriminating

woman in Toronto

who is not acquaint-

ed with the millin-

ery shop of Miss M.

Wright, located at

672 Yonge Street.

There can surely be

no busier shop of

its size and kind

anywhere, for on

bright days women
love to go to Miss

Wright to see what
she has new in hats,

and the showroom
is often really

crowded. It is .i

store similar in

many ways to tha:

of Mrs. Allan J.

Smith described in

last month's DRY
GOODS REVIEW,
and yet distinct dif-

ferences are ob-

vious. Miss Wright
has been at the

above location tor

some years now and
has had ample Lime

to feel the pulse of

response to her care

and thought in de-

veloping a high-

class of merchandise Showing front of Mis

as well as artistic

window displays, all

of which, to say the least, is interesting.

Miss Wright not only wants her cus-

tomers to be suited in their purchases
but happy as well. This latter is a
pomt which she emphasizes very strong-

ly when discussing: her methods. She
not only wants her customer to have
a hat which is suited to her but one in

wnich she isr rt'iily happy. That is, the

cu.stomer must not only make a purchase
which IS correct as to i-ules and regula-

tions of lin?, PDc] color, but one in its

harmoniou.5 whole which is highly plcas-

mg, and one which sne is happy in wear-
ing. To a?si«t a customer to this

achievement is one of Miss Wright's de-

lights and one which has helped to es-

An Effective Window

s M. Wright's millinery shop, at 672 Yonge St.

in accompanying article.

Laulish her business upon such a per-

manent basis.

"One method will not do for every-
body," said Miss Wright to DRY GOODS
REVIEW. "It is very necessary to study
every customer as she comes in; to study
her mood, her attitude, and her whole
temperament, and to be able to respond
i-o it in a manner which, without aggres-
sion, pleases her."

Frequently a customer is undecided
betwecm two iiats. Then comes the

problem: The customer asks Miss
Wrigiit which she would advise, and Mias
Wright has to consider that both hats:

• are becomuig, there may be a price dif-

ference and there may not, one is per-

haps Ivlids Wrights
own choice, while
the other has some
one feature which
makes a strong ap-
peal, and she must
still hold to some
extent a final court
of appeal for the
customer. Such a
crisis occurred while
the representative
of DRY GOODS
REVIEW was in

the shop. One wo-
man and her friend

had the choice boil-

ed down to two.

One of the hats w&s
a navy blue combin-
ation of Milan and
tafl'eta, very smart
and distinctive in

line, a tailored

model, the other,

also navy blue, was
a clever little

beretta shape with

a garland of tiny

flowers around it.

The note of color

was its strongest

link with the cus-

tomer's affections.

Her mother liked

flowers, so did her
nusband; she knew
they would prefer
that model; it was

becoming, she liked it herself, but
the other was more distinctive and had
more real character, though no color was
introduced other than the navy blue,

which forme'! at once hat and trimming.
"Which do you prefer?" was the critical

question put to Ml^.s Wright.
'T had told her already my preference

but did not think it wise to restate it'

at Uiis juncture. I wanted her to make
her own ciioice. The attractiveness of
both hats was before her; I could not
go back on what I had already said of
my own choice of the two, and I feit

that she would be satisfied with either

one, but I wanted uer to be more than
satisfied; I wanted her to be happy in

Toronto, described
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wearing the one she decided upon, and

one IS not happy wearing a hat that

uces not please one's friends. I tnmk
she will be happy in her selection thou^l'

I preferred the other one on her."

Miss Wright is one of those wise mil-

liners who pays close attention to Lhe

6^lllng value of her window. The win-

dow itself is an artistic one with a

natural oak panelled background an^i

plate glass panes, as are seen in the

accompanying illustration. These neu-

tial tones allov.' full expression to the

hats on display. Through the centre

Lne passerby gets a glimpse of soft

rose color, shed from a pedestal lamp
with large silk shade, inside the store.

The window itself has curved corners

and no scams between Lhem to spoil tiie

effect of the two or occasionally threo

hats displayed on stands as the picture

indicates. Some times a veil or a scarf

or a drape of ribbon is shown as well.

Featured Seasonal Colors

Early tnis Spring when certain colois

were rettivmu' much comment there

would be seen two or tliree hats all

Tcaturing one color; the next dny or two
another color would be shown. Miss
Wright was one of the first to s'^'OvV in

her window jay blue niO'leh, whi.'h met
with 50 much favor. In January on-,

day the silver and cerise combination
7vas observed, then henna was in line,

cheriy red, gold and black brocade

—

each had their "day." Those in the win-
dow at the time the photo was taken
were afternoon niodcls, one in navy blue

and Georgette with large 'ipray of hand-
made flowers and Georgette scarf; the
otner was in glossy black lisere witr

maline brim barred with lisere.

Inside the shop the customer is de-

lighted with the large show casts. Here
she may look over a great many moaeis
at her left, her right, or across the back
of the room, and in a very few seconds
form an impression of the "nice" class

of millinery carried, and of a model nere
and there which is the color, the size,

or the shape which is suitable for her-

self. This generous display, arranged of

coarse with care and nith the hats vvtli

protected, facilitates the work of selling

Lo a considerable extent. Dressing tables
and chairs, also wall mirrors are placed
at convenient locations for comfortable
selection.

Miss Wrig'ht has a book in which she
enters the name and address of pur-
ciiasers, the new ones being added to a
permanent list. Once a season she sends

0^=iO-®^'

An
Alluring
Picture

Hat ^

The delicate
black lace
which forms
the brim veils a
wreath of blue
daisies and
pink roses and
the net crown is

swathed in
shimmer ing
blue ribbon. It

is a desirable
model to ac-
company the
beautiful Sum-
mer gowns of
lace which are
to be worn this

year.

"Millinery is gradually getting back
to its old place of importance," said

Miss Wright. "We are selling a great

many more imported and pattern hats

this season than during the war, and
customers are showing more care in

selection, all of which indicates tiie im-

portance ol millinery under stable con-

ditions. Prices, too, are getting better,

iiiey did not begin to be as high during

Lhe war as costs v.-arranted. Buckram,
which used to cost $1.50 in 1914, has risen

to $5.50, and everything else is at least

double, with selling prices even less than
they were. iVIiliinery is due to bring
higher prices for a few years to come in

order to make up for the extremely close

margins of profit necessitated by the

war. We used to .sell many hats at

$45, $50 and $60, and have even sold

one as high as $85. This year we have
sold a number at $25 and a few higher

than that, which is an improvement ovei

the last couple or three years, but really

beautiful millinery with selected trim

mmg, much hand work in the making,
and designs of value, is returning now
so that the future of millinery looks very

bright."

shape from crown to edge of brim and
under it, and are woven over the crown.

The trimming is fern leaves and dusters

of forget-me-nots, the ferns making a

lacey veil over the crown and the flowers

a dainty garland effect on the top edge
of the brim.

Henderson & Smyth, Ltd., of Montreal,

Toronto, and Winnipeg, have received

word that W. R. Mathews, who has been

looking over the silk situation in Japan
for them, is on his way home. Mr.
Mathews spent several months in Japan
and reports that there will be no im-

mediate change in the conditions there.

out announcements to those listed and
finds that customers like to be reminded
ill this way of Miss Wright's interest
in them as well as of new hats ready to
be inspected

A NEW KIND OF "STRAW"

Another novelty has come out of

Boston! Last month it was the fish

iiat. This month it is corn husks! What
is Boston coming to? The corn husks
are not really so grotesque as one might
imagine. Tliey are wound over a wire

E. S. Mathews, who lately joined the

firm to take charge of the laee and rib-

bon department has sailed on the Mileta

for Switzerland and will be away for

several months.
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DYNAMO BRAND

By this Mark you are enabled to

recognize MALINES which can-

not be equalled in Quality—absolute

Exclusiveness and Economy,

"Dynamo Brand'' Malines
Are guaranteed Rainproof. They resist Rain—Dampness

—

Snow—Sun and Perspiration.

They excel where others fail, and they naturally become the

ideal Maline for Millinery and for Maline Scarves, so appro-
priate for evening wear. They are economic, because one
yard of Dynamo Maline offers more advantages than two
yards of any other make. Buy Dynamo Maline, it is the

Original Guaranteed Rainproof Maline.

MONTREAL
Room 705
Read Bldg.

Tel: Main 6524

CHAS. MOUTERDE {United Makers)
The only selling agents for Gros Million & Co. of Lyons [France) for the

Dominion of Canada. IVe only sell to the WhoUiuler s.

80 Wellington
St. West

TORONTO
Tel. Adel. 4184

MILLINERY AND HABERDASHERY WIRE
Chenilles, Hat Braids, Dress and Mantle, Dress Cords and Girdles, Artificial Silk, Braids
and Ribbons, Embroidery Silks, Tassels, Pom, etc. Upholstery Cords and Trimmings, Scroll,

Argyle, Saddle Bag and Flat Gimps, DRESS FRINGES, Tassels, etc.
MADE IN SILK, COTTON, WOOL, ETC.

Artificial Silk Straw Braids for Millinery Hat Manufacturing.
SUPPLIERS TO WHOLESALERS AND SHIPPING HOUSES

SHIPPING AND STRICTLY WHOLESALE TRADE ESPECIALLY CATERED FOR

tele(;rams :

davenport
MA<;CLESi'TELI) P. DAVENPORT MANCHESTER

OFFICE:
39 pic(;adilly

BRIDGE ST. MILLS MACCLESFIELD, ENGLAND
[Canadian Aftent: R. C. PARSONS, .14 FRON I SI'. WEST, TORON lO
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Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades
FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS
DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

845 St. Paul St. Montreal

Mathematics
PROBLEM:

To dispose of, or to obtain some-

thing or someone.

SOLUTION:
A Dry Goods Review Condensed Ad.

COST:
Five cents per word per insertion.

Ten cents extra per insertion for

box number.

RESULTS:
Just what you were looking for.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Avenue

TORONTO

j^ccess'of your May busi"
ness^e^hends largely upon
your "ji^flity to interest your
txadeSn styles wHieli are
dif-

rAwE Mats possess this in-

tangible quality to a marked
degree. Both the Chicago and
New York establishments will
show them

We Solicit

Your
Inspection

rS^York

PRODUCERS
Of CORRECT

Mltt-INEHV

Paris ^^--jiii
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Furs Go Higher in April Sales
Australian Opossum up 35%; Muskrat up 5%—Most Other Popular Furs Showed Ad-

• vanres Also—Prices Must Remain High for Next Winter,

THE New York fur sales that took
place in. April made a new high
record in the volumes and prices

of the goods that were offered for sale

and purchased. Whatever idea anyone
in the trade might have had that the

prices of skins would show a decline af-

ter the war these must be dissipated once
and for all, after this second series of

sales since the armistice was signed.

While the January sales showed figures

in many cases higher than ever before,

the range of prices at the April sales

was still higher. The surplus stocks that

some felt were being carried and that

must be sacrificed later in the season
did not appear, or, if they did, they were
well disguised. The manufacturers who
have been holding off for several months
find now that they are compelled to go
into the market to secure their supplies

for Fall, and have been doing so on a

larger scale than heretofore this year.

With few exceptions they find the prices

higher than ever before and on this ac-

count it is probable that the later lists

for sorting business will be revised on

a still higher scale than for placing or-

ders this Spring.

Some of the largest increases were in

opossum, which is coming to be used
a great deal for trimming purposes.
Australian opossum was 35 per cent,

higher and ringtail 25 per cent, higher
than in January. One of the largest

advances was in marten, which is com-
ing to be used more in Canada, and was
60 per cent, above the January prices.

Silver fox, both the medium and low-

grade, was 50 per cent, up, with fresh

black skins 15 per cent, up, and clear

skins 10 per cent, higher.

There was no change in white fox
and grey fox was 15 per cent, lower.

Red fox on the other hand was 10 per
cent, up, and cross fox the same.
With the steady use of wolf the north-

ern and south-west(nn brought a 10 per

cent, advance. Seal on the other hand
showed no change. Squirrel was 20 per

cent. up.

The price of mink was for the north-

ern, 35 per cent, up, and south-western
"0 per cent.

Ko'insky, which in its various forms is

in stron'^ fi.vor for trimming, wa.s 20

per cent, up; badger was 30 per cent.;

flying squirrel, 10 per cent.; Japanese
marten, 35 per cent.; Japanese frx, 10

per cent. up.

Muskrat, which has been exceedingly
high owing to the very strong demand
for Hudson seal coats, and also from the

fact that the trapping has been rather
less for the past couple of years, was
5 per cent, higher, with the black, 10

per cent, higher. Skunk on the other

hand showed no change for any variety.

Bear—for the black, 10 per cent, up, and
the brown, no change; grizzly, 20 per
cent, higher, and Polar, 50 per cent

higher.

Ermine, which is not growing in favor
particularly, partly on account of its

exceedingly high cost, showed no change
in prices. Civet cat was 10 per cent,

higher, with house cat 15 per cent. up.

Mole, in spite of its populai'ity for sets

this year, showed no change. Nutria
was 10 per cent, higher.

Raccoon, both the northern and south-

western, showed no change over January
prices, and Australian rabbit was also

the same. Fisher was 60 per cent, up
and Russian sable 30 per cent. Beaver
was 10 per cent, higher than in January.

the corporation since its foundation, and
who now becomes chairman of the board
of directors.

Annuncement was also made that the
next fur sale will begin on October 13.

N. H. BACON BECOMES HEAD OF
FUR CORPORATION

N. H. Bacon, who is well known to the

fur trade all over the world, through his

15 years of association with the Hud-
son's Bay Co., as fur trade commission-
er, has been made president of the New
York fur auction sales corporation. Dur-
ing the war Mr. Bacon was associated

with the New York office of the French
High Commission, and purchased all

the American and Canadian supplies,

excepting munitions, used by the French
Government. During this period he was
also active director of a fleet of thirty

ships, which had been assigned for the

transport of these goods to France.

Mr. Bacon is now abroad in the inter-

ests of the corporation and is expected

to assume his duties in New York some
time during the Summer. He succeeds

Chas. S. Porter, who has been head of

NEW FUR COMPANY
A new fur concern has been organized

at Quebec, under the name of Eastern
Canada Fur Co., with Quebec capital.
J. A. Daignault, for a number of years
connected with Revillon Freres of Mon-
treal, in the capacity of manager, will
be the managing director.

It is understood that the offices and
warehouses of the company will be lo-.

cated in Quebec. It will have suitable
steamers for seal hunting in Canada's
northern seas, and the further parts of
the Province of Quebec.

SMALL FUR NECKPIECES IN
VOGUE

Many of the popular Spring and early
Pummer furs this year are much
smaller than those in vogue during re-

cent years. Little "collars" of mink,
sable, ermine, etc., merely fasten snugly
around the throat; some have one long
end and some remain quite trig and
short and do not begin to cover the

opening left by the low-necked blouses

and dresses. Inconsistent—therefore,

fashionable, some would say. Never-
theless, these little furs look smart with

tailored suits and will look well in the

early Fall, if not in July!

INFORMATIVE REVIEW OF FASH-
ION PICTURES

Early Britons Wore Modern Sports
Costumes

"The book of fashion is one of the

most interesting and intensely human
we can read," said Mrs. J. E. Elliott,

when she spoke to the Women Designers'

Club on "Period Costumes," May 7, il-

lustrating her talk with selections from
her remarkable collection of fashion

prints. Her first print showed the bards



«
NO DECLINES AT MAY FUR SALES

Majority of Skins Bring Big Advances in St. Louis—More Than 10,000,000 Pelts Offered-

Extremely High Figures Paid for Sable and Fox.

IT
is expected that the fur sales at

St. Louis this month will consider-

ably outstretch the record ones of

January, and that the total sales will

reach the $12,000,000 mark. All previ-

ous records for a single day's selling-

were broken in the New York sales in

April also. The grand total there

amounted to over $5,000,000.

The St. Louis sales began April 28, to

last two weeks. The figures up to and

including May 2 showed no declines, but

many advances as compared with Janu-

ary, which looks as if furriers are con-

fident of a big fur buying public again

next Winter. More than 10,000,000 pelts

were offered and some Russian sable

skins brought as high as $1,025 apiece.

The next price for these was $850.

Japanese sables sold up to $60, the poor-

est (jualities bringing $20. White fox

sold from $2.50 to $66. The individual

advances in percentages over January,

up to May 2, are as follows:

Blue fox, 60; fitch, 100; leopard and
leopard cats, 20; hair seals, unchanged;
mountain lion, unchanged; kolinsky, 25;

house cats, 20; ringtail cats, 125; Jap-

anese fox, 15; China coon, unchanged;
Japanese marten, 50; Japanese mink.

60; flying squirrels, unchanged;
white hares, unchanged; China
mink, quantity too small for compari-
son; squirrels, 35; fisher, 80; chinchilla,

20; chinchilla rats, unchanged; marmots,
unchanged; stone marten, 85; marten,
dark, 150, pale and brown 100; moic3,
.30; silver fox, 25; grey fox, unchanged;
white fox, 25; Russian sables, 100; Jap-
anese sables, 75; lynx, 30; bear, 75;

swift fox, 25; cross fox, 60; red fox, 30;

Australian fox, 10; Karagon fox, un-
changed; Macedonian fox, 10.

Alaska seal, 30 per cent, higher than
last October.

of 55 B.C. acting as animated newspapers

and telling the news and the fashions.

Pictures of Britons under the Roman
influence seemed a forecast of the sports

costumes of to-day with middy blouses

and sitriped skirts. Mrs. Elliott pointed

out in the old printd, how capes were

pulled through a ring and other devices

employed before the invention of but-

tons.

A picture of styles of 1066 showed

the first lady's glove. Sleeves were enor-

mous, and rather than consent to curtail

them the fashionable dame tied them in

knots to keep them off the ground.

Head-dresses of 1377, the furred and

jewelled "coat-hardy" of the time of

Richard III, the coat of arms gorgeously

embroidered on the dress, were of much
interest to the designers. About the

same time men's coats began to grow

shorter, but they wore shoes so long and

pointed that laws had to be made about

them.
Incidentally the extravagances of

femininity of to-day looked mild com-

pared with those of these old days when

ermine and rare jewels were the vogue.

The ruffs and wide lace collars of the

time of Mary and Elizabeth were very

picturesque, a« was also the story of

the laundress good Queen Bess imported

from Holland because the art of starch-

ing had not yet reached England. This

woman starched the Royal ruffs in var-

ious colors, and yellow was a most fash-

ionable tint until one day a lady went to

the headman's block weaving a yellow

frill, after wdiich the shade fell from
popular favor.

Mary I, in her solid steel corset to

make her v.'-aist small, other ladies in

their steel farthingales and with their

tresses arranged over steel frames, gave

some idea of what women suffered for

fashion's sake in days gone by.

The time of Louis XIV. that period of

beautiful brocades and r)nrest hand-made
laces, was illustrated . and also the most
extravagant period of Louis XV.
The elaborate headdresses and cos-

tumes worn in En^-lar.d in the time of

the Georges brought out the story of

how a smart ridinp- habit worn by the

Puchesi5 of Bedford induced George II

to alter the uniform of his navy, replac-

ing tlie red tunic by a blue one, hence
the origin of the renowned "navy" blue.

The narrative concluded with the waning
of the crinoline in 1867. Miss MacLean
presided.

The Designers' Ciub purpose petition-

ing for the Sunday opening of the On-
tario Museum of Art, which is not now
taken advantage of to the extent it

should be.

A Fashionable Wrap

Among the elite, Russian sable is

coming strongly into vogue. Those
who purchase Summer furs, as
well as those who are in touch
with what is on the way for Fall,
are keenly interested in sables.
This costly wrap is made of na-
tural Russian skins in a style that
is approved, especially for its gen-
erous shawl collar and dolman
sleeves.
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FURS
MOOSE HEAD

BRAND

Established in 1852

STYLISH GOODS FOR SUMMER WEAR
and

NECESSITIES FOR WINTER

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF BEAUTIFUL SAMPLES
NOW BEING SHOWN

THE GOODS YOU SELL REFLECT UPON
YOUR REPUTATION AS

A BUYER

Buy the Highest Grade of Furs Produced and the

Most Reliable

L. GNAEDINGER SON & COMPANY
94 St. Peter Street : MONTREAL
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Far the Fall of 1919
In conformity with our usual advance information

we announce fascinating, new and uncommonly
beautiful silks developed in the following

« MALLINSON'C
P 11 Silks de Luxe kj

/ussyWillow ' PussyWillowSatin
in prints and plains

PussyWillowMeteor
IndestructibleVoile /

sheer as cobweb ' ' strong as broadcloth

ChinchillaSatin
for all tailored purposes

Dovedown
the chiffon duveiyn

Kumsi-Kumsa * r Dew-Kist ;

g^
both adaptable for evening and street

Satin Sonata (
the ideal slenderising silk

Dream-Mis6
"' a crepy tissue in chameleon effects

[All Trade mark names)

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY. iNC
"The new silks first"

MADISON AVENUE
3 1«t STREET I

NEW YORK ^

GEORGE DAWSON, Canadian Representative 516 New Birks Bldg., Montreal, Canada



Gilets

and
Waistcoats

Summer Dresses Provide for

This Style of Neckwear in

Sheer Fabrics.

BEYOND the confines of waistcoats,
gilets. vestees, pleated ruffles and
some organdie collars and sets

there is little of the neckwear world
known at present, but those seem all-

sufficient for neckwear manufacturers.
They, as well as retail departments, are

as l>usy as can be.

While many of the richly-patterned
silk and ribbon numbers are selling in

the stores, the majority of those seen in

tne factories presage somewhat of a

warmer season. Among- the newest silk

numbers seen were some trimmed Vv'ith

silk coronation braid and beads or but-

tons. One in sand-colored satin had the

braid in the same tone and beads in

variegated colors. Another in rose satin

had black coronation braid and small

diamond-shape jet buttons.

So frequently do the Summer dresses

provide for a vestee or waistcoat in their

design that neckwear manufacturers feel

safe in placing no limit upon the dainti-

ness and delicacy of their Summer
models. They are using a great deal of

fme lace and insertion for little inset

comers, yokes or borders in organdie or

Georgette fabrics. One new gilet of

white Georgette bands shirred on to lace

insertion with collar to match is illus-

trated. This is suitable for wearing with

silk or satin suits or with any type of

plain or fancy silk dress, or even with
organdie and voile frocks. One original

sand-colored organdie number had a roll

collar of red tied low at one side. In

organdie for both sets and vestees there

are three outstanding colors at present

—

sand, overseas blue and Victory red.

One vestee has the white satin wide
collar coming below the straight neik-

line, and the vestee proper is just row
after row of fine lace about two inche:-

wide. These very frilly effects are quite

"the thing" just now.
Another firm has several attractive

iV.odels in linen. The natural shade is

trimmed with narrow or wide tucks and

^

pearl buttons; some have the addition oi

a picot edge and a touch of linen-colored

embroidery. One number had a panel

inset of finely-tucked organdie, the whole

being in unbleached linen shade; another

was of a rather deep blue linen with the

organdie panel in white. Grey ana
vvTiite linen are also being shown ai.u

some numbers liave white hand
embroidery in dainty sprays. A ten-

dency is noted too for polka dot foulard

s;lks. For gilet and collars the newest
preference is for quite large dots. Tne
.biik is cut with two rows of the dots

running down the front of the gilet sug-

gesting a double-breasted front wich

large buttons.

Pique shows signs of renewed popu-

larity for the Summer, as has been inti-

mated in previous issues of DRY GOODS
REVIEW. Accompanying these is qjito

a fair demand for Windsor ties. The
newest design in silks for these is called

"Greenwich Village." This design is

illu'-trated in a drapery climtz elsewhere

i'-; this issue. Therf is a feeling of an-

certainty ir some quarters as ro iho

extent to which the highly-colored goods

will be accepted by the public a.^ th>'

Summer approaches. Colors have been

selling 20 far very satisfactorily in many
places but it is possible that a white

sca?on will develop once more with the

hct weather. Some recent Paris novelt'

sets show a tuxedo-shaped collar with

cuffs in daintv hand enil;roidcry ana rcdl

Still Lead
in

Neckwear
Lace is Profuse— Linen Polka

Dot Silk and Coronation

Braid Used—Some White.

iilet oval inserts; the edges are in ti.ij'

button-holed scallops and the set is en-
tirely white.

Notwithstanding the quite general ac-
ceptance of colored pleatings, it appears
auvisable that buyers, especially in smt.1-

ler centres, should not stock too heavily
;n highlj -colored numbers but make son •'

provision for fine white as well as pique
neckwear for the hot weather. T!ie

whole trend of neckwear at present is

towards good quality in materials and
design. The days when buyers placed
al'iiost a season's order at a time, and
at perhaps $27 a gross, are but a

memory. To-day the "popular priced"
neckwear is about $24 a dozen. Is i

.

any wonder then that the neckwear fac-

tories are having plenty of difficulty in

securing sufficient help skilled enough
Lo produce merchandise of the caliore

called for by the public? There is litLi.

place for the inexperienced girl who
must be taught everything at the ex-

pense of the manufacturer, for pooriy
made merchandise will not sell, and yeL

he has to fill up his ranks in this way

—

ci\d tne public pays!

FOOTWEAR
"The demand for white footwear for

this Summer will be bigger than it has
ever been before," said the buyer for

one of the leading Toronto shoe depart-
ments to DRY GOODS REVIEW. "It

will be decidedly a 'white' season." For
Fall, this same buyer predicts a good
deal of color in plain and also novelty
two-toned effects. Black, ,arey, and brown
in their various shades will be the big-

gest selling lines again, but for the

"smart" turnout the fancy tones of a

year or two ag'o will be shown in

greater variety than ever.

Prices for fine shoes will show a slight

advance over last Fall, with the lower
grades remaining about the same.
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NEW VEILS
One of the latest veiling novelties is

designed for wear with sailor hats. It is

so shaped that it hangs straight from the

brim of the hat, sloping up to the brim
at the back. It is trimmed with a 2^2-

inch wide taffeta band which extends at

the ends and is tied at the back of the

crown with a smart bow. In New York
this is called the "Mitzi" veil. The
Robert Simpson Co. call it a "Harem"
veil.

Pronounced trailing designs on large-
mesh fine veils are appearing occasion-
ally still; their artistic effect assures
sales.

A new "Shetland trench" veil is shown.
It is similar in pattern to the trench veil

which was illustrated recently in DRY
GOODS REVIEW, but is entirely a wo-
ven veil with wide plain border, also
woven on.

DESIGNS ESPECIALLY FOR KER-
CHIEFS

One ox the leading nove'ty houses of
Belfast is featuring something decidedly
original in handkerchiefs. "Be it said
no mort," they claim, "that a handker-
chief is common and characterless."
Their numbers express picture-like de-
signs uith a good deal of color and the
square of such universal requirement is

surely field for some real thought in de-
signing. One number shows a tiny
checked hem with solid color border ad-
joining with scroll edge; then in one
corner is a head and shoulders figure of
a girl. There are others showing a
fusion of Japanese parasols in effect,

trailing bouquets extending from one cor-

ner across to the one diagonally opposite,

cubist and conventional floral effects,

etc. Certainly they are quite different in

their conception to more familiar num-
bers. It looks as if the matter of color

is important the world over this year.

Two Important Styles

A vestee of white Georgette with Val. lace. Charmingly dainty for wear
with the silk frock or dressy suit. Made by T. H. Birmingham & Co^ Ltd.,

Toronto.

Delft blue linen with inset of tucked white organdie is used for the right
hand number. No woman would overlook the possibilities of the little fold
at the bottom for car-ticket pockets. The edges are neatly picoted. Shown
bv A. T. Reid Co., Toronto.

I

Made in Canada

While the handkerchief industry
in Canada is in its infancy, the
fact that it is here at all is inter-
esting after its long standing
"seat" in Europe. These cotton
kerchiefs with a variety of col-

ored embroidery comers and edges
(as in the case of the middle top
number) were made entirely in
Toronto by the H. P. Ritchie Co.
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RIBBONS
No ribbon department should be al-

lowed to lapse into a state of indifference

with so many beautiful ribbons on the

market, so many more suggestions for

utilizing them and a general inclination

on the part of the public to acquire

"trimmings." Never were boudoir ac-

coutrements and silken underwear of so

much interest to the average woman and

girl, for they seem to be within the realm

of possibility for the majority and not

reserved for the ultra fashionable or

the wedding trousseau as was the case

not many years ago.

Vests and bags have been the chief

roles of most of the fancy ribbons during

the past season or so, but now elaborate,

richly colored ribbons are being used to

make such lines as lamp shades, pillow

covers, children's and women's hats,

boxes, bands on negligees and table run-

ners and a great many other articles.

One of the newest ribbon bags is made
after the style of the "miser" .bag, which
appeared crocheted and in silver mesh
last winter. It is a long strip forming

a bag at each end and with slides to

close the openings leaving the central

part las a "Tiandile." One numTier is

made of plain ribbon with brocade ap-

pliqued on the ends which are pointed

and finished with fringe. Another is all

plain ribbon with rays running in floss

stitch at the ends and little bead drops

from the end of each ray.

One of the daintiest new ribbon cami-

soles has a lace foundation with a row
of deep "petals" of ribbon across the

top and one of wider ribbon with the

petals pointing upward, at the bottom.

These are tacked to the lace to keep them
in place. The dainty one-toned figured

ribbons are especially suitable for these.

Other members show the ribbon stitched

onto the lace in points and bands, or

shirred in ruffles for the jeune fille.

Babies' articles made of ribbon are

more numerous than ever. Most of these

articles may be purchased from whole-

sales to use for display purposes or

patterns and there are scores of them
which a clever ribbon saleswoman will

fashion herself to interest her customers
and to give them suggestions.

Altman's, New York, recently devoted

their entire Fifth Avenue windows to

ribbon displays—mostly gold and silver

A Novel
Arrangetnent

There are many
dainty ways of ar-
ranging the bridal
veil. This one is

devised for the
bride who wears
the coiflFure high.
Embroidered net
band has elastic at
the edges to secure
it and at the same
time allow a soft
fulness. It is also
a suitable setting
for the orange
blossoms.

brocades in large floral geometric and

Chinese patterns. They were draped to

form vestees, bodices and entire dresses;

then there was made-up neckwear, etc.

GLOVES
The endeavors of Paris to popularize

extremely short and three-quarter

sleeves, and the readiness of many New
York dress and waist manufacturers to

accept them are having some effect upon

the new silk gloves shown for Summer.

Long cuffs with various fancy features

such as piping, tucks, folds, etc., in con-

trasting or deeper tones, are shown.

Some indeed, are designed to be woni

softly wrinkled over the tight sleeves.

There are gloves to be worn over tight

long sleeves, under long loose sleeves,

with three-quarter loose sleeves and with

sleeves which only nicely cover the

shoulders.

All-white silk gloves are strongly fa-

vored for Summer. Just now, with suits,

and no doubt for Fall as well, the favor-

ite tones are mastic, pongee, greys and

navy blue.

While longer gloves are the new fea-

ture of the year, there' is no doubt that

the shorter glove will bring the bulk

of business for 1919. There is every

possibility, however, that for the Sum-
mer of 1920, short sleeves and long

gloves will be generally accepted and so

it may not be wise for merchants who
have stocks of long gloves on hand to

have them made over into short ones.

Kid glove interests are not at all anx-

ious yet for the debut of the long gloves,

owing to the continued shortage of kid

skins, and the poor qualities of them with

prices very high. Many have to be re-

jected as unfit for making glace gloves,

but these are being used for suedes,

which are favored in Paris and London.

The Scottish Rubber Company, Mont-
ical, has been turned into a limited com-
pany following the death of Mr. Solomon
Vineberg, and is now under new manage-
inent, Messrs. Adeiman Bros., experienc-

ed men, having taken over the business.

It is intended to carry on the manufac-
ture of high-class rainproof and top

coats for men and women as in the

past.

D. Pk. Campbell, director of Alphonse
Lacine, Ltd., spent Easter in New York.

Mr. Campbell states that prices are firm-

ing up there and the manufacturers are

:!ot particular about accepting orders at

tiie present rates.

Mr. E. A. Cole, of Mclntyre, Son & Co.,

Montreal, has returned from a trip to

England in the interests of his firm.

Mr. Cole reports conditions still very

apsct and prices firm.

A "Commercial and Industrial Bureau
of the Polish National Department" has

been opened in New York with the ob-

ject of developing interest in the Polish

market, that country being in great need

of supplies of all kinds of necessities.



Some Facts Relating to Irish Laces
War has had Adverse Effect on Peasant Industries.

By Special Correspondent in Belfast

IT seems that there is a likelihood of
lace becoming popular again, in
which case not only will the demand

for the machine-made article be increas-
ed, but its more aristocratic ancestor, the
hand-made variety, will be correspond-
ingly sought after. Among tlie British
hand-made laces, famous the world over,
Irish lace has in the past taken a pro-
minent position, but urfortunately dur-
ing the war its production has been re-
duced to a minimum, and unless some
iLimulus is forthcoming to infuse new
life into this beautiful industry it may
die of inanition.

To appreciate the causes of decline
cue has to realize that it was purely a
local peasant industry carried on by
elderly wonien, often as a spare time
occupation, in the villages throughout
uie length and breadth of Ireland, and
that it was handed down as a craft from
mother to daughter. The younger gener-
ation of Irish womanhood has not shown
itself eager to acquire the knowledge
and necessary skill for lace making. Tne
uar has atfordcd too tempting baits at
higher wages in the form of munition
making and other kinds of war work in
Uie cities and industrial areas. This,
rombincd with a general realization of
tne fact that the remuneration received
for many hours, and even months, of
highly skilled fiii?,er work, was miserably
low compared with the wages paid for
less exacting unskilled labor, has thin-
.led the rcvuks of luce makers to vanish-
ing po-.nt.

The convents are still fostering the
making of local lace, as they have al-
ways done, but the work to a great ex-
tent is voluntary, and it is doubtful
whether their influence will be suffi-
ciently powerful to keep it alive on a
really productive basis. A short review
of the distinctive and more popular
varieties of Irish lace often met with
may be informative.

Six Types of Lace Commercially Popular
The types of lace which have been of

commercial value are six in number, and
recognizable according to their distinct-
ive characteristics as Flat Point, Rose
Point, Carrickma cross lace. Limerick
lace, crochet lace and tatting. Most of
these have been introduced into the coun-
try from outside sources. Point lace, lor
example, was inspired from Venetian
and other Italian models. The industry
as a whole dates back to about the year
1820, when Carrickmacross lace was iirst
made.

Flat Point lace comes from County
Cork. It was Italian in its inception, but
has been greatly developed and enriched,
'i'he lace is made stitch by stitch without
any foundation, the whole fabric being
ouilt up from the thread. As may be
imagined, it is most costly and requires
the greatest skill m manufacture of all

the Irish laces. It is also considered the

most beautiful, oting endowed witn
vvondtrful richness and grace of design
which produce an effect of light and
ohade.

Rose Point lias its birthplace in County
Fermanagh, and is often known locally

uy ti;e name of "Inishmacsaint," after

the wild and barren country where it is

made. This is a similar type to Flat

Point, and is made with the needle with-

out foundation, but differs from the

former by reason of the design, which is

raised in high relief. It has the advan-
tage of being wonderfully durable and
Strong, and resembles old Venetian
I'omt, of which it is a descendant.

Carrickmacross lace is one of the best

known of all the varieties, and has
created for itself a steady demand. Un-
like the previous kinds it is worked up-

on a foundation of net, and is made in two
distinct types—Guipure and Applique.

The process of manufacture and the

method of the manipulation of the ma-
terial is interesting. In applique the

pattern is traced out on fine muslin and
cut out, then it is sewed down round

the edges and applied to the net; there

are a quantity of open spaces left in

tne net which are subsequently filled

With lace stitches similar to Flat Point.

It will thus be seen that it is really a

combination of lace and embroidery and

not strictly speaking a pure lace. The
(juipure is made in very much the same
v,-ay except that after applying the

muslin design the net remaining un-

covered is entirely removed. There is

also in addition a lace which is a com-
biTiation of the Guipure and the Ap-
plique which is very beautiful indeed.

Limerick lace is another kind which
may be subdivided nito two sorts known
individually as Tambour and Run lace.

Like Carrickmacross. it is worked on to

a foundation of net. The pattern is

iir-ved at by working on the net with

a tambour needle, whilst the Run lace

is worked with an ordinary needle. The
latter is characterized by a more open
stitch and possesses a light filmy tex-

ture.

Irish Crochet has a wide range of

varieties and is found heavy, raised, and
fiat in both silk and cotton threads. It

has always been a great favorite with

the Parisiennes, and on account of its

moderate price enjoyed a fine market.

It has been extensively made in seA'eral

parts of Ireland.

Tatting is the sixth of the principal

varieties enumerated above. It is worked
principally in County Louth, and has in

the past provided a considerable amount
of employment. The method of manu-
facture which is fairly general in lace-

making districts in other parts of the

world is by looping the thread with a

species of shuttle. A number of small

circles are woven in this manner into a
netting. It is one of the cheapest forms
of hand-made lace.

As an illustration of the time and care
which is expended in the manufacture of
the finest examples of Irish lace, no
better example can be found than the
work entailed in making the Irish Point
lace court train which was presented to

Queen Mary on the occasion of the
Coronation, by the ladies of the city of
Belfast. It required sixty highly-skilled
workers, working a total of 98,020 hour?,
84,240 of which were by day and 13,780
by night to finish the court train, and
if the work had been entrusted to one
worker it would have taken her between
twenty-five and thirty years to complete.
The number of stitches of all grades put
into this Irish Needle Point lace train
by the sixty workers employed was
roughly estimated at five and a quarter
million, and the quantity of thread used
amounted to twenty thousand yards, or
nearly twelve miles.

DONEGAL TWEED—THE HOME-
SPUN OF IRELAND

Whilst on the subject of hand-made
textiles it might be useful to add that
the fate of the old hand-made looms at
one time so numerous in County Done-
gal, is similar to that of the lace indus-
try. Prior to the war there were several
hundred family looms working, but now
the number is said by some to be re-
duced to about fifty. Easily-operated
power looms and the attraction of city
life and higher wages has drawn the
younger men away from the older oc-
cupation of the homestead. The home-
spun cloth is wonderfully durable and"
possesses many faithful adherents
among people of discrimination who can
afford to pay the price. One thing,
however, has always stood in the way
of its general popularity, and that is

the question of the home-made vegetable
dyes which are used to color the yam.
These are very variable, and it is almost
an impossibility to match a piece of
cloth when once that particular length
ha? been exhausted.
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SILK
FABRIC
BAGS

STRAP
BACK
PURSES

$6.50
Doz.

TO

$54.00
Doz.

PATENT
CLOTH
BELTS

BES'I'

QUALITY

PRICES

$15.00 Doz.
TO

$54.00 Doz.

TOP
HANDLE
PURSES

$9.00
Doz.

TO

$72.00
Doz.

1 inch $1.90

li inch 2.25

2 inch 2.75

2.4 inch 3.25

3 inch 3.90

MANUFy\CTURED BY

Canadian Leather Products, Limited

144 West Front Street, Toronto
MONTREAL OFFICE: 230 McGILL STREET C. E DEMERS
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There is no such thing as

a substitute for a

Gossard Corset

This advertisement is written for the protection of the

merchants of Canada and the corset clientele whose
welfare and patronage depend upon their judgment.

It is a well-known fact that every season certain corset

manufacturers purchase the Gossard product, attempt to

copy it, and offer their imitation as a substitute for the

genuine—often at greatly reduced prices.

It seems hardly necessary to emphasize the fact that

reliable merchandise cannot be produced by this com-
mercial piracy. However, perhaps it is well to give a

few of the principal reasons why none of our many
imitators have ever been even moderately successful.

It is not possible to take a Gossard Corset, rip it apart,

and cut even a fairly accurate reproduction of the original

pattern. When taken apart, the various sections lose

their shape—the design is lost.

That unequalled method of design, that is the despair of

all imitators, is unknown outside the Gossard designing

rooms. Only Gossard can produce a Gossard Corset
because each and every Gossard in every size and every

model is a masterpiece in itself.

Each and every Gossard is produced by expert operators,

skilled to their profession through months of working
under the strictest supervision of highly specialized

superintendents, and with their work subject to the

exacting criticism of the Gossard designing rooms.

There is no such thing as a substitute for a Gossard
Corset, the original front-lacing corset, in which every

principle of front lacing has been originated, developed
and perfected.

T/iG Canadian /J.]^.

(

gossard (o. //^/7b>

284-286 West King Street Toronto, Canada

Wear'

Th';yLacQ In Front
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Vests
Washable Materials the Sellers

Pique, gabardine fancy vestings, white organdine

Also the following shades:

Grey, nattier, sand, maize, flesh, old rose, reseda and navy

Quick Deliveries

Middle ties—All colors and prices. Windsors—Plain colors and sport designs.

-^V
c0-^^ "^ĥ

TORONTO ^'X

Shoe and
Corset Laces

MADE IN CANADA
THE EQUAL OF ANY IMPORTED

COTTON
SILK and
MERCERIZED

Black and popular colors. Put up in

bundles, also paired and boxed.

Samples and prices on request

INDEPENDENT SILK
CO., LIMITED

137 McC;ll,l, ST. MONTREAL.

Finnie

Neckwear

the latest in style and artis-

tic creation. This dainty

line will suit the most fas-

tidious shoppers. They meet

the demand for a popular

price and offer good oppor-

tunity for quick selling.

There is a Finnie creation

for every taste. If you have

any wants in neckwear, see

the Finnie Line at once.

A. Bruce Finnie & Co.
CORNER CRAIG AND GOSFORD STS.

MONTREAL
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The Recognized "Best
99

Many others have tried and are trying

to imitate and equal the famous Kay-

ser Chamoisette Glove. It is acknow-

ledged among buyers that the one

which creates envy in imitators is the

recognized "best."

LOVE
Real Chamoisette

MADE IN CANADA CHAMOISETTE GLOVES FOR
LADIES and MEN

The originators of the well-known Chamoisette Glove and the

owners of a registered trade-mark covering same are the Kayser

Company, Incorporated, the largest manufacturers of silk and other

fabric gloves, Hosiery, Underwear, etc., in the world.

Merchants who wish to preserve their own reputation and that of

high-class products should, therefore, be careful that only the real

Chamoisette Gloves are sold under this name.

All Kayser real Chamoisette Gloves bear

the above trade-mark and are for sale

solely in Canada by

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
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IS IT RUDE TO POINT ?

That in Military Braids, Silk Girdles, Tassels, Fringes,

including that latest creation. The Feather Fringe, we
have a splendid range in stock and in process c>f making.

Samples on request.

THE MOULTON MFG. CO., LIMITED
4 INSPECTOR ST., MONTREAL

)h^^f^^ VEIL
(MPOR'^EO FROM FRANCE

Just Slip itoii*

Madame favors the Boimie-B Veil because it is easily adjusted,

fits neatly and comfortably, is soft and pliable, wears longer,

and above all has the distinction of design and mesh which she

knows is becoming. It will always be popular.

Each veil in an attractive folder, retailing at 10, 25 and 50 cents.

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO, 156 Yonge St. NEW YORK, 222 Fifth'Ave.

Summer
Requirements
at reasonable prices

If your stock of Laces, Em-
broidery or Veilings, is in-

complete, let our mail order
department serve you.

With the approach of Sum-
mer with its motoring and
outings, we suggest our
elastic

FACE VEILS AND HAIR NETS
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Our Veilings comprise a wide range of colors,
patterns, and meshes—something to meet every
demand.

LACES—complete stock, in-
clding Metal and Guipure
effects.

HANDKERCHIEFS —staple,
cotton, and linen lines, for
ladies and gentleme'n, in

plain and fancy designs.

Westlake Brothers, Limited
24 Wellington Street West, Toronto

Fitwell Veil

GIRO
Siole Manufacturers

of the

FITWELL
and

CIROVEIL
We hold a very large stock of

VEILINGS andVEILS
of all descriptions, suitable

for all markets, and we are in

a position to ensure immedi-
ate deliveries.

Canadian Representative

:

Mr. H. D. MARSHALL
40 YONGE ST. TORONTO

(] JJ^Q FILS ET CIE

92 Wood St. LONDON, E.G. 2
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JF ifs a KO-KET VEIL, thafs

all you need to know. Style^

Quality and Value are assured.

We are in a position to supply you with e\ ery-

thing new in elastic or flowing \ eils or veilings

by the yard by return deli\ ery.

Write us for a sample lot of KO-KET VEILS

to retail from 25c vip.

LADIES WEAR LIMITED
563 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO

W. F. GOFORTH, PRESIDENT
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KNITTED GOODS

COTTON FIGURES AFFECT KNITTING MILLS
Wool Prices Remain High—Export Orders Will Call for Early Placing by Retailers—Sweater

Coats in Good Demand—Scarfs for the Beach.

THE decline in prices of cotton
yarns as announced by the Cana-
dian mills in April came as rather

a surprise to the knit goods mills. Not
that they did not expect some sort of

a decline but they did not look for o'ic

of the proportions that did come. While
they welcome it for the prospects of

lower prices in the future there was a

disposition to resent U coming at this

time. One mill man stated to DRY
GOODS REVIEW that the cut would not

benefit him to any material extent as

nearly all the yam he has on order for

this season, that is for Summer delivery

and a good deal for Fall, had been de-

livered. On the other hand, as soon as

the trade found out there had been a

cut in yarn prices they wrote him de-

manding that they receive some advant-

age on all orders they had still un-

delivered. As he pointed out, in the

goods he was now making up for them
for Summer, that is cotton underwear,
he was using the yarns that he had
bought at the top prices. On none of

them would any reduction apply, so that

he could not possibly grant the request,

and yet they did not seem to understand

why. This, he thought, might lead to

some hard feeling, and yet he was not

to blame. He would have preferred a

gradual reduction covering the preceding

two or three months, and then the de-

crease would have filtered dowTi. As it

was it would not really apply except on

goods ordered for next Spring on new
price lists, and to some extent on Fall

prices, although placin?; orders for Fall

have already been given.

But while reductions apply to cotton

knit goods with the fall in yarns, there

is nothing heard of lower woollen goods

prices. The recent London sales set a

new high, and now knit goods men have

given up all hopes of reductions that

will affect the retail trade before prices

come out for Fall of 1920. In a couple

of months prices will be out.for Spring,

1920, and no one anticipates l> decline in

woollen yarns within that period. The
uncertainty, naturally, makes the buying

well spread out, and hand-to-mouth in

many respects, and his condition is like-

ly to continue. The only prospect the

mills see of a change in this respect is

.such a deluge of export orders that will

make it clear that Canadian buyers
would have to give their orders far in

advance of the regular season's delivery

in order to make sure they will get the

supplies they need. Roumanian orders

are now in the hands of the mills, and
others from Greece are looked for, and
perhaps Belgium.

Passing of Brushed Wool
In the meantime, buying of fancy

sweater coats continues in good demand.
It is becoming noticeable that the brush
coats that were so strong a couple of

seasons ago are now quite weak. This

tendency to get back to the plain weave
was evident last season, but then it was
tempered by a good demand for the

brushed wool as trimming for the col-

lars, cuffs, etc. Now the mills report

that even for trimmings the brushed
\vool is not in anythmg like the demand
it was last season, and this, too, promises

tc finisii quite weak. It has been point-

ed out before that the brushed wool does

not give the wear of the plam, that the

"teasing" of the cloth weakens the tex-

ture, that the deeper the covering of

the brushed the thinner the cloth that

remains. This has been borne in upon
the public, as well, of course, as the tiring

of fashion at a feature that has now
been in for several years, and at best is

only an artificial treatment of what may
be called the genuine wool finish. There

is another reason that the public are not

so familiar with, but one that the trade

is concerned with, and that is the brush-

ing of the cloth covers blemishes that

are difficult to detect. Many mills have

had goods passed by the best of their

inspectors, only to have them sent back

from the retailer after the customer had

worn the garment only a short time,

when the weakness was uncovered. This,

too, influences the mills against the

brush garment.

The craze for hand knitting among
women has resulted in an imitation of

the particular effects of the hand work
among the mill-made goods. One mill

is sending out coats for Fall with a pearl

stitch as a little change for the collar,

the waist and the cuffs. This gives a

regular basket-weave effect, and looks

very much like the loose-weave effect of

the hand work and is rather ornamental.

This is carried out sometimes in self

colors, and often in sharply-contrasted
colorings. On a number of garments
this weave is used with a different color

for the waist line and the skirt, and
appears also on some on the collar and
the cuffs in a stripe effect. In order to

bring out the contrasting colors there

is a narrow stripe of black wool both

above and below the colored band, with
happy results.

Some other new models show the effect

of narrow tucks going around the cuffs

and belt portion. The tucks are only

about a quarter of an inch wide and run
about an inch apart; they are neat

enough to eliminate any possibility of

a bulky appearance which might be

imagined without seeing them.

Some firms handling both wool and

silk sweaters say that the silk ones are

showing some increase in demand over

last year. Sleeveless slip-over styles in

silk are found particularly interesting

at present.

A new use is found at Palm Beach for

the long, wide, soft, woolly scarfs,

whether brushed or natural, and that is

to protect the neck and shoulders of

milady from sunburn when she reclines

upon the sands and does not fancy the

use of an all-enveloping beach cape.

An interesting new slip-over sweater

is made with roll collar extending to the

waistline, one side buttoning over the

other. The ribbed sect'on from the

waist down is in the usual one-piece

stjlt without an opening.

A New Kind of Slip-Over

At Simpson's there is a garment of

novel design which, since it is shown

with sweaters and slip-overs, we may be

justified in calling it by one of those

nam.es. The latter is probably more ap-

propriate. This new slip-over is made
of fine turquoise wool in one long

straight panel—really only a wide scarf

with a diamond-shaped opening for the

head to slip through and may be worn

as a vest with a Spring suit; the ends

are fink-^hed witii fringe and there is a

closely-knitted narrow tie belt v.hich

holds in the panels to the waist. This

"gilet-slip-over" is priced at $3.

A Fa.shionablo Scarf

Eaton's are showing in their knitted
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goodn section one of the new scarfs worn
by the mannequins. It is a double-faced

silk scarf about 9 inclies wide, in yellow

and jade green; it is worn soldier

fashion across the front, just above the

waistline, passes under the arms, crosses

upward in the back, the ends being

brought over the shoulders and dowTi

the front underneath the original first

band, the fringed ends hanging below
the wrist. Naturally the scarf must be

of goodly length for such manoeuvring
but the mannequins know what is cor-

rect!

A butf-colored wool sweater at the

same store had 6-inch fringe around the

bottom, and a deep peacock blue silk one

had the collar ends in front fringed.

New Models in Other Shops

Murray-Kay's and Holt, Renfrew's
have a number of new models showing
fine tucks and fringe. One model at the

former shop in coral pink wool has close-

ly-knitted 1-inch belt secured with a

metal slide buckle; the front opening is

low, extending almost to the belt. Many
of the new high-grade sweater coats are

slightly longer than last year and are

worn fairly loose.

Dineen's are showing a striking wool
sweater in jade green with stripes in

collar, cuffs and between the ribs in the

skirt section, of black.

Novel pockets are shown on a coral

and white model at Fairweather's, To-
ronto; there are one-inch straps run-

ning from the top corners, perpendicu-
larly aibove the belt and each terminated
with a button. This gives a saddle-bag
effect which is interesting. Another
model in horizon blue silk has box pleats

in the back.

Stitt's have two models featuring the

new and popular greens. One is in jade,

the other with a yellower cast to it.

ENGLISH PRICES TOO UNCERTAIN
But Home Buying is Big

The London buying office of a Toronto
house who are represented in the prin-

cipal markets of the world, informed
the DRY GOODS REVIEW that English
business is very difficult at present on
account of the inflation of prices. In

consequence most of their buying was
being done in other markets. English
hosiery, cottons and woollens were too

dear, and the manufacturers were un-
able to guarantee date of delivery and
asked shipment prices for the goods.

Fortunately, plenty of optimism pre-
vails with regard to the future, and it is

not thought that the present state of
affairs will last long. The raw materials
and labor question, the two unknown
quantities of the manufacturers' equa-
tion, will solve themselves. The fact
that most of the big houses in London
have sent representatives out to Canada
indicates that they do not by any means
intend to retire from the market in favor
of the States or Japan. As regards other
and European competitors, France i^

thought to be out of the running for the
time being in spite of the great suc-
cess of the Lyons Fair.

CHANGE IN FINE WOOLS EX-
PECTED

The following cablegram from
the Department of Overseas Trade
has been received, April 23, by H.
M. Trade Commissioner, F. W.
Field, Toronto:

"Unexpectedly keen competition,

prices very high for fine wools ow-
ing to visible supplies. Marked
change expected in regard to fine

wools at June London Sales.

Greater quantity of fine crossbreds
probably available. Better feeling

caused by sales fully maintained
and more enquiries are being made
in all departments. Manufacturers
fighting against higher quotations
by fine spinners, but plenty new
business offered and spinners sold

far ahead."

The sudden demand created by the
home buyers is due to the cessation of

hostilities and the return of the British

population to the paths of respectability.

People, who, during the war, were meta-
phorically speaking, walking about the
streets in rags are now spending money
lavishly on new "rig outs." It should
be safe to predict that if the past year
was able to show a big balance sheet

for the dry goods stores in London,
the next twelve months will eclipse it.

WHY WOOLLEN PRICES WILL RE-
MAIN HIGH

"There seems very little likelihood of

an all-round reduction of the prices of

woollens, the two principal factors in

maintaining the rise being the increased

cost of production and the reduced plant

available for commercial purposes. The
costs in all the stages of production from
the farmer and his shearers to the comb-
ing, spinning and weaving of the yarn
and the transportation of the goods have
risen considerably. There may be one

or two operations in which the mills will

reduce their prices, but these will not

amount to very much, and will be more
than neutralized by the increased cost of

labor due to the shorter working day
having been adopted.

"As far as fine woollens are concerned

there is no prospect of their becoming
cheaper because th^e wool-combing plants

of Bradford have during the war been

adapted to combing wool for khaki cloth.

The amount of plant for combing fine

wool left available only equals about
fifty per cent, of the normal accommo-
dation. These unusual conditions cannot
be adjusted in less than a year, so that

no matter what the price of other grade
woollens may be in the near future, fine

cloths are bound to be high."

This was the opinion expressed by a

Yorkshire manufacturer to a London
renresentative of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW.

NEW YARN, HOSIERY AND CLOTH
MILL

The Tecumseh Hosiery Mills, Limited,

has been formed with head office in the

city of London, Ont., for the purpose of

manufacturing hosiery ana underwear
and to produce and handle yarn.^ of all

descriptions, also to manufacture ma-
terials for all kinds of clothing and
wearing apparel. The company is

capitalized at $40,000.

The Hurlbut Co., of Preston, Ont.,

manufacturers of children's shoes, are

opening up a branch factory in St.

Marys.

For Summer
Smart suit dress of wool jersey with braided
vest. A new line made by the Regent Knit-

ting Co., Montreal.

A proposed addition to the plant of

the R. M .Ballantyne Co., Stratford,

Ont., will be under way very soon. The
plans call for a building 2 storeys high,

of brick, and will be situated at the west

end of the present plant, running north

and south. It will be 80 feet by 120
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Knitted by

the exclusive

patented Mercury

process especially for

women who are partic-

ular about a neat fit at

the ankle, beautiful finish

and seamless comfort.

Do you cater to this class

of trade?

MERCURY MILLS
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CANADA

HosiGry \.
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A Style, Fit ana Finisn that gives tnis line the preference with your
customers. Directoire Drawers are made in Balbriggan, Lisle and Mer-

cerized. Four colors—White, Pink, Sky and Black. Elastic Waist

Band and Knee Garter. There is going to be a big demand for this

style of garment—Order Early and Liberally.

Beautiiul Display Material on request.

Zimmerman Mfg Company, Limited

^^^
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Maximum Value
The steady increase in prices of hosiery,

due to prevailing conditions, has made
the buying public look, as never before,

for full value for their money.

In purchasing our raw materials we
have ALWAYS insisted upon QUAL-
ITY and in the production of our
Hosiery we have perfected a Canadian
line of which we are justly proud.

Circle-Bar Hosiery gives complete sat-

isfaction—no unsightly and uncomfort-
able Seams—no Wrinkles—reinforced

strongly where most needed.

You will take the same pride in offering
Circle-Bar Hosiery to your discriminating
customers, because you know it will give
complete satisfaction—and that means
consequent sales to follow, with a good
margin of profit.

For Women
In Cashmere, Silk,

Cotton

rca'Sr. The CIRCLE-BAR KNITTING Co., Ltd.
,
/»' "™,,,

Mprr-priypH Cnttnn *" Cashmere, Silk,iviercerizea, i^otton k'iMr'ADr»iMi7 nMXADir* CottonKINCARDINE ONTARIO

HOSIERY YARNS
Charles J. Webb & Co.

Yarn Spinners

116 Chesnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

cordially invite manufacturers of hosiery and underwear who
appreciate "High Grade Yarns" to pay us a call when visiting the

Hosiery Convention at Philadelphia, June 6th to 14th.

We shall be pleased to furnish samples and quotations upon

request.

Canadian Agents:

Harold F. JVatson JVeldon, Jr.

208 Coristine Building

Montreal, P.Q.
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When a Man Buys Underwear
—he likes to have something more to

depend on than his own judgment. Ke
can judge the fineness of the fabric, the

finish, and perhaps the cut. But lie

is at sea as to the wearing qualities.

Now, when scarcity of good materials

has forced so many inferior articles on

the market, the male buyer must rely

on the dealer and the reputation of the

manufacturer.

Consider then, with how much great-

er confidence you can offer a line of

underwear as well known to you and to

vour trade as Penmans.

"THIE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE"
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1,520,000 Readers
from Halifax to Vancouver will be reached by Buster

Brown advertising in the next few months.

They will learn that Buster Brown stockings wear

longer, because we knit them from extra-long yarn with

a two-ply leg and three-ply heel and toe. That they

cost less in the end, because of this longer wear. And
that they are good-looking as well as long-wearing.

Your customers will want

these durable stockings. They
will come to your store for them.

Make sure they will not be dis-

appointed by getting your sup-

ply now.

Place them on your counter.

Display them in your window.

Buster Brown Stockings will

bring profitable trade to you.

We will supply free electros

of the cuts used in our adver-

tisements for use in your local

paper. One of these used in your

advertisements will attract pro-

fitable trade. Proofs will be sent

on request. Address the Adver-

tising Department, Chipman-

Holton Knitting Company, 184

Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

ler Buster Brown Stock-

ings from your wholesaler. Get

these free cuts and watch for our

advertising. Then draw the

trade to your store by advertis-

ing yourself.

The BUSTER BROWN
STOCKING

The Chipman-Holton Knitting Co.
Hamilton, Ont.—Mills also at Welland

Limited
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No. 1350 PULLOVER
A stunning model in all

colors and combinations.

The Big Selling Season for Bentro-Knit

Pullovers is here
The charming style and pleasing colorings of BENTRO-KNIT PULLOVERS has

already gained for them the reputation as the "TRES BIEN" range for 1919.

The complete line is illustrated in a most attractive catalogue just off the press.

May we send you a copy and complete price list? You can then order by mail and
get prompt delivery to meet the big demand of the next few months.

The Williams-Trow Knitting Company
Limited

Stratford - Canada

J. M. ROBERTSON & CO.
Toronto.

REPRESENTATIVES :

J. B. TROW & CO., O'BRIEN, ALLEN & CO.
Montreal. Winnipeg.

A. J. SNELL, Vancouver

A. M. MOUAT & CO.
Calgary.
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t. #eorse
BRAND

®inberfcDcar
FOR MEN

Sells On Its Reputation

Never before in the history of the un-

derwear business in Canada has so much

experimenting and substituting been done.

To you, Mr. Merchant, we wish to im-

press upon your mind that ''Woolnap"

Underwear is now being made even better

than pre-war days.

Examine the "Woolnap" garment, com-

pare it with the majority of lines now-

offered for sale, and you will agree with

us that no better underwear can be manu-

factured.

If you want the best insist on St. George

Brand, Scotch Knits, Heavy Wool Ribs,

and Fine Elastic in combinations and tv\ o-

piece.

The SchoBeld Woolen Company, Limited

Oshawa Canada
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yf Business Incentive
A /TOST people know the warmth and comfort of
^^^ the fine soft materials in Peerless Underwear.

They know the careful fashioning that ensures per-

fect fitting. These are qualities that have created a

big demand for Peerless Underwear.

MOODim^P
Peerless Underwear

I COMPANY, LIMITED

Controlled By

J.jR. Moodie & Sons, Limited
Hamilton, Ontario

Ihe Information

Department of

J\tlll£lU

is at your service.

Call on us at any

time. We are

ready to serv^e you.

V

*^

RegUtered No. 20:c,0ii

THE HALL-MARK OF

Maximnm Comfort and Darability

at HiDimam Cost.

First in tbe Field and Still Leading.

Mad* on the QRADUATBD PRINCIPLE.
and itarting with TWO THREADS in the

TOP, it increases in WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES ai it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS, THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THK AOME or PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To Im had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Qoods Houses.
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SELL

ONLY
THE
BEST

SEE
THE

'HARVEY
MAN"

GET IN YOUR FALL STOCK of HARVEY UNDERWEAR
Made from the finest quality combed Sea Island and Australian Wool.
Fashioned to fit the form perfectly and showing special Harvey fea-

tures, rendering our garments more comfortable and durable.

UNEXCELLED UNDERWEAR
BRAND

All the newest models are included in our Fall assortment, including

the New Mode Drop Seat Combinations, which are rapidly becoming
very popular.

AGENTS :

Western Provinces : H. P. Lang, 462

Indian Road, Toronto, Ont.

Ontario, J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda
Street, Toronto, Ont.

Harvey Knitting
Company, Limited

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

AGENTS:
Quebec : P. C. Adair, 318 King's
Hall Bldg., .591 St. Catherine St.
W., Montreal, Que.

Maritime Provinces : F. S. White
St. Stephen, N.B.

The "CEETEE SHEEP" trade-

mark is what your best customers
look for when buying wool under-
clothing—there is only one grade
and that the highest.

TurnbuU's underwear which com-
petes with every other manufac-
tured in Canada, sells on merit and

every garment is backed by 60 years' experi-
ence— it is made in all weights— sizes and
prices to suit every requirement—and bears
the diamond-shaped label as illustrated.

THE PURE WOOL
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Ont.
also Manufacturers of TurnbuU's Ribbed Underwear for Ladies

and Children and TurnbuU's "M" Bands for Infants.

l^tv>»>'^,i^ ^ THIS
1tETEftt^<^ TRADEMARK

15 ON EVERY
GARMENT

CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE

The Sign that

'''!^IC^'^"' stands for Canada

and good HosieryMADE BY
'm>.gq:crich knitting co

Maple Leaf Hosiery is made of pure wool.
It is a brand you can sell with utmost con-
fidence knowing that each sale will bring
you steady patronage.

Wait for our representative or send for
samples.

The Goderich Knitting Co., Limited
GODERICH, ONT.

NOW IS THE TIME
to send in your order for:—

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE
JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
TWEEDS AND ETOIFES, ETC.

also
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS

Attractive Prices

Mitchell Woollen Co.
Limited

MITCHELL, ONTARIO
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This Will Help You Sell

BALLANTYNE
Knitted Wear For Summer Wear

The ])icture shown liere

will he printed in fnll

color in the Jnne is>nes

of "MaeLean's Maga-

zine" and ''Canadian

Home Journal." Be-

fore the first of June

{\\\< advertisement for

Ballantyne K n i t i e d

Wear for Sununor Wear

will he in over lOO.OOO

Canadian homes. it

will hrinu; l^aliaiu.vne

knitted coats and -li]'-

ons prominently to the

attention of Canadian

women at ihi' time

when purchases of these

.garments are heina, con-

sidered. This is a l>al-

larityne service to the

retailers who have <t'ick-

ed Ballantyne ,<2;oods

that will make first sales

for them as effectively

as Ballantyne Quality

and Htyle hrino; pur-

chasers back to the store

for more of the same de-

l)cndahle knitted wear.

"•23^'^

qJJxintunje
linitted Wear ^* Summo-Wear

isj

Link Up With Ballantyne Advertising

A show-card, reproducing this picture, is also being prepared, and newspaper

advertisements telling about Ballantyne Knitted Wear for Summer wear will

shortly ap])ear in a representative list of Canadian newspapers. Link up your

store with this advertising. Display the showcard in your windows and put in

trims of Ballantyne knitted coats and slip-ons. The advertising will create

interest in these goods^ and the stores that let people know they have them will

reap the benefit,

R. M. BALLANTYNE LIMITED
Stratford, Ontario
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TOYS AND NOVELTIES
An All-Wood Doll of Unique Construction Offered—A Beautiful Baby Grand Piano and a

Drop-leaf Table Among the Creditable Numbers for Christmas Trade — Some
Dolls Surpass German and Prices Becoming Easier,

THIS is the season when novelties

are coming out a-plenty for next

Fall's retailing-. A great many new-

toys which appeared at the exhibitions

were described in last month's issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW, and many of

these are already on the sample shelves

of wholesalers. Lines are now pretty

complete for taking orders lor Christmas

goods and there is quite a lively interest

shown in what is offered.

In addition to the regular lines of toys

there are many lines cf fancy articles of

kindred nature, such as Christmas tree

decorations, party favors, souvenirs, no-

tions and gift articles for grown-ups.

The lines of dolls shown at Toronto

wholesalers are large and attractive.

Each year sees a material improvement
in finish, expression, construction, and
even in clothmg. The hair and eyes are

markedly in advance of those rather

primitive ones of about 1915, and whole-

salers have no hesitancy in saying that

some of the dolls to be had this year are

decidedly preferable to those which used

to come from Germany. There are lines,

too, offered at prices almost as low as

those of the German goods before the

war.

An All-wood Doll

One line of dolls manufactured in

Philadelphia is made entirely of wood,
even the head. They are made with steel

springs in the joints, eliminating the use

of elastic and cord which, as a rule, wear
out very soon. The parts are painted so

that they can be washed. Some of the

heads show the regular "doll face" and
others have character faces of both boys
and girls. Various coiffures of fine

mohair are to be had in blonde and
brown.
There is good demand for the life-size

"baby" dolls which became so well-

known last year.

"Splash me" is a doll of a specialized

nature which has become familiar to

many of the lartrer stores during the past

few months. It is used frequently for

special window and interior displays in

stores, as well as for ornamental i)ur-

poses in homes. In Elton's neckwear de-

partment there was a May-day display

in a case inside the circle counter show-

ing kewpies ranged around a Maypole,
each with a colored ribbon. They were
standing on sand which was a suitable

ground for the "Splash me" dolls to sit

upon while watching the fun. These
dolls may be had -with "real" hair, or

with bathing caps, as illustrated. Akin
to these novelties is a still younger one
called "Tiss me," with auburn hair, also

illustrated; and most timely of all is the

sad-eyed "Bone-dry" pup. These are all

made in plaster suitably painted and
clothed. Kewpies are still popular and
are now made to retail at 15c.

Drop-leaf Table

In wooden toys there is a very attrac-

tive new "dining table" for the tiny little

lady. It has drop leaves and may be
folded away; it is also nicely varnished

and finished. A handsome "baby grand"
piano in Louis design is one of the high-
class new offerings.

There are a great many lines of tin
toys being made in the United States
which were never attempted there before.
They include tin stoves, stores, drums,
dishes, trays, and a big variety of tiny
toys such as whistles and squeaky toys
similar to the characteristic little things
with which Japan has familiarized us.

There are very creditable miniature
kitchen utensils including wash boilers
and flour sifters.

Noisy toys for celebrations are nu-
merous and have been proving quite
popular. No doubt they will as long as
tliere is any feeling of victory, triumph
and peace in the air. Anniversaries will

As Important
As Gloves

Are the new necklaces in
colors to harmonize with or
brighten up one's Spring
costume. These typical
numbers, one in amber and
bronze, one in Victory red
and one in rose and silver,

give an idea of the varied
sizes and shapes of beads
combined in the season s

fancy. Shown by Carl
Austin & Co., Toronto.
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be multiplied because of the war and
celebrations will go on for many a day.

Consti-uction toys in both steel and
wood are evidently here to stay and are

winning- more and more approval from
parents and children each year. The
English "knock-down" toys are ready
sellers. A chair or table or dining set

or other furniture is readily knocked
down and put together again, and the

price is only nominal. A chair, for in-

stance, sells for 20 cents and it stands

about 10 inches high.

Tin engines, weight scales, ships on

wheels, guns, shooting galleries, rubber
articles (a new one is a "Zeppelin") are

all among the moderately-priced toys

which lose none of their attractions from
year to year, and gradually the prices

are becoming easier.

tion to the extreme there are also finger

rings with Victory red and the other

popular color settings.

JEWELRY

HAIR ORNAMENTS
Some interest is about to arise in hair

ornaments. These have passed through
a long period of quietude and now there

is a distinct note of awakening. Faint
it may be just now, but there is without
doubt a period of hair-ornament fashions
on the way and it will no doubt manifest
itself next Fall when the social season
is in full swing. Spanish combs, Greek
bandeaux and French pearls are all

mentioned, and indeed, shown now in

both medium and exclusive grades.

Fancy combs and, pins of various sizes

are used for tucking in the coiffure in

new, cosy styles and catching up the

"bangs" and "bobs" which many maidens
have acquired during the past Winter.

The wave of popularity for fancy bead
necklaces seems to be nowhere near its

Ciest as yet. In fact only the begmning
of its steady and fast rise is felt in many
places. There are three leading ma-
terials of wiiich the varied sizes of beads
are constructed, namely, glass in various

lurms, celluloid, and wooa. Most of the

newer numbers have a goodly amount
of fancy metal findings such as links,

bead ends, carved bars, etc., interspersed

with the usually highly-colored beads,

ihe beads themselves vary in size from
aoout an eighth of an inch to one mch
m diameter, and in addition to the large

ball shapes there are ovals with pointed

ends, ovals with rounded ends, pear-

shaped and cylindrical ones, and a great

mai.y of carved, painted, enamelled wood
or "cut" glass. Decided favoritism is

shown for the very large beads. In

colors. Victory red still has the lead.

The imitation tortoise-shell necklaces

with "hero" lockets of the celluloid at-

tached are perhaps next in line. Some
new numbers in these just out this month
have fancily-shaped links, some of which

are in carved effect. Field b^.ue is a new
olor offered in necklaces. It is some-

what similar to a royal blue, but is per-

haps just a shade lighter in tone. Amber
effects are very popular. Next to it in

demand come the various other colors

—

jade, amethyst, wisteria, ivory, tur-

quoise, emerald, sapphire, topaz, jet, in

fact almost any light, dark, or clear tint

one may fancy. Jet, however, is not so

UiUch in evidence as colors.

The fashionable length for these neck-

laces is any place where they v^'ill show^

over the waistcoats of the season. Most
people prfefcr them above the waistline

iiowever, and coming nicely below the

round necklines. There are usually pen-

dant attachments of some kind. Good
prices are being paid by wearers of the

nev/ necklaces. Department stores sell

many at from $1.50 to $8.-50 each; $4.50

is a good selling price in many places.

Earrings continue in demand and are

frequently purchased to form a set with

the necklaces since they can be had in

tne same colors and suitably trimmed
and shaped. For the class of people

who want to carry the colored bead no-

THENOVELTIES BY
WAY

"Throatlets" of ribbon, usually black

velvet, are trimmed sometimes with little

bright silk flowers and fastened with an
ordinary clasp. Models made of beads
are up to an inch in width and feature

gold and silver beads in garland pat-

terns. Some have hanging beads at in-

tervals. These are a London fancy to

be worn with the low-necked blouses.

Novelty jewelry is reported to be enjoy-

ing a decided vogue there as well as in

New York and elsewhere. The Robert
Simpson Co., Toronto, had a window dis-

play featuring the new bead necklaces

recently. Every color, size and combin-

ation imaginable it seemed, including

Oriental effects, was to be seen. There
must have been a couple of hundred dif-

ferent numbers shown. "They certainly

have a marvellous collection," said one

passer-by.

A "wildness in headgear," is said to
be a vogue in Paris which is spreading
to London. A fashion writer states: "To
have her hair cut short, curled, and then
combed to stand on end all over the head
is the sign of the well-coiffured Parisi-

enne.

"She uses combs and ribbons run
through the wild locks to keep them in

an erect position.

"The new hats try to imitate this mad
hairdressing as much as possible.

"Uncurled feathers, woollen plumes,
burnt goose feathers, trailed anyhow like

barbed wire over a neat shape, fringes

of coarse monkey fur and a new material
called "wire wool" are all used to obtain

the efftct of wildness."

Eaton's are showing in their fancy
goods department a score or more of

knitted articles featuring "mist" grey.

It is a delicate shade showing a hint of

fawn and combines admirably with coral,

salmon, rose, jay, turquoise, gold, and
the other bright tones which are used
for collars, cuffs and stripes. Fancy
sweaters in vestee and waistcoat effects,

children's pull-overs and coat styles,

separate collar and cuff sets, caps,

novelty scarfs, all these were shown in

"mist" shade.

In still another light do Nenette and
Rintintin appear. Their latest "act" is

in the form of white enamel suspended
on a necklace or else attached to a small
bar pin.

Another new "doll" is made of wooden
ball beads in pink, blue, purple, red,

yellow and green, the "head" one having
a face painted on it of course and long
strands of the thread vaguely suggest
hair.

A new powder puff is made of eider-

down and filled with face powder, which
sifts through sufficiently for milady to

pow^dor her nose without the need of a

mirror.

Some French houses have made some
novel new buttons for sports coats. One
is made in the shape of a bill bearing

BEAUTIFUL
DOLLS!

A "dressed-up" doll

and a "play-time"
doll, each wearing
a happy counten-
ance which will be
reflected in the
face of some little

girls about Christ-
mas time this year.
The flaxen hair
and "unbreakable"
bodies make a

ptrong appeal.
By courtesy of
Wm. Croft & Son,
Toronto.
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ot grey galalith, the little balls being-

green. Another is shaped like a steering

wheel made of grey galalith with green

spokes, while a third is like a spark plug.

SYNTHETIC "MOTHER OF PEARL"
The German secret of making artifi-

cial mother of pearl has been discovered

by a Mr. Dew of London. The method is

said to be as follows: The colors are

fixed upon a gelatine base having a

celluloid film, and arc chemically obtain-

ed by interference with the incidence of

rays of light.

The discovery occupied 2,000 experi-

ments which extended over a period of

four and a half years. Before the war
the Germans were sending thousands of

sheets of this material into the United

Kingdom. The British discovery may be

ulilized for making into sequins and

other dress materials; it may also be re-

produced on the polished surface of

shells. It has tho additional advantage

of being non-inflammable.

WIRE HAIRPINS
Wire hairpins, over which there was'

so much distress and speculation as to

effects expressed a year ago when we
were informed that the hairpin was
about to make its exit from the market,

are fairly plentiful again. They come in

a number of different sized boxes of at-

tractive appearance and are in the usual

four sizes, including the "invisibles."

FOUNDATION FOR A PERSONNEL
DEPT.

Continued from page 22

We are soinetimes able to trace a connec-

tion hettveen poor work and poor health

and vice versa.

Importance of Self-Control

The workers in any organization re-

flect its head. The personnel department

aims to make known to every worker

the ideals and standards held by the

firm. In order to do this effective!, 't

is necessary to gain the co-operation of

every worker and also the co-operation

of each executive. There is a continue j?

strain in department store work due to

the fact that a store is always before the

public and perhaps, too, to the fact that

department stores have not progressed

as far in their methods of organization

as manufacturing concerns. The man
on top loses control of himself because

some detail has not been carried out.

While still in this mood he corrects the

man below. This man, in turn, passes

the "buck" to his subordinates. As a

result there is a large group of people

on edge, angry and discontented, perhaps
upset for the day because an executive

lost his temper. The personnel depart

ment is trying to make the work run
steadier and more smoothly so that these

details will be properly taken care of

and is ever trying to teach self-control to

every executive in the store.

Personnel work should be done in

every store. People, unlike machines,

Interesting Novelties
Four of the newest ideas in "specialized" dolls, "Splash Me" bathing girls at the
left and beside the dog are two being used in various ways to make interesting
store displays as well as to sell for prizes and souvenirs. The "Splash Me" at
the left and "Tiss Me" beside her, both have beautiful coiffures of real hair pre-
served in hair nets. "Tiss Me" has the ever alluring auburn shade. Of sadder
countenance, but one which makes even a stronger appeal, because of his
political significance, is that of the "Bone Dry" pup, in his shaggy brown coat.

Shown by Geo. Borgfeldt & Co.

have a way of forcing themselves upon
our attention whether we will or not.

The quality of their work and their co-

operation depend upon the degree of con-

sideration and understanding which we
give them. Personnel work aims to

study every phase of environment which
affects the human element in an organiz-

ation and to apply the results so obtain-

ed. For this reason a department carry-

ing on such activity should do a certain

amount of research. As yet we, in our

store, have made no surveys of this na-

ture, but it is a part of our plan.

Most Productive, Least Expensive

Socially and economically it is the

employer's duty to make his people worth
their wage and to develop them so that

they will be constantly worthy of an in-

crease. Much time is spent in the in-

vestigation of labor-saving devices, the

planning of new departments, and in the

study of new cost systems. Increased

production with a decrease in cost of

production is an aim common to all of

us. When we make the girl worth her
wage and help her to be worth a greater
wage, we are increasing production and
decreasing its cost. The majority of

organizations recognize the fact that all

higher-paid employees are the most pro-

ductive and the least expensive. The
higher paid worker produces more work,
better service, more co-operation, and
more interest. For this reason let every
employer seriously consider how he may
help his employees to be more success-
ful. Training and education, combined
with all the other phases of personnel
work, hold the answer, provided that the

employer is willing to back such an en-

terprise, not for one year, but for many
years, keeping ever in mind that the

fundamental of personnel work is edu-
cation and that an educational pro-

gramme which is planned to help a large

number of heterogeneous people is of
necessity, slow.

HOME DYES SUGGEST FURTHER
SALES

Has it ever occurred to you that a

good line of home dyes could be used to

suggest other sales? Ribbons to match
the new tone, a new bit of lace to

freshen the made-over newly colored
frock, buttons to add smartness, braid

to harmonize with the new color

—

touches of these on the newly dyed
blouse or gown would add happiness to

satisfaction in the transformation.

An attractive new necklace is shown
consisting of a pendant in flower and
butterfly motif in brightly-colored

enamel suspended on an inch-wide rib-

bon which is richly embroidered in har-

monizing colors. A silk tassel is Imng
below the pendant.

The popularity of home soap dyes is

eliciting further developments. The
latest product is dye soap flakes, which
are to be liad in a big range of colors.

Special directions are given for the

range of dark colors.
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CHILDREN'S SHOP IN HALIFAX

THE Wood Bros. Co., Ltd., Halifax,

N.S., have a progressive children's

shop. In their anticipation of big

Easter trade they devoted considerable

space in their advertising to descriptions

of styles for confirmation, wedding and

party frocks for the little girl who par-

ticipates. Frocks described included silk

poplins, with profusion of tucks and

tassels, French voile with lace and rib-

bon sashes, Madeira embroidery effects

on voile, and then the very necessary

chambray play dresses. Hats, kerchiefs

and coats also came in for interesting^'

publicity.

Mahon's, Ltd., also of Halifax, N.S.,

had a splendid array of Easter neck-

wear, which was well described under

the heading: "It wouldn't be Easter

here without neckwear.'' Easter flowers,

lilies, hyacinths, tulips, etc., suggested

the importance of color. Overseas blue

and victory red were emphasized and

the other popular shades and combina-

tions for wearing with Easter suits

were enumerated. Pleatings, cowl col-

lars, Peter Pans, sets and vests, then

fashionable models for the season, were

described with prices up to $6.,00.

Cleghorn & Beattie, Ltd., Ottawa,

Ont., announce that Mr. J. W. Dinning,

late of A. C. TurnbuU, Hamilton, Ont.,

has taken over a position with them as

decorative expert in housefurnishings.

Mr. Dinning has been overseas with the

116th Battalion, C.E.F., and now goes

to Ottawa with a splendid record.

A. J. Frieman, Rideau Street, Ottawa,

is enlarging the floor space of his busy

department store.

The Hudson's Bay Co., Vancouver,

used a space 6 inches deep across the top

of their page ad. March 31, to call the

attention of their patrons to their new
device for measuring fabrics. It is the

first one in Vancouver, they claim, and

it registers the measurement of the ma-

terial and also the price, no matter what
fraction of a yard is purchased.

W. W. Wilkinson Co., of Gait, have

installed the first passenger elevator in

the city. This will familiarize customers

with the three upper floors of the store,

as well as the ground floor. The store

marked the occasion by holding a spec-

ial four days' "elevator sale," beginning

April 9.

ADOPTS SHORTER HOURS
The W. W. Cooper Co., Swift Current,

Sask., have adopted a schedule of short-

er hours, effective all the year round.
The matter was thoroughly discussed
with the employees, taking into account
the fact that the city is dependent upon
the surrounding district, which is 100

per cent, farmers. The new hours, tak-

ing effect May 5, are 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.,

except Saturdays, which are 8 a.m. to 9

p.m, this up to the end of October, when
the store will not open until 8.30 a.m.

These shorter hours were adopted in

preference to the half holiday during
Summer months. A number of stores

in Ontario and other provinces, which
draw from the farming customers ex-

tensively, are operating on similar

hours.

W. W. COOPER.
Swift Current, Sask.

Who is always to the fore with improved
methods of merchandising. His latest

move is a revision of business hours, as

described herewith.

Mr. Ross Crane, head of the extension

department of the Art Institute of Chi-

cago, gave a series of lectures at the T.

Eaton Co.'s Winnipeg store the week be-

ginnmo- April 7. The title of the series

was "The How and Why of Home Fur-

nishing." They were elaborately and

effectively demonstrated.

The H. J. Daly Co., Ltd., hope to oc-

cupy their new store on or about July

1. The new location will be in the spot

previously known as the Arcade, for

many years the building on Sparks St.,

which was known as the home of the C.

Ross Co. This building was burned a
few Winters ago, while in use as a re-
cruiting station, and plans are well un-
der way to have an up-to-date building
ready for business by the date men-
tioned.

MONTREAL FIRM OPENS NEW
SAMPLE ROOMS

P. P. Martin & Co., Ltd., have opened
show rooms at St. Hyacinthe, P.Q. Their
head office is also undergoing consider-
able alterations and they expect to have
the workmen out of the way soon. The
new addition will almost double the size

of the present warehouse.

NEW WAR MEDAL
A new war medal suitable for em-

ployers to give to their employees who
have fought in the great war is being
];ut on the market by the Geo. F. Hems-
ley Co., Ltd., of Montreal.

The obverse of the medal contains the

Dominion of Canada coat of arms sur-

mounted by a crown and enclosed by a

wreath. On the reverse side is the in-

scription: "Presented to who fought
in the great war for world freedom, 1914
—1918. This side also contains a beau-
tiful wreath.

The medal is being made up in gold,

silver and bronze and is suitable for

wearing either as a fob or a ribbon.

GOES TO SASKATOON
James Burt Malette, one of the best

known advertising men in Western Can-
ada, has returned to F. R. MacMillan,

Ltd., Saskatoon, Sask., as sales mana-
ger. Mr. Malette's experience in the

advertising business covers a wide range.

He has been advertising manager with

the Cattanach Advertising Agency, Win-
nipeg; manager of copy and art depart-

ment,service branch,McGraw Publishing

Co., New York; copy-writer for the H.

W. Johns-Manville Co., Chicago; special

campaigner with M. P. Gould Advertis-

ing Agency, New York; make-up man
with the C. E. Ellis Mail Order Publish-

ing Co., of the same city, and during the

past few years, has been associated with

the Calgary Furniture Store as advertis-

ing manager, and latterly, the Hud-
son's Bay Co. in the same capacity.

Mr. Malette is the author of "The

How, When and Where of Retail Adver-

tising," "Post-war Advertising Prob-

lems," and "Printers' Ink vs. Window
Display."
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AN EVERY DAY REQUIREMENT

BARBOUR'S KNOX'S

FAMOUS LINEN THREADS^
See that your stock is complete with our Threads for Carpet — Tailoring —
Fur — Dry Goods and General Retail Trade.

Good stocks carried at

Toronto MONTREAL Quebec

FRAINK & BRYCE, LIMITED

f

EVERTHING IN BEADS
Seed Beads in bottles, Pearl Beads,

Necklets, Fancy Necklaces. All popular

colors and combinations in all prices.

Write for assortment.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co
n Wellington Street W.

TORONTO

EVERYTHING
IN EMBROIDERIES

300 designs in 27 in. Flouncing,

65c. to $1.50 yard.

10- and 20-yard pieces.

GEORGETTE CREPES

All Colors

in

Stock.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
17 Victoria Square Montreal
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RIRBONS, LACE GOODS, NECKWEAR, MILLINERY and Millinery Materials
Canadian buyers invited to call when in London, or write for samples.
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FACTORIES 10 & U Warwick Lane, E.G. §( Paul'sChurchyard
And Paternoster Buildings, E.C LONDON
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Re^vv^ard Your
Employees

For Service Overseas

Your old employees are now returning

from a victorious campaign overseas

and you would like to show your

appreciation. You were proud of

every Maple Leaf on that service flag

in your most prominent window. Now
show your appreciation to the man
himself by presenting him with a War
Service Medal.

14k Gold. 10k Gold. Sterling Silver.

The recipient of this beautifully em-
bossed War Medal will value it for the
high class workmanship alone. The
obverse side as pictured in the illus-

tration shows the Dominion of Canada
Crest and space for the donor's name.
The reverse contains space wherein
the name of the recipient can be en-
graved—a man who fought for Free-
dom. Do not miss this ideal way of
rewarding the service of our returning
Heroes.

Bronze. Special Designs Submitted.

G. Hemsley & Co., Ltd.

7 Bleury St.

Manufacturer of Military Insignias and Badges

Montreal

For The June Bride

Have you all the dainty little acces-

sories required to give her Trousseau
its artistic finishing touches?

- - See our - -

Exquisite Ribbon Novelties

Lingerie Trimmings

Boudoir Slippers

Garters, Etc.

We also have for your inspection a
variety of Vanity Bags, Opera and
Work Bags, and Infants' Novelties
—Artistic creations of Ribbon.

Ribboncraft Co.
229 College St. Toronto

I AfWeyerstatl & Co.
M^^y 66 Wellington St. W.

UTTON
Being finally fettled in our new
premises we are now ready to take
better care of your needs. Witn
larger stock on hand we can give
immediate deliveries. Our Ma?
Order Department is in capable
hands, we respectfully solicit you:-
inquiries. Our Fall line is ready,
see our travellers before placing:
your orders.

"Canada's Exclusive Button House"

TORONTO

Have You?
read the

Buyers' Market

Guide

Pages 142-3-4.
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HOSIERY,eic.

MENDINGS

WOOL
SILK

COTTON
LISLE and

MERCERIZED
All Colours

CARDS
SKEINS
BALLS and

REELS

Oldest English Maizes

BRANDS:
"LAMB"
"OLIVE BRANCH"
"CIRENELLA"
"AMAZON," etc.

Josiah Wilson& Co.
I EDMUND PLACE. ALDERSGATE STREET

LONDON, E.C.I. - ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1808

BEADS! BEADS!
The Craze of the Season

A glorious array of Necklets in the most wonder-
ful colors ever imagined— a perfect riot of them

—

Victory Red, Jade, Lapis, Coral and Field-Blue.
Colors that are blending, contrasting and radiant.

Dame Fashion demands that every woman wear
beads this season; no frock or suit complete without
a string of beads.

Buy Beads-Buy Often

Prices Right No Delay

Send us your open orders at once. Our sales de-
partment will make a selection suitable for your
trade.

We manufacture all our necklets, therefor it is

necessary for us to charge the "Excise War Tax of
Ten Per Cent."

Carl Austin & Co.
357 College St. Toronto, Ont.
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No. 3

SOME WINDOWS AT SELFRIDGE'S
In commeiroration of the tenth anni-

versary of Selfridge's large departmental
store in Oxford Street, London, a win-
dow display has been organized on re-
markable lines.

We give here three typical examples
chosen especially to illustrate the atmos-
phere in which the entire scheme was
carried out.

Illustration No. 1 shows a setting of
which the central subject is "Value."

The design has been carried out after

an original drawing by a well-known
English artist. The side panels are en-

tiMed "Dignity" and "Sincerity" respect-

ively, and are the work of two different

artists.

All the pictures in this series of dis-

plays were executed in imitation mar-
quetry inlay. The material used was
real Japanese veneer, each piece bemg
dyed and stained to resemble in color

as closely as possible the exact article

it was intended to represent. Each pic-

ture was framed in a setting of ivory

and old gold.

It will be seen that little merchandise
was used in makina; up the tableaux in

order to preserve its distinctive value as

an artistic display rather than a selling

exhibition.

Illustration No. 2 is entitled "The
Tenth Milestone," and gives pictorial

effect to the theme of the whole display.

Illustration No. 3 shows a somewhat
different arrangement done in the same

Spring Opening Window
This window had a very striking appearance, as it presented the fashionable gold and silver lace with old rose material,

all standing out the more prominently from a black background of beaverboard. The scheme of decoration on the black
ground is an unusual experiment, stencil work in colors with a decidedly Spring touch. This gives a fresh touch to the
whole window, a real spirit of Spring, and might be experim ented on by other window trimmers with good effect.

The figure is hand draped, with material of old rose taffeta and all-over silver embroidery, the bodice of the same. On
the left is a drape of old rose crepe de chine, and gold lace in contrast to the silver on the draped figure. A waist and
harmonizing accessories complete this part of the window. In the centre is a cerise rose bush, while the card carries out
the idea of the background, being of black with panel in old rose. On the floor is a rug of beaverboard. The window was
trimmed by Edward K. Lummus, display manager for Almy's, Limited, Montreal.
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The accompanying illustrations

show a very attractive and valuable
Notion window display during the

monih of February in the Bryson-
Graham store in Ottawa, Ont. The
display, according to the manager ol"

the department, W. A. Stewart, in-

creased the notion business in Febru-
uiy 95 per cent, above February of

last year. This speaks for itself.

The three illustrations herewith,

when placed in a row, show the ccm-
nlete trim. The photograph had to

be separated in order to show up the

detail from one end of the window to

the other.

The manager of the display depart-

ment in the Bryson-Graham store is

Fred Ashfield, who was responsible

f^r this trim. He pointed out to DUY
GOODS REVIEW that each depart-

ment in the Bryson-Graham store

having a window trim is charged uu
with a certain amount per day. This
is usually $2 per day, but one large

window is more, and a window' on the

side street less. Mr. Ashfield's win-

dows are among the best in Ontario.

spirit with two marquetry panels featur-

ing "Liberality" and "Charity."

The dimensions of these windows are

twenty feet wide, eight feet deep and
twelve feet high. The entire work was
carried out under the supervision of Mr.
Edward -N. Cioldsman, in charge of the

decorating (iepartmenc of the store, and
chairman of the recently formed British

Display Men's Association.

MAKE OCCASIONAL SURVEY
Many merchants find that it pays to

take a careful look around the store

frequently to see that seasonable lines

are displayed most effectively, if the fix-

tures are placed in the best manner i'or

displaying the stock, and if the stock

arrangement itself is calculated to make

the best impression on customers. Some-
times too much is shown, giving pros-
pective buyers an impression of confusion
and disorder. Sometimes not enough is

on display or on iooking it over it is easy
to see how it nii'j,ht be more attractively

•arranged. Little things like this fre-

quently make or mar sales and are worth
the time and attention it tiikcs to adjust

them.
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Employees' Parlor.

And Cafeteria at Smallman & Ingram's store, London, Ont.



FINE RESULTS FROM EMPLOYEES' BENEFIT
London, Ont., Store has Splendid Equipm ent for Comfort and Health of Employees.

THE London, Ont., "Echo" published
the following among other ac-

counts in a special issue on welfare
work in that city: "Welfare work is not
a new thing at the big establishment of

Smallman & Ingram Ltd. At the time
of the completion of the firm's splendid

business premises on Dundas and Rich-

mond Street several years ago a sick

benefit society was organized by the em-
ployees, a very liberal donation by the

late J. B. Smallman, putting the society

on a firm financial footing from the out-

set. Not only has the organization been
of the greatest benefit to the employees
but it has been the means of bringing
them togetlier from time to time as one
big family. There is a difference in the

fees charged junior and senior members
as there is in the amount of sick benefits

paid, the latter ranging from $3 to $6
per week. A large sum has been paid

out in benefits since the society was or-

ganized, the result being that illness in

the families of members has borne less

heavily than would otherwise be the

case. The society maintains a small

library of books of an instructive charac-

ter, which are highly appreciated by
those using them. The society is run by
the employees themselves, but the firm
is in full sympathy with it.

"Recently the employees branched out

in another line of welfare work, when
they established a dining-room and par-

lor for the benefit of the members. The
firm not only gladly granted the use of

a large room but has fitted it up in

elaborate and up-to-date style at its own
expense.
"The room devoted to the employees'

use is located on the fifth floor and in-

cludes floor space of about 2,500 square
feet. It is a bright place indeed, its lo-

cation permitting of everything that

could be desired in the way of light and
ventilation. Up near the windows, over-

looking Dundas Street, considerable

space has been fitted up as a parlor,

beautifully carpeted and furnished with
piano, lounging chairs, etc., a place to

which employees may retire when in-

disposed during workina- hours, or as-

semble for conversation or music at

other times.

The greater part of the spacious room,
however, has been fitted up as a cafe-

teria, mahogany chairs and tables, the

latter with Avhite vitrolite tops, are neat-
ly arranged for the use of the employees.
In one comer is a lunch counter or serv-

ing table and steam heating apparatus,
all in white vitrolite. The self-serve

plan has been adopted, and employees
may obtain a hot lunch with tea or coffee,

at as near cost as possible. All the
cooking is done in the kitchen in another
part of the building, and is kept
heated on a steam table. Employees
bringing their own lunches can have
them warmed up and auo-mentted
with a cup of tea or coffee. The firm
supplies all the equipment, giving the

use of the room and furnishing it

throughout. A competent matron is in

charge at all times.

"The cafeteria and parlor are at the

disposal of the employees at all times.

They may enjoy social evenings there^

hold concerts and dances; in fact it

serves as an up-to-date club for the

firm's staff of 400 men and women em-
ployees at no cost whatever to them."

A MATTER FOR ADJUSTMENT
The merchants of Ottawa have cause

for complaint against Dominion Govern-
ment employees transacting private busi-

ness on Government premises during the

hours of their employment. Especially

does this concern the merchants since

the "private" business has been with a

view to purchasing supplies of foodstuffs

at wholesale prices through a commit-
tee appointed for the purpose. Letters

have been sent out by an employee of

the Post Office Department, who is

chairman of the committee and canvass-

ing has been done through the building

during business hours, thus using up
Government supplies of stationery and
the time of several people, all of which
is paid for out of public funds, and in

competition with men who are paying-

municipal taxes, war profit taxes, in-

come taxes, etc., and who conduct busi-

ness in the legitimate way.
These facts are pointed out by E. M.

Trowern, secretary of the Dominion
Executive Council and Dominion Board
of the Retail Merchants' Association,

and it is hoped that members of the Gov-

ernment will at once take steps to have
this unfair system stopped.

ST. JOHN MERCHANTS HAVE
SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Retail Merchants' Association of Mari-

time City Shows Marked Increase

A busy and successful year was re-

flected in the reports submitted at the

annual meeting of the St. John, N.B.,

branch of the Retail Merchants' Associ-

ation, and the interest displayed gives

promise of results at least as satisfactory

for the coming year.

In his annual report, the secretary,

T. F. Drummie, showed that every
branch of the association's undertakings
had been most successful and that a

large increase in membership had taken

place during the year. He urged the

executive to take a more active part in

public affairs of a nature beneficial to

the community generally as well as to

the merchants in particular.

The secretary of the dollar day com-
mittee reported that two dollar days

had been held, on February 21 and Aug-
ust 21, and that both had been highly

successful.

The report of the treasurer, M. E.

Grass, showed the finances of the associ-

ation to be in satisfactory condition.

The provincial secretary. Miss F. P.

Alward, reported that all the larger
firms in the city are taking an active
interest in the work of the association
and are co-operating heartily with the
provincial branch.
The association went on record in

favor of the holding of a peace carnival
in St. John during the summer or fall

months.
A resolution in favor of daylight sav-

ing, copies of which were ordered sent
to Sir Thomas White, the city's federal

representatives and to the secretary of

the Dominion association, was passed,

as follows:

Resolved, that inasmuch as daylight
saving has proved itself of great ad-

vantage to the business community;
enabling employees of stores and other

workers to have the benefit during the

summer months of some 180 hours of

free daylight for recreation—equalling

eighteen full days of ten hours each
added to their holidays and at no cost

to any one;

Therefore resolved, that the Retail

Merchants Association, St. John branch,

endorse the continuing of the daylight

saving movement and hereby petition our
Government to sc enact for the year
1919.

Officers elected for the year 1919 were
as follows: honorary president, A. 0.

Skinner; president, F. W. Daniel; first

vice-president, A. N. McLean; second

vice-president, S. E. Fisher; third vice-

president, J. H. Vaughan; treasurer, M.
E. Grass; secretary, T. F. Drummie;
advisory board, G. M. Ross, H. Mont
Jones, D. J. Barrett, J. H. Marr, K. D.

Spear, William Hawker, Harry Warwick,
C. H. Smyth, S. E. White, J. A. Mc-
Kay, F. A. Dykeman, T. A. Armour,
A. A. Mclntyre, S. C. Young, H. W.
Rising, R. E. Wark, W. E. Ward, I.

Chester Brown, B. R. Macaulay, H. H.

Scovil, S. C. Webb. S. S. Francis, G. W.
Morrell and G. C. Emerson.

FAVORS CASH
Thinks Cash System Would Reduce Cost

of Living

WITH regard to whether a strictly cash

or credit business is the more satisfac-

tory, and apropos of the article by a

merchant commending the credit sys-

tem, which appeared in a recent issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW, the following let-

ter from Mr. R. H. Elliott, Halifax, N.S.,

is interesting: "We have no credit ac-

counts and no books. Our customers

never think of asking to have anything

on credit and I find a great many of the

stores in Halifax have adopted the same
system. Recently there were two

stores started on our street and they

have adopted the strictly cash system

and are doing a rushing business. They

are not in the same line that I am, but

their system is just the same. They
advertise everything cash and carry, and

of course are able to sell cheaper."



LARGE STORES HAVE SHOWCARD SYSTEM
Smaller Cards Used for Higher Grade Merchandise — Each Store Should Use Cards Best

Suited to Class of Merchandise Carried.

One of a Series by R. T. D. EDWARDS
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LARGE American stores iiave g'one-

into the question of showcardmg
their stores very thorouj?hly. Thev

have made a thorough study of it to

find out the best kind of show cards

they should use, and the way they

should be used to be in keeping with the

class of trade to which they cater.

As you make a study of each store in

the large centres in the United States,

you will find that each city and each

merchant in each city has worked out

their own showcard system.

Large city merchants such as those in

New York and Chicago, where a great

transient business is transacted, can af-

ford to be more exclusive and use show-

cards very sparingly; while the smaller

city merchant uses showcards more
after the order that the Canadian city

merchants use.

But all have their own system of

showcards, varying more or less. Each

of these systems are the result of many
years of study in which the showcard

writer figures largely. He being tne

man on the job has been able to make
a close study of what his particular

store really requires, in order that the

best results may be obtained from them.

He has had the opportunity of trying

out various ideas, both in system and

cards, until he has found out what was
the best for that particular store for

which he worked.

The result has been small, neatly-let-

tered cards as being the best for the

high and medium class store. They
leave the large, highly colored, heavily

lettered showcard to lower class stores.

You can find some stores using a

dark card with white letters, or grey

cards with black letters with printed

border and white underlining the let-

ters. But white cards are more preval-

ent, owing to their being cleaner and
brighter looking, but, of course, they

must be changed oftener in order to

keep them clean.

This is the condition that prevails at

the present in New Y'ork City, and we
Canadians can glean many helpful points

from our American friends. The main
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JJoat Strips anb fepring iWotor

Bribes.

lit IS dime for a ifeummer J^at after

tt)e Cailoreb (Caster tEogs.

Ctje ILatest anb JSaintiest ^obeltp—

a

Crotbeteb fetoeater 3'acbet.

lesson that we can obtain is not so
much a copy of their particular style
of showcards, or a copy of their par-
ticular showcard system, but a copy of
their system of finding out what is

best for our stores. We should study
the conditions in our stores and in our
towns and the lines along which the
masses of our customers' minds run.

With these settled up, work up show-
cards that will attract and appeal to

them. We think that if you work in a

store in a small town and you find the

brighter cards are best, why, by all

means, use them, but do so intelligently.

Use the color on the card sparingly and
in an artistic manner.

The two samples of showcards il-

lustrated here are not meant to illus-

trate that which is used in New York,
because they are not. They are of a

simple style of showcard that is quite

effective in our Canadian towns. The
lettering and designs, as you will note,

are all done on dark surfaces, with vari-

ous pastel colors. Combinations of blue-

grey and cream, salmon pink and white,

pale blue, pea green, are only a few
that can be worked over these dark col-

ored cards to good effect.

The card with the light, broad border

has a cut-out centre, and the dark centre

is mounted on the back of it.

The other card has a smooth black

surface. This variety also comes in

maroon, dark green, both of which can

be used to make splendid showcards. On
this latter card use a heavy opaque color,

so as to ensure the ground not showing
through.

COMMUNITY DISPLAY AT MOOSE
JAW

A community style show and fashion
display was held in Moose Jaw, S--sk.,

beginning April 2, for four days and
evenings. Two hundred and fifcy gar-
ments, on mannequins, were exhibited,

from the stocks of city merchants. The
mannequins were 25 local girls and chil-

dren, some of whom wore crinolines of

1849, and the Victorian dress of 1870.

They stepped out of a huge "style book"
at one end of the stage and paraded be-

fore the large audience. To vary the

program Victorian and King Louis
dances were given, a male qujtrtette

sang and an orchestra provided other mu-
sic. A refreshment stall was in charge
of the "Carry-on Girls' Club." The
merchants had booths for their individ-

ual displays, which included flowers,

electrical fixtures, footwear, etc., as well

as the dry goods fashions. Over 200

palms and plants, besides flowers, lights

and fine scenic effects added beauty to

the surroundings. On the main floor of

the Gray-Campbell building, where the

display was held, was an automobile dis-

play at the same time.

The fine display, worked out by the

co-operative efforts of the merchants
of a city of less than 17,000 population,

evidences the progressive spirit of the

West, and no doubt splendid results will

be found throughout the whole district

until the next big exhibition is held.

Could not merchants in other cities and
tov^ms make of a similar community dis-

play an interesting and profitable sub-

stitute for the time-worn "Fall Fan"
and have it a "Spring Fair" as well as

Fall ?

The Nova Scotia Underwear Co., Ltd.,

will make considerable extensions to its

lines of manufacture, since its profits

last year showed progressive increase.



FEATURING PRICES IN RETAIL ADVERTISING
Giving Comparati\-e Prices has Lost Much of its Effect—A Careful Talk on Goods Found

to Bring Better Results.

HAS the use of "comparative prices"

in retail advertising been abused

to such a degree that an advertise-

ment is weakened when the claim is made
that the article is worth so-and-so, but

is being sold for so-and-so ( a lower

price) ?

Some of the leading retail stores have
concluded that such statements have so

often been untrue that they are losing

their power to produce trade and because

of this feeling and knowledge that the

"comparative price" is a constant temp-
tation to department managers and others

to exaggerate, they have eliminated such

statements entirely.

They believe—and their sales records

bear out the assertion, says a bulletin

from the Associated Advertising Clubs
—that a well-written description of the

goods, followed by the announcement that

prices are uncommonly attractive, is a

stronger appeal than the older style of

store advertising. Prices are, of course,

usually stated, though not on all oc-

casions.

The Associated Advertising Clubs are

.seeking further information on the sub-

ject, with a view to circularizing vigil-

ance committees of local advertising clubs,

and to this end, William P. Green, or-

ganization secretary of the National

Vigilance Committee of the advertising

clubs, recently issued the following letter

to a number of representative stores in

many of the more important communities
of the country:

"The retail department of the Associ-

ated Advertising Clubs several years ago
adopted Standards of Practice which pro-

vided, among other things, for the policy

either of eliminating "comparative
prices," or not using them unless the

identical goods were sold in that store

during same season at "former price"

named. Such statements could only be

used in most of these stores when a suffi-

cient quantity was sold at that price to

indicate that the public was readily will-

ing to pay the price asked.

"We are gathering material for a new
booklet on comparative prices. In order

to be advised of the most up-to-date prac-

tices and opinions of representative

stores, we want you to write us in as

much detail as possible your present posi-

tion in this matter, with something about

the development of the policy you are now
following and such observations as you
can give on its strong and weak points

as you see them.

"We are interested in having your view-

point on such questions as use of the

term 'value,' the conditions, if any, under

which goods in lots may be advertised

'values up to,' and such other phases as

your experience has shown you to enter

into a determination of right policies.

"We would like to have you tell us

whether some stores, by reason of size,

class of goods handled, or business condi-

tions, are justified in using comparative
prices, and if so, to what extent.

"Also please let us have your opinion

of this—if a store announces that it doe=

not use comparative prices in its adver-

tising, but subsequently advertises goods

one-half off' without stating either the

original or sale price, is this, in your
opinion, really comparative price adver-

tising? Kindly explain your answer.

"We find that the comparative price

question continues to be one of tremen-

dous importance in the merchandise field.

Such co-operation as you can give us in

assisting stores to reach a solution of this

problem, will be of great benefit."

In sending this information to DRY
GOODS REVIEW the advertising asso-

ciation announced that it would value the

opinion of any of our readers who cared

to express themselves. Communications

should be addressed to William P. Green,

Associated Advertising Clubs, 110 W.
40th St., New York City.

ASHWELL'S, LTD., PIONEERS OF
THE CHILLIWACK VALLEY

FORTY-EIGHT years ago a cancj
laden with freight struggled up-
stream against the swift current

of the Eraser from New Westminster to

Chilliwack Landing, B.C. The cargo
consisted of stock for a general store

j'nd being duly installed, there came mto
existence the first ?tore in the district,

owned by G. R. Ashwell, formerly of

Bedfordshire, England, and later of the

hardware firm of Cunningham and Ash-
wcU of New Westminster. Mail at that

time arrived once every three weeks.
Later a boat plied the river weekly in

open water and in the Winter tinT? the

mail was brought over the trail, a

primitive highway now supplanted by
the Yale road, and some duy to become
pi'obubly one of the finest highways in

the province.

Mr. Ashwell moved his business to the

pre.«ent site of Ashwellb Ltd. depax'tment

store in 1892, at the same time taking
into partnership his son. J. H. Ashwell,

under the name of Ashwell and Son. It

may here be said that the late G. R.

/\.^hvvell was one of che five original

pioneers of the Chilliwack ' Valley, and

one of the first directors of the Chilli-

wack fair.

The store at the Landing was destroy-

ed by fire set by burglars, who were
convicted on the evidence of a ten cent

piece identified by J. H. Ashwell, who
recalled its presence in the till. The first

part of the present building was erected

ill 1898.

In 1900 the second son, G. H. W. Ash-
well joined the firm. In 1905 the firm
dissolved partnership and J. H. Ashvvell

took charge of the Sardis branch, Mr.
Ashwell Sr. going on his farm. Mr.
oeorge Ashwell, who had been manag-
ing the Sardis and Rosedale branches

bince their inception in 1898 and 1903

respectively, took over the management
of the main store and the branches were
soid.

The Sardis branch is now owned by
Lant>staffe and Co. In I90o, on the death

of the founder, the firm was reorganized

a^' Asnwells Ltd., Mrs. (Dr.) Naboth
.Mien entering into partnership with her

brothers. G. H. W. Ashwell is president

of the firm, Dr. Allen vice-pi'esident, J.

H. Ashwell secretary-treasurer.

A Department Store for 21 Years
In 1898 the business was made into a

department store, and is consequently

the oldest department store on the main-

land of British Columbia. The building
was enlarged to its present size in 1911
and carried a stock of hardware until

1900. There is now carried a stock
valued at about $50,000 consisting of
dry goods and ladies' ready-to-wear,
groceries, stationery, boots and shoes,
men's furnishings and clothing. For
Liiirty years the firm have been con-
stant advertisers in the local paper.

Of the present members of the firm
of Ashwells Ltd., it may be said that
they have always taken a keen interest

;n everything affecting the welfare of

the city and district. Th late G. K.

Ashwell was reeve of the municipality
before the incorporation of the city, and
J. H. Ashwell is now its mayor. He was
an alderman for several years. George
Ashwell has also held the office of alder-

man. He is at present president of the

hospital board, president of the Prohibi-

tion League of the Chilliwack distri^-t,

and a director of the agricultural exhi-

bition.

Mr. T. R. Guy, who has served in the

army four and a half years and is

known to the trade in Canada and the

United States, is on his way from Lon-

don, England, and will open offices in

Toronto, representing Messrs. Crockers,

Taniited.



URGES DIRECT COLLECTION OF STAMP TAX
Secretary of Dominion Executive Council and Dominion Board of Retail Merchants'

Association of Canada Discusses Situation in Regard to

War Tax Stamp Duty

By E. M. TROWERN

EVERY loyal citizen in Canada rec-

ognizes that the enormous cost of

the war must be met, and that

everyone should do his share in help-

ing to pay it. The main feature that

should be carefully watched is to see

that whatever system is adopted it

should rest equitably upon all alike, and
that the cost of collecting it should be

the lowest possible amount. There
should also be some uniformity in the

plan of collection. Any system that is

adopted and that proves to be cumber-
some and expensive on one article must
also prove to be cumbersome and ex-

pensive on all other articles. The im-

portant thing, therefore, in all systems
of taxation is to be able to collect it

in the simplest and least expensive way,
and arrange it so that it will rest equi-

tably upon all.

Lose Its Force

The argument that is sometimes used,

that it is essential that every purchaser
should know the exact amount of tax
he is paying to the Government or to

the municipality, and that those who
sell goods should be able to point out to

customer just what that tax is, would
soon lose its force if it were deemed
necessary to also state to the customer
the value of the labor, the value of the

material, and the cost of shipping or

handling the said article, and if it is

necessary to know the amount in one
case why not in all cases and on all ar-

ticles? All these items could be figured
out if it was absolutely necessary that
they should be done, but why burden
any system of taxation with a lot of

unnecessary statistical and collection

costs?

The chief question that the average
intelligent Canadian is concerned about
is the following: "What percentage of

the tax that is paid by me is going to

pay the debt for which the tax was im-
posed, and what percentage is going to

the tax collectors and other Govern-
ment officials for collecting it?"

Means Big Loss

In the case of the tax on patent med-
icines and on articles in bottles and
packages, where the tax is paid by re-

tail merchants buying war tax stamps
and placing them upon the packages,
according to the selling price of the ar-
ticle, we are informed on reliable au-
thority that sixty-two and two-thirds
per cent, of this tax goes to Government
officials for collecting it, and that the
Government only receives thirty-seven
and one-third as its share. As business
men, we consider that this is by no
means a satisfactory system of taxation
and we are sure that no business house.

would tolerate any such expensive and
extravagant a system as this one.

Cost of Collection

The full cost of collection, however,
is not included in the sixty-two and
two-thirds per cent, as reported by the
Government. There is the further cost

to the retail merchant of purchasing
the stamps and placing them upon each
article, and collecting the same from
the customer. This is all additional to

the sixty-two and two-thirds per cent.,

the only difference being that the retail

merchant does an enormous amount of

work and he receives nothing whatsoever
for his services. If by any chance a

stamp falls off the package, or the re-

tail merchant or his clerk neglects to

attach it, and a Government Inspector

happens to enter his store, the retail

merchant is summoned to the Police

Court, and the usual fine is fifty dollars

and costs. This is the reward that the
retail merchant receives if he faithfully

applies the stamp to one thousand
bottles or packages and neglects to put
a one-cent stamp on one article. The
retail merchant, therefore, does all the

work in buying the stamps and collecting

the revenue, and receives no reward,
only the risk of being fined in the Police

Court if he or his clerk makes one miss
in a thousand times.

Gets Part of Fine

On the other hand, the Government
Inspector, in addition to receiving his

salary and expenses for travelling all

over the country and spying on the retail

merchants, receives a portion of the

fine, and a ereat manv comnlnint« h^ve
been made to our office stating that the

Police Magistrate invariably takes the

^vord of the Inspector asrainst the word of

the retail merchant, and they think that

where there are no witnesses, and the

stamp might have been removed by
anyone so inclined, and who was working
in league with an Insnector in order to

secure a portion of the fine, in every

case the Police Magistrates should de-

mand evidence to show that the stamp
was not affixed at the time of the sale.

His Wife Helped

In one case which has recently been
before the courts, one of the Govern-
ment Inspectors engaged his wife to as-

sist him in securing convictions. The
plan was to send his wife into the store

and ask for some preparation and state

that she was in a great hurry so as to

throw the retail merchant off his guard,
she would hasten out of the shop and
join her husband who was waiting out-

side to hurriedly drive her away.
Other cases have been before the

courts where it was shown that poor

widows whose stock in trade did not
amount to more than three or four
hundred dollars, have been fined as high
as fifty dollars and costs, and the fine

had to be paid by their friends as they
were unable to do so themselves.

These facts are presented to show that

the system is absolutely wrong in prin-

ciple as well as in practice, and it

should be changed at once, otherwise the

entire commercial community will be
aroused from one end of Canada to the

other.

Collect Direct

In our opinion, if it is necessary that

taxation of this character should be col-

lected to pay war expenditure, it should

be collected direct from the manufactur-
ers, and the importers, and passed along

to the retailers and to the consumers.
This plan would simplify the cost of

collection and place morte money by far

in the hands of the Government than it

is now receiving, and it would remove
the objectionable feature of summoning
respectable, law-abiding citizens before

Police Magisti'ates.

As stated before, the name that is

given to any system of taxation is of

very little consequence to the average

business man. What is chiefly required

is the most direct and cheapest way of

collecting it, regardless of traditions

and political opinions, and it must be

evident to the most simple mind that

the cheapest and most effective way to

collect this tax is to collect it from the

fountain head, which is the manufactur-

er, and the wholesale importer. It is

our intention to impress the imoortance

of this matter upon the public mind
until we secure a remedy.

BIG PAGEANT IN AUGUST
For the fifth seasonal presentation of

the fashion pageant of St. Louis, to be

held during the coming month of Au-
gust, the style show committee has in-

vited the amateur and professional play-

wrights of the city, or those who live

within a radius of fifty miles to enter

into competition for the best scenario,

offering a prize of $250. This action is

at the suggestion of the dramatic com-

mittee of the St. Louis Art League.

They have in mind the establishing of a

closer relationship between the city's art

and industries. Past fashion pageants

have gone into history, admittedly as

eminently worthy exhibitions from the

artistic standpoint. They have also

demonstrated their practical value as

media for advertising. Much interest is

being shown in the comprehensive plans

for this year's exhibit.
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Every merchant needs accurate store

records for two purposes

1. Every day he needs a complete, accurate record of his store

transactions to successfully control his business.

2. He needs these same figures every time his banker or

wholesaler calls on him for a financial statement.

He also needs them to know how much
money he is making, and what it costs him
to do business.

Every merchant can get a record of his

store transactions in two ways—slowly by
hand, or quickly and accurately by ma-
chinery.

A modern National Cash Register will

give him accurate, unchangeable records.

It will classify, add, and certify. It will

save him work and reduce his expenses.

No merchant should keep records by hand
that can be kept so easily by machinery.

A post card will bring full information

about how an up-to-date National will

take the drudgery out of keeping store

records.

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of|the world
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Lamson Service Vital To The
Store's Great Function : Selling

IN
the retailing of twenty-five years

ago, selling was secondary to

buying. To-day the opposite is

true.

Good selling now means essenti-

ally securing customer-satisfaction.

This depends only in part upon the

merchandise and its price. Largely
does it arise from a pleasing atmos-
phere and smooth, dignified service in

the handling of the customer's money
or authorizing of the charge.

For a while a store may influence

customers to buy a specific article of

merchandise; repeat business without

specific merchandise or bargain ap-

peal is impossible unless the custom-

ers are drawn to the store by its

methods and service.

It is here that Lamson centralized

systems—whether pneumatic tube, cable, or wire—perform valuable functions

as aids to customer-satisfaction—as aids, in other words, to selling.

For Lamson systems are unobtrusive and help to create that pleasing

atmosphere which merchants often spend vast sums to attain. In operation

they are noiseless, dignified. And while quick, they are not curt in their manner.

With Lamson Service, charge sales are authorized without impressing upon
the customer that her credit is questioned before purchase is allowed.

Whatever kind of purchase the customer makes—cash, C.O.D., or charge

—

whether the merchandise is taken or delivered — Lamson Service responds in-

stantly, with smooth, accurate operation which does not offend.

Modern developments in centralized systems place the service at the point

where it is needed—namely, where the sale transaction is completed—and by
saving steps eliminates displeasing delays.

By providing the customer with an itemized sales check in each case, what-
ever the type of transaction, troublesome adjustments and disputes are

eliminated.

While Lamson Service provides the customer with satisfaction-creating

service, it also provides the merchant with the greatest degree of protection,

enables clerks to sell more goods, and the information it secures is of vital aid

in administration and merchandising.

THE LAMSON COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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Why Not Benefit By
The Light When It

Is Let In?

Gipe- Hazard
Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

Our Cash Carriers will enable
your selling staff to dsvote more
time to customers, and to serve
them more promptly. In other
words the staff can do more business when Gipe-Hazard Carriers are
used than it is possible to do without them, which, when properly in-
terpreted, means greater profits for the merchant and better satisfied
customers.

Too, there is not to be forgotten the saving of labor, and the avoid-
ance of the disagreeable feature of salesmen having to crowd betwee.n
persons when going to and from the place of change making.

Write for that circular.

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sal» arc made on llie Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures

FIXTURES FORE

i IN THIS CHEST =

A Wondrrlul m1
for displaying Dry Goo
Jive 10 Years Good Sei

iee above are only a very few o( the^designs thai can be

.et, besides hundreds of standard (istures can be set up

Sl<

,( Palenled InlerchanCeablc Window Display FiMures
ds. Shin-Waisls. Hals and Women Furnishin(Ss. Set will

vice in efTeclive trade pullinfi window trims.

Tlie Fixtures yo
set up with the full

Made ol Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish Set is put up

_ in a Hardwood Hinfied Lid Storage Chest, a flood place to keep the eMra
Younits not in use. There are thousands of sets in dally use

No. 102 Set has 222 Interchangeable Younits For Large Store Windows. $41.25
No. 102'/j Set has 122 Inlerchanfieable Younits For Small Store Windows. S20.3S

ck corned in Hamillon, Onl Ojdcr dhecl i- Ijiru iiour /ofcfcer. Send (or catalog. Patented and mode ,n Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 3850 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

DALE MOVES
to larger premises

We extend to you a hearty invitation

to visit our new Show Rooms at

—

86 YORK STREET
TORONTO

(Opposite Prince George Hotel)

We are right in the centre of the Dry
Goods District and close to the Union
Station—a most convenient locality

for you.

With double our former floor space,
brighter Show Rooms and increased
facilities, we will be in a position to

meet your requirements better than
ever in

DISPLAY FORMS and FIXTURES

Dale Wax Figure Co., Limited

Toronto, Ontario

Montreal, ISO Bleury .St. Vancouver, 501 Mercantile Bid;;.

Latest Bust Forms
We specialize in bust forms of the
best kind and supply very latest

forms for coming styles.

We are putting out New Shirt
Waist and New Dress forms, Ladies'
size, also Juniors 13, 1.5 and 17

years.

These forms are Authorized by the
Highest School of Designers of New
York and Paris and finished in the
finest guaranteed Flesh Colour
Enamel.

Won't you give us a trial order.

Delfosse & Co.
247-249 Craig Street W.

Factory 1 to 19 Hermine St. c^m MONTREAL

These
Advertising

Columns

Often Contain

the very announcements you

may be looking for. It will pay

you to read them.
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Sectional Fixtures
Special designs for all merchandise, and all are inter-

changeable.

We "Keep the Quality Up"
Let us help you to do the same. Illustrations and par-

ticulars will be mailed upon receipt of request, or if you
so desire, our representative will call and help with your
plans.

(^RONToSffOWCASFCo) Lmit^
181 to 199 Carlaw Avenue, TORONTO
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Focussing the attention—That's the secret of quicJ^, easy sales.

With proper display your goods

will be more easily sold.

We Guarantee Our

Enamel Forms
not to chip or crack. Can be

washed with alcohol, benzine,

gasoline or soap and water.

Write for new circular.

Service is our motto.

A. S. RICHARDSON CO., LIMITED
Head Office and Factory 99-101 Ontario St.

TORONTO

Latch Needles Furnished

For Any Make Latch

Needle Machine

CharlesB.Paulus
NEEDLE EXPERT

1516 68th Avenue
Oak Lane, Phila., Pa.

Former Manager Latch Needle Department

Manufacturers'Supplies Company, Phila., Pa.

Samples on view stall No. 151, National Knit Goods

Exposition, June 2nd to 14th, at Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Solicited

AS IN WAR
SO:iN PEACE

SAVING
IS A

NATIONAL

DUTY

Do away with that unsightly litter of waste paper on your
floors—with its accompanying risk of fire.

By the use of a Climax Baler you will receive the very
highest prices for your waste paper.

The Climax Baler compresses and bales your paper, ready for

shipping.

It saves your time, your energy, the appearance
of your place—and turns your waste into Cash. <9̂

All Steel— 12 sizes. Will
last a lifetime.

#

Climax Baler
Company

/

Hamilton
Ontario

v^

/
Climax

Baler Co.,

<^v> Hamilton, Ont.

4^ Gentlemen : Without
^ obligating; us in any

^9 way, please send full

^ particulars and prices of
your steel Paper Balers.

Name

^ Address
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PUJMoEMAM PkipHny Fnnn© Lfll!(g=Lnlk(

Different from the ordinary enamelled forms. A trial

order will convince'you.

No. 1568-P

WAIST FORM

For all Departments

No. 265

REVOLVING RACK

We make a full

line of

High

Quality
Display Fixtures

Wax Figures

Display Forms

Fni
Superior in workmanship and finish.

,s$0im^^-.

Manufacturers of

Canvas Forms
and other

Store Equipment

Represen ta tives:

Vancouver, B.C.

M. E. Hatt

572 Howe St.

Winnipeg, Man.

O'Brien, Allan & Co.

Phoenix Block

Halifax, N.S.

D. A. Gorrie

Box 273

Quebec, P.Q.

Nap. Debigare

121 Crown St.

Write us for

Catalogue

or

call up our

Local Agent

ONE OF OUR THREE-QUARTER BUST HEADS

We have hangers for every purpose

(Write for folder)

For waists and dresses

The best waist hanger made, also excellent

for sweater coats

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896 Toronto Incorporated 1908
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FINEST BOTANY ALL

Style ''ANITA"

Trimmed in black

MADE IN

The equal of any imported.

Save Customs Duty and ship-

ping delays by buying at

home. We manufacture
this popular cloth in the

web, in fifteen beautiful

colors, including all the

latest effects and shades. We
also manufacture Jersey
Cloth Suits in a large

We have in stock for imme-

diate delivery a large variety,

all sizes, of Silk Coats in up-

Regent Knitting
FACTORIES:

Montreal and St. Jerome, Que.
REGENT KNIT
|\ MADEIN CANADA I

Branch Offices and Sample Rooms:
TORONTO:

62 Wellington Street West
K. R. MORGAN
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WOOL JERSEY CLOTH
CANADA

variety of styles, shades and

trimmings. Two popular
models here illustrated.

Neat styles also for Misses

12 to 16 years.

Also manufacturers of the

Famous Fibre Silk (Tricol-

lette) in plain and fancy

patterns, at popular prices.

to-date styles and shades.

Just the thing for Summer

trade.

Mills, Limited
HEAD OFFICE:

1202 St. Lawrence Boulevard
Montreal

WINNIPEG:
400 Hammond Block

S. M. CAMPBELL

style "KATHLEEN"
Richly err broidered with silk braid

REGENT KNIT
I V MAOEINCAMAOA I

VANCOUVER:
Mercantile Building

R. A. SMITH
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The IVabasso Cotton Company
Limited

THREE RIVERS, P.Q.

a)TTort5
Ggdd^Gold
White as Snow

'ABA550
'"A5HO^SoilKpBIT

IT SIand: ALSO TO-DAY FOR

SNOW WHITE COTTONS
ABSOLUTELY PURE

MADEmCUUM
=*

Always the Premier White Cotton Mills of Canada
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VESTEES
For Street or Dress Wear

Satin

Georgette Crepe

Organdy

Pique

Exclusively Different

PLEATINGS
Georgette Crepe

Organdy, Net

NECKWEAR
All up-to-date styles

and colors

Being an exclusive neckwear house, the Birmingham or-

ganization is constantly creating attractive designs that estab-

lish new standards in neckwear merit.

More high-class stores than ever before are now carrying

Birmingham neckwear. They appreciate the originality of the

designs, the effective color co iibinations, the quality of ma-
terials and workmanship—factors guaranteeing ready sales.

// you are interested in QUALITY NECK-
WEAR we will be glad to hear from you.

" The Exclusive Neckiocar House
"

T. H. BIRMINGHAM and CO.. LIMITED
93 to 99 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

LUl

•Jli=

1^—=^B^E=-sS fe:
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A SUGGESTION FORYOUR SUMMER SALE

Extra Large Size REAL HAIR Fringe Nets

Special Price to Clear:

5 gro $7.50 gro.

10 gro 7.00 gro.

20 gro 6.50 gro.

Colors, Light, Medium, Dark Brown, Black.

PERFECT GOODS

A BIG SELLER
"MONA LISA"

A high-class, ready-to-wear veil.

Shetland finish, easily adjusted, snug fitting.

Ideal for motoring and boating.

No elastic to rot—hard to tear.

Black, Navy, Nigger, Prunelle, Taupe, White.

$4.50 doz. HOW MANY?

Well assorted stock in Veilings, Mourning Veils, Fancy Veils,

Laces, Cotton Nets, Colored and Black Silk Nets, Cotton

Crepes. Canvelco Slip-On Veils.

Scarce goods just arrived—Grey, Taupe, Nigger, Old Rose,

Pink, Maline. 35c yd.

Our Salesman is near you.

Write to-day for an assortment.

ELLINGTOM]!

. ST.W. /

'Nf^ S^ADAVEILING
LIMITED

TORONTO
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MADE IN CANADA

Ritchie Brand Silkwear

Camisoles, Bloomers, Combmations, Gowns m Satm, Crepe-

de-chme, Habutai, Taffeta

H. P. Ritchie & Company
38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto
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SUEDETTE
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

GLOVES
Colors :

White
Black
Chamois
Palm Beach
Grey—light and dark

Material :

A fine woven suede finished fabric

of wonderful wearing durability.

Workmanship:
With a modern plant and up-to-date
equipment our customers are as-

sured of perfect fitting and perfect
finished gloves.

Order:
A sample dozen will be forwarded
upon request.

THE HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO., Limited
MONTREAL
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IN OLKmpHPME
a.b.C.^SIry
is made by skilful Canadian hands
for happy Canadian children to

wear.

A.B.C. Hosiery is made in a new,
spacious, one-floor factory where
working conditions are ideal. In-

creased business, due to the grow-
ing popularity of this line, necessi-
tated a removal to larger premises,
and the floor-space of our present
work-home is four times that of the
former plant.

Coincident with removal, better
working conditions were given our
employees. Hours of labor were
reduced to eight, with Saturday
afternoon off the year round. At
same time wages were increased
substantially and everything done
for the comfort and health of the
staff.

A.B.C. Hosiery is made for fit, wear,
warmth and appearance.

It is made in all sizes—4 to 10-inch
in 1 and 1 rib.

Sell A.B.C. Hosiery and give Cana-
dian kiddies these goods of honest
value made in Canada.

Further particulars if you send your
address.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited

883 Dundas Street East, Toronto

Unexcelled Silk Hosiery
Winsome Maid silk hosiery possesses all those
fine points of superiority, such as perfect fit and
appearance, that make instant appeal to dis-
criminating women everywhere. 'They sell at
sight.

This "knit-in-hem" silk hose is made in Canada
of the best materials obtainable anywhere. It
is a line that wears well and gives complete
satisfaction to dealers who sell it and to cus-
tomers who buy it.

Made in all colors. Place a trial order to-day.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard Street East, Toronto
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"Beaver Brand^' Underwear
Fleece Lined

For Men and Boys

Combinations and Two-piece Garments

We manufacture a substantial, durable, moderately-
priced line of Underwear that will compare favor-

ably with any other line of fleece-lined Garments
made in Canada.

Goods neatly boxed and labelled.

Communicate with us. Your orders and enquiries will receive our prompt and
careful attention.

BEAVER KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED
ALTON - ONTARIO

Ontario and Western Canada
Selling Agents :

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

R. R. DAVIS WM. C. FORSTER
33 Meiinda Street : Toronto 43 St. Sacrament St. : Montreal

The outlook
FOR MEN'S UNDERWEAR SALES
is better now than ever before.

^^DODS KNIT^' BRAND
HEAVY ELASTIC and FLAT-KNIT UNDERWEAR

For Men and Boys

Combinations and Two-Piece Suits

will meet all the demands upon your stock for substantial garments that will

wear well and give general satisfaction.

DODS KNITTING CO., LIMITED
ORANGEVILLE - ONTARIO

Selling Agents
Ontario and Western Canada

R. R. DAVIS
33 Meiinda St. : Toronto

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St. : Montreal
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

1

^^O***O***0*<^^4>^^*****^O^^4>»^

COLONIAL MAID

DRESS
MADE

^#-^^<><^^

I SIZE

S 1

^^<^^<^.^^

IN
FASTENER
CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

^;/^^H IS IS NOT A
f C\ FRICTION FASTENER
^^ R,, f- \^ MADE^^ but IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

BRASS-
will not

rust

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SIZES: 00-0-1

M

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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BLUE
Muser

Laces

Chiffons

Georgettes

Ribbons

Hosiery

Renowned Quality,

STAR
Creations

Embroideries

Wash Goods
Dress Trimmings

Brassieres

Etc.

Reasonable Prices.

In the Blue Star Line you will find exactly what you are looking for

—a line that will appeal to the most exacting customer.

The sign of the Blue Star is to you a guarantee of goods of reliable

quality, that you can always recomiiend highly.

Our years of experience in handling these materials have produced
for the Blue Star Line an enviable reputation for genuine value.

Up-to-the-minute, attractive styles at advantageous prices.

Prompt delivery on all orders.

jHusfer Prottjersi (Canaba) i^imiteb
j Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

I I Dress Trimmings and Embroideries B |
H Importers of Fancy Dry Goods. H

1 2 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco

London Nottingham Paris Calais

Caudry Le Puy St. Gall
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CANADA^S BEST FOR CANADA^S BEST

Are you prepared to meet the increased demand this com-
ing Fall, for Men's Underwear, that will naturally follow

the demobilization of our home-coming troops?

btock Atlantic Brand and you will have

a line that will give the warmth, weight,

and wearing qualities of Army Under-
wear, without any of its discomforts. They
will appreciate the soft, down finish of

Atlantic which makes it unusually com-
fortable.

1

^ ^ ''

m-V'- iS

1^ f^ 1i

Atlantic Underwear is made from

pure Maritime wool, naturally

treated by breezes from the Atlan-

tic. It will NOT shrink.

Every garment is fashioned to fit the form
and retains its shape always.

From our buying department to our ship-

ping department the most diligent inspec-

tion is made, to ensure only the very highest

standard of Underwear—and we feel that

Atlantic Brand stands second to none,

ATLANTIC means comfortable, perfectly

fitting, durable, unshrinkable garments.

Last, but not least—the price is reasonable,

at the same time allowing you a liberal mar-
gin of profit. It is a really profitable line

to you—it means permanent customers

—

and liberal profits.

ATLANTIC UNDERWEAR LIMITED
MONCTON, N.B.



Infants' and Children's Wear i\

Showing original arrangement and display in Infants' Department at Alni\ c,, Montreal.

A DEPARTMENT FOR INFANTS
Montreal Store Has Shop Which DeUghts the Infants as Well as Their Mothers — Original

Arrangement of Merchandise.

THE illustration of the infants'

wear department of Almy's Ltd.,

of Montreal, that accompanies this

article, gives a fairly good idea of the

appearance of this most promising sec-

tion of a rapidly progressing- store that

has just celebrated its fourth birthday.

And this view of the infants' department

shows something that has doubled in size

in a single year. The v'ew given covers

mainly the merchandise of the little ones

from a day old up to six years of age. At

the rear, but visible in the picture, is the

children's "barber department," of

wliich mort later. This cream-toned

section, reserved for the youngest of

their customers and styled still witli the

name with which it originated, "Infants'

Wear," in its development and dually

trade amply warrants the prominent lo-

cution, and generous space allowed it by

this store.

Effect of Window Displav

The department is located adjoinin'i'

n double set of elevators on the first

floor, a very advantageous position in

the ready-to-wear department. As will

be seen there is a unique arrangement
on the outside giving at once a window
display effect and impressing the idea

of a separate department. The next im-

pression is of an excellent method of

displayin?,' the goods. They are showm
just inside these "windows," and all

around are tables on which goods are

spread out, while around the sides, in

cabinet style, are row upon row of child-

ren's dresses, making a very attractive

and appealing showing. The ledges, as

a rule, are devoted to specialties for the

infants.

Usually it is the mothers that all have
been thinking of in connection with an
infants' or children's department in a

store, but in a talk with DRY GOODS
REVIEW, Miss M. E. Farrell, advertis-

ing manager of Almy's. pointed out an-

other test, one (hat iJVohahly is quit.' as

searching- a one as the other. "The child-

ren feel right at home; they run about
from this to that, seeing gathered to-

gether nothing but goods that suit them
and fit them; everything for their

special benefit. It's so different in a

department where there are goods for
all ages; the children are not so free; it

isn't their own part of the store as this

is."

Heaps of Lines Besides Clothing
And what is it they see there to in-

terest them? Not only clothing of all

kinds, but almost everything that child-

ren use, and g-enerally shown in other

departments: cribs, chairs, tables and
rocking horses, pictures, toys, books with

colored pictures, and scores of other

lines for the little ones. Moreover, when
you see the crib it is not an empty affair,

it is inhabited, not with a real baby, but

with a pretty good, though quiet imita-

tion of one, a doll with real clothes on

from the department, ;\nd on to]), tlie
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puffed out, downy comforters, also sold

here, and the little pillows and sheets

—

every one of them suggestions to the

mother buyers. And the exclamations of

delight from the tots as they wander
around their own department are not

the least of the selling agents.

One Need Suggests Another

Let us quote Miss Farrell again, for

she is one of those advertising managers
who knows the merchandise, studies it,

and the departments and the possibili-

ties thereof. This department would
seem to be one of her hobbies. "The
whole theory of such a department is

that one need suggests another. Just
as in the case of a men's store, when a
customer enters to buy a collar only, the

salesman tells him of some nice ties that

are just in, and then it is a new line of

shirts; one leads to another with a skil-

ful salesman until the collar man goes
out with a whole wardrobe. In our in-

fants* department the mother comes in

for a dress or a cap, and suddenly, as

she looks around, remarks: 'There's the

very crib I had in mind.' She would not

have thought, probably, of going up to

the furniture department for it (it is

up there just the same, as are all these

accessories in the special departments,
as well as grouped down here). But we
have all the merchandise that is related

in here. Furnishings of all kinds for the

infant and young child; toys enough to

suggest buying here or a visit to the

bigger toy department elsewhere in the

store. 'There's the very doll baby would
like,' might be the next exclamation. All

a matter of suggestion and attractive

merchandise grouped where it can be

taken in almost at a single glance. Then
there are miniature handkerchiefs,

rattles, bootees, socks, robes with hoods

on for protection to the baby out of

doors. In a word, everything the child

or baby wants. The cream color scheme
fits in with the merchandise, which is

chiefly pale pink or blue, besides the

white."

There is splendid support given this

IVool Things For Babies
At the top is tiny blue pull-over sweater
with white trimmings. Below it is a new
white woollen diaper and at the bottom pull-
over leggings also white. These are all

new machine-made articles which are less

expensive than the hand-knit ones. Made
by Henry Davis & Co.

department in advertising and in window
displays. The regular Friday bargains
are offered for the infants' as well as

other sections, and the Monday "specials"

are carried out here as well.

CHILDREN'S BARBER IN DEPARTMENT
STORE

He Has a Winning Way and All the Brothers and Sisters Like to

Come—Souvenir Locks Preserved.

In a neat six-

page folder the

store gave a talk

"About the Bar-
ber—In the Chil-

d r e n's Shop,
First Floor Up

—

Almy's."
With cute little

line drawings
various ih a i r

"cuts" were
shown for boys and girls. "In just the
nicest quarters you can imagine we have
installed a barber who specializes in the
care of children's hair," it read. "He
is an expert who is ready to consult with
you, not only as regards the best way to

The genial barber.

cut and trim a child's hair, but also con-

cerning any treatment necessary to im-
prove growth and appearance."
Then came a list of various cuts by

name, and the final word: "The charges
are most moderate." And they are

—

only 25 cents a cut.

This was repeated in French as well

for the store has a large French-Cana-
dian custom as well as English. The
last page was devoted to a bright draw-
ing of a child and a description of the

"baby wear" in "The Children's Shop."

Many Amusements

This barber, it should be noted as an
indispensable qualification, has a "win-

ning way" with the little ones. He

thoroughly believes they are the "only
thing." As Miss Farrell put it, "they
love him in return."

He has an aquarium of gold fish to
amuse them when they are getting a
hair cut, and before and after. There
are toys of various kinds—hung up on
the wall when not in use.

Sometimes a whole family pays a
visit to the barbers, two on chairs get-
ting their locks off and a couple more
amusing themselves with the toys or
books.

The business is growing steadily; one
Saturday "the genial barber" looked
after 73 himself, and his assistant added
to the number. And those who come
once come back. That is the true busi-
ness-builder, whatever the type of mer-
chandise.

One of the ideas introduced here is to
present the mother with a lock of the
child's hair the first time it is cut, a wise
as well as thoughtful "stunt." The lock
is enclosed in a little 2 '72 by 3 inch trans-
parent envelope specially printed, and
with lines for filling in the c'bild's name
;ind any other particulars.

A rubber protector, somewhat in the
foi-m of a circular ladder, is on the mar-
ket. It is to be used on a baby's nurs-
ing bottle so that breakage is prevent-
ed if the bottle is dropped.
A roly-poly doll of pyroxylin may be

washed, and dropping on the floor will

not break it. It is decorated with a
"trench" cap and is supposed to appeal
to the baby-carriage occupant.

A pasteboard toy theatre, retailing at

about $1 is to be had, with a supply of
pasteboard actors representing well-

known stage and movie stars.

There is an immense range of new
designs in rubber bathing caps and hats
on the market; flowers, fish, bow-knots,
scarfs, pleatings and foliage are among
the trimming effects.

WAR RIBBON ORDERS KEEP CO-
VENTRY GOING

(By London Correspondent)

During the peiiod of the war Coventry

was said to be one of the busiest muni-

tion centres in the United Kingdom, but

owing to the cessation of Government

work there are to-day between nine and

ten thousand men, women, boys and girls

out of employment. The only business

in Coventry Avhich can be regarded as

enjoying anything like former activity

is the manufacture of ribbons. All the

orders for the making of military rib-

bons for decorations has been placed in

Coventry, and it is estimated that the

work of carrying out Government con-

tracts in this respect will occupy two

years.
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BASS DRESSES
^«rCHILDRENJUNIORS<^''NISSES

Can Be

Profitably

Featured

By Any
"Quality" Store

DASS Dresses are rapidly
^'-^gaining a leadership in the

Canadian field because they
are really distinctive in style

—

and because they appeal to the

tastes of the well-dressed.

The reason—Bass Dresses are

"consumer-tested" for style

before they are offered to the

trade.

Bass Dresses are available in all

the wanted colors and color com-
binations—are available in voiles,

organdies, ginghams, etc., of super-
ior quality.

An open order will convince any
buyer of the unusual sales oppor-
tunities they afford.

Follow the lead of progressive Can-
adian buyers and send in your open
order to-day. It will receive our
prompt and careful attention.

ALEX. E. BASS MFG. CO.
New York, 1270 Broadway

PITTSBURC;!!, I'A.

4048 Jenkins Arcade

ST. JOSKIMI. MO.
412 Krancis'Sr.

PUII,AI)ICI,IMIIA, I'A.

10(U)-I0 Arch .Si.

CHICAGO
LakesiJe'BUI.

]^GULATIONS
Regulation dresses — al-
ways popular garments
—are made doubly at-
tractive by the Bass-Gold
Organization. Examine
the line. Instantly you
will recognize a distinct-
ly fetching style — an
originality — affording
splendid selling opportun-
ities.

Bass-Gold Regulations
embody those style-
knacks that appeal most
strongly to the majority
of women. Price con-
sidered, their style, qual-
ity and finish are re-

markable.

Examine the line—COM-
PARE it. If you cannot
visit our showrooms
WRITE for samples
Write TO-DAY.

BASS-GOLD CO.
1270 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

825 Walnut Street

PHILADELPHIA

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET,
OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 1.,

LONDON, ENGLAND

Telegrams or Telephones:

7214 CENTRAL

Day and Evening
Gowns, Coat
Frocks in Silk and
Woollen Jersey,

Costumes.

"Churchill

Charmeuse or

Astarte, work-
ed fringe

jy
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FOR HIS MAJESTY THE BABY
Mothers all agree with one accord that nothing is too good for him, so the BEST it

must be. We have a line of the daintiest, sofest, most irresistible, woollen garm.ents,

that could gladden the heart of any proud mother, or enhance the charm of Baby.
Some are hand made, and some machine made.

Bonnets, Jackets, Caps, Overalls, Leggings, Boottees. Infan-
tees. Gaiters and Toques, etc.—in fact everything for Baby.
An immense range of attractive Babies' Novelties.

Woollen Goods Henry Davis & Co., Limited
WE CARRY LARGE STOCK 253-259 Spadina Ave. - Toronto, Ont.
OF CELLULOID BABY Montreal Representative:

NOVELTIES H. B, TAYLOR, Mappin BIdg., MontreaL Que.

WRITE
FOR SPECIAL
SAMPLE

SELECTION

COVERALLS
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 2 TO 7 YEARS

The Ideal Garment for Active, Growing Children

Especially designed to withstand the wear and tear

of strenuous, childish activities, and to afford health-

giving comfort and freedom of movement.

SUBSTANTIAL
DURABLE
ATTRACTIVE
MODERATELY PRICED

The increased popularity of this practical garment
will readily make sales for you.

The price is moderate, at the same time allowing
you a satisfactory margin of profit.

MADE IN CANADA for LITTLE CANADIANS.

J. A. Haugh Mfg. Co., Limited
TORONTO

Fast Sellers
House Dresses $19.00 up
Children's Dresses 7.00

"

Rompers 6.50 *'

Creepers 5.25 "

Aprons 7.75 "

Prints—Ginghams—Pique
Well made goods. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Write us.

D. Ginsburg & Co.
515 College St., Toronto

CHILDREN'S

SUMMER DRESSES
We have an extensive variety
for your inspection.

Little dresses of serviceable ma-
terials, every one with that dis-

tinctive simplicity of line and
cut, which children's garments
of superior finish always have

They will satisfy the most ex-
icting customer.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON, ONT.
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DARING COLORS AND DESIGNS
New English Furniture Coverings Depart From the Conventional-

Costs of Manufacture Mount Higher.

By London Correspondent

BRITISH houses report business

very brisk in the Csnadian market,
but inquiries as to prices are met

with a certain amount of reticence, due
to the present unsettled state of the

productive side. A firm who did, in

pre-war days, and are now doing: a large
business with Canadian houses, sum-
marize the situation as follows: "Cloth
for dyeing or printing is bought months
in advance, and consequently present
stocks are from cloths purchased nine

months ago. Also the cost of production
is not lower but has really every indi-

cation of getting higher, which will

counteract any drop in cloth prices."

Color More Pronounced

As regards styles, the present tenden-
cies are towards more pronounced color

schemes, with gre?.ter individuality, as

opposed to the conventional French pat-

terns of the neutral sort which have for

so long held the field. Buyers are per-

haps justified in re^'arding some of the

latest creations as too daring, but there

are many customers who revel in the

*'new" and the "astonishing" who would
not be tempted by the mediocre sorts.

Black is largely used as a background in

the new patterns, principally because it

furnishes a useful setting to the harle-

quinade of vivid colors employed in the

design of the foreground. Black stripes

are much in favor, and in the opinion of

some leading designers will stay with

us for some time. Manufacturers seem
a trifle disappointed that orders from
Canada are largely for the old-estab-

lished and conventional styles in prefer-

ence to the new departures which have
heen so favorably received in the home
market.

PRICES FIRM AT REDUCTIONS
SINCE APRIL 1, IN U.S.

Mill operations are improving, though

yet are far from normal. Wool prices

remain high, and the low grades offered

at the Government auction sale in Phil-

adelphia in March, coupled with the high

prices asked, made buying dull. Slowly

but surely, however, the floor-covering in-

dustry is putting itself on a solid basis

for the future, and now that confidence

has been infused in the price situation

the other problems will quickly be solved.

The buying capacity of the country as a

whole was never greater than at present

nor the outlook more promising.

The new price lists issued by carpet and
rug manufacturers since April 1 show re-

ductions of approximately ten per cent.

Linoleum prices are from twenty to

twenty-five per cent, below those named
previous to April 1. These prices appear
to be as near stabilization as can be ex-

pected, and the recant announcements of

manufacturers in this respect should

make for brisk business from now on.

The impetus given to the trade at the

New York auction is significant. The
bars are down, the period of uncertainty

New
Draperies

A new design
which is creating
a good deal of in-

terest is this one
called "Green-
wich Village at
Night." The
lanterns and
trees and shadows
give a quaint
effect. It is also
produced on silk

for various pur-
poses. At the
right is another
new piece in
more hazy design
in purples, laven-
ders, rose and
blue.
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has virtually vanished. Evidently a long

period of prosperity in the trade has set

in.

—

American Carpet and Upholstery

Journal.

NEW FURNITURE MATERIAL
As a result of the wxr a great short-

age of furniture of all kinds has been
experienced in England. Steel furniture
as used in America was becoming quite

popular in "officeland," but the famine
in steel has put a check on the industry.

Meanwhile inventive minds have been
busy trying to find a substitute, and
several applications for patents have
been made connected with concrete fur-

niture. It is said to be produced from
waste material with a large admixture
of sawdust, and resembles in composition
something between papier mache and
wood. It possesses the qualities of

strength, toughness and durability, and
a nail may be driven into it without fear

of splitting or cracking.

LOW-PRICED SCRIMS SCARCE
An enquiry came in during the past

month to DRY GOODS REVIEW from
one of the Maritime Provinces asking u.s

to locate the source of some curtain
scrims which were selling at 12 to 15

cents a yard. After investigating it was
found that a buyer had been "on the
spot" in New York when someone there
had a few hundred yards to get rid of
at a surprisingly low-cut price. The
lot was purchased and disposed of with-
in ten days after the buyer's return and
no more was to be had. Wholesalei's and
jobbers state that anything further to

sell at that price is an impossibility.

The lowest priced goods that seem
available just now are from about 14 to

20 cents, with very little at the former
figure. Prices from 25 to 40 cents are
lowest ones handled by jobbers since

they find more steady sale for slightly

better grades than the lowest. Never-
theless it is so long since anything around
the 12 or 15 cent, figure has been offer-

ed that there is quick sale for the "bar-
gains."

TO STIMULATE BUYING OF NEW
FLOOR COVERINGS

While linoleums and floor oil-cloths

are maintaining- such firm prices, manu-
facturers are taking advantage of the
times to push other lines of floor cover-
ings, which have been developed during
the past couple of years in the absence
of jute bases. One line in particular,

produced in Canada, which is made with
a firm felt base, is found to be giving
satisfaction, both for its attractive de-

signs and its wearing qualities, and so

is being advertised to the public through-
out Canada.

This covering is made by the same
manufacturers who produce linoleums,
floor oil-cloths, etc., and they feel that
by calling the attention of the public

to their new lines it will stimulate in-

terest among householders in having
their floors covered at once with some-
thing attractive and fresh, rather than
waiting until the high priced linoleums

are in a position to meet their idea of

what money they should spend upon re-

covering their floors.

Selling attention of the makers will

be centred upon the new lines through-

out the balance of the year, which
should make the retailers' purchases

safe.

"VICTORY" CARPET
The King and Queen mspected at

Buckingham Palace a beautiful produc-

tion which the makers have designated

the "victory carpet." It is probably in-

tended as an offering to the King to

commemorate the victorious conclusion

of the war.

NOW IS THE TIME
In order to derive the greatest benefit

from Wall Paper Week, it must be fol-

lowed up by attractive windows, interest-

ing store displays, catchy advertising,

and a general air around the store that

something special is stirring in home
decoration, so that the enthusiasm of

the people will not be allowed to wane.
There is an abundance of repapering

needed in every community. Now is the

time to start a renovating crusade for

the good of the householder, the occu-

pants, and incidentally for the trade it-

self.

—

Gilt and Glimmer.

BORDERS AND CHINTZ

Eaton's had a window recently fea-

turing "imported" wallpapers with
chintzes to match. The paper showed
patterns in delicate subdued stripes in

neutral colorings with cut-out borders
in rather pronounced tones. These were
taken up in the chintzes which were
shown with them, and it is easily im-

agined how well such an idea would
take. One could easily effect a valance
all round the room with a paper border
matching the window chintz. One design
showed the wall-paper in light grey and
silver with only a trace of color, but
the border, about 10 inches deep, was in

orange with touches of black and grey;

the chintz was also in orange, black and
grey chiefly.

Some novel papers for the nursery
walls were also shown recently. These
were in dainty small "old calico" effects,

at a distance, but upon closer view re-

vealed little girls in sunbonnet and apron
feeding her ducks of kitting out in her
garden. This design was in the pink

and blue calico colorings. Another
nursery paper Avas in Dutch blue and
another in tiny calico rosebuds, etc. The
nursery is in for chief attention at

Eaton's this month of May, the children's

month. Playlets and tableaux are given

in the furniture building twice daily and
window displays shoA' toys and furni-

ture for tots of all ages vdth special

emphasis on Summer requirements.

One of the interesting pieces of bed-

room furniture is a child's reclining

chair of wicker, painted ivory to match
the other furniture and fitted with a

chintz-covered cushion. There are writ-

ing desks, cabinets, hat and coat posts.

and most of the other articles in minia-
ture, which one sees in the well-appoint-
ed adults' rooms.

A Novel Advertisement
In calling attention to their special

lines of 25-cent chintz bedroom paper
the same store sent out samples of it

in one of the morning dailies, the sample
forming a sheet the size of the news-
paper. On the plain side of the wall-

paper was the store's advertisement, a

feature of which was a "Room Measure-
ment Chart," showing how many single

rolls of ordinary 18 in. wide paper would
be required for side walls and ceilings,

two single rolls to be deducted for every
four ordinary-size openings.

CANADIAN SEA-MOSS
Canadian sea-moss is claimed to be the

best and most reliable substitute for

fibre, H. B. hair, excelsior, southern

moss, etc., tliat has yet been applied to

the upholstered works. It is found to

be a very satisfactory and comparatively
cheap article. It is also used to advant-

age for wiping filler on woodwork in

place of tow. Canadian sea-moss is a

material of special value to the mattress

works. The filler contains good vege-

table fibre, possesses saline and micro-

bicide properties, making a most
healthful and hygienic mattress. These
goods are generally packed in bales

of 17 x 22 X 36 inches, weighing 125

pounds average.

CHINESE RUG INDUSTRY GREATLY
INCREASED IN WEST

The war lifted the Chinese rug in-

dustry, with its centuries of indifferent

activity, from a position of obscurity in

relation to the West to a place of popu-

larity and permanency in Western mar-
kets, principally because the supply of

Oriental rug? from Persia and Turkey
was cut off from the American market at

a time when large accumulations of

wealth had increased the demand. Dur-

ing the year 1917 China exported nearly

$800,000 (gold) worth of rugs.

ENGLISH LACE CRITICIZED
"English Lace Production" was the

subject of a debate at the Nottingham
Textile Institute, at which the quality

of English lace was adversely criticized

and some of the methods of manufactur-
ers condemned.
One mjanufacturer declared that the

reason w^hy Nottingham did not produce

lace as beautiful as that of Calais and
Lyons was that it was too busy making
money out of rubbish. It was further

stated that the majority of manufactur-

ers and merchants of Nottingham were
not lacemen at all. They did not under-

stand or appreciate the artistic possi-

bilities of their trade. Improved pro-

duction should be regarded as of greater

importance than increased produiction.

Swiss, French and Germans have kept

their eyes on old lace models, and richly

endowed their art schools, bringing them
into vital contact with their factories.

It was asserted that Nottina'ham produc-

ed lace poor in design and fabric, and
lacking durable qualities.
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In Stock for Immediate Delivery—

SCRIMS, CURTAIN NETS,

MARQUISETTES
Look into the values we are now offering and you'll see at

once the profit in dealing with the house that is prepared.

Let us have your sorting orders then as soon as possible.

We'll endeavor to satisfy you with quality, price and service.

A call will be to your interest, or.

See samples now in hands of our travellers.

The LACE GOODS COMPANY, Limited
64 Wellington Street West Third Floor Empire Building Toronto, Ontario

• IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

''John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO
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CABLES: Worth, Stourport CODE: A.B.C. 5th Edition

T. BOND WORTH & SONS, LTD.
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

STOURPORT, WORCS., ENGLAND

Specialities in Carpets
in suitable styles and artistic

effects—the result of many years

experience and careful study

of the requirements of the

CANADIAN MARKET.

Saxony Wilton Rugs (seamed)
Made in Two Qualities

Omdurman and Persian

Seamless Axminster Rugs
9' 0" 10' 6" and 12' 0" Wide

SEVERN
ASTORIA

AMBERLEY

Royal Axminster Carpets
Piece Goods Seamed Rugs

Hearth Rugs

Brussels and Wilton Carpets and Rugs
Chenille Hearth Rugs and Mats

Corridor, Vestibule and Sofa Rugs
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%'&M\M\ViM^J^lM\M\M\M\M\MiMiM\M\M\MlM\M^^ mmimfiS!imimimimimimimimp9Mi>mmit;

^abe put tije "Jfacf' in ^atisifaction,

anb are tiie "St** in (iSualitp

0m motto for ttoent|>=fibe pears f)a^ been

(©ualitp anb ^atis^faction

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED, MONTREAL
iHanufacturers of OTinlioto ^fjabesf, ^rt i^obeltp

Curtains, IDraperp anb Wiphoiatttp Jfabrics,

Braperp anb 1Hpf)ol«terp iiarbtoare, €tc.

Ii .._,.S^~T^

Prime & Rankin, Limited
Fall lines for Drapery Department are ready, and include

a wide range of materials for your requirements.

Prices to-day are favorable—more so than for many months,

and our salesmen are on their respective territories with a

complete showing in following lines:

Curtain Nets Windsor Scrim Curtains

Scrims and Voiles Filet Lace Curtains

Fancy and Plain Marquisettes Point Arabian Curtains

Madras Muslins Cotton Filled Comforters

Chintzes, Cretonnes, Etc. McLintock's Down Quilts

Special value in a 50 Reversible Shadow Cloth. Recent
price fluctuations confirm our opinion that the time is at

hand—to-day—to cover your needs for Fall trade.

Prime & Rankin, Limited
74 YORK ST., TORONTO, CAN.

AND AT NOTTINGHAM, ENG.
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A WINDOW DISPLAY
Will Link Your Store With

OUR BIG ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Now is the time to take advantage of the heavy Feltol

Advertising in daily newspapers and farm periodicals. This

publicity is awakening public interest in floor coverings

—

creating demand—making people want Feltol. The merchant
who dresses his windows with Feltol Floor Coverings now,
while this Campaign is at its height, will attract to his store a
large proportion of the people who are now thinking of buying
Floor Coverings.

FLOOR

COVERING

Pointing out to women the importance of good-looking

floors, the Feltol Advertising acts as a stimulus to your busi-

ness. The woman who reads such advertisements is fairly

certain (whether she buys Feltol or not) to get some Floor

Covering that will improve the appearance of her home

interior.

Made in Canada by

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH COMPANY
In order to take advant-

age of this campaigm
you should carry a good

stock of Feltol. Pattern

Book and Quality Sample
on reijuest.

Limited

Montreal
Feltol is not Linoleum or
Floor Oilcloth, but—it is

the best felt base floor

coveringr made. Superior
to the best imported, yet
much lower in price.
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Table Oil Cloth
= and =

Oil Cloth Table Cover Designs
DIRECT FROM LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

LEATHER CLOTH
MUSLINS - DRILLS - DUCKS

VITRA PHANE
STAINED GLASS PAPER

THE WEISS & KLAU CO.
462-466 BWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

"TABLE OIL CLOTH AND WINDOW SHADES SINCE 1887"

WINDSOR PRINT WORKS
65-69 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED and DYED COTTON FABRICS

FOR JOBBING AND CUTTING-UP TRADE

PERCALES, FLANNELETTES, WASH FABRICS
CANADIAN AGENTS:

John Paterson, 309 Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Wilson & Paterson, 510 Empire Bldg., Toronto

John Ainscow & Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street, MANCHESTER.

Canadian Agent: Walter WilliamB, 508 Rend Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" . "Crystar

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS an^HANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory :

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada
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CIRCLE A FORWARD STEP
We beg to notify our many customers and friends that we
have removed to r\tw, larger and more modern premises at

i*~ 292 ST. CATHERINE ST. WEST
(In the heart of the up-town ready-to-wear manufacturing district)

CROSS
Registered

With our enlarged and improved facilities we hope to be able to give a

still better service than in the past.

Be sure to call and see us when visiting Montreal.

COLE-WHITAKER LIMITED
Manufacturers of

DISTINCTIVE MIDDIES, SMOCKS, SPORT SKIRTS, ETC.

MONTREAL

Cxcelsiior Maisit $c ©resis; Co, Himiteb
MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH CLASS WAISTS AND DRESSES
STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND

All Orders Receive Immediate Attention Write for New Illustrated Booklet

Read Building, 45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

SUMMER DRESSES
ON THE RACK

Large assortment of ging-

ham, fancy voile and Pongee
dresses, regular line of silks

for order. New silk foulard
and taffeta numbers for

immediate delivery.

WAISTS
IN STOCK

Large variety of voile and
striped silk waists in stock.

Georgettes and Crepe de

Chines as usual for order.

SEND US YOUR ORDER

VOGUE WAIST CO. ^'' t^i:^^^v:}^Z^i;.T'' MONTREAL
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SUMMER AND FALL FASHIONS INTEREST NEW YORK
Varied Were the Costumes in the Easter Parade—New Blouses Have Short Sleeves-

Neckwear for Fall—Wanamaker's Feature "Studio" Fashions—Moire Silk for

Undergarments.

-Lace

NEW YORK, May 3, 1919.—The
Easier parade on Fifth Avenue
more than lived up to its reputa-

tion as a fashion show this year. Ori-

gniality and daring were mingled with

dignity and elegance all day long. Tail-

ored suits of black and white check had

their place as usual. One smart cape

had an accordeon-plaited yoke coming
down over the shoulders and the collar to

match, was double fold, making a be-

coming cup-shaped setting for the

closely-veiled face. . The cape was tied

with long, heavy-tasselled cords.

A gown of black satin had a round
white vestee in the waist and was tied

at the waist with a girdle of jet. The
skirt from just below the waistline down
was fashioned entirely of black caracul;

the sleeve cuffs matched the skirt.

A charming misses' gown of reindeer

satin was embroidered at neck, sleeves

and in a deep band around the bottom in

cobweb pattern. Below this was a band
of beaver. There were cuffs and back-

collar of beaver also. Wooden beads, jet

beads, colored beads and pearls were
much in evidence and lent a new note of

gaiety to the costuming of the day.

Popular Easter Fur

The furs seen on Easter Sunday were
quite a surprise as there was very little

sable worn, in spite of the fact that all

the stores repoi't large sales in this fur.

Fisher appeared to be the most popu-
lar of the small-animal scarfs, but fox,

both silver and blue, proved to be the

favored fur for tlie smartly-dressed wo-
men. It was surprising to see how many
women are still wearing their fur coats,

both long and short.

A number of long stoics were worn
wrapped around the neck. Although
capes and many types of the larger furs

were seen, they were decidedly in the

minority.

SUMMER TAFFETA FROCKS
One of the most attractive of Lady

Duff Gordon's Summer dress models is

a combination of black taffeta and ivory

Georgette. The untrimmed bodice of the
Georgette shows a dropped waistline
with narrow beaded girdle at the normal
line; sleeves are three-quarter, finished
witli flowing cuffs, narrow roll collar ex-
tends in cowl shape to the waist and a
plain vestee is set in; the taffeta skirt
consists of three wide flounces on a nar-
row, ankle-length foundation, giving the
long rounded silhouette from hips to
knees. Lady Duff Gordon is responsible
for quite a number of attractive styles

in taffeta, and black and white are pro-
minent. She is also featuring some
elaborate conceptions in organdie for
Summer. Pleated ruffles and lace are
profuse, and ribbons wide and narrow for
girdles and trimming are favored.

One of the attractive outfits noted on
Fifth Avenue during the Easter season
consisted of a knee-length cape of
tricotine with shawl collar of mole; the
skirt of the same fabric was straight,,

not uncomfortably narrow and made
with one-inch tucks an inch aipart around
the skirt from hips to hem. The simple

New Styles Fro in New York

A blouKfd-waistcoat-capt', four suits (from Arnold, Constable & Co.), showing correct revers, belts and trimming and
another cape with panelled coat-front and irregular hem.
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little upturned straw hat was draped
with a spotted veil having a narrow rib-

bon border. Black patent Oxfords were
worn.

Lord and Taylor are showing a fascin-

atingly dainty evening frock for a

youthful maid. It is of turquoise maline
witli seven turquoise taffeta ruffles on
the full overskirt growing wider from
hem to hips; the foundation skirt is of

taffeta gathered into a ruffle at the

hem. The bodice is a combination of

silver cloth and a hand-made spray of

rosebuds of pale pink and deep rose; a

couple of smaller sprays are tacked on
the skirt; there are the inevitable nar-
row shoulder straps and malines scarf.

Gimbel's have an exquisite Summer
frock of "washed blue" Georgette elabor-

ately assembled with silk faggotting and
rows of tiny buttons. It has a round
neckline with pleating of Georgette and
faggotting; sJeeves are long and slightly

bell shape.

Perhaps the most striking novelty

noted in bathing suits for some time is

a "camouflaged" affair. It is made of

silk in wide black and white stripes with
the stripes horizontal in the dress and
oblique in the bloomers. The belt is red

and "setting" on it at the back is a

large red sun, from which rays of var-

ious hues radiate over the stripes. Wider
wavey bands are appliqued over the

skirt with the stripes showing between-
New Blouses

Lengthened lines, short sleeves, dis-

carded collars and sash are features of

new blouses announced by Macy's. A
heavy printed Georgette slips over the

head, with buttons and loops forming the

fastening and the trimming. It is band-
ed and bound in Georgette or satin of

harmonizing color and is especially pric-

ed at $13.74.

The blouse of regulation length is

chosen by Franklin Simon & Go. to

sponsor the vogue of the extremely short

sleeve that is being given so much atten-

tion at the present moment. Very de-

licate, of fine net and bisque colored

Georgette, exquisitely hand embroidered
and combined with large amounts of filet

lace, they hold the attention because of

the contrast they present to the type of

blouse with which the &lee\e cut off well

above the elbow has been most generally

associated. These sleeves are kimono
cut, embroidery elaborated and lace

edged.

In the treatment of the neck there

seems to be no such rule as governs the

Fashions

for Midsufnmer

At the left is a most interestinR suit of

white crepe de Chine. Apart from the rather

large pearl buttons the trimming is brown
brushed wool. The sailor hat is brown
and white rough straw.

Oriental lace and eyelet embroidery are

chiefly responsible for the exceptional
beauty of the costume at the right. The
leghorn hat with silk draped crown and
roses is a suitable completion.

sleeve length. It is quite collarless. or
shows a round line with an upstanding
band of Georgette edged lace that might
or might not be called a collar. Others
quite frankly use a collar and more, as
is the case when a roll collar extends
down to the waistline on either side of
a lace front piece.

Neckwear
The tendency in suits for Fall seems

to be for the double-breasted and shield

effects, which means there is no place for
the waistcoat or vest. The shield front

is that resembling the uniforms fasten-
ing over to one side of the neck.

The high-class dressmakei-s and
specialty houses have shown lacey collar

effects this season on many of their most
charming gowns, draping the lace from
shoulder to shoulder or using it in soft

ruffles to outline a deep, square neck
that is very quaint in appearance.
The use of so much lace by these

premieres of fashion will undoubtedly
show its effect in the neckwear of Fall,

and for this reason many are making
profuse plans for the use of laces. Many
numbers that have been shown this

season are indicative of this trend, and

Continued on page 136

An Attractive Novelty
Blouse with bands of tucked organdie and

lace insertion.
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A SURVEY OF SPORTS TOGS
They Are Noticeably to the Fore for This Summer—SUp-

Overs and Smocks Have Important Roles.

As Winter gives place to le beau
printemps, so our thoughts and
ideals blossom forth into beauty of

color—beauty of fabric—beauty of de-

sign. Sport suits, sport coats, sport

skirts, sport hats and sport shoes, all are

shown in delightful array.

Bewildering costumes, dainty, adorable

—satins in various new weaves and de-

signs, with the lustrous, heavy Baronet

still leading in favor. The Faille silks

and the poplins in the new shades are also

popular for sport skirts, as well as the

suits. One feature is the dazzling silks

in the new rough weaves—plaids and ir-

regular line which make stunning skirts.

These are for the skirts and suits "de

luxe," but if one is seeking materials tres

utiles there are the woolens, in their

bright, smart plaids—the real kiltie

plaids, the mohairs and the gabardines,

while the Jersey, both in silk and wool

is still highly in vogue.

For the lighter weight we find the cot-

ton gabardines, the poplins, the cotton

shantungs, all of which make up so

prettily and prove so serviceable. Per-

haps these might be called the materials

for active sport service, leaving the

satins and silks for those who come to

watch and applaud the players.

COLORS OF IMPORTANCE
Wearing the new Victory colors makes

one feel somehow a bit more patriotic.

The Versailles shades which seem to have
been borrowed from the sweet pea—in the

mauve and soft pinks, blues and yellows.

Then the Foch blue, the Flag red and the

Italian green add to our patriotic variety.

Old shades and colors with new names
add distinction to our list. Old rose -has

a new interest as Weigelia, and we have
also borrowed names from the vegetable
garden and bird land. Leek, a light

green,—jay, an electric blue,—crane,

light steel gray, while to a pale apricot

shade we give the name "sunset."

For wearing with the odd skirts one
finds still the velvet coat—with sleeves or

without—the coats of jersey and of whip-
pet cloth. In evidence again is the scarf

shawl in this warm, fuzzy material,

striped and plaided in the delicate new
tones and in the more decided note which
we see in the Indian blankets. With
these are sold a narrow leather belt with
a sternly practical buckle, to confine them
at the waist. The scarfs may be worn
in a variety of ways, as one's fancy
pleases, and would prove most cosy and
comfortable on one of our cool Spring
days.

NOVELTY SMOCKS
Then the wool or mercerized cotton

sweaters, both in slipover and coat styles

are to be found in all colors, and we
marvel to see how far the up-to-date

sweater has gone from the first of its

family. The sporting blouse, a most
artistically garnished and decorated gar-
ment, has been evolved from the old com-
fortable garden smock. These blouses
are lovely in Japanese crepe, linens, and
even the plain ginghams and galateas
are seen, gorgeously embroidered in the
wool and heavy cottons.

Everywhere one sees the hand work
which gives such opportunity for the in-

dividual skill and artistic touches which
Madame Fashion is approving so hearti-

ly these days.

There are hats for sports in the wide
brimmed, coarse straws and the Chrysan-
themum and Pineapple straws, and there
are charming fabric hats of tricolette,

jersey and rough silks.

Shoes in white canvas and buckskin and

nut brown leather are comfortable as to

cut and yet most smart as to style.

Just to walk about and see these beau-

ties which are displayed under the head-

ing "Sport Goods" helps to drive away
a little more the heavy clouds which have

been so long hanging over us, and only

the blind could resist the invitation to

come and play, which these costumes

seem to breathe.

A HUMBLE REQUEST
A commercial, representing a large

manufacturing firm, was working "new
ground" with a line of novelties, and or-

ders were few and far between. En-

tering the leading house he was told by

the manager that there was nothing they

were wanting in his line. "Will you per-

mit me to show j'ou a few of our leading

samples?" queried the traveler. "No sir;

no. We really can't spare you any time

—at present," was the crushing reply.

"Well, sir," persisted the knight of the

road, "do you mind me having a look at

them? I haven't seen them myself for

three weeks!"

—

Irish Draper.

A Striking Sport

Costume

Velvet is found to be a
very suitable and grace-
ful material for use in

sports garments. Frank-
lin, Simon & Co., New
York, suggest this green
and white wool plaid
g^kirt and black velvet
cape lined in white satin
and with white wool re-
vers. The hat is white
Georgette braided with
black straw.



SUMMARY
Basket weave and velvety

finishes among the fashionable

fine wool fabrics for Spring and
Summer.

St. Louis stitching used a

good deal for trimming, but
must be skillfully done to look
well.

Waistcoats lose none of their

^•ogue.

Skirts remain very narrow
and very short.

Jackets loose with narrow l)elt

at normal waist line. Low
waistline likely to follow.

Short collarless jackets a
novelty.

Foulard one of the leading
materials for Summer.

Blouses loose, finely tucked
and lace trimmed ; some in very
long tunic style. Plenty of
very short sleeves for Summer.

Paris, France.

EDIIOR, Dry Goods Review,—This
month I will tell you about tailored
costumes, Spring dres3es and

blouses.

Herewith are various samples of the
new materials used this year for tailored
costumes. They still have the appear-
ance of the thick velours de laine fabrics,

but are very supple and light.

The green sample A is a velvety
gabardine, whose popularity is growing
afresh. The next sample, blue B, is

particularly woven. The others are of

the coarse basket weaving that was
fashionable already last year.

E is thinner in appearance than F.
but the latter is more velvety. Both of

these are basket weave, E being very
fine. The colors are sand and dust.

G is very suitable for Spring coats, or

(if in grey or sand shades) for motoring
purposes.

K is sure to be made into tailored

costumes for the Spring, and even Sum-
mer dresses.

I shows a very nice "natte" cloth, just

coming out and very dressy. It will

make fine tailored costumes, and in

either of these two shades (old China
blue or terra cotta brown) will be nice

for little girls' dresses. It will require

no trimmings, being very ornamental in

itself. I should say the only material
suitable for such purpose would be plain

satin or silk, or broadcloth, in fact any
smooth material together with buttons.

J is extremely neat, and I have seen
a very nice coat made in that n;i:tevial

with yellow St. Louis stitching all across

the skirt that imitated checked materiai.

K, a very effective fabric, looked very
nice on a robe manteau that was trim-
med with red brick satin and cloth, and
lined red brick. Another class of ma-
terial that is just coming out is the

fillete cloth.

Whether the plain cloth be coarsely

woven as in pattern L, or diagonal as

in the two others, the distinction is quite

evident. You have just a few threads
that stripe the cloth in another shade, at

distances different according to the

sample, or it is checked, almost plaited

in some other instances. I have even
seen some sponge cloth checked that way,
by only one thread of a different shade.

This is sure to be fashionable all this

Summer as this idea will affect all ma-

terials whether they be woollen as per
samples herewith, or cotton as in the
sponge cloth mentioned above, or in silk

as in all the foulard samples that were
shown at the couturiers.

Checked Stitching Requires Care

There are many people who prefer
having plain material striped or checked
by St. Louis stitching, which is more
elaborate than ordinary weaving, but I

would rather advise the latter, for that
stitching requires great skill in the
making, and is apt to shrink if wet.

Plain material is extensively used in

connection with fillete cloth. You see

whole costumes in fillete, of course, but
more often only the skirt is in fillete

and the jacket plain with a collar, cuffs

and a waistcoat fillete. The opposite
disposition is quite as fashionable.

The skirts of tailored costumes are
very narrow and equally short. At one
couturier's I saw most of them made of

two panels absolutely flat, with a pleat

on each side that hides a "quille" to

widen the skirt. Sometimes there are

some loose panels that are sewn only at

the bottom. As such skirts are so plain

in manv cases we have on each side

Wool Fabrics Popular in Paris

No. 1 (A) Described in letter. 2. (B) E and F are fine sand and dust tones in basket

weave of very light weight. 3. (G) is a closely woven corded fabric in wine color. 4.

(H) Is similar to a Bedford cord, beige color. 5. (I) Is described in letter. 6. (J) Another
basket weave, heavier than E and F and in navy blue. 7. (K) Pearl Grey with an irregu-

lar appearance to its weave. 8. (L) Rust color, plain and striped used together. Stripe

thread is white. 9 and 10. Plaid and stripe materials with a diagonal weave similar to

serge though more pronounced. Sent direct to DRY GOODS REVIEW from Paris.
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several flat frills that make the skirt

more dressy. We shall see this more
extensively during the Summer, especial-

ly in the light lingerie dresses.

Low Waistline Coining?

While skirts are fitting, the jackets to

match are quite loose with a very narrow-
belt just at the waistline, which is de-

cidedly at its natural place, with a mark-
ed tendency to go below at the first op-
portunity.

Collars are all made of a square piece

of material folded like we had them just

before the war, Robespierre-like, that

leave the neck quite free and bare in

front. With these there are few revers,

or when any they can be fastened in

front to cover the throat, but as a rule

it is the waistcoat of last year's fashion

that finishes the garment in front.

Mostly all the jackets are three-

quarter length. There are a few quite

long like redingotes, quite straight, and
as fitting as the present fashion wants
them to be, with a few flounces at the
waist just to indicate it. Some loose

caraco jackets are also fashionable but
less staple. I saw one very amusing
garment of the kind; just one piece of

material fairly wide, that was hardly
longer than the waistline, without any
collar, nor revers, just fastened at the

neck by a ribbon, and Avith a three-

quarter sleeve as plain as the rest.

The sleeves of tailored costumes are
quite flat and narrow to match the gen-
eral line.

Foulard a Leader
There are still some robes manteaux

which are pretty much the same as those

of last Winter. They are generally worn
over afternoon dresses, made of foulard

with big printed designs. This material
will be one of the leading cloths of the

season; all couturiers have used it ex-
tensively already. I will tell you more
about this subject next month.
The blouse department is a varied one.
We have the "chemisier" kind, staple

and neat, made of tucked and embroider-
ed nainsook, or, as this material is very
scarce, we use crepe de Chine, silk

schappe, etc. In some instances we have
plain cotton voile for the blouse itself,

and pique for the waistcoat, collar (a
big one that makes it look like a shirt)
and cuffs. These blouses are generally
all white, or white with the trimmings
in striped material.

Some very dressy blouses are similar
to the staple shirt as far as shape is con-
cerned, but the material is richer and the
embroidery or lace used in its making
fine. In that department we have many
blouses that are loose and finished
around the hips by a band of cloth that
fits there.

Long Tunics Fashionable
The long tunic, a yard and a half long,

is extremely fashionable, too, and it de-
serves its favor for it is very convenient
indeed. In silk embroidered jersey over
a plain skirt it will make a nice out-of-
door garment, if it has a high collar all

buttoned up, that covers the neck, and
long fitting sleeves.

In lace and silk muslin, with a touch
of embroidery here, a ribbon there, it

will be quite suitable for tea parties,
especially if the sleeves are short and the
collar rather low-necked.

We shall have plenty of kimonos this

Summer and very short sleeves. Tlie

collars will be of all shapes, but the neck
is sure to be bare, and accordeon-pleat-
ing will be seen very often.

Next month I will take up Summer
dresses and children's garments.

/^

RIBBONS AND SATINS FEATURED
IN HICKSON SHOWING

The fashion show held by Hickson at

the Morosco Theatre recently, and re-

corded by our New York correspondent
last month, showed many interesting
models, "satin Francais" being a favor-
ite material.

The distinguishing features were the
closely fitted bodice and full gathere<l

skirt introduced in various ways.
One of the models was an attractive

teagown in soft satin, with a turndown
collar and tight-fitting sleeves, tied at

the waist with a double cord sash, and
flarincr out at the skirt.

Another model that attracted consider-

able attention was a bridesmaid's gown
in flesh colored shot taffeta, with low

cut square neck, short sleeves, finisheti in

a deep puff, tightly fitted at the waist

and flaring out into the wide skirt. This

gown was tied at the belt with a self

colored ribbon.

Satins were equally prevalent in the

evening gowns shown, combined in

many of the models with brocaded "rain-

bow" ribbon.

One of these models in blue was
girdled with wide ribbon brocade, which
fell away from the waist in a long train.

Another evening gown of satin in

peach shade, was made with a low "V"
neck, tied at the sKoulder with ribbon

bows and finished at one side with a

long row of flowers. The skirt formed
a deep drape from the front to the back
of the waist, draping at the left side.

Several attractive models were shown
in moire gros-grain, which has had so

wide a vogue this season.

The use of brocades, featured so

strongly by Hickson, is another indica-

tion of the vogue for ribbon trimmed
dresses this season.

The proceeds of the show were donated

to the National League for Women's
Service.

AN AFTER-LENT FROCK
A characteristic model of satin and wide

ribbon from the Hickson fashion show.

BRITISH DRAPERS' £100,000 WAR
MEMORIAL

Subscriptions amounting to £25,000

have been promised towards the dry
goods and allied trades war memorial,
which will cost £100,000, and will take
the form of an extension to the trade
schools.

Aside from its edible qualities, the

pineapple is little know^n on this conti-

nent. In China, however, it is especially

cultivated for the use of its leaves in

making cloth. The fibre is extracted

from the leaves by a simple process and

made into a thread. It is then run on

to bobbins and spools, and is ready for

weaving, the old native looms being em-
ployed.
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Photographs sent Direct to Dry Goods Re'vieiv from Ch. Drecoll, Paris, France

A gown of black satin ivith timic of yellow Georgette crepe em-
broidered in maroon silk and pearls; tassels at the side.

The loose cape is maroon silk crepe luxuriously trimmed vnth fur.
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Voile, Silk and Voile and Foulard Silks Popular for Summer
Dresses—Short and Cool Sleeves Shown, but Many

Long Ones Remain.

DRESSES for mid-Summer are not

seen in anything- like the same
quantities among the Canadian

manufacturers that they were in the

"old-fashioned" Summ.ers of a few years

ago, when the season was long and hot.

Even in New York they are looked upon
with a certain interrogative expression.

Merchants lost heavily on their Summer
ready-to-wear of late years where they
have anticipated a warm and fairly dry
season, and as a consequence manufac-
turers are stocking less and less for

strictly hot weather apparel. Dresses

have suffered the least of any of the lines

of outer g-arments in cotton and silk

goods, but even they have maintained

their place by means of special adapta-

tions.

The wearing of silks for all occasions

has been a big factor in keeping- up in-

terest in dresses throughout the Summer
and the live interest in capes is making
further provision for Summer frocks.

Prices are making some changes in

fashions shown for Summer. The fancy
cotton voiles which are so well liked,

have had to be purchased at such a

figure that dresses made entirely of them
would have to retail at about $18 and

$20 and manufacturers feel that in manj'

cases hesitancy would be noted at such

figures. They find it quite easy, how-
ever, to sell dresses made partly of the

attractive voiles and partly of a plain

silk—taffeta, or messaline—to match.

These combinations therefore are shown
in both light and dark tones and in dress

ityles which resemble suits, mandarin
costumes, peasant costumes, redingotes,

etc.

Net, embroidery, organdie, lace, linen

and batiste are among the fabrics used
r.o present interesting departures from
the scores of voiles which represent the

season. Printed calico effects are shown
m some of them.

Foulard silk's and Georgettes are also"

highly popular for afternoon frocks.

Most of these gowns simulate the full

tunic and tight drop skirt or else those

draped at the side so as to form a nar-

row line at the ankles and an opening
od'.^'e for practice of the very necessary

if "common" habit of walkin<,i-. Wide
sashes with jaunty butterfly bows
sometimes slightly to one side at the

back are shown with many of the drap-

ed costum&s. Soft girdles are a little

more in line as a rule with the tunic

dresses.

Surplice fronts wliich make provision

for square or round-necked vestees of

dainty sheerness are quite in vogue and

so too are tho"e bodices which are de-

si^rned for interi-han-'eable silk or

organdie waistcoats and filets.

Quite a number of the Summer gowns
will be shown—in the more exclusive
models—with sleeves which terminate
before they are at all within reach of
the elbow. These, however, will not be
really numerous. There are more sleeves
which are straight or kimona to the
elbow and have a flowing square drape
attached there or which extend to three-
quarter length, widening towarns the
bottom. Many conservative women will

still require the very long close-fitting

sleeve—-unless perchance an unremit-
tent Summer sun scorches her into giv-

ing in to something more cool and airy,

as those already described.

Loose straight line frocks ai'e with us
still—^and Paris is very fond of them,
too—though the tendency is towards
getting away from these to the more
fitted styles which the wide fluttery sash
suits better.

THE JUMPER LEAPS INTO POPU-
LARITY

(By London Correspondent)

Woollen jumpers are amazingly popu-
lar just now in London, and it seems
likely that they will take the field hither-

to occupied by the sports coat for holiday

and outdoor wear. When the warmer
weather arrives this design of garment
will no doubt be carried out in real and

Half-moons of braid for trimming

artificial silks. Prices are at present
high, and for this reason a great number
of woollen jumpers are being knitted at

home and while travelling to and from
business. During *thie last few days
several cheaper lines have found their

way on to the market.

The principal demand is for the two-
color garm.ent, with collar, cuffs, and a
border in a contrasting shade to the body.

The colored border is found near the

bottom of the jumper and at the cuffs

and collar. It is often "fluffed" up with

a wire brush to give it a soft outstand-

ing effect.

The color schemes most in favor are

terra cotta and grey, jade and putty,

covert and emerald, and navy and

champagne.

The garment is made on generous lines

with plenty of material at the waist.

A Fashionable

Blouse

Oriflcinal in design
is this new blouse
in Georgette in

midnight blue fin-

ished over Alice
blue and with blue
wooden beads. The
sleeves are espe-
cially noteworthy,
and so, too, is the
bottom finish,

which is draped
over the skirt at

the waistline.
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Dolmans, Capes and Box Suits all Thought to be Passing Out for

Fall—Russian Blouse Suit a Good Possibility.

The middle of May will see the travel-

ler starting out with their first ranges
or Fall coats. There will probably be a

few suits ready also, but suits are too

uncertain a proposition for Fall in

Car,.ada for manufacturers to take

chances on making up a range of any
-extent so early.

There is little of definite information

"to be had yet regarding Fall coats. Dol-

mans started off this Spring surprisingly

well, buyers seeming to be pretty gener-

ally more inclined to them than to capes.

However, the last month has shown de-

velopments in capes to the exclusion of

dolmans. Capes of course are to be had
at a little lower price generally than

dolmans since they require less cutting,

-fnushing and material. Dolmans, too,

seem to be a little more of a "dressed

"up" style than are the regulation coats

or even capes, and for that reason do

not seem to be meeting with the public

acceptance in Canada which many buyers

expected. For that reason there is now
-some doubt as to whether dolman style.^

ol coats will be made up for Fall as was
confidently expected a couple of months
ago. It is possible, however, to adapt

the dolman to Fall styles with some
modifications and produce therefrom a

comfortable Winter coat, and it is prob-

able that that is being worked out at

present by ouite a number of designers.

The cape, unless for early Fall or even-

mg wear, will probably not put in an

appearance in Fall sample ranges.

Russian Blouse Suits for Fall

Like the cape, the box suit is definite-

ly a Spring design, and it too is given

no encouragement for Fall, and with it

tiie passini;- of the waistcoat may be

expected. New York designers who
have inti'oduced the bloused suit tnis

Spring have done well with it and Can-
aaian designers belie v^e that so far it is

the most likely style for suits for Fall.

It is smart looking and comfortable with
its neat, snug collar and waistline and
trim sleeves, and lends itself well to the
longer cjr.t suit which is preferred in

the Fall. The Russian blouse suit, how-
ever, is not so well liked by stout figures

as are some of the severer models and so

there is a field open for development
further in designs for Fall suits. It is

anticipated, too, that the extremely nar-
low skirts have had their day and ceased
Lo be for this year so far as the manu-
facturer is concerned. Whatever de-

velops in Paris and New York, it is felt

that in Canada a skirt of comfortabh^
walking width and length will be main-
tained. The exact proportions are not

yet announced.
News of materials for Fall suits and

coats will be found in the dress fabrics

section elsewhere in this issue.

A panel-back dolman

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF BRI-
TISH MANUFACTURERS

The Canadian Association of British

Manufacturers and their representatives

has been established with branches at

Toronto and Montreal. Similar associa-

tions have existed in Australia and New-

Zealand for several years. The objects

of the association as set forth in the

constitution are as follows: "To further

the interests of British trade throughout
the Dominion of Canada and to facili-

tate with and work in concert with kind-

red associations in other centres of the

Dominion having similar objects."

Provisional committees were appoint-

ed to draft the constitution of the asso-

ciation. The Toronto committee com-
prised: Mr. G. A. Marshall, chairman
(steel); Captain Harris (shoe polish);

Mr. A. C. King (dry goods); Mr. C. W.
Beal (pottery); Mr. E V Pannell (alum-

inum); Mr H. Wilson (dry goods), with

Mr. F. W. Field, the British Government
Trade Commissioner in Ontario acting

as secretary pro tem. of the committee.

The Montreal committee comprised Mr.

J. H. Peattie (dry goods; Mr. G. H.

Bishop (dry goods); Mr. F. H. Scott

(silver and electro plate); Mr. A. K.

Drury (heavy metals); Mr. F. I. Spiel-

man (paints, etc).

These committees drafted a uniform
constitution.

The executive council of the Toronto

branch of the new- association comprise:

John Wilson (Wilson & Paterson). presi-

dent (dry goods); G. A. Marshall, vice-

president (steel); H. V. Andrews
(wools); C. W. Beal (pottery); Captain

Harris (shoe polish); J. Haywood

A fashionable coat-wrap

(groceries, coffee, etc.); E. V. Pannell

(aluminum and electrical lines).

The executive council of the Montreal

branch will probably be elected in the

near future.

No representative or agent of British

manufacturers who enters into any
agency agreement with, or in any way
represents any manufacturers or whole-

sale exporters whose principal works or

place of business are situated in any
country deemed by the supreme council

to be or to have been hostile or unfriend-

ly, will be entitled to membership of the

association.

HANDMADE WHITE WEAR
Among the new lines of Piiilippine

hand embroidered lingerie being shown
in Canada at present there is a selection

of beautiful voile and batiste blouses.

Many of these have intricate and elabor-

ate patterns on back and sleeves as well

as front. Some combine motifs and
edges of real filet or Irish crochet lace.

They are entirely made by hand, even

to the tiny French seams. The work
throughout is similar to the fine under-

garmients with which the trade is fami-

liar. A Toronto importer has lately

taken up this merchandise and reports

excellent results from its sale.

DEATH OF DRY GOODS WHOLE-
SALER

A distinct shock to the trade is felt

in the tragic death on Sunday afternoon

May 11, of Mr. Fred A. Prime, aged 53,

president of the firm of Prime & Rankin

Ltd., Toronto. Mr. Prime was leaning

throu'j-ih the window of his bathroom at

the Westminster Hotel, when he over-

balanced and fell to the sidewalk, five

stories below and was instantly killed.

At the time of the accident Mr. Prime's

wife and daughter were watching the

parade of the 15th Battalion.
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FALL CORSETS OUT THIS MONTH
Better Values Promised—Prices Remain Firm—A New Flexible

Top on the Market—Developments on the Way in Brassieres.

No radical style changes are being

featured in Fall corsets. General

lines will remain slender with the

youthful large waist, few pronounced

curves and low and medium bust. The

low bust styles have provided a prob-

lem for manufacturers in the tendency

to develop large diaphragms because of

no confinement of that part of the body.

One firm has made a very definite move

this season to overcome that difficulty

by producing a corset of low bust, main-

taining the desired straight front line

and with a new "false" top. The ob-

jection to the old empire style, which was

that the boning in the pointed front

caused discomfort to some has been

eliminated by cutting the bonings two

inches shorter at the top and providing

a false top, flexible and comfortable,

fitted with rubber inserts at the proper

angle to hold the diaphragm without

pressure.

Pink continues to be the popular color

for corsets this Fall and retailers report

almost without exception that the public

is buying a better grade corset and that

with attention to the department, demand

can be created for lines which before the-

war were only shown for display pur-

poses.

A novelty corset has a brassiere at-

tachment which is in surplice style

fastening over the top of the corset and

bust, providing the unbroken line effect-

ed by brassieres. Another style has

triangular sections v>dth shoulder straps

attached for the same purpose. This

top part is of lace or all-over embroidery

and a band around the bottom of the

corset matches.

New Fall ranges will be ready, in

most pases, to introduce to the trade this

month.

As has already been intimated in ear-

lier issues of DRY GOODS REVIEW,
the Fall will see little if any reduction in

prices owing to the continued high prices

of steel, cotton, elastic webbing and

labor. Buyers can, however, look for

slightly better values and that will in

the majority of cases appeal to their

clientele more strongly than cheaper

goods. The markets have not receded

sufficiently that manufacturers would be

enabled to make a reduction which would

affect retail prices, but they are enabled

at the same prices to use as stated, a

little better material, so that a better

finish and {.ppearance will accompany

better wearing qualities. A good many
houses feel that they will be offering for

Fall really better values at the prices

fixed now than they have ever been able

to do before, for even thougli materials

were a problem during the war, scienti-

fic development went on as keenly as

before and a really better corset is here

to stay.

BRASSIERES

The next step in brassiere production

is to develop ranges of sizes for type

figures as is done in corsets, rather

than adhering strictly to the "perfect
36." Brassiere makers are beginning to

realize that waist measurements vary
with bust measurements, just as they

do with hip measurements. The diffi-

culty has not troubled wearers of ban-

deaux, which do not extend to the waist

and are edged with elastic as a rule, but

in the case of the full-sized brassiere

many a poor fit is said to be grudgingly
accepted because of notliing better to be
had.

One of the daintiest modeJs of bras-
sieres offered is made of embroidered

crepe de Chine with top, armholes and
waist of ecru Cluny lace^

There is quite a variety of cable net
numbers for Summer to be had.

Some l)andeaux are designed especially
with rubber inserts to prevent over-
development of the diaphragm, which is

often encouraged by low bust corsets.

BONUS AND PREMIUMS
Elliott's store, Peterborough, Ont., has

adopted a double profit-sharing system
whereby the sales force will be paid on
a percentage plan which, they state, will

m an average year's business mean about
35 per cent, increase in salaries; it is

a bonus plan of semi-yearly payments.
The other part of the system relates to

customers. It is called by the firm a

"Cash sales system of profit-sharing."

Profit-sharing cards are given with pur-

chases of a dollar or over, which are

redeemable for 5 per cent, of their value

on Roger's silver shown in a case just

inside the entrance of the store.

A Frock She Likes

This frock of blue plaid taflfeta

and plain blue, with its smart com-
bination new sleeves and popular
neck-line, is featured for girls by

Best & Co., New York.
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HOW DEPARTMENTIZING HELPS A
STORE

Continued from page 23

Should a farmer bring in $10.00 worth of
eggs and buy $10.00 worth of goods, the
transaction is not closed as far as the

Higgins stores are concerned. A sales
slip is made out for goods bought and
method of payment marked so that each
department gets credit for sale of its

goods.

These Stores Sell for Cash

Each store is conducted on an absolute-

ly cash basis. It has often been said that
it is impossible to conduct a business for
cash in the West. Conditions are such
that at certain seasons of the year, at
least, a certain amount of credit busiiiess

must be done. Mr. Higgins has disproved
that, and in expressing his opinion was
most emphatic on the success of the cash
project over the credit game at any time.

Firm Stand on Cash Business

"There are some funny things crop up
at times," Mr. Higgins went on, "that
occur in this conflict between cash and
credit. I remember when we made the
change to a cash business at Carman. If

there is one centre in Manitoba where
credit was firmly entrenched— I might
even say it originated there, it was so

strongly fortified—that point was Car-
man. I was on one of my regular trips

to the store, when a man, who evidently
had been endeavoring to get hold of me
for some time, approached, and making
himself known, broached the matter of
credit. It was along in July when the
farmer is supposed to be without cash
and waiting for the new crop returns.

He stated that he had been buying a lot

of goods for cash at the store—I found
this to be the case later—but was get-

ting hard up and wanted to open an ac-

count, which he would pay when he got
the returns from his crop. He went fur-

ther and stated that he made it a policy

to spend his cash where he secured credit

accommodation and hoped that I would
make the necessary concessions. I thank-
ed him for his business," Mr. HiR-gins ex-

plained, "commended his policy in regard
to spending his cash where he secured
credit, explained that we could not de-

viate from our cash policy and suggested
that he secure a loan from the bank to tide

him over. He wasn't satisfied to borrow
from the bank, though, and said that he
would be unable to deal further with me.

Spending Cash Where Credit Given

"The sequel is interesting," Mr. Hig-
gins went on, smiling broadly. "I must
confess I forgot the incident until about
six weeks later, when I was again in Car-
man.
"While going over some records in the

office, a bill of goods amounting to about
$35 came in to the cash girl's desk. It

was a very nice order, and the girl, turn-
ing to me, said: 'Do you know the woman
who bought these goods?' I confessed

ignorance. 'She is the wife of the man
who always spends his cash where he gets
his credit,' I was told."

There is, in a nutshell, the reason why
this firm insist on cash and are making
such a success of the cash business. Mr.
Higgins firmly believes that the cash

store gets the preference over the credit

store. The advantage of knowing that

there are no bad or doubtful debts to

worry over—goods given out representing

real money, which may prove a total loss,

or which those customers paying cash

must also be taxed for—saves many a

bad night and also loss of custom.

Altogether the Higgins stores are good
stores—they are departmentized and
selling goods for cash. Departmentizing
plus the knowledge it can bring versus the

hit-and-miss method—cash versus credit

—there is the situation, take your choice.

a'^A. F. Higgins Company's ^^
.::i~.*.r Weekly Store News
FRIDAY, APRIL ISlh being Good Friday, store will be Close.

I
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BUY-AT-HOME CAMPAIGNS
Continued from page 24

stock is turned over oftener than any
other during the year.

Corset Fitting Pays

On the ground floor of this same
store is the corset department. One of

the salesladies is a trained corsetiere,

and gives fittings when advisable. The
fitting room is small but conveniently

and unobtrusively placed within the

centre counter circles at the back of the

store. "If there is only one customer fit-

ted in a week it pays us," said the pro-

prietor, "for she remains a customer
and the quality of stock sold is gradu-
ally bettered."

The population of Barrie is between
seven and eight thousand, and in twenty

years there have been but two business
failures; none have occurred in the past
twelve years, and none have been dry
goods stores.

"All that is of no concern to us now,"
remarked this m.erchant, "it is 'when will

prices drop, and how much,' the question
that is the guide of all buying and selling

this year."

Millinery and Ready-to-wear Active

Another storekeeper in Barrie remark-
ed upon the splendid increase in busi-

ness in its millinery department. "So
far it is more than 50 per cent, ahead
of last year," said the proprietor to

DRY GOODS REVIEW. This is ac-

counted for by the general trend of the
times—the freedom with which the
people feel they can buy with the war
over, dressing up for the returning sol-

diers, busy-ness of everyone, so that
they want to purchase .a hat ready
trimmed, the mild, bright Spring, the

longer skirts making the shoes less con-

spicuous, and the millinery itself, which
is gradually becoming more "feminine"'

in its trimming ami design.
|

This store, too, finds the ready-to-
wear department picking up well since

the depression of last Fall. "One must
purchase carefully for this department,"
said Mr. Moore, of Moore & Armstrong.
"Merchandise must be kept exclusive if

the interest of the patrons is to be held."

Blouses and sweater coats, also infants'

knittetl garments are found to be im-
portant items. "In neckwear the only

thing that is selling is frills; they are

quite active. Vests are going to be good
for the early Summer and perhaps
tliroughout the season." said Mr. Moore.

Moore & Armstrong Iiad two very at-

tractive Easter window displays, which
are herewith illustrated. The reflections

of Lake Simcoe are very attractive, but

are a constant obstacle to procuring a

good photograph of this store, which is

situated in direct view of the lake. How-
ever, it may be seen from these illustra-

tions what up-to-dace display methods
and designs are used by this store, and
the proprietors feel that their windows
are of tlie utmost importance to the busi-

ness.

Night Displays in Orillia

In Orillia a similar buy-at-home cam-
paign is in progress, as well as individ-

ual methods of progressive merchandis-

ing. One store, Messrs. Kane & Kane, of

w^hich Mr. J. J. Reardon is vice-presi-

dent, finds excellent results from regular

"night displays." They have entrance

doors with glass almost the full length

so that passers-by may see clearly every-

thing visible within. Taking advantage

of this, Mr. Reardon arranges in two
glass show-cases, which in the day time

are placed at either side of the store,

special merchandise with show cards

and price tickets, to be offered the fol-

lowing day. These cases are moved
across the entrance, a little distance

from the door, are left lighted when the

store is otherwise darkened, and closed

up at 6 o'clock. They form a very in-

teresting and effective display from the

street.
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Home-Knit Socks Featured

Another feature of the Kane & Kane
store is their "made-in-Orillia socks."

"The boys overseas liked home-made
socks, and they, as well as those who
had to stay at home are finding out the

advantages of home-knit socks for or-

dinary wear in this country," said Mr.
Reardon. "Consequently we have ar-

ranged with a number of soldiers' wives

and returned soldiers to operate hand
knitting machines and make up supplies

of socks. This uses up some of our wool

which we stocked for the Red Cross.

Some of it we had dyed black, and be-

sides we used some finer grades. Alto-

gether the featuring of these made-in-

Orillia socks brings in big business, and

is a matter of much satisfaction to cus-

tomers."

SUMMER AND FALL FASHIONS IN-

TEREST NEW YORK
(Continued from page 127)

Valenciennes, filet, Venise and Irish are

being spoken of in this connection.

Novel Sweaters

In their yam section, Gimbel Bros,

are displaying a hand-knitted sweater

which resembles a futuristic painting in

the manner in which geometric shapes of

each shade are joined. They feature this

as a "camouflage" sports sweater.

Two large centre cases on the main
floor of Altman's are devoted to the dis-

play of Kimmo silk yam, the pure silk

for hand-knitting purposes, and with it

are samples of made garments. Burnt
orange, peacock, French blue and straw-

berry are the four most prominent shades

in slip-over models, featuring filet ideas

in shoulder bars as well as motifs, in

their regular places.

A navy blue wool sweater at Wana-
maker's is of novel style in that the

square neck, outlined with white, is the

means of a left-side Russian blouse fast-

ening, which terminates just enough
above the bottom edge to keep the model

a slipover. One applied breast pocket

at the right side is defined by the white.

A new use for lavallieres is to wear
them well above the ankle on the leg.

A coat of tan worumbo camel's hair

is shown at Bonwit Teller's. It is three-

quarter length and flares; there is a

long notched collar, long sleeves with

narrow cuffs and slit pockets.

A misses' dress of blue taffeta at

Franklin Simon's is long and very full

in the skirt. The fullness is laid in

pleats at the waistline, the bottom is

shirred and puffed to a deep hem which

is cut with a deep point on the centre

front. A lacy pattern of French dots is

embroidered on the skirt. The bodice is

Ih'uI in folds at the waistline and is

finished with a flat bow on the back.

Round neck short kimono sleeves. The

neck and sleeves are trimmed with a

pleatinf?.

Studio Fashions

In announcing the arrival of Summer
fashions, Wanamaker's makes particular

mention of this fact, saying that the

.smart, softly tailored character of the

cotton gabardine suits is astonishing.

The models they are now showing
comprise linens, silk crepes and wool
jerseys embroidered in colorful yarns,

as well as Pussy Willow numbers which
weigh but QV2 ounces.

Two of the latter models at $65 are

in midnight blue and have oblong, ap-
plied pockets embroidered in white or
gray. While one features a white gilet,

the other has simple long revers. Both
have string girdles.

What appears to be deep biscuit color

Roshanara crepe, but advertised as a
"crumbled silk crepe," is fashioned into

an attractive model at $95. The finger-

tip length, square neck and collarless

coat, buttons straig'ht down the back, for
the front must be left one piece to be
devoted to self frogs from the ends of

which crochet ornaments dangle.
The suits which they call "studio" mod-

els are of fine wool jersey, embroidered
in colored wool, and all string sash ends
are tipped with crocheted flowers. At
$90, there is one with a cherry red slip-

over coat and a white skirt, while at

$112.50 is a tan model with a broad band
of robin's egg blue wool embroidery
around the bottom.

In "studio" skirts there is a navy blue

crepe de Chine, softly shirred about the

waistline, and having four clusters of

wool "grapes" in two shades of burnt
orange, with natural and blue foliage.

This model is $59.50.

All white wool jersey country suits

at $37.50 are to be had in many sports

styles with mannish revers, pinch-back

and box pleat effects. A representative

of the department stated that he had
every faith in this Summer proving it-

self to be an exceptional (white suit

season and they have prepared for it.

New Fabric for Undergarments

The vogue for moire silks has been
taken up by makers of undergarments.
One large firm is making a line for

brides and uses this material. The col-

or is white, and models are lavishly dec-

orated with hand-'made filet and trous-

seau lace with white ribbon and tiny

clusters of orange blossoms. Moire

Georgette is another new material util-

ized, and there are sets in batiste, trim-

med with hand-made laces and ribbon.

The permanent importance of artificial

silk is given attention by American dye

manufacturers, who have issued a color

card, showing 24 direct colors, 12 direct

colors developed and 12 basic colors,

all especially prepared for use in dyeing
artificial silk. This should greatly im-
prove the offerings in sweater coats,
hosiery and outer garments, and fabrics
made of artificial silk.

ENGLISH COTTON MILLS CLOSED
FOR PERIOD

Following a joint conference of em-
ployers and employed in the Lancashire
cotton trade the Master Cotton Spinners'
Association, acting in conjunction with
the Operative Spinners and Cardroom
Amalgamations, decided to recommend
the closing down for fourteen days of
all mills spinning American cotton. The
period extended from April 10th to 25th.

This decision, the outcome of the bad
state of the trade, will affect one hun-
dred thousand cotton operatives, who
will become eligible for the unemploy-
ment donation from the Government.

A later report states that following
the example of the Federation of Master
Cotton Spinners, the Cotton Spinners and
Manufacturers' Association decided to

close the mills spinning American cotton
from April 10th to 28th. This associa-
tion controls five million spindles in

Northeast Lancashire.

The Bolton Master Spinners' Associa-
tion, who work principally with Egyptian
cotton, decided to continue during Easter.

INDIA NOT BUYING COTTONS
English manufacturers are experienc-

ing a sad falling off in the number of

orders coming from India, their very
important customer. An export mer-
chant told a London representative of
DRY GOODS REVIEW that in his opin-

ion the slackness could be traced to the

fact that India bought very largely just

before the Armistice when prices were
abnormally high, and the stocks she now
holds will have to be unloaded before she

again comes into the market. China
is maintaining a brisk trade, and when
the blockade is removed from Turkey
and the Near East there should be a
very profitable market for British manu-
facturers.

NO ENEMY INTERESTS WANTED
At a meeting- of the manufacturers of

Calais laces it was decided not to reduce
existing prices until next June. They
also decided to refrain from having any
business relations during a period of 10

years, dating from the sisiTiature of

peace, with firms established in France
employing subjects of the enemy nations.

CHINESE SILKS PASS THROUGH
CANADA

The largest shipment of Chinese silk

ever received at Ogdensburg Avas fer-

ried across the river from Prescott on

April 22, and started for New York by
special train. It consisted of twenty-

five carloads, valued at more than $3,-

000,000. The consignment reached

Prescott after crossing the continent.
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THESE

FOR

READY-TO-WEAR

PER INSERTION

DESIRABLE

SALE

MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

BY THE YEAR.

SPACES

TO

AT $5

ORDER ONE NOW.
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Model
No. 960

P. C. Corsets
Designed for those who

seek style, comfort, solid

value and reasonable prices

Any woman who has experienced the

style, fit and comfort of a P.C. Corset

^an easily be sold another. P.C. Corsets
impart a sense of being well dressed, and
they make the best of any figure without
causing discomfort. Are also authori-

tative in style.

Front Lace—Pink and White

Back Lace—Pink and White

Join the increasing army of satisfied

merchants who are selling P.C. Corsets
to hundreds of their customers.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.
OUKBEC, qui:., CANADA

BRANCHES:

Toronto: 76 Bay St. Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.

Walern Represenlatloe: C. H. BUTLER, 21 Sylvester Wilson BIdg.. Winnipeg

We have in stock for

immediate delivery a

fine selection of plain

and fancy stripe voile

waists, in \vhite and
colours, from $12 up-

These are really

good values.

Ask for Samples

D. H. CUMMINGS
n87 Mount Royal Ave. E.

Montreal, P.Q.

UA^

Makers of

Crepe de Chine

Georgette and
Wash Silk Blouses

We are now in a position to give your

orders prompt attention. Note our new
address:

1952 St. Lawrence Bvld.

A trial order of Caplin goods will con-

vince you that this is the line that will

help to keep your sales "Way-Up."
Make sure you see them.
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MANUFACTURERS
of

Ladies'
and

Children's Wear

WAISTS
WHITEWEAR
UNDERSKIRTS

LADIES' DRESSES
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
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The Retailer's Field and Its Business

Possibilities

By JOHN C. KIRKWOOD

THE retailer's local community, as shown by the accompany-

ing diagram, may be confined to the area of the inner circle,

designated ''0," or it may overflow into the surrounding

territory designated "1," "2," "3" and so on.

In the diagram, "0" represents a territory two miles in diameter,

containing 3.14 square miles, or 2,010 acres. A town occupying

this area may have a population of from 3,000 to 5,000, or from

600 to 1,000 families—say, on an average, 750 families.

The belts of territory surrounding "0" have a breadth of one mile. In

the case of cities, their area will take in one or more of these belts.

The acreage area of each belt is indicated in the accompanying table.

Allowing 4 to 5 families per acre, on an average, the approximate

urban population of each belt in the city area can be computed. In

the table following a town of 750 families is assumed, all contained

within the circle designated "0." The rural territory begins with belt

No. 1, and extends, in the diagram, to a distance of 21 miles out from
the retailer's store.

The retailer's field, before serious competition from other neighboring towns or cities

is encountered, will almost certainly take in Belts Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and may take

in a number more. Each retailer will know just how many of these mile-wide belts

he can fairly count as his own field.

The table following will suggest to each retailer the approximate number of families

residing in his field; and suggests the amount of their probable annual consumption

of the particular class or classes of merchandise sold by the retailer. It is for the

retailer himself to ascertain .just how many of the families in his field he is serving

regularly, and how close he comes to doing all the business which his field is able to

yield him.

?0

And has a

population, on

tbe basis Total No. of The retailer's annual business with

Belt or Having a breadth of 1 family to families these families on the basis of

area of one mile, contains

:

each 100 acres ;: in whole olnnual sales as under can be

:

marked sq. miles acres families territory: $50 a year $100 a year $200 a year

0* 3.14 = 2,010 750 750* $ 37,500 $ 75.000 $ 150,000
1 9.42 == 6,031 60 810 40,500 81,000 162,000
2 15.71 = 10,052 100 910 45,.'=0a 91,000 182,000
3 22.00 = 14,073 140 1,050 52,500 105,000 210,000
4 28.08 = 18,094 181 1.231 61,550 123,100 246,200
5 34.156 = 22,115 221 1,452 72,600 145,200 290,400
6 40.83 = 26.136 261 1,713 8-5,650 171,300 342,600
7 47.13 = 30,157 301 2,014 100,700 201,400 402,800
8 53.41 = 34.178 341 2,355 117,750 235,500 471,000
9 59. G9 = 38,199 382 2,737 136,850 273,700 547,400

10 65.98 = 42,220 422 3.115 155,750 311,500 623,000
11 72.76 = 46,241 462 3,621 181.050 362,100 724,200
12 78.54 = 50,262 502 4,123 206,150 412,300 824,600
13 84.82 = 54,283 543 4,666 233,300 466,600 933,200
14 91 . 10 = 58,304 583 5,249 262,450 524,900 1.049,800

15 97.38 = 62,325 623 5,872 293,600 587,200 1,174.400

16 103.66 = 66,346 663 6,535 326,750 653,500 1,307,000

17 109.94 ^ 70,367 703 7,238 361,900 723,800 1,447,600

18 116.22 = 74,388 744 7,982 399,100 798,200 1,596.400

19 122.60 =1 78,409 784 8,76€ 438,300 876.600 1,753,200

20 128.78

=
82,430

886.656

824

9,590

9,590 479,500 959,000 1,918.000

Totals 1385.45

•Local field, containing,, by assumption, 750 familiee.

»^

18

17

16

15

If

Note : The figrures indicating the amount of business possible can, and should, be divided by the number

of retailers competing for the business—2, if there be two retailers in the same general line of business ; 3,

if there be three, a'nd so on. The point ia that these figures indicate that there is a vol'^rne of possible

business for each retailer much larger than he may now be having.

The significance of this diagram is inter-

preted in the reading matter accompanying.
The centre of the inner cir(^Ie, marked "O,"
represents the retailer's store, or the hearl

of the local business community. The cir-

cular .strips or belts, marked 1, 2, 3 and so

on, represent mile-wide areas surrounding

the local business community. The area of

each of these belts, expressed in square

miles and acres, is given in the table ac-

comp«'nying. as is also the probable popula-

tion by families. The amount of business

which the retailor's field should yield ia

likewise indicated.
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MILLINERY, FLAGS, HOSIERY, INK
WHEN you become a subscriber to "The Review" this is part of the service you buy. Every day "The

Review" receives letters from subscribers stating that they want to secure certain goods, but do not

know where they can be procured. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,

novelty lines, etc., and our Service Department is at your disposal at all times. We are glad to be of any
possible assistance to our readers, and requests for information are most welcome. Cut out the coupon
below and use it when you would like us to give information. The following are a few of the inquiries

receiA-ed and answered during the month of April:

HOUSE DRESSES

Hamilton, Out.—Ptca^e let /'.s know the name

of manufacturer of Martha Washington house

dresses.

Answer—The Hampton Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CURTAIN SCRIM

Charlottetown, P.E.I.—There is on the mar-

ket some curtain scrim selling at 12c to 15c

per yard. Can ijon let n.^ know who is handling

it?

Ansiver—Seems to he none available. Names

of firms with goods to sell at MV^c to 20e ivere

'sent. One firm purclutsed some in New York

a short time (ego to sell at I2V2C to 14V2C hut

it is i^old lip and no more availahle. Line.^

selling from about '2^k- to 40c are about the

lowest handled hi/ jobbers.

MILLINERY SUPPLIES

Heaslip, On t.
—Please send u^ names of fii'ms

handling milliner!/ supplies, trimmings, etc.

Also wliat is duty on ladies' ha.ts and untrim-

Tned shapes coming from the United States?

Answer—Li.^t of millinery an-d millinery

supply hou.'^es u^as sent. Duty on trimmed and

untrimmed h(it.<! from. U. S. is 35% + TVo.

(tear tax); artificial flotvers, 271/2% + 1V2%.

On other trimmings duty varies according to

what nnaterial they are, tJte average being

around 40%. For instance, cotton trimmings

would be 35% + 7¥2% ; silk trimmings, S7\^%,

etc.

HOSIERY
Moosomin, Sa.sk.—Kindly .^ind u.s the address

of the Holeproof Hosiery Co.

Ansiver—Holeproof Ilo.^^iery Co. of (\inada,

Limited, London, Ont.

LETTERING INK

Peterborougli, Ont.—Phase send us names of

a good ink to use for sliowcard lettering. Have

tried several kinds but they do not flow .smooth-

ly down from the pen.

Ansiver—Thin down the inki^ you liave tried.

with a little tvater and see if thry are not tlien

satisfactory.

DYERS

Midland, Ont.—Please i<end us nam.e>< of re-

liable dyers who dye piece gooda for the trade.

Answer—Several names were sent.

FLAGS, ETC.

St. Thomas, Ont.—Kindly send us names

of firms handling flags, pennants, streamers, etc.

Ansiver—L/.s/ of names was sent.

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, contains many addresses of u.s-e to you.)

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE^

NAME
ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.

Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

HATS
for

Chics, Flappers and Chickens

MAX MAYER, INC.
352 Fourth Ave.. New York. N.Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

H'e are Specialists in these Itnes

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
^w,^ LIMITED

<fJJJ 93 to 99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO

^r Women's High Grade

Neckwear
' The Exclusive Neckwear House "

^'EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.

Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you,
write for samples. J wi— . iiflikn^>^|to,tvft,.i

ROYALSKIRT^COMPANY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.—New York

—

Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38H. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full

sizes. Good assortment of prints.

Packed in doxens. Sizes 36-42. Special
for 30 days only, $7. it.') doz. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A .E. Wegenast, Clyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

CANADIAN WOOL
The Canadian Co-operative Wool

Growers have issued the following

wool prices: Medium grade, 58c to

60c; low medium, 56c to 57c; low,

51c to 52c; washed, as to quality,

75c to 80c.

The Eastern wool from the Mari-
time Provincesi is just starting to

arrive here and prices are about
15 per cent, below the high of last

season, but also 15 per cent, above
the low that was reached after the

middle of November last.

FUR SALE REPORTS
At the fur auction of A. and W.

Nesbitt Ltd., London, England, re-

cently, Australian opossum skins

brought prices ranging from 20 to

100 per cent, above those at the

mid-Winter London auction. Fine
blue skins advanced 100 per cent,

over January; pale 60 per cent.,

and red 50 per cent.

At the St. Louis fur sales on
May 3, Northern and North-west-
em wolf were reported 20 per cent,

higher than in January. Southern
and South-western wolf is un-

changed.

Great apprehension has been ex-

pressed by leading textile manu-
facturers of Great Britain over the

wage and hour demands of the

coal miners lest the price of fuel

be raised to such a high level that

textile manufacturing costs would
greatly handicap or make impos-

sible competition in foreign mar-
kets.

* * *

The Canadian Trade Commission,
manufacturers of women's gar-

ments in Canada, representing 95

per cent, of the trade, have or-

ganized under the name of "The
Ladies' Wear Export Association,"

and have decided to send a repre-

sentative to Europe, sailing on

May 10 to secure orders under the

Canadian credits.

More than 6,000,000 pelts, valued
at approximately $10,000,000, will

be auctioned at the International

Fur Exchange in the early part
of May. A feature will be the dis-

posal of 10,000 dressed, dyed and
machined Alaska seal skins for the

United States Government. There
will also be 1,.500 silver fox and
3,300 Russian sables for sale.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

IVriic for our latest

Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only.

i6\m\JfaTwe\\ Company' ^CHICAGO *

Whohsale Dry CooJs ani Central Merchandise

Pyj amas
for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills

Cannelton, Ind.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers. Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our lOl page
Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Chicago, III.

Lf D 17 17 D 17 ^^ '«<'' Factory
» \J. DEjUiDJu Representative

Canadian, English and American

Toys, Dolls, Wheel Goods, Rubber

Goods, Bathing Caps, Toilet Goods.

5 to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: 53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special lieht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stornoway, Scotland
Slate shade desired and whether for Ladies' or Gtrtts' wear
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m
Adverti&ed for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewers

Everywiiere.
'W&N", Moniirrh and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true biao; full elasticity ie>

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened an<l pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., M/rs,
I
313-317 Church Street New Yo*

SPOTLESS ShRINKERZnB FiNISHEI^

is a service which shrinks and re-
finishes Woolens, Mixed Goods, Silks.
Wash Goods. Remnants, window and

ledfre displays can be made like new.
Improved Service and Increased Profits.

Write to-day for particulars.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO., CLEVELAND, 0.

J(>HXSt).\
.NVw Yrn-k.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
'J^C" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer

•'SATIN DE LUXE'
"TROUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"SANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DEaiOCRACY"

COWiDlN & CO.. 40 E. 30th St.
N.y. Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORMS
(Collapsible—Adjustable)

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
"They Must make good or we do"

Elase of adjustment, quality workmanship.
durable materials assure the ready sale
of these popular and in demand forms.

MODEL FORM CO.
554 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
We Make a Complete Line of Forma

Send for Catalog and prices

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
TheG.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

Don't Throw Away
Your S C H O T T
BROS. DIRACO
Button Machine. If

your Jobber cannot
supply you with
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Moulds you
can get them from
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Machine Co.
147 w. 2Sth St.
New York, U.S.A.

Diraco Button
Covering Machine

A cablegram recently received

from Ihe Canadian Mission in Lon-
don to the Canadian Trade Com-
mission clarifies tlie policy whicli

actuates the mission in dealing
with European orders. The com-
mission, it states, was not only to

introduce Canadian manufactured
goods into foreign countries, but
above all to keep Canadian fac-

tories running and to give employ-
ment at this particular time.

A Canadian Association of Bri-

tish manufacturers has been or-

ganized with the idea of co-operat-
ing with the Canadian trade. The
Toronto committee on organiza-
tion comprises G. A. Marshall,
chairman (steel); Captain Harris
(shoe polish); A. C. King (dry
gooda); C. W. Beal (pottery); E.

V. Pannel (aluminum); N. Wilson
rdry goods);, with F. W. Field, the
British Government's Trade Com-
missioner of Ontario, acting as
vsecretary pro tern of the commit-
tee.

The Belgian order for $500,000
worth of wool'en goods is abso-
lutely certain to come, and that the
supplementary Roumanian order
for $700,000 was practically assur-
ed. This is in addition to the first

Roumanian order amountinu' to

$3,170,000. Delivery of the Rou-
manian goods must be made by
July 31, and the Bel?;ian order
must be ship-oed bv July 15. Ar-
rangements have been made for
printing the labels on the gar-
ments that will go to Roumania in

the language of that country, with
a maple leaf and "Made in Canada"
being featured.

May 6.—St. Louis fur sales report
otter, northern, 20 per cent higher
than January, southern, 10 per
cent, higher than January; mink,
50 per cent, higher than Januiry.

The result of the St. Louis fur
sale on May 5 showed Patagonian
kitt fox 10 per cent, higher than
January; Argentine fox 20 per
cent, higher; wallaby 15 per cent,
higher; nutria unchanged; Austra-
lian ringtail opossum 60 per cent,
higher; Australian opossum 50 per
cent, higher; Persians 25 per cent,
higher; broadtails 10 per cent,
higher; wolverine 50 per cent,
higher; ermine 25 per cent, higher.

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better

grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.

F^ancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitab'.e than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

FRASER'S
CANADIAN DIRECTORIES

Give buyers and sellers complete lists of

all bra'nches of the general dry goods

trade.
(Also directories for many other

trades). '^ '

Address: Head Office, 222 Craig W.,
Montreal.

Tli«Gem offlieWotion.g

Company
CHICAOO

^|/i/?I^D B. Fisk&Co.
yf/V^^ Chicago
MTRCHANDIiTE

New York Salesroom:
Open During Market Season

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTE5
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get

particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENQE SCHOOL
Toronto, Car»ada (<Dep.iD.R.)

ST. CECILIAN WORKS
^Proprietor, O. BORTWICK
I 46, 46a & 48 Haymerle Road |j

Peckham, London, S.E. 15, England
Maimfactuier of

Root Socks, Cork, Loofah, Asbestos, etc
Cork fillere for the boot trade. Cork split-

ti?ig for .4rmy and Navy. India Office and
Police Helmets and Busbies and Shakos.
Patentees and .Manufacturers of Cork Venti-

lators for Helmets, Straw Hats, etc.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building "^

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.

44-46 York St. Toronto

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daOy for thoiisands of

live merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrations, events, etc.

Full particulars upon request.

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

KING FANCY WAIST CO.
KING & BROWN

The waist with the correct style. We
are showing a wonderful wa'ist made
of best quality Georgette, trimmed with
military braid and silk fringe at $48.00
per doz.

Send for a sample to-day.
166 Bay St. Tel. Adel. 3389

TORONTO

Si'ik and Mesh Combination Bags, Mesh
Bags, Mesh Purses.

Gun Metal Mesh Bags and TurDcs.

Your stock will be depleted after the
Easter buying.

An early replacing would be advisable.

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing.

Write for our catalogue which will tell

you what you need. Best goods at
closest prices.

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.,

77 York St., Toronto

lFilliTim.(©ip
and—

/ Oie Standard PopularPriced

. .'"WAISTS s^merica
CheL-NGrRDSSd> CHeveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. ^J'liis List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Specialists

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

L. S. Plaut & Co., whose per-

sonnel system is described in the

leading article in this issue, have
in addition to departments men-
tioned, one for legal sdvice. This

should have been added in the

chart illustrated and the lieading

"Health" should read "Welfare,"
which includes the legal depart-

ment. The legal department pro-

vides free legal counsel lo" v^-erkers

by one of the city's best lawyers,
who is paid a retainer by tiie store.

^ H< ^

St. Louis fur sales, May 7, report
lynx cat advanced 30 per cent.;

wild cat unchanged; raccoon and
beaver 15 per cent, advance over
January.

* * t-

A lynx weighing sixty pounds
was captured by two boys just out-

side the city limits of Ottawa on
Sunday afternoon. May 4. A dog
out for a stroll with the two lads

was seen to get very excited and
to do his best to climb a tree. Look-
ing up to see what was the matter
the lads saw a fine wild cat nerch-
ed among the branches. Stones
failed to dislodge the animal and it

was finally lassoed by one boy and
then lost its balance, falling upon
the other boy's shoulder and dis-

locating it.

Messrs. R. J. Devlin Ltd., the

Spark'^ Street furriers, soon made
arrangements to show the animal
to the people of Ottawa, and for

three days curiosity has led many
hundreds to visit the windows of

this store to see a splendid speci-

men of a well-developed and lively

lynx.
* :H *

RHINELAND MERCHANTS aSK
LOR BRITISH TEXTILES

It is reported that YorKshirt^

wot^llen firms have ah'eady ar-

ranged for the delivery of a larg,e

quantity of cloth to a Cologne
firm. German merchants are
eager to lay their hands on Briash
textiles. This state of affairs is

little to be wondered at when an
ordinary medium-quality loungt
suit is fetching two hundred dol-

lars, and the cheapest lines are not
obtainable for less than one hund-
red dollars.

MR. MERCHANT
Kiddies' f;ingham Crecuei-s. 1-2 yr.s.,

assl. patterns and sizes, at .?.") do;'.,

niack S'lt'.en Bloomers, 1-10 yrs., asst.,

at S'l.flO doz. Patent Oilcloth Sleeve
Protectors at $2 doz. Overall Aprjns,
print, at $S doz. This is the hest made
apron in the trade to-day. Order
sample dozen. Order To-day.

The EnrI ManufncI nry, - Paris, Ont

Linen Threads
For all purposes carried in stock

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Manufacturers of

E. & P. Awnings and Tents
THE BEST IN THE LAND

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

OTTAWA, CANADA

.Sm/illw/ires
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq l-muld

HAMILTON.ONTARIO

-4tffl^ IDEAL -%<^
GARMENT CO,

Manuiachirers of

DRESSES
STOCKo^N^ IS Wesf 33rd Stfe«t

HANO/OrNs. NewYo* ^^ PR»C£

'— n 1 1
•

1 r ' 1 1

•
1 1 V i

Wholesale Dry Goods and)
Men's FurnishingsBPtK*"

'

BARGAINS^ALWAYSfONfHAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaisIre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

VINE OPENING EXISTS IN WEST-
ern Canadian City of seven thousand

for store handling; ladies' ready-to-woar

and clothing for girls and boys. Ex-

cellent store can be secured at reason-

able rent. Send raplies to Box 152, Dry

Goods Review, 143-153 University Ave,

Toronto.

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that will

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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MacDonald Brokerage Co.

With our complete organization

throughout Canada we are in a posi-

tion to efficiently represent a few good
EnKlish dry goods specialty lines. If

interested, address Box 78, Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

With Staff Conjering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Can give exclusive representation in

Alberta and British Columbia' to manu-
facturers of boys' and children's cloth-

GEORGE STRACHAN
906 Welton Block - Vancouver, B.C.

Many years connection with the best

trade.

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and

Dry Goods lines for Western

Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

Mappin& Webb Bldg., lOVictoria Street

MONTREAL
Linens. Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines.

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

H. E. ROBINSON
100 Hammond Building

Winnipeg
Commission Atjent, covering from Port
Arthur to the Pacific Coast. Specializ-
ing on ladies' reaciy-to-we'ir. Open to

consider line of high-grade ladies'

waists and underwear lines.

Agency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods
trade in Canada, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto, Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A. B.C. code, 5lh Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

]E (g. SMETIH
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

P. M. LE MAISTRE,
MaiiufactureiB' Agent

10 Victoria Street Montreal, Canada.

With personal representatives soliciting the
Dry Goods trade, wholesale, maniifacturei-s

ami dcijartmental stores from Halifax to

VancouvcM-, is open to represent a few

Progressive Manufacturers only
FROM

ENG<L.\ND, IRELAND, OR .SCOTLAND.

Established 1848

P. D.WENl'ORT, Silk Manufacturei-s
Hriiteo .Street .Mills, ^hlcclcsfield, Eiig.

LiMi'lon. Liiton. ^L^ncIlestlr. England.
PANADIA.N FLOWiEiK & FEATHER

MFG. CO.,
243-245 Bleury Street, Montreal. Quebec.

.Shi ppi 11(1 Wholesale Trade Agent

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Building, 34 Front Street West, Toronto.

The Wealth of the West Increases
British Manufacturers—You will wish to include the Great Canadian West in your plans
expansion after the war.
Remember, Western Canada is the most rapidly growing section of the Dominion, and
the freest spenders.
Cultivate this fertile field by using a selling organization

that can give good results, as our record shows.

We are open to represent a few firms of good standing wish-

ing to develop their business with the Wholesale or Retail

dry goods, men's or women's ready-to-wear trade.

HANLEY & . MACKAY COMPANY
407 Hammond Building, Winnipeg
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CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per word per insertion. Ten cents extra for box number.

VyANTED—GOOD LINE FOR MARITIME PROVINCES ON COM-
mission. Have first-class connection with bsst Dry Goods and

General Stores. References if required. Box 153, Dry Goods Review,
143-1.53 University Ave., Toronto.

A GOOD CLOTHING, LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR, AND BOOT AND
shoe business for sale in a British Columbia town. Stock about

$1.5,000, fixtures about $2,000 ; last year's turnover about $32,000.

Store situated on best location in brick building with up-to-date win-
dows ; good chance for a man who has the cash. Business will stand
fullest investigation. Apply Box 154 Dry Goods Review, 143-153 Uni-
versity Ave., Toronto.

RELIABLE AGENT WANTED—CALLING ON THE BEST RETAIL
trade in Canada, to sell our ranges of hand embroidered blouses

and silk tailored shirts. Reply giving all particulars to Semple &
Company, Caledonia Factory, Great Victoria Street, Belfast, Ireland.

A/IERCHANTS' STATIONERY.— 150 EACH—LETTERHEADS, EN-
velopes. Statements and Shipping Tags—Post paid anywhere in

Ontario, $5.00—other provinces, $5.25. The Farmers' Printery,
Beaverton, Ontario.

A/TANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION—WE ARE OPEN FOR LINES
on commission. We are live wires, thoroughly experienced, have

connections with the largest houses on the coast and prairie. Can shox
returns. Write us at once. McK. Sinclair Co., Crown Building, Van-
couver, B.C.

YOUR
RAINCOAT
WANTS
SHIPPED
PROMPTLY

Latest Styles

Better Kind

MAIL
ORDER
TO-DA Y

A. MacINTYRE BRUCE %:':r
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DOMINIOV
RUBBER

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

"Made-In-Canada" Raincoats

66i 99

Does Your Store Stand for
Quality" and "Service?

Tlien "Dominion llaynsters"

will help you to hold your
reputation for handlins; Uiqi--

ou,<>lily dependable goods.

Fir-^t of all, you can sell

"Dominion Raynsters" with
our guarantee that they are

(ihmbUehj irate rproof.

Show each customer our
'(hiarantee Label" in the

coat. Explain that the cloth

i> not "treated" or made
merely "shower-proof," it i-

reinforced with an inner lin-

ing of rubber, wdiich makes
the entire coat, even to the
seams, ivaterproof.

Have customers examine
every detail of the workman-
ship and see how thoroughly,
how carefully, it is made.
In appearance, "Dominion
Raynsters" are very attrac-

tive coats. The fact that they
are absolutely waterproof
and guaranteed, are two
strong reasons why they are
such splendid sellers.

May we send you our Domin-
ion Raynster Style Rook and
Price List? Write the near-
est Service Rranch for a copy.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
are Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon,
Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver

and Victoria
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LRTINENT facts regarding the merits of HAWLEVS
HYGIENIC Black British Dye have been thoroughly anJ
forcibly explained to your customers.

dent that the hosiery you've sold is dyed with a guaranteed

permanent jet-black Hawley's Better British Dye.

usiness man—You can gain the most valuable asset of any
thoroughly satisfied customers.

can eliminate the element of chance in your

.,, . .osiery sales stock Stockings and Socks bearing the

UYL Hawley Trade Mark, display it and sales are certain -

W^DPANTFO your customers have been told, forcibly, too, to
TYMKrCMII I Ul/-.

Ijj^Ij f^j. jjjp distinguishing dye brand marked on

'/PQCJL^nOl^'^^^ '^^'"^ Hosiery. The Trade Mark of the Dye will decide

All Hosiery of good value there's no style restric-
And this impressive publicity of a guaranteed brand will help yju. tion is stamped with the Hawley Brand and finished

in four styles natural finish, special soft cashmere
You have the opportunity to fulfill orders with assurance -confi- finish, thread finish, and silk finish.

Persistent and extensive national Advertising has
taught them the value of this brand.

They've learnt, through the medium of all classes of

periodical and daily papers, the advantages of guar-
anteed permanent fast dyed Black Stockings and
Socks from every standpoint — Comfort, hygiene,
durability and economy.

.
I I tho

WA

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British Dve

ForCotton andThread Hose and Socks

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LIMITED Slietchley Dye Worits Hinckley, England

Look to your stocks and see that you are prepared to meet a large demand:

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. LLMITLD. 148-15;] UNIVERSITY AVE.. TORONTO
DRY GOODS REVIEW, June 7th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price. $2.00. Entered as second-class
matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office
Department, Ottawa.
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SHANTUNG PONGEE—THE PRESENT VOGUE
Suit styles 721 and 722, $24.50. (Jcnuine Imported Shantung Pongee. Natural shade only. Prompt delivery.

Keep in mind the co-ordinated efforts of our splendid organization of Master Artists and Designers.

Make it a point to call at our New "V'ork or Chicago offices, when in Market, and judge for yourself.

If yr)u cannot come to market, ask us to send special folders, from time to time, featuring our very latest

styles in Coats, Suits and Dresses.

NKW YORK
5th Avenue BiiildinK

Sth Ave. a.id 23rd St.

C. KENYON COMPANY, INC.
NKW YORK

CHICU;()
C'diiKress and

Kr.inkiin Streets
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TIME TO ORDER
FALL BEDDING REQUIREMENTS

Order now and be prepared for the big demand this Fall

will bring for all bedding. In Blankets, Comforters and

Quilts, profitable sales will be made by merchants showing

the most attractive range. Our line is complete, varied and

priced to interest you as a keen buyer.

Blankets
We are showing these

in white and gray in all

qualities, both union

and all-wool, single and

double bed sizes. Par-

ticularly fortunate pur-

chases enable us to

quote most attractive

pi'ices on these goods.

Comforters
You will require a

good range in cotton,

wool and down filled

comforters, and our

stock is such as to pro-

vide just what you want

in both sateen and

satin.

Quilti
Many people have

been putting off quilt

purchases until the war
was over, so that big*

business is in prospect.

In crochetted, marcelle,

honeycomb and satin

finished quilts, 10/4,

11/4 and 12/4 quarter,

our range is one of the

largest in Canada.

Are Your Sales Brisk in the Draperies Department ?

Your draperies department should be one of the best-paying sections of your
store. If sales are unsatisfactory why not put in some of our latest novelties
in cretonnes, sateens, marquisettes, scrims and tapestry curtains? You will find

that they act as a real tonic. We also suggest that you sort up on upholstery
fabrics and velours.

Trimmings for Lamp Shades
Many merchants are doing a nice business in lightweight fabrics for lamp

shades. We will gladly fill your order for such goods, as we have a large stock
in the latest designs and colors, which we are featuring at present.

Our trimmings department is complete, containing materials to match all

fabrics. We also have a large stock of curtain and extension rods from which
we can supply you promptly.

In our carpet department we carry an extensive range of Axminster, Wilton
and Brussels Squares, Stair Carpets and Runners, in all qualities. It will pay
you to buy these lines from us, because we can give you what you want at all

times.

PROMPT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Do not hesitate to order by mail should our salesman not be around when you require
merchandise of any description. You set the same service as if you ordered through
our traveller. Enquiries solicited and samples cheerfully furnished.

Gl^EEnSHIELDS LIMITED
Seventeeint

Victoria Square"

l,Mi>--§

.-. /

W'l

m
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A.5. KING SILK CD. L
(Ehe Stilt Mmse of (Hanaha

>

TDRDNTD

SILKS FOR FALL
Our salesmen are now out on their respective territories,

booking for Fall delivery.

The range shown consists of the most popular weaves in a full

range of colors.

SATINS
In Messaline, Duchesse and Charmeuse weaves.

CREPES
In Chin-Chin, Crepe de Chine and Georgette weaves.

TAFFETAS
In Plain, Chiffon and Pussy Willow weaves.

PRINTED LININGS
In various designs and qualities.

MISCELLANEOUS
Faille Francais, Habutais and Wash Satins, in all colors.

Peau de Soies, Bengaline, Paillettes, Duchesse and Taffetas,

all weights and finishes, in black.

For immediate delivery we have a full range of all the wanted
lines.

JVrite for samples.

2
s*

CO

"A

<

FOREIGN OFFICES:
Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, France
Chefoo, China

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. W. : : TORONTO
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This is a Ribbon Season

The Present Vogue Demands
Ribbons for Practically Every

Article of Wear

In Our Large Stock is a

Ribbon for Every Purpose

Fancy Lingerie Ribbons in Assorted Cartons

Fancy Trimming Ribbons

Fancy Warps
Fancy Plaid Taffetas

Heavy Corded Dresdens

Plain Heavy Cords in all Millinery Shades

Several Qualities and all Colors in

Plain Taffetas, Satins and Messalines

etc., etc., etc.

How is Your Stock of Lace Flouncings^ p
Edgings and Insertions and Sport Veils •

Our stock in these lines is good.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Limited

Otta\va
31

Canada

Wholesale Dry Goods
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Have ou
,>o»*

,<J*^^

,^^ these beautifully colored, attractive

!r cards displaj^ed in your store? If not, "'''*^.

write us to-day and we will send same to you,
free of charge. They will effectively advertise for you the most popular Face

Cloths on the Market. Get these Face Cloths from your Wholesaler:

"DOLLY DIMPLES"
Face Cloth — gives a

ruddy glow to the corii-

plexion.

See our Terry Towel-
lings also—in all sizes

and widths.

"COMFORT"
Face Cloth — true to

name. Especially appre-

ciated by men after

shaving.

See our "Hawthorn
Fabrics" — they will

greatly interest you.

Jersey Cloths
FOR LADIES' SUITS, SKIRTS, SPORT
COATS and MEN'S OVERCOATS,

GOLF SUITS, etc.

The popularity and utility of this ideal

fabric is already well known to you. Are
you handling a line of Jersey Cloth that

is positively GUARANTEED in color and
texture? Hawthorn Jersey Cloth is a
CANADIAN PRODUCT that stands sec-

ond to none, being made of the highest

grade materials, with the most reliable

workmanship and facilities.

Finest all wool—54 ins. wide—all colors, and many exceedingly attractive

mixtures. Your wholesaler will be glad to show you samples—or our
agent.

Hawthorn Mills Ltd., Carleton Place, Ont.

Sellini; Accents

:

TORONTO- Little & Little, 152 Bay St.

MONTREAL- Luke F. Moore, Coristine Bldg. '^^ANflDlflN GOODS'
"'

BETTER

'^'^
WINNIPEG—Fred Ruml)le. Hammond nidjr.

VANCOUVER A. .1. Sncll, Vancouver Hotel.

I'lCTOU, N.S.- V. A. Barnwell.
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Still In The Ring
1849 to 1919

THE PAST

In the Year 1849

John Macdonald & Company^ Limited

opened their store door for a share of public patronage. The
store at that time was designated the large 103 Yonge Street.

The stock was staple and fancy dry goods, which amounted to

about two thousand dollars. The first year was retailing and

so successful that the following year wholesaling was entered

into.

THE PRESENT—

Their warehouse now extends right through a block from

street to street, having their main entrance on Wellington

Street E., and their shipping and receiving entrances on Front

Street E.

Departments

:

1st Floor—Linens and Staples.

2nd Floor—Dress Goods, Silks, Woolens, Tailors' Trimmings.

3rd Floor—Ladies' Ready-to-Wear, Hosiery and Gloves.

4th Floor—Men's Furnishings, Smallwares, Notions.

5th Floor—Carpets and Housefurnishings.

THE FUTURE

They would not the rights of another invade

While they seek for a healthy extension of trade

;

But if fairness will answer, and bargains repay.

Then call at their warehouse at some early day

;

They ask but a call, ''tis a modest request.

And a glance at their prices will tell all the rest.
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LINEN LINGERIE
CHILDREN'S
DRESSES .

LINEN DRAPERIES
SHEETS
PILLOW CASES
COVERLETS
LINEN NIGHT

WEAR

HE COOLNESS OF LINEN makes this

matchless fabric the one really ideal ma-
terial for warm weather wear.

Its sheer beauty and soft, comfortable touch

make outer and under garments of Irish linen a

uxurious necessity.

Persuade those customers of yours who have not

worn linen to have some summer clothes made of

inen. Actual experience will do more to make
them permanent in the use of linen than any

argument, no matter how logical and convincing.

A continuous and growing demand for linen has

two great advantages for you

:

The first, that it is a staple quality trade—pro-

fitable to your store and the kind that every mer-

chant wants.
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The second, that it is trade that usually runs into

money and attracts customers who can afford to

spend, and who are usually liberal with their

purchases.

The stability of linen prices enables you to pur-

chase with confidence and to figure a reasonable

margin of profit without the probability of having

to close out lines at a loss due to a falling market.

This put the buying and selling of Irish Linen on
an assured basis of profit and satisfaction.

LINEN DRESSES
LINEN SUITS
LINEN DUSTERS
LINEN UNDER-

WEAR
LINEN SHORT

CLOTHES
LINEN HAND-
KERCHIEFS

I he Irish juinen Society
Belfast, Ireland
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The Blue

*
Star iIS

Your Guiding Star
To goods that wi.i exactly meet the demands of your discriminating customers, in designs
and materials unexcelled, at prices unequalled by any other line of

—

LATEST AND
MOST ATTRACTIVE

DESIGNS AND
WEAVES.

POPULAR,

EXQUISITE

COLORS.

RELIABLE

QUALITY.

QUICK-SELLING

FEATURES.

LACES

CHIFFONS

GEORGETTES

RIBBONS

HOSIERY

EMBROIDERIES

WASH GOODS

DRESS TRIMMINGS

BRASSIERES,

ETC.

MAXIMUM
VALUE

The Blue Star line is always a ready-selling, popular line—easily explained by its distinction

of quality and its obvious genuine value.

We can give you immediate delivery on all orders, as our stock is complete at all times.

jWusiet protljers; (Canaba) Himiteb
Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries
""

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods

1 2 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco

London Nottingham Paris Calais

Caudry Le Puy St. Gall

* *
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have proven to be an instant success wrherever shown— everyone recognizes that for beauty, n^ear and easy
laundering they are unsurpassed if equaled by garments made from any other cotton fabric. i[Wide-awake mer-
chants make easy money featuring these garments in their ready-to-wear departments, and also by pushing
these small patterns in their wash-goods departments. If your jobber or garment manufacturer hasn't shown
them to you write us.

,

LAWRENCE & COMPANY
89 FRANKLIN STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

24 THOMAS STREET
NEW YORK

Branch Houses:
ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO

4' ^H£:

fell
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P. P. Martin & Co., Limited

50 St. Paul Street W. : : Montreal

The House of Dry Goods Values

C12 -

C2 -

C7 -

C12 -

C1231-
C2302-

A.L.S.

B747 -

B4126-

B14 -

B620 -

DEPARTMENT "

-36 ins. Fancy Dobby Silk
-34 ins. Jap. Pongee, all colors .

.

-36 ins. Fancy Kimono Silk
-40 ins. Pearl Finish Union Serge
-38 ins. Rep Poplin "of the day" .

-38 ins. Covert Cloth, all colors . .

.

VOILE
brand, 40 ins., White Mercerized Organdie Voile.

39 ins. White Flaxon Mercerized Voile . .

.

DEPARTMENT "B"
-60 ins. Khaki Cravanette "Office Brand"
-54 ins. Rainproof Covert Cloth, assorted drab, grey

and bronze
-54 ins. Special Blue Serge
-48 ins. Mirror Finish Silk Sealette

$ .971/2

.971/2

1.371/2

1.45
.90

1.00

$ .80

.25

$4.95

3.95
2.45
4.50

Summer Washable Goods
and Dress Goods

Is your Department ready to supply an attractive range of

fabrics, designs, and colors to meet the increasingly popular
demands? Make the best of the opportunities that are sure to

come to you this busy season by displaying goods that will

attract, make ready sales and satisfied customers.

Our Trade Mark has long represented goods decidedly "differ-

ent" in every detail, with that beauty of finish and style that
commends itself to discriminating customers, who recognize
unusual value. Our range is complete, exquisitely attractive
and surprisingly moderate in prices.

You will be satisfied with our superior goods as a worthy
reflection on your own House.

Write for quotations and samples.

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec: 7 Rue Charest Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street

Toronto: 152 Bay Street Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

Sherbrooke: Grand Central Hotel St.Hyacinthe: 229 Cascade St.
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WHAT DO THESE THEIR HATS
MEAN?"— •CONSTANT VIGIL"—"SO
DOES MY FROCK I"

T

§
WALKER BROS.,
England. Ravens-
thorpe Mills, Dews-
bury, Yorks, and 56-

57, Aldermanbury.
London, E.C. Tele-
graphic and Cable
Addresses : Y o r k-
shire: "Vigil, Dews-
bury." London:
"Vygilsyl, C e n t."

Agent: George Peter-
son & Co., 517 Coris-

tine Building, Mon-
treal.

Be Loyal to

CANADA'S
HEROES!

HE LANDS of cheap labour are

already beginning to flood the world

with cheap goods. Look around

and see for yourselves. Look, for

example, at cheap silks, "Jap" silks

and the silk mixtures of all kinds

—

produced at a cost for labour that

would not keep a roof over a Can-

adian's head—much less provide

him with the decencies and comforts

that he has every right to.

You can show your loyalty and gratitude

to the home-coming heroes by keeping

these goods and all products of cheap and

sweated labor out of your store. Soldiers

want work— good pay— healthy, happy

surroundings. You can help make all

these things possible by pushing the sale

of British-made Silks.
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Everything in

Dry Goods
"Do not put off until to-

morrow what you can do
to-day."

A wise old proverb this, and one
that vitally applies to the placing
of your orders for DRY GOODS

—

for this Summer, and Fall. The
recent cut in prices, especially

in cotton lines, caused by so many
American manufacturers having
heavy stocks on hand when the

Armistice was signed, was only a

decline of short duration. Manu-
facturers are receiving increased
demands upon their output for

export trade, and it behooves
Canadian retailers to place their

orders far in advance of the regu-

lar season's delivery in order to

make sure that they get the sup-

plies they need.

The scarcity of linen products is also increasing the demand for cotton goods,

the cotton situation in turn affecting woollen products.

Prices will not be lower this Summer or Fall, but in many lines will assuredly

show advances over present minimum prices.

The outlook for Summer and Fall is extremely favorable, buying in every line

being very brisk. Every merchant will be eager to grasp his opportunities in

the gaining of his share of the increased business.

Are you prepared to meet the demands that will be made upon your stock?

Is your stock attractive, sales-inviting and advantageously priced? Shrewd

dealers have long known the advantages in buying from us. Our stock, our

prices and our service are recognized as unequalled.

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW WITH

Alphonse Racine, Ltd.
"THE STAPLE DRY GOODS HOUSE OF CANADA"
60-82 St. Paul St., West MONTREAL, CANADA
SAMPLE ROOMS mikySk QUEBEC THREE RIVERS SHERBROOKE
FACTORIES BEAUBIEN ST., MONTREAL ST. DENIS

SYDNEY, N.S. TORONTO
ST. HYACINTHE
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Your "Buying Sense"
appreciates LINEN with lustrous, superior finish, and ob-

vious qualities of wear and long service—knowing that these

features reflect creditably upon your goods,

and bring you satisfied and permanent

customers. f i~

You will find ALL these v4
qualities in

LIDDELL'S
Gold Medal
IRISH LINEN
HAND EMBROIDERED

Bed Spreads,

Pillow Cases,

Baby Cases, Sheets,

Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers,

Handkerchief Cases
Doylies, etc.

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

IRISH LINEN AGENCY
22 West Wellington St., Toronto

CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping

Cartons

Bales

The best
Value for the
price.

Can be had
in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50
rolls to the
bale or 124,
96, 80, 64 or
48 to a lot

of four car-
tons.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

You Can Supply
22

Different

Colors
from

Black and
Navy

to Delicate

Pink

With

Sunset

SoapDyes
Thousands of dealers are finding

these dyes steady profit producers and
wonderful repeaters, because with
them practically every customer can be
satisfied. The wide range of colors

includes Black, the ever-popular Navy
Blue and U.S. Olive Drab, all of which
are proving Big Sellers these days.

Sunset Soap Dyes are being exten-

sively and truthfully advertised in high-

class publications to help you do more
business. These clean, brilliant home
dyes will permanently color any fabric

from a sheer waist to a heavy overcoat
without staining hands or utensils.

Order a gross now, packed in an
attractive sales-stimulating container.

Put it on your counter and watch the

quick turnover. Sunset, selling at 15c,

gives you a very attractive profit, and
it's a wonderful repeater.

North American Dye Corporation
New Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada i

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Inc.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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FAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD.,
Manufacturers

Rutland Street and St. George's Mills, Leicester, England.

WASHlNoiUN MILLS,
BORROWASH.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS.
RUTLAND ST., LEICESTER.

ST. GEORGE'S MILLS,
LEICESTER.

THE LEADING BRITISH HOUSE FOR

HABERDASHERY & SMALLWARES
Including:

SUSPENDERS—Our well-known SPHERE varieties,

for Ladies and Children, also Men's Garters, all

made with the fine SPHERE elastics, fittings,

and rubber grip—"the grip that grips and never
slips."

BRACES—Our production, hitherto almost mono-
polized by the British Government, will now
be available for civilian trade. The SPHERE
quality in Mikado and ordinary styles is a
guarantee of excellence.

ELASTICS—We make Elastic Braids, Cords, Loom
Webs, Garter Webs, Surgical Webs, etc., in all

widths and great variety. Ask for our "Violet,"
"Iris," "Lily," "Rose" qualities.

SHOE LACES—Our high-grade HURCU-LACES, in

a variety of choice, for Ladies' and Men's wear.

Also Rifle Laces, Tubular, Flat Braid Laces,

Artificial Silk Laces, etc., etc.

MENDING WOOLS—The ST. GEORGE three-fold

fine woollen mending yarns have a fine reputa-

tion. Their qualities justify it.

SKIRT BELTINGS—We lay ourselves out to cater

for this trade. Single Beltings, Duplex Webs,
Petershams, etc. Ask for the CRUSOE brand.

BINDINGS AND WEBBINGS—Every variety of

cotton and glace narrow goods are in our line,

Empire Bindings (formerly known as Prus-

sians), Tapes, Stay Bindings. Hat Bandings,

etc., etc. Also NAME LABELS, HANGERS,
and LOOPS for Coats, Shirts, Mantles, etc.

SPHERE

TRADEMARK

Prices and full particulars gladly furnished on request.

Enquiries welcomed and orders executed through London
Houses or direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY

ST. GEORGE

TRADEMARKFAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD., Leicester, Eng.

19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. 32, George Street, Manchester.
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HORROCKSES,
CREWDSON & COMPANY

LIMITED

G)tton Spinners and Manufacturers-

Preston, Bolton,
)

London, Manchester j

ENGLAND

Longdoths, Calicoes, Flannelettes,

Nainsooks, Madapolams, Pillow
Cottons, Sheetings, Ducks, Drills,

Aeroplane Cloths, Etc.

^^E owe it to our Canadian and American
friends to saV what we have been doing in our

weaving and spinning mills during the great
V/ar, and so state a few facts in explanation of
our inability to meet all requirements for our
World-renowned productions.

Out of a total of 8,000 looms, about three or four
thousand have been entirely engaged upon the
manufacture of ducks, flannelettes, shirtings, aero-
plane cloths, khaki, and other drills for the use
and equipment of the soldiers of the British and
Allied nation*.

Should we be unable to fill your orders with the
same promptness as in pre-war days, we request
your forbearance as we know you will agree that
the great call on our resources for War purposes
had to be met first of all.

Number of Looms
Number of Spindles
Consumption of Cotton
Operatives employed

8.000
300.000

l.OOO bales weekly
upwards of 8.000

BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

ILLUSTRATE
YOUR
ADVER-

TISING

A DIRECT TALK TO YOU

Are you aware of the pulling power of illus-

trated advertising?

Do you know that illustration adds 100 per cent,

to the effectiveness of your advertising?

WHY NOT ILLUSTRATE
ALL YOUR ADVERTISING ?

We are the sole Canadian agents for all the
Meyer-Both Advertising Services. They contain
illustrations of women's wear, men's clothing,

boots and shoes, furniture, and every other line

of merchandising. These are up-to-date, original
and effective. We prepare special layouts and
headings.

Write for Sample Sheets To-day

British & Colonial Press
Limited

67 Adelaide Street, Toronto

Plants also at Montreal, Winnipeg and London

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

M^/W«

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK :: AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS, SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

Herbert IVhitworth, Limited
WHITWORTH HOUSE

MANCHESTER
PIONEER MILLS, RADCLIFFE

COTTON PIECE GOODS, SHIRTINGS
DRILLS, PRINTS, BROCADES
BEDFORD CORDS, ETC.

RAYMOND & RAYMOND, Agents
LONDON, CANADA

BANK B.N.A. BLDG. P.O. BOX 171 PHONES 6656-1718

Wm. Anderson & Co. Ltd.

GLASGOW
Our Canadian office has been reopened at 43 Scott
Street, Toronto, and is showing the newest ranges of
Wm. Anderson Zephyr and Providentia American
Novelty Fabrics.

Cotton and Flannel Shirtings -- Water-proofings —
Cotton Dress Goods, including Scotch and American
Gingham— Plain and Fancy Voiles— Skirtings, etc.

Write Canadian Office for Samples.

Wm. Anderson Textile Mfg. Co., Inc.

NEW YORK
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BRITISH MADE HOSIERY
and UNDERWEAR

for CANADA
OUR newly appointed representative for

Canada, Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, has now
opened offices at TORONTO, and has got

to work with the collection of samples he carries

for us. These include samples and patterns of

the goods as indicated on the margin, and, as

we think the value will be found thoroughly
competitive, consistent with the good quality

which is SYNONYMOUS with the name of

"BRETTLE," we hope our Canadian friends

will hold over their orders until such time as Mr.
Marshall can see them, and we ask them also to

write, requesting him to call.

WE think there will still be a considerable
shortage of goods throughout this year,

owing to the TREMENDOUS demand
for our goods which is setting in from all over
the world, not only from the neutral, but from
the devastated countries of Europe. It will,

therefore, be seen how necessary it is to place
your orders for the Fall as early as possible.

If you want goods of DISTINCTIVE CHAR-
ACTER and HIGH QUALITY you should cer-

tainly include in your stock a representative
collection of our manufactures.

Canadian Representative:

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, Stair Bldg., Corner Bay
and Adelaide Sts. Telephone Main 3354.

Toronto.

BELNIT"
RIBBED

UNDERWEARVRADEJ

MADE IN ENGLAND
Regd. Trade Mark

-OBERON-
SPECIALITIES

HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
SPORTS COATS,

KNICKERS, LADIES' AND
GENTLEMEN'S PYJAMAS,

SHIRTS, DRESSING
GOWNS, RAINPROOF

COATS, RUGS, TOWELS,
QUILTS

THE FAMOUS
"JAY FINISH"
UNDERWEAR

(Smedley's Make)

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

"SUTOPLEX"
FABRIC GLOVES

DISTINCTIVE NECKWEAR
IN EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

BRACES, BELTS,
COLLARS AND HAND-

KERCHIEFS

SMALLWARES AND
NOTIONS

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN'S
HIGH GRADE

KNITTED SCARVES AND
WRAPS IN WOOL, SILK
AND ARTIFICIAL SILK,

&c., &c.

SHEETS, COMFORTERS,
DOMESTIC AND
TABLE LINEN,
BLANKETS

BATH MATS, &c.

"SUTOPLEX
IREG" TRADE MARKJ

Fabric Gloves.

GEO. BRETTLE & CO., LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

119 WOOD ST., LONDON, E.C. 2, ENGLAND
Factory : Belper, Derbyshire

We want more Canadian trade—and will try to deserve it.
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^ Spinners of
every description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone Telegrams

2470\,^.^r.r>^^^ [Leicester
2^ji\Leicester

89 Stannincley Yarns
y™^'^^^^"^

24 K'eIchley^
' {KEIGHLEV

Z464 Fort Hill Boston [BOSTON
Codes- A.BC. S'^'Ed Western Union.
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SUMMEi^ STREET
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For Fall, 1919

LAST CALL FOR

Knitted Goods
Infantees—Bootees—Toques

Sashes—Mitts

Prices firm and goods still scarce.

Protect your trade by ordering all

your requirements from us NOW.
Our samples will appeal to you.

Our Letter Order Department is

better equipped than ever to look

after your wants in general dry goods.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (UMITED)
MONTREAL
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Dress Goods and Silks
While we realize that high prices continue, with no apparent pros-

pect of improving, there is, nevertheless, an advantage in knowing

that you can select representative values from our ranges par-

ticularly appropriate for sorting up the stock that has been carefully

kept down in these days of careful buying.

We list you a few of the good numbers adaptable to present needs,

and for which there is a fair demand.

DRESS GOODS
SM34—Covert Suiting. A nice smooth, plain

material adaptable for suits, capes or sep-

arate skirts. Shades Kastor, Fawn, Tan,

Taupe Per yard, $2.00

RH16—Covert Suiting. 54 ins. cloth, same
shades as above, having diagonal twill fin-

ish Per yard, $3.00

RH17—Covert Suiting. 54 in. Cloth, in beau-

tiful tone of Light Fawn, plain weave and
good weight Per yard, $3.75

PM5—Wool Cheviot. A good weight mate-
rial suitable for customers, skirt or capes,

shades Taupe, Brown, Mahogany, Wine,
Purple, Green, Navy, also Black, width
54 in Per yard, $3.25

SILKS
SH5—Charmeuse, Satin, width 40 in., a

beautiful lustrous finish, adaptable for any
purpose, shades Silver, Taupe, Green,
Brown, Purple, Wine, Navy, also Black.

Per yard, $2.65

MK2-—Stripe Satin Duchess. 36 in. wide,
pattern Green, White and Black, combined
cluster stripe, shades Navy, Grenet, Plum.

Per yard, $2.00

MK3—Plaid Taffeta Silk. 36 ins. wide, suit-

able for dresses, waists, combination effects

with black overcheck, with following col-

ors: Cadet, Royal, Helio, Cardinal, Brown,
Emerald, Grey Per yard, $2.50

SILKS (Cont'd)

MB3—Shantung Ponge. Width 33 ins., piece
ends of 18 yards, which we do not cut. A
nice weight natural shade silk.

Per piece, $9.00

CB13—Printed Shantung. Width 36 ins., a
light, airy fabric with close, wavy pattern
running through. Shades of Cadet, Taupe,
Helio, Emerald, Navy Per yard, $1.00

CB14—Plain Shantimg. Material particu-
larly suitable for evening wear, width 36
ins. ; shades include Cream, Rose, Mauve,
Natural, Alice, Deep Rose, Myrtle, Navy,
Grey Shot, also Black Per yard, 85c

CB15—Silk Tussah. Another suitable mate-
rial, width 36 inches, for evening and dress
wear, shades. Cream, Natural, Pink, Sky,
Maize, Copen, Russet, Navy, also Black.

Per yard, 85c

CB19—Dobby Poplin. A novelty Silk, fancy
weave for Dresses or Waists, Width 36
inches. Shades, Maize, Cream, Pink, Sky,
Copen, Russet, Navy, also Black.

Per yard, $1.25

W0116—Satin Stripe Silk Repcord. Attrac-
tive weave of Dress Silk, width 36 ins.,

appropriate for skirts or waists, and in-

cludes Cream, Sky, Pink, Reseda, Emerald,
New Blue, Purple, Old Rose, Black.

Per yard, $1.20

W0119—Jacquard Repcord, with stylish fig-

ure effect, but all plain color, width 33 ins.

Shades Cream, Sky, Pink, Reseda, New
Blue, Purple, Old Rose, also Black.

Per yard, $1.25

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (Limited)
TORONTO
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Snteresting ^aris iMoirels;

'Cape and gown of qreij silk jersey with far collar; on-
broidery on gown. Dress of maroon taffeta with flowers

'made of the same fabric; curled banding. Sent to Dry
Goods Review from Charles Drecoll, Paris.
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SASK. R.M.A. CONVENTIONGREAT SUCCESS
Enthusiastic Gathering Starts Convention Off With Enthusiasm—Very Satisfactory Condi-

tions Represented by Financial Statement—Money and Membership Both
Increasing—Some Interesting and Important Discussions.

By Special Representative of Dry Goods Review

EARLY Tuesday morning of conven-
tion week the delegates to the Sas-
Katchewan convention of the Retail

Merchants' Association began to arrive,
and the convention hall presented a busy
scene, marked by enthusiasm and high
spirits, that promised well for the suc-
cess of the gathering.

Early in the session some interesting
questions were considered, and a brisk
discussion, tinged with flashes of humor,
was the order of the day.
Among the points discussed was the

suggestion to hold the next convention
at the Coast, a suggestion that was re-

ceived with a good deal of favor on the
part of many of the delegates, though
the final decision was left to a later

session of the convention.
The prevalence of guessing contests in

the West in connection with the retail

store aroused a good deal of interest,

and the methods of a firm located in

Regdna, which stages a gigantic guess-
ing contest, was gone into in detail. It

was shown that for the sum of

$50 the merchant would be sup-
plied with guessing coupons on a bowl
of beans, either in Saskatchewan or
Regina, depending on whether he was
in the northern or southern portion
of Saskatchewan. Although one large

firm in Regina received their con-

tract gratis in order to act as a bait

to the rest, it is estimated that at least

500 dealers fell for the scheme to the
tune of $50 apiece. If this estimate
were correct it would appear that with
the $25,000 realized Chevrolet cars

could very well have been afforded,

one for the south and one for

the north. The infinitesimal chance
of any one of the customers of drawing
that car may be imagined. The con-

vention recommended most strongly that
the Government take whatever means
necessary to make any kind of a straight

guessing or gambling scheme in connec-
tion with business illegal.

The mail order houses were touched on
when deprecating the fact that some
manufacturers, though they depend on

MAYOR BLACK

of Regina, who welcomed the visiting delegates

on behalf of the city.

the legitimate retail trade for the major
portion of their distribution, will still

put the mail order houses on their job-

bers' list, and thus assdst in unfair com-
petition with them.

Favor Credit Business Rather Than Cash

Considerable discussion was given to

the problem of conducting retail business
on a stiictly cash basis. It seemed to be
the consensus of opinion that this was
strictly a matter for each merchant's
individual decision. One speaker stated

that while indiscriminate credit was, of

course, absolutely ruinous, that a legiti-

mate credit business can be done by
those who keep closely in touch with all

accounts, and that a pointblank refusal

on the part of retailers generally to ex-

tend this accommodation to those of their

customers who were good risks would

simply be playing into the hands of the
mail order houses. This was specially
true as regards rural communities, in
that farmers especially would find it
very inconvenient to pay for each item as
they received it; in fact, if they were re-
quired to do so, they would be more like-
ly to use the catalog.

Loss on Gasoline

The hardware merchants and those of
the grocers who operate gasoline sta-
tions complain that they have had great
difficulty and considerable loss owing to
the present system by which they buy
their gasoline by weight and dispense it
by the gallon. One retailer stated that
the last filling of his five barrel tank,
even though sold carefully, for checking
purposes, showed him a loss of 15 gal-
lons. One of the gasoline companies
explained that the average merchant did
not realize what a volatile substance pe-
troleum product was. A change of 2a
degrees F. in temperature resulted in a
19c difference in volume above or below
60 degrees F., at which temperature pre-
sumably the barrels were filled. The as-
sociation would recommend as a remedy
to this that the gasoline be sold by gal-
lons, as the specific gravity explana-
tions seemed to always break the wrong
way for the retailer.

The members of the association appar-
ently view with concern the number of
bank mergers which have been effected
in recent months, and seriously deprecate
the concentration of capital and credit
in the hands of a few.

To Make Weekly Half Holiday Provin-
cial Enactment

It was also decided that the Govern-
ment be approached with a view to
making the weekly half holiday a Pro-
vincial enactment instead of, as at pres-

ent, a local matter, the decision as to

the most suitable day on which to close

being, of course, left for settlement by

local option.

Group of Delegates to the Saskatchewan Retail Merchants' Association, held in Regina, Sask., on May 13, 14 and 15.
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our ideas of what we should pay for it,

is your very difficult problem. I am
sure that these and many more prob-

lems will be nearer solution when this

body have subjected them to their dis-

cussion."

H. D. Mcpherson
Retiring President of the Saskatchewan Retail
Merchants' Association, Who presided at the
Convention in session at Regina last week.

The Address of Welcome
His Worship Mayor Black, in welcom-

ing the delegates, stated that it had
been his pleasure to welcome the citizens

of the other prairie cities and munici-
palities on many previous occasions, and
under the auspices of many different

organiaations'. These "get together"
movements, which had become so popu-
lar with all different trades and associ-

ations, were having no small effect in

cementing all communities into a fellow-
ship of good will and mutual under-
standing.

He stated that he felt sure that though
the general public were greatly exercised
concerning the high cost of living, and
would eliminate all other persons ex-
cept the consumer and the manufacturer,
whom they generalized under the all-

embracing title of "the middlemen," this

convention, among other results, would
tend to educate the public as to the
valuable and very necessary service
which the retailer, in every line of mer-
chandising, gave for value received.

That day has passed in which anvone
with the necessary capital can launch out
into the retail business, be it grocer,
hardware, dry goods, men's wear or anv
other line, and conduct it profitably

and satisfactorily without practical ex-i

perience. Each retail trade has be-
come a science, and the successful mer-
chant has learned that conventions such
as this, and his trade napers, are the
secrets of keeping up with the march of
progress.

"You have much, gentlcmen.to discuss.

I am sure that we consumers demand
much more service than we understand.
We demand elaborate deliveries. We
demand plate glass windows and ex-
pensive fittings. We demand our food
put up in very artistic and very expen-
sive manners. To give us what we want,
and at the same time attempt to reach

The President's Address
H. D. McPherson, the president, in his

opening remarks, expressed regret that the
illness of A. A. Evans, honorary president,
had made it necessary for him to discon-
tinue his former business activities, and to
seek a less rigorous climate.
After touching on the progress made in

membership, Mr. McPherson continued:
"One pleasing feature in this connection
is the increased interest taken in our work
by our members in general. They are
more and more coming to look upon the
association as a clearing house for all their
troubles, as is evidenced by the ever-in-
creasing amount of correspondence cover-
ing a great variety of subjects, some of
which tax the ability of those of us ex-
pected to deal with them, to the limit.

In order to meet this situation it has been
necessary to increase the staff in the pro-
vincial office from time to time, until now
eleven people, including the secretary, are
employed and their time is fully taken up
day in and day out. We also found it

necessary last fall to engage the services
of another organizer, whose full time is de-
voted to the Province of Alberta, thus giv-

ing our two men in Saskatchewan more
time to talk over matters in general with
our members in this Province. This makes
a total of fourteen persons in the employ
of the association, which fact in itself is

some indication of the growth of the or-

ganization since the start of our work in

1913, at which time the secretary, with one
stenographer, and an organizer, constituted
the entire staff. In spite of these in-

creases in staff and also slight increases in

salaries, and although our membership fee

has remained the same since 1915, when it

was raised from ten to twelve dollars, we
are still able to show a balance on the

right side of the ledger.
"At our last convention the formation of

District Advisory Committees was sugges-
ted, it being left with your executive to put
the arrangement into effect, which was done.
The Province was divided into four dis-

tricts, and a chairman appointed in each
district, with whom it was left to select

his own committee, with the exception that

a retail implement dealer was named in

each case to act on the committee at the
request of the executive of the Implement
Dealers' Trade Section.

Better Organization Needed
"We feel, however," he continued, ''that

the time has come for a more complete sys-

tem of organization, which involves the
formation of district branches with a per-

manent paid secretary in charge of each
branch, who will give his entire time and
attention to the work of the association in

his particular district. While this may
mean an increase in the provincial member-
ship fee, your executive is of the opinion
that the returns from the improved service

that will be available to the merchants
individually and collectively, will lar more
than offset any additional cash outlay that
may be necessary. An additional advantage
will be that we will be able to get a better

expression of opinion on any matter of im-
portance with which we have to deal. The
full details of this plan will be placed be-

fore you for your consideration during the

course of this convention.
"At a meeting closely following our last

convention, James Clinkskill and George
Hazen, of Saskatoon, and R. A. Magee, of

Wolseley, were named to act with your
executive in making representations to the

University of Saskatchewan regarding the

establishment of a course in Commercial
Education. At a meeting held in August,
between this committee and Dr. Murray,

president of the university, the matter was
thoroughly discussed with the result that
Dr. Murray agreed to recommend to the
University Senate that the course be es-

tablished, and we are, during this conven-
tion, to be favored with a series of lec-

tures by Mr. Frank Stockdale, retail com-
mercialist of Chicago, who has been en-
gaged by the university for the purpose. It

is the intention of the university to in-

stal a regular course in Commercial Edu-
cation as soon as a suitable man can be
found to conduct it. In the meantime an
effort will be made to secure the services
of some person qualified to fill the position,

to travel through the Province on behalf
of the university, for the purpose of ad-
dressing the merchants locally and giving
what asistance may be possible in the in-

terests of better business. Our thanks are
due to the university authorities for their
action in this respect and it is to be hoped
the business interests generally will co-

operate with them in making the under-
taking a success. In this connection I

would like to mention that I think we
should have a committee on Commercial
Education representing all branches of
commercial undertaking instead of the com-
mittee being confined to retail merchants
alone. This, it seems to me, will have the
effect of making the courses more far-
reaching in their effect, to the ultimate ad-
vantage of all concerned.

"In December last a general meeting of

the retail implement dealers of the Pro-
vince was held at Regina, at which many
of the grievances peculiar to that business
were thoroughly discussed and ways and
means devised by which they might be
overcome. Part of the day was devoted
to a meeting with representative whole-
sale-implement dealers from Regina and
Saskatoon, before whom many of the in-

justices with which the retailer has to

contend were placed. Facts and figures

showing an intolerable state of affairs as
regards the margin of profit allowed on
the sale of agricultural implements and
repairs had been prepared, and were placed
before the meeting at this time. The
wholesalers admitted the unfairness of

existing conditions, but were not prepared
to offer any solution. They asked for a

copy of the resolutions that had been
placed before the meeting and suggested
that another meeting be called after they
had been given a chance to consider them.
In the meantime, and up to the present,

our provincial office has been giving a

great deal of attention to this matter with

J. L. S. HUTCHISON.

Who presented the very satisfactory Treasurer's
report of the Saskatchewan Retail Merchants'
Association in Convention at Regina this week.
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a view to meeting the wholesalers again
at an early date.

"Our success in bringing this or any other
matter affecting any other line of trade,

to a successful conclusion, lies to a very
large extent in point of numbers. If we
have the merchants back of any such un-
dertaking, not only as members of the
association, but with their moral support
as well, we can accomplish almost any-
thing we set out to do. This is a fact that

does not seem to be appreciated as much
as it should be, and merchants generally
are too often satisfied to "let the other
fellow" fight their battles, when as a mat-
ter of good business, they should look upon
any effort to improve conditions as a per-
sonal affair, requiring personal attention,

—which means that if a general meeting
of the merchants engaged in any particular
line of business is called, each one should
make a point of attending even at soma
sacrifice if necessary, so that those with
whom we have to deal may see that we
mean business.
"Just previous to the last session of the

Provincial Legislature your executive met
the Government ministers and laid before
them our requests for legislation we were
anxious to have passed at the forthcoming
session of the House.
"These included an amendment to the

Village Act regarding assessments. Prev-
ious to the second session of 1917 it was
left optional with a village council as to

what form of taxation they adopted, that

is, whether a single or a general tax, but
at the session it was made compulsory
for them to adopt a general tax on lands,

(100 per cent.), buildings and improvemenLs,
(60 per cent.), personal property (100
per cent.), and income. According to

information received by the association
this worked an undue hardship on many
merchants, increasing the amount of their

taxes by several hundred per cent. We
requested that the amendment be repealed
and it again left optional with the village

as to what they do in this respect. We
were not successful in having the amend-
ment repealed, but an additional amend-
ment was passed exempting personal pro-

perty including stock in trade, and lixtures

in connection with the business in cases
where a merchant is paying a license fee

in respect to his business. This is of no
advantage, however, as the Village Act
does not contain authority for the council

to license retail businesses. This i.-^atter

will receive further attention.
To Regulate Hours of Trading

"We also requested that the Village Act
be amended, giving the council authority to

pass a by-law regulating the nours of trad-

ing including provision for a weekly half
holiday. We are pleased to say that this

amendment was passed, and the village

council may now put such a by-law into

force upon receipt of a petition signed by
75 per cent, in number of the occupiers
of shops in the village.

"One other item of legislation in which
a great many of you will doubtless be in-

terested," Mr. McPherson continued, "and
one which has receivedj a considerable
amount of our attention during iae past
three years, is that of an amendment to

the Chattel Mortgage Act regarding the
status of chattel mortgage on the growing
crop, or a crop to be grown, covering the
purchase price, meat, groceries, flour,

clothing and binder twine. We under-
stood at the time this legislation was pass-

ed in 1916 that this mortgage would take
precedence over any other claim, except
seed grain liens, and were so sure of our
ground that we entered an appeal against

a decision that was given in one of our
district courts contrary to our understand-
ing of this matter. We lost out in our ap-

peal and consequently approached the Gov-
ernment again requesting that a crop mort-
gage be made a prior claim, second only

to seed grain liens, and you will be pleased

to know that this is now the case— that

is to say, one of these mortgages now takes

preference over any other claim except

seed grain liens and seed grain advances

under the seed grain advances passed at

the last session, whereby any mortgagee
of I'and in Saskatchewan may make ad-
vances to the owner of the mortgaged land
to enable him to purchase seed grain for
use in sowing the land for the crop of
1919,—the advance is not to exceed $250
on any one quarter section, and where the

F. E. RAYMOND,
The energetic Secretary of the Saskatchewan

Association, who has been largely responsible

for making the Convention such an unqualified

success.

mortgagee makes such an advance he may
add the amount to the mortgage. In view
of the extensive use being made of these
crop mortgages we are sure that the fact

that they now rank as a preferential claim
will be appreciated.

"During the past number of years, since

the beginning of our work as an association,

we have been holding annual general con-

ventions which have been appreciated more
or less by those who have attended them,
but at the same time at a convention of

this nature there are bound to be subjects

up for discussion, which while they may
be vital to the interests of some one or

perhaps two sections of trade, are of no
interest whatever to the others,—conse-

quently they do not become interested or

do not feel that they have any part in the

discussion. In order to overcome this and
to make our conventions more interesting,

it has been proposed that we hold trade

section conventions,—for instance a con-

vention of hardware dealers; a convention
of jewelers, etc., etc., at different intervals

throughout the year, which perhaps need
not take up more than a day or two days
at the outside. It is felt that this method
will not only prove more interesting but

that it will be much more beneficial to all

concerned. I am merely mentioning this

now. You will see by your programme
that this matter and that of the formation
of district branches will be up for dis-

cussion on Wednesday morning."

In conclusion, Mr. McPherson said: "I

just wish to say that while we consider

that we have made fairly satisfactory pro-

gress during the past year, we believe that

the programme we have mapped out for the

future will, if adopted, be the means of

not only creating greater interest in our
work, but it will enable the association to

render a more efficient service in every

way to its members, and not only this, but

we feel that our service will then be

such that no retail merchant would thinlt

of remaining on the outside.

Increases in Money and

Membership
J. L. S. Hutchison, in presenting the

financial report of the association, stat-
ed that the association had ground for
satisfaction in the very satisfactory
showing that it had been possible to
make during the past year. So satis-

factory had conditions been that the fi-

nancial year closing December 31, 1918,
showed a surplus of $3,211.63. Not only
had the association prospered in a mone-
tary sense, but it had also shown a very
encouraging growth in membership, and
in the interest taken in its various ac-

tivities. At the end of 1917 the total

enrollment showed a membership of
1,590, while the present membership was
well over 2,100, a significant indication

of the way the association was finding
favor v.'ith the retailer. The compara-
tive statement of the past two years al-

so indicated a very satisfactory growth.

December 31, 1917—
Assets $4,615.84
Liabilities 1,190.79

Balance $3,425 . 05

December 31, 1918—
Assets $8,328 . 74
Liabilities 1,692.06

Balance ^$6,636.68

The Financial Statement
The current financial statement which

was then presented more than anything
else went to show the very substantial
position which the Saskatoon branch
of the association now enjoyed.
The report is as follows:

INCOME
Dues,

Saskatchewan $20,624.75
Alberta 4,586.00

$25,210.75
Commissions on collections 856.51
Commission on freight

claims 211.00
Convention advertisements . . $ 792.50

Liess convention expenses . . 641.00 151.50

Sundry receipts 54.78

"Retailer." advertising $ 2,936.28
Subscriptions 652.50

$ 3,588.78
2,655.02 933.76

$27,418.30

EXPENDITURE
Office salaries $ 7,599.78

Organizers' salaries and ex-

penses
Saskatchewan $ 6,149.93

Alberta 1,645.68 7,795.61

Executive meeting expenses 273.16

Dominion association for dues
,

2,090.00

Stationery, printing and of-

fice supplies 1,633.80

Traveling expenses 587.90

Office rent 685.00

Legal expenses 177.00

Interest and exchange ti.Sl

Alberta R.M.A. accounts $ 1,152.69

Grant to Edmonton local .... 225.00 1,!^77.69

Grants to Regina and Sas-

katoon locals 583.50

Sundry expenses _.
1.011.03

Depreciation written off furni-

ture and fixtures $ 173.09

Automobiles 184.30 357.39

$24,206.67

Balance, income exceeds ex-

I)enditures by 3,211.53

$27,418.30
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Favor Trade Sections in Convention

First Two Days of Future Conventions Devoted to Trades-
Third Day for General Convention—Will Try Out

Division of Province Into Sections With
Paid Secretary

THE proposed holding of trade

section conventions, and the divis-

ion of the province into district

branches, were important matters which
brought forth much discussion in the

Wednesday morning session. After

consideration it was decided that the

S. D. McMICKEN,
Moose Jaw, Sask., elected President of the

Saskatchewan R.M.A.

first two days of future conventions will

be set aside to the trade sections, the

general convention being held on the

third day. An amendment to exempt
trades not included in general stores

and hold their conventions at some other

time of year was voted down.

W. L. McQuarrie, Saskatoon, support-

ed this division into trade sections, stat-

ing that during the first two days the

sections could decide on important mat-

ters to be considered and there would

then be something to work on in the

general convention.

S. McMicken saw difficulties ahead,

and issued a grave warning. "We have

got the Retail Merchants' Association

into one association. We hav e been

fighting for twenty years to keep away
from individual associations of the var-

ious trades. This convention is held for

the good of all. There should not be

sectional meetings. Do not get the

conventions separated, for as soon as

you do you are going to have fifty-five

conventions held separately and the Re-
tail Merchants' Association v.'ill go out

of business."

In speaking to the amendment another

delegate contended that the general
merchants would thereby be given pre-

ference in being allowed to attend the
general as well as the sessional con-
vention, whereas trades not represented
in the general store would be restricted.

A motion to direct the executive to

pick out a certain district in the Pro-

vince of Saskatchewan in which to try

out for the period of one year the plan
of appointing a local paid secretary re-

sponsible to the provincial association,

was adopted. In this connection it was
decided to give returned soldiers pre-

ference in appointments to the position

of secretary in such districts. The sec-

retary will make a report at the next
convention on his work in the trial dis-

trict, which will include 200 to 300 mem-
bers of the R.M.A. The work of the

secretary of the proposed sections was
outlined by F. E. Raymond as follows:

Insofar as a credit rating system is

concerned, it will be possible for such
secretary to make a credit report on
everyone in the district. A credit rat-

ing card will be provided for each mer-
chant and a complete summary cover-

ing the district supplied to all mem-
bers of the provincial association. This

system is designed to prevent dealers

who have exhausted credit in one dis-

trict to move on to another ^nd secure

credit facilities. An interchange of

summaries will cover the entire pro-

vince.

In regard to collections, the credit

system would lessen the need for col-

lecting. The secretarv could give per-

sonal solicitation and the fact of his be-

ing a member of the R.M.A. would
carry weight in such matters. The
usual rates for collections would be
charged, so that the system would not be
taken advantage of and the secretary

deluged with unnecessary work.

Another phase of work for a secre-

tary would be the encouragement of the

community idea. It is felt that a man
in such a position could do much to

better the feeling between towns and
cities.

The district secretaries would be em-
ployed by the provincial association,

care being exercised to choose men who
can win and hold confidence.

The plan will necessarily involve in-

creased expenditure and it was sug-

gested that a fee of $25 to $80 per year
might be necessary. It is planned to

have men selected for these positions

spend a month in tne Saskatoon office

to get in closer touch with the work
of the association.

Delegate Moulton, Kelliher, suggested
that the province be divided as the Grain

Growers' Association into thirty-six

sections, allowing each section to

pick their own secretary and pay him
according to the amount of work in-
volved.

G. W. Stockton, Carlyle, stated that
the plan would involve a great expense,
"I believe it is necessary to do some-
thing along this line, but it is question-
able if we should stand the expense of
a secretary paid by the association in
each district at the outset."

C. Williams, Moose Jaw, suggested
that the sum of $50 be paid to some re-
sponsible merchant in each district to
handle the secretary's work.

Another delegate stated that the work
done by the provincial association is not
sufficiently close to the country mer-
chant. The city dealers had their own
secretary giving personal attention, and
the country dealers would appreciate the
association more if they had an equal
service.

J. J. Poison stated that in the Regina
R.M.A. there was no organization under
the plan where the secretary devoted
only a part of his time, and that it was
necessary to open an office and devote
a man's whole time to secure any bene-
ficial results.

Suggestions by other delegates were
that the plan was all right for large

cities, but that country merchants could
figure up their customers themselves.

In another large district there were very
few members of the R.M.A., and a sec-

retary's traveling expenses would be
heavy in proportion to the amount of

work which could be done.

H. D. MacPherson, Regina, stated

that the association had come to the

limit of what it could do under prevail-

ing circumstances. It was in response

to his request for a trial in one district

that the motion was adopted. The pro-

vincial association will bear the expense

of the trial in one district, and it will

be necessary to use some of the funds

at present on hand for this purpose.

J. C. NICOL

Radisson, Sask., appointed Second Vice-President
of the Saskatchewan R.M.A.
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A DISCOURSE ON AFTER-THE-WAR PROBLEMS
One of the Important Addresses Delivered at the Recent Saskatchewan Convention of the

R.M.A. by Frank Stockdale, the Noted Advertising Expert.

ALL the problems of retail mer-
chandising are soon to be after-

the-war problems, but these do
not commence yet. These problems
are going to come about when recon-

struction comes, but they are going to

begin.

"Back in your home town there are a
number of retailers who have an idea

that the only way to learn this business
is through experience. In an Ontario
town someone handed me an enquiry
along this line: 'Which is more import-
ant in business, theory or experience?'

"I ask you, which is more important,
the blackboard or the chalk? We have
to have some theorists. Theory has a
different meaning for each individual.

To lots of people anything they have not
used in their business is theory. A lot

of retail merchants shut themselves in

or they try to shut the other fellow

out, but they are imprisoned to that ex-
tent. Some think they can shut com-
petition out, but when you do this you
may as well call in the gravedigger
All we want is fair treatment. When a

man asks for more than that you have
to grant it to the other fellow as well.

There are two types of merchants. One
throws open the door and goes out after
things. Japan went to all the countries
of the world and investigated, and adopt-
ed the best ideas and methods which she
could find. To-day Japan is a first-rate

power, while China is a third-rate pow-
er. Japan has profited by the experi-
ence of others.

"The science of arithmetic has come
up through the ages of experience, yet
while many public accountants do not
know much about the important question
of percentages, many retailers will dive
into this involved matter without fore-
thought. There is much truth in the
saying, "Fools rush in where angels
fear to tread."

"These conventions are great idea
markets. The trouble is that we take
only the ideas that we recognize as our
own. You have a hazy idea about a lot

of things but not a definite one. You
have a lot of wobblv ideas snd you
are not really sure of them. When you
have them strengthened you feel like

building on them and puttina: a real roof
on the construction. You come to con-
ventions to get your wires connected
Many merchants have their wires cros-
sed.

"After-the-war prices may be one of
the after-the-war problems. This phase
of the matter has been in our minds
for some time, owing to a changing
market, but I will not say what prices
are goinq: to be. The opinion of some
long-headed merchants is that now
the armistice has been signed, the
war is over, and yet we find prices in

some lines icreasing. There is apt to be
a sense of false security. For a while

FRANK STOCKDALE,
The noted merchandizing expert whose addresses
were among the feature events of the Regina

Convention.

the tendency was to hold back for a
decline in price. Other merchants think
that as prices have not dropped since

the armistice was signed that prices

are not going to drop. There are not
many people who think that prices are

going back to 1914 standards. There
are at least two big reasons for this.

One is that the price tendency for years

has been upward. The reason for this

tendency is still at work and the last

five years would represent a substantial

increase. If wages stay up, prices must
stay up. Labor says wages will stay up.

But the retail merchant who gives too

much attention to prices now is going to

be left. The decline from present levels

will be very gradual.

"We have had some fictitious values

in merchandising, and this is going to

be squeezed out for a while. Retailers

are responsible in some part for the

high prices. An actual shortage com-
bined with the fact tha* stockrooms
have been stored with goods, creates

an artificial price.

"Stores show the things the retailer

is most proud of. I saw the stockroom
of a certain store recently. The retailer

pointed to certain goods selling now at

$1, which he bought early and could sell

profitably at 50c. There retailers proud-

ly point out their "good buys," but it is

a fact that the poorest buyers have won
the biggest stakes under recent con-

ditions. On an up market the retailer

makes most who sells out before the

market drops. Inefficiency has been
patting itself on the back^ anc| if some
of you have been doing this. ypu should
do something radical."

Mr. Stockdale at this point referred
to a recent visit to another store wherein
he found the stock to be very low, and
ragged. The merchant had been buying
bankrupt stocks.

"There are not many bankrupljtcies

lately," ^aid Mr. Stockdale. "This mer-
chant was placing his bet that the bank-
ruptcies were only postponed. There are
lots of bankruptcies in this country
which have been postponed. As soon as
the market begins to level off there will

be a great many changes in business.

People are looking for a world read-
justment. As long as the market was
creeping up there was coming in an
extra profit to take care of any possible

loss, and a lot of merchants have eaten
up that profit. An increase in dollars

of sales is no good, but an increase in

volume of business transacted is re-

quired.

"If 90 per cent, to 95 per cent, of the

merchandise is bought at a certain

price and then the price jumps and only

about 5 per cent, of the merchandise
changes hands in a season at that price,

I claim it is more or less of a fictitious

price."

At this point Mr. Stockdale spoke of

another retailer who had increased his

sales recently from $60,000 to $80,000

per year. He had been making a net

profit of about $3,000 recently while

in 1917 he made a net profit of $8,000.

He had recently been selling close to

the real market and not a fictitious

market.

"The extra $5,000 which this merchant
made in net profit in 1917 is a fund he

holds in trust owing to a changing mar-
ket. He will lose when the market de-

clines and it may take $500 one year and

$1,000 another year to balance things

up. Merchants should keep money from
such a source as this to take care of

down market losses.

"Many men who can run a retail

store well, do not know how to look after

money when they get it. If a merchant

has a particularly good season he should

put the extra money into a reserve fund.

At all times if you have not money
for a reserve fund there has been some-
thing wrong with your business and you
should straighten it out."

The balance of Mr. Stockdale's

address and further news of the

big Saskatchewan Convention ap-

pears on " page — and following

pages. Be sure you do not miss
any of it.
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Fancy LinensWholesale Silks - Novelty Silk Shirts

Write Us To-day.

Handkerchiefs of aii kinds

Linen, Cotton, Silk, and Crepe de Chine

OUR MOTTO
^^

Silk Mufflers
" SERVICE and VALUE "

for Ladies, Gents and Children

Silks, Limited
Calgary

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO

REVILLON WHOLESALE LIMITED
Edmonton - Alberta

Here are a few of our CHOICE SUMMER SPECIALTIES, of which you should
have a good assortment to meet the growing demand for these SEASONABLE
GOODS.

CRUM'S ENGLISH PRINT, No. 109, in a large range of patterns and colors.

Exceptionally good value. Per yard 32y2C

DUCHESS PLAID VOILE, a very dainty dress fabric in an extensive variety of

shades and colors. These goods are particularly good sellers and make a very attrac-

tive display at this season. It would be to your advantage to have a complete assort-

ment of these voiles. Price per yard , 27 1/2

c

FLAXON PRINTED NOVELTY VOILE. This material is a particularly desirable
dress goods for the Summer season. Per yard 25c

KIDDIE KLOTH, for children's dresses. A real money-saver, the demand for
which is constantly growing. Dresses made from KIDDIE KLOTH will outwear any
other goods at the price. Per yard 30c

WOMEN'S WHITE WASH SKIRTS from $18.00 to $31.00 per dozen.

BOYS' TWO-PIECE WASH SUITS, white and colored, $10.80 to $19.00 per doz.

CHILDREN'S COLORED WASH DRESSES. $6.50 to $24.00 per dozen.

MEN'S SOFT COLLARS, $1.75 to $2.25 per dozen.

MEN'S WORK GLOVES, special value at $12.00 per dozen.

A 'full range of Staple and Novelty Dry Goods always in stock, including General
Staples, Dress Goods, Silks, House Furnishings, Men's Wear, Women's Wear and
Notions.

Two complete catalogs issued annually. Be sure you are on our mailing list so as
to get your copy when issued.
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Prid.

In Workmanship
and Ownership

The genuine pride we feel in Emery
Garments will be reflected in the na-

tural pride your customers will feel

in owning and wearing garments with
the EMERY mark of distinction in

line, fit, and trim, and the EMERY
standard of quality.

Dresses
For Women and Children

Silk Waists

Skirts

Middy Waists

Nurses' Uniforms

Aprons, Etc.

Boost Western Trade!

Buy Western-Made Goods
to sell to Westerners

Your selection of EMERY GARMENTS as the
smartest and most attractive attire can be
made with the utmost confidence, and they
are

—

MADE IN THE WEST
Our stock is complete, showing an extensive
variety of the most attractive, smartest
materials and styles, one of which we have
illustrated.

We can always give you PROMPT DELIVERY.

The Emery Company, Limited
Manufacturers, Jobbers and Importers

EDMONTON ALBERTA
d|b
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Jo. 217 — Child's Coat
5weater, in Saxe blue
nd white. $5.25 each.

No. 620—Coat Sweat-
er, in apple green
and white. $10 each.

Two styles suggestive
of our many smart,
superior models.

Uniform Quality in Universal Goods

is accomplished by

Standardization in Manufacturing

We recognize tiiat no factory can be run on varying

standards of manufacturing.

So we have but one—THE HIGHEST ONLY.

Consequently, that is the secret of the Uniform Quality

in all our product. And it is your protection as well.

WE ARE READY FOR FALL-ARE YOU?

A postal will get you acquainted with our SERVICE

—

write us.

UNIVERSAL KNITTING COMPANY
LIMITED

303 PEMBER ST. W. VANCOUVER. B.C

We have stepped out this year into our new factory,

where 100% efficiency is the mainspring

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

UNIVERSAL
Wp^'*;

This Book Will Help Trim
- Your Show Windows

"Show Window Backgrounds"

By GEO. J. COWAN
Vice-President of the Koester School of

Window Trimmine

This is the most useful window trimming book
ever published and sells at only $1.70 postpaid;
a price that makes it possible for every window
trimmer and merchant to possess it.

Every background design is drawn in such a
way that anyone can follow out the idea the same
as a carpenter does his work from blue prints.

Every detail is fully illustrated and fully de-

scribed with complete text matter.

The first half of the book has the windows
arranged in the order in which they should be

installed, thus being a yearly window trimming
program.

The following partial list of contents will give

you a clear idea of what a valuable book this is:

New Year's Windows.
White Goods Windows.
St. Valentine's Day Windows.
Spring Opening Windows.
Easter Windows.
Summer Windows.
Horse Show Windows.
Fall Opening Windows.
Carnival Windows.
Hallowe'en Windows.
Thanksgiving Windows.
Christmas Windows.

Period Decorations In
backgrounds, showing
examples of

Greek, Moorish,
Roman, Italian,
Gothic, . French,
German, Empire,
Japanese Colonial,
Egyptian, Missiion, etc
Sale Windows,
Bas Relief Backgrounds,
Stencil Backgrounds,

and a great variety of general and special backgrounds,
making up a total of over 150 background designs, with
a great number of small detail drawings. Many of the
drawings are in colors.

It has taken over ten years' continuous work
to make the drawings in this book and over 25

years' experience in every phase of window
trimming to equip the editor with the practical

knowledge necessary to prepare a volume of this

kind.

This book is 7 X 10 inches In size, stronirly
bound In de luxe silk cover with handsome
art design. Over 250 pages and about 200
illustrations. Sent prepaid only on receipt
at $1.60.

The MacLean Publishing Company, Ltd.

143-153 Univartity Avenue, Toronto
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To The

Jobbers,

Merchants,

and

Manufac-

turers of

Canada

FOR the past few years our business has
been that of exporting merchandise from
the Orient to the jobbers, manufacturers

and department stores of Canada.

We have opened a warehouse in Vancouver,
B.C., which we will use as a clearing house
for merchandise that will come to us in the
following different ways:

—

1. Special purchases, by our resident buyer,
from the makers in the Orient at less than
regular market value.

2. Goods ordered, placed by jobbers and
manufacturers, that because of liquidation, go-
ing out of business, late deliveries, or for
other reasons the goods are left on our hands.

3. Orders placed by ourselves from cabled
quotations through our Yokohama office.

We do not aim to keep a complete stock
of any special linej but we are continually
passing through the Port of Vancouver and
our warehouse here, shipments of the follow-
ing:

—

Silks, Crepe de Chine, Georgettes, Panama
Hats, Pearl Buttons, Cotton Crepes, Silk Un-
derwear and Kimonas, Hosiery and Gloves,
Children's Silk Dresses and Cotton Rompers,
Toys, Baskets of all kinds. Drug Sundries, Rugs

of Wool, Jute, Cotton, Wiregrass and Matting,
Beads and Curios, Seagrass and Rattan Furni-
ture, Felt, Grass and Silk Slippers, Chinaware,
Satsuma, Cloisonne, etc.

If you are open for any of the above goods
please write for quotations and samples.

We have special quotations for spot cash
buyers. Our regular terms are net cash 30

days from date of invoice.

Our salesmen cover all the principal points

in Western Canada.

For Eastern buyers we have a permanent
sample room in Montreal.

If customer so desires, large import orders
will be placed with manufacturers and shipped
direct from our Yokohama office on a modest
commission basis. All goods will be thor-

oughly inspected and guaranteed up to sample.

Buyers going to the Orient are requested to

call at our Yokohama office. Mr. D. A. Martin,

formerly in charge of our Montreal office,

is now our resident buyer and will be pleased

to be of service to you.

Buyers contemplating a visit to the coast

this summer will find it both interesting and
profitable to visit our warehouse here.

%%vUAM,
Export and Buying Office

96 Yokohama
Japan

Importers
Water and Gamble Sts.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Eastern Sample Room

Mappin-Webb Building

Montreal



WILL APPOINT WESTERN BOARD
Saskatchewan Convention Accepts New Basis of Constitution—Four Provinces Represented

by Western Board—Ottawa Office Unsatisfactory—Favor Half Holiday—
Oppose Bank Mergers.

REGINA, Sask.- One of the most
important resolutions adopted in

the early sessions of the sixth

annual convention of the Saskatchewan
Retail Merchants' Association, was that
providing for the acceptance of the basis

of the constitution as it now exists, it

having been altered by the Dominion
Executive at Ottawa to provide for the
compulsory appointment of a Western
board representative of the four West-
em provinces, and the optional appoint-

ment of an Eastern board comprising
the Ea;stern provinces. Settlement will

be made by the new executive for the
per capita tax which the association has
been holding back for the past year,

pending a settlement of this difficulty.

A Dominion Secretary will be elected by
the Western board and will have no
vote.

The passing of this resolution follow-

ed an exhaustive report by J. J. Poison,

OH the recent Dominion convention. The
change in the constitution further pro-

vides that the Western board will be re-

sponsible for half the expenses of the

Ottawa office and that Western members
will pay their fees to the Western
board, but until this board is formed
fees will be paid to Ottawa.

While in Ottawa, Mr. Poison inform-

ed the Dominion board that there was a

strong feeling that the Dominion office

NEXT CONVENTION AT MOOSE
JAW IN JUNE, 1920

A motion was adopted by the
convention establishing June as the

month for the next convention, in-

stead of in May. It was decided

to accept the invitation of the City

of Moose Jaw to hold the next an-

nual convention in that city.

had been very unsatisfactory for some
time and that if the trouble could not
be traced to situations in the East which
hindered the secretary, then that offi-

cial should resign his office. Mr. Poison
pointed out that the East had fought the

change because the West would have
charge of its own affairs, and because
they did not want a board representa-

tive of all the Eastern provinces owing
to the likelihood of encouraging friction.

In the rMscussion following this report

it was contended that as Saskatchewan
was one of the strongest supporters of

the Dominion organization, that it

should therefore receive good service

from Ottawa. Mr. Poison stated that

the feeling between the East and West
was becoming more harmonious and
that representatives of the West can get

from the Dominion executive anything
jvhich is reasonable.

"Eastern merchants are reasonable,
and we have a chance to cement the re-
tail trade of the whole country in a live,

harmonious organization."

The Ottawa office had promised this

year to hold the annual meeting in Van-
couver, to assist the growing organ-
ization in that district. As it was im-
possible to arrange this matter at the

last minute an alternative has been sug-
gested, namely, to run a retail mer-
chants' train from Halifax to Vancouver
for a three-day conference. This is

planned for August of this year.

J. A. Banfield of Winnipeg, president

of the Dominion Eetail Merchants' As-
sociation, confirmed the fact that East-

ern Canada is now desiring to work in

closer co-operation with the West.

"As a unit we will do something, but

disintegration will get us nowhere," ad-

ded Mr. Banfield.

W. C. Paynter, Tantallon, supported

the, motion, stating that unity of action

cannot be secured unless the West is

joined with the Dominion organization.

Favor Half Holiday

A great deal of discussion centered

around a resolution empowering the new
executive to secure legislation for a un-

iversal Wednesday half holiday through-

out the year. The convention was in

favor of this legislation and action will

be taken to have Wednesday afternoon

observed where it is the practice to ob-

serve a half holiday. The general ac-

ceptance of a half holiday is, however,

optional. Moose Jaw delegates favored

a half holiday throughout the year.

H. E. Sample, Kerrobert, suggested

that the Government be asked to name
a day to 'be universally observed in Sas-

katchewan. Another delegate thought

it would be difficult to establish a cer-

tain day in a small town where the far-

mers have the habit of coming in when-
ever they take the notion. Other coun-

try merchants thoug'ht the matter

should be left to the municipalities to

set a day for the holiday.
'

G. W. Stockton, Carlyle, stated that

in the country no one observes a holiday

as is done in the city. He contended

that the country customers must be ac-

commodated and offered the suggestion

of alternating the clerks on duty in the

store in order to give them needed re-

creation. He addend that the Grain

Growers had passed a resolution asking

country dealers to remain open to ac-

commodate the farmer owing to a scar-

city of farm help.

Price Hughes, Regina, pointed out

that unless the association took action,

;; similar situation will arise here as in

England, where inspectors have to be

employed at big expense, to enforce the
law.

W. C. Paynter amended the resolution,
making the observance of the half holi-
day optional, but declaring Wednesday
to ibe the day for the half holiday where
a holiday is allowed by the Village Act.
S. McMicken, Moose Jaw, thought the
association should not seek Government
action, intimating that this might cause
trouble between the East and the West.
A straw vote of delegates present in-

dicated that a compulsory half holiday
in the Summer was favored.

, The association went on record as
protesting against further bank merg-
ers being permitted. It was pointed out
that bank mergers were fairly numer-
ous recently, resulting in credit passing
into the hands of a few. A clause pro-
viding for the appointment of a special

commission to investigate the whole
financial situation jf Canada was voted
down. J. J. Poison was emphatically
against the appointment of commissions
to investigate anytiiing under the blue
sky.

Mr. Banfield followed in an address
dealing with the problems affecting re-

tail merchants. A vigorous attack was
made upon the operations of the Canada
Food Board, figures being quoted to

show the enormous expense and burden
that the board had been to the country
and to the merchants, inasmuch as the

license fees paid by the merchants
financed the board. Mr. Banfield quot-

ed the following figures from the report

of the board: Total revenue in fees

amounted to about $491,000. Of this

amount $202,847 was spent in salaries,

$52,000 in travelling expenses, $90,833

in printed matter and advertising, and
$29,790 for office expenses. ,

Mr. Banfield declared that it took

much of the time of the staff of the as-

sociation at Ottawa to watch Director

Thomson of the Canada Food Board,

and his staff.

"A list of fifty-seven subjects is now
before the Government for action," stat-

ed Mr. Banfield, adding that one of the

important ones provided that the Garn-

ishee Act should apply to civil employ-
ishee Act should apply to civil employ-

ees in future. This action was thought

necessary to protect retailers, especial-

ly in view of the taking over by the

Government of additional railway lines.

The death occurred on May 22 of Mr.

Jos. Lugsdin, of J. and J. Lugsdin, fur-

riers, Toronto. The late Mr. Lugsdin

was in his TBth year. He was a Fenian

Raid veteran, and an ardent curler. He
is survived by pix children.
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R.M.A. Fire Insurance

Report
Mr. Hutchison, of Saskatoon, gave

the financial statement of the Retail

Merchants' Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
A few of the outstanding features of this

report follow:
Net Ins. carried to Dec. 31, 1918 $882,200
Net Ins. carried to Dec. 31, 1917 554,935

Showing an increase of $327,265
Assets to end of Dec. 31, 1917 $ 30,637

Liabilities to end of Dec. 1, 1917 19,737

Balance, 1917 $10,900

Assets to rnd of Dec. 31, 1918 $ 48,064

Liabilities to end of Dec. 31, 1918 29,032

Balance, 1918 $ 19,031

A substantial increase.

Also another interesting analysis was submitted

:

Savings 25 . 00%
Expense (a low expense) 23.15%
Losses 22.25%
Surplus 29.60%

100.00%

In any other company than a co-oper-

ative, only this 25 per cent, savings

would be included as surplus. This ar-

rangement shows that the company is

operating on a 75 per cent, basis al-

together. In concluding the report of

the fours years' operations, Mr. Hutchi-

son expressed confidence in the coming
year even exceeding the past records,

which had been good.

The Secretary's Report
One of the matters that F. E. Ray-

mond, the secretary, brought up for dis-

cussion, at the coiDvention, concerned
the joint liability of the husband and
wife for bills contracted for the neces-

sities of life. It has occasionally hap-
pened that the husband has contracted

bills for food, hardware, clothing, etc.,

even to the extent of several hundred
or a thousand dollars, and when ap-

proached for payment has frankly stat-

er that he has no money, and, upon in-

vestigation it has been disclosed that

everything had been made over in his

wife's name. The Government will

probably be asked for legislation mak-
ing this particular class of evasion im-
possible by making both parties indi-

vidually responsible for such accounts.

Another matter that the secretary
brought up for discussion was in connec-
tion with the Small Debts Act, the fact

of the matter being. this, the reading of

the Act, "The summons shall be return-
ed not less than six days, nor more than
twenty days from date of issue," which
simply means that at present a debtor,

after being handed the summons, if he
is so disposed, can continue to sell his

available assets and probably have them
all sold beiore his time limit for making
appearance before the J.P. The Legisla-

ture will be asked to make some provi-

sion, so that in a matter of this kind,

pending appearance after the issue of a
subpoena, any sales that will affect the

collectibility of an account will be il-

legal.

"Another matter," he continued,

"which received our attention was rela-

tive to the village assessments. Pre-

vious to the second session in 1917, it

was optional to each village council which
method they employed in collecting their
taxes; whether on the single tax basis
or on a general taxing scheme. Now,
however, it has been rendered compul-
sory for them to tax lands, improve-
ments, personal property and incomes.
The effect, as found among the retail

trade, has been this, in the few cases
mentioned:
1917 tax, $96, same property 1918, $278;
1917 tax, $76, same property 1918, $279;
1917 tax, $27, same property 1918, $503;
1917 tax, $71, same property 1918, $408;
but possibly the most notable one to show
the difference when the rates of taxa-
tion on a man's personal property or
stock-in-trade was assessed was this: in

1917 $24, 1918 $688. Of the assessed
amount $300 was the value put on his lot,

$6,000 on his building and fixtures, and
$25,000 on that retailing stock.

"Recommendations were made, when
the effect of this action became evident,

that the Government revert to status
quo in this matter. However, the Gov-
ernment could not see their way clear

to do this, and asked your asso'.-iatio.n

to consider the matter further and sub-
mit further schemes. The association

at that time asked them then to elimin-

ate stock in trade, which the Gove'"nn'ent
did in this matter.

"An Act to Amend the Village Act:
"14. (s) subsection (3) of the said

section 198 is amended by adding there-

to the words 'and no person who pays a
license fee in respect of a business shall

be assessed upon the stock in trade or

personal property used in the business."

"They also raised the permissible rate

of taxation to 15 mills on the dollar,

whereas it had been ten. It will readily

be seen that this amendment was a jok-

er, from the fact that the Government
does not permit villages to levy a busi-

ness license. Therefore at present none
of the sufferers received that exemp-
tion of taxation on their stock in trade.

Your association will, however, endeavor
to have the Legislature grant the vil-

lages this authority when this amend-
ment will become effective. And fur-

thermore, in many cases, the villages re-

alized less than in previous years be-

cause the assessed value of unimproved
lots was decreased too much."

Mr. Raymond continued: "Another
very important matter that is receiving

considerable attention is the establish-

ment of regular courses in retail mer-
chandising in the Universities of Sas-

katchewan and Alberta. The scheme
which Manitoba adopted, and which is in

its second year, is not considered by
the members as suitable for these prov-

inces at present, as it is felt that it

would be almost impossible for the var-

ious merchants in the outlying commun-
ities to spend an entire week away from
their businesses. As for a permanent
course being established in these Uni-
versities, it is considered impossible at

present, owing to the faculty not being

procurable to conduct such courses. In

three or four years there will be graduat-

ed from Harvard exi^erts along each line

of merchandising, as the result of the

courses being conducted there, and the
University authorities hope to be able
to procure the necessary teachers from
that class. In the meantime, it is re-
commended that the lectures which will
be conducted by Frank Stockdale, of Cihi-

cago, in the various centres of Alberta
and Saskatchewan, following this con-
vention, be well attended by the mer-
chants in those districts as they will
be the nearest approach to the short
course in up-to-the-minute merchandis-
ing that will be available to them at
present.

"Your association has a tariff de-
partment at your disposal, where your
freight bills, etc., are carefully checked,
overcharges located, and damage claims,
etc., carried through to completion.
"Your insurance department also is

ready at all times to check your poli-

cies, and to make sure for you that
wordings meam what you understand
them to mean.

"Your mutual fire insurance company
has made great progress in the last

three years, and has given you good pro-
tection at 25 per cent, less than board
rate.

"We are in hopes at an early date of
having this entire territory sub-divided
into units of 250 to 300 members, with
a paid secretary in charge of your inter-

ests in each one. He will, of course, be
in intimate touch with all matters per-

taining to your business, will have the

accurate credit reading reports of all

your customers, and this service will

untimately almost dispense with the need
of a collection system. Our collection

system has collected many thousands of

dollars for you simply with our first

letters to delinquents, which are supplied

by the association at a free service to

members. Failing any results from this

source, the accounts are handed to the

association collection department, to be

followed up on a commission ba-

sis, and even those accounts, which
have been considered hopeless, have been
made to yield you over $6,000 in the

past year.

"We propose also to hold separate

trade conventions at different times of

the year, at which we propose to have,

for instance, hardware experts for the

hardware man, matters of concern to

jewelers for jewelers' conventions, etc.,

considering tTiat each trade can go into

their various problems more thoroughly

when they feel that they are not bor-

ing fellow members, who have absolutely

different interests.

"I am also of the opinion," said Mr.

Raymond, "that merchants in all lines of

business do well to read their respective

trade papers. The very latest thoughts

of the best experts are to be found

there.

•J. J. Poison Tells of

Dominion Convention
J. J. Poison of Regina, the delegate to

the Dominion convention, said that while
leaving a general survey of the convention
to J. A. Banfield, of Winnipeg, the Domin-
ion president, there were a few points which
he would take up.
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MARKET REPORTS

MARKETS AT A GLANCE
TORONTO, June 7.—On all dry goods markets the

tendency is to advance. Both woollens and cottons are

very strong, and just at present there is considerable
uncertainty about the market for the latter, as all mills

withdrew their quotations, and many of them have not yet

announced their new ones. The outlook for wool is good,
and there does not promise to be any serious scarcity, but
the demand will be heavy. On the English market there is

a big demand for goods for France and Belgium.
The Canadian wool clip is now coming on the market,

and this will approximate fifteen million pounds, or 25 per
cent, better than a year ago. The uncertainty of the labor
situation is another factor that will have much to do with
maintaining wool prices at high levels. The likelihood of
strikes has forced manufacturers to increase their prices in

contemplation of labor difficulties. Representatives of
English houses now in Canada are quoting higher prices on
all repeat orders for delivery late in the Fall and early next
year. Half wool goods, such as lustres and twills for lin-

ings, also show advances of five per cent, and dealers state
that they are likely to go higher.

The Canadian cotton mills are all sold up for months to

come, and with the present state of the market they are not
anxious to sell too far ahead. The April prices that showed
quite a reduction were withdrawn, and were followed by
lists showing a ten per cent, increase. These, too, were
now being withdrawn, and further advances are expected.
The American market also shows a very marked upward
trend, and at present American prices are slightly higher
than Canadian goods. The retail trade is beginning to

buy again more freely, and the demand is decidedly more
active than it was a few months ago.

The situation in linens is unchanged. Stocks among the
wholesale houses are decidedly small. Unions are supply-
ing a good deal of the demand, as there is little hope of
betterment in the supply of linens for some time to come.

The market for silks is very firm, and practically all

kinds are in very active demand. The strength in the mar-
ket for raw silks is very pronounced, and new advances are
reported at New York. There has been a little buying of
European silks, but prices are still a little too high to induce
too much buying. Silk hosiery are big sellers, even at
advancing prices.

Prices on Canadian-made rugs and carpets are quoted
fully five per cent, higher. These advances went into effect

the last week in May. Old Country prices show no changes
and none are contemplated before December, although
agents out here now are predicting higher prices for Spring
placing. Draperies and curtains are selling well, and some
well-known houses state that there will be a scarcity of
goods before the end of the year.

A sudden spell of real warm weather the last week of
May set up a big demand for Summer lines of underwear.
Prices show advances.

WOOL
Repeat Orders With English Firms Ac-

cepted Only at Advance of 25

Per Cent.

WOOL— Direct representatives ot

English vi^oolen goods houses are now
in this country, and dealers state that

their sam,ples are of a very limited

range, and that repeat orders on goods
purchased last August show increases

of 25 per cent. Reports from the En-
glish manufacturers are that there are

excessive demands for goods from
France and Belgium, and that almost

any prices they wish to asV are obtain-

alhle. Fancy tweeds are very scarce, the

demand being almost altogether for

plain goods. Novelty stuif is not Ibeing

made to any large extent. Some Can-
adian wholesalers are expecting to have

a line of tweeds, suitable for odd skirts,

in a couple of weeks. Serges, gabar-

dines, (broadcloths, shepherd checks and

wool cheviots are in good supply. Serges

that could a year ago be bought for 7s

6d, are now selling at 9s. Broadcloth,

that previous to the war sold at $1.10,

is now bringing $5.50 per yard, and

houses state that they are now selling

just as much as when the lower price

ruled.

While the outlook for the raw material

is improving and there seems to be little

likelihood of a shortage, opinion seems

to ibe well substantiated that the market

for piece goods will remain firm for

some time to come.

Belief on this score is occasioned by

the great quantity of the staple which

is rapidly becoming availalble as peace

draws nearer and facilities for bringing

it into the world's marketing centers be-

come enlarged. How much wool is

available at the Antipodes may be gath-

ered from the fact that, aftor shipments

to Great Britain of 22^^,000 bales per

month from March to September this

year, there will still be left for ship-

ment in Australia and New Zealand

927,846 bales. No part of the 1919-20

clip, estimated at 2,600,000 bales, is in-

cluded in these figures.

Demand at the Government auctions

in Boston lost much of the snap previ-

ously in evidence. Manufacturers ap-

parently have covered their require-

ments for a time, and dealers appear

reluctant to take on any more stock

with the future surrounded with so

much uncertainty. Despite the altered
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position of raw material, the goods mar-
ket is characterized by a firm undertone.
The high prices mills have paid for
wools they now have on hand, coupled
with the increase in wages to operatives
and the high cost of production, seem
likely to maintain prices on piece goods
for a long time to come.
25 per cent. Increase in Canadian Wool

Estimates on the Canadian wool clip

are placed at 15 million pounds, that is

25 per cent, hetter than last year. The
Eastern clip is now coming on the mar-
ket, and the Western output should soon
be available. While prices are not yet
named on the Canadian raw material,
there is every indication that they will

continue very strong, and will be in

keeping with the American market,
where fine wools are quoted fully 20 ,per

cent, above the fixed minimum price,

and fine wools 10 per cent, above the
minimrm •fisrure. Reports recently re-

"ceived from London, however, state that
the time can't be far distant, when if the
British Government is to get out of its

Colonial wool deal without a loss, a fair

amount of export will have to be allowed
to Germany and Austria. On the sur-
face the market for wool in Great Brit-

ain is very strone:, and higher prices are
being obtained than at any time in his-

tory. However, authorities state that
the time must com" when supplies of
wool in England will become so large
that it will be impossible for the mills of
the United Kingdom, even running at

top speed, to absorb all. When manu-
facturers find, it is pointed out, that
they are safe against scarcity of wool,

and that the variety is all to (be desired,

they win not pay anywhere near the

values that now obtain.

The demand for yarns at the present
time is a little ouiet, the trade being
pretty well supplied. All wool yams
are very firm, and cotton yams show
advances of three cents per pound. In

the woollen lines, on the Old Country
markets, tops have advanced 6d. since

.May 15. Fine tops, that is for anything
over 50s, are very scarce. Britain won't
exDort them at all. Coarse tops are

fairly plentiful. Large orders from
R'lmania distributed in the past week
Have had a greater tendency to stiffen

the woollen market t'll round. An order
for 100,000 yards of cloth was awarded
to Canadian firms, also an order for

100,000 dozens of women's and child-

ren's hosiery, and algo an order for two
million pounds of cotton yarns.

COTTONS
Canadian Mills are all Working to Cap-

acity, and Prices on all Markets are
Advancing

COTTONS—The cotton market is in

a very strong position at the present
time. Advances are the order of the

day, and prices just now show a good
deal of uncertainty. The reduced list

announced in April has been withdrawn
for some weeks, and the announcement
was made that a ten per cent, increase

would be made on practically all lines.

This advice too, has been rescinded, and it

is not unlikely, dealers state, that an-
other ten per cent, advance on top of the
above mentioned one, will be the next
move. The market for raws is fluctua-
ting a great deal, and in the past fort-
night the tendency has been mostly up-
ward. July future options advanced 2%
cents per pound, and 3% cents on the
new month's crop. Spot cotton advanced
about $10.50 per bale during the past
couple of weeks. Factors in the sharp
apward movement were the lateness of
the new crop, unfavorable weather con-
ditions, a ibigger demand in the goods
trade both on this side and in Europe;
the huge potential inquiry from Europe
and the Orient, and the attraction to the
market of a new and exteremely specula-
tive element.

Prices have now worked up to levels

very near the top marks reached dur-
ing the period of the war. Possibly
the strongest factor in the elevation of

the market during the past few weeks
has been the prospect of a large de-

mand from European sources, which, in

view of the reduced crop this season, is

expected to result in a scarcity. That
this feeling is more or less universal

is indicated by the scattered demand
for cotton recently. Foreign buyers
have absorbed the staple with the same
eagerness as have domestic traders.

Japan has been an active buyer, while
PVance and England have taken large

blocks of contracts, as well as spot cot-

ton, out of the market.

In the United States cotton goods re-

main very strong, and prices have ad-

vanced so rapidly that many selling

agents have withdrawn all quotations

to await a more settled condition. The
advance in grey cloths has been very
sharp. Jobbers have sought to buy late

into the autumn, while some have offered

to buy to the end of the year. The in-

crease of 15 per cent, in wages granted

to mill operatives must necessarily be

made up by a proportionate increase in

the price of the goods.

In Canada, some of the mills have not

announced any new prices yet. The mar-
ket is back to war time levels. Busi-

ness is very active, and the retail trade

is buying very freely again, fearing that

the market is due for further advances.

Raw cottons laid down at the Canadian
mills, some dealers state, will cost in the

neighborhood of forty cents. It is be-

lieved in many quarters that the high

record of six months ago will again be

reached. As for example, quotations

on standard 4 yard grey cotton, at 19

cents, compares with 16% cents two
months ago. Of course, the above is the

price to the retail trade. The Canadian

cotton mills are all working to capacity.

They are sold up on all they want to

sell, and they do not want to sell too

far ahead. American cottons are not

being shipped in at the immediate pre-

sent, for the reason that they cannot

compete with the Canadian goods.

Printed lines are selling very well, and

in fact all the wholesale houses report

ouite a revival in demand for all cotton

lines.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Canvas Goods are Selling Well But all

Shoe Lines Have Active Demand
BOOTS AND SHOES—With the ad-

vent of warm weather, there is a big
demand for summer shoes. There is a
brisk inquiry for canvas shoes of all

kinds. Placing orders have been very
heavy, and much heavier than for some
years. All sport shoes are big sellers,

as well as sandals for children. Prices
show advances on these lines as com-
pared with last year. In the straight
leather lines, there is also a good de-
mand, and this Spring oxfords and low
shoes generally have sold exceptionally

well. Every color has been a quick sel-

ler, and wholesale houses and jobbers
report activity away above the average.

In regard to prices, the market for boots
and shoes is very uncertain. According
to the statement of leading wholesalers,

they are not sure of quotations from
day to day, so rapid are the changes in

the prices list. The tendency is still

upward, and recent advances have
amounted to as much as 50 and 75 cents

per pair on some lines. The leather

market is very firm, and there are a lot

of shoes that are being shipped overseas.

There is likely to continue a big demand
for some time to come from European
sources, and this will tend to keep the

market on this side very strong. Both
orders for future delivery and sorting

orders are good at this season, whole-

sale houses report.

CARPETS AND RUGS
Quotations on Canadian Made Rugs

Show 5 per cent. Advance

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Wholesale
houses report business in house furnish-

ings as very brisk. This Spring has
been much ahead of last year, the diffi-

culty being to get the stuff to fill the

orders. Rugs are in especially good de-

mand, and prices in the last fortnight

show advances on Canadian made goods

of 5 per cent. Quotations on Old Coun-
try stuff are unchanged, although re-

presentatives of leading English houses,

out in this country now, state that

goods for delivery next Spring will be

very much higher. As an instance of

the advance made in Canadian made
rugs, a few comparisons are interesting.

Axminster 3 by 4 rugs, are now selling'

at $46.50, as compared with $45.00 last

December, and previous to Decemiber

$42.0. Wilton 3 by 4 rugs now selling-

to the retail at $75.00, previously sold

at $66.00. Tapestry squares are now
quoted at $21.00, as compared with

$18.95. The market for oilcloths and

linoleums shows no change, although

prices are very firm, with supplies hard

to obtain. Some reliable substitutes for

linoleum are selling well. Wholesale

houses are beginning to buy English

goods again. There are now some being-

offered, for delivery next Spring. There

have been none available for some time.

Prices on the same are very firm.
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DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Impossible to Secure.—French Velours

and Tapestries are in Big Demand

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS.—
There is a very heavy demand for dra-

peries and curtains at the present time,

and well-informed authorities state that

merchants contemplating buying will do

well to do so at once, as a shortage of

goods in the latter part of the year is

not unlikely. Some Canadian houses

with fairly heavy stocks sold to buyers,

in the j)ast fortnight, velours, scrims,

and novelty curtains, goods that these

buyers usually bought in New York, but
this time were unable to obtain them.

Prices on drapery materials have shown
advance of ten per cent, recently, and
October prices, it is stated, will show
advances of from 15 to 20 per cent. One
of the big buyers now in New York and
Philadelphia has wired his house that

there are no French velours, and stock

tapesteries are impossible to locate.

Wholesale houses report a big demand
for tapestries, and so ibrisk is the sale of

the same that som.e patterns couldn't

be obtained within two months. Some
Canadian manufacturers of drapery
materials state that they have orders

ahead for the next six to eight months.
All quotations on draperies are very
firm, and in some instances slight ad-

vances are noted. The labor situation,

and the strong position of the market
for raw materials, have tended to keep
prices in the ascendency, and just at

present manufacturers can' see ho im-

mediate likelihood of lower levels. In

fact all wholesale houses and jobbers

advise placing orders as early as pos-

sible. Supplies of furniture coverings

shown are of very fine assortment, and
are quick sellers. Velours for curtains

are likely to he very scarce. Some of

the big houses have been fortunate in

their buying, and with a certain amount
of foresight laid in fairly heavy stocks.

In the matter of window shades, the

same can be said of them as of all mar-
kets just now. The price tendency is

upward, not downward. Water color

shades are fully 25 per cent, higher

than they were a few weeks ago. The
increased cost of materials is attributed

as the reason thereof. Buyers in New
York and in touch with the situation

advise early placing of orders.

New styles in chamoisette tend to longer

gloves, and buyers recently returned

from New York state that they will be

even longer next Spring. iCanadian firms

are offering some novelties for Fall.

Jobbers are quoting chamoisette gloves

at $10.50 per dozen. Some sizes of raw
silk are scarce for present delivery.

GLOVES
Quotations in Silk Gloves Will Likely Be

Higher Next Season

GLOVES.—Jobbers state that quota-
tions on silk glove.T will be higher for

next season, and present price lists will

have to be revised. Raw silk is now
selling at $8 per pound. Business is

generally reported active, and the move-
ment in gloves, particularly since March,
has been brisk. Conditions on the whole
show much improvement. Chamoisette
gloves are selling a fbit slow just now.

Laces and Embroideries

Everything Advancing—No Nice Ranges
Offered in Laces—Steel and Gold

Beads Scarce—Swiss Goods
High.

"There is absolutely nothing in the trim-

ming line which is not advancing," said

one of the large Toronto wholesalers to

DRY GOODS REVIEW. "And there can

be no reduction sufficient to affect the re-

tailer for 12 months yet," added anoth-

er. European demand is not confined to

the coarser grades of materials by any
means though we have been hearing a

great deal about purchases of blankets,

hosiery and other woollen products. Con-

sequently the 10 per cent, advance in

georgette and ninons which took place

about the middle of May shows
no weakening and supplies are

none too plentiful. Indeed there

is likely to be somewhat of a

shortage of georgettes before fall. One
wholesaler placed an order with a French
house for 400 pieces of georgette; his

order was accepted at 300 pieces. The
orders placed at the same house immed-
iately afterwards were all cancelled,

since deliveries could not be made. De-
livery for this one order, which was ac-

cepted at 300 pieces was placed for April,

1920. The same importer placed an ord-

er for 300 pieces with another house and

while his order was on the way the price

was advanced 6 cents a yard. However,
his order had been accepted on this side

and therefore it went through at the

original price, which no doubt could not

have been done with conditions as they

were a year ago. All kinds of fancy

embroidered goods are in great demand
for Fall and prices advancing steadily.

Laces, especially of the finer quality,such

as Calais, filet, vals., etc., are selling ac-

tively both for the present and Fall sea-

sons.

Metal laces too are scheduled for a

big Fall and Winter run. There is a

possibility of a good usage of shadow
laces and flouncings for Fall but since

Paris is not yet down to work and skilled

help is still lacking in England the vol-

ume of lace orders which would no doubt

result if wide selections could be made,
may have to be postponed for a season

or so. While lace mills are extremely
busy they are doing business on a few of

the old patterns with only an occasional

new one. There are no nice ranges of

patterns as were shown before the war.

Val. sets (edging and isertion), also

beading are being asked for again.

Prices throughout are going steadily up-
ward. "They have advanced 15 to 20

per cent, every time I place an order,"re-

marked one importer.

Steel and gold beads are difficult to

obtain owing to the enormous call for

them.

Reports from Switzerland state that

manufacturers there, while ready to cope

with big world demand are somewhat
concerned over slowness of orders. This

is said to be due to high prices but wages
there, and raw materials, are so high
that the figures must be maintained. Now
that exporting is permitted to some ex-

tent it is likely that a certain amount of

Swiss goods will reach this country for

Fall, even at the high costs.

NEEDLES
Prices Have Again Taken a Jump,

Owing to Cost ot Raw Materials

NEEDLES.—Quotations on needles

again show advances. A sharp upturn
in the price of raw materials in the Old
Country, approximating ten per cent.,

has resulted in higher prices .being asked
on this side. Manufacturers' represen-

tatives here are quoting $4.80 per gross

package to the jobbers and the whole-

salers.

SILKS
Efforts to Eliminate Uncertainty

SILKS.—^Swiss and French silks are

available for Fall, but prices are too

high still for them to meet with any-
thing like their old-time acceptance.

"The price is coming down sometime,
but we don't know when," said an im-
porter.

The first week in June the silk weav-
ers of Paterson, N.J., obtained a 15 per
cent, increase in wages, and the scale

has been made uniform for the various

mills, so that itineracy will tend to be
eliminated. These new adjustments
should make for stability in labor con-

ditions, which is of prime necessity in

building up a good Fall and Winter
business from mill to retailer.

Raw markets are reported, June 6, in

Japan to be just a trifle easier, but

Chinese markets continue firm. Both
Japanese and Chinese markei;s are

quite strong, though there is some ten-

dency for manufacturers to await, so

far as possible, the new crop, but rulings

are high throughout.

FLEMISH WEAVERS ALREADY AT
WORK

Some material has already arrived in

London from the Flemish weaving coun-
try which has for its centre, Bohain, a

small manufacturing town, not so very
far from Mons and the Belgian frontier.

Bohain was one of the ^places yielded up
by the Hun in the opening days of the

last big- drive into Belgium. Although
the town was extensively mined it for-

tunately escaped devastation, and when
entered 'by the British was found to be in

fairly good order compared with some
of its more unfortunate neighbors.
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THE "NEW TARIFF

THERE are several points in the new tariff that

some mannfac'tnrcrs consider hardly fair to

them at this time. The head of a large cotton com-

pany stated that the tariff hit them two ways. In

the one case it removed the 5% war tax from the

entn- of British goods, to which he said he wouhl

raise no objections, however, but it left unchanged

the 7V2% war tax on raw materials, that is raw cotton

coming in from the United States. He thought that

when the one tariff was removed that the mills

sliould get the advantage at least of having their raw

materials come in free of charge from the U. S.

On tlie other hand the extra tariff of 7Mj% is not re-

moved on textile goods coming in from the United

The boot and shoe men raise a somewhat similar

ol)jection. They state that while 7VL'% is removed

alloAving American goods to come in for that much
less, they themselves have to pay a tax on the ma-

terials entering into the manufacture of boots and
shoes, including leather, as only a small portion of

the Canadian leather is used in the making of foot-

wear in Uiis country. In l)oth cases the tariff is as

it was before, that is British goods come in as they

did before the war, while the United States goods

come in under the same rate as they did, 7i/2% being

merely the special war tax that has been in effect

for the past three years.

The clothing manufacturers take much the posi-

tion that the cotton mills do. On their part they

declare, thal;,#iile the extra tax of 71/0% on made-
up clothing is removed, thus making competition

keener from United States manufacturers, they still

have to pay the 7M.'% on all the silks, cottons and
woollens that they bring in from the United States to

make up these garments. In this respect they say
that they are not kept relatively in the same position

as their competitors in the United States. On the
other hand all the goods they import from Great
Britain come in at 5% less since the removal of the

5% war tax.

Generally speaking it cannot be said that the
changes made in the tariff were unexpected. The

l)oot and shoe men, so far as can be learned, were

looking for the removal of that 7 1/2% war tax, wliile

the cut in the tariff on clothing naturally was due

to a demand on the part of the general jiublic f(n'

some steps being taken to bring about a decline in

the cost of living. This, of course, weighed in re-

moving the 71/2% tax on the importation of food

stuffs. This will also apply, of course, to the removal

of the r)% tax on British foodstuffs, along with all

other lines. ...

ANNUAL FALL NUMBER NEXT MONTH
AUTHORITATIVE in every department vnW be

the Annual Fall Fashion Number of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Fall merchandising and Fall

fashions take on a new significance as the world

wakes \\\) to a brighter day after the horrible night-

mare of war. Life in this land of promise will be

sweeter and more valuable in all its activities than

ever before. We are all gradually becoming surer

footed in the light of the new day. The Fall

(July) issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW will herald

a season of greater opportunity for the Canadian

merchant to strengthen his place in the community,

to render his fellows better service and approach

nearer to that goal where the lion and the young
lamb are no longer enemies and where humanity
becomes conscious of a spiritual unity. Do not miss

your opportunity. Look for it in the next is-:;ue

of DRY GOODS REVIEW. It will be a reliable

review of world and domestic conditions as related

to the dry goods trade of Canada.

THOR UGHNESS DESIRABLE

IT would be interesting to see a display of samples

of the underwear, hosiery, etc., which is being sent

from Caniada to Roumania—not a specially prepared

set of samples, but those actually sent. It is said

that some are neat, well-finished and attractive in

every way, while others are slovenIf"^and 'carelessly

packed. All should be representative of the very best

Canada can produce at the price if export business

is going to be considered of any permanent import-

ance to us.
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CLOTHING DESIGNERS TO MEETIN MONTREAL
Local Associations Will Entertain the International Association.

FOR the first time in its history the
International Association of Cloth-
ing Designers will meet in Canada

this month.
While women are keenly interested

over the important rulings of straight
and tight skirts, mere man bestows his
attention on the fit of the waist of his
coat, whether his ulster shall be belted
or not, and if and at what point the hem
of his trousers will turn back. Hitherto
the semi-annual decisions as to whether
the lapels are to be wide or narrow, and
the shirt to have a decided flare or
otherwise, have been decided at confer-
ences of designers held at New York,
Cincinnati, Baltimore, Atlantic City and
Chicago. But the clothing industry in
Canada has been making immense
strides in recent years, and now occupies
such an important place in the trade of
this continent that the great group of
clothing designers scattered throughout
the United States and Canada has found
it feasible to choose the City of Mont-
real for their important gathering.

On June 26, 27 and 28 Canadian mem-
bers of the association will act as hosts
to some 250 designers from the United
States and Canada, and with the design-
ers will come a number of their wives,
sisters and sweethearts, so that the total
representation will be 400.

The convention will be held in the
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.

The entertainment committee is busy
planning social functions, which will be
interspersed with the more serious busi-
ness of solving the problems of design.
A banquet, followed by a dance, will be
one of the more formal functions. Trips
by motor to summer resorts about Mont-
real, and boat trips, including the shoot-
ing of the famous Lachine Rapids, are
also being planned.

The Clothing Manufacturers' Associa-
tion and prominent retailers are natur-
ally interested in this gathering of the
specialists, who are such a necessary
part of their great selling organizations,
and the Montreal branch will assist in

the entertainment of the designers.

The committees who are arranging the
convention are composed as follows:

Style committee—Emile E. Volpe,
chairman; Henry Horowitz, R. Mandato,
L. D. Levine, E. Atkinson, Chester
Mack, E. Fennell.

Program committee: J. C. Atkinson,
chairman; C. W. Maguire, E. Regal.

Banquet committee — R. Mandato,
chairman; H. Jaques, E. Volpe, Geo.
Armstrong, J. C. Atkinson.

Entertainment committee—L. Samuel-
son, chairman; J. D. Asner, E. Levy, J.

F. Mehling, E. Regal, E. Funnell.

Publicity committee—L. D. Levine,

$700,000,000.00 is represented in the
men's clothing industry in the United
States and Canada; about $&0,000,000.00

of this sum represents the capital of

Montreal clothing industries alone.

LYON COHEN
President of the clothing manufac-
turers' Association and one of the chief

speakers at the coming convention of
Designers.

chairman; E. Regal, J. F. Mehling, P.

Dunnet.

Reception committee—M. L. Rosen-
berg, chairman; C. W. Maguire, W.
Wilkins, A. Christie.

Invitation committee — Harry Vos-

berg, chairman; C. W. Maguire, W.
Regal.

Designers are expected from every

part of the United States and Canada.

President Ed. Mack of the Canadian
Retailers' Association has been invited

to be present, and the speakers will in-

clude notable men, who will speak on a

number of interesting subjects.

A representation of trimming men,
canvas front manufacturers and other

allied industries have been invited. New
labor-saving devices in connection with
the clothing industry will be exhibited

and demonstrated.

The designers are at present busily

engaged preparing models that are to

govern the fashions in men's clothes for
the next six months. Garments by the

best designers on the continent will be
on view, showing styles for juveniles,

boys' "first Ibngs," young men's, and
regular men's clothing. The far-reach-

ing effect on the trade that the decisions

of such a convention will make, may be
measured by the fact that upwards of

OFFICIAL CONVENTION PROGRAM
Wednesday, June 25, 8 p.m.

Meeting of the board of governors.

Thursday, June 26, 10.30 a.m.

Business session. Report of the board
of governors, election of new members,
reports of officers, appointment of style

committee.

Thursday P.M.

Lecture and demonstrations.

Friday, June 27, 10 a.m.

General business session, unfinished

business, report of style committee, dis-

cussion and adoption of style commit-
tee's report.

Friday Afternoon and Evening

Montreal membership will entertain

visiting designers.

Saturday, June 28, 10 a.m.

Business session. Selecting time and
place for next convention.

Saturday P.M.

Style exhibit.

Saturday Evening

Nineteenth semi-annual banquet.

E. E. VOLPE
Associated with the B. Gardner Co.y

LimAted, and Chairman of the Style

Show in Connection vnth the Designers'
Convention.

which will be held in the Rose Room,
Windsor Hotel.

All garments will be displayed on liv-

ing models.
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CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF GARMENT MANUFACTURERS
DIVIDE $1,600.00 ORDER

Will Take Three Months to Complete Contract Made with Roumanian Government Through
Canadian Trade Mission.

AT the semi-annual meeting' of the

Canadian Association of Garment
Manufacturers, held at the King-

Edward Hotel, Toronto, on May 12 and
13, orders for work sihirts, cottonade
pants and overalls, placed by the Rou-
manian Government were distributed

among fifty-nine manufacturers. It

was stated to a DRY GOODS REVIEW
representative that seventy-five per cent,

of the order was for shirts, and the bal-

ance about evenly divided for cottonade
pants and overalls. Some dissatisfaction

was expressed by firms equipped to

make both overalls and shirts receiving'

only shirt orders. This was due to the

fact that some of the overall factories

were equipped only for manufacturing
overalls and these were given the prefer-

ence over factories capable of making
shirts as well.

The convention on the whole was a

huge success. Matters of factory costs

were delved into thoroughly, and judg-
ing- from the questions that were fired

at the accountant, many members will

get busy when they get home and re-or-

ganize their cost systems. In case the

retailer at this point suffers serious ap-
prehensions as to the extent to which he
will have to pay for the new system of

costing, it would be as well to state here
that the main objects of the association

are to establish by education the most
scientific, effiicient and economical
me'thods of producing garments, and
as a result, prices would be more likely

to come down than to go higher, when
the full results of co-operation are felt.

Mr. H. B. Peabody, of Walkerville,

president of the association, occupied
the chair, ably assisted by J. A. Haugh,
the secretary. The president impressed
upon the members that a high standard
of quality was desirable and to make
the finished goods superior to samples,
if this were possible.

Inspections will be perform.ed by rep-

resentatives of the trade mission now in

the various factories where the goods are

"being produced.

Returnitis, Cancellitis

At the meeting some of the members
protested that these two diseases were
of a catching variety, and something
should be done to protect the manu-
facturers against the merchant who
placed an order at high prices and then
cancelled when prices went down, and
against the merchant who placed orders

without the least intention of accept-

ing delivery of same when goods were
shipped. The president pointed out

that the remedy lay with each individu-

al manufacturer and that the idea of the

association taking it un contained dy-

namite . as it practically involved the

Tseeping of a blacklist.

Standardization Plans

A plan to standardize buckles, loops,

etc., was put before the gathering and
approved, the association guaranteemg
that to place big initial orders would en-

able the Canadian manufacturers to

handle this business in the future. For-
merly most of these orders were im-
ported but with standardization Cana-
dian plants will be able to turn out

all buckles and loops needed.

A resolution committee was formed
and the following resolutions were adopt-

ed by the association:

Resolution on Government Orders

The Canadian Association of Garment
Manufacturers assembled here to-day,

representing at least 80 per cent, of the

shirt, overall, pant and allied industry
in Canada, having as its objects (1) To
establish by education the most scientif-

ic, efficient and economical method of

garment manufacture, (2) To furnish

by close co-operation and mutual un-
derstanding, the means of meeting suc-

cessfully the problems of reconstruction,

and (3) To help to secure by Canadian
industry, the full fruits of victory by
providing continuous well paid employ-
ment in the needle trade, and whereas
the Government of Canada has, by
means of credit agreement with allied

Governments, made it possible for Can-
adian factories and workmen to be fully

occupied during this trying period of

readjustment through which we are now
passing, therefore appreciating this im-

portant action by the Government, we,

the Canadian Association of Garment
Manufacturers of Canada, do pledge

ourselves to do everything in our power
to secure and maintain the opportunity

for foreign trade being offered, and to

make "Canadian products" a mark of

quality, value and fair dealing.

Conditions in the Canadian needle in-

dustry to-day, both in regards to labor

conditions and export business, make it

absolutely imperative for all manufac-

turers to plan their output with the

greatest possible degree of accuracy.

It therefore is resolved and carried un-

animously that all members of the as-

sociation respectfully urge upon their

customers the utmost necessity of only

placing such orders, whether for imme-
diate or later delivery, that they are

definitely prepared to take delivery of,

thus eliminating all blanket orders and

unecessary cancellations, so as to enable

the Canadian manufacturersi to fulfil

their obligations to the home market and

those of devastated Europe, now being

negotiated by the Canadian Trade Com-
mission.

Whereas the Dominion Government,

through the Repatriation Committee,

has asked for the co-operation of the

manufacturers of Canada to assist in

the training of the returned soldiers who
at the time of their enlistment had no
special training, not only that they may
be able to imiprove their position as

wage earners, but also to add to the

productive capacity of the country, we,

the members of the Canadian Associa-

tion of Garment Manufacturers, hereby
pledge ourselves to co-operate in every

possible way and to assist in the train-

ing, and to give employment to at least

75 men willing to enter our trade.

MONOCLE RETURNS
Tailor-made Clothes and Spats Replace

Wartime Khaki
LONDON.—London's streets are tak-

ing on their old-time appearance. No
longer are the women in a majority,

and the streets in comparison with a

few months ago appear to have re-

ceived an enormous company of men.

A month ago a well-dressed young
man in civilian clothes without an arm
in a sling was a sight that people no-

ticed. Now Picadilly and Bond Street

are full of young men in smart, waisty,

beautifully creased clothes, telling ties

and spats. And khaki is hardly to be

seen.

The single eyeglass has once again

become comm.on after four years' ab-

sence, and many of the "demobbed" are

again sporting flowers, a sign of the joy

of life which had gone completely out

of fashion long before the war.

Khaki is disappearing from the shops

and the display of trench waders and

naval boots is confined to the sale dis-

plays. In one of the Strand boot stores

which made a great show of trench

boots, there is to-day a show of very

heavy boots with tremendous nails

in the soles, upturned for inspec-

tion, bearing the ticket, "For Alpine

climbing."

SHIRTS FOR SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa is in need of large quan-

tities of shirts and overalls of the work-

ingman's type. Cloth of from 8 oz. to

12 oz. is mostly needed. While the re-

construction business with Roumania is

taking up m.uch of the attention of

manfacturers, the attractions of w'hat

may prove a permanent market for the

Canadian garment makers are likely to

appeal to the cutters-up.

^

Announcement is made by A. Ball &
Co., Waterloo, Ont., that they have pur-

chased the old established dry good?,

clothing, grocery, milling, etc., store of

Bechtel Bros.
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CHEAP SUITS A THING OF THE PAST
Garment Workers' Higher Wages and Increased Cost of Materials Blamed.

ANY man who supposes that be-

cause the war is over clothes are

cheaper or soon will be, is due for

a shock. Everybody in the clothing

business says that the present record
prices for men's suits will be maintained
through this year at least; that next
Spring may bring slight relief, but that

prices existing before the war will never
return. This applies to both tailor-made

and ready-made habiliments.

Having got your Victory Bonds paid
for and having come to suspect that

there is something in your wife's asser-

tion that the good old suit you bought
last year or the year before and have
been living in exclusively through the

heroic age of wartime economy would
disgrace even a Belgian refugee, you go
into your favorite clothing store, as the

majority of men are doing these days,

and ask at the door for your favorite

salesman.

$45 to Get Good Value.

"Mr. Allwool!" calls the floor man-
ager. "Oh, Mr. Allwool!" Allwool the

salesman presents himself, inquires af-

ter the family and in not at all an ac-

cusing way suggests that you're quite

a stranger. You prance up the aisle with

him, remarking that you'd like to look

at the $30 suits, three piece, summer
weight.

"Fine," says Mr. Allwool as he swings
a multiple hanger full of coats out of a

glass case for your inspection, "except

that we haven't a $30 suit in the house.

Yes, I remember the grade you used to

get. It was $30 and is $40 now or may-
be a little more. It is almost as good as

it used to be, though you know it's pretty

hard to get absolutely first-class wool-

lens now.
"You used to ask me to advise you, so

I suggest that if you want value you'd

better make up your mind to pay $45 or

$50." Meanwhile he is running the row
of coats through his fingers, and pre-

sently he says, "I'm sorry, but the

cheapest thing we've got in your size

is $50. There were several yesterday

at $40, and $45, but I guess the soldiers

got them."
It's all true, but you protest: "Why,

I can have a suit made for $50. I think

I'll go to a tailor." Being a good sales-

man, your friend doesn't try to dissuade

you, but grins and shoots a "See you
later!" at you as you walk out.

And at the shop of the "medium
price" tailor who used to make you up

a good suit for $42—it was $35 back in

1914—whenever you yielded to the temp-
tation to get away from hand-me-
downs, you are greeted with a cheerful-

ness which on close inspection reveals a

vein of melancholy. The tailor speaks

of labor troubles, of doubling costs, of

the scarcity of first-class woollens, of

rents and tariffs and trimmings, and
ends with an apologetic, "I'll have to

charge you $65 this year."

"If you want to sit down with me I'll

go over every item with you and prove
that I am not making as much profit at

$65 as I did at $42," he goes on. "Did
you know that the journeymen tailors

got two raises of wages in the past win-
ter, on top of everything before that?
Ten years ago I paid $6 for having a

coat sewn together; now I pay $12, with
the other garments in proportion. Fine
woollens that cost from $3.75 to $4 a

yard before the war are now from $8 to

$10, and as a matter of fact the same
quality is not to be had at any price. A
simple trimming for which I once paid

7% cents is now 42 cents a yard.

"Some of the things that go into a

suit of clothes have gone up much more
than 100 per cent. And the dickens of

it is that I can't guarantee the same
workmanship that you used to be sure

of here. Labor is absolutely uncontroll-

able, it's that independent. If a coat

isn't right and I teii the coat maker so,

he may tell me to have someone else

fix it, then, or if he's a reasonable man
he explains that he is too badly rushed

to give a job close attention and can't

get any helpers because the helpers all

went to war or else have been kept from
emigrating to America on account of the

war.
Workers to Demand Shop

"My partner here, who has been in

business for thirty years and, like my-

self, has old-fashioned standards of
workmanship, is retiring to-day because
all the trouble he has had in getting
clothes properly made has given him
nervous prostration. There's worse to
come, I hear, for the clothing workers
are geting ready to strike in the fall to

enforce a demand that the merchant
tailor shall supply workshops for them
near his shop, so that they won't have to
take the cloth home."

This merchant tailor gave a visitor a
copy of a letter he had just received

from a woollen importing firm of Bos-
ton, part of which was:

"The British Government is not re-

leasing much wool for civilian purposes
and will not release any large quantity

until they know exactly how much wool
it is going to take to clothe the demobi-
lized men of the British and allied

armies, and also how much wool is going
to be required to keep the armies of

occupation in Germany and elsewhere

clothed and equipped. They are releas-

ing some of the finer qualities of wool
that cannot be used for these purposes.

The result is that it has been possible

to buy considerable quantities of really

fine goods.

"The price at which this wool has been

released, the high cost of labor and the

shortening of the workingmen's hours

throughout Great Britain, coupled with

the tremendous demand over all the

allied and neutral countries for woollen

goods has not only kept the price of

goods up to where there were a year ago.

IMITATE ENGLISHMEN
Vienna Tribute to London's Well Dressed Men Raises a Storm.

As the result of a circular sent out

by a firm which caters to the men's
wear trade in Vienna, a political

affair of some magnitude developed. A
crowd of workmen assembled in front of

the store and smashed all the windows
and hooted the proprietors. The offend-

ing circular read as follows:

"Five years of complete isolation from
England have produced a demoralizing

effect on the exterior appearance of

gentlemen in Austria. The cylinder

(silk) hat has entirely disappeared.

Lounge suits are worn at all times of the

day and for all sorts of functions. Morn-
ing coats are worn at the opera and at

dinner. Lounge suits are worn in the

enclosures of our racecourses.

"Our intention is that all these things

are due to the loss of the example given

by England. Now, the errors of the last

few years must be remedied. Vienna

must again become a city of well-dressed

and well-groomed gentlemen. To do

this We must again copy the London
fashions and imitate English gentlemen.

"An English Cutter"

"With this object in view, we have
entered into relations with two eminent
tailoring firms in London (Messrs.

and Messrs. ) ; we have engaged a

first-class English cutter, formerly em-
ployed by the eminent London firm of

; we have entered into an arrange-

ment with Messrs. , of London, to

supply us with models and designs of the

latest London fashions."

The Modesalon fuer Englische Her-
rengarderobe has been violently attacked

in the Press for this effusive tribute to

London fashions. The Germanophile
Press objects to the effort to stimulate

English exports, and the Socialist Press

strongly criticizes the frivolity of devot-

ing so much attention to men's fashions

at a time when thoughts ought to be
concentrated on political problems.
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SALES O^RPORATION
LIMITED

Are

Almost

Everybodys.

Are They

Yours ?

Sawing Wood
He's on the Job Again—Building Greater

Canada in Good Old Peabodys

A YEAR AGO he was building emplacements for the guns that

shattered Hindenburg and broke the heart of "Heinie." To-day

his saw and axe are heard again in the depths of his beloved

Canadian woods. Blazed trail, tote-road and trout-stream know him

again. He's enrolled with Peace and Prosperity. All these Incomparable

Boys for whom we build Fighting Clothes for the Over-Seas Job are

again slipping on Peabodys overalls and gloves, a man's togs for a man's

job—for the Big Work of Peace—Home here in Canada.

Lei us all Sau) Wood together for Canada—in good old Peabodys.

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Leather Tip

Leather Faced Gloves

Jersey Gloves and Mitts

Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and

Band Top Styles

Heavy, Medium or Light-

weights

Tan, Slate or Oxford

The Glove That Has Stood The Test

The increasing demand for TAPATCO GLOVES has been due
to the recognition and appreciation they have received from
workers everywhere who know when they are receiving genuine
value, in a reliable, durable Glove.

Is your stock of TAPATCO GLOVES complete? Give your
customers a CANADIAN GLOVE that is second to none—their

satisfaction will prove that point and gain for you permanent
customers.

The American Pad & Textile Company
CHATHAM, ONT., CANADA

Wide-Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-

dict for their ability to supply the

public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades

Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flannelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the

foolish mistake of delayed buy-
ing.

l^accTV

'^,eXl.e*f^LUaTa^

Even One
Half Hour

spent reading your trade

paper is time well spent

Then pass it on to your

assistant, and let it help

him to help you.
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ART CLVTHES
C^<5K BR^S. Zir-^Si<:4LI.^N LIMITeR

What others may do we don't

pretend to know—the important

thing at the moment for you to con-

sider and for us to tell you is that

here at least you are sure of a line

that will meet the public demand
for ALL WOOL tailoring. Our fab-

rics have all been bought and we're

now making up our Fall and Winter

samples.

Art Service will be available to a

few additional real live merchants

who realize the value of a first-class

special order department.

Do not wait until the season's on

—make your arrangements at once.

Don't Delay—
IVRITE TO-DAY

1

W '

Coo^ Bros.^AlleN
Wholesale Taiixdrs

TORONTO.
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Have you ordered?

Now is your best time

If you're still hesitating—waiting— act now!

One thing is certain, goods

will not be cheaper this year

than they are now. Stocks

are rapidly diminishing; the

cotton market is stiff; and

export business is making

heavy and increasmg de-

mands upon available sup-

plies of raw and manufac-

tured materials.

Our suggestion, therefore,

offered with a view to

serving your interests as

well as our own, is to

send in your order at once

rather than risk having

your shipments held up

indefinitely.

Just now we are fortunate in being

able to fill orders in all lines for

immediate delivery.

Hamilton Carhartt

Cotton Mills, Limited

Manufacturers of Carhartt overalls, khaki work pants, cottonades, corduroys,

also work gloves in splits and horsehide, khaki and galatea allovers for wo-

men, khaki knickers and allovers for children, in khaki and galatea materials.

Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver
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^^^J^^^
A Brand That

Guarantees Better

Shirts and Trousers

"Arm and Hammer Brand"
Trousers and Work Shirts are
good sellers because the mate-
rials used and the excellence of
the workmanship eliminate all

possibility of inferior wearing
qualities.

Easy fit and real M
money's worth p
make the Arm M
and Hammer p
trad e-m a r k ed M
lines easy win- M
n e r s in every M
corner of the M
land. p

Illustration at the M
left shows you M
the popular g

Coverall
j

—a dandy line to g
show on your ^
Juvenile Counter. M
Coverall is the p
logical—the most ^
practical—protec- M
tion for the little M
people's clothes. E
Made to fit boys 1
and girls from 2 =
to 7 years. M

The
I

J.A.Haugh 1

Mfg. Co. I
Limited ^

TORONTO i
CANADA I

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii;iiiiii!i{iii{iiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiii^

A Reminder
This new metal sign placed on your
counter or in your window will con-

stantly remind your customers that

you have

Challenge Cleanable

Collars

in stock. Write for one to-day. They
are neat and attractive in design, and
as silent salesmen will help you out

considerably.

Write for our catalogue
and store helps. They are
free for the asking and
well worth having.

The Arlington Company of Canada
LIMITED

63 Bay Street, Toronto

Sales Offices : - Montreal - Winnipeg
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The Story of Linen
Romance of History Provides Rich Sentiment Which Appre-

ciative Merchant is Justified in CommerciaUziiig.

IN ancient days, before the historian

commenced his record of the doings
of peoples and governments, the vir-

tues of the flax fibre were known and
linen was in use. This has been indi-

cated in a number of ways, one of which
is the fact that Egyptian mummies were
wrapped in linen—this wonderful cloth

being recognized as the eternal, imper-
ishable fabric. In those times linen was
the mark of the dignitary—purple and
fine linen the sign token of the royal

prerogative. And to this day lineti main-
tains its traditional heritage. Although
modern manufacture has brought this

fafcric, of the luxurious within the reach

of everyone, the subtle air of romance
which has always surrounded fine linen

still exists as a very definite sentiment.

There are times in the history of linen

when its manufacture has played im-

portant political roles. A century ago
the mighty Napoleon aimed to strike a

great blow at the growing British manu-
facture of cotton. To achieve this end,

he offered a fabulous reward to the in-

ventor who first devised the best me-
chanical method for spinning flax.

In the American Civil War linen re-

ceived a tremendous impetus, due to the

blockade of the Southern cotton ports by

Northern war ships. The great cotton
mills of Lancashire being idle, the linen

trade of Ireland was forced into phen-
omenal growth by the world shortage
of manufactured cotLon goods. It was
at that time that the Irish manufac-
turers determined to build for the fu-

ture, and with canny foresight estab-
lished a system of close inspection and
supervision over every stage of linen

manufacture. No goods unless bearing
the seal of approval of the Government
officials in charge, could leave the dis-

trict. This insight into the future

brought linen for all time to a plane of

excellence, cementing the traditional

quality of the fabric and leaving an in-

heritance for coming generations of

workers, and a constitution to govern
their future commei'cial activity.

Preparing the Fibre

To obtain the fibre from the flax

stalks is a laborious and intricate pro-

cess.

The flax fibre is long and straight,

mowing along and surrounding the

woody substance of the flax stalk. To
loosen the fibre the foreign substances

are eliminated by steeping and fermen-
tation^a process known as "retting"

—

anglice "rotting." The fibre is further

mechanically loosened and is finally

spun into yarn. Briefly, the flax fibre

is a result of the survival of the fittest,

the fibre being the indestructible part

of the flax stalk. Thus, fabric spun
from such fibre is necessarily free from
the normal deteriorations of weather,

water and washing.

Linen is usually bleached by simple

exposure, aided and accelerated by me-
chanical means. Naturally f;irther ex-

posure cannot hurt the finished fabric.

A beautiful damask tablecloth thrown
out onto a lawn, exposed to wind and
sun, would experience no other effort

than possibly being bleached to a more
dazzling whiteness. Imagine the effect

of such heroic treatment to a length of

silk, or to a cotton fabric!

Owing to its extraordinary durability

and romantic value iLien is prized as

an heirloom. Really fine linen lasts

from generation to generation if pro-

perly cared for. Her linens are to wo-
man what his specimens are to the earn-

est collector of coins, pictures, antique

furniture, pottery. The reason for this

is the romance and intrinsic value which

is woven into the very weft and warp of

the cloth. Much of this romance and

sentiment can be turned to profitable

advantage by the trader in linens. Love

for linen is as inherent as the lure of

the outdoors on a Summer's day.

The dealer who is really enthusiastic

about his wares, can easily capitalize

his knowledge of the manufacture and

the underlying reasons for the instinc-

tive sentiment towards linen to his com-
mercial advantage.

Latest Novelty
Printed georgettes, brought out in Paris, New York, Montreal and Toronto. Reproduced by courtesy of Canadian Manufacturers'

Agent, Montreal.



Cotton Prices Withdrawn
Reductions Proved Short-Lived—May Be Shortage in Certain Quarters for Fall Supplies

—Raw Market in U.S. Runs Wild—Wages Increase.

THE prediction in the last issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW that the

new cuts in prices that went into

effect in April would not be of long
duration, was verified very quickly, and
to an extent that was not even dreamed
of by the mills themselves at the time.

The argument against a continuation of

the existing prices was that there was
a shortage of raw cotton anticipated for

the new crop, and also that the demand
that actually appeared—after a long
wait—to be opening up for export,

would tend to produce a scarcity and a

certain rise again in prices.

This, and more, has occurred. After
the new lists had remained in force for

a few weeks, word came from the mills

to the wholesalers that the lists were
withdrawn, and what is more, that it

would be difficult to secure much more
at any price. In the case of one mill,

the general manager informed DRY
GOODS REVIEW, that not an order
could be accepted for any more goods
for Fall delivery at any price, and that
the mill could not accept any business
now until it opened up for next Spring's
orders, which would not be until next
August. The result, he feared, would
be that some of the mills' customers
that had not covered earlier would
be faced with a shortage. He had sold

fair quantities at the lower prices, and
the mills were now booked up until the
late Fall. So far as future prices were
concerned, this would depend chiefly on
the height to which raw cotton soared:
at the time, July (futures) had advanced
in four weeks nearly six cents a lb.,

from 26.40 to 32 cents, and spot cotton,
middlings, white, was selling around 36
cents a lb., or about five times the nor-
mal peace-time price. In spot cotton an
advance of six cents a lb. had taken
place in less than one month.

Why U. S. Prices Came Back
As was intimated in the May issue one

of the reasons why the Canadian mills

cut prices when they did and to the
extent they did was not so much that
current market and future conditions
warranted it, but because of the unrest
that had ibeen created by the slashing
that had gone on by so many United
States firms, some of whom had be-
come panicky when the war ended and
months went by without the expected
demand from overseas, and when the
trade here were holding back in un-
certainty in their buying. Then prices
slumped far below the limit that market
conditions as to price called for, and
some mills for a time were operating at

a loss on some of the orders they had
accepted. But with the unfavorable re-

ports as to the new crop, reinforced by
a curtailment of the acreage, deliber-

ately carried out by the cotton growers
in order to keep prices up, and when
Europe began to get settled enough to

start buying, a change came over the

spirit of their thinking, and prices

started back. At this stage the Can-
adian reductions were announced.

Here is the report that came to a

Canadian mill manager from a New
York correspondent at the end of May,
indicating that the market over there

was beginning to "run wild."

There are no deliveries in first-class

goods obtainable prior to August. The
general market is about as wild as anything
I have ever seen, and advances of 1 to 1^
cents per yard per day does not seem to

cut any figure. Most lines of staples of
well-known brands have been withdrawn
from sale, and in fancy goods nothing is

obtainable. Cheap Southern ticks have been
also withdrawn from sale. If the export
trade takes hold and they begin to sit up
and take notice I think we are going to

have the wildest scramble this market has
ever seen, and as to a continuance of this

my idea is that there is no great stock of

goods to break the market in case there
is a let-up in the demand, and it looks as
if this sort of thing would continue to the
end of the year.

The Canadian manufacturer in ques-

tion added this comment of his own to

this letter: "My idea was that with no
reserves the cotton market would go up
slowly, but I had no idea of the wild

market that is now in evidence across

the border."

Wages in Canada Advance

A very important event has taken
place since last issue that will have a

bearing on prices: wages have advanced
in Canadian mills. For some time past

the mills have been endeavoring to find

a basis that would meet with the gen-
eral demand for increases that have been
manifesting themselves throughout the

New England States, and were certain

to apply to Canadian operatives as

well. One large mill has made an offer

of its own accord to its employees, re-

ducing the week from 57 to 50 hours,

with the same pay for the shorter time
as for the longer in the past. Tlxis offer

was accepted by the employees, and
means close to 15 per cent, advance in

the scale of wages and a large portion
of this must be absorbed in the cost of

the production of the mill. Similar ar-

rangements are under way, or have been
effected, in other mills.

This advance in wages would wipe out
the greater part of the recent cut in

prices, and if raw cotton rises only a
little more, the basis for the decline

would be wiped out altogether. On the
other hand, it is almost certain that the

mills will operate on a lower margin of

manufacturing profits in the future than
they felt it safe to do during the war
period, so that to some extent this

would offset a portion of the higher
costs in raws and wages. But only a
portion.

Textile Wages Up in States

In the United States, as is natural,

similar conditions are producing a
marked change in the whole trend of

the market, as have been referred to

above. A trade report at the end of

May stated that "textile operatives have
succeeded in securing a 48-hour week,
with a little better than 54-liour pay in

the New England cotton and woollen

mills, a rise of 15 per cent, in wages
going into effect June 2 by agreement
ibetween unions and manufacturers. This

imposes a further high level of costs of

production on textiles, and is to be reck-

oned with in future estimates of value in

the markets. The question of whether
any large part of the shorter hours will

be reflected in greater efficiency in out-

put remains to be answered. Meantime
it is unsafe to count upon normal- sup-

plies for some time to come, whatever

may happen in gettmg people back to

work within a reasonable period." (Re-

ferring to the strikes that were in ef-

fect.)

Much the same condition prevails as

to the acceptance of future orders as

in Canada: One report states along this

line as follows:

The demand for merchandise continues.

Sales are very much more limited, for the

reason that manufacturers are discouraging
further forward engagements at this time,

and merchants are doing what they can to

stem the effects of inflation now so clearly

seen in all divisions of the trade. Many
lines of goods are off the markets in first

hands. There is a considerable degree of

intertrade transactions going on, and many
prices are of a feverish character. Some
of those who have speculated on the rise

are quite willing to realize profits, especial-

ly in some parts of the gray goods markets.

Another report states:

The manufacturers of the country are

more bullish than the merchants. Whether
they are engaged on fabrics or garments,
they are little short of enthusiasts. They
believe that production will remain far be-

low the market requirements for a long
time to come. They figure on a reduction
of an eighth in the working hours, and a

rise in wages and other producing costs as

the all important things in the situation.

They include the fact that it will be im-
possible for a long time to add enough
equipment to make up the deficit in pro-
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ducing power resulting from shorter hours
and inefficient work. Naturally, they have
much to say about a world exhaustion of
supplies, and they bank much on the pro-
bability of a large foreign trade.

The mercantile view of the situation and
outlook includes all of the above, and more.
Merchants are frankly doubtful of the final

consuming power of the masses when goods
at the highest prices are again offered to

them. Two extremes in the community are
enjoying an immensely enhanced purchas-
mji- power: Those who are in business and
are profiting from the great earnings of
the time represent one extreme. Those who
are being paid wages from 75 to 100 per
cent, in excess of the normal of six years
ago from the other. Between these two
there is a proportion of the population, esti-

mated from 25 to 30 per cent., whose earn-
ings through bonuses and other things may
reach about 25 per cent, more than they
were paid six years ago.

Woollen Goods Reach
Record Figures Again

The situation in regard to woollens,
men's lines—and conditions apply much
the same to women's—indicates that the
recent reductions that were announced
by a numlber of United States firms not
only will continue in force, hut that
prices may, in many cases, react to an
even higher level than they reached at
what was regarded hy most buyers as
the final "top notch."

When U. S. firms, tiring ol the long-
expected boom in orders that they
thought would follow the signing of the
armistice, began to slash prices not only
in woollen goods, but in cottons, and the
latter even more than the former, there
was a good deal of buying in Canada at

the reduced prices, among the cutting-
up trade, as well as the wholesalers. At
one time the prices averaged a good 25
to 33 per cent, below high water mark,
just about the declines that went into

effect in cotton goods. This did not
last long until the tide turned. Dom-
estic business improved and export busi-

ness developed, and in any case it was
found that there was little surplus stock

in the country. Prices now are going
back rapidly to the former figures. Not
only has a scarcity developed in the

United States, but the Canadian mills

are now loaded up with orders, and word
comes that many British mills are in

similar position. A Canadian represen-

tative received word at the end of May
from Bradford: "Don't take any more
orders for woollen goods for 1919—all

lines withdrawn." He is awaiting a let-

ter explaining the situation a little more
fully than the bare announcement of a

disappointing state of affairs for him
and his prospective customers.

One agent reports that while he has

quotations on cheaper lines, he can get

none on the better class of serges, blue

and .black, and thinks that in these he

cannot expect any shipments.

A wholesale house showed DRY
GOODS REVIEW some price compari-

sons that will indicate just how the mar-
ket is going these days, when all have

looked on lower prices as something that

Two Fall Silks
Moonglo satin gaufre, taupe shade, at the left, and moonglo crepe gaufre in sapphire
blue, at the right. These are two interprttations of printed, or rather pressed, moire
designs which are winning favor. Shown bv courtesy of Messrs. Wilson & Paterson,
foronto.

must come, no matter what the argu-
ments against the possibility of these
actually arriving.

One line was selling for 62 ^/^ cents
in the winter; the reduction brought it

down to 521/^ cents; later this was ad-

vanced to 55 cents, and at the end of

May it went up to 65 cents, or 2^/^ cents

above the highest price previously
charged.

The usual case, however, is an equal

or slightly lower price than the record

level. One line that was 67 V2 cents

dropped to 55 cents and is back now at

the old figure.

sales are limited to requirements. Dark
shades including navy, black and browns
and some greys promise to be the lead-

ing Fall colors. Dark shades in cor-

duroys, too, have been selling a little for

outing costumes for Fall. High prices

aie probably responsible for a little

hesitancy in buying for Fall, but manu-
facturers do not give promise of change
under present conditions in raw ma-
terials.

TO BUILD POWER PLANT
The Canadian Cottons, Limited, which

has a large plant at Milltown, N.B., is

planning a diversion of the St. Croix

River at that point and the establish-

ment of a large power plant. The plans

of the company involve an expenditure

of over half a million dollars.

Canadian Cottons, Ltd., have agreed

also to dispose of the Mount Royal Spin-

ning Mill to the Dominion Textile Co.

for a consideration of $2,375,000 for the

property, half the purchase price to be

paid in cash and the balance in Domin-
ion Textile 6 per cent, bonds. The pro-

ceeds of the sale will be turned over to

the trustee of the bond holders and held

for the latter's benefit.

BRITISH TEXTILE TRADE WAR
MEMORIAL

The subscription list for the trade war
memorial now totals well over £40,000.

It is proposed to use this sum for the

erection of a new school in addition .to

the one already in existence for educat-

ing the orphans of the trade.

10 PER CENT. INCREASE FOR
TEXTILE

The Dominion Textile Company post-

ed a notice the last week in May stating

that an increase of 10 per cent, all round

in wages would go into effect at once.

This action was taken voluntarily at a

cost of $400,000 a year, which happens

to be exactly the amount the company
paid out in dividends on its common
stock of $5,000,000 during the past year.

PILE FABRICS
Early inquiries for Fall merchandise

indicate a good deal of interest in pile

fabrics and a fair amount of orders have
already been placed. Buyers are taking

even more of the light weights than the

heavy ones at present, and if this con-

tinues, velvets will be well represented

in both evening wear and afternoon and

.•street costumes. In velveteens just now

COTTON CREPE DE CHINE

A cotton crepe de Chine, 39 inches wide,

stocked in 18 shades, is offered by an Eng-

lish manufacturer.

The N.Y.K. liner "Katori Maru" docked

at Victoria, B.C., last month, carrying,

among other cargo, nearly $4,000,000

worth of raw silk.
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EDITOR DRY GOODS REVIEW:—
Before I take up the subject of this

month's letter—Summer dresses

and children's garments—let me show
you a few more samples of striped and
fillete cloths that are coming out, and
will certainly be used extensively when
we come to the staple fitting tailored

costume, which might be next season.

I—is already seen very often, whether
in whole costumes or with plain skirts,

and it is found very handy, as the stripes

used crossways, for instance, constitute

a trimming.
II—will make fine coats for travel-

ling, also boys' overcoats.

Ill—grey and black is sure to find a
ready sale, as that shade will make com-
fortable garments _for everyday wear.
IV—very fine in quality, but high in

price, is certainly very neat.

Small Pattern Foulards
Among the materials used for early

Summer dresses, we have, first of all,

foulard, the feature of the season. Gen-
erally on a navy or black ground, the
designs are either dots or stripes; also

in some instances, irregular and large

motifs, but these are less staple, and not
so easy to wear, as they may change the

* look of the figure.

I—shows the real plain dot, more or
less large, which is neat. (I have seen

a teagown made of navy dots, at least 6

inches in diameter, with only the inter-

val between the dots in white. It looked
very effective, but would not have suited

anylbody).

II and III—are also dotted materials,
but more fanciful than I (the former is

neater).

IV—is the staple style of striped foul-

ard, suitable for people who want to go
unnoticed amidst the crowd.
V—is extremely dainty, and I shall

tell you later on how I saw it worked
into girls' frocks.

VI—is more original than the regular
dot.

All these samples are sold in black or
navv ground.
VII—^is lighter in shade and the white

dots are smaller, and give it a more
youthful appearance. It is a satin-faced
material.

VIII—a combination of dots and
stripes on a white ground is effective.

X—a twill foulard is made in different
grounds: greenish blue as a sample, dark
red or purple.

Machine Embroidered Voiles
Machine embroidered voile comes in

next:

SUMMARY
Fine-striped suitings in popu-

lar favor.

Foulaa'ds in .iniall patterns

for Summer.
Embroidered voiles also fan-

cied.

Long tunic blouses replace

tlie clismise dre.ss.

Dresses still short and look

narrow, though more material
being used.

Fringe still popular. Some
is made of fabric cut in strips.

Many liats have drooping
brims.

Bright colors for children.

Pierrot nainsook collars fash-

i()nal)le for children.

A—shows a mixture of checked voile

with embroidered dots in different

shades: in salmon pink or electric* blue,

it will make some very dainty dresses
or Slouses, or tunics for girls. In black
and white, their mother will use it and
be nice looking thus.

B—a kind of black fillete on white
ground with large dots peculiarly em-
broidered in two shades is very effec-

tive, and would match, (if made into

blouses) some nice light tailored cos-

tumes. If made up into whole dresses

a sash in one of the shades of the em-
broidery would be pretty, and a white
hat, similarly trimmed, would add to

the daintiness of the whole.

C—also a white grounded fabric, with
geometrical designs in black and pur-

ple, is suitable for elderly ladies or

people in mourning.

As these are embroidered with mer-
cerized cotton, they wash easily and are

found very convenient, as they require

no trimmings, except, for instance, some
colored bands at the neck, or at the

cuffs.

No More Chemise Frocks
Early Summer dresses (I say early,

as dresses for July or August wear are

not out yet) are no longer the chemise
which was so fashionable last year. The
only remnant of it is the long tunic worn
as a blouse, and which is likely to be in

favor no longer than this season.

The characteristic of the present

dresses is that it takes more material

to make them than formerly. They are

still short and narrow, but as the fab-

rics used are very light and thin, they
cannot be worked into the same styles

as velour de laine or serge. Therefore,

while the line still looks narrow, the

skirts are wider, and there are frills

and flounces that make the dress more
fluffy. The "paniers," which are being
showTi every year, again appear, and
give some fullness that is not apparent
You have some flying frills on the sides,

like a shell edge, for a similar purpose.

In other instances the skirt is com-
posed of three bands, loose or turned in-

side and attached to the underskirt,

which remains narrow. A few instances

can be seen of ten or twelve frills con-

stituting the skirt.

In all cases the bodice is quite flat,

sometimes embroidered, and very often

trimmed with drawnthread work. There

are two kinds of neckline—the very low,

which is rendered less bare by means of

a lace or net "guimpe," with or without

collar; in other instances, a broad ribbon

crosses the bare chest, like an empire

corset cover.

We have also the mounting blouse,

closely buttoned up to the chin.

The sleeves matching such blouses are

long and fitting.

Extremely Short Sleeves Lengthen

Many more have short sleeves, too

short even, sometimes, but the tendency

is towards having them longer, and I

daresay, later in the season we shall

have them covering- the elbow.

The waist is decidedly at its proper

place, and sometimes, on one side, the

belt is below the waist.

We have also some panels in ac-

cordeon pleating, which give the narrow

line appearance.

Dressy gowns are made of Chantilly

lace, in three tunics if the lace is broad

enough, or we have some side -panels

only in lace. In that case, it is black

lace, with supple silk.

Fringes are still very fashionable, are

seen on skirts attached at the top and

at the ibottom, thus making a kind of

entredeux. The small sleeves referred

to above are often finished by a fringe

and I have seen one instance of material

which was cut to make fringes. Another

trimming is silk ruffles.

Many Summer hats will have droop-

ing brims, and as a trimming over the

straw will be made of some bright flow-

ers, or fine ribbon ibows will replace

feathers that are getting a little com-

mon. Ostrich feathers are mostly seen

now in fans. Aigi'ette or Bird of Para-
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dise only remain on very elegant hats.

Colors for Children

For our little ones, we shall have some
bright shades: pink and blue will be fav-

orites among the garments of children

3 to 6 years old.

The bigger ones will be clad in navy,

brick red, or brown. Little boys have

some garments made in one piece: pants

and waist are joined together, and the

front, broadly open, allows a fine white

silk waistcoat and collar, finished by a

tucked band.

Elder boys will have costumes made-

according to the British fashion, as it

is in Great Britain that gentlemen's

suits are made.

Our little girls' dresses are similar

to their mothers', the frilled skirt, low

neck, short sleeves are decidedly suit-

able for them, all their movements are

free and the light fabrics worn in Sum-
mer will change them into evermoving
butterflies in the sunshine.

The materials for girls in their 'teens

are a kind of woollen crepe de Chine
called "crapella" and serge foulard,

which is very supple.

The foulard of sample herewith was
very neatly worked in some dresses I

saw to-day.

For a little girl 6 years old, there were
two loose panels in navy serge, one in

front, one at the back, joined on each
side by a band of serge just below the
waist, under the arms. The sides were
made of that foulard: the skirt had three
foulard frills ended in fringes, and the

tiny sleeves which let the arm almost
bare were also in fringed foulard. I

also saw the contrary: the front and
back in foulard, and the sides and
sleeves in serge. For a bigger girl, the

whole dress was in foulard and the yoke
and small sleeves in navy foulard.

Our children have some nainsook col-

lars tucked into "pierrot fraise" or scal-

loped. Others are in white nainsook
edged with a band of checked material.

A velvet ribbon tie finishes them
daintily.

Amongst the hats that suit our chil-

dren this summer we have the regular
"capeline" with drooping brims and rib-

bons or some flowers, and some ?iats

entirely made of ribbon frilled or woven.
Next month I shall tell you about

mid-Summer materials and garments;
also about sundries.

A NEW FABRIC SATIN COTTON
One of the latest triumphs in new

materials is a satin made entirely of cot-

ton, which is the result of experiments

made by a French manufacturer. So

nearly does the fabric resemble the real

article that even experts have been de-

ceived. The satin has been largely used

in France for coats and skirts, and for

the coat frocks that are to be very
much in evidence when winter cloth can

be laid aside.

Fabrics Which Paris is Wearing

THE MORNING "SING" IN THE DE-
PARTMENT STORE

For ten years the employees of Mar-
shall Field & Company, of Chicago, have

had a Choral Society. When the idea

was suggested a bulletin announced that

to make the society permanent it was
necessary to have at least fifty members
who would give their time and talents

to make the organization a success of

the Marshall Field standard. Imagine

the surprise of the company when over

two hundred and eighty applications for

membership were received. The society

has now a regular membership of over

200 drawn from every part of the store,

from errand boys to heads of depart-

ments. W. B. Towsley, the assistant

general superintendent, is very emphatic

in his expression of approval of music

in business. He will tell you that the

good effect of one of the concerts given

at the store lasts many days. It makes

the store more than a place to work in,*

it becomes a place in which to live.

A number of other leading stores have

exiperienced the benefits derived from

"sings." Wanamaker's, Philadelphia

and New York, and the Robert Simpson

Company, Toronto, are among them.

GINGHAM WEEK SUCCESSFUL
"Gingham Week" met with decided

success in a number of stores this

Spring. Among those specially noted

was the J. C. Turnbull Co., of Peterbor-

ough, Ont., of which Mr. G. F. Hodgens

is manager. He aisplayed ginghams

with price tickets attached in the win-

dow for the entire week and made them

the feature of his advertisements in the

dailies. Mr. Hodgens told DRY GOODS
REVIEW that the results were wonder-

ful, and sales of ginghams that week

were away above the average.

Foulards (top row and down centre) including satins, twills and plain weaves; voiles (at

rixht) with embroidered spots; left, new striped wool suitings; below, novel embroidered
stripes of heliotrope and black on white voile. Reduced about one-half. Samples sent

direct to DRV (iOODS REVIEW from Paris, France.

The Textile Color Card Association of

the U.S., Inc., have moved to larger

premises at 315 Fourth Ave., at 24th

Street, New York.

Cord de laine, tricolaine, and peau de

h;ine are three new French dress fabrics

which a New York house is featuring in

its French models.
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LONDON DRAPERY AND TEXTILE
EXHIBITION

By Dry Goods Review's London Correspondent

Altogether, peace augurs well for the
re-establishment of old relations on a
sounder and firmer basis with the
Motherland, and gives promise of a fu-
ture of unequalled mercantile prosperity
for traders on both sides of the North
Atlantic.

THE eleventh annual Drapery and
Textile Exhibition at the Agricul-

tural Hall, London, which closed

May 9, has enjoyed a most successful

run for its allotted span of twelve days.

The bulk of the exhibitors express them-

selves more than satisfied with the re-

sults of the show. The fact that its

organization has been suspended for the

past two years appears to have endowed

its reappearance with remarkable vigor.

Salesmen have been keipt busy filling or-

der ibooks and deliveries have been ad-

vanced as far ahead as February, 1921,

and this in some cases for Winter gar-

ments.
The Visitors

A goodly number of European visitors

were reported, including buyers from
Scandinavia and Belgium, where a

colossal trade is being done. There were

also enquirers from Australasia and

South Africa, but Canadians have not

been so easy to trace. One firm, how-
ever, who do an excellent high-grade

hosiery business in Canada, informed the

DRY GOODS REVIEW that they have

closed with three large orders for the

Dominion.

Some Features of the Show

Contrary to the practice of previous

years the Show did not on this occasion

include men's wear. This has been re-

served for special treatment by the pro-

moters, and will form the subject matter

of a distinct exhibition to be -organized

later, probably in the Summer of next
year. Additional scope, therefore, was
afforded for a fuller display of new lines

in women's wear. The great iprogress

which has been made in all directions in

the replacement of British made goods
of articles formerly imported from Ger-

many and other European manufacturers
was convincingly demonstrated. The at-

mosphere was unmistakably one denoting
quality and enterprise.

Abundance of Piece Goods
More space than before was devoted to

piece goods. Some striking examples
were to be seen in the following: Serge,
filane, voile, chiffonelle, iprinted silks,

crptonnes, linings, cotton costume cloths,

silk plushes, moquettes and velvets.

The lingerie sections are also worthy
of special mention as being one of the
branches of the trade which Avas in the
Dast strongly contested by the Germans.
There were also evidences of vast strides
in the Hove trade, another former pre-
serve of the Teuton.
The fur section was an em.^hatic fea-

ture. The volume of inflowinr orders
was so large that they could hardly be
hooked fast enough notwithstanding the
steady rise in prices.

Overseas Fur Market
Some firms are too busy executing

home orders to pay adequate attention
to the possibilities of the Canadian mar-
ket. Others, however, are more wide-
awake and possess a broader sense of
imagination. One firm in particular told

the representative of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW thac they regarded Canada as a

most (profitable field for their goods be-

cause here in England they were only

twenty-four hours distant from the latest

Paris styles, and were in a position to

supply the very latest models long be-

fore American competitors could com-
mence making up.

Comparison With Indu-stries Fair

This exhibition, following closely as it

does upon the British Industries Fair,

cannot but invite comparison. The out-

standing difference from the point of view
of org-anization is that while the one was
promoted by a Government department
and included only actual manufacturers,
the other is the creation of private enter-

prise and opened its doors to the mer-
chant houses as well as the makers. The
wider and more generous principle un-
derlying the latter consequently offered

a broader scope for the display of na-
tional enterprise and British ingenuity.

It should be remembered, however, that

in organizing the Industries Fair the

Board of Trade tackled a task which
covered a far wider field of production
than that undertaken by the exhibition at

present under review.

Canadian Business

The majority of the firms who sold

goods in the Canadian market before the
war and have been compelled to cease
operations, are starting up again. There
are also a large number of new firms
who signify their intention of making a
debut in the Canadian field. Their plans
are a great deal more practical and
thorough than the old haphazard
methods formerly employed. Pains are
being taken to make a careful study of the
real possibilities of the market before
shipping goods over in any quantities.

It is more generally realized than in the
past that British merchants have wasted
much time and money in trying to sell

goods irrespective of whether there was
a genuine demand for their particular
line, and often without anv practical con-
sideration for trade customs and tenden-
cies of the people they were trying to
serve. The near future will find British
firms Quoting Canadian buyers for the
class of goods they require in their own
coinage at f.o.b. nrices. Advertising ap-
propriations backing up their represen-
tatives will be conducted on all fours with
these methods.

FRENCH FALL COLOR CARD
Browns and Blues Lead in Variety
Interest is shown once more in the

French color cards. The Fall 1919 issue
of J. Claude Freres & Co., Paris, has ar-
rived after being practically unattain-
able during the past few seasons. This
card expresses the French taste for
colors in silks, which are bright but
softened, and have a novelty tinge.

There are 6 tans and browns, ranging
from a soft orange, burnt orange, to-
bacco brown to a brown so dark it is al-
most black. Then there are grays from
pearl to a dark steel; 3 novel blues
from pervenche or periwinkle to corn-
flower.

The 6 reds include geraniums, cardin-
al and mahoganies. Three steel greys are
shown and 6 more browns, from
chamois to tete de " negre; 3
shades of orchid promise to be popular;
then there are six subdued blues from
lifj-ht horizon to medium dark. Saxe
blue is considered especially good in Par-
is. Of the greens jade is quite bright
and the other two tones are similar to
"Irish" green.

Browns come in again in 6 tones, from
champagne and tan to wood brown; 2
shades of rose are shown and 3 more
blues with a greenish cast, the lightest
being turquoise.

Purple appears in 3 shades, then 3
more bright blues, 3 yellows from lemon
to goldenrod, and finally navies complete
the card.

There is some talk in New York of
foulard silks for Fall selling. Even
though some of the largest retailers
may place orders for them there is little

doubt that so far as Canada is concerned
the bulk of what will be accepted will be
bv People Wintering in the South. Fou-
lards srre quite popular here this Summer
but buyers of experience put little faith
in them as a Fall silk.

LECTURES ON DRESSMAKING
Beginning May 26, Almy's, Ltd., Mont-

real, began a course of lectures on sew-
ing and dressmakina-. The course, cost-
ing $3, consisted of twelve lectures of
two hours each, which were given in the
auditorium of the fourth floor. "You'll
enjoy every minute of the lessons. You
may bring your own material and make
iust what you most desire—from a

baby's frock to the most elaborate din-

ri2r gown," said the announcement.

Eight hundred operatives employed by
the Acme Glove Co., went on strike on
May 28 for a 35 per cent, increase in

wages, a 44-hour week, and recognition
of their union. The company offered a
15 per cent, wage increase, but wished
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"SPERO" MAKE on SeWedge

i» your protection and our guarantee of quality

SPERO TAILORS LININGS

TOP VALU E AT
EVERY PRICE

SUPER-STANDAKDISED QUALITY
IN COTTON GOODS.

" The Best in the World "

A TRIAL ORDER MEANS
A RE-ORDER

SYNONYMOUS OF DURABILITY
RICHARD HAWORTH AND COMPANY, LIMITED

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND ^

MILLS ON MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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^5

MADE IN FRANCE

Buy Now for Fall

to Insure Prompt Deliveries

We are now manufacturing in

France our Stocks for Fall

Deliveries in Canada.

We are featuring for Fall,

Georgette Crepes
in our special qualities, namely:

CREPE MARINETTE
CREPE YVETTE
CREPE ODETTE
CREPE TEMPTATION

We also manufacture

:

CREPE DE CHINES
CHIFFONS, NINONS
FANCY GEORGETTES
FRENCH VOILES
PLAIN and FANCY SATINS.

Samples sent upon request.

Albert Godde^ Bedin & Cie.

PARIS
TARARE
LYONS

Empire Building, 64 Wellington St. W.
Telephone: Adelaide 3062

TORONTO

MEYER
BOTtt

HOSIERY.eic.

MENDINGS

WOOL
SILK

COTTON
LISLE and

MERCERIZED
All Colours

CARDS
SKEINS
BALLS and

REELS

Oldest English Makes

BRANDS:
"LAMB"
"OLIVE BRANCH"
"CIRENELLA"
"AMAZON," etc.

Josiah Wilson& Co.
I EDMUND PLACE, ALDERSCATE STREET

LONDON, E.C.I. - ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1808
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A. B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams :
" Subdue London'

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and
Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES
CHEVIOTS
TWEEDS
TARTANS
SUITINGS
COATINGS

SHEPHERD CHECKS
SPONGE CLOTHES
EOLIENNES
ARMURES
FANCIES

During the season our representative in the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,

London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries

should be addressed to H. D. Marshall, Stair Building, Bay Street, Toronto.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.

B. D. A. Mohair
saves many a salt for the merchant who keeps it stocked steadily.

Whatever the style may be Mohair has a place. For town or travel, for after-

noon, motoring or outing; for coat, cape or wrap, Mohair adapts itself in appear-

ance and occasion. Its all-'round usefulness is expressed in its quality—"The

Mohair of Maximum Merit."

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION, Ltd.,

of BRADFORD. ENGLAND
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MIlyLylNDEY

Summer Season Meets with Success
iMillinery Trade Ready to Carry on a Strictly Summer Business—Orchid and Jade the Color

Features of Hour—Paris Shows Coq Velvet and Kid for Fall.

THE millinery trade, both wholesale

and retail, express general satis-

faction over the inaugural of a

distinct Summer season wherever it was
featured last month. Heads of some of

the largest retail departments and of

leading millinery shoips who were seen

by DRY GOODS REVIEW, are all of the

opinion that a better year's business will

result from launching the Summer sea-

son after Easter and keeping out all ap-

pearance of velvets and other Fall sug-

gestions until at least August." It is

better not to kill one season by rushing

in another—seasonable Summer hats

mean good business," says Mr. Frier, of

Murray-Kay's, Ltd. More attention is

being placed this year upon mid-Summer
millinery than has been done for some

time, and it looks as if the milliner who
is not taking full advantage of the warm
weather (even though showers occur be-

times) and the interest which the trade

has been able to meet now that the public

is in the humor for really pretty mil-

linery, is missing a golden opportunity.

"Show new hats and trimmings, stock

up on novelty veils, and make your show

window so attractive that every woman's

eye will be held by it. Yes, there's big

business for you in 1919, but the money
won't come in and drop in your till un-

less you have a magnet in the right kind

of merchandise. Trim hats with the new
wrinkles told about. Put in some of the
latest in colorings and play them up
for Summer business. Keep at home
some of the money that is just aching to

be spent. It's up to you to make money,
to get ahead and discount the bills for

your Fall purchases. Don't let it worry
you to mark goods at a reasonable mar-
gin of profit, anyone will pay a good
price for a good article. The country is

prosperous and the war is over," says
the "Illustrated Milliner," and all that

applies just as definitely to the Cana-
dian trade as it does to that to the South
of us.

Featuring Colors Sells Goods

Apropos, a DRY GOODS REVIEW
representative was talking recently with
a clever milliner who conducts her shop
ir. an Ontario town of about 2,300 popu-
lation. It is a Summer resort town and
so, as most of the tourists come from
large cities, they bring their dressy hats

with them. This milliner, however, does

a good made-to-order business because
residents realize that she has taste, ori-

ginality, and common sense. Naturally,

of course, she features the ready-trim-

med and sports hats most, in the Sum-
mer time. She is keen to bring out the

new color features—not in a mediocre

way fearing lest they "take"—but em-
phasizing them by using her sm.all win-
dow to the best advantage. In addition
to showing about three hats at a time,
each with the new color peering out
somewhere in its make-up, she uses a
crepe paper background and floor
covering for her window in the same tone
as often as it is procurable or some other
inexpensive fabric when the paper is not
to be had. It really would not be a dif-

ficult matter for milliners to dye plain
white cambric in the smart colors for this

purpose now that there are such good
ranges of dyes for private use to be had.
"There is nothing like a dash of color
to attract the eye of the passer-by," said
this milliner, "even though the window
is small and unpretentious." This win-
dow scheme is changed a couple of times
a week and is a good businessHbuilder,
especially when gay colors are in vogue
as they are this season, and when sports
millinery is the chief merchandise car-
ried.

Orchid, Jade, Pinks and Blues the Shades
Speaking of color, there are two shades

which are of leading importance this
Summer. They have been mentioned be-
fore in DRY GOODS REVIEW as good
prospects and the prophecy has been well
established. These shades are orchid and

Continued on page 61

Canadian Models—Illustrated

Here we have four interesting specimens of Summer millinery which have been desijjned and produced by Toronto milliners.

At the upper left hand corner is a shape which has proven very popular this Spring at the Murray-Kay store. It is brown
lisere straw with two handsome brown plumes at the back. This is called the Mitzi sailor; with slightly wider brim it

IS known as the Charlie Chaplin, and with narrower brim it is called the Mary Pickford. The beauty of this type of hat is

that with very slight rearrangement of the trimming as for youth or dignity the hat is quite suitable for a miss or a

matron. At the upper right hand corner is an artistic hat from Holt, Renfrew & Company. It is of navy blue glazed lisere

with sweeping lines to the brim and trimmed with dark brown georgette band and dark brown glycerined ostrich plume
Diaced flat on the brim with flanges forming a fringe over the edge of the brim. Miss Bennett, the head milliner at Holt.

Renfrew & Company, speaks well of this combination of dark brown for Fall, and, therefore, this model is decidedly :»n ad-

f^ance number.
At Stitt & Company, was noticed the model at the lower left hand corner. It is of woven mohair faced with black silk and
having a flat fitting band on top of pale pink khaki kool with ribbon in narrow F'rench blue picot edge, flowered design,
JHSsing over the crown and through the sides. The brown velvet poppies with black straw stem make original trimming.
The collar and cuff set accompanying is of organdie with val lace stitched with orchid shade silk.

Miss .Sims, at the Robert Simpson Comnany. is responsible for the clever set shown at the lower right hand side. It is

a combination of leghorn and gold cloth with a very effective desi^m in black brocade on the gold. The design of both hat
and baK are unusual and interesting.
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Fur Markets Firm
Balance of St. Louis Sales Showed Con-

tinued Advances—Totalled Largest

Sales in World

Results of the last three days of the

St. Louis fur sales (May 8, 9, 10) show,

as did the earlier part of the sale, as

reported in May DRY GOODS REVIEW,
considerable increases over the January

figures. New Zealand and Australian

rabbits brought 25% increase; opossum,

30%; skunk 20%; Alaska sealskins,

30%; blue fox, 60%; Fitch, 100%; leop-

ard and leopard cats, 20%; hair seals,

unchanged; mountain lion, unchanged;

kolinsky, 25% higher; house cats, 20%;
ringtail cats, 125%; Japanese fox, 15%;
Japanese marten, 50%; Japanese mink,

60% higher; flying squirrel, unchanged;

white hairs, unchanged; squirrels, 35%
higher; fisher, 80%; chinchilla, 20%;
chinchilla rats, unchanged; marmots, un-

changed; stone marten, 85% higher; dark

marten, 150% higher; pale and brown
marten, 100% higher; moles, 30%o

higher; silver fox, 25%; grey fox, un-

changed; white fox, 25% higher; Rus-

sian sables, 100% higher; Japanese sa-

bles, 75%; lynx, 30%; bear, 75%; swift

fox, 25% ; cross fox, 60%; red fox, 30%;
Australian fox, 10%; Paragon fox, un-

changed; Macedonian fox, 10% higher;

northern and northwestern wolf, 20%
higher; southern and southwestern, un-

changed; Patagonian kitt fox, 10%
higher; Argentine fox, 20% higher; Wal-
laby, 15%; nutria, unchanged; Austra-

lian ringtail opossum, 50% higher; Per-

sians, 25%; higher; broadtails, 10%;
wolverine, 50%; ermine, 25%; otter,

northern, 20%; southern, 10%,; mink,

50% ; lynx cat, 30% ; wild cat, unchanged;

raccoon, 15%, higher; beaver, 159^ ; New
Zealand rabbits and Australian rabbits,

25%; opossum, 30%; skunk, 20%; bad-

ger, unchanged; civets, 20% higher;

muskrats, 5% higher.

These remarkable results show the be-

lief of the trade, as represented at St.

Louis, in the continuance of present fur

values. Manufacturers, dressers and dy-

ers are all said to be working to capac-

ity. The total sales for the two weeks
were $10,998,838.

BIG FUR RESOURCES IN CANADA
When one considers that the Canadian

fur exports for the year ending March
31, 1918, was $8,792,413—more than
$3,000,000 of an increase over 1914—one
agrees with the Hon. Mr. Meighan, Min-
ister of the Interior, that the wild life

of Canada is one of our important re-

sources. In his official report published

recently he says:

"A large section of the Dominion is

valuable for its game and fur-bearing

animals more than it is for anything
else—indeed, to the utter exclusion of

anything else. That great stretch be-

tween the eastern bank of Hudson bay
and the Atlantic, on the one hand, and
the Mackenzie basin, on the other, is val-

uable for its fur-bearing resources; in

fact, as yet it is valuable for little else.

Canada is known as the great breeding
place of the wild fowl on this continent.

Our fur-bearing resources are also very
extensive in what are known as the bar-

ren lands of northern Canada, but which
are not in any sense barren lands. In

this district there are tremendous pos-

sibilities of greater fur-bearing—and,

indeed, meat-bearing—development. I

think it was Thompson-Seton who fixed

the number of caribou in that country
at very many millions, and that it was
Mr. Tyrell who referred to them as be-

ing like the sands of the sea, not capa-
ble of being numbered, but only to be
estimated numerically on a square-mile
basis. It is impossible to conceive that
we are not going to extend the geog-
raphy of Canada, so far as civilization

and utilization are concerned, nearer to

the Arctic and make use of these vast
domains which, while not comparable
with the rest of Canada, would, if prop-
erly administered, become an exceedingly

valuable asset among the natural re-

sources of the Dominion."

agreeably surprised at the splendid pic-

tures, the interest shown, and the re-

sults in increased sales. It was found
to be a good investment.

The Regina Silver Black Fox Company,
Limited, has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $200,000. The incorpora-

tors are Claude P. Ellis, S. R. Flanders,

W. W. Hall, all of Winnipeg, and the

registered office is Regina.

FURS IN FILMS

The Albert J. Brenton Company, re-

tail furriers of Winnipeg, Man., put into

operation a novel scheme of advertising.

A moving picture proprietor was com-
missioned to portray scenes in the city

park where mannequins were filmed in

the season's furs and fur coats. They
walked around and showed all the angles

of the coats to advantage, just as a lady

would examine such a coat in the store

before purchasing. The pictures were
shown in the leading motion picture

houses of Winnipeg. The firm was

FURRIERS AT HOME
A. J. Alexander, Ltd., Montreal, were

"at home" to their employees on May
10, in the new showroom. An interest-

ing program was given and a surprise
presentation of a bouquet of roses in a
cut glass vase was made to Mrs. Alex-
ander. The Ottawa and Halifax man-
agers were among the 150 present.

NEW PREMISES FOR LONDON FIRM
iSpittal Brothers, wholesale furriers,

etc., London, Ont., are moving this

month into new premises in the block
opposite the Tecumseh House. The ware-
house was purchased by Messrs. Spittal

Brothers several years ago, but the mil-

itia department utilized it during the

last few years of the war. Now the in-

terior is being entirely refitted.

HOLT, RENFREW REORGANIZED
The business of the Holt, Renfrew

Company has been taken over by a Mont-
real syndicate and reorganized with a

stock issue of $1,000,000 preferred and
$1,000,000 common, and a bond issue of

$225,000. Lome C. Webster will be pre-

sident, and on the board will be Sir

Robert Holt, A. E. Renfrew, J. W. Mc-
Connell, A. J. Brown, K.C., R B Lindsay
and W H. McWilliams of Winnipeg.

Holt, Renfrew and Co. is the largest

concern of its kind in operation in Can-
ada, having 'been founded in 1837. The
company has been one of the principal

factors in the development of the fur

trade in Canada^ and has built up a repu-

tation for itself in the handling of high-

class merchandise. Many years ago it

was appointed furriers to her late

Majesty Queen Victoria, and since that

time has continued to occupy this posi-

tion to each of the reigning sovereigns

of Great Britain and Ireland.

It owns one of the largest silver fox

farms in Canada. This is located a short

distance outside of Quebec City. In

addition the company operates a large

factory at Indian Lorette for the manu-
facture of Indian moccasins and snow-

shoes.

It has been announced that the com-

plete offering of $825,000 7 per cent, pre-

ferred stock was sulbscri'bed for and all

the securities placed in les? than three

days.



"Everything" Wanted in Furs
Practically Every Fur-bearing Animal Has a Role of Importance in Fashions of To-day

Short-haired Furs Gi\'en Preference.

"E
VERY kind of fur is being used

for some purpose or other," say

authorities in the trade. There

is a comparatively good sale of Sum-

mer furs in progress in Canadian cities,

and in the United States there is phen-

omenal demand for them, but interest is

centering mainly around next Fall's gar-

ments—and prices.

Coatees and novelty garments are, ac-

cording to style authorities, to be a lit-

tle longer than those brought out this

Spring, and will be, as far as possible,

modelled after the dolman styles, so

that a roomy, comfortable appearance

will be attained, and, incidentally, pro-

portionate prices will accompany. Most

of the novelty coatees come well down

to the hips, or below, and scarves are

very wide, usually looped up around the

arms in some dolman-like effect. Short-

haired furs are given preference gener-

ally, mole, Hudson seal, nutria, beaver,

and taupe squirrel, ail being in good de-

mand. Mink, skunk and opossum and

skunk-dyed opossum are liked for the

Fall neckwear. There is little change

in muffs, except that they are not pur-

chased in anything like the quantities

one might expect from the number of

neckpieces selling. The large cuffs and

pockets seem to do away with real need

for a muff, and many women would

rather have some additional feature on

the coat or coatee, than sacrifice it for

a muff.

While there is a good deal of talk in

Montreal and Toronto of the shorter

coat—38 to 40 inches, rather than 45

inches—^being accepted, the demand in

the Eastern and Western provinces calls

almost entirely for the full 45-inch

length, well-lined and with a deep shawl

collar. Belts, as last year, will largely

be a matter of individual choice on the

long coats; for coatees, belts are usually

shown, though there are some distinctly

new numbers modelled on the lines of

the box-coat of this Summer—^neat,

straight, about 34 oi 36 in. length, wide

sleeves, wide and deep shawl collar.

The call for mu?krat continues so

keen that manufacturers are endeavor-

ing to launch less costly substitutes, and

are pushing them rather strongly. It is

wonderful how many fine furs the hum-
ble house cat and the common rabbit are

responsible for. They find themselves

called beaver, nutria, mole, seal, squir-

rel, and what not. It seems as if the

ralbbit, as well as the cat, is now en-

dowed with "nine lives."

SUMMER SEASON MEETS WITH
SUCCESS

(Continued from page 58)

jade. Of course there are deeper and

fainter tones of these shown also, but the

shades suggested by the two names are

the ones which are "le dernier cri."

One wonders whether the hairdressers

did not have a conference with the mil-

linery designers in regard to the colors

to be featured for Summer, for what
could be more charming than either light

green or orchid when one's hair is "done"

in the henna shade which is the ambition

of every smart young lady these days?

Besides, these tints are of very cool ap-

A short coat for the coming season made
of Hudson Seal and squirrel, 30 inches

long. Shown by Laberge, Chevalier & Co.,

Montreal.

pearance and so are inclined to subdue
the «ffect of henna hair in the "dog
days."

There is no end of delicate pinks—shell

pink, flesh, apple blossom, rose, and coral
—also blues, maize, white, champagne
and sunset, and in silks they are com-
bined with lace, tulle, maline, georgette
and organdie in varied and beautiful ef-

fects, or these fabrics are shown in the
popular colors without any other ma-
terial added. For the sunny days the
wide brims are being selected almost ex-
clusively. Some very delightful gingham
check organdies with parasol to match
are shown, and other Summ.er hats are
good. Black and white effects are likely

to be good in July and August. New
York is showing a great many of them
now, leg-horns are in big demand, some
with colored crowns or facing.

Low round crowns, drooping brims,
some slightly mushroom shapes and some
with short backs are liked at present
though Paris decrees she has done with
the short backs and is having her hats
slightly elongated from front to back or
from side to side.

Taffeta hats are growing in favor.
Many are worn at Atlantic City in navy
blue and some all white, quite plain, are
worn.
A few suggestions are out for Fall

despite the efforts of the trade to keep
them back. Some of the suggestions are
from Paris, of course, and Paris will

have its way. They speak well of coq
feathers combined with bands of black
hackle, also velvet combined with tulle

and velvet and panne. Marie Guy is

producing a series of mushroom shapes
with brims of tulle and draped round
crowns of velvet and panne which are
brought down to finish in ear ends at
the right 'i-ase of the crown. She is also

using horsehair and sewn leghorn to

make these brims with velvet crowns.
Her best colors are natural leghorn ' or
liorsehair, with blue, black or brown vel-

vet crowns, or brown tulle with velvet

to ma*:ch.

Talbot is making some tailored kid

hats with crow-ns trimmed in cut-out kid

flowers, quite a new idea. The kid hats
are chiefly in black, navy, brown, green
and white.

The trade is discussing the possibili-

ties of navy again for Fall after its

phenomena] sales this Spring. Its popu-

larity for part of the season at least,

looks good.

There is every likelihood of good vel-

vets being a little more plentiful this

Fall than last, since the Hun has not

been spreading them on the bottom of

the sea as was done in the Spring of

1919 when shipments were on their way
to Canada.
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GAGE Ml^CltviSDL^': featuring Mid-

Slimmer and Early Fall Stylesi is now on

display in both our Cliicago and New York
efttablisliments. W<- solicit your patronage..

Why Kxperiinent?

Hay Gdfie Ihils,

N«nv York

Furs Dyed in All the
Newest Shades

FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Paul St. - Montreal

Mathematics
PROBLEM:

To dispose of, or to obtain some-

thing or someone.

SOLUTION :

A Dry Goods Review Condensed Ad.

COST:
Five cents per word per insertion.

Ten cents extra per insertion for

box number.

RESULTS:
Just what you were looking for.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Avenue

.TORONTO
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Jor the Fan of 1919
n conformity with our usual advance information

we announce fascinating, new and uncommonly
beautiful silks developed in the following

MALLINSON'C
, . 1 Silks de Luxe O

PussyWillow ' PussyWillowSatin
in prints and plains

PussyWillowMeteor
IndestructibleVoile

sheer as cobweb ' ' strong as broadcloth

f ChinchillaSatin
~^— for all tailored purposes

[)ovedown
y the chiffon duvetyn

Kunisi-Kumsa '
' Dew-Kist

^s^^jsss^both adaptable for evening and street

"Satin Sonata
p the ideal slenderising silk

Dream-Mist
a crepy tissue in chameleon effects

{All Trade mark names)

^LLINSON Sf COMPANY. INC
"The new silks first"

MADISON AVENUE
3Irt STREET
NEW YORK

GEORGE DAWSON, Canadian Representative 516 New Birks Bldg., Montreal, Canada
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HOSIERY HIGH
Very Slight Concession to Buyers in

Present Conditions

Reports from overseas indicate that

hosiery prices will show no decline for

some time to come. Indeed, a short time
ago there was an increase of ten per

cent, in a number of lines. Deliveries,

according to some manufacturers'
agents, seen by DRY GOODS REVIEW,
are not at all assured. One agent for

several British firms stated that he had
sold a number of orders from some new
samples that came over, but the best he
could say to the buyers was that they
might expect delivery in six months.
These goods included both "union" and
all-wool cashmere hosiery for ladies.

While little is heard of easier prices,

there is one significant change that is

observed by importers: that is, in most
cases British mills do not insist on con-

firmation of the order at the price quot-

ed. It is not long since every order that

was taken by a Canadian representative

of a large British manufacturer had to

be confirmed as to price by the mill,

while in many cases all contracts were
subject to the price obtaining at the time

of shipment or delivery. This is altered

now, and this in itself is a sure indica-

tion that the time of mercurial rises in

woollen goods is considered at an end.

Not that this is any guarantee that there

will be no increases further—on the con-

trary many think, these will still come,

but they will be timed in such a way as

to allow the salesman overseas to take

orders for goods at th^ price the mills

quoted last, and all the orders he takes

will be filled at the contract prices. Any
cabled changes will not apply to the or-

ders already written. This is something
of a concession to the buyer who is wor-

ried over the steady maintenance of high

prices.

KNIT GOODS NOTES
A great scarcity of silk hosiery is re-

ported, and prices are looked to to go
higher as 's the case with silk fabrics.

Fibre silk, too, is very high.

Increases in the price of yarn that is

used for cashmere hosiery are looked to

to hold the price of this line even higher

than it is now. While some British mills

accept orders taken by their Canadian
representatives at the prices in their

hands at the time, some others demand
that these be confirmed afterwards by
the mill before it goes through at the

contract price.

SPECULATION
As to Underwear and Hosiery Prices

for Spring, 1920

Wholesalers and retailers alike are
looking forward with keen interest to

the opening of prices on hosiery and
underwear by the Canadian mills for the
Spring of 1920. At the time of writing
it is understood there is a general agree-
ment among the mills to submit prices

at the same time. In the case of hosiery
some buyers are expecting the opening
a little after the middle of June, but a

prominent hosiery buyer is of the opinion

that hosiery prices will not be available

until after July 4. This uniformity in

time is a result of an effort on the part

of the buyers to have all the various

samples and price lists ready at the one
time so that their choice may he the

more readily made. There is also the

I)oint of view of the mills, for this sea-

son is as uncertain in relation to the

future condition of the market, especial-

ly cotton, as it was at the height of the

war. Thus the mills will be "showing
their hands" at the same time.

Will prices be lower or higher than
last Spring? That is a question that
will only 'be answered when the prices

are actually available. iSome of the mills

do not know at this time what they will

do; they are as much in the dark as
their customers. For a while it was
taken for granted that cotton prices

must be a great deal below the 1919 list.

Textile lines had dropped; the Canadian
mills both in fabrics and in yarns quoted
20, 25, even 30 and 35 ,per cent, lower,

but the last few weeks have brought a

new turn of events. The textile prices

are rising; raw cotton with a greater

domestic and export demand, and smal-

ler crops, is advancing, and 40 cents and
even higher is being talked of for raws.

What can the cotton underwear or

hosiery mills do in the face of advancing
markets ?

For all that, it is the consensus of

opinion among buyers seen by DRY
Continued on page 65

A New Smock
Smock of cherry colored wool
jersey with white crocheted
buttons and white piping. This
panel style of neck opening is

shown frequently on Summer
slip-oversi. The charming black
straw hat has crown of cherry
colored wool jersey, also border
facing of it, and clusters of
cherries for trimming.



Underwear and Hosiery Prices Firm
Mills Busy—Fine \\'ools Scarce—Insufficient Labor Still—Everything Points to Some Scar-

city of Underwear and Hosiery Suitable for Canadian Consumption—Prices High.

MANUFACTURERS of underwear
and knitted goods were never so

busy as they are at present.

Their plants are running to capacity,

and as one big manufacturer of sweater

coats stated recently to DRY GOOODS
REVIEW, "We are never caught up on

orders." There appears to be plenty of

demand, and some of the factories state

they could employ many more hands if

they could secure them. There are still

openings in this trade for the employ-

ment of many more women than are at

present working, and the securing of ad-

ditional help would be appreciated by
many employers, as a means of speeding

up the work. Rumanian and Belgian

orders have done much to increase the

between-season business for Canadian

mills, manufacturing underwear and

other knitted goods, such as sweater

coats and similar lines. They are kept

steadily busy. While the labor situation

shows considerable improvement over

the period prior to the signing of the

armistice, there are still problems to

be faced, as everyone is aware, in the

way of the demands for higher wages

and shorter working hours. Thus there

is still an unsettled condition in the

labor market, and a normal state does

not yet exist. A representative of one

of the leading Canadian mills speaks

with great confidence of the future for

Canadian-made goods. He considers that

goods manufactured in the Dominion

have proved their worth, during the war
years, and are now in the market to

stay, and buyers in an increasing num-
ber of instances agree with him.

The general consensus of opinion

among manufacturers and their agents

is that there will be a great scramble

for goods, that is for underwear and

knitted goods, in the coming Fall, on the

part of Canadian dealers. While indus-

try is now extremely active from the

manufacturers' standpoint, placing or-

ders from the wholesale houses have

been below the figures for a year ago.

Orders for delivery next Fall have all

been placed, and they are light in com-
parison with other years. This is said

to be due to the attitude of the retailer.

The average merchant in the country
has been holding off, and has given very
sparingly, in the way of business for

future delivery. He has been possessed

of the idea that prices are going to de-

cline, and therefore it was not his in-

tention to load up with high priced

goods. Business has been good with
him this Spring, and he is cleaning his

shelves of goods bought at war-time
levels. He will not be caught with goods

that he will have to sell at a loss. In

conversation with representative buyers
of leading retail houses, they all agreed
with the manufacturer that placing or-

ders had been very light. "We are not

taking any chances," remarked one to

the DRY GOODS REVIEW. "Just at

present we have fairly heavy stocks of

both light and heavy underwear, and we
certainly are not going to stock up with
high priced goods. Any buying we will

do will be on a hand-to-mouth basis,

until the market becomes more normal."
The majority of the big retail shops,

according to their buyers, are well pre-

pared to meet any possible shortage in

the Fall.

Fall Deliveries May be Retarded by
Rush of Orders

All of which is good reasoning, manu-
facturers state, if there was any imme-
diate prospect of a falling market. Such
is not yet in sight, and when the mer-
chants throughout the country find in

the Fall that their stocks of these par-

ticular lines are not sufficient for their

trade, there will be a wild endeavor to

secure supplies, when the cold weather
comes on, and consumers are eager for

warmer clothing. Some manufacturers
believe that there might be a scarcity

next October, and, as one stated, their

goods for delivery in the Autumn will

show advances of from five to twenty
per cent, over quotations of the preced-

ing year. There has been nothing to

indicate lower values on wool for the

next year at least, and recent sales have
shown gains of as much as ten per cent,

over the Government price. In fact

some of the Canadian knitting mills are
complaining of a shortage of factory
yarns and wools. Prices are now con-

siderably higher than they were early

in the year. Because of the difficulty of

placing orders for Fall last Winter and
early in the Spring, the mills, of course,

were not operating extensively. Orders
were placed one month later this year
than is usual. The apparent result, of

course, has been curtailed production in

the first year, and the feeling among
manufacturers is that when the rush
comes on next October supplies will not

be sufficient to meet the demand.
"People even now write in ordering

goods to-day and want them delivered

to-morrow, but it can't be done," said

the manager of one mill to DRY GOODS
REVIEW.
There seems to be only one opinion

in regard to prices, and that is that they

will see no lower levels this year. The
position of the raw wool market is very

strong. Some jobbers state that prices

on goods to be delivered in the Spring
of 1920 will not see easier levels. As
long as there is the present insatiable

demand for wool, and everything points
to a continuation of the same, the mar-
ket will remain very firm, is the opinion
of the average manufacturer.

UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY
(Continued from page 64)

GOODS REVIEW early in June that the
new prices should show a slight decline.
This idea is based on general principles
rather than on arguments; on the theory
mainly that prices must go down in the
course of the next few months because
they cannot possibly stay up. One buyer
went on to declare that the mills would
have quantities of cotton yarns ready
for next Spring's goods, although this

anticipates the average mill by some
months.

Upward Tendency in Hosiery
In hosiery, the demand at the present

time is chiefly for silk and cotton lines.

Further advances are reported on both
cashmere and mercerized yarns, and the
stronger market in raw silk is having its

influence on silk lines. Some manufac-
turers' representatives have stated that
Fall prices already announced may have
to be revised, and the tendency will be
upwards. Sorting orders are reported
very good in hosiery, in principally the
silk and cotton kind. Speaking to the
manager of one of Toronto's large de-
partmental stores, the DRY GOODS
REVIEW representative was informed
that at present there is scarcely any de-
mand for cashmere hose, the inquiry be-
ing all for silk lines. If cashmere hose
were at all in demand, prices would be
more than double what they are now.
As it is, a line of cashmere hose that
before the war sold at 50 cents per pair,

is now selling at $1.25. The cheapest
cashmere hose of real good quality is

now retailing around $2.75. Quotations
on silk hose will continue high for a long
time, and to substantiate the statement
the manager of this department store

quoted from a recent letter which he
received from a big importer, as follows:

"Prices are now at the lowest point

they will be for many months, if not

years. Present prices are based on the

old schedule of hours and wages. Knit-

ters are now receiving a twenty per

cent, increase in wages and a forty-

eight hour week. Consequently new ad-

vances have already started in hosiery."

Production in the big factories in

Philadelphia was necessarily curtailed

by the strike of the employees that ex-

tended over a period of fourteen weeks.
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Advertising
Buster BroAvn Stockings
Across Canada

1,529,000 readers, from coast to coast, will be

reached by Buster Brown advertising in the next

few months.

They will learn that Buster Brown Stockings wear longer

—because we make them to stand the rough and tumble of

the average boy. That they cOvSt less in the end because of

this.

They will learn that these stockings are neat and well-

fitting—suitable for all occasions.

And they will want Buster Brown Stockings for their

boys.

Have you a good supply on hand? Can you meet the

demand now?

Take advantage of this compelling campaign. Put in

a window display. Place them on your counter. Buster

Brown Stockings will bring you profitable trade.

Free Cuts
We will supply free electros of the illustrations used in

our advertisements for use in your local paper. Proofs

may be obtained by addressing the advertising department,

Chipman-Holton Knitting Company, 184 Bay Street, To-

ronto, Ont.

Order Buster Brown Stockings from your wholesaler.

Get these free cuts and watch for our advertising in your

town. Then draw the trade to your store by advertising

yourself.

The Chipman-Holton Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont.—Mills also at Welland

^m&^^
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Pretty, Attractive Pullovers
CEATURE the Bentro Knit range. The model Illustrated is No. 1325, made in any

•' combination of two of the following colors:—White, (Copenhagen, Sky, Navy, Royal,

Maroon, Old Rose, Scarlet, Mauve, Pink, Silver, Pearl, Oxford, Straw, Tan, Seal Brown,

Khaki, Purple, Nile Green, Paddy Green, Orange, Black. Shade of collar given as

second color.

Send for copy of catalogue illustrating complete summer range, or send an open order and

show Bentro Knit lines for June, July and August selling.

The Williams-Trow Knitting Company
Limited

Stratford - Canada

J. M. ROBERTSON & CO.,

Toronto.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

J. B. TROW & CO., O'BRIEN, ALLEN & CO.

Montreal. Winnipeg

A. J. SNELL, Vancouver.

A. AL AIOUAT & CO,

Calgary.
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The Fame of The Name
DISTINCTIVE

FEATURES

TAILORED

EFFECTS
Brand

Und erwear
The Brand that is different

If you want an easy-selling line of Underwear get HARVEY Brand. It is

recommended because of its ability to meet the full needs of your customers.

Among the large assortment we carry, there is the ever-popular New Mode
Drop-Seat Combinations.

Stock HARVEY Brand—it will give you a real chance to supply your custom-

ers with the underwear satisfaction they seek.

These Agents carry a complete range of samples.

Western Provinces : II. P. Lang, 462 Indian
Rd., Toronto, Ont.

Ontario: J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda St.,

Toronto.

AGENTS:
Quebec: P. C. Adair, 318 King's Hall Bldg.,

591 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal. Que.

Maritime Provinces : F. S. White, St.

Stephen. N.B.

HARVEY KNITTING COMPANY
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

99
Remember—there is no low
grade or cheap ''CEETEE"
—only the very highest

grade and best quality un-
derclothing bears the famous

"CEETEE SHEEP" trademark.
If'you are catering to the best trade in your district you must sell "CEETEE"
Forordinary underwear you will-find TURNBULL'S brand at least the equal of any made in Canra MADE 0»

THE PURE WOOL _
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

The C. TurnbuII Company, of Gait, Limited
Also manufacturers of TURNBULL'S Ribbed Underwear for ladies and children, and TURNBULL'S "M" Bands for infants

CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEcree

Special Values In

ALL WOOL SERGES
in the GREY or DYED

INqUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING

10 VICTORIA STREET. MONTREAL

One Dollar or So
will make your wants known across the

continent through the condensed ad.

column of Dry Goods Review. The

charge is only 2 cents per word per in-

sertion. If replies are directed to a box

number add 5 cents extra.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue

TORONTO
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BATHING
SUITS

You know the Zimmerknit reputation for style, tit and finish

and you will find these qualities strongly pronounced in this

season's line of bathing suits. A full range of prices and
large variety of colors. Order your stock early. Be prepared
for the bathing season trade.

We will gladly send you a supply ot our beautiful color dis-

play material upon request.

ZIMMERMAN RELIANCE, LIMITED
HAMILTON CANADA

T^ >j<-
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How Women are Told About

BALLANTYNE
Knitted vvear for Summer vvear

TN a list of leading Canadian newspapers the attention

-- of women is being directed to Ballantyne Knitted

Wear for Summer Wear. They are being told the name
by which they can secure summer knitted coats and slip-

ons of modish style and superior quality. The retail

merchant who sells Ballantyne

Knitted Wear has but to show

these goods in his windows and

display the Ballantyne show card

to secure the benefit of this pub-

licity. Ballantyne advertising will

attract attention. In co-operation

with the sales efforts of retail mer-

chants, it will secure the business

for the retailers that the style and

quality of these garments merit.

„ Greatly
Simplifies Shopping

y 1„ buymg kn.tted we ^„a

The h,gh <1''''''>\°'
„d ,he .tnVmg

The Caimenl in me v

Devon

,,yle, inttoduced lo'

season.

AA for BollonlV"'''

a',0.,
Dealer.

B.M.B.».o.,-.l-"i<-'

S„.lf.ra.On..«
R. M. BALLANTYNE, Limited

STRATFORD, ONTARIO
^-r

I The Popular Slip-on
'" Cjphia,,„c Nr^ •^,..1.. ,-'C Ne„ Styles Fea,„e<,

BalUntyne Knitted Wear
'OT Summer Wear

'or Wu

andl, ")}"'" ">'"''"

° "" new Balla„,y„
-'"P-oni for il,,. .
i..;ii , •ummer

Shown here ,j ,(,,

Summer/ee
A Ballantyne Sl.p.on

Nun be, 22.

new "bT °' '^' """y
"'

,
B.,lanty„e „y|„

"'<'' "> the season-, Uv.""" color, and ,. ha. ,h,
0"t.land,„g

Balla„,y„,

'"'"•I' and malenal.
.

'•I' U, flallonliin,;

^1 Your Deal,,,

" M B.(l..„„,
li,.,^^

"'•"-J, 0.„.,i.

a"J ChilJ,

A Summer Necessity

Ballantyne Knitted Wear

for Summer Wear

for Men. Women and Children

Smart. serviceable. comfortable,

these knitted coals and slip-ons are a

necessary part of this summer 5 ward

robe The coat pictured here is the

Airdrie
A Ballantyne Knitted Coal

Number 410S

Not )ujt a knitted coal, but a Dul-

/un/vne knitted coat, which means the

newest and best m style, plus the well-

known Ballantyne qualities of superior

making and materials.

Many styles to choose from, each

ol them distinctive

A>lt for Bolhnliinc;

'^'%^ Al Yout Dc<,hr>.

R. M. Builinlrne. Limited

Sir.llord.Ont.r.o

•*'l

^::^„a,.on
*o- *'

Margate

Nooi*"' 1*

Thcw,---:;::.

.be home o. w ^~^^^„

one o( the
^,„, and

met-

^, Your De-1'"
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HOSIERY
of Real Merit

Are you looking for a line of Hosiery
that you can enthusiastically, confi-

dently recommend to your customers,
knowing that its quality is unquestion-
able, its durability certain, and the
comfort-ensuring features unexcelled?

HOSIERY
is what you are looking for.

Reinforced, fashioned to fit without a wrinkle,

seamless, and with that evenness of weave,
and beauty of finish, that are always appre-
ciated

—

Circle-Bar Hosiery will prove satis-

factory in every detail.

Satisfactory goods bring- you permanent cus-
tomers.

Stock Circle-Bar Hosiery for Women—in Cash-
mere, Silk and Cotton. Men—in Cashmere,
Silk and Cotton. Children—in Cashmere, Mer-
cerized and Cotton.

The Circle Bar Knitting Co.
LIMITED

Kincardine Ontario

Underwear

Only One Quality

THE BEST
Is your Fall stock complete?

Indications show us that the out-

look for Fall business could not be
better. You will "hiake largely in-

creased Underwear sales, providing
you have a line of Underwear that

will commend itself by its obvious
superiority.

You cannot offer anything better

than ATLANTIC Underwear—with
that soft, downy finish that counts
so much for comfort and satisfac-

tion.

ATLANTIC Underwear is tailored

to fit the form, and always retains

its fit until worn out.

ATLANTIC Underwear is unshrink-
able, the pure Maritime Wool used
having been naturally treated by
Atlantic breezes.

ATLANTIC Underwear has un-
equalled wearing qualities, which
combined with its reasonable price,

render it the best value obtainable.

Get your share of the increased
Underwear Sales this Fall, and re-

tain that business permanently by
stocking Atlantic Underwear.

Atlantic Underwear, Limited

Moncton, N.B.
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t (George
BRAND

WRITE
US

TODAY

If you want the best, insist on
ST. GEORGE BRAND-

SCOTCH KNITS,
HEAVY WOOL RIBS,
FINE ELASTIC

Combinations and two-piece.

In spite of perverse trade con-
ditions, and the sub equent
offering of substitutions and
inferior products in Under-
wear lines to an unprecedented
extent, we are proud to say
that our pre-war quality in

"WOOLNAP" Garments has
been steadily maintained
throughout.

Furthermore, our product of
today is BETTER than in pre-
war times.

We are anxious to have you
compare the "WOOLNAP"
garment with other lines on the
market. We know you will be
convinced that it has no super-
ior.

Immediate attention should be
given the selection of your Fall
stock.

NOW is the best time to buy.

The Schofield Woolen Company
Limited

Oshawa Canada
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Peerless Is Dependable
People depend on Peerless for quality, service, attractive styles and per-

fect fitting.

Peerless trade is constant. Dealers appreciate the security of demand.
A display of Peerless Underwear is attractive—welcome and sure to

bring results.
^-^

I

MOODlE^g
Peerless Underwear

COMPANY, LIMITED

Controlled By

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited
Hamilton. Ontario

BE WISE

Get in your Fall Stock NOW
and obtain unlimited choice and best prices. The outlook
for Fall business is extremely bright. Prepare to fill the
needs of brisk buying.
Stock Canadian goods, attractively priced, and warranted to

give thorough satisfaction.
See our samples of
ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR

FINE CASHMERE
JERSEYS AND SWEATERS

TWEEDS AND ETOFFES. ETC.
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS.

Mitchell Woollen Co.
Limited

MITCHELL. ONTARIO

Mapl( TRADES ^Ic^ARK i—iGdl

MADE BY
^tHteODERlCH KNITTING CO

HOSIERY
Worthy in every way of the Emblem it bears, the pride of
Canada—the Maple Leaf.
A Canadian line of all-wool hosiery that will give complete
satisfaction in every detail.

Send f»r samples or see our Representative

Goderich Knitting Co., Limited
GODERICH, ONT.

Th(

RegiatMwl No. 202.80:

THE HALLMARK OF

HaiimQin Comfort and Durability

at HiniiDQm Cost.

First In the Field and Still Leading.

Mad* on the QRADUATBD PRINCIPLE.
and starting with TWO THREADS in th$

TOP, it IncroasM in WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES at it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

mm AOME or perfeotiom in footvuear.

To b* had from any of the Leading Wholesale

Dry Qoods Houses. '*
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There's Double Satisfaction

to the merchant who offers to

his trade the wide variety of

hosiery the Penmans line af-

fords. Not only is he certain

that the most critical demands
for style and color will be

more than satisfied, but that

there will be no "come-back"

as to wearing quality.

In these days of the multi-

plicity of brands in all lines

-of merchandise, it must surely

be worth much to find under
one well-known name so wide
a range of knitted goods as is

offered by P e n m a n s. In
hosiery alone Penmans covers

the utmost in value from the

coarsest heavy sock to the

sheerest of men's hose.

''THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE"
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HOW TO PUT THE "TURN" IN "TURN-OVER"—
Sell

BEAVER BRAND
Fleece-Lined Underwear

For Men and Boys

A Canadian line of Underwear that will

prove its merit in quality and durability

—bringing you ready sales and per-

manent customers.

BEAVER KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED
ALTON - ONTARIO

Ontario and Western Canada

R. R. DAVIS
33 Melinda St. Toronto

Selling Agents:

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St. Montreal

"DODS KNIT" BRAND
Heavy Elastic and Flat Knit

UNDERWEAR
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Combinations and Two-piece Suits.

Reliable, durable garments that will

give satisfaction in every detail.

DODS KNITTING CO., LIMITED
ORANGEVILLE - ONTARIO

Ontario and Western Canada

R. R. DAVIS
33 Melinda St. : Toronto

Selling Agents:

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St. : Montreal
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DRESS AOGESSOBIES

BERTHAS AND JABOT GILETS
These Are Two New Prospects in Neckwear—Dainty

Transparent Effects to Remain Strong During
Hot Weather.

FOR the next month or even longer,

authorities in the neckwear trade
believe that the fine transparent

lacey effects w^ill prevail. Just now
these types are prevailing in New York,
Montreal, and Toronto. There is a dif-

ference of opinion among the manufac-
turers as to the importance of colored
neckwear. There is no doubt among
them, of course, that white is selling-

best, but some are finding colors going
rather well also. Those who do, include

mauve, blue, and maize as the important
shades. Organdie is very popular at
present. Both in sets and vestees organ-
die is profusely trimmed with val lace

and insertion, and in some cases with
dainty net frills. White cotton nets
made up in similar fashions with many
frills are also popular just now. There
are some attractive designs in combin-
ations of net and oriental lace also.

A New Ruffling

Pleatings which had such a strong run
a few weeks ago are quiet now, but
there is a feeling that these will revive
with the early fall and be used to some
extent on the late Summer or early Fall

suits in September and October. There
is a new ruffling just being shown which
strikes a new note. It is white georg-
ette as wide as eight inches, with a hem-
stitched edge. This will be quite note-

worthy giving a bertha effect on dresses.

The designers for one or two of the

largest neckwear houses believe that

fussy effects in gilets and even in fancy
ja.bots will be quite the thing for Fall.

"Even the vests," they said, "will have a

sort of soft jabot effect in many cases."

There is a tendency in New York too

for the frilling or pleating to develop

into very wide lacey effects, almost like

berthas. These will be used of course

with the round neck finishes on dresses.

Organdie and net fichus are also com-
ing into notice for dresses. Some of

them are quite deep and bear a tendency

towards berthas. It is some years

since bertha effects have been in vogue,
and therefore it is felt that the public

is ready for them.
Piques are selling fairly well at pre-

sent and tuxedo satins are regular staple

lines. From the above it will be seen

that there are no special styles favoured
in neckwear, square and round sailors

being equally strong. In tuxedos the

newest tendency is for them to extend
well down to the waist. In fact these

long collars are quite a feature with one
or two houses. They are made of

organdie, satin, pique, or net.

During the first two or three weeks
in May, neckwear departments were
rather quiet owing to the extremely
hot weather, especially in Ontario and
towards the East. The last week in

May and the first week in June, however,

business looked up considerably, and a

strong activity was felt in retail depart-

ments generally. There is a feeling

that if the warm weather continues, the

activity will keep up throughout the

summer. Repeats are already coming
in in these dainty lines which have been

described.

LEATHER BAGS
The outstanding feature in leather

bags comes as somewhat of a surprise

to a good many merchants. The can-

teen bag was brought out last winter

as a novelty. In fact, it appeared at

many of the fashion parades early last

Fall, and since then has been looked

upon as purely a show piece. It was
variously interpreted at intervals since,

as to size and color and fitting. Never-
theless, until not more than a couple of

weeks ago retailers did not think of ac-

cepting it.

In that time, however, women seemed
to have come to a realization of the fact

that they had been carrying the same
kind of purse for several seasons, and
with their new Summer frocks it is time

they had some sort of a new accessory

in the way of a leather bag. Conse-
quently they now take to the new med-
ium size canteen.

One of the largest manufacturers re-

marked to DRY GOODS REVIEW that

he had sent a dozen of these bags to

a Halifax customer simply as samples.

The Halifax merchant sent back half of

them saying that they were used only

as display, and that it was with diffi-

culty that he was endeavoring to sell

the half dozen that he kept. Hardly
had the returned half dozen reached

their destination, when a sudden call

arose from the women who had seen the

displays in the store, and substantial

orders were placed for these bags with
repeats very shortly afterwards. This

condition has been found to prevail in a

great many places.

The canteen bags seem to be displayed

so far in various colors, including both
light and dark. One firm is making a

range which retails at $5.00 each, but the

average price perhaps is around $6.00

or $7.00. Many of course go very much
higher with elaborate fittings.

Fall ranges are not yet quite complete,

but they include flat purses chiefly, also

canteen bags, and a number of handsome
silk models.

It will be remembered that the canteen

bag is a stiffly finished deep oval, box

shape with hinged lid and strap handle.

It is covered on the outside with grain-

ed or plain leather, with the top slightly

padded sometimes. Inside it is lined

smoothly with dainty silk of which there

are also "wall" pockets to hold mirror,

change purse, powder puff, pen knife,

gold pencil or whatever more or less

fittings there may be. There is no doubt

about it being an interesting novelty in

the way of style.

GLOVES
A New Line to be Offered for Fall

Prior to the year 1914 chamoisette

gloves were solely the product of Ger-

man labor. It was impossible for others

to compete with the Germans, owing to

their system of sweated labor. But

when war eliminated German products,

Canadians, along with the peoples of

Great Britain, France and the United

States, were not slow to meet the de-

mands of the public. Especially is the

importance of the industry felt when
one considers that there are 24 separate

operations in the production of a cham-
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oisette glove, and only rarely does an

operator learn more than one of the 24.

There are in Canada firms turning out

extensive ranges and fine qualities of

chamoisette gloves. Indeed they have

succeeded in placing on the market a

glove generally conceded to be superior

in texture, wave and finish to the Ger-

man article. This result has only been

obtained, of course, after much hard

work, study, experiments and great ex-

pense. It is gratifying to know, how-
ever, that the result is a success, with

every characteristic of permanency.

These newer gloves are woven by a pro-

cess which is claimed to maintain the

shape without shrinking or sagging.

New Duplexing Process

One Toronto glove firm has just re-

cently installed a duplexing machine for

comfbining two pieces of cloth, back to

back, so that the "inside" has the same
face as the '"outside." The process is

accomplished by a kind of paste which
does not stiffen the fabric and maintains

its elasticity, at the same time giving

an even surface and the advantage of

two thicknesses of material. This al-

lows the production of lined gloves at

the same labor expense as the single

fabric glove, which is obviously a great

saving for Winter weights.

Duplexed gloves in all the popular

colors are to be placed on the market
for Fall sales, and will, no doubt, be of

considerable interest to buyers.

Materials of all kinds can be du-

plexed in the same way as the glove

fabric, silk to ?,\W, silk to cloth, silk to

leather, cloth to cloth, cloth to velvet,

etc., and the tendency for one side to

stretch more than the other, where they

are only joined at the seams, is elimin-

ated. It should be a process of much
value for a variety of purposes.

THE RARE KID GLOVE!
A steady advance in kid gloves during

the next two years is predicted by a well-

known glove manufacturer in New York.
This advance is due, he says, entirely to

the fact that glove making is now an
art, rather than an industry. Labor
must be paid accordingly, and the sup-
ply of skins is so materially reduced that
in fashionable quality merchandise
higher prices will undoubtedly prevail.

NOTTINGHAM LACE TRADE
At a meeting of the Nottingham

Chamber of Commerce a prominent
manufacturer defended the lace trade
against the disparaging statements
which have lately been made about the
quality of the material produced by Not-
tingham firms. He said that it was de-

plorable that such a sweeping denun-
ciation should have been uttered. It was
quite true that the city had done a lot

of trade in low grade goods, but that
was because manufacturers had had to

compete with low i^rade stuff produced
elsewhere. To say that Nottingham was
devoting herself entirely to making rub-
bish was an undeniable condemnation.

TRIMMINGS
Bright colors, things that glitter, and

frills and fluffiness seem to be of para-
mount importance for Fall dresses, espe-
cially those for afternoon and evening
occasions. There are all sorts of bril-

liant and beautiful silks and net coming
over from France and from the United
States for Fall, showing a great deal of

embroidery and richly colored and tinted

patterns. Especially popular for even-

ing wear are the metallic embroideries.

These have been steadily increasing in

favor since the armistice was signed

and people seem not yet to have been
appeased in their desire for things that

glitter and shine. One importer has a

line of bright colored silk nets, such as

cerise, turquoise, emerald, etc., which are

daintily emibroidered in deep lacey pat-

tern of white on the color, suitable for

dresses, but while these are novel and
very pretty they are not so popular as

the metallic embroidery, either on crepe

or net so far.

Steel and gold beads have also been
taken up almost to the limit of supply,

and they are reported to be very diffi-

cult to obtain for Fall delivery.

The demand all over the world for

crope de chines and georgettes for even-

ing and party gowns is no doubt respon-

sible for the firm prices for these fabrics.

Indeed georgette crepes advanced 15c a

yard in ten days last month. Ninons
too have gone up 10 per cent, in the same
time. An order from just one jobber

in England, in May, went to France for

5000 pieces of georgette crepe, which
was placed at a value of $250,000. This

gives some faint idea of the keen call

for these materials, and is by no means
the only extremely large consumer of

these fabrics. The whole world seems to

be clamoring for party things.

Fringes and tassels just attained the
height of their popularity with the close

of the winter, and were carried into

Spring styles to some extent. This fash-

ion will no doubt extend into Fall, for

the early months at least, but it is doubt-
ful whether these trimmings will have
the same run later as they had in the

latter part of last winter. Then comes
always the proviso "it depends on what
Paris brings out."

Val laces, including the roimd hole

vals, and also filet laces are very active.

The neckwear trade is taking up a large

quantity of them, and blouses for Sum-
mer are consuming a considerable quan-

tity. There seems to be some departure

too from the tendency towards tailored

silk undergarments, and the substitution

of more fanciful lace and insertion-trim-

med garments. In fact the demand for

fine laces of all sorts is so active and

the mills so busy that the resulting mar-
ket conditions show advances upwards.

Shado^v laces and flouncings are placed

among the good possibilities for Fall,

but until Paris gets back seriously to

work there is no banking except on the

things that are already ipopular. Paris

may decide to wear shadow laces for

both party frocks and underslips.

"Buy at home" campaigns are being

carried on at various centres. Some were

reported in last month's issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Merchants in Kitch-

ener, Ont., are co-operating and put on

special attractions for the week of May
12 to 17, Avhich is now a semi-annual

event. Dry goods, boot and shoe, and

other dealers all work to"-ether offering

tc refund fare to out-of-town shoppers.

Novelty Gilet

It may not be the belle of the ball, but it is

society's favorite for dainty frocks and
Summer suits. This one is made of Oriental
lace and plain net; picot edge. From A.

Bruce Finnie & Co., Montreal.

FOOTWEAR
New York report state that never be-

fore have women's pumps sold so early

and in such quantities as this season,

and different shops have as leaders dif-

ferent leathers and finish so that every-

thing is considered in good style. Ex-
treme heels have given away to low

graceful types. Long, narrow vamps
continue strong. It is also one of the

biggest seasons for ornaments, chiefly

good buckles, which retailers have ever

had. Tan, mahogany and grey kids, and

tan and grey suedes are very fashion-

able for the Summer. White shoes

especially oxfords and pumps leaped into

front line action with the onslaught of

hot weather. Prices seem to make little

difference, so long as satisfaction is as-

sured.

The French people still cling to the

short vam.p and stubby-toe models with

high heels. Copper co^or and bracelet

shoes are the mode in Paris just now.

Oran McCormick, writing of shoe-

style creators in "Modern Shoemaking

says: "With such a good feeling existing

between the French and Americans, I

should think it would (be easy for them

to shorten up the long one=;. lengthen

Continued on page 89
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What does the name
'' Chamoisette ''

mean to YOU?
The use of the term ''CHAMOISETTE" has been so
widely abused that we have found it advisable to
acquaint the Trade, and subsequently through
them, the buying public, of the origin and only
proper use of this name.

The KAYSER COMPANY, Incorporated, the larg-
est manufacturers of Silk and other Fabric Gloves,
Hosiery, Underwear, etc., in the World, were the
Originators and Producers of the first, last and only
Chamoisette Glove ever placed on the market.

This is the Reg-

istered Trade
Mark which they

hold for this

product.
LOVE

Real Chamoisette
MADE IN CANADA

The name "Chamoisette" was given by them to a high-class fabric,

perfected by a special process, and obviously suitable for use in the

manufacture of Gloves for Ladies and Men.

The Chamoisette Glove was confidently placed on the Market by the
Kayser Company, for with their unparalleled experience in Glove
Manufacturing they knew what the public wanted, and appreciated.
Recognition of its superior finish, wearing qualities, uniformity of fit,

and style, was spontaneous. Its popularity was assured from the very
first.

Other manufacturers becoming acquainted with the increasing demand for "Chamoisette"
Gloves, began to produce imitations, which came to be generally known also as
'Chamoisette," and sold everywhere as such.

In order to protect yourself and your customers from these inferior lines, the above
trade-mark will be a guarantee to you of the one and only Chamoisette Glove obtainable.

Maintain your own reputation for goods of only the highest quality, and retain the
confidence of your customers by stocking the "KAYSER" Brand, bearing the above
trade-mark.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
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There is no such thing as

a substitute for a

Gossard Corset

This advertisement is written for the protection of the

merchants of Canada and the corset clientele whose
welfare and patronage depend upon their judgment.

It is a well-known fact that every season certain corset

manufacturers purchase the Gossard product, attempt to

copy it, and offer their imitation as a substitute for the

genuine—often at greatly reduced prices.

It seems hardly necessary to emphasize the fact that

reliable merchandise cannot be produced by this com-
mercial piracy. However, perhaps it is well to give a

few of the principal reasons why none of our many
imitators have ever been even moderately successful.

It is not possible to take a Gossard Corset, rip it apart,

and cut even a fairly accurate reproduction of the original

pattern. When taken apart, the various sections lose

their shape—the design is lost.

That unequalled method of design, that is the despair of

all imitators, is unknown outside the Gossard designing
rooms. Only Gossard can produce a Gossard Corset
because each and every Gossard in every size and every

model is a masterpiece in itself.

Each and every Gossard is produced by expert operators,

skilled to their profession through months of working
under the strictest supervision of highly specialized

superintendents, and with their work subject to the

exacting criticism of the Gossard designing rooms.

There is no such thing as a substitute for a Gossard
Corset, the original front-lacing corset, in which every

principle of front lacing has been originated, developed
and perfected.

T/iG Canadian ff. \^.(̂ ossard 0. //>w7Zi>

284-286 West King Street Toronto, Canada

W&Qn

COJRsSKTsS
Tht^Lace In Front
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L

&»^nzc;^ VEILS
were the first Slip-On Veils, and the
many others that have since been plac-
ed on the market are a compliment to

them and a recognition of their popul-
arity.

Imitated, but never equalled for their distinc-

tion of mesh and desi^, their soft pliable tex-

ture and their perfection of fit.

Widely advertised and once used •will advertise

their own merits. They are always in de-

mand.

May we also remind you that Bonnie-B Human
Hair Nets are THE BEST.

THE BONNIE-B. COMPANY
TORONTO, 156 Yonge St. NEW YORK, 222 4th Ave.

Shoe and
Corset Laces

MADE IN CANADA
THE EQUAL OF ANY IMPORTED

COTTON
SILK and
MERCERIZED

Black and popular colors. Put up in

bundles, also paired and boxed.

Samples and prices on request

INDEPENDENT SILK
CO., LIMITED

137 McGILL ST. MONTREAL

GIRO
Sole Manufacturers

of the

FITWELL
and

CIROVEIL
We hold a very large stock of

VEILINGS andVEILS
of all descriptionSj suitable

for all markets, and we are in

a position to ensure immedi-
ate deliveries.

Canadian Representative

:

Mr. H. D. MARSHALL
Stair BIdg., corner Bay and Adelaide Sts.

TOTO

(^JRQ FILS ET CIE

92 Wood St. LONDON, E.G. 2

Latch Needles Furnished

For Any Make Latch

Needle Machine

Charles B.Paulus
NEEDLE EXPERT

1516 68th Avenue
Oak Lane, Phila., Pa.

Former Manager Latch Needle Department

Manufacturers' Supplies Company, Phila.,Pa.

Samples on view Stall No. 151, National Knit Goods

Exposition, June 2nd to 14th, at Philadelphia, Pa.

Correspondence Solicited
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RIBBONS FOR SUMMER TRADE

White Ribbons

of every description are in stock to-day.

This IS a scarce line of merchandise and rather

difficult to procure.

Prices are firm and an advance m the market

is expected very soon.

Buy your Summer and Fall RIBBONS NOW
and save money.

SAMPLES GLADLY SUBMITTED

RIBBONS LIMITED

Montreal

"Specialists in Ribbons"

TORONTO Wiinnipeg
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FANCY GOODS
NOTIONS & TOYS
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Better Toys Build Bigger Business
Permanence of Connection With Best and Biggest Buyers Depends Upon the Better Toys

Sold—Mechanical Toys in Great Favor With Bovs and Their "Dads."

TAKING the bull by the horns is

a somewhat risky enterprise.

Very often there is no other
course, and particularly if the "taker"
be the dealer, and the big idea simmer-
ing in his mind the "bull."

Henry Morgan and Company, Mont-
real, have established an enviable busi-

ness in many, if not in all the depart-
ments of their very extensive retail

business. Their policy and plan has, in

many ways, been most unique, and to

the application of these principles, and
because of close adherence to them they
have followed a course which has ap-

parently made the success attained pos-

sible.

The toy department has been no ex-

ception to the established custom of

the store that only merchandise of known
merit finds its way to their shelves.

Doubtless it took courage to follow this

ideal, particularly with respect to toys,

which, so often, are thought to be of the

less important class not requiring great
care in selection. Not only this, but in

a large metropolitan centre such as

Montreal, there would be a natural

temptation to follow the trend of policy

adopted so often, and by so many, to

buy and sell very cheap and inexpensive

lines of these juvenile delight makers.

What Quality Did

In an interview with the department
manager, Mr. Osgoode, DRY GOOD'S
REVIEW was impressed with the splen-

did principles determining the buying
of these goods. A single reference will

illustrate the trend of the conversation,

and in it, the dominating note influenc-

ing the buyer in his selection of new
lines.

"The Company are getting out

a very excellent toy of the better sort

that is going to be a big seller, I am
sure," said Mr. Osgoode. "It is very

strongly made, and it carried my own
weight very readily, though it is only

made for young boys or girls."

This was really not a toy in the usual

sense, but one of those instructive small

vehicles which the boy can assemble

himself. The construction of it was
such, however, that every part contri-

buted to strengthening the whole article

QUALITY

A good motto for any store is

"quality," and this account of the

success of a big store where this

is the watchword, will prove in-

teresting and rich in suggestion
for all retail merchants.

when it was assemblca, there being no
weak links.

Mr. Osgoode, asked as to the probable
retail price of this new device, said that

it would sell for $10 and $15 according
to the design and size. This goes to

prove, conclusively, what this article set

cut to establish, that it is within the

power of the dealer to educate his trade

"up to" the better goods, even in select-

ing toys.

The same idea governs the purchase
of the thousand and one toys that are

secured for the largo trade of this store,

and which is ever increasing. In doing
this it has been necessary to take the

bull by the horns and put in large, well-

assorted stocks, calling for big outlay.

But, since it is becoming increasingly

plainer every day that the retail mer-
chant is one of the greatest modelers of

the public's buying, he will doubtless be

doing his friends a lasting kindness by
educating them into the purchase of toys

worth while.

If the war was a blessing to any in-

dustry, it surely brought blessing and

relief to the toy maker who was making
an honest effort to place his industry

upon a national basis. It is safe to say

that he has succeeded, and will be still

more successful.

"The mechanical toys of makers in

this country are quite reliable," said Mr.

Osgoode. "We have had satisfaction

with them, and this will apply as well

to some that come from the United

States. The construction is good, and

the prices are becoming better all the

time."

"The boy usually knows whether he

wants a certain mechanical toy or not,"

continued Mr. Osgoode. "He will not

have some of the toys that his father

and mother select for him. He really is

a discriminating buyer for these things,

and knows what he wants better than
the older folk, who would sometimes like

to buy for him."

Some Big Sellers

One of the biggest sellers from the

Morgan stock is that of electrical trains,

for which there is a better demand
all the time. "We have two customers,"
Mr. Osgoode continixed, "who come in

often to add something to electrical train

outfit. One of these men is a mechanical
engineer with one of the big national

railroads. He bought an outfit for his

boy and has becomie quite as interested

as his son in studying it. He has this

set up in his cellar, and, with a long

track built around the cellar, it forms
a great deal of interest to both the

father and his lad."

Another customer was an adult with

a mechanical turn of mind, who was
interested in the new additions from time

to time to this reliable type of me-
chanical toys. It illustrates the possi-

bilities there are in appealing to the

"old men," and, it is safe to wager that,

if the boy be sufficiently interested he

will bring dad along to see the array.

Mechanical submarines and ininiature

tanks have been active sellers. Some of

those made by the manufacturers in

Canada and the United States have stood

up well, Mr. Osgoode stated, and the

manner of placing the winding apparatus

on these in a convenient place, and the

r.doption of the automobile cranking idea

in winding was very strong argument
in felling to the boy. This, itself, '.as

made many sales

Selling Through Display

It was pointed out that a considerable

trade was maintained for toys through-

out the year. There are the big holiday

seasons of course when there is no

dearth of demand and when the extra

selling staff is required by most stores,

but it is the all-the-year-round trade

that the live retailer so gladly welcomes.

If there is one contributory feature of

a most advantageous nature, and which

makes possii^le at all times a satisfac-

tory sale of these goods, it is the big
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displays of toys, dolls, doll accessories,

etc., made by the Morgan Company.
There are many silent salesmen. In

these are arranged in great profusion

many toys, games, dolls, doll dresses,

etc. Can there be anything more sen-

sible if toys are to be sold right through

the season than that of excellent dis-

play? What a contrast to reboxing the

goods and placing them in the attic,

there to be left until the next selling

season, and eating up profits in the

meantime. Even better to reduce the

stock after the holidays are over at a

sacrifice than to carry them over.

Displays are also made in the store

windovv^s. One of these, run last Fall,

was very realistic. It was made in two

of the large windows on Union Avenue
and could not fail to arrest attention,

particularly that of the boys and the

men, for it was a moving display evolved

at considerable expense, and one that

took time to produce.

Through an ingenious arrangement, a

scene of the passing of big lake boats

at Sault Ste. Marie was developed. The
canal locks were painted on a back-

Continued on page 119

BUTTONS
As nearly as one can prognosticate at

present amid the clouds of doubt and un-

certainty, it appears that buttons are

once more to be the feature in trim-

mings for cloth garments for Fall. And
a feature of the buttons themselves is

that they all have some polish in their

design. Many have their entire surface

highly polished, and in order to obtain

the best finish a good grade of button

must be selected. Some celluloid num-
bers are shown but they are less promin-
ent than in some previous seasons, and
only those of them are popular which
are of a grade to take the fine finish.

Ivory and pearl buttons are both in

very keen demand and are therefore

growing scarce. In pearl, both the dark
and light shades are selected. There are

some novelties offered which combine
both the tones. These, of course, are ra-

ther high in price and of very attractive

qualities. Oval and oWong as well as

round pearl numbers are liked with the

two large holes for cord or tape fasten-

ing instead of thread. The higher-priced

numbers in this style have a groove be-

tween the holes for the cord to fit into

so that it does not protrude too far and
thu« rub shabby very soon. Large,

medium and quite small sizes in pearls

have this large hole and groove feature.

In vegetable ivory there are some dig-

nified lines which have a dark color or

else ivory tone mottled with black, and
liave a dull finished centre with black

polished rim. The thicker the button the

more expensive it is and therefore at the

present fierure asked for all commodities
if is felt the time is not opportune to in-

troduce extremely heavy buttons. Ra-
ther, a medium size and nicely finished

brines in better business.

Slides are again in good demand and
"will feature noticeably in Fall fashions,

both in pearl and celluloid. Combina-

Fall Buttons

The upper left corner shows an ivory button with polished rim and tint of color

in central part. Beside it is a novelty pearl button with dark pearl centre. In

the upper right and lower left are too highly finished celluloid buttons and in

the middle below is another moulded ivory button, with a polished ring on it.

The centre and lower right are novelties in dark pearl. Actual sizes. Shown
by A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

tions of color with grey—especially

when that color is henna or blue—are

thought well of; ivory slides, too, are

shown.
For children's garments there are

many novelties shown which include

fancy celluloid and metal slides and
buckles; metal buttons in oxidized silver

effect, which is an acceptable novelty

after so many brass buttons, also many
colors and shapes in small composition

buttons of various shapes. These latter

are also used a good deal for trimming
women's blouses, and, as one wholesaler

pointed out, one does not lose much on

these novelty color buttons even if cer-

tain colors do not prove good sellers, for

they can be dipped in dye again and
given a color or black, which will sell

them.

be transferred to France, where the duty
levied only amounts to a sixth of the

British. It is suggt-sted that the situa-

tion could be greatly improved if the

Government would grant six months'
credit of the duty chargeable on alcohol.

NEW HAND EMBROIDERY
MACHINE

There is a new device on the market
for women who embroider. It is a small
metal hand machine for making both a
smooth stitch and a "French knot" stitch.

It is claimed that work closely resemb-
ling hand embroidery can be done very
rapidly with it.

DIRECTOR OF COATS LEAVES
$21,000,000

The personal estate of Lord Glen-

tanar, director of Messrs. J. and P.

Coats, thread manufacturers, has been

sworn at £4,324,204. The entire estate

was estimated at few weeks ago at

£4,600,000.

A NEW SHOE LACE
A new leather-finish shoe-lace is to

be had. It is claimed to look like leath-

er but to be stronger and wear longer.

There are no weak spots and it is water-
proof. Both flat and round styles are

made and in black, tan, cordovan or ma-
hogany in all lengths. This lace will be

known as the "Nufashond Porpoisette."

DEARER PERFUMES
The British perfume trade is much ex-

ercised over the new budget which pro-

poses increased taxes on alcohol. The
duty on a four ounce bottle of Eau de

Cologne now amounts to one-half the

selling price. Manufacturers state that

owing to the enormous burden of duty

that scents have to bear in Great Britain

it is possible that its manufacture will

FOR SELLING SHOE-LACES
A Toronto firm is handling a new out-

fit for selling shoe-laces. The method
provides the laces in continuous lengths

on reels—seven reels, of different color-

ed shades, fitting on the same axle. The
obiect is to be able to provide laces of

the exact length required without the

necessity of carrying too large and var-

ied a stock. A tipper comes with the

outfit, so that all that is necessary is to

measure off the prooer length, put on

the tips and the sale is made.
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For Sorting

THE

BUTTON
HOUSE

Attractive

Range

Newest
Styles

Shades

Never has the item of Buttons

played a more important part in the

fashionable costume than to-day.

Our line will meet every demand
upon your stock. See our traveller.

Forsyth-Kimmel Co., Ltd.
KITCHENER, CANADA

Attractive

Prices

Reliable

Saleable

Goods

For Fall

THE ISLAND SPINNING CO., LTD.
LISBURN .-. .*. .-. IRELAND

Use the Best

After many years

of experience we
can heartily re-

commend this
brand of linen
thread to any

manufacturer.
Fountain Brand

Sole Agents for Canada

Linen Thread

Complete stock of

all lines and num-

bers carried in

stock. Write us

for prices and
samples.

Walter Williams & Co.
508 Read Building

MONTREAL
20 Wellington St., W.

TORONTO
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RIBBONS, LACE GOODS, NECKWEAR, MILLINERY and Millinery Materials
Canadian Buyers invited to call when in London, or write for samples

'•>»Z_

mm ^^'^^^^7 » \^
^"' ''

"

Factories lO & U Warwick Lane, E.G.
29 to 33
And Paternoster Buildings, E.G.

St. Paul's Chuchyard
LONDON
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MILLINERY AND HABERDASHERY WIRE
Chenilles, Hat Braids, Dress and Mantle, Dress Cords and Girdles, Artificial Silk, Braids
and Ribbons, Embroidery Silks, Tassels, Pom, etc. Upholstery Cords and Trimmings, Scroll,

Argyle, Saddle Bag and Flat Gimps, DRESS FRINGES, Tassels, etc.
MADE IN SILK, COTTON, WOOL, ETC.

Artificial Silk Straw Braids for Millinery Hat Manufacturing.
SUPPLIERS TO WHOLESALERS AND SHIPPING HOUSES

SHIPPING AND STRICTLY WHOLESALE TRADE ESPECIALLY CATERED FOR

^.t^^O^D^^

TELEGRAMS :

DAVENPORT
MACCLESFIELD P. DAVENPORT
BRIDGE ST. MILLS - - MACCLESFIELD, ENGLAND

MANCHESTER
OFFICE:

39 PICCADILLY

ov^MO^o^,

[Canadian Agent: R. C. PARSONS, 34 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO •*»
^..m

^^^

For Summer Lingerie —
Nothing so surely reveals a woman's refinement and good taste as her Lingerie—and nothing can
add such exquisite beauty and charm to dainty Lingerie as our

—

Delightful Lingerie Trimmings
made of Ribbon, tinted by hand in many delicate shades. We also have a vpide range of RIBBON
NOVELTIES, such as—

GARTERS
VANITY BAGS
OPERA BAGS

l^itjboncraft Co.
229 College St. Toronto

WORK BAGS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS

INFANTS' NOVELTIES

BUTTONS Buttons BUTTONS

Ivory and Smoked Pearl are very fashionable for Fall.

Celluloid Buttons, Tailor's Small Wares, Fancy Trimmings.

The Ontario Button Co., Limited
Kitchener, Ontario

Write or IVa it for the Button Man.
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We have in stock the most com-
prehensive range of beads yet

shown.

Write us for a sample
assortment on approval.

Wrinch-McLaren, Limited

77 Wellington St. W,, Toronto

Bostonian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray,
Cordo-Tan and all the popular colors. The
ideal cleaner for kid and calf, both glazed and
unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also
Nobby Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes,
Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas
Dressing.

Albo Cake White Canvas
Dressing.

Top-Notch White Leather
Dressing.

Rival Gloss, Self-Shining
Dressing.

Ask your dealer or write us
for

Whittemore s

Shoe Polishes

QuicKl
white:
MAKES DIRTY

CANVAS SHOES

CIEAN^WHITE

QUICKLVfASILY

APPLIED.
ALSO CLEANS
AU ARTICLES MADt

'«»"1IT[ CANVAS

I

Manicure Cases
: Fitted Companions :

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket
: Books, etc., etc. :

Gradually our factories are getting into their peace-
time stride again. Stocks are becoming more plenti-
ful and a wider and more comprehensive range of
styles and new patterns is being added to our
assortment. Write to-day for illustrateQ catalogue
and the supplementary lists which will be issued at
frequent intervals.

WrUe for sa?nples or illustrated list

iS)LMOUGM
iiaa

ChiswellS
E.C. I

Factories: Lever St. and Enfield, London, Eng.
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.•/ Bright Linen Department

The past couple of months has witnessed a number of interesting chang-es in the Murray-Kay store, Toronto. As reported
previously in DRY GOODS REVIEW it was planned to unite the furniture store, which has been separate, on King St.

West, with the main store on King St. East, This has now been accomplished along with extensive re-arrangements
and enlarging of the original store. Above is reproduced a splendid linen department. This is now located at the back
of the centre aisle on the second floor, one of the best locations in the whole store. Besides the large amount of mer-
chandise displayed so attractively along both sides, on the counters, and in the centre on separate small tables, a series
of artistic trellis arch-ways with wisteria and vines provide a bright freshness to the department. On the posts at
the sides circular trellises encircle bird cages where canaries sing, and regardless of the weather customers are
assured of the presence of a distinct summer season for household linen.

50 YEARS IN BUSINESS
About 200 of the employees of Gordon,

Mackay & Co. were present May 16 at

a banquet tendered to Sir James Woods,
president of the company, on the occa-

sion of the fiftieth anniversary of his

business career. The directors presented

the j?uest of the evening with a hand-

some cabinet of silver, and Sir James,
in his reply, related a number of inter-

esting? experiences. In his opinion, the

present day presents many opportuni-

tiei to the man of ambition, and all

things are possible through co-operation.

Lady Woods was presented with a beau-
tiful bouquet of roses by the women em-
ployees.

ducts of all kinds, and to acquire and
operate sawmills, box and vvoodworlcing

plants, timiber limits, etc.

NEW MIDLAND COMPANY
A Federal charter has been granted

to Midland Woodworkers, Limited, with
a capital stock of .$'500,000. The new
concern is empowered to manufacture,
Ibuy, sell and deal in wooden, corru-

gated paper and fibre board boxes,

shocks, lumber, woodwork, wood pro-

The H. J. Daly Company, Limited, are

conducting a removal sale preparatory
to occupying their new store on Sparks
street, Ottawa.

La Mode, 108 Sparks street, Ottawa,
announce their removal sale and after

June 1st will be in new and larger quar-

ters at 182 Sparks street.
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Sweater Coats in Important Role

The above view of the sweater coat department at Murray-Kay's shows how it too has been enlarged. This department
now occupies the central part of the second floor just in front of the linen department, and being at the head of the central
steps from the first floor is in full view of both floors at once and presents a splendid appearance. The sweater coats,
it will be noted, are the main articles on display but at the light hand side farther back are knitted bathing suits as well
as a few other lines of fancy knitted goods. Sweater .coats have long been one of the prominent departments in this
store and the great variety of novelty in color and design, of both silk and wool sweater coats, and the attention given
to various novel ways of wearing them as to belt, collar, etc., '-ave attracted a splendid custom for the store in that depart-
ment. It will be seen that a great many figures and bust forms are used in displaying these sweater coats and that a
large reserved stock in the boxes under tables and counters and in cases behind counters is bound to give customers
the impression of being able to be suited here, if anywhere. The other departments in the Murray-Kay store are equally
as attractively arranged as these two shown and people are finding a great deal of interest in investigating the new mer-
chandise and its original exhibition in tlys store.

An Interesting

Advertisement
This month Richard Hall & Son, Lim-

ited, Peterborough. Ont., are operating
on a new time schedule. The store now
opens at 8.30 a.m. and closes at 5 p.m.,

daily, except Saturday, when the closing
hour is 9.30 p.m.

As an a,ppreciation of the new hours
the employees took it upon themselves
to take a full-page space in each of the

local dailies to make the following an-

nouncement:

The Employees' Message of Gratitude
We, the employees of Richard Hall &

Son, Limited, take this means whereby to
express to our employers our deep appre-
ciation and gratitude for their kind and
benevolent' treatment to us individually and
collectively in giving us shorter working
hours.
We wish to call the attention of the

thinking public to this kind favor granted
us by our big, generous-hearted employ-
ers.

And we think the good people of Peter-
borough and Peterborough County should
give due consideration and patronize the
store that gives their employees such lib-

eral and humane treatment.

Our employers and we are co-workers
and in so far as it is possible our work
is a real pleasure.
We like to vyork for—we love to work for

Richard Hall & Son, Limited, because we
get 365 days of good square, honest treat-
ment every year.
For the following shorter business hours,

commencing on Monday, June 2nd, we wisn
to heartily thank our employers.

8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day.
8.30 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. Saturday.
Thursday, half-holiday, July and August.
We. the employees of Richard Hall & Son,

Ltd., have bought and paid for this space
and have run this advertisement from our
own initiative unknown to our employers.
We hope they will accept it with our
gratitude and sincere thanks.

The Employees.

Richard Hall & Son. Ltd.

This original idea cannot fail to im-

press customers and the public of

Peterborough, generally, with the satis-

faction which the Hali employees find in

their work and therefore with the graci-

ous service which can be expected in

that store. And more, there is an in-

itiative expressed which stamps the em-

ployees as a body as being thinking

people, who are capaible of being of the

best service to customer?, and that will

inevitably attract business, which cannot

but result in better satisfaction all round.

The management is highly appreciative

of this public thanks it has received

from its employees, who are in no way
organized. There is a splendid spirit of

generosity on both sides, together with

an appreciation of the fact that adver-

tising has a direct and wholesome mes-

sage to the public, which is, to say the

least, interesting.

DRESS ACCESSORIES
Continued from page 77

out the short ones, and strike a happy

medium. A real democratic happy med-

ium, so to speak, and free humanity's

feet as well as their souls." Those two

democracies might well look over the

feet of Canadian women and see in real-

ity, in a great number of cases, that

freedom of foot and soul, for Canadian

women as a class are noted for their in-

dependence with regard to impractical

fashions, despite the efforts of some

style enthusiasts to force upon them the

hobble, the stilt, the choker and stays

of steel.



Original Idea in ^'Managers' Sales"
Regina Trading Co. Follow Clever Campaign of One Week—Remnant Sale on Last

Day is Fitting Conclusion.

A department managers' sale is not

a new venture in retaildom in Canada;
in the West, as in the East, scores of

the larger stores have experimented with
this device as a "talking point" on
which to build up an increased turnover
as compared with the corresponding
period of one year ago, and they have
met with varying degrees of success,

and some failures.

But for a clever development of the

idea, unique and thorough, and convinc-

ing in its working out, DRY GOODS
REVIEW has seen nothing that excels,

possibly none other that has equalled,

a recent series that the Regina Trading
Company of Regina, Sask., presented to

the public, designed by the publicity

manager, -A. W. Moscarella.

In the ordinary department managers'
sale it has been customary often to pre-

sent the names and photographs of the

managers, and sometimes a personal

message. But this, in the opinion of

DRY GOODS REVIEW, does not neces-

sarily make for sales. Indeed, it mav
well be doubted whether the average
reader of a newspaper advertisement

cares much about whether this man--

or that is beating out the other in gross

sales or percentage, or any other way.
Rather it is the va'ues offered that in-

terest the public; the goods themselves.

Not that the personal elempnt does not

count in sales, but DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW believes that manv stores have
placed too much reUance on the idea of

an "inside'" competition—^in which bv
itself the public can have little concern

—and have been disappointed in the re-

sults.

The Regina Trading Company's ap-

peal carries with it a judicious com-
minerling of the personal and the mer-
chandise end, "value" end, and in con-

nection with the nublicity manager, the

president, J. E. Bole; the managing
director, A. F. Little; the display man-
ager, C. Faunt; the office man-
ager, K. C. Maclean; the head of the

delivery department, F. Bloomer, all

acted in conjunction with the merchan-

dise department managers to make this

year's sale among the most successful

ever held by the store, and an outstand-

ing one among similar sales of the store.

The outstanding feature of the open-

ing announcement was a four-page ad-

vertisement in the citv daily papers. The
first page contained what is likelv to

strike most merchants as a clever

"stunt": A drawing was made of the

store, showing the several departments

on the two floors, euch with its distinc-

tive merchandise, and an arrow in red
ink connecting each with the

photograph of the manager. In this way
the impression of merchandise was
linked up closely with the idea of the

manager—more effectively than the

average store has been able to do.

At the bottom of the page was this

notice:

"See the folloiwing pages for par-

ticulars of the .greatest bargain
festival Regina has ever witnessed."

The two inside pages were arranged
in the form of a "double-page spread,"

with the caption in bold tyipe across the

top, "Departmental Managers' Sale," and
inset across the face of the letters here

and there thumb-nail cuts of various
managers.
At the upper left-hand corner, as a

sort of introductory explanation, was a
statement from A. F. Little (signed in

a reproduction of his actual hand writ-
ing). This outlined concisely the idea
of the sale, and announced that a prize
was being awarded to the department
manager "who shows, during this com-
petitive sale, the largest percentage of
increase in sales over the same period
of last year," and so forth. The r33t

of the space was occupied with offerings
from different departments, with the
signature of each manager, in the form
of a cut of chirography.
The last page carried slogans such as

m DAILY STORE NEWSf
Departmental Managers' Ssde and

ML Go Hand in Hand in Making the Sixth Day of

^^B^^> This Great Sale a Day of Unusual Economies

These to $12 Women's Snoes
W 'Should Go With a Hush

BkrgaiBs in Boys' Wear

~;" "
' "Si Jj.~"~~.""" ri

mwM

The Drug Section is Featured Today—Offeriag Values

of the Most Extraordinary Nature
Scmaaflts in Men's Wear

Worthy of Note

p:.._ - ^^.
These bargains Should Put

Me in the Lead
furscs l.,d„.s Gluvcs

69c "»

Unnsual Savings on Women s New Sprinc tflACn' Qnaz-iol I tJ/^V-
Saits, Reeular to $45, for 4>OU.JU| OpeCiai y|{ 1/-

Met Dripping
I

C/ \^
19c •
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Ladies' Hose

29c""

- JItw Spring Stales in Women's presses
• BadaoMi 2591. to IS'/o
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Womoi's New PuUOrer Sweaters "~^
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Ntedlewwk I
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5?fw.'.. Tahle Damask

|s:.;rii?Sr"s™ 59c ""
Rihboni I .
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Dnasnallf Good Values lo Grocehet
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Remnants in Fur
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$3.25
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Window Shade

"m
l^ All Ic.- K.-<- Hare
fti 11 T« (til TALUU

,..=u'
' 98c

• •" ...•^usrii'..';: s

Grand finale of the Departmental Manajfer.s' Sale at Uejjina Trading Co's. store, men-
tioned in accompanying article.
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Jn Original Display Method

In the May issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW readers will re

by Messrs. Kane & Kane at Orillia, Ont. Above is reprod
sale the following day as it appears in the entrance of this

ports that splendid results are obtained from this night dis

the showcase each night after six o'clock, move the case ov
the people passing to and fro notice the lighted case stand
attention to the articles which are to be specially offered the
man had to leave the entrance door open and so some of
The glass in the doors extends almost to the floor, however,
It will be noted in the left hand window of the store that th
especially well arranged for a small window. These are sy
designs to accompany; also a line of hosiery on racks at

serve the various styles of fashionable shoes displayed in 1

fabrics throws up the fine lines and colors of the shoes,
interest to the merchandise and a crowded appearance is

member mention having been made of "night displays" used
uced a picture of the case and the special articles to be on
store. Mr. James Reardon, the manager of the store, re-
play and it means little work to put the special articles in

er in front of th^ door, leaving it lighted so that all evenin.-^

ing out against the dark inside of the store and pay special
following day. In order to get a good photograph the camera

the interior display was brought out in a little closer view.
so the case inside is in good view for casual observers,

ere is a very attractive display of summer dress fabrics
mmetrically arranged with suitable trimmings and fashion
either side of the window. Nor can passers-by fail to ob-
he window at the right hand side. A light background of
Show cards and fashion pictures also attract a good deal of
avoided.

"I'm out to smash all former selling-

records, and these prices will do it," etc.

Generous advertising followed up the

sale all through the week, with another

two-page spread the day before the end.

"It has been a huge success—we thank

you," was a prominent panel statement

in the centre. The sixth day saw a

"Remnant Day" added as a fitting clos-

ing feature.

It is noteworthy that no phone orders

were accepted during this sale.

Reproductions of some of the adver-

tisements will serve to indicate the char-

acter of the display in the papers. If

there is one criticism DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW would offer—in the midst of a

host of complimentary words that could

be employed—it would be that here and
there a style of price, that is figure,

type was used that was rather too large

and hardly accorded with the body type

and the rest of the bold type for figures.

More than this, it stood out so promin-

ently that it seemed to dwarf the news
of the goods themselves. One other

suggestion would be that the character

of the merchandise carried in each de-

partment might well have been indicated

in some way: the whole page ad. stood

out as a mass of varied offerings with

no department indicated distinctively.

But, after all, these are minor points

in a most creditable advertising cam-
paign.

A PLACE INSIDE FOR BABIES AND
CARRIAGES

Novel Service in New Ottawa Store

The new store of Fournier, Ltd., Ot-

tawa, has a great many attractive fea-

tures. Prominent among them is the in-

side accommodation offered for babies

and baby carriages. The following an-

nouncement by the firm tells the story:

BRING THE BABIES
Convenient for Mothers to
Shop at Fourniers, Ltd.

Thore is no store in the city more
ideally located or better equipped to
till your wants for Home and Family
purchases than the big, new store of
A. A. Fournier Limited—but there is

another most important feature that
those with children will find especial-
ly beneficial— let us tell you about it.

When building our new store, we
took into consideration the require-
ment of "mothers"; those who take
the children when they start out to

shop. So many stores have such nar-
row doorways, aisles so congested
with tables, counters, and such like,

that baby carriages needs must be
left outside. Mr. Fournier often re-

marked about the inconvenience and
possible danger of leaving the little

ones unattended on the street, and
when plans were being drawn for his

new department store he insisted
that they provide ample space both in

the aisles and entrances for the ac-

commodation of baby carriages.

This arrangement extends through-
out the store no matter what depart-
ment you visit, even to the spacious
new elevator recently installed and
which is large enough to accommo-
date several carriages at one time.
The aisles are wide enough on all

floors to prevent any congestion, no
matter how great the crowd. Babies
also enjoy being in out of the hot
sun and whei>e they can see the pretty
things on counters and in show cases.
It is really delightful for everybody

—

we all love the babies and glad to
have them. Remember this when
planning your shopping trip; don't
leave the babies at home, bring them
along—this store provides ample room
for their accommodation and you
won't find it necessary to hurry your
shopping—baby will be comfortable
and safe.

A. A. FOURNIER LIMITED.

NEW FIRM IN VANCOUVER
A new wholesale firm trading under

the name of Wallace, Parsons & Farmer
Co., Ltd., is located on Gamble and Pen-
der streets, Vancouver, B. C, the prem-
ises form.erly occupied by Johnston Bros.

Mr. W. G. Wallace, of the new firm,

went to Vancouver originally in the in-

terests of the Wallace-Farmer Co.; Mr.

Charles Parsons has been in the West
twenty-five years, having represented

Gaults, Ltd., and later was staple goods
buyer for Johnston Bros., then was con-

nected with the Wallace-Farmer Co. They
will handle linens, towels, overalls, gloves

and other lines.
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Stores using a complete N. C. R. System

can give the public good service

WHEN a customer goes into a store and sees

an up-to-date National Cash Register on

the counter, he knows at once that he is going

to get quick, accurate service.

If the proprietor of that store is asked why he

uses a National Cash Register he will reply that

it is a labor-saving device that helps him just the

same as labor-saving machinery helps the manu-

facturer, railroad man, farmer, and mechanic.

When a customer makes a purchase in a store

using an up-to-date National, he can not help

but notice how quickly the clerks hand out parcel

and change. He notices how careful they are

—

the smart, modern appearance of the store—the

good service and prompt attention that he gets.

Customers are also quick to notice the good

values that such stores are able to offer; the ac-

curate printed cash register figures; the freedom

from disputes; the absence of errors.

f

Without a cash register

Keeping store rec- ^f\
ords by hand is as J^^
out of date as trav- '^^<r
eling by stage or € /^^^--.-^ib
fighting with bows ^^^^^-^^^
and arrows. W'^^i^

With a modern National

The most progres-

sive stores all over

the world are using

and endorsing
National Cash
Registers.

Machine-made records

National Cash Reg-

ister records are

printed and accu-

rate. They protect

merchant, clerk,

and customer.

D«- 1i)0 0D01 JWM'U

Hui.7 & McMahea

Careful, accurate clerks

An up-to-date
N. C. R. System is

a powerful force in

training clerks to

be careful, accu-

rate and quick.

N. C. R. quick service

Cash register serv-

ice is the fastest

i n t h e wor Id. It

makes shopping
quick, pleasant,

and convenient.

^
A modern N. C. R. System is a business necessity because it

does so much to increase business and reduce expenses

The National Cash Register Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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1'^

The Prediction—

"Bigger Business Next Fall

Plan Now!

Indications are that good business will prevail next fall. Already

stores are planning their campaigns and making preparations to

meet it.

Pall business should be considered under the three main heads

—

/. PLANS FOR BUYING.
2. PLANS FOR SELLING.
3. PLANS FOR ADEQUATE STORE SERVICE.

Under number 3 consider the advisability of taking immediate steps

to insure capacity for efficiently taking care of increased business.

The proper service system is an important factor in the growth ot

any store. It is one of the things that go to make the store atmos-

phere. Lamson Centralized Systems—cable, tube, or wire line

—

give customers dignified quick service that leaves a pleasing impres-

sion of the store and helps to insure continuous business.

Service additions and improvements should be arranged now to in-

sure completion in time for fall business. Let us place our facili-

ties at your disposal.

THE LAMSON COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.

Boston St. Louis Detroit Cincinnati

New York
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

New Orleans

Dallas

Seattle

Cleveland

San Francisco

Toronto

Vancouver, B.C.

Indianapolis

Chicago

Minneapolis

Omaha
Rochester Atlanta Los Angeles Denver

II
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Sectional Fixtures

No doubt you have seen some of our haberdashery and

ladies' wear Ready-to-place fixtures in use and would

like to know more about them. Will you write us for

particulars?

We keep the quality up
»

(JorontoSi/owCasfCo} LsDriS^
181-199 Carlaw Avenue Toronto
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Get the Interest of the Passer-by
Display your goods in an efTective, practi-
cal way. Show them as they will look
when worn, with every distinctive feature
plainly visible. Use our

ENAMELLED FORMS
All the latest, most up-to-date designs

—

guaranteed not to chip or crack. Easily
washed with Gasoline, Alcohol, or Soap and
Water.

STORE FURNISHINGS
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

METAL and WOOD DISPLAY

FIXTURES

Write for Circular

A. S. Richardson Co., Limited

Head Office and Factory:

99-105 Ontario Street, Toronto, Ontario

Branch Offices: Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

/f^^'T'S

70D Our Motto Is "Service"
71D

GARMENT HANGERS

The best waist hanger made, also excellent
for sweater coats.

No. 560—

X

Suit Hanger
Same as No. 560, but with inserted trouser

bar. The largest seller of all.

We also make a full line of High Quality Display Fixtures, Wax Figures,
Uisplay horms. Manufacturers of Canvas Forms and other Store Equipment.

Clatworthy & Son, Limited
161 King Street West, Toronto, Can.

A Discovery in Economy

c
L
I

M
A
X

B
A
L
E
R

Turns your Waste into Cash. Compresses and bales your

paper ready for shipping. Secures for you the higrhest _j

prices for your wa?te paper. Saves time and energy y
inates to a great extent your risk of fire. All

steel— 12 sizes. Will last a lifetime.

<<f

.-O
.<>^

Climax Baler
unpanyCoi

Hamilton ^

Ontario ^"^

,<X^ Climax

^ Baler C».,^ Hamilton, Ont.^ Gentlemen : Without
«^ obligating us in any^ way, please send full

^ particulars and prices of
your steel Paper Balers.

Name
Address
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r Why Not Allow Your Staff the

Privilege of Increasing

Your Sales?

Gipe- Hazard
Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

T\/rAKING change takes time
that might be used to bet-

ter advantage in the selling of
more goods. And too it diverts
the salesmen's mind from his

real business. We have a cash carrier to assist you, and there is no
better investment than the purchase of a carrier system. It affords

more time for salesmen to remain writh customers, and in this way
increases the efficiency and selling capacity of an entire staff. And
the saving of steps—they should not be forgotten.
Write for our four-page leaflet which tells how to obtain a double
check on sales, and allow your salesmen in a greater degree, to dis-
play their selling ability.

All kinds of Cash and Parcel Carriers.

^EH

^0;

V^-»sC~

(3W(JJ^^S'tein

Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures

Scientifically designed to take care of

every item of merchandise handled by

Clothing, Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods

or Department Stores.

Buy as you like.

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones Bros.^CalJssM
<Ptore Fitters-

Eastern Branch; Head Office: Vfesterr. Brancfv
VI Bleurv Street 29-31 Adelaide St V/est. 437 Nam Street

Montreal RQ. Toronto. Ont. Winnipeg Man
In BffiJtatjon witA and manu/acturJn^ in Canada under tfie patents o/

T/l8 Grand Rapids S/xow Coje CompaiT/

No. 26 E

DALE FORMS
Wonderfully True to Life

Obviously Superior in Finish

Washable

Durable

Always Up-to-date

The Form illustrated will

prove extremely useful to you
at this time for your display
of BATHING SUITS. It is

adaptable for use in display-
ing every line of ladies' gar-
ments.

When in Toronto visit our
conveniently located

NEW SHOW ROOM
AT

86 YORK STREET
right in the centre of the Dry
Goods District, opposite the Prince
George Hotel.

We now have double our former
space and facilities, and can more
competently m.eet all your demands
for

DISPLAY FORMS and FIXTURES

Dale Wax Figure Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Montreal: 150 Bleury St, Vancouver, 501 Mercantile Bldg.

Latest Bust Forms
We specialize in bust forms of the
liest kind and supply very lattdht

forms for coming styles.

We are putting out New Shirt

Waist and New Dress forms, Ladie.s'

size, also Juniors 13, 15 and IT

years.

These forms are Authorized by the

Highest School of Designers of New
York and Paris and liuished m the

finest guaranteed Flesli Colour

Enamel.

Won't you give us a trial order.

Delfosse & Co.
247-249 Craig Street W.

Factory: 1 to 19 Hermine St^
MONTREAL

»?^^^:^-3 Ty Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent

Window Display Fixtures

FIXTURES FOR

500
WINDOW DISPLAYS
IN THIS CHEST I

A W.mdorlul ^cl of Pak-nlod Inn-

lor di.plnylni! Dry C.oods. Shin-Wai
4iv» 10 Yean Good Sitmw en i-fli-d

thanwablf VVin<low Diiplay pi«luti-«

. irils and WonuMi KurniihinHs. Scl -»»

(rude putlinA window Irimr

Thf Kixturcs you sec above arc only a very lew of lhi;^dL-Milns that can be

«•! up wilh Ihc lull «M, bc-iidcs Imndrcds of slandaid hxlurcs can be <er up

Made ol Ouk. cichrr Golden. Anliciue or Weallietcd Finish Scl u put up

in a Hat.lwood Minilcd Lid Slorafte Clieiil. a ilood place lo keep the extra

Youniu not in use I'herc are thouiandi ol leli in ilaily use

No. I02 Scl lij« 121 Inn-rch.nnjc.iblc Younits Kor l.arfti- Slorc Windows. $41.25
No. I02'/a Si-l hai 122 Intcrchaniic.nblc YoLinilii Kor Small Slorc Windows. $20.35

S(oti( taitu-tt in Hamilton. Ont. Order direct '" thru your jobbvi Send tot cutufoj; Putcnfct/ and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 3850 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, IJ. S. A.
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The Moment of Opportunity
for Retail Merchants

THE next few years will mark a tre-

mendous change in the business of

retailing.

Here and there out of the mass of small

businesses, big retail establishments will

spring up.

Every community will see some few stores

rise rapidly above Ordinary Success to

Big Success.

Opportunity is knocking now at every
merchant's door.

For, to-day the handicap that once set a limit to

a store's expansion no longer exists. The trading
area, which is the area to which goods may be de-
livered profitably, has been greatly extended.

The store in the centre of the town can serve cus-
tomers on the outskirts. The east-end store can
deliver £'oods in the west end.

The whole community is laid open to competition.

And in this fair field the live merchant must
win.

Railway Transportation revolutionized trade. It

made Big Business possible. By opening up distant
markets, by moving goods rapidly at comparatively
low cost, Railway Transportation built up big central
successes.

Motor Transportation, now reduced to a )ow-cost
basis, will produce, in local trading, results similar
to those effected in national markets by Railroad
Transportation.

As men everywhere grasp this idea, as they seize the
opportunity for business growth that now presents
itself, the retail business will be operated on a high-
er, more efficient plane. The public will be better
served. Larger and more varied stocks will be
offered for sale. Better and bigger stores will ap-
pear.

The Ford One-Ton Truck makes available this op-
portunity. It is motor transportation at low cost

—

low first cost, low maintenance cost, low operating
cost.

A large investment in equipment is not needed.
Every business that is paying cartage bills or main-
taining a delivery system can employ Ford Trucks
economically.

A small outlay will motorize your deliveries and
open to you the opportunity for business expansion.

Complete Ford Trucks in Two
Standard Body Types Now
Ready for Immediate Delivery
The Ford Truck Chassis is being used with hundreds
of special body types in every line of business. But,
ordinary hauling and delivery work can be best
adapted to two standard types—the Stake Body and
the Express Body.

These two body types are ketjt in stock by Ford
Dealers and Ford Branches, ready for immediate
delivery. They insure the maximum efficiency from
the Ford Truck. They give the buyer of a Ford
Truck the recognized benefits of Ford production

Both types have the Enclosed Cab with the two-way
windshield which gives the driver proper protection
from the weather. This Cab—a Ford feature—is

warm in winter and cool in summer. It may be
ordered with or without doors as desired.

See These Complete Trucks
No question affecting the future of your business is

quite as important as this question of motor de-
liveries. Can you afford to evade it? Will you
wait until your competitors force it on you as a
defensive measure ?

Seize the opportunity to enlarge your field of busi-

ness. Consult the Ford dealer. Let him solve your
delivery problem. Act. To-day.

Ford One-Ton Truck (Chassis Only) $750.00 f. o. b. Ford, Ont.
Freight charge to London, $15.00; Toronto, $17.00; Montreal, $22.00; St. John, $31.00;
Winnipeg, $47.00; Regina, $63.00; Saskatoon, $66.00; Calgary, $77.00; Vancouver, $93.00.

For either Stake or Express ^^^m^^^^^^^ For either Stake or Express
Body, in lead coat with cab ^^\^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Body, in lead coat with cab

but without doors 9^^^^rf7. .JV but without doors
$128.50..
$133.00..
$134.00. .

$135.00..
$137.00. .

. .F.O.B. Ford

. . F.O.B. London

..F.O.B. Toronto

..F.O.B. Montreal

..F.O.B. St. John

If painted job desired, add $4.00 to above prices.

$140.00. . .

$143.00. . .

$143.00.. .

$147.00. ..

$151.00. ..

If doors desired on cab, add $6.00 to above prices

..F.O.B. Winnipeg

..F.O.B. Regina

..F.O.B. Saskatoon

..F.O.B. Calgary

..F.O.B. Vancouver

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, Ford, Ontario
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Infants' and Children's Wear

Infants' Dept Develops from Toys
Montreal Specialty Store Adds Infants' and Children's Wear and Novelties to Toy Section

—Endeavors to Secure Merchandise That is "Different"—and to Supply
Special Calls—Doll's Book an Original Idea.

AN infants' wear department that

developed out of a toy department
is the rather unusual experience

of the specialty store of G. A. Holland

& Sons, of Montreal. The double fea-

ture is illustrated in the photographic

reproduction in connection with this

article.

This point was explained by Miss S.

A. Clarke, the manager of the two de-

partments in a talk with DRY GOODS
REVIEW. "Ladies v/ith little children

were continually asking me where they

could get the finer lines of clothing for

their children: there they were upstairs

in our store wanting goods, and we
hadn't any to offer them in children's

wear. I said to myself that infants'

wear must be the next department that

we opened up, and here is the beginning
of it."

And so it is of the young section, unde-
veloped, but already showing abundant
evidence that there is a place awaiting it

that the story is presented to dry goods
merchants herewith. Coming a little

late for full Spring deliveries that new
section will be fully equipped for Fall.

Its start, howqver, is a promising one,

not only in respect to merchandise, but
business. It is ministering to the wants
of the store's customers, and they have
been showing the best kind of apprecia-

tion.

Scours Market for Novelties

The idea of the manager is to supply
something that will not be found in the

average infants' department. To secure

these Miss Clarke made a personal
search of the manufacturers, and visited

some of the best known infants' depart-

ments on the continent. A large section

of her regular "toy" customers are will-

ing to pay high prices for the daintiest

of lines. Thus there are on view silk

undervests for infants that run $2 and
up to $3 and over. Where "money is no
object," they sell on sight—and feel.

Complete layettes in the most delicate

of shades, as well as of materials and
trimmings, are displayed: infants' long

and short dresses, bootees, bibs, sweat-
ers, and other clothing; bassinettes, and
in connection with hliese the department
takes orders to fit these out to suit the

mother's taste. An order was taken for

one early in June that cost about $15
for the basket itself, and more than this

before it was complete. Nursery furni-

ture of all kinds is shown; dolls' toilets

and a full range of celluloid toys, the

latter not a new line, but present, of

course, before the toys. Now, however,

the lines of infants' goods are moved
close to the infants' wear department, so

that, as the illustration shows, there is

a joint section established, indicating the

natural development that has taken

place. Dolls and dolls' dresses; balls,

tiny parasols, are among the other lines.

Then the stock is taking in wash suits

for children from two to six years of

age, a little advance on the infants' wear

idea, but one that most stores find it

THE DOLLS' BOOK
Another of the special features

of the department is a Dolls' Book.

This again comes from the toy

department. Scores of orders come
in in a short time for all kinds of

"repairs" for the children's dolls,

and it is probably—to these little

ones, at least—the most popular
idea worked out in the department.
Dolls' heads, legs, eyes, even teeth,

are supplied ; the elastics are
strengthened or renewed; the cries

repaired; enameling done; china
mended, wigs .secured to replace

those sadly torn by the little fin-

gers, and the doll in every way
enabled to regain its position in

the child's community. It is not

an uncommon thing to make out

a bill for three, four or five dollars

for these "repairs."

essential to the success of the infants'

department to work into.

The treatment of show cases and dis-

play and stock tables, etc., has followed
the approved lines, and in this case
French grey has been chosen with a pink
background for the wall cabinets, and
plush of the same shade for the bottoms
of the show cases. Big dolls are used to

set off the baby garments, and natur-
ally the department has a goodly store

to draw from in this respect.

Want List Becomes Important
One of the interesting features of the

conduct of the new department, as it is

of the toy section, is a want card. In
the ordinary case a clerk in a store jots

down on a "want card" whatever a cus-

tomer asks for that the store has not in

stock; that is, either has never stocked,

or is out of temporarily. This card goes
in to the buyer, and if the size or style

is out of stock, this is remedied in the

next order. If it is a case of a new line,

often the demand is watched for some
time before anything- is done. Miss
Clarke uses several sheets of cardboard
for her want list, ;ind on these are writ-

ten the names of the customers, their ad-

dresses and the article they want, such
as a velocipede. As soon as a shipment
comes in the list is scanned and the

want filled. But often it happens that

the customer asks for goods that have
never been kept in stock. A case of this

the other day was a twins' go-cart. That
is not an article, fortunately, for which
there is a daily demand, and just as

naturally, the store had never carried

this line in stock. Yet an effort was
made to supply the want of the cus-

tomer, and illustrations were secured,

and it so happened that the store was
able to show the customer a picture of

the very one she had seen in New York
and particularly wanted. She eagerly

accepted the offer and one was ordered,

and at the price there was some profit

to the department, and a very greatly

pleased customer. In the case of small
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A fine toy department which gave birth to an infants' wear department at A. P. Holland's, Montreal.

articles not closely related to the goods
carried, a department might not be will-

ing to go to the trouble to search for

goods asked for, but in cases like this

there would appear to be good business

to take some trouble to satisfy the de-

sires of the customer.

dependent on imported toys than they

should be.

"TOMBOY" SUITS
Macy's, New York, are featuring

"Tom'boy" suits for little girls. They
Are made of ginghams in plain dark blue.

The sailor blouse hangs loose and laces

up the front and at the sides with red

silk laces. The sleeves are short;

bloomers are box-pleated on to a belt,

the pleats are deep so as not to come out

and they allow plenty of freedom of

movement. The usual seams down the

front and Oback are not present; they are

cleverly connected under a pleat at the

side. Strong elastic at the knee makes
the bloomers blouse so that they appear
to -be a smart kilt skirt. The price is

$2.89.

The enterprise of British and United
States toy makers in producing goods
that will relegate the pre-war class of
toys to ths backs-round has gone far to-

ward putting the toy trade on a satisfac-

tory profit-makinar basis for year-round
trading. A few toy-making concerns
have kept up with the procession, but
the Canadian retailers are as yet more

EXTEND MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
Murray-Kay's have considerably ex-

tended their millinery department, hav-

ing added a beautifully decorated new
room for high-grade merchandise. An
archway leads to this grey and rose de-

partment where models from $15.00 up
are displayed in glass cases, on three

or four small tables and on individual

pedestals. There are three tastily ar-

ranged private fitting rooms, along one

side of the room. Birds in cages, flow-

ers, palms and ferns add much cheer

and beauty to the attractive furnishings

and customers are already finding it a

pleasant and comfortable spot in which
to select their millinery.

Just at present there is a delightful

array of Summer models on view. They
include the jade green, orchid, dainty

pink, blue and champagne colors; lace,

leghorns, organdie and sports hats in

interesting developments. There is an
orchid gingham organdie hat and para-

sol which is unusually dainty; a num-
ber of batavia cloth sports hats with
crepe facing; a leghorn with crown and
uncurled plume of French blue, with %-
inch olive velvet streamers. Another
leghorn model has the crown completely
covered with loops of one-inch delft blue

velvet ribbon. Rather large velvet flow-

ers are a fancy of the season, too. One
wide-brimmed creation of pink milan

hemp had large velvet flowers and lace,

with georgette facing.

The chin chin type is represented by

a leghorn with navy moire brim.

"More ostrich feathers have been sold

this Spring than during the whole of

the past three years," said Mr. H. Fryer,

manager of the department, to DRY
GOODS REVIEW. They are shown on

stiff little sailors, large picture hats,

pokes and medium shapes and are used

flat, mounted and twisted, gracefully

curled and glycerined. With their strong

vogue this Summer Mr. Fryer thinks

there is every likelihood of ostrich play-

ing a big part in Winter millinery as

well, and numerous other buyers share

his opinion.

E. B. Ershler, St. Johns, Nfld., went
on a buying trip to American markets

early this month.

The Universal Knitting Co., Ltd., Van-

couver, B. C, are now located in bright

new premises at the corner of Hamilton

and Pender streets, opposite the City

Hall Park. They have added new ma-
chinery to their plant which the old

location on Granville street was unable

to accommodate.
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REVIVAL OF PEASANT INDUS-
TRIES

Soldiers Weaving Tapestry

By 1/ondon, Eng.. Correspondent.

Some of the old English handicrafts,

like the phoenix, are rising up again

out of the ashes of the war, which all

but extinguished them. A strong move-

ment is now afoot, promoted by several

organizations, which have devoted them-

selves during the war to helping the dis-

a'bled soldiers to learn a trade to re-

vive the hand looms and ancient tapes-

try weaving in Scotland.

Already in several places disabled sol-

diers are working at hand looms, and

they are likely to be able to earn be-

tween ten and fifteen dollars a w^eek at

this trade.

The premises which Lord Bute erected

near Edinburgh to encourage the revival

of the ancient art of Scottish tapestry

weaving has been re-opened and is giv-

ing employment to ex-soldiers.

Perhaps the hand looms in the North

of Ireland, which are badly in need of

new blood, may be encouraged to take

on a new lease of life in this manner.

BIG BRITISH FIRM COMES TO
HAMILTON

The announcement was made May 29

that another large industry has been

secured for Hamilton. It is the Cana-

dian branch of Porritts & Spencer, Bury,

England, the largest manufacturers of

commercial felt in Britain. The com-

pany will be incorporated at not less

than $1,000,000, and expenditures on con-

struction and equipment will be nearly

as much. Five hundred hands will be

employed. They will also make heavy
woolen blankets. Mr. William Spencer
will bring his family out from England
and manage the new factory himself.

AS TO LOW-PRICED SCRIMS
As reported last month there is a

Si'arcity of the low-priced scrims. How-
ever, ore firm is fortunate enough to

have been able to offer, since the first

of March, for delivery up to October 1,

three numbers of fancy bordered scrims
32 to .36 inches wide, in white, cream,
and beige, at a selling price of from 12

to laVz cents, ba.sed upon piece price

and case lots. This seems to be about
the only source for scrims at those

figures. The demand of course con-

tinues for the better grades, but it is

interesting to note how the character of

demand has altered in the past few

years—in company with the changes in

the type of goods on the market.

Arthur A. Campbell, of W. W. Camp-
bell & Co., Ltd., Sydney, N.S.W., is

opening an office at 140 Broadway, New
York, this month. He will handle furn-

ishing, draperies, dry goods, hosiery, etc.

Green & Company, ladies' tailors, 363
Bank street, Ottawa, have removed to

the Alexandra Bloek, 356 Bank street.

The New Edinburgh Carpet Company,
173 Creighton street, Ottawa, announce
that they are ready to do business and
will operate an upholstering department
as well as carpets.

EVF.KY MOTHER
SHOULD COME ON
BABY'S DAY—Saturday

THE NEWS
OF THE

"Belter B^idding Exhibition'-at TurnbuUs

MUSIC EVERY
AFTERNOON DURING
THE EXHIBITION

FOURTH H.DITION MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1919

FIBST "BETTER BEDDING" EXHIBITION IN PETEBBOfiOUGH
OPENS AT TUBNBULLS ON MONDAY NEXT--MABCH lOtK

BOARDS OF HEALTH
GLADLY APPROVE

SEE BETTERMENT COMING
FROM SOCH EXHIBITIONS
1

' r> P iblu-

I\'irhi..ro slmiild pive this citn' hii

">r her. I'eartv cc-ofcration tor any-
(htnti thji wiU rend tc tht bfticrmeiu
»'( copdil.'-'i in \vhich cne-(h>'J ol

"Ur '-ves IS iptnt mu^t tend to the
hM'f . rnt of the f-,e«ItS of th^ ccra-

\\hcj1f W« cordFallj in-

itf tt> i,riend thi

wlicnr

"lake
wish to empha»ize tht fact that it

IS an F.irhil-njon i>u'e and simple in

vfh.ch The leaJirtg Beddio« MA/iufic-
tiirerj arc. ec-ofcrat mg uith us in

placine LcTore the ptople wf Tet^r-
boro De.Jrfing that is ev*;) thing it

should he and tjive them the oppor-
tunity to sec and hav« explained
the conditions unde< vh-oh Sanliar>
Bedding is nijd#.

In the paic decade so much atten-
tion has been paid to sanitation in

all its branches that it ha4 come to

be paramount in our daily life More
and more the nccci.-iiy of beirer
sanitation is b'ing recognized not
only by the authorities, but by the
public as a ^^h,.^ B-^ards of Health
arc demandrnjf direct compliance
with their regulations PeopU real-

ise more and mor« rbe necessity oi
doing so and tnc advanUi^es dtri\o<i
if^.'m ihe obstrving of rule^ laid down
by Health Boards
Canada is in possession of no Bed-

ding Laws uliatev.;r It is a common
statement among our best Manufac-
turers of Bedding, 'Canada has no
Bedding Laws, but u-t Have/'

Despite Ihc 'act 'Lm rhts i< one of
the f.rst Betier Bedding Exhibi-
tions," in Canada, Boards of Health
in many plates h.ivc seen the won-
derful advantages arising from such
a veritable "beddwrri fair

"

The recent «p;dcmic of SfNanish
influenza brought to light sanitary
conditions of the most distressing
character, Voluntary nurses \ver«
hocko'l at the conditions prevailing
in many homes Recently in London,
unde like conditions, a committee,
composed nf prominent London wo-
men was formed to act m conjunc-

'ith the Boaiyl of Health, to cr-

*Y£ OLDE tYME BED*

tion with the BoaiVl of Health,
adicate the .iwful Janitary co:u
existing in iii.iny homes.
For years pressure lus

bfoug;ht lo bear on' the Covcrni't. jil

to bring in laws regardini; the in.iuu-
facture of bedding
United St,ite» is far alirad of Can-

i.l.i in this respect as niauv individ-
n.\I *.tjte5 have enacted l.nv. peculi.ir

10 iheir localities Sovetal of the
i.iost Droi^fmenl Canadian conipanic*
pr.Je thcmseliTs that while "Canada
Ii.i* no bcddn-. bvs, we ha^o"

Thij is .irnnM^. the first V i^M-i-
tionj of thij km.' in Canada, and
>ou V ill fifid a >i-it to It very inter-
esting and !'i.-iil> entcrnin-ng A
firif-i-U«l r-TJi._Hfi will be in attcn-
^Anco cn'rv iUernr..-.n from J to 5
I*' clock .ml Situ(d*> evening from

10 to 9 10.

"Send among other things Bedsteed of Carven Oake (ye one in which
i sleept in my fathers house) with ye valances and cartayns and tapistry
co»erlid belojigjmgs." Thus wrote a daughter of a prominent governor
the NViv England Slates in the sixteenth century.

THE WEEK S PROGRAMME
MONDAY, MARCH lOTH, "IDEAL DAY."

The Exhibi ion opfns at 2. JO, with products of the Ideal Mannfactw-'ng
Company* >rjiniii»ri*'i !',i'&ycJ, ..itb .t. iTJep^a TrOia \hc 'rartdry ''to'

"explain tnJm fully.

Music from 2.30 to S-30 p.m., by Orchestra of Local Federation of Musicians
TUESDAY, MARCH IlTH, "IDEAL DAY"

The Exhibition of the Ideal Manufacturing Company's tines continued.
Music from 3 to 5 p.m., by Orchestra of Local Federation of Musicians.
Brass Bed and Good Mattress to be giveo to some two persons who at-
tend the Exhibition on "Ideal" Days.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12TH, "ALASKA- DAY.
Featuring prominently the product of the Alaska Bedding Company, ol
Montreal ,wiih an expert from the factory in attendance.
Music from 3 to S p.m., by Orchestra of Local Federation of Musician*.

THURSDAY, MARCH 13TH, "ALASICA DAY.^
Musk from 3 to 5 p.m., by Orchestra of Local Ftderatiflw of Mu»ician».
Folding Bed, Camp Bed and Mattress and Chinlx-Covered Bedroom Box
to be given away to some three persons who visit the Exhibition on
•Alaska" Days. FRIDAY. MARCH MTH.

"SANITARY BEDDING AND BED-TIME COMFORT DAY."
Exhibiting prominent Bedding Lines that have special sanitary features,
comfort-giving Mattresses, Pillows, Springs, etc.

Music from 3 to 5 p.m., by Orchestra of Local Federation of Musicians.
At 4 p.m., an address will be given on "Sanitary Bedding, and What it

Means to the Home and Individual '' by Mr. W H. Smith, Chairman of the
Social Service Commission of the City of Toronto
A Pair of High;Crade Pillows, donated by the Canada Feather and Mat-
tress Company.
A Fell Mattress, donated by the Peterboro Mattress Company, and a Real
Do\' n Comforter by a leading Comforter Maker, lo be given away this day

SATURDAY, MARCH ISTH. "BABIES' DAY."
Special Lines of Beds and Bedding, particularly designed for Babies 'Com-
lorl, prominently featured
Mujiv from 3 to 5 pm, and from 7 JO to 9 30 p.m.. by the Orchestra of

the Local Federation of Musicians.
Last day with All Lines of the Exhibition complete. Special Pritej lor
thii day Cnb and Springs. Crib Mattresses, and set of White Enamel
Kindergarten Tables and Chairs 10 be given away

BIG EXHIBITION

OPOIS MONDAY
BOUND TO MEET WITH DESERV-

ING SUCCESS.
A "Better Bedding Exhibition"

(onimences Monday, March lOth.

and will continue all week at "Turn-
bull's Bip Store," corner George and
Siincoe Streets. The lca<!tnc Canad-
ian manufacturers of Bedding have
made large shipments direct to the
Turnbull Co, for this Exhibition.
These will be prominently displayed
in the windows and the "fifth floor^
which will he given over cruirely to
the exhibition.

Experts in Bedding, men who are
thoroughly posted in every detail ol
its manufacture, will come from the
factories and be on hand to tell many
things about the Bedding that the
average person is not acquanited
with

Saturday will be "Baby's Day,"
devoted particularly to the showing
of Babie^ Bedding, and every mother
should make it a point to attend.
All thinga pertaining to Babies'
comfort wilt be set forth in pleasing
array.

This is purely an . Exhibition.
There vffill be no solicitation or en-
deavor to make sales. We want every
citizen of Peterboro, and the country
surrounding it to lake advantage of
this most unique and what we believe
will be a very entertaining and in-
structive event.
One prominent feature of the cam-

paign is the fact that a number of
manufacturers have mad: contribu-
tions of articles which they wish to
liave given away in connection with
thcW-xhibition. For examcle:^
The Ideal Be(lJin« Co., nirt "rfbhal-

cd a Brass Bed, which will be given
away to some person attending' the

Exhibition on Monday and Tues-
day "Ideal Days," for list of other

prizes see Page 2.

The largest and most noted Cao-
adialn manufacturers are co-operat-

ing Vith us for this "Better Bedding
Exhibition," and wish to ahow the

people of Peterboro and the iur-

rounding country the manufactured
articles, with the progress already

made al-^ng sanitary lines.

The Exhibition is not confined lo

high priced Bedding alone, but is to

show that sanitation i« for the lower
priced articles as well, and the user

of the less expensive articles can re-

ly on it being as clean and pure as

nioderp manufacturers can nuke it

The most reliable makes of Bed-
ding will be shown, many of ihe dis-

plays rcpfcstntiog the goods in the

vnriou.'! stages of the manufacture.
Experta of Bedding from the fac-

tories win be in attendance to give

aver7< infornution regM-ding their

Imes.
On Fridiy, which is "Sanitary Bed-

ding Day," the Chairman of the Soc-

ial Service Commiston of the City of

Toronto will give a ahort addreis on
Sanitary Bedding, Speakers will be

arranged for other day*, if possible,

of which announcements will be

made in the daily press.

PURELY AN EXHIBITION—NO SOLICITATION WHATEVER
Page of store-paper published by J. C. Turnbull Co., Peterborough. Ont., giving special

information on "better bedding" exhibition.



Bedding Exhibition Proves Success
Demonstrations, Lectures on Sanitation, Babies' Day Big Drawing Card to "Fair" at the

\J. C. Turnbull Co.'s Store, Peterborough, Ont.

o UR bedding exhibition put our

bedding department on its feet,"

G. A. Hodgens, manager of the
J. C. Turnibull Company, Ltd., Peterbor-
ough, Ont., stated the other day to a
DRY GOODS REVIEW representative.
"For one entire week, we held 'a better
bedding exhibition,' and the results now
forthcoming are very gratifying. This
'show' served to introduce this depart-
ment of our business to the public in a
way that has proved of unt6ld value,"
he added. All the newest styles in beds,
and in bedding, such as mattresses, pil-

lows, comforters, etc., were on display.
The exhibition was largely advertised
through the medium of the daily papers,
and also by the store's paper called "The
News," featuring articles on sanitation,

and better housing conditions, with the
program for the "Better Bedding Exhibi-
tion" prominently outlined on front page.
This was sent broadcast throughout the
city, and to all the surrounding villages

and country. Window displays also
played a prominent part in the adver-
tising scheme.

The exhiibition was held during the

afternoons and on Saturday evening. An
orchestra was in attendance throughout
the week, and addresses by representa-
itve men from the various factories

whose goods were shown, were present
and spoke to the people, who came in

large numbers each day. "Sanitary bed-
ding, and what it means to the home and
to the individual," was the subject of an
address given by W. H. Smith, chairman
of the Social Service Committee of To-
ronto.

The co-operation of all the leading
manufacturers in this "better bedding

fair" was a matter for congratulation on
the part of the management of the store.

There was aibsolutely no solicitation to

buy during the exhibition. It was purely

a display, intended to lay before the

buying public new ideas in bedding that

would help improve sleeping conditions

for the people. The addresses were
most helpful from a sanitary and health

standpoint, those attending voicing their

appreciation of the store's enterprise in

conducting such an educative affair.

The Babies Received Attention

On Saturday, "Babies' Day" was the

feature, and special lines of beds and

bedding, particularly designed for

babies' comfort, were attractively shown.

The exhibition was not confined to high-

priced bedding alone, but endeavored to

show that sanitation is for the lower

priced articles as well, and that the user

of the less expensive goods can rely on

them being as clean and pure as modem
manufacturers can make them. Manv
of the displays of the most reliable

makes of bedding, represented the goods

in the various stages of manufacture.

An added feature that attracted a

good deal of attention, and tended to

stimulate interest in the affair, was an

estimating contest. The management
invited visitors to estimate the number
of persons attending on certain days.

Valualble prizes, such as folding beds,

brass beds, mattresses, and comforters,

proved sufficient inducement to make
the competition keen.

Sales Increased Since Fair

Opportunity to display housefurnish-

ings on this occasion was not lost sight

of, and visitors to the "better bedding"

display were invited to visit the house-
furnishing department as well. Many
of them did, and Mr. Hodgens feels busi-

ness since the "fair" has shown that it

was well worth while. It was the big-

gest feature in the way of advertising

that the store has ever put on, but as a
means of pushing sales in these particu-

lar lines, it is certainly claimed a win-

ner.

Demonstrates Floor Covering Also

A practical demonstration of one of

the substitutes for linoleum that is now
being sold, proved valuable in the way
of increasing sales of that commodity in

the same store. Early in the Spring a

large piece of this particular floor cov-

ering was placed on the pavement in

front of the store. Here it was exposed

to all kinds of weather, and was subject

to very heavy traffic, hundreds of people

on the main street walking over it every

day. At a season too when the weather

was very uncertain, it encountered much
rain, snow, and generally bad weather

conditions. Notwithstanding this adverse

treatment, extending over a period of

ten days, a DRY GOODS REVIEW rep-

resentative saw this linoleum substitute

on a recent visit to Peterborough, and

was impressed with its durability, as

proved by the ajbove test. The pulblie

was sufficiently convinced as to improve

the buying of the article very consider-

ably, according to the statement of Mr.

Hodgens. Its wearing qualities seemed

to be amply demonstrated in this rather

unique test, as no piece of floor covering

would he tried so comipletely in the home

(Continued on page 125)
,

At the "Better Bedding" Exhibition

Display of mattresses, pillows, etc., shown in the J. C. Turnbull Co's. store at Peterborough, Ontario
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This is ONE from

That New VICTORIAVILLE Line

Following our recent

announcements^

we now show you herewith

One of Our

New Designs

in

SOLID PLAIN OAK
We place this line before the Trade with fullest confidence that they will

find in it merchandise of the very best kind. In its production we have

the advantage of splendid natural resources at our immediate command,

besides the benefit to be derived from availing ourselves of excellent

facilities and skilled workmanship.

The merits of this SOLID PLAIN OAK LINE make it of unusual interest

to every retailer. It is furniture that appeals to Taste as strongly as

it appeals to Reason, because in meeting the desire for Style and Quality

it also fulfills every practical need, and does it all at exceptionally

reasonable prices. Its pleasing Appearance and lasting Serviceability

are features that cannot fail to place it among the very best selling

lines—the choice of a large number of Home Furnishers.

Decide NOW to try this Line out in your immediate selling. It is no
venture. It is a safe and profitable proposition.

Send for supplementary catalogue and full particulars.

Victoriaville Furniture Company, Limited
VICTORIAVILLE. QUEBEC
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CABLES: Worth, Stourport CODE: A.B.C. 5th Edition

T. BOND WORTH & SONS, LTD.
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

STOURPORT, WORCS., ENGLAND

Specialities in Carpets
in suitable styles and artistic

effects—the result of many years

experience and careful study

of the requirements of the

CANADIAN MARKET.

Saxony Wilton Rugs (seamed)
Made in Two Qualities

Omdurman and Persian

Seamless Axminster Rugs
9' 0" 10' 6" and 12' 0" Wide

SEVERN
ASTORIA
AMBERLEY

Royal Axminster Carpets
Piece Goods Seamed Rugs

Hearth Rugs

Brussels and Wilton Carpets and Rugs
Chenille Hearth Rugs and Mats

Corridor, Vestibule and Sofa Rugs
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see'

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

EstabUshcd 1775

Canadian Rcpr«cnutive$ : CAMPBELL, SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

No. 1841 Extension Rod

Extending 30 to 54 inches, 7/16 inch Brassed Tubes, fine finish Ferrule, Pol-

ished Brassed Ends 1% inches in diameter, complete with brackets. Packed
1 dozen to box. 1/2 gross to Carton. 5 gross to Case.

Price $1.35 Dozen. $16.00 Gross.

WIRE YOUR ORDER, COLLECT

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED
LACHINE :-: MONTREAL
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John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,
45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystar'

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED ,,

LINENS a„^HANDKERCHIEFS '^^

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory :

Bay and Wellington Sts., Toronto, Canada

Mathematics
PROBLEM:

To dispose of, or to obtain some-

thing or someone.

SOLUTION:
A Dry Goods Review Condensed Ad.

COST:
Five cents per word per insertion.

Ten cents extra per insertion for

box number.

RESULTS:
Just what you were looking for.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University .Avenue

TORONTO

We can meet your requirements in

CHINTZ
CRETONNE

SHADOW CLOTH
CURTAIN NETS
CURTAIN SCRIMS

Our quality is unexcelled.

Our colors and designs exquisite.

Our service is prompt and efficient.

Our prices are right.

The Lace Goods Co.
LIMITED

Third Floor, Empire Building, 64 Wellington

Street West. TORONTO.

Importers and Manufacturers Agents
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Table Oil Cloth
= and ^

Oil Cloth Table Cover Designs
DIRECT FROM LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

LEATHER CLOTH
MUSLINS - DRILLS - DUCKS

VITRA PHANE
STAINED GLASS PAPER

THE WEISS & KLAU CO.
462-466 BWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

"TABLE OIL CLOTH AND WINDOW SHADES SINCE 1887"

When you want to sell or buy any-

thing, use the condensed ad columns of

Dry Goods Review

You can talk across the continent for

five cents a word.
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Satisfaction

Canadian Hosiery
for

Canadian Children
The sturdy activity of healthy

young Canada demands Hosiery of

genuine merit to stand the wear
and tear imposed upon it.

Your little customers will be
assured of Hosiery of finest appear-
ance and greatest reliability, when
you sell them A.B.C. Cashmere
Hosiery.

Made in all sizes, from 4 to 10
inch—in 1 and 1 rib.

The goodwill this Une will earn
for you in giving thorough satis-

faction will be a valuable asset to

your business.

The popularity of this brand of
Hosiery for Children has so rapidly
increased that we have found it

necessary to move to larger premises,
in order to more competently meet the
demand for our goods. With extended
space and greater facilitier. we are
now in a position to produce four times
our former output.

May we send you a trial order of

—

A.B.C. HOSIERY?

Allen Bros. Co., Limited
883 Dundas Street East, Toronto

IIISCl
Silk ftosiei^^

"Superfine"
in—QUALITY

PERFECT FIT
SMARTNESS

The constantly increasing sale of WINSOME MAIDHOSIERY indicates its superiority.

Its wonderfully soft, silken texture, and its splendid
wearing qualities, are recognized and appreciated by
discriminating buyers.

A complete range of colors—including all the popular
shades of the present Season.

Increase your Summer Sales by stocking—WINSOME
MAID Pure Thread Silk Hosiery.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard Street East, Toronto
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

I

COLONIAL MAID

WILL I
NOT ^
RUST I

I SIZE Z

DRESS Ir FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

BRASS-
will not

rust

Cfc^HIS IS NOT A
<^

I
FRICTION FASTENER

^ D 4- * MADE^ but IS WITH
HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m M

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SI7ES: 00-0-1

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

MJ

1

\m

lI^

wM
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I he VVabasso K^oiion company

Till

IT STANDS ALSO TO-DA Y FOR

SNOW WHITE COTTONS
ABSOLUTELY PURE

MADEmaMATA

Always the Premier White Cotton Mills of Canada
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Cable address'BONWORTH" Telephone 228

:^'W/i^'~/j^.

WEAVING, KNITTING AND DOMESTIC

TRADE HAHK.

-^^'i^^y^^^^^ltM/^/lyy (^^/l/^. May 15th, 1919.

TO THE DRY GOODS TRADE

Gentlemen»-

Por four and one-half years The Bonner-Worth Co»t
Ltd. Bpeoialized in hand knitting yarns for Soldiers Sooks.
Nothing was allowed to stop, or delay, production of this yam,
so indispensable to the comfort of our splendid soldiers "over
there*

•

When the Armistice was signed, our Spinning and
Dyeing experts concentrated their energies to produce a yam for
Ladies* garments which was to be the last word in hand kitting
yams* The result is now offered to the trade in "SUPEK'and
"ELECTRA* yams.

Gup "SOPER*- a 2 ply floss sold in balls - is spun
from fine Australian wool, and makes up into a deliciously cosy,
clinging garment. Spun by experts, dyed with the finest dye-stuffs
procurable » this yam is most easy to knit emd will give pleasure
to the knitter from start to finish of the garment.

*ELBCTRA"- a 4 ply fingering, sold in skeins and balls-
is the best value in hand knitting yarns ever placed on the market.
Special twist has been imparted into this yarn "preventing splitting
and enabling it to slip over the needles in a jnanner vrtiich every
knitter will appreciate.

Both "SUPER* and "ElECTRA." hand knitting yarns are
sold in a range of 32 colours. The selection of shades will please
the most fastidious.

Our travellers will call upon you in the near future
and any inquiries addressed to the head office at Peterborough will
receive prompt attention.

Yours very truly.

THE BONNER-WORTH COMPANY, LIMITED.
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SUEDETTE
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

GLOVES
COLORS
White
Black
Chamois
Palm Beach
Grey—light and dark

MATERIAL
A fine woven suede finished

fabric of wonderful wearing
durability.

WORKMANSHIP
With a modern plant and up-

to-date equipment our cus-

tomers are assured of perfect

fitting and perfect finished

gloves.

ORDER
A sample dozen
will be forwarded
on request.

The Hudson Bay
Knitting Co., Limited

MONTREAL
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liJ;i:iii;iii<iiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiii{iiiii!iiiiiii;i[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iii{iiiiiii^^

2045

A New French Veil
SOFT SHETLAND FINISH

Plain Hexagon Mesh, with Elastic,

specially made for extra wear.

Black—^24.00 gro.—in attractive folders.

TRY SOME !

Soft ShetlandVeiling for Summer
White, Black, Navy, Taupe, Nigger.

Malines
Never as scarce, or as popular.

Used for Millinery, and Neck Scarves.

Limited quantity in stock.

Black, White, Champagne, Grey, Old
Rose, Pink, Paddy, Navy, Mauve,
Nigger, Sky, Taupe, Purple, Tan,

Brown, Saxe, etc.

Bridal Nets---Bridal Veils

Cotton and Silk Nets
Black, White, Ecru, and Colors.

Chantilly Laces
Black and White.

Flouncings
Are a sure thing for Fall.

BUY NOW !

We can supply Black, White, Ecru,

at old prices.

We Want Your Trade

P^ADAVEILING CO
LIMITED

TORONTO

-!iTri:i'l'l!i!i:i:i;ii;iii;i'i:i:i'ii|i|iMii;i!iii!i!i'i:H!ii'i; |l|IITI!IT|l|'lll1l'|!|ll>l!lllini:|1lll1l!lll!IIIlilTi:i1|l|l|llllil!ll111!l!l<nilllll'llll1l!|i|^
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THE CANADIAN
DRY GOODS, FANCY GOODS AND

SMALLWARE HOUSE
Keeping Abreast Of The Times

ARE OFFERING:--

Special values in Scotch Ginghams 27 in., at 42>^c yd., in latest

plaids; made of Egyptian cotton and fast dyes.

In our Ready-to-Wear Department a large range of Rompers, from

$3.75 up; Boys' Summer Suits, Play Overalls and Girls' Dresses,

from $4.75 per dozen up.

A complete assortment of Ladies' Hosiery, all colours in all sizes,

in cotton, lisle, fibre and silk, from $2.25 to $27.00 per dozen.

Ladies' and children's Summer Knitted Underwear, latest collar de-

signs, square, round, cumfy and V-necks, from $2.75 to $39.00 per

dozen.

Special line Drawing Linen for

fancywork, 36 in., 75c yard.

Heavy Cotton Crash, suitable

for dish cloths, 17 in. wide, 20c

per yard.

Japanese Hollow Rubber Balls

to retail loc, 15c and 25c apiece.

Butterfly Swimming Wings,
$3.00 per dozen.

Window Drapery, plain and
printed.

Fancy and Plain Knitting

Yarns.

Plain and Fancy Ribbons,

Laces and Embroideries.

A complete line of Children's

Socklets, from 68c to $2.25 per

dozen.

Texto Feston for embroidering

Crepe de Chine Blouses, 20-yd.

skeins in white, cream, black,

pink and blue, 65c dozen.

We give special attention to Letter Orders, Tele-

grams or Long Distance Telephone Orders.

If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly

notify us and we will have him call on you.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
83-91 St. Paul Street West - 21 St. Sulpice Street - Le Royer Street

MONTREAL
SAMPLE ROOMS

Metropole Building 7 Charest Street Windsor Hotel 77 York Street 503 Mercantile Building

SHERBROOKE QUEBEC OTTAWA TORONTO VANCOUVER
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Skirt Dimensions Moderate for Fall
New York says 6 or 7 Inches From Ground—Hem 40 Inches Around—Russian Blouse Idea

Noted in Dresses, Suits and Coats—Ruffles a Trimming Feature—Bathing
Suits Feature Ginghams.

NEW YORK, June 2, 1919.—The
warm days are bringing out in-

numerable things for town, coun-

try, and seaside wear, and despite the

garment workers' differences there is

much Fall news from the busy designers

here as well as from Paris. Cool Sum-
mery frocks and sports novelties are the

centre of shopping interest, however.

There are frills and tunics and drapes

galore on the net. Georgette, voile, or-

gandie and foulard frocks. Those ma-
terials, of course, are the leaders this

season. In designing there is perhaps

more attention given to novel applications

of frills, large and small, on the very

newest. Occasionally a decidedly extreme
novelty makes its appearance. Note-

worthy among these recently was a yel-

low organdie with blue Japanese floral

figures on the bodice. There were loose

sleeves and a round roll Japanse collar,

and as for the rest of the garment, one

hardly knows whether a Japanese vase,

a parachute, a knitting bag, or some sort

of Chinese instrument of torture had the

strongest influence. The skirt was al-

most painfully tight at the ankles, then

about twelve inches above the hem was
gathered a cup-shaped skirt which
spread wide and open at the hips; sus-

penders of ribbon passing over the

shoulders held up the "cup" from whose
inside arose the Ibodice.

With regard to frills, many of these

are now placed perpendicularly on the

skirt, running half or two-thirds of the

way from the hem up. Others follow

crescent and fanciful patterns, three or

four aTsreast, or they may just cover the

whole skirt as they have been seen to do

in earlier periods of their vogue. An-
other novel trimming, but which is chief-

ly seen on satin or taffeta gowns is

heavy silk rope. One satin frock had

fifteen rows of it on the tunic and six

on the wide bell sleeves.

Moire silk is gaining every day. It is

considered one of the best types of silk

for Fall gowns and is already popular;

so, too, are moire ribbons.

Tunics the Vogue

You will observe hy the accompanying
sketches that the big majority of gowns

now have tunics; they are probably part-

ly responsible for the spread of the nar-

A Sash and Short Sleeves
Also skirt close at the ankles with boulTant

movement mi<lwa> to (he knee, and a low
waistline are salient features of this new
silhouette Kown of pussy willow satin worn
so daintily by Miss I'eRKy Hopkins, the

actress.

row skirt—if somewhat of a paradox,
to be sure!—since extremely narrow
skirts never look well unless there is a

fullness over them or simulated in some
way to give an easy grace to the figure.

The model from Arnold Constable's has
rows of taffeta banding alternating with
Georgette, and a wide-fringed sash to

be looped at the side or else tied in one
of the huge fashionable bows at the back.

The frock from Franklin Simon's has a
popular new sleeve effect.

For very warm weather the thinnest

sorts of waistcoats are selling. Some
are made of fine voile patterned in small
squares. Tan, grey and other colors are

featured. There are also some dainty
numbers made of organdie in blue, pink,

deep rose, lavender, grey, maize and
strawberry. Some waistcoats have frills

around the neck which are all-envelop-

ing; they wake the waistcoat seem like a

part of the frock. Frilled cuffs are sold

with this type of waistcoat.

Net Lingerie

White net is introduced by Franklin
Simon & Co. for Summer under-apparel.

Heretofore its use has been largely con-

fined to yokes and trimming, but now
entire garments of it posed over flesh

chiffon are shown.

Wanamaker's announce that the new-
est and most effective skirt made in their

collection is in baronette satin with deep

border of small squares formed by pin

tucks, the same store is also featuring a

wide range of veils in midnight blue in

all the popular designs. Their announce-

ment states that these veils are "much
more flattering to the complexion than

black can ever be—and ever so much
smarter in this season of midnight blue.

They come in fancy meshes, quite fine,

large hexagonal meshes, allover scrolls

and scrolled borders, and chenille dots.

A most bewitching new sports blouse

has come over from Cheruit, Paris. It

is of jade green plaited Georgette held

bv bands of crochetted wool of the same
shade. The blouse is in slipover style,

semi-fitting, extending well below the

hips, where it is split and the coimers

finished with tassels; square neck and

tliree-quarter sleeves.
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Japanese Coral Necklaces

Bonwit, Teller & Co. are showing a

collection of genuine Japanese coral

necklaces, "hand wrought in Italy by
skilled craftsmen." The store claims

that these are the first to reach this

country in a very long time. They are

24 inches long and colored white or pink

tint. The prices are $15 to $59.50.

A dainty new vanity case is oval shape,

made of satin-striped faille and lined

with white kid. A gold plate is inserted

in the inside of the lid for the monogram.
For travelling days there is a very

useful ironing-board being shown. It is

made of aluminum and covered with
silence cloth. It folds up and is then but
22 inches long, weighing but 3% pounds.

Bathing Suits

B. Altman & Co. are featuring some
practical bathing suits which combine
gingham and taffeta. In one model the
bloomers are of navy blue taffeta and
the dress of gingham. Bright red plaid

ginghams are also shown; the skirts

have loop or cartridge fullness at the

hip line. Corded batik velvets and crepe
silks are shown by Franklin Simon's.
One wool jersey model has a border of
crepe de Chine in bright colorings at-

tached with irregular wool stitches.

Yoke and sleeve straips are also of the
colored crepe. Another mode with very
full harem bloomers has a front and back
loose panel of black tricolette, the regu-
lar skirt being dispensed with; the

bloomers are of figured crepe de Chine
and the bodice of tricolette.

Sashes, fancy hats, shawlettes, aU
sorts of rubber novelties and wide scarfs

are necessary accompaniments, in color,

for the smart bathing costume this sea-

son. One Roman silk scarf of ribbon
was seen beaded through buttonholes at

the waistline on a black taffeta suit.

Skirts are, if anything, a trifle longer
than last year.

New Closing Hours

New York City department stores will

practically all close for the whole of
Saturdays during July and August, some
closing at 5 p.m. on Saturdays during
June and some at 5.30 and opening at

9 a.m. The 'Saturday all-day closings in-

clude June 28 and August 30.

Fall Coats and Suits

From all appearances just now few
skirts this Fall will be shorter than 6

or 7 inches from the ground and the
width will average 40 inches, with many
as wide as a yard and a half. These
measurements are in accord with the de-
sires of the best dressed women; they
prefer these to the very short and nar-
row skirts which Paris has maintained.
Jackets will vary greatly, lengths al-

ready shown are from 32 to 40 inches.
Some designers think that embroidery
will replace fur for trimming to quite
an extent, but many snug choker fur
collars will be featured. Floss soutache
and French knots are used in the em-
broidery trimming. Close formation of
buttons is also a trimming feature.
There will be many collars with irregu-
lar fastening.

Featured at Franklin Simon's. Georgette and
Foulard.

From Arnold, Constable's. Taffeta and
Georgette.

A satin and a georgette gown. These are
featured at Abraham & Straus.'

A slight hip fullness modifies the Louis
XV fashions. Pin tucks and wider ones
were brought out late last Winter and
met vi'ith much favorable comment. They
are being utilized again in panels, false

vents, and various other ways. Long
rows of buttons are often accompanied
by buttonhole effects, and sometimes
loops of bi'aid are used in two long rows
without the buttons. String belts are
notable among the great range of treat-

ments for the waistline. Suits will fol-

low straight lines but they will be a little

looser than during the past season. The
new lines are considered more becoming.
The bloused suit will be among the early

favorites. Silvertones and suede-finished

fabrics are mentioned among the best

selling coat fabrics.

Dresses for Fall

For early Fall there is strong feeling

that satin and tricolette will be in big

demand. These are especially adaptable
to the tailored graceful type of dress

which does not fit the figure too closely.

For strictly tailored gowns the old fav-

orites, tricotine, serge, Poiret, twill and
gabardine will concern the biggest busi-

ness. Corded wool fabrics are liked toy

ti>e French and these will no doubt have
place in time, since the French embargo
on wool from England and the United
States was lifted on May 26, leaving

a possibility of better supplies being

m.ade up for export. One of the new
French colors is "chaudron," a coppery
brown, which might be described as a

rose brown. So far this is shown mostly
in coatings, however. Browns are con-

sidered among the best colors for Fall

in both cloth and satins.

Tunics and coat frocks are among the

smartest of the advance Fall models.

These are developments of the Russian

blouse which seem to be an influence

in Fall styles for all garments. A num-
ber of the new styles have deep folds

at the bottom; scallops in lingerie effect

are embroidered for collars and a touch

of color is added in a picot ribbon at the

neck.
The New Blouses

"Chromite" work is a feature of the

new models offered by one of the large

designing houses. It is a drop imita-

tion of beading and resembles hand
painting also. It is shown in flowered

and other designs. In one instance it

forms a garland of flowers framing a

yoke which is of a contrasting shade to

the body of the blouse. Straight bands

of chromite are used between rows of

tucking with novel effect also. Beading
and hand painting are used to ornament
some of the very high-priced models.

Extremely long fringe is a feature of

some new models which are of hip length.

On some attractive black models there,

is trimming of "ostrich" braid. This is

a bright braid used around the neck and

sleeves, put on flat, and with moire

grosgrain ribbon nan through the loose

meshes. Ruffles have place also in some
of the Fall models. There are some num-
bers shown with the short sleeve and

overblouse effect, but so far the trade

does not look with undivided approval

upon these. They will probably be good
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in some of the fancy printed novelties

but general acceptance is not expected
for them. Flat collars are given some
preference over rolling types, and there
is doulbt expressed over the possible im-
portance of collarless styles. In small
sizes they are liked still but larger
women seem to prefer a collar.

Now that the manufacturing trade
feels a little more settled with regard
to its labor conditions there is no doubt
that this month will see important de-

velopments in Fall tendencies and mat-
ters of keen interest to retail merchants.
Meanwhile, hot weather fashions and
novelties must not be lost sight of.

Mrs. Irene Castle, widow of the late

Capt. Vernon Castle, and who is fre-

quently called the 'best dressed woman in

America, was married last month to
Capt. Robt. E. Treman, of Ithaca, N.Y.
Her wedding gown was a beautiful crea-
tion of pearl grey charmeuse with rich

lace and pale yellow chiffon, the skirt

being narrow and short and iprofusely

draped from waist to knees. She had a

picture hat of grey gauze trimmed with
a wreath of grey flowers, and wore a
corsage bouquet of white and yellow
orchids.

Two Toronto firms, in conjunction
with Mr. T. J. Conway, of Perth, Ont.,

presented a two days' fashion show in

the town hall of that place. Living mod-
els from Toronto displayed the dresses,
coats, suits, blouses and skirts. The
styles shown attracted large audiences,
300 women being present one evening.
The displays were put on from 4 to 6

and from 8 to 10 each day.

(orsetsy]\rassieres

Fall corsets are out in extended
ranges of models, although the silhou-

ette for the most part is not radically

changed. One large firm which had
designs in Paris in February and March
is emphasizing the flat backs in its new
Fall models. In fact, in order to keep
the back flat and simulate the slinking

pose effected by the French modistes
there are garters attached to the boning
at the side back. With some firms
there is a slight shortening of the skirt

detected but the lines ai'e still narrow.
Low busts are again in the majority.
There is an increase in the number of

Empire styles, that is those built up to a

point at the centre (in back-lace models),
and low under the bust, at the sides and
back. In front-lacing models tops are

lower than ever though one firm is

showing an occasional high (bust model
just to feel out the market for high
styles. They attach no importance to

those numbers, however.
Novelties are shown in some of the

fabrics used, new colorings being fea-

tured by some manufacturers. Pink
and blue mixture brocades, delicate or-

chid shades and numerous pinks are to

be had. Patterns are mostly small. The
top of one model is finished with a tiny

wool trimming in colors, which is called

a "Greenwich Village" decoration. Or-
chid satin lined w^th fbatiste makes
up another new number.
The Canadian trade is keenly inter-

ested in pinks and some of the new
numbers have a dainty little touch of

blue in the trimming, but beyond that

colors are not a good selling proposi-

tion. Suede trico and silk trico are
among the prominent new fabrics in

some front-lace Fall ranges.

For average fignires the boning is

slight and very soft, but for

heavier figures where a stiff back
is preferred there are new models
in front-lace lines which have sev-

eral strips of heavier boning in the back
with the sides and front still free and
soft.

One house has in its Fall range 22 new
numbers, and has eliminated none of the

old ones. This gives a splendid selection,

and while a little more care and atten-

tion is required in buying from the

larger number of designs, there is a

more satisfactory stock obtainable, es-

pecially where not too many makes are

carried.

Prices remain the same, but as ex-

plained last month better materials and
on the whole better values are offered at

those prices than were possible last sea-

son.

A corset has been put on the New
York market which features self-lacing.

It is claimed to be free over the abdo-
men and firm over the back, and is de-

signed with laces crossing from the eye-

lets which are placed from the waistline

down the back in the usual manner; the

laces, however, meet the ends of two
bands, the laces from the right passing
to the left band and from the left side

they meet the right band. These bands
form a narrow belt, and are simply
drawn up to the proper position, and the

lacing is done. The corsets are made in

short and long models.

Blouse Styles

We have here three fashionable blouses which are being featured by Stewart & Company, New York. The
orii^inality expressed in the neck lines, the collar, culTs, and trimmin^^s is unusually interesting.
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Canadian Ready-to-Wear
For Europe

After a conference with the Canadian
Trade Commission, manufacturers of

women's garments in Canada, represent-

ing ninety-five per cent, of the trade,

organized under the name of "The
Ladies' Wear Export Association," and
decided to send a representative to

Europe, sailing on May 10, to secure

orders under the Canadian credits. All

firms in the line will be invited to join,

and will share in the allocation of orders

received. The Canadian Trades Com-
mission is favoring special consideration

of their case by the Canadian Mission

in London, owing to the fact that

through seasonal changes of fashion this

industry invariably has five months in

each year of virtual unemployment.
The Ladies' Wear Export Association

holds large options on cloth, and is in a

position to deal promptly with credit

orders. Members were in accord with

the Trade Commission that the present

opportunities for entering the permanent
export trade will not recur.

A CHARMING WHITE FROCK
A most charming garden party frock,

all white, has simple round neck bodice,

elbow sleeves and skirt cut with panel

set in front and back, outlined with close-

ly placed white buttons. At the sides of

the skirt there are rows of heavy ibraid-

irg, crosswise, about half-way down,
and five accordion pleated ruffles from
there to the hem. The material is satin

with flowing georgette drape on the

sleeves.

BLOUSE JUMPERS
"Blouse jumpers" are a very happy

interpretation of the middy and are be-

ing featured by some leading English
firms. They are straight cut, like the

original middy, and are made of fancy
striped and other materials, with round
or V necks, elbow sleeves and various in-

teresting pockets. The neck and sleeves

are finished with wide pleating, and
there is a soft tie. Blouse jumpers look

like a first class hot weather garment.

Edward Foster, Coristine Building,

Montreal, has been appointed represen-
tative for Canada for the Calico Printers'

Association of Manchester, and will open
permanent sample rooms both in Mont-
real and at 64 Wellington Street West,
Toronto.

W. H. Bowman, of McConnell and
Fergusson Agency, was called to Lon-
don, Ont., May 30 by the sudden illness

of his mother, who died shortly after

his arrival.

Capt. A. S. Brown is in charge of the
Canadian office of Wm. Anderson & Co.,

Ltd., of Glasgow, Scotland. The new
office is at 43 Scott Street, Toronto. Capt.
Brown has had a stirring war career,

having served in France since October,
1916.

The G. F. Reid Company, who recently
moved from Toronto to Brampton, have
purchased property in the latter place

A Fall Model
Although strike troubles are
upsetting the progress of Fall
offerings to a considerable ex-
tent, some of the manufactur-
ers were enabled to get out a
certain number of models be-
fore the strikers went out.
This coat illustrated is one of
the advance models for Fall.

It is made of henna velours,
showing the new bloused back,
which is being featured by a
number of designers. Fur or
plush collar and cuffs are also
to be featured on many of the
new Fall numbers, and straight
lines without a surplus of ma-
terial as shown in this illus-

tration. Designed by M. New-
man for A. Roth & Co., Toronto.

where they will erect a one-storey base-

ment "flatiron" factory for the manu-
facture of whitewear. The factory is to

be a "sunshine" factory, built of brick

and glass.

Cole, Whittaker, Ltd., manufacturers

of waists, middies, sport skirts, etc., who
began business in Montreal two years

ago in the suburban district, have moved
to larger and more modern premises at

292 St. Catherine St. W., in the heart of

the uptown ready-to-wear and manufac-

turing district. The step was necessi-

tated bv their increasing business.

Mrs. C. MacMichael, of the Canadian
H. W. Gossard Co., leaves during the

last week of June on her Western trip.

She expects to reach Vancouver by July

10. The Gossard salespeople are now all

on the road showing Fall models.

ADDS DYEING PLANT
Owing to the great difficulty which

knitting mills find in importing special

colored yarns within any practical

length of time, the British Columbia
Knitting Co. is installing a complete dye-

ing and fulling machine. This will en-

able them to execute special orders as

well as take care of their own require-

ments in an extended range of colors.

They propose to import direct from New
Zealand yarns "in the oil" or natural

color and do the dyeing in their own
plant. The machine will be completed

by June 15th and will be under the direc-

tion of Alexander Walker, an old country

dyer.

The Royal Worcester Corset Co., New
York, are erecting a six-storey addition

to their plant and making alterations

which will cost in all $100,000.

Canadian Export Clothiers, Limited,

has been incorporated at Montreal with

a capital of $500,000, divided into 5,000

shares of $100 each. The incorporators

are Gui Casimir Papineau-Couture,

Louis Fitch, Abraham Saul Cohen;

Emma Simpson and Joseph Philip Beau-

pre, all of Montreal.
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Cressman Store Enlarging
TTie growth of the business of A. W.

Cressman Company, at Petenborough,
Ontario, is evidenced in the work that
is now underway to enlarge the present
premises. From a small store twenty
years ago with a pay roll of less than
fifty dollars a week to the present estab-

lishment with a pay roll approximating
$1,000 per week, indicates the progress
of this business. Workmen are now en-

gaged on plans of a four storey addi-

tion, at the rear of the Redfern and
Men's clothing sections. This will make
the entire building square out four

storeys high, and add fully a third to

the present floor area. This will give

the company a total of fifty thousand
square feet, and will mean the addition

of several new departments to the

twenty-one already in existence. Just

at present Mr. Cressman will not an-

nounce the new lines that he is going to

add to his business, but reserves the an-

nouncement until the alterations and
building operations are completed.
Double the present floor space will be

afforded the men's furnishing depart-

ment, and the furniture section. In the

new arrangement of things, the base-

ment will ibe utilized for selling pur-

poses, and new lines will be introduced.

Another elevator is also to be added to

the building, an all steel passenger ex-

press car, with increased speed and a

larger carrying capacity. With the com-
pletion of this store as at present plan-

ned, the management state that Peter-

borough will possess one of the finest

and largest department stores, between
in any city of the same size.

The Cressman Company has always
been a leader in adopting sound and
progressive methods. Departmentizin'^'.

the management has found, to have
worked splendidly. Making each depart-

ment head responsible for the managing
of his own particular section, has been

decidedly advantagous in its results. A
comprehensive profit sharing scheme
too, has recently been inaugurated, bv
which each employee shares in the suc-

cess of the business and becomes a con-

tributing factor to the increasing growth
and progress of the store. The system
was described in a previous issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW. A feature of

the store will be the addition of two de-

partments, especially designed for store

service.

Weekly Sales a Success

What has proved a fine success in th^"

way of store enterprise, in the Cressman
Company, has been the weekly bargain

sales, conducted all day Wednesday.

This has been a feature that has taken

well with the buying public, and one

that has long since, ibeen a permanent

fixture in the aff"airs of the store. Es-

tablished fourteen years ago, the number
of annex sales has now passed the seven

hundred mark. The annex is a depart-

ment in itself, and by fairly extensive

advertising, has become almost a house-

hold word with the buying public of

Peterborough and the surrounding coun-
try. Here real "bargains" are disposed

of, and the fact of the continuance of

the "annex" throughout all these years,

is sufficient proof of its worth to the

company, and of the confidence of the

buying public in the value of the goods
ofl^ered.

Half Day Sales

During the Summer months when the

store closes for the half day on Thurs-

days, the company has what is called

the "Merry Half Day Sales," when goods

from the different departments are put

on sale at attractive figures. This too,

has proved a great success. On the first

Thursday of the Summer season, the

company closes the store for the entire

day, giving it up to the annual picnic for

the employees, an event that is much
appreciated by the entire staff.

Exclusive Ladies' Wear, Ltd., manu-
facturers of coats, suits, dresses, etc.,

Montreal, have leased 12,000 square feet

of additional factory space in the New
Wilder Building, Bleury St., necessi-

tated by their growing business.

•C

Tfranblln Simon $. Co.
Fifth Avenue, 37th and 38th St$.

Summertide Blouses

OF SHEER FABRICS

AN ensemble of blouses that leaves

nothitife to be desired. Every fask-

ion and every wKimSicality of fashion is

represented in Paris models, copies and
adaptations. Blouses of batiste, voile,

novelty crepe, dimity, handkerchief linen,

or^ndie or washable silk. In costume or

tailored styles, with sleeves which are

short, very short, or lon^ Adorned with

laces, hand embroidery, artful pipit\^

friUinfts or tucking.

9.75 to 75.00

WOMEN'S ind MISSES' VAIST ShOP
TTiird Floor

J Blouse Announcement
F'ranklin Simon & Company, New York, are
noted for featuring some very definite idea
in each of their ad.s. Above is reproduced
one of their announcements devoted es-

pecially to Summer blouses. Note the

fashion information which is contained in

the brief and pointed paraKraph below the

illustration.

BRANDING BRITISH GOODS
A correspondent writes to the London

"Daily Telegraph" an this subject as
follows: "Of one thing we of these

islands have always been quite sure—^the

quality of the goods manufactured by
our own countrymen. Whether dolls or

china, fabrics or furniture, "British

Made" has been a world-rwide hall mark
of quality. Not always have we been
prepared to stand by that quality and
pay for it, and so before the war our

patronage of cheap foreign made goods

starved our own industries. But now,
in our struggle to regain industrial sta-

bility, the support of every buyer is

needed. Millions of our people are un-

wittingly wearing underwear and hose

of foreign manufacture now, at a time

when it is urgently necessary that home
manufacturers should have support. For

stocks of cheap foreign made woven-

wear remain on our market from the re-

cent invasion of these war-time made
goods. The buying of uribranded wear,

or of goods whose brand you do not

recognize, is making you responsible for

home unemployment. British manufac-

turers brand their goods and advertise

the brands."

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., have

opened an office at 420 W. Euclid Ave.,

Springfield, Ohio, in charge of Austin J.

Hills.
* * *

The International Business Machines

Co., Ltd., have issued a war souvenir

in the form of a 3-color (red, blue and

sepia) wall card reproducing photos of

Beatty, Foch, Haig and Pershing.
* * *

H. Holdroyd, manufacturers' agent, 64

Wellington Street W., Toronto, dealing

in woollens and principally yams, has

gone to the Old Country, combining a

business trip with pleasure.

* * *

A splendid opening day was recorded

last month for the new Amdur store, at

247 Union Street, St. John, N.B. This

is in addition to their large west-end

store.
* * *

The drygoods stores of Brook and

Kelley, Owen Sound, was broken into

May 19'. Besides the dry goods, several

hundred dollars in cash was taken.

* * *

An amateur vaudeville entert'iinment

was given last month by the women em-

ployees of Almy's, Limited, Montreal. It

was well attended and the proceeds are

to be given to a fund for the erection of

a roof garden for the employees.

* * *

Incorporation has been granted to the

Ely Hosiery & Underwear Co., Limited,

Toronto, with capital stock of $40,000.

Smart Style Cloak Company have re-

moved to new and larger premises in

the new Wilder Building, 321 Blewry

St., Monltreal. This was necessitated by

their increasing business.
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EMBROIDERIES
Switzerland Ready to Meet Big Demand
A manufacturer's agent, who has just

returned from St. Gall and other centres

of the embroidery trade in Switzerland,

told DRY GOODS REVIEW that the

plants were awaiting world's trade with

some anxiety. Since the armistice or-

ders, as in many other lines, slackened

up, while the manufacturers were in bet-

ter condition than before to fill them.

Exports are now being allowed by the

Allies to reach Germany to a limited

extent. While this could be done dur-

ing the war, so far as physical connec-

tions were concerned, the Allies as the

controllers of food, and to some extent

of coal, and raw cotton, prevented im-

ports to Germany. At one time there

were piled up in St. Gall embroideries

to the value of 200,000,000 francs, and

the banks of Switzerland were greatly

inconvenienced by the heavy credit re-

quired to carry these.

"Prices promise to keep high, and it

is this that is hindering business now.

But in Switzerland, as in Canada and
all other countries, wages are away up,

and now cotton is advancing probably

to a higher point than ever before.

"When I was travelling I had to use

my passport as much as during the war.
Travelling is very slow now on the Swiss
railways and it took me four hours to

go forty miles."

FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS
(Continued from page 83.)

ground cf beaver board or light material,
and the artistic picturing of the town
in the background, the elevators of huge
proportions in the foreground, with big-

grain boats receiving their cargoes of

golden grain from miniature delivery

spouts, the azure sky, and many other
little effects, made a realistic picture

that compelled one to stop, look and ad-
mire. It was very impressive—and must
have been resultful. It would help to

develop the thought that the Morgan
store could cater to any demand, for in-

cidentally, this moving display was con-
ceived, arranged and evolved in the
Morgan factories, an adjunct of the busi-

ness.

Showing Dolls

Notwithstanding this oflf-season, a

most attractive display of the better
dolls is maintained in wall cases. Dolly
clothes are also displayed in another.
This feature alone is a good one, for it

is apparent that sales are the m.ore like-

ly when the actual goods are on display
and always attractively shown. It gives
the possible customer an added impetus
to make the purchase.

Mr. Osgoode stated that the quality
of dolls made in Canada was improving
greatly. Not only so, the facial expres-
sions were becoming more natural, and
in the matter of price and considering
the Quality there was little to complain
of. He believed that this industry would
be a successful one in this country.
A remarkably good sale is obtained

for juvenile books. These are for the
most part of the better qualities. The

For a Summery Summ.er

There are many points of interest in this
Summer costume. In the first place the
material is lace, which is coming into its

own very strongly. In this instance it is

cream lace over pink satin with val lace at

the throat and pink satin and little artificial

flowers at the girdle and sleeves. More-
over the girdle is tied in sash style and
has very short sleeves accompanied by long
gloves, which is the correct thing for one
who would be dressed a la mode. Another
novelty note is the double string of pearls
worn as a bracelet. The hat is of orchid
and sky blue with flat French flowers. The
parasol too is unusually attractive in its

orchid coloring of velvet brocaded on geor-
gette.

large bound books selling at around $1

to $1.50 per volume are popular. x\ni-

mal stories are in specially large demand
now, and the price range of the most
popular sellers is from 25c to $1.50.

Many of the lines sold are Canadian
made and these, where possible, are ex-

tensively bought for the store's Mont-
real trade.

W^ords on Buying

In their buying policy the Morgan
Company is never scared by the price

of a given line. It must be good or it

will not be stocked, but it must also

possess real value at the price put on it

by the maker. Mr. Osgoode believes

that, in some instances, the manufacturer
takes too much comfort in the fact that

he can get behind the tariff wall and

there be safe to mark his price up to

any figure, so long as this is favorable

or probably a little more so than that of

a competing line subject to duty. He
believes that it would be quite possible

in many instances for the manufacturer

to sell at a much lower price and still

make money—a real, remunerative pro-

fit, but to take refuge behind the tariff

and to make the trade pay through the

nose for his line is something he be-

lieves will only serve to act as a boom-

erang to those who practise it. The

buyer may not always express himself

ill so many words, but, when he ascer-

tains that he has been paying too much

for his whistle he will be a hard or

careful buyer next time.

There is food for reflection in this

contention, and it is not the first in-

stance which has been related to DRY
GOODS REVIEW of this nature. It

may not be justified in a majority of

cases, but in a wide survey of general

retailing the writer has found the aver-

age retail dealer to be favorably in-

clined to ffoods made at home, price and

quality taken into due consideration.

A JACK BOARD
For playing an interesting game of

jacks a jack-board is now available. It

is a 12 in. by 12 in. hoard and the game

is played bv the use of jack-stones and

a rubber ball.

A VICTORY GAME
A new board game called "Victory", in

appearance somewhat suggests the old

familiar checker board, but on the

board itself as well as on the men are

de«i«^ns representative of the different

allied nations, chiefly flags. In addition

to the "Victory" game itself there is a

Victory Junior board.

In place of the aibundance of stocks

that a number of U. S. knit goods manu-

facturers seemed to expect they would

have a few months ago, there is now

reported to be a growing scarcity. A

trade report from New York states that

"mills are adva-ncing the price of under-

wear, as it becomes more and more evi-

dent that buyers are not through with

their buying. One number, a boy s cot-

ton and wool shirt and drawers, has ad-

vanced 50 cents a dozen, and advances

of $100 a dozen have been made on

some lines of two-piece and unions This

is in marked contrast to the conditions

ruling a few months ago, when continued

do^^'nward revisions were the order of

the day in order to induce buying^ ...

The Spring, 1920, season is still a mat-

ter of the future. Mills have given it

some thought, but little, if anything

definite has been done so far. As one

mTman said, "We have troubles enough

S our own now witliout lookmg ahead

still another season."

A new low-twist voile has been

brought out in New Bedford during the

past few weeks. It is said to be the

result of a good deal of experimenting

and compares well with others in its

class.
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LINENS
Little Improvement is Looked for in

the Market for Linens
LINENS.— The supply of linens

among wholesalers is showing depletion,
and there is really no improvement in
the outlook. Stocks of high grade lin-

3ns are almost nil, and any houses that
have them at all, have only a very small
assortment.

A summing up of the situation iby the
council of the Linen Merchants' Assoc-
iation should prove of interest to the
Dry Goods Trade. It is as follows:

During practically the whole of 1918, the
use of linen yarns of all classes required
for the ordinary range of goods was pro-
hibited by the Government, except for
goods intended for purposes of national de-
fence. As a consequence, stocks of all
makes of linen goods have diminished stead-
ily through the year without there being
any possibility of replenishing them. The
flax crop of 1917 was practically entirely
used for Government purposes. Now that
flax yarns and cloth are again released for
civil trade, the only supplies available are
those coming from the flax crop of 1918.
This crop represents a much higher aver-
age of cost than the 1917 crop, and goods
made from it will therefore cost more than
anything that merchants and consumers
have hitherto been asked to pay. This crop
has been bought by the Government, and
there is no reason to suppose that the
Government will release it to spinners at
anything less than its cost. Further, as
regards quantity, the total visible supplies
of flax are much below the requirements
for a normal year's consumption.
Th° Associated Flax Spinners, represent-

ing 95 per cent, of the total spindles in the
trade, have signed an agreement not to sell
yarns at less than a price list now being
drawn up, and based on the 1918 crop.
This list will hold good until 30th June,
1919. Even if there is then a reduction, the
yarns would have to be delivered after that
date, prepared, woven into cloth, and the
cloth subesquently bleached or otherwise
finished. In addition, the enormously en-
hanced cost of production, and recent heavy
advances in wages materially affect the
situation. Supplies at reduced prices can-
not therefore be available at the soonest
before the end of 1919.

It is hardly to be expected that mer-
chants who may have some small stocks
at less than these new costs will sell the
same below present figures, knowing the im-
possibility of replacing them for a long
period ahead except at higher figures. Buy-
ers who are holding off' in the expectation of
lower prices during 1919 are therefore like-
ly to miss their opportunity of securing ex-
isting stocks at something below today's
costs, and of being forced to buy during
1919 at the top market level.

NATHAN FRANK PASSES AWAY IN
HIS NINETIETH YEAR

Nathan Frank, one of the oldest dry
goods merchants in Canada, passed away
at his home in Ocrdensburg, Ont., May
28, after a brief illness of pneumonia.
Mr. Frank was born August 4, 1829, in

Sickenhofen, Germany, . and came to

America in the year 1848, being then

19 years of age. He arrived in Ogdens-
burg in 1858 and started business. At
that time his brothfrs, Isaac and Man-
assa Frank, were associated with him in

the enterprise. He was president of the

Jewish Congregation of the city for half

a century and treasurer of the Royal
Arch Masons for forty years. He also

was a member of Ogdensburg Lodge,

J Dainty Blouse
Distinctly new in design
and trimming is this
georgette blouse in sand
or other color tones, with
the effect of a vest in
the front and a new kind
of embroidery at the
side-fronts. The neck and
sleeves are piped with
white satin. The vest
panel may be had either
tucked or hemstitched
across. For the em-
broidery design a novel
effect is obtained by run-
ning the stitching out in
straight lines forming a
sort of chrysanthemum
petal. The centres of
the flowers and the con-
ventional lower parts are
embroidered with a new
floss in the same tone,
brown in this instance.
This new floss resembles
chenille, except that it is

silk and uncut, giving
curled finish. This de-
sign is a new conception
from the King Fancy
Waist Co., Toronto.

No. 128, F. & A. M., and of the Ogdens-
burg Club. He was a trustee of the Og-
densburg Independent Company. Mr.

Frank was married in the year 1860 to

Mathilda Friedberger and they celebra-

ted their golden wedding in 1910. Mrs.

Frank passed away three years later.

Mr. Frank is survived by two daughters

and four sons, Mrs. A. M. Stahl, of Ber-

lin, N.H.; Mrs. Louis Guttman, of New
York; former Mayor Julius Frank and
Leo Frank, of Ogdensburg; James and

Laurance Frank, of New York city.

sets, are only a few of the articles made
up in graceful curved designs, as well
as straight edged models, all in cretonne.

CRETONNE ACCESSORIES
Cretonne boudoir fittings have at-

tained a more and more important role

the past few seasons. They are being

produced in greater variety and better

qualities this season tha:A ever. Con-

siderable attention is given to colorings,

trimmings, finish and design, and often

a set is sold under the name of the pat-

tern. Eaton's, Toronto, are showing the

"rambler pattern"—a cretonne with in-

distinct rambler roses as its color and

pattern motif. There is another striking

set showing two-inch stripes in bur-

gundy shade, the stripes being ingeni-

ously fashioned in the make-up to serve

as trimming, borders, etc. The round

cushion in one set shown has the stripes

coming in wheel fashion, from edge to

the centre, and also forming a band

around the sides. The new stationery

and trinket chests, glove boxes, bon-bon

boxes, telephone screens, and writing

PORTFOLIO OF FUR PHOTOS
An innovation will be tried out by

Silver Bros., of Montreal, this month,
when they send out to the fur trade a
portfolio of photographs of their latest

models for Fall, taken for them on New
York models. These are actual proofs

backed with linen to preserve them,

and are enclosed in a holder, entitled,

"Silver Tips—a portfolio of beautiful

high-grade furs from the house of Silver

Bros., Montreal. Keep this portfolio for

further 'illustrations, which you will re-

ceive each month,"
Last year reproductions of engravings

were sent out, but it was felt this time

that the actual photo prints would give

better results, especially as it is sug-

gested to the trade to sell to their cus-

tomers direct from this portfolio.

A new dry goods store has opened up
next door to the Dominion Bank in Nap-
anee, Ont. The stock includes men's

and women's ready-to-wear, boots, shoes,

erloves, hats, etc. The motto adopted at

Ford's is "Small profits and quick

sales."

Mr. John Catto, head of the firm of

John Catto & Son, dry goods merchants,

Toronto, has been receiving the congratu-

lations of his friends, on his 86th birth-

day, April 12.
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WESTERN STORE HAS SUCCESSFUL
FLOOR FEATURING WOMEN'S

READY-TO-WEAR

year when furs are on display customers
pay cash for the most expensive gar-
ments, and from every standpoint the
department is one of the most profitable

in the store.

PICTURE a suite of quiet, daintily-

furnished rooms, carpeted in cool

green, with delicately woven win-

dow curtains, and quaint overcurtains,

full length bevelled glass mirrors and a

charming display of feminine garments
and millinery, and you have the exclus-

ive women's wear department operated
with unusual success toy the firm of Har-
vey & Johnson, general storekeepers at

Kamsack, Sask.

This department is upstairs over the

store, and is altogether a secluded, re-

fined and refreshing place in which
women may make their business of per-

sonal apparel in privacy and without any
of the disconcerting elements that are

present in the ordinary store. In the

building in which this firm established

a strictly cash business three years ago,

the upstairs was formerly occupied as

residential quarters by the former pro-

prietor. It was decided to convert these

rooms into a ladies' wear department, and
with a view to making them as easy of

access as possible an enclosed stairway
was built, at the front of the store. The
larger room of the suite, which is located

on a corner, was made into a show room,
the chief fixture of which is a long- plate-

glass showcase in which delicate waists,

lacewear, and similar articles are dis-

played. A full-length mirror is also

located in this room, and there are forms
for the display of suits, in addition to

laust forms for the display of knitted

sweaters and waists. The customary
circular racks are in use for the display

of suits and dresses, and a long ward-
robe at the rear of the room enclosed with
soft green curtains contains silk apparel.

Corsets form an important feature of the

wares on display in this show room.
An adjoining room at the front of the

building, but somewhat smaller in size,

is devoted exclusively to millinery, which
is displayed in an attractive manner on
rectangular tables around the walls of

the room. In the rear is a millinery

work room and a private fitting room.
No other departments are maintained on
this floor. Miss A. E. Code, a very
competent saleswoman of long ex-

perience, is in charge. This floor is ex-

clusively for women's ready-to-wear
apparel, the dress goods and general
run of dry goods being sold on the first

floor.

An effort is made to stock a particu-

larly attr-.\ctive line of goods, and the

markets are watched for all that is new
in women's apparel. This feature, to-

gether with the large selection offered,

and the opportunity of transacting busi-

ness in quiet, home-like surroundings,
has resulted in not only attracting the

Kamsack trade but a considerable por-

tion of that from the surrounding towns
and country. Mr. Harvey stated that it

was not unusual for women to motor in

fifty miles in order to pay a visit to this

department. In certain seasons of the

A NOVELTY VEIL
A motoring veil, which is practical

and withal dainty and novel, is fashioned

of a long navy blue chiffon scarf; over

the front of the hat and the face, the

chiffon gives place to an open fancy

mesh, which is banded below the chin

with the chiffon; red and white daisies

are appliqued inside the band and the

long ends of the scnrf drape gracefully

aibout the shoulders. Quite a number of

novelty veils for Summer have flat

flowers in the 2 or 3-inch band, either

at ends or below the face.

There is quite a tendency developing,

too, for scarf or draped veils. They are

worn with the long ends at the sides,

where they are more readily thrown

around the neck and keep the hat in

better position than when hung from

the back, especially for motoring.

Interior view of the ladies' wear department opened by Harvey & Johnston,
general merchants of Kamsack, Sask., in a suite of rooms over their store.

Miss A. E. Code is the saleswoman in charge.

REDUCTION IN OILCLOTH
The Dominion Oilcloth Co. early in

June made a reduction of albout 5 per

cent, in table oilcloths, enamels and

burlaps.
* * *

Considerable increase is anticipated

in the Canadian flax crop this year ow-

ing to larger acreage sown and favor-

able weather conditions. Some of the

Ontario flax mills are enlarging and are

running now, manufacturing tow from

last year's product. There is every in-

dication that the Canadian flax industry

is on the way to permanent importance.
* * *

Dundas & Flavelles, Ltd., Lindsay,

Ont., who have now enjoyed 59 years of

uninterrupted business activity, pre-

sented on May 10 the annual profit dis-

tribution to their employees. As has

been explained in previous issues of

DRY GOODS REVIEW, the system in

this old-established store includes in its

profit-sharing every em-ployee of the

firm, from oldest to youngest.
* * *

Clement Bros., Rock Island, Que., an-

nounce that they are closing out their

ladies' dry goods departm^int.
* * *

A demonstration of New York styles

in ladies' gowns and dresses was given

April 17 and 19, by Mr. Kurin, of New
York and Montreal, at W. Acheson &
Son's store, Goderich, Ont. Mr. Kurin

is designer for one of the New York

makers of ladies' dresses, and took or-

ders for a number of special gowns.
it: * *

Mr. Wm. Flavelle, of Dundas & Fla-

velle, Lindsay, Ont., received a cable

from Capt. Gordon A. Flavelle, D.F.C.,

advising him that he had reached Eng-

land on his way home, and was await-

ing an out-going steamship to bring

him home to Canada.



Canadian Trade Overseas
Preferential Treatment in the Empire, in Matter of Shipping Not Favored by Great Britain

-—Canada Must Reciprocate Benefits, Says Sir Charles Gordon, Chairman of

Canadian Trade Commission

AN address that contained import-

ant information for every dry
goods merchant was delivered be-

fore the Board of Trade, Montreal, on his

return from Europe by Sir Charles Gor-
don, Chairman of the Canadian Trade
Commission. The subject of this ad-

dress, "Canadian Trade Overseas," has a
vital relation to general business condi-
tions in the development of our basic

industries, and Sir Charles' suggestion
that a British preference, not only in

regard to commodities, but special ship-

ping facilities, would imply a further
extension of the present preferential
tariff to Great Britain, intimately touches
every dry goods importer of Canada.
Incidentally Sir Charles did not extend
much support to the utility of a Canadian
merchant marine developed for the most
part under Government auspices. At the
same time he admitted that any attempt
at Government regulation of British
shipping in favor of the overseas Domin-
ions would meet with the strongest op-
position from the shipping interests of
Great Britain.

CANADA MUST RECIPROCATE
"In the matter of Imperial preference, I

have a few words to say. You have heard a
great deal about this Imperial Council, Im-
perial preference, and the development ot
the Empire, and a great deal has been said at
after-dinner speeches which does not amount
to very much really. I do not think, as I said
a moment ago, that we have ever reached
a period in our existence as an Empire when
it would be more likely than that an Im-
perial policy could be successfully launched,
and there is a good deal of feeling in Eng-
land along these lines. The Chancellor of
the Exchequer, Mr. Chamberlain, a few days
ago showed in a very mild form, I must say,
that he recognized the principle of Imperial
preference, and although the preferences
which he gave were, so far as Canada is con-
cerned, of no great consequences, still they
are the opening wedge in a policy which
can be expanded in the future, and I do
not think that we should be undir any de-
lusions as to how the Imperial policy in re-
gard to Canada can be carried out. It can-
not be one-sided, especially when one con-
siders the position in which Great Britain
finds herself to-day. Britain is looking for
markets and there are markets within her
own Empire which to-day are being ex-
ploited to a very, very large extent by
strangers. The exports of the United States
to Canada were some $800,000,000, while
importations from Canada to the United
States were something like $400,000,000.
When we talk about Imperial preference
throughout the Empire, we have to remember
that point. We must not think that it is

possible for British statesmen to encourage
a preference policy in regard to Canada un-
less we are prepared to reciprocate, and I

think it should be a policy— I know it is a

policy already, but it has been rather dead

for some time, but it should be part of our

policy that if Great Britain undertakes to

give us preferential treatment in the way
of shipping and cables and other services

which knit together the Empire, and also

gives us preference in our commodities which
go into Great Britain, we must adopt a sim-

ilar policy also in regard to the exports of

Great Britain which should find a market in

Canada, and endeavor so far as passible to

throw whatever trade we possibly can into

her hands—trade now going to neutral coun-
tries.

"I think that the Government of Great
Britain through some form of subsidy or

some other way, I do not know just how it

can be done, but in some way there should

be some preferential use of shipping in the

interests of the British Empire. The British

Empire is tied together by ships. The United
States is tied together by railways. The
United States has a system of railways which
reaches every part, practically, of their em-
pire, because there is nothing outside, except

the Hawaiian Islands and the Philippine

Islands. It is tied in by a railway system,

and that system is controlled by the Govern-
ment to a very great extent by the Railway
Commission and bv the Interstate Commerce
laws. The railways of our Empire happen
to be ships, and every part of the British

Empire is tied together by ships, or should
be. and therefore I think that the services

between the different portions of the Empire
should receive more attention, and a preferen-
tial treatment should be given from the

services between the British Islands than
neutral countries should receive.

"I do not think," went on Sir Charles Gor-
don, "that ships can ever be successfully op-

erated from Canada. I do not know what is

the policy of the Canadian Government about
shipping. No doubt it was a good thing
to commence building ships at the time it

was inaugurated. I do not think that the
movements of ships, which is a most com-
plicated business, can be carried on success-

fully except from great centres like the

British Isles, from where they can so to all

parts of the globe, taking with them the
manufactured commodities of the British

Isles and returning with cargoes from the
various countries with which the British Isles

are trading.
"I do not think th^t we should press for

some policy which will give us preferential
treatment in the Empire in the matter of

shipping. They are very much opposed to

this, very much, and although all Canadians
in London think it is very necessary. I do
not think that those who are connected with
the shipping interests in Great Britain will

look upon it favorably in the meantime.
They asked me: 'Why should we?' They
say that 'if Canada builds proper kinds of
docks .at Halifax, Quebec and Montreal
you will get all the ships you want.' My
answer was this: 'Canada cannot embark
on a tremendous programme of spending
money, several hundred millions, on improv-
ing these ports and then awaken to find that
she is in exactly the same relative position
to New York as in the beginning and be-
fore she spent the money.' That would hap-
pen, I am afraid, unless some kind of pre-
ferential shipping arrangement was made be-
tween Great Britain and Canada, because
New York has many natural advantages

which we could never have to offset unless
we had preferential arrangements in the
direction of shipping."

SHOULD PUSH LINES FOR PERMAN-
ENT EXPORT

Speaking of the development of Cana-
dian trade in Europe Sir Charles b€-

liev€d that effort should be confined

chiefly to lines that would be accepted

permanently, basic industries such as

foodstuffs, pulp and paper, and so on.

Moreover manufacturers must not de-

pend on the Mission in London to get

business for them, nor should a number
of trades be grouped together and a re-

presentative sent over "with a hundred
and odd lots of things." He would
simply waste his time around the Trade
Commission offices. He must go over

thoroughly posted on his own industry,

with the latest price lists, knowing when
goods could be ready and ships

could be secured, etc. The Trade
Commission was busy with the higher

questions of expansion of trade; getting

better shipping facilities, dealing in fin-

ancial questions, advising what countries

are best to do business in, and so forth.

Canadian industries the last few years,

were in a strong position, as a rule,

financially and could afford to spend a

little money on propaganda.
So far as Roumania was concerned,

possibly the credit established by Cana-
da was now exhausted. Greece also want-
ed an output,but"the best customers

—

those with no need of credits—were the

Scandinavian countries, Norway, Sweden,
Demark. So far as France and Belgium
were concerned the outlook was uncer-

tain. France had financial difficulties and
Belgium, even if these were solved, was
a manufacturing country.

Sir Charles expressed the opinion that

Great Britain would retain her shipping

supremacy. ^
RETIRES IN HOME TOWN

E. F. Morris, a retired dry goods mer-
chant of Rossland, B.C., has purchased
a house in his old home town of Chat-

ham, Ont.

Mr. Morris left the city several years

ago, and was for a time in Watford,
where he was in the employ of Swift

Bros., after which he operated a general

store in Alberta. Six years ago he

moved to Rossland, B.C., where he con-

ducted an extensive dry goods business.

He retired a few months ago.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris have arrived in

Chatham to take up their residence.
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SERVICE AND RELIABILITY
Two Principles Which Spell Successful Business-

Demonstrated by Two Western Merchants.
As

ON the two main corners of the

town of Neepawa, Manitciba, there

ia a remarkable study presented

in old and new methods of merchandis-

ing. Both are successful in that they en-

deavor to give service. It is the means
whereby they live.

On one corner is a young and vigorous

hardware merchant, who has set a whirl-

wind pace for half a dozen years, during

which he has cleaned up several thous-

and dollars by using the much-heralded
method of present-day goin? after busi-

ness. During the second year in which

he was established in the town hi con-

ceived the idea of selling gasoline and
oil to busy farmers in the vicinity by
going out into the country and person-

ally soliciting their orders. His success

in this endeavor lead him to adopt the

same method with regard to the sale of

ranges, and during the last couple of

years he has taken on phono?:raphs as

a side line, breaking all small town sales

records in Western Canada ^by his system
of going direct to the customer instead

of waiting until he visited the store. He
states that while the latter method was
i:i vogue in his store he sold three phono-

graphs in six months. Under the new
methods he sometimes sells three or

four a day.

In like manner this young merchant
makes a personal canvas among
threshermen for the sale of drive belts,

and his sales of ranges and small iron

safes to farmers have brought him con-

siderable renown as a hustler.

More Than 35 Years of Reliability

On the opposite corner is the old-

established dry goods m.erchant, who has

been located in the same stand since

1883, a matter of almost 40 years. His

name, J. A. Clare, is engraved in stone

over his store. He is there to stay, and
he has become an institution in the town.

He has gradually developed with the

years into the general store business,

and while his establishment is conducted
in an unostentatious manner as com-
pared with the live wire across the way,
he takes rank with this younger man as

one of the town's prominent business

men. His annual turnover is probably
greater than the hardware merchant,
and he has merchandise in stock, pur-
chased before the war, which has in-

creased in value from 40 to 60 per cent.

Golden Rule Succeeds

Mr. Clare's business is built on a rock
and could not be shaken by the most ex-
tended financial depression. All of his

advertisements carry the announcements
that "Clare's policy is Service." In an
interview with the representative of

DRY GOODS REVIEW he stated
modestly that he had built up his busi-

ness solely by the operation of the gol-

den rule, and a consistent policy of
3quare dealing. To talk with him for

five minutes is to receive the impression
that here is a man in whom you could
place your full confidence. He greets

one quietly, pleasantly, and respectfully.

He has the attitude of a man anxious
to give service instead of having in view
the getting of your money, and the dis-

play of goods is attractively arranged.
Recently one of the salesman, Mr. Mc-
Gregor, was awarded a prize in window
dressing.

"When I came to Neepawa in 1883 there
was no railway running to this point,"
said Mr. Clare. "I opened up in a little

store 14 by 24 feet in size, and all my
supplies had to be hauled in across the
plains from Carberry. I have made it a
practice since that time to purchase re-

liable goods, and I have always sought
to win trade by giving satisfaction. If

a woman purchases a bill of goods, and
feels when she again examines them in

the privacy of her own home that she has

done well, she is going to return to me
without regard to the extravagant

claims of the mail order catalogues, or

the inducement offered by competitors

at home. Confidence is everything in

a small community where you must de-

pend upon people coming" again and

again to your store to do business. It

has won for me all that I have and

am.

A TOWN WITHOUT A NEWSPAPER
Is Not Too Small For a Liv^e Store—If it is in Saskatchewan

IN a small town devoid of a news-
paper, how is the country merchant
going to advertise his wares to the

community?
The firm of Whitney & Weeks, of

Stornaway, Saskatchewan, have solved

this problem successfully by issuing

semi-monthly a little four-page news-
paper of their own, measuring 8 by 10

inches in size. The subscription as an-

nounced in regulation newspaper style is

"Your goodwill." Not only is each issue

mailed free to all customers, but it is

announced that social items will be (print-

ed free of charge. The title of this min-
iature paper is "The Store News," and it

is announced that it is published for the

benefit of the customers and of the

community.
The newspaper is made up largely of

humorous items, stories, poems, recines,

and pointed paragraiphs, but one column
—the naner is printed three columns
wide—is taken uo with exclusive local

news, largely of a personal nature, in

which are interspersed small readers ad-

vertising special offerino-s bv the firm.

In the issue for Aoril 15, which is

No. 12 of Volume 1, the full .page adver-

tisement of Whitney and Weeks appears

on page three. It is an attractive make-
up, in which credit is not on^v reflected

on the members of the firm, but on the

proprietor of the Kamsack "Times," who
prints the paper and who designed it. It

is essentially a millinery ad., but with

snecial features of hat wear for men and

children as well as for women. There

is a two-line caption: "Spring is With
Us, How About Your Headgear?" Be-

neath the firm's name at the bottom of

the advertisement appears the house

m.otto: "The Home of Service," together

with the final word, "Watch Our Win-
dow." This latter is a hint of the live

methods that are beins: injected into the

store business of this little to"" for how

many country merchants pay any special

attention to window dressing?

The most outstanding news item in

the paper appears in a two-column box at

the upper left hand corner of page 1, in-

scribed: "Every Man and Woman longs

for new garm.ents." There is set forth

at length the desire of the human family
for new raiment in the Spring time, in

which appears this paragraph:

"In the poorest sections of great
American cities like New York for in-

stance, even the slum dwellers are suffi-

ciently self-respecting to bend every ef-

fort in order that they may blossom forth

in modest new outfits on Easter Sunday.
Good and seasonable clothes have a won-
derful psychological effect on everyone.

They add to one's self-confidence, and
consequently to their efficiency and suc-

cess. When one knows he is suitably at-

tired he feels one hundred per cent,

better than when conscious of a shabby,

out-of-date suit, or down-at-the-heels

shoes."

Risrht here is where the firm calls at-

tention to its own wares with the an-

nouncement:

"We have made elaborate preparations

to meet your Easter desires this year.

We are always glad to see you, and it

will Ibe no trouble at aU to show you the

fine new stocks we have just opened.

That is what we are here for."

Stornaway is a little town of two or

three hundred population situated in the

centre of a good farminnr community. It

is on the branch line which runs between
Neepawa, Manitoba, and Canora, Sask.,

via Wroxton. The store for which the

little paiper is published in the interests

of Whitney and Weeks was opened about

one year ago by these two young men
who were formerly salesmen in Dauphin
stores. Needless to say they are making
a success of the business.



SHOW CARDS OF THE SMALLER TORONTO STORES
Many Show Preference for the Small, Neatly-Lettered Card of Quiet Coloring—Others Fea.-

ture Color Schemes Artistically Worked Out With Pleasing Effects.

Written for Dry Goods Review by ROBERT T. D. EDWARDS

FOR the past six months or so we
have been sounding the praises of

the large department stores

throughout America in regard to the

show cards and show carding systems

they use, and have showed many ways in

which we could use their ideas in our

smaller stores.

There is no doubt that many of the

hints thrown out were put into practice

and that benefit has been derived from
them. However, to continue the style

of article we wish to give a few ideas

which the smaller Toronto stores use

on their show cards.

It is surprising, after making a study

of the better small stores, to find the

good class of show cards they use. They
all have their own ideas of what con-

stitutes a good show card; some like the

small, neatly lettered cards of quiet col-

orings, with the lettering in the centre

of the card or at the upper left hand

side; others want cards with the letter-

ing much heavier, but showing an ab-

sence of gaudy colorings; still others

use small, neatly lettered cards, but have

color schemes artistically worked out

on them, which makes a very pleasing

effect.

Can Easily See Them

You have only to walk along Yonge
Street and gaze at the neatly trimmed

windows to see these show cards.

White cards with black letters are

quite prominent. Light colored mat
boards, such as grey, cream, etc., are all

favored to a great extent.

Dark surfaces are also used with light

colored letterings, white on black, cream

on dark brown or dark green, cream or

white on grey.

Of course, various color combinations

are used with attractive effects. The

outlining of letters is very much favored

SHOW-CARD PHRASES FOR
JUNE

1. June, the month for sports

togs.

2. Our picnic hampers and ver-

andah comforts would interest you.

3. A selection of dainty articles

which help to make the bride.

4. Better have a gown too many
than one too few this season!

5. New creations in mid-Summer
millinery.

6. Enjoy your holiday with a

complete week-end case.

7. Our garments are correct in

style or they would not be ours.

8. Real service is tied up in every
parcel that leaves our store.

now instead of the old-fashioned shading
of letters. This along with high light-

ing has come to the fore greatly within
the last year, and a more detailed de-
scription of it will be gone into in

future lessons.

Air Brush Work

Air brush work still appears, but not
nearly so prominently as a few years
ago. Both for sale and better class

show cards, the red sable writer is

found to be far superior to the air brush
when used in a skilled hand. This has
been proven beyond a doubt.

Air brush work, if not used very spar-
ingly and in an artistic manner, will do
more to cheapen a display than any
other thing. The trouble with most
writers in using an air brush is that
they don't know when they have suf-

ficient decorations on the card. They

do not seem to know when to stop.

Much of the smaP. lettering which is

formed on dark cards seen in Toronto-

store windows is made with the music
pen, although the small sable brush is

used by some. The operation of this pen
has been previously explained. It makes
a splendid Roman letter and is especially

adapted for lettering with heavy opaque
show card color.

The lettering is of a pen stroke Ro-
man formation, similar to forms previ-

ously used.

The card illustrated on the right

shows how to make an exceedingly neat

card very quickly. Here you will note

that no color other than black is used.

The border design is cut from magazine'

advertisements and cut down to suit the

size of the show card.

You may not be able to get this exact

design, but there are many others that

will suit the purpose just as well.

Care should be taken in cutting out

and pasting these borders on. Mark the

position in which they are to be placed

before doing the pasting. Wipe all

paste and finger marks off after pasting

with a clean moistened cloth.

THIMBLES ARE SCARCE
The war is responsible for a dearth

of metal thimbles. France, Italy, Spain

and Portugal are absolutely without sup-

plies. Before the war, Lille, Nuremberg
and Vienna manufactured thimbles for

all those countries, and there are only

four manufacturers in England—three

at Birmingham and one at Redditch

—

but the metal shortage has brought their

business almost to a standstill. The
trade does not consume a great weight

of metal, but the number of thimbles on
order looks formidable enough. France

alone, it is said, is in want of 450,000

gross.

' npi) Your Holidai)

^^ckend Case

e
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BEDDING EXHIBITION
(Continued from page 101.)

:of the average householder as was the

Ease in this instance.

With the attention which has been
•centred by the management upon the

housefurnishings department of the

TurnbuU store, there is no doubt that it

will be lastingly impressed upon the

minds of the purchasing public as the

Tight place to buy new goods in those

lines.

The publication called "The News,"
mentioned in the beginning, is

worthy of comment. This live, little 8-

page paper is issued by the J. C. Turn-
bull Co., Ltd., and from an advertising

standpoint is invaluable to the store in

the way of pushing sales, etc. During
the "Better Bedding Exhibition," it was
decidedly useful, and featured many
helpful articles. It has a free circula-

tion of 8,000 copies, and is published

weekly. The issue, of which the front

page is reproduced herewith, was de-

voted entirely to the "Better Bedding-

Exhibition," and in addition to adver-

tisements of manufacturers and for dif-

ferent articles in tne housefurnishings

department of the store, contained edi-

torial matter relating to the comfort of

guests in the home, the importance of

good rest for the returned soldier, his-

torical notes on beds and bedding, an-

nouncement of the opening of the new
exclusive bedding department in the

.store, articles for the baiby, etc., all of

which were live and newsy.

AFTER THE WAR PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 27.)

Hereupon a problem of buying, for

"wartime and after, was outlined by Mr.
Stockdale.
He cited two cases. In one the aver-

age stock on one annual turnover was
$400, whereas in the other store with a

turnover four times a year, the average
:stock at each turn was $100 during the

year. Sales amounted to $600 with a

-profit margin of 33 1-3 per cent.

Mr. Stockdale explained that margin
was an opportunity for profit and also an
opportunity for loss.

"The sales in the foregoing case were
^600, but the sales at stock were $400
in the case of the single turnover. In

the second instance the sales were $600,

"but sales were $400 at cost where
there are four turnovers to the year.

"The quintessence of merchandising
IS to carry as many of the $100 lines as
possible, and to be careful on the other
lines which run a high average stock,

and only turn once or so in the year."

Speaking further regarding this il-

lustration Mr. Stockdale pointed oujt

that if prices dropped 10 per cent, the
first merchant would lose $40 by carry-
ing an average stock of $400 on one
turnover during the year, while the
second merchant would lose only $10
because he carries lines which turn four
times a year at an average value of
$100.

"Carry more lines in quick turning
merchandise. The losses will be on the

slow turning lines," said Mr. Stock-
dale.

In regard to the matter of deciding
which are slow turning lines, Mr. Stock-
dale stated that the man who knows how
to buy goods for quick turnover will

win, and that the best way to tell is to

have records. Each merchant should have
a good stock-taking system.
"Merchants spend their money taking

care of their money, but they do not
give the same attention to their mer-
chandise which represents the invest-

ment of their money. It is much more
important to look out for the cash in

your merchandise, and sooner or later

I hope we will all have stock records in

our stores for this purpose.
"One merchant says he buys goods

for 60 cents and sells for $1, and thinks
he is getting a long profit. The success-
ful retailer is one who gets the best
profits, not the best margin. The jewel-
er gets a long margin on goods sold, but
his turnover is very small. Margin
does not tell what profits you have.
You must know the cost of carrying
and selling an article before you know
what your profit is. It costs a lot to

handle and sell long margin goods."
At this point Mr. Stockdale quoted the

following definition for turnover: "Turn-
over answers the question, 'How long
does the merchandise stay?'"
A rule for figuring turnover was out-

lined as follows: "Divide the sales by
the average stock carried at the selling

price."

A question as to whether margin
should be figured on the sales price or
on the cost price, and why, was answered
by Mr. Stockdale as follows:

"It should be figured on the selling

price because it takes an expert to do it

any other way. The average retailer

cannot do this because in getting his

cost of doing business—say 25 per cent.

—he gets the figures by dividing his

sales into his own expenses. Therefore
having got the percentage you say the
cost of doing business is' 25 per cent, of
the sales. Then add 10 per cent, for

profit and figure on cost price and you
haven't anything.
"The percentage of an apple cannot be

compared with the percentage of an egg.
Twenty-five per cent, of a big apple is

not equal to 25 per cent, of a small
apple.

"What does more harm than anything
is the manufacturer who tells you you
are making 25 per cent, on his goods,
whereas you are only making 20 per
cent."

A rule for figuring margin was as

follows: "Subtract margin from 100 per
cent, and then divide it by the cost."

This point was illustrated as follows:

$2.40 is the cost of certain merchandise.
It was required to mark the goods to

give a margin of 27 per cent. Subtract-
ing 27 per cent, from 100 per cent, it

leaves 73 per cent, to be divided into

$2.40, giving $3.28 as selling price.

Question: Is it proper to keep stock

at the selling price or at the cost price?

Answer: Ninety-five per cent, of re-

tailers keep it at the cost price, but the

department stores are keeping stock at
the selling price. It is easier to take stock
at the selling price and it works all right
as far as turnover is concerned. It is

best to keep stock at the selling price,
but unless the margin is uniform you
cannot keep your stock at selling price
and get back to cost when n6<^essary.

Question: Would it not be necessary
to keep stock records of each departn\ent
in order to keep stock at selling price?
Answer: For the purposes of mer-

chandising the department store says
that stock at selling price is best. For
purposes of financial statements of the
business and for insurance you could not
have stock at selling price. The depart-
ment stores have this because they mer-
chandise, and the average retailer

doesn't know what that means.
Question: A merchant gets an invoice

of mixed goods. Freight and handling
expenses amount to a certain sum. In
figuring profits he has to start with the
laid-down cost in the store.

Mr. Stockdale figured out a test case
as follows in establishing the laid-down
cost of the various articles in a mixed
consignment as outlined. The invoice
of goods was for $200; cartage and other
expenses were $20; laid-down cost was
$220 for the shipment of various articles.

Taking among the consignment to be 10
bags of rolled oats at $10, the cost of
which is $100, the cost of cartage, etc.,

of $10 was added, making a total of
$110. The cost of doing business in the
previous year was 25 per cent.; adding
10 per cent, to cover profit, making a
total of 35 per cent., this was subtracted
from 100 per cent., leaving 65 per cent,

to be divided into the laid-down cost of

$110, giving selling price of $170 in this

case.

Question: How much should a retailer

make on groceries at present?
Answer: If he makes 3 per cent, net

on groceries he is receiving a good return
if his stock is turning an average of 10
to 12 times a year.

FAIRWEATHER'S TO OPEN IN
AUGUST

Fairvveather's, Toronto, are most en-

thusiastic over the success of their re-

moval ?ale. They have doubled their

sales staff on the ready-to-wear floor

for the occasion, and will require 75 per
cent, of the present number in the new
building, which will be occupied early
in August. A grand opening display is

being arranged for about the 15th of

August. "It will be a splendid store,"

said Mr. Rutherford, the manager, to a
DRY GOODS REVIEW representative.

"When you step oflf the elevator on the

second floor you will not step into a

store, but into a drawing room. A few
figures will be used, but no racks will

be there. Garments will all be handled
on the wardrobe plan, keeping them as

exclusive as possible, and at the same
time giving the customer the advantage
of the best individual attention."

At present, details of the opening dis-

play are not complete, more, than that

all new goods, and therefore a complete
selection of Fall styles, will be in stock.
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Grain Growers and R.M.A. to Co-Operate

Closing at 6 P.M. Proposed—Oppose Premium Contests—Coast

to Coast Excursion Supported—Wholesalers in Retail

Business—Object to Cartage and Packing
Charges—Oppose Liquor Traffic

RESOLUTIONS of considerable im-

portance occupied the attention of

the merchants in convention at the

Thursday morning session. The neces-

sity for clearing up misunderstandings
between the R.M.A. and the Grain Grow-
ers, and for encouraging co-operation

between these two bodies was empha-
szied in the discussion centering around

the following resolution:

Whereas there still seems to be a

misunderstanding between some farm-

ers and some retail merchants in Sas-

katchewan; and
Whereas the executive of the Retail

Merchants' Association have endeavored

for a number of years to get together

with the farmers' organizations, in order

that these understandings may be clear-

ed up if possible;

It is resolved that we, in convention

here assembled to-day, go on record as

being in favor of such a meeting being

brought about if possible, and that the

accredited representative of the Sas-

katchewan Grain Growers' Association

be notified accordingly, and that a copy

of this resolution be forwarded to the

secretary of the said association.

This resolution was moved by G. W.
Stockton, Carlyle, who stated that it

was necessary for the modem mer-
chant to give such a service to the

community that it is unable to get along

without him. "If one merchant in a

town gives a raw deal it reflects on all

the dealers, because the customer will

send his order away to another city af-

terwards."

W. C. Paynter, Tantallon, speaking to

the motion, stated that the co-operative

movement is responsible for the pro-

gress being made by certain institu-

tions. "I have watched the co-opera-

tive movement," added Mr. Paynter. "In

the next town to mine a merchant buys
in smaller quantities and cannot give a

service equal to mine. But I must sup-

port that merchant because if he fails

the co-operative movement will get him
or the mail order house will come in on

the territory."

"The Grain Growers' of Manitoba co-

operate with the R.M.A. of that province,

but not in Saskatchewan. We must not

antagonize the Grain Growers, for they

already think the retailers are obstruct-

ing their tactics. The retailer has the

advantage over the big department store

and the mail order houses of being on

the ground, and the retailer should be an

expert at handling his customers. If the

farmers can formulate a scheme where-

by they will be better served than by the

retfxilers I will step down.

"We must co-operate with our custom-

ers and with the farmers' organizations.

I believe the Grain Growers and the re-

tailers should put up a fund to jointly

purchase goods in cars from manufactu-

rers. This would be a joint purchasing
commission in each province, and prices

would be set."

J. J. Poison agreed as to the desira-

bility of reaching an understanding be-

tween the R.M.A. and the Grain Grow-
ers.

At this stage H. D. MacPherson stated

that he had seen the president of the

Grain Growers, in regard to a conference

of the two organizations. The matter was
left with the Grain Growers, and no
further action has been taken.

It was the unanimous opinion of the

delegates that where a farmer oper-

ates a store, if he gives a good service,

he should have the privileges of a store,

but where the store does not give ser-

vice, whether it be owned by a farmer
or a retailer, it should not have the

privileges of a store. No objection could

be taken to their going into the same
market to buy their goods, but objec-

tion was taken to the granting of priv-

ileges to the man who tries to run a

store "from a box car."

Fixed Closing Hour

The following resolution was intro-

duced by Delegate Kindred:
"That this convention requests the in-

coming executive to use their endeavors

to have legislation passed making it

compulsory for all storekeepers in Sas-

katchewan to close every day, except

Saturday and days preceding holidays,

not later than 6 o'clock."

Speaking of this resolution one coun-

try member stated that while this might
apply all right in towns and cities, he

thought the country stores in the coun-

try and villages should remain open dur-

ing seeding and harvesting time.

J. J. Poison opined that the associa-

tion would not be getting very far in

passing such a resolution as the pro-

vincial authorities would be inclined to

leave the matter entirely in the hands of

local authorities. To get such a measure
through it would be necessary to have

the full co-operation of the various or-

ganizations affected, such as farmers,

labor and municipal.

An amendment was introduced that

the convention place itself on record as

favoring a 6 o'clock closing except on

Saturday nights and nights preceding

holidays.

Oppose Premium Contests

The following resolution was passed
with little or no opposition, having been
introduced by W. P. Ball, Assiniboia,

and seconded by S. McMicken, Moose
Jaw:

"That this convention is strongly of

the opinion that all premium contests

are ab.solutely against the principles of

the Retail Merchants' Association and

food merchandising and should be strict-

ly avoided by all retail merchants.

Further that the Dominion executive
should be urged to continue their ef-

forts in favoring the passing of legis-

lation making such contests a criminal
offence."

Other resolutions passed include the
following:

Bonds Produced by Produce Dealers,

Collectors

Moved by S. McMicken, Moose Jaw,
and seconded by W. C. Paynter, Tan-
tallon ;

"That this convention request the in-

coming executive to continue its ef-

forts towards obtaining legislation re-

quiring produce dealers and collection

agencies to enter into a bond with the
Government as a condition before en-
tering business."

Re Proposed Excursion

Moved by H. E. Semple, Kerrobert,
seconded by S. McMicken;
"That this convention express its

hearty approval of the proposed R.M.A
coast to coast excursion."

Encourage Thrift
Moved by S. McMicken, seconded by

S. T. Brown, Simpson;
"The Retail Merchants hereby support

the movement for the encouragement of
thrift and recommend to the province
the giving of such, support to local

thrift associations as lies within their

power."
S. McMicken, speaking to this motion,

stated that the wage earner who is en-

couraged to buy thrift stamps will have
something to fall back on, and this

would eliminate in many cases necessity

of giving credit.

Affiliate With Social Service Council

Moved that: "This convention is in,

favor of affiliating with the Social Ser-

vice Council of Saskatchewan."
This resolution was carried. It is

proposed to have up to ten represent-

atives on the Social Service Council, to

meet annually and consider problems
affecting retail merchants, etc.

Speaking to this motion, one delegate
stated that in the past retailers have
not taken much interest in the social wel-

fare of towns, and that they have not
realized the importance of this matter.

Oppose Liquor Traffic

The convention was placed on record

as being opposed to the liquor traffic,

and in sympathy with the Government's
measures regarding prohibition, in a

resolution introduced by G. W. Stockton,

Oarlyle.

Assist Commercial Education

A resolution introduced by W. C.

Paynter, Tantallon, and seconded by H.

E. Semple, Kerrobert, provided for the

appointment of a committee represent-

ing the commercial interests, to work in

co-operation with the University of Sas-

katchewan, in connection with a course

in commercial education.

J. J. Poison proposed an amendment
asking the executive to select for this

year a committee to act on behalf of

the R.M.A., ami to ask other interests

to select representatives to act in co-

operation with this committee.
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"Add education to what we have got
without it, and we can swamp every-

thing," said S. McMicken. The matter
was left with the executive committee.

Cartage and Packing Charges

A motion was carried as follows:

"The executive committee is to be
instructed to advise all wholesalers in

Saskatchewan that the facts of the trade
show that charges for packing and cart-

age are not a universal habit, and it

would seem that some wholesalers in

this province are wanting to get a high-
er charge for their goods than should be
paid. This association has agreed to

bring all possible pressure to bear
against the following of this practice."

In moving this resolution, G. W. Stock-
ton stated that he had written to whole-
salers about this practice in his own
case, and that they had replied in his

favor, stating that they would "make an
exception" in his case.

Wholesalers in Retail Trade

Moved by W. C. Paynter, seconded by
H. A. Semple:
"As this association has been asked

to express an opinion as to whether the
wholesale merchant should engage in a
retail business, be it resolved that the
legitimacy of either a retail or whole-
sale business should not be judged from
the standpoint of ownership of the busi-

ness, but simply on the policy it follows
and the service it renders."

Speaking to the motion, S. McMicken
stated that if a man does a legitimate
business "we do not care who the owner
is."

Co-operate With Soldiers

Moved that: "This convention adopt
all possible means to bring about closer

co-operation between our organization
and returned soldiers, and other organ-
izations which have for their object the
improvement of trade and commerce in

Canada."—Carried.

OFFICERS FOR 1919

Following officers were elected
for the following year:

—

Honorary President—H. D. Mac-
Pherson, (men's furnishings),
Regina.

President—S. McMicken, (grocer).
Moose Jaw.

1st Vice-president—W. P. Ball,

(general), Assiniboia.

2nd Vice-president—J, C. Nichol,
(general), Radisson.

Treasurer—S. E. Fawcett, (hard-
ware). Saskatoon.

Hon. Secretary—J. W. Creswell,
(men's furnishings), Regina.

Constitution provides the Acting
Secretary will be appointed by the
Executive Committee.

J. J. Poison, 1st Vice-president
of the Association last year, de-
clined the office of President this

year owing to the fact that his

business is developing a wholesale
department and he did not feel
justified in standing for the office

in a retail organization.

W. P. Ball was elected to repre-
sent the Saskatchewan Association
on the Western Board, with the re-
mainder of the Executive as sub-
stitutes.

CONVENTION DELEGATES
G. W^ Anderson, Regina; N. C. Wells,

Aylesbury; 0. Aas, Cabri; J. H. Ander-
son, Melville; A. Aird, Regina; F. B.

Angley, Radisson; H. A. Andrews. Pan"-
man; S. Whittaker, Briercrest; W. P.

Ball, Assiniboia; J. P. Beauchamp, Q'-

Appelle; F. A. B. Aufield, Winnipeg;
H. Bourassa, La Fleche, Sask.; W. Bu-
chanan, Weyburn; J. Baird, Glenavon;
S. T. Brown, Simpson; B. Beachman,
Edenwold; C. A. Clifford, Creelman; W.
R. Clark, J. 0. Crossley, Estevan; A. M.
Dugetto, Whitewood, Sask.; R. David-
son, Regina; H. A. Dantz, Rush Lake;
J. S. Dart, H. W. Davidson, La Fleche;
J. H. Elliott, Carnduff; S. G. England,
Regina; J. H. M. Easery, Duval; T. A.
Easson, Avonlea; H. Elliott, Admiral; J.

F. Funk, Herbert; W. R. Finley, Kincaid;
J. S. Goodman, Grills & Co., Gimley &
Son, Cabri; J. Gregory, Meota; G. A.
Ganchieff, Regina, J. Goldstein, Rad-
isson; L. Goldstein, Hafford; N. L. Green,
Regina; C. O. Glover, Windthorst; A.
Gereim, Vibank; J. Gereim, Vibank; S.

E. Fawcett, Saskatoon; J. L. S. Hutch-
inson; J. Hamblin, Q'Appelle; Hill &
Hall, Francis; Hughes & Butler, Regina;
J. Morton, W. R. Kell, Saskatoon; L. P.
Kmcaid, R. J. Eley, Kelliher; A. E. Bol-
ton, Kelliher; W. J. Keller, Shaunavon;
W. G. Krecsy, Kipling; F. Knox, Wilke;
J. Leboldus, Vibank; E. S. Cressimace,
Lockwood; A. H. Laeppky, Rush Lake;
J. L. Longpie, Q'Appelle; T. J. Lugheed,
Glenside; A. Little, Regina: J. T. Lav*^-
son, Regina; J. W. Cresswell, Regina;
S. McMicken, Moose Jaw; J. A. Loeppky,
Herbert; N. McLean, Tynan; A. Mc-
Kinnon, Dilke; F. D. Mitchell, Moose
Jaw; W. A. Conley, Macoun; McDonald
& Wray; W. H. Morgan, Delisle; E. Mas-
kel, Kipling; A. Maze, Assiniboia; A. G.
MacNaughton, Mazenod; P. H. McLeod,
Rocanville; H. D. MacPherson, Regina;
J. C. Nicholo, Radisson; A. M. Nairn'
Earl Grey, Sask.; G. S. Preston, Cam-
duff; J. J. Poison, H. Perry, Estevan;
W. C. Paynter, Tantallon; Ross & Den-
nison, Assiniboia; W. J. Robinson, David-
son; C. J. Rollifron, Outlook; J. F. Rob-
inson, Regina; G. W. Stockton, Carlyle;
F. E. Raymond, Saskatoon; W. Stanley,
Reward; P. Schroeder, Odessa; J. James,
Saskatoon; S. Douglas, H. E. Sample,
Kerrobert; C. H. Shaw, Webb; J. Scott,
Willow; S. Schwanz. Rocanville; L. P.
Twiss, B. A. Thierman, Webb; W. M.
Van Valkenburg, C. William, Moose
Jav/; E. Wright, Kerrobert; M. Wald-
man, Melville; A. J. Wyman, LaFleche;
Waldeck Trading Co., A. W. Wallace,
Aylesbury; R. E. Witzke, J. P. Williams,
Kincaid; F. Yeo, Fillmore. Sask.: W. L.
McQuarrie, Saskatoon; H. T. Hunter,
MacLean Publishing- Companv; H. L.
Southall, MacLean Publishin<? Company.

CONVENTION BRIEFS
H. D. MacPherson proved he could

do something else besides run a men's
furnishing business and a retail mer-
chants' meeting, when he assumed the
role of musical and athletic director.

"How I hate to get up in the morning,"
was the title of the introductory song
of the convention, and it was noted that
J. A. Banfield, the Dominion president,
led J. J. Poison a close run for the hon-
ors of greatest volume.

Scenes in Regina where the recent Convention of the

Saskatchewan Branch of the R.M.A. was held.
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Fall Style Decrees
By National Cloak and Suit Association, at Cleveland, June 7

Warm Browns First Choice—Narrow but Easy Line Remains—Suit Coats 30 to 40 Inches

Long—Shoulders and Sleeves Snug—Extremely Narrow Belts—Blouse Models

for Misses Only.

THE following recommendations were
made by the style committee of the

National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufac-
turer.s' Association, for Fall and Winter, 1919-

1920 :— '

"Victory has freshened and inspired de^-iun-

ers so that they have l>rought forth creations

harmonious in color, symmetrical in line and
detail. The character of the creations of the

fashion artists lends emphasis to the axiom
that in feminine costume, 'chic' is a synonym
for charm.

"Brovai in all its soft warm colors that blend
so delightfully with furs, has decidedly been
given first choice, and a myriad of reds in all

their glowing tints are also greatly favored.

BLUE STILL FAVORED

"It seems that the victory shade of blue'

is coming in for its share of attention, also

some soft shades of deer and greys, as well

cis navy and black.

"Classic and beautiful is the straight line

silhouette, the beauty and symmetry of line

suggesting the Greek. Very often these chaste

lines are unbroken and then again we find the

little string belt, suggestive rather than reveal-

ing the waistline. So clc-erly have the artists

introduced touches of em})roidery, stitching,

braid or fur, or perhaps some interesting detail

that there is not a discordant note. Wihat could
he more youthful, jaunty and smart than the
elim-bodied, gracefully flared misses' suits?

Many of these feature the side fastening with
high rolling collars that are so becoming to the
youthful face, large pockets often accentuate
the wide hip effect and some have a straight
hanging back and belted front, the belt ter-

minating in many novel ways.

SNUG-FITTING SLEEVES AND SHOULDERS

"Sleeves and sh-oulders on all suits must be
well fitted and snug. A most important detail

that gives to the suit that much-to-be-desired

chic.

"Then there is the blouse suit, cut on de-

cidedly new lines, the blouse being merely
suggested. Individual touches of trimming are

noted, a novel x&^t effect, or a flaring Medici
collar.

"Very elegant are the tailored suits of various

lengths, many of these suggesting the directoire

period, with large, graceful revers and high
collars. Tucks, cording and stitchery are used
in many interesting ways, buttons or folds of

Selen material often defining .some clever fea-

ttire of the garment. Many of these suits fasten

up to the neck with convertible collars of various

types.

"Sports suits are to be the most fa.scinating

garments imaginable with variety 'of pockets,

some large, some small.

SKIRT COMFORT

"Fashion decrees that the skirt must have
just room enough for comfort, built on straight,

slim lines, and worn about the instep length.

The tonneau is often suggested in the mis.ses'

skirts, with some fullness about the hip and
slightly tapering at bottom; in most instances

the skirts carr}'^ out some suggestion of the coat.

"Very smart are the new top coats, with

large armholes that the fnshion dictators are

offering for the delectation of womankind.
Straight hanging and voluminous is the coat

that suggests warmth and comfort, with large

collars that roll high about the face.

SHIRRED COLLARS

"So attractive and unusual are these large

.shirred collars that they are proclaimed one of

the important features of the coats. Belts there

arc—many terminating at the sides, the back
hangino; on loose lines. Perhaps pleats are

featured, shirred or stitched, or out through in

some interesting way. Pockets there are, some
of them so fashioned its to call attention to the

broad hip effect. Others less con.spicuous but

n netheless smart.

"Youthful and jaunty are the short top coats.

Thase are made in {>ile fa])rics and so cleverly

are these garments developed tliat they have
all the style and chic of a real fiu' coat.''
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The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

MAKING

li)al(^^ji/^(iiiiieiits

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,

Hang and Finish

HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

M. WITTAL
Manufacturer of

Ladies' and
Children's Wear
has removed to new and larger premises

246 ST. ANDRE ST.
(Corner St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New Fall Range is now being sub-

mitted for your inspection.

SHOWROOMS
Toronto, 33 Richmond W.
Hamilton, Lister Chambers.
St. John, 127 Leinster Street.

Winnipeg, Arthur St.

ADVERTISING SPACES FOR SALE TO

*

READY-TO-WEAR MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS AT $5

PER INSERTION BY THE YEAR. ORDER ONE NOW.
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The Popular P.C. Corset
has earned its reputation among in-

telligent, discriminating women,
through its perfection of fit, giving

absolute comfort, and health-giving

freedom of movement,—its artistic

lines,—its superior quality and dura-

bility—at a reasonable price.

It will recommend itself to all your
particular customers, and will prove
its excellent qualities to their entire

satisfaction.

This line will gain for you satisfied

customers, and liberal profits.

Front and Back-Laced Models
in Pink and White

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.
Limited

Quebec Canada
BRANCHES:

Toronto, 76 Bay St. Montreal, 329 Craig St. W.
Western Represen tatioe:

C. H. Butler, 24 SylveRter WiUon BIdg:.. Winnipeg

Nurses' Regulation

Uniforms

DISTINCTIVE

SPORT SKIRTS
MIDDIES
SMOCKS

Our Trade
Mark is a

sign of best

quality and

styles that
are original,

smart, and

"different."

CIRCLE

CROSS
REGISTERED

Note our
new address,

where we
have enlarg-

ed and im-

proved faci-

l i t i e s to
meet your
deimands.

Cole-Whitaker
Limited

292 St.Catherine St.West
Montreal
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Style 3577-G ^

Sizes 6 to 14 years

Manufactured by
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LINGERIE WAISTS ARE OUR SPECIALTY
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P WHY DID
• HENRY FORD, the Motor-Man

.^6;

Make Such a Brilliant Success

BECAUSE

#V
HE PLACED AN ARTICLE

ON THE MARKET
THAT OTHER MAKERS

COULD NOT /<t
MANUFACTURE / ^

AT /J^
THE PRICE

LADIES BLOUSES

NIDDYWAISTS
.WASHABLE WEAR^

\ DRESSES /
^ SKIRTS /

COATS ^

WHY
DOES

THE

STANDARD FACTORY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

KEEP ON PROGRESSING

BECAUSE
THE PRESIDENT OF OUR COMPANY

IS FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF HENRY FORD

We sell our "Blouses" at the price

at which other makers pay for the raw material
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OFFICE and PLANT: St. Denis, Duluth and Drolet Sts., MONTREAL
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The New Fall Line
Of Bass Dresses Is Noav

Ready
BUYERS will unquestionably find in the new Fall

line of BASS DRESSES for children, juniors

and misses, a combination of style and quality

exceeding anything hitherto achieved in the fashion-

ing of such apparel.

Every garment reflects an originality an individual-
ity—seldom achieved. Bass Dresses can be purchased
with the confidence that they will sell quickly—and
"stay sold"!

Each style-creation is "consumer approved" passed
upon by a jury of average women— before being offer-

ed to the trade.

Materials—whether they be ginghams, voiles, organ-
dies, percales, etc.—^will yield the maximum in wear.

Every Bass Dress is thrice examined for workmanship
and finished before being O.K.'d for shipment.

For quick turnover—for assurance against "left-overs"
to be sold at the season's end at a loss—for "repeat"
business resulting from the recommendation of satis-

fied customers, it PAYS to sell and feature Bass Dresses

Call at any of our showrooms or WRITE so that we
can arrange a show^ing of our latest creations for Fall.

ALEX. E. BASS MFG. CO. BASS DRESSES
New York, 1270 Broadway ^^CHILDREN JUNIORS^^'NISSES

PITTSBURGH. PA. PHILADELPHIA ST. JOSEPH, MO

'

ctvi c-c c-Dr^n* «i<> aa i id4048 Jenkins Arcade 1006-16 Arch St. 412 Francis St. STYLES FROM $12.00 UP
CHICAGO: Lakeside Bldg. Sixes 2 to 6, 6 to 14, 12 to 16, 14 to 20, 34 to 44
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r Our Label

This is the cut of ;

Our Label
I

Guarantees Satisfaction

It Is sewn on the Belt

of each Blouse and

is a guarantee of

Our
Workmanship

All our efforts are concentrated in upholdincr our

REPUTATION
we have made in producing nothing but the best.

The Fall Range is Now Ready
introducing the latest creations in Georgettes and Crepe de Chines

< of unsurpassed elegance, charm and individuality.

Every garment we produce carries our LABEL
and GUARANTEES you SATISFACTION.

AMERICAN WAIST
AND DRESS COMPANY, LIMITED

W. J. Collett, Rep.

Winnii>eg, West

Toronto Show Roonri,

404 Kent Bldg.

Yonge St.

46 St. Alexander St.
R. Dionne,
Quebec Montreal

Hold

The Interest

in your

Children's

Department

by stocking

DRESSES
that are of attractive and durable mate-
rials, made in delightfully smart and
becoming styles, by expert designers and
operator^

Our Children's Dresses are always popu-
lar with mothers and little girlies.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO

M.

CUTHBERT

"BEATTY
Restaurant Gown

in various

materials

50 Margaret Street

Oxford Circus

LONDON, W.I.

Telegrams or

Telephone

7214 CENTRAL
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"ART GARMENTS" SATISFY

JERSEY
ALL WOOL

FINE BOTANY

DRESSES

$16 75
JERSEY
ALL WOOL

FINE BOTANY

SKIRTS

$8 75

These two leaders, in several styles, must be seen to be appreciated. The

quality of this Jersey is of the very finest, and the styles the very latest creations

in all the high-class and most desired shades. GET YOUR ORDERS IN
EARLY. We guarantee DELIVERY, also all repeats.

All Wool
BOTANY

SERGE $1475
DRESSES
FALL WEIGHT

ALL WOOL
BOTANY

SERGE $1750
DRESSES

The ''Big Four'' Values We Offer for

The Coming Fall

Art Cloak & Suit Company, Limited
46 Alexander St., Montreal

W.J.COLLETT,
Winnipeg Office

R. DIONE,
Quebec Office

F. FRENDT,
Toronto Office

Kent Bldg.

G. NAGLEY,
Maritime Provinces
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An Old Reliable House

Under New Ownership

Manufacturing High-Class Rainproof and Motoring

TOP COATS for

LADIES AND MEN in

LATEST STYLES and MATERIALS
VALVES UNEXCELLED

Our range for Fall and immediate delivery now
being shown.

If our traveller does not call on you a request

for samples and prices will receive immediate

attention.

Scottish Rubber Co.^ Ltd.
316 Notre Dame Street, West

MONTREAL

1000 DRESSES 1 000 WAISTS 1000 SKIRTS
ALWAYS ON HAND

ALL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

READ BUILDING, 45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL

SUMMER DRESSES
ON THE RACK

Large assortment of ging-

ham, fancy voile, Pongee
and silk foulard dresses

for order.

WAISTS
IN STOCK

Large variety of voile and
striped silk waists in stock.

Georgettes and Crepe de
Chines as usual for order.

SEND US AN OPEN ORDER

VOGUE WAIST CO. 2«^^.*u^F.sS![^2S.?o^v,?^*** MONTREAL
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SOMETHING NEW

Have you seen the latest—the new

Leatherette JacketsandC oats
for

LADIES and MEN

A beautiful fabric, distinct and classy,

yet absolutely waterproof and depend-

able. Made in the latest styles.

Wide variety of weights and shades from
which to choose—all attractive, stylish

and well made.

Our salesmen are shortly showing a

complete Fall range.

Immediate orders receive prompt atten-

tion.

€
THE

Mb/ V Vy

Montreal Waterpcof & Clothing Co., Limited
The Largest and Oldest Waterproof Clothing House in Canada

MONTREAL, CANADA

^mmg^^^^^^^^msklUMIIUIIlUI
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The Most Important Petticoat

Announcement Ever Made—
To the Merchants and Petticoat Buyers of the World:

Another evolution for the greatest of all petticoats—HEATHERBLOOM.
The Waters-Weismann Co., Inc., owners and distributors of Heatherbloom,
have licensed the five other best petticoat manufacturers to make
Heatherbloom Petticoats exclusively. This is the biggest advancement in

the history of the Petticoat industry.

It means that under the direction of the co-operating Heatherbloom manu-
facturers, the petticoat brains of the six leading organizations in the

country have united to produce, interpret, and anticipate petticoat styles,

flounce designs, and color creations.

It means that the union of these six leading co-operating petticoat manu-
facturers will combine their strength and protect the trade-marked name
of "Heatherbloom" as never before, assuring absolutely the legitimate

merchandising and honest selling of Heatherbloom.

It means that Heatherbloom Petticoats will be made strictly according to

the highest standards of workmanship, fit, and finish—so that every

Heatherbloom Petticoat turned out is the last word in perfection ; a 100-

per-cent. garment in quality, style, and value.

It means that through this union of Heatherbloom Allied Petticoat Manu-
facturers—co-operation is put on its highest level. Every opportunity to

help you sell more Heatherbloom Petticoats will be taken advantage of.

The point of contact between Heatherbloom and your Petticoat Depart-
ment will be closer than ever before.

Every petticoat buyer will welcome t his wonderful news about Heather-

bloom. Big plans are under way to put across some wonderful co-operat-

ing ideas so that all your previous petticoat selling records will be broken.

The greatest season for Heatherbloom is coming. Boom with Heather-
bloom! And see the exclusive creations at these exclusive co-operating

Heatherbloom manufacturers' showrooms. Watch for the future

announcements.

The WATERS-WEISMANN CO., Inc.

Owners and Distributors of Heatherbloom
Mills at Binghamton, N. Y. New York Sales Office, 234 Fifth Avenue

HEATHERBLOOM LICENSED MANUFACTURERS
Arlington Skirt Mfg. Co., 15 East 26th Street, New York City.
Peerless Petticoat Company, Boston, Mass.
Weil-Kalter Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
The Western Garment Company, Chicago, 111.

Lewis-Leopold Skirt Co., 127 West 25th Street, New York City.
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in OMr Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
just a few of the enquiries received during the past month

:

lae where I can
underweor and

Resident Buyer
Cobalt, Out.—Would you kindhj supply ns

witJi the aarne of firm or firrati in New York,
who would buy coats, dresses, suits and imists

for us?
Answer—Names were sent.

Book on Window Trimming, etc.

St. JoJin. N.B.— Wovld like to know where
I could procure books on show card't. icind^nn

trirnminy and retail advertising.

Answer—Not many are available. Names
of some were sent. Several enquiries were re-

ceived for these book's.

Underwear and Kimonas
Lanark. Ont.—Please tell

procure ladies^ Italian silk

ladies' silk kimonas.
Ansirer—Names were sent.

Dyers
Kilt el. Out.—Please send names of people

who dye heavy cloth coats and goods of every
kind in wool.

A nswer—Names were sent.

Jersey Cloth
Edberg, Alberta—Please send us names of

firms who handle jersey cloths by the yard.
An>^wer—Nawies were forwarded.

Fibre Paper
Highgate. Ont.—Kindly let us know where

ive can procure fibre paper used for pasting on
floors and woodwork to give the appearance of
hardwood.

Answer— -Hugh Selber A' Son, Pre.^cott,

Ont., also Charles W. Rider & Co., Inc., 104-
108 WooKfer St., New York.
Linen Thread

Sydney, N.S.—Could you give us the name
and address of Canadian selling agents for Bar-
bour's linen- threads?

Answer—Frank & Bryce, Ltd., 77 Welling-

ton St. West, Toronto; also Montreal and, Que-
bec.

Women's Shoes
Kerrobert, Sask.—Kindly let us know where

ire may procure iconnen's shoes similar to J. &
T. Bell's, in colors, light iveights, etc.

A usiver—Names of firm,s were sent.

Choir Surplices
Maple Creek, Sask.—Where may we pro-

cure surplices, cassocks and hats for choir pur-

poses?

Answer—Harcourt & Son, 103 King St. W.,
Toronto.

Silk Jersey Cloths
Kincaid,, Sask.—Where may we procure

.nlk jersey cloths used for underwear, etc.?

Answer—TJiese ctre made in different

weights. The heavier qualities are usually pur-

chased direct in Japan. Lighter weights in

colors are made by some New York firms, whose
names were sent.

Store Fronts
Aylmer, Ont.—Please tell us where we could

get information re neiv store front.

Ansiver—Names of .several firms were sent.

Striped Silk Hose
Prince Rupert; B.C.— Will you kindly tell

us where we may procure ladies' stnped silk

hose?
Answer—These are scarce oiving to strikes

in some of U.S. .^iilk mills where they were made.
Naftnes of firm-"; making plain colors and also

fancy lines were forwarded.

Sweaters and Gloves
Regina, Sask.—Where may we procure silk

sweaters, also silk and kid gloves?

Answer—Lists of names were sent.

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, contains many addresses of use to you.)

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

Cloth Covered Stock Boxes
Made to give
years of service.

Let us estimate
on your needs.

Catalogs on
request.

GLASSTONE
& ALLEN

45 N. Division St.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

H'e are Specialists in these lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

93 to 99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
Mkkert of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

t§

''EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you,
write for samples.

ROYAL SKIRT COMPANY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.— New York

—

Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38H. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full

sizes. Good assortment of prints.
Packed in dozens. Sizes 36-42. Special
for 30 days only, $7.9.5 doz. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A .E. Wegenast, Clyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

Manufacturers who participated
in the orders for Rumania, under
the provisions of the credit arrang-
ed by the 'Canadian Trade Commis-
sion, have been given to under-
stand that much more business can
be secured if the sellers are willing

and able to take Rumanian bonds
in lieu of cash payment. Canadian
manufacturers have received in-

formation from their European
representatives that Rumanian
bonds are being offered as payment
of goods. Efforts have been made
to secure the information as to the
negotiability of these securitie_s,

but there has been little data of

a substantial character to date.

A general increase of fifteen per
cent, in the wages of cotton mills

employees in New England and
elsewhere in the North, where
plants are operating on a 48 hour
basis, has been recommended to

the mill owners, according to a re-

cent announcement by the National
Association of Cotton Manufac-
turers. This action was taken at a

meeting of Northern mill man-
agers, and if the recommendation
is carried out in full will affect

mills ioerating about J5,0W,O00
spindles, it is estimated.

Shearing is proceeding rapidly,

the finer weather recently assist-

ing onerations very materially.

Over 1,000,000 nounds of Ontario

wool has already been graded at

Guelph, and urading is also under
M-ay in Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces. Wool already received

is strong-fibred and brighter than
last year, which is apparently due

to the exceptionally mild Winter.
Little short or weak stapled cloth-

ino" wool is oresent. The shrinkao:e

will b3 on a par with last year. The
market is exceptionally strong for

medium wools, with no present ten-

dency of a slumro. Coarse wool is

not solline as well as the higher

p-rade article.

It has been stated by Edward
Cramer, a noted student of politi-

cal economy in Great Britain, that

the industries of that country, as

a result of the war, had made an
advance of two generations.

Since the armistice Greece has

once more been able to turn to the

United Kingdom for most of its

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

Write for our latest

Special Catalogs
C i919

To Dealers only.

fohnUTarwell Company
•' CHICAGO '^

Whohsate Dry Goods antf General Merchandise

Pyjamas
for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd..

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prictt

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton,lnd.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our KM page
Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Chicago, III.

LC K P" F R P"
^"'*<^' Factory

• \J • DLiILDu Representative

Canadian, English and American

Toys, Dolls, Wheel Goods, Rubber

Goods, Bathing Caps, Toilet Goods,

5 to 10 Cent Goods

Sample Rooms: 53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special lieht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stornoway, Scotland
Slale shaje detirej and whether fat Ladles' or Gents' wear
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Advertised for 20 Years
Kuown to Home Sewers

Everywhere.
''W&N'\ Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and preened.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs.
315-317 Church Street New York

The Perfected Spotless

Shrinker and Finisher
Should "be in every good Dry Goods and
Dept. Store. Send for "De Luxe
Model" Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER COMPANY
Whi»ney Bldg., Cleveland. O.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
J^C" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.

"SATIN DE LUXE"
"TKOUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"SANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DiEMOCRAOY"

JOHNiSON, COWiDIN & CO., 40 E. 30th St,
New York, N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORMS
(Collapsible—Adjustable)

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
"They Must make good or we do"

Ease of adjustment, quality workmanship,
durable materials assure the ready sale

of these popular and in demand forms.

MODEL FORM CO.
554 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
We Make a Complete Line of Forms

Send for Catalog and prices

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

1^

No book
to refer to.

No figuring

to do.

PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

Don't Throw Away
Your S C H O T T
BROS. DIRACO
Button Machine. If

your Jobber cannot
supply you with
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Moulds you
can get them from
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Machine Co.

Diraco Button
Covering Machine

supplies. The active war-time
trade with Spain and Japan has al-

ready shown a marked decrease.

There is, however, another reason
for this decline apart from the

shipping' diificulties which for the

past four years and a half have
seriously impeded trade with the

United Kingdom. The goods re-

ceived from Spain and Japan have
proved of a very inferior quality,

and in some cases, local merchants,
after viewing their consignments,
have finally refused to accept de-

livery. In other cases attempts
were made to re-export these un-

suitable goods to Serbia and Ru-
mania, but without success.

Shippers are still experiencing a

good deal of inconvenience as re-

gards ocean shipping. Rates are

still very high at 75 cents per cubic

foot to Great Britain, and a corres-

ponding high charge on the basis

ol weight. There are indications

that the difficulties surrounding
ocean shipments will be less com-
plex by July 1, and that a freer

movement of m.erchandise will W
possible after that date. The in-

auguration of a ten-day schedule

of sailings between Montreal and
Havre will permit a more extensive

movement of commodities to

France and the rates announced are

somewhat lower than those to

Great Britain.

With the sailing ol the "Cana-
dian Pioneer" for Buenos Aires
from a Canadian port, the Govern-
ment merchant marine entered dur-

ing the month of May on its period

of active service. This vessel car-

ried a general cargo of 8,500 tons.

The "Canadian Warrior" opened
the service with the West Indies

the same day, leaving for Bar-
badoes, Tl-inidad and Havana with

a general cargo of 4,000 tons; on

the return trip this ship will bring

back p. cargo of sugar.

According to the statement of

Maior T. W. Sill of the United
States Chemical Warfare Service,

who has just returned from
Germany, the German dye
stuffs plants, all of which were un-
harmed by the war, are seeking to

regain Germany's grip on the

world trade. The dye factories

were unharmed by the air raids of

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better
grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office. 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS — WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches of

the General Dry Goods trade.

Also Directories for many other Trades.

TheGetn oftheNotions'

CatitnEri* nMtvntfv
Company
CHICAOO

AfD

MPRCH ANDICE

D B. Fisk&Co.
Chicago

New York Salesroom

:

Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENTJWRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours. Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofabs, etc., Fleecies

<;tc.. Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road,

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave.,'N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.
44-46 York St. Toronto

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-
ing them daily for thousands of
liye merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrajtions, events, etc
Full particulars upon request

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

KING FANCY WAIST CO.
KING & BROWN

The waist with the correct style. We
are showing a wonderful waist made
of best quality Georgette, trimmed with
military braid and silk fringe at $48.00
per doz.

Send for a sample to-day.
166 Bay St. Tel. Adel. 3389

TORONTO

Silk and Mesh Combination Bags, Mesh
Bags, Mesh Purses.

Gun Metal Mesh Bags and Parses.

Your stock will be depleted after the
Easter buying.

An early replacing would be advisable.

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTIC SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

Die Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica
CheL-N-erROSSdi Cleveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Speciali*tB

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

the Allies, and are equipped with
machinery in perfect order, and
with an adequate personnel of

scientific experts and of trained
operatives ready on the ground to

turn their entire activities into the

manufacture of colors and medi-
cinals.

* * *

Raw cotton rose 15 cents a
pound between March 15 and the
middle of May. During the first

week of June there was a tendency
to decline, a drop of 2 cents having
been recorded in that time.

The craze for beads is spread-
ing. This month the sequel to vic-

tory red necklaces is victory blue.

This is an intense blue, similar to

royal, and beads of wood, celluloid

or composition or clear, like sap-
phires, are arranged mostly in

large sizes, with fancy findings
similar to the red and other color-

ed lines shown heretofore. No
doubt the bright reds are consider-
ed too warm a shade for the pre-
vailing June weather this year,

and since one must have beads,
blue of a military hue will no
doubt prove successful.

There is a part of one counter
in Eaton's silk department where
small pieces of fabric and brocade
are all ready cut and shaped to be
made up into the modish vest.

Customers like the variety offered

and the little plain sewing required
to finish the important accessory
of fashion. No small ends in the
silk department need be consider-

ed loss with such a drawing card.

The excellent financial state-

ment of Canadian Cottons, Ltd.,

presented at the annual meeting
of the company held recently in

Montreal, created considerable
satisfaction among the share-
lolders. The company has adopt-
ed a conservative policy in the way
of any increased dividend disburse-

ment owing to the trying period of
reconstruction.

The reduction in the customs
tariff on imports of woollen goods
and the increase in the wages of

labor in the garment-making in-

dustry will balance each other. The
effect of the tariff reduction would
amount to $2 a suit of men's

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDC, MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Manufacturers of

£. & P. Awnings and Tents
THE BEST IN THE LAND

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

OTTAWA, CANADA

.Sm/illw/ires
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq u^iiLo

HAMILTON. ONTARIO

[S«Kk

IMMEOMte
•^ ..-..-.

GOLDFINE'S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaijIre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

BABY'S
Novelties

We offer you complete
range from stock. Write
for $5.00 sample assort-
ment.

Henry Davis&Co.,Ltd.
253-259 Spadina Ave., Toronto

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that will

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Floral Displays and Decorations
Art Panels for window backgrounds.

WAX FIGURES.
Reliable fixtures of all kinds in Wood,
metal and glass.

Send for catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

MR. MERCHANT
Kiddies' Gingham Creepers, 1-2 yrs..

asst. patterns and sizes, at J5 doz.
Black Sateen Bloomers, 4-10 yrs., asst.,

at J4.90 doz. Patent Oilcloth Sleeve
Protectors at $2 doz. Overall Aprons,
print, at $7.40 doz. This is the best
made apron in the trade to-day. Order
sample dozen. Order To-day.

The Earl Manufactory, - Paris, Ont.

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Gloat
Only With Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. TeL Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

BEADS
AND

NECKLACES
Loose and Ready Made

ALL COLORS

Samples Submitted

Henry W. Hamburger Co.
33 Union Square, N.Y., U.S.A.

aOOOOOOOC taooooo9*999o»

Bead Co.imencan Joeaa ^ainc.
iMRoriTEn. tktto rvANOF ACT u (x e n.4 0*

BEADS AND NECKLACES
485 PIPTH AVENUENEW VOaKj CITY

STUYVESANT 3619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Import-
eis of Human Hair Goixls,
Hair Omament-s. Smiilries.
Real Human Hair Net.*,

Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Fraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the only Dolls' Wigs
ManufactuTers in the Do-
minion.

pplNE OPENING EXISTS IN WEST-
ern Canadian City of seven thousand

for store handling ladies' ready-to-wear
and clothing for girls and boys. Ex-
cellent store can be secured at reason-
able rent. Send replies to Box 152, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University Ave.,
Toronto.

clothes, a prominent manufacturer
stated. The recent wage increase

of 25 per cent, is just large enough
to offset this and to keep the price

of men's suits unchanged.

The erection of a spinning mill

in Buenos Aires is planned for and
there are several other textile

manufacturing enterprises that are

likely to be started near that cen-

tre. Knitting machines of Ameri-
can manufacture have been intro-

duced. The orders for machinery
have been fairly important, includ-

ing complete cotton-spinning equip-

ment for one Argentina firm.

Representatives in Australia of

British manufacturers sent a depu-
tation to the Commonwealth Minis-

ter of Customs to ask for substan-

tial and effective preference for

British manufactures of a least 20

per cent, over foreign goods. The
deputation further asked for a

practically prohibitive tariff on

enemy goods. Mr. Greene replied

that the Commonwealth Govern-

ment v>as endeavoring to give

Great Britain the fullest prefer-

ence, but that Great Britain should

reciprocate.

* * *

The glove fabric trade was ori-

ginally an English industry which
was captured by German competi-

tion about thirty years ago. For-

tunately, the war, by cutting off

supplies from Germany, has led

to the revival of the British trade,

and Nottingham manufacturers
are now in a position to produce
glove fabric equal to that import-

ed from Germany during the year
previous to the outbreak of war,

when thirty million pairs were sent

over to English markets.

Murray-Kay's are already ar-

ranging for a big display of fine

furs in August. They have a

number of the new models already

showing. They feature extreme-
ly luxurious shawl collars, bell

sleeves, and 38 and 40-inch lengths.

Belts are a matter of choice, but
are so constructed as to be worn
as many as four different ways.
The coat hangs rather straight,

but with a gentle ripple, which
shows up the gloss and rich color-

tone to advantage. Opossum, grey
squirrel, and beaver are favored as

trimmings.

KENT-McCLAIN Again
On .May 13th la-st Messis. Manchester, Robert-
sou, AllLsou, Limitwl, of St. John, N.B., foim-
ally opene<l their "Cliildren's Apparel Shop.

'

The local press through boUi advertising and
reailing- matter has a good deal to say on the
.subject The evi<lent con.senusus of opinion is

that St. .lohn has surprised itself and tho
.Maritime Provinces. It is said that in the
matter of a'bsolutely modem and high-class
fixtures and equipment nothing has been omit-
ted.

Tho fi.xtures are in quarter-cut oak, fiune 1

tini.sh, and were supplied 'by Kent-.McClam.
Linvite<i (Toronto Show Case (.'/o. ), Toronto.

KENT-McCLAIN Again
.Me.s.srs. Wocxi Bras. Co. have rscently com-
plete<l their big Halifax store. This well known
ftnn shows the way by acting on the principle

that nowadays there can be no chee-se-paring in

the matter of store equipment. The fixtures

that Messi-s. Wocxl Bros, have installed include
the latest improvements in everything in the way
of display devices. The counters, show oases anj
hosiery cabinets, the wall fixtures with the glass

fronted drawers and the children's garment
cabinets are all of the most approved t.vpes of

construction and finish. The.se were .supplieci by
Kentn.McClain, Limittnl (Toronto Show Ca.se

Co. I. Toronto.

KENT-McCLAIN Again
.Me.-v-trs. G. -M. Smith & Company, of Halifax, is

another firm that knows the investment vauie of

a beautiful store. The firm Ikis recently in-

stalled an outfit of tixrur*'« that is the last word
in the effective display of desiraible things. The
fixtures, which are hi .Msihogany finish, comprise
cabinet wall fixtures, coinitera and .show oases

of every type neede<l in the display of the huge
variety carried by Messi-s. G. -M. Smith & Com-
pany.
The tixtures were supplied by Kent-McCIain,
Limited (Toionto Show C:use Company). Toronto.

Important French manufacturer of high-

cla.ss blouses, lingerie, and children's frocks

wishes to appoint a bona fide fimi in Cau-
a<la as their sole agents.

Write to

E. PEKBER. Passage des I'etits Peres,

Paris.

or to

.MESSRS. LOUIS NEVILLE & CO.. agents

for E. Ferber (Parts). Ifi Woodstock St.,

<)xfonl Street. London, W.l.

These advertising spaces at

$30 per year. Order one now.
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MacDonald Brokerage Co.
With our complete organization

throughout Canada we are in a posi-

tion to efficiently represent a few good
English dry goods specialty lines. If

interested, address Box 78, Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.

T. H. Warden
102 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker
IVtt/i Staff Covering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Can give exclusive representation in
Alberta and British Columbia' to manu-
facturers of boys' and children's cloth-
ing.

GEORGE STRACHAN
906 Welton Block - Vancouver, B.C.

Many years connection with the best
trade.

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

Mappin & Webb Bldg. , lOVictoria Street
MONTREAL

Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains
Open to represent manufacturers

of other lines;

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.
DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

H.E. ROBINSON
100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg
Commission Agent, covering from Port
Arthur to the Pacific Coast. Specializ-
ing on ladies' ready-to-wear. Open to
consider line of hosiery and underwear
lines.

Agency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods
trade in Cana'da, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto. Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDeriTiot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A.B.C. code, 5tfi Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandc

P. M. LE MAISTRE
Manufacturers' Agettt

10 Viotoria Street Montreal, Canada.

With personal representatives soliciting the
Dry Goods trade, wholesale, manufacturers
and departmental stores from Halifax to
Vancouver, is open to represent a few

Progress ive Manufacturers only

Established 1843

P. DAVENPORT, Silk Manufacturers
Bridge Street Mills, Macclesfield, Eng.
London, Luton, Manchester, England.
CANADIAN FLOWlEIR & FEATHER

MFG. CO.,
213-245 Bleury Street, Montreal, Quebec.

Shipping Wholesale Trade Agent

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Building, 34 Front Street West, Toronto.

We want a first-class salesman,
preferably living in the District
of Manitoba, to represent our line
in Western Canada. Give refer-
ences, and apply direct to the
Jackson Corset Company, Jackson,
Michigan.

The Wealth of the West Increases
British Manufacturers—You will wish to include the Great Canadian West in your plans for trade
expansion after the war.
Remember, Western Canada is the most rapidly growing section of the Dominion, and its people
the freest spenders.

Cultivate this fertile field by using a selling organization
that can give good results, as our record shows.

We are open to represent a few firms of good standing wish-
ing to develop their business with the Wholesale or Retail
dry goods, men's or women's ready-to-wear trade.

HANLEY & MACKAY COMPANY
407 Haminond Building, Winnipeg
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Why Pay More?
Children's Dresses ..$7.00 up
Rompers 6.50

"

Creepers 5.25
"

Aprons 7.75
"

Prints—Ginghams—Pique

Well made goods that satisfy.

Send in an order. Prompt
delivery.

D. Ginsburg & Company
515 College St., Toronto

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
OfTices ThroufThout the Civilized World.

Calgary. Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax. N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa. Ont.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal. Que.
Quebec. Que.
Toronto. Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation grained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, ^-7rc^/dl
TORONTO, CANADA.

The Information

Department of

is at your service.

Call on us at any

time. We are

ready to serve you.

COATS

SUITS and

DRESSES

Ladies', Misses'

and Children's

Coats in Velours,

Plushes and all

Popular C o a t-

ings, including the new Silvertone.

DRESSES in fashionable Cloths, Silks

and Satins.

Also

New Fall range will shortly be submitted

by our salesmen.

Cxtlusibc i.abie«' WSitat
limiteb

Head Ortice and Factory:

Blumeathal Building, 207 St. Catherine St W., Montreal

Toronto Show Rooms; 33 Richmond St. West

Winnipeg Show Rooms: 114 Hammond BIdg.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

Five cents per word per insertion. Ten cents extra for box number.

A GOOD CLOTHING, LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR. AND BOOT AND
shoe business for sale in a British Columbia town. Stock about

$1.5,000. fixtures about .$2,000 ; last year's turnover about $32,000.
Store situated on best location in brick building with up-to-date win-
dows ; good chance for a noan who has the cash. Business will stand
fullest investigation. Apply Box 1-54 Dry Goods Review, 143-1.53 Uni-
versity Ave., Toronto.

\A7ANTED—CAPABLE CLERK TO TAKE CHARGE OF GENERAL
store in country. Must be energetic, with good references and a

business getter. Also require good hardware man. State salary ex-
pected. Apply Box 155, Dry Goods Review, 143-153 University Ave.,
Toronto.

pNGLAND — WANTED BUYING AGENCIES — HOSIERY, LACE
and textiles generally. Depots: London and Nottingham; (Also

Brussels shortly.) Best markets known. Excellent references. Usual
commission. Box 71, Dry Goods Review, 88 Fleet Street, London, Eng-
land.

ENGLAND—WANTED TO INTRODUCE AMERICAN AND COL-
onial textiles into British markets. Depots : London and Midlands

;

(Also Bmissels shortly.) Live salesmen. Excellent references. Com-
mission. Box 70. Dry Goods Review, 88 Fleet Street, London, England.
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Dominion
RUBBER

»c2e:

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

*'Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

Recommend Them to Customers
for Motoring

DOMINION RAYNSTERS
Make Ideal Motoring Coats

They are absolutely waterproof

—

affording complete protection against

sudden showers or heavy storms.

They are made of carefully tested

fabrics, by skilled hands, insuring

the most careful workmanship and
assuring long and satisfactory wear.

With the unusually large variety of

styles and patterns we offer you.

Dominion Raynsters enable you to

please every man, woman and child

who enters your store for practical,

attractive, waterproof Motoring
Coats.

Suggest DOMINION
to your customers.

RAYNSTERS

Wire or 'pl^one the nearest

branch for styles or sizes

wanted "rush."

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches I

are Located at
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Begina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria
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Belding Paul Corticelli Limited

SALES OFFICES

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

MAKERS OF CORTICELLI SPOOL SILKS
iM^:t ALSO BELDINGS SPOOL SILKS
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The "Empire'^ Rugs
No Rugs in the world are more suited to the particular requirements of the
Canadian market than "KMPIRKS"

British throughout—manufactured with British efficiency, perfect in design
and rich in lustre and colourings, they have, during the past 30 years
firmly established themselves in public favour throughout the world.

I

No other Rug finds so ready a sale nor yields so quick and profitable a
return—none will give greater satisfaction nor attract better class trade.

"I'^MPIRES" like the British Empire, stand upon their own merits—it will

pay you to stock them.

SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY

LEOPOLD FRANK
(Established 1885)

r&2rA<Mle Street, Wood Street, London, E.G. 2, ENGLAND
Reserve Warehouses

:

80. Wood Street, 20, Addle Street and 8-10, Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C. 2.
ENGLAND.

Cables : Leopoldini, London. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
DRY GOODS REVIEW, July 7th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Publi.S'hed every month. Yearly subscription price. $2.00. ' Entered a-s second-class
matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd. 1S7'.!. Entered as second-claas matter at tha VBftiiK, ftfftffp
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The Woollen Situation

Woollens for Fall are extremely scarce and

prices continue to advance. Shortage will be

felt more than during the past two to three

years owing to the fact that labour conditions

are so unsettled, production at the mills

being much lower than usual.

We have a large and well assorted stock oi

men's 0\ ercoatings, Suitings, etc., and a large

range of all the new cloaking cloths for ladies :

Velours

Plushes

We can make prompt deliveries, and where

not in touch with our travellers, samples will

be sent per return on request.

GREEItSHIELDS LIMITED

YicToum Square

Silvertones Satin Cloths

Novelty Furs Etc., Etc.
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THE SILK HOUSE OF CANADA
tEoronto

FALL SILKS
We are now selling for Fall delivery all

lines of Silk, many of them our old "before-

Ill the-war" lines—in Blacks and Colors.

PAILLETTE, MESSALINE, DUCHESSE,
TAFFETA, SHOTS, CREPE DE CHINE,

GEORGETTE, Etc.

I FANCY LINES in big variety.

All lines in

JAPANESE and CHINESE SILKS.

We have all the wanted Silks for immediate

delivery.

Special lines for Manufacturers and Jobbers.

Write for Samples.

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
FOREIGN OFFICES:

.,«rtnllllSi^t>\ 59-61 Wellington St.W.
Zurich, Switzerland

.<flltfn illUJ'jR^^iJM^?^
Yokohama, Japan ^lllllliki«fc..lr!f^illi^ • TORONTO
Lyons, France
Chefoo, China

M

I

y

11
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ATTRACTIVE DRESS

GOODS FOR FALL
The wisdom of buying early for fall, owing to the

scarcity of goods, cannot be too forcibly im-

pressed.

For the buyer who comes in time we have an

extensive range of the Newest Fall Dress Goods
both Staples and Novelties, Among other lines,

we mention especially:-

BROADCLOTHS
VELOURS
JERSEY CLOTHS
PANAMAS

In all staple shades, including the new
colors, such as: Castor, Reindeer, Elk,

Henna, New Blue, etc.

SPECIAL
Our No. 7158 Dress Serge, guaranteed all pure

wool, 50 in. wide, in Indigo Blue and Aniline

Black, at $2.75 per yard.

JOHN M. GARLAND,
SON & CO., LTD.

OTTAWA CANADA

Wholesale Dry Goods
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CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order

VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT AND

PEARL.
Packed in Shipping Cartons or in Bales.

The best value for the price.

Can be had in 125, 100, 80, 67 or 50 rolls to

the bale or 124, 96, 80, 64 or 48 to a lot of

four cartons.

Any Wholesale House

ILLUSTRATE
YOUR
ADVER- ^^f

TISING

A DIRECT TALK TO YOU

Are you aware of the pulling power of illus-

trated advertising ?

Do you know that illustration adds 100 per cent,

to the effectiveness of your advertising?

WHY NOT ILLUSTRATE
ALL YOUR ADVERTLSING ?

We are the sole Canadian agents for all the
Meyer-Both Advertising Services. They contain
illustrations of women's wear, men's clothing,
boots and shoes, furniture, and every other line

of merchandising. These are up-to-date, original
and effective. We prepare special layouts and
headings.

Write for Sample Sheets To-day

British & Colonial Press
l.iinileJ

67 Adelaide Street. Toronto

Plants also at .Montreal, Winnipeg and I/)iid()n

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Caljrary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa, Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful worli.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Manager
Western Canada

TORONTO. CANADA.

Herbert Whitworth, Limited
WHITWORTH HOUSE

MANCHESTER
PIONEER MILLS, RADCLIFFE

COTTON PIECE GOODS, SHIRTINGS
DRILLS, PRINTS, BROCADES
BEDFORD CORDS, ETC.

RAYMOND & RAYMOND, Agents
LONDON, CANADA

BANK B.N.A. BLDG. P.O. BOX 171 PHONES 6656-1718
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i To The Trade 1849 to 1919 |

I EVERY DEPARTMENT I

I READY FOR BUSINESS |

I Staple Cotton Goods |
= Linens |
B Dress Goods 1

I Silks I
i Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Goods 1

Hosiery 1

I Gloves 1

1 Underwear |
1 Men's Furnishings 1

SmalKvares |
M Notions

I Woollens 1

1 Tailors' Trimming-s M

I Carpets 1

1 House Furnishings 1

I OUR GOODS ARE IN DEMAND
|

j
WHY?

I

I
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

|

I JOHN MACDONALD & COMPANY, Limited |
1 TORONTO a
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COHN-HALL-MARX CO.
93-95 FRANKLIN ST.

NEW YORK

Announce

the opening of their lines for

Spring, 1920
OF

Plain and Bordered Scrims and Marquisettes

Printed Scrims

Plain and Novelty

White and Colored Wash Goods

Voiles, Mulls, Organdies, Batistes

Linenes, Fancy Weaves

Hollands, Plisses

COTTON PIECE GOODS
Wholesalers and cutters exclusively
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THE

PACIFIC MILLS
LAWRENCE, MASS. DOVER, N. H. COLUMBIA, S. C.

Owning the largest print works and the most modern bleacheries in the world, and operating 653,746
spindles and 16,096 looms, manufactured and sold last year $60,000,000 worth of bleached, dyed and
printed cottons, cotton warp and all-wool dress goods, including:

COTTON WARP AND ALL-WOOL WORSTEDS PLAIN AND PRINTED DRAPERIES
DYED AND PRINTED WASH GOODS MUSLINS, CAMBRICS AND NAINSOOKS
PERCALES, GABARDINES AND SHIRT- LAWNS, DRILLS AND JEANS

INGS UNBLEACHED AND BLEACHED SHOE
FACE AND BACK NAPPED FLANNELS LININGS

These goods are produced in widely varying weaves, weights, patterns, colorings and finishes, and be-
cause of their genuine merits command a constantly increasing sale, the world around.

If Pacific Products are not found at your jobbers write us for samples and names of jobbers who carry
them.

LAWRENCE & COMPANY
Selling Agents

89 FRANKLIN STREET 24 THOMAS STREET
BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK

Branch Mouses

:

PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, ST LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON, ENGLAND

PACIFIC!
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Muser

Complete

Stock

Creations

Immediate

Delivery

We have never overlooked the fact that you want quality—including long
wear and attractive appearance—at a reasonable price.

It has been our constant aim to give you just that combination, and our sales

show our success.

In the Blue Star line, beauty is expressed in a multitude of designs—beauty
that will last and give satisfactory service.

The designs are beyond description, comprising something to meet every
demand. Your discriminating customers will appreciate the unexcelled
value represented in Blue Star goods.

iWusier Protterg (Canaba) limiteb
Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries,

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods.

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francipco

London Nottingham
Caudry Le Puy

Paris Calais

St. Gall

^^^^ -
(t »- -^^^i
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5!K

^^^^^ k Embroideries
Chiffons ^^^^^ Wash Goods
Georgettes ^^^^^T ^^^^^ Trimmings

Ribbons ^^^^ Brassieres

Hosiery Etc.

• * *

OUR customers, when m New
York, are cordially mvited to

call at our warehouse, Broadway

and Twenty-Seventh Street, where

our organization is at their disposal

and always glad to assist them

as much as possible.

* * ^

Mum J^rotJjerg (Canaba) Himiteb
Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries,

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods.

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago London Nottingham Paris Calais

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco Caudry Le Puy St. Gall

\^^^^ ^=^ m^^ <
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X

Advances
are the order of the day in

all lines of dry goods, al-

though brisk business in

every line shows that this is

not affecting the demand.

In order to obtain unlimited

choice and prompt delivery,

it will be advisable to place

your Fall orders at the very

earliest possible moment.

Fall business is going to be

very brisk for merchants

who have the right goods at

the right prices.

We can meet YOUR de-

mands.

The Three Factors in Production

Raw Materials—Cotton, linen, wool, silk.

Labor—Skilled and unskilled.

Overhead Charges—All items plus recent non-

profit output.

Are all higher than at any time during the war.

Being carriers of LARGEST STOCKS of dry goods in Canada, we have hundreds

of thousands of dollars of merchandise below present market value.

Everything in Dry Goods

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-96 St. Paul Street West

MONTREAL

X

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

ST. DENIS, QUEBEC.
Factories :

BEAUBIEN STREET. MONTREAL.

ST. HYACINTHE. QUEBEC.
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X

Follow the Beaten Path to—

RACINE'S
There is at present a marked demand for goods of highest

quality, following the period of war-time substitutes and imita-

tions. This is a decided advantage to the merchant for, aside

from the fact that there is a wider margin of profit on these

goods, they make for him satisfied customers.

timulate

atisfactory

elling

by displaying goods that you yourself know are of the highest

quality.

Racine Values and Racine Service have long been recognized
as unexcelled.

Our Fall goods in every department will meet the approval of

your buying sense of honest value, attractiveness and reli-

ability.

They are Racine Value.

It is unnecessary to say more.

14 DEPARTMENTS
A—Cotton Staples.
AX—Flannelettes.
B—Wash Goods.
C— Woolens, etc.

D—Linens.
E—Dress Goods and Silks.

F—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.

G—Home Furnishings.
H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.
I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.
J—Ladies' Ready-to-wear.
K—Smallwares and Notions.
L—Men's Fine Shirts.

M—Working Men's Wearables.

Everything in Dry Goods

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-96 St. Paul Street West, Montreal

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

SAMPLE ROOMS
SHERBROOKE THREE RIVERS SYDNEY. N.S.

OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO
111 Sparks Street Merger Building 123 Bay Street

HAILEYBURY. NEW ONTARIO

K

II
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THE CANADIAN
DRY GOODS, FANCY GOODS AND

SMALLWARE HOUSE
Keeping Abreast Of The Times

ARE OFFERING:--

Satin Cloth, a magnificent soft-finished goods, made of hand-picked
Egyptian cotton ; every yard fully guaranteed in dye and finish. Suitable

for dresses and suits, in Champagne, Pink, Grey, Taupe, Sand, Nile, Lav-
ender, Old Rose, Blue, Henna, Bottle Green, Nigger, Navy, Black. 40-inch,

for $1.65 per yard.

Sporting Goods. Everything needed for Baseball, Golf, Tennis, Croquet,
Fishing, etc. Also a splendid assortment of Hammocks from $1.50 to $8.00
each.

Men's Outing and Sporting Shirts, all negligee. Soft and Hard cuffs. We
have a full assortment in stock.

Our stock of Knitting Yarns is complete in all classes of Domestic Yarns,

and in such qualities and colors as can be had in Great Britain. Our
prices are low, consistent with quality and weight.

'Thyllis" Sweater Yarn. 1 oz. ball, 1 pound (full weight) box, in 22

shades, at $3.25 pound, best quality, and can only be had from us.

Men's Overalls $12.00 doz. up We also have a full range of White
Boys' Overalls 6.50 " Bath Towels in stock, $2.25 to $12.00

" Khaki Bloomers. 7.50 " „g„ dozen
" Tweed " ..9.00 «

^ •

Men's Khaki Pants
. . 24.00 ^'^ Grand assortment of Men's Hosiery in

Tweed
. . . ^0-OJJ cotton, lisle and silk, in black, white.

Duster Coats 18.00 '

, , i

Umbrellas, Ladies and ^^ey, brown, navy blue, champagne,

Gents 12.00 " $1-80 to $30.00 dozen.

Two special lines of colored bath ... . ^ . ^ . , ,, .
, ,

. .

towels- Lingerie Braid in white and blue, pink

L 64 18 X 34, 4.50 doz. ^i^d lavender, each piece with a bod-

L 65i 21 X 40,' 6.50 doz. kin, $9.60 gross pieces.

We give special attention to letter orders, telegrams, and
long distance telephone orders.

If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly notify us and
we will have him call.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
83-91 St. Paul Street West - 21 St. Sulpice Street - 83-91 Le Royer Street

MONTREAL
SAMPLE ROOMS

Metropole Building 7 Charest Street Windsor Hotel 77 York Street 503 Mercantile Building

SHERBROOKE QUEBEC OTTAWA TORONTO VANCOUVER
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Bostcnian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray,

Cordo-Tan and all the popular colors. The
ideal cleaner for kid and calf, both glazed and

unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also

Nobby Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes.

Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas
Dressing.

White CanvasAlbo Cake
Dressing.

Top-Notch
Dressing.

Rival Gloss,

Dressing.

White Leather

Self-Shining

Ask your dealer or write us

for

Whittemore^s
Shoe Polishes

Quick
WHITE
MAKES DIRTY

CANVAS SHOES

ClEAN^WHITt

aUICKLVfASILY

APPLIED.
ALSO CLEANS
All «iniCltS MADE

"•"WHITE CANVAS

Your Wants

'*Is that so?"
" Yes, an' get what

you want, too.".

^

Use the .DRY GOODS
REVIEW condensed
Ad. column and just

see what will happen.

Here*

the

1 root |'^*^M°''tWonderh,IDyesintheWorl"

that

Sunset

SoapDyes
are the dyes for you to carry in stock.

These few letters are selected from
many written by dealers who are reap-

ing profits every day.

Read what they say

:

Steady Seller—No Complaints
"Sunset Soap Dyes have been a steady
seller from the day they were placed on
sale, and we have not had a complaint
during the eight months we have been
carrying them.''

—.4 Virginia Merchant.*

Successful, Satisfactory Seller

"We have not given any space to any
item in orir Toilet Goods department
that has proven a more successful, sat-

ii-'factory seller than the Sunset Soap
Dyes."
—A New York Department Store.*

Wonderful Repeaters
"Sunset Soap Dyes are the best that we
Jiave ever carried in our store and they
are wonderful repeaters."

—A Massachusetts Merchant.*

*Names on Application

Sunset Soap Dyes selling at 15c give you a very

attractive profit.

Sunset Soap Dyes are being extensively advertised

—

you are sure to have calls. Send for a stock now-

packed in a sales-stimulating container ready to put
on your counter and w^atch the quick turnover.

Liberal profits—No bother—Steady Repeaters

North American Dye Corporation
New Corporalt Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. TORONTO, CANADA
Salts RepresenlaliCes for U. S. and Canada

HAROLD F. RITCHIE & CO., INC.
New York Toronto
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The House of Dry Goods Values

We are anxious that you become familiar with the exceptional

values we offer you.

Our Trade Mark has always stood for attractive, sales-invit-

ing goods combining unusual distinction of style and highest

quality.

Your patrons appreciate receiving the utmost value, in any
purchase, and that is what you give them in our goods. Such
goods are certain to bring you increased patronage, and to

maintain the loyal confidence of your patrons.

ENLARGED PREMISES
Steadily increasing business has made it necessary for us

to enlarge our premises considerably. Our warehouse has
recently been greatly enlarged, and we are now, better than
ever, able to competently meet your demands.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
We invite you to make use of the service we offer you in this

Department. Your Orders will receive our prompt, efficient

attention.

HT

i

Send us your

iRUSH

ORDERS
SPECIAL
ORDERS

YOU CAN RELY UPON US

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec : 7 Rue Charest

Toronto : 152 Bay Street

Sherbrooke : 103 Wellington St.

Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street

Three Rivers : 82 Royal Street

St. Hyacinthe : 229 Cascade St.

B^ ^!
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Unexcelled Value and Service

We would especially draw your attention at this time

to our many attractive lines of

KNITTED GOODS
FOR LADIES AND MEN

Wide range of colors, weaves, and
styles—something to attract and
satisfy e\ ery customer.

Also you will find in our

DEPARTMENT "K"
a complete line of

LADIES' WHITEWEAR
LADIES' COLLARS

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR

LADIES' APRONS
LADIES' UMBRELLAS

LADIES' RAINCOATS
LADIES' BLOUSES

LADIES' KOMONAS.

AUTHENTIC
STYLES

DEPENDABLE
QUALITY

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec : 7 Rue Charest

Toronto : 1 52 Bay Street

Sherbrooke : 103 Wellington St.

Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street

Three Rivers : 82 Royal Street

St. Hyacinthe : 229 Cascade St.

"A^ s& ^30
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RIBBONS, LACE GOODS, NECKWEAR, MILLINERY and Millinery Materials

Canadian Buyers invited to call when in London, or write for samples
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FACTOR IKS 10 & 11 Warwick Lane, K.C.
2«> to 33
And Paternoster Buildings, V..V.

St. Paul's Churchyard
LONDON
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Telegrams: Intrinsic, London, England

^'o
sv

6.

Ik

Vo<^"

60
,<Vi

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY

SILK GABARDINES

CHARMANTE
GRENADINES

SATINS

TAFFETAS

CREPE de CHINES

GEORGINETTES

PRINTED SILKS

GABARDINES

COSTUME CLOTHS

TWEEDS
CHEVIOTS

VELOUR CLOTHS

ROMAN STRIPES

COATINGS

SERGES

Sole Agent for Canada

MR. W. F. MACOUN, 518 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal
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HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR
that does satisfy on all points

COMFORT—QUALITY—VALUE
OBERON
SPECIALITIES

HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
SPORTS COATS,

KNICKERS, LADIES, AND
GENTLEMEN'S PYJAMAS,

SHIRTS, DRESSING
GOWNS, RAINPROOF

COATS, RUGS, TOWELS,
QUILTS

THE FAMOUS
"JAY FINISH"
UNDERWEAR

(Smedley's Make)

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

"SUTOPLEX"
FABRIC GLOVES

DISTINCTIVE NECKWEAR
IN EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

BRACES, BELTS,
COLLARS AND HAND-

KERCHIEFS

SMALLWARES AND
NOTIONS

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN'S
HIGH GRADE

KNITTED SCARVES AND
WRAPS IN WOOL, SILK
AND ARTIFICIAL SILK,

&C., &c.,

SHEETS, COMFORTERS,
DOMESTIC AND
TABLE LINEN
BLANKETS

BATH MATS, &c.

tRAOtI

tN OBERON Hosiery and BELNIT Under-
A wear these qualities are embodied to per-

fection. Because they are so thoroughly

dependable these bands are trusted the world
over; they have earned for the name "Bret-

ties" a front rank position in the Hosiery and
Underwear circles.

Our representative, Mr. Marshall, is now
showing complete ranges in the winter
weights, in both ladies' and men's garments,
which all our Canadian friends who are inter-

ested in these lines should make a point of

inspecting.

Mr. Marshall is also showing full sample selec-
tions of the goods indicated on the margin. All
the lines are in popular demand, of distinctive
character, high quality and excellent values.

All orders entrusted with our Mr. Marshall will
receive prompt and careful attention and be dealt
with in a manner that will earn your full approval
and continued custom.

Canadian Represen ta tive :

MR. HUGH D. MARSHALL
Stair Bldg., Cor. Bay and Adelaide Sts,, Toronto

BELNIT"
RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
MADE IN ENGLAND

Regd. Trade Mark

"SUTOPLEx"
I REG" TRADE MARK)

Fabric Gloves.

GEO. BRETTLE & CO., LIMjITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

119 WOOD ST., LONDON, E.G. 2, ENGLAND
Factory: Helper, Derbyshire

We want more Canadian trade—and will try to deserve it.
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Manicure Cases
: Fitted Companions :

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket
: Books, etc., etc. :

Gradually our factories are getting into their peace-
time stride again. Stocks are becoming more plenti-
ful and a wider and more comprehensive range of
styles and new patterns is being added to our
assortment. Write to-day for illustratea catalogue
and the supplementary lists which will be issued at
frequent intervals.

Write for samples or illustrated list

Factories: Lever St. and Enfield, London, Eng.

M.

CUTHBERT

'CONFERENCE"

COSTUME

in Milanese Trimmed

Wool

50 Margaret Street

Oxford Circus

LONDON, W.l.

Telegrams or

Telephone

7214 CENTRAL

The Name Tells

The Quality

When a customer asks for Long-
cloths, Cambrics, Madapolams,
Nainsooks, Sheetings or "Liapha-
lene," you don't have to ''talk

quality" when you show

HORROCKSES'
The name tells the quality—for

"HORROCKSES" longcloths are

the world's standard of excellence

—the name stamped on the sel-

vedge is your customer's guarantee
of quality and satisfaction.

Horrockses, Crewdson &"Co.,'^ Limited
Manchester and London,'* England

Canadian Agent

John E. Ritchie, 591 St. Catherine St., W.
Montreal
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"INFOOT" BRAND of INFANTS' FOOTWEAR

SOFT SOLES
Fancy Leather and Fabrics

Canadian Branch and Stores

Address: P.O. Box 171, London, Ontario

HARD SOLES
Illustration shows One of 50 Standard

Lines. (W.S. 571)

Traveller will call shortly and submit

Samples and Quotations

Infants' Footwear, Ltd., Infoot House, London E.C.I, England

ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A. B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams :
" Subdue London'

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and
Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following :

—

SERGES
CHEVIOTS
TWEEDS
TARTANS
SUITINGS
COATINGS

SHEPHERD CHECKS
SPONGE CLOTHES
EOLIENNES
ARMURES
FANCIES

During the season our representative in the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,

London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries

should be addressed to H. D. Marshall, Stair Building, Bay Street, Toronto.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.
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A. STEDALL LTD.
Wholesale and Export Costume, Mantle and Fur Coat Manufacturers

50 Models in Seal

Coney Coats, plain

and Fur trimnned

from £Q to j£ 30

The Finest Value in

the European Marliel.

All of our own manufacture.

Leading Specialite House

tor

EnglishTailor Made

Coats and Skirts

Cloth Coats

Capes, etc.

NEW RANGES FOR FALL,

NOW ON SHOW

Exclusive and Original Designs,

exceptional value.

All of our own manufacture

Canadian Buyers visiting

Home Markets are invited

to call, or to send their

orders through their buying

agents.

200 Models in

Cloth Coats in

Newest Tweeds,

Blanket Cloth,

Velours, etc.

Plain and Fur trimmed.

50s. to ^20rrom

2 CANNON ST., LONDON, E.G. 4
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Cable
Address:

PAWSON,
LONDON ^^^^^

A.B.C
4th and 5th

Edition

and W.U.T.
Codes Jused
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_
Trimming Experts

3ARGYLL STLONDON W2.

Our CoJIcccJon J3 the
finest JnEurope

Comprising

.i^^uttofzs. <S>n26po^darie3,

Clzemlla CB- ^^I/jon. etc aU

as 3hoa/n on. the bo^f SPcir:!:^ mocielo

Q MA L« T Y
OUK. MAR-K.

5NOYL.V 5bDO.I_ONDON

TELEPHONED
CejRPAjaO 3122

I' 1 lfc20

MAP.CONICODE
CABLE CODEb
ABC aCOMHERCIAL

I
gj

I
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HOSIERY, etc.

MENDINGS

WOOL
SILK

COTTON
LISLE and

MERCERIZED
All Colours

CARDS
SKEINS
BALLS and

REELS

Oldest English Maizes

BRANDS:
"LAMB"
"OLIVE BRANCH"
"CIRENELLA"
"AMAZON," etc.

Josiah Wilson& Co.
I EDMUND PLACE. ALDERSGATE STREET

LONDON, E.C.I. - ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1808

WE ARE

Specialists
in the manufadure of

LADIES'
KIMONAS

HOUSE GOWNS,
TOILET JACKETS,

Etc.

In

Ripple Cloth,

Wool and

Cotton

Velour

Crepe

Sateen

Voile

PLAIN
COLORS

AND

PRINTED
DESIGNS

F. G. FREDERICK, LTD.
13 BAYER STREET, GOLDEN LANE

LONDON, E.C. 1

Canadian Agent

:

i

FRED. BIRKS
14 PHILLIPS SQUARE, MONTREAL
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The Retail Trade
is Going Strong

Why not increase the volume of YOUR Business

by adding- to it

THE IDEAL HAIR GOODS SERIES
OF HAIR FRAMES

PRODUCED UNDER CLEANEST SANITARY CONDITIONS. LIGHT, DURABLE AND SANITARY.

Prompt ^fl^k Hundreds
attention given ^^^^^^^K^Kki of

to all ^^^H^^H|^F% designs in

orders. ^HIH^ Stock

All inquiries to

D. TROMER
THE IDEAL HAIR WORKS, South Tottenham, London, N. 15, England. Wholesale and Export Only.

Established 1903. Tel. No. 1558 Central

VINCENT BELL
Ladies' Overcoat Manufacturer

FOR HOME & EXPORT
WHOLESALE ONLY.

SPECIALTY

LADIES' AND MAIDS' COATS
FOR ALL SEASONS.

COVERT COATS A SPECIALTY.

SUITABLE
FOR ALL
MARKETS

Export Orders through l^ritish Sliippcrs will receive personal attention.

Britannia Mills, East Street, Lower Mosley Street,

MANCHESTER, England.
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE: C. W. SAVAGE, 58, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.
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EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS

"SPERO" GOODS ARE MANUFACTURED AT THESE MILLS

"SPERO"
ON SELVEDGE IS OUR GUARANTEE

BRITISH MAKE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY

IN COTTON GOODS

The Best in (he World"
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JOSHUA HOYLE & SONS
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers

50 Piccadilly Manchester England
Established 1834.

PLANTATION MILL, BACUP. INDIA MILL, BACUP. FREEHOLDS MILLS. SHAWFORTH.
BROOKSBOTTOM MILLS, SUMMERSEAT. HIGH CROMPTON MILL, SHAW
NORWICH STREET MILL, ROCHDALE. BEECH MILL, BACUP. MELLOR ST. MILL, ROCHDALE.

Established 1834

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Department, Ministry of Muni-
tions, Air Service, Colonial Governments and Allied Governments.

White and Scoured Calicoes

Sheetings and Sheets

Circular.-; and Pillow Cottons

Pillow and Holster Ca^es

Interlining?;. Fruntinfj;s and White

Shirt Cloths

White Shirtin^-s and Croydons
White Nur.se Cloths

White and Dyed Drills

White and Dyed Ducks
Short Nap Flannelettes

Ripple Cloth.<; for Ladies' Dressing

Gowns.
Tropical Suiting for Men's Wear
Mercerized Fancie?
Artificial Silk Fancies
Apron, Overall. Blouse & Skirt

Cloths

Sponge Cloths

Dusters

Polishing Cloths

Navy Hhio Drills

Bluettes for Stokers, Engineers
and Railtvay Workers

Pocketings

Sleeve Lining?

Duck.s and Calicoes for Boot Lin-

ings and Boot Tops, etc.

l^andage Cloths

Ducks and Calicoes for Oilskin?

Waterproof Ducks
Aeroplane Cloths

Khaki Drills and Khaki Ducks
(Govt. Standard Dye)

Cotton Tent Ducks and Sailcloths,
12" to 72" wide

(iround Sheets.
Philter Ducks
Plain and Fancy Turkish and
Honeycomb Towels

Makers of the World-renowned

HERCULES
The World's

Overall Cloth

that cannot
fade and won't

mear out

SAMSON
DRILL

Known in Aiis-
tralia and N.Z.
as "Drilcoil'

Hoyle's Super
Drill.

GARICORD
S m art and
Dressy for
Aprons, Over-
alls, Blouses,
Pinafores,
Dresses, &c.

GARIBALDI
A &rand Cloth

for Servants'

Dresses, etc.

. NK
"Honest &
strong" for all

Domestic wear.

any other style of cloth made to specification

WHOLESALE & SHIPPING ONLY SUPPLIED
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Cables:

"Phil,

Manchester"

Mills and

Factories:

TEAN
CHEADLE

MANCHESTER
CONGLETON

ETC.

Cables:

Phildon,
London"

Main

Branches:

LONDON
BIRMINGHAM
GLASGOW
BELFAST

MELBOURNE
SYDNEY
BRISBANE

CHRISTCHURCH
ETC.

Headquarters: 35 Church Street, Manchester

The House of Philips

Stands Behind its

Branded Lines
TAMBORINA, the Beautiful Lawn DORCAS CAMBRIC,

for Beautiful Lingerie. The finest Cambric in theWorld.

OPALINE. OPALETTE. SHINERETTE.
For Costume and Coat Linings, Draperies, Cushions, etc.

FLANNELETTE
A special make and finish for the Canadian Market.

GALATEA STRIPES, Nl, N2, N3.

SATEEN SUITINGS, Sll, S2, S3.

LIGHT AND INDIGO GROUND CAMBRICS, ALL PRICES.

These Ranges Cannot Be Beaten.

Montreal
MR. W. F. MACOUN,
211 Lindsay Buildings

CANADIAN BRANCHES:

Toronto
MR. J. E. ROBSON,
471 Dovercourt Rd.

Vancouver
MR. A. F. HOUSTON,
801 Credit Foncier BIdgs.

cI&NPhiliDs&S
MANCHESTER
MANUFACTURERS

• •

AND EXPORTERS
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MESSRS. BALDWIN & WALKER, Ltd., of HALIFAX, England,
Spinners of the celebrated "Ladyship" knitting wools, beg to

thank their Canadian customers for their consideration and
forbearance with them in the time of very limited supplies during the

war. Now that this is happily over, conditions are becoming more
normal and the output from the factory is more nearly approaching to

the full pre-war quantities.

The orders on hand, some more than a year old, are beins: com-
pleted with the utmost despatch and we are now taking orders for the
"Ladyship" knitting and fancy wools for delivery in the autumn of
this year.

Enquiries from those customers who have not already placed their
particulars will receive our special and careful attention.

WEST CROFT MILLS
HALIFAX ENGLAND

Agents in Western Canada:

Messrs. A. Wright & Co., 16 Silvester Willson Buildings, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Agents in Eastern Canada not yet selected

Cablegrams: Merryfield, London

BASTIN,MERRYFIELD& CRACKNELL, Ltd.

12 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

LONDON, W. 1

ENGLAND
Novelties in

SILKS WAISTS
LACES DRESSES
SEQUIN GOODS KNITTED GOODS
SCARVES FANCY HANDBAGS

ORGANIZED FOR WORLD BUSINESS
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"When Bedtime Comes"

LISTAPURE SILKS

not only make exquisite Blouses, Shirts

and Pyjamas, but are simply ideal for

Children's Dresses and Sleepmg Suits.

In the clothing of your merry, romping
boys and girls quality counts; it is here

in wear and washing that

LISTA SILKS ARE SUPREME
Manningham Mills, Bradford, England

Agent*:
HENDERSON & SMYTH

Toronto and Montreal
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O obtain the fibre from the flax is a

laborious and intricate process.

The fibre grows along and surrounds the woody
centre of the flax stalk. The flax is first steeped

until fermentation takes place. It is then

mechanically loosened and all foreign sub-

stances eliminated through its various stages of

preparation.

Briefly—this process is 'the survival of the fittest'

—^the fibre which is eventually woven into the

matchless linen fabric of commerce, is the

indestructible part of the flax plant.

It is this quality that gives linen its marvelous

durability.

b
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QUCH of the romance which sur-

rounds the history and usage of

Irish Linen is woven into the very warp and

weft of the fabric by the deft hands of the linen

workers.

For generations Ireland has been steadily ad-

vancing in the art of linen making, until today

she stands in the forefront as acknowledged

leader of the Linen World. This position could

only be achieved by the most careful manufac-

turing methods coupled with a real pride in their

industry taken by the workers themselves.

This sentimental value peculiar to Irish Linen

can be turned to profitable advantage by

distributors who appreciate the value of atmos-

phere in their advertising and displays.

U m

m
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EN
HOR personal use and household

adornment there is no fabric so

important as Irish Linen.

There is only one real damask for perfect table

settings—linen damask, and the best linen

damasks come from Ireland where pattern weav-
ing and careful bleaching are fine arts.

No man can consider himself correctly dressed

if his dress linen be an imitation linen, any
more than if his jewelry be imitation gold.

Art linens for draperies and upholsteries have
the double advantage of refinement and long

service.

Linen enters immediately into the family life,—and
women, generally, have been greatly disappointed by
the alternatives of linen that the shortage of her favorite

fabric caused her to use.

By advertising the fact that linen is being made and sold

again, department managers can take a highly profitable

advantage of the late linen famine and the country-wide

need for linen.

%

Kr^^z
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TRU

fi
INE linen has been indicated as

the smartest thing in hngerie.

Its very shortage makes it desirable to that trade

which is usually designated as 'exclusive' and

which therefore demands the latest and best.

Underclothing department managers who cater

to the best trade should inquire from their manu-

facturers for a special line of fine linen garments.

Apart from its fashionable appeal, linen is the

coolest and one of the most comfortable fabrics

for next-to-the-skin wear. Its sheer, shimmer-

ing beauty exercises a strong appeal to women
who are just as particular with 'what is under-

neath' as with their outward appearance.
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INEN
IVhen Fashion Speaks

the IVorld Listens

J^HROUGHOLJT t h e country,

%^7 newspapers-—theatre programs
—magazines—the various media of general

publicity—are indicating linen
—

'The desirable

Irish kind'—as the standby of fashion this season.

Of course there is a shortage of linen dress

fabrics. However, this is never a deterrent to

style—rather to the contrary. Managers ot

those departments interested in keeping abreast

of style should see to it that their showing of

linen dresses both for daily wear and sport

should be ready to cater to the desires of those

people who will be influenced by the wide pub-

licity which is being given to Linen as the 'fabric

of fashion.*

^mmw

:(i^
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^^s^^HE advantage of linen for sport

^^(/ wear is first its coolness and sec-

ond its indestructibility.

Tailors are advocating linen for sport suits for

the satisfaction that this ideal fabric brings to

their customers.

Ready-to-wear departments can well profit by

the vogue of linen for sport wear, but as there

is a certain scarcity of this material, orders for

such lines should be placed without a moment's

delay.

There is long wear and long satisfaction in every

yard of true Irish Linen, and a highly desirable

trade in linen garments can be built without any

effort beyond placing in a stock and featuring

the same by advertising and display.

\
"^

f

^*
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EN

©UYERS of linen whether by yard

or manufactured article can place

their orders at ruling market prices without the

uncertainty which surrounds the price basis of

the majority of fabrics.

Flax is so scarce and prices of raw materials and

labor so high, that Irish Linen manufacturers

are finding difficulty in even keeping the prices

down at their present level.

The universal need for linens and the dictates

of fashion both tend to keep the demand beyond

the supply and there is no possibility of linen

stocks being idle.

Energy is all that is necessary to get an exceed-

ingly desirable and profitable linen trade in

every department handling this matchless fabric.

'he Irish Linen Society
Tielfast. Ireland ^
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'HE revival of sports and

-^ other amenities of life which

we had to put aside during the

war, is bound to bring us a

material increase in the sale of

garments for outdoor hfe.

The best way to prepare for this

increased busmess is to carry a full

stock of the Rainster Weather-

proof
—"The ideal coat for sport

and general wear.
"

- IT WILL PAY YOU TO -

GET IN TOUCH WITH US

" RAINSTER " WEATHERPROOFS are
made at our Blackpool Factory under ideal
working- conditions.

- -

WHOLESALE AND SHIPPING ONLY
We -shall be pleased to grive you names and addresses
of our representatives in foUowinK places carrying
our samples :

London Glasgow Paris Brussels Copenhagen
(iothenburg: Amsterdam Oporto and Montreal

PPENHEIM
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- THE -

RAINSTER
Waterproof

is made to increase your business

—It embodies all the primary

qualities essential to a really first

class article—Faultless materials

and workmanship. Style and

good value.

It is as carefully made as a

rubberised Waterproof can be

made. It will not crack, harden,

leak or lose its shape. It ensures

absolute satisfaction and thus

eliminates all occasions for com-

plaint. So good it is that it

advertises itself. If you do

not stock it, you neglect a good

business for the benefit of those

who sell the Rainster.

WHOLESALE & SHIPPING ONLY.

lJj[jlill!l!Hlli!!ll

\>^7'CvZ7^ii^7^^^i/5^:^^7^V?''si>^i7^ii^7v>^^

Rainproof & ^af^fH^Jf SWciafisfs^

BRITANNIA MILLS^ SACi<^\#LLE SX

MANCHESTER.
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John V. Godwin & Co.

ESTABLISHED 1851

Sole Proprietor : Sir J. ARTHUR GODWIN, Kt.

BRADFORD, ENG.

UP-TO-DATE SPECIALITIES IN

DRESS AND COSTUME MATERIALS

REPRESENTED BY

R. C. POYSER,

F. G. FRENCH

C0DE:-4th and sth EDITION A.B.C.

214 Drummond Buildings,

MONTREAL
405 Hammond Buildings,

WINNIPEG

THOMAS CULLEN & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF HOME AND EXPORT Dress Goods, Wool
Serges ("Marine Brand"), Silk, Wool and Mohair Fancies, Dress Cottons,

Shirting Cottons (High Grade only), also of

"KREMLA" and "KREMLAINE"
Blouse, Shirting and Underwear Fabrics.

Reg'd

WHOLESALE &

Telegrams

"FELVUS, SHIPLEY"
"FELVUS, BRADFORD"
"FELVUS. LONDON"

CodesABC Sth Ed. Wstn. Union
Marconi Code.

EXPORT ONLY

Telephones

LONDON, No. 11298 Central

BRADFORD, No. 1521

SHIPLEY, No. 632 Private
No. 633 Branch

Ex.

TOWN OFFICE:

12 Canal Road Bradford
MILLS:
WAREHOUSES:

DOCKFIELD MILLS, SHIPLEY, YORKS.
MIDLAND BUILDINGS, CANAL ROAD, BRADFORD.

5 ADDLE HILL, CARTER LANE. LONDON, E.C. 4

AGENCIES: GLASGOW, MANCHESTER, BELFAST, MELBOURNE, SYDNEY, WELLINGTON, JOHANNESBURG,
TORONTO, MONTREAL, NEW YORK, PARIS.

Head Office : Dockfield Mills, SHIPLEY, YORKS
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GEORGE A. THOMAS
^/lanufacturer ana Vvarenouscmcn

BERKELY HOUSE, HALIEAX, ENGLAND
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WOOLLEN AND WORSTED
COSTUME CLOTHS

SPFX ALTIES:

SAND SERGES

TWEEDS

DYED CHEVIOTS

FINE WORSTEDS

LADIES' OVERCOATINGS

JOSEPH FOSTER & Co.
CALDER MILLS

ELLAND, YORKSHIRE
ENGLAND

Established 1853 London Warehouse :

1 LANGHAM PLACE
REGENT STREET W.
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The Boom in

Coloured Fabrics

h PROPnET I!) WITHOUT nOfNOUK IN MIS OW^ COUHTR^ - BUT*

Vigil :a ROT
-mKEVOURSLLf h ViGiL 5CARf Ann 5 PORTS -CO AT

-

FOR FOUR YEARS the world has been

distressed by the horrors of war-—it is but

natural that it should now turn eagerly to

the pursuit of happiness. Colours will be

the outward expression of the joy that has

come to the heart, for colours express

happiness in the fullest sense. The mak-
ers of Vigil Silk are staking everything

upon their ability to meet the increasing

demand for beautiful coloured fabrics.

They have commissioned expert designers

who have, of set purpose, departed from

the old lines that have been offered year

after year, with the result that the new
productions of "VIGIL" Silk will far and

away surpass everything hitherto offered.

For purity of fabric, for beauty of designs,

for delicacy af colours, "VIGIL" Silk will

stand high above other Silks. Its merit

alone will command for it a big sale.

We are telling you all this well in ad-

vance that you may know what to ex-

pect. To be forewarned is to be fore-

armed. Do not be loaded up with a

lot of stuff that you will not be able

to sell when "VIGIL" eomes. To cover

your needs at once and to mark your

order for "earliest possible delivery"

will insure you the best prices, better

chances of complete deliveries and
p'reater prestige liecau'^e of your earlier

display of goods in great demand.

WALKER BROS.
1':N(JJ.AND 1[Raven sthorpe Mills: Dews-
iiury, Yorks, and 50-57 Aldermanlmry,
London, E.G. ^Telegraphic and Cable

Addresses, Yorkshire. "Vigil, Dewsbury."
London: "Vygilsyl, Cent." ^jAgcni:

( Icorge I'oterson &
building, Montreal.

Co., 517 Coristine
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Registered Cable Address:

ROCK
Telephones: 2251 Local

I r i •

3746 Trunk ^
^'"'

Codes used:

Western Union, Universal Edition
' " New " 5 Letter " Edition

A.B.C. 4th and 5th Editions

HOLLAND & WEBB LTD.
POTTOM VARNIQ For Underwear, Hosiery. Laces.\^W 1 IWIN 1 /AIXIMO Nets. Curtains. Voiles, etc.

SINGLE COTTON YARNS i:;±i^]^:t£:zj:i::^'-

MERCERISED YARNS ^-^.'-rSe^efi"::

\X/OR ^TPn V A RM ^ For all knit goods Hosiery, Underwear. Sweater sWWrVOilLLy 1 i^JAlMO etc. and for weaving. Single and ply.igle ply.

LEICESTER

NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND
Branch Houses:

GLASGOW CALAIS CAUDRY

SOUTHALL BROS.
& BARCLAY, LTD.

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Surgical Dressings

r*y^/.i..iji?**^

TRADE MARK

PROPRIETORS OF

Southalls' Sanitary Towels

and Specialities for Ladies

DRUGS, FINE CHEMICALS, AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

f^4S BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
Agents in Canada:

MACLEAN. BENN & NELSON, LIMITED, MONTREAL

RegUtered No. i!a2.0ii.

THE HALL-MARK OF

Maxinmm Comfort and Durability

at MiDimnm Cost.

First in the Field and Still Leading.

Made on the ORADUATED PRINCIPLE,
and starting with TWO THREADS in the

TOP, it increases in WEAR-RESISTING
PROPERTIES ai it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR,

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

mm AOME OF PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To b« bad from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Qoods Houses. '
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spenders
have the true "quality" stamp—they are so well made and beautifully
finished that they never fail to please. They maintain the highest
standard of "British-made" goods.

Made of fresh, strong, elastics, full of

vitality, with neat, rustless, white metal
fittings, and a soft yet firm grip that will

not tear the finest hose.

Prices and full particulars gladly fur-

nished on request. Enquiries and orders
executed through London House or

direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY:

FAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD., Leicester, England
and at 19, Fore Street, London, E.G. 2. Works: St. George's Mills, Leicester
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Spinners of
even/ description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone Telegrams

{Leicester2470,
2471 LEICESTER
ot: c Vadm^ \Stanningley

24 Keichle Y \fEIGHLEY

5464 Fort Hill Boston [BOSTON
Codes- ABC S'^'Ed Western Union.

j^'f^^^^

tamford Street

1

It J% wAMERICAN OFFICE:- 184 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON.

COMBING & SPINNING
SPRINGFIELD MILLS, KEIGHLEY and SWINNOW MILLS, BRAMLEY, VORKS.
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This is your

guarantee

This is your m

guarantee |

FOUNDED 1827

Broadway - Nottingham, Eng.

B.B." LACES
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST QUALITY

Valenciennes, Torchons
and Novelty Laces

Sloch carried in TORONTO

Agent: MR. A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

HEAD OFFICE AND SALESROOMS, Broadway, Nottingham

NEW YORK, 73 Fifth Avenue (at 15th Street)

PARIS OFFICE, 19 Rue d'Uzes 1

lllllllllllllllili llllllllllllll
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Millinery and Haberdashery Wire
Chenilles, Hat Braids

Dress and Mantle, Dress Cords and Girdles

Artificial Silk, Braids and Ribbons

Embroidery Silks, Tassels, Pom, Etc.

Upholstery Cords and Trimmings

Scroll, Argyle, Saddle Bag and Flat Gimps

Fringes, Tassels, Etc.

Made in Silk, Cotton, Wool, Etc.

Artificial Silk Straw Braids for Millinery

Hat Manufacturing.

Suppliers to Wholesale and Shipping Houses.

Shipping and Strictly Wholesale Trade Especially Catered For.

TELEGRAMS :

DAVENPORT
MACCLESFIELD P. Davenport

BRIDGE ST. MILLS

MACCLESFIELD, ENGLAND
CANADL\N, AGENT:

MANCHESTER
OFFICE :

39 PICCADILLY

R. C. PARSONS, 34 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO
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CABLES: Worth, Stourport CODE: A.B.C. 5th Edition

T. BOND WORTH & SONS, LTD.
SEVERN VALLEY MILLS

STOURPORT, WORCS., ENGLAND

Specialities in Carpets
in suitable styles and artistic

effects—the result of many years

experience and careful study

of the requirements of the

CANADIAN MARKET.

Saxony Wilton Rugs (seamed)
Made in Two Qualities

Omdurman and Persian

Seamless Axminster Rugs
9' 0" 10' 6" and 12' 0" Wide

SEVERN
ASTORIA

AMBERLEY

Royal Axminster Carpets
Piece Goods Seamed Rugs

Hearth Rugs

Brussels and Wilton Carpets and Rugs
Chenille Hearth Rugs and Mats

Corridor, Vestibule and Sofa Rugs
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Cable Address: "Clurr Stewarton'

John Currie, Son & Co.
Bridgend Works

Stewarton, - Ayrshire, N.B.
Makers of

Scotch Knit Woollen Goods
Including

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy Scarves in self and
striped effects.

Gents' Viator and Aviator Caps.

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit
Caps and Tarn O'Shanters.

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada:

G. B. OLIVER, 116 Mail Building
106 Bay Street, Toronto

J. L. GIBSON & CO.
Woollen Glove Manufacturers

Dumfries Scotland

Makers of all kinds of

Genuine Scotch

Wool Gloves

Gauntlets

and Mitts

Telegraphic Address

"Sure" Dumfries.

A.B.C. Code
5th Edition.
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D. MACRAE & SONS
Scotch Cap and Underwear Manufacturers

STEWARTON SCOTLAND

Knitted Cap Dept.

Fleecy Tarns, Berets and all kinds

of knitted headwear for boys, girls,

ladies and gentlemen, including

gentlemen's knitted golf and

aviator caps.

Underwear Dept.

Ladies' and Children's Combina-

tions and vests. Gentlemen's Un-

derwear in three grades.

Representatives in Canada :

MR. A. B. COUCH
43 ST. SACRAMENT STREET

MONTREAL

Messrs. G. R. COPPING & SON
31 MELINDA STREET

TORONTO

who are now showing a full range of samples.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

KNIT SPORTS COATS AND SCARVES

Boys' and Men's Knit Jerseys

Men's Cardigan Jackets

Aviator and Balaclava Caps

And Tarn O'Shanters

RUSSELL & CO.
Scotch Cap and Hosiery

Manufacturers

ROBERTLAND MILLS
STEWARTON
SCOTLAND
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL, SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

^RkOE <*At,^

"ESIST EREO

Established 1850

A. A. MITCHELL
LATE A. MITCHELL JR.'S SONS

Manufacturers of High Class

COTTON GINGHAMS, SHIRTINGS, CREPES,

RATINES and COTTON FANCIES
CEYLON BLOUSE and SHIRTING CLOTHS

107 John Street Glasgow
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JiSs^

Among the Blessings of

Peace Comes

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW New York
43 Scott St. 48 White St.
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MOTHER LAND TRADE SECTION

STEWART AND MCDONALD LIP
146 ARGYLE STREET- GLASGOW

^TA^ ^^^^)J

All correcpaudsm sJaonki l>e

Mldr(»srd k> the Compan/.

BOX No \y* GJ-fcSGOT

"BrTH (H-ASGOW "nUTK NBUTASTUS"
"BirrE LONr>o-v bote lesds'

JC uUA. -^OLULdutMi 'h^VuucJU

yOZZiucutArr<^^^^<JLCL^ ;j5^.
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TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A. B.C.

5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO.
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTURERS

Ecru and^Coloured Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo-Swiss and Broche Muslins,

•'Wilsco" Lawns, "Zellette"

LACE CURTAINS
LACE NETS

To Shirt Manufacturers

FOR SALE
The Canadian patent rights for the
"Angelo Shirt." We ars prepared to

grant sole rights to manufacture and sell

throughout Canada our patent shirt, for
which we have had numerous enquiries
from Canada.

Terms to be arranged on royalty or out-
right purchase.

For further particulars apply

C. I. Michaelson, Tha Angelo Shirt Co.
28 North Bridge, Edinburgh

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Los took, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,
45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

IRISH LINEN
has long been an outstanding evidence of refinement and perfect taste.

Every woman recognizes the importance of selecting only the BEST, for
appearance and wearing qualities. Satisfaction is assured in the selling

LiddelPs Geld Medal
Hand Embroidered

Bed Spreads, Pillow Cases, Baby Cases, Sheets, Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers, Handkerchief Cases, Doylies, etc.

IV« I~l* C^CJoJdIiIi limited
Irish Linen Agency

22 West Wellington Street - TORONTO

/TV

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

M^/Vi**

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK :: AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK." OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JEN N ENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkors, anrl Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWKL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS, SAY '"TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

^Vl/*" •* '•"Vl^*

»

—^/I^l* » • l^/l/»«" »>
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THE

W. R. Brock Company
(LIMITED)

Authorized Capital $2,000,000

WAREHOUSES

TORONTO MONTREAL CALGARY

Wholesale

General Dry Goods, Woollens, Carpets,

Men's Furnishings, Women's Ready-to-wear

DIRECTORS

:

HENRY BROCK, President P>. B. CRONYN, Vice-President cmd Gen. Mgr.

JAMES A. CATTO, Sccretary-Treamrer

R. W. PENTECOST JAMES S. ANDERSON W. H. BERKINSHAW
W. R. SMALLPEICE H. G. COOK F. H. KEATING
R. A. BROCK G. S. CLEGHORN JOHN ROSS

OFFICES AND SAMPLE ROOMS:
C. A. Potter, C. C. Gordon,

Sydney, Cape Breton As'hplant Building,

Lone ion. Ontario
F, H. Keating—H. A. Knickle

(Assist), W.J.Clarke,
Halifax, N.S. 374 ^o^ald St.,

Winnipeg, Man.
G. Larochelle,

62 Church Street, Quebec Henry Gray,

Welt'on Block,

J. W. Davis— (W. S. Fairbrother, Vancouver, B. C.

Assist. }

,

King William and Hughson Sts. A. Hewat, 35 Milk Street, Cheapside,
Hamilton, Ontario LONDON, ENGLAND

HEAD OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE :

Bay and Wellington Streets : TORONTO
f —>~"» "^^ '"^ "^— "" "" "'— '" ~"" ""— - " "'
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THE

W. R. Brock Company
TORONTO CALGARY

(LIMITED)

MONTREAL
Wholesale

General Dry Goods, Woollens, Carpets,

Mens Furnishings, Women's Ready-to-wear

%i «• ii-

Cflfice and Warehouse:
NOTRE DAME, ST. HELEN AND RECOLLET STREETS

MONTREAL
Resident Directors

Ji. A. BROCK, (JEO. ?. CLEGTTORN, Montreal. F. PI. KEATING, Halifax.

TRAVELLERS, ONTARIO, QUEBEC AND MARITIME PROVINCES

N. Belair

E. T. Foiirnier

A. Gauthier

E. Iv Goodenough

.1. (Juillemette

T, J. Gunn

General Dry Goods

L. de G. Huot

E. K. Keating-

II. A. Knickle

N. Lalonde

J. ]\. Lapointe

(t. Laroclu'lle

Ladies' and Misses' Ready-to-Wear

I'atosou A. Heaudrv

D, Levas.-eur

A. L. McLeod

C. A. r<)tt,er

H. rouliot

A. Rolland

C. (i. Stewart

LETTER ORDER DEPARTMENT. Every facility for prompt (illinj; of Letter Orders.

We are always at your service.

=..lt
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THE

W. R. Brock Company
TORONTO

(LIMITED)

MONTREAL CALGARY

Wholesale

General Dry Goods, Woollens, Carpets,

Mens Furnishings, Women's Ready-to-wear

Head Office and Warehouse:
BAY AND WELLINGTON STREETS

TORONTO

TRAVELLERS, PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
General Dry Goods

T. A. Baker, W. A. Ilolden, R. B. McBiirney,

W. F. Doyle, J. W. Hoover,
j^ q. Motheral,

C. C. Gordon, E. H. Ivens, t /-. i i i

R. F. Gray, R. Johnston, L. Quackenbush,

C. F. Green, Jas. Macmillan, P. E. Roberts,

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND BRITISH COLUMBIA
.1. L. Budge, W. J. Clarke, H. Gray, J. H. King

W'ooUens and Tailors' Trimmings

C. H. DeGruchy, R. M. Thomas,
(Toronto) (Ontario, North and Wesit)

A. H. Robertson, L. Vyvyan,
(Ontario, Manitoba to Pacific Coast) (Ontario East and Montreal City)

Ladies' and Misses' Ready-to-Wear

J. PI. Ball, A. M. Campbell, E. W. Webb,
(Ontario East) (Ontario West) (Ontario North)

LETTER ORDER DEPARTMENT. Every facility for prompt filling of Letter Orders.
We are always at your service.
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THE

W. R. Brock Company
TORONTO

(LIMITED)

MONTREAL CALGARY

Wholesale

General Dry Goods, Woollens, Carpets,

Mens Furnishings, Women's Ready-to-wear

^,>Y^OODS;Won,,.

Office and Warehouse :

EIGHTH AVENUE AND SECOND ST. W.

CALGARY

Hesvlcnt Director—W. H. BERKINSHAW

TRAVELLERS ALBERTA, SASKATCHEWAN AND
BRITISH COLUMBIA

II. T. Baker

G. W. (iallagher

General Dry Goods, etc.

R. Ghequiere

F. W. Horan
J. W. Ireland

C. A. Newton

A. M. Young

LETrEK ORDER DEPARTMENT. Every facility tor prompt fillinK of Letter Orders,

We are always at your service.

>~v i"^ mnt— =»>°' =:oo<===>ac:=:= mu .nrr xxx ma «jl-
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
The Recognized Authority of the Canadian Dry Goods Trade

Published Seventh of Each Month Advertising Forms Close Third of the Month

Vol. XLI. Toronto, July, 1919 No. 7

EDITORIAL CONTENTS

Frontispiece 66

Navy, Brown and Tonjje Fall Colors. 67

Canada's New Bankruptcy Act .... 71

Salespeople of To-day and To-morrow 72

An Accurate Bonus System 73

Keeping Stock Clean 74

Snap Shots of Progressive Methods . . 75

Getting Ahead in Selling 77

Serving ^\'lM)le-a]ers 78
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Protecting the Home Town Front. . . 84
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.Vccessories

Equipment and Display

infa.nts' and Children's Wear
lvead\•-to-^^'ear

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President

H. V. TYRRELL, General Manager

Publishers of Dry Goods Review, Hardware and Metal, The Financial Post, MrcLean's Magazine, Farmers' Magazine,
Canadian Grocer. Men's Wear Review. Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Canadian Machinery and
Manufacturing News, Power House, Sanitary Engineer, Canadian Foundryman, Marine Engineering of Canada,

Canadian Motor, Tractor and Implement Trade Journal..

Cable Address: Macpubco, Toronto; Atabek, London, Eng.

PUBLISHERS OF

DRY GOODS REVIEW
ESTABLISHED 1888

ALEX. WALES. Manager.
Miss A. R. WHALLEY, Editor.

A. B. CASWELL, Eastern Manager. H. H. BLACK, Associate Editor.
W. H. WARAM, Toronto Representative. P. A. CRANE, Associate Editor.
E. J. SHEARMAN, Montreal Representative. W. S. McCULLOUGH, Advertising Dept.
C. W. BYERS, Western Representative. MISS H. E. CARTER, Advertising Dept
H. L. SOUTHALL, Winnipeg Representative. ROY A. HUNTER, B.C. Representative.

CHIEF OFFICES:
CANADA—Montreal, Southam Building, 128 Bleury St.. Telephone Main 1004. Toronto, 143-158 University Ave..

Telephone Main 7324. Winnipeg. 1103 Union Trust Building. Telephone Main 3449. Vancouver, 39 Tenth
Avenue, West.

GREAT BRITAIN—London, The MacLean Company of Great Britain. Limited, 88 Fleet Street, E.C. E. J. Dodd,
Director, Telephone Central 12960. Cable Address: Atabek, London, England.

UNITED STATES—New York, A. R. Lowe, 111 Broadway, N.Y., Telephone Rector 8971. Chicago, III., A. H.
Byrne, Room 1401, Lytton Bid., 14 E. Jackson St., Telephone Harrison 9133. Boston, C. L. Morton, Room 734.

Old South Building, Telephone Ma'in 1024.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE—Canada, Great Britain, South Africa and the West Indies, $2 a year; United States,

$2.50 a year; Other Countries, $3 a year; Single Copies, 20 cents. Invariably in advance.
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Left: A very elegant gown in black and white mousseline de
sole with ftllk e'mhroidery motifs and a good deal of black lace.

Right: A model designed for the races; it is in black satin

overdraped vnth white pleated tulle and has novel fur trimming on
the tunic.

Note the favoritism for black and white and for very narrow
belts. The coiffvre at the right is one of the notes of interest at

present in Paris.

Sent by Drecoll, Paris, to Dry Goods Review.

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim
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I
Navy, Brown and Taupe Fall Colors

I Loose, Comfortable Coats of Dolman Impress—Ostrich the Feature of Millinery-—Comfort-

I able Skirt Widths Return—Satins and Crepes a Necessity—Leading Buyers all

i Agree to These Fall Fashion Features.

After several seasons which for many
retailers meant putting their personal
business affairs in a secondary place,
the trade is once more permitted to give
its individual attention to the things
pertaining first and foremost to mer-
chandising. We no longer feel that mat-
ters of fashion and comfort must be ta-

booed, but must be studied more care-
fully perhaps than ever before.
The period of war was, latterly at

least, a strain upon designers. They
were expected to provide modes interest-

ing for each separate season, and yet
keeping before them the straight, com-
fortable lines required by new habits of

women; styles untrlmmed for the most
part, restricted in yardage consumption,
guarded as to color, an ever shrinking
range of cloths, and little inspira-

tion coming from the seat of the world's

greatest designers.

With the old avenues again opening
Tip for freedom in line, color and adorn-
ment, Paris setting aside its assumed
war-time gaiety and turning to a real

joy in life. New York designers endeav-
oring to be regarded by the world as a
factor in style producing, factories again
turning their attention to the civilian,

there is every reas)n for buyers to "walk
circumspectly" when it comes to choos-

ing their Fall purchases this year.

Many retailers have already visited

the New York and Paris markets. A
great many are there this month. Oth-
ers are examining keenly the fashion re-

ports which are finding their way to the

thousands of shopning centres. The
staff of DRY GOODS REVIEW too has

been on the alert to sift out "safe buys"
for the Canadian trade, authentic infor-

mation, tendencies which are likely to

affect the new season's business. From
buyers of long arid successful experience

opinions have been gathered, from man-
ufacturers and others in the trade points

have been secured which should be a

guide to retailers, both large and small,

in making their selections of goods for

the coming Fall. Not only in the para-

graphs which follow but throughout the

issue are the results to be found, and
once more may we remind our readers

of the important saw: "Goods well

bought are half sold."

Detailed questions have been put to

well-known buyers, and while the re-

sponses differ in some respects, those

very differences provide food for thought

for the trade. With the transition per-

iod in which we are living this year

there is no certainty upon which we can

depend as to fashions throughout the

season. It must be kept in mind too

that these differences are due in part to

different characteristics of the individual

communities in which the goods are to

ibe sold, and to different classes of trade

catered to by the stores. But until dis-

tribution of the world's food and clothing

assets is once more accomplished to all

people, at least on as equalized a basis

as it was five or six years ago, we must
look for changes and unforeseen occur-

rences.

To those who have so generously giv-

en of their experiences for the benefit

of the trade DRY GOODS REVIEW
hereby wishes to express its thanks and
takes pleasure in passing on the informa-
tion to those whom it concerns.

HAMILTON

Tlie G. W. Robinson Co., Ltd.

COATS.—1. Semi-fitting and straight
line coats will be leaders for Fall. Nar-
row effects and dolmans not good.
Length %.

2. Sleeves will be large.

3. Best coljrs: browns, platinum, navy,
materials: velours and silvertone. Flor-
iswale will te used for novelty linings.

5. Narrow belts and tailored pockets
best.

6. Collars, convertible and muffler.

7. Capes of no importance whatever.
8. Average width of coats at hem, 2

to 2'/^ yards.

SUITS.— 1. Prevailing length about 36
inches, skirts 7 inches from floor.

2. Semi-fitted styles best.

3. Favorite fashionable width for
skirts, 1% yards.

4. Set-in sleeves, convertible collars,

tailored inset pockets.

5. Best suit colors: navy, black, brown.
Materials, velours and serges. Linings,

satin. t)lain and neat novelties.

6. Waistline will be indicated chiefly

by narrow belts.

7. No double-breasted styles.

8. Trimmings, buttons and tailored

stitchings.

9. No cape suits.

DRESSES.—1. Leading materials for

afternoon dresses. Georgette. Colors,

sand, taupe, navy, Copenhagen, grey.

2. Navy best for street dresses.

3. For evening gowns crepe meteor,

shimmery satins.

4. Favored width for skirts, 1% yards.

5. Draped styles and panels good.

6. Short sleeves increasing in favor.

7. Trimmings for serge dresses will be
braid and buttons.

8. The waistline will be placed some-
times at normal and sometimes above.

9. Narrow sleeves will be better than
the loose ones.

KINGSTON

Stacey's Limited

COATS.—1. Djlmans in novelty ef-

fects will be good, but not the close

fitting styles; coats will be in straight

lines draped from the shoulders. Length
48 inches.

2. Sleeves mostly kimono and raglan.

3. Best colors, taupe, nigger and hen-

na. Materials, silvertone and velours.

Linings, novelty satins.

4. Novelty features will be new drapetJ.

lines and new effects in collars andl

belts.

5. Military and slit pockets and hid-

den belts will be good.
6. Medium, large round effects similar

to those of last season will be best in
collars.

7. Capes will have no importance,
8. The width of the coat at the bot-

tom depends entirely on the style of the
model.

SUITS.—1. Prevailing lengths for suit
coats 36 to 40 inches. Skirts 36 to 3a
inches.

2. Fitted suit coats will be better than
straight lines.

3. Skirts will be favored at 2 yards
wide.

4. Narrjw tapered sleeves and tailor-
ed collars best.

5. Best colors, navy, taupe, henna,
brown and new wine. Materials, serges,
broadcloths and silvertones. Linings,
plain satin.

6. Waistlines will be emphasized by
seams and belts. Belts will be narrow.

7. No double-breasted styles.
8. Trimmings will be chiefly hand-

some furs.

9. Crepe suits have no place.

DRESSES.—1. Materials for afternoon
dresses, serge, crepe de chine, wool jer-
sey. Colors, navy, brown, taupe, wine,
green, etc.

2. For street dresses wool jersey and
serge will be best.

3. For evening gowns gold and silver
cloth and combinations with Georgette,
etc.

4. Width of skirts for dresses from
2 to 2% yards.

5. Draped styles and panels good.
6. Short sleeves increasing in favor

for Summer wear only.

7. Embroidery trimmings and import-
ed novelty trimmings will be good.

8. High, low and normal waistlines
will all be shown.
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9. There is a tendency towards loose

sleeves for afternoon and street dresses.

MONTREAL

Dupiiis Freres
COATS.—1. Will be loose, not close-

fitting-; length %.
2. Sleeves inclined to be snug.
3. Best colors, taupe, Belgian blue,

henna, browTi. Materials, silvertones
and vel )urs. Fancy linings.

4. Novelty features to be expected,
short coats.

5. Belts narrow.
6. Collars large and convertible.

7. Canes will be shown for early Fall.

SUITS.—1. Prevailing length for suit

coats, 36 inches. Skirts will be long.

2. Suit coats semi-fitted.

3. Favorite fashionable width for
skirts. 54 inches.

4. Sleeves narrow; shawl and convert-

ible collars.

5. Best suit colors, navy, taupe, brown.
Materials, gabardine, poplin, serge. Fan-
cy linings.

'6. Very few belts and these narrow.
Double-breasted stvles and cape suits

will have no importance.
DRESSES.—1. Leading materials for

-afternoon dresses, fancy Georgette and
•silk tricolette.

2. Materials for street dresses, serges
and wool jerseys.

3. For evening gowns, satin and chif-

fon.

4. Favored width for skirts of dresses,

54 inches.

'5. Draned stvles and panels will be

good for middle-aged women.

6. Short sleeves are not increasing in

popular favor.

8. Waistline will be normal.

9. Narrow sleeves best for afternoon

and street dresses.

DRESS FABRICS.—1. Satins will be

very strong; charmeuse very good. Taf-

fetas not a Fall silk.

2. All pile fabrics will have a great

demand.

3. Wool velours and jersey cloths im-

portant features.

4. In fancy woollen goods a few stripes

and plaids in good worsted.

'5. Leading colors in silks and satins,

henna, taupe, jay blue and navy blue. In

wool fabrics, jay blue, navy, taupe, nig-

ger.

6. We expect a big season in both

silk and wool jersey.

MILLINERY.—1. Colors favored for

Fall, navy and taupe.

2. We hai'dly think that combinations

of colors will be a feature.

3. Velour shapes will dominate for

Canadian trade.

4. Fall trimmings will be ostrich in

all descriptions.

i5. Medium sized hats will lead.

6. Ostrich feathers will be of general

importance. Beaver and vel )ur outing

and ready to wear hats will likely bo

popular.

SWIFT CURRENT, SASK.

The W. W. Cooper Co.
DRESS FABRICS.— 1. Messalines are

the outstanding feature in satins for Fall.

Plaid taffetas will be good, also figured
habutai and Georgette crepes.

2. Pile fabrics will be good.
3. In woollen goods serges of all col-

ors are the most popular materials.
5. In silks and satins leading colors

will be peacock green, rose, taupe, navy;
in wool fabrics, navy, fawn and peacock
green will be good.

6. Silk and wool jerseys will be unim-
portant.

MILLINERY.—1. Favorite colors will

be taupe, nigger brown and navy.
2. Combinations of coljrs will be a

feature.

5. In size, medium shapes will be most
ready sellers.

6. Ostrich feathers will have some im-
portance.

COATS.—1. Dolmans and close-fitting

lines will be good, but not on narrow or

straight lines. Full lengths preferred.
2. Sleeves will be loose.

3. Colors, brown, navy, henna. Ma-
terials, silvertones and velours.

4. Novelties in dolman effects will be
shown.

5. Half belts and small pockets best.

6. Collars large.

7. Capes of no importance.
SUITS.— 1. Prevailing lengths for

coats, 40 to 45 inches; skirts, 38 inches.

2. Partially fitted coat styles best.

4. Medium sleeves best.

5. Materials for suits, silvertones and
velours, fancy linings.

6. Waistlines will be indicated by nar-

row belts.

7. No place for double-breasted stvles.

8. For trimmings embrMdery is fa-

vored.

9. Cape suits unimportant.

DRESSES.—1. For afternoon dresses
tricolette will be the leading material;

colors, navy, brown and henna.

2. Gabardines and jerseys for street

dresses.

Made for the

Junior

A fashionable winter coat
for the little girl. Note that
she, too, is allowed a dolman
sleeve, a comfy collar and
divided belt. This model is

shown by Coats Limited,
Toronto.
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5. Draped styles and panels will be

good.

6. Short sleeves not increasing in fa-

vor.

9. For afternoon and street dresses a

medium sized sleeve will be best.

ORILLIA, ONT.

Kane & Kane, Ltd.

COATS.—1.75 per cent, will be dol-

mans. There will be narrow ones.

Lengths, 44 to 50 inches, i.e., full length.

2. Sleeves will be loose.

3. Best colors, brown, navy, green. Ma-
terials, velours and silvertones. Linings,

fi-ncy silks and colored poplins.

5. Pockets will be varied, belts nar-

row and inverted.

6. Collars, 3 way or convertible.

7. Capes of very little importance.
8. Coats at hem will measure 72 to 84

inches.

SUITS.—1. Prevailing length for suit

coats, 32 inches; skirts, 38 inches.

2. Straight line suits best.

3. Skirts favored at l^/^ yards wide.

4. Set in sleeves, shawl collars, varied
pockets.

5. Best colors, navy. Materials, gab-
ardine, serge, tricotine. Linings, fancy
silks and colored poplins.

6. Narrow belts at waistline.

7. Do not think double-breasted styles

will be good.

8. Silk braids and buttons good for

trimmings.
9. Do not think cape suits will be a

feature.

DRESSES.—L Materials for afternoon
dresses, poplins, silks, foulards. Colors,

navy, brown, taupe.

2. For street dresses, serges, silks and
combinations of these.

3. For evening gowns, georgette, crepe

de chine, soft silks and combinations.
4. Favored width of skirts, 1% yards.

5. Draped styles and panels will be
good.

6. Short sleeves are increasing in pop-
ular favor.

7. Trimminas will be silk embroidery,
braiding and buttons.

8. Normal waistline.

9. Loose sleeves best for afternoon

and street dresses.

FABRICS.—1. All satins will be good
on account of scarcity of wool goods.

2. Pile fabrics will all be good.

3. Demand for plain wjollen goods

will be strong but supply limited.

4. Fancy woollen goods are hard to

find.

5. In silks and satins, leading colors

will be navy, brown, grey or taupe. In

wool fabrics, navy, brown and ereen.

6. Silk and wool jerseys will be im-

portant.

LONDON, ONT.

Smallman & Ingram, Ltd.

COATS.— 1. Dolmans will be good in

the better class garments. Semi-fitting

styles will be good, also straight lines

of medium width and 48-inch length.

2. Sleeves will be loose in raglan and
kimono styles.

3. Best colors, brown, taupe and navy.
Materials, velours, silvertones, burella,

plaids. Bright brocade linings good.

4. In novelty features there will be
large cape collars and fur trimmings.

5. String belts and slash pockets will

be good.

6. Dolmans will have large cape col-

lars; semi-fitted and straight line coats
will have convertible collars.

7. Capes are of no importance.

SUITS.— 1. Prevailing lengths for

coats, knee-length or longer; skirts 5 and
fi inches from the floor.

2. Close-fitting suit coats best.

3. Width for skirts 11/2 yards.

4. Tight sleeves, convertible collars,

invisible pockets.

5. Best colors, navy, taupe and black.

Materials, duvetyn, tricotine, gabardine
and cheviots. Fancy satin linings.

6. Seams or belts at waistline. Belts

narrow.
7. Double-breasted styles fair.

8. Braid and fur the fashionable trim-

mings.
9. Cape suits of no importance.

DRESSES.—L For afternoon dresses,

satin charmeuse and taffeta. Colors,

brown, navy, taupe.

2. For street dresses, tricotine, serge

and gabardine.

3. For evening gowns, laces and nets

in ecru and black.

4. Width of skirts 1% yards.

5. Draped styles and panels will be

good sellers.

6. Short sleeves not promising for

Fall.

7. Trimmings for Fall dresses, braids.

8. Waistline will be normal.

9. Narrow sleeves for afternoon and
street dresses.

FABRICS. — Outstanding features,

charmeuse satins, chiffon taffetas,

georgette crepe, crepe de chine.

3. In woollen goods, velours, broad-

cloths, tricotine, gabardine, serge.

4. Plaids for skirts in bright colors.

5. Colors in silks and satins, navy,

browns, greens and greys. In wool fab-

rics, dark Holland, navy, nigger, rein-

deer and taupe.

6. Wool jerseys will be fairly good for

dresses. Coating jersey (heather) should

be classed as novelty coatings and ought
t) sell fairly v\'ell.

MILLINERY.—1. Colors for Fall,

brown, navy, mole.

2. Combinations of colors will be rea-

tured, such as velvet brims with long

nap materials for crowns.

3. Materials for shapes, beaver stripes

and velvet.

4. Trimmings in order of importance:

wings, flowers and ostrich.

5. A variety of large, medium and
small shapes will sell.

6. Ostrich feathers will be important.

7. Rolling brims and points will char-

acterize hat shapes.

8. Beaver and velours will be popular

for outing and ready to wear millinery.

CHATHAM, ONT.

W. H. Jame-s, buyer

COATS.— 1. Dolmans and long ulsters
will be leaders. Close-itting and straight
line styles not good. Medium width best
and 46 to 48 inch length.

2. Sleeves very loose.

3. Best colors, brown, navy, henna,
taupe and a few greens. Materials, ve-

lours and silvertones. Linings plain and
fancy.

5. Narrow belts; inserted pockets.

6. Large convertible collars.

7. Capes will be good for early Fall

but not for cold weather.
8. Average width of coats at the hem,

72 inches.

SUITS.— 1. Prevailing lengths for suit

coats, 36 to 38 inches. Skirts ankle

length.

3. Width for skirts, 54 to 60 inches.

4. Tailored and fancy sleeves best.

Convertible collars, inserted pockets.

5. Best suit colors, navy, black, brown.
Materials, serge, tricotine, poplin. Plain

linings.

6. Waistline indicated by narrow belts.

7. Double-breasted styles not good.

8. For trimmings braids are best.

9. Cape suits not featured.

DRESSES.—1. For afternoon dresses,

georgette and crepe de chine. Colors,

navy, taupe, French blue, henna and
brown.

2. For street dresses serges and taf-

fetas.

3. For evening goviTis, georgette and

crepe de chine.

4. Width of skirts, 52 to 54 inches.

5. Draped styles and panels will be

good sellers.

6. Short sleeves are increasing in pop-

ularitv for hot weather but not for cold.

9. For afternoon and street dresses,

loose sleeves will be best.

FABRICS.—1. Outstanding features,

taffetas good for early Fall. Georgette

and crepe de chine strong.

2. Plush and velveteens will be fash-

ionable.

5. Colors for silks and satins, navy,

French blue, taupe and brown. Colors for

wool fabrics, navy, brown and French

blue.

6. Jerseys, silk and wool, unimport-

ant,

MILLINERY. — 1. Colors favored,

brown, navy and taupe.

2. Combinations of colors will be fea-

tured by colored facings used with dark

upper brims.

3. Velvet will lead for shapes. '

4. Fall trimmings in order of import-

ance, ostrich, wings, flowers.

5. Large and medium sizes will lead in

popularity.

6. Ostrich feathers will be generally

important.

7. Main tendency in shapes, large,

rolling brims.

8. Tams will likely be popular for out-

ing and ready to wear.
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TORONTO

The Robert Simpson Co., itd.

A. Ross, Silk Department

G. W. Thorpe, Dress Goods

DRESS FABRICS.—1. Features for
Fall in satins : bri^t-fhrfslted duchesse
and charmeuse. Taffetas mig-ht be want-
ed in early Fall. Printed silks will be in

big demand for .linings, dresses and
trimmings.

2. All pile fabrics will be fashionable,
especially chiffon velvets.

3. In plain woollen goods, the features
will be fine serges, tricotine and gabar-
dine.

4. There are not many new weaves in

fancy woollen goods, except skirtings.

5. In silks, satins and wools the lead-
ing colors will be blues, browns and
greys.

6. Both silk and wool jerseys are ex-
pected to be good, the heavy tricolette

silk jersey in particular.

MILLINERY.— 1. Colors favored are
sand, jay blue, black, navy, nigger
brown.

2. Uncertain as to combinations of
colors.

3. Velvets, panne velvets and duvetyir-
will dominate in materials for shapes.

4. Fall trimmings in order of import-
ance: ostrich, glycerined ostrich, narrow
ribbon, velvet flowers.

5. Small hats will lead fjr the early
season with large ones later.

6. Ostrich feathers will assuredly have
a big place.

7. Uncertain as to tendencies likely to

develop in shapes.

8. We look to velours to be the next
"best outing hats.

Mr, Bradwin, Coat and Suit Department

COATS.—1. Slipon styles with deep
armholes will be the Fall leaders. Close-
fitting styles not good. Straight lines

are good. 48 inch length is leader.

2. Sleeves will be lo>se.

3. Colors, brown, navy and neutrals.

Materials same as last season with plain

and fancy linings.

4. The novelty feature is the Russian
back.

5. Narrow belts.

6. Convertible collars.

7. Capes of no importance.
8. Width of coats at hem, 72 to 100

inches.

SUITS.—L Coat lengths 34 to 38 in.,

skirts 7 inches from ground.
2. Straight line and also semi-fitted

styles will be gojd.

3. Favorite fashionable width for skirts

54 inches.

4. Sleeves, close fitting, tailored; col-

lars, adjustable; pockets, tailored.

5. Best suit colors, navy and brown.
Materials will be same as we have hud.

6. Narrow belts good.

7. Double-breasted styles good in

tailored models only.

8. Trimmings, braid, buttms and em-
broidery.

9. Cape suits not important.

Holt, Renfrew & Co,

MILLINERY—1. For early Fall" cer-
ise duvetyn will be a leading feature.
Oriental colorings will be favored.

2. Combinations of colors will be a
feature. Duvetyn colored tops in light,

bright shades with dark, soft" facings.
3. Leading materials for hat shapes

will be faille and gros de Londres; felt

with beaver and velvet; duvetyn and
velvet.

4. Heavy floss looped into fringe, giv-

ing the effect of ostrich, will be a smart
trimming for early Fall.

5. 'Small and medium hats for the
most part will lead m popularity.

6. Ostrich feather crowns will be good.
7. In hat shapes main early tendencies

are for velvet hats in garden shapes.
Eastern turbans and small sailors.

8. Embroidered duvetyn and novelty
tarns, ribbon hats and beaver-faced mo-
dels will be good features in outing and
ready-to-wear hats.

Other Toronto Buyers

COATS: 1. :Some dolmans will be fea-

tured. Coats with loose back and belted

front, with belts arranged to be worn
under or over the back are the Tiew style

for Fall. Redingotes also are a feature
(these are slightly bloused)^ Another
new note is the coat having a shoulder
cape caught into a bloused effect by a
narrow belt at the waist.

2. Raglan and loose styles in sleeves

are good.

3. Beaver shades, also brown, taupe
and burgundy will be the good colors.

Some terra cotta tones will be sold also.

MATERIALS: Silvertones will be the

most popular. There are several new
coatings which will also be featured;

mclude crystal cloth, silvertip, velours,

frost glow, cypress, Sanonia, fortuna and
heathertone. Most of these have a fancy
rib or cord and are soft-finished.

CLOTHS: Cameleon is a two-toned
material with a sort of herringbone
weave.

Linings will show fancy figures and
stripes mostly.

4. Novelties are all dependent upon
the use of furs, which are a strong fea-

ture.

5. Pockets vary in style; belts are as

described above; deep cuffs are import-

ant.

6. Large fur collars are all-important.

Sealine is a new offering made from
French rabbit and resembling Hudson
seal; natural com, and short-haired furs,

particularly beaver are very strong.

7. Capes are of no importance.
- 8. Coats will be 48 to 52 inches long;

the width of the hem will not be narrow.
Coats will hang with a nice, graceful

fullness, but at the same time straight.

Prices will be higher than last year.

SUITS: 1. Coat lengths will'be 34 to

38, with 36 and 38 the most ponular.

Skirts will be 6 to 7 inches from floor.

2. Lines will be m>stly straight, with
some tailored models, which are more or

less close-fitting.

3. Width of skirts 1 V2 yards.

4. Sleeves will be best when fairly

snug. Collars will feature fur of every

kind. More average priced models will
have convertible collars: -

5. Best colors: Navy, brovni and rein-
deer, with burgundy and some wines.
The leading materials will be tinseltone
and silvertone velours, silk duvetyn and
velours in fine grades, old diagonal
weaves, with velour finish; tricotine,
gabardine and serges. Anything will be
good in linings; they will be mostly
plain.

6. Belts will be good in widths of
% to 1% inches; the shoestring belts
will be popular. A few vest models will

be shown.
8. Trimmings will be chiefly braid and

embroidery matching the color of the
suit except in navy blue, when black
braid is used.

9. Capes will be of no importance ex-
cept in furs. I think there will be quite
a demand grow up for fur capes.

DRESSES: 1. Leading materials for
afternoon dresses are satins. Georgettes,
charmeuse and meteor. Colors: black,
navy, taupe and brown, for early Fall.

2. For street dresses, tricotine, tri-

colette, peaulette.

3. For evening gowns, taffetas, nets,

all soft materials and silver cloth. Colors
will include all the light tones such as
orchid, corn, sky, etc., and black.

4. Skirts will be wider and shorter
than they were for Spring.

6. Short sleeves are increasing for
better dresses; three-quarter length will

be good next Summer. They are already
shown on a great many this Summer.

6. A good deal of jet will be used for
trimming this Winter; overdrapes, with
jets will be good.

7. Narrow sleeves best for street

dresses; loose sleeves for dinner gowns.

MILLINERY: 1. Colors, black and
taupe; beaver and blue contrasting.

2. Combinations of colors wiU be fea-

tured. Contrasting colors will be used
in crown and brim.

3. Velvet and plush will dominate for
shapes.

4. Trimmings will feature ostrich

mounts and panne velvet, also a variety

of fancies.

5. Medium and small hats will lead.

6. Ostrich feathers will be important.

8. Feather and velours hats will be
good for outing and ready-to-wear styles.

MILLINERY: Felt crowns and facings

with leghorn brims are to be featured

for late Summer, also velours in smart
colors.

Velvets will be the first real Fall hats
shown, and efforts are being made to

keep them out of the Summer trade.

Malines, Georgettes and taffetas are

features for late Summer and early Fall.

Plumes, mounts, etc., will be especially

good. Metallic trimmings will also be
good for the early season. Flowers will

not h? good until later on in the season.

Lari2e hats are a possibility.

Velvets, silks and all trimmings are

very high. The prevalence of ostrich

will mean more trimmed millinery and
consequent soaring prices.

DRESS FABRICS: 1. Taffetas are not

particularly a Fall fabric; paillettes are

coming back.



Canada's New Bankruptcy Act
First Uniform Legislation for Dominion in Forty Years—Will Lessen Expense, Make Pro-

ceedings More Speedy, Abolish Unfair Preferential Treatment, Provide

Honorable Discharge—Retailers' Wishes Recognized.

Hugh Guthrie, Solicitor-General, before Montreal Merchants' AssociationHon.

THE new Dominion Bankruptcy
Act is due to the fact that for the
past forty years there has been no

proper Bankruptcy Act covering- the
whole Dominion. Russia and China,
along with Canada, have no general
Bankruptcy Act, but all other civilized
countries have. There has been no Do-
minion law since 1878, and in the inter-
val the various provinces have passed
insolvency laws, but the trouble was that
these were not uniform. Men who did a
national business experienced difficulty
throug-h the variety of insolvency laws,
while exporters in Great Britain said
they could not secure uniformity in their
claims with the preferences and prior-
ities that were allowed in the various
provinces. The demand for a Dominion
Act came from the Boards of Trade, the
wliolesale and retail houses, the Bankers'
Association, and many other bodies all

over the country. Under the old Do-
minion Act, which lasted only for five
years, the machinery for winding up an
insolvent estate was very cumbersome
and slow, the expense was too great, and
the difficulty was that the assignees
were not a class of men that would make
good trustees, and very often no divi-
dend was declared on the estate. The
matter of expense as well as lack of un-
iformity was one of the difficulties with
the Provincial Act, and one instance was
given of a case in British Columbia
where an estate of $730,000 brou,2-ht
only $3,000 for distribution to the credi-
tors.

Voluntary and Involuntary

The Act as it is being passed by the
Commons and Senate provides for two
kinds of bankruptcy:

1. A voluntary one, for any man may
make an assignment to a trustee under
the Act.

2. An involuntary one, where the man
is placed in bankruptcy against his own
will. This applies to all except wage
eamtrs with less than $1,500 a year, and
to farmers, who cannot be put in bank-
ruptcy against their will.

There was an effort made to limit
the application to traders, such as is the
case in France, and was the case under
the old Canadian Act, but experience has
shown that this should be broadened and
the Act in Great Britain applies even to
farmers. The retail merchants declared
that such a limitation to traders would
be unfair to them, and that there should
be a very general application. They told

us that doctors and lawyers, profession-
al men generally, preachers and univers-
ity men were the biggest debtors so far
as far as they were concerned. Thus
the Act was broadened. So far as the
farmer was concerned it was argued that

he might be the victim of hard luck one
year; he might be hailed out, and if he
were compelled to give up his farm and
stock he would have no chance to right

himself, so he was exempted.

Where Debt Exceeds $500

The bill, as it went through the Com-
mons, applied where indebtedness was
$200 or over, but the Senate increased

this to $500, and the Commons is agree-

ing to this; that is where a man owes
$500 or over and refuses to pay.

Jurisdiction is vested in the Superior

Courts of each province, and a few cases

of appeal are allowed.

Choosing Trustees

Trustee—Anyone may apply to the

Secretary of State for Canada, and the

appointments are made by the Governor-
General-in-council. Many chartered ac-

countants have made application, and
these will be assigned to districts, but

all property, no matter where it is lo-

cated, will be vested in the trustee. Each
one must give a permanent security for

$10,000. In the case of an individual es-

tate the creditors may compel him to

give an added security for the value of

the estate.

The Act provides whereby an honest

debtor may receive a discharge where he

ITS MERITS
TJte nnah/sis of the new Can-

adian Bankruptcy Act by Hon.
Hugh Guthrie was given at a

meeting of the Merchants' As-

sociation of Canada, held in

Montreal, at ^vhich a staff mem-
ber of Dry Goods Review
was present. Mr. Guthrie de-

clared that the new act ivould

grant uniformity, secure speedy,
cheap and reliable proceedings;
abolish preferential or priority

creditor abuses; grant an honor-
able discharge to a deserving
debtor, and, work out bene-

ficially to the commercial and
financial interests of Canada.

From the point of vieu) of
merchants it is gratifying to

note that they won out in their

protests against the limitation

of the act to "traders" ; noiv it

includes the "professional"
classes as well, many of trhom
theu described as their "worst
debtors."

has not been guilty of impropriety, where
he has kept a proper set of books, where
he has given up all his assets and in

fact has acted honestly, he is entitled to

a discharge by a court which would be
good against the world.

The procedure—The petition is pre-
sented to a court, which will have it

served on the debtor, and in eight days
the judge appoints a trustee who takes
charge, under the supervision of the
creditors and inspectors. The trustee
must report to the court, and his security
is not given up until the whole case is

discharged.

Payment to trustee—The trustee may
be given the creditor's vote or he may
be limited to an amount under the Act
which will not exceed five per cent, of
the estate that is in his hands.

Lawyer's fees are likewise limited by
the bill so that the estate will not be
"gobbled up." The inspectors are allow-

ed only their disbursements. In the
case of lawyers where an estate is over
$5,000 they are allowed 5 per cent., where
it is under $5,000 not more than 10 per
cent., and only the 10 per cent, if the in-

spectors agree.

Stringent provisions are made against
preferential settlements or cases where
fraud exists. The clauses are based
largely on the English Act, and vary
greatly compared with Ontario and Que-
bec Acts. Speaking generally, all cases
of fraud or attempts to delay or any
preference that is given one creditor

over another are set aside, and if the
money has been paid it may be reclaim-
ed. Everything has been done in order
to assure that the full benefit of the as-

sets may be divided share and share
alike, without preference or priority.

In regard to joint stock companies,
the banks, railways, trust companies,
and insurance companies, for which
there is special legislation, are excepted.
One of the difficulties under the pres-
ent Act dealing with joint stock com-
panies, is that it is difficult to settle the
list of contributories. The new Act pro-
vides a very simple means; the trustee
takes the books and settles the list of
contributories himself. In the case, for
instance, of John Brown, who has paid
$60 each on his shares, he is called on to
pay the remaining $40, and if he does
not he can be sued in court within 30
days, and no new defence is allowed that
was not in the original plea. This meth-
od is much more expeditious and less ex-
pensive than under the present pro-
cedure.

The priorities allowed are as follows:
1. Expenses of trustees as a first

charge.

(Continued on page 79)



Salespeople of To-day and To-morrow
Some Facts on Sales and Salespeople, and on What Salesmanship Means—The Vital

Points in Handling Customers

Dry Goods Review's special report of the third lecture by FRANK STOCKDALE

THIS is the third of the addresses delivered by Frank Stockdale, the noted business expert, in connec-
tion with the Saskatchewan R.M.A. Convention, as reported by the special representative of
DRY GOODS REVIEW.

The concluding address on "Meeting To-Day's Competition," which will appear next month, deals with
some interesting points. The flypaper stage of business is passed, is Mr. Stockdale's contention in this

lecture, customers no longer light and stick. He examines the nature of the competition and points out
that it is not all from the Mail Order House. The need of studying conditions and evolving new methods.
Limit the stock, but give the assortment. Our competitors are winning out because they are giving thought
to the business, and the remedy is obvious.

<«/'
I
^HIS is a very important sub-

I
ject because the sales people are

-^ the front line forces of the re-

tail business. They occupy the front line

trenches between the counter and the

shelves, and if they have not o-ot the

morale they require they will not 'go

over the top.' If your store disappoints

the customer he or she will be disap-

pointed with your whole institution to a

greater or less degree. We must re-

alize that one of the most important
things is to look after the front line

trenches. The war has proved that no
discovery during war time took the place

of infantrymen who went over the top.

The need was for man-power. Your
store cannot battle successfully to-day

with the competition it has to face un-

less it is equipped with the right kind

of man-power, and that is the power of

the salespeople behind your counters."

"It takes a lot of preparation to fit the

soldier for modern battle. Modern war-
fare is not so far ahead of modern busi-

ness. Soldiers must be put through
months of training, even then they are

not equipped, for years of training are

required. The evolution of business is

such that if you are eventually going
to compete you will have to have your
salespeople trained. Salespeople of to-

dav and to-morrow will be trained

salespeople. It is not a waste of money
to train salespeople, and very few are

born salesmen.

The Imperative Need of Training

"If soldiers were going into battle

against soldiers who were not trained

they would not need to be trained, but

your salespeople are in direct competi-

tion with the best in the country. The
customers who come into your store are

comin<r direct from dealings with train-

ed salespeople in other stores, and they

compare your salesmen with the train-

ed and the best ones who have waited on

them. You are being compared with the

best, that is the reason the customer is,

particular. Sopie say customers are

getting very particular and harder to

please. Some merchants say salespeople

are not as good as they used to be. I

believe salespeople are better than they

were, but their iob is a great deal big-

ger because their competition with

trained people is so great. You per-

haps lose more customers because of the

service your salespeople render than
from any other two causes.

"'Salesmanship is a big job. If an
electrician makes a mistake he blames
it on anything which is not understood
generally; if the doctor makes a mis-
take the customer dies, and the blame is

laid at the door of some unknown dis-

ease, but if the salesman makes a mis-
take he is the big loser."

A definition of salesmanship, given at

this point, was as follows: "Salesman-
ship consists in acquiring a psycholog-
ical ascendency over the mind of your
customer."

When a Sale Happens

Mr. Stockdale stated that one mer-
chant had remarked that he would like

to know "when a sale happens." The
reply from another merchant was as

follows: "A sale happens in my store

when a customer leaves the store after

having bought more goods or better

goods than he or she intended to buy.

Otherwise the customer has just been
'waited on.'

"

"Negative salesmanship is where the

salesman does not sell as much to a

customer as he or she intended to buy
v/ben entering the store," continued Mr.
Stockdale. "The people who work in

retail stores are divided into two classes,

store waiters and salespeople.

"Clerks, waiters and bar-tenders were
listed together as non-essential occupa-
tions for the purposes of the draft sys-

tem in raising the United States army.
While this classification is in part in-

sulting to the retailers, yet it is un-
fortunately only too true, in a great
many cases."

Mr. Stockdale spoke of the type of

merchant who thinks he is performing
a great feat of salesmanship v\rhen, ow-
ing to his failure to stock a particular

line of goods for which the customer
asks, he is able to sell other goods to

the customer in their place. Regarding
this practice Mr. Stockdale pointed to

the dangers of substitution.

"What is the thing you sell in your

store?" asked Mr. Stockdale. The cor-

rect answer was "service." "The thing

the customer wants to have is satisfac-

tion. Service is necessary to satisfac-

tion. Yoa may render service but if it

is not of the right kind there will not
be satisfaction.

Viewing Transactions From Both Sides

of the Counter
"Our mail order houses in the United

States are big and powerful as yours
are. The head of one of the large mall
order firms was asked the reason for

the success of that particular business.

His business has exceeded the record of

$1,000,000 of ordcr-5 -in one r^nv. His

answer was as follows: 'The success of

this institutio.i is built on the fact that

we endeavor always to view the trans-

action from both sides of the counter.'

"Your customer lays down his money
on your counter for satisfaction," added
Mr. Stockdale. "The home plate of every

sale is satisfactin, and if your service

does not take vca around to the home
plate you will be left on the bases and
will not score. Satisfaction consists in

bringing the right goods and the right

people together. You must know the

goods and know the people. The first

iob of a salesman is to know the goods,

but after that he must study the people."

At this point Mr. Stockdale referred

to the point, "The customer is always
right," and issued a warning that if the

customers were not always right they

soon became other merchants' customers.

'We have to acknowledge that some of

them tell the plainest lies. If you will

look for honest people you will find

however, that the proportion of dishon-

est people is very small and very few
will come back time after time and try

to get the better of you. Give this class

of customer plenty of rope and he will

be shamed.

The Folly of Argument

"Don't argue with your customers. You
will never sell anything through argu-

ment. Real salesmanship avoids argu-

ments. Do not ti-y to convince the cus-

tomer or a controversy is bound to en-

sue. The salesman who starts in to

contradict the customer makes a big

.Tiistake. I have observed a lot of sales-

men who get overconfident in sizing up

a customer, and I find that manv of this

type are missing manv sales. Tt is dif-

( Continued on page 79)



An Accurate Bonus System
Individual Costs and Effort the Basis of Returns to Salespeople—North Bay, Ont., Store

Finds the System Already Works Well.

A BONUS is a reward or payment
for selling effort. It must, there-

fore, be a sum varying according

to the actual effort of each individual.

It is the final goal, so to speak, jf bonus
giving. This is the conception which Mr.
R. A. Beamish, of Beamish & Smith,
North Bay, Ont., has as a cause of ex-

istence far bonuses. Any definite sum
divided among sales people would not be
a fair division of return for selling ef-

fort. In formulating their system this

firm is of the opinion that individuality

has to be the basis of payment, and with
'a little explanation in individual diffi-

culties, which are bound to arise, this

system, they "believe, is more apt to

overcome discontent than any other

method which they have examined.

The bonus system of Beamish & Smith
was put into operation beginning April

1 this year. So far the interest which it

has created among the sales people au-
gurs well for the success of the system.
The scheme as devised takes account of

the sales of each sales person for each
month in the previous year. Each aver-
age is found for the 12 months. This
average, of course, varies in the different

departments. For instance it was found
tl^at one girl getting $12 a week aver-
aged $1,200 a month in sales, or it cost
the firm 4 per cent, for her to sell goods.
Under the bonus system she is informed
that on everything she sells over that
average under the new system she would
receive a bonus of 3 per cent., that is

if her sales tl-'is year average $1,500 a

month, she will receive at the end of

the year a bonus of 3 per cent, on an
avera"-e mon<>l-' increase of $300, that
is a bonus of $108.

This system so far seems to have ad-
justed itself fairly and proportionately
among the departments.

Figures Smooth Out Difficulties

Mr. Beamish cited an instance of a
new girl coming in. to a certain depart-
ment and within a few months having- re-

ceived an increase in salary. A co-w:)rk-

er in the same department complained
that having worked in the store longer
she should have been granted an in-

crease first. She was asked whether
she had any idea of how much money
she brought into the firm through her
sales. She was a conscientious worker,
but did not seem to have concentrated
unon actually selling goods t) her cus-

tomers. When shown the figures for

her actual sales in the previous six

months she realized that the newcomer
liad considerablv outstripped her, and
that she herself was costing the firm a
higher percentage than the new girl. It

only needed the definite figure facts to

convince her that she could do better,

and before long the firm was able to say
to her, "Y ;ur sales have amounted to

such and such, your salary will, there-
fore, be increased according to your sel-

ling costs." The cost of selling for each
department is found by averaging the
work of all the sales people in that de-

partment. It may cost 4 per cent, to

sell goods in one department, 3 per cent,

in another or 5 per cent, in another. Up-
on this percentage the original salary is

based. Then the increase in sales, as de-

scribed above, from year to year is the

basis of the bonus granted at the end
of each year.

Bonus Paid at End of Year

Mr. Beamish prefers the system of

paying the tonus at the end of each
vear, rather than monthly or at other in-

tervals. It gives the salespe )ple some-
thing definite and big to look forward
to at the end of each year, and he feels

that this year is going to be a splendid
ini^-ial one in popularizing the new svs-
tf^m. Mr. Beamish pointed out to DRY
GOODS REVIEW that he believed he
had selected the most opportune month
in the year to begin this system. Janu-
ary, February and March were com-
paratively quiet months as c )mpared
with the holiday quarter proceding.
Public buying was somewhat curtailed

owing to the new after-war conditions,

and by Anril they were ready to start in

nnd buy freely for Snring and Summer.
Putting the system in force the first of

April provided a eood send-off in their

increases over last year, imnressing the
advantaq-es of their extra effort when
the bonus p-ivinsr time would arrive

More than this, if the first vear started

off well and satisfactorilv, Mr. Beamish
w^as of the opinion that it would be ner-
manently successful, and would be a

good basis for special effort to be put
forth in the years to come.

The store of Beamish & Smith is one
which makes every effort to have each
department in it a paying one. "One
must put science into business if it is

going to amount to anvthing," said Mr.
Beamish. "There will be a day some-
time, wo hope, when every legitimate

business will be considered a profession,

and when every department will be given
a thorough scientific studv." Such meth-
ods, one feels, are being operated in the

various departments of this store. Ev-
erywhere the stock is clean, well kept
and well displayed. There is no one
of them which is considered a "necessarv
evil," rather each is a necessary and
paying service.

An illustration appears elsewhere in

this issue of the splendid ready-to-wear
floor, where a fashion promenade was
held last Spring.

Heads are Specialists

The boot and shoe and millinery

sections are also large, bright depart-

ments, where no such thing as unsale-

able stock is to be found. At one end of

the shoe section is a large "silent sales-

man," displaying a splendid variety of

plain and fancy footwear for infants and

children. This is kept attractively ar-

ranged with suggestions for all sorts of

occasions to keep the little tots in com-

fort. A very large stock of footwear for

aduHs is also kept with complete sizing,

and a special sale table is arranged,,

where discontinued lines, broken sizes

and manufacturers' samples provide a

strong drawing card for patronage as

well as keeping the stock clean. The

firm is of the opinion that better busi-

ness results when a first class man, a

specialist in his line, is placed at the

head of a shoe department and his time

given solely to that depai-tment, than

when a man is expected to oversee two

or three departments at once and have

only a general knowledge of the various

lines of merchandise in them all.

Window displays arranged with care

are also good business getters. Especi-

ally are windows important in North

Bay, a railroad town, where there is

practically no farming area from which

to draw. Business has to be drawn al-

most exclusively from the immediate

population of the town. Neat ,
and at-

tractive arrangement of the store, care

of stock and frequent changes showing

new goods are therefore necessary re-

quisites for success and this has been

realized by Messrs. Beamish & Stnith,

who have expanded in business and in

store space until now they occupy what
was originally two stores and are ever

on the alert to improve their service to

the community.

Starting off of its own accord, owing
to something going wrong with the

brakes, a big motor truck ran away on

Main street. Gait, and with no one in it

smashed into large windows of R. A.

Briscoe's dry goods store, wrecking

frame and destroying two large plate

glass windows, doing damage to the ex-

tent of several hundred dollars. Goods

on display in the windows were mauled

by revolving wheels.



Keeping Stocks Clean
Remnant Tables Need Not All Be for Ends of Materials—Other Lines May Be Collected

Similarly—Original Uses for Old Materials Cleans Stock—Some Devices
Used by Successful Merchants,

ONE of the most important phases
of merchandising is to keep the

stock moving. "Dead" stock,

composed of remnants, odd sizes, re-

mainders and stickers should never be
counted on to make a profit for the store.

The merchant who values his stock too

highly, that is, higher than the customer
does, is bound to lose in the end. He may
think that he decides the price his wares
should be sold at, but in the final analyses

it is the customer who does this.

It is practically impossible to clean ud a

stock at an average profit, no matter
what the line may be. Some mistakes are
sure to be made in buying. Stickers are
the result. Weather conditions are often
responsible for the accumulation of odds
and ends, remnants, etc. If these are
allowed to accumulate, and they do so
rapidly unless there is a stated method of
running them off, the stock is bound to be
less valuable as a whole.
The value of a remnant table is well

known in the dress goods department.
The principle is carried out in other de-
partments just as successfully. The
usual process is to place the remnants on
a table, each ticketed in plain figures
with the yardage, the regular price and
the reduced price, although in some
stores the former pric^" is omitted.
One merchant who has tried out this

idea for years says:
"We keep our dry goods stocks clean

by using the remnant table. It has been
used so long that it has become a regu-
lar feature of our business. We see that
there is always plenty of remnants to
keep the table full. The pieces are plain-

ly marked with the price and that taV.e
is practically a self-s?rve section in our
store. The remnants sell themselves.

"If we find a sticker we cut it up. As
remnants it sells quickly. We see that
the price makes the sale. If in the cour e
of time we find a remnant sticking it is

further cut in price. That sells it."

Finding New Uses For Old Fabrics

Another dry goods merchant found
some time ago that he was rather heavily
stocked in cotton ratines. These could
not be sold as remnants as the people did
not want them at any price. With a lit-

tle forethought and considerable trepida-
tion he had them cut up into towel
lengths, pinks and blues included, and
they were rapidly snapped up. Many
lines can be turned from their intended
use into some other channel of usefulness
if a little thought is given to the matter.
Losses are prevented in this way even if

the profits are not boosted very much.

In many stores where girls are em-
ployed behind the counters their spare

time is utilized in making up articles for

sale. This means of increasing the value

of the time is also a means of using up
undesirable remnants and even stickers.

In our store in the United States the girls

are kept busy in dull seasons and on dull

days in making camisoles, dust caps,

boudoir caps, fancy articles made of rib-

bons, fancy garters and other feminine

requisites. In another store the girls

even go so far as to make up petticoats.

In the ribbon departments of many stores

there are never any remnants for sale

at a loss. These are turned into articles

that sell at a good profit. In many cases

good stock is cut up for the purpose.

Hand bags, baby caps, and other articles

use up remnants of lace as well as rib-

bons.

The girls are always satisfied to be em-
ployed, dreading rather as a bore time

when it "hangs heavy on their hands."

With a little education along this line

every department could b'^come a man'i-

facturing centre in the dull hours. To
create an active interest in this matter of

manufacturing the girls should ba given

some extra remuneration for their work.

This will cause them to do the work in a

neater manner and to make them eager

to complete it in a reasonable length of

time instead of making the job last as

long as possible.

Prepare For Christmas Demands

During the dull days cf Summer many
little articles could be made up for the

fancy work department, articles that

women will pay a long price for as the

holiday season approaches and they are

caught unprovided with the number of

articles necessary for Christmas gifts.

This is one means of using up the more
unsaleable part of the stock and of

turning it into money, and sometimes

into a good profit.

An "Odd Lot" table is another means
of cleaning up stock. The odds and ends

of the stock can be placed on this table,

each article plainly ticketed with an at-

tractive price to move it quickly.

In one store the counter cases were

used in a manner not intended by their

inventor. On top of these here and there

were seen a number of articles. These

had all the appearance of having been

carelessly left there by a busy salesgirl.

They were placed there for the purpose

of getting rid of them. If the customer

at the counter did net pick up the article

and give the salesgirl an opening she did

so herself, turning away with it as if t)

replace it on the shelf, then turning back
again, as if with a second thought, she
mentioned the fact that it is the last of
the lot and priced accordingly. Usually
before the day is over a customer is se-

cured for the article by a wide-awake
girl. Many losses are avoided in this

way. Articles are never allowed to get
too old and out of date.

Every dollar's worth of goods that
have to be sold at cost, or at a loss, helps
to reduce the net profit on the sales of
other lines at the regular mark-up. Na-
turally the fewer mark-downs there are
the more nearly the profits will reach the

original mark-up.

One of the fundamental rules for se-

curing a good net profit, as every
merchant knows, is to secure a
good rate of turnover. This rule

will apply to the actual turnover of

each article in the stock. It is more pro-

fitable to secure the original cost price

out of an article, and be able to invest it

in another that will sell at a profit, than
to hold an article for a profit when the
average customer does not desire it.

Keeping the stocks clean along the

lines suggested is a practical working
out of these rules for merchandising.

EMPLOYEES SHARE PROFITS

The employees of the Ideal Building

Company, Toronto, are to share in the

earnings of the company on the same
basis as holders of the company's com-
mon stock, including the same rate of

interest. "The plan was inaugurated to

date from the first of the year, 1919,

whereby all of the employees of the

company are to be paid in December,
1919, in addition to wages, one lump sum
called a dividend upon wages received

as the rate paid during the year 1919

in cash dividends to the ovvmers of the

common stock, out of the earnings made
during the years 1919.

"No employee can be deprived of his

right except through his own conduct,

in either leaving his position or being

dismissed for cause, and the right of ap-

peal will be provided for, and taken as a

whole, it gives promise of doing more
exact justice in profit-sharing than any

scheme which has come to the attention

of the officers," said Mr. Richard Brad-

shaw, one of the directors of the com-

pany.
The same plan has been adopted by

the Alaska Bedding Company, of Win-
nipeg.



Snap Shots of Progressive Methods
Some Ideas Which Have Been Largely Responsible for Certain Well Established Dry Goods

Businesses in Western Canada.

From Credit to Cash
An effective method of announcing to

a wide field of customers a change in

policy from acredit to a cash basis is

displayed in the circular letter sent out
last October by R. H. McLeod, general
storekeeper at Rocanville, Sask.

Mr. McLeod sets out frankly with
lucid arguments to explain the situation

which has necessitated this change, mak-
ing his strongest point in the assertion
that he has been obliged to make a
heavy financial outlay in order to pro-
tect his patrons from ever increasing
prices, by laying in large stocks. He
also makes the point that every effort

is being made to ^naintain quality up
to the usual standards despite trying
times, and yet retain present prices. The
announcement of one per cent, interest

on outstanding accounts had the desired

effect of wiping out many book debts.

It will be noted that Mr. McLeod
selected the most favorable time of the

year in which to bring about the desired

change, and in this connection his letter

says: "We have delayed this change of

policy for some ti.aie feeling it would
work a hardship in some cases until the

return of the crop would be realized.

With the bountiful harvest our district

"has been favored with it will not be diffi-

cult to adjust our methods accordingly."
Here is the complete letter:

^'To Our Many Customers and Friends:

"We take this opportunity of thanking
you one and all for your splendid patronage
and many favors accorded us during the
year, which has been a very strenuous one
for us, on account of the excessive fluctua-
tions in prices of the new goods we have had
to purchase and are still buying for imme-
diate needs, as well as very large amounts
placed in advance that we may be sure of
obtaining the goods and save ourselves and
our patrons from being forced to pay the
higher prices which have invariably follov/ed
and are yet to come. This, as you may
realize, has made it exceptionally heavy
financing for us and especially so when prac-
tically all lines of goods have been due and
payable in from 15 to 30 days from date of
shipment, with discounts almost entirely dis-
continued. These conditions have therefore
brought us to a point where we must adjust
our policy accordingly or go out of business,
as long credits never help to balance our
bank book nor assist us to meet our drafts.
Yet, regardless of all these conditions, we
ihave continued to extend the usual accom-
modation to our patrons and allowed a liberal
discount for cash and at the same time main-
tained our regular standard of prices, ex-
cept in a few instances where lines of our
old stocks had to be replenished, yet we
are still off"ering you a great many lines
that cannot be replaced for the price we
are selling them for to-day. To do this we
must have the cash. Therefore, on and after
Novembar 1st our business will be conducted

on a cash basis. Cash discounts discon-
tinued. All outstanding accounts will be due
and payable forthwith, otherwise will bisar

interest at 1 per cent, per month until set-
tled for.

"We have delayed this change of policy
for some time feeling it would work a
hardship in some cases until the returns
of the crop would be realized. With the
Siountiful harvest our district has been favor-
ed with it will not be difficult to adjust
our methods accordingly.

"We are making every effort to keep our
quality the very best and yet maintain our
regular prices, but to do this we must of
necessity buy for cash. To this end we
solicit your very hearty co-operation and
assistance, confident it will work out to

our mutual benefit.

"Again thanking you, believe me to be,

"Yours for better business,
"R. H. McLEOD.

"The Store Where 'Quality Counts.' "

Takes Personal Interest
An Interest in Each Customer Increases Dollars and Cents

Income.

THE personal touch, something that

wins the friendship of the buj-tr,

and creates in him an interest in

your store. Ah, that's what wins big

business!

rhis is the story of how George Bal-

four, a general merchant at Carbarry,

Man., got in touch with a host of new
buyers by sending out to every family in

his community in the Spring of last year

and this year a friendly letter, generous

in tone, offering an extensive line of

credit until the crop should be harvested
in the Fall. Both letters have a kindly

flavor to them, and indicate a keen desire

to give the utmost in service.

Last year, principally as a result of

^his invitation to purchase on credit, the

turnover reached $25,000, an increase of

$7,000 over the previous year. During
1919, Mr. Balfour intends to increase

this turnover to $35,000. His business up
to the present time is at that ratio.

During the season of 1918, although
the great bulk of the business was done
on Fall terms not more than 10 per cent,

of the accounts remained uncollected.

S'^me of these accounts ran as high as
$350.

"I believe in the credit business in

Western Canada," said Mr. Balfour.
"The farmer has to lay out large amounts
rf money and wait patiently for months
before he secures any return. He is

ob'iiged to have faith in the future. Is it

not fair then that the merchant" should
have some faith in him and also await the

ripening of the crop ? I think so, and I

am willing to trust my customers. I

know from experience that it pays. Last
year we did not have a big crop in this

district, but practically all who took ad-
vantage of my off'er to finance them came
in before the freeze-up and settled ac-
counts.

Carberry, Man., March 25th, 1918.

Dear Sir:—
The past two years have not been

very successful years for a great
many farmers in this district. In
spite of the fact that prices of farm
products have been high, farmers
have not very much ready money, and
many will not have enough ready
money to carry them through until
the new crops are saved and the pro-
ceeds received.

We believe, however, that there is

going to be a bumper crop this year
and that we all will forget the lean
years by reason of the bounty and
abundance of this year.

The rub in the meantime is, how is

the farmer going to finance his farm
until the new crop comes?

WELL, HERE IS AN OFFER

I will give you a line of credit for
any goods you may require until fall.

Come in and get your goods and noth-
ing will be said to you about pay until
you are able to pay me in the fall.

We have a full and complete line of

Men's, Women's, Children's, Boys' and
Girls' Boots and Shoes,

Rubbers, Socks, Stockings.

Suits for Men and Boys, all sizes.

Raincoats, Overcoats, Overalls, Pants,

Work Shirts, Mitts, Gloves

and Underwear.

In fact, most everything needed in
the lines that we carry.

Do not feel that you are under any
obligation. I am here to serve you
and it appears to me that I can best
serve this community by doing as I

offer.

Thanking you, in anticipation of
your business.

Yours truly,

GEO. BALFOUR.
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GEORGE BALFOUR
Head to Toe Outfitter,

Carberry, Manitoba

BETTER SERVICE

WHEN I sent out my first letter
one year ago, the burden of it

was "Better Service." I was assured
at that time that I could best serve
the interests of the greatest number
of people by giving them a line of
credit during the summer months,
when money is scarce and until the
proceeds of the new crop came in.

Many have told me that it just met
their need, besides giving them a
feeling that I was really interested in
their problems and difficulties. My
policy last year of "Better Service"
was a real solution to the problem of
financing the farmer through the
summer months. Many more took ad-
vantage of it than I expected, which
proved to me that it was appreciated.

Tht past year is gone, with its joys
and sorrows, with its successes and
failures, but this year is here, with
the same old problems to be solved.
So I again offer to finance you
through this present summer by plac-
ing my stock at your disposal until
the proceeds of 1919 crop comes in.

I predicted a good crop last spring.
The yield was not so big, but the high
price made a little wheat very big in
returns and except for a few isolated
instances the people had more money
than ever before. I feel absolutely
assured that this year at least we will
have one of the most productive years
in cash returns that we have ever
had.

It has been proven that just ten

per cent, of what it takes to produce
a crop of wheat depends upon man.
The other ninety per cent, depends
upon a kind and beneficent Provi-
dence that watches over and cares
for the children of men. In my judg-
ment, it appears that one would be
safe in putting in all the land that
they think will produce crop. Then if

a good crop visits us there will not
be any regrets.

FOLOWING IS A LIST OF THE
DIFFERENT LINES THAT

I CARRY

Collars—Celluloid, Linen, Soft, Silk.

Braces—Men's, boys'. Belts.

Shirts—Dress, Work, Night Shirts,

Pyjamas, Sports—boys and men.

Hosiery—All kinds of boys' and
men's, and a full line of ladies' and
children's.

Underwear Boys' and men's, in

all weights and sizes; Combinations,
Shirts and Drawers.

Clothing—Full line in men's Suits,

Odd Pants, Odd Coats, Overcoats,
Overalls. Do not overlook our order
department for men's Suits. We guar-
antee a fit.

Raincoats—A full range of men's,
boys' and ladies'. Never had a nicer
line before. Ladies' Coats adapted
for motor driving.

Mitts and Gloves—Men's and boys'
work and dress Mitts and Gloves. I

have always given this department
my very best attention.

Hats and Caps—Men's, boys' and
children's. You only have to see these
to be convinced that I have the stock.

"Dry Goods Economist"; a double page
article of vital and timely interest to
merchants and advertising men, and a
four page reprint of ad. critic pages of
the 'Economist.'"

MAKING THE COUNTER ASSIST
Place dainty articles of

feminine apparel in a posi-

tion where it easily

catches the eye at a dress

goods counter, and sales

are certain to result.

Acting upon this princi-

ple the general store of R.
Rollins & Co., of Baldur,
Manitoba, has invented an
alluring sales "trap" of

this kind which is con-

stantly bringing results.

In its dry goods department there is

one small section of counter over which
women transact all their business. Stools

are placed there for their convenience,
and it is there that they spend consider-

able time examining material and
making their purchases. It was in con-

nection with this piece of counter that
the manager, Mr. Chris Benedictson sad
his inspirational idea. He proceeded to

have a large opening cut in the top of the
counter, and into this opening he fitted

a square of plate glass. Beneath this

glass in a drawer that could be with-
drawn from the back of the counter he
placed on display such articles as lace

collars, ribons, handkerchiefs, and gloves.

They came constantly under the gaze of
women shopers, and sales were made
from the first day. The work of convert-

A plate glass insertedin the counter shows
up merchandise below.The customer cannot
help seeing it at closerange.

ing this piece of counter into a show case
was done in a few hours by a local car-

penter.

FOR RETAIL ADVERTISERS
"Advertising Ideas" is a new service

feature which will appear in September,
published by the "Dry Goods Economist,"
of New York. This is what the "Econo-
mist" foreword says of it:

"Each issue will include several pages
filled with reproductions of retail st.)re

advertisements from different sections

of the United States and Canada; one
page of ad. editorial i-eproductions; a
breezy article by the ad. critic of the

SERVICE FOR THIRTY YEARS
"How do you attract business to your

store?"

A representative of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW flashed this question on W. R,

Ross, a general merchant who has been

doing business in Holland, Man., for the

last thirty years. He hesitated a moment,
looked non-plussed, and then went on to

say that he had built up his extensive

business by the simple method of giving-

consistenly good service to the com-
munity.

"I have a very dear friend in John
Gait, President of the Union Bank, and
for years a wholesaler in Winnipeg," he

said, "and one day I entered into a long
discussion with him on business ethics.

One thing he said at that time has stuck

in my crop ever since, and I will never
forget it. He said:

'It is my experience that a man or a

woman will quickly forget a long price,

but they will never forget poor quality.'

It is on the matter of quality that I

have built up my reputation here in

Holland. That and by giving other kinds

of service. If we are unable to give the

customer just the article of goods he is

looking for, we arrange to get it for him.

I have instructed my salespeople along

this line. We will go to any length to hold

the customer and give satisfaction. It

is service of this kind that wins out."

WHERE CO-OPERATION IS IN
OPERATION

Following out the spirit of co-opera-

tion which is the trend of modern busi-

ness the merchants of Rocanville have
combined for mutual protection, and hold

meetings from time to time to discuss

matters affecting their joint interest".

They have devised methods of their own
for keeping record of those individuals

in the community who deal with the mail

order houses, and when it is discovered

that a farmer for instance is sending his

money to Winnipeg instead of squaring-
his long overdue account, he is quickly

called to time, and threatened with
having his line of credit cut off comple-

tely. This usually results in a cure ac-

cording to R. H. McLeod, general mer-

chant who related details of the plan.

In every case where this is done the mer-
chant knows that he has the support of

his fellow merchants.
An arrangement has also been arrived

at between the various merchants that

when a new customer comes to them and
desires to purchase goods on time they
will first ascertain whether he has an
account with some other store remaining
unpaid. In this event they will prompt-
ly refuse to give credit, or else secure

the sanction of the other merchant to

do so.
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"Getting Ahead" in Selling
Glimpses Into the Educational Department at Almy's Limited, Montreal—Mirror Serves for

Moving Pictures to Correct Faults—Roof Garden, Recreation Room, Demon-
strations and Many Other Original Ideas Develop in Wholesome

Theory of Deportment.

ByH. H. Black
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AFTER the Educational Depart-
ment had been in operation for six

months a visitor to Almy's store

in Montreal, who knows the trade thor-

oughly, and this particular store quite

well, remarked on the improved "tone"
that existed throughout.

"Why can't I get ahead better?"
In one department was a girl whose

standing based on the percentage her
salary bore to her sales, was very low.

She tried hard to improve this, but was
meeting with no success. She appealed
—in tears—to the educational director.

The latter soon concluded that a slight

physical defect, a twitching of the

muscles of the eyes that caused the

pupils to contract and gave the eyes an
appearance of half closing up, exerted

a peculiar effect on customers, and miti-

gated against the girl's evident sincer-

ity and intelligence in showing her

goods. The defect was easily adjusted

—and the girl's record rose steadily.
^ ^ ^

In another case of apparent failure

to "make good" in the selling end, the

educational director decided that glar-

ing grammatical errors in speech with
customers were injuring her efficiency

and holding her record far below normal.

Some training sufficed as a remedy,
and the girl became a successful sales-

woman.

Many merchants, while sympathizing
with the desire of clerks to be provided

with seats to use when they are not

waiting on customers, have found that

there was a tende'icy for those on the

seats to act as if they were "off duty,"

w'th little concern for the approaching
customer, giving a general impression

of lack of interest that is not conducive

to business.

At Almy's, the educational director.

Miss Josephine Crary, saw to it that

there were stools fcr every girl.

But-
Upstairs in the new Recreation Room

was a large mirror that had been used

for another purpose and it was taken for

granted that it would be removed. But
Miss Crary decided that it could be

utilized for other than purposes of

"vanity."

Once when she had one of her classes

there she brought the girls over to the

mirror, and had each stand before it.

Was her hair tidy? Did her skirt set

right? How should she stand to meet
a customer? T)id her attitude suggest

"alertness" ?

To the movies—hobby or craze of

nearly every one of the girls—Miss
Crary went for her illustration. She
started them acting I She pictured the

"alert" girl and the "dull" girl. Let
each try. At once one called out, "I

can do it."

So she went up and played the "alert"

girl; then struck the "movie" pose of a

"dull" girl; did it very well, too, and she

and others gave a very helpful object

lesson before that mirror of how the

girls should stand wehn they were on

duty downstairs in their several depart-

ments.

But not only to stand with eye and

mind alert, but liow to sit down
gracefully, and ever ready for coming

business. So the mirror was employed

to show the proper posture in sitting

down on the stools behind the sales

counters; so that this provision for the

comfort and health of the girls was not,

in future, a handicap to sales. There

was a business-like air to the girls, alike

in sitting down as in standing up.

And what is more, they appreciated

the mirror lesson, and thanked their in-

structor for it.

* *. *

Early in the morning a lady in hat

and coat enters a department and a girl

goes forward to meet her. At once the

most of the other girls in the depart-

ment gather round, and there ensues a

lesson in the selling of goods. Not in-

struction so much, but material is pro-

vided for a talk afterwards: on good

points in the methods of the girl who
showed the merchandise; with the er-

rors also discussed. The lady in the hat

and coat had donned them merely tem-

porarily, for she was the director of

education.

At other times the demonstration in

selling is given by Miss Crary; and

what "talking points" she is not famil-

iar with from a wide experience in de-

partmental stores is furnished by the

buyers of the department, or the heads

of stock.

This test — and demonstration — is

made as natural, as much an "all-in-

the-family" affair as possible; the girls

are told that Miss Crary is there to

learn from them as much as to help

them on points in salesmanship with

which they are not familiar, and a

gentle, winning manner goes far to re-

move any nervousness that might other-

wise develop in a rather trying ordeal.

When a member of the staff of DRY
GOODS REVIEW called on Miss Crary
she was seated at a table in the Recrea-

tion Room planning for this Montreal

store from the rich experiences she had
had in New York and Boston. Soon it

was 11.40 a.m. and a number of girls

entered the room; sat down to rest, and

chat; picked up magazines to read;

started the gramophone and danced over

the cleared floor. The room was tidy

to start with, and it was left tidy. There

was a buzz of conversation, but nothing

unseemly in noise. That was a develop-

ment that had been reached—one little

part of the education that was going on.

A few of the boys—clerks or drivers

entered—sat down and watched the ani-

mated scene, and the "braver" ones had

a dance or two. Miss 'Crary dances with

them now and then, as an indication that

dancing is a perfectly proper amuse-

ment, when it is kept proper. There is

throughout a wholesome air about the

recreation; a development of the store

spirit that is often the despair of many

a merchant who seeks vainly to create

it.
* * *

The records that are played are paid

for by the employees. The management

bought the machine; each member of

each group of employees contributes 5

cents a month for records, chosen and

purchased by a committee from them-

selves. There is a feeling of co-partner-

ship about this that was deemed de-

sirable.
* t- ^

There is a library in the room; mer-

chandising books and "cultural" books.

These are not yet placed at the disposal

of all the employees, but so far are taken

out only by the "Heads of Stock." This

term is one employed by the store for

what are ordinarily known as "assistant

buyers." There are all varieties of mer-

chandising books, on silks, cottons, wool-

lens, furniture, draperies, metals, paint-

ings, etc., books that will develop them

in their work. Gradually there will be

an extension of these books to those

employees who desire them.

* * *

The actual instruction commences

with the "inspectors" or "bundle girls,"

as they are variously termed; those that

tie up the parcels. They receive an

elementary training in selling; in the

use of sales slips, etc., and the store

policy. They are initiated into the "ap-

proach to a customer," and into the qual-
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ity of different kinds of merchandise.
Then, on Saturdays, they are given their
first chance to develop; they become
sales clerks for the day, and others are
engaged to take thoir places.

With the older ones there is taken up
the scientific analysis of a sale; selling
talks here are adapted particularly to

the merchandise they handle daily and
understand best. They are taught in the
store policy as well; exceptions to the
general system, and so on.

The approach to the customer is

taught in a series of illustrations it

may be. A customer may be offended
at a "Good morning"; at too much of
the personal element, "May I help you?"
The approach through the merchandise
itself is the method that is impressed,
and the girls feel that this is the more
"professional" way, and come soon to

realize that salesmanship is a "worth-
while game." With this goes such sub-
jects as the effect of a smile, if it is

sincere; a general attitude of readiness,

an interest in the customer, and how
It can be expressed.

* * *

There are weekly meetings with the
floor superintendents and the heads of

stock: problems are discussed; the aim
of the educational director is explained;

suggestions are received. There is an
earnest effort for co-operation through-
out; for a removal of any friction that
may exist, or be engendered by the
working of the new department.

A watch is kept by the heads of stock

on their clerks after the series of les-

sons as to how far the clerks have ab-

sorbed them and whether additional les-

sons are necessary.

It is a great deal of an experiment:
working itself out; feeling its way, to

results that are often as markedly in-

dividual ab are in evidence in groups.

There is only room in this article

—

a series of glimpses into the Educational
Department, rather than an attempt to

cover its activities—to refer to the

"Roof Garden." That is an evolution

from the "Recreation Room." It occu-

pies the top, an airy, attractive place,

with tennis courts and apparatus for

various games. It is run by a special

committee representative both of the

executive and the employees. It is free

to all, with a $1 fee for entry into tourna-

ments, etc. The same wholesome theory

in reference to department will govern
its management.

SAVING WHOLESALERS FROM
RETAILERS' FRIENDS

Separate Prices for Retailers' Customers Cause Confusion

and Dissatisfaction—One Retailer Lost Valuable

Customer Through It.

CERTAIN abuses that retailers

consider exist in their relation with
wholesalers are being taken up by

a group of retail merchants in Montreal,
and an effort will be made to have cer-

tain reforms carried out throughout the
whole trade. One of these is the prac-
tice so long prevalent in some circles,

of a retailer sending a customer into a
whjlesale house with an order for cer-

tain goods. The idea originally behind
this procedure was one of service to the

customer, that is, the retailer was put-

ting the customer in a position to get

goods which he himself was out of or did

not carry. His letter to the wholesaler
was sufficient to give the customer the

privilege of choosing his goods in the

wholesale house.

The question of payment, however, is

one through which a good deal of the

abuse arises. AVith some retailers there

tvaK an understanding that the customer
should be charged a certain advance on
the regular wliolesale price, t) cover the

ordinary profits of the retailer, in order

that the customer might pay for the

goods which he would pay in a retail

store. The retailer in his turn expected

the difference between the wholesale

price and the price charged by the whole-

sale house to the customer to be given
back to him as his profits. This is a
practice, however, that is contrary tj

the principles of a majority of whole-
sale houses, and the attempt by some re-

tailers to have this recognized has met
with disfavor. Indeed orders have been
given in some cases to the staff of whole-
sale houses stating that nothing of the
kind should be done, in which case the
retailer had usually to be content with
his customer paying the wholesale price

for the goods, and he himself not having
any profit out of the transaction which
originated in his store. There is, of
course, the other case where the goods
would be charged back to the retailer

by the wholesale house, the cust>mer
not paying cash for them on delivery.

The whole practice, however, is one
that is distasteful to the wholesale trade
and one that carries very little advan-
tage, if any, to the retailers. In tlie

first place the retailer is askino: the

wholesaler to devote a lot of time of

his staff to a transaction that is very
small and costs him overhead charges,

such as the time of his clerks, salesmen,

office expenses, etc., far more than the

small profit there would be cm the small

amount of goods sold. The wholesaler

has recognized a certain claim of the
retailer for personal buying, and also
for members of his family, which often Is

extended t) a wide circle of friends, but
this opening up the way to any individ-

ual customer is an abuse of the privilege-

of personal buying to which the whole-
sale should not be exposed. Moreover,.
it opens the way to an abuse by persons
who are unauthorized. An instance will

illustrate the weakness of the practice

that has always been and is even yet
attempted by a large number of re-

tailers.

A customer wh> was connected with a.

large building went into a dry goods
store to order a large quantity of car-

pets, curtains, etc., for refurnishing. The
retailer did not have the goods required,

but told this customer, whose trade he
valued highly, that he would give him an
order on his wholesaler in the city, and
that they would be willing to privide-

him with the goods at wholesale rates,

the same, in fact, as the merchant him-
self would pay. The offer was gladly

accepted, and in due course the orders

were placed and paid for and th.e goods
delivered. It so happened that the mer-
chant had arranged for a snecial price

to be given the customer, higher than the

regular wholesale, but less than the retail

price to the consumer. The balance was-

to go to the retailer.

When he came back with the goods,

something made the buyer suspicious,

and he cut a couple of samples from the

new goods and back he went to the

wholesaler. Knowing the way in, he
went up to a clerk and remarked casu-

ally that he found he would "need some
more," but was "not just sure how
much," and said he had forgotten for

the moment the price. The clerk, think-

ing him a genuine man in the trade, and
as such, having a right to be there, iqucrt-

ed the wholesale price, a good deal below
what the customer had paid. It was aU
up then. In anger and resentment he

hurried back, dumped the whole quan-

tity back on the retailer and would take

nothing. The retailer in turn blamed
the wholesaler for quoting the price and
demanded that the wholesaler take back
the goods to relieve him. And so it

was.

It is needless to say that this retailer

does not send his customers any m )re to

a wholesale house, and the incident de-

cided the wholesaler to give up in future

quoting anything but the one price for

all, and there were no more arrange-

ments made by which retailers were to

get as their commission a portion of the-

bill paid by one of their customers.

HEAD OF LARGE SILK DEPART-
MENT AT 26

The yotmgest silk buyer in the South

is Mr. Guy Poe, of Lebeck Brothers,

Nashville, Tenn. He entered the dry

goods field as a stock bov and has

forged ahead rapidly. He is now 26

years of age and is the head of a most

important silk denartment, where the

business has doubled since he took

charge.
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.-SALESPEOPLE OF TO-DAY AND TO-
MORROW

(Continued from page 72)

ficult to sell one article after having
^gone the limit in sales talk on another
article, and this is the danger if you
make a mistake in sizing up what the

customer wants before you know.
"When you try to sell a customer

-something they do not want they for-

get to come back to your store again.
Be careful of over-insistence. Lead the
customer instead of trying to drive. We
are apt to size the customer up according
to our standards instead of according to

their standards."

In referring to the customer who
comes into the store and says that he or

she is "just looking," Mr. Stockdale gave
the following illustration:

"A Woodstock, Ont., merchant told of

a lady who came into his store to look at

certain goods which she was thinking of

buying in the Fall—some few months
later. The salesman explained that they
would have some better lines in at that

time, and suggested that she delay look-

ing until the Fall, and then visit the

store. The lady in question went to an-
other store in town, and by the exertion

of salesmanship was induced to buy
goods on the spot."

Mr. Stockdale gave another illustra-

tion of how some merchants take much
for granted and make a mistake in siz-

ing up customers. He referred to the

travelling salesman, who often makes
purchases from merchants whom he us-

ually visits in a business way. The
point was emphasized that many mer-
chants mistake good customers for sales-

men, and do not give them even usual
attention.

"The merchant who will not pay the

greatest attention to the travelling sales-

man reaps his own reward," added Mr.
'Stockdale.

People Learning to Shop
"Merchants should also eive custom-

ers the same attention when they do not
buy as when they do make a purchase."
"The '5, 10 and 15c store is teaching the

people to shop. We are developing a

nation of looker-shonper". It is there
they are getting their education.

"The customer who comes in to buy a

10c article should be eiven the same at-

tention as the one who comes in to buy
a $10 article. Take care of the people
who come in to look. Don't let any
lookers come in to your store, as far as
your treatment is concerned.

"The attention you give to Mrs.
Brown has a greater influence on your
store than you imagine. Mrs. Brown
"takes a lot of your time and buys very
little, and she is hard to wait on. When
you take this attitude towards custom-
ers you are making the mistake of your
merchandising life. You may call this

•customer what you please, but Mrs.
Brown corresponds to the baseball fan.

She is the store fan—what would base-

Ijall be without the fan ? Mrs. Brovim
knows more about the merchandise than
the clerk behind the counter. She asks

questions which are hard to answer.
Mrs. Brown belongs to all the clubs in

the town and attends them regularly.

Don't forget the stores are well discuss-

ed at these meetings. The reputation of

your store is made or marred right

there. Mrs. Brown is sending custom-
ers to your store or away from it. Get
Mrs. Brown boosting for your store.

"A satisfied customer is the great-

est advertisement. Mrs. Brown is sat-

isfied or is a dissatisfied customer who
gives much of her time giving word of

mouth advertising.

"Whenever you think of salesmanship
you think of certain clerks who are born
and not trained. If you have the right

foundation salesmen can be developed
through experience, and if you do not
have the right foundation you cannot
develop a salesman. The study of the

science of salesmanship is a good thing.

"The person who stands behind the

counter to-day and succeeds is the per-

son who i-eally wants to serve the cus-

tomer, the salesman who has the spirit

of service. How many can say that

their customers feel you like to serve

them ? If they feel that way they will

come back to your store, but you must
have the service spirit in your sales-

manship.
"Don't forget the Biblical quotation:

" 'He who would be the greatest among
you let him be the most willing ser-

vant.'
"

consensus of opinion is that a reasonable
time should be allowed to pass before it

comes into effect. Practice forms must
be drawn up, rules of practice approved
of, trustees chosen, etc., but in six or
eight months the bill will be proclaimed
! s law and come into force.

CANADA'S BANKRUPTCY ACT
(Continued from page 71)

2. Costs in obtaining judgment are al-

lowed to the first man who has secured

execution against the company.
3. Three months' preference only to

wage earners.

4. Taxes due to provincial or Domin-
ion Governments which are declared a

lien on the property and must be paid.

Landlords Three Months Only
In regard to landlords—A change has

been made in the law as it is in the Pro-

vince of Quebec regarding landlords. As
a result a criticism has been brought up
that we are too hard on the landlords,

while on the other hand the claim is

made that they .should rank as ordinary
creditors. We have decided to allow the

landlords three months' preference only

on their claims. Again the criticism is

raised that as soon as the law takes ef-

fect you will see all rents payable in

advance. But that is not a hardshin and
as a matter of fact, in New York this is

the custom in force. If more than three

months rent are due him he will be treat-

ed as an ordinary creditor and obtain his

dividend with the rest.

The main objects that will be obtained

by this Act are thus:

1. It will grant uniformity in bank-
runtcy acts for all the provinces.

2. The proceedings will be as speedy,

as cheap and as reliable as possible.

3. It will abolish preferential or prior-

ity creditor abuses.

4. It will provide for the honorable dis-

charge of an honest bankrupt.
5. The whole Act will work out to the

financial and commercial interests of

Canada.

It may be six months or more before

the Act is put into actual operation. The

7ist ANNIVERSARY
McLaren & Co., Ltd., St. Catharines,

Ont., are celebrating this month their

71st anniversary. The following mes-
sage to the store's patrons was used on
the last day of June. It was set inside

vin artistic bjrder design four columns
.vide, twelve inches deep with heading,

and a cut of an old-time herald in the

upper right-hand corner.

"This store will commence celebrating
its seventy-first birthday anniversary on
Thursday morning, July 3rd. On July 3rd,

1848, the doors of this business were first

opened to the public, and sin^e that date
they have never been closed on business
days.
"We were old enough to vote before many

of the oldest establishments were born, and
while it is not customary to boast of one's

age, we feel tempted to do so because we
never felt so young, were never so vigorous
and never going as strong as we are to-day.
"We have great faith in the future and in

St. Catharines and will always stand for a

good, square deal and honest prices. But
this store is what you and our staff have
made it, for your continued and ever-in-

creasing patronage and confidence have
spurred us on to greater achievements, and
a staff of courteous, capable and contented
assistants made it possible for us to render
safe, satisfactory service.

"For this Anniversary Sale we have been
planning for months and we intend to otTer

merchandise that, quality considered, can-

not be duplicated in the country, so it will

be to your interest to watch this space and
our windows throughout the month of July.

"Unusual Anniversary Bargains will be
displayed in the windows Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. Be sure and see these
specials and watch for our advertisements
in Wednesday's paper."

E. W. Hogan, Fort Frances, has

moved and is practically settled in his

new store, which is decidedly an im-

provement on the old quarters. The new
place is well lighted and has been re-

modelled on the .plans of the most mod-
ern city stores. The upper floor will be

used exclusively for drvgoods and ladies'

outer garments, etc. Mr. Hogan is also

adding pianos to his lines, and will have

these displayed on the middle section of

the stairway.

The Reliable Bedding Co., Weston,
Ont.. suffered loss of betweten $15,000

and $20,000 by fire, May 21. Only a

f.hell of the building remains. It is be-

lieved the fire was caused by a short cir-

cuit. The plant is stated to have been
insured fof about $8,000.

Ottawa stores will be compelled to

close at six o'clock every evening under
the new by-law that went into effect on
July 5th, with the exception of the days
from Dec. 20th to 31st, both days in-

clusive, during which they will be per-

mitted to remain open until nine o'clock.
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55 Coats in 9 Minutes!
This is One Record for the Nine-Minute Sales Held at R. Mackay & Co.'s Store, Hamilton-

Method a Real Money-Getter—Store Brings in Boys and Girls Also.

ANINE^MINUTE sale periodically

is one of the best methods I know
of to boost business," Manager

Mills of the R. Mackay & Co. department
store, Hamilton, stated to DRY GOODS
REVIEW. "We have run one on two or

three occasions," he added, "and they
have been real money-getters." Mr.

Mills is a great believer in the use of

original schemes, in order to bring the

people to the store, and the nine-min-

ute sale is just one of many original

ideas that have literally packed the Mac-
kay store with people. "There has been

such a scramble for goods," Mr. Mills

remarked, "that we have almost had

a riot. But you get the people in the

store, and nine times out of ten they

will buy a lot more than what is on
sale. The big idea is to get the peo-

ple."

Sales Begin at 9 a.m.

The nine-minute sales, as conducted by
Mills, are opened at nine o'clock in the

morning, and extended right through the

day. "We place a certain article on

sale for only nine minutes," he said.

"At the expiration of that time some-

thing else is put up, and so on through-

out the day." Mr. Mills, by way of illus-

tration, instanced the sale of shopping

bags advertised at 29 cents. Not a

great many would be sold in 9 minutes,

and invariably those who were not for-

tunate to get a "bargain" would take

one anyway, at the regular price. Then
again, possibly the ones on sale were

not just what the v^^oman wanted, and

she asked to be shown something else.

In most cases it meant a sale.

55 Coats in 9 Minutes

While goods were very often sold at

ridiculously low prices during the nine

minutes, Mr. Mills believed it good

business, and heartily advocates it as a

means of stimulating trade. It is also a

splendid method of cleaning up stock,

making unnecessary to carry it over
from one season to another. Mr. Mills

stated that one moniing he had sold 55

coats in nine minutes, coats which they

were particularly anxious to clear.

During the month of June, the Mac-
kay store featured a "June Clover Sale"

that proved a big success. The com-

pany invited the boys and girls of Hamil-

ton to bring four-leaf clovers to the

store, and a prize was given to all who
brought one. In interesting the boys and
girls, Mr. Mills believes the parents are

also interested. "Every boy and girl

in Hamilton was looking for four-leaf

clover," he stated. "It was the talk of

the place for days. Our sales of sum-

mer goods in June will show a very

considerable increase, due largely to our

enlisting the interest of the boys and

girls of Hamilton in our June Clover

Sale."

Features Canadian Made Goods
Novel Campaign to Introduce Canadian Goods Instituted by Department Store in Hamilton.

IN
order to stimulate industry during

the trying period of reconstruction,
and also to induce the Canadian buy-

ing public to appreciate the value in

buying "made in Canada" goods, a novel
campaign was recently carried on during
the month of February by the G. W. Rob-
inson Co., Ltd., department store, Ham-
ilton, Ont. When a representative of

DRY GOODS REVIEW saw R. L. Smith,
general manager of the firm, Mr. Smith
told him that it had been attended with
a great deal of success. "In fact," Mr.
Smith stated, "it was all that we had de-

sired, and while the campaign is now
over, we find that there is still continued

buying of Canadian lines, and we feel

that we have introduced Canadian goods
to the public in a way that is

bound to be of lasting benefit. It should

mean a great deal to the future of Ca-
nadian trade and industry."

The company featured goods not only

in regard to wearing apparel, but fur-

niture, housefurnishings, edibles and
many other lines, made in the Dominion.
Through the displays in the windows
from day to day, where all golds were
marked "made in Canada," and through

equally effective methods in the way of

daily talks in the newspapers, the cam-
paign was kept before the public.

Just here something might be said of

these daily talks in the newspapers. They
were not only interesting from the

standpoint of the information they pro-

vided, but they represented an exceed-

ingly novel idea in advertising. They
opened with talks on prices, and the di-

rection of market trends in the unsettled

period of reconstruction. They pointed

out at the outset, that careful study by
merchandising experts of existing con-

ditions and sources of supply, demon-
strated that prices will not be any lower

now or in the Fall, but that in almost 90

per cent, of all lines manufactured, the

advance will be from 10 tj 25 per cent.,

and in some cases 38 l-'5 per cent. Rea-

sons for the advances were outlined in a

convincing manner and have since prov-

ed to be correct.

Emphasis was placed in subsequent

articles on the patriotic necessity of buy-

ing "made in Canada" goods. It was a

duty, it was pointe<l out, to keep the

wheels of industry turning to the full

limit of *^^«ir capacity, and to place

larger purchases of Canadian made mer-
chandise. This store is endeavoring to

do its share in fulfilling this duty by
stocking heavily in Canadian made goods

and to sell the same at as close a margin
as possible. It urged upon its customers

the need of buying now, as their require-

ments necessitated, and not to be put

off with the belief that prices were go-

ing to come down.
These talks were continued from day

to day for a period of a month, and Mr.

Smith is of the opinion that untold good

in the way of pushing Canadian goods,

resulted. All lines sold well, and follow-

ing these chats in the newspapers Can-

adian goods were asked for in preference

to imp )rted stuff. The patriotic idea ap-

pealed to people and they were interested

in learning of the high quality of many
lines now produced by our own money
and labor. Mr. Smith thought that if

similar campaigns were followed in oth-

er parts of the Dominion a great deal

would be accomplished for Canadian in-

dustrv and its pr iducts.

FoUowintr is one of the "talks" used

by the Robinson Co. during the cam-

paign.
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ABOUT PRICES

Reconstruction Talk No. 2.

The great question that has been the

cause of much serious thought by all the

buyers of prominent mercantile houses and

by the great purchasing public has been:

"Will prices be any lower?"

Careful study by merchandising experts

of existing conditions and sources of supply
demonstrate that prices will not be any
lower now or in the Fall, but that in al-

most 90% of all lines manufactured, the

advance will be from 10 to 25%.
We are now placing orders for all classes

of Fall merchandise, and in every case the
advance varies from 10 to 25%, and in some
cases 33 1-3%.

Some reasons for these advances are as
follows:

(a) The world over is short of merchan-
dise—outside of the increased normal de-
mand in America and England, European
and South American countries are depleted
—and are placing heavy orders wherever
goods are obtainable, also paying spot cash
for same.

(b) The heavy advance prices on all items
that enter into manufacturing—raw mater-
ial, machinery, coal, labor (which we never
wish to see lowered again) and other essen-
tials.

(c) The Canadian market was the lowest
in the world during the past two years of
the war—lower than the United States, Eng-
land or France—resulting in heavy orders
for export to countries quick to appreciate
this condition.

With these facts in view, lower prices for
Spring or Fall are not possible, but with
the stabilizing of prices, increased activity
is looked for in every branch of manufac-
turing, and resulting prosperous times.
To-morrow night we will talk about your

part in helping during the period of recon-
struction.

We are optimistic for 1919, and look for a
banner year. With an efficient and enthusi-
astic organization, pledged to still better
service, with shorter hours, of labor that
enable everyone to put forth their best
efforts.

A CANADIAN HEAD OF WOOL-
WORTH CO.

Was Once $9 a Week Bookkeeper for
the Same Firm

Hubert T. Parson, a Toronto boy, was
elected president of the Woolworth Com-
pany June 11th at the organization
meeting- of the directors in New York,
to succeed the late F. W. Woolworth!
Mr. Parson has been acting president
since the death of Mr. Woolworth.
Mr. Parson was born in Toronto in

1872, and when he was twelve years old
went to Waterdown, N.Y. At the age
of twenty he moved to Brooklyn, N.Y.,
and joined the Woolworth Company as
a bookkeeper at a salary of .19 a week.
The Woolworth Company then operated
only fourteen stores, Mr. Parson has
now become president of a company with
a capitalization of $65,000,0'"i0 aiid own-
ing 1,083 stores, 94 in Canada and 76
in Great Britain and Ireland.

The rise of the $9 a week bookkeeper

Fads of the Season
as Seen in Toronto
The fact that the Summer season

had an early start this year and
every inducement has been provided
merely for women to give attention
to a warm weather wardrobe, has
resulted in a number of fashion de-
velopments which are everywhere
prominent. Some of the items in-

clude:
White wash satin skirts worn

with Georgette blouses.
Turquoise blue and jade green

wool pullovers.
Dressy smocks of braided wool

jersey, embroidered crepe de chine,
plain voile in delicate tints; hand-
embroidered Palm Beach cloth and
similar fabrics.

Figured voiles in all-over pat-
terns for dresses.

Foulard silk frocks, many com-
bined with Georgette crepe.
Wash dresses having long side

tunic or panel finished with deep
band which forms loose baggy
pockets.

Loose sleeves of full or three-
quarter length; neckwear in sets or
vestees of net and lace.

A new style of handknitted
sweater or pullover is made on fair-

ly fine needles as far as the el-

bows and just below the waistline;
from there coarser needles are used
with the same number and kind of
stitches, resulting in a loose, ruffled,

cape-like addition.
Gloves are worn on the street by

fewer women than for some seasons
past.

Handkerchiefs all have more or
less color.

Flannel and cream gabardine or
cream serge skirts are frequent.
Many young women are wearing

their hair cut "Dutch."
Jersey bathing suits are popular

in navy, black and American
beauty.
White net is used both for frocks

and for separate skirts.

Sashes of the same material as
the dress are tied just below the
waist line at the back in large,
loose bow-knots.

Ribbons and laces are interesting
shoppers more and more.

It is a veiling season—whether
loose, draped veils are selected or
the snug "slip-ons," and in spite
of very hot weather. Boat trips
mav be partly responsible.

Colored necklaces are not yet
waning.
Wash dresses in green, orchid,

rose or blue are made with sleeve-
less jackets and worn with white
voile blouse or guimpe.

Girls are folding their middies
up to form a low waistline cuff at
the bottom and pinning them over
at the hius, providing a slighter
bloused effect.

Wool slipover sweaters, too, are
being folded up at the bottom,
forming a cuff band. Possibly
manufacturet-s of middies and wool
slipovers will take a cue from this
for next year's styles.

was step by step. He became assistant

secretary and then secretary, assistant

treasurer and then treasurer, and in

1916 vice-president and general man-
ager, assuming active control of the

management. His home is on Fifth

avenue, New York, and for a summer
home he has purchased Chateau Lawn,
New Jersey, upon which the American
Government spent $400,000 to make it

the summer White House, a summer
home for President Wilson, and which

comprises 70 acres of the finest grounds

in the world.

THEIR "FIRST ANNUAL"
The Robert Wright Company, Brock-

ville, Ont., are among the many pro-

gressive firms who realize the ad-

vantages of expressing some human in-

terest in their staff and of developing

a sociability among them which the re-

turn to peace warrants. On Wednesday,

June 25, the store's first annual outing

took place in the form of an all-day pic-

nic. The empljyees and their friends,

numbering 85, participated in a jolly

motor drive 52 miles out of town. They

stopped at various villages on the way
and proceeded finally to the Wright

camp at Devil Lake.

In addition to lunch and supper the

crowd made merry in many novel races

and contests, dancing, sing-songs, and

then the return drive.

Circulars were sent to the store's

patrons beforehand acquainting them

with the fact of the holiday. The prizes

were distributed at the store the follow-

ing evening.

READY TO DUMP $20,000,000 IN DYES
IN UNITED STATES

An authority in the dye industry in

the United States has reported to the

Ways and Means Committee at Wash-

ington that the German dye syndicate

has resources of $400,000,000 and has

readv a list of dyes ^20/)00,000 in value

which it is now ready to send to the

United States in payment for food. This

is made possible largely owing to the

fact that dyes are a by-product of ex-

plosive and poison gas factories and

therefore they have been steadily piled

up during the war. Great Britain and

France have closed their markets to the

German dyes, and the only remaining

markets of any size are China and the

United States. Germany is prepared to

sell these immense quantities of dyes at

almost any price in order to hold the

American market. "No tariff," said the

authority mentioned, "would protect us

against competition of the German in-

dustry. It is imperative that a licensing

system be established at once."

ERROR IN ADDRESS
The address which appeared in the

June issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW of

the advertisement of the R. S. Ford Co.,

Vancouver, B.C., should have read:

"Water and Gamble Streets." Will

readers kindly send any correspondence

with the firm to this address.
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Alberta R.M.A. Convention a Success
Retailers in Session at Medicine Hat Hold Lively Sessions—President Outlines Legis-

lation—Resolutions Adopted Are Numerous and Entail Wide Discus-

sion—Stockdale Was There

RETAILERS in Alberta got together at Medicine Hat for the

annual meeting of the Retail Merchants' Association last week.

A series of lively meetings was held and the discussion generally

was very animated. This is one point wherein the sessions proved

valuable—that is, in the discussion. It is this "open forum," idea

which, 'When taken advantage of, proves of real value to those in

attendance. Getting away from being just a listener can be a good

thing. It opens up avenues from which knowledge is disseminated

and absorbed. One comes away from siich a gathering where ideas

are eo:changed feeling better—whether it is from helping the other

fellow or being given a lift. The reports would indicate that the

discussions proved a big feature of the Alberta gathering.—Editor's

Note.

President's Address

THE sixth annual convention of the

Alberta branch of the Retail Mer-

chants' Association of Canada was

opened at Medicine Hat, on June 3, with

an address of welcome by Acting Mayor
Huckvale, on behalf of the city.

President I. G. Gaetz addressed the

delegates at the opening session of the

convention as follows:

Another year has passed since our con-

vrention last July in the City of Edmonton.

We had thought that conditions prevailing

last year commercially were very extreme,

but as time progressed we come up against

problems we never dreamt of.

The great conflict which has been going

on for the last very near five years has

been terminated, the armies of the alliefl

powers have been successful, and right, not

might, has prevailed. We do not wish to

think of any particular part of the allied

armies being instrumental in winning the

war. They all did their duty, and have

suffered very heavily since the conflict started

in August, 1914. We do, however, look with

pride on the accomplishment of our own
civilian Canadian Army. They have covered

themselves with glory and placed the name
Canada among the nations of the world.

Our men are now returning to take up
their life amongst us again. This will be

no easy matter for them. The strain of the

great war has, in lots of cases, unsettled

our boys, making it hard for them to adapt

themselves to the conditions prevailing here,

which are so different to what they have

been accustomed to for the last four years.

It behooves us, as a body of organized re-

tail merchants, to do our part in assisting

these men in every fair and legal way to

become again a part of our national and
commercial life. Some of these boys went
away while so young in years that it is going
to be difficult to re-establish them, unless

something is done to help them along. I

believe the Government is now planninc; ar-

rangements to meet all cases possible. It

is our duty to aid the Government and see

that those plans are carried out successfully.

We, as retail merchants, have a great duty
during the reconstruction period. It is our
duty to employ all returned men possible.

Many of our former clerks formed part of
our Canadian Army, and all who have been
spared, and returned to us, that wish to take
ur> their former vocations in life, it is up
to us to see th«t their positions are available.
The Great War Veterans' Association in

the different provinces of the Dominion are
certainly taking a magnificent part in the
reconstruction work, showing themselves in

their actions to be very fair-minded and de-
mocratic in their principles. They will be a

strong force in our national life, and it is

up to us to give them our undivided support
in every fair demand they make to our
different governmental bodies, to aid in the
re-establishment of their members in their
different vocations, always remembering
that had it not been for our volunteer army,
together with our allies, that conditions might
not be as favorable for us as they are to-

day.

We are passing through a period of unrest
in our Dominion to-day which most of us
have never seen before, or never thought
could occur. This is caused by conditions
arising out of the past war and is supple-
mented by the high cost of living, the profit-

eering that has been carried on by the big
interests, and other causes which I had hoped
our Federal Government would have taken
extreme measures to combat.

The strikes that have occurred in Western
Canada during the past month have been
very detrimental to our association. We, in
the small cities and towns, have not been af-
fected as in larger centres. I think it is very
unfair that such a large number of our

C/<y J{a// and fire ^epf.,

Jfiedi:ine J{ai, Canada

citizens in Western Canada should be made
to suffer inconveniences when concerted ac-
tion of our Government could no doubt bring
this situation to a satisfactory end.
Our Provincial Association to-day is in a

better condition than it has been in for some
time; our membership is larger to-day than
it has been for some years. The conditions
prevailing have impressed the retail men of
the Province that organization is the only
way to accomplish ends. We will in the next
year or so find greater need of stronger or-
ganization, and it behooves every retail man
to give his earnest effort to the success of
this association.

It appears to me in order to successfully
carry out our work in Alberta that we should
have a Provincial Secretary in the Province.
This secretary should be, I think, in the
capital city of Edmonton. My reasons for
this are, that he could keep in touch with
the Provincial Government, secure the copies
of the Bills before the Legislature that we
wish to secure to better our conditions. I

have felt this need very much during the
present year.

I would also like to make some arrange-
ments with the Retail Merchants' Association
of Saskatchewan to remain affiliated with
them, so as to derive the benefits of their
very complete organization, in their different
branches they have initiated for their mem-
bers, making our Provincial office, as it were,
a sub-office of theirs. I advocate this step
because I feel it would very materially re-
duce our cost of expense in running our
Provincial office.

I can never forget the great work the
Saskatchewan Retail Merchants' Association
has done in Western Canada in aiding the
retail trade, especially their help in Alberta,
as I know personally that we would not be
in existence to-day if it had not been for

their efforts. They have a very strong or-
ganization, the strongest in the Dominion.
The reason for this is in the service they
have given their members. They have in-
stituted so many different branches, namely,
collection of old accounts, collecting of ex-
cess charges on freight bills, fire insurance,
checking fire insurance policies, and a num-
ber of other items. They have an expert
in every department. These are some of the
privileges we could secure by not separating
from them, and I think satisfactory arrange-

Where the Convention Was Held.
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ments could be made with the Saskatchewan

executive along these lines.

Legislation

We met the Alberta Provincial Government
and placed before them requests for the fol-

lowing legislation:

An amendment to the Hawkers' and Ped-
lars' Act, raising the Provincial fee from
$25.00 to $100.00 per year on foreign com-
panies operating in the Province and making
it necessary to take out a Provincial license

before a local license is granted; also that
that section of the Foreign Companies Act
prohibiting municipal councils from assessing
a license be repealed.

Small Debts Act be amended as follows: 1,

That the amount that can be sued under the
act be raised to $100. 2, The right of action
in this district where the debt was contracted.
3, Providing for a garnishee summons. 4,

Providing for a distress warrant.
An amendment to the Chattel Mortgage

Act providing for preferential security on
growing crops or crops to be grown covering
the purchase price of such necessities of
life as clothing, groceries, flour, meats,
binder twine, etc. Such security to take
second place only to seed grain liens.

The Factories Act was also discussed at
some length.
Your executive were the means of having

a course of commercial lectures given in

the city of Edmonton during the last week in
May; also in the city of Medicine Hat during
the present month. This work has been car-
ried on by the University of Alberta, and
we hope is only the beginning of this good
work.

In conclusion I wish to appeal to every
retail man in the Province to assist this
Association in their efforts to better the con-
ditions of the retail trade. We wish you all

to join with us, becoming members of the
Association, boost for the Association
whenever possible and help us to make this
year the banner year for the Retail Mer-
chants' Association in Alberta.
The epidemic of influenza which raged

through this Western country last fall seri-
ously affected our work of organization,
throwing us behind some six weeks of two
months, so that a large portion of South-
ern Alberta is behind, but two organizers
are now busily engaged in bringing this up
to date, and they are meeting with good suc-
cess, increasing the membership to the As-
sociation at most of the points visited.

Moved by Mr. Beart, of Edmonton, sec-
onded by A. F. LePage, Medicine Hat, that
the President's address be adopted.—Car-
ried.

Treasurer's Report
N. J. McDermid, treasurer of the Al-

berta branch of the R.M.A., made his re-

port to the convention at the Thursday
morning session. The report contained
the following statement of finances

:

Receipts to Dec. 31, 1918, including
fees $4,586

Disbursements $1,152
Organizers' expenses 1,645
Due Dom. Association per

capita tax 382 3,180

Balance 1,635

The Alberta branch is not responsible
for any part of the expenses of the Sas-
katchewan office from which the operations
of the R.M.A. in Alberta are directed. A
credit of $500 advanced within the past
few weeks from Secretary F. E. Raymond
wipes out all liabilities of the Alberta
branch.
The question of what Alberta members

should pay for the services rendered by
the Saskatchewan office was brought up.
As outlined, Alberta has paid all its ex-
penses with the exception of a pro ratio
payment of office expenses.

T. A. GAETZ.
General merchant of Red Deer, Alta., elected

President for the coming year.

President Gaetz explained to the 1918
nonvention Alberta was to pay 25 per cent.
of the running expenses of the office at
.-saskatoon, though he added that this was
not a hard and fast bargain.
W. J. Illsey, Calgary, thought 25 per

cent, was too much for the service being
rendered by the Saskatoon office to Al-
berta retailers. This proportion had been
arrived at merely on the basis of compara-
tive membership in the two associations.
The suggestion of a settlement with the

oaskatchewan office was not favored by
che delegates. On the other hand it was
proposed to have the executive committees
of the two associations meet and arrive
at some working basis whereby Alberta
might in future conduct its own affairs

and handle its own finances.
A delegate from Edmonton suggested that

the organization at Saskatoon give more
service to Alberta retailers than had been
done. He thought it unnecessary to talk

settlement when Saskatchewan was hand-
ling the finances.

President Gaetz gave his opinion that a

paid secretary should be appointed in the

OFFICERS FOR 1919

President, T, A. Gaetz, Red
Deer, General Merchant.

1st vice-president, A. F. LePage,
Medicine Hat, Department.

2nd vice-president, Geo. F. Beart,

Edmonton, Men's Wear.

Hon. secretary, J. W. Bawden,
Lethbridge, Furniture.

Treasurer, N. J. McDermid, Cal-

gary, Druggist.

Secretary, F. E. Raymond, Sas-

katoon.

The position of honorary secre-

tary was the only one to change at

the election of officers at the sixth

annual convention.

Nominating committee consisted

of following delegates: J. G. Rob-
inson, Foremc-st; H. Hill, Taber;
E. F. Purcell, Brooks; J. W. Baw-
den, Lethbridge; J. Kellas, Medi-
cine Hat.

Province of Alberta, with office preferably
at Edmonton, where legislation passing
through the Provincial Government could
be watched. He was of the opinion that
the provincial membership could be greatly
increased and better service given to Al-
berta retailers.
Secretary F. E. Raymond of the SasKa-

toon office was asked for a statement of
the probable cost of maintaining an in-
dependent office in Alberta, and also for an
expression of opinion as to the advisability
of separating the provinces.

"I suggested that Alberta should take
over its own affairs in 1917," said Mr.
Raymond, going on to explain that when
Saskatchewan retained the direction of af-
fairs in Alberta at first one-half of
the fees of Alberta retailers was kept in
Saskatoon, whereas later $7 was turned
back out of the $12 fee.
"We in Saskatoon merely wanted to put

Alberta on its feet," continued Mr. Ray-
mond, pointing to the fact that when the
affairs of the province were taken over
there was a deficit of some $2,500 to be
met. This deficit has been paid off now.
in regard to giving greater service, Mr.
Raymond pointed out that all the services
of the Saskatoon office are at t'le dis-
posal of Alberta members.
"During the year 1918 we received $4,586

from Alberta," said Mr. Raymond, "but we
lost half this amount by neglecting our
work in Saskatchewan. We had two men
with automobiles out as organizers, and
before the cars worked in our province at

all they had spent several months in Al-
berta in the interests of organization."
Mr. Raymond explained that northern

Alberta had been well worked by the or-

ganizers and that in places visited the old
membership had been retained and in some
places increased 100 per cent. Interest in

the organization was increasing as was
evident from the larger attendance at the
present convention. No charge had been
made by the Saskatoon office to Alberta
for postage, stationery, staff expenses, de-
preciation on motor cars, etc.

At this point Mr. Raymond outlined the
expenses of the Saskatoon office for one
year which totalled approximately $1,000
per month.

"Saskatchewan is willing to settle on the
basis of the actual expense of carrying on
the work in Alberta," added Mr. Raymond,
who favored the idea of taking the re-

sponsibility for handling Alberta affairs out
of his jurisdiction.

"A good secretary and a good organizer
in the field could carry the work on sucess-
fully if we did not pay you five cents,"

said Mr. Raymond, pointing to the fact

that \,he Saskatchewan organization started
:n 1913 in debt, while it now had $6,000 to

its credit.

A resolution to leave the settlement of

'he matter to the executive committees of

',he two provinces as soon as a joint meet-
ing could be arranged was moved by W. J.

Illsey, seconded by H. S. Ireland, Medicine
Hat, and carried by the convention.

At this point President Gaetz addressed
the delegates further on this subject, hav-
ing in mind his long experience with the as-

sociation.

"We should have a paid secretary in

Edmonton," said Mr. Gaetz. "More atten-
tion should be paid to the Alberta branch
of the R.M.A. Up until last February
matters were very quiet regarding retail

matters in the province. This is because
we could not do anything else. Saskatche-
wan did the work. Conditions have now
changed. Every day there are questions
coming up in the province due to the re-

construction period being here. It is up
to the retailers to be awake. Legislation
affecting the retail merchants is coming
up every day. The time has come when
we should take some steps to combat cer-

tain legislation. We should have someone
to look after our interests in the province
and see that nothing more is put over

Continued on page 2,17.



Protecting the Home Town Front
The Part That ''Mud" Plays in the Success of a Town—The Four Important Factors in

a Town's Growth—Measuring Miles by Minutes—Getting the Right Sort of
People to the Town—The 100 Per Cent. Citizen

FRANK STOCKDALE, the noted authority on merchandising subjects, is becoming better

known in Canada every year. He has delivered lectures in a vast number of communities

in Canada during the past year, and a multitude of merchants are looking to him to throw

some light on many vexed problems of merchandising. Among the places he lectured at recently

was Regina, where he delivered a course of four lectures in connection with the convention of

the Retail Merchants' Association, Saskatchewan branch. That many of those who were not

able to be present at that convention, and have been unable to hear him at other places, might

have some of the benefit of these addresses, DRY GOODS REVIEW sent a special representative

to this convention to take a report of these addresses. The first of these articles appeared in a

recent issue of this paper. In succeeding issues we will publish the balance of this series.

The next lecture deals with the subject, "Salespeople of To-day and To-morrow." Mr.

Stockdale in this lecture makes an interesting distinction between "selling" and merely "wait-

ing on" a customer. The question of service, of viewing the sale from the other side of the

counter, handling the difficult customer, are among the interesting questions that are dealt with

in this lecture.

«(

I
N my opinion the day has arrived

in most places, and will arrive in all

places, when the competition to

which you must give your attention as

a part of your business will take you
outside of your own stores and hook you
up in the ranks of the protectors of the

home town front. Competition is no
longer between individuals exclusively,

in many places the main competition is

not between individuals but between
towns. The town problem is one you
will be interested in when you know
what it means.

"In the State of North Dakota is be-

ing carried on a campaign, and the ob-

ject of that campaign is to promote the

interests and the welfare of the com-
munities of that state as a whole. In

the United States there are at least

10,000 declining towns. In Illinois be-

tween 1900 and 1910 there were 357
incorporated cities and towns that act-

ually went backward in that period.

These centres had fewer people in 1910

than in 1900. That is an indication of

an almost universal condition.

"The whole of Canada is going for-

ward in population, but we have this

problem on our hands. I like to com-
pare the community of to-day with the

family of yesterday. The family of

yesterday had the spinning wheel in the

home. Now we have in the community
a man responsible for bringing clothing

to the homes. Yesterday people raised

and ground their own cereals, whereas

to-day the retail grocer is responsible

for supplying foodstuffs. Yesterday

the man cut his wood or dug the mine,

whereas to-day the coal man provides

these fuels. Things that used to be done

in the home are being done in the com-

munity by other people. The communi-

ties are the big families to which we be-

long, and the trouble is we do not recog-

nize our relationship to that family. We
look upon ourselves as individuals, but

we have an inter-dependence with pro-

vincial and national life. A house divided

against itself cannot stand. That is his-

torical. A community divided against

itself cannot prosper.

Fewer and Bigger Towns

"There are tendencies going on to-

wards the centralization of population.

In my opinion we are going to have
fewer towns and bigger towns. Com-
munity building is a real problem.

"The greatest ally of the mail order

house is spelled with three letters,

'MUD.' In your town two things are

necessary to make good towns. Good
roads and good stores. Good roads

make a poor town, unless it has good

stores in it. Good stores don't make a

good town, unless there are good roads

in an agricultural community. The town

with the best roads and stores will be

the best town.

Things That Make a Good Town
Internally

"A town must be a good place to live

in and a good place to make a living in.

One of the problems of the Canadian

Northwest is to make your towns a good

place in which to live. The natural ad-

vantages of that country are unsur-

passed."

The following four points were em-

phasized by Mr. Stockdale as being the

essentials of a good town:

Production or manufacture.

Transportation.

Trade.

Civic Welfare.

"People are congregated in a town

for trade," continued Mr. Stockdale. "If

the prosperity growing out of that trade

is not directed along the lines of civic

welfare, the town is not much good.
Water supply, sanitation, streets, side-

walks, schools, entertainment features

are the essentials of civic welfare. In

all new countries the problem is to make
them good places to live in. People make
values and the country wants people.

Town as Big as the Territory Served

"The single taxers say 60% of our val-

ues are social values or community values

brought about by the coming together of

people. There is a lot of truth in this.

The average man does not realize what
it means to bring people to his town, or

what it means for people to go out of

his town. The farmer opposes the in-

terests of the farm, because of the im-

aginary Chinese wall built around the

town. How big is your town? You
will say 200, 300, or 1,000. Your town

is as big as the trade territory that you

supply. If you reach out fifty miles,

that is the size of your town. You want
to protect that town front. The fronts

will overlap a great deal.

"One farmer thinks the town people

are a nuisance and sends away for every-

thing he wants. This farmer's land is

worth $100 an acre, compared with $20

for better land in another section not so

close to town facilities. He gave for his

reason for not moving to the better and

cheaper land the fact that he had had

enough pioneering. This farmer's land

was worth five times the price of better

land, because it was near a town.

"You cannot pioneer in a crowd. The

farmer's wife has social connections in

town, the children attend the town

schools, the son works in a store in town.

These things enhance the value of the

land located near the town, and t he

farmer owes the town something for in-

creasing the value of his property.

"The bigger the town is, the farther
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the influence on farm property extends.

Some people vote down school improve-
ments, but this is a serious matter. The
town with good schools and churches
draws people. This is the hasis of com-
munity development.

Attracting the Right People

"How can you induce the greatest
number of people to live in your com-
munity? There are two kinds of people

that are attracted to communities; one

is the old man who lias made his money.
The other is the young man who wants
to make his money. One has fortune
and the other has energy. These are the

shifters. Communities of the East are

losing to the communities of the West
the men of this class. Old men go to

California, (because it is a better place to

live in. The man who makes money in

this country gets out of this country
unless he gets good roads. There are

75,000 people from the State of Iowa
in the Iowa Society of California. There
are 125,000 lowans in California. They
are not there for the climate, as most
people think. California has had its

climate for a long time, but it is only

recently that the people have got the

habit of going out there in such nun»-

bers. One official of the railways, who
investigated the matter, said people were
going to California for good roads. One
farmer in California stated that he spent
most of his time motoring while in Cali-

fornia, and that he spent $6,200 in five

years on car expenses.

"The climate makers of California are

the drawing card. The spirit of '.ho

people of California makes it what il Is.

They are real (boosters in Los Angeles

—the city advertising .built. They back
their boosting with their money too. The
booster who does not hack it with his

money is a four-flusher.

"Good roads are needed to hold the

people, and good roads are a factor that

is developing and causing this evolu-

tion in our communities.

Measuring Miles by Minutes

"The way to measure distance is not
by miles, but by minutes, between towns.
Thirty-five miles may be forty-five min-
utes, or four hours. Good roads will

develop the community, and these good
roads are going to eliminate a lot of the

small towns. There are just two things

a small town can do—either grow into a

big town, or get off the map. Small-

town people get busy.

"If a town has good transportation it

is a good retail town. The support of

the town comes from the dollars that

go over the retail counter. Thirty cents

of every dollar goes to pay telephone,

out of every dollar and goes into cir-

culation.

"Retailers are the backbone of the

community from an economic standpoint.

It is rot what a man earns—that is an
individual asset, hut what he spends

—

that is a community asset."

A 100 Per Cent. Citizen

At this point Mr. Stockdale outlined
the following as a 100 per cent, citizen:

Man who works in community, 10 per
cent.

Man who lives in community, 40 per
srent.

Man who spends for all he needs in

community, 50 per cent.

"Money must go over the retail

counter before you can have civic wel-
fare," said Mr. Stockdale, continuing.
"The trouble with the average commun-
ity is 'smugosity' (a word coined by
Mr. Stockdale to express the self-centred

composure of some communities). Smug
meaning self-satisfied,and ossified mean-
ing bone.

"Ignorance is shown in modern com-
munity building. We adhere too much
to individuals. The price of co-operation
is sacrifice. You have to sacrifice some
of the things you would have as an in-

dividual to have the things you would
have by co-operation.

"What is the groat improvement in

city government, which we have had in

the last few years? The commission
form of government. You cannot wipe
out » town instantaneously, but it is the

slow fire of competition which does the

damage. The war shows the value of

unity of command, purpose and action.

That is the secret of community build-

ing.

"Some towns furnish everything to

make a real organization, but nobody is

willing to furnish the time and energy.

We have to get all the interests of the

community together. If you are going
to have a good community you must get

individual responsibility. This co-opera-

tive work is a part of your business, not

as a community duty. You help to gain

by helping the other fellow to gain.

"If you want to live in the kind of a town
Like the kind of a town you like.

You needn't slip your clothes m a grip

And start on a long, long hike.

You'll only find what you left behind.

For there's nothing that's really new.
It's a knock at yourself when you knock

your town.
It isn't your town—it's you.

"Real towns are not made by men afraid

Lest somebody else gets ahead.

When everybody works and nobody
shirks.

You can raise a town from the dead.

And if, when you make your personal

stake

Your neighbor can make one, too,

Your tovra will be what you want to see,

It isn't your towTi—it's YOU."

Robinson, Little & Co., and had attained
the ripe age of 93 years. The call came
suddenly at his home, on July 9, the late
gentleman having made a call at his of-
fice and warehouse on the preceding day,
when he appeared to be in his usual
health. He was bom in Rawdfti, Que.,m August, 1826, and was brought up on
the farm in the Laurentian hills on
which his parents settled upon their im-
migration from Ireland. He removed to
Montreal when a young man, and com-
menced his business career in a dry goods
store. In 1875 he went to London, Ont.,
to establish a retail store of his own.
In 1875 he launched the wholesale busi-
ness in partnership with the late Lieut.-
Col. John W. Little, an ex-mayjr of
London, which later operated tranches
in England and in a number of leading
Canadian cities. His wife, one son and
two daughters survive.

"LA MODE MOVES
"La Mode," Limited, the shop for

ladies' wear, is now situated at 182
Sparks street, Ottawa, having moved
to larger and more up-to-date premises
made necessary by six years' successful
business at the old location, 108 Sparks
Street. The flojr space is just double
that available in the old store, while
every device for showing goods to the
best advantage and making selection

easy for patrons, finds a place in this

interesting specialty shop.

FAIRWEATHER'S LIMITED
The firm name of Fairweather and

Company has been changed to Fair-
weather's Ltd. The capitalization has
been increased from $300,000 to $1,000,-

OOO. Under the new arrangement the
Winnipeg store will be continued. The
firm had decided to put in a fine new
store front, new fittings, and otherwise
improving that branch, and the recent
cyclone hastened operations by blowing
in the old front. When the new store

in Toronto is opened next month and the

alterations complete in Winnipeg, these

two, with the Montreal store, will consti-

*;ute three of the most attractive ready-
to-wear and fur shopping centres in

Canada.

SUDDEN CALL TO MR. GEORGE
ROBINSON

To the very fringes of the Canadian
dry goods trade will the news of the

death of Mr. George Robinson, of Lon-
don, come as a shock. Mr. Robinson
was founder of the wholesale firm of

FANCY STITCHES IN FIBRE SILK
Novelty fibre silk sweaters, featured

in New York almost all set forth the vest
or waistcoat idea. Some panelled effects

are liked and novel and fancy stitches

are more frequently preferred to the

plain ones. Pockets are still necessary ev-

en on slip-overs. Turquoise and peacock
blues are bringing in big business and
beige and American beauty come next.

The light weight woollen sweaters are
also extremely popular though the fine

ones are high in price.

The Arlington Co. of Canada are now
located in fine new offices which occupy
the third floor of the Ogilvy Building,

63 Bay Street, Toronto.
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MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, July 7—Comparing dry goods markets with
last month, there is possibly little change as far as

actual prices are concerned, but all indications point

to very strong values ruling for some time to come, and the

idea that quotations were going to see lower levels seems to

have been pretty well dissipated. On all markets, embrac-
ing the many lines in staple and fancy dry goods, there is a

rising tendency. The general consensus of opinion is that
business is generally active throughout the country, and the
retailer is becoming convinced that prices are not going to

come down, at least not for a while, at any rate.

The market in wool is as strong as ever, and prices

neither in England nor the United States nor in Canada
show any signs of declining. There is a very heavy demand
for wool, both for Europe and for domestic account. Cana-
dian mills are all very busy, and are working to capacity.
The fact that Government wool in Boston sold at 15c above
the minimum fixed by the Government is evidence of its

firm future. Clothing manufacturers and manufacturers of

knit goods are reaching out for European trade, and also
for trade with New Zealand and South Africa. Labor diffi-

culties, too, are having a tendency to keep the market very
firm. Quotations for Fall deliveries of woolen hosiery,
scarfs, mitts, etc., show advances of ten per cent, as com-
pared with a year ago.

The Canadian situation in cottons continues very strong,
and prices have practically reached war time levels again.
The mills are slow to accept orders, and are sold up for some
months ahead. Some of the mills are also experiencing
labor diflficulties, which, of course, is having its influence in
stimulating prices. Some quotations on ginghams for next
Spring already show advances of two cents per yard. Gen-
eral advances are expected.

The market for linens is, of course, very strong. Stocks
among the wholesale houses are still small. Unions are sup-
plying a good deal of the demand. An early return to
normal conditions in the linen market is not thought likely.

The demand for silks is very strong and advarres are
noted on a number of lines. Deliveries in 1920 of Lyons
and Milan silks will be at much higher prices. Japan is

exporting raw silks to Italy, which is a rather unusual situa-
tion. Swiss silks are 20 cents a yard higher than three
weeks ago. Japan silks on spot are also higher.

In carpets and rugs, business is very active, as is also the
case in housefurnishings. English manufacturers have
written Canadian houses, stating there is an unprecedented
European demand for carpets and rugs and that ((uotations
after the middle of June will be higher. In fact they have
intimated that they are not keen for Canadian business. All
Canadian rugs are very strong at last month's advances.

The sale of all Summer lines has been very brisk, the
present season being reported the best in years.

COTTONS
Advance in Market For Raws And Un-

certainty of Labor Situation Ren-
ders Prices on Spot Uncertain

COTTON'S—The position of the mar-
ket in regard to cottons is one of un-
certainty. Prices from the manufac-
turers as stated last month were with-
drawn, and since then an average ad-
vance of about 10 per cent, has taken
place. The unsettled conditions render
the stability of values very unlikely.

Many of the Canadian textile mills are
experiencing labor troubles, and the de-

mands for shorter hours of work, and
higher wages are, of course, reflected

in general market conditions. There is

all kinds of business, but manufacturers'
agents state that they are not taking
any orders. While prices declined fol-

lowing the armistice, the decline was
short-lived, for ruling prices now are at

war-time levels, and in some instances,

dealers state, they are even higher than
during the war. One wholesaler told

DRY GOODS REVIEW, that quotations

on ginghams for next Spring are two
cents higher than they were this year.

Scotch ginghams, too, are very much
higher. Some recent purchases of glass

towellings, 21 in. by 23 in. in the Old

Country, were made only at very sharp
advances in prices.

The strength of the market for raw
cottons is also having its effect on the

spot situation.

In reforrinp- to thp oi'tlook in cotton,

The Daily Mill Stock Reporter has the

following to say:

"That the next crop of cotton is to be

a short one seems to be universally ac-

cepted in the trade at present. Weather
conditions have been verv unfavorable

recently, and hope that a change for the

better would occur in time to save manv
fields in various sections of the belt

seems to have been abandoned, the con-

tinued rains bavins: about dissipated

such hopes. Reports from the growing
districts have been distinctlv pessimistic

and it is believed the conditions outlined

will be corroborated in the Government
report to be issued to-day. The lowest

percentaffe for the date in recent years

was 70.2 in 1917. while the ten-year

average is sliffhtlv over 80. There are

many in the trade who confidently ex-

pect the report to-day to be near 70.

The condition of the crop is the main
basis for the underlying strength in the
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market at levels which are the highest

of the season.

The comparatively large amount of

cotton held by producers and growers in

the South, although a big proportion is

poor spinning quality, is the source of

little or no concern. Such considerations

have for months been overshadowed by
the uncertainty as to the new crop and
the recognized requirements of the world
for raw and finished cotton material, ex-

pected to be filled as rapidly as possible

as soon as there is a return to some-
thing like normal shipping facilities.]

The goods market continues fairly ac-

tive, with a goodly volume of the sales

being made by second hands. Mills as a

rule are booked well ahead and are rath-

er cautious about commitments further

off because of the prevailing inflation of

values.

WOOL
Signing of Peace Is Likely to Open

New Channels of Inquiry For
Woollen Goods

WOOL.—There does not seem to be
anything to indicate lower prices in the
wool ' market yet. The excessive de-

mand both in Europe and on this side, is

the deciding factor in the way of main-
taining strong values. Now with the

signing of peace, new markets are likely

to open up, and the majority of dealers
are of the opinion that this will have a

tendency to hold prices very firm. There
has been no appreciable advance sine?

the last issue of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, but the market is very strong
and the trend, it is authoritatively stat-

ed, is not likely to be downward while
distribution is so uneven throughout the
world.

While supplies of wool are likely to be
fairly heavy this year, there is on the

other hand an unprecedented demand,
and the cost of labor and shorter hours
figure largely in the market strength.

The Canadian mills are filled with orders
vithout exception. The maximum pro-

duction of the plants in the Dominion
is, however, insufficient to provide for

the entire Canadian needs. "Made in

Canada" merchandise has a very big

place in the Dominion now, and is more
and more winning favor on its own
merits. There was some hesitancy dis-

played earlier in the year, when nervous-
ness seized certain American interests,

and they booked orders at a sacrifice.

Deliveries on these orders were cut

down 25 per cent., and the price move-
ment has been steadily upward since

that time. The present situation is that

goods now on order by wholesalers will

cost them considerably more laid down
in Toronto .than the price they are now
asking the retail trade for similar ma-
terial bought some time ago.

No release is iji sight yet from British

mills; orders there are simply stacked

up, and onlv, approximate prices given

for those acaeptec'.. Nothwithstanding

the high and uncertain quotations the

price of labor is the biggest element for

consideration when it comes to made-up
clothing, whether men's, women's or
children's.

The woollen industry is one of the
busiest in Canada, and there is little

chance of any surplus of woollen textiles

this year. Canadian novelties and tweeds
have been taken up readily by the trade,

and in many cases consumers are allow-
ed to believe that the goods are import-
ed—which seems to make them more
popular.

Some heavy knitted fabrics made in

Ontario are selling for men's overcoat-
ings and women's fall suits. These are
So closely knitted as to have every ap-
pearance of woven cloths.

A report from Washington, dated
July 3, states that the average cost of

all wool purchased by the war Depart-
ment there, to May 31 last, is 71 cents.

The average cost of that sold to May
81 last is 76 cents per pound, and the

price received 72 cents.

Another report of the same date from
Boston, states that an era of economy
appears to be sweeping over the worst-
ed branches of the textile industrial and
production of wool waste has been re-

duced to a minimum.

It is said that the saving in wool
cloth by the tailors to the trade in the

United States through a reduction in

the size of samnle? at the instance of

the Commercial Economy Board amount-
ed to over 220,000 yards. For the en-

tire garment and clothing industry the

saving resulting from smaller samples
will be not less than 1,500,000 yards.

The saving in cloth that is resulting

from the reduction in yardage per gar-

ment will probably amount to at least

35,000.000 yards this year, the memoran-
dum states.

LINENS
LINENS.—Improvement in the mar-

ket for linens has not yet manifested
itself, and conditions are much the same
as they were a month ago. Stocks con-

tinue light among the various dealers,

and it is almost imnossible to negotiate

any new buying. The announcement of

what is believed to be the largest one-

man deal since the signing of the armi-
stice, whereby a purchase of forty mil-

lion yards of fine linen for four million

pounds sterling was consummated, is

not expected to release much linen for

Canadian use. This linen is of good
auality and was made to cover the wings
of aeroplanes. It can be used for house-

hold linen, handkerchiefs, etc. The deal

represents three years of the normal
supply. It will be larerely taken care

of in Great Britain, where the pur-

chaser has announced that he intends to

dispose of it at prices under those at

which Belfast can manufacture. Any
surplus, it is said, will be dispos<?d of to

allied and neutral countries. The linen

industry will be some time returning to

normal conditions, as the state of Bel-

gium and Northern France, where a

good deal of flax is grown, will not per-

mit of any very great crop this year.
The excessive demands, too, will tax the
output of the mills for a very long
time, and the general consensus of opin-
ion is, that, like in other lines, lower
prices will not rule for a very indefinite
period.

R. J. Hutchinson, chief of the fibre
division of the Ottawa Experimental
Farm, who has been in Ireland and
Great Britain in the interests of
establishing a permanent export market
for Canada fibre, has met with most en-
couraging success. Important develop-
ments in connection with the industry
are expected to result. Arrangements
have been made for a demonstration of
an important new process of synthetic
retting at the Government Experimental
Mill, which, if successful, will entirely
revolutionize the whole industry and
place Canada in a position to produce
flax fibre cheaper, it is claimed by the
inventor, than cotton can be produced
in the Southern States or elsewhere.
The possibilities of such a consumma-
tion would insure a new source of
economic wealth beyond the power to
calculate and make Canada the linen
centre of the world.

The discoverer of the process, whi^

is an Irishman, whose family for 10
generations have been engaged in the
flax and linen industry, says it is Can-
ada's golden opportunity, and he pre-
dicts, with the quality of fibre we are
now producing, that the linen spindles
and looms of Ireland are likely in large
numbers to be transferred to this coun-
try.

According to a report of the War In-
dustries Board of ihe United States,
recently published, more than one-thii-"

of the linen of the world is manufac-
tured in Ireland, and 92 per cent, of all

the world's flax has been grown in Rus-
sia and Belgium, the remainder being
divided among Holland, Northern
France, Finland, Austria-Hungary and
Germany. This year, according to the
report, Ireland has tripled her flax acre-

age, planting 150,000 acres, while Can-
ada and the United States each planted

15,000 acres this year. On the Russian
revolutionist farmer's recent experience

the report bases the prediction that he
will no longer grow flax, but will turn
to food crops, and makes the astounding
declaration that the linen manufactur-
ers of the Old World are looking to Am-
erica to furnish thair flax.

These are rather surprising prognos-
tications. It seems incredible that so

complete a turnover in the raw market
of such an old indu.^try as that of linen

should be possible with such suddenness.

The progress of the discoverer's process

will be watched and tested here in Can-

ada with great interest, and will, no

doubt, be a stimulus along with other

influences, to the growing of flax in

Canada, but it is hardly to be expected

that flax raising will be our national in-

dustry until a more definite place in

the markets of the w^rld is assured for

it.
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DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Prospects Are Better for Importation of

European and British Lines

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINlS.—

A

representative of one of the largest

houses in Toronto has gone abroad to

look over the British and French mar-
kets, with a view to making as heavy
purchases as conditions will permit.

Some of the larger mills in France have
been repaired, and again are busy manu-
facturing beautiful French damasks,
brocades and exquisite tapestries. Brit-

ish merchandise in these lines are very
much needed on this side at the present

time, and retailers will be glad to know
that the prospects are better for the

importation of these lines. There is a

very abnormal demand at the present

time, both in the foreign and home mar-
kets, according to information received

from the Old Country. Because of this

prices have advanced very materially m
the past thirty days.

On a recent visit of buyers of Toronto
houses to New York and Philadelphia,

they found some of the manufacturers
booked up for the balance of this year's

trade. Tapestries are difficult to get,

and cretonnes are advancing overnight.

From present indications, in their opin-

ion, prices are not likely to be less for

some time. With the signing of peace

the embargo on the exporting of British

goods will be lifted, and with the estab-

lishment of credits to European coun-
tries, there is a marked possibility of a

shortage for this market. The labor

situation and the strong position of the

market for raw materials have tended

to keep prices in tne ascendency, and
just at present manufacturers can see

no immediate likelihood of lower levels.

Placing of orders early is advised. Sup-
plies of furniture coverings are of very

fine assortment, and velours for cur-

tains, although of limited supply, are of

attractive qualities and colors.

In window curtains the Canadian mar-
ket contains for the first time some
hand-drawn number?, which are being

received with favor by buyers who have

had to import everything of that nature

heretofore.

is very great, and now that peace has
been signed it is likely to increase. The
European market will be very strong.
Many homes in France and Belgium
were stripped of their carpets during
the war, in order to use them for pur-
poses of prime importance in the carry-
ing on of the war. Germany and Aus-
tria, too, will be in the market for car-
pets and rugs. Canadian wholesalers
state that English manufacturers tell
them that they are not keen for Can-
adian business owing to the excessive
demand closer by.

In the market for oilcloths no change
is reported in prices, but the scarcity
of goods is as pronounced as ever. In-
dications point to even higher prices
than reigned during the war.

In the way of prices, Axminster 3
by 4 rugs are now selling at $46.50,
Wilton 3 by 4 rugs at $75, and tapestry
squares at $21.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Prices Show Advance of From 7 to 10

Per Cent, as Compared With a
Month Ago

BOOTS AND SHOES.—Since the last
issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW there
has been an advance of from seven to
ten per cent, on practically all lines of
shoes. Kid oxfords, that a month ago
were selling at $3.50 per pair, are now
selling at $3.65. Women's calfskin shoes
were selling at $3.50 per pair, are now
bringing $8. These instances of price
advances are on Canadian-made shoes,
but the American market has also shown
very marked strength. There is no hope
of any early reduction in shoe prices.

Excessive demand from Europe, and also
labor troubles, have contributed to the
maintenance of shoe values at high
levels. "We have had the biggest season
for many years in canvas goods," stated
a prominent shoe man to DRY GOODS
REVIEW the other day. "There has
been an exceedingly heavy 'run' on all

kinds of white shoes. Where last year
there was very little sale on account of
the backward weather, the hot spell

starting in early this year greatly stim-
ulated the demand."

CARPETS AND RUGS
Quotations on Rugji Are Unchanged at

Last Month's Advance

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Quotations
on carpets and rugs show no changes,
but are very firm at last month's ad-
vance. The tendency is towards higher
levels, and further advances are not
thought unlikely. Well-known English
houses announced early in June that
they they could not accept any orders
after the middle of June at present
prices, as it was more than likely that

in the very near future, values will see

still further enhancement. The demand
in England for both carpets and rugs

NOTIONS
Mending Wool Goes up 20 Per Cent, and
Hook-and-Eye Tape $4.00 a Gross Yards

NOTIONS.—There is, according to
Toronto buyers, a strong tendency for
practically everything in smallwares to
advance steadily at least until the end
of this year and very probably longer.
Cotton, wool, metals and labor are all

pitched at such inclines that any com-
binations of them cannot but ascend
likewise. This means that tapes, thread,
mending wools, etc., are included. As
evidence, hook-and-eye tapes have ad-
vanced $4 a gross yard, and mending
wools have gone up 20 per cent, in
June.

Buttons, too, are higher and deliveries

slow.

Needle supplies are fair and English
needles are coming along better just now
than heretofore.

Hairpins, too, are better, but deliv-
eries on safety pins and hooks and
eyes are slow.

"Peace has only served to increase
prices. I have covered myself enough
to take care of my customers for the
balance of this year and retailers would
do well to do likewise," said a large
manufacturers' representative to DKY
GOODS REVIEW.
"Buyers should cover themselves in

staples for the balance of this year at
least. Many manufacturers are sold up
to August and everybody is short of
merchandise," said one of the biggest
retail notion buyers in Canada.
Another large buyer said, "I have

bought for this year and part of next.

Buyers will gain nothing by holding off."

With opinion unanimous merchants
need not fear to protect themselves with
staples at least for delivery up to the

end of this year.

There is a feeling that English goods
may go back to 1918 prices by the end
of this year, but not below that. One
buyer expressed the view also that snap
fasteners might take a slight decline

within the next six months, owing to

the great number of manufacturers who
came into being during the war and
will shortly be tested as to who are the

fittest to survive.

SILKS
Prices Soaring Daily—Swiss Goods Keep

Up—Raws Now Approximately

$10.00 Per Pound

SILKS.—With European demand for

manufactured silks increasing rapidly,

enormous consumption taking place in

the United States and elsewhere, the

drain on raw silks is boosting the prices

up and up. More than $1 a pound has

been the advance in the past month, and
a figure within a fraction of $10 a pound
is now reached.

Owing to a cool Spring in Italy silk

crops there are reported as unsatisfac-

tory to such an extent that Janan is de-

livering considerable quantities' to Italy.

SHviss silks are 20c a yard higher than

at the first of June. They are too high,

on the whole, to interest buyers very

much.
Habutais in 36 in. width, natural, 8 m,

are quoted at $1.05, 10 m, $1.35, and 12

m, $1.50. For black and navy 4c a yard

is added, and fjr colors, 2%c. These fig-

ures are not guaranteed for any time at

all.

The best novelty productions in French

and U.iS- goods will retail at $6 to $10

a yard, which means that many mer-

chants will not touch them at all.

Buyers did not show keen interest in

pile fabrics earlier in the season owing
to the high prices for them, but now
with silks advancing so strongly they

are forced to consider velvets and vel-

veteens and fair sized orders are be-

ing placed.
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WHERE ARE THE GIRLS f

THIS is a question which has been puzzling

manufacturers, and also *onie merchants, for

many moons. In fact, so far as manufacturers of

women's clothing are concerned, the shortage of

girls for operating and for other l>ranches of the

production is their chief trouble. X'^arious answers

to the question have been given
—

''They are marry-

ing the returning soldiers"; ''they are staying at

home on the farms and in small towns where living

conditions are higher and money more plentiful

than ever before"; "they luive saved up so mucli

munition money that they don't need to work

—

yet"; "they are going into other lines of bu.siness

which new conditions liave opened up"—and so on.

These answers may all be true to some extent but

the real answer is given in the Canada Year Book,
which points out that, wedded or single, they just

''aint." There were 487,347 fewer females in the

Dominion of Canada last year than males! In no
province from coast to coast does the number of

females equal the number of males. Prince Edward
Island is the nearest to equalization, having 991

females for every 1,000 males. The deficiency of

the number of females as compared with that of

males is probably greater in Canada than in any
other country.

This means that the whole dry goods trade should
unite to encourage a good class of female immi-
gration to begin just asi early as possible. It will

help solve the "Made-in-Canada" production prob-
lem and will also mean more customers for the dry
goodi=! trade.

ADVERTISING of the right kind shortens the

distance between human minds just as surely as
the railroad shortens the distance between places.

It is still possil)le to walk from Toronto to Montreal,
and it is still possible for a business to get along
without advertising. But—why not use modern
methods of "getting there?"

PROFITS AND PREMIUMS
npHE popularity—and the necessity in many cases
-- —of profit-sharing plans among merchants
whereby certain moneys are distributed to employ-
ees as interest on their inva^tment of ability, energy,
enterprise, etc., is allowing the reappearance of the
old premium-giving plan under the "profit-sharing"
heading. Customers are intended to be profit-shar-
ers as well as the workers, according to the announce-
ments. In most cases where premium giving be-
came popular before, people became a little sceptical
either of the value of the premiums or of the sin-
cerity of the store's statement of returning actual
profits to purchaisers. There was a feeling that
either the premiums were not worth the value placed
upon them or else that their cost was covered in the
prices of regular merchandise.

No matter how sincere a merchant may be in his
intentions to share profits with customers and sales
people, there is bound to come in somewhere, some-
time, the feeling that profits are actual money and
if the merchant dictates that the profits shall be
limited to certain lines of merchandise specially
offered for the purpose, the one who is supposed to be
sharing in the profits is not getting all that is his due—on the grounds of profits.

There are cases where the giving of premiums
has been carried on for years with a degree of satis-

faction, but if a merchant is sincere in his desire to
share profits there is nothing which will make the
direct and impressive appeal to the public, like real
hard cash, and if he is going to give cash to his cus-
tomers, why should he not mark his goods lower ana
insure a better turnover? It ls cash returns which
seem to be the only solution for the problem of

salespeople's indifference to their work and an in-

creasing number of the progressive merchants are
finding that out. Actual profit-sharing with cus-

tomers should not be confused with premium-giving.
They are two different things which sooner or later

people will refuse to call by the same name.



STYLE FORECAST FOR SPRING AND SUMMER, 1920

Styles Adopted by Style Committee of the International Association of Clothing Designers.

THE members of the style commit-
tee have decided that there are
to be no more waist line models

for next Spring and Summer. As far

as they are concerned the styles of 1919

are gone for good, and in future the con-

servative styles of form-fitting, high-

waisted models, with coats 30 to 30% in.

in length, will be ihe thing.

Based on an average height of 5 ft. 7,

or a standard 36 size, the styles are as

follows:

1. Men's conservative three-button

sack.—Length, 30 in.; sleeves with vents

and two buttons; medium width lapels,

natural width shoulders; plain centre

vent; plain flap pockets; breast velt.

2. Men's stylish two-button sack.

—

Length, 30 in.; sleeves with vents and 2

buttons; medium widi/i collar and sotr.i-

peaked lapel; natural width shoulders;

plain centre vent; regular pockets.

3. Young men's sack.—Two or three

buttons; length, 30 in.; form fitting;

narrow shoulders; lapels medium width;

soft roll straight notch or peak; front

slightly cut away; strai.Tiht or slanting;

flap pockets; shapely sleeves finished

with open vent and two or three buttons;

long hook vent.

Young men's extreme sack?.—One or

two buttons; length, 30% in.; high waist

line sharply defined; draped skirt;

shoulders narrow; lapels; wide open
notch; straight front; well rounded
pockets; vertical welt or crescent piped;

shapely sleeves; finish bell shape with

buttons; centre hook vent; roll sleeve

head optional.

5. Double breasted sack.—One or two
buttons; soft roll; length, 30 In.; back
and sleeves same as young men's ex-

treme sack; pockets, slanting or straight

flap.

6. Vest.—Single breasted; no collar;

low opening; long points; five buttons;

narrow welt pockets.

7. Trousers.—Young men's trousers;

knee, 18 in.; 14% in. bottom; bottom fin-

ished with a cuff; conservative trousers,

Icnee 19 in., bottom 15% in.

8. Afternoon frock.—One or two but-

tons; waist line, 16% in.; full length, P,7

in.; plain or bound edges optional.

9. Young men's dress coat.—Satin

face to edge; waist line, 16% in.; full

length, 39 in.; extremely narrow skirt at

bottom; bell sleeves; link button and

extra cuffs; collar, breast pocket and cuff

satin piped; silk braid on trousers.

1^1. Young men's dinner coat.

—

length, 30% in.; peaked lapels, satin

face to edge, link button, outside breast

pocket, slash piped or re<rular pockets,

bell sleeves, link button and extra cuffs,

yoke lined, body same as youn-i; men's

extreme sack.

11. I porl; coots.—Wih \arie*-v and

will be very popular; double and sin<rle

breasted with ycke, pleats and belts;

pocko'^^ of all descriptions.

E. E. VOLPE
Chairman Style Show

J

12. Young men's shapely overcoat.

—

Single or double breasted; 39 in. long;
high waist line, sharply defined; long
hook vent, vertical or slanting pocket,

yoke lined; peak or plain notch lapel;

creased or plaited side seams optional.

13. Box coat, single breasted, 40 in.

long, natural shoulders, style of pockets

optional,' sleeves plain, yoke lined.

14. Slip-on Raglan Overcoat.—40 in.

long; button through, slash pockets.

As far as boys' styles go it was decid-

ed that they would be patteraed after the

young men's models, and in their case

the waist seam line would be in order

and belted models optional.

The convention was very well attended,

there being some two hundred delegates

in attendance, coming from all sections

of the United States and Canada. Some
of the delegates were iheld up at

Rouse's Point, pending further inquiries

into their past. W^th the exception of

one or two little unpleasant incidents,

such as this, the whole program was
carried out and thoroughly enjoyed by

the visiting delegates. The weather was
to blame in that it almost turned the

midsummer ni<i:ht's gladness into a nice

Wintar ice palace, but, as explained by

the president, one cannot always consult

the weather when planning these little

jaunts. The Montreal committees arc

to be .congratulated on the able manner
in v/hich they performed their duties,

and especially so because this is the
first time that a convention of this kind

has taken place in Canada and they had
no previous experience to draw from.

It was decided to held the next con-

vention at New York; a unanimous vote

v.as polled, Cleveland being the only

other city suggested.

NEW SILK COLOR CARD
J. A. Migel, Inc., New York, have is-

sued an attractive Fall color card for

their silks. One of their moonlight

scenes is on the cover in a setting of

grey, white and blue with very artistic

effect. There is a range of 54 colors

shown in which all the new Fall silks

of the firm are to be had.

Mr. Rhys D. Fairbairn, of the R. D.

Fairbairn Co., Toronto, has l>een ap-

pointed to the 'Canadian Trade Commis-
sion in place of C. B. McNaught, who
resiirned a few weeks ag ). The new-

commissioner has been associated with

many public activities in Toronto.



DID THE STRAW HAT SHORTAGE CATCH YOU?
The Greatest Straw Hat Selling Season Has Just Been Passed Through—Hats of All Kindi

and Descriptions Gathered From Store-rooms in Attic or Cellar Bring Top Prices.

WHILE in conversation with a To-
ronto hatter not long ago, a
MEN'S WEAR REVIEW repre-

sentative was taken dowm into a cellar

store room and showoi enormous quan-
tities of hats that had been left over
from former selling seasons after the

.98-cent sale had fizzled down to a frost,

and had been shelved for the first fall

showing of stiff and soft felt hats. A
few days later our representative again
had occasion to go in at the same
store, and again was led by the hand
down the back cellar stairs and shown
the wonderful stock of straw hats that

was, for the place was cleaned out, even
to the old antiquated models of 1914 with
the low crowns and wide bands of rib-

bon, and at prices that a few years ago
would have ^bought a "gen-u-wine" Pan-
ama-put-it-in-your-pocket, fold-it-any-

way straw hat that father used to

like to tell the rest of the boys he'd paid

twenty-five dollars for.

Cut Price Sale

One of the most notable features of

Hie straw hat season this year is the

unique lack of cut price sales that usual-

ly are staged for the last week in June.

True, there is generally a falling off in

sales this time of the year as the

majority of men buy their hats the first

two weeks in June, and some merchants
put on sales to liven things up, and
purchasers are induced to lay in a stock

"for next season or discard the slightly

soiled hat that was held over from last

season and is beginning to look seedy and
get classed in the "has beens," or "used-
to-was" category, with a class B rating

for garden or home duties only. The
Avise merchant will be well advised to

hold off such sales entirely this season,

for there will be plenty of opportunities

to sell two straw hats to almost every
original purchaser, for they are a frail

•contraption, and once sat upon, are fit

only to be taken as an upper protection

on the odd jaunt into the woods or the

holiday resort, where the dress shirt is

a quantity equally unknown, and ab-

horred. As prices are not coming down,
and in fact in most quarters are predict-

ed goin<? up from 25 to 35 per cent.

higher next season, it would seem to be

hetter business to sell them only at such

prices that will show a regular profit

that is ordinarily made on regulars rather

than deteriorates. Following is a note of

warning, headed: "A Lesson in the Straw
Hat Shortage," which appeared recently

in the "American Hatter":

The outstanding feature of this sea-

son's hat business is the overwhelming
demand in May for straw hats and the

failure of the supply to anywhere meet
the volume required. Not in one section

of the country, hut everywhere, was the

same story—pleasant weather, bright,

warm, sunshiny days, a universal impulse
to throw off the felt hat and don a straw.

It seemed that everybody in creation

bought a straw hat, or rather tried to

buy a straw hat—all within the period

of one week, and as the aggregate hat
retailing facilities of the entire nation

are not sufficient to meet such a demand,
quite naturally chaos ensued.

New York to California and Back

Weird tales are afloat in the gossip
of the market—^hats doubled and tripled

in price at wholesale; jobbers buying at

retail prices from other jobbers and sell-

ing to retailers at substantial advances;
hats originally shipped from the fac-

tories in the East to California jobbers

actually sold to retailers in New York
and shipped back East; styles of years
ago buried in cellars with the sign over

the door, "Abandon hope all ye who enter
here," dug out and actually sold for

real money! There were only two essen-

tial requirements to consummate a sale

—the article must be made of straw and
must be formed in the shape of a hat
—what the straw was or what the shape
or trimmings might be, was immaterial,

and even the price was of little concern,

being limited only by the degree of nerve
that the seller possessed.

A Market Bare of Hats

On June 7, so far as the American
trade was concerned, there was not a

straw hat in the world except the hats

on the street and in the sadly-depleted

stocks of the retailers. Such a clear-

ance of stock early in the season or late,

has never been known—the market is

bare of straw hats, and manufacturers
are unable to produce enough for the

remainder of this season to meet the

requirements.
This in brief is the history of the

straw hat season of 1919. Never during
the career of the oldest men in the in-

dustry has the trade experienced a simi-

lar situation.

Labor Scarcity Caused Shortage
The causes for the unprecedented

conditions are clearly defined. On ac-

count of the labor stringency resulting

from war conditions, manufacturers
were unable to produce even 50 per cent,

of their usual output—so much for the

restricted supply; a combination of busi-

ness prosnerity, high wages and favor-

able weather early in the season created

the active demand.

The true value in a study of the past

is found in the lessons thereby taught
for guidance in the future and for hat

men a review, of this season teaches

clearly the wise course for next year.

In 1920 there will be another shortage

of straw hats. This year there was some
measure of relief in the surolus of stocks

carried o'^er bv retailers and wholesalers.

This surplus has now disappeared, and

for n>3xt year there will be available only
the current year's production and while
the labor situation is greatly relieved, it

is nevertheless certain that there will not
be a sufficient number of straw hat
workers to bring the year's output any-
v>ihere near the normal mark.

Higher Prices and Short Stocks for 1920

For 1920 there must be substantial in-

creases in straw hat prices, and it is quite

likely, after the new lines are on the
road, that prices will be advanced as
the season progresses. There has been
no attempt on the part of straw hat
manufacturers to engage in profiteering

—competition is too keen. As a natural
result cost figuring and the establish-

ment of prices is based on the closest

possible margin and in consequence it

is likely that with the unsettled condi-

tions when the lines take the road, later

developments will necessitate readjust-

ment of prices to meet increased costs

that are confidently expected to material-

ize.

It is impossible at this writing to give

any definite idea of the amount of the

probable advance in straw hat prices

—

manufacturers themselves do not know
their new prices yet. Perhaps the in-

crease will be $3 a dozen—perhaps it

will be still greater, possibly not so

much.
One big item of advance is the price

of labor, another big increase is in the

cost of braids—as an example, one item

which a year ago cost 85 cents apiece, is

to-day quoted at $2.35, and similar in-

creases apply to the entire list in the

braid market.
On account of the congestion caused

at the factories by the enormous orders

which will demand maximum production

right to the end of the straw hat season,

it is assured that all of the straw hat
lines will be late in starting road trips,

more especially as manufacturers will

wish to wait in order to permit condi-

tions to develop as far as possible before

starting the season's business.

Panamas, etc.. Also Scarce and High

In Panama and other woven body hats

the situation is practically the same as

in the straw braid industry. Just as

braids have increased in cost, so bodies

have had sharp advances in prices and
the cost of labor has gone up to the same
extent, so that there will assuredly be
substantial advances in price for the

coming season with a probability of a
shortage of hats next year.

H. W. Lake, Ltd., have grjwn too large

for their London premises and so far

have moved their factory and warehouse
to 6 and 7 Redcross Street, Cripplegate,

London, E.C.I, which is now their ad-

dress.



HOW A VELOUR HAT IS MADE
A New British Trade Captured From the Austrians.

The present vogue of the velour hat

marks an epoch in the history of the

British hat trade. Many a Briton to-

day carries on his head the soft, slightly

FIG. 1

fluffy and very attractive outward sym-
bol of a great war victory, bloodlessly

won by the British hatter, who, inside

the four walls of his business, is by
no means as mad as tradition woulu
lead us to believe.

The story runs as follows: Once upon
a time the manufacture of velour had
its home in Austria, where for many
years a thriving trade was carried on,

and much skill and experience in produc-
tion was gained, likewise much money.
In fact the Austrians, not content with
holding the market on the continent of

Europe, were doing a big trade in the

United Kingdom. This business would
have continued to grow and flourish but

for two things. The first was their

failure to turn out London shapes and
styles; the second they brought upon
themselves, and that was the war. The
elimination of Austrian competition dur-

ing the past four and a half years has

given to the British trade the impetus

it required. Factories have been en-

By A. R. THACKRAH, London Editor.

larged, new machinery has been install-

ed, labor troubles have been successfully
overcome, and there is a firm resolve in

the trade that what they have captured
they mean to keep.

There are still many points which
have to be investigated in respect to the
velour hat. The Worshipful Company
of Felt Makers, in conjunction with the
Felt Hat Makers' Confederation, have
joined hands in a scheme for the organ-
ization of a scientific laboratory for con-
ducting experimental work in the hat
trade, and a considerable sum of

money has been voted for this purpose.
The following is a description in out-

line of the principal steps in the manu-
facture of a velour hat. It is not pos-

sible to set out here in detail all the pro-

cesses, which number about twenty, but
the accompanying illustrations will serve

to indicate the most striking phases dur-

ing- its birth, or rather growth, to use

a word which fits the occasion still bet-

ter. The reason for making this dis-

tinction wil be appreciated when it is

stated that the dunce's hat or hood,

shown in Figure 1, which is roughly

about 2 feet high, was grown in a few

FIG. 3

minutes from two .ounces of hare's fur.

This trick is performed, according to

the manufacturers, by blowing the fur

on to a perforated, revolving cone, where

it is fixed in position by having fine

jets of boiling water sprayed upon it.

FIG. 2

FIG. 1

The hood is then removed from the cone,

and is given the name of the "form."It is

wonderfully light and strong, and of

even texture.

The next process is the reduction in

size of the form, and at the same time

the concentration of its mass. This is

effected by what is termed planking,

which consists of rolling and shrinking

it to half its original size in boiling,

acidulated water. During the process of

planking, the velour is brushed to pro-

duce the re(iuire(l surface.

The form thus shrunk and treated is

seen in Fig. '2. It is then placed upon

another revolving cone, and the out-

standing hairs are carefully shaved, or

clipped to a uniform length and thick-

ness. Looking closely at Fig. 3 it will be

HG. 5

seen that the surface is much finer and
more even than that in Fig. 2.

After planking, brushing and clipping

the hat-to-be is dyed.
In the fourth stage we arrive at some-

thing approaching a civilized hat. Fig.

4 shov/s the form after being pressed in-

to shape by hydraulic pressure in an iron

mould, or dish, with the brim ready
framed. Fig. 4 shows a still more per-

fect shape, ready for framing and curl-

ing.

Fig. 6 shows the completed article,

trimmed ready for wear as exhibited by
Messrs. Lincoln, Bennett & Co., Ltd., of

London.
The various colors for velour hats m

favor at the moment are castor, shades

of gray and larva. The prices are ad-

FIG. 6

vancing owing to the increased cost of

felt and labor. The hare's fur used in

making the genuine velour is fetching

as much as twelve dollars per pound.

Hand-made laces and embroideries

are among the articles which can now
be exported from Poland. A license

from Warsaw, is, however, required.

Coal tar products and dyes, per-

fumery other than soap, yarns and

thread, tissues, worked and made-up

furs, jewelry and watches, etc., and

musical instruments, constitute a list of

goods which remain temporarily sub-

ject to import prohibition in France.

Two representatives of the Irish Linen

Society, H. G. Haughton, executive head,

and W. A. Webb, chairman of the so-

ciety and head of the "Old Bleach" com-

pany of Randalstown, arrived in Ameri-

ca towards the end of June for the pur-

pose of extending the trade in Irish lin-

ens in the United States and Canada.
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SALES CORPORATION
LIMITED

Are

Almost

Everybodys.

Are They

Yours?

Food For The World
Again filling our Granaries from our Great West

Working in Good Old Peabody's

UITE a Contrast: A year ago he was tuning and grooming the

battle-planes that brought Retribution to Squealing Rhineland

and drove the Hun from the Air. To-day with Tractor and

ler he is Reaping the Golden Harvest with which Canada feeds

' he War-Starved World. Like thousands of young Canadians, he

fought and won in Peabody-made fighting clothes—the honored uniform

of Canada and her Allies. To-day these Boys are winning the Big

Battles of Peace in Peabody Peace Regimentals, Overalls and Gloves, good

honest work-clothes—the universal choice of good men to do good work.

It's time for more Team Work—'" Peabodys. Let's Go!

WALKERVILLE ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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is the original Canadian-made gar-

ment for boys and girls from 2 to 7

years, advertised in the leading

periodicals.

We can deliver HAUGH BRAND
garments for kiddies to ship July

15th.

Let us send you an assortment.

$12 to $13.50 per dozen.

Canadian Product

for Little Canadians

The Arm and Hammer Trade Mark
always guarantees UTMOST VALUE in

TROUSERS
AND

WORK SHIRTS
From start to finish, the materials, work-

manship, and special designs, are un-

excelled. The recognition they have re-

ceived from coast to coast, and their in-

creasing popularity, prove their genuine

reliability in every detail.
^^^^^^^

THE J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., Limited
TORONTO

Manufacturers of The Famous "Arm & Hammer Brand"

Shirts, Overalls and Trousers
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You'll need a stock of

GLOVES

for the Harvest Trade

TAPATCO Working Gloves
are just right for the man who
helps to garner Canada's Har-
vest. Roomy, Comfortable
and Well-Wearing to a degree
every pair of TAPATCOS
gives the customer unstinted

satisfaction for his money.

STYLES—Gauntlet, Knit Wrist
and Band Top.

WEIGHTS—Heavy, Medium or

Light.

COLORS—Tan, Slate or Oxford.

MATERIALS—Leather Tip, Lea-
ther Faced, Jersey Gloves and
Mitts.

— MADE IN CANADA -

The American Pad and Textile Co.

CHATHAM, ONT.

AReminder
This new metal sign placed on your
counter or in your window will con-

stantly remind your customers that

you have

Challenge Cleanable

Collars

in stock. Write for one to-day. They
are neat and attractive in design, and
as silent salesmen will help you out
considerably.

Write for our catalogue
and store helps. They are
free for the asking and
well worth having.

The Arlington Company of Canada
LIMITED

63 Bay Street, Toronto
Sales Offices: - Montreal"- - Winnipeg
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An Everyday Demand^^^f
The Carhartt Allover is the

original Combination Over-

all. It has many imitators,

but no equals.

Secure the best for your
trade.

Insist on the Carhartt line.

A postcard will bring you
samples direct to your
store.

Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills, Limited

TORONTO

Manufacturers of Men's Overalls, Work Cloves, and Carhartt'

s

One-Piece Allovers for Men, Women and Children ....
MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER LIVERPOOL

Wide-Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-

dict for their ability to supply the
public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades

Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flannelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the

foolish mistake of delayed buy-

ing.

leac^fv

'^,c^Z.ev^Ue C^l2^

Even One
Half Hour

spent reading your trade

paper is time well spent.

Then pass it on to your

assistant, and let it help

him to help you.
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ART CU9THES
97

C^^K BR^S. &- LIMITED!

WHAT others may do we don't

pretend to know—the im-

portant thing at the moment
for you to consider and for us to tell

you is that here at least you are sure

of a line that will meet the public

demand for ALL WOOL tailoring.

Our fabrics have all been bought
and we're now making up our Fall

and Winter samples.

Art, service will be available to a

few additional real live merchants
who realize the value of a first-class

special order department.

Don't wait until the season's on

—

make your arrangements at once.

Don't Delay—
WRITE TO-DAY

h

'/ -ty

Cook: Bros.^AlleW
yfuOLESALE TaIIjORS

TORONTO,
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"Mrs.fHawkins" Analyzes Selling
Educational Instructor Does Some Buying and Makes Return—Her Conversation is Preg-

nant With "Leads" for the Alert Saleswoman.

THIS is the story of a demonstra-
tion held in the Draperies

Department of Almy's ' Limited,

Montreal, on Monday, July 6th last, in

which some very practical suggestions

were given the sales-girls of the depart-

ment through a buying expedition of the

Educational Director, Miss Crary, B.A.,

a graduate of the University of Minne-

sota, who took post-graduate -.courses at

Simmons College and New York" Univer-

sity in Salesmanship. « There viere pres-

ent besides the Head of Stock (the as-

sistant buyer) a number of the sales-

girls. ^^
In Role of "Mrs. Hawkins"

Miss Crary arrived in the role of Mrs.

Hawkins, and desired some hangings

and other furnishings for a blue room.

As she came up., bne of the girls (with

some fear and trembling at the ordeal,

it may be judged), went to meet her.

The first requirement was some cretonne

for hangings, and the clerk showed her

a plain blue line. No, it would not do.

"I want something with life in it," was
her reply. Several others were shown

before the one was fou^d that suited

her taste and the needs of the room.

Then the curtain. One '^as hanging

up on display which she remarked she

had seen a good deal of %i store win-

dows. The clerk brought forth a coars-

er line about which she was a little puz-

zled as to whether it was scrim or mar-

quisette, but finally, correctly, decided

it was the latter. But that was too

coarse. Another look at the one hanging

up, and a remark about it by thej^^cus-

tomer," and the girl at last^brought it

over and set it up against the cretonne.

The customer was satisfied, and took

both.

Then came the making up of the sales

check; the repeating of the name by the

clerk, which corrected, fortunately, the

spelling which would otherwise have

been incorrect.

Return of $10.9.^ Lamp

Next "Mrs. Hawkins" remarked that

she had bought a lamp in the store for

$10.9.5 and wished to return it, as she did

not like the color with "She other decor-

ations of the room. Correctly the girl

made out the check, but the amount of

the lamp she was poing to deduct from

the bill of purchase just made, a mistake

in store procedure which the director at

once pointed out in an indirect way.

Then came the "Suggestions," the ex-

tra sales of goods bevond those the cus-

tomer came in definitely to buy. The

girl asked her if there was anything else

and found she wanted a covering for a

table, and some special lines of table oil-

cloth, colored and plain white, were
shown; remnants, at a reduced price.

The piece was measured and the dif-

ference explained between the regular
price for that quantity, and finally a sale

was made of a piece for one dollar.

Just before leaving an idea occurred to

the "customer."

Contract Work Done in Store

"Shall I have to make these up my-
self?" she remarked, in reference to the

cretonne.

"No, we can do i'o in the store for one

dollar each, or two dollars for the win-

dow," was the girl's reply, with a slight

lack of convincing detail, perhaps.

This ended the demonstration, and
with arm around the young sales-girl, the

director fbegan to .discuss the incidents

of the burying an^^s'^'li"^-

Could iH^ve Shortened Time

A few points were quickly touched on

by "Mrs. Hawkins," now in her real

'Vole of Educational Director. The time
of the' sale could have been shortened

—

cut in'tvvo easily—she thought, had the

clerk acted' on the customer's manifest

interest in the curtain that was display-

ed on the rack.

"I think you could have sold it with-

out touching the other coarser one, for

I was just dying to see it up alongside

the cretonne, and you did not put if up

there until I had spoken of this more
than once.

Should Know About "Imitation Filet''

"Then it would have been well to know
that it wa^ imitation filet, and that this

was very popular just now. Not only in

curtains, but in collars and other things.

"Then, in connection with this,

you might have complimented the cus-

tomer on her selection: this is often very

pleasing.

Making Out "Call Slip"

"In regard to the Call Slip, it can and

should be made out in the department

where the request is made. Then the

customer should be given a receipt, so

that she will be sure the Call is in, and

the ,.top part should be sent to the Ad-

justing Bureau. Even if you get the

word by 'phone, don't be afraid; make it

out yourself.

"But you can't take the amount of

the goods to be returned off the sales

check; it must go through the Charge

Office.

"Slow" and "Wilful" Type."

"Where would you place me as a cus-

tomer?"
Finally is was decided "Mrs. Haw-

lllllllllll

kins" was of a "slow" temperament, and
"wilful" type.

"What about suggestions that lead to

sales? Is there a big or a little chance
for making suggestions with such a

type ? There is a big chance.

Developing Sales.

"The sales that are held by the store

from time to time are simply to get cus-

tomers in. That is the whole idea. It

is not what we make out of the sales,

because as a rule prices are so low that
very little is made. But if you take a
'slow' temperament of customer, wheth-
er of an emotional or intellectual or wil-

ful type, you can sell her. Take your
time. Don't bother about the others.

Any bundle girl can sell goods that are

on sale. The point for you is to take
time with this customer and increase

your sales."

At this point the Head of Stock, Mr.
Deprato, remarked, "You can't increase

sales unless you get away from bread
and butter merchandise. You should go
out to sell the better class of goods, not
the bread and butter stuff."

Morning Customers Best

Miss Crary said that any customer
that displayed a slow temperament with
the right spirit back of it would be will-

ing to look at any merchandise that the

clerk suggested, if she had the time.

"The customers who come in the morn-
ing are the best customers, as they us-

ually have more time to spend. Then
you have a better chance to pick out cus-

tomers for developing sales, and remem-
ber, you cannot tell by looking at them
what they will be able to spend. Coming
back to our wilful customer, what does

she like ? Does she like to feel that the

clerk is meek and mild? No, she likes

to feel that you are 'there'; that you can

justify your goods; she wants to feel

that you know your goods also. In this

case you are not quite sure whether the

goods were marquisette or not, and the

customer noticed it. But more than

that, you could have gone on to talk up

your goods, and tell her that they would

wear well and wash well."

The Lesson of the Lamp

Miss Crary then took up the point

about sending in a call for the lamp
that was to be returned. Now came the

point as to what might have been done

when the lamp was said by the custom-

er to be unsuited for the room. Turning

to the girl who had done the selling to

her, she remarked. "You started to sug-

gest something when I told you about
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the lamp, but did not push it over. What
might have been done?"

"I would have tried to suggest a dif-

ferent color," remarked another girl.

"Yes, you could have asked her to

look over the others in stock, or you

might have thought of something that

would have suited her as a result of the

sale of drapery. Have any of you a

lamp in mind that might suit better, a

lamp for a blue room?"

The Blue-and-Gold One

One of the girls thought a moment,
and exclaimed, "Yes, there is a pretty

one with blue and gold over there."

Miss Crary beamed, and returned,

"Yes, that's a lovely one; that's the one

I noticed; don't they go well together?"

Thus was the lesson taught over the

return of a lamp.

A casual mention of "weddings" in

Mrs. Hawkins' talk to the sales-clerk had
been intentional, it turned out. Miss
Crary had intended it as an opening for

the sales-girl to take advantage of. She

was engaged at the time making out

her slip, and possibly was a little ner-

vous, and had failed to do so. The di-

rector went on:

The Opening From "Weddings"

"When I mentioned weddings, didn't

it suggest to you that you have some-
thing to sell in this department? I said

that there were weddings all over my
district, and that might suggest to you
that I had friends who were getting

married. Then, what's the lead? Sure-

ly something here suitable for wedding
gifts. Have you anything in this de-

partment exceptionally beautiful?"

"Yes, we have some Swiss net," re-

plied one of the older girls.

"Ah, there it is," exclaimed the direc-

tor. "Don't be afraid of your high-priced

merchandise," and continuing her ques-

tioning she learned that they had goods

from $15.95 to $50.00 in the department
which might have suited her for a wed-
ding gift for a friend.

"Suppose you should say, 'We have
some beautiful things that might serve

as wedding gifts, and would like to

have you see them' And then get out

your beautiful goods. For instance, I

saw some lovely tapestries here. Why
not suggest that this be used as a trim-

ing for a shirt-waist box?"

Good Curtains as Gifts

At this point the Head of Stock men-
tioned a very apt incident that had been

his experience. He had overheard la-

dies saying they were ficoing to a certain

place to look for wedding presents. He
suggested curtains and showed some of

marquisette, but one lady said she

could not go over $5.00. There were
some that he brought out then for $7.50.

and "she just couldn't keep her eyes off

them,"—and in the end bought them.

The Customer, turned Instructor,

came back to emphasize the need for

the salesman being able to "come back"

strong in regard to their merchandise.

Certain types of customers want a quick

and positive reply, but no arguments.

Suppose a lady should say, "I like it

but, my goodness, it's too much to

pay." Then it is your duty to prove to

her that it isn't too much; that the

goods are worth the money.
The demonstration ended with a kind

smile and a "Thank You" to the girl who
had been through the trying experience,

and an expression to all the girls gather-

ed around of thanks and appreciation

for their interest.

When she left, the girls eagerly dis-

cussed the points that had been so vivid-

ly illustrated.

The experience gave them a new grasp

of the possibilities of their work, a new
interest, added keenness.

Such experiences are being repeated

all over the store.

No. O
ALMY'S LIMITED

J/-
Dept. Ealcs^aics*'^ jfk

Name /^^<H^ SfslU v^c.s*i-vt*

Address X^ lUMcL PHJ-L

Date CougiU

Cood»

Comp. Sig.

30 XaxJiQ.%'

No. ^ - Dc'pt. ^ J)8t^7-/"7f

Name z^!^ A y l£fj^awrUn4

„ ^\/^e^^4yfr^^-U^rx^

Goods

Directions

CUSTOMERS' RECEIPT FOR GOODS RETURNED.

No.-,*? Dept. 4/- riate^ipLrlY

Good

If £r>ods are to bo exchanged or inon^y reTunded
and a prompt return is not received, eeod this coupon
to Adjustment Bureau 'wiLh pariicul«is«

CALL CARD FILLED IN
This was the slip made out when "Mrs.

Hawkins" wanted the lamp returned—the
lowest part goes to the customer.

Murray-Kay Co., Ltd., has declared a

dividend of ^Vz per cent, (being at the
rate of 7 per cent, per annum) on the
preferred shares of the company for the

6 months ending April 30.

KEEN DEMAND FOR HIGH-CLASS
GOODS

Canadian Products Show Increase in

High-Class Lines
The outlook for Fall sales of novelty

curtains and piece goods, dresser scarfs,
tray cloths, table covers and shams, is

exceedingly bright. Stocks of these lines,
which were inclined to be heavy at the
beginning of the year, are now consider-
ably depleted throughout the country.
This will make for substantial orders for
the FaU.
Another feature which will make for

confidence in buying is the fact that
higher prices are going to prevail on ac-
count of the great scarcity of all classes
of materials, and also for the reason that
increased wages are being paid oper-
ators.

One Canadian firm is branching out
into new and finer lines of production
with the object of satisfying the demands
for high-class goods. One of the fea-
tures it is introducing into its lines is
hand-drawn work on curtains. Much
of this work has heretofore been im-
p )rted, so that congratulations are be-
ing extended as a result of the new de-
parture.

Another feature this same firm has
introduced is the manufacture of table
and dresser scarfs, tray cloths, shams
and table covers. Cluny and filet trim-
mings are used chiefly on this line.

Mills, both domestic and outside, re-
port a great scarcity of materials, many
heing sold to capacity and refusing or-
ders for delivery before the end of the
year. Those manufacturers that placed
orders when prices were at the 1 )w scale
earlier this year, are indeed fortunate.
A splendid business is being looked

for for Fall.

NEW LINES OF DALY AND MORIN
Several new lines have been added by

Daly and Morin, Ltd., of Lachine, Que.,
for Fall business, which mark an effort
to produce in Canada goods that will
take the place of much that has heen
imported in the past. A note from the
firm states that "two new features
characterize the line of 'Dalmor' pro-
ducts, first, our commencing production
of hand-drawn work on our curtains. We
believe that this, as a regular feature,
has not been the case in Canada up to

the present time, but has been confined
practically to work done in foreign
countries and brought into Canada. One
other feature is our manufacture of table
and dresser scarfs, tray cloths shams
and table covers. We have used princi-

oally Cluny and filet trimmings on this

line."

An optimistic note for Fall trade is

contained in this paragraph: "We are
looking for record Fall business and have
increased our plant by the addition of
new machines and operators in order to

take care of anticipated business this

Fall."

Messrs. Cleghom and Beattie, Limited,
Ottawa, have adopted the eight-hour
system. The sales and office force now
go on duty from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
the workroom staff 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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I
Attracting Motorists' Trade

I Six Thousand Motorists Are Reminded of the Merchandise at the Ritchie Store, Belleville-

I Housefurnishings Department Adds New Popular Lines.
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ATTRACTING trade by an adver-

tising campaign carried on with

the motoring public, is a plan

adopted with considerable success by the

Ritchie Company, Ltd., of Belleville, On-
tario. Situated as it is, with numerous
smaller towns and villages in close prox-

imity, Belleville is the Mecca for a great

many motorists during the Summer
months. Observing that people, par-

ticularly from smaller places, dj a great

deal of buying on excursions of this

kind, the Ritchie Company has made a

point of getting in touch with motorists,

and, by means of a mailing list, com-
prising some 6,000 names, apprising them
of advantages they might enjoy and

benefits to be derived from shopping at

Ritchie's. "A message of interest to

motorists from Ritchie's," is the title of

this interesting little circular that is sent

t) six thousand motor owners. Last

Summer was the first time this plan was
adopted, but results were so gratifying

that the store is using it again this year

with a good deal of success.

The circular invites the motorist and

his party to visit the Ritchie store when
in Belleville, to make it the assembly de-

pot for parcels and friends, service of the

store being such that visitors, whether

purchasers or not, will be made welcome.

Proceeding, the letter tells of the attrac-

tive g^ods to be secured in this store.

The management feels that a very con-

siderable trade has been built up in this

way, and ample evidence has been pro-

duced that this circular letter to motor-

ists has been very effective in creating

new business.

Extend Housefurnishing Stock

One of the most attractive depart-

ments of the Ritchie store, and certainly

one that is attracting a great deal of

attention, is thatof homefurnishings. The
management is laying great stress on

the importance of this section, as was

intimated in a previous issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW, and effort is being

concentrated in an endeavor to make it

the best in that part of the Province. A
visit to the department recently by a

representative of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW revealed an artistically arranged

array of homefurnishings. A number of

new novelty iines of Curnishings have

lately been added. Table lamps, floor

lamps, high grade Chesterfields, rattan

furniture, are among the new additions.

"We have done exceedingly well in the

sale of rattan furniture," the manager of

ihc store to^fl t^-"> renre^'entntive of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. "Our chief concern

is lack of space, and our stock is sold

fiuicVer than we can replace it." The
companv is cont'>mplating enlarging the

space given to housefurnishings in the

near future by the 'aking in of an addi-
tional room. "We are gradually creep-
ing into furniture," Manager Thompson
added, "and the success of our first ef-

forts certainly warrant us proceeding on
a more extensive scale."

Prettily arranged draperies in the store
are an evidence of the artistic work be-
ing done in the way of window draping.
In one ccraer of the showroom was ar-

ranged an effect that would render at-

tractive any living room. A living room
couch in grey rattan, with improvised
windows on both walls, prettily draped
with curtains of a soft blue, a floor lamp
with a shade of the same color caught
the instant attention of the visitor. A
rug in colors to match was also used ef-

fectively.

The company is fortunate in having
a very select stock of drapery fabrics

and window curtains and in pushing the
sales in these lines the company has
found it profitable to send a competent
man to the home to give estimates on
their homefurnishing needs, without in-

curring on the part of the householder
any obligation to buy. In this way a
big out of-town business has been creat-

ed, and the increase in housefurnishing
sales has been quite marked.

Separate Children's Department
The Ritchie Company is developing an

infants' department, that since its in-

auguration is finding favor with the

public. An attractive children's section

i? being built up, and a very select stock
is carried. Children's needs un to five

years of age are here shovioi. It is just

recently that this store decided to make
a special department for infants' wear,
and it has so far undoubtedly proved a
move in the right direction. It is situat-

ed on the main floor in close proximity
to the ready-to-wear department.

"Store News." published periodically

by the Ritchie Company, continues to be
a feature of the store's advertising pro-

naganda. It is issued in a very attrac-

tive form of eight pages, and has a wide
distribution. Apart from carrying dis-

play advertisements featuring the store

departments, which of course is its main
object, it has newsy little items concern-
ing the store and its staff. It provides a

real service to the public, the manage-
ment believes, and one that certainly ap-
pears to be appreciated.

Bastin Merrvfield & Cracknell Ltd.,

of 12 Great Portland street, London.
W. I., England, are planning to extend

their Canadian business, and with this

fbiect their »-epresentativ''. Mr. C.

Robert«, is makinT a journey thr'^u-'h the

Do*ninion ^hi". Fall with novelties for

Fall and Spring trade.

WHERE SHOULD PRICES BE FIXED

In Order to Sell the Customer, Avoid
Profiteering and Ascertain Correct

Values?

In conversation with a shoe salesman
for a large Canadian firm while on the
train running west from Winnipeg to

Saskatoon, he made the remark that one
could go into almost any country store

and purchase goods of any variety
cheaper than they could be purchased in

the city.

"With prices jumping straight up at

the rate of about two jumps a month,"
he said, "the country merchant makes no
effort to mark up his goods in propor-
tion. His prices are based on the cost

to him six or twelve months ago, and
when he comes tj buy the same 'goods

he is astounded to find that in many
cases he has been selling them at less

than they now cost him from the whole-
sale. They are then forced to advance
their prices to such an extent as to as-

tonish their customers in turn.

"I was in a country store the other

day where they were selling shoes at a

special sale at about $2 below their pres-

ent market value. The tables were soon

cleared when I told the merchant what
he would have to pay for these same
shoes on his next order. The fact of

the matter is," he continued, "that in

order to protect the country merchant
we quite frequently step in and mark up
his whole stock ior him. In the ^I'^y

where the stock turns over five or six

times a year, retail prices are constantly

advanced in keeping with wholesale quo-

tations, but in the country, where the

turnover is more gradual goods pur-

chased a year ago are selling away .below

their real value, and it is an actual fact

that the farmers, not stopping to com-

nare these prices with the mail order

houses, send to Winnipeg and pay high-

er prices for their supplies than they

could get them at home."

Following this conversation an effort

was made to ascertain from country

merchants whether or not they were

keeping pace with rapidly increasing

prices by boosting up their own mark-

ings. What the shoe salesman had said

was found to be an actual fact. Out of

half a dozen enquiries made, in no case

had any change been made in the origin-

al markings, in fact such a thing had

not occurred to most merchants talked

to. The goods they had in stock had

been, for the most part, purchased six

months or twelve months before, and

travellers who called upon them were

offering the same goods at just aljout

the same prices they were selling for at

thai time. -Tames A. McKenzie, general
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meix'hant at Rivers, Man. said that about
the only way he kept track of prices on

several lines of goods vi^as when the

travellers called upon him once or twice

a year.

T. R. Grieve, selling men's wear in the

those shoe manufacturers who stamped
vanced his prices despite the advancing;

market. He mentioned that he was sel-

ling overalls at $2.51) a pair for which he

had paid $31 a dozen, and other gjods
in proportion. He complained about

those shoe manufacturers who stamped
the price of sh'bes on the soles, these

prices being lower than he was paying
for them wholesale, It required a lot of

explanation to sell these shoes to a cus-

tomer. Like Mr. McKenzie, he was quite

convinced that prices would advance still

further, and in consequence he was buy-
ing six months in advance. He told of

going into a Winnipeg wholesale and
getting special value in boys' shirts at

$9.50 a dozen. He retailed these at

$14.50 when they were delivered to him,

six months later, by which time they had
advanced wholesale to $14.50. Mr. Grieve

argued against advancing price? in keep-

ing with the wholesale market, maintain-

ing that there was no profit in goods

until the merchant got rid of them. It

was one thing to advance prices, and
another thing to make the farmer pur-

chase at these iprices. He was satisfied,

he said, with a legitimate profit on his

investment.

Merchants at Melville and Balcarres

had similar stories tj tell. One man
in the former place thought that an ad-

vance in prices in keeping with whole-

sale prices savored too much of profit-

eering. He admitted, however, that it

was increasingly difficult to accustom
the public to the sharp advances neces-

sitated by increasing values.

Some merchants who were interviewed

agreed that by taking trade magazines
and studying current market quotations

as well as world conditions they were

able to keep a much better line on the

tangled situation than if the>^ did not do
so.

GEO. H. HEES CO. REMODELLING
SHOWROOM

Extensive alterations are being car-

ried on, with a view to remodelling,

decorating and furnishing the show-

rooms of the George H. Hees Company,

Toronto. The color eifect will be in

neutral grey tones, the floor covered

with a plain grey carpet, and all the

windows draped in velours, shadow

cloths, and chintzes. The windows will

bo panelled with Brussels net with the

firm's name appliqued thereon. Reed

chairs and settees in refreshing cretonne

coverings in silver grey finish will be

used in furnishing. The firm is also in-

stalling the new celestialite system of

lighting, the nearest thing to daylight,

and new fixtures are being added. A
complete line of samples will be on view.

RAISING $20,000 FUND TO STOP
FRAUDULENT FAILURES

Merchants' Association of Montreal Start New Development
After Campaign Against Theft.

FOLLOWING the successful cam-
paign against theft of merchandise
in transit and in stores, the Mer-

chants' Association of Montreal has
launched a new movement for the investi-

gation of fraudulent failures and the

prosecution of those who victimize their

creditors. An effort is being made to

secure subscriptions from 400 members
of $50 each on the understanding that

only such a percentage of this amount as

is required in each prosecution will be

called for. Indeed the main result, it is

believed, will be a warning to dishonest

people who find themselves tempted to

fleece their creditors.

In the current issue of the organ of

the association it is stated: "The asso-

ciation now has a good grasp of the situ-

ation in connection with the prosecution

of cases of theft and receiving in con-

nection with the ordinary losses by dis-

honesty. This experience will be of an
inestimable value in connection with the

new work. The association also has a

standing at court, with the legal profes-

sion, and with the authorities generally,
which will contribute to its success in

preventing fraudulent failures."

Three trustees of this fund have been
chosen: H. W. Austin, manager of Perrin
Freres & Co.; Joseph Daoust, president
of Daoust, Lalonde & Co., and F. W.
Stewart, manager Cluett, Peabody & Co.,

of Canada, Ltd. Speaking to DRY
GOODS REVIEW, the last-named said:

"The movement to get after cases of
fraud in failures does not apply so much
to the present as to the future, for the
last two or three years hardly anyone
had cause to fail. We are looking rather
to the future when conditions may he
more difficult and the market is a de-
clining one. In the past there were
numerous failures that were hard on the
supply men; failures caused often by
goods disappearing by the back door.

One of the chief advantages of the asso-
ciation taking the case up is that with-
out it few private firms cared to risk

the extra expense of prosecution, where-
as now all will be on the same level.

Some Beautiful Curtains and Dresser-Scarf. Made by Daly & Morin, Montreal.
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Table Oil Cloth
= and =

Oil Cloth Table Cover Designs
DIRECT FROM LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS

LEATHER CLOTH
MUSLINS - DRILLS - DUCKS

VITRA PHANE
STAINED GLASS PAPER

THE WEISS & KLAU CO.
462-466 B'WAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

"TABLE OIL CLOTH AND WINDOW SHADES SINCE 1887"

^atie put tf)E **Jfact*' in Satisfaction,

anil are tije **M* in dSualitp

0m motto for ttuentp^ibe pears! Ijag been

©ualitp anb ^atis^faction
DALY & MORIN, LIMITED, MONTREAL

iWanufacturers of aSHinboto Sfjabeg, ^rt i^obeltp

Curtains, Drapcrjt) anb ?llpi)olfiifrp JfabricS,

Draper? anb ^pfjolBterp il)arbUjare, €tc.

I
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THE LACE GOODS^C^O.,
64_;WelIington Street Wes^ TORONTO Thi^d Floor Empire Building

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
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Prepare For The Fall Decorating Season

In the choice of artistic

to none. It will be to
line to meet brisk buying this Fall.

interior decorations, the matter of draperies stands second
your advantage to have a complete, attractive stock in every

To ensure a good assortment
made at once. Our range of

at lowest prices, the selection of your stock should be

CHINTZ
CRETONNE

SHADOW CLOTH
CURTAIN NETS

CURTAIN SCRIMS

is most extensive. Our Curtain Nets range in variety from the comparatively plain
patterns up to exquisitely artistic designs in tapestry, floral, and conventional eft'ects.

Our Chintzes and Shadow Cloths are beautifully harmonious in shading, including
designs in both the subdued tints and the more brilliant colors—'both lines being greatly
favored at present.

The durability of the fabrics is ensured by their splendid quality,
our service will prove satisfactory.

We SPECIALIZE in

Our prices and

HANDKERCHIEFS, LACES and CURTAIN GOODS

LIMITED1B
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11

Good as

Gold

TRADE MARK OF PURITY'

Dry Good* Reviti*

Cottons

CDC DC=ZZ)C 3E

Wkite as

Snow

n ''If better Cottons

could be made

Wabasso Cottons

would be better/'

Always tlie Premier Wtite Cotton Mills of Canada

'Jhe Watasso Cotton Company
Limited

TKrcc Rivers, P.Q.

nc D t >
<" 3 f > C -> ' " '^ "X^ DC=Z)C
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Tke Trousseau of a Lady snould be made witn Waoasflo

Purity

Guaranteed
Lawns

Nainsooks

Madapolams

Bridal-Cloth

Voiles

Organdies

Middy Cloths

Piques

Cambrics

Longcloths

Circular Cottons

Sheets and Slips

Sheetings

WidtK
Guaranteed

— Xne test goods for the test trade —

^The W^atasso Cotton Company
Limited

i tree Rivers, P.Q,

3C -^t >' »< ~>f ^ ' >^ ~»< ^?<" 31 a
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VICTORIAVILLE

SOLID PLAIN OAK
FURNITURE

Have You Yet

—

made arrangements to offer to your customers a selection from

OUR NEW SOLID PLAIN OAK LINE?
On account of its many exceptionally strong selling points, and its general

excellence, it should compel the attention of every keen furniture dealer.

In Beauty it is permanently Stylish. In Service it is lastingly durable. In

value it gives the maximum of real worth for money expended.

The superiority of this line is evidence of the specialized effort we are putting

into its production, and the result of splendid facilities and resources at our
command.

This New Design
here illustrated is representative of the entire range, modelled and finished

attractively and soundly constructed in every detail.

You can acquire an extensive and profitable trade by featuring this line of

Furniture. Investigate NOW.

Let us send you catalogue and full particulars.

Victoriaville Furniture Company, Limited
VICTORIAVILLE, QUl'BHC
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Prime and Rankin, Limited

A Superior Showing of Madras Muslins

U

"i'^r'

(Made by John Brown & Son, Limited, Glasgow, S:3t

The increasing popularity of Madras Muslins finds us

well prepared to meet even unusual demands for these

goods.

The new range we are now showing comprises a large

assortment of colored goods, as well as white and ecru,

in plain and scalloped bordered designs, and the prices

now in effect give these Muslins a distinct advantage

over many other lines of draperies.

50" Self-Colored, Mercerized
Madras, floral and conventional

designs in Blue, Rose, Green
and Brown.

45 and 50 Colored Madras—in

many tone colorings— Blues,

Rose, Browns, Greens, etc.

40, 45 and 52" Colored Goods,

showing Rose and Blue designs

on Cream or Ecru grounds.

36 and 45" Plain Edge Madras,
shown in many qualities and
designs—White or Ecru.

36 and 45" Scalloped Bordered

designs—several qualities and

large variety patterns, in White

and Ecru.

36 and 48" White Muslins-
showing all sizes—Coin Spots,

Figures and Designs.

We are sole selling agents in Canada for these goods,

and invite your attention to them as being one of the

most desirable lines you can stock.

For appearance and durability there are no lines more

satisfactory for your drapery department.

Prime and Rankin, Limited

e

And at

Nottingham, England 74 York St., Toronto

PM 1 [
] [

r^3 CD
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Gait Motor Rugs
GALT RUGS have earned their

popularity through their splen-

did wearing qualities; their

high class finish ; their attrac-

tiveness of patterns and colour-

ings, and, above all, by their

reasonable prices.

MATERIALS—Wool, Cotton,
Union Cloth, Plush, Astrachan
and imitation Buffalo Cloths,
In Fur, Black Goat.

DESIGNS — Plain, stripes,

checks, plaids and floral.

SIZES—48x72 and 54x72.

WEIGHTS—21/2 to 8 lbs.

We interline any Rug, at a
small extra cost, if so desired.

May we send you a half dozen
assorted Rugs as samples?

Order early and be prepared
for the early Autumn business.

Buy in Canada

Gait Towels
Distinctive designs in beautiful
colourings which hold their

shades. Only the highest grade
of Cotton Yarn used in these
towels.

Can be had boxed in pairs or
sets for gift purposes. We ship
direct from our factory to you,
saving time and extending your
margin of profit.

GALT TOWELS
make an attractive showing
and the wearing qualities are
unexcelled.

See our traveller or write us f01"

Samples -^nd Prices.

Gait Robe Company
Gait - Ontario
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Invariably, season after season

MALLINSON'C
1 1 Silks de Luxe O

form the foundation for the moi^t distinctive and individual dress creation's of the leading de-

signers. Their wonderful originalitji, color harmonics and unequalled versatility supply a never-
failing source of genuine inspiration. The very charm and romance of style are woven into
tJte warp and iveft of these silk treasures.

Foremost among them for the Fall are:

Pussy Willow Pussv Willow Satin

Pussy Willow Meteor

ussy
in plain and prints

Indestructible Voile
sheer as cobweb strong as broadcloth

Chinchilla Satin
the fabric pre-eminent for Dresses, Suits and Wraps

Dovedown
the chiffon duvetyn

Kumsi-Kumsa Dew-Kist
adaptable for evenittg and street

Satin Sonata Dream-Mist
the ideal slenderizing silk a crepy tissue in chameleon effects

Roshanara Crepe Khaki-Kool
a heavy crinkly crepe for every tailored purpose the ideal out-dooring silk

{All Trade Mark Names)

"] H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY, Inc.
"The New Sil^s First"

Madison Avenue and 3 I st Street, New York, N. Y.

n



Paris, France.

EDITOR, DRY GOODS REVIEW:
THE splendid weather we have

been enjoying during the whole

month of May. the bright prospects cf

Peace now at hand, and the reopening of

races at Longchamps, Maison-Lalitte,

etc., have given a fresh start to Fashion,

and we begin to feel its influence in the

new models coming out daily.

Up to the present, the materials s:en

at the races are all the staple silks, of

which you had some samples already,

but for next month, at the Grand Steeple,

and the Grand Prix, we shall see all the

novelties.

The dots, round and square, which you
saw last month, on Foulard, for the

Spring, are now seen on Shantung, as pei

the samples herewith. Both designs are

made in all shades; black or mauve, which
are the most effective, also pink or

salmon, light blue, navy.

Dainty Bits of Trimming

Made up in light dresses, whose bodice

would be a plain kimono with nainsook

or lace ruffle at the collar, and at the end

SUMMARY
Dotted Shantungs at the races.

Light flowered tafifetas the latest

Summer novelty.

Three straps and a big bow on
toe-shoes.

Necklaces important for fashion-
able folk.

Cotton tricot replaces woollen for
warm weather.

Hair no longer covers the ears.

Novelty combs once more have
place.

Bags not large, oval in shape
and of great variety.

All handkerchiefs are novelties,

and very fine.

Velvet bows trim sunshade.

of the short sleeve, and the skirt a series

of drapings or tunics, or even plain with

shell edge "coquilles" on the sides, it will

be nice.

You might add to it a black velvet rib-

. •»;-.!i»4rt'H>i«'i';j'-*^t«'-'-.?

i JW-^'liWVSi'W.U^ft'ir;,:
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Novelties Being' Worn in Paris
1 and 2. Dotted Shantungs, black and mauve on natural Krounds.

.3 and 4. "Sponge" cotton materials in white with blue and salmon with
white, for dresses, summer suits or trimmiuR.

.5. A "lonj? hair" fabric for fine cotton thread, in coral pink; used effectively
for trimming cotton tricot garments.

6. Cotton tricot in pastel tints, for tunics and dresses.

7. A closely w«)ven cotton cloth, somewhat similar to awning fabrics;
yellow and white mixture with light blue stripe.

These materials are described in the accompanying letter from Paris and
were sent by IVIIIe. (isell with her letter to DRY (JOODS RKVIEW.

bon one inch wide to indicate the waist to

have a pretty effect.

I have seen that trimming also on
some printed voile dresses, where it look-

ed very nice indeea, especially ns the

ribbon was tied on the left side, just be-

low the waistline, into a double bjv/ verv

smart.

Flowered Taffeta

Besides Shantung, we are told that

light ground taffetas with Pompadour
flowers and bunches will be the latest

fancy to be seen at the races. The pan-
niers again will be shown, and low necks
at the back, together with small hats

perched on the top of the head, are being
devised to bring out the fashion of that

time.

Amongst the other fabrics that will be

shown during the full Summer, we shall

have again the lovely "broderie anglaise"

on cambric, which makes such delight-

fully fresh dresses. These will need very
little trimming either, the skirt made of

three flat frills of white embroidered
"laize," a plain blouse, and a black velvet

belt will be exceedingly pretty. A large

capeline hat, in laize also with drooping
brim, a velvet bridle, and a nice rose,

will complete the costume, together with
white silk stockings, and tiny shoes of

white deerskin, covering the toes, and
just fastened on top of the foot by three

straps and a big bow.

Light Colored Cotton Tricot

I am also sending samples of the pre-

sent cotton tricot to be made into sweat-

ers or tunics, or even dresses. Up to

the present time, v/oollen tricot costumes
are being worn by ladies and children

with scraped wool trimmings, same as

was fashionable early in the Winter.

No doubt, as the weather gets warmer,
they will be replaced by the same kind of

garments, but made of cotton tricot in

one of the shades herewith, gray, grege,

white, pink, light blue or salmon, and
trimmed with the peculiar long hair

cotton fabric of which a sample is shown.

Needless to say, it can be made in all

shades.

Some of the other samples are:

A coarse cotton cloth woven in two
shades, yellow and white, with a bluo

stripe, which is very suitable for dresses

to be worn at the seaside. So will rhe

other check fabrics shown be. You notice

in these samples that the fillcte style is

faslMonable not only in woollen fabrics,

for both those herewith are sponga ma-
terials. The one in pink will make dainty

costumes, or plain dresses, or be used

with much success as trimming on white
sponge cloth. In waistcoats, too, with
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linen dresses, it would look nice. The

white and blue sample, nice for ladies,

will suit even better their daughter?, and

the youngsters, boys and girls.

Some Accessory Novelties

Among the sundry accessories, I might

mention necklaces, combs, bags, handker-

chiefs, sunshades.

NECKLACES.—These are a very

fashionable adornment of a lady. Most
of them are made of big round or oval

beads in jade, or blue stones, or amber,

etc. Some are in jet, mixed with white

beads. They generally go down to the

waist. I have seen some made of wooden
beads nicely carved. Some are made of

gold or silver chains separated by some
motifs in the same stones as above, only

these are flat, and engraved; they are

not the regular necklaces, but pendants

which are somewhat different, in appear-

ance, and are worn with low-necked

blouses, as they partly cover the bare

throat.

Some earrings in the same stones as

the necklace, are to be seen, and will be

more fashionable as we go along, and the

ears are no longer covered by the hair.

This is when the fashion comes out of

hair dressed on the top of the head, leav-

ing the neck quite free.

The tendency is very strong already

towards that kind of "coiffure," but, up
to the present, as all hats cover the head
down to the eyes, we have some "guiches"
("bobs") on the s'dog, pnd a fringe of
hair on the forehead. Combs are v^-

fashionable and all are made of tor-

toiseshell, nicely cut; the top of the
comb is very high, and has often some
strass beads to make it more brilliant.

We have also some large pins to match.

Tortc»ise Shell Has Many Uses
Tortoise-shell does not come out only

in combs, but also as bag clasps. This
year, bags are, like those of the preced-
ing year, often made of beads worked
into tapestry motifs. In some instances,

the beads constitute the ground while

the deeigns are in velvet or silk. I have
seen one made of silk Jersey painted with

pompadour motifs, which is certainly

anticipating the fashion.

We have also some in grey deerskin

that are gathered on the clasp by "n:d

d'abeilles" shirring. As a rule, all these

bags are not very big, oval in shape and
with a curved clasp. The handles are in

leather or stuff or beads according to the

kind of bags.

In morocco leather or porpoise, or

other stiff leather, we have the regular

portfolio, fairly lon<?, but narrow, with-

out any handle, and which is grasped in

the hand.
In them you have, besides the sundry

toilet articles belonging to any fashion-

able lady, the queerest handkerchiefs de-

vised.

Plain Handkerchiefs Passe

No longer do you see the plain hem-
stitched cambric one, but all are more or

less in all shades; if the ground is white,

the bordering is in checked blue, red, pink
or khaki.

Very often, the ground is purple vdth
black stripes, or khaki and blue, like the

rough cotton handkerchiefs used by peas-

ants. Needless to say that such fashion-

able handkerchiefs are of the finest cam-
bric! Fancy motifs of embroidery con-

tinue to be seen in the corners of daintv
handkerchiefs, instead of monograms. It

is customary, when making a present of

these, to have the dozen embroidered with
twelve different motifs.

Frills and Ribbons on Sunshades

Umbrellas arc pretty much the same
as heretofore, as far as handles and
shape are concerned.

Sunshades are light, in silk w'th frills

of chiffon. I have seen a white one with
a frill of silk muslin pleated accordeon
with the end bordered by a narrow black
velvet ribbon and a tiny velvet bow at the
top of each bone.

EXPORTERS SEEK WOOLLENS
New York, July 8.—^Reports current in

trade circles state that exporters of
woollen goods are combing the market
for fabrics to send to the Scandinavian
countries. The amount of business be-
in? booked for Swedish, Danish and Nor-
wegian account is said to be extraordin-
arily large. Mills have been unable to
accept much of this business and the ex-
porters are reported to have bought
heavily from jobbers, paying well above
market prices.

Serges are in particular demand for
export to Scandinavia, it is said, and
somo of the exporters have gone to ap-
parel manufacturers in an attempt to

purchase goods from them. In this they
have not been successful except in rare

cases. The exporters want the highest
quality materials they can find.—Daily
Mill Stock Reporter.

SILK CREPES FOR MEN'S SHIRTS
Some of the closely woven silk crepes

which were originally designed for wo-
men's garments have been found to laun-

der well and stand wear and tear, so that

they have won much favor by manufac-

turers of men's shirts. These people

have been going into quite new fields

for merchandise since men are paying

the highest prices for attractive ready-

to-wear garments.

A NEW POLICY

A new phase of silk merchandising
has just come into prominence. In the

past each firm in the silk industry has
attempted to bring out, each season, a

new silk with a new name. Upon the

exploitation of each name and each
single fabric has been expended a tre-

mendous amount of energy, time,

thought, and many thousands of dol-

lars, all of which is nullified when the

immediate season comes to an end.

One large firm has decided to dis-

continue this custom and to build for

each of its trade-mark names a founda-

tion in its own special field, making of

each a standard.

For instance, rather than drop "Fan-

ta-si" the makers will continue its pro-

duction each season, with new color ef-

fects and patterns. The year will be

attached to the name so that there will

be offered to the trade "1920 Fan-ta-si,"

"1921 Fan-ta-si," etc. This is a rather

new departure in the American silk in-

dustry since novelty of name has char-

acterized each season's product as much
as has novelty of design, weave and

color. The trade will watch this new
policy with interest.

GLAD TO REACH CANADA
"This is my ninety-seventh transat-

lantic voyage, and I tell you I was never

so glad to see the coast of Canada as I

was this day," was the statement of

James Paton, one of the passengers on

the S. S. Grampian, which landed early

in February;

Mr. Paton was formerly mayor of

Charlottetown, P.E.I., and now repre-

sents that city in the provincial legisla-

ture. He is also president of the large

dry goods firm of Paton's, Ltd., Char-

lottetown, and is the director and guid-

ing spirit in many Island enterprises.

The chief reason for his visit to the

Old Country was to see his only son,

Lieut. James Rowland Paton, M.C., an

officer in the Fighting 26th Battalion,

who was badly wounded at Amiens last

summer.

He expects his son to follow him any

time this month, as he is rapidly recup-

erating in one of the military hospitals

in London.

TREND OF BRAZIL'S TRADE
The United States, during the last five

years, has become the chief factor in Bra-

zil's import trade. In 1918, when Bra-

zil's total imports aggregated $247,000,-

000, the United States supplied commodi-

ties valued at $89,00€,000. British ship-

ments to Brazil amounted to $50,000,000;

Ar^jentine, $47,000,000, and French, $12,-

000,000.

In 1913 the United Kingdom led in ax-

ports to Brazil, supplying her with goods

valued at $80,000,000 out of total im-

ports of $326,000,000. Germany sent

goods amounting to $57,000,000; the

United States, $51,000,000; France, $32,-

000,000, and Argentina, $24,000,000.



Cotton Prices Rising

And Will Go Higher
New Lists Issued by Canadian Mills Show All-round Advances—Wages and Raws Drive

Prices Up.

ALIKE from wholesaler and retailer

comes the regretful cry: "Why
didn't we buy cottons when the

cut was on?" Fjr, since the April de-

cline two steps have been taken in the

other direction; the withdrawal of all

the lists, and, later on, towards the end
of June, an advance that averaged about

10 per cent. This, of course, did not

bring prices back again to the old high,

except in a few cases where there had
been only a slight drop before, but it

will not take many more stages like this

to do sj. Meanwhile, since the rise, raw
cotton has gone even higher, with ex-

port increasing and the crops not turn-

ing out any too favorably, and no one

knows what the end will be. For some
time to come there would appear to be

no chance of lower prices, in fact there

is every indication of further advances.

While in certain lines Canadian mills

made the biggest cut to meet United

States competition, prices across the

border have made considerable progress

since then in the upward direction; in

fact, once they stopped gjing down it

did not take them long to turn around,

and then they went with a rush, so that

in many cases the cost of goods there

is higher quality for quality than the

Canadian, even without taking duty and

laying down charges into consideration

at all.

A Canadian wholesale buyer, discuss-

ing the rapid shifting of market condi-
tions the last few months, remarked:
"When prices in the States slumped we
didn't know enough to take advantage.
We were afraid they were going still

lower. Then the retail trade had not
been taking much since the armistice

—

believing on their part that prices were
due for a big decline—and we were the

more afraid to risk heavy buying. Now
that prices have come up again retailers

are beginning to realize that they must
buy now or they'll be caught on the ris-

ing market; thus our chances on low
prices, and their's as well are gone. Of
ourse in the States, prices slumped far

more than there was any reason, just be-

cause buying stopped for a time, and
there was no indication of ^he anticipat-

ed export trade arriving. The course of

prices there indicated a more or less

mercurial disposition on the part of

those who were responsible.

Thus, buying has started again in

earnest, both on the part of the retailer

and wholesaler. The latter in the case

of one or two mills finds that he cannot
get any more orders accepted for de-

livery before late in the Fall. The strike

in one of the mills has had its effect,

and it is understood the large export
order that was received has had to be
redistributed, in part at least, among the
other mills.

Not only the gradual rise in raw cot-

ton prices, but wage advances will drive

cotton prices up. In granting a week of

shorter hours an increase of at least 15

per cent, in wages came into effect. The
offer by one mill to give 10 per cent,

more to its employees was turned down,
and the settlement will call for consider-

ably more.
One or two instances of the advances

in the June list will serve at this pjint.

A wholesale buyer commenting on these

made the following statement:
"In apron ginghams the price is high-

er now than ever before. We cannot
compare United States prices in this line

with Canadian as there is no apron
pingham made there to compete with
Canadian. They use a light weight cloth

there more after the fancy gingham line,

so that the only competition here is with
English mills. In the April decline there

was njt the same reduction as in many
other lines. In August, 1918, we were
selling a line at 25 cents; this dropped to

24% cents; now it is up to 27 cents. A
line of tickings went down from 66 to

47% cents, now it is back to 52% cents.

In both cases the advance has averaged
about 10 per cent."

Fall Silks
1 and 4 are two handsome lininp; .silks in radiums. 2 is a rich navy dress taffeta with lines of Rold. ;{. .\ printed (JeorR-

ctte, which is a Fall feature for combining with plain silks for afternoon powna or, in lipht tones for evening wear. Shown
by courtesy of Kelding, Paul, Corticelli Limited.
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i A New Fashion Glimmer in Silks
|

1 Some Stiffness Likely to be Achieved Before Long—World Makes Merry and Wears Silk 1
M To Do It—Phenomenal Fall Season Impending in all Weaves—Many Furbelows in 1
M Vogue—Evening Silks to be in Light Shades. i

A POSSIBILITY exists of a new
turn of events in silk fashions.

For some seasons past soft silks,

which drape and clin^, and the sheerest

textures, have held sway. Even the silks

for Summer outing wear, which had t)

have some body to them, had at the same
time to be soft and very plialsle. There
is a tendency on the way—only in em-
bryo yet, however—and chiefly for even-

ing wear, for silks to achieve a new
weight and bouffancy. This is in keep-
ing with the fashions which so far are

hest expressed by taffetas, that is, the

fashions for a skirt which "stands out"
from the waist in a very modified crino-

line effect. The presence of frills and
ruffles, too, calls for a little more stiff-

ness than is provided in the finest fash-

ionable offerings up to the present.

While silks of the new order are yet

unseen over here apart from the taffeta

family, they are an item for which the

trade may look, perhaps by mid-Winter.
As to staple types of silks, there is

uncertainty as to the securing of de-

liveries.

"Lyons manufacturers have no stocks
whatsoever, and are also booked up for

months to come at high -prices. Lyons
and Milan do not expect lower prices

Tor 1920 delivery. Silk crops here will

~he unsatisfactory, as it was too cold in

the Spring. Japan is delivering con-
siderable raw silk to Italy. Crepes are
very dear." This is a message written
'b-v p New York representative in Europe
In June, to a Canadian importer. It

gives the European silk situation in a
nutshell. It is, of course, very unusual
for Japan to be delivering raw silk to
Italy, and it is also significant that
crepes are mentioned as being very dear.
They are the most wanted in yardage of
all silks perhau?.-

Satins are fulfilling- their place once
more as a leading Fall silk. The better
"Tables in charmeuse are in big demand
m the staple dark shades. Satin mes-
calines will be used a p-reat deal by the
popular trade, and combinations of sersre

with satin will be seen frequently in the
*'one-piece" dresses. These are made up
chiefly in black and navy blue. For
whole dresses, browns, "-reys and taupes
are in good demand. Baronette satins,
which have been featured so far only in

the light shades for Summer wear and
for novelty separate skirts are promised
in darker shades for Fall, and their
growing popularity this Summer augurs
well for t>ie darker tones being taken up
Tpadilv. The pri^e. of course, remains
auite firm and high, but the heautiful
heavy soft auality of the satin makes it

very attractive. Baronette satin will
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perhaps take up some of the trade which
would otherwise have gone to moire
silks, which were brought out as a Fall

feature in April. Moires still remain in

good style, however, since they got on
the New York market for Summer, and
are seen frequently at present. Satin

Duchesse will also be sold over the coun-
ter to a considerable extent, and is be-

ing made up by the dress houses also.

Taffetas, the lighter weight satins, and
a fair amount of shot silks will have
good counter sales, both for whole
dresses and for combinations with serge
and tricotine.

Printed Silks

For the more dressy afternoon gowns
and evening gowns, printed Georgettes
are perhaps the leading feature of the

season's offerings. They are in a good
range of patterns and colorings, varying
from very dark to very delicate and
flowery, and some have conventional de-

signs. Printed chiffons and ninons as

mentioned last month are still holding

good interest for the same purpose as

the higher-priced printed Georgettes.

Some houses are featuring plain Georg-
ettes in colors identical with the lead-

ing tone of the printed fabrics. This

combination suggests unlimited possi-

bilities for dainty gowns, dark or light.

A big run is promised for crepe

meteor. This rich, soft silk is to be had
in a big variety of design and colorings.

For the really fashionable trade these

mete )rs will be popular, but they must
be restricted pretty much to the best-

dressed customers. Meteors are quoted

at $2.75 a yard in the United States,

which means $3.65 to $4 laid dov\rn here,

and by the time they reach the consumer
they must be $6 a yard. The trade

pretty generally, however, including

consumers as well as merchants, have
arrived at the stage where they prefer

paying the required price for first-class

silks rather than a couple of dollars less

for a poorer grade. One wholesaler

showed a sample of beautiful heavy
crepe to a DRY GOODS REVIEW rep-

resentative, but the fact that it would
cost him $5.40 to buy and he could get

only one design delivered with no quo-

tations beyond October, decided him not

to stock the silk at all. There seems to

be an active market for most silk fabrics

up to $6.

For linings, soft material and printed

effects in very elaborate c:)lorings and
patterns are very popular. Plain soft

satins are represented perhaps in larsrer

proportion than last year among the

makers-up, but for high-class trade and
for furriers the printed silks in gorgeous

colorings and designs and soft in texture

are the fashionable ones.

Pale Shades for Evening Wear
In the matter of color, all the dark

staple shades are very much in demand.
In addition, the novelty tones which are

considered leaders are cherry, peacock,

ocean and orchid.

For evening gowns the lighter tones

rather than the brilliant ones will be

preferred this year. A great many
white with black lace and with ivory lace

and ri'fcibon trimmings are shown. The
silver cloths, too, are in very strong de-

mand. These are being used a great

deal as foundation dresses, with silk

tulle frocks in evening shades over them.

Sometimes a g)wn will have three or

four tints combined with indistinct ef-

fect. There is perhaps more shown this

year, too, for evening gowns in the way
of the light flowered sliks than have been

featured for some time. These are a

natural accompaniment of the fancy for

ornamentation, which is growing with

each day. As will be noted elsewhere

in this issue, trimmings are exceedingly

important for Fall. Laces, ribbons,

cords, bandings,_ brocades, fringes, and

all sorts of ornamentation are character-

istic.

Big Buying the World Over

The buying of silks is so heavy on this

side of the water as well as in Europe

that prices are very firm. This reflects

to Japan as well, where remarkable ad-

vances are taking place, consequently

manufacturers are not accepting orders

at long deliveries. European, as well as

manufacturers elsewhere are blocked up

with all the orders they can handle and

m^re, and there is little prospect of sup-

plies coming through in any quantity to

meet the demand, nor are prices reced-

ing at all until the appetite of the hun-

gry world is at least partially satisfied.

It seems almost absurd to expect that

there could be any break in the Euro-

pean market at any early date because

there is nothing to break, scarcely. Sup-

plies are extremely short, and prices of

what there is are so high that little busi-

ness is being done in them. High-grade

silks which are being made are in ex-

treme demand both in London and Paris.

Silks designed for evening wear are in

enormous call, and it is thought that

the coming Winter will he one of the

biggest in evening trade that Europe

has ever seen.

Naturally Europe has been little af-

fected by the type of weaves and de-

sig-ps which have been featured in

America during the war, and with which
the Canadian trade is well familiar. Eu-
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rope sticks pretty much to her own ideas
in design and also in qualities. It is not
to be wondered at then that New York
investigators in Europe say that there is

nothing new to be had. No doubt they
are 1 joking for something new along the
same lines which the United States has
been producing, lines which have been
built upon novelty and originality of de-
sign and color combination. The Cana-
dian trade is quite ready to believe, how-
ever, that the silks which are peculiar
to France and Switzerland will have sale

here once their price is able to place
them on the market again.

There is also this fact to be considered
by silk "buyers, and that is that the trade
has become accustomed t.) silk "from the
skin out," and that it is a growing ten-
dency on the part of smaller centres as
well as the cities to buy more and more
silk, and when it becomes a fact that
any one material becomes popular, in or-
der to have distinction, the trade will call
for novelty, and so far this is best sup-
plied in quantities in the American pro-
ducts., With the greater number of
enormous silk mills there is every reason
to expect that demands in this regard
v.ill be met.

Cotton Trade
in Lancashire

By the Laiicas)ure Representative of DRY GOODS
REVIEW.

In spite of the war, England's cotton
spindles and looms remain unimpaired.
During the previous 10 years, spindles
v/ere increased by 12 millions, which
figures themselves are in excess of those
possessed by India, China and Japan,
collectively and also those of Germany,
Russia and France, though these coun-
tries for nearly a century have been
spinning and weaving cotton by power
machinery, the ibulk of which was sup-
plied by England.

Barring inexperienced or obstructive
legislation, or want of friendly co-oper-
ation between the organizations of
capital and labor this immense advan-
tage, at a time when the markets of the
world are depleted of cotton goods, as-
sures full employment for Lancashire's
staple industry, although this industry
as far as volume of trade is concerned
has suffered most .severely through the
war, nor could this be otherwise in the
case of an industry which has to im-
port all its raw material and export
over three quarters of its manufactures.
Combined action is now being taken to

deal with the present severe crisis by
employers and operatives.

The work performed by the Cotton
Control Board was invaluable, and
should not have resulted in the too
early demise of this board. Undue con-
cern is being attached to the statements
appearing in the press regarding the

effect of war upon the future of the cot-

ton industry. No doubt these state-

ments emanate from people who have
not studied the history of our greatest

manufacturing industry. It was a very
fortunate event in the history of the

cotton trade, when we put down 12

million new spindles before the war.

The enormous advantage we possess

in machinery becomes more apparent
when we consider the effects of the war
in regard to its production. Notwith-
standing that England has supplied

most of the countries engaged in the

manufacturing of cottons with ma-
chinery, these countries are all cus-

tomers jf ours, for the fabrics we are
enabled to produce and which are ap-

preciated throughout the world.

If combined action had been taken

at the beginning of the war, instead of

a policy of drift, we should have tided

the cotton industry through an unpre-

cedented crisis. Up to the armistice,

most firms were enjoying a large turn-

over, but of course there is a vast dif-

ference between money turnover, and a

turnover in weight. Money turnover

showed a great increase but this was
very deceptive, as this, whilst being

satisfactory, was entirely due to in-

creased prices, and the weight of cloth

delivered showed a great falling off.

Though we have been showing a

large turnover, the amount of goods put

on the home market and the markets
of the world has been very much below

the average; the world's markets have

been denuded of stock, and there is

bound to be a heavy demand from all

quarters.

To take America—The cotton mills

there, like the ones here, have been en-

gaged largely on Government work, but

even in normal times they are only able

to export 5 per cent, of the manufacture

of cotton goods, which will not go very

far towards meeting the world's wants.

In regard to present prices, what cloths

usually occupied about 6 months from

raw material to the finishing is to-day

taking about 9 months, and so on in

proportion. There has been a fall in

the prices of raw material but against

that, there has been an immense in-

crease in the cost of labor, and in costs

of production. Spiimers are estimated

to be getting at least 100 per cent, over

pre-war rates.

These advances counterbalance any

reduction in prices of raw materials so

prices are not likely to decline for some
time. Buyers must rely upon their own
judgment as to the time they should

take. Had the Government taken the

excellent advice offered them on the out-

break of war, namely to form a reserve

of cotton in this country, it would have

helped us considerably. On outbreak of

war, there was a big drop in the price

of cotton, with the result, planters

turned their attention to other crops, and

notwithstanding th.3 high prices of cot-

ton to-day, the demand for food re-

(luired to feed the hungry world may re-

sult in still further reduction in cot-

ton acreage.

NAVY, BROWN AND TAUPE FALL
COLORS

(Continued from page 70)

2. As tj pile fabrics there seems to be
a difference of opinion. I think they will

be stronger than last season.
3. Soft finished serges and gabardines

will be im.portant.

4. Tweeds will be in demand.
5. For silks and satins best colors will

be navy, brown, taupe and beaver. In
wool fabrics, navy, taupe, beaver and
brown.

6. Silk and wool jerseys will be in fair

demand.

Mr. Robertson, Dress Department

FABRICS: 1. Satins and Georgette
will be leading materials for afternoon
dresses. Colors, navy, black, brown.

2. For street dresses, tricjlettes, tri-

cotine. Very few serges; some jerseys
later on.

3. For evening gowns, satins will lead.

Black will be very popular and also the

light tints rather than brilliant colors.

4. Skirts will be 1% yards wide, 6

inches from ground, i.e., a little shorter

than prevailed for Spring, with evening
gowns longer.

5. Draped styles will be good; panels

not so strong as they have been.

6. Short sleeves are not making much
progress except in the three-quarter

length. These show some promise.

7. Trimmings will feature gold and
silver for evening gowns; buttons for or-

dinary wear, with some few braided.

8. Waistline will be normal.

9. Sleeves for afternoon wear will be
loose; for street dresses, narrow; for

dinner gowns the long flowing sleeves

Evening gowTis will be sleeveless.

This Fall promises to be the biggest

dress season in the history of the trade.

Pile Fabrics
The doubt which was expressed by

some in the trade n )t more than about
four weeks ago as to the future of pilp

fabrics for the coming season has tended
to be dispelled since then. Interest was
no more than ordinary for an early sea-

son, but with the advance of Fall show-
ings, the trade is pretty much of the

opinion that pile fabrics of all kinds are

t:) have a rather pronounced place in the

coming season. They are not shown to

any extent by the cutting-up trade, of

course, except in the use of the imita-

tion furs and plushes, which are to be
used a^-ain a great deal for trimmin"'.

Thp whole range of fur fabrics is prom-
ised much use on Fall garments. In the

m.illinery trade silk velvets and panne
velvets are to havo a big call, panne be-

ing especially fashionable.

For c lats there are perhaps fewer
nlushes bein<r mado up this year than

last. Most of the high-class houses are

showing a few of the best grades of

black plushps among their ranges but the

cheaper plush coats with which the trade

(Continued on page 131.)
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Silvertones, Velours and Jerseys
\

New Lines in all Three Among Fall Offerings—Broadcloth and Tweeds Important—Cream 1
Woolen Goods Gaining—No Cheap Goods Now—Merchant Must Have Big Working |

Capital. 1
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IN woollen goods for the coming
Fall the one big idea is silver-

tones. The trade generally is

pretty well aware of this fact

by the first samples of coats and
suits sent out on the road, for practical-

ly every manufacturer is featuring sil-

vertones f )r this Fall. There is a variety

of these materials on the market. There
are Canadian products in a nice variety

of colors, some 12 in fact, and on the

American market there is a variety of

fabrics which might all be classed as

silvertones, although their weave and
detail varies. The original silvertones

which came out last year comprised a

mixture of white wool in an ordinary ve-

1 )urs c^oth, but this year the silvertone

effect is more of a real "silver" effect.

In some of the samples offered the silver

tone is a strand of artificial silk woven
in. In others it is fur. Some of the sil-

vei'tones have somewhat of a cheviot

effect. Others are more like broadcloth

pv<\ some resemble corded fabrics and
other novelty weaves. Of these extreme
novelties, however, the producers were
sold up in a very short time after the

output was on the market, so that the

trade generally is not supplied with them.
Mf'ntion of these novelties appears in

the first article in this issue, by one of

the buyers of ready-to-wear. Fuller de-

scription also was prive;! in an earlier

issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW.
In addition to the silvertone there are

some Bolivia cloths on the market again.

Velours Fabrics Good
A nic range of velours, including

suede effects, also some duvetyn which is

a fashi )n feature that New York has
been advocating for two or three seasons

past, but owing to high prices has not
had a noticeable sale in Canada except
in some of the larger centres. Duvetyn
is to be had in a number of varieties.

There is cotton duvetyn, which, of course
is not a Winter fabric, wool duvetyn,

which is very good for coats, suits, and
other apparel, and there is silk duvetyn,
which is good for gowns, millinery,

trimmings and other purposes.

Cream Woollen Fabrics Return
Tricotine is likely to be one of the best

soiling wool fabrics this Fall. It is a
favorite for suits and gowns in plain

colors. Gabardine and serge are the
staples in the plain usual colors. In
these three fabrics the most important
item of note is already shown in the
stores, that is they are displayed prom-
inentlv in cream colors. Not since some
time before the war have cream wool-
lens had any vogue at all, but as pre-
dicted some three or four months ago in

DRY GOODS REVIEW cream wjoUen

goods are gaining in favor and there is

quite a possibility that next Spring
people will once more appear in the dis-

tinctive cream woollens for suits as well

as skirts. Wool jersey, too, is to be
numbered among the good prospects in

this line and cream and striped flannels

are also emerging JUt of the past.

Broadcloths at $5.50

Broadcloths are again of some import-
ance where they can be had in a good

Typical in Paris
This French Mademoiselle is wearing a crea-
tion in nattier blue silk with fantastic em-
broidery. This style of sleeve, of neck
finish, and also the extremely short skirt
are generally accepted in Paris, and she will

have none of our long-vamped shoes with
"French" heels; the heels of Paris are high

and sloping.

quality at a fair price, which statement
is somewhat of a paradox as the trade

has found out. Nevertheless in talking to

one of the largest wholesale buyers in

Torjnto, DRY GOODS REVIEW was in-

formed that he had something especially

good in the way of broadcloth. His en-

thusiasm seemed quite warranted when
he made the statement that he had sold

140 pieces of this line of broadcloth in

six weeks. "It is the best thing on the

market to-day," he said. These broad-

cloths were purchased at the right time,

and the trade knows now that there was
a right time, along in the early part of

this year, although not everyone realized

it at the time. This good buy in broad-

cloth is to be retailed at $5.50 a yard.

The colors featured are taupe, brown,

wine and navy.

Tweeds, too, are a leading item this

year in woollen "-oods. This is perhaps

more true than last year )wing to the

fact that domestic production includes

some very acceptable numbers while lit-

tle is to be had from abroad.

While talking to a buyer in one of the

large dress goods departments in Toron-

to DRY GOODS REVIEW noted some
tweeds on a centre table in the depart-

ment. The card accompanying these

read, "All wool tweeds, $5.50." The buy-

er remarked, "If we had said on that

card, "All wool Canadian tweeds, $5.50,"

we could never sell them. People would

think they would not wear." The buyer

himself was wearing a suit made of Can-

adian tweed which he considered one of

the most satisfactory he had ever had.

"I have no objection to anything Canad-

ian," he said. "It is only the customers

who come in with the false ideas about

Canadian things whom we have to con-

sider. During the war a certain woman
came in to buy some clothes for a uni-

form for a certain institution. The ma-
terial which she had been accustomed to

buyins: was not on the market, and I

showed her instead some all-wool tweeds

made in Canada. She did not believe

that such was possible. However, it

being the best value she could find at

the time, she purchased the tweed, and

then had them analyzed to find out

whether there was anything else than

wool in them. A few days later she

came back and remarked that the goods

we had sold her as all-wool were not all-

wool. They were just 99 6-10 per cent,

wool! But it turned out that she had

included in her analvsis the selvage edge

which had some cotton threads running

through it. That is a prettv good recom-

mendation for our all-wool tweeds isn't

it?" laughed the buyer.

(Continued on page 137)
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R&S
SILKS

for

Fall and JVinter

The suppleness and grace with

which these soft, silken fabrics

accommodate themselves t o

every whim of the designer of

fashions, lend new beauty to

every mode.

Supreme in quality, exquisite

in texture, lustrous in sheen, R.

& S. Silks Supreme are chosen

whenever gowns, blouses, or

skirts of unusual beauty are to

be created.

They are available in all the

charming shades of the season.

Dnj Goods Review

^ -",
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Cl

REILING ^ SCHOEN incorporated
6arL Sckoen,2TesLdeni

260 POURTH AVENUE « NEWYORK CITY
Tf ¥
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STEELCLAD GALATEAS
STAND THE RUB OF THE TUB
For Smart Dresses, Frocks, Middies, Rompers and Play Suits.

Distinguished for Strength and Durability—Guaranteed Fast

Colours.

The Dominion Textile Company," Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL
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WILLIAM HOLLINS & CO., Ltd.

OF LONDON, ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1784

Manufacturers of

*'VIYELLA" '*AZA"
(REGD.) (REGD.)

an<

**CLYDELLA" FLANNELS
(REGD.)

Have pleasvire in announcing to the

trade that they have opened their

own Salesrooms and Offices in To-

ronto, and that all communications

should be addressed to the firm at

28-30 WELLINGTON ST. W.
TELEPHONE Adelaide 2904

TORONTO

NEW YORK

45 E. 17th Street -IbAmAl (NIGHT

//^ I LONDON. (Eng.)

y^t VVWEAR
..M ta-.l-ix^ ^ CO. _TA-.-^l-^i^

24-26 Newgate St., £.0.

t;ulc Mark Rti;c
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"'"
irnii

'"

T^ONT expect the charm of a finished

'-^ garment to transcend the excellence

of the cloth. Don't expect Standwarc

virtues from shortclip yarns used in other

Jersey Cloths.

;^;^'rV^^^^^"

JERSEY CLOTH

is made solely of pure, long-staple wor-

sted yarns. That's the secret of its

superiority.

IIj-OiSRroadiuau ^2w ilorh^
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Dress©boDS

New Fall Fabrics, Autumn 1919

COLORS
Austin Armure
Calder Cord

Stamford Stripe

Farnley Fabric

Malvern Mixture

Poplin Royal

Dongola Serge

Include the following-

:

BLACKS
Lena Cord

Gabroon Twill

Radial Twill

Poplin Royal

Mohair Taffeta

Tricotine

Wool Crepe de Chine

In addition to above we also have: All Wool Colored Ottomans, Fine

French Twill Serges in all colors, Navy Lustres, Fancy Plaids for

sport skirts. Costume Tweed Suitings in Heather Mixtures, Cream
Serges and Gabardines, Cream Taffeta and Lustres, Wool Jersey,

Gabardines, Tricotines, Serges, Broadcloths in all colors.

While our stock is varied, the demands upon it are sure to be unusually

heavy. Prices are continually advancing and goods are becoming more

difficult to obtain.

Therefore place full orders at once, while you

can be sure of getting- what you want.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Everything in Dry Goods

VICTORIA SQUARE MONTREAL

\
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B. D. A. Mohair
is the trade's standard and women's standby.
Merchants stock it as the staple which they may
recommend with their reputation.

Women buy it because they know that B. D. A.
Mohair does not wrinkle, that it withstands damp-
ness, repels dust; and makes garments of most any
kind for most any occasion. "It is the Mohair of
Maximum Merit."

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

of BRADFORD, ENGLAND

WINDSOR PRINT WORKS
65-69 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED and DYED COTTON FABRICS

FOR JOBBING AND CUTTING-UP TRADE

PERCALES, FLANNELETTES, WASH FABRICS
CANADIAN AGENTS:

John Paterson, 309 Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Wilson & Paterson, 510 Empire Bldg., Toronto

Special Values In

ALL WOOL SERGES
in the GREY or DYED

INQUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING

10 VICTORIA STREET, MONTREAL

TO MANUFACTURERS
AND RETAILERS

We are showing an exceptionally fine range of SERGES,
TRICOTINES, GABARDINES, etc., and it will be to your
interest to see these goods before placing orders.

VELOURS: We also have in stock for Immediate shipment
a choice selection of velours.

Let us know your requirements.

SOMMER BLDG., 37 MAYOR STREET, MONTREAL
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Georgette

CREPE MARINETTE
CREPE YVETTE
CREPE ODETTE
CREPE TENTATION

Crepes

CREPE DE CHINES
CHIFFONS, NINONS
FANCY GEORGETTES
FRENCH VOILES

PLAIN AND FANCY SATINS

Made in France

We are prepared, as usual, to supply

our many friends in the above lines of

merchandise, for late Fall and Spring,

1920, Deliveries.

QUALITY SERVICE

mnii*<il»»

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto
Adelaide 3062

^
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TO THE SILK BUYERS
OF CANADA

The Pine Tree Silk Mills Co., New York and Philadel-

phia, have for immediate delivery, silks now in stock.

New Novelties in

Fancy Silks

Plaids

New effects in Stripes

Jersey Cloth

Printed Silk and Cotton
Linings

Complete lines of

Satins, Messalines and
Taffetas

In a season where the silk shortage is acute as at pres-

ent, it will surely be to the interest of the bu^er to place

orders with the house having silks for prompt delivery.

Salesrooms:

New York, Ground Floor, 285 4th Ave.
Philadelphia, 930 Market St.

Mills:

Philadelphia, Allegheny Ave. and Boudinot St.

IhfPINETREE SILK MILLSCO.
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Good Fall Season Assured for Furs
While Placing Was Light, Orders in June and July Came in Well—Prices Even Higher-

Dolman Effects Strong—Flat Furs in Sets.

iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili mil

ALTHOUGH far manufacturers
g-enerally reported that placing
orders for Fall were very light,

the business that has come in since that
time has been very satisfactory and now
the majority feel that the season of
1919 will be one of the best on record.
The light business early in the Spring,
when the staple lines are usually taken
up by the trade, was due, of course, to
the general slump in buying that ap-
plied to nearly every line of merchan-
dise. There was a feeling, not only
among the retailers, but among the
v/holesa'.e trade that all prices were
likely to come down, except, perhaps,
wool, and there was an unwillingness
to load themselves up with what they
thou'^-ht would be high priced goods in

comparison with prices that they felt

would be in force later on. The result
was that orders, as a rule, in advance
were comparatively small.

The month of June and early July,
however, saw a change in this condition
of affairs. Prices of cotton in the mean-
time had started upward again, silks

v/ere very high; the fur sales had
shown that instead of a disposition to

decline prices were still on the upward
grade, and in fact there were very few
lines that could be purchased at the
lower prices of months before. If there
were any large stocks of furs on hand
there was no one found ready to sacri-

fice them, and as the demand kept
strong, especially in New York, it was
soon clear that the holders of pelts need
not worry for a good market for their

goods. For several months now the

market has been very firm and in many
instances has been on the upward move.
The result of this condition has been

that the retail dealers have decided that

they would gain nothing by it by put-

ting off buying and might lose, and
they have come into the market very
liljerally and have stocked up for the

Fall. The buying of Summer furs has

convinced the retail trade as well as the

manufacturers that the buying power of

the public is still undiminished, as is

the testimony from all heads of ready-

to-wear departments, and the feeling

now is that there will be splendid trade

for the retailer in furs this Fall and
"Winter season.

Dolman Strong in Hudson Seal

The outstanding line in furs this sea-

son continues to be the Hudson seal coat,

although it has taken on the form more
of the dolman, following New York.
However, the opinion of fur men seems
to be that this type will hold only for

the Fall and early Winter in Canada,

but that when the cold weather comes
the staple line of Hudson seal coats run-
ning from .36 to 42 inches will come in

strong again. The demand for Hudson
seal, however, makes the price of musk-
rats higher than ever before and it is

expected that they will go up still

further. Many are selling now at $2.50

and they may run up to $3.00, compared
with about 50 cents a pelt before the
war. Fox, which had a little decline this

past two years from its wonderful popu-
larity, is coming back again and prices

are quite firm. Mink is stronger, and
many explain it as due to the very high
prices now being received for it, putting
it on a higher leveJ in many women's
estimation. Mole, mink, Hudson seal,

and beaver as well as fox are strong.

The preference for the cape effect in

sets is making an improvement in the

demand, as the flat furs, such as Hud-
son s^ai and mole. Sealine, which is

made from Australian rabbit, and near
seal or French seal, made from French
rabbits, are both in use to a great ex-

tent.

There is an even greater tendency

this Fall for trimnnng on Hudson seal

coats than before, and one authority
places the percentage at 75. The out-

standing favorite, as was the case last

year, is skunk, with probably grey
squirrel as a good second. Indeed the

latter has been making ground steadily

the past couple of years. There is a de-

niand for a good wide and deep collar

and cuffs, while belts are found on a

large proportion of the good coats.

There is no sign of a movement on the

part of the makers to economize, and
this can only be the result of definite

information that tho public are willing,

as well as able, to pay top prices for

goods. Probably these days the will-

ingness is the inevitable result of the

ability.

Fancy linings are to the fore as much
as ever. There seems to be a demand
alco for the outside pockets, the in-

serted ones rather than the patch. The
use of the pocket is the outcome of the

woman's sense of what is practical.

Needless to say, the novelty lines that

will be shown in a few weeks show ad-

vances over corresponding numbers

The Correct

Neckpiece

Fashion has placed
the seal of approval
upon small fur neck-
pieces this season,
and advance notes
sayv they are to be
good next Fall also.

Here's a smart one,
worn quite correctly.
The chic Napoleon-
shaped hat must not
be overlooked.
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shown for placing orders a few months
ago.

The only element of uncertainty in

the fur trade now would appear to be

the West. At the time of writing the

earliest reports of damage from drought
were coming in, making the fur busi-

ness a little apprehensive of cancella-

tions. Apart from the untoward possi-

bilities in this direction they were quite

optimistic.

RESULTS OF EARLY FUR OFFER-
INGS

Toronto fur manufacturers all report
an excellent early trip this year; especi-

ally in the East have orders been re-

markably go id. Hudson seal coats are
of course the big item once more, and
sealine is selling to some extent too. This
is a new product from French rabbit, or

rather Australian rabbit. Scarfs and
capes have been in big demand, that is

capes of the shorter variety. One retail

buyer anticipates quite a business among
the novelty garments in longer capes.

The prospects for these becoming quite

fashionable, he thinks, are good. Fur
jackets are selling well in the city but
orders from the smaller towns so far are
chiefly for 45 inch coats. There is a
possibility of the shorter coats taking
later on in the season on account of the
difference in price. The very big per-

centage of the fur coats this year are
trimmed, beaver being especially gjod.
Those who have been following the prices

paid for raw skins in England and the

United States will not be surprised at

the extreme advances in the prices of

manufactured furs. A coat which sells

now at $400 was two years ago not more
than $190. "It sells at $400 and no ques-
tions asked," said one wholesaler. "If we
offered a coat at $200 now there would
be all sorts of questions asked as to

quality." Fox, skunk, and the long hair-

ed furs like natural coon and opossum
are especially good for trimmings and
for separate furs also.

STYLE TENDENCIES
Mink and lynx are big factors in furs

for the coming season. Not only are
they beautiful in texture but they are
always correct, and their wearing quality

is such that they stand the strain of
remodelling for many seasons. This ap-
plies particularly to mink. Lynx is

especially good this year, and is fre-

quently used in the straight stole. For
the last four years the straight stole

has been more or less in demand. At
present it is exceedingly popular. This
is probably due to its adaptability to so

many types, for the shaped stole is not
universally becoming; 30 and 36 inch
leneths in coats are selling very well,

while the 40 inch coats are fairly popu-
lar. With the exception of lynx and fox,

animal neckpieces continue to be closed.

Fisher and sable are far more in dem.and
than they were in the Spring. Mole
neckwear is most captivating, and is

being used extensively. The straight
stoles are fashioned of all fur, with a

J 11 the IQIQ Touches
In this short semi-dolman with reversed border, trimmed in either natural or taupe

squirrel. This is a New York model. Shown by Silver Bros., Montreal.

partiality toward mink, lynx, skunk,
mile-skin and Hudson seal. They vary
in length from about 8 inches by 60
inches, to 18 inches by 90 inches. Col-

lars on coats have a tendency to stand
away from the neck. The silhouette in

wraps continues to have the narrow
sweep at the bottom.—"Fur Age."

RECORD MUSKRAT CATCH
With the closing of the muskrat sea-

son on May 1st last, trappers at Lind-
say, Ont., report that they never had a

better catch. Pelts were plentiful and
brought a high price. It is understood
that the catch was the largest ever

pulled off the Scugog waters and tribu-

taries.

LEGITIMATE CAMOUFLAGE
A shrewd merchant wants his st)re to

look not only attractive but prosperous.

If he isn't prosperous, it is all the more
essential that he shall produce the ap-

pearance of success, for people like to go
where business is being done. For this

reason it is im.portant that his clerks

should seem busy, whether they are busy
in waiting on customers or not. A store

where the people are working makes a

very different impression on customers

from one where everybody is standing'

around idle. To have the clerks rear-

ranging goods, or making new displays,

or doing something, may be camouflage,

but it would be worth the effort.

Making a small, dark store look light

and airy, and therefore larger, is per-

fectly legitimate camouflage. Arrange-
ment of show windows and of counter
displays are opportunities of which
thousands of merchants make such poor
use that you wonder how they keep in

business at all.

A dry goods merchant, for instance,

fills his show window with a confused

medley of things which the eye passes

over without really seeing anything in

particular. That man may not have a

fine stock, so he thinks he will put a lit-

tle of everything into his window. He
ought to study the butterfly's wing. In

his stock, poor as it may b-^, he un-

doubtedly has some one good thing. Let

him place that one thing in his window
so that the casual glance of the passers-

by will be caught and held by that alone.

They will be so impressed with it that

they won't notice how commonplace the

other things are. If you study it, you
can make people look at what you want
them to see. And every business man
knows that this would be- valuable to

him.—"American."
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DYNAMO BRAND

By this Mark you are enabled to

recognize MALINES which can-

not be equalled in Quality—absolute

Exclusiveness and Economy.

"Dynamo Brand^' Malines
Are guaranteed Rainproof. They resist Rain—Dampness

—

Snow—Sun and Perspiration.

They excel where others fail, and they naturally become the

ideal Maline for Millinery and for Maline Scarves, so appro-

priate for evening wear. They are economic, because one
yard of Dynamo Maline offers more advantages than two
yards of any other make. Buy Dynamo Maline, it is the

Original Guaranteed Rainproof Maline.

MONTREAL CHAS. MOUTERDE {United Makers)Room 70

C

^ /•705

Read Bldg.

Tel: Main 6524

The only selling agents for Gios Million Sf Co. of Lyons [France] for the

Dominion of Canada. We only sell to the WhoUialerj.

80 Wellington
St. West

TORONTO
Tel. Adel. 4184

A String on

Your Finger

— lest you forget

to turn to the latter

part of this issue

and read the

Buyer's Market

Guide.

Furs Dyed in All the
Newest Shades

FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Paul St. - Montreal
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^ig Season Ahead in Millinery
i Some Cities Will be Off to an Early Start With the Visit of Royalty—Brown for Color, Ostrich i

i

*'4iX*.-for Trimming, Soft Effects for Shapes, the Dominant Tendency So Far 1
j

-—High Cost of All Staples and Trimmings Mean Higher Prices Essential. 1
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THERE are a few outstanding fea-

tures of Fall millinery as so far ex-

pressed in the trade. In the first

place, in the matter of color, Brown
is the leading note. That one word
"brown" is small, but it means a lot of

things this season. There are golden

brown, reindeer brown, tobacco brown,
nasturtium, beaver brown, all shades of

brown, in fact, which blend with furs,

and by no means least of all, the well-

known nigger brown.

In the second place there is the mat-
ter of Ostrich. Ostrich bands, ostrich

bandeaux, ostrich feathers in tiny and
medium sizes and a certain number of

ostrich mounts and fancies characterize

the trimming of the coming Fall and
Winter. "Ostrich in every shape, man-
ner and form," says more than one

wholesale milliner. Among the medium
sized feathers, which are partly curled

and partly straight, that is, the curled

part is under the bend of the feather, is

the type of plume called the bull-dog

feather. These feathers are turned

downward sharply with the broad flues

at either side. Some of the longer full

plumes in various colors and in two-tone

effects, many of them uncurled, and

some a mixture of straight and curly

flues, are to be had. For dressy occa-

sions there are such two-toned effects as

lavender and taupe, lemon and pink, gray

and pink, pink and blue, green and or-

chid, orchid and yellow, turquoise and

yellow, and in fact, almost any combin-

ation one wishes. The colors being dyed

on feathers are so numerous that the

manufacturers remark that they wish the

trade would concentrate on one or two

tones. It would mean much less labor

for them. Another type of trimming

which is likelv to prove popular for a

nice quality of general purpose hats, is

the use of two wide, flat ostrich feathers,

uncurled, and applied flat to the brim.

These are sold in pairs, and in sand

color are very effective for a suit hat,

especially this year, when browns and

furs are of so much moment in outer

apparel.

A third feature v^ importance in Fall

millinery is the Soft effect, which must

be obtained. The soft velvets and

frilly brims do away with heavy outlines,

and this is a strong feature of the new

millinery. Of special importance is the

crown for the new season. Many Paris

hats are showing a new turn in large,

flat crowns, something like a tam, but

different from thos? last year. For the

Canadian trade one must be very careful

not to have too extreme linos, lest they

become either cheapened, or two "exclu-

sive" to sell. A careful study of the
crown models will pay most milliners. In
the higher grade hats—materials which
are extremely soft in texture and which
drape and twist easily are the ones fav-
ored. Such fabrics as duvetyn, soft silk,

satins, unstiffened velvet, and similar
materials show off well the great amount
of hand work which will characterize
these models. A great deal of wool, silk

and chenille stitching in Bulgarian col-

orings, hand-darning stitches and fancy
embroidery will be shown.

Gold, Silver and Ribbons

In company with the general desire for
things of a more ornamental nature than
we have had for several seasons, and
with increasing trimmings for dresses,

and especially evening gowns, there is

again a great deal of gold and silver

threads and metallic brocades likely to

be sold this Winter in millinery. Leath-
er facings have also been noted on sever-

al smart models. Flowers are talked of

a good deal in the trade at present, but
not the usual silk or velvet flowers; they
are mostly tinsel and glistening effects,

which are made up with colored silks.

These are very effective on the felt hats,

but it is doubtful whether they will be

taken to any great extent on all the

types for the season. Ribbon, both wide
and narrow, play an important role this

season, moire being of special moment.
Moires with gold and silver edges are

considered especially good. As for the
hat itself, duvetyn is considered by a
number of wholesalers and large buyers
as one of the biggest items of the sea-

son. In addition to it there are many
models made up of soft velvet, some
beaver, more velours, a great deal of

panne velvet, which is important for

dress hats. Furs are promised consid-

erable vogue with the arrival of mid-
Winter. Fringe is to be used a good
deal, especially the looped fringe, resem-
bling ostrich, which came out for Spring.

Some jet also will be shown.

Navy Not a Fur Color, Therefore Not
Strong

Just now navy is considered one of the

most popular colors. So, too, is taupe,

but it is not thought by some of those

best experienced that navy will continue

since it is not a fur color. Shades which
blend and harmonize best with the furs

of the year will be those which will have
the biggest run. This is no doubt re-

sponsible for the great popularity an-

Fiill Ostrich Plumes
This handsome picture hat of pink (Jcorjiette indicates in its

trimininfi (he acme of fashion for Fall. Plumes, once more, are
to he The Thinfj. whether for formal occasions or for hijjh class

street wear.
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ticipated for brown of all tones. Nastur-
tium brown is perhaps one of the best.

Tangariney which is really a ibumt
orang^e, also has quite a noticeable place,

and all the reddish browns of the terra-

cotta order are also good.

One milliner, whose judgment has pro-

ven good in many seasons past, believes

that the Fall season coming will be char-

acterized as a one-toned season, rather

than one of contrasting or even blending

colors. What combinations there are,

apart from the embroideries and hand
work, of course, will be two shades of

the one color.

Blondine is to be used a good deal for

the new season. These feathers, in fact,

are likely to be quite important since

they have been in oblivion for a few years
It will be remembered that blondme is a

rather long feather with short, straight

flues, not unlike an uncurled ostrich if

it were clipped narrow.

For some trade the velvet shapes
which have irregular lines and points,

will have a run again, but for really

smart business soft materials, shapes
and lines will be favored.

Prices Ascend

As to prices for Fall, one glance over

the costs of items which used to be con-

sidered negligible, convinces wholesalers

and retailers alike that millinery will

have to be included among the large

items for the season's wardrobe. While
prices for trimmed hats are considerably

above what they have been for the past
five years, the trade throughout is well

aware that the profits are muc.i closer

than they were in times of our last

peace. Even the hat that sells for $50.00

now involves a great deal higher costs

than the $50.00 hat of, say, 1912. "All

staples," said one wholesaler, "are from
2 to 3-fold in advance of what they
were then. Besides, girls used to pay us

to learn the trade; now we ha\c to pay
them $10.00 a week to learn it; and while

they are learning they are of little, if

any, use to us. In the factories labor

will not keep up the supply demanded.
They are on piecework, and when thay

have earned enough to koi") them, they

lay off for a day or t7'T or longer and

Just come back long enough to get

money for another 'picnic'

"Another factor w^hich has been af-

fectmg supplies vary materially is the

great amount of speculating bein? done
in New York. One man has bought %
million dollars' worth of 1920 spring

goods now. There is such a demand
from all over, stonks being low, that

"wholesalers in New York state frankly

they are not looking for business, and
are just going ahead cornering supplies

for next Spring."

Despite the slow deliveries and the

other troubles of the trade, however,
there is general gladness over the inter-

est of the public in millinery, which is

resulting in big sales everywhere, and
promises to be more remarkable even
for Fall and Winter.

"Eacqutt"
A new sport chapeau
made entirely of white
moire ribbon. This is a
New York model which
just arrived at the Robert
Simpson Co.'s this month.
There is a tiny pearl
slide with the narrow
bow on the front of the

band

The Prince Arrives in August

One man well-known in the trade re-

marked that the coming of the Prince

of Wales in going to mean tremendous
demand for everything for evening wear
and social functions, and that the sea-

son will be started off early and strong

on that account.

Midsummer Millinery

For the immediate present fashions

in millinery seem to be departing from
the trodden ways of white satin and
taking up instead some very attractive

creations in navy and white taffeta com-
binations. These are frequently trim-

med with white silk braiding or fringe,

but the variety in shape is wide. Rather
stiff shepherdess models, little chin-

chins and soft, ruffled and softly turned

back brims are among them. "We are

tired of the routine of showing white

satin hats in July," remarked one buyer
who has made a particularly good show-
ing of the navy taffeta models.

All white hats of narrow ribbon in

smart little berettas, chin-chins, etc., are

also very good.

Black malines with glycerined ostrich
trimming and frequently with the ad-
dition of black 3-end Jap braid have
been enjoying quite a run since early
in June.

Colored taffetas !iave had quite a sale

up to the present. They include a great
deal of black, some jade green, orchid,

turquoise, brown and grey.

Fine Italian Milans seems to be the
most dependable sellers among the all-

straw lines. The season has been
quite noticeably one of fabrics rather

than straws. Large Milan sailors and
shapes of the simpler lines are liked this

season. Some rustic basket-woven sail-

ors with drooping brims have been sell-

ing to the popular trade. These are

chiefly in two-toned straws, usually a

color such as scarlet, grey, brown, green,

blues, etc , mixed with white.

Soft velours hats are being shown in

a nice range of novelty colors for the

immediate and late Summer trade. Lav-
enders, blues (especially jay blue), light

greens, corn, grey and taupe are among
them.
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The Mystery of Business—Style |

I And a Recent Thought-Provoking Short Story, "Hats," Makes no Effort Whatsoever to I
I Solve It. 1
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WHO can solve the mystery of that
tyrant who last season permitted
women to walk with full, free

swing in fairly wide, fairly short skirts,

and this seasor makes them go mincing
in instep length tubes; the power that

sends January breezes to little light,very

light heads through straw and g-eorgette

and concentrates upjn them in felt and
velvet the heats of August; the dictator

who makes a woman pay seventeen dol-

lars for massed flowers and ribbon in

liie millinery of one year, and again
seventeen dollars the succeeding year for

the "restraint" of a chapeau oi-namonted

solely in all its wide reaches with one

small beaded buckle? Dorothy Canfield,

in a recent little story with the piquant

title "Hats," makes no attempt to solve

the mystery; but she does present it in a

way that any business man engaged in

makmg or selling goods to the public

will do well to read and philosophize ov-

er. At its very beginning her hat buyer
declares that "Style is one of the great

obscure mysteries of life." And he

knows.
It is a little American war worker in

Paris who tells the story. She is arrest-

ed by and puzzled to account f jr a dis-

tinguished looking gray haired Ameri-
can.

Finally he tells her: "Madame, I am in

France for hats."

"Hats!" exclaimed the war worker.

"Hats," he reaffirmed quietly.

It seemed hardly believable.

Why should he come to France for

hats when France in war time was bleed-

ing to death, and how, then, could the

French be making hats and inventing

new fashions.

His eye kindles, "Madame, a good

French modiste on her deathbed could

make a better hat than anyone in New
York ever could."

And as a result this sober, middle-

aged American buyer, sorely against his

personal inclinations, is braving subma-

rines and undergoing privations to make

his fifty-first hat-buying visit to Paris,

because the only hats worth buying are

made there, and also because he thinks

it America's part to help keep Frenc?i in-

dustries going in war time, thou^li lie

doesn't talk about that reason until later

when he ha^ known the war worker quite

a while.

Much to her astonishment she finds

hat buyers have personality, that this

one has developed a philosophy of hat
buying, and also a keen scent and train-

ed instinct for the styles which make
him at once the inspiration and the de-

spair of his competitors.

I could not withold my astonished ad-

miration for the excellent seriousness

with which they approached their busi-

ness. I would have blushed to disclose to

them the light shallow femininity of my
careless, rather slighting attitude to-

wards "la mode." Also I was amazed at

the prodigious financial importance of

their operations. The sums which, with-

out a blink, they paid out for hats, and
the number of hats they thus secured

and the further sums which they looked

f rward to paying into the coffers of the

United States Customs, sounded to me as

unbelievable as those nig-'htmare calcula-

tions as to the distance of the stars from
the earth or how much it has cost to

build the Panama canal.

"All that for hats!" I cried, "and every

year, twice a year."

"Oh, this is only the smallest part of

what goes into hats," the expert assur-

ed me. "What I'm buying now are only

single m;dels, you understand; the suc-

cessful ones, the well-chosen ones, will be

copied by the hundred dozen in the States

and in Canada. That chenille toque you

saw me buy the other day. . . ."

"That little, plain, ugly scrap of a

thing you paid a hundred dollars for?" I

asked, giddy again with the remembered
shock of that price.

"Yes. Well that probably will be very

widely copied, first in New York and

.Sonic IntiTostiriK Summer Models

then everywhere. It's a fair guess to

say, that being a model that's sure to
be popular, there will be at least twenty
thousand toques like it sold in different
places in the States for five dollars

apiece."

I was staggered. "A hundred thous-
and dollars spent in one season, just for
one out of all the different models of
women's hats!" My old superficial scorn
for "the style" disappeared in an alarm-
ed dismay at its unsuspected scope.

"Why that's terrible! It's appalling!

When there isn't enough money to make
the schools what they ought to be, nor to

take care of the sick, nor to keep up
the . . . "

Mr. Williams admits the awfulness of

this fact, but declares that still mo"
awful is the force that, without our re-

alizing it, rules our lives.

"It goes beyond anything we can im-
agine. It's the greatest force in the

world, this desire, this absolute necessity

to be in the style. Nothing- else can
stand up against it for a moment, not
hunger, not fear, not love, not religion.

They only exist so far as they don't get

in the way of being in the style- The
minute they interfere with that, over
they go like a pack of cards in a tornado.

What do you think a man is doing when
he works all his life for his family ? Is

he earning their livings? Not much!
He's enabling them to keep in style, and
if he doesn't he is a failure. What do

you really want for your children ? That
they may grow up to develop all the best

they have in them, yes, if that doesn't

prevent their being in style."

I found all this so outrageous that I

could only stare a silent protest.

"I don't mean just my small part of it,

hats," he explained, "although hats are

always, so to speak, the crest of the tidal

wave. It's everything. Style rules every-

thing. Of course all material things,

furniture, clothes, the way houses are

built and gardens laid out and parks

made and pictures painted. Everybody
can see with his own eyes how they are

all determined by whatever the style

happens to be in that century or year,

and not by anythinsi' we want or need."

We were both silent a moment as if

in the presence of Niagara or the ocean.

Then I said in a feeble challenge, "Well

what is the style?"

"I wish I knew. It looks to me like a

big current that takes in everything,

that is so big- we don't know it's there,

just the way people di(hi't use to know
the world was round, because it is too

big to see. And it carries us along like

dry leaves and where it's going t) no-

body knows. We know just as much
about it as we do about where water runs
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xmderground; which is to say nothing.

But when it comes to that part of the

style that makes hats or dresses, there

are a few people who can hold a hazel

rod and have it point downwards, and
they are oftener right than the rest of

us. And every one of these few is

French and lives in Paris. Don't ask

me why. That's the way it is."

Because he is a successful buyer, and
not because he is a philosopher as well,

the war worker finds that his younger
confreres hang about him and try to get
his "hunch." "Whatever grandpa says is

going to go, goes." Why, they can't dis-

cover; and when he tells them the truth

they refuse to believe.

"The trouble with most of you young
people," he was wont to say, presenting
as he went on the abhorrent spectacle of

a man at the Cafe Riche taking occas-

ional sips from a glass of water, "is that

you don't realize that you are up against
a big thing, the biggest thing there is.

You think you can just josh along some-
how, pick out what looks good to you,

what you think would be pretty for your
best girl to wear, and have it go. Noth-
^vi": like that! What you like, what you
think is r ratty, hasn't a thing to do with
what's going- to happen. What's going

to happen, happens, whether anybody
likes it or not, and the only thing for us
to do is to keep our ears to the ground
hard and try to guess three or four
months sooner than most people. No-
body can guess further ahead than that

and mighty few people even as far as
that. Most people don't kmow what
style is coming till it hits them in the

eye. Now, to make a good guess you've

got to keep your eyes open to everything
and then sort of gather yourself together
and listen, hold your breath and listen,

as if you were eavesdropping folks who
were trying to keep a secret from you;
as if you had to catch a very faint 'A'

sounded way off that you could tune
your own fiddle to."

Wondering what this great expert's
opinion would be of the plain, every-day
hats of ordinary women, the war worker
asks him one day if the four-dollar bar-
gain counter hat she's wearing is styl-

ish.

He answered instantly, without giving
a glance at my headgear: "You are a
liealthy, normal woman and you are
wearing it. Of course it's in style. If

it weren't, and you had to wear it, you'd
be sick abed."

"You exaggerate, you are always ex-
aggerating," I protested. "I never both-
er my head about hats! I just walk into

almost any shop and buy the first hat
that doesn't make me look too queer."
"You don't have tj bother yourself

about it," he told he, his accent tinged
with weary bitterness. "We do the
bothering! Months beforehand. An ar-

my of us, able-bodied men, smart women,
pretty young girls, we all of us g-ive up
our lives to fixing things so you can walk
into most any shop and pick up most any
hat and find it doesn't make you look too

'queer,' which is your way of saying that
it doesn't make you look out of style."

"There are moments," I told him, in a
half serious indignation, "when I find
you too absurd for words, the victim of
the most absurd hallucinations! All this

portent us talk about the world wide
conspiracy to make people keep up with
the style. As if the style had any im-
portance for sensible people!"

"If you knew more about the capital

and brains that are invested in that
conspiracy you'd take it seriouslv all

right," he assured me with melancholy,
"and as for not taking the styles serious-

ly, how many thousand dollars would it

take to pav y ;u to go around in the
street one day, just one day. in the bip-

bustle your mother used to be ashamed
to e:o outdoors without."—Business Di-

gest and Investment Weekly.

Ready Trimmed Models
Two interesting little Fall hats. The upper
one of beaver felt and feathers and the
lower one of velvet and soft satin. By
courtesy of Gage Brothers & Co., Chicago.

PILE FABRICS
(Continued from page 114.)

has been familiar for some past three or
four years are very much in the min-
ority.

There was a feeling a few weeks ago
that the extremely high prices that are

being anoted for velveteens and velvets

for Fall would interfere considerably

wit'; their popularity, but, with the ad-

vance of silks it seems essential that

buyers be well stocked with velveteen

and velvets. Not only is this due to the
high price of silks but to the scarcity
and high prices of fancy and better
grade woollen cloths.

A study of the opinions expressed in

the opening article in this issue will con-
vince most merchants that they will be
well advised to have a fair stock of pile

fabrics on hand for Fall selling. There
seems little doubt that prices will be any-
thing but firm, at present high figures up
to the end of the present year at least.

ANOTHER CANADIAN GOES TO
NEW YORK

Mr. Eugene Beaupre, who for some
time has been head of the advertising

department at The T. Eaton Co's. To-

ronto store, has gone to New York to

fill a similar position at the John Wan-
amaker store.

Mr. C. F. Krim, of Worcester, Mass.,

is now buyer of suits, cloaks and ths

Misses' Shop at Murray-Kay's, Toronto.

Miss Richardson will confine her atten-

tion more specifically to dresses and

infants' wear.

The "Canada Product" labels are now
appearing on the shipments of members
of the Canadian Clothing Manufacturers'

Association. The label is an atractive>

one, 2 inches deep and 7 inches wide.,

printed in blue and green.

Mr. B. D. Sawtell, millinery buyer for

the Robert Simps jn Co., is on a buying
trip to France.

A Smart Foundation
One of the new Fall buckram lines of
Peerless Hats, Limited, Montreal.
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COME TO MARKET

Henrietta

Qaqe

Our open stock^Jf merchandise

or the fall Season of 1919 is nou;

readij for your inspection

.

It ofers unusual advantages to

those u;ho u;ish to make personal

Selections, from a line u;hich in--

eludes the exclusive production

of our ou7n factories and u;ork

rooms, supplemented bi] direct

importations from Paris.

Neu7 "IJork

Chicago

Paris
-^ PRODUCERS

OF CORRECT
MILLINERY

lUhij Experiment?

Buij QAQE RATS

Milliners

!

Here is a process enabling you to

make up a double fabric at the

same cost as a single fabric,

whether Buckram, Felt or Rib-

bon, without in any way injuring

the fabric, its durability, or gen-

eral appearance.

Any combination of colors may be
treated in this way, in any width
of material up to 95 inches.

You can readily realize the

amount of time and labor this

would save in your Millinery

Department.

Write us for

Particulars about—

The Sincere Process

for

Duplexing
Textiles

Full information will gladly be submitted

with prices.

Prompt delivery on
all orders is assured.

The Toronto Duplexing

and Process Company
364-370 Richmond Street West

TORONTO ONTARIO
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MODEL HATS
a/id Everything in

MILLINERY GOODS
Ready for early buyers from Seventh August.

Inspection by the Trade cordially invited.

G. GOULDING & SONS
55 Wellington St. West, Toronto
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Hosiery, Underwear—Prices Strong
Quotations on Wool Hosiery, Gloves, Mitts and Scarfs Are Up lo Per Cent, on Goods for

Fall Delivery—Sweater Coats in Good Supply—Knitted Suits and Wide Scarfs in Vogue.

THE situation in underwear and
other lines of knitted goods does
not seem to show any improve-

ment in general market conditions. No
recessions in prices are noted on knitted
goods, and indications point to higher
values this J'all than ever before. Of
course, in the case of stockings only the
silk lines are selling well now, and in

underwear, only cotton stuff. But look-

ing to next season, the opinion among
buyers is all in the way of very firm
prices. Orders have been pretty well

placed for next season's delivery, but as
was pointed out in last month's issue,

there is likely to be a great rush for

goods next Fall, when the cold weather
comes on. Orders placed early in the

year were very small compared with
other years, and the prospect is that in

underwear especially there will be a big
rush of sorting orders. The mills are
all working to capacity at the present
time, where labor troubles are not de-

laying operations, but even with opera-
tions at full capacity, there may, in the
opinion of some manufacturers, be a
: hortage when it comes to supplying
orders in the Fall. Quotations on wool
hooiery, gloves, mitts, and scarfs are
up ten per cent, on goods for delivery
this Fall, as compared with last season.

Fine tops are very hard to secure, but
the coarser wools are more plentiful.

It is this absence of fine tops that is

stimulating the mai'ket to such strong
levels. Wholesale houses state that
wool and cashmere socks will be ten per
cent, higher than last Fall. American
goods are also very strong, the New
York market being very close and high.

The English market for woollens, too,

shows no indications of relaxing.

Heavy Export Business

Canadian manufacturers of woollens
are launching out, and in a very large

msasure are securing large orders for

export. Already some manufacturers
have secured business from New Zea-

land; South Africa is being looked to

to provide a considerable demand also.

Lines of hosiery are being made for ex-

port, of different colors, than are pro-

duced for the domestic trade. Full-

fashioned seamless hosiery is being spe-

cialized in. The idea that only cheap
goods are wanted for the British, Bel-

gian, French, and Roumanian markets
is an entirely mistaken one. These
countries are buying the best that the

mills can turn out. Great Britain is

buying large quantities of Canadian-
made woollen socks. Greece is also be-

coming (luite a customer of Canada's in

the way of woollen goods. Clothing

manufacturers in Canada are also plan-

ning for extensive export trade. All

this export business is bound to have a
stimulating effect on the Canadian mar-
ket for hosiery, underwear, and practi-

cally in all woollen goods.

Speaking to the buyer of sweater
coats in one of Toronto's large depart-

ment stores, DRY GOODS REVIEW
was told that stocks of sweater coats

were fairly heavy. As regards buying
for the future, he thought the average
buyer had been doing that, with the re-

sult that they were rather heavily

stocked with goods. He believed that in

the matter of sweater coats it was be-

coming more and more not a wise plan

to buy too heavily for the future, be-

cause of the fact that new styles in

sweater coats were always coming on

the market, and it did not do to carry

too many of any one particular style.

Business in sweater coats has been very
active this season. In the very hottest

weather they are not a quick sale, but
people preparing to go away to their

summer homes this year have bought
sweater coats, and in this way there has

been quite a big inauiry for them.
Whole knitted suits are worn by the

fashionables at Summer resorts ani
promise a good deal of popularity for

early Fall. Sometimes the sweater coat

and skirt match in color and material,

sometimes a wool skirt is accompanied
bv a silk coat, and a.-zain one sees a fancy
silk knitted skirt with a plain coat, or

vice versa. The skirt may be white and
the coat colored, with smart effect.

When a wool skirt is worn with a silk

coat, the skirt is usuallv of some ver^/

soft light weight wool, which carries out

the color '-chf>me of the coat. Two in-

teresting models of those knitted suits

are shown herewith.

A RASH STATEMENT
Retailers Claim There Is No Ground For

Saying 87 '/2 Cent Hose Cost Con-
sumer $2..50

In regard to the statement made be-

fore the High Cost of Living Commis-
sion by Richard Thompson of Carleton
Place, President of the Canadian Wool-
len Manufacturers' Association, that the

manufacturer receives 87% cents for a

pair of stockings and the consumer pays
.$2.50 for them, the head of the hosiery

department in one of Toronto's large de-

partment stores told DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that there were no stockings,

that they bought at that figure, sold as

high as $2.50 per pair. Stockings thac

cost them $10.50 per dozen, or approxi-

mately 87% cents per pair, sold at $1.25.

The cheapest cotton stocking;- couln be

purchased at $L80 [or dozen, ond they

were sold retail at 22 cents per pair.

This buyer stated that his company was
quite satisfied with a net profit of 7

per cent. The cost of bringing the stock-

ing to the store after they were pur-

chased at the mill was by no means a

small item. On stockings costing at the

factory, $10.50 per dozen, and selling at

$1.25 per pair, there was a gross profit

of 32 per cent. The past year, however,
nearly all deliveries have been by ex-

press, rather than by freight, adding
considerably to the charges. He fig-

ured that the cost of handling these

stockings, including express, salesmen,

and all the other incidental expenses of

doing business, would be in the neigh-

borhood of 25 per cent., leaving a net

profit of 7 per cent. In his opinion he

did not believe there was any retailer

selling an 87% cent stockin^: at $2.50.

Another of the leading Toronto buy-

ers stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW
that the most his store ever priced itj

hosiery at was at figures approximately

doubling the invoice price. That

is, a stocking costing in the

United States $4.50 a dozen,

would be retailed at $9.00, or 75c

a pair. The 37% cents added to the in-

voice price had to cover 35% duty, 5%
for insurance, currency exchange, trans-

portation charge, and besides, the re-

turns which always accompany goods

of that grade. This would leave a net

profit of from 8 to 10%. The margin

was considerably closer on goods bought

in small lots, such as samples, seconds,

etc. This buyer, too, does not believe

there are any merchants selling hos-

iery which cost 87% cents, for $2.50.

The highest he has ever asked for them

is $1.75. The only way he could ac-

count for anyone making such a state-

ment would be in the case of good3

bought before the war at 87% cents.

The price of these, from the manufac-

turer to-day would necessitate a retail

price of $2.50. but it was unlikely that

any 87% cent pre-war goods were on

the shelves of any but some small

stores where the turnover was slow. It

was far away from any true statement

of facts for anvone to say that an 871/2

cent stocking from the manufacturer is

costin"; the consumer $2.50.

Miss McMorin, formerly in charge of

the advertising department at Murray-

Kay's, Toronto, went to California last

winter and finds the climate so bene-

ficial that she has decided to remain

there. She has gone with the "Broad-

way Store" in Los Angeles in the capa-

city of assistant advertising manager

and editor of the store paper. Her many
Canadian friends extend their good

wishes.
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10°/o Advance in Silk Hosiery |

Surprises in Quotations for Underwear and Hosiery for 1
Spring, 1920—Figures Not Yet Complete. |

mil

THE prices Oii lines of hosiery and
underwear for Spring, 1920, quot-

ed to the jobbers by the Canadian
knit goods manufacturers during the

first two weeks in July showed fewer
changes over current prices probably
than most had expected. In cotton lines,

of hosiery and underwear alike, in the

medium and lower grades, prices were
slightly lower, although the rising mar-
ket in raw cotton and increased wages in

the mills had led a good many buyers to

believe that prices, especially for deliv-

eries many months ahead, would be high-

er. On the finer grades of cotton the

prices were about the same. The under-

wear reduction ran between 5 and 10 per

cent., and the hosiery about 5 to 7%%,
but in women's lines the prices in under-

wear remained about the same. That is,

there was not the reduction that was no-

ticeable, for instance, in most balbrig-

gan lines.

That there was a reduction at all is

due, the buyers think, to many of the

mills having taken advantage of the

drop in both the raw cotton and yarn,

February, March and April. At this time

the spinners in the United States, as one

buyer described it, "got cold feet and

took orders at any price," and some of

the C:inadian mills "jumped in." There

wa3, of course, a reduction in April in

Canadian prices of cotton yarn of about

20 Tf, but the earlier American cut was
much greater than this.

The quotation for silk hosiery was
rather lower than had been expected,

considering the very rapid advance In the

silk market. About 10% was the aver-

age advance in silk for 1920 from the

few mills that submitted prices early in

July. No prices were quoted by Am-
erican mills. A2:ain it was concluded

that the Canadian iTiills must have cov-

ered themselves for their yam before

the latest advance in silks took place,

because during the war the highest price

was about $8.50 a pound, while early

in July the price had advanced consid-

erably over $11.00 a pound, which

would have made prices on silk hosiery

very much higher than they actually will

be.

Buyers for the wholesalers report

quite a variety in prices as if showing

that some mills had covered themselves

in raw cottons or yarns and others had

not. Some lines of cotton are lower,

while some are just the same as for the

past season. "Never have I seen the

market so complicated," said one buyer.

"The more you look at prices, the more

they get on your nerves, and you feel

like doing no business at all." This buy-

er had experienced some remarkable
declines in American hosiery. He quot-

ed one line that he had bought last Fall

for $2.25 to $2.30 a dozen, which was
quoted him in February at $1.20, and
is now back to $1.80 and 1.85 a dozen.

Other lines that were selling at $4.15

and $4.25 dropped as low as $2.25 a doz-

en, but since then have made up a good

deal of the decline. All this rapid

change in prices confuses the markets

and complicates the work of the buyers.
In some cases they are waiting to get
the complete quotations of the mills be-
fore placing a single order.

One buyer who does a good deal of
importing of hosiery attributed the
very high prices to the fact that the Eng-
lish spinners dominate the market in the
French dry spun quality, and that the
only relief from high prices would come
when the French and the Belgians were
back in the market. "Before the war
England bought nearly 90% of their fin-

er yarns from France and Belgium, for

on the very high gi'ade cashmere French
and Belgian spinners are the best in

the world. But four great big textile

centres have been practically out of

business, three of them being in the

hands of the Germans during the war,

such as Lille and Roubaix, and it will

take them a long tim.e to get back again

as they were before. Then another ele-

ment it that the British Government
sti'l controls a lot of wools, and when
they release them there might be a de-

cline in the market. As it stands,

prices, therefore, on all cashmeres from
overseas are very high. One line that

used to weigh 2 lb. 8 oz. and sold at

$4.50. has to be sold now at $18.00 to

$20.00 a dozen, so that what could be

sold before by the retailer for 50 cents

now has to be sold at from $2.25 to

$2.50. Even if the price had been cut in

two to $9, as might be the case within

a year or two, it would still be 100%
higher than it was before the war. No
one. of course, knows where prices will

go, but I do not look for much further

advance in cotton lines, at all events."

For Early Fall Sports
A comfortable and fashionable knitted suit,

striped in old gold. Note the cord-edged
collar, the snug sleeves and the slightly

raised tie belt.

SCARCITY FOR FALL
A knit goods buyer who had covered

most Canadian mills during the early

part of July, told DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that he had been surprised at

the scarcity of stocks in the mills.

"If I had had $500,000 cash I would
not have been able to secure immediate
delivery for more than one-fifth of this

amount. The goods seem to be

shipped out of the mills the very day
they are made. There are two reasons

for this: one is that the retailers have

done a tremendous business this Spring,

especially since the end of April, and

their stocks have been depleted un-

expectedly, for they did not realize, any

more than the wholesalers, just what

the extent of the buying by the public

would be during May and June, and the

early part of July. Thus the stocks are

pretty well run down among the whole-

sales and the retailers, and they require

immediate delivery from the mills

where they can secure this.

"Then there is the heavy demand for

export, so great that the mills are said

to be refusing orders now. In some

cases mills are rushing ahead on these

and can accept any sorting orders for

Fall until November or i/ecember. By
Fall, therefore, I expect to see the big-

gest shortage I have ever experienced in

Canada, and it seems certain that prices
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on woollen goods must advance under
these conditions. The same conditions
apply to the States as to Canada, big-

domestic business, and an export de-
mand that they can hardly cover."

While there is a slight reduction at

the outset in the new prices for Spring,
1920, some buyers are looking for these
prices to be withdrawn shortly, and a
new scale of higher ones to replace

them. This is in accordance with the

rising trend of raw cotton, and the in-

creases that have been almost universal

in wages in the mills throughout Can-
ada, the States and England. It is not

believed the mills are covered in raws
or in yarns to an extent that would per-

mit of prices just quoted being contin-

ued in the- face of the advances that are

thought almost certain in the raw mar-

kets. Indeed, the majority are looking

for a repetition of what happened in

the case of cotton fabrics a couple of

months ago, an advance soon following

the reduction.

A Bonus System

for a Smaller Store

PERCY DORAN, who has one of the

busiest little stores in Pembroke,
Ont., makes a feature of carrying

in addition to his attractive ready-to-

wear lines, all the newest ideas in neck-
wear, blouses, gloves, and the other
dainty novelty accessories that are

necessary to the well-dressed woman. At
present his premises are too small for

his expanding business but he manages
to display an admirable amount of mer-
chandise by means of rods, fixtures,

counters, shelves and windows. He is

contemplating making an addition to the

back of the store very shortly and chang-
ing the location of his offices so that the

long, narrow layout of the store will

give a good view from the front
'entrance and considerably more space be
provided for new Fall stock.

Mr. Dorm is another merchant who
believes that some recognition of in-

terest taken in the business by employees
should be shown in a cash bonus, and
thereby encourage them to feel some
personal responsibility in the store's

success. It is a comparatively small

store as most specialized stores are, and
therefore the proprietor has a close-up

idea of what each salesperson's salary

should be. With that as a basis, team
work is encouraged by announcing: that

if the year's business amounts to a cer-

tain figure, each employee will receive

a month's salary as a bonus. General
business conditions affect the fixing of

the figure each year. For instance, last

year was an exceptionally large one, and
this year started off to beat it, though
the months ahead were uncertain. The
employees were told then, that if this

year's business amounted to last year's

the bonus would be forthcoming. Mr.

Doran felt, however, that prices were
too high for the public to buy as they

did last year, and so, if by the end of

this year the business came within

$1,.'>(>0 of last year's, he would be well

pleased.

This method of bonus giving, Mr.
Doran pointed out to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, applies to new employees as well

as old. They are all responsible for do-

ing their bit towards the grand total,

and each feels that he must keep up to

the other or be regarded as a drag on
their efforts. "They are all fair-minded
enough to feel their responsibility to-

wards each other," said Mr. Doran, "and
are very well pleased with the system.
It applies to the office staff as well as
to the salespeople."

It is quite probable that this system is

more applicable to the smaller, specializ-

ed store than it would be to a depart-
mentized store such as the one described

at North Bay, where the cost of selling

varies in the different departments. Both
appear to be well adapted to the busi-

ness as described.

CHATHAM EDITOR RIDES FOR FALL
Sunday afternoon, Chatham.

Dear Editor,

—

In an issue of "The News" last Thurs-
day I noticed a humorous little episode
on, "Why a certain damsel wore furs

on a certain day last week." Now I've

been thinking over that little thing and
believe if you could enlighten me as to

why men wear high collars and heavy
coats on Sunday when they can't bear
them in the office through the week, I

could tell you why this particular wo-
n)an wore furs.

You of the male sex want us, the

female of the species, to believe that
your power of will is beyond compari-
son, that your judgment never wavers,
and yet after all, men are "darned
fools," aren't they? Well, take for ex-

ample the city fathers, chosen for brain
and business ability! Every time the
clock on the market (the council's clock)

chimes one, its brothers all around de-

fiantly hammer two, yea, nearly twelve
times each day it mocks the inconsistency
of these "Men of brains," chosen from
the motly array of over 16,000 people,

to guide the destiny of this fair city.

Possibly some of these wide-visioned
aldermen, who put a little rural trade
ahead of the welfare of the city, might
do well to wear furs all the year round.
Fur shoes, they say, are great for cold

feet.

Take a peep at the Retail Merchants.
Reports say that they passed and re-
scinded, spluttered, fussed and fumed,
then finally decided Thursday as half-
holiday. Last Thursday bedlam prevail-
ed. So great was the turmoil that the
Fates took a hand, and Jupiter Pluvus
sent a terror of a thunder storm to re-
mind the delinquents of the itching palm
that they had agreed to lock up and bask
in the sunshine one afternoon a week.

Yes, I'm a business woman, and only
about the size of a cake of soap after a
hard day's wash, yet I can readily see
that it's going to keep the men of Chat-
ham busy looking after their own affairs
'.vithout worrying about the inconsistency
of women's dress.

However, to get back to our subject.
Possibly on that hot day you mentioned,
the damsel in particular was recovering
from an attack of the "flu," and wore
the said fur that her throat might not be
exposed.

Possibly, on the other band, she had
just returned from a trip across the
burning Sahara and was not yet ac-
climatized to the cool atmosphere of
Chatham.

I wonder, Mr. Editor, if, as you
meandered down the bends of King St.

in search of news, peradventure, you
noticed a card in a certain window
"Bring your furs in now and avoid the
rush later." Possibly the said dainty
dimpled divinity did not have a bag in

which to carry the said fur to the fur-
rier and simply slipped it over her
shoulders as a means of transportation.

Possibly—-ah! shoot, Mr. Editor, V\\

not tease you any longer, the last

n.'ethod is correct.

I know—because I wore the fur.

Guess T made you feel cheap, eh!

Diana.

Before the H. C. L. Com-
mittee

Manufacturers Rarely Make 8 to 10%
Profits, Says Mr. Thomson

Among those who gave evidence be-
fore the House of Commons Committee
on the High Cost of Living at Ottawa
was Mr. Richard Thomson, president of

the Canadian Woollen Manufacturers'
Association. Mr. Thomson said that if

a company making from eight to ten

per cent, on its turnover it was doing
well, and they rarely do as well as that.

He pointed out that there had to be more
than capital in business; there had to

be brains also. His association has a
capital of about 75 million; payroll,

twelve million; output fifty millions.

Before the war the difficulty in the

way of profits was the diversity of

goods made by each concern; there was
no chance of specialization. Variety

militates against efficiency. During the

war there were big orders for certain

classes of goods with a straight run on
them, and naturally profits were large.

Much of the 1917-18 business was from
the United States. From October, 1917,

to October, 1918, they sent about twenty
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million dollars' wortii over there. He had

secured one order for blankets for five

Ttiillion dollars; and there were several

million dollars' vi^orth of puttees and

socks made. The mills took their prices,

and should not be censured for making
big profits on American orders. Under
the abnormal conditions of the war
business was done at a great strain, be-

ing carried on night and day. He said

that the man who made any money in

the woollen business did so because he

did not recognize any hours for himself.

For 25 or 30 years there has not been

any big money made in making woollens.

Without protection the industry could

not have survived.

Mr. Thomson said there was not much
ready-made clothing imported here. The
cloth is bought by the cutter-up. When
the war came on there was not much
cloth imported; but this was not the

cause of the increased prices. They were

due entirely to the war; and when the

war stopped the manufacturers were

loaded up with stock because of cancel-

lations. The embargo still exists on

cloth, and there is only so much allowed

to be exported. Wages are at the bot-

tom of high prices, and normal con-

ditions as they were are not likely to

come back.

He thought Mr. Paton had been mis-

representated in the statements the pa-

pers had given regarding his profits.

He was not a member of their organiz-

ation.

Being asked as to his opinion of the

statement of one witness, that there

was no wool in our tweeds, but they

were made of fur clippings, waste, etc.,

Mr. Thomson said he was eithet-»a^fool

or had an ulterior motive. .

Prices are invariably due to compe-

tition, which is keen. The manufac-

turer has not nerve enough to ask the

price he should, and the small man is

always afraid he will not get his share

of the business, so keeos his price low.

The rise in Canadian prices has not been

as much as in those in Great Britain.

The woollen manufacturers were the

first to have representatives in Great

Britain after the war looking for busi-

ness, and they got orders from Belgium

and Roumania.
He thought there was responsibility

on the part of the manufacturer to ex-

pose cases of profiteering.

DEMAND FOR SILK HOSIERY
Just at present the domestic demand

is altogether for silk hosiery, and buying

of the same is very heavy. Buyers who
have recently been in New York state

that it is almost itrpossible to buy any-

thing there. The continued buying of

the past few wecKS has taken up the

greater part of the output of practicallv

all mills, and a shortage in New York
IS predicted later in the year. Prices

are being advanced there from time to

time as much as five cents per dozen,

an indication of the firm situation pre-

vailing.

Readers of DRY GOODS REVIEW
will probably recall that the Spring
(January) issue and others since

pointed out a coming demand for very
wide scarfs. These are now quite a
feature, both in hand-knit and mill-

made lines. The 5-ize, of course, keeps
the price up, so that they are as yet for

fashionable folk chiefly. Some of the

shops call these "coat scarfs" and
"shawl scarfs," since they are large

enough to take the place of a shawl or

sweater coat. In many instances they

are accompanied by a belt to match, but

ultra smart people wear very narrow
leather belts (% to % inches wide) with

them. The effect is similar to the sheer
surplice collars and the deep Victorian
collars which characterize French gowns
and cloaks this Summer, and which are
shown on many Fall models in this

country.

SILVERTONES, VELOURS AND JER-
SEYS IMPORTANT

(Continued from page 115.)

Stocks in general in wool goods are
smaller and much more valuable than
they were in 1914. They involve a much
higher amount of working money, since
there is none of the low priced goods
manufactured now which used to form a
big percentage of the stocks carried pre-
viously. "Low priced business has all

gone to wash goods and silks," said one
buyer. Even the cheap checked goods
which were used for children's dresses
and which we used to sell for 35c we
must now ask $1.95 for. Naturally such
advances as this eliminate from the mar-
ket cheap goods and concentrate the buy- •

ing on better grades. These checks ev-

en at any price f )r children's wear are
scarce, say the manufacturers. They
are popular, of course, being very prac-
tical for the purpose. The cutters up
generally are hardest hit by the disap-

pearance of the cheap fabrics.

Jersey cloths, especially the wool jer-

seys, ar e amatter of considerable im-
portance for Fall. The newest items of
interest to Canadian buvers in these
fabrics are produced in Canada. They
include a very heavy material so closely

knitted as t) resemble a woven cloth. It

is used for men's and women's coatings
find for women's Fall and Winter suits

and, of course, must be very heaw for

those purposes. The effects are chiefly

in heather and in silvertones, both of

which represent the popular taste. In

addition the fabrics for women's suits

cover the staple shades and some novel-

ties.

It is a rather interesting state of af-

fairs to not that Canadian mills which
make these overcoatings and suitino-s are

selling some of them in Tngland. These
fabrics were just put on the market a

month aeo, and involve the name of the

maker, "Hawthorne" cloth. Jersey cloths

in lighter weights for dresses are of par-

ticular importance for Fall. Browns and
+au-oes in a variety of t)nes, including

heaver, are favored first with peacock

and some novelties to lend variety.

Golden Brown and Tur-

quoise
The soft wool skirt in golden brown has fine

rib of turquoise and the long inner collar of
the golden bro\«ii silk is also turquoise blue.

ROGERSON-WAKELEY
Miss V. Wakeley, who for some four

years was designer of lingerie blouses

for Ladies' Wear, Limited, was married

on June 25th to Mr. James Rogerson,

Toronto, inspector for the Bank of Nova

Scotia. Before leaving Ladies' Wear

Miss Wakely was presented w^ith a china

tea set and a couple of cut glass com-

ports. Mr. and Mrs. Rogerson will re-

side in Toronto.
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TRADE MARK

As We Live

Our St. Jerome Spinning and Knitting Plant

Manufacturers of High Class

SWEATERS
SWEATER COATS

JERSEYS, SCARVES, CAPS
TOQUES, KNITTING YARNS, ETC.

REGENT KNITTING
REGENT KNIT
I \ KIADEIN CANADA I

Factories: Montreal and St. Jerome, Que.

Branch Offices and Sample Rooms : TORONTO
62 Wellington Street West, E. R. MORGAN
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We Gro\v

f -

TRADE MAHK

We occupy

three floors,

60,000 square

feet in this

building.

Our Montreal Factory and Offices

Made-in-Canada Knitted Goods
JERSEY CLOTH SUITS

BOTANY JERSEY CLOTH
FAMOUS FIBRE SILK (Tricolette)

SILK COATS, ETC.

MILLS, LIMITED
Head Office: 1202 St. Lawrence Boulevard (Cor. Duluth), Montreal

WINNIPEG
400 Hammond Block, S. M. CAMPBELL

VANCOUVER
Mercantile Building, R. A. SMITH

REGENT KNIT
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Underwear

ATLANTIC UNDERWEAR LIMITED

are pleased to announce that they have taken

over the manufacture of the well-known

IMPERIAL BRAND
UNDERWEAR

formerly manufactured by the Kingston

Hosiery Company, at Kingston, Ontario

The manufacture of this high-grade,

popular-priced underwear has been trans-

ferred from Kingston to Moncton, where the

same lines will continue to be made on the

same machines and under the same super-

vision as heretofore.

Atlantic Underwear Limited
MONCTON, N.B.
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Will You Get a Share

of This Business ?

Many retailers find Buster Brown Stockings a steady and
profitable line. In the next few months they will find

them even more profitable, for many new customers will

want Buster Brown Hosiery.

We are covering Canada with an extensive advertising campaign.

It is proving that Buster Brown Stockings— because of their ex-

cellent fit and long wear—are better value. And value is one of the

greatest selling points to-day.

If you already carry this better-

value hosiery, make sure your

stock is complete. If you do not,

lose no time in ordering from

your wholesaler. Buster Brown
Stockings for boys, and Buster

Brown Sister's Stockings for

girls stamp the merchant who
sells them as one who gives his

customers better value.

FREE CUTS
We have a plan whereby you

may get full benefit from our

advertising. We will supply free

electros of illustrations used in

our advertisements, for use in

your own town.

By running these in your local

paper when our advertising is

pulling, you will link up your

store with it.

Address the Advertising Dept.,

Chipman-Holton Knitting Co.,

Ltd., 184 Bay Street, Toronto,

Ont., for these cuts.

THE CHIPMAN-HOLTON KNITTING CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONT. MILLS ALSO AT WELLAND

U7?e
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THE MOST POPULAR FABRIC OF THE HOUR
for Ladies' Suits, Skirts, Sport Coats and Men's Overcoats, Golf Suits, etc., is JERSEY
CLOTH.

HAWTHORN JERSEY CLOTH is unrivalled for its beauty of finish, and its ser-

viceability. It has won instant approval everywhere, through its uniformity of knit,

distinction of finish and exquisite coloring.

Finest all wool, 54 inches wide, four different weights, in ALL colors and many
attractive mixtures. Secure samples from our Agent, or your Wholesaler.

M9(Mii«Her9oru«vt|>or9i'tfr<: Wool Ho«e'Qnd Tlavlhiom rubric
.

THESE
FACE CLOTHS

will prove

ready sellers.

Secure them from
your wholesaler.

These attractive,

beautifully colored
display cards will be
sent you upon appli-
cation.

?^-i]ii{fes
JRflCE I

CXOTH

AlaomakcrsdrBawihomPua'M^tiol Ho.%c and HawUum f^brtc/
"

Our TERRY TOWELLINGS will also be of interest to you. All sizes and widths are
included in our range.

Hawthorn Mills Limited^ Carleton Place, Ont,
Selliiifi Atients :

TORON'l'O l.lttlr & l.liilr, 152 Bay St.

MONTRKAI. l.iikr !• Mocrc. C'orlstinc Bldg.
WINNIPKC; Kti-J Rumble-, llammr>iul Bldn.
VAN'COIIVKR A. J. S.u-ll. Wuic.uvcr Huic-l

IMCTOU, N.S. V. A Barnwi-11
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^fll^B'
THE MONARCH KNITTING COMPANY. LIMITED

A large colored announce-
ment telling more about our
Spring, 1920, Range, will

appear in the next issue.

Announcing the New Range

For Springy 1920

COMPRISING a most extensive assortment of

smart, new styles in Pullovers and Sweater Croats

in both silk and wool. All the newest shades and
popular color combinations are represented.

Also Monarch-Knit Hosiery—the well-advertised

quality line for Men, Women and Children, in silk,

mercerized and cotton. Many attractive new num-
bers for soring.

Monarch Floss, Monarch Down and Monarch Dove,
the Canadian woman's favorite hand knitting yarns,

in 30 popular shades.

Travellers will be out with samples
early in August. Watch for the

Monarch-Knit Salesman.

MONARCH KNITTING CO
LIMITED

Head Office Dunnville, Ont.

Factories at Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont.,

and Buffalo, N.Y.
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RELG'D.

FLEECE
FLEECE -LINED UNDERWEAR WITH A GUARANTEE

COMBINATIONS AND TWO-PIECE
*

Mr. Merchant:

It has been our honest endeavor to bring around a

line of Fleeced Underwear equal to anything manufac-

tured and absolutely correct in every detail. We consci-

entiously believe this has been accomplished and every

garment bearing the above label is absolutely guaran-

teed by the mill to be perfect as to quality, size and

workmanship.

Look and Ask for the "Beaver"

Sold By All Leading Wholesalers

from Coast to Coast.

BEAVER KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED
ALTON - ONTARIO

Selling Agents :

Ontario and Western Canada Quebec and Maritime Provinces

R. R. DAVIS WM. C. FORSTER
33 Melinda St. Toronto 43 St. Sacrament St. Montreal
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Buy SWEATERS yVoa;/-Prices Going Up!

C^

STOCK ON HAND FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Complete Line of

ZEPHYR

WOOL

MOHAIR

ALPACA

SILK

TUXEDOS
SLIPONS
($12 per Doz. up)

COAT
SWEATERS

SHAWLS
ETC.

Always the Latest at

Lowest Prices.

No. 9340 '-««8 VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS
A pure Zephyr Tuxedo Sweater, knitted w/iit^m im m r \t/ \/r\r>i^
in a very pretty pattern and trimmed with WHilIN 1 IN IN L W YUKR No. .500.- The new rulTIe .skirt middy with purttd

fringed sash. Colors, turquoise, coral, china sleeves. A charminK style for younjr Kirls. Colors

:

blue. Am. beauty, buff, black, white. Turquoise, salmon, white, black, pink, navy, purple.

$.54.03 dozen. Am. beauty, buff. $i> each.

THE UNITED KNITWEAR MILLS 11 33 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

PeerlessUnder\vear
For All Canada

THE high grade materials, charming styles and exquisite finish-

ing of Moodie's Peerless Underwear are generally known to

the public.

Dealers are depending more and more on Peerles-^ goods. They
are encouraged by the satisfaction of their customers and their
own increased profits.

Stock up with Peerless and benefit from an increased business.

MCDDIE'g
Peerless Underwear

COMPANY, LIMITED

Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons,Limited
Hamilton, Ontario
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Unusual Effects
in Knitting are obtained when using

MADE IN CANADA^

-TRADE HAMK

YARNS
They are so obviously superior in quality and t!i'_'

range of colors is so varied, they are appreciated

by Knitters who aim to create out-of-the-ordinary

designs and combinations.

"SUPER"
2-ply floss spun from fine Australian Wool. Makes a

wonderfully soft, attractive garment. Sold in balls.

«ELECTRA'
4-ply fingering -far superior to anything else on

the market. A special twist woven into this yarn

prevents splitting, and renders it delightfully easy

and pleasant to handle. Sold in Skeins and Balls.

Both the above lines made in .'Jfi color.s.

The Bonner-Worth Co., Limited
Worsted Yarn Spinners and Dyers

Peterborough, Ontario

YourHosieryDepartment
will receive its due recognition and patron-
age if you stock

MAPLE LEAF HOSIERY

Pu re Wool
TRAD|y_j|k^<:^MARK

Made in -'^'%^v'^ ^'sX\^ Canada
MADE BY

'HiGODERICH KNITTING Qf

Our pride in Maple Leaf Hosiery will be
reflected in the satisfaction of your cus-
tomers.

Send for samples or see our Representative.

The Goderich Knitting Co.
Limited

GODERICH. ONTARIO

Up-To-Date

Sweater
Factory
in Western Ontario

FOR SALE
OR

Partner Wanted
.\PPLY

Box 178

DRV COOi:)S RFA'IKW
143-153 University Ave.

' TORONTO
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Circle-Bar Hosiery
for

Spring 1920

Commencing first week in August our represen-

tatives will start out to see you with our

samples of Hosiery for next Spring.

Some merchants object to ''placing" orders during these

reconstruction times—but our experience from retail in-

terests and active manufacturing warrants us saying that

we believe that the buyer who is forehanded and makes pro-

vision for quality merchandise as early as possible—is the

one who will have the "goods" people want when they want

them. Shorter hours and other tendencies lead us to this

conclusion.

We are showing a new Anti-Run stocking. The principle of

building this hose is different to the ordinary, and we have

applied to the Patent Office, Ottawa, for a patent on same.

This application has been entered as Serial Number 226507.

We believe this build of stocking will do away with Runs

and be very beneficial to the public. See w hat you think of it.

The Circle Bar Knitting Co., Limited
Kincardine, Ont.
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The note of smartness becomes more and more a

factor in creating business in women's knitted

garments. Colorings bordering on the bizarre, yet

conforming closely to the season's dictates, and in

rare combinations are more than ever in demand.

The newest creations in these popular garments are

shown in Penmans line this season. And, of course,

the more staple lines are also to be had in modish

color effects.

Pullovers, Sport Coats, Sweater Coats

THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE'
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Mad e in Canada
All Colors

Winsome Maid
Hosiery

Appreciated by well dressed women for—
Its uniformity of weave.
Its beautifully soft texture.
Its admirably neat fit.

Its splendid wearing qualities.

—Factors showing real economy—
The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard St. East - Toronto

-CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER"

A. B.C. HOSIERY
has proven a sales-inviting, genuinely satisfactory
line to dealers all over Canada. Hosiery that so
staunchly resists strenuous v^'ear and tear, im-
posed by sturdy children, is bound to receive due
recognition, and make ready sales. Genuine
satisfaction is not easily procured in these days
of substitutes and imitations.
The use of only the highest grade of materials
and the most efficient workmanship and facilities
have been responsible for the reputation A.B.C.
Hosiery now enjoys.

Note Ou r New Address

The rapidly increasing sale of A.B.C. Hosiery has
made it necessary for us to move to larger
premises.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited

883 Dundas St. East Toronto

" CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER "
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BATHING SUITS
You know the Zimmerknit reputation for style, fit and finish, and you

will find those qualities strongly pronounced in this season's line of

bathing suits. A full range of prices and large variety of colors. Order

your stock early. Be prepared for the bathing season trade.

We will gladly send you a supply of our beautiful color display material

upon request.

ZIMMERMAN RELIANCE LIMITED
HAMILTON - CANADA

Messrs. A. B. Couch, Sole Selling Agents for Canada

r/^
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UNSHRINKABLE

KONDERWEAR
VS FOR MEN

Now Better Than

Pre-War Value

That is the enviable claim we can
make for "WOOLNAP" garments.
The high standard of pre-war days
has been steadily maintained, and
even IMPROVED.

Canadian goods have proved their

worth during war years, and here-
after Canadian-made goods will be
in greater demand.

There is no prospect in sight of prices being any lower for Fall,

but there is a decided indication that Underwear lines will be
hard to obtain later on, in the Fall.

ORDER NOW to ensure unlimited selection, and meeting all the
demands of your customers. Their satisfaction is certain, if you
sell "WOOLNAP" garments.

The Schofield Woolen Company, Limited
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"Justly

Dry Goods Review

ZZll

FAMOUS"

BRAND

Underwear
SUPERIOR IN EVERY DETAIL

BECAUSE it is made only from the finest quality combed Sea Island

and Australian wool.

BECAUSE of the actual tailored effect attained in every garment.

BECAUSE of the distinctive features making Harvey garments more
comfortable and durable.

AGENTS:

SEE

THE

'HARVEY
MAN"

Western Provinces : H. P. Lang, 462 Indian
Road, Toronto, Ont.

OnUrio: J. E, McClung, 33 Melinda Street,
Toronto, Ont,

Quebec: P, C. Adair, 318 King's Hall Bldg,,

591 St, Catherine St, W„ Montreal,
Que.

Maritime Provinces : F. S. White, St, Ste-

phen, N.B,

Harvey Knitting Company
Limited

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

THE PURE WOOL v'^.^^

UNDERCLOTHING ^^^^
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

CEETEE

There is no manufacturer in Canada except ourselves making full fashioned underclothing—such as
TurnbuH's "CEETEE" which requires special machinery—Our only competition is from imported articles.

But remember -there is no low grade "CEETEE" made—only the very finest quality and highest grade
underclothing bears the famous "CEETEE SHEEP" trade mark.

The C. TURNBULL COMPANY of GALT, Ont.
also Manufacturers of TurnbuH's Ribbed Underwear for Ladies and Children

and TurnbuH's "M" Bands for Infants.

^^'fc^^^ m'*i4-

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE
JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
TWEEDS AND ETOKFES, ETC.
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS

SEE OUR SAMPLES
Attractive Canadian-Made p-oods, moderately
priced, that will thorouohly satisfy your most
exactinu- customer.

MITCHELL WOOLLEN CO.
i.iMITF.D

MITCHELL, ONTARIO

ne Dollar or So
will make your wants known across

continent through the condensed

column of Dry Goods Review,

charge is only 5 cents per word per

sertion. If repHes are directed to a

number add 10 cents extra.

the

ad.

The

in-

box

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue

TORONTO
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The Trade Mark, of supreme
excellence, embodying all

that's best in

Style Quality -Value

WoMENS' Neckwear
—OF REFINED QUALITY

Our Style readily appeals to the buyer who desires

something different. We everlastingly aim at exclusive-

ness—not alone in design, but also in materials. Bland's
neckwear is truly distinctive—that's why they sell so

readily—particularly in stores where Quality, Value and
ultra-Smart Styles are whole-heartedly appreciated.

AN INVITATION
Come aiid see lis ivhen in Montreal.
We have jttst recently acquired an-
other factory, which allows us to offer
other Fashion Features of pro-
nounced interest and profit.

W. C. Bland
New Birks Building

Philips Square
10 Cathcart Street

Montreal, Que.

-C«>aDnnDDc DDDannn

l^^r.n£Cqd HAIR NETS
Silk and human hair, with or without elastic, fringe and cap styles.

Sturdiness, perfection of fit, and superior finish, g:uarantee thorough satisfaction in every sale. Inti'oduce them

in your Notions Department. They will advertise their own merits. Complete stock always on hand.

Send for trial order to-day.

BONNIE-B SLIP-ON VEILS are the ideal combination of supreme quality and distinctiveness. Delightfully soft

to the touch, unusually attractive and becoming, the wide range of meshes and designs will meet your every

demand for a satisfactory veil.

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO— 156 Yonge Street NEW YORK--222 Fourth Aveuue

See Our

BUTTONS
The popularity of Ivory and Smoked Pearl Buttons is rapidly limiting the supply.
Send in your order NOW for your Fall stock and secure unrestricted choice at

best prices.

. We have also a full line of

Celluloid Buttons
Tailors' Small Wares
Fancy Trimmings.

Write for prices, or see the Button Man.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON CO., LIMITED
KITCHENER. ONTARIO
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Pin Seal Scarce |

Fall Bags, Cases and Purses in High Grades Chiefly—Little E
Pin Seal to Be Had—Half-inch Leather Belts in E

Vogue—White Patent Belts for Summer. 1

IIIIIIIINIIIIII

Prices for Fall will be considerably
hig-her in keeping- with the big advances
in Russia calf and the general scarcity
of leather. This is inducing many buy-
ers to place their Fall orders immediate-
ly in order to get deliveries as well as
take advantage of the increases which
seem inevitable.

WITH Fall buying interest in

leather bags and purses is cen-

tering more on the high grade
type of merchandise than on novelties.

Repeat orders are coming in still for
the various styles of canteen bag, and
there is a big variaty of them. Scarlet
leather is made up into various catchy
shapes and there aro some inverted pyr-
amid styles finished, with a tassel at the
bottom.

One of the large Toronto buyers sug-
gests that the oval canteena in suitable
coicrj will be adaptable for theatre
bas:s in the Fall, but otherwise will be
unimportant. The sizes, too, are num-
erous.

Some developments of the miser bag-

are shown in the shops, too. These are
mostly in tan, grey and black suede,

and in three sizes, retailing at $2.-50 to

$5; the two bag ends are caught to-

gether by a snap fastener, which, when
opened, reveals a mirror. This place is

much more convenient, of course, than
when pocketed inside.

There are some small miser bags of

blue and red sateen for children, so that

they too may have "the latest" in

purses. These sell at $1.00.

Notwithstanding the popularity of the

novelties of the season, flat styles, that

is the Avenue bags, are the goods that

bring the volume of business.

There is steady nale recorded by the

stores in French hand-beaded bags for

fashionable people. These retail as

high as $2.00.

No Cheap Goods This Year

Patent leather is the cheapest leather

on the market and therefore continues

to be featured for quantity business. It

will, no doubt, maintain its place for

Fall. There is almost no pin seal on

the market and while the trend of de-

mand for Fall is towards high class

goods the scarcity is such that one large

firm is considering giving up leather

bags entirely until the supply eases up.

Labor is so high, too, that "cheap" bags

are a poor prospect. In whatever is

shown, quality is pretty much a feature,

prices as high as last year and tending

firmly upwards. "The trade might just

as well forget all about cheap bags for

the present," said one manufacturer, the

bulk of whose business is with the West-

ern provinces.

In traveling cases there are some in-

teresting ideas offered. Each season

sees them a little more completelv fitted

out and more conveniently and compactly

shaped. Linings in higher-priced lines are

for the most part in plain colors, or bro-

cades. One firm is ;ising a shot silk \)0])-

lin which is very effective, especially
with the soft, velvet -finished calf leathers
which show changing lights.

Silk bags with dull silver and shell

handles are also featured for Fall. One
dainty little English bag is of pearl
grey faille, lined with gold. There are
pretty-looking puffed moire bags for ma-
trons, and slim willowy ones for the
younger set; roomy, wide-mouthed ones
for small parcels or knitting; these have
metal or leather-covered frames.

Narrow Belts Selling

Patent leather belts are in good de-

mand. Just at present white ones have
come noticeably to the fore. These belts

are asked for in 1% to 3-inch widths.

Extremely narrow leather belts, too, are
fashionable. They are not more than
% of an inch wide, some only % an
inch. Satin gowns, taffeta dresses, dainty
smocks, loose coats, sweater coats, jer-

sey dresses, all provide suitable habi-

tation for this new style item. Fall fash-

ions call very distinctly for these narrow
leather belts. New York is showing them
with touches of color, and in a big range
of designs, small as one would think

could be the scope for patterns or nov-

elty touches on a half-inch or one-inch

strip of leather.

FOOTWEAR
The splendid Summer weather has

made its inroads into the stock of every
branch of the general and departmental
store and buyers of footwear no less

than those of cotton goods, silks and
millinery have found difficulty in keep-

ing well supplied with Summer lines.

There is a strong run jn white Oxfords
and pumps everywhere; of course these

include kid, buckskin, canvas and rein-

deer skin. In the cheaper lines in New
York a one-tongue pump is still sold,

though it is less popular in medium and
better grades. Colored kid in the dark
m-ihog-any shade is one of the best sell-

ing numbers in colored pumps. No in-

dication of a decline in popularity of

1 )ng vamps is visible yet. This is one
fashion feature which does not seem to

be affected by Paris, where they insist

on the shortest vamps with hi^h, sloping

heels, only very slightly curved.

Circular vamp Oxfords are also sell-

ing well in New York. They have for

the most part low heels and are made
m Russia calf and gun-metal, and somt
in glazed kid as well.

Black pumps in kid, and pumps and
Oxfords in patent leather are in good

demand. A Fall stvle show takes place

in New York with living models )n

.July 17 and IK.

Ostrich Fans
Feathers Advance 300 ^'r In 6 Weeks !

"We have sold more fans in the last

6 months than in all the last 12 years,"
said a Toronto retailer to DRY GOODS
REVIEW. "And we shall sell more still

within the next 6 months," he added.
These fans are retailing all the way
from $7.00 to $25.00 each. A few are as
high as $40.00. The difference in price
is mostly due to the difference in han-
dles, a choice being offered between
celluloid (in imitation shell), tortoise

shell and mother of pearl. There is not
a great deal of difference in the quality
of feathers for these fans, the long
plumes curled at the ends being selected
chiefly. There are, of course, more
feathers in some than others. This re-

sults in the celluloid handles being se-

lected in greatest quantities, except
among, perhaps, jewelry stores.

There are some attractive numbers in

trimmed and uncurled feathers, a par-
ticularly nice one being in pure white,
with handle almost black; some with
two-toned feathers, such as cerise and
black, green and black, black and
mauve, etc., are shown. Among the

best selling colors in the curled fans
are corn, turquoise, coral and black, but
many other shades to suit the fashion-

able evening gowns are to be had.

If you happen to be living in a town
where receptions will be held for the

Prince in the early Fall, you will no
doubt find your customers ready to pur-

chase there fans—if you happen to have
an attractive display of them.

Prices of ostrich, of course, are away
higher than they have been for some
years. One reason is that the flock of

birds was enormously depleted in the

bad weather last year; another is that

a great many of "^he stocks on hand at

the outbreak of the war were cut up
for small trimmings. But perhaps the

chief cause for the present high figures

is simply that fashion has created a de-

mand for ostrich. "Feathers which sold

last year at $10 to $15 will be selling

at $60 this Fall," said a wholesaler.

The advance in th'> past 6 weeks has

been 800'/(-. Is there anything to beat

that?

Corporal T. Warriner Rutherford, son

of T. A. Rutherford, one of Gnlt's lead-

ing dry goods merchants returned from
overseas on June 17. He shared in the

King's birthday honors, havini'- been

awardeci the Distinguished Conduct
Medal. He already held the Croix de

(lUerre.
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T/ie Ways of Ribbons and Lace

are many and varied and growing more so. It is proven by Marjorie Bent-
ley, dancing star, in the N.Y. success "La La Lucile." Here she is in a
Blackburn dancing dress of pussy willow combined with Lady Fair and
Satin De Luxe ribbons.

Evelyn Gosnell thinks the same thing. She featured in a recent Paramount
Flagg screen comedy; now appearing in "Up in Mabel's Room." Photo
shows pyjama suit trimmed with Lady Fair ribbon.

Photos by courtesy of F. Johnson, Cowdin & Co., New York.

RIBBONS
Good Movement of Plain Colors Shown
—Millinery Demand Calls for In-

creased Yardage

RIBBONS.—Activity is general in

ribbons, and plain colors, including black,

are in demand for dress purposes, and
the ribbon trade feels that the demand
will continue through Spring. While
there is some difficulty on account of

labor troubles, it is felt they will be
settled in time to enable the industry

to get under way for at least a part of

the Spring season.

Millinery houses are using ribbons in

a larger way, and wide widths in plain

colors, as well as some fancies seem to

be having the call. It v.'ould seem that

this demand will hold, since the con-

sumer has accepted present millinery

styles.

In retail quarters ribbons seem to be
holding their own, and in view of the

steady buyim: that has been done by
retailers it would seem that this source

of demand is likely to continue. War

prints are especially good for the trade,

and efforts are being made to mcrease

the sale of ribbon for fancy work pur-

poses.

As far as prices are concerned they

are holding to about their former levels.

Mill agents feel that softer prices are

not possible under present conditions,

and with a demand coming through that

is more or less satisfactory it would

seem that this phase of the situation is

giving little trouble.
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I
Scarcity of Ribbons

|

I Owing to Huge Demands—Selling Freely up to $12 a Yard |
1 Wholesale—Biggest Season on Record Anticipated. 1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij!^^

A SCARCITY of ribbons is promised
for Fall. The dress manufacturing;
and millinery trades are taking

large quantities and the number of fancy
articles utilizing ribbons of all kinds is

by no means diminishing. "Unless the

cost of the raw silk of the new crop in

July declines the prices of Fall ribbons

will have to be advanced to cover greatly

increased manufacturing costs," said a

manufacturer to DRY GOODS REVIEW.
A glance at the silk situation does away
with almost every ray of hope f jr a de-

cline in raw silks at any time short of a

general collapse which, of course, is look-

ed upon as an impossibility.

The Fall is promised to be an import-

ant one for velvet ribbons, all widths and
colors, and even fancy velvets are want-
ed.

A window at Eat m's, featuring rib-

bons, the other day, showed a figure in a
pale pink Georgette gown wearing a 41

inch velvet sash over one shoulder, cros-

sing to just past the centre front and
hanging with fringed end over the skirt.

There were numerous Panama and other

outing hats, showing the different modes

in ribbon trimming. One of the mjst
popular of these shows wide fancy rib-

bon draped over the whole crown and
caught in smart ends at front or side

with the fullness brought as low as pos-
sible on the crown. Numerous bags,
one of the chief lines of consumption for
ribbons, were shown, and scores of sug-
gestions for small articles.

Rich brocaded, metallic and tapestry
ribbons are selling freely as high as $12
a yard wholesale. These are used for
bags and for girdles, vestees, etc., on the

more elaborate costumes.
Orders are coming from all branches

,)f the trade so fast that jobbers are an-

ticipating a serious shortage for the

Christmas season. Advances in prices

are on the way, accordingly, so that the

buyer who has an active ribbon depart-
ment or wants to have, would be well ad-
vised to see that every advantage is tak-

en of the present to insure him a suffic-

ient supply to meet the big Fail demand.
One importer just returned from New

York in referring to various lines of

fancy and staple goods remarked, "They
have all forgotten h nv to mark anything

All of Net
Nothing but net is used

J'cT this dainty gilet, which
fitill is the active seller in

neckwear. Picot edging,
hemstitching and tucks help
it to be interesting. Model
from Ladies' Wear, Limited.

Worn at the Races
Here is a smart costume of silk jersey also
highly ornamented with panniers of tulle
puffs, a tulle drop skirt and drop slee\^

handsonie jet girdle and novel black appli-
qued trimming. These two photos were
brought back from Paris by E. C. Thompson,

of the Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

down. They only know how to mark
them up over there."

It is only reasonable to expect that

the demand for ribbons will be big this

year smce buyers everywhere have pur-

chased only from hand to mouth of lats

seasons and tried to keep their stocks as

low as possible while conditions war-
ranted the unpopularity of luxurious fan-

cy things. Now that things have chang-
ed and the world is breaking out into a

merry dance, the Prince is coming and
festivities will be rife, ribbons are find-

ing their day again.

NOVELTY VEILS
There are scores of new ideas coming

over in French veils. The majority of

the more exclusive are the round draped

type, though oblong ones are included.

Some models are very large, extending

well down over the shoulders. Others

hang smartly about the chin. Of course,

the larger ones are suitable for large

hats as well as small ones.

One model is in medium grey with

lacev embroidered border with steel-
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like flat beads, which have a glisten-

ing sequin-like surface. These beads are

half an inch long and % of an inch wide,

so that they give a very novel eflFect, but

are surprisingly light in weight.

Another model is m tan cjlor, hexagon
niesh, heavily embroidered in fine wool,

so that the desigTi entirely covers the

hat; the veil is large enough that there

is plenty of the plain mesh below the

hat all round.

Very attractive new patterns are

shown in chenille dots. Threads are

used in straight lines in plaid effects

with small dots at the crossings.

Veils are very elaborate and very

popular in accjrdance with the Fall

fashion tendencies.

CANADIAN FLAX OPPORTUNITIES
Canadian flax opportunities are out-

lined in a statement issued by the Can-
adian Trade Commission, Ottawa, a body
appointed t) foster all classes of trade

and production in the Dominion, which is

taken from a British tanking review of

the flax industry. It states:

"Before the war Russia, which then

produced about 600,000 tons of flax, or

loughly 80 per cent, of the world's total

All Lace and Ribbon!
Imagine an outdoor gown last year made en-
tirely of lace and ribbon! Yet it is this
year's mode, according to the gown above.
The hat, too, would amount to little without
ribbon. The moire parasol with long carved

handle is noteworthy.

Fall Leather Goods
At the left are two popular bags made by the Weslern Leather (Joods Co. The

upper one is a new design made without seams. The leather is very soft and folds in
neatly to the dull silver frame. The lining is of figured satin. The lower bag, made
of black moire, has two demure puffs; at the bottom is a circular stiffened piece which
keeps the bag nicely rounded. The frame has an interesting Dutch design.

The purse at the right is a soft, velvety grey calf one in smart outlines, with no
less than ten compartments inside. It is lined with shot silk poplin. The travelling
case below is of soft black morocco in the new flat style, which is popular, the lower
wing folding up to the sides and secured with snap fasteners. The lining is sky blue
striped moire. These two articles are made b y the Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.

output, supplied three-fourths of the

100,000 tons abs)ibed every year by the

linen manufacturers of the United King-
dom. Its inability to export owing to

the disorder prevailing in the country

has naturally stren",-thened the British

production of flax."

AIRCRAFT LINEN SOLD
"What is believed to be the largest

one-man deal since the signing of the

armistice, was concluded June 19, when
L. J. Martin purchased from the Air-

craft Dispersal Department forty million

yards of fine linen for four million

pounds sterling," says a London report

to the "New Y,)rk Times." It adds:

"This linen is of the very best quality

and was made to cover the wings of

aeroplanes. It can be used for clothing,

household linen, handkerchiefs, etc. The
deal represents three years of normal
supply. Mr. Martin intends to sell the

linen to the British public at prices un-

der those at which Belfast can manufac-
ture, and the surplus will be sold in allied

an'' neutral markets."

Some idea of the present value of linen

is realized when, in the purchase of even
iach an enormous quantity, the price

was approximately 49 cents a yard.

After passing through the hands of

agents, wholesalers and retailers, trans-
portation and selling charges, all having
been paid, merchants can make some es-

timate, from their own experiences, as
to how much this will ultimately cost the

consumer, and yet from the above it is

evident that through the unusual cir-

cumstances of the production and sale

of this linen, it will be below present
regular market prices.

BEADED BAGS
Some gorgeous colorings and designs

are shown in the new beaded bags just

arriving from Paris. They are in many
shapes and show originality in frames,

'-rn-^'es etc. Cn^ member which has a

l— oi-7 floral design is rendered very

effective by the lower outline of the bag,

following the edge of the petals and

foliage. Another is oblong and deep in

accord with the conventional design,

which is chiefly in deep blue and yellow-

shades.
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SILK
FABRIC
BAGS

Strap

Back

Purses

Top
Handle

Purses

PRICES

$15.00 Doz.

TO

$54.00 Doz.

$6.50 Doz.

to

$54.00 Doz.

$9.00 Doz.

to

$72.00 Doz.

MANUFACTURl<:i) BV

Canadian Leather Products, Limited

144 West Front Street, TORONTO
MONTKKAL OFFICE: 230 McGILL STREKT C. K. DKMKRS
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Perfection
In impressive quality,

In distinctive smartness,

In wearing qualities.

Griffin Washable Duplex Chamo-Suede
Gloves are made in an extensive variety of
distinctive patterns and colors and linings,

including many fancy effects, that make an
instant appeal to discriminating buyers.

Set of Griffin colored Window-
Cards will be sent upon request
to help you introduce Griffin

Gloves in your Glove Depart-
ment.

They will make ready sales and will advertise
their own merits after the first purchase.

See our new range of silk and mercerized
linings, also boys' gloves. Travellers now out.

GRIFFIN GLOVES, Limited
TORONTO

Sole Selling Agents:

RICHARD L. BAKER & CO., 84 Wellington St. West, TORONTO
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Veils and Veilings

Gold and Silver Laces

Gold, Silver and Glass Beads

Latest Novelties in

Evening Scarves

and

Marabout RufFs

Georgette

in all colors

Crepe de CKine

Ninon

Mail Orders promptly attended to

TKe Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.
Limited

York and Wellington Streets TORONTO
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COLONIAL MAID

&
% WILL I

S
NOT

I
O RUST 5

DRESS V^ FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

I ^_

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

BRASS-
will not

rust

>i^ HIS IS NOT A
i ^ FRICTION FASTENER^^ D 4.

• MADE^^ but IS WITH
HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .'. SI7ES: 00-0-1

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

-oblM
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Every day you delay the purchase of fine

gloves for Fall adds to the risk you run of

having to pay higher prices and to be satis-

fied with late deliveries.

Prices will not be lower, owing to the

scarcity of fine glove leathers, increased cost

of production and the general demand for

this class of merchandise.

Acme fine gloves are too valuable
in your Glove Department for you
to delay any longer. Order to-

day if you have not already
booked.

Acme Glove Works, Limited
Montreal

r 1
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In Marieville the Acme Knitting Mill is

devoted exclusively to the production of

high grade knit goods. The styles and
values we offer merit the serious consid-

eration of every keen buyer.

SWEATERS & SCARVES
for Men & Women

SETS - TOQUES - MITTS
for Women & Children

KNITTED NOVELTIES

Acme Glove Works
Limited

Montreal

^%
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NEW IDEAS IN NOVELTY
LACES

Metallic Flouncings, Bandings and

Allovers in gold and silver,

Embroidered on Silk Nets.

The exclusive "Made-in-Canada'* line

Manufactured by

H. P. RITCHIE & CO.
38 CLIFFORD ST.. TORONTO
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Fascinating Neckwear
Every woman who takes a commend-
able pride in her appearance knows
that smart neckwear will enhance the

charm of her costume perhaps more
than any other item of apparel.

Your discriminating customers will

appreciate BIRMINGHAM NECK-
WEAR because of its

—

unusual variety,

distinctive desi??ns and colors,

impressive quality.

VESTEES, PLEATINGS, and every style
of NECKWEAR, in all the fashionable
materials and colors, in a galaxy of
designs—ensuring the meeting of every
demand.
BIRMINGHAM NECKWEAR will
ideally express and maintain your high
standard of quality.

"The Exclusive Necl^wear House"

^

I

i

T. H. BIRMINGHAM and CO., UMITED
.i^'93 to 99 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

^ O o- Z]EI]CZ3=<IE^EUCE
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This Dome is a Symbol of

The Maximum in Quality

In Gloves Th

Are the

Unquestioned

There are a few glove names the mere

mention of which is an absolute guarantee

of quality.

One of these names is PERRIN. The buyer

who purchases Perrm Gloves ehmmates the

necessity for lengthy explanation. Everybody

knows that PERRIN Gloves are superior

from every viewpoint. Why overlook the

opportunity to share in the popularity and

assured sales that come from a line that is so

dependable and satisfactory to all concerned.

Our Salesmen are now on the road

lined and unlined styles

PERRIN FRERES & CIE Sommer
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ese Names <4

Seal of

Quality

LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA

Nobody ever questions the Quality, Durability or

Fit of

KAYSER GLOVES
which are universally accepted as the best there is

in Chamoisette Gloves.

The trade mark Kayser assures customer confidence

which results in increased patronage and profits.

Avoid substitutes and others not genuine Chamoisette

—the only kind which meets the present-day

demand. Leading Dealers all over the Dominion

are having great success with KAYSER Gloves,

because they are Durable, Dependable and Sale-

able. They will be more than ever in demand

this Fall. Why not benefit by their popularity?

with complete showings of our

for Fall and Winter

Building MONTREAL
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Laces
Are you pre-

pared to meet
the demands of

the Social Season
this coming
Fall?

Is your stock of

Laces complete?

We have a full

range of all the

wanted lines, in-

eluding fine

Vals., Metal and
Guipure effects.

Look for this

Seal, and find—Satisfaction.

Handkerchiefs
Exceptionally attractive, quick-selling
Fancy Embroidered lines, also Staple^
Cotton and Linen numbers—for Ladies
and Gentlemen. IMMEDIATE DELIV-
ERY.

Veils
V e i 1 i n

and

In all the popular
designs, meshes, and
colors. Complete
stock on hand. SEE
OUR LINE OF
SLIP-ON EFFECTS
WITH FANCY MO-
TIFS.

Embroideries
are increasing in

popularity every
day. Have you suf-

ficient 27-in. Floun-
cing and Fine Edges,
etc. on hand? If not

call, or write us.

Mail Orders Receive Prompt AUenlion

Westlake Brothers, Ltd.

24 Wellington Street West, Toronto

FINNIE NECKWEAR
The last word in exquisitely

dainty, ultra-smart Neckwear.

Beautifully fashioned from
highest-grade materials, in exten-

sive variety of becoming, up-to-

the-minute styles.

A. Bruce Finnie & Co.
CORNER CRAIG AND GOSFORD STS.

MONTREAL

Shoe and
Corset Laces

MADE IN CANADA

THE EQUAL OF ANY IMPORTED

COTTON
SILK and
MERCERIZED

Black and popular colors. Put up In

bundles, also paired and boxed.

Samples and prices on request

INDEPENDENT SILK
CO., LIMITED

137 Mc(;iLL ST. MONTREAL
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A Scarcity in Merchandise

can be looked for this coming Fall,

We urge our customers to buy now
their full requirements for early Fall

and Xmas.

Pririces

too, are advancing. Therefore,

you will not only have pro-

tection of merchandise, but a

great saving in prices.

Our stock as yet is in fairly good shape, and

can give our trade their usual wants for imme-

diate use.

Samples gladly submitted and will appreciate

a call when in the city.

^\

RIBBONS LIMITED

Montreal

"Specialists in Ribbons'*

TORONTO Wiinnipeg
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The

Ne^\^ Styles for Fall
are no'w being enown by our representatives, in our

popular lines of

—

Blouses

Silk Lingerie

Neckwear
Laces

V eilings

Hanakercnieis

Distinction of design and serviceability of material are

ideally narmonized in our complete range of becoming

colors, styles and fabrics, in all tkese different

lines—direct from our own Designing Rooms.

Our goods are always appreciated in stores w^nere the

new styles are shown first.

vve invite your inspection

Ladies Wear, Limitea
563 College Street, Toronto

W, F. Gofortb, President

w
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Dress creation made highly dis-

tinctiie and individual with

"J.Cy Grosgrain Cire Ribbon

Us£ ribSons more and more.

"]. C Ribbons
more and more. The possibilities

they present for genuinely original

and appealing dress creations will

amaze you. They add a rich individ-

uality and charm to any garment.

Leading actresses and dress creators

—keen in their discrimination—prefer

them to all others.

There's a "J.C.
" Ribbon for every

dress need—buy them by name.

LADY FAIR
A new double-faced satin ribbon. There is only one

genuine Lady Fair Ribbon "J. C." LADY FAIR.
Be sure the namz appears on every boll you buy.

SATIN DE LUXE
Best satin and taffeta ribbon.

VIOLET
Ideal lingerie ribbon in pink., blue and white.

TROUSSEAU
Rosebud and Polka Dot lingerie ribbon.

SANKANAC
Popularly priced satin and taffeta ribbon.

DEMOCRACY
A grosgrain ribbon "For the People."

{All Registered Trade Mark l^ames)

JOHNSON, COWDIN & CO.
"America's Best Ribbons"

40 East 30th Street New York
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"CANVELCO"
^

Special Value in

FIGURED ELASTIC VEILS
Try an Assortment of Patterns, $15.00 gro.

Also some Higher.

LACES, NETS and FLOUNCINGS
are on the start of the biggest trade in history.

We are well stocked. Are you ?

VALS. Cream and Ecru. TORCHONS.
HEADINGS, MALTESE. CHANTILLY LINEN LACES

SHADOW AND NET FLOUNCINGS,
Black. White. Cream and Ecru.

PLAIN AND TUCKED COTTON NETS
BLACK AND COLORED SILK NETS

MALINES
Scarce Shades in Stock.

MOTOR VEILS

REAL HAIR NETS
Special Value.

We welcome you in the Warehouse or assure

you of prompt attention by mail.

5^ADAVE11ING CO
LIMITED

TORONTO

^WUmUMUIMilHWMf^^
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1046—Fluffed Cobra Grain, colors only.

Also similar styles in Black Crepe
Grain and colored fluffed Tapir
Grain leather.

1002—Made in Pin Grain Black
Morocco, dull finish.

1001—Black Morocco Grain, with bright
finish, the flap made of smooth,
black leather.

1016—Black in Pin Grain Morocco and
colors of similar style. Made in

ecrase Cobra grain, the flap in

both cases being the same mate-
rial.

1058—Dull Black Morocco Grain, gun-
metal or nickel trimmings.

We carry top and back handle purses
colored leathers. Prices ranging from
An open order for samples would receiv

1006—Real Seal in colors, Real Morocco
in Black and colors, and same
style in various other leathers.

Enamelled button fastener.

1024—In Grey and Black Crepe Grain
leather.

1037—Made in Black Pearl Grain only
with covered button fastener.

1043—Made in colored lizard grain lea-

ther, similar styles in Black.

1032—Black Pin Grain Morocco with
smooth leather flaps and enamel-
led button.

1062—Colored Alligator, also made in

Black Crepe Grain.

in many styles and grains of black and
$12 to $72 per doz.

e our special attention.

Wi^t Wit^itxn Heatijer #ootis! Company, Eimtteti
Manufacturers of

Jfine ILcatfjer (gooiig

Factory and Office: 1191 Bathurst Street, TORONTO
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Have The Maritimes
Had Fair Play?

THE Maritime Provinces did not enter Confederation very willingly and it may
surprise people in other parts of the Dominion to learn that at the present time
the people of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are not altogether pleased with

the results of the bargain. There is a distinct feeling among them that the advantages
of Confederation have gone to the other Provinces. In the course of an article in the

July issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, Thomas M. Eraser explains why this feeling

has grown and the basis for it.

This article was written for the purpose of letting the other provinces know that the

feeling exists but it will be of intense interest to people in the Maritimes. Be sure to

read it—"The Spirit of the Maritimes."

"The Land of National Leaders"
An article on the political aspect of the Eastern Provinces and the achievements of their leading statesmen.

"Guarding Our Coast Line"
An extremely interesting description of the measures that were taken to patrol and guard the Atlantic seaboard
during: the war.

Bonar Law, the man from the Maritimes, who has been the able lieutenant of Lloyd George at all crises in Great
Britain, appears on the cover in a handsome three-color reproduction.

Other Big Features of the Number
"With the Snowball Brigade"

By Captain Louis Keene

Just back from Siberia—Captain Keene tells some
sensational and intensely gripping things about con-
ditions in that country which the Canadian forces are
helping to stabilize. It is a record of international
complications, strange atrocities and almost unbeliev-
able living conditions.

"The Three Tommies'*
By Robert W. Seroice

A war poem of unusual strength.

** Solving the Problem of the Arctic **

By Vilhjalmur Slefansson

The fourth instalment of his remarkable story of the

five years he spent in the north for the Canadian
Government, appearing exclusively in MACLEAN'S.

Three Magnificent Stories

The best fiction obtainable is found in this issue;

"Owners Up," a race horse story by W. A. Fraser;

"His Majesty's Well Beloved," by Baroness Orczy;
"Bunkered," by Allen C. Shore.

The Review of Reviews
Here are a few of the articles in this splendid departm
in all magazines:

nt chosen as the best published during the past month

Finding Husbands For Three Mil-
lion Women.

Will England Become an Agricul-
tural Country?

Germany Can be Prosperous Under
the Peace Terms.

The Woman Who Wrecked the
World.

The Great Lama Rides in Motot-

Car.
Strange Personalities at Paris.

Making All Men EquaL
Winning the Secrets of the Desert

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE "

20c,
WW JW -17- WQQW JW7 Now On Sale

J %JLt I ItDiDiJlli At All News Dealers

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy

or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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To The

Jobbers,

Merchants,

and

Manufac-

turers of

Canada

FOR the past few years our business has
been that of exporting merchandise from
the Orient to the jobbers, manuf:vturers

and department stores of Canada.

We have opened a warehouse in Vancouver,
B.C., which we will use as a clearing house
for merchandise that will come to us in the
following different ways:

—

1. Special purchases, by our resident buyer,
from the makers in the Orient at less than
regular market value.

2. Goods ordered, placed by jobbers and
manufacturers, that because of liquidation, go-
ing out of business, late deliveries, or for
other reasons the goods are left on our hands.

3. Orders placed by ourselves from cabled
quotations through our Yokohama office.

We do not aim to keep a complete stock
of any special line, but we are continually
passing through the Port of Vancouver and
our warehouse here, shipments of the follow-
ing:—

Silks, Crepe de Chine, Georgettes, Panama
Hats, Pearl Buttons, Cotton Crepes, Silk Un-
derwear and Kimonas, Hosiery and Gloves,
Children's Silk Dresses and Cotton Rompers,
Toys, Baskets of all kinds, Drug Sundries, Rugs

of Wool, Jute, Cotton, Wiregrass and Matting,
Beads and Curios, Seagrass and Rattan Furni-
ture, Felt, Grass and Silk Slippers, Chinaware,
Satsuma, Cloisonne, etc.

If you are open for any of the above goods
please write for quotations and samples.

We have special quotations for spot cash
buyers. Our regular terms are net cash 30

days from date of invoice.

Our salesmen cover all the principal points

in Western Canada.

For Eastern buyers we have a permanent
sample room in Montreal.

If customer so desires, large import orders
will be placed with manufacturers and shipped
direct from our Yokohama office on a modest
commission basis. All goods will be thor-

oughly inspected and guaranteed up to sample.

Buyers going to the Orient are requested to

call at our Yokohama office. Mr. D. A. Martin,

formerly in charge of our Montreal office,

is now our resident buyer and will be pleased

to be of service to you.

Buyers contemplating a visit to the coast

this summer will find it both interesting and
profitable to visit our warehouse here.

^%AkW4
Export and Buying Office

96 Yokohama
Japan

Importers
Water and Cambie Sts.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Eastern Sample Room

Mappin-Webb Building

Montreal
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I Better Ranges This Year
|

J Fancy Lines and Toys Offer More of High-Grade Goods 1
1 Than Previously. i

1IIIIIII1III1I11IIIII llllllr-

IN FAN'CY novelties, ornaments,
etc., the trade will be greeted with
improved ranges for the Fall and

Christmas season, even though tnere is

little that is really new even in design.

Manufacturers have eliminated most of

what would be considered "cheap" goods
and are featuring the best models from
their lines of the past few years.

Brass goods in the larger pieces are in

good -demand and the range includes

large pieces in response to its popularity
for wedding presents and gifts. There
is also a better range of statuary than
was offered last year. Japanese china
is to be had in the improved qualities

which have made it interesting of recent

years. This year, on the Canadian mar-
ket, there are some high grade tea sets

of 15 to 17 pieces for little girls. These
will retail at $5.00. Another new line

here is aluminum tea sets for children.

These sets are both of a size suitable

for little tots to use at their own tea

parties or even at regular meals.

In Christmas decorations and novel-

ties there is a range of fire-proof bells,

garlands, ornamental balls, etc., which
will be especially welcomed in communi-
ties where electric lighting has not made
its debut. These festal trimmings are

made similarly to the familiar tissue

paper articles, but the paper is first

subjected to a treatment which renders

it inflammable.
The range of red Santa Claus candy

boxes is supplemented by a nice range
of Esquimo novelties in various sizes

and designs, some of which are illus-

trated. These are all white and glisten-

ing and proving attractive to the trade.

The toy offerings of the year have
"been described in detail in the past few
issues of DRY GOODS REVIEW. It

only remains to remark that wholesalers

in Canada have been very careful, for

the most part, to select from the vs^ri-

ous markets lines which will be most
likely to meet with approval in this

country. The call is tending steadily to-

wards better class toys. Canadian par-

ents, as well as the young "hopefuls,"

prefer, as a rule, toys that are educa-

tive, realistic and substantial, and they

are willing to pay for those qualities

rather than sacrifice them for a matter

of price. Consequently, the pressed steel

trains, tractors, tanks, aeroplanes, con-

struction toys, wooden furniture, stoves,

pasteboard houses, blackboards, and

similar lines are in much more attrac-

tive ranges in the higher (lualities than

anything of a "cheap" nature, and arc

designed to "wear."

Dolls are varied, too, in construction,

clothing, expression and novelty touches.

"Since the "real hair" novelties first ap-

peared on the market several firms have
gotten out new ideas in them. The
sizes, too, are more plentiful. One new
line of these are called "Sweeties."

They are made of a wood fibre com-
position and have very lifelike expres-

sion.

"Old Bill of the Better 'Ole" is now
in the shops in his khaki uniform and
the real "Bairnsfatner" expression. He
is in two sizes and his comical resem-

blance to the well-known cartoons will,

no doubt, make him popular.

Some new imitation fur muffs for

little girls have a real doll or a teddy

bear attached to their outside, so that

she always has hen- toy with her and

is not likely to drop or lose it on the

street.

Knitted clothing for dolls is in good

variety again. There are cap and

sweater coat sets in fine silks and dainty

colors to be had this year. There is also

shown a silk jersey combination suit of

underwear.

Prices on all nov^elty and fancy lines

remain firm and deliveries are coming

along considerably better than a year

ago. Wholesalers anticipate their or-

ders being delivered in good time for

their Fall deliveries. Many of them

have a big proportion of their supplies

already in, leaving room only for some

late novelty lines to come along in a

couple of months. Unless retailers post-

pone all their buying to be done with

one accord, clogging up traffic, there

should be no difficulty in them being

well prepared for a "bumper" season

this Fall and Winter.

NOTIONS
The notion situation remains motion-

less, practically, so far as any new goods

on the market are concerned. Manufac-

turers are so busy getting out staple

products for the low-stocked trade that

in many lines deliveries of them are slow

and there is no time left to develop new

goods. Lines in which deliveries are im-

proving are still high in price, and buy-

ers and wholesalers are pretty generally

of the opinion that no declines will be

registered in any of the cotton, silk or

woollen articles until after the close of

this year. Some buyers in Toronto hav3

even covered their needs for the Spring

of 1920.

The only line in which easier prices

are thought at all possible is snap fast-

eners. Before the war these came al-

most entirely from Germany at some-

thing like 90 cents a gross. With that

supply cut off a Cevv Americans went

into making them, but the price ascended
to $9.00 a gross. The profits looked so

rosy at that price that a great many
others, including Canadians, went into

making snap fasteners. The result was
that the prices went down gradually to

around $5.50 a gross, where they have

been for some time, but there is just a

possibility that keen competition will re-

duce the price before long. Canadian

lines are quoted slightly below those

from the United States just now.

Tapes, threads and mending wools

have advanced during June and there is

no expectation of these or of needles or

hairpins coming down during the next

six months or longer.

English supplies are slow in arriving,

but deliveries are more satisfactory than

last season. "English goods may go

back to 1918 figures by the end of this

year, but not below," said the buyer in

one of Toronto's department stores.

FREQUENT CHANGES OF DESIGNS
IN FRANCE FOR FANCY

ARTICLES

Mr. Phillippe Roy, Commissioner Gen-

eral of Canada for France, writes that a

dealer in art lamps and electric fixtures

in France told him that they did not

print catalogues because at the end of

six or even three months' time the de-

sign is exhausted and the manufacturer

cannot supply exactly the same article.

In conversation with a designer of novel-

ties he stated that they were continually

getting out new designs for novelties

in electric and gas lamps. Another firm

c'ealing in lamp shades, fans, bags, col-

lars and fancy articles, etc., made a sim-

ilar statement.

A NEW CROCHET IDEA

Necklace "chains" are being cro-

cheted in mercerized threads to match

the costume. They are done in novelty

stitches and finished with a large orna-

mental tassel of the same thread.

The Canadian Flax Mill Company's

weaving room at its plant in St. Cath-

arines, Ont., was destr)yed by fire on

Jun" 29, entailing a loss of $450 000, in-

cluding fully $300,000 worth of flax, ac-

cording to the New York Journal of

Commerce. Most damage was done by

water to prepared flax in warehouses.

It is stated that the fire was caused by a

defective electric wire.

The U.S. Shipping Board announced

that steamship lines to Hamburg and

Bremen, Germany, would be establish-

ed as soon as cargoes were available at

American ports. Special lines will be es-

tablished for the shipment of cotton.

Mr. Bellinger, of Regina, has joined

the staff of F. F. Causey & Co., David-

son, Sask., as accountant.
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BUTTONS
"There is nothing really new in but-

tons. No nice ranges of novelties are
-shown anywhere, tnough qualities are
improving," said a large buyer to DRY
•GOODS REVIEW. Novelties, of course,
have comparatively little call, except in
small trimming buttons for blouses. The
buyer quoted remarked that he had re-
ceived samples, with quotations, from
Bohemia during the past month, but the
samples were selected from the old
numbers of 1912 to 1915. "Even .though
Paris has really nice things, deliveries
are so long in getting over here after
the design is first produced that much
of the interest is lost. , It is more satis-
factory to purchase good staple lines and
to get them in a close-by market," he
:said.

In ivory buttons for Fall, orders in-
clude almost exclusively, black, navy
and brown. Sizes are 24 to 30 ligne for
dresses; 36 to 50 ligne for coats and
suits.

^
Fall fashions call for quite a

quantity of these battens for trimmings.
As reported last month. Fall require-
ments will call for quite a supply also
of smoked pearl.

The Paris novelties referred to include
many odd shapes and sizes. Some have
more or less elaborate conventional de-
signs in relief. Paris uses her buttons
profusely and with or without real or
simulated button holes to accompany.

The Bedspread
Looms Important

Just as the lampshade of the day of-
ten strikes the determining note in the
decoration scheme of the sitting-room,
so the bedspread of the hour furnishes
the dominant feature in the up-to-date
bedroom. The conservatism that for so
many generations manifested itself in
-the conventional white coverlet has now
completely gone by, and in its place
there reigns an almost distracting choice
•of gorgeous and original creations.

In its present-day garb the down quilt
is a ravishing, decorative thing of whose
charms one would not willingly deprive
oneself. In place of the uninteresting
curves and twists of stitchery quilted
onto a commonplace sateen, the eider-
down of 1919 is stitched either in

stripes or squares across its entire sur-
face, the glowing orange or brilliant
royal blue of the silken cover being em-
bellished in the centre with a wonderful
posy of futuristic flowers carried out in

wools of the most daring shades. Some-
times the middle is left unadorned and
the wool-stitchery confined to bold cor-
ner ornaments, the quilting itself being
done by hand and in coarse woolwork.
'To do the quilting by machine would be
to rob these quilts of half their individ-

uality.

The ' reaction following war-work is

finding vent in the soothing charms of
•embroidery, and many a hand that erst-

Fall Ornamentations
At the left are rich silk tassels and pendants, and a silk dress or suit girdle, all

of which are matters of importance. Shown by the Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal.
New coiffures call for the two high shell combs at the right. Below them is a pair of
the new colored bracelets. The sections are threaded on elastic, as the lower

one indicates. These are from Wrinch & McLaren, Toronto.

while drove a car or filled shells is now
engaged on the gentle task of embellish-
ing- squares of fine linen with reticella

or broderie anglaise. These squares
are eventually incorporated by means of

connecting strips of filet or fine crochet

insertion into an exquisite bedspread
that has the look of one luxurious mass
of embroidery and lace. These spreads
have now quite taken the place of the

elaborate coverlets of, drawn thread-
work that once reigned supreme in

the afi"ections of the houseproud. In

some cases, fine hemstitch embroidery
in delicate colored silks, carried out in

the style that flourished under Queen
Anne, takes the place of the more usual

openwork stitchery.

Firms which specialize in old shawls
of Paisley and striped silk say that

many of these are being bought up for

use as glorified bedspreads. Even the

valuable Spanish shawl, with its broad
silken fringe and aglow with silken

flowers, is being taken out of its retire-

ment to adorn the bedstead with its

wealth of color. Treasured strips of

antique brocade, too, are being eked out

by means of side pieces of plain satin

attached beneath a strip of gold galon,

to form the decorative quilt.

It is the fashion of the moment to lay

across the foot of the bed for day dis-

play only, a large bolster-shaped cushion

covered to match the spread and em-
bellished at either end by a handsome
knotted tassel. The tones in which the

spread and the cushion are carried out
decide the entire scheme of the bedroom
decoration.

"APPOINTMENT REGISTER"
New Service to Shoppers at the Robt.

Simpson Co.

The following announcement appeared

in the Simpson advertising a few days

ago, which tells of quite a novel conven-

ience which will be appreciated by busy
people who have no place down town
where they may arrange to meet friends

except in the stores. In the case of re-

arrangements many extra visits are like-

ly to be made to the store in order to get

the messages from the register, and

this is accomplished at little cost to the

store.

For the convenience of our friends

we have installed at our Information
Bureau, Main Floor, Centre, an Ap-
pointment Register—a large leather-

bound book, wherein to arrange and
re-arrange appointments with your

friends when shopping.

For instance, Mary is scheduled to

meet Jean in Simpson's at a certain

hour. She cannot do so, and writes

her message of change of appoint-

ment in the Appointment Register,

thus:
"Jean—Canwot be here at 10.30

—

will meet you at 12 o'clock for lunch

—

Mary."
Jean arrives—Mary not at place of

meeting—looks up Appointment Reg-

ister—finds Mary's message and if

she cannot re-arrange her plans, also

leaves a message which Mary may
find on return.

"Sounds convenient," you say. Just

try it next time you wish to arrange
or re-arrange an aopointment and
see how very convenient it really is.

The "2" Barkers, Ltd., Amherst. N.S.,

commenced Wednesday, June 4, closing

at 12 noon on that day of each week.
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Elements in Town Building

By A. H. Melville, Madison, Wisconsin. Chief Bureau of
Civics and Commerce and Associate Professor of Business

Administration, University of Wisconsin.

-N the discussioii of problems of town building, problems that are being considered by many municipalities
at the present time, there are material considerations to be taken into account without doubt, but above these

lactors is the far greater factor of the men behind the cities. The accompanying address that strongly urges
these points was delivered at the Second Annual Short Course on Merchandising held at the University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg,

I

A TOWN IS just as large as the terri-
tory It draws business from. No
longer can a city hide behind the

cloak of Its city limits and say— I am not
interested in anything except what is with-
in my gates. City limits are only boundar-
ies for municipal government. In building
a city, therefore, we must recognize in a
constructive way the interests of all the
people we serve in commerce, in trade, in
agriculture, in recreation, in matters' of
health. I believe it was the veteran Cyrus
McCormick who recently remarked to a
group of bankers and business men that
the prosperity of farmers in their com-
munity is the measure of their sales in
business, and the late Theodore Roosevelt,
who recently writing in connection with the
League of Nations, said: "If this old world
of ours is going to be a good place for
some of us to live in, it has got to be a
pretty good place for all of us to live in."
Our civic, commercial and educational in-

terests are so interwoven and interlocked
that we can scarcely consider the welfare of
one line of business without reckoning with
all the others. If we have factories with
efficient working men, they must have sani-
tary, cleanly homes to live in. They must
have recreation for themselves and their
families. If we have progressive, con-
tented, satisfied farmers, good farming
implements, markets to care for their grain,
and modern stores to take care of their
household needs are implied.

The Human Touch

In this busy hurly-burly world of ours,
this age of wireless telegraph, 100 miles an
hour automobiles, 70 miles an hour trains,
fast aeroplanes, 90 miles an hour business
and three editions a day newspapers, men
are losing the personal contact of man to
man and the human interest that goes with
it. We rush hurriedly to business in the
morning and back again at night, to com-
mittee meetings, speaking for a moment
first with this man and then with that man,
but never knowing really the man with
whom we meet and deal. We are busy in
our stores, we cannot cultivate friendship
of our customers. The other day, to my
surprise, I learned that a prominent man
with whom I have been sitting on com-
mittees lived only a stone's throw from
my own door. The magic touch of personal
interest so common a few years ago seems
gradually to be slipping away. And yet, if

we are to build our cities constructively,
not for to-day or to-morrow, but for years
to come, we must know the men who live in

them and their capabilities, for it is men
who make cities.

The other day some misguided man in

Minnesota caused the failure of a chain of
fourteen banks. The newspapers heralded
it half way across the continent. Not a few
people immediately said to themselves, "I

wonder if my bank where I do my business
is safe? How about my savings and earn-
ings, are they all right?" and again we see

how interdependent business is and how
much the success or failure of one unit
affects all the others. And not only that,

but it affects the town or city in which the
failure takes place and its reputation, for
cities have a reputation and character just

as individuals and firms have.
Now towns are competing with one

another for business just as business men
in the same line of business compete with
one another. A town is known by the
reputation of its business men, by the repu-
tation of its schools, by its libraries, by its

health, by its recreation facilities and
judged accordngly. If we are to build a

town, we must know its resources and lia-

bilities. We must take stock of what it

has to offer to the people who live there
and who come there to trade, just as the
merchant takes stock every so often to see
what he has and what he is out of that he
must supply. We must analyze our own
community critically, face the facts and
act according to what the analysis shows.
One town is short a good retail store, an-
other a blacksmith shop, another a good
hotel.

A Need for Executive Action
A meeting of this kind here to-night

fifteen years ago would have been abso-
lutely impossible. Business men did not
get together then as now. They feared each
other and were not willing to trust their

competitors. Perhaps they did not rea-

lize the necessity for collective action. No
town, or city, or community can be really

and truly prosperous and contented unless

the people get together frequently in social

intercourse and exchange ideas and opin-

ions on matters of public interest and busi-

ness. Rome and Greece had their public

forums at Rome and Athens where the wise

and unwise gathered together and debated

matters of public policy. For centuries

2,500 to 3,000 years ago this custom pre-

vailed, and who shall say they were not the

most progressive cities of their age? The
creed of the Athenian youth, the free born
British youth can be proud of to-day:

"I am a citizen of no mean city.

"I will never bring dishonor or disgrace

upon my city, nor desert my suffering com-
rades in the ranks.

"I will fight for the sacred ideals and
standards of my city both alone and with
many. I will respect and obey her laws and
seek to impose a like obedience and respect
upon the part of those above us who are
prone to annul them or set aside. Thus in
all ways will I seek to transmit my city,
not only not less, but greater, more beauti-
ful and better than it was transmitted to
us."

The winning of the world war is the
finest example of collective co-operative
effort that is recorded in history. One
nation could not win the war. Nor could
two nations. It took the combined effort
of all the liberty loving nations directed
under central leadership to strike the blow
at militarism which has made the world
safe for Democracy. The fruits of the vic-
tory we shall enjoy and shall we not carry
this lesson of constructive co-operation into
our constructive city building?

Two years ago, John Barrett got the
Central American Republic together for
monthly meetings in the beautiful Pan-
American Building at Washington, where
the representatives of these countries could
meet and know each other, rub elbows, sit

at a common table and discuss common in-

terests and common problems in a frank
and honest fashion. The result is that in-

stead of a new revolution or war breaking
out somewhere in Central America every
morning before breakfast, they haven't had
a war for two years and a half.

But we must organize if we are to get
results. I have noticed that there are three
types of institutions in towns that are sup-
posed to represent the business man's, and
incidentally the town's, interests:

1. The small business organization de-
signed to give credit information and under-
take collections.

2. The business men's organization for
developing trade and commerce only and
which usually includes the one already
named.

3. The big, broad, institution which in-

cludes all the interests of the other two
and which is big enough and broad enough
to include every interest of the country;
its commerce, trade, education, recreation,

health and agriculture. This is tHe kind
of a body that is building towns for not
only to-day, but for the future.

Call the roll of cities in the United
States and Canada that are doing things
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>nd you will invariably learn that back of
them are bodies of educated men that are
giving their time unselfishly and generously
to building up their cities. Such men have
in mind that boys and girls have value in a
community as well as wheat and oats, lum-
ber and other commodities. A town which
is a better place to rear a family in, a town
which is a better place to raise boys and
girls in, to develop manhood and woman-
hood, to build character in, without which
business would be as unstable as a rope of
sand, is a better place to do business in.

And these same men are willing to give
some of their time, some of their energy
and some of their money to get these
results.

Most towns have an idea that a factory
is the only thing that can build a town.
They forget that towns develop from with-
in out. They want trade and so they buy
a factory to come to town to furnish em-
ployment for labor and more business. In
nine cases out of ten, the factory that wants
a location will come to your town if you
have the physical requirements for it to run
without buying it. And if you buy it, later
on the chances are you will find it "a fly

by night" and you must pay the fiddler.
A live business men's organization fur-

nishes the facilities for looking into these
matters carefully. Let us pass rapidly
among our large cities and see what prob-
lems they have had to meet and how they
met them:

Chicago got her boulevard and park sys-
tem through the efforts of one of her citi-

zens who appeared before the City Council
persistently for ten years. It has been built
up commercially largely through an active
business men's organization.

Cleveland has become a great city of play
grounds through organization. More homes
are owned in this city for its population
than any other in the United States. A
great Union Depot was the result of seven
years' effort.

Memphis, through its agricultural com-
mittee, is changing the State from cotton
to diversified farming. They found that
milk was being shipped from Wisconsin to
Memphis because they did not have dairy
cattle in the State to meet their require-
ments.

These little Es-
kimo candy
boxes will make
a nice variation
with the red
Santa Clauses
next Christmas.
They are a new
line shown by
Nerlich & Co.,

Toronto.

Little Rock—The agricultural committee
found that two years ago in Arkansas they
were receiving sixty million a year for cot-

ton but were spending seventy-two mil-
lions a year for feed that she should have
been raising. Since then, 2,900 meetings
were held in one year to bring about a

change.

In Waukesha, a ciiy of 10,000 people, the
business men and bankers loaned farmers
money six years ago to buy pedigreed dairy

stock and erected a stock pavilion. In

1918 the farmers of this district sold 180

carloads of pure bred and grade dairy cattle

amounting to $320,000.

In Ashland the business men and bank-
ers financed farmers after the district had

Kimona Set
For the customer who
wishes to make her
kimona at home this
set of cords is offered.
The heavy cord for
the girdle is matched
by the lighter weight
tie cord for the neck
and also a frog for
fastening. They are all

the same color in soft
cotton yarn and may
be had in navy blue,
grey, black and white
mixture, etc. The set
forms an interesting
novelty at very small
cost. Shown by Ham-
bly & Wilson, To-
ronto.

gone to pieces because the lumber was'

gone. The result was that cheese factories}

and creameries sprang up all over that

district.

At Fondulac, a body of bustling busines:}

men invited 1,242 farmers attending a

country institution to sit down to dinner

with them.

In Wisconsin, seventeen towns from 500

to 2,000 put in rest rooms last year.

"Yes," you are saying, "that is alright,

they can do it in towns where they have
plenty of money and a paid secretary, but

how about small places where little or no
money can be raised? How about little

towns without any vision?" Mr. Melville

then told his audience about a little town
of thirty-five people—they did things re-

gardless of population.
Lakefield, Minnesota, accomplished all

that it has done through the co-operation of

the business men and the farmers. It has
a real, live commercial club. It is co-

operation and energy that does these

things. Never run down your own town,
especially to strangers. Boost it, make it

the best town in your county—your coun-
ty the best in your province—your prov-
ince the best in the country. All we need
is more vision, pep and initiative.

VISION

Then vision forth what here you most

desire.

Dream of industries and busy marts of

trade.

Dream of traffic, dream of wealth, dream
of parks and playgrounds—of happi-

ness, content.

Dream of contented labor at its task;

Dream of smiling women and better men;
Dream of homes where laughing children

play;

Dream of a city beautiful and fair.

Think and plan as others have for their

accomplishments,
Then work, work for contented labor at

its task;

Work for smiling women and better men;
Work for homes where laughing children

play;

Work for a city beautiful and great, and
Make your city a place where dreams
come true.
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ISLAND SPINNING CO., Ltd
LISBURN, IRELAND

Linen Thread for

Clothing
Manufacturing

Why use an inferior quality when you can
have the best. New Wind Patent Cop—^won't

snarl and cause delays. Half pound cop equal
to four spools. No short lengths. No waste.

BLACK-WHITE—WHITEY BROWN
all numbers

Large stock always on hand. Samples and
prices on request.

Sole Agents for Canada

Walter Williams & Co.
508 Read Building

MONTREAL
20 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

Art Needle Sundries

SHETLAND FLOSS
ZEPHYR WOOLS

FINGERING WOOLS
EMBROIDERY THREADS
INSTRUCTION BOOKS

CROCHET NEEDLES

Stamped Needlework

GOWNS
CENTRES
DRESSES
PILLOW CASES
APRONS
ROMPERS

COMBINATIONS

SACQUES
SCARFS
TOPS
BIBS
DOYLIES

For Your Children's and Baby Department
HAND AND MACHINE MADE BOOTEES, JACKETS,

TOQUES, OVERALLS, SWEATERS, Etc.

CELLULOID GOODS FOR BABY, RATTLES, TOYS, Etc.

HAMBLY & WILSON, LIMITED
1 1 Wellington St. W. TORONTO
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NEW WHEEL TOY
No Toy since Toys were thought of has met with the welcome
that greeted GILBERT'S NEW WHEEL TOY.

Our full-page advertisements in "Saturday Evening Post"

—

''Popular Mechanics"—"Boys' Life," etc., etc., produced an
avalanche of enquiries from boys and parents asking "Where
can we get one?"

MR. DEALER, we spend our money advertising to benefit you.
Are you going to link up with this advertising? The way to
do it is to send an order TO-DAY.

The 9004 New Wheel Toy costs you $6.00 each
The 9006 New Wheel Toy costs you $10.00 each

Wheelbarrows, True ks, Go-Carts, Geared Racers, etc., etc.

The Other Lines Are
Chemistry Sets
Tele Sets
Phono Sets
Wireless Sets
Electrical Sets

ic

kM,_ I Puzzle Sets

"INd. 4Sel

JERECTOR
^f with] Motor

pielail Canidi
*

?f $7.50 .

Bulk Puzzles
Nurses' Outfits
Submarines
Machine Guns
Tanks
Flying Machines

Get acquainted with
the New Toys^

ERECTOR
No. 1 retail, Canada $1.50

No. 2 3.00

No. 3 4.50

No. 4, with motor 7.50

No. 5 11.25

No. 6 15.00

No. 7 22.50

No. 8 37.50

You can buy Toy Motors and
Transformers for all sets.

AIRKRAFT SETS
Retail $2.25, $4.50 and $7.50

CARPENTERS' TOOL SETS
2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00

and upwards
SOLDERING OUTFIT

$1.50 and $3.75

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List.

The A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Company, Limited
Manufacturers of GILBERT'S TOYS

439 King Street West, Toronto
Canadian Agents THE "POLAR CUB" ELECTRIC FAN
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"TICO"
Embroidery Foundation Forms

For Art Needlework Departments

IF you have not filled-in on your stock of FOUN-
DATION FORMS for INITIALS,

MONOGRAMS, SCALLOPS, CORNERS,
EMBLEMS, ETC., we suggest you give this

your early attention so as to avoid loss of sales due

to depleted stocks.

We own, and operate under, various U.S. PATENTS
and assure our CUSTOMERS and THE TRADE con-

tinued HIGH QUALITY merchandise and PROMPT
SERVICE.

We manufacture the following well-known products :

"TICO" Solid Cotton Embroidery "TICO" Drumhead Embroidery
Foundation Forms Hoop

"TICO" Fibre Enbroidery Founda- 'TICO" Auto-Stop Embroidery
tion Forms Stiletto

"TICO" Fibre Buckle Forms "TICO" Dressmaker Buckle Forms

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
WYTHEVILLE, VIRGINIA, U.S.A.

ROY W. SEXTON, Pres. H. E. WIDENER. Vice-Pres. W. P. SUMNER. Sec'ty-Treas.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
1 30 West 42nd Street 180 West Adams Street Central Building

Bush Terminal Sales Building H. A. Austin Cc. F. A. Gaylord
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The Mode Insists on a touch of Bright Color

Jade Green is a mark of Fashion this Summer. This artistic necklace,

with novel links and rings, is of Jade Green *'Ivory"—has Oriental

plaque and ornaments of Old Ivory finish. It is of a design which

makes sales.
"

;

We will be pleased to send you a sample assortment of our latest lines

of Necklaces, in the most popular colors, for your approval. Write

us if interested.

Wrinch-McLaren, Limited
77 Wellington St. West TORONTO
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Infants'

of Perfect

Novelties
Daintiness

As an acquisition to baby's layette, nothing more dainty and adorable could be imagined than our
white, and delicately tinted, exquisitely fashioned. Infants' Ribbon Novelties.

There are carriage straps, tiny wrist bands, bows and flower clusters for carriage covers, and smaller
ones for ornamenting baby's bonnet, dress, or Gertrude, and other equally interesting accessories.

They are so very fascinating they will make an irresistible appeal to every mother.

Our stock of the following Ribbon Novelties is also complete at all times, in many delicate shades
and beautiful designs

—

GARTERS
VANITY BAGS
OPERA BAGS

3^it)t)oncraft Co.
229 College St. Toronto

WORK BAGS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS

LINGERIE TRIMMINGS

GEO. H. ADAMS COMPANY
HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE

LATCH NEEDLES TRANSFER POINTS

SINKERS, JACKS, ETC.

Address all communications to

CHAS. B. PAULUS
General Sales Manager

Temporary Address

1516 Sixty-Eighth Ave., Oak Lane

Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS «nrfHANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

SalesmenWanted
Men who have worked up a connection with the

trade are far more valuable to you than inex-

perienced men. The way to locate them is

through your trade paper because wide-awake
salesmen read it. When in need of salesmen
use the Want Ad Page; the rates are 2 cents per

word first insertion and one cent per word for

each subsequent insertion, a charge of 5 cents

extra is made for Box Number to cover cost of

forwarding replies.
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FANCY GOODS
TOYS, DOLLS, GAMES FOR

HOLIDAY TRADE

OUR salesmen are now on the road with complete
sample line for Fall and Christmas trade, including

Fancy Goods, Toys, Dolls, Games, Decoration Goods,
Fancy China and Glassware, Rich Cvit Glass, Electric Fix-

tures and Portables.

Place Your Orders Now and Make Sure of Having a
Good Assortment

NERLICH & CO.
146-148 FRONT ST. WEST TORONTO

: c
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THERE SHOULD BE NO TWINS
Duplicated Styles the Unpardonable Sin—Hudson's Bav Co., Vancouver, Have No "Cheap"

Hats—They Are "Good Value."

THE millinery department of the

Hudson's Bay Company's store

in Vancouver, B. C, is in keeping

with the other departments in the re-

finement and dignity achieved in its ap-

pointments. The massiveness of the

many large wall show-cases accentuate

the daintiness and grace of the millinery

creations they display, and create a dis-

tinct atmosphere about them of "value

and costliness." The whole arrange-

ment of the department, by which the

customer must pass the less expensive

hats, displayed on tbe tables, to the more

expensive ones under glass, gives the

prospective purchaser glimpses of better

hats, displayed on the tables, to the more

ported models which gain by coTipar!son.

"I have never yet offended a lady by

offering her the most expensive hat that

my judgment told me she could consider,"

stated Miss J. Macbeth Green, the de-

partmental manager and buyer, "but I

have heard a customer say, when shown

the lower priced hats first, "Have you

something better—something, put away,

perhaps?" Miss Groen considers that in

any department that aims to serve the

better trade, the word "cheap" should

be elided from the saleslady's vocabulary.

The store at all times sees to it that all

the offerings are "good value," but the

use of the expression "cheap" jars al-

most like a vulgarity on some customers.

Exclusiveness Must Be Observed

"I have observed a thoughtless practice

of some case and window dressers," said

Miss Green. "The stores selling ladies'

garments are some of the worst offend-

ers. I mean the folly of displaying, or

in fact, selling more than one garment

or hat of any kind, in the more expensive

lines. I have seen expensive dresses in

window displays, with two identically the

same as regards style and trimming, p?r-

haps a slight difference in shade. From
my own experience I know that the one

unpardonable sin to commit on a buyer

of a good hat is to sell another one to

any great extent similar to it. It occa-

sionally happens that through over.?ight

on the part of the jobebrs a hat will be

duplicated. A duplicated hat arrived

here only last week's order; I remember-

ed having sold one like it in the previous

shipment, and I had that hat practically

re-modelled. It pays to watch this fea

ture carefully in order to build up a repu-

tation; and you haie to use the same

judgment to keep it.

"The window, our photograph shows,

displays New York and Chicago models

in pastel shades, and was dressed urder

the supervision of Mr. C. L. Greer, the

store's Display Manager." We find that

the most effective window is produced by

showing a few models. A "junkines.-;''

is very quickly developed if the window

is crowded. "That," oncluded Miss Green

"would be my criticism of some of the

windows at the Chicago Fair."
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An Artistic Fall Opening Window
The window at the right is a corner one. All the street windows of Darwin's, Ottawa, are effectively supplied with ivory

background, panelled in Adam style; at the ends are simulated doors with glass panes and fine lace curtains showing through,
which give a "reception room" effect. The coloring and designing is excellent, showing to advantage whatever decorative and mer-
chandising motifs the display man wishes to emphasize. In the above illustration it will be noted that Fall goods both in the
piece and made up are shown, as well as millinery, blouses and accessories, and yet no suggestion of conglomeration or crowding
creeps in, because the figures are well balanced; so, too, are the furnishings and the richly colored generous bouquets of Fall
flowers and foliage, and there is practically no repetition. A show card in grey and ivory announces in each window simply
"Fall Opening." This window was used for Darwin's Fall Opening in early September last year.

This picture shows a corner of the Carpet and Rug Department of the Hudson's Bay Co.'s Vancouver store. The story it

would tell might be put thus: "If there is no mystery about your prices; if you are not ashamed of them; if you want
to interest a prospective customer before he actually HAS to have a floor covering, PUT A PRICE CARD ON YOUR
OFFERINGS." Your customer knows how much money he has to spare; if he knows what you want, you can get
together. Many a man with a nice little "roll" just "burning a hole in his pocket" is compelled to "resist that im-
pulse" simply because he does not care to enquire the price, because he would be embarrassed if it were more than he

had. Note the frank pricing in this department.
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I
A Simple and Detailed System

j

I
Western Merchant Finds Triplicate Sales-check System Useful in Cash or Credit Business. 1
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OFFICIALS of the Canadian Credit

Men's Association are authority

for the statement that a very
large percentage of failures in business
are due primarily to the fact that these

retailers who go under have not adopted
and maintained a system of keeping ac-

counts which day by day, and month by
month, should have revealed to them the

shoals and the rocks ahead.

By slack methods customers were al-

lowed to get far in arrears without their

knowledge; they had no definite idea

•of the amount of m.oney out at credit,

nor how far they were in debt to the

wholesales; they were in constant dan-

ger of losing customers through errors

in presenting their accounts, and they

were in a state of constant worry and
strain through inability to conduct their

affairs properly, and at the same time

attend to business of selling.

Some merchants who found them-
selves in this predicament and who wore
warned in time solved the problem by
paying the wages of a bookkeeper,

others by adopting one of the modern
methods which have been especially de-

signed for the country merchant.

$4,000 in a Biscuit Box!

When a representative of DRY
GOODS REVIEW called upon James A.

McKenzie, general merchant, of Rivers,

the other day, he found him, early in

the morning with a numbered card in-

dex system before him in a small tin

biscuit box. In that one little box was

kept accurately and systematically the

accounts of all his customers running

close to $4,000. The account of each

customer was numbered and Mr. Mc-
Kenzie could turn to any one of them
and tell you in an instant the total of

the account to date. Furthermore all

of these accounts were kept automatical-

ly, and up-to-the minute by simply

keeping a duplicate of the sales account

handed to the customer at the time he

made his purchase. This sales slip

which went to the customer contained

not only an itemized list of the goods

purchased at that time, but a statement

of his account up to date, giving him an

opportunity to chei;k the account, and

agree as to its correctness.

Here was a big general store, with a

turnover close to the $100,000 mark, al-

most rushed off its feet with business on

Saturday night by a trade largely

credit, but keeping its accounts without

any fuss, and with an accuracy that

left no room for doubt. An hour's extra

work bv the nroprietor in the morning

in the way of filing the duplicate sales

slips under the card index was all that

was required.

Furthermore by the use of the tripli-

cate system of sales slips, one to the
customer, one to an indexed cabinet ad-
joining the cash register on the main
floor and one to the filing system in the

office, a practical system of double en-

try is achieved with the sales slips in

the cabinet on the floor of the store

checking against those in the office, eli-

minating the possibility of error.

This system is coming largely into

use in Western Canada. A great many
merchants are using the duplicate sys-

tem, but Mr. McKenzie has had long
experience in personally handling the

triplicate system, and would advise any
merchant to adopt this method. He
used the system in conjunction with the

cash register and the total of the cash

sales slips under the duplicate system
must check against the total amount re-

corded by the cash register. Incidentally

each clerk in the store is numbered, and
the total amount of his cash and credit

sales are shown from day to day and
year by year in a synoptic provided with

the cash register. This synoptic also

shows at a glance the total turnover

for the day, and up to that date from
the first of the year.

In one minute Mr. McKenzie by re-

ferring to the same date last year and
this year was able to announce that

his turnover was $9,657 greater than

during the same period in 1918.

The System in Detail

Here is how the system works out in

detail: A woman comes into the store

and makes several purchases. The
clerk takes from his pocket the little

book of triplicate sales slips with which

he is provided. He jots down each item,

and when the transaction is completed

totals it up. He then goes to a cabinet

adjoining the cash register. This cabi-

net is in the form of a book made of

broad tin leaves, each of which is oper-

ated on hinges. Attached to these tin

leaves are two rows of wire clips, ar-

ranged simply to hold any paper placed

beneath them. In connection with this

cabinet is an index of customers' names,

each customer being numbered.

The clerk has sold his bill of goods

to Mrs. Swanson. He glances at the in-

dex and finds her name, and notes that

her account is filed under one of the wire

clips on tin page 26. The tin pages are

standing upright. He lays each of them

flat until he comes to page 26, and there

under the wire clip is a duplicate sales

slip of the one given to Mrs. Swanson

every time she has made purchases at

the store. There are perhaps ten of

them, and in each instance the amount

of her bill has been brought forward un-

til on the topmost slip it is plainly

recorded. That was the amount she was

owing before she came into the store
that day.

This total the clerk adds to the sales
slip he has just made up. He tears off

the top slip which is white in color and
hands it to the woman, so that she can
see at a glance how her bill is growing,
and make a complaint if the total is in-

correct. The second sales slip which is

yellow is placed under the wire clip on
top of the others and the third sales

slip, which is pink in color, is filed on
a pin file face down. It is these pink
slips which go to the office to be filed

by the proprietor the following morn-
ing in his little tin box.

And so by one writing the clerk has:

First, recorded the sale.

Second, given the customer a bill of

that day's purchase.

Third, stated his account in full to

date.

Fourth, given him an opportunity to

check the account.

Fifth, agreed with the customer as to

the amount he owes the store.

Sixth, provided a separate system of

sales slips for filing.

One of the most important benefits

from this latter triplicate system is that

the pink triplicate slips may be kept in

the safe, providing a record in case fire

destroys the slips placed in the cabinet.

When Payment is Made

In the event of a customer coming in

to make a payment on his bill the clerk

uses his sales book in just the same
manner as if he had sold a bill of goods,

but instead he makes the entry

"Credited by cash." In the same man-
ner as before he refers to the cabinet,

finds the total amount of the bill and

deducts the amount paid on account.

The customer is given a receipt, which

at the same time shows the balance

owing on his accoant, the yellow slip

in the cabinet showo the amount of the

account to date, and the pink slip goes

to the office for checking and filing.

If the customer pays his account in

full then the sales slips under his name
are buried away for future reference,

and a new account is opened when he

comes in to make his next purchase.

Now there are a great deal of goods

bought in country stores in exchange for

produce, and since one transaction

balances the other there are many mer-

chants who do not make any records

whatever. Not Mr. McKenzie. He wants

to know at the end of the year how
much he has bought in produce, and he

wants to include the goods sold under

this system in his statement of annual

turnover. He therefore records the sale

as cash on the cash register, and also

records the amount of the produce as
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"paid out," also on the cash register. In
this manner he is able to keep track of
the produce taken in, and also the clerk
gets full credit for the sales he makes.

Before filing the pink slips each
morning Mr. McKenzie checks them as
to their correctness, as to the price paid
for the goods, and also as to addition.

In this manner he detects mistakes be-

fore the customer, and is able to head
off any complaints or suspicion. He
states that he makes his wages every
•day in these corrections.

The use of the triplicate system pro-

tects the merchant from clerks collect-

ing money on account and failing to

give proper credit, neither does it allow

a clerk any opportunity to appropriate

money for his own use which might be
paid on accounts. No clerk would care

to tamper with accounts if he knew that

the merchant had securely locked a

duplicate record of all unpaid balances

in the safe.

An especially strong feature of the

system is the credit limit card. This is

a red card bearing the words "Credit

stopped", and when it appears before

one of the accounts in the cabinet it is

a signal to the clerk to refer the cus-

tomer to the proprietor for a further

line of credit. The proprietor in going

over the pink sales slips in the mornin<r

is able to determine whether he is will-

ing to advance further credit to a doubt-

ful man, and if not he personally inserts

the red card signal.

Altogether Mr. McKenzie keeps four

laooks apart from the system described.

These are:

First.—The cash register daily state-

ment of each clerk's business, together

with the total amount of cash paid in,

and the total amount of credit extended
for the day. There is also shown the

turnover for the year up to that date,

and the total accounts outstanding.

Second.—A bills payable and receiv-

able book in which are recorded the

drafts that come in from wholesale

cv - OPE"

Cabinet for filing sy.stem as described in

accompanying article. Made by Dominion
Register Co., Ltd., Toronto.

houses, together with information of

when they come due.

Third.—'A ledger in which accounts
with wholesale firms are kept.

Fourth—A synoptic, which Mr. Mc-
Kenzie originated himself and which he

posts every day from the other parts
of the bookkeeping system. It is ar-
ranged in double entry style with debits
and credits, and at the end of each
month these must balance. This synop-
tic shows at a glance everything con-
nected with the business. It indicates
the value of the stock on hand from day
to day, the amount of cash in the bank,
the total credit extended to date, the
amount owing to wholesale firms, the
amount paid out to date for freight
charges, the expenses of operating the
business to date, the amount of the pro-
prietor's personal expenses, etc. It all

looks very formidable, but the whole
system is so simple that any clerk could
learn it in a couple of days.
As illustrating the value of keeping

an up-to-date record of totals Mr. Mc-
Kenzie found one day that the amount
of cash recorded in his synoptic as be-
ing in the bank did not jibe with his

check book by $400. He told the bank
manager about this shortage, and the
bank books were checked up and found
to be correct. Mr. McKenzie again
checked up his accounts and made cer-

tain of his figures when the bank after

further investigation found that a clerk

had inserted a loose leaf at the wrong
place in the ledger. The shortage was
made good, and no doubt would have
been later detected by the bank after

laborious work.

In the case of the ledger accounts with
wholesale firms Mr. McKenzie can turn
to any one account and tell exactly
where he stands, for he keeps the

balances ^brought down to date all the
time. He is now contemplating depart-

mentizing his store.

Store Doubles Floor Space
Extensive Alterations at Stanley Mills Co., Hamilton, Ont., Will Soon Be Commenced-

Several New Departments to be Introduced.

THE rapid growth and expansion

of the business of the Stanley

Mills departmental store, Hamil-
ton, Ont., has convinced the proprietors

of the necessity of at once increasing

the accommodation of their building.

'General Manager George Hutchings told

a representative of DRY GOODS EE-
YIEW that plans were already under

v/ay for a big extension to the store

that would double the present floor

space. The increase in business had ex-

ceeded all expectations, he stated, the

•gain so far this year having been as

great as the management had looked for

in the next five years. Good mer-

chandising is largely responsible for

this growth, Mr. Hutchings is convinced,

and the fact that the store does a

strictly cash business, renders loss from

Taad accounts and extra labor to look

after and collect these accounts, negligi-

ble. A cash business, he says, can
undersell a credit business every time,

because it is, as a distributing medium,
more economically correct.

Will Take in Adjoining Buildings

Operations in connection with the ex-

tension of the store will be commenced
in the course of the next few weeks. It

is intended to take in the stores ad-

joining the present premises, extending

east 180 feet. These places have been

the property of the Stanley Mills people

for some time, and the acquisition of

the same has been intended as soon as

the growth of the business warranted.

It will mean the doubling of the space

on each floor, and also the addition of

several new departments to the long

list that is already carried. Doubling

the frontage of the building will make
the Stanley Mills store front one of the

finest in the Dominion. While it will

render possible the introduction of new
lines, there will also be additional space
for the display of goods already stocked.
Showrooms will be much larger, afford-
ing greater facilities of showing such
lines as ready-to-wear and milliner/
The new departments will include boys'
clothing, men's boots, automobile acces-
sories, and kodaks. There will be others
too, but the management at the present
time is not prepared to name them.

Shows Department Views at Movies

Just recently the Stanley Mills Com-
pany signed two contracts involving
more than half a million dollars. These
contracts were for the back pages of
two of Hamilton's leading dailies for the
next ten years. Tnis firm lay great
stress on the importance of advertising-,

and attribute much of their success to

Continued on page 190



A SPLENDID READY-TO-WEAR LAYOUT

THE second floor of the store of

Messrs. Beamish and Smith, North
Bay, Ont., is devoted entirely to

ready-to-wear and millinery. At the ex-

treme right and left are rods carrying
many dozens of dresses, coats, suits and
wraps for women, misses and children.

An interesting floor display is shown
down the right half of the room. Rugs,
posts and ropes and fancy bandboxes
provide an exclusive setting for the

figures on which are shown afternoon

and street dresses, suits, coats, hats and
furs. It was in this space that the big

fashion event took place this Spring.

Live models promenaded for the inspec-

tion of the crowds of visitors who were
comfortably seated in the left half of

the room. Mr. R. A. Beamish explained

to DRY GOODS REVIEW that the

fashion parade proved a splendid and
speedy means of displaying a great num-
ber of garments, and the orders taken
during the display resulted in most satis-

factory business. Three manufacturers
had representatives present who assist-

ed the mannequins, and besides their

own, garments from New York and else-

where were exhibited. A girl can easily

display twelve garments in an hour, and
twelve girls can show 144 in all, which

is really a worth-while exhibit. The
parade continued for two hours each

afternoon and evening, with an orchestra

in attendance.

The floor is well lighted both artifi-

cially and from skylights and front win-

dows. The millinery department occu-

pies the front of the floor; tables down
the centre left feature blouses, and at

the left, as is seen in the illustrations, are

glass cases showing dainty whitewear,

blouses, etc. Not too high on the wall,

to be advantageous for display, is the

shelf on which an interesting display of

fancy and novelty sweater coats is shown.

A minimum of space actually occupied

by stock and fixtures with a maximum

of garments displayed, and an impres-
sion of roominess for the customer, seems
to be satisfactorily accomplished in this

RELIEF FOR LONG
SATURDAYS

The following letter tells in con-
cise form the advantage which Mr.
H. J. Hollinrake, of Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont., finds in his new time schedule.
His points are well worthy of care-
ful consideration. Similar benefits
are being experienced by some mer-
chants in towns of similar size to
Sault Ste. Marie.

The Editor DRY GOODS REVIEW,
Toronto.

Dear Sir:

—

Some few months ago, we inaugurated
the plan of closing the store at noon,
every day, that is, from 12 to 1.30, thus
allowing our staff an hour and a half for
luncheon and recreation. This has been
greatly appreciated by our employees, and
we think that the public are in sympathy
with the innovation.

Commencing at 11.30, it sometimes was
3 o'clock before the last hand was back
to work, thus leaving our salesforce in a

disorganized state. Now, every one gets

out promptly at the same hour, and are
back at their posts sharp. We always have
a full staff to attend to customers, and
give them more efficient service.

On Saturday evenings the store is closed

from 6 to 7.30, and. from that hour until

9.30 we are open for business.

Heretofore, the closing hour on Saturday
was 10.30, and freciuently later.

Under the new arrangement, Saturday
is not the dreaded long, tedious day that

it used to be.

We believe that shorter hours of labor

helps to keep the staff efficient and they

take more interest in their work, and it

is up to them to keep going during busi-

,iess hours.

Commencing the 1st of May, and con-

tinuing till 1st October, we propose to

close our store every Wednesday at 12,

noon, and take a half-holiday. The hard-

ware and grocery firms are doing this in

our city, but as yet. we are the only Dry
Goods firm that has inaugurated the Wed-
nesday half-holiday for five months of the

year.
Yours truly,

H. J. Hollinrake.

arrangement. Messrs. Beamish and
Smith are to be congratulated upon the
excellent service which this floor pro-
vides to North Bay shoppers. An ac-

count of their bonus system is given else-

where in this issue.

STORE DOUBLES FLOOR SPACE
•Continued from page 189

their talks to the public, through the
medium of the daily press. The score

does not feature more than two big
sales in the year, but endeavor, they
state, to give their customers the bens-
fits of close buying and a strictly cash
business.

As an advertising "stunt" they have
also found effective the use of the screen

at one of the city moving picture houses.

Just recently 175 feet of film was used,

featuring particularly the millinery

showrooms.

RAW SILK CROPS
Various reports indicate tiiat France

will jroduce 'his year a larger crop than
she has since the war reduced her pro-

duction so materially. While not a great

deal of this will be shipped to the United

States mills it is felt that the increase

in the French production will tend to

ea^e off the shortage from Japan and
elsewhere, and will help supply the

French manufacturers to a large extent

so that they will not be drawing upon
the other markets for their supplies.

Japan reports her crop probably 10 to

15 per cent, below the last one, and
some predict that the decline may reach

20 per cent. It is rather difficult to es-

timate China's production exactly, but

so far as estimates can be made they

show a slight decrease.

The new Fairweather store on Yonge
Street, Toronto, will be ready for open-

ing early in August.



SAYS "READ AS YOU RUN" CARDS ARE BEST
Merchant Tells of Practical Results He Has Obtained and Urges Others to Make Com-

parisons and Find Out Just Which Type of Cards Are the Best Business Producers.

Written for Dry Goods Review by R. T. D. EDWARDS

STEPPING into an exclusive Yonge
Street store in Toronto the other
day, the writer inquired of the pro-

prietor about his show cards.

"No," he said, "we don't wish to
chano:e. The shop we are buying from
is giving us just the kind of cards we
think are the best business getters."

On being^ informed that orders for
show cards were not desired but just his

opinion as to what he had found out were
the most successful business-getting
show card is used only on excep-
benefit of his experience so that we
could tell the many readers of this mag-
azine so that they might profit, he glad-
ly gave it.

Appreciates Their Value

Being an entfiusiaalt regarding the
value of show cards the proprietor ex-
pressed his opinion very emphatically.

This merchant has found out that
plainly printed show cards, both in the
windows and throughout the store, are
best for the class of trade to which he
caters. The highly decorative style of
show card is used only on excep-
tional occasions. These if used in abun-
dance often tend to detract from the
merchandise.

Plainly lettered show cards which can
be read at a glance are far superior for
the busy public to read, in other words,
the "read as you run" card is his motto.
He has some small decorations on his

SOME SHOW CARD SUGGES-
TIONS FOR JULY

1. Frocks as dainty as mid-Sum-
mer posies.

2. Tremendous vogue for ruJftes.

We have scores of them all

ready to tack on.

3. "Chic" and the kind of July
millinery we show are synony-
mous.

1. The daintiest neckfixings for

mid-Summer.

5. Every conceit of veiling fash-
ions in our galaxy of novelties.

6. Originality and daintiness in

designs are upheld in our selec-

tion of cool blouses.

7. Just the right ideas in hosiery
for your holiday wardrobe.

8. All sorts of dainty sports wool-
ies in our sweater coat depart-
ment.

9. Would you fly away on a Sum-
mer's day? Then flit in a cloud
of fleecy organdie. We have
all the rainbow colors.

10. Needles and pins and thimbles
and things in neat packages for
the holidays.

cards, but the wording stands out in

plain type.

Thus far we have what a successful

Yonge Street merchant has found to be
the best for him, and he speaks not just

offhand but from years of experience.

So all show card writers in our Cana-
dian stores may be benefited by his ex-

perience. He has made this subject a
business and studied it from a business-

r^etting standpoint, and has proven what
he says is right in dollars and cents.

Make Comparisons

We don't say that each and every mer-
chant should use the same style of show
card, because we think that would be a

mistake, but all may do the same as this

merchant has done by making a study
of this subject, the same as you do sales-

manship, or the buying end of your
business.

A very striking example of the differ-

ent ideas merchants have in their show
cards is shown if you walk just one
block north of this store we have been
talking about.

The north store is one which sells ex-

clusive merchandise, that is just one line

of goods. These goods are not at all

decorative in themselves and cannot be

displayed so as to be made attractive as

merchandise which has more variety of

colors. So the owner of the store

makes his show cards the decoration.
He has six or more large double win-
dows, and in each one is used one-half
or full sheet show card with highly col-
ored decorations.

Air brush work is most prevalent on
these cards, with heavily decorative bor-
der effects. Shadow script and shade
lettering is used which tends to make the
cards quite showy.

Would Not Do

These cards certainly would not do
for many merchants. Some would pro-
nounce them vulgar, but this is just an-
other case of a man making a study of
the kind of card that helps him get the
business he is after, and, by all appear-
ances, he is getting results.

Catchy wording is also playing a great
part in attracting trade to both these
stores. For years they have used snap-
py, attention compelling phrasings which
niake people give the windows more than
a casual glance. These wordings are
different to those used in other stores,
and are without the use of any slang.

The sample wordings shown on this

page are similar to those used on these
show cards.

The show cards reproduced are quite
suitable for the present season. The de-
sign is of opaque colors, attractively
blended in Summer hues. They are quite
simple to draw and will go with almost
any wordings you wish to use.
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We make over 275 National Cash

Registers every day

The National Cash Register is It saves time and money be-

a modern, labor-saving machine cause it does 15 things in 3

that helps merchants, clerks, seconds,

and their customers. j|- enables the merchant to give

It protects profits by stopping quick, accurate service.

leaks and losses, temptation, it more than pays for itself out

and mistakes. of what it saves.

It adds, records and classifies It helps merchants make more

many kinds of transactions. money, with less expense.

This big plant makes nothing but National Cash Registers

The National Cash Register Co. of Canada, Limited

Toronto, Ontario

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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5 I
By means of the overhead

^^ cable carrier, all cash
is sent to a central

point as sales are made.

What Do You Do With Your Cash?
Do you scatter it?—or do you concentrate it?

Does it go into one drawer or a hundred?

Charles Ogilvy, Limited, of Ottawa, are one of the thousands who
concentrate it—by means of a Lamson Centralized System.

In this case it is an Electric Cable Carrier—though the same results

are secured with any of the Lamson Systems.

This modern store says : "Centralization reduces mistakes in change
because fewer hands do the work and they become expert. In addition,

money is double checked. Time also is saved as change is bzln^ mida
while parcels are being wrapped.**

There are numerous other advantages. Ask for more information.

tmm^ •f^MM

THE LAMSON COMPANY
136 Simcoe Street, Toronto General Offices at Boston, Mass.

Sill |||||!l||||||||||||||||||||||||llllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllll1llllillllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIl^
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s
Sectional Fixtures

'"(,%

Ready to Place

Designed to meet every need of every line of merchandise.

In leading stores throughout the Dominion Kent-McClain fix-

tures are continuously at work displaying—selling goods.

We can give you what you need.

^.
^->A% (joRONroS//owCasfCo) I^OUte^

v^

181 to 199 Carlaw Avenue, TORONTO

Write us for Particulars. ^<
.<^

^'
<f
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/we "Keep the Quality Up"N
195

Qi

^»V
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An Investment
of increasing value—KENT-McCLAIN FIXTURES will repay you many times

over

—

By displaying your goods effectively,

By constantly suggesting purchases,

By retaining the freshness of your goods.

By SELLING your goods.

(TbnoNroSi/owCASFCo) LlflOtSra

''<i

>.̂ j

181 to 199 Carlaw Avenue, TORONTO

Ask to have our Representative call. ^^

c^*"'

^*'
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A New Dale Form
is here illustrated (No.

70 E/G) for displaying'

children's garments.

It is our latest accomplish-

ment in the designing and

manufacturing^ of Wash-
able Enamel Display

Forms,

grade.

of the highest

Designed from actual life

and finished with our usual

high standard of manufac-

ture, it will display your

garments for children m
an unusually effective

manner, and prove a de-

cidedly attractive and dur-

able acquisition to that

department.

No. 70 E/G.

The Second

Form illustrated (No.

19/E) is one of our most

popular Forms, for dis-

playing suits and dresses.

Up-to-date in every line,

and highly superior in

every detail, it is positive-

ly without superior on the

market to-day.

DALE ENAMEL FORMS
are substantial, attrac-

tive and durable. They are

recognized from coast to

coast as leaders in their

line.

No. 19/E.

When in Toronto, visit our new, conveniently

located SHOW ROOM, at 86 York Street, opposite

the Prince George Hotel—right in the centre of

the dry goods district, this location being chosen

expressly for your convenience.

Dale Wax Figure Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Montreal: 150 Bleury St. Vancouver: 501 Mercantile BIdg.

Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures
Scientifically designed to take care of

every item of merchandise handled by
Clothing, Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods
or Department Stores.

Buy as you like.

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones BroR^Co.l^M
cTtore Fitters^

Eastern Branch: Head OPficc: Western Branch:
VI Bleury Street Z9 -31 Adelaide 5t Vest. 4-37 Main Street

Montreal PQ. Toronto. Onl. 'Winnipeg Man
in affiliation v^nth and manufacturing in Canada, under tfie patents of

TAe Grand Jlajoids SAow C^se Ccxmpstny

Ad-Form Fibre Hangers

AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM
WITHOUT EQUAL

They will outlive other more expensive
and elaborate forms of advertising.

More space provided to give prominence
to your name than on any other form of

hanger.

Smoothly finished, of best heavy fibre

board, and best tinned steel wire. Will
not injure the most delicate fabric.

SUBSTANTIAL
DURABLE

USEFUL
Dept. A. MANUFACTURED BY

A.D.F. Co., Limited, 14 Millstone Lane
TORONTO
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Are Your Goods Displayed ? On a Kitchen Table ?

Then you are admitting that it is important TO DISPT.AY them. Do not neglect any longer that most valuable factor in your

s«>.'linK the displaying of your goods TO ADVANTAGE.

Walker Store Fixtures Make Your Displays Worth While

Silent Salesmen

Glass Front Shelf

Fixtures

—for every demand.

They will display your goods ef-

fectively, and at the same time

retain their clean, dainty attrac-

tiveness.

They will be a constant reminder

to yonr customers of necessary or

de>^iral)lc articles, for their shop-

ping lists.

The Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Limited
Kitchener, Canada

MADE IN
CANADA

A Commodity that is Saving Thousands

Out of Waste
The Climax Baler compresses and bales waste paper, thereby procuring the

very highest price for same.
It effects a substantial saving in time and energy.

It preserves a neat, well-kept appearance in the store.

It cuts down insurance rates, being positvely ^^^^'P^^^^j^^
Climax Baler is

built to last a life-

time. YOU will ap-

preciate its worth
in economy, its com-
pact, substantial ap-

pearance, and its re-

sistance to wear and
breakage.
All steel—12 sizes.

ALL STEEL CLIMAX

BALING PRESS

Everlasting Serviceability

A boy can easily operate it—a few min-

utes daily being all the attention ne-

cessary.

Climax Baler Company
Hamilton - Ontario

^^
^<>^

s^

<• Climax

-<J> Baler Co.,
^ Hamilton, Ont.

^^' Gentlemen : Without
^^ obligating us in any

^ way, please send full

^^ particulars and prices of
'^ your steel Paper Balers.

<^
Name

Address
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ORDER
EARLY

!

Wax Figures

True to Life

^
No. 1568/P

Extended

Waist Form

The demand for

DUR-ENAM
FORMS

WAX FIGURES
AND

GENERAL DISPLAY FIXTURES

for the Fall season is so great
that we cannot emphasize too
strongly the necessity of placing
your fixture orders early. Do not
leave it until September. Many
were disappointed last season.

DUR-ENAM Forms are perfect in

every detail. The finish is wash-
able and will give you thorough
satisfaction.

Our

GARMENT RACKS

HANGERS

will also be of interest to you.

HIGHEST QUALITY
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

Wax Figures

Highest Quality

No. 1580

Extended Shoulder Models

We extend to you a cordial invitation to visit our Show Rooms at 161
King St. West, next door to the Princess Theatre—just a short distance
west of the Prince George Hotel. The completeness of our range will

be better conveyed to you in that way.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896 Toronto Incorporated 1908
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No. 2008

WAIST FORM
GUARANTEED
FLESH ENAMEL

Representative

of the

Celebrated Wax Figure

of

Pierre Imans,

Paris.

PEACE
Now that peace is signed—no more worry—only look

ahead for prosperous business. Displaymen and mer-

chants, do justice to your store by elaborate displays

for the coming- year.

GET OUR NEW
FOLDER AND
PLAN YOUR
NEW DISPLAY

We make a specialty

in Renovating, Hair-

dressing, Coloring,

Repairing Broken

Figures.

No. 2002

DELFOSSE & CO.
247-249 Craig St. W. Factory, 1-19 Hermine Street

MONTREAL

Why Not Allow Your Staff the

Privilege of Increasing

Your Sales?

Gipe- Hazard
Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

and there

jy/TAKING change takes time
that might be used to bet

ter advantage in the selling of
more goods. And too it diverts
the salesmen's mind from his

business. We have a cash carrier to assist you
better investment than the purchase of a carrier system. It affords

more time for salesmen to remain with customers, and in this way
increases the efficiency and selling capacity of an entire staff. And
the saving of steps—they should not be forgotten.
Write for our four-page leaflet which tells how to obtain a double
check on sales, and allow your salesmen in a greater degree, to dis-

play their selling ability.
All kinds of Cash and Parcel Carriers.

Say You Saw It

in

Dry Goods Review

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures

FIXTURES FOR

500
WINDOW DISPLAYS
IN THIS CMEST

A Wnnilerfu! set «.( P.ik-nud Inie

d.splayinfi IJry Coods. Shirt-Wjists.

? 10 Ycnrs Good Service in effecrive

\'\k Fixlures you se

up with the full set.

rchanfit.ibU- Window linpljy hixtur«
Hate and Womin Furnishings- Sei will

trade puMinfi window iriim.

are only a very few of iht;^dt:itfins that can be

hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up

Made of 0.ik. either Golden. Antique or Weathered pinibh. Sei is put up
Hardwood Hinjjed Lid Stor;i(le Chest, a good place to Keep the e^lrj

YouniU not in use. There are thous.inds of sets in daily uie

No. 102 Set has 222 Interchangeable Younits For Large Store Windows, S4 1 .25
No. 102'/2 Set has 122 Interchangeable Younits Kor Small Store Windows. $20.35

S(ock CQTTieti in Hamilton, Ont. OtJer direct «' thru your jobbet Send for catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 3850 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.



New Alcove Section Devoted to Infants' Wear
The new department in the Stanley Mills Store at Hamilton, Ont. Note at the left the weighing basket which is a fea-

ture. The showcard attached reads: "How much does your baby weigh?" At the right is the corset department, where
selection is made in comfort, few men being likely to frequent the "Alcove."

BUSINESS INCREASES 50 PER CENT.
Stanley Mills Co., Hamilton, Has Exclusive Department for Infants' Wear, Which is a Bi^

Feature in the Store.

i;iii]i!i!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

THE Stanley Mills Company of

Hamilton, Ont., at the beginning

of the current year, introduced to

the people of Hamilton an infants' wear
department, separate and distinct from
the rest of the store. It has proved a

gi'eat success, business in infants' wear-

ing apparel, the manager of the depart-

ment told DRY GOODS REVIEW, hav-

ing increased fifty per cent, since its

inauguration. Previous to setting apart

a certain section of the store for in-

fants' wear, these lines were sold in with

the regular whitewear. Making an exclu-

sive department it has been possible to

give it more attention, to display to

much better advantage. "We have the

people coming to this department every

day now," the manager stated, "and by

advertising, keeping it always before the

public, we have the mothers of Hamilton
educated to look upon the Stanley Mills

infants' wear department as the first

thing of its kind in the city."

Mothers arc invited to bring their

babies in and have them weighed. Scales,

with a commodious, comfortable basket

attached, are prominently displayed, and

many m.others, for the express purpose

of ascertaining the weight of their

babies, visit the store every day. "These

scales have been a bigger boon to the

sale of infants' lines than anything else

I know of," the manager continued.

"When the mothers are here, they have

an opportunity to see the very newest

things for their babies. We always have

our goods nicely displayed, and largely

because of the scales we make sales that

we certainly would never otherwise se-

cure."

Complete Stock Offered

The Stanley Mills store carries every-

thing necessary for the baby's wardrobe.

Every now and again the company of-

fers specials at attractive prices, and

this, too, has proved an effective way to

establish the infants' wear department.

Not only is a full line of wearing ap-

parel for the baby carried, but prams,

cradles, cribs, and ingenious things for

the amusement of the baby are also

stocked. During the Summer months, a

"baby week" is to be held in Hamilton.

It has been conducted in former years

with a good deal of success, and while

the date has not yet been announced, it

is to take place again this year. An ef-

fort is made to give the mothers im-

portant instruction in the care of their

children, and prizes are given for the
best babies. The Stanley Mills Co. are
keenly interested in this "baby week,"
and take advantage of the same to put
before the people the wide variety of

infants' lines. The management looks

to the coming "baby week" as a time
for considerably increasing- their sales.

$3,000,000 WORTH OF SILK

The big linei- Enipresfi of Ania docked

at Vancouver June .'50th with one of the

biggest and richest cargoes she ever

brought from the Orient. In addition to

the regular miscellaneous freight, there

was $.'5,000,000 worth of silk, which is be-

ing shipped througii to New York and
other eastern points.



SAI.ESMAN DECIDING FACTOR IN CONVINCING BUYER
Well-Trained Salesman Can Usually Switch Customer From One Article of Merit to Another

From Advertising and Selling

IT was a dingy store, under the for-

bidding- shadow of the "L" tracks.

I was in a hurry, on my way to the

train, it was my last chance to buy that

much needed tube of toothpaste and so

I risked going into the unattractive

little drug establishment.

A big pudgy individual who had been
bus'l'- engaged in sweeping an entirely

to . iargc, it seemed to me, amount of

rubbish toward the door, laid down his

floor brush and ambled slowly over my
way. "K there ever was an example
par excellence of the slow, lazy, easy-go-

ing non-salesman type," I said to my-
self, "'here he is in the flesh."

"A tube of Colgates," was my re-

quest.

And from that moment on things de-

veloped rapidly.

He had a large stock of Colgates

near where I stood. He ambled over to

it, took down a tube, handed it to me

—

and then—note this—AFTER I had the

tube of Colgates firmly in my own grasp

and was feeling for the necessary change,

this fatty degenerate gave me the sur-

prise of .my selling life. He took down
from the shelf just above Colgates an-

other brand of toothpaste. It was not an
advertised brand. It was not even a

private brand of the owner of the store.

It was a brand made by some near-by

local manufacturing drug-'gist of limited

distribution.

"Have you ever tried this brand," he

said, naming it, and handing me the

box.

"No," I replied and was ready with

my change for the Colgates I already

possessed.

How The Clerk Sold An Unknown Brand

Then he launched into a fine

though brief selling argument as to the

unknown brand of tooth paste. Said

liow it could be highly recommended.
He did not mention any other brand. He
did not make a slighting remark of any
ether brand, either direct or by innuen-

do. He merely made the most he could

of the selling points of this unknown
brand. He wound up his short sales talk

in this way: "Sometime I believe if you
will try this unknown brand you will like

it very much. I recommend it without a

qualification."

Then he calmly put it back, though
very slowly, towards the shelf from
which he took it, and as slowly started

to take my money for the tube I had

bought.
"What did I do?"
What would you have done under the

circumstances ?

Wihat would you do—and from a little

investigation I find this is what most
people who are met by that salesman

do—you would without a doubt do just

as I did, "Oh, I might as well try it

tWs time." And I did. And I like it!

Let me interrupt myself right here to

say that this little screed is intended in

no way to reflect upon the House of

Colgate. They are doing as well in this

particular as any other advertised den-

tifrice, I think, but isn't it a fact that

not only dentifrices, but almost every
other thing we eat, wear, possess, or

inhabit is sold to us by the man on the

ground.
"Millions for publicity, but not one

cent for training the sales clerk," is the

way I would put it.

Such Occurrences Frequent

Following my "L" drug store experi-

ence I have made careful tabulation of

what has happened in half a dozen dif-

ferent stores in almost as many cities.

In Chicago I walked into a confec-

tionery store. On the window I saw em-
blazoned in a fine sign, "Morse's, the

preferred chocolate," and I came out with
a $1.35 box of Lowney's.

In St. Louis it was hot and I was thirs-

ty. A call for Welch's grape juice

brought me a fine glass of Armour's.
It was my intention to send a tele-

gram via Western Union. It was to tiiat

office that the hotel clerk directed me
within five doors of the hotel itself.

Yet I dropped in to the postal telegraph

office on the way and sent the five tele-

grams from there. Behind the desk
was a youngster about seventeen. I

predict richt here that he will

rise in the telegram world. He
was courteous, he was a salesman.

In response to my query, "You still

send night-letters the same as the West-
ern Union I suppose, and at the same
rate?" he instantly, with a smile, coun-

tered, "Yes sir, and we do not mail them
to the addresses in the morning; we de-

liver them by our regular messenger
as we have always done."

In a flash I recalled the half hour ar-

gument I had with an office of the

Western Union in another city, endeav-
oring to get the original copy of a night

letter that I needed to attach to a vouch-

er draft.

I shall patronize the postal more fre-

quently because consciously or uncon-
sciously that youngster was a sales-

man.

"You must be easy to be substituted

upon," someone remarks here. On the

contrary I have walked many blocks to

get a certain brand of tooth brush that

is advertised and lives up to its adver-

tising. Though I use the shaving brush

made by another manufacturer and it

has lasted seven years, I know from ex-

perience their tooth brushes do not give

the service of their shaving brushes. I

believe I am an average buyer, perhaps

more than average, for I am also an

advertising- man and keen to use adver-

tised brands.

One Attempt That Failed

There are times when these salesmen
who attempt to sell you something else

mar instead of make the sale. I

recall well going into a haberdasher's

with another advertising man who was
rushing for a train.

"Do you keep B.V.D.'s?"was his query,

and receiving an affirmatfive answer
from the man at the door he repeated

his request to the clerk at the counter,

and gave his size and the style he wish-

ed.

The clerk turned, took down a box and

began wrapping them up when the buyer

said, "Those aren't B.V.D.'s are they?

They are branded something else." Then
with a smile he added, "You know when
I ask for B.V.D.'s I want that and insist

upon it." "Oh, I know that's what
they say in their advertising," replied

the never-will-be salesman behind the

counter, but these are just as good if

not better," and then he turned again,

reached a shelf higher and got down a

box of real B.V.D's, closing his tact-

less talk with, "We have the real ones

for those who insist upon them."

By this time the buyer was bolting for

the door muttering, "I have a grain of

intelligence; when I ask for B.V.D.'s I

want them, and I'll do without before I

buy here."

Though hurrying for a train, we
stopped in at another place and bought

the real brand, getting it at the first

request.

Contrast the action of thlis latter-

specimen of would-be salesman with

the slow-moving fat man I tell of in the

opening paragraphs.

But what does all this lead to ? It leads

to this, if my opinion is worth any-

thing, and I could give you hundreds

of instances similar to my own. The

average national advertiser is literally

spending millions for publicity, but

rarely enough cents surely to train the

dealer's sales clerk to complete the sale

when the customer walks in. Oh, yes, I

know you have heard this before, but it

is perhaps more prevalent to-day than

ever before with so much "Buy My
Brand" advertising being done by so

many firms without completing the sale

either by so thoroughly selling the cus-

tomer that be will FIGHT the dealer's

clerk to get the one brand he wants or

to so thoroughly sell the dealer and his

clerk that they serve what is asked

for.

The Solution

To my mind one of the big, unworked
possibilities of the field of publicity to-

day is to actively sell not only the con-

sumer but the consumer's salesman

—

the dealer's clerk.
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Cloaks and Suits for Fall
^

We invite your inspection of our new and

beautiful line of Fall creations in all the latest

materials including the new Silvertone effects.

Tastefully designed garments, which cannot

fail to please the most critical buyer.

MONTREAL

605 St. Catherine St. W. (Cor. Mountain)

J. WISE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Women's, Misses' Children's Dresses

and

Waists

33 East 33rd St.

NEW YORK
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Knitted Infants' Goods
are made in our own Factory from the best qualities of English Yarn.

Ask for an Assortment of One Dozen Samples.

3100X—COATEE in White, trim-

med with White, Sky, or Pink Rib-

bon. Sizes 1 and 2. Packed as-

sorted $10.50 per dozen.

5032—PULLOVER LEGGINGS in

White, sizes 1, 2 and 3 in 14", 16"

and 18" lengths. Packed assortef*.

$12.50 dozen.

5803X—GERTRUDE in White, Car-
dinal or Grey, sizes 1, 2 and 3 in

12", 14", and 16" lengths—also sizes

4, 5 and 6 in 18" 20" and 22"

lengths $15.00 dozen.

HENRY DAVIS & CO., LIMITED - 259 Spadina Ave., TORONTO

Why Pay More?
Children's Dresses ..$7.00 up
Rompers 6.50

"

Creepers 5.25
"

Aprons 7.75
"

Prints—Ginghams—Pique

Well made goods that satisfy.

Send in an order. Prompt
delivery.

D. Ginsburg & Company
515 College St., Toronto

MAKE IT SHORT
But be sure

your Brand is

listed in the

BUYERS' GUIDE

Dresses

Skirts

Middies
for

Misses and

Children

Made in

Canada

An Interesting Future

is assured in your

Children's Department
if you display our goods. Th^y are so very
smart and becoming, so very "different" in

cut and quality, they are sure to please.

Wide range of colors, materials, and styles

—moderately priced.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON - ONTARIO
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Fashion Showing a Real Revival
New York is Getting Back to Her Old Social Life and Heeding Dame Fashion's Remarks on

Every Article of Dress.

NEW YORK, July 3, 1919.—With
Paris aroused and a-fashioning at

the races, the channel^ of ocean

commerce once more open and the people

everywhere hungry for things not too

practical and "regulated," some of the

old desires to have things novel and
quite "different" is marking the apparel

of femininity. New goods and fancies

aro appearing daily and you wiP aeree
that they are interesting, though far

from many of the absurd things that

used to be characteristic on the Avenue.
Really good taste is quite in evidence
thus far. Perhaps we shall not soon
forget the training we have received of
late.

Colored linen handkerchiefs, in the
conventional shades of lavender, pink,
yellow and blue, ?how a drawn-work
band set in a little from the hemstitched
hem. These handkerchiefs are especially
dainty.

Knitted gaiters made their appearance
in Paris this spring. White wool,
snugly knitted, answers the purpose of
a spat on a pump and appears to good
advantage. Mayhap this is a style that
will find favor here as the weeks pass.
We are told that shoes are going to be
much higher in price next autumn and
leather sj scarce that most folks will
find it best to wear pumps and gaiters.
In that case these well-knitted gaiters
might be a really useful fad.

Tf women adopt the short skirts that
are infiltrating into the fashions from
France they will give up the low-heeled
shoes that have been fashionable during
the war. There will be a great demand
for high-heeled slippers and extremely
fanciful pumps, so it is said.

Since America went into the war wo-
men have seen the absurdity of high-
heeled pumps with big buckles worn
with simple war frocks and unifjrms.
and with long, tight skirts the oxford
with the flat or Spanish heel went very
well; but the new skirt demands new
footgear.

The fashionable stockings are so thin

that they are transparent. They have
two or four embroidered clocks at the
side. Dark blue and chestnut brown are
two c jlors that are preferred to black.

The colorings of Persia are in for at-

tention. It is a long time since we have
consciously used these colors, although,
as they include m )st of those in the

rainbow, we have used them neverthe-

less. But now we t't'lk again of Persian

colorings, and use lliat distinctive shade
of green with the distinctive shade of

red that makes the effectiveness in the

Persian comV)ination.

Now behold the shoulder scarf of the

heavy silk jersey fabrics, tricolette

and tricotine and the rest. This scarf

is made with fringed ends, of course.

A captivating beach cJstume at Mc-
Creery's shows laige round hat with

fringe hanging down at the brim edge,

square parasol with frmge also, and fly-

ing birds on the silk; a cape-collar on

As Smart as a Uniform

Capos and dolmans have manaKtHl to hold
the centre of the sljlo stajre in outer wraps
for Spring and Summer, hut for the woman
who would l>e smartly clad for motorinfj
«»r travellinK Ihe coat equipped with poc-
kets and helt as pictured aI)o\e jri>es the
consciousness of l)einK well dressed and is

sure to Ki^'*' satisfaction. 'Phis sf> le of

C(>at will no doultl he a winner for Fall,

after the loose and roomy Summer wraps.

the dress is edged with wide fringe,
cape-like sleeves likewise and the scal-

loped hem is fringed.

Dove Grey for Peace

Whether Mrs. Wilson had in mind the
dove of peace when she selected a dove
grey costume in which to return tj her
country after the President had com-
pleted his task of helping restore peace
to the world, is not known, but probably
the French couturier and modiste who
planned her toilette saw the appropriate-

ness of the selection of this color.

Grey has been very much worn in

Paris this Spring, and indeed last

Winter chic Paris was wrapped in grey
squirrel. One of the large silk houses
launched dove grey last P^all when the

armistice was sigTied. Mrs. Wilson's

choice will probably emphasize grey and
make it more popular than ever.

Fur Trimmings on Blouses

In contrast to the lace trimmed
blouses, some of which are S3 summery,
are a number of fur trimmed models,

using nutria malemand, a long-haired

fur simulating skunk. Mole edge cuffs

and a collar that is cowl cut at the front

and falls in a square behind are shown
on a navy and white blouse.

Nutria makes an attractive finish on

a round neck, and the longer fur is used

in fringe-like effect on a tieing surplice

collar. The fur is used in such a way
as to be not too heavy in appearance.

A smart new white silk blouse shows

a front panel of woven blocks or squares

in heavy black and white silk—^first an

inch square of white, then one of black.

There is a centre pleat of white, which

buttons over black bone buttons. The
blouse is made with a high crush collar

that buttons in the front.

McCreery's are making a special

showing of "frill blouses" of voile. The

pleated frillings are full and wide, edged

with Valenciennes lace. Cascades and

generous surplice effects are shown and

a nonchalant bow of ribbon finishes the

deep V-neck.

New blouses at Arnold Constable's

also show many frilled models. Round

necks and peplum styles are included.

Figured crepes, batiste, crepe de Chine

in flesh and white, and fine white cot-

tons with colored trimmings are the ma-
terials.

Summer Capes

There are heavy satin capes in the

shops; they are cut in two pieces with

a tight hem and a full loose upper part.

The sleeves are very wide, in the Span-
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Sateen: Something New A Garment She Likes

Sateen is now used for some of the
clioicest frocks for the younger set.

This model, featured by Stern Bros.,

New York, is of a rich yellow hue with
hlack-eyed Susans embroidered here
and there. This model will no doubt
prove of much interest to girls starting

inick to scbool in September.

Simple in style l)ut most charming

is this French-looking breakfast coat

of pink silk. Its deep ruffle trimming

designates it as correct for this year.

The slippers are of pink satin with

rosebuds at the instep.

v////u/u//u/^/////y///////u/////uy/////////////////^/////////////////////^^^^
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Two Distinctive Fall Silk Dresses

At the left is a stunning,gown of soft navy taflfeta with Hnes of

silk fringe on skirt and sleeves and bright blue ribbons used in

original fashion. The soft tulle collar is very effective. At the

right is a gown of silk moire which is in good style. It is in

navy blue with real lace collar and cuffs. The novel use of frills

is noteworthy
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Styles for Tiny Tots

The little boy must also be

remembered when pur-

chases of "Sunday bests"

are being made. This is

one of the clever new hand-

embroidery designs being

shown by the T. Eaton Co.,

Toronto.

In this accordeon plaited

Georgette dress with side

panels and trimming of

delicate lace she is every-

body's darling. This dainty

frock is from Best & Co.,

New York, who have far-

famed styles for children.

W/y//yyyy/y///y//////y^^^^
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The Fall Mode for Cloth Dresses
These three are shown in na\v or black tricotiiic whicli is eonsidored (lie leading' fahric

lor Fall:—

Left—''i'linic blouse embroidered in black; black coi-d liirdlc ending al cither side of

front under fancy disc, with ends hanging free. (\)llar of self-color satin.

MiDDij-:—Silk-doss end)roidery in self and lienna : the broad gii-dle is lined with henna
saliii and tied at side, one end being (inishcd willi drop oi'iminents. Skii'l is bultoii-

tiinnned.

I{i(;n'r— lias collar of self: dress closes a I left side undci' bullon-trinnning : pockets are

cnibroidei'cd with black braid and ("openhageii blue lloss. .\o\-elly oiiianients on the siring

bell nre of black and ('(»penliagen blue.

Tlicsi! are among the new i''all productJons ol London Sli'and (LevctI, Frank iV (^o.).

NVw York.

$
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Whims of La Mode

A dinner gown of French blue satin with silver

lace and blue tulle ruffles, and an afternoon
dress in rose with brown stitching.

Two original designs by Isabel Newman, of the

La France Fashion Studio, New York. Sent
exclusively to Dry Goods Review.

ish fashion, and the cape is drawn up-

ward and fastened snugly under the

hips. This is the line which prevailed in

1913 and which has returned to fashion.

Among the successful capes are thjse

of chiffon lined with colored taffeta or

satin. A brown chiffon cape is lined

with brickdust red chiffon, and a black

cape will be lined with bright French
blue taffeta.

Suit and Coat Features
While the costumes worn during the

18th century provided little in the way
of coats or suits, some of our present

day fashion developments are being
founded on suggestions from that perijd.

In many instances, there is only a

vague idea which links the modern gar-

ment with those worn during the Louis
periods, when, according to authorities

on authentic styles, little else but gowns
with small scarfs and fichus were worn.

Suits of attractive simplicity, adher-

ing tj straight lines for the most part,

and enhanced by fur or embroidery are

the fashion total of inany ranges of Fall

models shown.
At the same time, in order to provide

variety, several firms are offering

mjdels quite individualistic; the short
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ripple suit with fitted bodice which sev-

eral of the most exclusive houses are

showing and talking of is among these.

A few interesting features include the

cord girdle which softens waistlines, the

repeated use of fur for cuffs on sleeves

which are usually of the fitted variety,

but sometimes revert to looser, bell ef-

fects, and m )tif instead of band em-
broidery.

A model in tan velours with smart,
slightly flare back collar of Kolinsky
with ends which fasten in protruding
manner in front, shows disk motifs
around the bottom, done in golden brown
chenille of fringe instead of the string

variety.

Dragonfly blue Fortuna cloth is used
for a suit embellished with Tuxedo col-

lar, cuffs and bottom band of beaver on
a skirt section composed of many odd
cuts, although the v^v-aistline is unbroken.
Top coats follow full and loose lines

and duvetyns play an important part.

Polo cloth models are not confined to

severely tailored or spjrts styles, but
follow the same line? used for Fortuna
or other dressy fabric garments, and are
often fur trimmed.

The sides of a rust color duvetyn
model are draped m to give additional
body fullness and the others shjw wide
armholes with sleeves tapering toward
1/vrists.

Dresses in Chemise Effects

Brown satin-black duvetyn in chemise
effect has clever little drapings at the
side, a cord girdle and straight cross
rever collar edged with piping of salmon
pink. The coat chemise is featured in

serge and the high-necked outline in

coat effect, in black satin and serge
combinations.

A simple frock of brjwn crepe is at-

tractively ornamented in hemstitching
with straight double belt and tassel

trimming and another simple crepe frock
in taupe has simply a pleating which
falls from the Russian blouse line.

Net and More Net

Net and then more net is used for
evening wear. Any color, every color,

and now and then a comibinatijn of col-

ors which can be done successfully if

one is skilful. One of the prettiest

fashions is that of edging white or pale
colored nets with a wood brown tulle,

which gives an enchantingly soft look to

all things. For instance, a creamy white
embroidered Philippine dress of the fin-

est round thread net and Margot lace

lias a huge sash and belt of the brown
tulle and likewise deep points of the

brown tulle along the edge of the

sleeves.

An informal dinner dress is made of
pink taffeta and silver thread lace. The
lace appears as elbjw sleeves and V-
i5haped vestce, and on the bottom of the
narrow skirt. The taffeta forms a
ba!lo>n-like top-skirt puffed onto the
lower part well below the knees; it is

also used in the surplice bodice with
rolling back collar, which extends to the

taff jta girdle.

A train of tulle falling from a large

jeweled butterfly trims the back of an
evening frock. The butterfly is poised

with open wings just above the waist-

line and is the main part of the bodice

for little else is visible than the shoul-

der straps, which support the wing tips.

Another frock has an ostrich tip in the

same location; the feather stands up
straight, curling outward at the top.

NO HOSE IN PARIS!

A buyer just returned from Paris

states that fashionably dressed young
women there are not wearing stock-

ings at all. They wear shoes, both high

and low cuts with straps, extending

SJmething as high as 12 inches, but with

no hose under them. Other young ladies,

not quite so daring, appear in flesh-

colored, very thin silk hose.

RECOGNITION OF PEACE DAY

THE signing oi: peace was inspira-

tion for some splendid displays in

large store windows. A number
of stores, too, expressed the all-import-

ant event in fitting and artistic displays

in their advertising spaces.

At Ogilvy's, Montreal, the peace car-

pet was on display. It was woven by
Southwell's, of Kidderminster, England,

and exhibited befji'e Their Majesties,

the King and Queen of England. In the
centre is the peace dove encircled by a
wreath of oak leaves, and surrounding
this wi-eath is a circle composed of the
emblems of Britain's dominions, while
flags of the navy, army, Canada, Austra-
lia, New Zealand and South Africa, each
bearing a laurel wreath, are linked to-

gether by a chain. In the corners is the

crown surmounting the star of India, and
supported by a group of flags, repre-

senting Belgium, France, Italy and Ja-
pan. The border, which is a triple one,

consists of a central design of laurel and
cornucopia filled with fruit and
flowers, and on either side oak leaves

with the Allied flags. The ground is of

royal blue and, with the delicate col jring

of the leaves and fruit, produces a taste-

ful effect.

Mappin & Webb's peace window has a

background of British^ American and
Belgian flags, while a carpet of red

plusli with white and blue satin in con-

junction is the groundwork. The mili-

tary note is achieved in a pair of glitter-

ing swjrds on either side of the window,
and military headgear which occupies a

central position.

Versailles is commemorated in the

display at Goodwin's, the central fig-

ure being a purple plush cushion on

which rests the peace scroll, bearing the

words on the outside of the roll: "Ver-

sailles, 28th June, 1919." The rich white

Unusual Creation

For Fall

Combination dress of gabar-
dine with Eton jacket and satin
vest; Russian effect and Japa-
nese embroideries. The shirt

has a cuff on the bottom with
buttons at the sides. Shown
by Exclusive Ladies' Wear.
Montreal.
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ribbon, with gold-fringed edges, which
binds the djcument, is thrown loosely

across it, completing the effect. The
central background shows the peace an-

gel hovering over a hemisphere. On
either side of the window are two pillars

bearing at the base the words: "O Can-
ada, they fought and died for thee," and
surmounted by Canadian helmets. A
large memorial wreath is placed at the

foot of the right pillar, and the doves of

peace hover over the tableau.

The commemoration window of Henry
Morgan & Co., Ltd., has the British coat
of arms in the fore^ground placed on the

Union Jack, while the background con-

sists of the flags of the Allies with a cen-

tral design of maple leaves in a large

wrea/th encircling a cornucopia of crim-

son roses.

Eaton's comer window attracted the
admiration of crov/ds. It depicted a
captured machine gun on the battle
grounds, a dove resting on the barrel
and ivy climbing about the wheels. Shells
ploughed into the ground and a dis-

carded helmet told of what had been, but
here and there grass was springing and
poppies growing; a border of poppies at
the background of the scene skirted the
painted view of the peasantry taking up
their tasks of milking and harvesting
once more. Flags were draped at the
sides.

The John White Co., Limited, Wood-
stock, Ont., Smallman & Ingram, Limi-
ted, London, Ont., and The T. Eaton Co.,

Toronto, were among those whose
advertising space on June 28 and 30
gave special consideration to the event.

"Peace on Earth. Good Will Toward
Men" was the theme pictured so im-
pressively, with store news giving way
to the great text.

DR. JAEGER'S COMPANY CHANGES
OWNERSHIP

The Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen
System Company, which has been in ex-
istence in America since 1886, was re-
cently sold to Messrs. H. P. and M. H.
Friedman, of the Princely Knitting Mills,

New York.
Mr. Max Hirschbach, who has been

with the Jaeger Co. since 1886, will re-
main in active service, acting as vice-

president; in addition the Friedman Co.
has retained all of the staff, as well as
the trade mark and patents, of the Dr.
Jaeger's S.W.S. Co.

NO SETTLEMENT IN TORONTO
The Garment Workers' strike in To-

ronto seems to be far from settlement

yet. Travellers hav? been called in from
the road by some of the largest firms.

Manufacturers are of the opinion that

they will probably lose the most of their

season'T trade.

Perhaps the newest color in Paris

is the monkey shade, which is on

the order of a drab and which the

French call ouistiti. This is a

beautiful Fall color and one which
no doubt will be successful.

Straight-line and Bloused Suits in Vogue—Coats Assume Dolman
Proportions, all Having Deep Armholes—Prices Very High.

READY-TO-WEAR, like every other
line of apparel for women, is as-

suming a new ornamentati jn this

year and new style features. Already
Paris has brought out a silhouette which
will bear many modifications for popular
acceptance in this country. This silhou-

ette gathers the skirt in fullness in front,

is short in front, flat in the back, and
slightly longer. Even New York is wary
of accepting this silhouette just as it is

handed out, but traces of it are seen in

some of the m )st recent afternoon cos-

tumes and evening dresses.

In the Canadian trade Fall suits main-
tain an even length with natural lines.

Skirts have lost that extreme narrowness
which some consumers accepted. The
fashionable Fall skirt is comfortably
wide; possibly a yard and a half, is com-
fortably short, about seven inches from
the ground, and is cut for the most part

on quite straight lines. Pockets are al-

lowed, of course, chiefly the inconspicu-

ous slit pocket.

Suit coats of the more dressy order are

made with fairly tight sleeves. The more
popular priced lines show the sleeve a
little looser than the more exclusive de-

signs in order to allow a freedom of move-
ment demanded by active women.
Straight lines are maintained in the

oats for the most part, although the

strictly tailored suits, of which there are

always a fair number shown in Canada,
will be at times semi-fitting. The suit

coat length varies from 32 to 38 inches,

some even 40. But the lengths which will

take most i-eadily among buyers will be

those of the 36 inch neighborhood.

Very narrow 'belts characterize the

suits this year. Belts may not appear at

back and front both, but when a belt is

given a place at all it will 'be a narrow
one.

A number of smart suits show a gently
bloused back and straight front, or

bloused all around. There are some
manufacturers who have no hesitancy
in calling these bloused styles Russian,
but the design is very far from the

characteristic Russian garment. There
are some other garment makers, and
among them some of the largest, who
absolutely refuse to call any of their

output Russian. A good deal of braid and
embroidery trims the more exclusive

suits. Furs are very important when it

comes to the high class suits for the

Fall. They are not using the narrow
but in comfortable large collars and
cuffs. The addition of the fur this Fall

makes as much as $30 difference in the

price as a rule.

Suit buyers are optimistic over the

prospects for Fall. "The suit has be-

come popular once more," said a couple

of them to DRY GOODS REVIEW,
"when that is the case and money is

plentiful, as it is this year, the suit sea-
son cannot but be good."

DOLMAN COATS
Developments of the dolman are char-

acteristic of the new Fall coats. The
real dolman sleeve is shown on a number
of models, and less extreme styles are
shown in a kimono sleeve. Practically

all the coats for women, misses or chil-

dren have the large, deep armhole. Coats
hang from the shoulders in a graceful
ripple as a rule. This applies just as
frequently to exclusive designs as to the

more popular, although there are some
numbers which approach the barrel sil-

houette. Large comfortable collars al-

so accompany the fashionable coat. These
are quite often of fur and are very large.

The Victorian collar, which is quite full

at the neck and deep is seen often. These
were introduced by Paris last Winter, as

readers of DRY GOODS REVIEW will

remember. Sometimes a draped cape
collar is part of the trimming of a coat,

and in some numbers it extends quite

deeply. There are models which have
the cape caught intj a belt at the waist,

giving the bloused effect at the back of

the coat and maintaining the loose ef-

fect about the shoulders and sleeves.

Embroidery cords and tassels are used
for trimming for dressy types, but little

of this trimming appears on the general

utility coat.

A number of models have a loose full

cape effect at the back with a belt from

under the arms aci >ss the front. This-

effect is considered one of the leaders.

A feature is that the belt is detachable

and may be worn entirely outside if de-

sired. Sometimes this gives quite a

different effect. No doubt it will

be a selling point for a warm
Winter coat when one considers

the cold, windy, wintry days.

Various types of pockets an; shown on

both suits and co^t.s Som.e ?bow fancy

curved slits and some have qu;i:e original

id3as in bag and patch effects. There

is perhaps, a bigger percentage of set-in

pockets than have been noticecl for the

past couple of seaspns.

The labor troubles throughout the

ready-to-wear industry are causing con-

ditions to be very unsettled and unsatis-

factory for manufacturers. They have
managed to get their sam;^les out on the

road as usual, but are quite uncertain

as to how much the finished garments
ai-e going to cost them. Strike settle-

ments, up to the present, have not been
permanent, and it is hoped that the pres-

ent disturbance will be settled shortly

for the balance of the year at least. It

is stated by huyers as well as some of the

manufacturers, that an average nico,

fashionable suit this Fall will cost the

customer in the neighborhood of $100.
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Jfall Jfasljions;

Sketched Exclusively for Dry Goods Reviezv

A rich dark brown velours material and a captivating design unite in this Fall suit at the left. Its profusion of buttons
and brown silk stitching, its gently bloused coat, neat sleeves, high soft collar and smart little pockets give a distinction which
will appeal. The lining is soft dark brown satin. This model is from the Canada Cloak Company.

In highways of pleasantness will milady find herself nhen she dons the suit in the centre. It, too, is in dark brown tricotine,

with beauty touches of embroidery and fine tucks; panel effect back and front. The narrow belt is a requisite in this style of
suit. Made by I'ullan IVIanufacturing Co.

At the right is a misses' coat in fashion's decree. It is made of henna silvertone in a design which provides the season's com-
fortable line, but without bulkiness, the fulness neing confined under a belt at the back. The low armhole sleeves are of

importance this year also. Made by the Uoyal Cloak Co., Toronto.

^/y>>//^/y/yyyyy/yy/yyz^^^^^^
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jFall Jfas^ljions

Sketched Exclusively for Dry Goods Review

A bewitching frock for a young girl. It is of pale pink tulle with wide bands of rich silver lace, made up over jilver cloth

and Princess lace. The bodice is chiefly of the silver lace and is accompanied by a novel scarf of pink tulle, which is caught
into dainty wristlets with tassels. From the McElroy Manufacturing Co., Toronto.

The homely barrel seems to have assumed new lines of elegance in this novel cape of silver grey broadcloth with band.s of
Hudson seal. It is richly lined and is altogether a most distinctive wrap. By courtesy of Princess Manufacturing Co., Toronto.

At the right is a misses' coat of wine-colored velouis with the fashionable loose raglan sleeves and a graceful back of pleats,

which round into ripples. It has a generous collar and slit pockets besides. A product of the Continental Costume Co., foronto.

'/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////77,////////////////////////////////////^^^
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All Sorts of Trimmings Important for Fall—Variety in Designs—
Big Season for Evening Wear on the Way—Shortage

of Operators Keeps Supplies Low.

A DIG season once more is already
on the way for Fall dresses. Tail-

ored styles include a num'ber of

combinations of serge or tricotine with
satin, but instead of being strictly tail-

ored this year as characterized most of

the business dresses in seasons past,

there is a good deal of hand ?mhroidery
and flat or fancy braiding this year; but-

tons too, are quite noticeable. Unusual
and irregular lines, too, are expressed
in tunics and overskirts. Blouse de-

sigT.s, like the suits described, are also

popular, and make very graceful and
charming costumes. In this type of

dress the sleeves are, for the most pai^t,

Ic'Tig and fairly close fitting, although
there are sjme which have the three-

quarter length with the addition of a

loose cuff extending from the elbow to

the wrist.

Some of the features of Summer gowns
are appearing again in cloth and silks,

sashes and girdles in a big variety of

widths and designs are important. Ties

cut in one with the front bodice and
knotted slightly low in the back are

good. Silk girdles and tassels are in

style again and some jet girdles are also

liked.

The all-serge or jersey models are

heavily braided. In military braids all

sizes from % to 2% inches are used.

One model had about 15 rows of ''A inch

braid on the front and back of the tunic,

each row bema: terminated with a small,

black ivory button.

Belted Chemise Dre.sses

Gowns of satin, velvet and a few of

silk jersey are shown in Paris and New
York in designs which closely resemble

the chemise dress, except that the new
ones usually have a fairly wide belt plac-

ed, giving the 1 jng waist effect. The
gowns are cut on quite simple lines, with

elbow sleeves and wide neckline, but the

belt may be extremely ornate, and the

braiding or embroidery deep around the

skirt may make it a very elaborate toil-

et. Fringe last year was seldom seen-

wider than 12 inches, but for the com-
ing season fringes as wide as the length
of the skirt and all widths between are in-

fashion. The races in Paris showed an
amazing assemblage of new finery whichi
has very materially influenced Ameri-
can fashions for Fall.

Evening Gowns Out

A nice sample range of evening gowns--,

are being shown by Canadian manufac-
turers. Merchants who have tried to get

quick deliveries to meet their unusually

big Summer needs this year are well'

aware of the inability of manufacturers

to supply them, owing to the small

available supply of operators. "I could

have sold 20,000 more Summer dresses,"'

said one Toronto manufacturer, "if I

could have procured operators to make
them. Then merchants come in wrathy
and blame me because they are losing

business from not having the goods to

sell. They will be in exactly the same-

position for Fall when the big social sea-

son commences unless they get their or-

ders in right away. We are hoping that

a few more operators will return as soon

as the hot weather is over, but there are

not enough of them in the country tO'

m.ake up the quantity of garments which

will be wanted this year. It is quite evi-

dent that the early orders will be the-

only ones which will run a chance of be-

ing filled." Remarks similar to these are

made by almost every dress manufac-

turer in the Dominion.

gjlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

I New Styles of Ail Sorts
|

I Seasonable Colors are Important—Length of Skirts Does |

I Not Affect Smartness of Shoes—Even Toys 1
I Show New Thought. 1'

A Trim Frock
The embroidery is elTective
with the Himple lines. Shown
in the new Kail ranKo of the
Art Cloak & Suit Co., Montreal.

BEFORE we have well enjoyed our

fluffy lawn fete frocks, our ging-

hams and poplins for the street,

home and garden, our sport suits of

satin or jersey, we must think of the

cooler days of autumn, with its glow and
color to suggest tints of the mushroom
tan, the red, the gold, and the leafy

brown. The neutral, utilitarian gar-

ments, suitable for war work and the

war atmosphere, are giving way to the

more joyous shades and styles. After
all, convenient as a uniform may be,

how deadly the monotony if all our wo-
men were to appear in such restricted

guise. Instead, we are to have the rich

warm shades, the Dane blue, the true

blue, and still another blue with the

tint of the centre of the Transvaal daisy,

as well as our old standby, the navy,

without which we could scarcely clothe

the universe. Always we need the

llllllllll

"bllie" family and the diversity of
shade is refreshing.

Then the henna and mahogany, the-

prune and the seal among the browns;
the bisque, the pearl, the flesh and ivory

shades, and ever and anon a dashing
red or the sober black, which, discreet-

Iv designed, proves the most striking of"

all.

After the period of quiet, when wo-
men have been bu;5y with war duties

and thoughts of work for others, there-

is bound to be a reaction. Therefore

much buying of vomen's apparel is

looked for during the autumn. The
period of "making >ver" has been cheer-

fully lived through, but when the last

remnant has been turned and twisted'

to follow the styles as nearly as may
be, what joy to look forward to a new
frock or a suit of fresh Fall vintage!

These will be in French serges, wool,.
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^
Distinctly iqig

A strikingly fashionable model of silvertone cloth. The yoke, sleeves
and sides are cut in one at the back and wide tucks on sleeves, cuffs

and lower front are effective notes. Most important this year on
higrh-grade coats is fur; this model utilizes grey squirrel. The but-
ons are wide-holed novelties. Made by Greenberg Smith Co., Montreal.

.and silk and wool poplins, ottomans,
velours; with the plaids, storm serges,

shepherd checks, cheviot skirtings and
coatings for the street, the links and
the hikes. Trimmings of braid and of

leather buttons and beltsi—heavy woo!
•embroideries, for v/e must have the

hand touches, especially in the gowns
for indoor wear.

Buy silks for two reasons, because of

Ttheir beauty and the continued high price

of woollen goods, chief among which are

enticing "kittens' ear" and "pussy wil-

lows"—satins of Georgette and Paul-
ette—the satins of weaves that are "dif-

ferent," the moire Francaise, printed

foulard, friendly messalines, taffetas and
crepe de Chines—with the gorgeously
and delicately embroidered and painted

chiffons and Georgette crepes for even-

ing gowns. We no longer devote all our

attention to the gay "outsides," but find

most festive patterns in the silks for lin-

ings and "lining silks." The glimpses of
harmonious shades as the coat or cape
flutters in the breeze, admits a view that
will prove the skill of the designer in the
artful combination of colors.

Gloves are making attempts to stretch

in length, and as the difficulties in the

production are overcome and skins be-

come more plentiful, no doubt we will

see a return to tha old long, wrinkly,
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The Neiv Corsets

Two handsome models of very different type, the one a rich brocaded
material with Cluny lace trimming for a full figure. The other modei
features the new boneless corset, the essence of suppleness and a per-

fect fit with very low top. It is daintily finished with narrow lace.

By courtesy of the Canadian H. W. Gossard Co.

most wonderful joy-giver—the "Christ-
mas Stocking," which will be many and
varied this season, and last but not least,

the noisy '"Cracker," which produces joy-
ous mirth for young and old.

opulent-appearing jilove in the white
and evening shades, as well as in the

black. Suedes will be popular, especi-

ally in black. The soft and rich shades

—delicate ivory, honey and mushroom
tans—beaver and quiet browns, and the

ones of grey and vnole will be much
seen. The heavily stitched cape gloves
and the mochas, which will perhaps, be
somewhat scarce this fall as a result of

war conditions, will be seconded bravely
by the chamois-suede and the chamois-
lisle, which are boin-^ constantly im-
proved and made more attractive. Some
are silk and cotton mixtures, some lined

with silk, or with cotton, and as they
more nearly approach the glove of com-
fort they will be much in evidence this

fall in field mouse gray, white, pearl and
bisque.

Many sub.stitutes for leather are beini.';

used in making sho-^s, and though skirts

are "down a peg." the interest in the

well-fitting and nifty boot does not les-

sen.

Have you noticed the gradual change
in the thought of toys ? The mothers
throughout the country are waking up
to the fact that tliey can do much to

help the children in their very early days
by the proper selection of toys. Gradu-
ally the thought gams ground that play

is not just filling in the time, but that it

may be growth time for mind as well as

body, and with this end in view toys are

now being manufactured which give the

child the idea of construction—of work-
ing out his own ideas—not just some-
thing to wind and let go. While we
would not have the younj!,' lives touched
by war—yet what child would not de-

light in a toy helmet, not too heavy, yet

a perfect model of the one big brother

wore in the trenches? Our young avia-

tors, the men of the next generation,

will find wonderful aeroplanes which

make fliuhts of several yards by means
of a spring. Notwithstanding the many
useful toys, you will be sure to put in

stock, do not omit the old-fashioned, but

Corsets
A New Nip-in-waist I.3 The Next

Possibility

If the silk trade decides to take up the
production of heavier and slightly stif-

fer silks for costuming and the trend of
apparel generally should take up the
tight bodice and full skirt effects which
are characteristic of much of the new-
est evening wear at present, there is

bound tj be a slight change in corseting
follow. Already one large New York
firm has brought out some Fall models
showing the slightly nipped in waist.

Women will not, of course, welcome
."nything suggestive of the wasp's waist
of years ago. They are too comfortable
in the more hygienic developments to

which they have become accustomed.
And yet, you never can tell, they took to

the pipe stem skirts with almost no walk-
ing allowance; that is some women did.

But we need njt worry about the new
corsets. Surely our manufacturers of

corsets who are always talking about
medical experts who advise their design-

ers, and special expenses incurred to

make the corset comfortable will see to it

that the new fashions will maintain their

hygienic values even if they do allow

just a little beauty curve at the waist.

Most of the Fall models, so far, as

described in recent issues of DRY
GOODS REVIEW, are featuring supple-

ness, s )ftness, allowance for natural

curves and as few bones and steels as

possible, with straight lines provided for

and there are new and improved fabrics

throughout. These types will no doubt
he the ones which will occupy the atten-

tion of the Canadian trade with the ex-

ception of the minor business which ca-

ters to extreme dressers.

W HAT MAKERS OF CHILDREN'S
AND MISSES' DRESSES SAY

"Prices are very high and just what
the limit will be for the next six months
is very uncertain. All kinds of materials

are scarce too," remarked one of the

leading manufacturers of children's

and misses' dresses. "English goods are

all very high. Some Swiss lines are

djwn a little, but these goods which we
bought three years ago at 25c are now
r)3c. DecidecMy ready-to-wear is not

coming down.
"English deliveries are improving very

slightly and no doubt will be better

within the next 6 months. Mills are mak-
ing promises now; they would not prom-

ise anything a short time ago.

"As to demands in this country m ire

goods and better qualities than ever be-

fore are the order of the day. We have

more Fall goods, on order now than we
have ever had before at this season.

Retailers' stocks are pretty low from the

;;ctive selling this Summer, but they

have been able to make their payments
sp]endi('lly and pave the way f )r an ex-

(Continued on page 219)
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ALBERTA R.M.A. CONVENTION
Continued Toom page 83

as has been done in previous years. I do
not favor eliminating ourselves altogetlier

from the Sasicatoon office. They have put
our association on the footing it has to-day.

I have no doubt that a settlement will be
arrived at between the two executives.

"I suggest that there be a good capable
man secured for the position of secretary.
It is better to have a man who does not
need to devote all his time to the work.
I suggest we open an office in Edmonton
and have the secretary attend to ail cor-

respondence with retailers, etc. Freight
claims should be sent for adjustment to

the Saskatoon office. Some services it

would not pay us to duplicate in this pro-

vince."

Half Holiday and
Early Closing

The question of setting aside a certain

day for the half holiday each week and
of securing legislation in regard to a
stated hour of- closing was proposed,
though opposition was taken by several

delegates to the discussion of this ques-
tion which has so often been left with
no solution.

Replying to Delegate H. Hill_, Taber, Pre-
sident Gaetz stated that he had hoped to

get some data from the retailers before
the next session of the legislature. A Bill

had been brought in at the last session
but had been laid over. He had been in-

formed it would come up before the next
session.

"Premier Stewart told me the Retail
Merchants' Association would be given
notice before any Bills were put through
affecting merchants of this province," said
Mr. Gaetz, expressing his opinion that the
only satisfactory way to settle the matter
was to have a compulsory holiday declared
on a specific day.

A. F. Le Page stated that the Government
and Trades and Labor Council were ap-
pointing a commission to recommend which
day was preferred for the holiday by the
various municipalities. Merchants of
Medicine Hat preferred Wednesday.
"The Government appointed a commis-

sion to sit in Calgary, Medicine Hat, and
Edmonton," explained Mr. Gaetz.
"We want something that will apply to

all the people all tiie iime," said Mr. H. S.

Ireland. "This legislation will be framed
on about 25 per cent, of the merchants
and will not take into consideration the
smaller towns where the merchants work
much harder than we do."
Mr. Le Page thought it was the intention

of the Government to consider the rural
districts in the matter.

R. H. Anderson, Taber, thought the clos-
ing hour was a more important matter than
that of a half holiday. "The retailer
should not work 12 to 14 hours when other
trades are working only 8 hours," said Mr.
Anderson.
One delegate quoted Mr. Pingle, M.P., as

stating that a Shops Act will be framed
affecting every constituency, and that the
Retail Merchants' Association should draft
legislation providing for the taking of
shops out of the Factories Act.
When meeting Premier Stewart, Mr.

Gaetz stated that he did not know whether
to ask for an amendment to the Factories
Act or ask for shops to be taken out of
that Act.

On the motion of Mr. H. S. Ireland a

resolution making one of the first duties
of the new executive the drafting of a Shops
Act that would bring forth wise legislation
for the whole province was put. The
resolution further provided for the sub-
mission of such legislation to expert
counsel so that no mistake will be made
in placing the matter before the Govern-
ment. The mot'on was carried unanimous-
ly-

The matter of early closing and the
question of a half holiday are matters to

be included in the resolution, taking into
consideration the report of the commission.

Wednesday afternoon closing with a clos-

ing hour of 6 p m. on week days, and 9 30

p m. on Saturdays was favorc' by the
majority of delegates present, though it

was conceded that in many cases this plan
v.ould rot work out to advantag?.

Insurance Writing
The nuestion of eytendin"? the services

of the Retail Merchants' Mutual Fire In-

surance Company of Saskatchewan to

members in the Province of .A.lberta was

a live topic at the convention, and action
along this line was looked upon as one
of the imporiant steps taken by the dele-
gates.
President Gaetz brought the matter to

the attention of the convention, expressing
his opinion that he thought it , advisable
to have the insurance operative in Alberta.
"This is one of the services it would

not pay us to duplicate" said Mr. Gaetz.
"In order to operate here we must deposit
with the Provincial Government a guaran-
tee fund of $10,000. A rssolution was
passed by the officials of the company in
Saskatchewan that when 500 members
could be secured in Alberta, each paying
an application fee of .$5, that the company
v/ould deposit the $10,000 and commence
operations in Alberta. It was impossible
at that time to do anything as 500 members
were not in sight," added Mr. Gaetz.
.
At this point Secretary Raymond took

the floor to explain the matter in detail,
pointing out that with the deposit of $5
each by even 300 members he thought the
matter could bs arranged satisfactorily.
Explaining the benefits of the organization
Mr. Raymond explained that over $1,000,-
000 of business is in force to-day with
£60,000 of a surplus.
As to premium payments Mr. Raymond

pointed out that where the board rate is.

.<;ay, $40, this amount is deposited to the
credit of the policyholder as a guarantee
premium deposit. The assessment of the
R. M. company has so far been equivalent
to only 75 per cent, of the board rate. The
guarantee premium deposit is merely a
guarantee that the policyholder will pay
his assessment.
The saving on a $1,000 policy would be

ciiual to the membership fee in the associ-
ation, and this could be used as an argu-
ment for increasing the membership of the
R.M.A. Last year the risk had been in-
creased to $2,000 in countrv places and to
$4 000 in cities. The doubling of the risk
taken naturally doubles the saving to
pol'cyholders.
Mr. Raymond stated that the company

could afford to assess at 50 per cent, of the
board rate but that the assessment of 75
per cent, was made to help in building up
a surplus so that the amount of risk can
be increased.
The $5 apnlicat'on fee is a guarantee of

good faith desired by the directors of the
company. The money is held in trust and

Banquet of the Alberta Retail Merchants' Asso elation in Convention at Medicine Hat, last month.
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returned if no business is written. This
is not an annual fee and it furthermore
covers any number of business places
owned by an individual merchant.
Board adjusters are employed, and the

expenses of adjusting distributed pro rata.

Losses of the Saskatchewan company in

1918 were about $5,000. Only members of

the association are insured.

J. B. Gillies, Edmonton, thought this

matter was one of the "big things" the as-

sociation had done and: stated that he
could speak for Edmonton merchants in

saying they would be willing to avail

themselves of the opportunity.
On the suggestion of President Gaetz,

tliat each member work up his own terri-

tory, offers were forthcoming from E. F.

Purcell, Brooks; J. B. Gillies, J. W. Bawden,
Lcthbridge, and others.
A resolution proposed by J. B. Gillies

requesting the new executive to take ac-
tive steps to have the R. M. Mutual Firt
Insurance Company's advantages placed be-
fore the retail merchants of Alberta Pro-
vince as soon as possible, was seconded bjj

J. W. Bawden, and carried.

Resolutions Cause Wide Discussion
Wholesalers Aid

Chinese Merchants

A RESOLUTION which brought

forth much discussion during the

Wednesday morning session of

the convention was that dealing with

Chinese engaging in the grocery, res-

taurant and confectionery business. Mr.

Watson, Grassy Lake, called the atten-

tion of the retailers to the dire need of

action, particularly in the smaller cen-

tres.

"In Grassy Lake we have four Chinese

joints and a fifth one is soon coming. This

class of competition is unfair,'" said Mr. Wat-
son. "The Chinaman lives on very little, and
unfortunately seems to have the sympathy
of a large number of our white townspeople.

The Chinaman never takes a holiday and in

our case the Chinese stores were open even
on Sundays up until a short time ago. Many
farmers find it more convenient to come to

town on Sunday than any other day and
they buy from the Chinese and pay cash for

their purchases, whereas, they expect and
get credit from the white merchant. In our

case sanitary inspectors advised the local

health board to close the Chinese places of

business, so unsanitary was their way of

living and in close proximity to the food-

stuffs being sold in the store.

Club Together

"The Chinese club together and are able to

undersell us," continued Mr. Watson, "and
when I brought the matter to the attention

of the wholesale grocers they sav. "If they

don't sell to the Chinaman then someone else

will'."

A resolution empowering the executive to

use its influence to bring about similar legis-

lation in Alberta to that adopted by the Pro-
vince of Manitoba in regard to the Chinese
question was proposed by Mr. Watson and
seconded by Mr. J. H. Anderson, Taber.

"The yellow race is coming in as a thief

in the night," said Mr. Anderson. "You in

the larger centres do not see it as vividly

as we, but we see that these peonle are tak-

ing away our very birthright. There is one
feature of the Chinese labor question with
which we cannot cope, and that is their ap-
prenticeship system of securing labor. The
Chinese merchant who has been in business
here returns to the Old Country and brinjrs

out ten boys, paying the head tax in each
case. These boys return in labor the eouiva-
lent of the tax, while the merchant has to

pay the union wages. This is one reason why
the Chinese merchant can undersell us. The
yellow race can never assimilate with the

white and the sooner we realize this the

better."
A Serious Matter

H. S. Ireland stated that the growth of

Orientalism in Canada was a very serious

matter and one to which the Retail Mer-
chants' A.ssociation could well devote much
attention.

"I charge it to the wholesale grocer that

the Chinaman has the support of the whole-
saler," said Mr. Robinson, amid an outburst
of apnlaufle, "and I could name the whole-
saler," he added, speaking of his own dis-

trict.

NEXT CONVENTION

The next convention is very
likely to be held in the city of Cal-

gary. The matter was left to the

Executive for decision, but presi-

dent Goetz expressed himself in

favor of Calgary, thinking a raeet-

ing in that city would do most good
for a local organization of re-

tailers.

Calgary delegate* presented a

strong case for taking the next
convention to that city.

Continuing, Mr. Robinson stated that in his

town no white merchant was handling con-
fectionery because there were five Chinese
"dumps" selling ice cream and candy.
"The membership of the Retail Merchants'

Association will be increased and its mem-
bers will become more active if they know
the Association is working along this line

in their interests."
Mr. Fraser, Pincher Creek—"The solution

of this problem is in our hands and we can
lay down an ultimatum to those on whom
we depend for our supplies as to whether
they are going to supply the Chinaman or the
white man. If we keep a stiff upper lip in

our dealings with the wholesalers we will

solve this difficulty."

Local Conditions

Mr. Hill, Bow Island—"Local conditions
affect us first. In our town there are three
Chinese employers and twenty-two Chinese
employees. They are not spending a cent in

the town. They buy their foodstuffs from
the wholesaler and clothing from the larger
centres. The Chinaman has no honor. They
give their word of honor to close at a cer-

tain hour and then deliberately remain open
.is long as they please. Much of the sym-
pathy with the Chinaman is because he
gives a service by keeping open at all hours
which no other class of merchant will do.

"We may have to resort to violent means
if our legislators do not take action."

Mr. Hill stated that in a Montana town a
Chinaman is so disliked that if one is seen
on the street he is promptly knocked down
and when taken in hand by the police is

fined for disturbing the peace.
"If I am appointed Justice of the Peace in

Bow Island, I will get white men to knock
down all the Chinamen and we will fine the
Chinks $10 and give $5 to the white man
who started the trouble," said Mr. Hill in

conclusion.
A delegate from Lethbridge stated that

the Great War Veterans' Associations were
in accord with this movement, but they were
delaying action until the R.M.A. stated their
position.

Urges Co-operation

Frank Stockdale made a passing reference
to the Chinese problem before opening his
address on "Opportunities in Retail Adver-
tising."

"While you do not want to mix your civili-

zation with the Chinese, you want to learn
one thing from them," said Mr. Stockdale

"The Chinese are winning because they
know how to work together, and when mer-
chants come to this point the Chinese ques-
tion will vanish. If it requires to wipe two>
hundred retailers out of business to accom-
plish this end it will be well worth while.
One merchant cannot stand alone against
the Chinese combined. As regards the whole-
saler you will find the reason he likes the
Chinese business is because when he sells one
he sells the whole group, because the Chinese
stick together in their buying. A programme
of education among retail merchants is very
much needed, and we can well start with the
solution of the Chinese problem in our own.
cases in our own towns."

Other resolutions adopted at this session\
were as follows:

—

Grants to Soldiers
Moved by G. F. Beart, Edmonton; secondedii

by J. M. Cooper, Medicine Hat. "The exe-
cutive should forthwith proceed to give its.

support to the granting of a bonus to all;

returned soldiers of the Great War, varjring
from $1,000 to $2,000 each, having regard to.

the details of their service. That this reso-
lution be forwarded to the Dominion Secre--
tary to be presented to the authorities con--
cerned."

Mr. Beart, who moved the resolution said;
he had talked with many returned men and-
acquired their viewpoint. One old soldier
who had served in this war and had also sent
his two sons, had told him of the Rhyl riots
which he had said was the "first evidence of
the stupidity of the Canadian Government."'
Few of the men in big centres had homes

and thousands of them were without work.
Or homes. The street corners every night
were occupied by soldiers openly preaching-
disloyalty and Bolshevism. The authorities
left them alone because if they were roughly
handled they would grow and spread into-
thousands.

It must be recognized that Canada only
gives a summer's work and but seldom gives
a working man a full year's work and this,

year when everyone is highly strung, hy-
sterical and ready to fly off the handle it is

well to remember that when fall comes we-
will have spent our money.

Land Settlements

Regarding the land settlement scheme, Mr.
Beart said the terms offered to the soldier-

by the Government were almost as good as
the C.P.R. offered to anybody and the size

of the staff needed to administer the scheme
was so large that they were wondering how
they could pay them, creating a big over-
head to be charged up to the taxpayer.
To meet the amount needed for the soldiers'"

bonus scheme would require $830,000,000,
about one-third more than the last war loan.
Based on a very conservative estimate of'
four million people in Canada and disre-
garding the natural increase in population
2% cents a day paid for twenty-five years-
would wipe off this amount.
For that sum we could provide a standing-

army to stand between us and evil for the
next two years. It would take that time for
the hysteria bred of the past four years
to pass away; for everyone to become men-
tally normal again.
After alluding to the broken and disabled

soldiers, he said: "Nothing we can do will
repay them. We must get into the frame of'
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mind to do the just thing because it is the
just thing or we are not decent citizens. We
•can't expect the Government to take a step
iike this unless the people are behind it.

JSo that if a soldier is short of money in the
fall he'll wait, because he will know the
-ight thing will be done.

"If we don't try and help the soldier and
•he falls into the hands of the Red element
^ou have no idea what it will mean."

The resolution was seconded by Mr. J.

Cooper and was passed unanimously with a
-Standing vote.

Foreign Companies Act
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded

*y Mr. Scott, Edmonton:
"The Dominion Executive Council and the

Provincial Executive for Alberta shall take
up with the Dominion and Provincial Gov-
ernments the question of legislation demand-
ing that the Foreign Companies Act be
.amended, making it necessary for such com-
panies operating in the various provinces
throughout Canada and selling to any person
in Canada in the wholesale or retail trade,
ibe assessed in the Provincial and Municipal
license fee."

Small Debts Act
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded

^y Mr. Kellas, Medicine Hat:
"Whereas, the Association has been in-

•formed that several of its members have tried

-to put the Small Debts Act into operation
and have failed to get the police magistrate
<or justices of peace to act, on the plea that
there is no remuneration to them provided in

the Act, therefore, be it resolved that a
-schedule of fees be published by the Govern-
:nient immediately and that a copy of such
rschedule be forwarded immediately upon pub-
lication to the secretary of each provincial
l)ranch of the R.M.A."

Endorse Coast to Coast Trip

Moved by H. S. Ireland, seconded by Mr.
Slack, Medicine Hat:

"That this convention endorse the pro-
posed coast to coast excursion to be held
•during the coming summer."

Mr. T. A. Gaetz, past president, explained
that it was planned to have the excursion
:follow a route from Halifax to Vancouver
through Regina, Moose Jaw and Calgary, re-

turning to Calgary and proceeding north to
Edmonton, thence to Saskatoon, Winnipeg
-•and returning east.

In reply to a request from Mr. lUsey, for
information re the programme cost to mer-
chants, etc., Mr. Gaetz explained that an
expression of opinion regarding the principle
.of the matter was all that was required.

Commercial Education

Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded
't)y Mr. Illsey:

"The executive shall be empowered to

select a committee representing the commer-
•cial interest to work in co-operation with the
-authorities of the University of Manitoba in

•connection with the courses in commercial
education."

Speaking to the motion Mr. Ga^'tz stated
'that the universities wanted to take action
along this line. They were paying Mr
"Stockdale's expenses and were agreeable to

•^continuing the lectures each year. The com-
mittee to be appointed was to see that this

-work was carried on.

Mr. Illsey asked that a tax be made on
"business men to defray the cost of the course
as the university could not easily spare the
-money.

Secretary F. E. Raymond outlined the plan
-for commercial education during the next
;year. The idea was to select twenty centres

throughout the Province and to hold a more
intensive course in commercial education than
has been done in the jast. A lecture would
be held one evening with a conference in

the morning and afternoon of the following
day. There would be two courses, one in

the spring and one in the fall. The cost

would be $160 per course, or a total of $320
for the year. Twenty districts would cost

$6,400. There would be an allowance of

$200 made for advertising. Mr. Raymond
stated that the university would be willing
to set aside $3,000 for this purpose, leaving
the cost to the merchants $3,200. A guar-
antee of $4 from forty merchants would be
necessary in each district. It was explained
that should greater revenue be secured from
districts containing a large number of mer-
chants, this money would be used for as-

sisting the smaller districts.

Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton, and sec-
onded by Mr. J. Kellas, Medicine Hat, the
resolution was adopted.

"Resolved, that this convention request the
incoming executive to continue the efforts
towards obtaining legislation requiring pro-
duce dealers and collection agencies to enter
into a bond with the Government as a con-
dition before entering business."

The above resolution was adopted on mo-
tion of Mr. Illsey, Calgary, and Mr. Gillies,
Edmonton.

Mr. Raymond explained that the object was
to prevent produce dealers and collection
agencies starting up in business and after
obtaining large quantities of produce and
money from collections to decamp. This had
happened on numerous occasions in the past
and a bond with the Government would put
a stop to this practice.

"Resolved, that this convention is strongly
of opinion that all premium contests are
absolutely against the principles of the Re-
tail Merchants' Association and good mer-
chandising, and should be strictly avoided
by all retail merchants. Further, that the
Dominion executive should be urged to con-
tinue their efforts in favoring the passing
of legislation making such contests a con-
tinual offense."
On motion of Mr. A. F. LePage, Medicine

Hat, and Mr. Illsey, Calgary, the above re-
solution was adopted after several incidents
hadbeen related of how merchants had been
victimized in these contests.

MONTREAL STRIKE SETTLED
Ccat and Suit Makers Gi Back at In-

creased Scale—1,200 Out

With F. W. Stewart, general manager
of Cluett, Peabody of Canada, as chair-
man and arbitrator, it required only three
conferences between representatives of
the Montreal Cloak & Suit Manufactur-
ers' Protective Association, tQ arrange
a settlement of the strike of 1,200 work-
ers. In the main the wages granted
were s)mewhat less than had been de-
manded, but a big increase on the exist-
ing .scale. The 44-hour week and a mini-
mum scale of wage? was agreed upon.
A rather novel clause was one by which,
if employees are engaged whose "produc-
tivity" is below a fair standard, they
may be paid a wage below the minimum,
the exact amount being determined by a
representative of the employees and pro-
prietor.

In the new scale "operators" reached
a minimum of $44 a week, or $1 an hour,

although a number in Montreal receive

$60 or $70 a week. The demands of the

strikers, and the final settlement, were
as follows:

Asked per Settled

week at

1 ... $18 . . $16

Cuts For Sale

Readers of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, whether merchants, adver-
tisers or anyone else interested,

may procure any of the cuts used
in the editorial columns of the RE-
VIEW at a great saving. Cuts in

this and future issues, as well as
those which are still on hand from
previous issues, are included.

The fashion illustrations and cuts
showing new goods would no doubt
be useful for many purposes, such
as announcements, circulars, news-
paper advertising, making show
cards, etc.

With the present very high cost
of illustrations of this nature no
doubt many merchants will be glad
to avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity to procure advance cuts at
a considerably reduced price. There
is only one of a kind available, of
course, for they are all made ex-
clusively for DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW each month.

Anyone wishing to purchase one
or more of these cuts has only to
write the Editor, enclosing a clip-

ping of the cut mentioning the is-

sue in which it appeared, or merely
stating the page and the issue and
it will be sent along with invoice at
just HALF the cost of the cut to
us.

Readers will note that there are
in addition in each issue two show
cards illustrated. The originals
of these (only one of each) which
are hand-made for DRY GOODS
REVIEW each month, may also be
had at 15 cents each. This scarce-
ly covers the cost of materials in

them, as show card writers know,
but with the big call on their time
it may serve as a saving that way.
The first application received for

cuts or cards will be filled each
month.

$30 $25
$28 $27
$22 $20
$44 $44
$40 $38
$25 $24
$35 $30
$35 $32
$25 $20
$35 $35
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WHAT MAKERS OF CHILDREN'S
AND MISSES' DRESSES SAY
(Continued from page 216.)

cellent Fall. The East and West have
bought heavily."

Wholesalers report that they have had
more customers visit their show rooms
in the past six weeks than they have ever
experienced before. One manufacturer
took a chance on selling goods from
stock and made up 800 wash dresses out
of all kinds of materials which he hap-
pened tj have on hand. When they were
completed and offered the whole of them
were cleared out in a dav and a half.



Will German Goods Rush Into Canada?
Opening Up of Trade by United States and Many English Lines—How Will Canadian

Consumer Look on It?

THE threat oC German-knit goods

as well as other lines is already

before the Canadian manufactur-

er. Early this month, when it became

evident that trade relations in some

f jrm or other would be resumed between

Germany and the States, and Germany

and England, the subject became a live

one among- buyers, particularly those in

wholesale lines.

"I wouldn't be surprised," remarked

one wholesaler to DRY GOODS RE-

VEIW, "if we saw German goods in

Canada very shortly. My own instinct

would be to refuse to have anything t)

do with them, but i; the other man gets

hosiery cheaper and starts underselling,

what am I to do?"

It was the attitude of the consumer

that one jobber thought would decide

the case. "Take my wife, for instance,"

he remarked. "Just tell her that this

line of hosiery is $1. but German make,

and even if the next jne were $2, she

would take the dearer. It may be that

the Germans, as they did before, will

try to flood the market with cheaper

lines, but the wholesaler's and retail-

er's attitude will be based, in the long

run, on just what the sentiments of the

buying public are.

"Some time ago a movement was

started in England to organize the pub-

lic, especially women, against Ibuying

German goods aftsi the war, but I dj

not know how far it has developed, nor

whether it has any support from the

Government."

English Intercourse

Prior to the formal announcement on

Saturday, July 12th, that the blockade

)f Germany has been raised, a represen-

tative of a Canadian textile mill who
has been over in England to investigate

she situation, stated to DRY GOODS
REVIEW that the English mills were

preparing to trade with Germany and

to accept orders from that country. He

thought this would apply to all kinds

of lines, and not on'y textiles.

What About "Made-in" Labels?

The question of hibels on goods show-

ing their origin, will, no doubt, become a

live one in retail circles as a result of a

probable resumption of trade with Ger-

many—within certain limits. There

may be a movement inaugurated to in-

sist on the "country origin" of mer-

chandise being displayed, in which case

"Made in Canada," "Made in England."

"Made in France," "Made in U.S.A.,"

etc., would bo in evidence, whether

"Made in Germany.'' and "Made in Aus-

tria," were or were not.

The followinf; der^patch from Washing-

ton will be of int'-rest in this connec-

tion:

Trade between the United States and Ger-
many will be resumed immediately, Acting
Secretary Polk, of the State Department,
innounced to-day.
Mr. Polk said that blanket licenses would

be issued, but that dyes, chemicals and
potash would be excepted. Control over
trade in these commodities will be exer-
;ised by the Reparation Commission under
:he terms of the peace treaty. A formal
announcement regarding resumption of
trade relations was promised within 48
hours.

Secretary Polk further decLared that re-
sumption of trade relations with Germany
did not abrogate tihe Trading with the
Enemy Act, nor was it to be taken as
meaning that the state of war was at an
?nd.

Germany will need immediately from
the United States, according to Department
of Commerce officials, large quantities of
cotton, copper, and kerosene oil and in-

creased amounts of foodstuffs and wearing
apparel.

Fall Novelty
—Coat Front

Cape
This Hudson Seal
Coat is a combination
of coat and cape. It

is 36" long at the
back, while the front
extends a little below
the waist. It has dol-
man sleeves; the belt
passes through two
openings at the back
and is tied at the
front, being of double
fur and with two tas-
sels at the end; two
slit pockets; fancy
brocade lining. Shown
by L. Gnaedinger.
Son & Co., Montreal.



The Necessity and Importance of the Retail

Distributor and his Relationship to

all Other Industries
An Address Delivered by E. M. Trowern, Secretary of the Dominion Board of The
Retail Merchants' Association of Canada, Lefore the Royal Commission on Industrial

Relations, Appointed by the Dominion Government to Enquire Into Industrial Con-
ditions, Which Met at Ottawa in June, 1919

ATTIIOUGH the question of the

increased cost of merchandise and
the cost of distribution at retail

may not be considered by your commit-
tee to properly come under the public

enquiry that has been allotted to you to

report upon, yet we feel that it is so

c'osely relat-^d to the subject you have
under consideration that we are takins:

the liberty of precenting to you a few
f^T.cts on the subject of r'-tail distribu-

tion as we see them, standing, as we do.

between the producer, the manufacturer
and the workman on the one hand, and

the consumer on the other. So much
has been raid about the conditions of

the producer and the manufacturer, and

what is termed, for the sake of a better

classification, the "workini? classes,"

and so little has been said about what
is known as the distributins: classes, that

th-^ whole subject has become confused

and misunderstood.

Millions Invested

It is not generally known that there are

mnny more millions of dollars invested in

distribution thrn there are in either manu-
facture or production. It could not but be

otherwise; merchandise must always be

manufactured ahead of the immediate de-

mand. Goods produced or manufactured
in Vancouvr are of no value to people re-

siding in Halifax unless they are trans-

ported to the latter point. To do this, it re-

quiries negotiation, purchase, transporta-
tion, warehouse facilities, retail facilities,

etc., and final delivery to the ultimate pur-
chaser in single items. A host of trans-

actions take place before the goods are

finally delivered. All these separate trans-

actions cost money, and take time and in-

telligence, in addition to "capital," which
cannot be regarded in any other light than
"accumulated industry."

Present System Natural Development

We are quite aware that arguments h'^ve

been put forth for centuries striving to dis-

cover some plan whereby goods produced or
manufactured can be handed direct to the
consumer, and to have the middleman -

which means either the wholesaler or the
retailer— removed. All efforts in this direc-

tion have been failures, and they always
will be failures, because the nresent sys-

tem has been a natural development that

has grown out of actual necessity.

Prunes or raisins grown in South America
or in Egypt are of no value to consumers in

Ottawa unless they are brought directlv to

their tables here. No consumer would think
of ordering such things direct, or having
them shipped in small quantities; they
must come in bulk. When they arrive they
must be cared for, protected against weather
and other conditions, sold to the retail

trade, and distributed by them to their cus-

tomers.
Property Value High

The value of the land and buildings upon
which retail stores are situated, together
with the value of the wholesale properties,

exceeds in value and is more higlily as-

sessed than any other property in any
municipality. Add the value of all the re-

tail property in Canada together, couple
with it the value of the stocks which are

held waiting, ready and near at hand for

the convenience of those who want the

goo^s, and then add the value of all the

wholesale property and merchandise to the

retail property, and you have a volume of

wealth that far exceeds the value of all our
farming and manufacturing industries. This
costly and expensive system exists because
it is required and because there is no
other legitimate system that can take the

place of it. It has been found to be the

most economic, convenient and elnstic sys-

tem that can be provided, and it has de-

veloped through necessity and exnerience.

There is no practical proposal or scheme in

sight that can take the place of our present

system of distribution. It requires adjust-

ing here and trimming there, but the under-

lying p'-inciples cannot be abolished. Wc
are anxious to go on and develop it ana
make it more complete and convenient. This

Retailers perhaps take their posi-

tion in the cronnmic scheme of

things too mvch for qraiited. The
campaign inftitxted l>" some of the

(laihj newspapers to discredit their

standing in the commHnitv is one

v'hich should aicaJcen in the mind
of the retailers a retdization of their

importance in the s'iccessfnl mer-
chandising of goods. Tt is high time

tlie retailers were organized, into a

hod'i h'l which recognition of their

j"sf claims co'"Id he secured and op-

position to any proposed legislation

which wovhl hamper their svccessfid

functioning he sristematically op-

posed. Co-operation is seen in labor

circles, in farmer.^' cluhs^ but the re-

tailers sit ealmhi 1>>I and. have to

stand abase at the hands of those

ii'ho knom vot itdiereof they speak.

The retailers cannot be s'lccessfulli/

displaced, but their operations can
hp c'irtailed to a point inhere they
r'innot overate syccessfxlly. It is to

finht agaJnst any s"ch legislation that

the retailers should, be organized—
flic organization .'should be effected
uou\—Editor's Note.

can only be attempted by those who prac-
tically understand the principles which
guide and direct it. No improvement can
come from any other source.

The Co-operative Society

All attempts that have been made by those
who operate "Co-operative Societies" in any
part of the world have proved to be nothing
more than the old scheme of one merchant
endeavoring to outwit his competitor by
trying to tell the public that his goods and
his system are far superior to those of his
neighbor, whereas the so-called Co-opera-
tive Society system is clumsy in its opera-
tions, inferior in its service, and its methods
of handing back so-called dividends or
bribes to its customers have all the decep-
tive elements of the trading stamp schemo.
To those who are not acquainted with the

problem of retail merchandising, and from
the manner in which some of these co-
operative societies advertise themselves,
and their supposed superior methods, it is
not surprising that those who are unfam-
iliar with the "tricks of trade" see some
virtue in their proposals, but those who are
thoroughly familiar with trade, and who are
anxious to have all trade transactions based
upon a sound, healthy, moral basis know
full well that any system of merchandising-
that is based upon the placing of a higher
price on any article to a customer, and then
handing the increased price back as a bonus
or a dividend or a bribe to secure and hold
the trade, by or through any pretext what-
soever, is wrong in principle and commer-
cially unsound, and it is for this reason that
reputable and honorable retail merchants
will have nothing to do with business
methods of that character.

Not on Sound Basis

If the claims put forth by these so-called
Co-operative Societies were true, and the
principles upon which they are founded
were correct, everyone conducting a retail
store would adopt the same system, but the
co-operative system is not adopted because
the principles upon which they are founded
are commercially unsound, and their
methods can never appeal to those retail
m°vr;hants who want to see the retail trade
of Canada placed upon a higher plane.

An Important Duty

Believing, therefore, that we, as retail
distributors, are an absolute necessity, and
that our services cannot be dispensed with,
w feel that we have an important duty to
perform in every community throughout
Canada, and we further believe that o'

to our financial position, our absolute
necessity, and our numerical strength in
every city, town and village throughout
Canada, that no question affecting what is
termed the "working classes" or the "manu-
facturers" or "producers" can be intelli-
gently considered without taking the great
problem of distribution into consideration
as well.

Circle is Complete
Retail merchants stand in a very unique

position in every community. They, reach
out and take the goods from the producer
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and manufacturer and hand them to the
consumer. Every increase that is made to

any article, whether it is through increased
wages, the increased cost of raw materials,
increasied transportation, increased rent or
the increased overhead expenses of every
class through whose hands any product
passes, is collected again by the retail mer-
chant from the consumer. The higher
wages go the higher will go the prices of
the articles created by the wage earners.
The circle is complete and no system of rea-
soning can alter this truth. The law of
supply and demand is the basic law upon
which everything is founded. The dearer
goods are the less profit the retail merchant
makes, as the demand is lessened, and his

business turnover is, therefore, less.

High Wages—High Merchandise

In order that workmen can be able to

purchase all those things that are necessary
for their actual comfort, they must receive
a salary more than equal to the value of the
actual things required so as to enable them
to lay aside sufficient for old age, etc. If

wages keep climbing up, merchandise will

go on climbing up, and there is no scheme
that can be pronosed that will prevent it.

If wages climb higher on one class of goods
than they do on others, the workmen will

be limited to fewer classes of goods and
their comfort will be affected thereby. If,

for instance, a working man received
twenty-five dollars a week, and with that
sum he could pay his rent, buy groceries,
meat, fuel, light, clothing, boots and other
actual necessities, and his rent was doubled,
he would be compelled to forego purchasing
some of the other articles of necessity,
and, having to do without these necessities,

he would immediately become discontented.
On the other hand, whatever necessities he
economized on it would injure the retail

merch^-nt who handed those lines, and he in

turn would have to undergo the same weed-
ing out process as that undertaken by the
wage earner.

Community Affairs Inter-Related

These simple illustrations are made for
the purpose of showing how closely the
affairs of every community are inter-
related, and whenever one class is affected
all classes are affected.
Our purpose in submitting these brief

views on the problem of retail distribution,
which is one of the most difficult problems
for those who have had no practical experi-
ence in it to understand, is to point out
that there is more capital invested, and
more people employed in distribution than
there is in production and manufacture
combined, and that, in our opinion, no plan,
no scheme and no device that can be sug-
gested can ever alter it unless we turn
our plan of civilization backward and all

begin again to be tillers of the soil and
makers of the things we use and require.
No one would be satisfied to go back again
to the simple life of making our own
candles, and using flint instead of matches,
and using a spinning wheel to make cloth-
ing out of sheep's wool. We have experi-
enced life's comforts and we want them, and
if we want them and must have them, we
must pay for them. A meal provided in a
million dollar hotel will always cost more
than a meal provided in a tent. There is a
price ticket on everything. The best things
cost the most, and if we wesire them we
must be prepared to pay for them or go
without them.

An Advanced Age

To properly consider the subject we have
before us we must take conditions as we
find them to-day, and not as they were a

century or two ago. To-day we have public
school systems all over the world. Boys
and girls, and men and women, have been
educated to try and think. In every sphere
of activity we see development. We find

improved machinery in all lines of manu-
facture and production. We have labor-
saving devices and we have transportation
facilities that are unequalled in any age
cf the world. We have new devices for

transportation, such as automobiles, auto-
mobile trucks, aeroplanes, bicycles, etc. In
electric power and electrical devices we are
in advance of anything in the history of the
world. In telephones, telegraphs and cables,
our advances are phenomenal, and all this
with the many other new inventions such
IS gramophones, etc., which can product
the human voice, all these things have been
brought about by those who have been edu-
cated to think, to diagnose, to investigate
and to study.
While the thousands who have been giv-

ing their attention to the above commercial
improvements have succeeded, another class
has been thinking along other lines, but
their thinking has produced different re-
sults.

What Lack of Commercial Training Reveals

It is said that a little learning is a dan-
gerous thing. In many cases this has
proven to be true. Not having had prac-
tical experience and an opportunity of giv-
ing any study to the great problem of dis-
tribution, the rock upon which thousands
upon thousands of persons engaged in

other walks of life become shipwrecked is

where they venture out upon its dangerous
surface. These persons who have not had
a proper commercial training advocate
among other things the following:

1. The abolition of the middleman.
2. Direct purchase and sale between pro-

ducers and consumers.

3. Municipal trading in coal, wood, milk
and other articles of common use.

4. Public retail markets to enter into
competition with tax-paying retail mer-
chants who carry vegetables all the
year round, whereas consumers cannot
buy vegetables in the market when the
temperature is below freezing point.

5. Without knowing the unsound, com-
mercial basis upon which so-called "Co-
operative Societiies" are established,
they advocate their adoption.

Wrong Thinking at Root of Trouble

In our opinion, it is wrong thinking of
this character that lies at the root of our
present troubles and unrest to-day- The
remedy for this false thinking lies at the
door of the retail merchants themselves.
Believing, as we do, that no intelligent sys-
tem on earth can be devised to abolish the
retail merchant, or whereby all means of
retail distribution can be operated entirely
by the State, and that all men must have
the right to develop their own lives as they
deem best for themselves, without injury or
interference with the rights of others, it is

our duty to make our claims known.

Retailers Here to Stay

We wish, therefore, to repeat again that
the most difficult problem of all problemb
for the average student of political economy
to understand is that of the distribution of
merchandise at retail. It has puzzled wise
men before corn was sold in Egypt, and it

will puzzle wise men and social economists
until the crack of doom. Retail merchants
have been on earth for centuries, and they
will be here for all time. You can devise no
plan that will abolish them because they are
an important and essential part of every
community. They comprise the active, in-

dependent and free men of every municipal-
ity. Their chief desire is to be allowed to

do their business on a sound, business basis
nnd their chief enemy is municipal and legis-
lative restrictions that are proposed to be
placed upon them by those who do not
understand the simplest principles of buying
and selling.

Few Labor Troubles

As to the labor troubles of retail mer-
chants, they have very few. Most of their
clerks are their friends. A young man who
enters behind the counter of the average
retail merchant's store must take an in-

terest in the business. He must be pleasant
and agreeable with the customers of the
store. The nroprictor knows his habits,

knows his Christian name; he calls him

Bill or Bob and he interests himself in his
work, and encourages him to develop his
character. It has often been said, and we
have never heard it disputed, that the btst
business college in the world for a young
man to enter is behind the counter of an
honest retail merchant.

Influence for Good
A retail merchant who places his name

over his door and who is always before
the public, has a stake in the community,
and his influence is for good and not for
evil. Strikes, lock-outs and hold-ups are
never heard of in ninety-seven per cent,
of the retail stores in Canada, nor will they
ever be heard of, because each store has
its own plan of paying wages or giving
commissions on profits, or giving bonuses
or increasing salaries according to the
ability of the clerk to earn. No system
of paying all clerks the same salary, even
in the same class of trade, could ever be
adopted, because the clerks themselves
would object to it. The principle that
exists, and which always will exist, is to
pay clerks according to their worth to the
firm. This is the only fair system and the
only one that will give them an incentive
and an ambition to some day become their
own masters. In Canada to-day every young
man who is ambitious and who is willing
to devote his time and thought to the busi-
ness of his employer in the retail trade can
find an opportunity of advancing to the
highest position in the store, or bscoming
a partner, or eventually entering into busi-
ness for himself. The first thing, however,
that must be done, and for this reason,
chiefly, we are submitting this article, is

to impress upon the public mind that the
man behind the counter is performing
equally as useful and important work in the
community as the man behind the lathe
or the man behind the plough.

Occupy Most Important Position

As retail merchants, in the past we have
been too docile and too unconscious of our
own importance in the community, and we
have allowed all sorts of reports to be
circulated by those who know nothing about
the problem of distribution, being of the
opinion that the public would not believe
the statements made. In the future we
hope to remedy this condition by taking
our proper place in the community and
insisting upon equal recognition with all

other kinds of useful employment. As
stated before, we occupy the most importan*
position in the life of every well ordered
community. We are here because we are
required, and we will be here for all time,

and there is no other system of distribu-

tion that can supplant us.

For this reason, if for none other, the
Dominion Government must recognize that

it is essential that no unfair or discrimin-

atory legislation should be passed that will

hamper our progress or interfere with our
rights as free citizens. At the present
time we welcome the opportunity to be able

to lay before the special committee of the
House of Commons, which has been appoint-

ed to investigate the cost of living, all the

facts concerning the retail trade that we
have in our possession, as we f?el that

the more we make our condition public the

more the public will respect and appreciate

us.

IVORY
Some interesting: new developments

are out in ivory g )0(ls. There is prom-

ised for the trade a line of nuite new and

distinctive patterns in time for exhibition

at the big- "Canadian National" in Aug-

ust.

Samples which have arrived just lately

feature some hand'^ome carved effects,

and others with a fine colored inset line.

The color may be pastel or imitation

shell, making (luite a dignified "trim-

ming."
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The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish

HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

ADVERTISING SPACES

READY-TO-WEAR

M. WITTAL
Manufacturer of

Ladies' and
Children's Wear
has removed to new and larger premises

246 ST. ANDRE ST.
(Corner St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New Fall Range is now being sub-

mitted for your inspection.

SHOWROOMS
Toronto. 33 Richmond W.
Hamilton, Lister Chambers.
St. John, 127 Leinster Street.

Winnipeg, Arthur St.

FOR SALE

MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

PER INSERTION BY THE YEAR.

Gerstenzang Bros.
Leading Manufacturers of

POPULAR-PRICED
FLOWERS & FOLIAGE

OPEN SAMPLE ORDERS
SOLICITED

670-674 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

TO

AT $5

ORDER ONE NOW.
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P. c.

Correct Gowning
means

Correct Corseting
Well dressed women are well aware of

this fact and that is why the P.C.
Corset has won their hearty and popu-
lar approval.

They appreciate its superior quality of

fabric and finish, its comfort-insuring,
health-giving features, and its distinc-

tive, youthful lines.

There is a P.C. Model to faultlessly fit

every type of figure, especially de-
signed to meet the particular needs of
that type.

A Pink Season

Pink Corsets are proving even more popu-

lar than ever and every indication points to

a Pink Season this Fall. Dealers will be

safe in stocking Pink numbers. We have

—

FRONT LACE—PINK AND WHITE.
BACK LACE—PINK AND WHITE.

Exquisitely attractive models in all the up-
to-the-minute authoritative styles.

P.C. Corsets will commend themselves to

your discriminating customers, winning and
holding their confidence in you and your
goods.

Parisian Corset Mf^. Co.,
MMFTKI)

QUEBEC, QUE., CANADA
BRANCHES :

Toronto: y^l^aySt. Montreal: 329 Crai^' St. \V.

Wc^lcrn Kcpr^-jcnlilive: C. H. BUTLER. 2i Sylv.-Uer Wilon UaW lin,. Wmni >•;

fl

l9 ei
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MR. RETAILER
Are you getting your share

of the Raincoat Business ?

DO YOU KNOW that everybody needs a

raincoat, and that only one person out of

ten has one ?

DO YOU KNOW that damp clothing

means sickness, and that a raincoat pre-

vents sickness ?

Thousands of Dollars will be spent for

raincoats this year.

BE PREPARED FOR YOUR SHARE

Our salesmen are now on their territories.

Should they not call on you, drop us a line.

Rush Orders Receive Special Attention
vy I

t i
THE

Montreal Waterpoof & Clothing Co., Limited
The Largest and Oldest Waterproof Clothing House in Canada

MONTREAL, CANADA

^Baauoaa^^^^a^^ ĴHHIiijiiiiii
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^he HOUSE OF THE MOMENT

SUITS and COATS
YOU can always be sure that this line will include

the very best of the new styles, made with the care

that your most discriminating customer demands,

and of fabrics that you can be proud of showing.

And although every garment is of made-to-order qual-

ity, there is always a stock on hand to fulfill our prom-,

ise of immediate delivery.

LEVITT, FRANK & CO.
40 West 32nd Street - New York
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Bi^ supply of
materials la
^reat variettj

for immediate

^SONS
TheBiqPopular
Price Coats
Suit House

^^1 WALDORF BUILDING J^^

2West33rdSt..NewYork

iiiilliillHlim^^^
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VELOUR

COAT
Fur

Trimmed

$12/^

IT IS

VALUES

such as

this that

retain for us

a reputation

for having

SELLERS!

Note On account of uncertain condition of the woolen
market we cannot guarantee price for any length of

time.

Our Fall

line comprises

COATS
AND

SUITS
in leading

Materials and

Styles from

$10.«» to $40.««

HIRSCH & BRO.
153 W. 27th Street, NEW YORK
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DePalmaDressCo.
46 ST. ALEXANDER STREET

MONTREAL

Our Summer Range of

DRESSES
WILL SHORTLY BE SUBMITTED

FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Smart up-to-date Garments in

GEORGETTES, and all kinds

of SILKS, also in ORGAN-
DIES, VOILES, etc.

Write for Samples-

it will pay you.

Your Wants

"Is that so?"
'* Yes, an' get what

you want, too."

-^

Use the DRY GOODS
REVIEW condensed
Ad. column and just

see what will happen.

felugiwSta

Fall Line
Now Ready

In all the prevailing Cloths, Silks

and Satins — an exceptionally

attractive line, showing superior

quality, finish and style through-
out.

Our Garments demonstrate the

success of specialization in.

Exclusive Styles only.

Our Travellers are now out.

See our j

Coats;
For Ladies, Misses and Children.

In all the popular fabrics for
Fall, including the new exquisite

Silvertone—a beautiful fabric

that will make an irresistible

appeal.

Distinctive in line and cut. Su-
perior in fabric and finish. Wide
range of fashionable materi<Tls,

and correct styles.

Cxclusitbe JLahitA' Witat
Himitth

Head Office and Factory:

Blumenthal Building, 207 St. Catherine St, W., Montreil

Toronto Show Rooms: 33 Richmond St. West
Winnipeg Show Rooms: 114 Hammond Bldg.
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rzo
Cloak e)SuiiCbl(ic
Samuel Herz-oc, Prea.

1231 Broadway New^rfi
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T LINE

Note the date of the big "hop"—July 1st—and get
ready to make the longest "non-stop" good business
season you ever had.

We are making the altitude record for values and the
"stunt'' record for variety. Two motors working
perfectly

—

COATS AND SUITS
From $10.00 Up

Be sure to visit our "hangars" and take a flight that
will out-distance your competition.
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Kassab Silk Underwear
Our Success in the manufacture of this superior line of under-

wear, and its well-earned popularity, we attribute to the fact

that we have always used only the highest grade of materials,

and have designed and created each garment with the utmost
care and artistic skill.

Dealers everywhere are enthusiastic over the attractive quick-

selling features of Kassab Silk Underwear.

If you are anxious to offer an exceptionally attractive, reliable,

popular line of goods, it will be to your decided advantage to

see our complete line of Kassab Silk Underwear—also our
justly famous Kassab Kimonos.

KASSAB KIMONO MFG.
COMPANY

Sommer Bldg. 37 Mayor Street

MONTREAL

Worthy of Your Consideration

Retailers want to deal with people who know why they have

something to sell.

Did you ever stop to figure that the retailers you want to

interest have advertising news for the public in every day's

newspapers? Let the retailers have particulars of your
goods at least once a month.

Think this over and let us strengthen your trade develop-

ment work beginning in next month's

Dry Goods Review
143 University Avenue^ Toronto

COPY PREPARED WRITE FOR RATES
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LINGERIE
"BLOUSES"
Our Specialty
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SILK WAISTS
Crepe de Chine

Georgettes

DOES THE

STANDARD FACTORY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

Keep on Progressing

and are noted to'day as

The Largest Waist Manufacturers

The above remarks are made daily by manu-

facturers and competitors m our line.

WHY, IS a great question

LADIES BLOUSES

NIDDYWAISTS
\WASHABLE WEAR
\ DRESSES ^
\ SKIRTS /

^w^

And the only people who can answer this question

are the wholesale jobbers

who from experience find that the more of our range they carry,

the bigger the repeats they give us.

NO TRAVELLERS ARE KEPT ON THE ROAD.
SAMPLES FROM STOCK AT OUR FACTORY.

HOUSE
DRESSES

MIDDIES

ST. DENIS, DULUTH and

DROLET STS.

MONTREAL

WASHABLE
SKIRTS

Children's Dresses
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Dainty FrocJ^s

for Evening Wear

pXQUISITE creations for
'*—

' the coming dancing season

are shown in charming mater-

ials—charmeuse, satin, crepe-

de-chme, etc.

Our salesmen will show you
these dainty frocks shortly.

R. D. Fairbairn Company, Ltd.

TORONTO

For Exclusive Styles
see our range

We are originators of designs.

3 Reasons Responsible for Our Success

FIT

FASHION
FABRICS

SILVIA EMILIA

Our Representatives

are now
on the road.

If our Representatives

do not ca!!

write for Samples

1952 St. Lawrence St. .^^X^^^ r^/^//<)^nt/V^J^Jy 1952 St. Lawrence St.

Makers of Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses
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Sapi§^^Qi
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^
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IT
gives Heatherbloom its marvellous lustre and scintillat-

ing shimmer—it gives Heatherbloom its distinctive

swish, its unique mercerized fabric finish.

It makes Heatherbloom look and feel like silk.

The inimitable Heatherbloom Finish is one of the secrets of

the Heatherbloom success.

Anybody w^ho offers you another petticoat fabric for Hea ther-

bloom and claims the same distinctive features which are

exclusive to Heatherbloom , is merely trying to capitalize on
the popularity of the famous Heatherbloom fabric.

Thirty days' wear tells the difference—don't wait for your
customers to tell you !

There is but one genuine Heatherbloom petticoat. You can
only buy Heatherbloom Petticoats from these exclusive

Heatherbloom manufacturers.

THE WATERS-WEISMANN CO., Inc.

Owners and Distributors of Heatherbloom
MILLS AT BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

New York^Office, 234 Fifth Avenue

[ 3

i

./•'

. „. ,. Heatherbloom Licensed Manufacturers
ARLINGTON SKIRT MFG. CO WFii i^aixfo ^/Ic•l- *-o!; Faei- 9fi»l, Ci. M \^ ,

WhlL-KALTER MFG. CO.
oir^L. 51' ^"^ ^*""'* St. Louis, Mo.
PEERLESS PETTICOAT CO. THE WESTERN GARMENT CO.

Boston, Mass. Chicago, IH.

LEWIS-LEOPOLD SKIRT CO.
127 West 25th Street New York City

"Mmmm^^w^^^^m^Mm^m^!m:^^m^^^mm^imi^i^
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''ART GARMENTS" SATISFY

JERSEY
ALL WOOL

DRESSES $16 75

JERSEY
ALL WOOL

FINE BOTANY

SKIRTS
=^8 75

These two leaders, in several styles, must be seen to be appreciated. The
quality of this Jersey is of the very finest, and the styles the very latest creations

in all the high-class and most desired shades. GET YOUR ORDERS IN
EARLY. We guarantee DELIVERY, also all repeats.

Art Cloak & Suit Company, Limited
46 Alexander St., Montreal

H. M. NASH,
East Ontario

W. J. COLLETT,

Winnipeg Office

C. ROSE,
Montreal

R. DIONE,
Quebec Office

F. FRENDT,
Toronto Office

Kent Bldg.

V. S. RICE,
MaritimeProvinces

An Old Reliable House

Under New Ownership

Manufacturing High-Class Rainproof and Motoring

TOP COATS for

LADIES AND MEN in

LATEST STYLES and MATERIALS

VALUES UNEXCELLED

Our range for Fall and immediate delivery now being

shown.
•H -V-LJlk

If our traveller does not call on you a request for

samples and prices will receive immediate attention.

Scottish Rubber Co., Ltd.
316 Notre Dame Street, West

MONTREAL

All
High Class
Merchants

from
Coast to

Coast
Handle
Thistle
Brand

Raincoats
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Fisher & Sourkes
2018 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

Silks - Muslins
Flannelette Underwear

We make a popular Whitewear Line
to meet the demand at moderate
prices. Samples for Special Sales pur-
poses sent on request. We carry large
stock ready for immediate delivery.

Early in July our travellers will start

out with samples for next Spring. We
know our extensive variety will be of
interest to you.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Toronto—J. Munro, 381 Church Street.

Ontario—W. A. Dixon, Mappin & Webb Bldg.,

Montreal.
Winnipeg—Blake McKenzie, Canada Building.
Vancouver—George Strachan, 906 Walton Blk.
Maritimie—A. G. Shoolhred, 54 Princess Street,

St. John, N.B.

Success Succeeds Successful Service.

For The

"Summer Girl''
Who seeks apparel that is distinc-

tively designed, and fashioned of

staunch fabrics, in reliable colors,

—

something "different" and withal

serviceable

—

Goods Bearing This
Trade Mark

—

CIRCLE

CROSS
REGISTERED

hold an unfailing attraction
and appeal.

Our variety of attractive styles shows

many distinctive features, adding

that touch of charm and smartness so

desirable in Sporting apparel. See

our

—

SPORT SKIRTS
MIDDIES
SMOCKS

Also our full line of

—

Nurses' Regulation

Uniforms

COLE-WHITAKER
Limited

292 St. Catherine St. West

MONTREAL
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•

Lehmann Sales Company, Inc.

NEW YORK

Specialists in Buying

We specialize in buying DRY GOODS, TEX-
TILES and READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
for out-of-town merchants. Our buying for cus-

tomers is done in large volume from direct sources

and we can secure goods quickly, of the right sort

and at the lowest prices.

Canadian buyers, visiting New York, are cordially

invited to make our offices their headquarters while

in this city. We can post you on the new styles and
fashions and help you secure the goods you want at

a big saving of time and money.

Merchants in Canada who may not be able to visit

New York this fall should get into touch with us at

once, let us know your requirements and we can

buy what you need to just as good advantage to you

as though you were here in person.

We can furnish you the best of bank references as

to reliability and responsibility.

Visit us when in New York, or, if you cannot come
in person, write us for fuller particulars. We can

save vou monev as your resident buyers in New
York.'

LEHMANN SALRS COMPANY
INCORPORATED

39 West 34th Street, :: New York, N.Y.
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to

he found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
iust a few of the enquiries i-eceived during the past month :

(TJic Bin/erx' Market Guide; next page, coiitdins iiKiiti/ addresses of use to i/on.)

Velvet Fashions

MooxoDii a , Sax]:.— Wliaf ix ijniir opinion ax

fo rclvets for fliix comJiig F(dl/ Would yon
advise a man to stock an// t/uantiti/ J* Do itou

think tlicij ii'ill /)(' in drinand.''

Anxn'cr.—Look's ax if tlicij arc to l/c faxJiion-

(ditr. Fuller delailx were f/ircn in tetter. See
atxo Dress Fahrir.^ a ml Miltineri/ xeetionx of

tliix ixxue.
M; * ::;

An Address

Montreal, Que.— We would appreciate it verj!

much if you could furnixh ux with the address

of Mr. Frank Stockdale.

Answer.— 1S'07' Morxe Are.. ('hiea(/o. III.

^ ^ ^

"Jack Tar" Middies

North llatleii. Que.— /'lease fell me where I

can procure ladies' and girls "Jack Tar" rniddy
blouses—those uuth long sleeves and usually a

flannel collar.

Anxwer.—Addresses were sent.

* * *

Profit-Sharing

St. Joh)i, N.B.—The enelo.^ed elipping ix

from your June issue. ('<ni yo'i give me par-
ticulars about the prop't-xhariiu/ plan referred
to?

Anxiver.—Have written for eoniplete delailx.

Will jorward when reply ix reeeived.

* * *

Linen Rugs
llamiltem. Out.—Please tell nie where I can

proewre Ixlearflax linen rugs.

A nxii'er.—The Kharfla.r Linen Bug Co.,

Dulut],. Minn.
* :!= t-

Mattresses

Toronto—Kindly give us the names of manu-
facturers of Ostermoor and Marshall niattresses.

Answer.—Ostermoors are made by Alaska
Bedding Co.. }Binlre(d : .]l(irshalls In/ Marshall
]'entilate,l Miillre.^.^ Co.. ID Market Si.. Toronto.

* * *

Holeproof Hosiery

.\eu Lixkeard. Onl.—Pleaxe give ux adilresx

of f! oleproof Jioxiery people.

.\nxiver.—Iloh j)i oof Uosiery Co.. London.
Onl.

* * *

Boys' Blouses

1 1 ighgate . Onl.— II here can we procure bojix'

blouses, sizes 12'-. l.S, l;?'/; ivith short eidlars?

Answer— A. dd resses were sent.

^.- :S :;:

Hosiery and Blankets

}\orfh Ilatley, Que.— WJtere can J procure
Cordon Hosiery and baskets of su>eet grass

f

Answer.—(jordmi Hosiiry Co.. 11 W. 19th,

St.. New York. Sweet (ira^s baskets from
C. N. Saba S: Co.. S.j Wellington St. W..' Tor-
onto.

Hosiery

Ottawa—Please yend addresses of makers of
Alercury, Venvs, Radium and Queen Quality
hosiery.

A nswer.—Addresses were forwarded.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE

NAME
ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE. 191
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts..

Toronto, Canada.

Cloth Covered Stock Boxes
-Made to give

years of service.

Let us estimate
on your neeJs.

Catalogs on
request.

GLASSTONE
& ALLEN

45 N. Division St.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

U' e are St>ecialist5 in these Itnes

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

to 99 jpadina Ave., TORONTO
Matters of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

t§ ";

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.

In case our travellers do not reach /ou,
write for samples.

ROYAL SKIRT COMP> -VY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Engr.— New York—
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38a. CoverinK all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full

sizfs. Good assortment of print*.
Packed in dozens. Sizes 36-42. Special
for 30 days only, $7.95 doz. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A .E. Wegenast, Clyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

NEW York is likely to wit-

ness a great influx of buy-
ers from all sections of the

country duriu;;- the next fortnight,

according to information received

in various quarters of the whole-

sale section there. Already the

activities of tiie early arrivals are

being felt in seme of the trade cen-

tres. In most instances the buy-

ers are ordering their Fall goods

in much larger quantities than they

have for several seasons, this being

due to the fact that retailers

throughout the United States never

before have experienced such a

selling boom a3 has been enjoyed

during the past few months, and

merchants who have bought con-

servatively in the past now find

their racks a'most empty.

:^ :|{ :!:

According to an officer of one

of the large Xew York col'ar com-
panies a rise in collar prices is "in

the air" and it would not be sur-

prising if an advance were an-

nounced very ooon.
* ::< >::

Wool stored at Ballinger and
Talpa, Texas, aggregating 286,000

pounds, has been sold at prices

ranging from 44 to 58% cents a

pound.

Most of the clip was long wool

and sold for rr;ore than 50 cents a

pound.
* * *

The .loint board of the Cloak and

Skirt Makers' Unions have pre-

sented a new schedule of wages
and conditions to their employers.

The agreement calls for a 44-hour

week, and thc< following scale of

minimum wages: Cutters, $35;

trimmers, $35: assistant cutters,

$22; sample operators, $35; fe-

male skirt operators, $44; tailors,

$28; basters, $25; cloak and jac-

ket finishers, $25; pressers, $40;

under-pressers, $38; skirt pressers,

$38 tape and piece pressers, $30;

button and hook-and-eye sewers,

$18.
:(; !p si:

The fact that the fur trade does

not believe prices have reached

their top figure, despite the extra-

ordinary levels now prevailing, is

indicated by tiie intention of sev-

eral dealers to place large pur-

L'hases of skins secured at the re-

.-ent New York and St. Louis fur

auctions in the sale to be held by

the Metropolitan Fur Exchange in

Mew York, starting .July 14.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

IVritc for our latest

Ess Special Catalogs
t'm'^msM c 1919

To Dealers only.

JohnU Farwell Company

Whoksale Dry Goods anj General \fcrchandise

Pyjamas
(JASCUM4)

f^j.

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills

Cannelton, Ind..U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURtRS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flo-wer
Bushes. Write for our 304 page
Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

504 South Fifth Avenue. Chicavc 111.

BALLOONS
Printed with your ad-
vertisement at smali
cost. Brings t h i

mothers and children.
How about a thou-
sand for your Fail

air ?

L. G. BEEBE,
.I,"! Vonge St., ToronJo

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Soecial lisht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stornoway. Scotland

Stale shade desired anJ whether for Ladles' ot CenU' tetar
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Kent-McClain Again

Mr. D. Nassar, of Pictou, N.S., in mak-
ing recent store improvements has aiid-

ed a line of handsome miahogany show
cases in the special "Minton" d'esign

made by Kent-McCIain, Limited (To-

ronto Show Cas'e Co.), of Toronto.

11

Advertised for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewers

Everywhere.
'W&N", Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed,

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs.
I 315-317 Church Street New vJrk

SPOTLESS SHRINKCRZI^FlNISHEi^

A Perfected Method

By which Dry Goods and Department
Stores do their own sponging at a profit.

Catalog on request.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND,

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
J-C" Kibbons have peculiar
cliarm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
tiade-mark names for tlie
protection of the dealer.

I -~».,, 'S.4.TIN DE LUXE'
i,»EL Ji^/J "TROUSSEAU"
V>ry>v *^V# "LADY FAIR •

"SAXKANAC" "VIOLET'
"DEMOCRACY"

JOH.VSUN. COVVOIN & 00., 40 E. 30th St\vw York. N.Y. .Made in U.S.A.

MODEL FORM COMPANY
MOVES FACTORY

To meet the tremendous increase
in demand for MODEL FORMS
we have moved to a larger and
more modern factory. Address
all inquiries to new address.

MODEL FORM COMPANY
1214-22 W.Madison St., CHICAGO, III

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Measures

for

Inventory

Without

Unrolling

Write

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY
Don't Throw Away
Your S C H O T T
BROS. DIRACO
Button Machine. If

your Jobber cannot
supply you with
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Moulds you
can get them from
SCHOTT BROS.

Button Machine Co.
147 M>. 2Sih St.
New York, U.S.A.

Diraco Button
Covering Machine

Canada hati a flax acreage of

1,400 just before the war. This

was increased to 14,000 in 1918, and
it is estimated that the present

year's acrea^'^ will be materially

large than ever before. Me-
chanical appliances for handling the

crop are being developed, and will

be partially used at least for the

harvesting of this year's yield. This

country could raise several times

rhe present acreage in th? oninio

of experts. The United States is

awakening to its deficiency in this

respect, and a propaganda is be-

ing launched that has as its object

the fostering of the flax-growing

and linen-producing industries. It

is pointed out that the district sur-

rounding the Great Lakes is suit-

able for the most part for flax-

growing. This is at least partially

true, since it has been demonstra-

ted that the ribre grown in West-
ern Ontario is of very high quality.

J, W. Worth, of the Bonner--

Worth Company, has confirmed the

reported amalgamation of the

Standard Woollen Company with
the Auburn Woollen Mills and the

Bonner-Worth Companies of Peter-

horo. The merger will take effect

this month. Mr. Worth said that

by the pooling of the three large

textile plants it is hoped to econ-

omize in over.'iead costs, such as

in buying and se^'ing and also in

securing other trade advantagres.

Mr. Edcar Worth will be the vice-

tre'^ident and managing director

of the new comnanv. which for th?

present will continue operations

without any visible chrtnges. La-

ter on the capacity of the Auburn
Woollen Mills will be largely in-

creased. J. W. Worth will be man-
ager of the P> -nn^r-Worth factory.

A new buildin"- will b^ added to

the Eonner-Worth Company's
p'.ant.

Announcement has been made
that the Peabody Overall Co. of

Walkerville will spend more than

$500 000 in building a factory at

Walkerville to manufacture denim,

used in making overalls. The com-
pany has received tempting offers,

including tax exemptions and fine

sites, from other Ontario cities

anxious for the industry. Ground
will be broken at once, and neces-

sary machinery has already been

ordered.

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better
erades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitab'.e than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office. 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS - WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches jf

the General Dry Goods trade.

Also Directories for many other Trades.

TheGem of tlieNotioivg

CompTty
CHICAOO

^i^/3# D B. Fisk & Co.
y:l^>^. ChicagoMTRCH ANDI .T E =*

New York Salesroom

:

Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. DR.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours, Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies

.;tc., Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works. 46-48 Haymerle Road

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building
64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
The two "Kly LiinitL-l" .-turt-s Itlif one on
Y(»iige 'St.. tile inlier iit tile K.iia Khvail
Hotel) aie examples i>£ slo-.es where eveiy
inch of available space is ntilizefl for Uie
effective display of gmitls. Complete new
outfits have been installed recently in both
stores by Kent-McOlain. Limite:! tToron'.o
Show Case Co.), of Toronto.

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daily for thousands of

live merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrations, events, eta
Full particulars upon request.

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

INFANTS'
DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTINC

PATENTED

Write for Circular

No: ji

J. B. TIMBERLAKE
& SONS, Mfrs.

Jacks Michigan

"Si'k r\nd Mesh combination Bags,
Mesh Bags, Mesh Purses, Gun Meta]
Mesh Bags and Purses.

"An early placing of orders fot
Fall delivery is advisable."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBRQOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTIC SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

lain®]
a.Ticl—

Oie Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica
ShGL-NerROSS<3> develand

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing .Manu-
facturers. This List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Specialists

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

The employees of The T. Eaton
Co. are to holiday on Labor Day
this year for the first time, it is

officially annoimced by Sir John
Eaton.

Conditions in the New York
piece-goods market continue most
extraordinary. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature in connection
with recent ai^tivities is in respect

to the situation in yarns. As the

result of recenc advances in worst-

ed yarns it is estimated that the

price of a three-eighth blood, fancy
skein dyed worsted for the spring

season will be approximately $4 net

a yard. Similarly it is estimated

that a fine half-blood 2-40s skein

dyed worsted fabric will be $4.75 to

$5 net a yard.

Deliveries of woollens are poor
and mills are being urged to ex-

pedite them as much as possible.

Mills using cilk for decorative pur-

poses have been handicapped by
the slow delivery of the latter, but
it is said that there has been a

change for the better in this field

and that it will improve from now
on.

The strike of the wholesale dra-

pers' warehousemen ended, says a

recent issue of The London Daily

Express, when the employers
agreed to recognize the men's
union. The good humor which had
marked the fi^st day of the strike

continued throughout the proceed-

ings.

Pickets outside the City and West
End firms chatted in a friendly

spirit with tho buyers and mana-
gers, occasionally pausing to direct

railway carmen and other mem-
bers of the Vehicle Workers' Fed-
eration that they were not to col-

lect or deliver goods until they re-

ceived the ":il! clear."

Travellers a)Kl errand boys were
permitted to take out urgent par-

cels, and in one instance a messen-
ger carry in', an untidy package
was told to take it back and have
it done up properly.

"We must look after our gov-
ernor's reputation, even if he has
no regartj for it himself," explain-

ed a picket.

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Manufacturers of

E. & P. Awnings and Tents
THE BEST IN THE LAND

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

OTTAWA, CANADA

.Sm/illw/ires
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq utmp

HAMILTON.ONTARIO

IDEAL -s<55l^
GARMENT CO,

Maauiacturars oi

DRESSES
S'RiCKSNw 18 West 33rd StTMt

JfANp jTerSs. New To* ^>^ Pt^QJE.

IMMEOWte >S^
^<iffi'*tQ 54 SO

11 r II
OELiVeRY

GOLDFINE'S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. tValker

Cash for Old Hats
Fur Stiff Hats—Black or Colored

DUBRULE MFG. COMPANY
164 McGILL ST. MONTREAL

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that ill

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. I). SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
.M(--rv l'\u\\sv I'.Ki-;., IJniiti I, nf Cliaili.ll.

ti.uu. I'.E. 1., Iiavf «ivall> .IfVi-lnpnl llu-

silliug efficiency of theii' store liy installing

a line of show eaises. inchuliu!!; .special fca-

tiMt-kS for shirt dLsi)la.v. The fixtines are in

quarter cut oak an 1 were made by Ke^t-
Md'laiin. Mmitnl iToiontu Sliow C.ise Co.).
n; Toronto.

MR. MERCHANT
Kiddies' Gingham Creeoers. 1-2 yrs..

i sst. patterns and sizes, at $5 doz.
Black Sateen Bloomers, 4-10 yrs., asst.,

at $4.90 doz. Patent Oilcloth Sleeve
Protectors at $2 doz. Overall Aprons,
print, at $7.40 doz. This is the best
made apron in the trade to-day. Order
sample dozen. Order To-day.

The Earl Manufactory, - Paris, Ont.

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Gloss
Only With Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

BEADS
AND

NECKLACES
Loose and Ready Macfe

ALL COLORS

Samples Submitted

Henry W. Hamburger Co.
33 Union Square, N.Y.. U.S.A.

OOOOf oOOOOOOOCl/''/ ^aoooooaa«90oo>

^ merican Bead Co. inc.
(MRoaTEn, AND f-vAtJUF ACT o ae n.4 o*

BEADS AND NECKLACES
485 FIFTH AVENUENEW von Kb CITY

STL;VVES.\N'r .5619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Ce:orators on Buttons of p^very Des.-riptiiii

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

.\Ianufactnier5 and Import
ers of Hnmau Hair Goods,
Hair Onvament-s, .Sundries,
Real Human Hair Net.s!
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Eraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., JVIontreal

We are the only Dolls' Wig.s
Manufacturers in the Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

I'ell us \oiir tiOL'ds.

ART METROPOLE LTD.
)4 Temperance St. Toronto

Manufacturer.^ of bath robes
state that the blanket clothes

which at their heiofht last year
were 90c,rose to $1.12 1/^ in Janu-
ary, went back to 90c in February,
when everyone was blue, and are
now $1.07%, with further advances
on the way.

* * *

Voile, which was 32c last year,
dropped to 18 1/2 c in February and
is now quoted at 27c to makers up.

* * *

The aeroplane linen purchased
by L. T. Martin in England, is of
16 varieties. The finest is said to

be suitable for handkerchiefs and
the coarsest for tents and awnings.
The width varies from 25 to 72 in-

ches. The wh )le amounts to three
years' world's supply, and Mr. Mar-
tin intends to dispose of it in 12
months.

* * *

With the Panama Canal offering'

access t ) foreign markets, the Re-
public of Ecuador will be in a fav-
orable position for shipping cotton,

production in that country having
been considerably stimulated dur-
ing the war. At present the chief
cotton production is in the pro-
vince of Imabura, and is absorbed
by five large spiiming and weaving
mills. Total producti ,n last year
amounted to 40.000 tons.

* * *

In the course of a report by the
Canadian Trade Commissioner m
South Africa, it is stated that for
at least the first six to eio'b.t

months of this year there would be
very little new business placed.

He points out that the local market
in almost every line of impjrts is

considerably upset owing to heavy
deliveries since November 11 last

from many sources of suooly.
where orders had been placed on
the chance of early deliveries dur-
ing the war.

* * *

New York interests in the fur in-

dustry are planning to take up
with the War Trade Board in

Washington the question of im-
porting furs from Germany when
an agreement between the Allies

and Germany, whereby the Ger-
mans are to pay for certain food-

stuffs and other supplies sent

them partly in such products as

they are best able to offer, and
which are acceptable to the Allie-..

Fox, fitch and other similar

furs are produced in large quan-

tities in Germanv.

Floral Displays and Decorations
Art Panels for window backgrounds.

WAX FIGURES.
Reliable fixtures of all kinds in Wood,
metal and glass.

Send for catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMIViER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT. CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.

44_46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
UeBanlle.ss of Hliat yi'H iiatteru exiierienee

may have Ih'HI it will iiay .von well to inve.^ti-

gate our new pattern proposition. 100% in-ofit

—PattenTi not sold ret'ittiuvble for full credit

like cash—Fasliion Sheet.s fret.
^

Home Patterns are illustrated in The Ladie«

Home .lonnial and will out-seU «in.v other pat-

tern <m the market.
Write to-day for samples of our beautiful

Fashion Publications and full details of our
new jilan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
1 16 Fifth Ave. , New Yorli Toronto Factory: 215 Victoria St.

Imiiorlant French manufacturer of high-
cla-ss blouses, lingerie, and children's frocks
wishes to appoint a bona fide finn in Can-
ada as their sole agents.
Write to

E. PEUBER, Pas.sage des Pet its Peres,
Paris,

or to

MESSRS. LOUIS NEVILLE & CO., agents
for E. Ferber (Paii-s), Ifi Woodstock St..

Oxford Stieet, London. W.l.

IVERALLS
Ke«c. KicJs Klea
Copyright name for one-piece

garments for children 1 to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO,. San Francisco. Cal.

1021 Medinah BIdg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New Yori^

JUTE GOODS
WHY NOT BUY DIRECT FROM THE

MANUFACTURERS.
James Brodie Representing

COXBROTHERSU°
12 BANK OFOTTAWA BLG., MONTREAL
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m (S= SMETE
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

]VitA Staff Covertng Ten it or y

Port Arthur to Vancouver

P. M. LE MAISTRE
Manufacturers' Agent

10 Victoria Street Montreal. Canada.
With personal representatives soliciting the
Dry Goods trade, wholesale, manufacturers
and departmental stores from Halifa-x to
Vancouver, is open to represent a few

Progress ive Manufacturers only

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG
Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

Mappin & Webb Bldg., lOVictoria Street

MONTREAL
Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines.

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers* Agent

300 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.
DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Established 1848
1'. D.WENPOKT. Silk .Manufactiirei-?

Bridge Street MilLs. Macclesfield, Eng.
London. Luton, Manchester. England.
CANADIAN FLaWiER & FEATHER

MFG. CO.,
243-2t5 Blcury Street, .Montreal, Quebec.

.Shipping Wholesale Trade Agent

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Fay Building, 34 Front Street West, Torontu

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

Agency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods

trade in Canada, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto. Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A. B.C. code, 5th Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per word per insertion. Ten cents extra for box number.

\1/ANTED I AM OPEN TO CONTRACT FOR WELL-ADVERTI.SEl)
lines for the general store trade in north half or Whole of Sas-

katchewan. Well connected with general stores, own auto and have

warehouse and sihowrooms. Will furnisih bonds or references. Lines

wanted. Dry Goods, Hardware, Groceries, specialties of any lines. Hnx

17!>, Dry Goods Review, IlS-I.'i^i University Ave., Toronto.

•^PHE OLD MULCAHY STAND IN ORILLIA BEST LOCATION IN
Ontario's b'st t^wn ; solendid operaing for ladies' ready-to-wear,

millinery and dry g-oods ; size nvain floor about 21 x 100, second flcor

about 20 X 4.') ; etruipped with furnace, vault and all conveniences.
Apply to John T. Mulcahy, Orillia.

pUHLIC NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN MESSRS. A.

Quarring'ton & Co., 77 York Street, Toronto, hereby publicly express
their regret tjhat through inadvertence and without any intention to

defraud, use wa-s made of the trtiide mark of the Canada Netxlle and
Fishing Tackle Company, Limited, known as the "Camel Hrand" of

need)l<«. We beg to ad<i that by an arrangement with the ownors of

the tpad<' mark we are now able to supply genuine Camel Hrand Needles.

Messrs. A. Quarrington & Co., Limited, 77 York Street, Toronto.
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Manufacturers of:

Ladies*, Gent's

and Children's

Umbrellas.

Carriage Um-
brellas and

Canes.

Ladies' PureSilk

in Black, Blue,

Purple and

Green.

Sample Rooms:

A. R. McFarlane,

506 Mercantile Bld^.,

Vancouver, B.C.

Geo. G. Smith,

403 Canada Bldg.,

Donald St.,

Winnipeg, Man.

L. Goudreault,

212 John Street,

Quebec.

Jones-Cairns Limited,

83 V2 Prince William
Street,

St. John, N.B.

John Gordon & Son,

316 St. James St.,

Montreal, P.Q.

THE ECLIPSE UMBRELLA CO., LIMITED
127 ST. GEORGE STREET MONTREAL, P.Q.

STfje latlas (lament

iWfg. Sc Erasing Co.

46 St. Alexander St.

MONTREAL

Waists for Immediate

and Fall

Styled to the minute, covering

every fashion whim in

Japs, Pongees, Crepe de Chines

and Georgettes

COATS
Our Fall models in all the wanted materials

have that appeal of individuality and dis-

tinction that warrants your inspection.

Also see our Children's Garments from 8 to 1

6

The place where values are greatest, styles

and quality unquestioned.

Travellers will be calling on you shortly.

Popular Priced

Skirts

Our samples are

submitted to you

prepaid on request.

STAR SKIRT COMPANY
436B St. Catherine Street Montreal
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ADVERTISING INDEX
A

Acme Glove Works 162-3

Adjustable Dress Form Co 196

Ainscow, John 60

Allen Bros. Co., Ltd 149

American Bead Co., Inc 245

American Pad & Textile Co 9.5

American Plush & Velvet Pressbo-rd Co.. 2!,')

Anderson & Co., Wm 58

Angelo Shirt Co 60

Arlington Co. of Canada, Ltd 95

Art Button & Novelty Co 24

J

Art Cloak and Suit Co 23«

Artists' Supply Co 244

Art Metropole Ltd 2 lo

Ascher Silk Corp.. M 242

Atlantic Underwear, Ltd 1 10

Atlas Garment ManufaeturinK Co 247

B
Baldwin & Walker 31

Bartell Patent Pocket Co 244

Bastard, J. & W 'l

Bastin, Merryfield & Cmcknell 31

Beaver Knitting Mills 144

Beebe, L. G 242

Bclding-Paul-Coi-ticelli Co.. Ltd Back cover

Bell & Co., Vincent 26

Birkia & Co., T. 1 52

Birks, Fred 242

Birmingham & Co.. T. H 165, 242

Bland, W. C 153

Bonner-Worth Co 146

Bonnie-B Co 153

Botanical Decorated Co., Inc 242

Bradford Dyers' Association 121

Bradstreets '

Brettle, Geo 19

Brt'sh & Colonial Press, Ltd 4

Brock Co.. Ltd., W. R 61, 64

Brodie, James 245

C
Gam.pbell, Metzger & Jackson 184

Canada Veiling Co 172

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd.
Inside back cover

Canadian Converters Co., Ltd 225

Canadian Leather Products 158

Caplin Waist & Dress Co 236

Carhartt, Hamilton, Cotton Mills, Ltd. ... 96

Castle Braid Co 243

Chipman-Holton Knitting Co., Ltd 141

Circle-Bar Knitting Co., Ltd 147

Clatworthy & Co 198

Climax Baler Co 197

Cohen, Louis J 121

Cchen-Hall-Marx Co 6

Cole-Whitaker, Ltd 239

Colonial Fastener Co., Ltd 1'61

Columbia Fastener Co 243

Cook Bros. & Allen, Ltd 97

Copp, Clark Co., Ltd 242

Cosbie, Ltd., R. N 60

Craftana 49

Crocker. Sons & Co.. Ltd 17

Cullen & Co., Thomas 4.0

Currie, John 5.5

Cuthbert, M 20

D
Dale Wax Figure Co.. Ltd 196

Daly & Morin, Ltd 102

Davjnport, P 53

Davis & Co., Ltd., Henry 203

Deacon .Shirt Co 96

Dclfosse & Co 199

[Jominion Textile Co 117

Dominion Wadding Co 4

Dubrulle Mfg. Co 244

Duilgeon & Co., D 246

E

E^rl Manufactory 245

Eastern Sales Co 245

Eclipse Umbrella Co 247

Economy Service 24^

Edmonston & Petch 244

English Velvet and Cord Dyers' Assoc... 28

Excelsior Waist & Dress Co
Exclusive Ladies' Wear 23

1

F

Fairbairn & Co '236

Faire Bro.-i 50

Farwell, Jeybn L 242

Finnic, A. Bruce 168

Fisher & Sourkes 239

Ford Co., R. S 175

Fi»k & Co.. D. B 243

Foster & Co.. Joseph 47

Fo8U-r Mfg. Co., LUl 24':

Fraser, George E . . . 243
Frederick, Ltd., F. G

G
G. B. G. Co

25
: i,

Y
243

Gage Bros. & Co . . . 132
Gait Robe Co . . . 108
Garland, Son & Co., Ltd., Jno. M
Gerstenzang Bros

3

. . . 223
Gibson & Co., J. L
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146
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. . 1, 120

. . . 159
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. .. 2i4

. ISO
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Harvey Knitting Co

. . . 245
152
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94
27

. .. 142

. . . 24o
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. .'232-33

. . 22i8-2a
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Hodgson, Sumner & Co
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. .. 242
12

49

, . . 1,27

2.46
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20
29
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I
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, . . 2.44

. . 244
Independent Silk Co . . 168
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. . 24^
21

Initial Co . . 182
Irish Linen Society

J
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. .33, 40

60
171, 24d
.. 196

24b
Jones, Fred . . 243
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. . 170
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W
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Waters-Weissman Co 230
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Western Leather Goods Co 173
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DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

"Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

The Raincoats that are equally satisfactory

to you and to your customers

They give such ex-

cellent service be-

cause they are made
of carefully chosen
materials.

Styles and patterns

to please every cus-

tomer.

Write or phone
your order to the

nearest branch.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Begina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria
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WOOLS

IN ALLFASHIONABLE SHADES

MADE FROM CHOICEST
LONG FIBRE

SELECTED FOREVENESS
ELASTICITY ancf

DURABLE QUAUTIES

Belding PAULCbKricELU Limited

SAl^S OFFICES

MONTREAL TORONTO

'*^-^

WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER.
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Weatherproofs

Our new Bay Ridge Buildings Nos. 4 and 5, completed last year, and
which we are now occupying.
They are 308 feet in length and 150 feet in width, with one additional

story in the rear of each building. The total area is 267,000 square feet,

and each floor contains about an acre of space.

An innovation in the way of a Roof Garden on the rear section of the

large building is a feature, and permits the enjoyment of cooling breezes

and a view of the Harbor. The Cafeteria has also been laid out with con-

siderable thought, and an excellent meal is furnished at a very moderate
price. The Recreation and Rest Rooms, Smoking Rooms, Shower Baths,

Coat Rooms, etc., are of the most approved types. It has been the aim in

every way to make these buildings pleasant to work in, with the idea that

contented work-people are the most important factor in a large and uniform
product. Should you be interested in visiting these buildings, it would be

a great pleasure to us to have you do so.

New York
Fifth Avenue Buildine

23rd Street and Fifth Avenue

C. Kenyon Company, Inc.

New York
Chicaso

Conifress and Fr:inklin Streets
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COATINGS AND COSTUMES
In all the Newest Shades

SILVERTONES
Apply "B" Department

PROMPT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Do not hesitate to order by mail should our salesman not be

around when you require merchandise of any description.

You get the same service as if you ordered through our tra-

veller. Enquiries solicited and samples cheerfully furnished.

GREEN3HIELD5 LIMITED
^Seventeen

Victoria Square

"v^
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A.5. KING SILK CD. L
(She Mh Mixmt^ of (ttann&ti

TDRDNTD

FALL SILKS
Will be on Display During Exhibition

A complete range of colors will be shown in

all the wanted lines, including

Paillette, Messaline, Duchesse, Taffeta,

Charmeuse, Crepe de Chine, Georgettes.

Fancy Stripes and Plaids
In various combinations of weaves and colors.

Japanese and Chinese Silks
In all weights.

SrOCKS FOR IMMEDIATE DE-
LIVERY ARE MOS r COMPLETE.

IVrite for samples.

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. W. TORONTO

FORKKJN OFFICRS:
Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, .Japan
Lyons, France
Chefoo, China
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WE HAVE, IN STOCKNOW,
A LARGE AND COMPLETE
RANGE OF ALL LINES OF

FALL STAPLES
// will pay you well to get our prices on

these and complete your purchases at once

FLANNELETTES
SAXONIES
DOMETS
WRAPPERETTES
PYJAMA CLOTHS
SHIRTINGS
APRON GINGHAMS
TICKINGS

SHEETINGS
PILLOW COTTONS
CAMBRICS
NAINSOOKS
LONG CLOTHS
WHITE and GREY COTTONS
DUCKS and DRILLS
FLANNELETTE BLKTS.

Our ''CAPITAL" Cambrics are Leaders

in such goods

A

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
LIMITED

OTTAWA CANADA

Wholesale Dry Goods
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The Blue Star Line for

Fall

Our buyers have just returned from the Euro-
pean markets, making their selections, and we
are now ready to show a complete range of

novelties and staples in all our lines.

All indications point to a big business for the

coming Fall and buyers will therefore find it

advantageous to make an early inspection of

our lines of

LACES

GEORGETTES
HOSIERY

WASH GOODS
BRASSIERES

CHIFFONS

RIBBONS

EMBROIDERIES

DRESS TRIMMINGS

ETC.

Where the Blue Star line is sold, the utmost value is

obtained, through supreme quality, long-standing
reliability, and attractive prices.

Blue Star customers are always thoroughly satisfied

customers.

iHusier IProtijers; (Canaba) Himiteb
Manufacturers and Importers of Laces,

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries.

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New Vork Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Bahimorc Los Angeles San Franciso

London Nottingham

Caudry Le Puy

Paris Calais

St. Gall
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Established

1849

August

1919

To The Trade

Three Score Yree ocore i ears andTen

r

WELCOME
Come and visit us. We want

you to make our warehouse

your headquarters while

you are in Toronto.

We want you to make your-

self at home and shall be

delighted to do anything in

our power to help you to

do so.

You will find our stock com-

plete in every department.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited
TORONTO
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ERE linen now as plentiful as it was in the past

and as it may be again in the distant future, much

of the merchandise that is sold to replace linen in

daily use would have to find other outlets. After

all nothing really takes the place of linen except

as a measure forced by the world shortage of the

matchless linen fabric.

Where such merchandise is sold in lieu of linen

it should be sold at its own valuation, and not as

something that is "just as good" as linen.

Customers know that there is nothing that is just

as good but at the same time they realize that the

shortage of linen makes necessary a temporary

replacement of other material.

Linen is sold on its own merits and virtues, which

cannot be duplicated, although the appearance of

linen can be approximated, in the same way that

the general appearance of gold can be copied in

baser metals.

'.j'**-
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When household linens are displayed and advertised, distributors

should be absolutely sure that articles appearing under this head

should be true linen.' The word is often too loosely used as a general

title for anything that looks white and is used in the household.

When such articles are not linen they should not be sold and featured

as such. This is nothing more than true business ethics.

In the near future when the public becomes better advised on the

linen situation, through advertising:, the importance of this will be

more keenly felt by dealers. At that time, those who have strictly

adhered to the plan of selling the different classes of merchandise

under their true titles will have a running start, and will be able to

more completely reap the advantage of this great linen campaign
now being conducted by this Society.

There is not a woman in the co intry who does not take pride in

her linens—her true linens. Dealers who take an equal pride in their

linen stocks and who feature them as such will get the greatest profit

out of this campaign.

r%

^^IRISH LINEN SOCIETY
BELFAST IRELAND ^^3^0

S*-n

% ; -^̂̂ .- ^^ ..
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

1

COLONIAL MAID

t RUST t

^ SIZE ^

^ 1
^ -*" -»

.. _

DRESS V^ FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

C'
H I S IS NOT A

) FRICTION FASTENER
' D 4-

• MADEout IS WITH
HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SIZES: 00-0-1

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

BRASS-
will not

rust

1^
5(^

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co-, Limited
Montreal, Que.

!<L
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Trade Mark

These Two
TRADE MARKS

represent

THE BEST
in

TRADE MARK

IRISH LINENS and COTTONS

YOU ARE CORDIALLY f INVITED
to visit our Toronto Warehouse at 80-82,WELLINGTON STREET
WEST when at the Canadian National Exhibition.

SHAMROCK BRAND LINENS and COLLEEN BRAND COTTONS have long
been recognized as supreme products of finest texture, lustrous sheen, and
satisfactory service.

The lasting beauty and genuine economy obtained in these two brands have
won their wide reputation.

Our well-selected and assorted stock will interest vou, showing—HOUSEHOLD
LINENS, COTTON DAMASKS, SHEETS, PILLOW" CASES, TOWELS, QUILTS,
HUCKS, CRASHES, and plain, embroidered or initialled HANDKERCHIEFS.

John S. Brown & Sons, Limited
LINEN MANUFACTURERS

Belfast •.• Ireland

TORONTO WAREHOUSE: 80-82 Wellington St. W.

;<>

X.

'r* r""
"' •*• :
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In all the popular Colours
BRIGHT COLOURS—Blues, reds, greens and

yellows—are "correct" this year, for colours express

happiness in the fullest sense. And this is the "Victory"

year, the happy year. "Vigil" Silk this year is better

than ever. For purity of fabric, for beauty of de-

signs, for delicacy of colours, it cannot be surpassed.

For many months past we have been thinking, planning,

working in anticipation of the great demand that would

surely arise for coloured fabrics. And now that the

time has come we are meeting it with the most wonderful

rangfe of colours and blendings of colours that will be

offered this year.

''Vi^il" Silk is already known the world over as the pure Silk with the

maker's guarantee of purity and quality. It is the Silk that outwears
at least four present day crepe de chines, yet can be retailed at a reason-

able price even in these times. It is the Silk that brings you new cus-

tomers—the Silk noted amongst people of taste as original in colour de-

signs and softness of blending.

The demand in England for tUese new "Vigil" colours is enormous. We
strongly advise you to cover your needs at once and to mark your order

for "earliest possible delivery." By doing so, you will not only ensure
getting the best prices and a better chance of complete delivery, but also

obtain the prestige which follows from an early display of goods in great

demand.

Manufacturers :

Walker Bros, England,
Ravensthorpe Mills, Rav-
ensthorpe, Dewshury,
Yorks, and 56-57 Alder-
vinnbury, London, E.C.
Telegraphic and Cable

Addresses : Yorkshire :

"Vigil, Dewshury." Lon-
don: "Vygilsyl Cent."
Agent: George Peterson
&' Co., 517 Coristine

Building, Montreal.
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i
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^^ kMERICAN OFFICE:- 184 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON.

COMBING & SPINN/NG
SPRINGFIELD MILLS, KEIGHLEY and SWINNOW MILLS, BRAMLEY.YORKS.
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spenders
have the true "quality" stamp—they are so well made and beautifully
finished that they never fail to please. They maintain the highest
standard of "British-made" goods.

Made of fresh, strong, elastics, full of

vitality, with neat, rustless, white metal
fittings, and a soft yet firm grip that will

not tear the finest hose.

Prices and full particulars gladly fur-

nished on request. Enquiries and orders

executed through London House or

direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY:

FAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD., Leicester, England
and at 19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. Works: St. George*s Mills, Leicester
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In Every Age
Linen has been a supreme evidence

of refinement and quality.

Enthusiastic

approval and popularity have been

enjoyed for many years by

LIDDELL'S
GOLD MEDAL
IRISH LINEN
HAND EMBROIDERED

Bed Spreads, Pillow Cases, Baby
Cases, Sheets, Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers, Handkerchief Cases,
Doylies, etc.

R. H. COSBIE
LLMITED

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

22 Wellington St. W., Toronto.

CANADIAN-MADE

SHEET MUSIC
added to your various lines will attract more cus-

tomers to your store than any other medium you
could employ. This with a liberal profit in addi-

tion, should warrant you in making immediate ar-

rangements to take on a line.

The McKINLEY EDITION
OF TEN CENT MUSIC

is the best line as a foundation for your sheet music
department. It is the most popular line of Standard,
Classic and Teaching Music. It is universally en-

dorsed by teachers, students and the general music
loving public. Each selection is placed in a heavy
manila stock cover bearing name and number of the
selection, 20 substantial stock boxes and 500 cata-

logs bearing your business imprint. The sale of
McKINLEY MUSIC affords you

150;^ PROFIT
The McKinley Edition (revised for Canadian trade)

sonforms in every detail with Canadian copyright
laws.

Our Jobbing Department is the largest and most complete in
tbe country. We can take care of your wants for anything in
sheet music.

iWc^inlep iWusic Companp
THK LAR(;KST SUKKT MU.SU; HOUSE

IN THK WORLD
CHICAGO, ILL

1501-13 E. 55th St.

NEW YORK
141; W. 45tli St.

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping
Cartons
or in

Bales

The best
value for
the price.

Can be had
in 125, 100.

80, 67 or 50

rolls to the

bale or 124.

96, 80, 64 or

48 to a lot

of four car-

tons.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

YOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and

you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk

and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Ceylons, All-wool and
Union Tafifetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and

Crepes.

David & John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS, GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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The House of Dry Goods Values

Economy

This national duty, so

earnestly recognized in

war time, has not and will

not be forgotten.

You find the buying pub-

lic looking for, and ap-

preciating Genuine Value

as never before, don't

you?

Our values represent the

highest standard obtain-

able—the widest and most
interesting range possible
—^and the most advan-

tageous prices.

oervice

From the smallest order

to the very largest, all re-

ceive the same prompt,

conscientious, efficient at-

tention in our mailing de-

partment.

We honestly endeavor to

give you thorough satis-

faction, and spare no ef-

fort to ensure this.

Our values, our service,

and our prices, will satisfy

you, we feel sure. In turn

these features will help

you to give satisfaction to

your customers.

Woollen Dress Goods

are here in all the wanted fabrics, finishes, and shades of the

Season. The demands upon our Dress Goods Department are

exceedingly heavy, but our immense stock ensure a splendid

variety if you order NOW.

Prices show no sign of declining. Considering the prevailing

labor conditions and tJie unprecedented demand for foreign

trade, this could not be expected either.

Our other Departments will meet all your needs in every line

of Dry Goods. We are anxious that you become acquainted

with our exceptional values in all lines. Let us know your
wants.

Samples and quotations gladly submitted.

P. P.MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

F7 Quebec: 7 Rue Charest

Toronto: 152 Bay Street

Sherbrooke: Grand Central Hotel

Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street ^
Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

St. Hyacinthe: 229 Cascade St.
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BRETTLE'S BRITISH
^^ GOODS FOR CANADA "SUTOPLEX

(REG° TRADE MA9H)

Fabric Gloves

The wide range of our productions covers everything that is essential for

the better-to-best class trade in Drapery and Mens Outfitting.

Our long experience of over a century enables. us to foresee exactly the needs

of the market and provide goods that are right in materials, make and
price.

Custom,ers, therefore, who make us their chief centre for supplies can

always depend upon keeping their stocks complete with up-to-date attrac-

tive ready selling goods, "OBERON'' goods, "SUTOPLEX" GLOVES and

"BELNIT" Ribbed Underwear are our chief productions . All of them

are famous the world over for quality and value.

COMPLETE RANGES OF SPRING SAMPLES
Can now be seen at our

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
Eastern Provinces

MR. HUGH D. MARSHALL
c/o Thompson, Ahern & Co.,

40 Yonge Street,

TORONTO

Western Provinces

MR. G. E. LEDDER
Grace Court,

Cornox St.,

VANCOUVER

"OBERON"
SPECIALTIES

Hosiery
Ladies and Men s

Underwear
Ladies' and Men s

Pyjamas
Directoire Knickers
Silk Scarves

Towels
Quilts

Men's Shirts

Ties, Caps and Rain-
coats, both for Ladies
and Men.

Etc., etc.

AT THE

TORONTO
EXHIBITION

August 23
to Sept. 6

Our representative will be show-

ing a full range of samples for

immediate and Spring delivery

which all enterprising buyers

will do well to inspect.

"SUTOPLEX"
(Regd. Trade Mark)

FABRIC GLOVES
Made in our own factory, es-

pecially to replace the Ger-
man, Duplex Gloves, and are
now recognized as being well
ahead of that article. We can
supply Sutoplex Gloves in a
full range of Men's and Wo-
men' e- lines and recommend
tlicm icith every confidence.

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR
Made in our factory at Hel-
per, Derbyshire, is unques-
tionably the best line of its

kind on the market. Belnit
Underwear sells freely on its

met its and brings repeat or-

ders u/ithout effort.

New Customers are asked to k.indly furnish the usual trade references.

GEORGE BRETTLE & CO., LTD.
Manufacturers and Merchants,

119, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 2,

and at BELPER, DERBYSHIRE.
Telegraphic Address: Brettle, Cent. London. Telephone; Central 6564 (Four Lines)
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The Canadian
Dry Goods, Fancy Goods and

Smallware House
We beg to announce that we are opening a new Sample Room in Toronto on
August 15th, in charge of Mr. D. McGill, and we extend to you a cordial

invitation to meet him there and inspect our lines. Carslaw Bldg., 28-80

Wellington St. West, Toronto.

"Dorothy Frances" Ladies' Wear
The name "Dorothy Frances" is synonymous with satisfaction in the minds of buyers
of Ladies' Wear from coast to coast. It means style, quality and workmanship. Our
new range of Fall waists bearing this famous name will be ready 1st August and
waist buyers will do well to see same before placing their orders. The range com-
prises: French Voiles, Marquisettes, Fancy Muslins, Jap Silks, Crepe de Chine and
Georgettes. Styles to suit the most discriminating at prices to suit all trades.

Dept. A. & C.—We have a dark stripe Flannelette full 36 inch, at 271/2C per yard.
Also a white Flannelette full 36 inch, at 29c and 311/^c per yard. In Dept. A. & C,
you will find a complete stock of Cotton Staple Goods, Knitted Woollen Goods,
Ladies', Misses' and Gent's Brushed Wool Mufflers, from $6.60 per dozen to $30.00
per dozen. Also Wool Caps from $5.40 to $17.75 per dozen, or Combination Sets
of the above from $12.60 to $45.00 per do zen. All of these lines in the following
colours: Oxford, Brown, Camel, Rose, Saxe, Emerald, Coralette, Corn, Navy and
Maroon.

Pullover Golfers—We have a very complete line of Child-

ren's, Misses' and Ladies' Pullover Golfers at prices rang-
ing from $17.50 per dozen to $180.00 per dozen.

HOSIERY
Ladies' and Children's Wool and Worsted Hose, in black,
white, grey and red. Size from 4% in. to 10. Prices
from $5.20 per dozen to $16.00.
Also a very nice range of wool and worsted half-hose
in black and grey.

DRESS GOODS
S0338, a cotton fabric, 40 in. wide, for dainty under and
over wear, in cream, sky, Mexique, pink, fawn, maize.
Price 60c

LINENS
Bleached pure linen damask, 66 in. wide. Yard. . $1.50

small\;ares
Texto Crochet Silk in cabinets containing 48 spools, 16
different shades, at $7.40 cabinet, or in boxes of 1 dozen
spools of a shade at $1.85.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Scribblers, Exercise Books, Writing
Tablets, Pens, Pen Holders, Pencils,

Erasers, Carter's and Stafford's Inks,

Pencil Boxes, Boys' and Girls' School
Bags in Canvas, Leather and Imita-

tion Leather, Scholars' Suit Cases,
Chalk, Crayons, Slates, Slate Pencils,

Slate Sponges, Rulers, Foolscap, etc..

Carter's and Le Page's Pastes, Mucil-
ages, Glues.

We give special attention to letter orders, telegrams, and long distance telephone orders.
If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly notify us and we will have him call.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
St. Paul St. West 21 St. Sulpice St.

MONTREAL
84-92 Le Royer St.

SAMPLE ROOMS: Metropole Building, SHERBROOKE. 7 Charest St., QUEBEC. Windsor Hotel,
OTTAWA. Carslaw Bldg., 28-30 Wellington St. West, TORONTO. 503 Mercantile Bldg., VANCOUVER
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Department "F''

Mens

Underwear and Sweaters

You will find in this department all

the popular and reliable lines that

ensure rapid selling and satisfied

customers.

Be sure to

ORDER
EARLY

!

There are indications of a shortage in

Underwear lines in the Fall. Foreign

markets are ordering heavily of the

very best lines produced in Canada.

All the best makes of Sweaters are

here represented, in complete range of

weights, sizes, styles and colors.

One word about RACINE VALUE
-- MAXIMUM --

Our different Departments cover every line

of Merchandise for MEN and WOMEN.
Also House Furnishings and Staples

Our Quality, our Service, and our Prices are RIGHT.

14 DEPARTMENTS
A—Cotton Staples.

AX—Flannelettes.

B_Wash Goods.
C—Woolens, etc.

D—Linens.

E—Dress Goods and Silks.

p—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.

G—Home Furnishings.
H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.
I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.
J—Ladies' Ready-to-wear.
K—Smallwares and Notions.
L—Men's Fine Shirts.

M—Working Men's Wearables,

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
"The Staple Dry Goods House of Canada."

60-96 ST. PAUL STREET WEST, MONTREAL
Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

SAMPLE ROOMS:
.SHERBROOKE THREE RIVERS SYDNEY, N.S. OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO
Also MATABANICK llOIKL, IIAILKYBURY, ONT. Ill Sparks Street 08 Church Street \2i Bay Street

rM Hl ll immillllllll l l l l lllllllUlllllllllllllllKIM Bff^ i""'"iiiii»il
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For Lingerie

suggest that your

customers use

HORROCKSES'
sheer NAINSOOKS
dainty CAMBRICS
fine MADAPOLAMS
sturdy LONGCLOTHS

and

"DIAPHALENE," the new cotton,

with the appearance and finish of silk.

The name " HORROCKSES," stamped on the selvedge,

is a guarantee of excellence, the world over, AND
YOUR CUSTOMERS KNOW IT.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester and London, England

Canadian Agent:

John E. Ritchie, 591 St. Catherine St.. West, Montreal

Bostonian Cream. Put up in Brown, Gray,
Cordo-Tan and all the popular colors. The
ideal cleaner for kid and calf, both glazed and
unglazed.

Nobby Brown Paste for Brown shoes, also

Nobby Brown combination.

Peerless Oxblood combination for red shoes.

Peerless Oxblood paste.

Quick White Liquid Canvas
Dressing.

Albo Cake White Canvas
Dressing.

Top-Notch White Leather
Dressing.

Rival Gloss, Self-Shining
Dressing.

Ask your dealer or write us
for

Whittemore's
Shoe Polishes

Quick
white:
MAKES DIRTY

CANVAS SHOES

GtEAN^WHITE

aUICKLVfASlLY

APPLIED.
ALSO CLEANS
AU ASTICLfS MADE

™"WHIT[ CANVAS

Supply

All

Colors

Make More Sales
Carry the Complete Line

Sunset

SoapDyes
Twenty-two standard colors, in-

cluding Black, Navy Blue and other

dark colors. Sunset colors are fast

and only one simple operation is

necessary to clean thoroughly and

dye all fabrics.

Sunset is a Real Dye, honestly and
extensively advertised, and sure to

please your best trade: all colors

can be supplied immediately. The
spring and summer demand will be

heavy—due to the high cost of

clothing of every sort. Be pre-

pared—order a gross packed in an
attractive counter display and let

it make sales for you. Sunset sell-

ing at 15c pays you more profit

than any other dye.

North American Dye
Corporation

New Corporate Name of SUNSET SOAP DYE CO

Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada:

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Ltd.
NEW YORK TORONTO

J
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X PUBLISHED ANNUALLY \X
THE ^

LONDON DIRECTORY
with Provincial and Foreign Sections,

enables traders to communicate direct with

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
in London and in the Provincial Towns and
Industrial Centres of the United Kingdom and
the Continent of Europe. The names, addres-
ses and other details are classified under more
than 2,000 trade headings, including.

EXPORT MERCHANTS
with detailed particulars of the Goods shipped
and the Colonial and Foreign Market supplied;

STEAMSHIP LINES
arranged under the Ports to which they sail,

and indicating the approximate Sailings.

One-inch BUSINESS CARDS of Firms desir-

ing to extend their connections, or Trade Cards
of

DEALERS SEEKING AGENCIES
can be printed at a cost of 8 dollars for each
trade heading under which they are inserted.

Larger advertisements from 10 to 80 dollars.

A copy of the directory will be sent by parcel
post for 10 dollars, net cash with order.

THE LONDON DIRECTORY CO., LTD.,
25 Abchurch Lane, London, E.C. 4

England

BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 105 YEARS X

KEEP POSTED
Through a regular service of

lippil

We gather information from all pub-
lications in Canada and the United
States and can place on your desk
news of changes, enlargements,
fires, assignments, new advertising,

or developments that affect your
business. Write to

Canadian

Press Clipping Service
143-153 University Ave., TORONTO

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

M^^l

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK :: AND WELL SHRUNK :: AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, H UDDERS FIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Througliout the Civilized World.

Caljfary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa, Ont.
St. .John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS c. IRVING, ^T,i::l''c\":n:

TORONTO. CANADA.

Herbert Whitworth, Limited
WHITWORTH HOUSE

MANCHESTER
PIONEER MILLS, RADCLIFFE

COTTON PIECE GOODS, SHIRTINGS
DRILLS, PRINTS, BROCADES
BEDFORD CORDS, ETC.

RAYMOND & RAYMOND, Agents
LONDON, CANADA

BANK B.N.A. BLDG. P.O. BOX 171 PHONES 6656-1718
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Prepare fully for Autumn Trade—by visiting

our Warehouse at Montreal this month.

There are good reasons why it will pay you.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS (LIMITED)

MONTREAL
CARPETS HOUSE FURNISHINGS
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''Vittovv - Beace"

MANY doubts and uncertainties affecting vital issues all

over the world have, by the conclusion of war, the

establishment of victory, and the advent of peace, been put

to rest.

The dry-goods trade emerges with a grave sense of relief

and thankfulness, but finds a great and increasing demand

for all classes of textiles and, as there is a world-wide shortage

of manufactured goods in practically every industry, it is

going to be impossible to supply in full the demand.

Unfortunately, such being the situation, there is no

prospect whatever of cheaper goods either now or in the

near future. Most cotton and woolen mills are booked to

capacity until well into 1920.

We have during war time feared to offer advice in the

matter of buying, but now, without hesitation, recommend

the early placing of orders for normal requirements, feeling

confident that not only will money be saved thereby, but ne-

cessities secured which will be unavailable shortly.

Every indication points toward an absolute record for

The Canadian National ''Victory-Peace" Exhibition includ-

ing sorting business in wholesale dry-goods. We have laid

our plans towards this end and extend a most cordial invita-

tion to all visiting the market at that or any other time.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

Wholesale General Dry Goods,

Woollens, Carpets, Men's Furnishings,

Women's Ready -to- Wear

S-W. Corner Bay and Wellington Sts., TORONTO
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Here one can readily see that embroidery has an im-

portant place in Autumn fashions. This striking

gown is of serge and made with tJie correct long-

u'aisted effect. The silk cord girdle too, is interesting.



Creating a Down Stairs Store
How J. H. Gould, of St. Thomas, Converted a Dingy and Useless Basement Into One of the

Livest and Most Profitable Departments in Their Big, Progressive Store.

as

By L. B. Birdsall

RECONSTRUCTION is the wonder
word of the world these days. It

has taken on new meaning and
powers. It is as contagious as Spanish
influenza and even more dangerous, for
it means sudden death to antiquated
methods and inefficiency. Reconstruc-
tion is pep, ambition and progress all

mixed together and working overtime.
And this article has to do with recjn-

struction. It is the story of the reno-
vation of a dingy store basement that
had been used, for many moons, solely
as a clearing-house for rubbish, pack-
ing-cases, discarded fixtures and dust.

Up until October, 1918, the dingy
basement had slept peacefully beneath
the rumble of three flojrs of big busi-
ness, oblivious of all that took place
overhead, content to be nothing more ex-
citing than a dumpmg place for trash.

Perhans it vi^as the 'cessation of hos-
tilities that awakened the dingy base-
ment. Anyway, it awoke, very suddenly
one day last Oct)ber, and discovered that
it had undergone a startling change, a
radical transformation. It was radi-

ant in pretty white garments, well
laden with tempting ware for an ap-
preciative public.

Like an iridescent butterfly bursting
fr -m its ugly chrysalis, a spic and
span, modernly-equipped "downstairs
store" had emerged from the dingy
basement. The workers of this miracle
were J. H. Gould. Limited, of St.

Tnomas, the owners of the dingy base-
ment and the three floors of big busi-

ness above.

Popular From the Start

To-day, after ten months of this new
life, the dingy basement is one of the

most popular spots in J. H. Gould's big
store of specialized departments. It has
been a winner from the very beginning.
E\ery day new customers are added,
for it is cram full of genuine values in

the high-class chinaware, glassware,
silverware, enamel and graniteware,

toys and toilet soaps and requisites.

The Christmas trade in the downstairs
store was surprisingly heavy for a

three-month old innovation. The new
department became a veritable beehive
of activity: Toyland a mob of happy and
excited kiddies.

The color scheme used in the decora-
tions of the downstairs store is simple,

but most effective. It is white—spot-

les? white. The walls and woodwork
are finished in white enamel, and the

shelving, counters, tables and fixtures

all harmonize. Everywhere is whiteness
and cleanliness.

Approximately five thousand square

feet of floor space has figured in the

reconstruction and every foot is being

used to good advantage. The down-

stairs store is well lighted and well

ventilated. A wide, airy stairway, with

entrance from the centre of the west

side of the first floor, and also tne elec-

tric elevator service, make the new de-

partment easily accessible.

Basement vs. Downstairs Store

It is the intention of the creators of
this new department to avoid, as much
as possible, all reference to the words
"cellar" and "basement" in featuring
the merchandising in the downstairs
store. In fact the name basement was
banished along with the old packing-
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cases, the discarded fixtures and the
dust, and one no longer feels inclined

to associate the cold, clammy cellar

with this bright and bustling floor.

"Downstairs Store" is the most ap-

propriate title that could be selected. It

fits the new department like a perfectly-

made glove.

Mr. Gould is an advocate and an ex-

ponent of the very livest advertising.

He is enthusiastic regarding the true

value of properly-applied publicity and
his advertisements are original and re-

suitful. The downstairs store bargains are

featured in every large advertisement.

They have a special space reserved for

them right in the heart of the ad. and
under a special, snappy heading that

commands attention to the other attrac-

tions on the page or half-page. The
dowTistairs store is a business-getter

for the other departments, and one year

ago it didn't exist. It was a useless

old basement!

BRITISH CLASSES FOR DRY GOODS
CLERKS A SUCCESS

TRADE COMMISSIONER H. G.

BROCK, London

A correspondent of the "Times" makes
some interesting remarks in connection
with the successful experiment in con-
tinuation classes for dry goods clerks,

which have been held at the Central
Scliool of Arts and Crafts in London,
where salespeople are trained for the

wholesale and retail trade. This train-

ing will become compulsory on young
people between 16 and 18 years of age
for eight hours par week in the em-
ployer's time in the distributing and all

other businesses as soon as the Fisher

Education Act comes into force.

The question of the best centres at

which to hold these classes will have to

be decided; and while some of the big

firms at present employ teachers to

carry out their special schemes of busi-

ness instruction, it is felt by trade-union

authorities that the best results will be
attained in outside centres controlled by
the education authorities to which stu-

dents from many different firms can
come. It is said that any standardized

course of training will be futile, and that

the course should not be hampered by
the trade ideals of any one firm or dis-

tributor, however vast his operations or

rapid his turnover.

The experiment at the Central School

is along lines on which a system might
be developed elastic enough to suit the

various trades. It i^ contended that, as

the salesman's present view is to make
each day a "big book" in the interest sof

his employer and his own commission,

it leads in the dry goods trade to the

lowering of the customers' standard of

taste by having articles of inferior de-

sign and make offered as the best be-

cause they "total up" more satisfac-

torily.

It Pays Me to Do It Different
Debts for Merchandise, Some Valuable Experience, and No Money

—

That Was All of His "Capital" at the Start—To-day He
Owns Five Successful Stores—Here He Tells Why

His Business Grew.
By LEOPOLD WERTHEIMER,

Presidenit, L. Werttheimer Department Stores, Inc.

TEN times out of nine, I go right
ahead after some croaker predicts:

"You'll lose a lot of money if you
experiment with that new-fangled idea.

Why, no successful merchant does any-
thing at all like it. Now, so-and-so has
found—" and he goes on to point out
what he regards as the error of my way.

I have made the illuminating discovery
that it pays me to disregard precedent,
if I use good sense in selecting the pre-
cedent to disregard. Just because a
method never has been used is no reason
why it cannot be used to advantage.
Contrariwise, that is why it will pay me a
gcod profit if the plan is fundamentally
sound.

When I started out in the little store

which has now grown to five successful

neighborhood stores in upper Manhattan,
I ignored precedent by having no capital.

Another man was to put up the money
for the partnership which I was to sup-

ply with merchandising experience. At
the last minute he got cold feet and with-

drew; he agreed to pay for the fixtures

—$750 worth of them—which had al-

ready been installed. And I was glad to

make the bargain, for I saw that I could

never succeed in that business if I were
to be hindered by a faint-hearted partner

—who, incidentally, held the purse

strings.

There I was, with a year's lease on my
hands and no stock. I had to get my

goods on credit—good long credit—or I

had not a chance in the world to escape
the sheriff. How could I do it?

I canvassed that neighborhood almost
from door to door, in search of informa-
tion about the community. I talked with
real estate dealers, butchers, grocers,

barbers—everyone. And when I had
completed three days of this hard work
I decided that the neighborhood offered

me a market of $25,000 that year. I

scaled this down to $20,000 for safety's

sake; then I carefully computed my over-

head, including $15 a week as my salary

—rather a comedown from the $5,200 I

had been drawing every year as buyer
in a large store. According to my esti-

mate, the overhead totaled over $5,700,

which is 28.05 per cent.—with most lib-

eral estimates, and the gross profit on

$20,000 sales was to be about $6,600, 33

per cent. I could count, then, on a net

profit of around $900. But, most im-

portant, the estimate on paper showed
that I could pay for my stock inside of

the first year, and be completely out of

debt—figuring, however, that some of

my later purchases had not as yet come
due.

My next move was a trip to a whole-

saler whom I knew. I laid my cards on

the table, and told him I wanted $500

worth of merchandise to be paid for in

one year. With this concession from
him and from four other merchants, I

argued, I could get the business under
way; current needs I would buy on the

regular terms.

My wholesaler friend agreed, as did

four other wholesalers. And so in early

September I opened my store with seven

employees, one dollar in my pocket, and
not one cent in bank or till.

Within the next year I developed a

good many methods that I still use. There

is no need to explain them here; I shall

go into them in detail further along in

this article. At any rate, after 12 months
in that store I had sold over $30,000

worth of merchandise, I had paid the

wholesalers who had given me a year's

time; and I had a net profit in cash of

$3,000, with $6,000 of goods on my
shelves for which the bills had not yet

come due. That taught me that it is

often possible to accomplish what the

other fellow says can't be done.

One of the merchandising plans that I

learned on the first day in my little store

is that the unusual courtesies which a

merchant gives his customers are often

the most appreciated. As a corollary to

that, the man or woman who actually

spends the money is not always the most

profitable person toward whom a mer-

chant can direct his good-will-building

efforts.

One of my first customers was a

nursemaid who hesitated in front of the

door; just what to do with the baby car-
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riag-e seemed a puzzle. I stepped over,

held open the door, and said: "Madam,
baby carriages are very welcome in my
store. Wheel it right inside."

The girl, it turned out, was nurse in

the family of a successful young lawyer.

Soon the lawyer's wife began to buy in

my store; a very few days after that her

husband stepped up to the men's furn-

ishings department, introduced himself,

and bought a nice bill of goods. The
whole family soon came to be listed as

perhaps my best customers—all as a re-

sult of my courtesy to a maid.

Soon I put a sig-n m the window: "Baby
carriages welcome." My baby-carriage

trade increased so much that there was
nut rojm in my store for the carriages at

times. I hired a girl, dressed her up as

a maid, and had her take care of the

carriages that were standing outside on

the sidewalk. The mothers and nurses

did not have to worry about them then,

you see.

Special courtesy to maids and children

—that is now one of my big important

policies. For I have been shjwn time

and again by experience that when a

store controls the trade of the children

and the servants, the whole trade of the

family is likely to g'O there.

Right along this line, at my biggest

and newest store I provide a playground

next door. I leased the ground, bjught

the equipment, and pay an attendant.

The playground is very popular with the

youngsters; and mothers often bring

their little ones and leave them in tlie

care of the attendant while they shop in

the store.

Laying Up Business From Rainy Days
My first store was located alongside

the steps leading down from an elevated

station. And on ramy evenings we used

to do a loan-office business in umbrellas.

Not one person in ten, I estimated, would

buy an umbrella just for the trip. Why
not rent umbrellas ?

An umbrella club was the result. Mem-
bership cost about che price of an um-
brella; the member was entitled to bor-

row an umbrella in my store whenever

it rained. Of course I didn't get rich off

membership fees. But lots of people ac-

quired the habit of coming into the

store. And that meant more customers

for me, and bigger sales.

The umbrella club is out of existence

now. Competition ruined it. For the

small boys of the neighborhood, seeing

with their nickel-hungry eyes the de^nand

that existed, formed the habit of tiirong-

ing around the elevated station with um-
brellas; for five cents they would escort

any one home, providing shelter from

the rain. And so I withdrew gracefully

from the field.

We fly in the face of a common prac-

tice, too, by making donations to

churches and societies. If, for instance,

a church needs an American flag we
lend it free of charge. If there is a fair

or an auction or any deserving charity

in our district, we are always on the

job. We never refuse—and we have

gained untold good will. We are such

good friends with the churches, in fact,

that we are even mentioned favorably

from the pulpit now and then. And
that, of course, does our busmess no
harm.

We try to give the services which will

be most appreciated and which at the

same time will not oost us too much. A
little plan of this sort is our shopping
service. We send a young woman through
the larger stores twice a week; she

matches goods, buttons, and other little

knick-knacks that we haven't in stjck.

In our dress-goods department, too, we
let it be known that we will have but-

tons, braid, and other "findings" bought
in our various departments for the pur-

chaser of a piece of goods. The service

is appreciated, and utilized, you may be

sure, for often it takes longer for a cus-

tomer to gather together these odds and
ends than it does for her to select the

gcods and the lining.

Our outside shopping service is just

one outcropping of <)ur underlying policy

—never disappoint a customer. We go

to great lengths in putting this into

practice. In my first few years in busi-

ness, for instance, I frequently made de-

liveries in person, sometimes even late

in the evening, to make sure that the

customer got what she wanted. On one,

of those occasions, I remember, the cook

gave me a piece of pie. Another time I

was tipped a nickel for my trouble by
the man of the house, who failed to

recognize me as the proprietor of the

"little store."

Right around the corner from this

first little store lived the Norcott family

—Mrs. Norcott and her daughters were

good customers. Oi.e evening Norcott

came home to pack his traveling bag for

a trip to Chicago—and found he had no

nightshirts. His wife came to the store

right away to buy some, but we did not

have his size; he was a huge man, weigh-

ing about 250 pounds.

I called up the wholesale houses,

though, until I found one open. Then I

got on the elevated, rode all the way
dowTitown, procured the garment, and

at 10.15 I delivered the nightshirt to

Mrs. Norcott.

That bit of accommodation is typical

of the lengths to which I have gone; the

results it brought are also typical. The

day Norcott returned from Chicago he

called at the store and thanked me; from

then until he died a year or two ago he

bought all his furnishings from me; in

fact, he was my very best customer. He
went around the neighborhood telling

everyone how accommodating I was; and

I traced at least three djzen good cus-

tomers to that trip dowTttown fW^'cHr-
cott's nightshirt.

j

I subscribe heartily to the t^ou^ht thgjt

the customer is always right. In th|e

rarest instances do we refuse to do what
the customer asks; and then only after a
series of unfair requests have been
granted her. My employees and execu-
tives often tell me that I allow myself to

be imposed upon, that I am too lenient.

I regard that as a fine compliment, for

the merchant who is too lenient is bound
to earn a great many more dollars in

good will than he will save in actual
cash refunds if he is firm against the

impositions of unreasonable customers.
A few weeks ago one of our executives

became involved in a wrangle with a
customer over what he felt was an un-
reasonable demand to return a $5 piece

of fur. The case was appealed to me,
and without hesitation I refunded the
woman the purchase price, $5, in cash.

Before she left the store, I discovered,

she bought $15 worth of goods. Isn't

that good business, as contrasted with
antagonizing her rather than take a
trifling loss ?

A Lesson That Came From a Displeased
Customer

That transaction pointed another
moral, too. Until then we had given
credit checks for returned merchandise,
instead of money. I gave currency on
this occasion because I wanted to make
the refund promptly. The credit-check
method was simply a hand-me-down
from other stores, I had installed it

without a thought about whether or not
it was a very best for me despite my de-
sii-e to do business in a little different

way.

Since that day we have refunded cash;

and not two out of ten customers take
the money home. They spend it in the

store. We have got rid at one stroke of

the complications and bookkeeping ex-

pense which credit slips entail. And we
are gaining a lot more in the confidence

of our customers than we could possibly

lose in failing to make sales.

Another popular merchandising belief

is that basement space i& not valuable

for selling high-grade goods; hence the

bargain basement. We have proved, to

our satisfaction at least, that high-

priced goods sell almost as well in the

basement as on the first floor, and a

good deal better than they sell on the

upper floors.

Recently we were rearranging one of

our stores. And to find out for ourselves

just how much truth there is in the no-

tion as it is generally held, we placed

some of our piece gcods in the basement.

So well did this pay that we soon moved
all our piece goods there—even the high-

priced merchandise like tapestries, vel-

vets, and silks. They are moving just as

rapidly there as t'ney did on the main

floor.

The reason seems to be in the inherent

dislike women have for riding in ele-

vators or walking upstairs. They will

(Continued en Page 77.)



' Success Attends Change to Cash
When W. E. Lord, Red Deer, Alta., Changed His Business From a Credit to a Cash One 20c

Customers Left—All but Two or Three Came Back—Steady Increase in Turn-
over Results—But He Had His Difficulties, Too.

1;
'OU have heard of customers
making a beaten path to the
merchant's door. Well, they

made a beaten path to my door, but it

was not from the outside, but from the

inside."

It was W. E. Lord talking. He is

the mayor of Red Deer, Alberta, and
has the largest general store in chat

town. He was describing what hap-
pened, when, with 600 accounts out-

standing for $19,000, he changed from
the credit to the straight cash system.
The beaten path to his door from the

inside was made by disgruntled farmers
and townspeople, who, when turned down
for further credit, said they would go
elsewhere to do business.

"It turned out to be all bluff," said

Mr. Lord. "All but two or ihree of

them came back to ?ne."

That was nine years ago, and the

proprietor of this store has stuck to

the straight cash idea like grim death
ever since. His turnover increased

$10,000 the first ytnr, and it has been
doubling ever since. He has been
obliged to enlarge his premises.

Of the $19,000 outstanding, all but

$700 was collected, not including inter-

est, and of this amount $300 was in one

account that should never have been
allowed. The story will prove of absorb-

ing interest to merchants all over the

country who are in the same predica-

ment that Mr. Lord was, during 1910,

and who wish t:> make a change.

Operates Two Stores

"Prior to the time 1 took my stand for

the cash system," said Mr. Lord, "I was
engaged in operating two stores, one of

them at Red Deer and one at Lacombe.
I had a manager for each store and en-

deavored to keep a watchful eye on both

establishments, while at the same
time giving the managers pretty

free rein in the matter of credits. There

came a time in 1910 when I had an op-

portunity to sell out the Lacombe busi-

ness, and I decided to do so and concen-

trated all my efforts on the Red De-r

store. It paid me well. Previous to

that time both stores had been doui;?

about the same amount of business, bat

when I took hold at Red Deer person-

ally, the business began to grow and

thrive from the start.

"It was in August, 1910, that T dec!Jed

to watch the cash business and cither

make good on it or go down with the

ship. I had been taking a 1 )ok Into my
bookkeeping system and found two large

ledgers filled with accounts. There were

600 in all, and their aggregate amount
was over the $19,000 mark. I went
through these ledgers, page by pa^e, and
was startled to find that I did not know
a great majority of the people I was do-
ing business with. If I had lined those
600 men up on the square I don't sup-
pose I could have called 200 of them by
name. Some of the accounts I'an as higli

as $300. This was a bad state of affairs,
a condition that I decided to remedy
without delay.

Four Months' Advance Notice

"I decided to set the time for mv
transition to the cash system for Janu-
ary first, four months ahead, and imme-
diately announced this fact through my
advertisements in the newspapers. From
that time until the beginning of the new
year I kept this decision before the peo-
ple, at the same time preaching from
time to time the many benefits of con-
ducting business in this manner from the
consumers' standpoint.

"Then came the fateful first. Now, I

was in an awkward position with regard
to marking down goods, because in com-
petition with the mail order houses and
with other stores in town we had been
hewing pretty close to the profit line. I

could not afford to make reductions ex-

cept in certain lines, and these price cuts

I emphasized in newspaper advertise-

ments. It was about this time, too, that

I adopted the slogan, 'It pays to pay cash

at Lord's,' using this in all my news-
paper announcements, and on all my sta-

tionery and printing. Subsequently I had
this sign painted on a 100-foot board
fence at the main comer of the town,

and it is there to this day.

"Well, my troubles began. One would

think that my customers had never seen

my carefully prepared announcements by

the way they flocked to my office to in-

sist that in their especial case credit

should be continued.
" 'Had they not always paid their

bills?' It was true that in times of

stress their accounts had been allowed to

run a little longer than usual, but they

were people whose reputation in the

community was above reproach, etc.,

etc."

Much Oratory Required

"I tried to handle the situation tact-

fully, but firmly. I did not stand out

adamantly, but tried to reason with them
that we would both benefit by the

change. Within a week I had developed

talking points on the cash system that

were almost inexhaustible in their

length. I could have stood up on a plat-
form and given a four-hour talk on the
subject. I discussed the situation from
the buying end and from the selling end,
showing the economy that could be
worked under the system. I pointed out
the cost of keeping accounts and collect-
ing them, and told of the losses sustained
by bad accounts. I argued these points
in detail.

"They came, they listened, and when
they found I was determined to carry
out my purpose the> made a beaten path
to my door. Before they went, however,
they told me that they could not be both-
ered with paying cash every time they
came to buy a few articles, or sent the
children in. They had long been edu-
cated to the easy system of credit, and
it was hard to part from it. They said

they could get credit at the other stores,

and altogether about 200 of my custom-
ers left me. I found, however, that it

was all a bluff. Tliey observed that I

still continued to dc business, and the
appeal of my advertising showing that

under the cash system I could underbid
my competitors, together with the ag-
gressive methods I employed, gradually
won them back, and, all told, I only lost

two or three customers.

"I had the laugh, too, on that multi-

tude of individuals, including fellow mer-
chants, travelers and friends, who told

me the change could not be effected.

"It was 'with the thirty-day customers
that I had one of my hardest fights.

Many of these people were paid by the

month, or were simply in the habit of

letting their accounts run for three or

four weeks at a time. They told me that

if they were to square their accounts

they would have to go elsewhere for

credit, because they would not have suf-

ficient cash to finance their purchases

for the succeeding month. To these

people I made a proposition that they

let their present account stand and be-

gin on the cash basis, paying off their

former indebtedness a little at a time

until they had it all cleared up. This

solved the difficulty to perfection, and

before the following May most of these

accounts were squared up.

"There were few of these people who
were not firmly convinced that by pay-

ing their accounts monthly they were

paying cash. I insisted that it was not a

cash transaction, and that it necessitated

my keeping their accounts. I eventu-

ally won them over to my way of think-

ing."
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Almost Everyone Paid Up
"But," Mr. Lord was asked, "were you

not afraid of your credit customers tak-
ing advantage of you when you released
your hold on them by cutting them off?"

"I maintain," he replied, "that the
credit business has nothing tj do with
the cash business. If the accounts were
bad, they would have been bad in any
event. I have been vindicated in this be-
lief by the fact that only $700 was lost

out of the $19,000 outstanding. Against
this small loss I increased the business
$10,000 the first year after ' I started
the cash system, and I have been in-

creasing it ever since. We have been
obliged to enlarge our store and add new-
departments until we have become one
of the largest general stores in Alberta.
"What happened the business at the

start?"

"It fell off considerably during the
first few months after we cjmmenced
the cash system, and we had our time
of anxiety, but that year we did a very
heavy business with railway construc-
tion companies, which netted us a hand-
some profit. It was impossible to do a

cash business with these concerns, and
rather than lose the business we organ-
ized a separate concern known as the

Western Jobbing Company to take care

of their accounts. Our business with
these concerns amounted to $35,000, but
the general store business stood on its

own feet, and increased its business by
ten thousand dollars, as I have stated.

The experiment was successful from the

start, and this, too, in a community
where the credit system had always been
in vogue."

Would Not Go Back to Credit

"And have you been through any crop

failures in this part of the country?"

"We have only had fair crops year in

and year out."

"Would you go back to the credit busi-

ness 9"

kottle puffing out live steam on an oil

stove. There was everything in this dis-

play that the heart of woman could de-

sire for her kitchen.

Personal Invitations to Store

The personality of this live merchant
was strikingly brought out as he stood
behind the railing and handed out large
printed cards to all who passed. "Good
for one dollar at Lord's," was the caption
on these cards, which went on to say
that when presented at the store the
card would be accepted for its face value
in the event of $20 worth of goods being
purchased. "When people visit a fair,

especially country people, they always
like and expect something to be given
to them," said Mr. Lord. "Hence this

card."

As 'he distributed the cards this cash
specialist had a pleasant word and smile

for each recipient, and the majority who
passed addressed him by name. From
time to time he engaged in conversation

with farmers and their wives, in which
the friendly relationship between mer-
chant and customer was most conspicu-

ous. He accompanied the distribution

of the cards with a personal invitation

to visit the store.

Later, during a brief visit to the store,

it was found that the windo\vs were

tastefully dressed, and the interior dis-
played was all that it should be. One
innovation in this store was the removal
of the women's wear and millinery de-
partment to very handsome quarters
upstairs.

Many Conveniences

In the rear of the store are tie sheds,
especially erected for the use of farmers
who drive into town. Here they leave
their horses without the expense of tak-
ing them to a livery bam, and what
could be more natural than that they
visit the Lord store to make their pur-
chases. In a pleasant little nook in the

interior of the store there has been set

apart a very comfortable rest room for

farmers' wives. There is a telephone
service in every department of the store,

and a general mail order business is en-

couraged.

It is in its advertising that this store

scores heavily. Mr. Lord has always
been a strong believer in advertising.

He takes one whole page every week in

the local newspaper, and every inch of

space bristles with live, purse-opening

announcements, with the price tacked

onto every article advertised. Cuts are

always used, and always the specially

engraved caption flares across the top:

"It pays to pay cash at Lord's."

Variety Store Leaps

Into Prominence
In Many Western Towns These Stores are Making Head-

way—Do Not Limit Price of Articles Sold.

"Not much. We have our worries under
the present system, but they cannot com-
pare with the worries under the old

methods."

It was at the time of the annual fair

when the representative of DRY GOODS
REVIEW visited Red Deer, and Mr.
Lord, in his capacity of mayor of the

town, was a very difficult man to find.

He was located during the afternoon at

his attractive display, occupying the

entire centre of the ground floor in the

industrial building. In this display were
some handsome ladies' fur coats, run-

ning in price to $i00, and the general

display of ladies' wear was as elaborate

as that seen dn the largest fairs on the

continent. Millinery formed an import-

ant part, and prominently displayed was
the familiar sign, "It, pays to pay cash

at Lord's." Mr. Lord, in discussing this

slogan, said that if the last two words

were cut off any person within 100 miles

of Red Deer would couple the expression

with his store.

Apart from the main display was an

attractive display of hardware, with a

The variety store has come to stay in

Western Canada. It has become firmly
entrenched in the towns of Western Al-

berta and is gradually working eastward.
It is made up of an odd conglomeration
of stock from every other line of retail

trade. The people appear to like it, and
the proprietors of the several stores at

present in operation are making good.

The story will he told presently of one

young merchant in Wetaskiwin who
opened his variety store in that place

with an initial stock costing him $86,

and who has made so good in three years

that he is going to open up another store

in Leduc, Alta.

This type of store is simpiy a replica

of the Woolworth stores on a small

scale, with the exception that there is no
limit to the amount which can be ob-

tained for any one article. Last Fall

a variety store in the town of Camrose,
Alta., sold sets of dishes that ran as

high as $2150. This store also handles

cabinet phonographs.
The first of these stores visited by a

representative of DRY GOODS REVIEW
was the Brazier store at Red Deer. Here
it was observed that this establishment,

like all others of its kind, emulated the

city five and ten cent storesi by paint-
ing the front of its premises a brilliant

red. The proprietor stated that he had
been in business for seven years, with
his business gradually increasing each
year, until his turnover for 1918 amount-
ed to $20,000. This year he expects it

to reach $25,000. It would take a very
considerable space to enumerate the mis-
cellaneous articles carried in this store.

They include ribbons, handkerchiefs,

pennants, parasols, lace goods of all de-

scription, articles of feminine wear, in-

cluding those worn from babyhood to

mature womanhood, toys, shelf hard-

ware of all kinds, crockery, chinaware,

baskets, music, leather goods, hair goods,

stationery, jewelry, toilet requisites, post

cards, games, novelties, etc., etc.

In this store a specialty was made of

5, 10 and 15 cent tables, these tables be-

ing built in tiers or decks and loaded to

capacity with goods.

A store of this kind seems to have a

peculiar fascination for country women,
and especially for foreigners, both male
and female. They come in presumably
to buy a package of pins, but continue to

"browse around" at their own sweet will

picking up articles that run in value
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from ^$2 to $4. The writer happened to
he in the Brazier store while the annual
midsummer fair was being held in the
town, and observed the constant stream
of customers who came in '"just to look

around." They were not molested by the

proprietor or by his one clerk. They had
learned from long- experience not to in-

terfere. The wealth of goods so at-

tractively displayed did not need a
salesman to urge them on the customer,
and apart from that, the buyer likes to

feel free to rove around and inspect the

stock at his or her leisure.

Mr. Brazier stated that at Christmas
time he needed the service of half a

dozen clerks to wait on the people. The
var'iety store is a regular bonanza at

Christmas time with its great selection

of cheap goods.

As an example of what can be done in

the way of seeking independence through
the medium of a store of this kind, the

story of the Smith variety store at

Wetaskiwin is intensely interesting. It

reads like the romance of the Woolworth
start in the early eighties.

Mr. Harry G. Smith, who operates this

store, tells the following story of his

early experiences and the methods th^t

brought him success:

"I had formerly lived at Red Deer, Alta.,

with my parents," he said, but at the

beginning of the war enlisted, only to ibe

turned down as medically unfit. In the

meantime I had lost my job and I then
moved to Chicago. My people were very
anxious to get me back, and one day,

when my father was in Wetaskiwin, he

noticed this centrally-located small store

to rent. Without consulting me, or

without any definite idea of what busi-

ness I could engage in, he proceeded to

take a lease of it, and wrote me to come
on. That was in August, 1916. I had
about $200 cash at the time, and it was
force of circumstances that led me to

decide on the Variety store. I proceeded

to write to well-known jobbers in novel-

ties and fancy goods in the United States

and 'Canada, and finally sent in my or-

ders for goods. It was three months be-

fore these were delivered. In the mean-
time I opened my store with $86 worth
of goods which I procured from a variety

store in a nearby town, practically pay-

ing retail prices for them, although in

my ignorance I was not aware of this

at the time.

Built Shelves in Absence of Counters

"I did not have enough money to

purchase counters or s^how cases for the

•store but m'anaged to secure a $22 bill

of lumber on credit, with which I pro-

ceeded to huild shelves completely around
the interior. On these shelves I placed

colored tissue paper, and spread out my
little stock as best I could. I did not

do much business at the start. One day

my total sales amounted to 25 cents.

Fortunately I w'as not married, and I

managed to scrimp along, adding to my
little stock when travellers visited me.

I remember in those days when I sold

a cup and saucer I bad such difficulty in

covering the vacant space that I had to

re^arrange my whole stock. The month

of November rolled around and I could

What the interior of a variety store looks like. This is the establishment
operated by C. A. Killam at C:imrose, SasJ^.

not rake up $15 to buy a stove, let alone

fuel. It was tough on the customers

but I kept plugging along. I had had no
previous experience, having been em-
ployed with the Goss Printing Company
in Chicago, and when it came to mark-
ing up stock I simply chalked up what I

thought I could get for the goods and

paid no attention to systems of figuring

profits.

Pay.s Cash and Saves Discounts

"One thing I did at the start, and I

have maintained the system ever since,

was to pay cash for my stock and take

all the discounts. I have never yet miss-

ed a discount, and they just about pay

the rent of the store. I claim that there

is only one man in town who has better

credit with the wholesales than I have.

"My first big stock arrived in time for

the Christmas business, and when the

rush started I sent in an S.OjS. for my
father and mother and sister to come
and lend a hand. With the assistance

of one other clerk we managed to pull

through, although the store A\''as so

crowded all tlie time that there was
scarcely standing room.

"Since that time we have gradually

expanded until tc-day after less than

three years of business we have a $2,000

stock all paid for. and sufficient capital

to start another store in Leduc. My
brother, who has come up from Chicago,

will continue to run this store and I will

onen the new one and put it on its feet."

U. S. Jobbing Houses Help

In building up his little business, Mr.

Smith has used some live methods. Every

Fall he has got out big posters adver-

tising Christmas gifts, which have been

mailed to hundreds of people in the dis-

trict. These posters were elaborately

illustrated with cuts, and in connection

nith this printed literature Mr. Smith

has some important information for the

vrholesale trade of Canada. The posters,

he says, were furnished to him bearing
his own name and advertising at the rate

of $9.50 per thousand by a large jobbing*

house in the United States. This service

was furnished in consideration of his

purchasing $150 worth of goods a month.
It is just an instance of how some Yankee
firms are getting away with Canadian
business by co-operating with the mer-
chnnt and helping him to dispose of

their goods. As a result of this co-

operation this firm, and other proprietors

of variety stores are placing their larg-

est orders across the line, even at the

cost of paying heavy freight and duty
on the goods.

Not only does this United States firm
print posters at a low rate, but they also

supply cuts of their extensive line of

goods for newspaper advertising at 15

cents apiece, and these cuts Mr. Smith
has been constantly using to advertise

his wares with good effect in the two
If^cal weeklies. As an instance of what
can be accomplished by the use of these

cuts Mr. Smith states that one 3-inch

single-column advertisement with an at-

tractiv^e cut of a box of fancy writing

paper at the top cleared out his entire

stock of paper at Christmas time. The
advertisement read: "Young man! Give

your mother, sister, or 'her' one of these

fine boxes of writing paper this Christ-

mas. It makes a fine gift and costs you
very little." The prices were quoted.

In connection with his regular adver-

tising in the newspapers Mr. Smith takes

little space, but standardizes his ad-

vertising by consistently running it un-

der the heading, "Store news," and at

the same position in the paper. He
ch'inges his advertising every week.

Continued on page 65



16 Years' Brilliant Success
Fashion Parades, Mail Order Business, Extensive and Varied Advertising, Crop Failures,

Changing Conditions in Locality, a Basement Store and a Rest Room—None of

These Too Big Ideas for Western Town of 6,000 to Meet.

The W. W. Cooper Departmental Store as it is to-day.

TO strangers who were in the town
of Swift Current, Sask., one day
early last Spring, it looked as if

some Adonis of the film world was fill-

ing a long distance engagement on the
screen of a local picture theatre. Jost-
ling crowds of women and girls surged
through the entrance, all of them in a
merry mood in apparent expectation of
some treat in store. The proprietor wore
a dazzling smile.

Those of the strangers who joined in

the rush found the interior packed to

the limit. Then, following a period of
suspense a curtain slowly lifted, reveal-

ing instead of the screen, a bevy of

stylishly-gowTied young women, posed
after the style one sees in the fashion
plates. Their appearance created a
storm of applause. Quickly they faded
to the wings, all but one, who paraded on
the stage for the very apparent purpose
of displaying the grace and charm and
fit of her "^^uperb raiment. Slowly she

pivoted with head poised, a fascinating

figure; again she paraded daintily back
and forth, and viewed herself with satis-

faction in a full lene-th mirror. The
strangers began to ask questions.

They were informed that the first

fashion show of the W. W. Cooper de-

partmental store was on. They were
further informed that the mannikins who
followed one another in dazzling array
upon the stage clad in gowns, furs, and
stunning millinery creations, were young
ladies of the town who volunteered their
services for this delightfu'l experience of
being clad for the moment in all that
was latest from the fashion centres of

New York and Paris.

It was an ambitious show in this

prairie town of 6,000 people, and it last-

ed for three-quarters of an hour at the
matinee performance and again in the

evening. As a drawing card it had any
motion picture show that had been
brought to town backed off the boards.

By arrangement with the proprietor

there was no extra charge.

The announcement that living models
would be on exhibition was heralded in

the Ic^cal newspapers for two or three

days in advance, and the show made such
a remarkable hit that the two picture

shows in town have entered into the

keenest competition for the Fall fashion

show which will take place in a theatre

early in September. The Spring show
was the talk of the town, and as a demon-
stiation of the quality and style of the

goods carried by the firm was a master-
piece of advertising.

The story of the enterprising display
is but typical of the live aggressive
methods adopted by this breezy Western
store, always full of merchandising news
and which is reputed to be the biggest
thing of its kind for a tovim of this size

on the North American continent. It oc-

cupied a floor space of 20,000 square
feet; its annual turnover is around the

half million mark; it maintains a modern
lunch room; a groceteria in the base-

ment; its own printing plant in a sep-

arate building, and its own bake shop in

a separate building, and a very preten-

tious furniture store, also in another
building.

In Harold E. Cooper, who, by the way,
is no relation of the boss, it has one of

the livest advertising men in the busi-

ness. He combines window dressing

and card writing with his job of prepar-

ing a page of copy for one paper and a

half page for another.

Develops Mail-Order Business

The Cooper store is also waging war
on the big mail-order houses by doing,

a very representative mail-order busi-

ness on its owTi account. It has an out-
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The original store in which Mr. Cooper
began business in 1903.

The W. W. Cooper store in 1906 after its

first addition had been made.

of-town mai'ling list comprising- over
6,0i00 names, which embraces the var-
ious towns and country within a radius
of 100 miles. It keeps a stream of liter-

ature and sale offerings going to this

clientele by m.eans of the modern ad-
dressograph used dn conjunction with the

Graphotype, which com.bines a card sys-

tem of names, with these names stamped
into the metal beneath for use on the

addressograph. It uses the multigraph
in connection with its printing plant, and
machines are used for tabulating the

figures, which keep the proprietor in-

formed day by day of the sales made
by each department and each clerk. By
this system he is able to tell by the day,

week, month or year the volume of cash

.^nd credit business done compared with

the same period of time the previous

year.

But best of all is the spirit that per-

meates this store, the spirit that makes
a salesman feel that he is a member of

a happy family, that makes him get

right on his toes and make the interest

of the firm his own. It is the modern
spirit of business that takes thought of

the ihuman equation, that thoughtfully

plans for the comfort and well being of

employees, that seeks to develop them
to higher planes of thought and refine-

ment and honor and business ability.

The same genius is interesting itself

in this phase of the store's development

as in the extraordinary merchandising

methods that have been adopted. This is

the genius of '-Bill" Cooper, the man who
has developed his business from a one-

horst- affair back in 1903 to its present

magnificent dimensions. Here is a man
whose personality and methods are worth

studying, as 'has been pointed out by

som^ accounts in previous isisueV; of

DRY GOODS REVIEW. He is a com-

posite of power, reserve, judgment, and

genuin<^ friendliness that comes Very

close to the ideal of whnt a merchant

should be. A six-footer he is, a man
close to the fifties, but with a wealth of

brown hair in which the silver has not
commenced to show, and his most im-
pressive characteristic is his natural
poise of calmness in the midst of a big
departmental store's com.plex and bust-

ling activities. He suggests the indi-

vidual v>-ho lias gained complete control

of him.self, and w'ho looks down from the

heights of many many years' experience
like a towering mountain on a wind-
s\\ ept plain.

Here is a merchandising man of un-

usual sort, a man who makes a specialty

of human nature, and whose most im-

portant success is based on getting

people to work for him; to believe in his

store and his methods; to liave faith in

the organization for which they work.

When a new employee enters his store

he has a quiet talk with him in which
he discloses some of the policies that

have won success for him. He impresses

on this salesman the value of selling-

quality wherever possible, to endeavor

to have the customer take the article

that will wear three times longer than

the cheaper one she was prone to select.

He impresses the value of service and

thoughtfulness to customers.

Personal Messages in Pay Envelopes

Months ago he adopted a system of

enclosing with the pay envelope twice

a month a personally-signed message in

which is embodied trenchent words of

inspiration and advice and friendliness.

The.'e messages are printed at the store's

o'^n nrint .ihop, and continued month af-

tei- month /-annot fail to impress the

employees that there are some finer

thin'>-s in the worM than the mere mak-
ing of dollars, and that self-cultivation

brings its own reward in development of

character and in the fattening of the pay

envelope. The coined phrase co-opera-

tion has long been a by-word in the

store.

Here is one of the recent messages
which Mr. Cooper presented to his em-
ployees under the caption, "A Good
Slogan":

"Think together, -work together, play to-

gether."
"We can catch more flies -with sugar than

•with vinegar."
"Laugh, and the W'orld laughs with you;

weep, and you weep alone."
My job is to help YOU get something out

of it.

Inform yourself thoroughly on the Store's

System; how to make out sales checks;
familiarize yourself thoroug'hly with all

stocks; know what merchandise is in your
department, and its price. A few moments
devoted to study and observation of the

stock will give you this information; a'so

know in what other departments merchan-
dise asked for is to be found.

A neatly and correctly wrapped parcel is

ovc of the store's best recommendations.

Should a customer come to you with a

complaint, call the manager of the depart-

ment, or refer the customer to me.

SERVICE! What do we mean by the

word "service"? Service means proni.pt,

courteous and efficient attention for a pro-

per remuneration, and the last phrase "for

a proper remuneration," should certainly be

underscored. Service consists of giving the

right thing at the right time for the right

price, but it does not mean giving some-
thing for nothing.

Courtesy is the most important word in

the dictionary of salesmanship. You are the

"point of contact" between the patron and
the store, and the store is judged by those

of its employees Who come in contact with

the public.
Feel free at all times to ask questions of

anyone who can answer them correctly. The
more you know about the store and the

store's merchandise the more value you will

be to the store and eventually to yourself.

We learn by asking questions.

Do not congregate in the store or in the

departments, customers do not like to dis-

turb you.
Employees must not leave their depart-

ment during business hours without per-

mission from the head of the deparfcmen-t,

and must not leave the department until

after the second bell rings.
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Salesladies must be in their departments
at 8.30 a.m., ready to serve.
Salesmen must be in their departments at

7.45 a.m., ready to serve.
Employees taking parcels out of the S'tore

must have sales slips, and same to be shown
the doorman.

It is strictly against the rules of the
store to chew or eat candy, fruit, cakes, etc.,

during business hours.
An unpleasant face, a short, snappy

answer, an unpolished and sleepy manner
has emptied many a store and invited
many a bailiff.

Your adherence to theese several itms will
prove to me your Cooper-ation.

A little lesson in salesmanship that
typifies the methods of this merchant
is contained in his messa2:e of April .5

this year entitled, "New Spirit in Sell-

ing'." Here it is:

"Say, you're a funny salesman!" ex-
claimed the business -man, in a little story
by Jaimes H. Collins in the "Saturday Even-
ing Post." "Here I make up my own mind
that I need two motor trucks and decide to
buy 'em from your company. Then I send
for a salesman. You come down and spend
a week looking into my horse delivery, and
now you tell me to keep my horses. What
kind of a salesman do you call yourself,
anyway?"
"What made you think you needed motor

trucks?" was the counter-question of the
serious, thick spectacled young chap.
"Every one else see-ma to be turning to

gasoline delivery. I want to be up-to-date."
"Your delivery system lies outside the

gasoline field," said the salesman. "Your
drivers make an average of ninety stops

each trip. They climb stairs and wait for
receipts. Their rigs are standing at the
curb more than half the time. Nothing in

gasoline equipment can compete with the
horse and wagon under such conditions. If

you had loads of several tons to be kept
moving steadily, I'd be glad to sell you two
trucks."
"Suppose I wanted to buy them, anyway."
"We could not accept your order."
"But you'd make your comimission and the

comn-any its profit."

"Yes, but you'd miake a loss, and within a

year your experience would react unfavor-
ably upon us."

So no sale was effected. Facts learned
during his investigation of this business
man's delivery problems led the salesman
to make suggestions that eliminated waste
and increased the effectiveness of his horse
rigs.

lAbout a year later, however ,this business
man sent for the salesman again. He con-

templated motorized hauling for another
coTOipany, of which he was the president.

After two days' study the salesman reported
that motor trucks were practicable and thar

he needed about five of them.

"All right; fill out the contract," directed

the business man.
"Don't you want to know how these trucks

are going to make you money?" asked the

salesman.

"No; if you say I needed five trucks, Lhcn

I know that's just What I need."
There was a time when salesmen were em-

ployed for their shrewdness, their cunning,
thir hypnotic power, but more and more
progressive business men are coming to

clean, straightforward, open-minded
methods. Men are finding that honesty is

not only the best policy, but that anything
else is business suicide.

Formerly men tried to make big sales at

the moment without very much thought
about the future. Now it is the long time
customer every house wants. In the long
run the customer's best good is the seller's

best good also; and, other things equal, the
man succeeds best who satisfies his custom-
ers' best, who gain their confidence, so that
they will not only come back, but always
bring others with them.

The high class salesman, like the high
class house, thinks too much of his good
name, too much of his customers' good opin-

ion of him, to attempt to practise the slight-
est deception in his dealing with them.
Aside from the vital question of char-

acter, he is a very poor salesman who
d'oes not study the interest of the man at
the other end of the bargain.
The above has been my way of doing

business, h«nce its growth. I trust, there-
fore, that these sermonettes will be of
some benefit to you and that you may grow
in understanding me and my ways and ideas
of conducting business, suCh, for instance,
as the greatest good to the greatest number.
Yours for Cooper-ation.

Other messa^-es or sermonettes were
entitled: "The Power of an Ideal"; "Grow
in Personality"; "The Person Who
Thinks"; "Measure of Ability"; "Think
of the Future"; Aim for Excellence."
One cannot estimate the influence that
these personal heart-to-heart talks have
on the lives of the little army of sales-

people in this store. In what esteem and
confidence they must hold their author.
How much more prone are they to give
their best services to a man who shows
an interest in their personal affairs than
in the machine type of man who looks
upon his employees as simply co,2;s in the
commercial machine.

There is not an individual in the store
from the most humble office bov (if

there is such a critter) or caretaker to

the floor managers who cannot come
personally to Mr. Cooper to voice a com-
plaint or make a sucg'estion. He grants
his employees a half holiday durin-j the
Summer months and has instituted 5 30
as the closing' hour exceot on Saturdavs,
while all other stores close at 6 o'clock.

Efforts to Standardize

To every floorman is issued a little

cardboard folder containing 41 rules for
the operation of his department. In this

way an effort is made to standardize
the running of the store, and as a check
on the credit business. Here are a few
of these rules:

"Customers making complaints re

non-delivery of goods, etc., must be
broug-ht to attention of management at

once."

"See that all employees wear black
(October to May)."
"Show cases must be cleaned and

dressed each week."
"Three shopping passes per week to

employees."
"Two late passes per month."
"All employees must ibe out of store

by 6 o'clock except by pass signed by
manager."
"Employees' shopping privileges from

8.15 to 9.30 a.m."
The proprietor of the store holds the

reins personally. All new chage accounts
must be submitted to him, and he alone

must judge a,s to credit limitations. In
this regard he has tremendous respon-
sibility this year. For the third season
in rotation there is a cron failure in the

Swift Current district. There are scores

of farmers who have f ither reached or

passed the limits of their financial re-

sources. The situation is such that the

town Board of Trade held a meeting and
petitioned the Provincial Government to

protect the agriculturists from fore-

closure should such action be necessary.

As the leading merchant, Mr. Cooner has
a responsibility thrust upon him that re-

quires the utmost in judgment of human
nature, patience, generosity of spirit, and
faith in the ability of the country to come
back. The calibre of the man is revealed
in his handling of this situation. While
using a business man's discrimination in

placing customers of a risky nature on a
cash basis, he nevertheless is carrying
the accounts of all those customers
whom he has found to be of sterling

character, and will still continue to carry
them, while it should be said that people

of this type are honestly cutting their

expenses to the bone.

A History for Sixteen Years

It is sixteen years since the Cooper
store was opened in iSwift Current. At
that time many older men tried to dis-

suade it. They told Mr. Cooper t-he town
never was any good, and never would
be woi'th considering, but in the face

of this opposition he took a chance.

Later on, when his store stood impress-
ively above the sky line, salesmen travel-

ling along the railway would point to it

and remark, "See the white elephant in

Swift Current ? Guess somebody is go-

ing to start a wbolesaJe."

How close the critics came to hitting

the mark can best be judged by review-

ing the business as its exists to-day. It

is true that all w-as not sunshine, and
there was a time when Mr. Cooper did

all his OA\Ti draying, clerking and book-

keeping. But the spirit which dominated
Cooper furnished a determination to

know the business in aJll its details, to

analyze each department for its weak
spots, to demonstrate that taking a

chance can be made a foundation for an

interesting romance in commerce.

From Grass to Wheat
Remarkable as the devellopiment of

Swift Current has been, the growth of

the W. W. Cooper Company adds several

features, characteristic of the land

narboring its patrons. Fifteen years ago
Swift Current, surrounded by a territory,

used exclusively for ranching purposes.

In 1906, however, the Government can-

celled the ranching leases and opened

the country to homesteaders. Almost
immediately a new phase of activity

hummed throughout the district. Graz-

ing herds gave way to plows and seed-

ers, and in a neriod of ten years this dis-

trict grew from rolling stretches of

prairie grass to one of the biggest wheat
producing areas in the North-West.

Development, however, was not con-

fined to the wheat fields. In response

to the increased needs of this section.

Swift Current thrived in a manner un-

dreamed of by old-timers. Four years

after the first homesteaders had located,

the Cooper Company enlarged its store

to double the former size. Coincident

with this new addition there was created

an opportunity to handle many additional

lines of merchandise, and with this

change in onerations there also develop-

ed scores of problems. They were met

and handled as they came and the store

continued its prosperous career until it

ijrig forced to exr>and a<'''ain to its present

dimensions. Rather should it be said

that it has overflowed the main build-
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ing in wfhich if was situated. About
eighteen nlonths ago the congestion be-

came so great that it was decided to

move the fiirhiture department from the

second floor tb 'a separate building, and
upsetting precedent, the drygoods de-

partment and ladies' \vear section was
moved upstairs. Here in this extensive

space it is one of the most imporatnt
features of the store.

Merchandisie is Well Displayed

It would be appropriate to mention in

connection with the dry goods section a
policy that is carried out there as well

as in all other departments. This is a
Cooper policy that is a money-maker,
and it simply consists in placing all pos-

sible goods on display instead of keeping
them on the shelves or in the store room.
The expansive section occupied by the

dry goods and ladies' wear departments
is filled to capacity with flat taibles, on
which the goods are shov^m in most at-

tractive form, always with prices marked
in plain view so that a woman may roam
about at leisure and make a selection of

the garment or piece of goods she de-

sires. On every floor in every direction

one sees a mass of goods spread out in

orderly display. The only vacant spaces

are the aisles.

The store carries an immense stock

of goods, a great portion of which were
purchased with foresight several months
ago, with the result that exceptional

values may be given in several lines. A
bssement and two great floors above
are filled to capacity.

,

Basement Ideas

Apart from the groceteria in the base-
ment, two other ideas are carried out
there which are interesting. One of

these is a miniature five and ten cent
store with all kinds of s;nall goods dis-

played on tables divided into bins. The
other is a soda fountain, where on the

hottest days in Summer, tired customers
may find relaxation and refreshment in

one of the coolest spots in town. In the

immediate proximity of this fountain is

an attractive display of candy. The en-

trance to the (groceteria is direct from
the grocery deuartment, and a sign

piominently placed at the head of the

stair? notifi?s cu-tomers of this fact.

One woman clerk handles the groceteria,

and it has been found that the sales

made there do not detract from the busi-

ness done in the grocery department pro-

^f-r. There is a soda fountain in the

grocery department on the main floor,

to which there is a direct entrance from
the street. Th<? broad and cakes baked

in the firm's own ovens are for sale in

this part of the store.

Tlifc men's furnishing department oc-

cupies the centre of the ground floor,

-with men's shoes on sale in the rear,

and the hardware department occupies

an extensive space at the left. The dis-

7)lay tables in this section of the store

are L-shaped, long and narrow. Placed

together, a passage is left in the centra

with a turn at either end. All kinds of

smallwares arc displayed on those tables.

As a sales irap there is nothing finer

in the store than the tall square show

case in an exposed place in this depart-
ment, where pipes are offered for sale

with remarkable success.

A Rest Room and Music

At the top of the broad stairs leading
to the second floor is a cosy rest room
for women, with carpeted floor and
lounge chairs, a few magazines and toilet

arrang'ements, a player piano and gramo-
phone.

In a strategic position between the
dry goods department and the ladies'

wear department on this floor are two
silent salesmen showcases. One must
pass between these two showcases to get
from one department to the other, and
they are filled with a tempting array
of blouses. The dressmaking and mil-

linery departments are on this floor.

Surprise was expressed in a conversation
with Mr. Cooper that he could induce
women to walk upstairs to do their trad-

ing. Has reply was: "They'll walk up
to the roof if you give them the right

values."

Despite the crop failures that have
visited this district, the manager of the
furniture department stated that fully

90 per cent of his sales were for the
higher igrades of goods. He states from
his knowledge of the trade that the buy-
ing public want quality, and that if they
cannot afford to buy quality they do
without.

Advertising Features Important

It is a pretty fair crite;rion of the
standing of the Cooper store in the com-
munity to say that on the first day of
their sixteenth anniversary sale, which
was held in June this year, the volume
of business surpassed any single day in

the history of the store. The sale was
opened on a Thursday and was announc-
ed by very striking full-page advertise-

ments in the local newspapers, while a
spreadeagle double page announcement
packed with special offerings was mailed
to each of the 6,00€ farmers on the mail-
ing list.

The advertising manager of this store

believes in the use of "ticklers," which
is another word for brief little remind-
ers to keep the attention of the public

constantly focussed on the store. Prior to
this big aniversary sale, therefore, he
mailed to his 6,000 out-of-town custom-
ers humorous private postcards bearing
a point relative to his announcement.
These cards have already been described

to readers of DRY GOODS REVIEW.
Twice a month there is sent out to the

mailing list a two-page folder measuring
6 by 4 inches, quoting scores of mail-

order prices for groceries. These folders

are printed at the firm's own plant, and
the reasons are set forth attractively as
to why the firm can give exceptional
values. A very large volume of busi-

ness is transacted as a result of this

method, the firm paying freight on
goods purchased over a certain amount.
Tho newspaper advertising methods

adopted by the store i^ a story in itself.

A page of display space is taken in one

local paper, and a portion of a page in

another, while all the art of the modern

advertising manager is employed to pre-
sent the announcements of the store in

sin attractive manner. These advertise-

ments abound in cuts.

A word should be said in closing about
the Cooper Santa Claus, who, dressed in

all the usual habiliments of this famous
joy bringer, comes over the "North Hill"

just before Christmas every year. Last
December he was accompanied by Little

Red Riding Hood. Carrying a huge bag
on his back he distributes presents to

the flocks of children who turn out to

meet him. The event is well introduced

by newspaper advertising and by hand-

bills distributed on the streets.

DRY GOODS STORE CO-OPERATES
WITH NEIGHBOR

It is unusual, to say the least, for a
hardware store and a dry goods store

to co-operate for mutual benefit, but

this is being done in Vancouver, and
with great success. A. Hilker & Son,

the Mount Pleasant dry goods house,

went in with their neighbor, a hardware
man, about four years ago, in the pur-

chase of a multigraphing machine.

Every week since the residents of Mount
Pleasant district receive a neatly printed

circular with season.able suggestions and

quotations on dry goods lines. On the

reverse side, the hardware man quotes

his special offerings. The advertise-

ments do not conflict with each other,

and both stores are most enthusiastic

about the sales directly resulting from

this means of advertising. Mr. H. M.

Hilker, in speaking to the representa-

tive of DRY GOODS REVIEW, stated:

"We have tried the city papers and

found that, though the circulation was

large, the majority of it is wasted, as

far as a merchant doing a strictly com-

munity business is concerned. Our

message, delivered by careful men, no

boys, and placed right in the house-

holder's letter box, is so direct and per-

sonal that our message registers weekly

in a way that we couldn't achieve in any

other way. We don't share attention

with our competitors.''

Mr. Hilker pointed out, also, that it

was not simply a matter of price-cut-

ting, as he had discontinued this prac-

tice some seven years ago. Repeated

sales and cut-rate prices have the effect

of dissatisfying the regular customer,

who buys at ordinary legitimate prices,

and gains only the temporary custom of

those who are always looking for

"snaps." Mr. Hilker advocates, as the

principals of progressive, constantly

growing business, three points: Careful

Buying, No Gambling, and a Uniform

Price Throughout the Season. "I have

tried the sales method, and the special

price method, and I am thoroughly con-

viviced that the way to build up a sub-

stantial dry goods business, one that will

have a healthy growth, is to avoid these

methods," said Mr. Hilker in onclusion.
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MARKET REPORTS

MARKETS AT A GLANCE
TORONTO, Aug. 7—From month to month the story in

the market columns has almost invariably been one of

advancing prices, and this month is by no means an
exception. Limited supplies of goods coming forward, and
values mounting to new high levels are the reports heard on
every side. Of all the markets embracing the general dry
goods trade, none report any declines in quotations, but
there is a general strengthening, and even where advances
have not occurred, there is a very firm tendency. Business
is reported active with the retail trade, and the present
season has been one of the best in years. Merchants who
were holding off, fearing that markets would slump, are
finding that such precaution is unnecessary and the thing to

do would seem to be to secure the goods at present values,
endeavoring to get deliveries, before new increases are
recorded. There is complaint among both manufacturers
and some retailers that the incoming of shorter working
hours generally is curtailing the production of goods which
are already scarce the world over.

In the market for woollens, there is no indication of
lower prices. Buyers returning to Canada from England,
speak of the difficulties encountered to secure goods. Labor
conditions and lack of fine tops are two principal factors
contributing to a continuation of a very strong market.
European buyers are also in the market for goods, and buy-
ers state that they can see no lower prices for two years. It

will be fully that time before normal conditions of supply
again prevail. Canadian manufacturers are not in a posi-

tion to accept new orders, and at present mills are running
to capacity.

In cottons, the story is one of strong prices for materials,
both here and on the American market. On the latter,

goods are being so quickly picked up that practically the
full amount provided for next Spring was sold during July.
Manufacturers are not eager to take orders. Mills are
reported booked up until next January. Fancy goods show
advances and plain staple lines, too, were quoted higher
towards the end of July.

Quotations on linens are practically double now what
they were two years ago. New stocks are exceedingly hard
to get and manufacturers in the Old Country are experi-
encing great difficulty in getting flax and the increasing
cost of labor is making it by no means an easy matter to
operate. There is nothing to indicate lower markets for a
good while to come.

Like all other markets, the situation in silks shows
marked advances. A plain silk that last March could be
purchased at $1.46 per yard, can not be bought under $2.25
per yard at the present time. Plain silks in high colors are
selling well, and novelty silks, too, are in demand.

Carpets and rugs show no changes as compared with a
month ago. Prices are very firm, and the fact that English
houses are not at all anxious for Canadian business indi-
cates that higher values may rule before long. Linoleums
are hard to get, because of the scarcity of linseed oil. Con-
goleum rugs are quoted higher. Umbrella silks show an
advance of 15 to 20 per cent.

SILKS
Prices of Raws Continue to Soar—Im-

portations of European Silks Are
Freer But Values Are High

SILKS.—As a prominent importer of
silks stated to BUY GOODS REVIEW
the other day, there are no buying- snaps
in the silk market at the present time.
In fact, according to reports, buying is

a bit difficult, and the trend of prices
is steadily upward. While in last Feb-
ruary and March the tendency was to-
wards nominally low prices, it is quite
otherwise to-day, and quotations show
advances, as compared with that period,
of from 35 to 65 pev cent. The market
for raw silk has made a rapid jump.
Advances in the raw market of from
5 to 10 cents per pound have been noted
in the past few days, but on the whole
the raw silk market has been quieter,
the excited values of an earlier market
h:xving somewhat subsided. Canton prices
i-emain unchanged owing to lack of fre-
quent cables from that centre and to
general quietude in New York. Shang-
hai sorts are up over the basis current
when the week began. China steam
filatures are on the basis of $10.75 for
Gold Double Deer. Flying Lizard is

at $10.10. These were never more than
about $8.00 during the war. Thrown
silks have been advanced 40 cents per
pound on quotations of Japanese grades
for November delivery. Throwns, ac-
cording to New York advices, are well
under order for the next two months,
and, as a consequence, it is not possible
to give an established basis for spot
values. Organzine double extra for fu-
ture delivery is noted at $12.85, and
tram, best No. 1, at $11.20.

As an evidence of the advance as re-

flected in the spot market, a plain silk

of an all silk pure dye, guaranteed for

women's dresses and linings, that sold

at $1.46 last March, cannot now be
bought under $2.25 per yard. While
there appears to be plenty of demand,
some importers are buying very cau-

tiously, fearing that the present high
prices will not last, and that with les-

sened prosperity in the country, which
is feared, there will be a slump in the

market. European silks are beginning
to arrive more freely now, and some
very pretty effects are 'being shown in

French silks.

For the first time in three years, Italian

silks are coming on the American mar-
ket, and extra classical is now quoted

at $10.50 per pound at New York. After
the first two years of the war, Italian
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silks were entirely cut off, and not until

now hsfsjtfbeen possible for American
importers to obtain them. The price
has been prohibitive, and shipping space
has been lacking. Present prices make
it possible to buy them with profit, since

they are not so very much higher than
the same grades of Japanese silks.

WOOL
Canadian Wool is Selling at an Average

Price of 65 Cents Per Yard—Can-
adian Mills Behind on Orders

WOOL.—^The Canadian wool clip is

being gradually assembled by the Co-
operative Wool Growers' Association,
and is being placed on the market. This
year the clip will total between 15 and
18 million pounds. Only about twenty
per cent, of this is used in Canada, and
the balance mainly finds a market in

tJie United States. Prices are ranging
all the way from 43 to 75 cents, accord-
ing to grade, quality and shrinkage, but
the average price is around 65 cents per
p(und. The market just now is very
strong for all fine wools. The demand
is abnormally high, and stocks or fine

wools are almost depleted. There is also

a very active market for medium wools,

but the coarse grades are slow. Most of

the Canadian manufacturers are work-
ing to capacity, and have more orders

than they can hope to fill for some time
tf) come. In fact, orders are being re-

fused. As stated in another column of

this issue, a Toronto wholesaler tried to

place an order for six hundred yards of

blue serge, but was unable to do so.

The situation in England is one that has

been greatly hampered by labor diffi-

culties, and also impaired shipping fa-

cilities. There are all kinds of Austral-

ian and' New Zealand wool waiting to

be shipped, but cannot be handled be-

cause of the lack of tonnage. Then
again, the mill workers in the Old
Land have only been working about half

time, and many of the men who were
employees before the war, have not yet

returned to their work. The output is,

of course, very much curtailed, and buy-

ers who have recently been abroad state

that it will be fully two years before

there is any normal supply of stuff.

Buyers express the opinion that there

will "he no return of easy prices. Under
present conditions there can be no lower

values, and ruling quotations now on

woollen lines are from three to five

times as high as in pre-war times, Can-
adian buyers who have been in the Old

Country speaking of the difficulties en-

countered in securing materials. There

is a big demand from European centres

for all kinds of woollens, and buyers

even in the home market are on the

spot ready to pick up any materials

that they can get hjld of. Goods are

still, however, being apportioned to buy-

ers on a basis of equal distribution, and

it is not possible to buy of any one thing

as much of it as one would desire. The
opinion among Canadian dealers is that

prices next Spring will he higher, and

that the removal of the five per cent,
surtax on Old Country goods coming
into this country will not be a factor Of
any account in reducing prices. Mer-
chants who bought early may consider
themselves fortunate, as continued
scarcity of materials is not unlikely. It

was very difficult to buy Scotch tweeds
in the Old Land, and prices will be from
$6 to $8 per yard here. Worsteds, too,

which are big sellers in this country,
will sell from $7.50 to $10.50 per yard.

COTTONS
Buyers Find Scarcity of Goods in New

York Houses, and Goods for Next
Spring Show Sharp Advances

COTTONS.—The situation in cottons
continues very strong, and buyers are
finding it exceedingly difficult to pur-
chase goods at anything tout prices that
show very marked advances. A ibuyer
of cottons in one of Toronto's large
wholesale houses told DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that on two recent visits to New
York City, for the purpose of buying
cottons, he had found it very hard to

buy, and prices were very much higher
than last year. On the first visit he
was buying wash materials for next
Spring. The staple lines didn't show
so big an advance, but all fancy stuff

was very much above last year's quota-
tions. Fancy printed voiles ran on an
average of 30 per cent, over last year's
pi'ices. Fancy printed goods are in

great demand. The sharp jump in prices

is attributed to the big inquiry, and also

to the fact that the mills are paying
much higher wages than a year ago. On
a trip to New York three weeks later,

this buyer dropped into the same houses
where he had purchased these materials,

and found that prices had again jumped
from 2% to 10 cents per yard, accord-

ing to the grade of goods. The addi-

tional advance amounted to about 15

per cent. These extra advances were
accounted for by the fact that there

were so many buyers in the market dur-

ing July that practically the full amount
provided for Spring had been sold up,

and manufacturers had to go into the

market for additional goods in the grey
(unfinished cotton), basing their ad-

vances on just what they had to pay
themselves. BuyerS; who were fortun-

ate enough to toe in the market early,

will have an advantage over the buyer
going into the market now. There seems
to be no limit to where the market
might go. Even plain staple lines ad-

vanced in the three weeks, intervening

between this buyer's two trips.

On the occasion of his last visit t3

New York, he was buying chiefly

towels, towelling, and such like. He
found the market for these goods very
high. Manufacturers' quotations for

future delivery were so high that he

toought scarcely a dozen towels. How-
ever, he was able t ) buy some good

quantities from commission men at a

saving of from 20 to 25 per cent, on

mill prices. Manufacturers all reported

being booked up to next January, and
were not at all eagei to quote for later
delivery. Going through jobbing ware-
houses, stocks of staple goods were
found to be very light. Heavy business
was reported in all directions, and a
scarcity of goods in the coming months
was prophesied.

Canadian textile mills have had to
face strikes and labor difficulties of a
more or less serious nature, and all this

has had the tendency to strengthen the
market. Canadian mills are not at all

anxious to accept orders at the present
time, already having more than enough
to keep their plants going for some
months to come. All indications point
to a return of war-time prices, there
having been already two ten per cent,

increases since April, and future buying
is bound to be at even higher figures.

LINENS
Comparisons With 1917 Quotations on

Various Lines Show Prices Prac-
tically Double

LINENS.—^The question of obtaining
linens is one presenting increasing dif-

ficulties. Announcements from the Old
Country are all to the effect that sup-
plies are very hard to obtain, and little

hope is held out for any marked im-
provement in the near future. Advices
from Belfast state that flax is exceed-
ingly hard to get, machinery is high,

and labor has increased fully fifty per
cent. Fortunately some linen manufac-
turers have had linen on hand in fairly

good stocks, otherwise they would not
have been able to meet the demand, even
as they have. Just at present manu-
facturing is very much curtailed, and
hope of any early improvement is not

held to any extent. There is nothing

certain as to the market.

No reduction is expected as far as

prices are concerned. In fact, the trend

is very much the other way. (Some price

comparisons with 1917 are interesting.

In April of that year, tatole napkins that

were quoted at the factory at 15s. 8d.

per dozen, are now selling at 33s. 8d.

Eight toy ten table cloths, which, at

that time sold at 15s. 3d. are now worth

32s. Id. Plain embroidery linen, 36

inches wide, has more than doubled in

price. It is now quoted at 56V^d. Plain

buck towels, hemstitched, 22 by 38

inches, were worth I8s. in 1917, tout are

now offered at 38s. 6d. These advances

have taken place in the last two years,

and do not take into consideration the

increases in the first two years of the

war, making it quite evident that com-

parisons with pre-war values would show

prices nure than three times their

former figures.

A large importer of linens, and a rep-

resentative of an Old Country manufac-

turing concern, told DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that he did not consider the fact

that Canada was to be allotted two mil-

lion yards of the aeroplane linen thai

had recently toeen purchased in Eng-
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land, would have any effect on the max-
kct here. There were very few uses to

which it could be put. It was mjstiy
a very coarse linen, and almost brown
in color. It might find some dema^-'-l

for ladies' suits, but he did not think it

was, light enough in shade to be popular
as such. As for bleaching it, he did not
think it was possible to do so, as there
were not the facilities fjr doing so in

this country; some buyers interviewed
were of the same opinion.

DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Materials Are in Limited Supply and
Strong Prices Are Ruling

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS.—
Strong mar^kets prevail for draperies
and curtains. There is a big inquiry

both in the home and foreign markets.
In the latter, the signing of peace has
opened up new channels of outlet, and
a shortage of materials later on is not
unlikely, in view of the almost abnormal
inquiry. Prices show very material ad-

vances, and even at the higher levels,

Canadian buyers in the Old Country are

experiencing considerable difficulty in

filling their requirements. There is a
big demand for British merchandise for

the Canadian market, as these goods
were hard to secure during the war, and
will now find a very ready sale in this

country. France is again entering the

world market, but it will be some time
yet before production will be normal.

Some of the larger mills are again man-
ufacturing damasks, tapestries, and bro-

cades, but a market almost bare of these

fine quality goods will more than take

care of all that can be turned out.

United States manufacturers are pretty

well booked up for the balance of the

year. Importers aind wholesale firms

advise buying as early as possible, for,

as the season progresses, there is apt to

be a shortage of materials in some
lines, owing to the increasing difficulty

experienced in securing new goods. Some
very fine assortments of furniture cov-

erings and velours for curtains are being

sliown, but are in very limited supply.

CARPETS AND RUGS
Congoleum Rugs Show Sharp Advances
—Wiltons and Axminsters Are

Steady and Firm

CARPETS AND RUGS.—The feature

01 the market for carpets and rugs and

other lines of floor coverings is the

sharp advance in quotations on con-

goleum rugs. The size, 9 x 12, that has

been selling at $11 is now worth $12.

Other sizes show advances in proportion.

Stocks are light, and there has been a

big demand for the same. Problems of

labor, and the higher wages demanded,
have entered into the advances. Lino-

leums and oilcloths, too, show very

strong tendencies. One factor contrib-

uting to the strength of the linoleum

market is the scarcity of linseed oil. It

is almost impossible to get floor oils or
linoleums.

Quotations on carpets and rugs show
no changes, but they are firm at very
strong levels. The tendency is towards
higher prices, as there is a tremendous
demand for carpets and rugs, both on
this side and in the Old Land. A Eur-
opean demand has developed in Great
Britain and inquiry from France and
Belgium is on a very large scale. It is

increasingly difficult to place orders
with English manufacturers, as they are
finding no trouble in disposing of their

goods over there, and are consequently
not as particular as they otherwise might
be to secure Canadian orders.

NOTIONS
Bayers Recently in New York Found It

Exceedingly Difficult to Get the
Necessary Supplies

NOTIONS.—Representatives of To-
ronto houses, who have just returned
from New York, speak with very much
concern, in regard to the almost bare
markets in many lines they find there.

Every line of staple notions is hard to

secure, and manufacturers and jobbers
are each paying particular attention to

their own trade, that is the people who
have bought from them for years. Even
though an old custoivier, it is exceedingly
difficult to get goods, and it is abso-
lutely impossible to secure one's full

order.

Pearl buttons have advanced ten per
cent, in the last few weeks, and ivory
buttons have been in such demand this

Summer that it is practically impossible
to get any; prices are very high. Com-
position buttons arc taking their place

to a certain extent. The labor situation

is largely responsible for the strong
markets. Employees are demanding big-

ger wages, and manufacturers do not
know what to charge for their goods, in

the face of the unsettled condition of

labor. That the T.orchant who wants
holiday goods should order now, is em-
phasized.

Goods for Christmas were not usually

bought until September, but many houses
have already made their purchases,

fearing that next month, prices might
be higher, and gjods even harder to

get.

Hair ornaments have had quite a big-

demand, and prices are very strong.

Elastics in the cotton are quoted a

little lower, but the silks are higher.

The quality of the elastics is not as

good as it was a few months ago.

The recent advances in mending yarns

are maintained, and in light supply.

Threads are quoted slightly lower

again, according to a recent ann )unce-

ment of the Central Agency.

Hair nets are very scarce, and buy-
er?! from the States have been scouring

Canada in an effort to get what sup-

plies they could buy here. Deliveries

have been very poor. The silk nets

are more easily procured.

BURLAPS PRICES
WITHDRAWN

Due to the unusual situation in the
primary markets, sellers of burlaps
in New York largely withdrew prices
on July 28. Eight-ounce "40s" were
nominally quoted at 14 to 14^4 cents,
with 10% -ounce goods of the same
width held at 16 cents. The excitement
seems to be due in good part to the high
cost of jute, which is quoted in London
ac the record level of 63 pounds, ster-

ling per ton. The Calcutta market was
described as having "gone crazy," and
the same was true of Dundee. At the

latter price the present price of heavy
wide goods is only one-half penny un-
der the maximum war-time level es-

tablished by the British Government.
That price was 9M: pence per yard for

10% -ounce, forty-inch goods, while the

current figure is 8^/4 pence. The lowest

price touched by these goods following

the signing of the armistice was 6^/4

pence.

WINDOW SHADES
Price is Down 75 Cents a Dozen

WINDOW SHADES.—Prices are re-

duced on window shades 75c per dozen.

Some of the new prices are as follows

Plain 3 ft. by 6 ft., Dominion, $8.60

Regal, $10.95; dado 3 ft. by 6 ft., $9.75

Dominion, $12.10; Regal No. 55, fringed

$9.75; Dominion. The following rela-

tive prices are quoted for 3 ft. by 6 ft.

Dominion and Regivl respectively: No.

856 fringed, $11.20 to $13.50; No. 17

fringed and insertion, $14.05 to $16.40;

lace, $11.20 to $13.50; insertion, $11.45

to $13.80; lace and insertion, $14.05 to

$16.40; No. 550, scalloped lace, $14.35

to $16.70.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Embargo is Placed on Export of Hides

—Scarcity of Shoes is Feared by

Some Dealers

BOOTS AND SHOES.—An embargo
has been placed on the export of hides

by the Canadian Government, but ac-

cording to the opinion of some shoe

wholesalers, it has come too late, for

most of the hides have been shipped out

of the country. The embargo has been

placed, pending further investigations

into the high prices of shoes. Retailers

maintain that shoes will not be any

higher for Fall, and wholesalers state

that on deliveries for the next two

months there is not likely to be much

change, but after that there is no say-

ing what might occur. Stocks are suf-

ficient to carry the trade along for the

abovfe period. As one prominent dealer

expressed it, the fear of higher prices is

not so great as the fear of a scarcity of

shoes. Indications point to scarce sup-

plies for next Spring, and the possibility

is that with a shortage of footwear,

prices will not come down any. The

United States will buy all the shoes they

can get at the present time, and there is

a^so a very heavy inquiry from Europe.
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RAVE YOU ADVERTISING SLACKERS

f

IS your store getting all the advertising it should?

Not only newspaper advertising, but all the ad^

vertising because this consists of a lot more than

newspaper space, valuable as newspaper space is.

There are at least twelve ways in which your store

can be well aidvei"ltlised besides using the newspapers

and unless you are using them you have some ad-

vertising ''slackers." One of your very best ads.

should be your store windows and you cannot pay
too much attention to them because they will produce

results just in proportion to the care they get. An-
other big ad. for your store is your store display.

Goods attractively displayed will not only sell, but

people will tell others about them. Your whole

store appearance is constantly telling people whether

5^ou are a good merchant or not. If the floors are

not kept clean, the show cases immaculate, your
windows properly washed and the sidewalks clean

and if unsoiled tags are not used for pricing, all

these things are advertising against you. No store

has a better ad. than courteous service. This is

one thing that people always remember and tell

others about. Your delivery truck should be a good
ad. for your business. Your stationery should be

another. Many firms get good advertising out of

enclosures sent out with monthly statements. Many
others get a lot of publicity out of enclosures in

every parcel sent out. Some firms use special wrap-
ping paper, stickers or advertising tape. The matter
sent out by manufacturers will frequently help
materially in advertising your store. Circular letters

are an effective and inexpensive way by which many
firms get a lot of good advertising and good business.

Another means of advertising that is often neglected
by merchants is their telephone. This can be made
to produce a lot of bu.siness if properly handled.

Although each of these suggestions may seem

relatively unimportant, the cumulative effect of

them all means a lot of extra advertising and good

business.

SOME ADVERTISING

THE following item appeared amongst the edi-

torial matter in a country newspaper: What
might have been a very sad accident happened last

week on a farm just outside of Glace Bay. The
family were having their breakfast when the mother,

who had been suffering from a cold, got a piece of

bread stuck in her crop. The poor woman imme-
diately turned black in the face; the children being

in a frightful state of consternation could do nothing,

when fortunately, with superhuman efforts, the lady

succeeded in removing the obstacle, and her life was

saved. I imagine the joy of her husband who was

working out in the field, when she informed him
of her narrow escape from an early grave. ''What

was the cause of it?" he inquired, "Well," she said,

"I was in a great hurry to go down and get a suit

for Buddy at Brasbie's sale, he is almost giving

things away now, as he is anxious to get sold out,

and attend to his farm at Brasbieville, now that the

seeding season is on."

Can you beat it?

THE SMALL THINGS THAT AFFECT SALES

VERY small things frequently have an import-

ant bearing on sales, and the customer more

often than most people realize takes her cue from the

man who sells the goods. The salesman who throws

things on the counter or handles them carelessly, by

so doing discredits the goods he sells. Uncon.scious-

ly the careless handling is reflected on the customer's

mind as an indication of their little value. A good

salesman always handles his goods with care, as

though he appreciated their worth, and was anxious

to impress this fact on the customer. It is a small

tiling, l)ut it is small tlnng.s ihal count.

MAKE the most of the Summer and holiday lines

l)y concentrating upon intensive selling campaigns.

Use every means of publicity to get your message

across.



WHY IS THE KNEE-PANTS AND KNICKERBOCKER
' BUSINESS NEGLECTED?

Retailers and Manufacturers Deplore Lack of Interest and Appreciation on Part of Each
Other in the Possibilities for Developing Greater Business on This Article of Boys'

Wearing Apparel—Pro and Con Discussions on This Subject.
From Men's Wear

ARE manufacturers of boys' knicker-

bockers overlooking a golden op-

portunity? A buyer for the boys'

clothing department of a large New
York department store says they are. He
affirms that they fail to realize the pos-

sibilities that are present in their line

of endeavor and that an outsider might
enter the field and achieve a startling

success in the business which offers

greater possibilities to-day than ever be-

fore, while those who are in that business

are asleep or dozing.

Visitors from all sections of the coun-
try drop into his department from time
to time, he says, and ask for information
as to who make boys' knee pants, for

the manufacturers, as a general thing,

are quite unknoviTi to a good many re-

tailers. In contrast, he points to firms
who have been rewarded with fortunes
through the manufacture of men's
trousers, and indicates that, while the
volume of men's separate trousers sold

is not nearly so great as that of boys'

knickebockers, the firms and their pro-

duct of those making men's pants are
known to everyone in the trade.

Six pairs of pants are sold for every
suit that is bought for the boy, is the
proportion he names, and yet thei'e is no
manufacturer who stands out pre-
eminently in the minds of retailers or
of the general public as specifically boys'
knickerbockers and knee pant manufac-
turers. "It seems that they are ashamed
of their business," this buyer said, "and
instead of trying to originate something
in their own line and to develop it into

a big propositon, they slavishly try to

copy the success of somebody else with
another line, boys' clothing, for instance,
when wonderful opportunities lie un-
noticed right at their own doors. In the
light of the success that has rewarded
some of those in the boys' clothing field

and in the young men's field, the knee
pants business, perhaps, to them seems
small."

As an example of what can be done
with things that were once held to be
insignificant, he indicates the lowly sand-
wich, saying, "A number of years ago
the customer who entered a restaurant
and ordered a sandwich and a cup of
coffee met with scant attention from the
waiter, who, however, hustled at top
speed for the customer who ordered a
meal. Someone conceived the idea of ex-
ploiting the sandwich and opened up
marble finished and expensively decorated
establishments just to take care of the
kind of custom other restaurants looked
upon with disfavor. To-day fortunes are
being enjoyed by those who entered into
the business of dispensing the five-cent

sandwich along original, money-making
lines. The despised sandwich customer
was a very desirable customer to those

with a vision that took in the possibili-

ties of the business."

Just what this man's criticism applies

to is perhaps a tendency on the part of

manufacturers in the knickerbocker and
knee pants line to let things go as they
are and to carry their business along as

It always has been operated, that is,

as far as present conditions will permit.

The buyer whose remarks are quoted
seems to think that the mother, having
now become accustomed to paying con-

siderably advanced prices, is in a men-
tal attitude where she would be suscep-

tible to the claims made by some branded,
advertised line of high character. To
the suggestion that the shortage of mer-
chandise might handicap or defeat the

object of a manufacturer who might try

to establish his brand in the public mind
through the channel of advertising and
the maintenance of a standard, he avers
that in his buying he has not found
shortage of merchandise to be serious.

"How is it," he asks, "that when I want
a certain garment in knickerbockers, it

is not in his stock, but the manufacturer
always offers to make it up for me?"

It is apparent that either the indif-

ference of the manufacturer in develop-

ing new ideas in the knickerbocker busi-

ness or the attitude of the average re-

tailer toward that proposition is not in-

spiring much progress in that line, for

according to all accounts it stands to-

day where it has always stood. Of
course, the economic conditions of the
country have helped to eliminate some of

the cut-throat features of the business

that may have existed, but it is said that
in comparison with other lines, no one
is doing a really distinctive business.

No firm or firms stand out as the big

knickerbocker and knee pants people.

When the retailer thinks of knicker-

bockers, does he instantly recall some
firm as the big knickerbocker house ?

Does the mother, in buying knicker-

bockers for her boy. look for some trade-

mark or name that gives her confidence

in what she is buying?
A manufacturer of knee pants deplores

the neelect with which the knee pants
nroposition is treated bv the trade, whioh
is a view from the other side of the
fence. He points out that, while there

are undoubtedly five or six pairs of knee
nants sold to every suit that is sold, yet

there is onlv one store in the great citv

of New York, with a million and a half

boys, which thinks enough of knee pants
to advertise them. That store, he be-

lieves, sells more boys' clothing, suits

and knee pants, than any store in New
York.

He predicts that within six months the
knee pants and knickerbocker business
will get into what he describes as the old

cut-throat method of doing business
which was in practice prior to the time
when the piece goods situation and the
labor situation nrade a sellers' market,
and the only remedy he sees is the re-

lief afforded by owning a branded, ad-

vertised line, which rises superior to

price battles.

Department stores, however, are big

buyers of boys' knee pants and they do
not look with any particular favor upon
the advertised brand, according to this

manufacturer, because they feel that if

they once carry a branded article, it

means that the store is forever tied up
with that brand. They prefer to carry
lines tiiat may be changed when a better

price presents itself, for they appreciate

that they have not the opportunity of

bargaining with a branded line.

Where knickerbockers are carried by
the clothier, the knickerbocker customer
is often neglected. For example, if two
customers should enter the store simul-

taneously and one proved to be a knee
pants or knickerbocker customer and the

other a suit customer, the suit customer
would get all of the attention because

of the larger margin and bigger sale.

Knickerbockers have now reached a price

where the amount of the sale is not

negligible. A pair of blue serge knicker-

bockers, which might have been sold for

a dollar some time ago, are now selling

for around four dollars, and a dollar

and a half or two dollars is the average

and almost standard price of knicker-

bockers to-day.

Those manufacturers who sell only to

jobbers see nothing to the knee pants

and knickerbocker business but a price

proposition. The manufacturer who can

increase production and thereby reduce

the price believes that he has accom-

plished a good stroke, for, as one of them
remarked, "a difference of five cents on

a dozen means a big difference in busi-

ness." With them, wherever a comer
can be cut, it means a chance to slice

the price.

Even though a large percentage of the

knickerbocker and knee nants business

may be a price proposition from the

viewpoint of many manufacturers, job-

bers, retailers and ultimate buyers, the

creation of a consumer demand for a

branded line might take a manufacturer

out of a price war if conditions revert

to that, leaving him a fair margin of

profit and permitting the maintenance

of a standard in the garments.
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However, there are those who believe

that the old conditions cannot return.

A manufacturer, who is reco^ized in

the trade as producing- a high-g^rade line

of boys' pants, says that, while he has
never gone after business on a price

basis, such a condition existed with many,
but labor's demands for shorter hours
and more pay have resulted in under-
production and the scramble for cus-

tomers will not be so heated as to make
five cents on the dozen a deciding factor.

The majority in the business believe

that the department stores are the largest
distributors of knickerbockers and that
clothiers are neglecting opportunities
when they do not give careful attention
to this line. They admit that it is quite
natural for the salesman and the pro-
prietor to devote more attention to the
sale of a suit than to a pair of knicker-
bockers or knee pants, for in point of
time it takes almost as long to sell a
pair of these as it does to sell a suit.

The woman is said to be just as particu-
lar in buying a pair of pants as she is

in buying a suit. She will make the
most minute examination of the ma-
terial and workmanship.
From another angle it would seem that

the particular woman should prove a
good customer for high-class knicker-
bockers, well made, of good material
and the recognized product of some well-
known maker. The woman who buys
boys' knee pants does not confine her
purchases to these items, and the boy
for whom they are bought does not wear
only knickerbockers, but also wears suits.

If the clothier carries knickerbockers and
knee pants, and gives their sale suf-
ficient attention, he will no doubt attract
customers for boys' suits, for, on the
whole, the sale of an individual iiem
is less important than the profit in se-
curing a long continued patronage, dur-
ing which a number of pairs of knicker-
bockers are sold, as well as the propor-
tion of suits to knee pants and knicker-
bockers that the woman buvs for her boy.
A retail clothier attributes several

causes for an admittedly poor business
in knickerbockers. The reason he does
not sell more of them is not because he
does not want to, or because their sale
might interfere with suit sales, for he
says he would sell grass seed if he could
make it go, but because the garments
that are offered to him by manufacturers
are unsatisfactory to his cu^'tomers. Thev
lack variety and are skimped as to
measurements. Knickerbocker makers,
he claims, are not keepine pace with the
progress in the boys' clothing field.

Another contributing factor to a de-
cided falling off dn his knee pants busi-
ness, he says, is that better suits are
being bought for the boy to-day. The
suits are made better and are of better
material, and the mother is willing to
pay decidedly more for the suit that con-
tains quality. Then, too, pants that are
reinforced where the wear comes, with
double seats and made stronger, to some
degree make extra pants less necessary,
he claims.

The majority of knickerbocker manu-

facturers are not making their merchan-

dise to coirespond with the improve-

ment in suits, and that is what the retail

buyer expects when she is asked to pay
a good price for extra pants. She de-

mands the same generous sizes and good
workmanship that the original pants ac-

companying the suit contained.

This retailer asserts that he has not

bought any knckerbockers to speak of

for more than a year just because he

could not get what he wanted and be-

cause the stock he carried was not mov-
ing. He is frank to say that the price

of the kind of goods he wants would be

high and that perhaps customers would
be reluctant to pay six or seven dollars

for a pair of knickerbockers for a boy.

Another retailer has a solution of the

price problem which he believes he would
adopt if he were a manufacturer of boys'

knickerbockers. He would put out two
lines, one of a good quality such as go
with the suits and a fair line matching
the suit sizes and colors, made of a

cheaper mixture. This would give Mm
some latitude in prices.

The knickerbocker and knee pants

proposition is fundamentally one of

economy, the mother buying these pants

to replace those worn out with the suit,

or to wear in place of those belonging

to the suit. While the boy is wearing
these knickerbockers, he is saving his

suit. As a consequence, the extra

knickerbockers, being used as a knock-

about medium of economy, and making
no particular pretension as to style, the

woman is not inclined to pay a price

that warrants extraordinary efforts in

the movement of thist merchandise by
the retailer, unless she is educated to do

so.

The gospel of the economy that lies

in good merchandise can always be

preached, is usually believed and should

have just as strong an appeal in boys*

knickerbockers as in anything else. K
a pair of boys' knickerbockers retailing

at four dollars will give more than twice

the service of a pair at a dollar and a

half, and at the same time present an
appearance that offers a much stronger

attraction as stock than does the cheaper
pair, to say nothing of their appearance
when donned by the boy, then it should

follow that there is room for a campaign
telling these facts and guaranteeing
their authenticity by affixing a trade-

mark which the mother recognizes as

standing for the quality and service

which results in greater economy in the

long run.

All who buy boys' knickerbockers and
knee pants are not influenced by dire

necessity, and because a mothei- buys a

pair of knickerbockers instead of a
whole suit is no indication of poverty.

There are knee pant makers who are

producing and marketing merchandise on
the basis of quality alone. Economical
motives, no doubt, prompt even the well-

to-do to buy separate knickerbockers for

boys, and it is quite natural to assume
that these would be willing and anxious
to secure satisfaction in a good grade
of merchandise at a good price, pro-
vided they had a means of recognizing it

despite a lack of expert knowledge of
material and workmanship.
There are signs of an awakening, how-

ever, for a manufacturer of men's
trousers is now actively soliciting busi-
ness for knickerbockers and manufac-
turers of boys' suits are also making a
play for separate pants business.

HOW TO MAKE THE BOW
Reginald bought an evening tie, and,

wishing t3 be immaculate, asked the
shop assistant to tell him the correct

way to tie a bow.
"Well, sir," said the obliging assist-

ant, "you hold the tie in your left hand
and your collar in the other. Slip your
neck in the collar and cross the left-hand
end of the tie over the right with the left

hand, steadying the right end with the
other hand. Then drop both ends, catching
the left with the right and the other with
the other. Eeverse hands and pick up
the loose end with the nearest hand.
Pull this end through the loop with
your unengaged hand and squeeze. You
will find the bow tied and all you have
to do is to disentangle your hands."

—

Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.

NEW OVERALL CONCERN
J. A. Lenox, for ten years sales man-

ager of the Peabody Corporation, has
announced his resignation to establish

a plant of his own at Windsor, Ont.
The new plant, which occupies two

floors of the building on Sandwich
street, has been initiated under the firm
name of the Lenox Manufacturing Com-
pany, and will be in operation this

month.
The officers and employees of the

Peabody Corporation recently suspended

operations fjr an afternoon and gath-

ered together to bid farewell to Mr.

Lenox.
Mr. Lenox has been in the overall

business for 15 years and in striking

out for himself he :ias the assurance of

thorough aoqu,aintance with the busi-

ness, as well as with buyers from coast

to coast.

An American reporter was struck by

the shabby clothes worn by the British

delegates at the peace convention. If

prices keep going up, there will be a

general disposition to dress like states-

men.
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Shirts Properly Displayed Sell Themselves
The above photograph shows the up-to-the-minute and one - minute - past

shirt department. The stock is exceUenthj displayed and is to all intents and

purposes a self-serve display, as the customer can see a wonderful assortment-

can handle the articles ami make his own choice with very little assistance from
the salesman.

PEARL DERBYS COMING BACK
Some of the largest hat makers in the

United States predicted last Spring that

the pearl and light shades of grey

Derbys would be in strong demand by
Fall, 1919. Now, early as it is, a num-
ber of retailers are showing this class

of hat for the first step towards a felt

Winter hat away froim Summer styles

of Sennets and Panamas that have been
more popular than ever this season.
Prices on the best grades of felt hats
will average $9, this being a raise of

$1 over retail prices prevailing last

year. That tbere will be a big demand
for felts of all kinds and prices goes
without Slaying, for besides the regular
trade there will have been some 100,000
soldiers returned to Canada in the Sum-
mer months, and experience has taught

us that the returned man is a good
spender and invariably buys the best.

INTER-ALLIED COLONIAL EXHIBI-
TION AT PARIS

At the sitting of the French Chamber
of Deputies on 12th June, a bill was
passed providing for the holding of an
Inter-Allied colonial exhibition at Paris

in the year 1924. In connection with
this exhibition a buildmg is to be erected

for a permanent colonial museum.

George A. Dobbie, Gait, Ont., vice-

president and secretary-treasurer of

Newlands & Co., Ltd., and a partner in

the Gait Robe Company, has been elect-

ed a director of the Dominion Life Assur-
ance Company of Waterloo.

SIMPSON'S BUILD IN HALIFAX
A site was purchased in the north end

of Halifax, by the Robert Simpson Co.,

Limited, of Toronto, and contracts have
been left for the construction of a five-

story fireproof mail-order building of

100 by 300 feet. The intention is to

push the erection of this building to have
it ready for occupation in Autumn.

George Morgan is opening a 25-cent

store in Huntsville, Ont. In addition ta

the main feature, side lines include some-

articles in women's and children's ready-

to-wear clothing.

The headquarters office of the Asso-

ciated Business Papers, Inc., has beem

moved from 500-503 Candler Building,.

220 West 42nd street, to a largieri.loca-

tion at 1700-1702, same building.
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Let Carhartt Advertising

Work For Your Store
Through a long list of Canadian publications we are

educating people throughout the country to the value of

Carhartt service obtained through Carhartt's Overalls,

Allovers and Gloves. Just how much business you derive
from this national advertising will depend to some extent
on you. Instead, therefore, of letting people find out for

themselves that you carry the Carhartt line, suppose you
let them know that you do.

A display of Carhartt's Overalls and Allovers and
Gloves in your windows in conjunction with our adver-
tising matter will do much to bring business to you by
identifying your store as the place where Carhartt pro-
ducts are sold.

Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills
LIMITED

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

lirm-n T ,,
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What Is the Outlook for

Fall and Winter Trade ?

So far as Challenge Cleanable Collars are concerned
—Good

!

There are undoubtedly more users of Challenge
Collars than ever this Fall.

Reasons? A white collar that never goes to the
laundry is both satisfactory and economical. A collar

that does not fray and give out after a couple of
weeks, is a hit with the young fellows. The shapes, sizes and styles of Challenge
Collars meet the present demand of men—old and young—who give care to their

dress.

And Challenge Collars are constantly and persistently advertised to the public.

This publicity is bound to act as a stimulant to your Fall and Winter trade.

Are you slocked up on Challenge Collars lo gel your

share of business ? Let us send you our Collar Sland,

store cards and adocrlising fealures that help sales.

The Arlington Co. of Canada
Limited

63 Bay Street : Toronto, Ont.

'«//«/«////«/«////////"
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mm
FOR THE

FALL HUNTING
SEASON

Every Sportsman will need as

part of his equipment, a pair of

the popular and old reliable

GLOVES
Be Sure Your Stock is Complete.

STYLES
Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and Band Top

WEIGHTS
Heavy, Medium or Light

MATERIALS
Leather Tip, Leather Faced, Jersey

Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate or Oxfords

Made in Canada by

The American Pad &
Textile Company

CHATHAM ONTARIO

HAUGH BRAND KIDDIES' GARMENTS

The original Canadian-made garment ideal for

children, all the year round for in and out

of doors.

Saves wearing, washing and mending of less

sturdy, easily soiled garments—and stockings,

too.

Look for the HAUGH label, which ensures

your getting the ORIGINAL garment with

the sturdiest quality of material and work-
manship, the most attractive appearance, and
the best wearing qualities for utility and long,

hard wear.

THE J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., Limited
TORONTO

Manufacturers of

THE FAMOUS ''ARM &HAMMER BRAND"
Shirts, Overalls and Trousers



The Outlook for Flax
Seed Selection in Order to Get Uniformity Necessary for Really High Grade Product-

Shortage Inev'itable for Next Two Years, Says Irish Authority.

Sy a prominent flax merchant of Belfast, Ireland

IT
has been said that "No flax spin-

ning mill was ever stopped for want
of flax, though many a one has been

stopped for want of money." There
are undoubtedly some flax spinners who
believe that that still holds good for the
future, and still more manufacturers and
sellers of the cloth who proceed on that
assumption.

But those who try to think ahead and
reckon up the possible supply of flax
at the end of this year on the one hand,
and the probable demands of users on
the other are perplexed.

All depends on Russia, and Russia is

a riddle to which no one can give the
answer. According to best advices
available, there are cjnsiderable quanti-
ties of flax throughout Russia. But we
ask ourselves are these stocks reason-
ably safe from destruction, or is it pos-
sible to get them out amid the turmoil?
Should conditions soon improve, are the
railways in a condition to handle large
quantities of produce, and will there be
any considerable acreage under flax this

year? All these questions are of the ut-

most importance for our industry, espe-
cially for Scotland and Belgium. The
Irish and French flax-spinning indus-
tries might make shift to keep going on
their home supplies, the Irish spindles

being so much finer than those of the
other countries, and the work of re-

establishment of the French mills being
slow after their destruction at the hand
of the Germans.

It is inconceivable that anything like

full supplies will be exported from Rus-
sia this Summer. My own opinion is

that nothing more than insignificant

quantities of Russian flax will get out,

the result being a disaster of the first

magnitude, especially for Scotland and
Belgium. We should then be dependent
\ipon existing stocks in Western Europe,
together with the product of the 1919

crop.

Small Supply of Linen for Two Years

The existing stocks of flax in spin-

ners' hands are small—dangerously
small—but consumption for the time be-

ing is reduced to a minimum, so that

with what flax remains to be bought of

1918 crop, there should be enough to

allow our mills to continue spinning for

this year. We then fall back upon the

1919 crop. What is its acreage to be?
And still more important, what yield

may we expect?

A maximum from the combined crops

of Ireland, Holland, Belgium, France,

Canada and British East Africa might

turn out to be as much as 40,000 tons;

but, on the other hand, it might be no
more than 25,000 tons. That would all

be used up in the first months of 1920,

and for some months supplies would en-
tirely fail.

In face of this it is difficult to see

how flax prices can come down in the
absence of Russian exports. Prices for

the 1919 crop may rule quite as high
as those for 1918; we should therefore

have a reasonable expectation of turn-
ing over our present high-priced stocks

without loss. The demand for linen at

these prices may be small, but the sup-

ply for the next two years will almost
C2rtainly be small also. Buyers, there-

fore, should operate with confidence,

and holders of stocks should not be
tempted to cut prices.

This is my view of the present situa-

tion, and unfortunately little or nothing
can be done to remedy our shortage for

the next two years. Let us, therefore,

look farther ahead.

Qualities Have Been Tending Downwards

Before the war flax was being sjld

by the producers too near the margin
of cost to induce larger acreages. Ad-
mittedly the quality of flax was tend-

ing downwards, and so were the aver-

age yields. It seemed as if nobody was
taking the trouble to maintain the

standard of the crop and assure us of

a constant and sufficient supply of

suitable raw material.

There were, no doubt, many weak
spots in the all-round management of

the flax and linen industry to account
for this want of concern.

One of the most fatal was manufac-
turing to price rather than manufac-
turing to standard, coupled too often

with unsound costing methods. Manu-
facturing to price tends to induce too

favorable estimates of waste and turn

off and to the steadily increasing em-
ploynvent of low-priced raw material.

The effect of this policy is to keep
down the market value of the better

grades of product at each stage and
destroy the incentive to reach and main-
tain a high level of quality. The dif-

ference between using bad raw material

and good is that in the former case

results at every stage are likely to fall

below expectations, while the contrary

is the case with good material.

Better Grading of Flax Required

In the past, how many took the trou-

ble to find out whether they were buy-
ing flax or water. How many really

tested in their costs of line the value

of good scutching, or, if they knew the

benefit, how many were willing to pay
its market value? It is ruinous to buy
water at the price of flax, and it is a

blunder to refuse to pay the relative

price for a better article and expect the

better article to be forthcoming. In

these matters of marketing, proper en-

couragement has not been given to pro-

The sources of the British supplies of flax, showing the average during the years
19Q2-1905; Russian supplies heavily predominating.

Tiuii "*OyOe
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The Flax Production of the World by Countries. The quantities in Germany
and Belgium are computed on the basis of acreage and yield.
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perly handled flax. We must always
•endeavor to get better qualities of flax,

of yarn, or cljth, but at the same "time

we want cheaper flax—that is, in the

present circumstances, a flax which has

not gone up in price relatively as much
as wages and other materials. Is this

possible with producing costs as they

are at present and not much prospect

of their reduction ? I believe it is.

Apart from improved mechanical

means of handling the crop, a larger

and more uniform yield would achieve

that result. The improvement possible

in that way and the consequent relief

to the industry could be very great.

Double the present average yields is not

a wild dream. This is the considered

opinion of more than one experienced

and thoughtful flax grower. Could any-
thing approaching that result be ob-

tained, there would be a tremendous
stimulus to flax growing. How is this

tu be obtained? The answer is: By
seed selection. To those who do not

realize what present conditions are this

may seem a quite inadequate answer to

a difficult question.

What is it that enlightened flax grow-
ers have been complaining about for

years. The seed does not germinate
simultaneously, some plants get ahead
of others and mature sooner, the flax,

therefore, cannot be pulled at the proper

time for all the plants in the crop. Some
are over ripe and others are immature;
the evil is accentuated by the retting,

some plants being under retted, while

others are badly over retted. The yield

in scutching is affected and the flax is

rippy. Even of tlie plants that ger-

iniiiate together, some are taller by na-

ture than others, and this makes for

T)ad yields in scutching. The conse-

quences of irregularity in growing flax

are felt in every operation of scutch-

ing, spinning and weaving.

Seed Selection Essential

The explanation of this trouble is that

our seed is a mixed seed. There is not

on^ variety in it, but perhaps dozens of

varieties, each with its different char-

acteristics of quick or slow germination,

short, or long, or branching habit, early

or late maturity. The only way to avoid

the evil consequences of this mixing is

to resort to seed selection, isolating the

various strains, dropping the middling

and po )r ones and concentrating on the

"best varieties.

This work happily is about emerging
from the experimental period, and in

two or three years the area under
selected strains should be counted by
the 1,000 acres. It is work, moreover,

which will have to be continually pro-

ceeding to prevent a relapse into the

present ruinous conditions. This should

"be one of the great functions of the

Linen Industry Research Association,

Tjvhose establishment is imminent, and
of which everyone engaged in the linen

industry should become a member.
The immediate outlook for flax users

is not rosy, but already we can see the

signs of the break of a better day.

DRESS LINENS FOR 1920

Reports from trade authorities in New
York state that a growing interest is

being manifested in linens as a fashion-

able dress fabric for next Summer. The
prices are just about three times as

much as before the war, but that does

not seem to make any difference to the

fashion cycle. The demand even at pres-

ent is such as to overbalance the supply

very greatly. Buyers are showing their

chief interest for next season in blues,

rose and brown.

"Out of our color card of 32 shades,

three blues, rose and brown are among
those buyers have shown most interest

in " said a converter.

A buyer who recently returned to New
York from Europe states that big quan-

tities of German linens have been held

in Rotterdam, shortly to be launched on

markets elsewhere. At the sources of

supply in Europe merchandise is said to

be more scarce than ever and prices

seem shockingly hign to representatives

of stores which have been operating on
their immense stocks purchased before

the war.

ONTARIO FLAX CROPS DISAP-
POINTING

Sixteen of the 30 companies in Ontario,

which operate 37 of the 51 mills in dif-

ferent parts of the Province, claim that

the crop is not a success. Generally

speaking, they claim that one-third of

the crop on the 11,000 acres will have

to be cut instead of being pulled. The
flax is very short because of the

drought.

The old flax-growing district of

Southwestern Ontario is the hardest hit

this season. The only districts in which

flax is doing well is around Pickering,

Oshawa and Bowmanville, where it was

never grown previous to this year. It

is exceptionally good at those places.

New Cotton Products
A Double-face Kimona Cloth and a Turkish Towelling Made

in Canada—Suitable for Bath Robes and House

Slippers—May be Sold Over Counter When
Production is Under Way.

Some interesting cotton fabrics are be-

ing develoi>ed by an Ontario manu-
facturer. One of these is a heavy grade

of Turkish towelling in dark shades and
patterns which are suitable for making
house slippers. There is a future pos-

sible for this cloth, being sold over the

counters and in bathroibe lengths with a

border design. This material is quite

popular for these purposes in the United
States. The maker here says that the

matter of color and design is quite im-

material since he has the equipment for

turning out anything in that line. The
cloth is of firm texture and even close

weave. When used for house slippers

it is duplexed with a lining which pro-

"^ndes a nocessary stiffness and a smooth
finish which shows every indication of

being satisfactory.

Another development by the same
manufacturer is a double face kimona
cloth with eiderdown finish, which is

claimed to be as warm as wool. "That
may seem to be overestimating it but

we have made experiments and found
that to be a fact," said the originator to

a DRY GOODS REVIEW representative

who visited the factory. The reason for

the statement is quite logical, too, since

the fabric is built on the plan of a

cement-block building or any similar

surface requiring to keep out sudden
changes in temperature. That is, the

plan of the change being retarded by
liaving to pass through an air space.

This nev.' material as woven with the

eiderdown finish on each surface and the

threads outstanding between so that an

air space is maintained and a thick but

light-weight cloth results. It is claimed

not to "mat" as wool sometimes does.

Thoroughly up-to-date machinery has

been installed to produce this material,

the looms being automatic so that they

run during the noon hour with no one

close at hand to operate them.

In case a thread breaks the loom au-

tomatically desists on that section so

that it will not continue and make de-

fective cloth. The cloth is 72 inches

wide, and as with other cloth described

the color and design is unlimited and it

too is being used for making house slip-

pers. These are interesting new outputs

on the Canadian field.

THINKS COTTONS AND SHOES ARE
BARGAINS AT PRESENT PRICES

J. A. Grummett, general merchant at

Rivers, Man., states that the only way
he can make special sales is to intro-

duce the customer to the special values

he has to offer when in the store. He

has been offering prints as a leader at

30 cents. TMs merchant is a close stu-

dent of world trade conditions and be-

lieves that with prices bound to remain

in the ascendency heavy stocks should

be purchased well in advance. Mer-

chants who put on shoe or cotton sales

are ready for the insane institutions,

according to his notions. He cannot see

how cottons can react when there has

been a curtailment of planting.



New Silks All Advancing
Demand Keen For All Staple Offerings—Paris and New York Featuring Rich Brocades-

Printed Georgettes a Fashion Item.

IMPORTERS of silks are looking for

a big' season this Fall in Georgettes

and crepe de Chines, both plain and
fancy. Some of the houses are featuring

ai; all-silk duvetyn (Peau de peche). It

is a French production which was de-

scribed this Spring in DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW and was then selling at $7.50 re-

tail. For Fall it will be at rather higher

figures, from $10 to $12 per yard. It

is shown in all the new costume shades

suitable for evening and opera wear.

Some of the new tones in which it is be-

ino- offered are ember, nut, dust, Ghent
blue, jade green, and Eglantine (salmon

pink). Fair stocks of European silks

are being shown for next season, and the

likelihood is that from now on both

French and Swiss goods will be avail-

able in better quantities. Elegantie, a

French silk of beautiful texture, promises

to be a big line this coming Fall and

Winter. Some gorgeous metallic bro-

cades and gold and silver trimmines are

reported to be on the way from France

now. These will retail as high as $25

per yard. Grenadines, too, are selling

well, and some very fine stuff is being

showTi that will retail at from $4.50 to

$5 per yard. Charmeuse satins will be

as popular as ever, and are selling well

in practically all plain shades. Little

really new novelty ffoods are on sale for

Fall and Winter, there being little de-

viation from the new ideas introduced

last Spring. Apart from the novelty

silks on the market, plain silks in high

colors will be in great demand.

Manufacturers Not Anxious to Take

Exc('S<5 Orders

A buyer of one of Toronto's laree de-

partmental stores has jiust recently re-

turned from Npw York. He found thnt

all goods for Fall fullv from 75 cents

to $1 per yard higher than two or thr°e

months ago. Goods were exceedingly

hard to get. He stated that it was a

most unusual thino-, the small amou-nt

of ooods that was displayed on the

tables. The output of the States iu=!t

now can be taken care of pretty well in

the States, and manufacturers are none

too j'pxious to sell M'ith the markets in

raw and thrown silks so high. Plain

satins that could be bought a short time

ago at 65 cents per yard are now selling

at $1.65. Some figured goods that were

previously $2.65 per yard are now brin'^-

ing $3.25. Metal brocades and brocaded

satins are being shown very largely for

next season in New York, and these will

doubtless find a popular favor with the

buying public. European goods will not

figure to any great extent in the silk

stocks of this store before next Spring.

This buyer stated that for the Spring

of 1920 Swiss crepe de Chenes, mar-
quisettes, mousselines, and crepe meteors

should be available in fairly good quan-
tities. A return of all these European
creations will have the effect, he believes,

of helping market conditions very ma-
terially as the American manufacturers
will have keener competition, and better

prices should result. Printed Georgettes

in large floral patterns are already

currying favor with fashionably-dressed

women. Printed pussy willow and ra-

dium silks are also features among the

silks selling for Fall.

Prices Advance With Call on Short Sup-

plies

Very phenomenal advances have taken
place in all the silk markets. Raw silks

have risen to new levels within tlie past

momth, and since last February silk

cloths have advanced from 35 to 65 per

cent. A plain article, an all silk pure
dye, guaranteed, and suitable for ladies'

dresses and linings, sold at $1.45 per

yard last March; it is now quoted at

$2.25.

There are no buying snaps in Japanese
silks, importers state, and the market
for these silks is very high at the pre-

sent time. Buying on the part of im-

porters is, generally speaking, very cau-

tious. The reason attributed for this is

the belief held by a great many business

men that the present prosperity that the

country is experiencing cannot last for

ever, and tihat a reaction is bound to en-

sue. People at present are not holding

back at the high prices of silks or of

anything else but are buying freely,

creating an unprecedented demand in the

face of almost a general shortage. This

condition is bound to subside with any
marked diminishing of the apparent

prosperity of the people. It is possible,

however, that if production increases ta

an extent sufficient to meet the world-

wide demands without interference from
the revolutionary propaganda that a
sane and normal levelling will accom-

pany world-distribution and maintain

prosperity at the same time.

S. Ubikata, president of Silks, Limited,

Calgary, went through Vancouver early

this month on his way to Yokahama,
where he will reside.

Gay Fall Silks
New Fall silks in striking desijjns. No. 2 is a printed radium silk with plain blue

spots and spots of navy with ember rings; the background is beaver color. No.

4 is a heavy pussy-willow silk in blues with printed and jacquard design. The
others are popular printed (ieorgettes in the new large designs. Oriental blues

and beige predominate. Shown by J. O. Bourcier & Co.
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More Goods the Big Cry
Market in All Dress Fabrics Remains Firm While Production

Continues Away Below Normal—Tricotines,

Gabardines and Broadcloths Lead in Fall

Fashions With Serge a Staple Still.

Speaking in regard to the woollen
situation in England, and particularly

in regard to cloths available for men's
suitings, a buyer of one of Toronto's

largest wholesale houses, just returned
from the Old Country, told a represen-

tative of DRY GOODS REVIEW that

the market was still very unsettled, and
that there was a great scramble for ma-
terials. He believes that the lower prices

so much hoped for and expected follow-

ing the signing of the armistice last

November will not materialize for a long

time to come. Labor unrest and insuffi-

cient transportation facilities are the

chief factors operating against a return

of normal conditions. The mills are only

working half tintie, and the demand for

shorter hours and more pay will keep the

market very strong. There is the crop

of two years in Australia waiting to be

brought across, but ships cannot be pro-

cured. Manufacturers have very light

stocks of fine tops, and it is very diffi-

cult to get combers to comb them.

Last January and February there was
a thirty per cent, decline following the

armistice, ' When everybody thought
prices were going to fall to normal
levels, but just now this has all been
recovered, and in many instances prices

are higher than ever before. Woollens
are to-day from three to five times as

high as in pre-war times. The represen-

tatives of this and other wholesale houses
state that there is a very keen demand
for anything available. English buyers
are around the mills every day picking

up odd pieces for the home trade. French
buyers, too, are right on the spot, taking-

all that they can procure. Consequently
such a demand is bound to keep prices

high until supplies are in more abund-
ance. I>eliveries of orders to this coun-
try are very slow. The labor situation

is a problem that has to be contended
with, and great difficulties are beino:

experienced in keeping the employees of

the mills at wot'k, whereas in pre-war
times the mills operated three shifts,

many of them now are not working more
than one, and it is almost impossible to

get men to work overtime. They ask
double pay for all overtime.

Old Customers Only Get Goods

When asked as to the actual stocks
he was able to procure, this buyer stated
that he got a little of everything: and not
a great deal of any one thing. Worsteds
he bought will sell at from $7.&0 to

^10.50 per yard. Purchases of Scotch
tweeds were very limited. Buyers, he
states, are still more or less rationed.

These will sell at from $6 to .$8 per yard.

He pointed out that it is almost impos-
sible to buy from any Old Country manu-
fncturer where one has not been a cus-

tomer for a great many years. Buying
from the Canadian mills is also very
difficult as instanced in a letter to a

Toronto wholesale firm, in which it was
stated this particular Canadian manu-
facturer was not in a position to accept
orders. An order was given for six

hundred yards of blue serge but it could

not be filled as already the mills had
more orders than the capacity can take

care of.

In regard to dress goods, a represen-

tative of textile mills, Bradford, Eng-
land, told DRY GOODS REVIEW that

there is a very heavy demand for all

dress goods materials. Broadcloths,

however, promise to be very popular this

Fall, also tricotines and gabardines.

The situation in the Old Country, he

states, is not much easier. It is not a

question of raw materials as much as it

is of transportation, of getting the ships

to bring the wool from Australia and
New Zealand. It is stated that in the

latter country bales upon hales are still

piled on the docks waiting for tonnage
on which to be carried to the Old Coun-
try. It is the fine Botany tops that the

English manufacturers find hardest to

secure.

Broadcloths, particularly in the brown
shade, will sell well this Fall for wo-

men's suiting's. They will sell w^holesale

from $5 to $6 per yai-d. Serges are also

being bought freely, but the broadcloths,

tricotines and gabardines will be the

favorites. European countries are in

the English markets for all the goods

that they can secure, and Canadian mer-

chants who were early in the market are

very fortunate, as Hater on there is

bound to be a scarcity. As an instance

of the rapidly advancing market in dress

goods, a buyer told DRY GOODS RE-

VIEW that to replace twenty-five pieces

of cloth, purchased on March 28 last,

he had to pay 100 shillings more at the

beginning of July.

More Production Needed

With the hope of better supplies be-

ing available next year, a feeling is

growing up as reported in earlier issues

that cream wool goods for suits and

skirts is going to be a matter of some

importance next Spring, consequently

the stores which are fortunate enough

to have any such on hand are fostering

the inclination hy bringing out the beau-

tiful fine wool fabrics made before the

war was far advanced. One Toronto

store showed a piece of cream brocaded

Bedford cord in fine all-wool at $2.00 a

yard. Cream gabardines were offered

at $4, which in the dark colors would

bring at least $7 a yard for Fall suitings.

Fine Challie and fine Japanese printed

wool fabrics are also reappearing on the

counters after a lengthly seclusion, and

it is hoped by the time these scattered

stocks are disposed of that some re-

plenishing of them will be possible.

The big fact of lack of production in

all lines of textile manufacture under

the new regulations of shorter workmg

hours is felt throughout the trade to be

the biggest factor in keeping up prices

and keeping down supplies. For Canada

the situation is almost as serious, and

for her future perhaps more so than in

any other of the big countries of the

world.

"Victory Girl"

Between the elevators and the silk

alcove, the Robt. Simpson Co. found

an admirable spot for this effective

display on Peace Day. The Victory

Girl is gracefully draped with white

satin; on her left hand is perched a

white dove; in her right is a sheaf

of bright-hued maple leaves; maple

leaves are also entwined on her head

and around the base of the drape.

At the left of the display was a drape

of red, white and blue striped silk,

and flags played a big part in the

background, as showit. The whole

was considered a striking and artistic

piece of work by the many who viewed

it.



SUMMARY
Broderie Anglaise and

black veh^et ribbons com-
ing into vogue.

Fringe or galoon edge
tucks and frills.

Net ties are wrapped
about the neck two or

three times.

Waistline still loose.

Thick, light fabrics for

Fall. SeA'Cral are de-

scribed. Knotty checks a
novelty.

Many knitted garments
worn by children. Caps
to match.

Satin bathing suits

worn in bright colors.

Beach capes ai'e made
of sponge cloth.

Needlework being done
for re-decorating churches.

Fine white embroidery
and tapestry returning.

Crochet also being seen
again.

Paris, France.

EDITOR DRY GOODS REVIEW:—
Again come the montiis of holidays.
The bright sunshine we have en-

joyed for some weeks has encouraged
the Parisians to fly from their town, t)
go and lounge on the beaches. These
holidays are merry, for peace is at last

signed, and, in spite of the high cost of
livmg, of which everybody feels the
pinch, and the labor troubles which have
hindered work a good deal lately, fine

toilets are to be seen at the seaside and
a: the races.

At the latter placo, many madels have
beon made, but there is nothing really

new in the shapes, nor in the materials.
Supple dresses are less narrow, and have
some vague panniers, but the tailored

costumes are decidedly straight and
plain.

Embroidery and Ribbons

What is seen mostly, in lace,- or in

silk, is the skirt made of several frills.

At the seaside, both materials will be

replaced by "broderie anglaise," which

is coming into fashion afresh, with black

vaivet ribbon belts and flying ends.

Cotton voile will alsD be extensively

seen, and the bottom of each frill or of

the tucks (when these replace frills)

will be edged with a fringe, or a gal-

loon of hanging balls made of Irish lace.

All bodices will be flat, generally open
in V shape, although some dressmakers
are making high collars and ties rollea

around the neck twj or three times

(such ties are in net, it is true, but they

should be mentioned as a prospective

change in next season's fashion). Sleeves

are not any longer than previously, and
the waist line question is settled for the

present, by having the belts at their

proper place and still loose.

Thick, Bright Fabrics

The Traveling Coats Department has

already started using the latest novel-

ties in materials, which are supposed to

be seen only during the fall and winter.

By the enclosed samples you see that

the thick but light kind of fabrics will

sti.ll be fashionable next season, that the

rough lookin'^ bure has lost none or its

favor, that checks, stripes are firm, and
not disposed to cede one foot of ground.

Black and white plaid in itself has

nothing especially striking, but people

like it somehow, and it is seen, if not on

whole coats, at least as trimmings, such

as mufflers, revers, cuffs, pocket-rever3,

etc.

A very interesting specimen of revers-

ible cloth on one side is a Scotch plaid,

thick, navy and green serge, quite classi-

cal in appearance, while on the other

side it looks exactly like a navy and

black velour de laine with green stripes.

I feel sure many dressmakers will find

it very useful.

A rough bure thick cloth is designed

for convenient motoring coats. Its yel-

low, greenish shade makes it quite handy
for the purpose.

Also expected to fill the same duty is

a kind of thick diagonal hairy cloth in

black and white that looks very warm
and cosy.

A most amusing cloth in two shades,

as you see by the various samples of it.

seems to be afraid of still being in the

checks pattern, and makes some knotty

patches of a showy 3hade on the black

ground. This newest among the new
fabrics is sure to gain, favor among the

ladies, because it is now extremely fash-

;J;6nabl«i„ for. motoring purposes, to wear

% bonnet in schappe silk or chiffon, that

.cteaelX-'iiTi prisons tikebftn', and is covered

with a veil, whose long ends are tied

around the neck. As these headdresses
are in bright shades, if worn with a coat
of this material, they will be made in

green, mauve, blue, khaki, or red, to

match it.

Colored Wools Very Fashionable

At the seaside, knitted yarns are seen
mostly. Youngsters wear nothing but

green or purple, or white and pink com-
binations of that material; ladies have
either a whole costume, skirt and jacket

knitted, with a white nainsjok blouse, or

wnole dresses, or even capes entirely

knitted. These are generally made of

fine wool, and they have trimmings in

a different shade, silk fancy knitting. I

saw lately a pretty cape, made of a yoke

and skirt in light pink woollen knitted

yarn, with a broad border all around it

in grey silk knitted mto laurel leaves. It

'ooked very effective.

Needless to say that the favorite hat

is a knitted cap, matching the dress.

Bathing Suits in Unusual Cuts

Fashion has invaded the bathing cos-

tume department. The fact of it is that

it would be difficult to find the old bath-

ing suit composed of navy serge breeches

and tunic with sleeves trimmed with red

or white galoon, in any fashionable sea

bathing resorts.

The present bathing suit is a satin

combination, which appears to have no

cut at all, except two holes for the legs,

one f Jr the neck, and the arms go-

through openings made by the fastening-

01 two points on the shoulders. The

shades of such garinents are, of course,

very bright and varied, as they are wont

to he on the sunny beaches. The bon-

nets worn with these are very similar

in shape to the boudoir caps worn in

town, which means that every kind can

be seen.

Many bathing slippers look like the

shoes worn at present with ribbon bows

or straps fastening them above the-

ankle.

The sponge cloth wrapping worn when

coming out of the water is no longer

that straight piece of material that

suited one's figure more or le«s well, but

it is a regular cape, just like the silk

one worn at the theatre, only it is in

sponge cloth, very often nicely printed.

Handiwork in Variety

Amongst the "ouvrages de dames" dis-

played in the haberdashery department

of all the dry goods stores, we still have

as fashionable as ever, the thick em-
broidery I spoke about last year. As a
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rale, the^ now sell small square motifs

such as enclosed herewith, which can be

joined together and made into all sjrts

of things: tea cloths, board covers, piano

stool covers, even curtains, etc. They
are generally finished off by tassels or

fringes in the same mercerized cotton

as the one used for the embroidery.

As there are so many ruined churches

in the North of Fraiice to be rebuilt and

refurnished, it is very fashionable to

work for these, and make fine linen for

the religious offices. This will mean a

return to fine white embroidery on cam-
bric, and also to tapestry, for a good
many samples of that old work are be-

ing sold just njw.
I think also that crochet work will

come into favor again soon, for I have
seen children's pinafores trimmed with

it at one of the great stores.

Next month I will tell you about wed-
dings and what a "(^orbeille de Mariee"
contains nowadavs.

Not Roman cut work as one would suppose, but a new embroidery stitch de-

veloped in heavy ecru silk on heavy ecru linen. Kight, one of the new popular
mixtures with a plaid effect.

SILKS HAVE MADE USE OF THEIR
OPPORTUNITY

In no line of textiles has the economic
complexion so changed during the last

few years as in silks. The great trend

of the trade is toward novelties. So
acute is this tendency that practically 65

per cent, of the silks sold to-day may
be classed as novelties. This is in large

p.art due to the fact that the retailer is

studying the wants and wishes of his

customers as he has never done before,

and these same customers are rapidly

abandoning the old accepted run of silks

for the novelty idea.

It is not a question of prices to-day,

It seems. The customer insists on the

best. This, of course, is in part due to

the fact that both the individual and
family incomes have increased. In any
case it might be put down as an accepted

fact that prices no longer govern the

retail policy. Whether the recent phe-

nomenal advances in raw silks and labor

will cause any hesitation when the new

goods reach the retail counters is not

yet certain, but manufacturers and job-

bers appear to be very optimistic. Per-

haps one of the most encouraging symp-
toms of retail conditions is the rapidity

with which some of the high-priced Sum-
mer novelties were accepted by retailer

and consumer.

The phenomenal growth of the silk

industry in the United States during the

past few years is in no small measure
due to it having risen to the occasion

with initiative and intelligence and sup-

plying the public with a type of fabric

which was practically cut off from other

textiles. If one wanted a dressy, fanci-

ful novelty it was silk one had to wear,

and in silk, choice and a ready response

to the feeling of the public was to be

found. The situation is little changed
since the armistice was signed, except

that women are wearing more and more
silks, both for outer and under garments,

and men, too, are becoming very partial

to silk shirts and pyjamas.

BIG SCARCITY DURING OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

The jump in prices of ready-made gar-
ments will, in the estimation of some
piece goods buyers, place yard goods on
a par. The increased sale of yardage in

the store will be marked. The read
to-wear department will have to put
forth selling efforts to retain their sales

standards, with the growing tendency
toward the sale of yard goods-

As to deliveries, a representative
manufacturer says that taking the mar-
ket as it is to-day, it is advisable to buy
as far in advance as possible, specify-

ing exactly the time of delivery, even as
far ahead as March or April. During
the months of October, November and
December there will probably be the
greatest scarcity of merchandise that
this country has ever seen. There will

be practically no re-order business; and
only the buyer who buys with these con-
ditions in mind will have a sufficient

supply of merchandise in his depart-
ment. During the above months the
manufacturers will have nothing to de-

liver and the market will be cleaner of

merchandise and the sales of retailers

will be greater than ever before.

THAT AEROPLANE LINEN!

All the large retail buyers of linen in

Toronto who were interviewed by DRY
GOODS REVIEW are of the opinion that

the big purchase of aeroplane linen by
L. T. Martin, in England, will not affect

the market in this country at all. Of
the total 40,000,000 yards, 2,000,000

yards, it is said, is to be marketed m
Canada and the whole is to be disposed

of within a few months. Nevertheless

buyers here have not seen the linen yet.

One buyer was in Ireland at the time the

transaction took place and he reports

that all grades of the cloth are un-

bleached and therefore the marketing of

the goods is at the mercy of the manu-
facturers, who say they are unable to

bleach it. Even the Canadian allotment

cannot be bleached here, owing to the

one or two Canadian linen manufac-
turers being filled up for months ahead
with their own work.

It appears, then, that only such of

it that can be used unbleached will be
saleable. "There is enough to make linen

skirts for all the women in the world

for next Summer," said one buyer. A
certain amount of it will probably be

used for embroidery purposes, tents and
awnings, but the finer, sheer goods, such

as the handkerchief linen, will be of little

use, say linen authorities here, unless

it can be bleached. The bleaching and
marketing costs, added to the 50 cents

a yard which Mr. Martin paid for it,

will probably bring the price up to the

levels asked for goods already on the

market.

It will be interesting to note whether
any developments occur when (or if) a

full range of samples, with prices, is

once in the hands of the Canadian buyers.
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At 285 Fourth Ave., New York
We show the largest line of Novelty and

Fancy Silks you will find in the Market. Also
New Shirtings.

Delivery at once.

There have been few Fancy Silks mounted
for Fall, and they will be very scarce. For
that reason, our showing is of decided import-
ance to you.

We are also extensive manufacturers of:

CHARMEUSE
SATINS
METEORS
CREPE DE CHINES
TAFFETAS
AND OTHER STAPLE LINES

Also manufacturers WOOL JERSEY SILKS.

PINE TREE SILK MILLS
285 FOURTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY
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wmwm

TGeorgette Crepes

Chiffons

Satins

Crepe de Chines

Ninons

Cotton Voiles

MADE IN FRANCE

FANCY GEORGETTE PRINTS
We are featuring in our lines for Fall all the fashionable

shades in Silk Fabrics essential for evening wear.

Come and Visit Us When You Are in Toronto for the National

Exhibition This Fall

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS TARARE LYONS

64 Wellington Street W., Empire Bldg., Toronto

Adelaide 3062

^ISIMSIHHililllli

The Customer Knows
that B. D. A. Mohair looks well all the time

—

repels dust, defies dampness, does not wrinkle,

meets fashion for skirts, dresses, suits, coats

or capes.

The Merchant Knows
that B. D. A. Mohair stands high for satisfac-

tion, multiplies profits by repeated stock-turns

and sells in any season because it is "The Mo-
hair of Maximum Merit."

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION, LTD.,

Of BRADFORD, ENGLAND
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^ SCHREIBER

FABRICS
'ct/a/ve^

/EWSEV Ct-OTM

[kcaood manners, jtrstu CLotn ntver

goes out offaskion. <Standwart^ersci/

CLotk ofSPurc, Oi^ff(j, {ona-Stapic

Worsttci yarns uuLitjar outwear tkv

ordinari) clotln ofsnort sUazy, sponge/

wooL ^tsjucde. fiuaici/ ofdrapt and

sportsmanlike Look of Uisurt cannot

be. worn, walked or wrinkled out.

nmenj/otc stipulate 3tandware,j^ou

discriminate between the best-S?urcWorsted-

and tktrzst-poor wool . One Standard is -

JERSEY CLOTH
IT WILL REPAY YOU IN REPUTATION AND SATISFACTION TO BUY
DRESSES. SUITS AND SKIRTS FROM MANUF'ACTURERS WHO USE
RUDOLPH SCHREIBERS jlCRSKY CLOIH. ALWAYS LABELLED

STANDWARE. BECAUSE II STANDS WEAR.

^ SCHREIBER

FABRICS
JEFtSEY CI-OTI

H llj-O <^roadiuau y^J)fc.iv Uork^
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9\aftonally
advertised

—iniernaiionall^ infad

You will welcome a dependable
fabric like

M

a ?»

Ctydella T^lannel

"Clydella" moves quickly because it has so many
selling qualities.

is absolutely unshrml^able-—ouv

guarantee is back of it. Made
by the manufacturers of "Viyella."

"Clydella" is of an exceedingly soft fine texture.

Comes in standard weight and 31 inches in width.

(^T\Trlprii will stand much washing and

hard wear.

(reg'o)

iyaeUi
Cy^^ (REGP)

"Clydella" keeps the skin dry and warm.

^Ctydella is made up into women's waists, un-

r^— '^""'"^ derclothes, pyjamas, gowns and child-

ren's wear. Also made up into

men's smart shirts. Comes in

plain cream, dainty plain shades

and wide variety of stripes.

Ready for delivery

WM. ROLLINS & CO., LTD.
28-30 WELLINGTON ST.. TORONTO

New York, U.S.A. London, England

"Clydella" advertising is scheduled to appear in

MacLean's, Canadian Home Journal, Saturday

Night, Vanity Fair, Town & Country, Country

Life in America, Vogue, Harper's Bazar, Good
Housekeeping, Elite Styles, and Le Costume

Royal, during September, October and Novem
ber. t,..,<. <•

Trade Mark Reg'd
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EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS

"SPERO" GOODS ARE MANUFACTURED AT THESE MILLS

^dm^^:

"SPERO"
ON SELVEDGE IS OUR GUARANTEE

BRITISH MAKE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY

IN CO'ITON GOODS

'The But in the World"
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All 'Railways END IN

LONDON ,
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A.B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams :
" Subdue London"

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and
Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES
CHEVIOTS
TWEEDS
TARTANS
SUITINGS
COATINGS

SHEPHERD CHECKS
SPONGE CLOTHES
EOLIENNES
ARMURES
FANCIES

During the season our representative in the Dominion will be visiting Toronto,

London, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, etc., and all enquiries

should be addressed to H. D. Marshall, Stair Building, Bay Street, Toronto.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.

Wide-Awake Retailers

Are out to win a favorable ver-

dict for their ability to supply the
public with honest values.

Our policy is similar toward the
retailer. We offer

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades

Tweeds, Sateens

Drills, Oxfords

Flainnelettes

Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys* Waists

at lowest prices.

Buy early and don't make the
foolish mistake of delayed buy-
ing.

f!j2accfv

'/B^Xl.exMtUO'riSl

Telegraphic Address: "Cyrus" Bradford
Code used, A.B.C. 5th Edition

Cyrus Brook & Sons^ Ltd.

Oflrices: 5 Union Street

Bradford - England

Manufacturers of

—

Buntings, Serges,

Shalloons, Coatings,

Scarfs, Gabardines,

Tammies, Custom Cloths

and •

Silk and Wool Casement Cloths.

Manufactured at St. Dunstan's Mill,

Mill Lane, and Shuttleworth Works,
Fairweather Green, Bradford, Eng.

Canadian Agents;

Arthur H. Parks, 77 York Street, Toronto

William Parks, 43 St. Sacrament Street,

Montreal
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R&S
SILKS

for

Falh and JVinter

The suppleness and grace with

which these soft, silken fabrics

accommodate themselves t o

every whim of the designer of

fashions, lend new beauty to

every mode.

Supreme in quality, exquisite

in texture, lustrous in sheen, R.

& S. Silks Supreme are chosen

whenever gowns, blouses, or

skirts of unusual beauty are to

be created.

They are available in all the

:harming shades of the season.

(7

Cl

REILING ^ SCHOEN incorporated
Carl SchioeriyTresLdeni

260 FOUHTBL AVENUE 8 NEWYORK CITY
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Among the Blessings of
[Peace Conies

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW NewYork
43 Scott St. 48 White St-
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WOOLLEN -D WORSTED
COSTUME CLOTHS

SPECIALITIES:

SAND SERGES

TWEEDS
DYED CHEVIOTS

FINE WORSTEDS
LADIES' OVERCOATINGS

JOSEPH FOSTER & CO.
CALDER MILLS

ELLAND, YORKSHIRE
ENGLAND

Established 1853 London Warehouse:
1 LANGHAM PLACE
REGENT STREET W.
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The Long-Front Hat for Autumn
Tarns and Chin Chins Are Also in Vogue Again—Bright Colors Relieve the Fur Tones and

Brocades Are Rich and Beautiful.

^ii iliiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiii^^

THE month that is past has only

served to emphasize the three

main tendencies in Autumn millin-

ery, which were dealt with in detail in

the previous issue of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW. Those were, brown tones, ostrich

trimmings, and soft effects in shapes,

especially crowns.

The last-mentioned feature is more
readily achieved this year than last, ow-
ing to the better supplies of velvets.

"The qualities are better and we can get

a much more complete color range than

we could last year," says the wholesal-

ers, "but the prices are very, VERY
high." As a result greater yardage of

velvets is being consumed for velvet

hats and prices of finished millinery are

in accordance. The velvet is tucked and
shirred and draped into massive crowns,

billowy brims and drawn into high and
unusual peaks and points.

Novelties in Trimming

Some of the plainer shapes show pecul-

iarly novel touches in the trimming. One
house has several models in black and

neutral velvets adorned with hand paint-

ing. This painting is quite different to

the older "flat" painting on velvet, since

the paint stands out like enamel; but it

shows fine detail, unlike the rough fin-

ished "impressionistic" style of painting.

Naturally, for millinery the painting is

seen at close range and therefore it can-

not trust to "distance" or "atmosphere"
to bring out the effect. Therefore one

sees sprays of roses, foliage and buds,

apple blossoms, etc., which are almost

lifelike as they rest on the brims of

these new hats. Painting is a style of

trimming, of course, which never does

become really popular, and must still

be considered as a purely novelty note.

Then there are hats of soft duvetyn

adorned with queer-looking Chinese char-

acters, emblems and scenery, in Oriental

colors. These may be cut out and ap-

pliqued, but the effect is finer if they are

hand-worked in chenille, wool and gold

threads.

Other novel effects are brought out

by partially cutting out strips, bands or

scroll shaped ends from brims and catch-

ing them up at odd angles. One model

had straps of brown velvet caught from

the brim up to the crown; these, how-
ever, were not cut out of the brim, but
were attached at the edge.

Blondine continues to increase in im-
portance.

Tailored Tarns

Tams are considered especially good
again, but the illustrations go to show
that they have a little style all their own
this season—quite different from those

worn last year. Especially good for early

Fall are taffeta tams not too "crushed"
in effect, but cut rather on tailored lines.

One model in navy blue velvet has fancy
block border in white machine-stitched
wool.

Extremely large tassels are shown on
some smart models. One small round
model in taupe and green silk had a

taupe silk tassel about six inches long.

This tassel was placed at the centre and
highest part of the crown, so that it

could spread out, covering the crown like

a thatched roof or collected in less rakish
s.yle into an orthodox tassel at one side.

Another mode of black velvet in chin chin

shape had a black silk tassel hanging
from the tip of the brim at one side. And,
by the way, Chin Chins are numbered
among the leaders in Fall shapes. A
certain amount of fringe is used'—espe-

cially the looped fringe.

Leather hats are not confined to rainy
day models by any means. There are
some very pretty arrangements of soft

leathers for shapes and also combined
with fabrics. One model in golden brown
was formed of kid and silk duvetyn ex-

actly matching. The top of the crown
and sections of the brim were of the
duvetyn and the crown sidies, brim-
facing and remainder of top brim were of

kid; the seams were neatly corded.

Bright Hues Are Present

In addition to the brown and other
fur tones which are important for Fall,

there are some novelty tones which ap-
pear in touches. They include ember.

which is between a burnt orange and a
scarlet; burnt orange; victory red or
American Beauty in combination with
navy or Liberty blue; nasturtium shades;
peacock and Belgian blues, and, as hinted
above, Oriental yellows, reds, greens and
purples, in small assemblages.

Metallic and rich brocades are being'

shown also. One of the most attractive

importations showed a shape turned
abruptly off the face. The foundatloi.

was a rich Belgian blue silk velvet, but
the turned-up portion was faced with
heavy blue satin brocaded in silver; this

material was caught over the sides to
meet on the brim at the back of the
crown, with a clasp of small brilliants;

there was no other trimming.

The Long-Front Hat is Featured

Directoire tilts and poke bonnets have
had their day so far as Autumn styles
are concerned, but their influence is seen
in the new "long-front" hats which are
a strong feature. Their name describes
them sufficiently. They are usually very
slightly drooped all round.

Some small round models and hats re-
quiring to be built high make use of rib-

bon or silk made into very large wheels
or pompoms, which have velvet covered
buttons in the same color or else centres
of jet or sequins for centres. When silk

is used for these motifs it is pulled or
fringed for half or three-quarters of an
inch at the edge. Three of these wheels
placed backs together are sufficient to
cover the crovioi, which seems to be their
chief purpose in life.

Beaver felt for brims and beaver cloth
for soft crowns are used a good deal.
Furry and woolly effects are to be quite
good for the coming season, in colors
representing furs, of course.

If one is to judge by the new and
more exclusive late Summer models com-
ing in, the sailor with large crowns and
very naiTow brim will be good for Fall.
The newest numbers have higher crowns
than the Spring sailors had. One at-
tractive model is in white with crown
of hatter's plush and Italian Milan brim
scarcely an inch and a half wide.
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One of the

New Tarns
Pictured at the left

is a clever little

navy taffeta tarn

with triangles of

orange and red

raffia. The sable

scarf, too, is ever

so fashionable.

An Autumn,
1919, Model
The smart cha-

peau at the right

is of taupe beaver
cloth and velv
with velvet ribbon
run through the
new style crown.
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Brown and Henna
An interesting' new use of chenille
is shown on this new brown velvet
hat. Small loops of henna colored
chenille are flecked on crown and
brim and straight stitches of chenille
are used on the soft silk scarf trim-
ming.

NOVELTY NOTES IN MILLINERY

Some of the smartest conceptions in

pastel colored felt hats for the present

show currants combined with tiny pink

roses and foliage for trimming.

Lanvin, Paris, is using almond green

and monkey fur. This fur is effective

with this shade in velvet.

Buyers returning from Paris speak

strongly of the use of veils and veilings

of all sorts.

Talbot uses perforated velvets over

bright silk linings.

Fur with lace or malines is note-

worthy. Renard grey (that is, grey on

the bluish cast of f 5x grey) and a yel-

low tint are much m evidence in Paris.

Kid trimming is embroidered on some
velvet hats. There is also a fabric

which imitates kid and it is- made up
into Jarge poppies, showing one-half of

the petals in white and the other por-

tion in dark color. Steel grey with the

white is considered especially smart.

Many of the chic shapes for eariy

Fall resemble the small hats worn by

the iChinese coolie.

A model of deep nasturtium velvet has

facing of kid in the same shade. On
this facing velvet poppies are appliqued

with floss embroidery. The brim turns

off the face.

Some Paris milliners predict a vogue

for draped crowns, low and very supple.

A few flowers, flat ind dark, with velvet

foliage, lame turbans sometimes veiled

with net and turbans of ermine are also

regarded as good.

An overflow of jade from Summer
into Autumn millinery is detected.

A very clever new trimming called

the Hawaiian plume is made of heavy

satin ribbon cut into equal parts, which

are tacked side by side together after

being fringed almost to the centre from

both ends. Wire is run through the

centre, where there is a small tuck, and
then they are hent to form the grace-

ful "plume." The ends may be finished
with small pleatings.

Entire brim facings of blondine are

considered ultra smart. Many novel ap-

pliqued motifs of ostrich, silk, braid, jet,

floss, chenille and ribbon are also shown.

Moire silk and ribbon are used with
velvet, plush or satin.

High prices are keeping duvetyn both
fashionable and exclusive.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
Dominion

H. Corke and Contipany, Limited. In-

corporators; Henry Corke, woollen
(manufacturer; and Alice Corke, mar-
ried, woman—both of Georgetown, Ont.;

Ernest Young Barrowclough, of Glen
Williams, Ont., woollen manufacturer;
Ernest Russell Read, barrister-at-law;

and Evelyn Keaveny, stenographer

—

both of Brantford, Ont. Capital $100,-

000, divided into 4,000 shares of $25
each. Chief place of business, George-
town, Ont.

Jersey's, Limited, Toronto, capital,

$50,000.

MINIMUM WAGE FIXED
Girls in Saskatchewan Stores To Get
$15.00 After First Year's Experience;.

Minimum wages for female employees
in retail stores in Saskatchewan were
fixed July 23 at $9.50 for beginners
during the first three months; $10.50

the next three months; $11.50 the third

three months, and $13.50 for the bal-

ance of the first year. Thereafter they
are to receive a minimum wage of $15
a week. The hours of work are to be
48.

There were the decisions announc-
ed by the Saskatchewan Minimum Wage
Board, following sittings at which evi-

dence was heard at Moose Jaw, Prince

Albert, Saskatoon and Regina.

Out of 659 adult women and girls re-

ported employed in this class of work
in this province, 341 are being paid

wages from $6 to $15 a week and a

large proportion will automatically be

increased when the board's order be-

comes effective, which will be about the

middle of September. Provisio:i is

made for an extension of the hours of

work under special circumstances when
permits may be issued by the secretary

of the board not to exceed 36 days in

any one year. The minimum of $15 i:5

higher than that in effect in other 'vest-

crn provinces, the figur:! bein<; $12 in

Manitoba, $12.75 in British ColnnJjia

and $9 in Alb^rra.

Restrictions on all branches of export

trade with Switzerland have been re-

moved. During the war the Allied Gov-
ernments required to be satisfied by
prima facie evidence that all goods being

exported to Switzerland was for the use

of bona fide residents of that country.

This was in order to prevent any at-

tempt at smuggling goods through into

Germany. Now the only problem for

the exporter is one of procuring tonnage

for ocean traffic.

Among the Canadians in London last

month were Mrs. W. H. Knox, Capt. W.
A. Knox, and Miss M. E. Thornhill.

Mr. R. L. Smith, manager of the G.

W. Robinson store, Hamilton, Ont.,

sailed July 26 on the Aquitania, in order

to make a study of European market

conditions.

An attractive hat of blue ribbon bordered

with Angora.
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An $86 Store After Three Years
These pictures of the interior of the Smith Variety Store at Wetaskiwin
taken this Summer do not do full justice to the premises, but convey
an impression of what may be accomplished in a very brief time by

perseverance and a fair amount of enthusiasm.

VARiETY STORE LEAPS INTO
PROMINENCE

(Continued from page 30)

The front of this store is painted red,

against wihiich the sign "Smith's Variety
Store" stands out prominently. It is

now equipped with four large shoAV

cases and some fine counters and shelv-

ing. It is a small store 'but the goods
are so arranged in every inch of space

as to invite trade and bring sales. Satur-

day is always the big selling day of the

week when the farmers roll into town in

their, automobiles, and in purchasing
stock this extensive custom is kept in

view. A very considerable stock of

men's wear, dry goods and ladies' wear
is niaintained.

, Progress at Camroso Also

Mr. C. A. Killam, who operates one
of the best of the variety stores at Cam-
rose,' iSasik., states that, in addition to

the stores of this kind at the four points

already mentioned there are similar

places at Stettler, Seabrook, Edmonton,
and two at Calgary. He states that he

has (ttften had the idea of trying to amal-

gamate these various stores for the pur-

pose of giving them greater buying
pow^jT, and believes that such a scheme

is feasible. In addition to the lines of

goods stocked by other merchants, Mr.
Killam makes a specialty of candy, and
has the local agency for one of the lead-

ing phonographs. He does a very ex-

tensive business in the sale of records.

His annual turnover is about $15,000 a
year, and he employed eight clerks at

the Christmas season last year. He has
been in business five years, and lays

particular stress on the fact that the

variety store business is all cash. A
photograph of the interior of his store

appears with this article.

NEWS FROM BIG BRANTFORD
STORE

The E. B. Crompton Co., Brantford,

Ont., have rearranged some of their de-

partments. The needlework section looks

especially attractive now in its new loca-

tion at the right side of the store from
the main entrance. Racks are hung
above the counter at different heights,

providing almost a canopy. On these

are hung a well-assorted selection of

stamped goods in ecru and white, draped

with silk cords, skeins of floss, etc.,

which lend lively touches of color. On
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the counter are the fancy knitting wools,

the various crochet cottons and embroid-

ery silks. The department is a strik-

ingly attractive one, both in the sugges-

tions offered to the customers and the

amount of goods which is displayed in

a comparatively small space.

Opposite this counter is the ribbon

section, which is closely related now-a-

days to needlework, since so very many
fancy bags and other accessories require

a good deal of ribbon and floss, beads

and stamped goods, all to match.

For the Salespeople

On the balcony at the back of the

main floor is a space used to excellent

advantage. The Crompton Company
subscribes to a great many trade papers,

journals and trade magazines, which

contain information concerning every de-

partment in the store. As these periodi-

cals arrive, a slip is pasted on the cover

of each and it is placed on the table in

the balcony. Any employee in the store

is at liberty to take any of the publica-

tions home, read, and return it, placing

the name, date takon and the date re-

turned on the slip.

With this convenience and the value

set upon the paper by the necessity of

returning it, the employees read help-

ful information frequently, keeping in

little bureau and get up-to-date inf )rma-

tion about the lines he is to handle, and

wc find that sometimes he reads up in-

formation in another department which

stimulates his interest so that he asks

for a transfer and finds himself better

suited to handling another line of goods

than where he has begun," said the store

manager to a DRY GOODS REVIEW
representative. "It is also a good way

to keen the news before salespeople,

especially in the summer time, and other

holiday seasons when interruptions oc-

cur in regular methods of instruction."

A new line of merchandise has been

installed on the fourth floor of the

Crompton store. A nice range of iron,

brass, etc., beds has been added and

placed close to the bedding section in

two long rows, forming an avenue. A
splendid fancy lamp department, and

carpet and drapery departments make

this a very bright and attractive floor.

Speaking of merchandise generally.

Manager Ramsay finds a growing inter-

est among customers for Canadian-made

lines "They really like Canadian goods

now," he remarked. "They find that it

is assuming a new importance in quality

and finish. A very big percentage of

our stock is go^ds made m Canada.

BELGIAN FAIR IN 1920

The city authorities of Brussels have

decided to hold the National Industrial

Fair in April, 1920, instead of next Sep-

tember, as originally intended. Recon-

struction is proceeding rapidly m all in-

dustries, but it is natural that many

would-be exhibitors are not ready to par-

ticipate in a fair this year.
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MILLINERY AND HABERDASHERY WIRE
Chenilles, Hat Braids, Dress and Mantle, Dress Cords and Girdles, Artificial Silk, Braids
and Ribbons, Embroidery Silks, Tassels, Pom, etc. Upholstery Cords and Trimmings, Scroll,
Argyle, Saddle Bag and Flat Gimps, DRESS FRINGES, Tassels, etc.

MADE IN SILK, COTTON. WOOL, ETC.

Artificial Silk Straw Braids for Millinery Hat Manufacturing.
SUPPLIERS TO WHOLESALERS AND SHIPPING HOUSES

SHIPPING AND STRICTLY WHOLESALE TRADE ESPECIALLY CATERED FOR

'*«.„»"

TELEGRAMS :

DAVENPORT
MACCLESFIELD P. DAVENPORT
BRIDGE ST. MILLS - - MACCLESFIELD, ENGLAND

MANCHESTER
OFFICE:

39 PICCADILLY

OXf.MOIOyi,

Canadian Agent: R. C. PARSONS. 34 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO

There's a Reason
Why our orders for Fall have been
more than doubled by every one of our
travellers.

Our ready-to-wear line, which com-
prises almost "everything" new, in

Ladies' Hats for coming season, at the

lowest prices in the market, is to your
interest to investigate.

We carry the largest assortment of

buckram shapes in Canada. Lower
prices for higher class styles, new
shapes every day. An inspection will

convince you. Write for samples.

Montreal Hat Co.
Limited

Mamifacturcrs (if

"Everything" in Ladies' Hats

15 St. Helen St., Montreal

Use up-to-date cuts in your ad-

vertisements. Note the illus-

trations in the editorial pages

of this issue of DRY GOODS
REVIEW. Select those you

can use in your local advertis-

ing. We will sell cuts used in

the editorial pages to our read-

ers at less than half the origin-

al cost. Write for prices.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Ave.

TORONTO - CANADA
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G. GOULDING & SONS

Wholesale

Millinery House

INVITE YOU
to visit and inspect the finest range of

Newest Creations in Millinery, as well

as an exceptionally well assorted stock

of Velvets, Silks, Ribbons, Laces, etc.

Within Easy Reach of the

Union Station
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You Are Assured of a

CORDIAL WELCOME
If you are going to be in Toronto during
August, or during the Canadian National
Exhibition, we would esteem it a pleasure if

you would call and examine our goods. The
showrooms are hardly two blocks from the
Union Station (see diagram).

Drop in and see us

G. GOULDING & SONS
55 Wellington Street West - TORONTO

MONTREAL
OTTAWA
WINNIPEG

' COME q'O MARKET

Our
Collection
oj merchan-

dise {or the

Fall Season of

1919 o f f ers

unusualdduan'

faqes (o the

discriminating

merchant

COMEq'OMARKE^lf
and make your selections

from a Imeoihich mclades

the exclusiue production

of our ocun factories,

supplemented bg direct

importations.

Ciiicdgo Neiu Uork

Pans -''1

Wm EXPERIMENT ?

BUlj QAQE HATS
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Muskrats Now Reach $3.00
Fur Sorting Business for Fall Shows Advances of lo to 20 Per Cent.^^New Regulations in

Ontario Affect Dealers—Collars Often Simulate Capes—New York Likes Animal
"Chokers."

Jiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ IHh

SOME time ago it was predicted in

DRY GOODS REVIEW that the
fur makers would be paying- $3 a

'^kin for muskrats. That time has now
arrived, with the result that prices on
Hudson seal ooats for sorting business
for Fall have been advanced by many
manufacturers anywhere from 10 to 20
per cent. Moreover there has been a
tendency for stiffening of prices on near-
ly all lines, so that those who placed
their orders in the Spring will be far
ahead. Of course this will apply chief-

ly to staple lines, for in the next few
weeks many new models will he hrought
out to tempt further buying and measure
up to the latest stylos that have 'been

evolved in New York and other centres.

The reports indicate that business for
Fall will be very heavy, and the Summer
orders, coming after comparatively light

placing business, have convinced the
trade that the total season's turnover
will far exceed that of 1918-19.

Demands Have Kept Down Surplus

The impression that was gained
several months ago that there were no
large surplus stocks in the country is

'leing verified, and with an increasing
demand and the opening up of world
•markets the price has risen naturally.
Some shipments are coaning out of
Hussia, but some restrictions have been
placed on export by the Government
there, so that the expected supply has
not arrived. A new demand is looked
for in the United States from Germany,
and large shipments are likely to go for-

ward this Fall when trade barriers shall

have been swept aside.

New Ontario Regulations

New regulations were pass.ed in July
by the Ontario Government to enable the

Game and Fisheries Department to keep
a closer watch on the operations of fur
dealers.

It is provided that a licensee shall on
or before the tenth day of each month
make a return to the department show-
ing the number of each kind of protected

skins purcibased and sold during the pre-

ceding month, and the names and ad-

dresses of the persons from whom such

skins were purchased and to whom such

j^kins were sold. In the case of beaver
and otter pelts the serial number of the

royalty coupon attached must also be

eriven. The licensee, in securing his

license, must also agree not to ship or

take or attempt to ship or take to any
jjoint outside the province any raw or

undressed skins or pelts upon which a

royalty is levied by the Government, or

have such skins or pelts dressed, pluck-

ed or treateid in any way wi:;hout first

having obtained a permit from the de-

partment. The licensee is also required
to keep a book in which shall be recorded
separately his purchases and sales of all

protected skins obtained from animals
taken, killed or trapped outside of On-
tario.

Fur Trimmed Garments

Both in Canada and New York there
is a stronger demand than ever for
fur-trimmed garments, which will in it-

self contribute to a scarcity and higher
prices of the favorite furs. Hudson seal,

Hudson Bay sable, nutria, fisher and
marten, are among the leaders. It seems
to be agreed that the higher price that
must be paid for the fur-trim^med gar-
ment will not be much of a factor against
it. This Fall's coats are the highest in

price on record any way, and a little

extra expense does not seem to bother
women whose supply of money seems to

be practically dimitless. In order to in-

crease the usefulness of the coat many
of these fur collars will be made de-

tachable.

Wraps and Capes in New York

Reports from New York indicate that
the buying for the larger cities runs
heavily on wraps, and that later on the
cape models were so attractive that ear-

lier opinions as to their having passed
their zenith were revised. These have
been sold in long and short lengths, trim-

med or untrimmed, with loose straight

or belted fronts, extended cuffs or

kimono sleeves, and so on. In the coats

the straight, loose lines have taken best

of all, affording a lange saving over the

earlier styles. The kimono sleeve con-

tinues very strong. The collars tend to

be quite large, often running into capes.

When worn flat they often have the

sbawl effect and thte "'choker" when
closed. As in Canada, the tendency is

to more brilliant linings than ever be-

fore.

Shorter Coats Popular

The popularity of the shorter gar-

ment continues and to a much greater

extent tha nin Canada, where climatic

conditions are opposed to this.

Animal effects in "chokers" are com-
ing back again, and more so than in

Canada. These are being brought out

in sable, skunk and mink, as well as fox.

NEARLY ,000 PROFITS FOR PAST
YEAR

Accounts presented at the meeting
of the Hudson's Bay Company, July 28,

sbowed a profit on fur trade of 100,382
pounds against 44,045 pounds and sale

at shops and other trading profit of

206,543 pounds against 234,600 pounds.

The chairman. Sir R. Kindersley, said

the epidemic of influenza last year re-

sulted in considerable mortality amongst
the aboriginal tribes from whom their

principal fur hunters were drawn. This

would doubtless have a somewhat ad-
verse effect on collections of furs, but
of prices ruling at the moment were
maintained, as seemed probable, the
directors looked forward to a satisfactory

return from this branch of the business.

Next year they were specially con-

centrating on organization and develop-

ment of this side of the business. The
stores department continued to show
satisfactory progress, particularly in the

larger centres where modern stores are

situated. In the prairie centres results

were not so good, the effect of bad har-

vests being generally and severely felt.

They had received cables in regard to

the fur department that returns from
trading posts indicated that the fur col-

lections were equal to last year except
foxes and lynx, in which there would be
a shortage.

Mr. C. W. Williams, of Daly & Morin,

Montreal, sailed this month for Lon-

don and Paris. He expects to return in

September.

HUDSON'S BAY CO. EXTENDS
A realty deal of considerable magni-

tude recently completed on Granville

street, Vancouver, is the purchase of the

old New York Block by the Hudson's
Bay Company. The price paid is about

$350,000.

The acquisition of this property to

the Hudson's Bay present site will give

the company a frontage of 250 feet on

Granville street, and this combined with

a front of 260 feet on Georgia and 175

feet on Seymour will make an ideal loca-

tion for the large department store and

provide for future expansion. The New
York Block was purchased with a view

to the demolition of the old structure

and rebuilding along the lines of the

present new building. The contemplated

alterations are still in the future, but

when the company does extend its prem-

ises and rebuilds not only the six-storey

building at present, but also an addi-

tional four storeys, it will be one of the

largest and most imposing d^artnlent

stores in Canada.
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LONDON FUR TRADE ASSOCIATION
At a representative gatherings of mem-

bers of the fur trade, on June 27, it was
decided to form a London Fur Trade As-
sociation, which was accordingly inau-
gurated, and the rules and regulations
(have

I

been drawn up.

The conditions of membership are:

—

£1'5 entrance fee, £25 subscription per
annum. Any firm or person connected
with the fur trade will be admitted to

the association, provided bis name is

passed by the executive council. Every
member requires a proposer and sec-

onder.

The objects of the association are:
(a) The consolidation and rij^ulariza-

tion of the trade generally, so that Lon-
don may remain, as at present, the cen-
tre of the raw fur industry, and may in-

crease in importance as a centre for
dressed, dyed, or manufactured furs:

(b) To form a representative body
which can speak for the trade on all

matters.

(c) To form a bureau of information
regarding the credit and standing of
firms, and other matters.

(d) To form a court of arbitration,

which can be accepted as the deciding
factor in any disputes.

(e) To assist in regulating wages and
conditions of employment in the differ-

ent sections.

(f) To assist in generally raising the
tone of the industry by encouraging in-

struction in the arts of sorting, dressing,
dyeing, manufacturing, etc., instituting
or supporting classes, and if necessary
schools for teaching the arts and practice
of all sections of the fur trade, awarding
scholarsihips, and by all means endeavor-
ing to raise the level of skill and know-
ledge by which the trade is conducted.

At the first meeting a large number
of the leading fur manufacturing houses
were enrolled as members. The follow-
ing officers were elected for the first

year: Mr. F. C. Ingrams, president; Mr.
E. Poland, Mr. C. Lampson, and Mr. B.

Blunt, vice-presidents; Mr. W. Martin,
hon. treasurer.

'COURTESY AND TACT BUILD UP
EXCLUSIVE TRADE

There are no two garments alike in

the exclusive Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
store conducted by O'Sullivan Brothers
in Swift Current, Sask. "It necessitates
our buying from many wholesalers," said
a member of the firm, "but we know
from long experience that it pays. Wo-
men will not, if they can help it, pur-
chase the same kind of dress that any
other woman in town wears. If we can-
not give them a selection they send to

the mail order houses.

"This presents difficult problems," he
continued. "We must carry a very ex-
tensive stock, and our turnover must
be very rapid because styles change
quickly and style is everything in the
ready-to-wear line. No matter how
prices aviate we must not mark up goods
for we cannot take chances of having
them left on our hands."

This concern, which claims to be the

only ladies' wear store between Winni-
peg and Vancouver, had a turnover last

year of $82,000. Thfey sell garments
ranging as high as $100 in price, furs

as high as $500, and alsj a very select

line of millinery. Service and quality

are the watchwords in this store, and an

excellent business has been built by
this policy. They have acquired the

reputation of never stocking a cheap
article, and no attention to detail can
be too great when it comes to making
alterations and fitting. Whether visi-

tors to the store show a strong inclina-

tion to buy or not, clerks are instructed

to show them the goods, and to show
them the same attention as if they were
buying heavily. Unfailing courtesy and
tact has gone a long way to develop this

business of selling ladies' wear. Dress

is a subject on which women are most
sensitive. In making their decisions they

must not be urged or hurried, rather

must every pains be taken to suit their

requirements and their purse.

This firm has been hit hard by the al-

most complete crop failure in the dis-

trict and has been obliged to cancel or-

ders that were placed for furs. It is

not buying very far ahead in any line.

They find that people are curtailing

their expenses during a tight situation.

On the occasion of the firm's fall

opening last year a very pretty scheme
of window and interior display was
worked out by using miniature sheaves

of wheat, which were festooned about

the store on ribbons.

AUSTRALIAN RABBIT SKINS
North America is providing a big and

expanding market for Australian fur

skins, a very large portion of which
are rabbit skins. The average skin

is of excellent quality and lends itself

to treatment so well that many skins

are made up to resemble more expen-

sive skins most successfully. The fur

skins which come from the highlands

of Australia when in winter growth are

particularly good.

The whole value of the rabbit com-
mercialized is, however, but a drop in

tlii; bucket compared with the enormous
loss of pastoral wealth which the rab-

bit pest is responsible for in Australia

every year. Hence a movement is

afoot to have all trade in rabbits and
rabbit products prohibited, as pastor-

alists and others have proved that trap-

pers adopt means of encouraging breed-

ing by letting breeding rabbits ^.
Large sums of money have been spent

in rabbit-proof fencing, poisoning, and
other means of extermination, but not-

withstanding all efforts the pest is

rapidly increasing.—Weekly Bulletin,

Ottawa.

Better standards of taste in the home
can only proceed through merchants and
manufacturers who have learned the

fundamental lesisons of what makes f->r

better taste in the manufactured pro-

duct.

HOW GERMANS "RIGGED" THE
BRITISH CEOTHT^ARKET

Tale of Teutonic Trickei-y in Textiles

(By London Corce^pondent)

For twenty years or Ynore before the

war German manufacturers of serge and
cheap grade cloths enjoyed playing an
amusing little game of blind man's buff

with our Yorkshire manufacturers. It

must have been a very profitable pastime

for everybody concerned except the blind

man, who, unfortunately for him, was
always the hard-headed Yorkshireman.
According to the looker-on, who always

sees most of the fun, the game was
played somewhat as follows—When the

market weakened and there was a slump
in yams, the wily Hun, with his pockets

bursting with- marks, lent him by his

beneficent Government, deftly jumped in,

and bought up practically everything in

sight. This had the immediate effect

of sending prices soaring up, or in other

words, the weak market had been con-

verted to a firm one. The Huns then

set themselves busily to work to convert

their purchases into cheap-selling lines.

It was now the British manufacturer's

turn. He woke up with a nasty shock

to find that if he wanted to buy stuff

he would have to spend his money on a

rising market, and pay much higher

prices than his German competitors had
done. This gave the Hun the oppor-

tunity that he had schemed for and with

a free market before him he waltzed

back with his cheap stuff made up from
buyers at prices far below home figures.

British yarns and was able to supply

The Germans, having unloaded stocks,

would then lie quiet until another slump
occurred, when they would repeat the

process.

No doubt the profit realized on these

deals was more than sufficient to pay
the interest on the trade subsidy pro-

vided by the German Government.
It is not thought, however, that these

manipulations will be possible in the

future.

OFFER FREE SERVICE

The Cressman Company, Peterbor-

ough, Ont., who are featuring Thursday
morning business under the caption of

"Merry Half-Day Sales," added a new
"Free Service Sale" during July. This

was in their home furnishing depart-

ment and was announced as follows:

"During this month we are hold-

ing a Free Service Sale in our

Home Furnishing Department,

which means we will

Measure, make and hang all

draperies Free,

Measure and hang all window
shades Free,

Sew and lay all rugs and carpets

Free;
Also with all rugs purchased this

month we will give a heavy felt

paper lining absolutely Free.

Any order placed with us during

this month will be subject to "Free

Service" at any time. A small de-

posit will hold goods until required.
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SEE
our unexcelled
range of fashion-
able COATS,
N E C K W E AR
and MUFFS in—

HUDSON
SEAL

BEAVER
OPOSSUM
MINK
SKUNK
COON
FITCH

Our Furs are designed to meet the ap-
proval of those who appreciate distinc-
tive originality and the highest standard
of quality.

Each piece is a supreme evidence of ele-
gance, refinement, and reliability.

The W. N. Ward Fur Co.
MANUFACTURERS

70 Bay Street - TORONTO

Furs Dyed in All the
Newest Shades

FOXES

EVOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Paul St. - Montreal

If you Should find

That novelty
That line you've heard about
That address
The name of the firm making
Just vv^here it's made
That they have a branch office in your province
That their travellers are nov^ out with samples
Or, that they will send you their catalogue on request,

Honestly, if you should, don't you think it

would be worth while turning to and looking

over the Buyers' Market Guide ? You may,

so why not try? The Guide is right near

the end of the book. Why not look it up now?
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Two New Ones

"Park Avenue"
Mink Scarf, a

smart new model
with Canteen
Muff to match.

C&C Salesmen will shortly

be out on their sorting- trip

showing a number of new

styles you will want to have. Illustrations

indicate two of our most recent models.

Be sure to see these samples.

Persian Lamb and Mink

As usual we have the largest line and

widest range in Persian Lamb
and Mink.

fVe can ship immediately from stock.

Persian Lamb Skins
Persian Lamb
Coat with Sable
Collar and Cuffs,
40" length, an ad-

vance model.

Complete assortment, all curls, original V>ales

matched bundles or single skins. Our Skin

Department can supply all kinds of skins

jn-omptly and at right prices. Try us.

Cummings & Cummings
Montreal



The Knit Goods Situation
Manufacturers in Most Instances Will Not Commit Themselves to Say That Prices Will

be Up or Down, But it is Generally Understood That They Will be Up About io%
for Fall Deliveries—Sub-Normal Production Prevails

There is a peculiar circums':ance sur-

rounding the knit goods situation, and
that is the uniform hesitancy of the mill

owners and men in authority to say any-
thing definite in regard to prices.

Novelty lines will ibe very limited this

year as they tend to lower produc ion,

and that is a feature that mills are try-

ing most to avoid. That they are busy
goes withoiit saying, for besides the
regular Canadian business a great many
of the mills are working on export or-

ders for England, Belgium, France, Ser-

bia and Roumania, with Greece coming
into the field for woolen goods also, and

now that peace has been signed and com-
m.ercial business being transacted with
the Central PcAvers again there is every
likelihood of another market being open
to the Canadian vroolen mills.

It is understood, however, wheUier the

mill owners will admit it or not at this

time, that a general advance of 10 per

cent, on all lines is to be expected. The
operators have been granted shorter

hours with hig'her wages, and it has been

necessary for Canadian mills to take on

young men as cutters, work which here-

tofore has always been done by girls.

These conditions are all tending to re-

duce production of commodities for

which there is a world-wide market.

Further price advances at the end of

December are expected.

Hand-to-mouth buying has character-

ized business this year, and as the season

of heavy consumption advances, a large

assorting order business is looked for

by the manufacturers.

To date deliveries have been fair, but

it is generally understood that assorting

orders are going to be hard to take care

of.
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Lace Stripe Hosiery for 1920
These are Quite the Newest—Canadian Mills Adopting All the New Finishes And Styles-

Are Limiting the Color Range—Prices Likely to Advance Again in December.

THE situation in hosiery production
in Canada is becoming more and
more interesting each season.

More firms are g-oinig into the making of
the hosiery, more are specializing in it

and better finished products are the re-

sult in both cotton and silk. With wools
suitable for fine oashmere hose so scarce

and high in price the products in that
line do not enter into the situation to

anything like the same extent as in the

lines which are more popular with con-

sumers at preseint. Just here, it might
be m.entione<l that one of the largest

knitting mills in Canada has g'.vrn up
entirely this year the miaking of chil-

dren's hosiery owing to the lack of ma-
chinery for making the. product cheaply
enough. With regard to cashmere hosiery

for men and women, wools are too high,

they say, for these lines to be continued.

Instead, the machines have been sold up
to the Roumanian Government. A home
yarn is being used, however, from which
hose can be made to sell from the mill

at $18 a dozen.

"Australian wools which two months
ago w&re quoted at 64d. are now 80d.,

which shows how these wools have ad-

vanced as the prospect of world demand
has come closer," said one mill man.
Those prices Wiere of course for all the

high grades. The advances in lower

grades were not so much.

New Developmients in Silk Hose

With regard to silk hosiery there is

perhaps more that is of interest to mer-
chants than in any of the other lines of

hosiery. There are two or three firms

featuring silk for the first time this

year, and the grades which are offered

show numerous fin© developments. For
instance, it is understood that one firm
is just getting in machinery to commence
the production of the real full-fashioned

stocking, fitted from top to toe, and
with a real seam all the way up the bacik.

This manufacturer claims that his pro-

duct will bo as fine in every way as any
of the imported hose.

Readers of DRY GOODS REVIEW
will recall from the Spring issue last

January a description of hose being made
in the United States which had a mock
seam up the back and igave every ap-

pearance of the full-fashioned stocking,

but which, being made on a circular

machine, was produced considerably be-

low the price of the seamed article. This

mock seam is now found on one of the

Canadian products and bears every mark
of a nicely made stocking. It will re-

tail just Tiow at $1.50. This type of

article has good selling points of course

but requires to he handled with care in

the marketing of it lest the consumer be

led to conclusions which would result

la'er in her thinking she had been de-

ceived. Nevertheless the price difference

will probably cover the reason for the

mook seam sufficiently and besides its

finish is claimed to do away with anv
wrinkle in the toe. The wearer will

probably be glad it is a mock seam
after all, for with it she has no

seam around her heel and under the

sole of her foot, which is inevitable with

the seamed, old-fashioned hose.

The type of full-fashioned hose which
are made on a circular machine with
fashioning at the sides, on the ankle,

and at the top, are selling well of course.

These are miade by one firm who special-

ize in that make, and produce it in silk

lisle and cashmere.

In the circular silk hose of the regu-

lation finish there ar^i improvements
also. Some retailers observed in the

earlier lines that there was some com-
plaint about the silk breaking away from
the cotton where the tops and toes were
joined on to the silk. This trouble has
been practically all eliminated by in-

creasing the length of the toe very
slightly by the addition of an extra

operation which carries a closer bind

of the cotton across the toe between the

silk and the original finishing line. This

extra operation occurs where the tops

joins the leg also, making a fiiTn band
at both places where the strain is

greatest.

Rib Tops Replace Out Sizes

A number of the makers of hosiery

have discovered that the necessity for

out sizes is eliminated when ribbed tops

are made instead of tho usual hems. The
ribs are fine, giving a neat fit for slen-

der people and still are very elastic and

adjustable for out sizes. Ribbed tops

therefore are to be had on several dif-

ferent makes this season.

During the present season there has

been a big demand from the stores for

silk hose having the dropstitch stripes.

Whites, blacks and browTis have all met
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Dame Fashion has decreed

as smart these strikingly-

new silk stockings whose

neat stripes are lace altern-

ated with embroidery.

.

A snug pull-over for Fall

days is most desirable. This
one, which fastens up with
such a trig collar and has

well-fitted sleeves and cuffs

is sure to please.
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BATHING SUITS
Achieve Some Finer Finishes—Colors a

Matter of importance

Knitted bathing suits have attained

more glowing importance this Summer
than they have dared for some seasons.

Ever since the one-piece suit came into

being the bathing season has brought

forth its quota of critics, but this has by

no means decreased the sale of the cos-

tume designed first of all for swimmers.

Women who enjoy the water sport it-

self, and who are not merely "beach

promenaders," regard the modern swim-

ming suit daring only so far as its color

may be concerned. Naturally, the Can-

adian trade prefers the more conserva-

tive tones, but even here and there is

on every beach an occasional orange,

green or bright scarlet swimming cos-

tume. These are mostly wool jersey or

union suits.

The present season has brought re-

ports of gay fashions in silk bathing

suits from the resorts of the South coun-

try. Fashionable women there are not
confined to one suit only. One would
soon get to be too well-known by one's

color, if one had only one suit. There-
fore, two, three, four, or five different

colored suits are not too many for one
person to possess, even as one must
hiive a whole wardrobe of sweaters.

Ultra-monied people, too, prefer the

silk knitted suits to wool; these sell in

the shops in the tJnited States at a mini-

mum of about $50.00 a piece!

For next Summer the wool jersey suits

maintain their fancy striped trimmings.

They tend to be fastened on each shoul-

der instead of on only one, as those of

last season. They have the fancy band-

ing on the arm-openings, and neck, and
besides have a tie-sash tj match. Many
of the suits worn up to the present had

no belt of any kind. The sash gives a

little more dressy appearance.

A feature which will be approved by
almost everyone who wears a bathing

suit, is noted in the bloomer portion of

the knitted suits. These are now made
with a ribbed cuff instead of being left

in the straight cut. The cuff allows a

much neater fitting for the top of the

stocking and for those who sew their

bathin"- <;tockings to their suits, the fit-

ted cuff will appeal especially.

The strong vogue for round and square

neck-lines has made itself felt even in

the new bathing suits. Next season a

range will be on the counters with this

new item of interest. Then one's neck

will be tanned in line with the top of

one's blouse or frock, which will, no

doubt, be an advantage!

Prices of knitted bathing suits will all

be slightly advanced for next Spring in

accord with the general advances in wool

and yams. The increase will probably

an'.ount to about 10 per cent.

throughout. It includes some of the

leading tetxile men and financiers in

Canada.

Heavy Knit Sweater
Man's coat sweater with shawl collar. It is

knitted in the "Jumbo" stitch which pro-
mises to be a good seller this Fall. It ex-
presses warmth, wear and comfort. Shown

by the Acme Glove Works, Limited,
Montreal.

INCREASE PLANT AND VARIETY
OF PRODUCT

Extensive additions have been made
to the Zimmerman-Reliance plant at

Hamilton, Ont. It is now one of the

largest on the continent. Since the

amalgamation of the two firms, as re-

oorted this Spring in DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, the output embraces both Sum-
mer and Winter underwear of all kind".

for men, women and children; a^so bath-

in;^ suits, sweaters and hosiery.

CANADIAN WOOLLENS, LIMITED,
NOW

The amalgamation of the Auburn
Woollen Mills and the Bonner-Worth
Co. at Peterborough, Ont., was report-

ed in last month's DRY GOODS RE-
VHEW. The Standard Woollen Mills,

Ltd., Toronto, is also included. The new
firm, to be known as Canadian Wool-

lens, Ltd., to )k change about the mid-

dle of July. Mr. Edgar Worth is' man-
ager.

Mrs. James Kendry, president of the

company since the death of her hus-

band, and Mr. Herlo. Kendry, who has

acted as manager since that time, will

still retain ah interest in the business

in which they took so active a part in

building up, and which they have lately

managed so successfully.

The original firms were both old and

well established and the new firm makes
its debut characterized by strength

What the Mill Men Say
"You can sell anything you have in

good quality."

"A 16-inch silk boot hose will sell at

from $3.50 to $13.00 a dozen in circular

knit, whereas the same qualities full-

fashioned will have to bring $8.50 to

$20.00."

"For best No. 1 silk the price is now
$10.60; it is going over $11.00."

"In one mill of 800 employees actual

figures showed that over 80 pel cent,

of the employees Vere wearing silk

hose. That is where the demand is

coming from."
"The demand for fine Australian wools

is so keen that prices will keep up for

12 to 18 months at least."

"The cheapest vests over the counter

next year will be 50 cents."

"It is not only coarse goods which
Europe wants. We are sending samples

of our finest lines to Siberia."

"Only 65 per cent of the usual Fall

orders were placed last Spring. Spring

orders are now up to last year's or bet-

ter. Good business is coming. None of

the mills are working to capacity on fine

lines, owing to shortage of supplies and
labor."

"Cotton is as high as wool used to

be."

"Artificial and thread silk products

will all be 10 per cent, higher at least,

for Spring."

"Pure thread silk never went higher

than $9.00 during the war. It went
down to $6.00 for a couple of months
and is now $13.00."

"The French market took all they

could get of fine tops so that English

top makers had to boost the price. One
grade was taken off entirely for three

months. Steady advances are occurring

in the Canadian and English markets."

"The placing of a maximum limit on

wool prices means that prices tend to

go beyond it."

"Mills can supply the domestic trade

if their wants are made known in time.

We look for a b"sy four months at the

end of this, year."

KNITTING WOOLS STRONG
Huge business is being done in fancy

knitting wools. The new range will be

about the same price as this year and
shows some changes in the color range.

American Beauty, jade green, and
Oriental blue promise well among these.

Mist and most of the others from this

year's range are good also.

The Black Cat Textiles Company,
Kenosha, Wis., held the annual con-
vention of their salesmen on August
7th and 8th. There were present
sixty of their regular traveling men.
New styles in hosiery and Spring needle

underwear, as well as the future selling

and advertising were brought up for

discussion. , li
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For Summer, ig20

A silk sweater coat in one of the new blues with canary collar and bands on cuffs and belt. The little covered buttons are yellow
when on the yellow silk and blue when on the blue parts. The sweater is made in one of the new fancy stripe stitches.

The wool pullover, too, shows the tendency for things fine and with neat fancy touches. The colors here are mist, with edges of
turquoise blue. Note the new collar.

The feature of the bathing suit is chiefly that it is one of the best selling styles—especially now that it has cuffs at the knees, a
sash and opening on both shoulders.

By courtesy of the Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville.
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Sweater Trade Strong
Silk and Wool Coats and Pullovers to be Again in Big De-

mand for Next Summer—Some Novelty Colors and
Styles Keep up With Interest—New Coats

For Men.

mil mil

Prices on all lines of fancy knitted
igoods are again advanced for Sipring,

1920. This is due to the three main fac-

tors which concern most rises in woollen
goods. One, and the chief, is the ad-
vance in the price of fine grades of raw
wools, one is the scarcity of female labor
and short producing hours, and the third

is the steadily hig demand for all pro-
ducts—Europe for cheaper goods, and
domestic calls for the finer lines.

It is quite uncertain, from all accounts,
as to just what supplies of fine wool
stocks there are remaininig in Australia.
During and since the war bottoms have
been insufficient to carry all the fine

wools required from that country, and
s'nce the call was keenest and money
most ready for the fine grades, those
were the ones which were used up most.
Opinion differs a good deal ias to just

w'hat proportion of fine wools therp Are
le'ft. One of the l-^r'^^st mills is of the
opinion that the supnlies whic^"' a"" ------

available there are too imperfect to be

used in such garments as sweater coas
or hosiery. They would probably be
quite suitable for good underwear. "It

is a crime, the qualities in sweater coats
which we are selling as seconds," said
this mill man. "Every slight uneven-
ness in yam relegates the garment to

the class of 'seconds,' so particular and
discriminating is the public now-a-days
in its purchases. Very often the gar-
ment is in no way impaired so far as
real value is concerned, but because the
public has been educated to such very
finely made and finished garments dur-
ing recent years it will no longer accept
anything which is not absolutely perfect.

This naturally makes the price of tl"e

first-grade products higher. The seconds
to-day are better than the firsts of five

years ago.

Tlierc will be a bigger range of arti-

ficial silk garments on t^e market for

1920 than was c^'own for this vear. One
0^ the leading mills is showing these

silk sweaters now for the first time since

1918. Deliveries of artificial silk are
still slow and the prices firm and high,

but this is due to the s+'eadily in"reasing

(Continued on Page 77.)

KNITTED COAT AND HOSIERY
PRESENTED TO QUEEN MARY
The King and Queen recently paid a

visit to the ancient borough of Leicester.

Among their calls was included one at

the plant of N. Corah & Sons to watch
the machines and crews who during the

war produced some ten millions of car-

digans, socks and other articles of cloth-

ing for the forces, besides many thou-

sands of lisle thread stockings for sale

to a trade formerly controlled by Ger-

man manufacturers. The welcome the

thousands of employees of this great in-

dustry gave their visitors, including the

presentation to Her Majesty of a beauti-

ful ivory silk knitted coat and silk and
cashmere hosiery, are features of the

day dwelt on at length by the British

press.

ANGORA SLIP-OVER

Angora wool, retailing at 3ver $2.00

a pound, is not too high priced for the

young lady who decides she wants a slip-

over sweater made of it. A model worn
at Newport has round neck, shorter than

elbow sleeves, and an interesting ar-

rangement of black stripes arjund the

waist and sleeves. The central stripes

are wide, with narrow ones above and
below.
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Good Lines For Next Year
The very newest idea in hosiery for next season is lace-stripe silk, like these illus-

trated. They have several new details in finish, such as an extra operation where the strain
is heaviest, long toe finish, etc. These are handled by Perrin Freres, for Hosieries^
Limited, Woodstock.

The opera vests are two lines which promise well for 1920. The finer one is a Spring
needle number with double ribbon shoulder straps. The other has machine made straps.
Shown by the Oxford Knitting Co., Woodstock.
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ATHLETIC SUITS AND SILK-TOP VESTS IMPORTANT IN

WOMEN'S NEW GARMENTS
yyx/y/y/y/y///y//y/C/'/^^^^ ,,,,,..,,,,,,,,////,///////////////////ZT/y

IT
is rather surprising to find the

underwear mills as interested as they

are in making the "athletic" under-

suits for women. These are usually

made of woven fabrics, but the fact that

underwear mills seem to handle patterns

best adaptable for these garments seems
to be sufficient reason for many of them
taking the matter up.

Athletic suits for women have become
decidedly a "good thing" in the United

States and those that have been intro-

duced in this country have met with
sufficient response to merit the atten-

tion which is being given them. One
mill is making these suits of fine pure
white nainsook to retail at $1.75 to
$2.00. They have the flat-lock seam-,

which are used on the fine Summer
knitted garments. They are made exact-

ly like the men's garments with the

addition of a little feather stitching

around the neck and opening hems. This

stitching is done in white mercerized

floss or silk. Another line, samples of

which will not be on the market until

September, is made of a soft silk and
cotton fabric showing fancy satin-face

stripes. These will retail at about $8.50

a suit. There will be others made of

pink mull, and for the Spring range
some of B.V.D. cloth.

With regard to the regulation styles
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underwear for women the main feature

still is scarcity of mercerized and lisle

yarns and keen demand. Owing to the

drop in cotton yarns in April some of

the cheaper grades will be lowered in

price for 1920. Trimmings, however, are

higher, or higher than a year ago and
deliveries of them poorer, so that it is

unlikely the lower grades will be trim-

med. Long deliveries of Jap goods are

chiefly responsible for plain garments.
The qualities of the yokes are said to be
unsatisfactory also. Pinks are in de-

mand in all kinds of undergarments.
Opera vests are an important line.

They are selling in pink and white and
in cheaper as well as fine qualities. The
newest output is equipped with double
ribbon shoulder straps, as illustrated in

this section; the ciieaper grades have
a machine-made strap. One of the most
popular lines is finished with a ribbon
band.

Silk Tops Liked

Vests having glove silk tops have in-

creased greatly in popularity. These
are all made in pink and have become
a very important item. One mill re-
ports having a full range of Swiss goods
for the first time since the war inter-
rupted it.

Orders throughout are coming in

about the same as last year but the
showing of samples is a little later.
Knit and balbriggan bloomers are in

increasingly big demand. They are sell-

ing in pink, white and blue. The newest
of these are made with gusset seat, flat-

lock seam and have bows of satin ribbon
at the knees. The knit lines will retail
again at $1.00 and the balbriggan at
$1.50.

LACE STRIPE HOSIERY FOR 1920
Continued from page 72

with ready acceptance—more so, say
buyers, than ihe numbers which had
colored stripes or embroidered clocks.
Openwork hose of various kinds is quite
the thing in Now York, as was promised
last Winter in DRY GOODS REVIEW.
The newest fashion development for next
Summer is a dignified stripe in lace
stitch, and neat effects in this are being
"lade in Canada. A pair of these hose
is illustrated herewith—a factory sample
which was no' quite complete when loan-
ed to DRY GOODS REVIEW. The fin-
ished hose will be two inches longer than
t^e one^ sho"Ti—one inch longe>r in the
top and one inch longer in the silk leg.
These are pure silk hose ma'^e with all

the newest finishes to provide shapeli-
ness and comfort. Another mill spoke
very strongly in favor of the lace
stitches and droo needle effects for 1920.
Prices will be $24 for the better grades;
real silk lines in plain will sell from $15
up. There is an artificiail silk boot stock-
ing still on the market at $9 per dozen.

Prices Ascending

Prices for silk hosiery will be in ac-
cord with what the mills have had to
pay for their yarns. Most of them were
nr-^ttv well covered before the orp'-'^nt

phenomenal levels for silk were quite

reached, but none of them bought as

heavily as their requirements would jus-

lify since the big jump was quite un-
expected. The adjusting wihich will be
necessary before any uniform values

can be fixed is causing the mills some
concern. With the unprecedented ac-

tivities in the Canadian knitting mills,

none of them want to make advances
unless it is absolutely necessary, but
owing to the hand-to-mouth buying
which has charac.erized the whole trade

this year, it is felt that there will have
to be some increases on the new goods
for 1920. These will be restricted pretty

much to the better qualities, and it is

expected that orders placed af.er the

end of October will have to be accepted
on t]:e basis of the higher priced yarns.

One firm is sold up to the end of Oc-
tober now. When those orders are fill-

ed they will take others for two months.
Those prices are enigmatical just now
but the firm believes that its lines re-

tailing nov/ at $1.65 will, after the end
c: December, have to be increased to $2.

Four colors .ire featured by all the

•"Mils for next Summer. They are navy,
'^rown, bla^l" and whi e. In brown there

.""e two s^^ades, which are good; one is

c" a nddish cast and the other more of

a 'h-onze hue. Three shades of greys are
beirg made (lig'ht, mist and smoke), also

chnmpao-ne, but beyond these scarcely
anv of the mills are offering anythine
in the novelty or evening shades, black

and white havine: the biggest call for

that nurpose. There is a little un-
cctrtainty as to what quantities of <^rev

will sell because of the f^nd^ncv of s'^oe

men 'o omit s:revs. They have had a

good call this season.

SWEATER TRADE STRONG
Continued from page 75

demands ra'.her than to a diminishing
of supplies. There is so much of the
fine qualities of artificial silk being used
for so many different purposes that with-
out doubt the production is still only in

its youth. The call upon it is all the
greater owing to the abnormal increases
in the prices of thread silk.

S yle features for next Spring are of
some interest, although the main fea-
tures of this year's range are maintain-
ed. One sees again the shawl collars,

interpretations of the tuxedo which vary
with the different mills, so Dutch effects,

roll or Queen Anne styles, square neck-
lines and so on. The tendency seems to

be in silk swea'er coats, to introduce
color by making the whole collar and
some minor trimmings of a contrasting
solid color rather than the very fancy
str-pes which were the vo.gu'' only re-

cently. The new models show such com-
binations as lemon on a sapnhire or Bel-

gian blue coat; victory red on navy;
mist grey on Vu°s; maize on green;
sand on American beauty, et'^. Tiny hut-
tons are covered to match 'he trimming
straps which are used on some models,
and the desire for somethinq' apart from
the strictly plain numbers is srratified

by the numprous lac'y. dro'i stitch and
other fancv patterns dpveloned in the
sweater fabric itself. Frenuentlv 'hese

fancy numbers are trimmed with a plain

effect in a different tone.

Lengths continue the same as this

year. In wool coats, jade green, Orien-
tal blue, strawberry, maize, camel, mist
and American beauty are among the
novelties for 1920. Lavender shades
have been in good demand but give the

poorest satisfaction of any with regard
to fading.

Pull-Over Busines.3 Big
In slip-overs there is a novelty shown

Which appears to be knit on the "square"
plan. It has shoulder straps which, with
he front and back, form a square neck-

line, and the underarm section has a

similar line. The edges of a strawberry
model were finished with pale blue

which effected a narrow crochet edge.

Ano'.her model with sleeves is made of

mist shade with turquoise edges—a color

combination which is popular and pro-

mises well for next Summer. This

number is closely knitted with fine stitch

showing fancy pattern; the collar is

quite new in its round style suggestive

of the frillings which are so much liked,

although it is not full. This number is

illustrated. The variety in wool pull-

overs is quite extensive and they are

expected to be more popular than ever

next Summer. Especially are those

which can be worn without a blouse in

st' ong demand. Many girls like to sub-

stitute the pull-over for a blouse both

Winter and Summer, and that means
they each wan': a set of them in dif-

ferent colors, which assures big busi-

ness.

Beach scarfs are coming out in any
number of novelties in the States but

they have not yet been fe<atured in Can-
ada, apart from a few stores. So far

'\e majority of those actually worn have
been knitted by hand. They are all ex-

remely wide, to be corre^ct, long, and
belted, and trimmed with fringe or

fancy stripes. Pockets are allowed, too.

E'sie Ferguson apipeared in New York
recently with a jade green silk scarf,

which was shawl-like over the shoulders

and arms but was cut off just below the

waistline in front, where it was caught
into the waist and finished -with fringe;

it had a collar rolled back of white. One
New York firm is making a set for Fall

^onsisting of a middy, scarf and tam.

They have also a camel's hair tuxedo

with brush camel collar and cuffs. They
consider camel in the natural tone the

leading color for Fall.

Canadian mills are not making a big

feature of these fancv scarfs, some
not ''howinfr them at all. since the de-

mand would not be sufficient, they think,

to warran': tfhe time and exnense neces-

Farv to introduce them. Attention is

centi-ed preferably on sweaters and pull-

overs.

For men there is a new indoor coat

on the market made of closely knitted

jersey, usually in a heather mixture;

the jersey is fulled, which makes the

coat comfortable, warm, and still lieht

in weight. These are made with or with-

out military pockets and belt. Another
line features the "Jnm'bio" stitf^h in a

heavy knitted c^^it. It has a roH collar

built in shawl effect, as illustrated.
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Model No. 7006^ersey cloth ef-

fect in 1/1 rib stitch, giving ex-

ceptional elasticity. Made in plain

or combinations of all latest art

shades, including Coralette, Nile,

Turquoise, Light Rose, Canary,
Paddy, Fawn, .Emerald, Orange,
Mauve, Plum, Apricot and White.

EARLY in September Ballantyne representatives will show our special range for

Spring and Summer, 1920. It comprises many new Ballantyne ideas in light-

weight knitted coats and pullovers, boys' jerseys and bathing suits for men,
women and children; and it marks a distinct advance in Ballantyne service to the

retailer. The demand this year for the light-weight numbers in our lines of knitted

coats and pullovers has resulted in the production of this special Spring range, and we
have added bathing suits to make it complete The new Ballantyne designs are, as

usual, the last word in smart style, and the fabrics and colorings are what will be worn
during 1920.

Knitted Coats, Pullovers,

iiBoys' Jerseys,

Men's, Women's and
Children's Bathing Suits

R. M. BALLANTYNE
STRATFORD,
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LLANTYNE
Knitted Wear Spring 1920

BATHING Suits for men, women and children are a new Ballantyne line. They
are made of fine cashmere yarns and have the "style quality" so essential in the

bathing suit of to-day. The superiority of all-wool bathing suits from the stand-

point of health and comfort is now generally recognized, and these garments have the

all-wool advantages, combined with graceful, attractive style.

Ballantyne Boys' Jerseys are a Spring and Summer line well known to the trade. An
addition to our plant is now in course of construction, and special machinery is to be

installed that will not only double our production, but also enable us to produce some
new and superior fabrics.

You will see the Ballantyne Spring line in ample time to make your selection.

Boy's Bathing Suit No. 430—From
the standpoint of health and com-
fort, an all-wool bathing suit is

vastly superior to any other kind.

That is why Ballantyne Bathing
Suits are made of pure fine cash-

mere yams. This boy's bathing

suit is made in all suitable plain

colors and combinations.

Can be worn by sister, too.

Limited
ONTARIO
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Most for the Money
That, in the long run, is what must build up a strong trading connection.

It is true that men demand fine garments—each year the standard rises.

Thought is given to trimmings, smooth seams, quality of fabric, fit.

But above all comes the consideration of wear—merit—value.

The merchant dealing in Penmans Underwear relieves himself of respon-

sibility for the real value he offers his trade. He knows, and his customers

know, that a garment with Penmans label is an honest garment; every-

thing that it appears to be. Moreover Penmans line is wide enough to

cover every need and every class of trade, including as it does all weights

of fabric from the heaviest to the lightest.

UNDERWEAR
THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
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Let Your Boy
Test These Stockings

See how well they stand

the hard usage every boy

gives his stockings. Note

how neat and well-fitting

they are suitable for all

occasions. Then you'll see

why Buster Brown Stock-

ings for boys—and Buster

Brown Sisters' Stockings

for girls are such favor-

ites.

Buster Brown Stockings are

specially reinforced where the

wear is hardest. They do give

extra wear and cost less in the end

—two mighty important factors

with your customers.

Buster Brown Stockings are be-

ing extensively advertised. Be
sure you are ready for the profit-

able business this will bring. If

you already carry Buster Brown
lines, see that your stock is com-
plete. If you do not, prepare for

this increased business by order-

ing from your wholesaler.

Free Cuts—We will supply free

electros of the illustrations in our
advertisements for use in your
local paper. Let folks know you
handle Buster Brown Stockings

by advertising yourself. Address,

The Chioman Holton Knitting

Co., 184 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

THE CHIP\l\N-HOLTON KNITTING COMPANY, LIMITED
Hamilton, Ont. Mills also at Welland

M^^^
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Bonworth

ouper
2i-ply floss, spun from fine

Australian wool.

It is indeed a super-yarn,

as implied' by its name.

Ideal for creating won-

derfully soft and distinc-

tively smart garments.

Sold in balls—36 colors.

Yarns
Thorough satisfaction and pride is assured
in the garment created with BONWORTH
YARNS.
The high standard of manufacture in these
yams is naturally reflected in the finished

garment.

The wide range of colors makes possible
an unlimited number of stunning color
combinations.

Knitting

"Electra"
4~ply fingering. Unex-

celled for its appearance

and wearing qualities. A
special twist is im^parted

into this yarn, to prevent

splitting — rendering it

delightfully easy and
pleasing to handle.

Sold in Skeins and Balls

—36 colors.

THE BONNER-WORTH CO., LIMITED
Worsted Yarn Spinners and Dyers

PETERBOROUGH

MADE IH CANADA

{

TRADS MARK

ONTARIO
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Regisi-ered No 262 OOS

The Hall-Mark of

Maximum Comfort and
Durability at Minimum Cost.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL LEADING.

Manufactured on THE GRADUATED
PRINCIPLE, and Commencing with TWO
THREADS in the TOP, it increases in

WEAR-RESISTING PROPERTIES as it

descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR,

and the HEEL and TOE FIVE,
making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY SEAMLESS
PERFECT IN FIT

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

A H ITTM t HH tl M lTtTITrt M tTTT M T U TTtTrTTrt M IITTITTtTITTtlTIII M

Cable Address :

'Currie Stewarton"

John
Currie

Son & Co.
Bridgend Works

STEWARTON, Ayrshire, N.B.

Makers of Scotch Knit Woollen Goods

Including

Gents' Viator

and Aviator

Caps

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy

Scarves in self and
striped effects

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit

Caps and Tarn O'Shanters,

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada

G. B. OLIVER
116 Mail Buildings 106 Bay Street

TORONTO
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BOYS
UNDERWEAR

must necessarily be sturdy and

substantial to successfully with-

stand the hardest wear and give the

greatest warmth.

Your customers will be satisfied

with the excellent finish, the splen-

did wearing qualities and the rea-

sonable price of

"DODS KNIT" BRAND
UNDERWEAR

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Our combinations and two-piece suits

in flat knit and heavy elastic finishes

will give thorough satisfaction in

every detail.

SUBSTANTIAL
DURABLE

ECONOMICAL

MADE IN CANADA

DODS KNITTING CO., LIMITED
ORANGEVILLE - ONTARIO

Selling Agents

Ontario and Western Canada

R. R. DAVIS
33 Melinda St. : : Toronto

Quebec and Maritime Province

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St. Montreal
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Better Business

V^OU can't build a better business unless you sell a better

product. Peerless Underwear is a better underwear.

Let people know you sell their favorite underwear. Put Peerless

on the counter—recommend it to all your customers.

Remember Peerless Underwear brings better business.

Peerless Underwear
COMPANY, LIMITED

MOODIE^P

CONTROLLED BY

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Ltd.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

The "CEETEE SHEEP" trade mark is

what your best customers look for when
buying wool underciothing—there is only
one grade and that the highest.

Turnbull's underwear, which competes with every other manufactured in
Canada, sells on merit and every garment is bached by 60 years' experience—

it !s made in all weights—sizes and prices to suit every require-
ment—and bears the diamond-shaped label as illustrated.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Ontario
Also Manufacturers of Turnbull's Ribbed Underwear for Ladies and

Children and Turnbull's " M " Bands for Infants.

THE PURE WOOL
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

THIS
TRADEMARK

15 ON EVERY
CARMEN!

CEETEE CEETEE

MAPLE LEAF
HOSIERY
PURE WOOL

A Canadian line of Hosiery that has
steadily maintained its hijrh stand-
ard in spite of war-time diiTicuilties

and substitutions.

A worthy Canadian product for

your Hosiery Department.

for samples or see our Representative.

The Goderich Knitting Co.
Limited

''

GODERICH. ONTARIO''

^ Attractive Goods At Attractive Prices

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE

JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
TWEEDS AND ETOFFES

HEAVY WOOL SOCKS

MITCHELL WOOLLEN CO.
LIMITED

MITCHELL, ONTARIO
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BATHING SUITS
You know the Zimmerknit reputation for style, fit and finish, and you
will find these qualities strongly pronounced in this season's line of
bathing- suits. A full range of prices and large variety of colors.
Order your stock early. Be prepared for the bathing season trade.

We will gladly send you a supply of our beautiful color display ma-
terial upon request.

Zimmerman-Reliance Limited
HAMILTON

Messrs. A. B. Couch, Sole Selling Agents for Canada
CANADA
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A Thoroughly Satisfied Customer

is gained with every sale of

"WOOLNAP"
Underwear represents quality to satisfy the most
exacting standards, long, hard service and solid

comfort—truly satisfying features.

"WOOLNAP" garments have staunchly maintained
their original quality in spite of the recent unprece-
dented period of war-time difficulties and substitu-

tions. We are proud to further state that the quality
has been IMPROVED during that time.

OUR RANGE INCLUDES—
ST. GEORGE BRAND Scotch Knits, Heavy Wool
Ribs, and Fine Elastic Combinations and Two-Piece
Garments.

The Schofield Woolen Company
Limited

Oshawa Canada
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TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A.B.C.
5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO.
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTTRERS

Ecru and Colored Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo-Swiss and Broche Muslins,

*'Wilsco" Lawns, "Zelette"

LACE CURTAINS

LACE NETS

Special Values In

ALL WOOL SERGES
in the GREY or DYED also

PURE WOOL SCOTCH TWEEDS

INQUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING

10 VICTORIA STREET, MONTREAL

WHO SELLS THE LINE YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR?

VERY LIKELY YOU CAN
FIND OUT BY LOOKING UP
THE B U Y E R S' MARKET
GUIDE IN THIS ISSUE.

Circle -Bar Hosiery
Representatives are now on the

way to you with our Attractive

Samples for

Spring - 1920
Prevailing conditions—which appar-

ently are likely to continue—have

convinced us that the wise buyer will

"place orders" for Quality Merchan-

dise, so as to give customers what they

want when they want it.

Circle-Bar Hosiery compares favor-

ably with any hosiery made anywhere

in the world. Circle-Bar Hosiery is

built right from highest quality mate-

rials and will give your customers

satisfaction. See our new Anti-Run

stockings. Patent applied for and
application has been entered at Patent

Office, Ottawa, as Serial Number
226507.

The Circle -Bar Knitting^Co.
LIMITED

Kincardine - Ontario



Lace Productions Affected by War
Quality Depends Chiefly on Tlireads Used—Defects Do Not Show Up at First—China Has

Increased Her Product Greatly Since Taking Up the Industry 25 Years Ago.

THE art of lace making was first

taug'-ht to the Chinese at Chefoo

by foreign missionaries about 25

years ago. They believed that by teach-

ing lace making the woman and girls

would find profitable employment within

their own homes, and the subsequent

spread of the industry has fully justi-

fied their efforts. Although first taught

in Chefoo, Chi Hsia Hsien was the first

place in which lace was extensively made.

In 1895 a British missionary, James
McMuUan, established an institution call-

ed the Chefoo Industrial Mission and

commercialized the lace industry. With

a small beginning in local retail sales,

retail exporting followed and gradually

developed into wholesale transactions.

About fifteen years ago the making of

thread laces, in addition to silk lace,

was introduced, and with the use of Bel-

gian and French patterns Chefoo first

entered into competition with European
laces.

The original laces being made of silk,

the industry was self-centred as Chinese

made silk thread was used. Of late silk

lace having been out of fashion, the

amount produced has been almost negli-

gible. Of the entire output of thread

lace only about 5 per cent, is linen, and

for the 95 per cent, of cotton lace Japan

and England are the sources of thread

supply.

Improvements in Methods

Torchon and Cluny laces were orig-

inally made according to the general

method of making bobbin lace by hand;

that is, fastening the design on a spe-

cially constructed cushion, inserting pins

at the points of intersection, and pass-

ing the bobbins back and forth in front

of the pins, according to the design and

the kind of lace being made. An im-

provement was later made by using a

cylinder approximately three inches in

diameter, which revolves above a flat

board on which the bobbins rest, in place

of the cushion. The pattern is attached

to the cylinder so that when it is re-

volved the design is continuous. In this

way th" pins are removed and advanced

as re-^u'red and the finished lace passes

over the back of the cylinder. Under the

form'^r system the design being of lim-

ited length, it was necessary to remove
all the pins and shift the unfinished

end of the lace to the top of the design

in order to continue the work.

Filet lace is made by using a knitted

mesh which is stretched over a frame,

the nattern being embroidered with a

needle.

The number of bobbins u.sed in making

lace varies from eight to more than
500, according to the kind and the design.

Until the European war upset trade
conditions English thread was used al-

most entirely in the lacemaking industry.

English Threads Best

The war, however, enabled threads of

Japanese manufacture to enter into seri-

ous competition with those of English
make. Lace made from Japanese thread,
although its initial appearance is satis-

factory, is said to be defective in wear-
ing qualities, and after being washed
the strands of the thread separate and
the lace becomes uneven and loose.

American thread has not appeared in

the market there, although it is under-
stood that during the last two years
firms have made repeated efforts to make
suitable connections with thread manu-
facturers in the United States.

Thread is distributed to the workers by
native brokers, who pay for the labor and
collect and sell the finished lace to the
exporters. The work is done in the
homes of the lace makers and i^ayment
is made by the yard, according to the
number of bobbins used, the kind of lace

and the pattern. The wages of a lace

mnker range from 30 to 500 cash (about
li'^ to 25 cents Canadian currency at
normal exchange) a day, depending
ut)on the skill of the worker and the

amount of time devoted to the work.

Although there are no factories the
mission schools which teach lace-making
are practically on a factory basis, but in

comparison with the entire lace output
of the district the lace made in these

cchools is not an im-oortant factor.

Up to the present exporters have
b'^en content to purchase finished laces

from b^'okers, but th« nractice :is now
being introduced by smaller Chinese ex-

rorting firms of supnlving- thread to the

workers and paying them fo^* their labor.

As, however, these firms find difficultv in

directlv importing suitable foreign thread
for their purposes, little progress has
been made in this method.

War Conditions Raise Prices

In spite of numerous handicaps, such
as the import restrictions of belliger-^nt

countries, the increased cost of foreign

thread and hisrh silver exchange e-.ports

of lace showed an increase of about 50

per cent, in value in 1918 as compared
with the previous year. In actual quan-

tity there is probably little chanere, the

value increase being due mainly to

higher prices and exchange. As, how-
ever, much of the lace was made of

three-cord Japanese thread instead of

six- cord English thread, the fact that

the market held its own in quantity is

not so favorable when quality is con-
sidered. This decline in quality is not

so apparent before use without expert
examination, but shows up after the

lace has been washed.
The bulk of imports of Chefoo laces to

this country are made through Shanghai
middlemen, which naturally results in

higher prices to the importer. As Che-
foo is the main lace producing centre of

China it would seem advisable for pur-
chasers to deal with first hand export-
ers. Shantung Province produces al-

most 90 per cent, of the hand-made laces

of China and Chefoo is by far the most
important centre. Australia is the prin-

cipal market, taking approximately 50
per cent, of the entire output.

FABRIC GLOVE MANUFACTURERS
ORGANIZED IN ENGLAND

In view of csrtain information which
has been obtained concerning the activ-

ities in the glove manufacturing districts

in enemy countries, and the efforts that
are a^eady being made by German manu-
facturers to obtain orders from Eng-
land directly and indirectly, the glove

trade in England believes that it is de-

sirable that the industry be thoroughly
organized. Consequently an association

has been formed by the fabric glove
"manufacturers. It is the intention of the

Board of Trade also, to establish a trade

board for the glove indu-try, which will

work thro'Uigih the association.

RIBBONS
Manufacturers of ribbons have not

b^'en as busy in many years as they are

to-day. They are runnin"- every loom
they can find an operator for, more men
than women being at present employed
in this work.
Because jf the shortage of skilled

labor, production has been cut to about

seventy per cent, of normal. The r^i-

duction in working hours, along with the

increased demands from everv direction,

are creating an unprecedented situation.

Manufacturers are wondering how thev

will take care of orders now on hand,

not to mention further orders.

Cost Increases Greatly

Manufacturers say that prices will in-

crease slightly. On the other hand,

<)ualities are claim\nl to be far above
those of other years. The silk now be-

ing used is bettor tlian for some time.
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fewer comp.aints being received from
the workers.

More money is being paid for work
or. ribbons than ever before, in many
instances the cost of labor alone having
increased more than 100 per cent. Some
manufacturers have asked their cus-

tomers, in view of the increased cost jf

production during the last few months,
to pay from 15 per cent, to 20 per cent.

more for the orders now in hand. Some
buyers, looking to a future shortage,

have agreed to this, taking all tney can
pjssibly procure, while others have re-

fused to pay these advances.

New Brocades and Block Patterns

New lines are being made and dis-

played for Fall trade.

The colors are not dark, but bright,

consisting of various shades of rose,

lavender, blues, light and dark; tans and
browns, with reindeer the one most in

demand now.
Many jf the new designs include

metal brocades, which in some widths
cost $2.50 a yard for finishing. It will

naturally follow that these ribbons can-

not sell for less than $10 to $25 a yard.

These are used for sashes, fancy bags,

vestees and trimmings for evening

gowns. They are very 'beautiful in even-

ing shades of blue with silver, pink with

silver, or either color with gold.

Lingerie rilabons are selling well as

heretjfore, the great demand for silk

lingerie in part explaining the large or-

ders being received.

Widths that are suitable for millinery

purposes, in dark colors, such as navy.

brown and green, are made in satins

ana fancies. Fancy edges on taffetas

are also among the big sellers. Vv'idths

vary from four to five and seven inches

fcr this purpose. Purple is made in

many places, tnough not to the extent

that it has been for the Summer sea_on.

Black is expected t > be a big sel.er for

the Fall.

A special ribbon is made for dress

trimmmg, which can be drawn up by a

thread to be used for ruffling on the

dresses for Fall; it comsj in evening
colors. This is selling very well. A new
dfsign is shown that one might call a

new 'block pattern. It is made of hair-

line blocks on light grounds, often white
with a black or coljred line block, one
cutting through the other and with a

satin edge to the ribbon. The widths
vary, but it is usually wide and could be
used for millinery purposes, sashes, etc.

Taking everything into consideration,

the ribbon trade for Fall promises to be

an important item for the retail mer-
chant. The attractiveness of the new
lines, and the improved qualities shown
—even at advanced prices—will ensure

brisk buying in ribbons.

A NEW HANDBAG
A novelty in the way of handbags is

on the English market. It is called the

"Dorebag" and is patented. It really

comprises three bags in one. The
"Dorebag" combines a Dorothy, hand,

and shopping bag, and by a simple man-
ipulation, either of the three designs

can be obtained.

Gloves
The exclusive trade is taking rather

kindly to novelties of the 8 and 10 button
lengths in kid gloves. These ara worn
even wiih full-length sleeves, crushed
over the forearm, and sometimes push-
ing jhe sleeve back. Naturally these
gloves are very high-ipriced.

During the almost entire absence of
kid gloves from the markets, makers of

cotton, silk or other fabric gloves are
"making hay" by featuring the more
cleanly habit of wearing gloves which
wash easily and dry quickly. Manufac-
turers of these lines, too, are busy get-

ting out lines especially adaptable for

Fall ani Win er seasons. They feature

the closely knit "chnmoisette" and other
suede-like fabrics; double weights, heavy
silks with reinforcements and attractive

CQlorings to harmonize with Fall gar-

ments. These quality features are much
more to the fore han are strictly novel

developments.

For semi-dress and even for evening

wear the longer silk gloves in white and
"pastel tints are gaining in favor.

Manufacturers are at sea as to what
will develop in the way of prices for

Spring, 1920. The fluctuations in cot-

ton are so pronounced as to demand
cau ion, and so the Spring price list will

probably be Iste in making an appear-

ance. Silks, too, are causing grave con-

cern. It is unlikely that Spring goods

will be offered in Canada earlier than

October.

A Department Display of Interest

No! It isn't table linen, nor blouses, nor anything else than handkerchiefs. It is a simple but impressive display in the store of

the .lordan. Marsh Co., Boston, Mass. Note the excellent use of shelving and glass cases and the attractive arrangement of fancy

lines above the shelving. -
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NECKWEAR
High Collars, Fichu.3, Berthas and

Vestces Constitute the Active

Lines Just Now

Once more as the

season is at its

heig-ht, the wearers

of fancy neckwear
are showing a pre-

ference for the all-

white or ivory. Es-

pecially is this ten-

dency noticeable an the frillings which
are being selected. Buyers have been
taking whi;;e frillinigs since the middle
of July, in organdie, net, Georgette and
ninon, even while the public was still

taking colors. In addition to the white
frilling vestees in wihite showing a pro-

fusion of net and lace have had a big

call.

Neckwear houses have made up a big

variety of wide bandings of net and or-

gandie with fine tucks and much lace.

These are wide enough to be used for

vestees or else narrower bandings and
sewn together for the same purpose.

Fichu effects with small frills are sell-

ing well also.

It is not a far call from these band-

ings and frillings to camisole laces, and

so at the neckwear counters one finds

suggestions for dainty camisoles in the

wide trimmed nets, shirred laces and
picoted Georgettes.

For Fall, the natural development af-

ter a season of vestees and lace is the

stock collar with deep lacey jabots. Con-
sequently one sees already jabots of ex-

treme lengths intended to be belted at

the waist as the wais' coats have been.

Very full cascade effects and the move
conservative style of lace jabot are also

introduced.

Berthas, as described in previous is-

sues, are gaining in strength, a]thout;h

they are not a type of neckwear which
the really smartly-dressed woman, or the

girl with a taste for "tailleurs" accepts

with enthusiasm. Some exquisite v/ide

laces as well as nets and Georgette are

made into these bertha effects; one num-
ber is split on the shoulders, which takes

away the "cape" idea which is perhaps
the line not approved in the usual de-

sign. Other models are finished arou^nd

the neck line with a soft roll of black

velvet.

Some dainty cuff effects are shown to

match the net fronts and collars. They
may be shirred, f-^ared or arranged in a

number of styles.

A full range of early Fall neckwear
will not be on the market until about the

end of August. So far there is un-

certainty as to jus'; what leaders will de-

velop.

Handkerchiefs
Prices are still high and are not likely

to be any better for some time. Ireland

depends a great deal upon flax from
other countries on the Continent, as is

indicated in an artihle on flax elsewhere
in this issue. The scarcity of flax in the

p"st few years, .ogether with the labor

conditions, make the possibility of lower
prices impossible.

Shipments of fancy handkerchiefs are

being received m.ostly in lawns, while the

plain handkerchiefs are in linen. Colors

will be quite as strong a- feature for the

coming holiday season as they were last

year, and the boxing is in greater varie'y

of neat and artistic effects than ever.

Women in London, it is said, -are hav-

ing handkerchiefs made of the same ma-
terial as their igowns of Georgette crepe

de Chine or voile; for the smart woman,
the grotesque tiny square covered with

futurist desitgns and animals seems to

have been replaced by the handkerchief

of sheer dantiness.

UMBRELLAS
In the new ranges of Fall umbrellas

and parasols there is an extensive array
of designs in handles. A few seasons
ago rings and cords were brought out
successfully, and since then the designs

and novelty touches have increased

manifold. This season the "rings" shape
themselves into such forms as squares,

ovals, s irrups or triangles.

The bakelite assumes new color ef-

fects, too. It resembles mother-of-pearl,

tortoise shell, amber, jade, ebony, mar-
ble, ruby, onyx; in fact it is to be had
transparent or opaque, in all colors and
a new milky amber shade as well. It

.'s also combined this year with silver

ana gold with good effect.

For the first time some varieties of

handles for men's umbrellas show trim-

ming's of bakelite. These are chiefly in

mot' led or marble effects to match the

wood of the handle, but all are in plain

finish suggesting quality and dignity.

Ten-inch gold and silver tops are al-

ways in steady demand. One manufac-
turer remarked to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that thr- reason gold and silver

had allowed bakelite to come into the

hieh-priced lines was that in the United

S' ates a luxurv tax is levied on the metal

tops as "iewelry," whereas the composi-

tion handles escape it.

A run has developed in colored silk

tops for the Autumn trade. This is part-

ly due to the prevalence of coior in the
handles. Navy, two shades of green,
purple, taupe, brown and garret are all

purchased in considerable quantities,
though the last two are not so active as
the others. The rubberized silks are
very scarce owing to the increased de-
mand and ^he heavy cost of the water-
proofmg process. These covers for Fall
with the big advances in silks, will bring
the cost of the umbrella about 10 to 15
per cent, over last year's quotations, but
the handles remain at the same figures.

A novelty broug^ht out this month in

Nsw York shows a cover in batik work.
A hat and bag are to be had to match.
The parasol is light-toned in the centre

and having dark, deep border with in-

teresting flower and house-top motifs
and strolling figures and animals. The
parasol retails at $35.

VELVET BAGS AGAIN
Chiffion velvet bags with silk tassels

are beinig shown again for Fall. They
are lined with roi-ighx toned taffeta and
fitted vdth change purse (at ached by
a silk cord), mirror, powder puff, memo
book and perfume bottle. Black, taupe,

brown, navy, plum and green are the

colors.

Very many novel shapes in fabric

bags are to be had. The Oriental bro-

cades are sometimes finished like a

Chinese lantern with circular frame
covered in black velvet at top and bot-

tom.

F. Hastnick, of Ladies Wear, Ltd., To-

ronto, was among the recent visitors to

new York.

New Umbrella
Handles

Some of the novelty umbrella
handles for Fall, showing the
new shapes. Note the polka
dot handle and beside it one
imitating onyx. In the middle
is a gold handle with white
bakelite ring. The two below
are for men; the first to show
bakelite trimming. From the
ranges of the Brophey Umbrella

Co., Toronto.
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Veilings
There is nothing unusual or startling

in veils more than those described last

month. It is just a little early for the

sTiowinig of any complete ranges of Fall

.goods. As in the case of laces, deliveries

are slow. Hexagon meshes are the most
popular, with all manner of designs and
styles in flowing and' slip-on veils. Navy
blue slip-ons are reported as very scarce.

Milliners are showing a great many
Fall models which depend entirely upon
large dra^ped veils and scarf veils for

their trimming. One late New York
production has a central round portion

of hexagon mesh with scroll pattern

emibroidery; it is set in a large square of

chiffon so that the mesh covers the face

and hat and the chiffon clings around the

neck and shoulders. There are some
novel conc.ei s of this kind appearing,

but the more conservative styles sell

most readily.

Laces
Me allic lacas and metal embroideries

on silk nets bear out the early predic-

tions that they are to be particularly

strong for evening wear. Many elabor-

ate designs are shown in gilt, silver, and
artistic color combinations—all in dif-

ferent widths. They are mostly Frennh
goods although the United Sates make
a certain amount of these goods and
production has also begun in Canada.
TTie general opinion seems to be that

only the finest of the imported goods

can be relied upon not to tarnish. Buy-
ers vdll do well to take this point into

consideration when catering to their re-

quirements of their own particular trade.

Nets in cotton and silk are selling ex-

ceedingly well also for evening wear,

as well as all lines and widths of Ohan-
tilly, guipure, Vals., and filet laces. In

view of the present popularity of silk

underwear, it is surprising to note that

embroideries, too, are selling exception-

ally well at present. Goodly quantities

of these are taiken throughout the Do-
minion.

Deliveries are none too prompt and
prices are very high. One wholesale
firm which specializes in this merchan-
dise, has not yet received its goods for

Fall, and does not exiO°ct them for at

leas' a month. Only the samples from
which they Tiad ordered were on hand to

shon- DRY GOODS REVIEW represen-

tative.

»'

One of the largest manufac-
turers of hosiery in Canada an-

nounced prices for Spring, 1920,

on July 10. As with most of the

other mills, these were about the

same as for Spring, 1919, on cot-

ton lines, although in a few cases

there were, it was explained,

"close quotations below the 1919

prices to enable the trade to se-

cure again popular prices." Mer-
cerized goods, however, were up
from 5 to 7% per cent., and are

likely to go higher if silk keeps
climbing.

MEDICINE HAT STORE HAS IDEAS
(Continued from Pafe 121.)

entirely dispensed with, and all

other goods were displayed on open

tables, giving the impression of an ex-

tensive stock. Attractive fitting rooms
were constructed and equipped with
every modem device. The sale of cor-

sets alone has increased very materially

since this move was made.
Only women are employed in this de-

partment, which is reached by an eleva-

tor operated hy a woman, so that the

whol" Hetail of purchasing and fitting

garments is done in an atmosphere of

privacy and seclusion without the dis-

tracting influences which are always in

evidence in the main body of the store.

Like a great many other stores in the

smaller centres of the West the Le-

Page Company has adopted a policy

never to purchase two dresses or blouses

alike.

The pattern counter is placed in a

Femi-circle in the centre of the main
bodv of the store.

A rest room is provided in the base-

ment for women, and there on a range

supplied with the famous Medicine Hat
natural pas they may make a cup of

tea or coffee. The ingredients for these

refreshing drinks are provided free of

charge. The rest room is a boon to far-

mers' wives.

The exterior of the LePaee store is'

handsome in design, being finished in

terra cotta. The interior is even more
striking, thp ceilings of the main stor^

being fully 30 feet in height, sunport^d

b^- two rows rtf huge Roman pillars on

f>ither side. At a height of 20 feet gal-

h^-ies encircle this pcreat trading room,

bhe row of pla''" o-lass windows at the

centre front of this gallery affordine

a further onr. irtunitv for window dis-

Ti^ay, in addition to the show windows
Vineath. When the representative of

DRY GOODS REVIEW was in Medicine

Hat early in July a dinner table, fully

set, and adorned with a wealth of cut

glass and flowers, occupied the central

nosition in these upper windows, flanked

on either side by smaller tables tastily

dressed.

NEW BOOKS ON MERCHANDISING
The A. W. Shaw Company, Chicago,

have published the first two of a series

of books on retailing. They are entitled,

"Making More Out of Advertising" and
"Attracting and Holding Customers."
The former deals with copy-writing, lay-

outs, system in advertising, sales

methods, illustrations and many other

irriportant features concerning success-

ful retail advertising. The other book
deals with tested methods which have
proved their worth with progressive
inirchanto—all very practical informa-
tion.

FREIGHT RATES INCREASED
During the war the freight rate on

raw silk shipped from Yokohama by
trans-Pacific bottoms to ports ^n this

coast was $7 per 100 pounds, but ''it was
lowered to $5 after the signing of the
armistice. The rate was further reduc-
ed to $4 in March last, and this rate is

still being charged. In view of the in-

creased shipments of general cargo from
Japan to North America and the reduc-
tion in the tonnage available due to the
greatly increased activity on the Euro-
pean run, the seven steamship companies
concerned have agreed to raise the rate
to $5 from July 16.

A CANADIAN INSTRUCTION BOOK
"Art in Knitting" is the title of a

handsomely illustrated instruction book
for knitting all kinds of sweaters, pull-

overs, etc., which was issued by the Mon-
arch Knitting Company this Spring. It

is the first publication of the kind in

Canada and is more handsomely gotten
up than the usual kind, it being in colors.

A more complete issue is under way.
taking into consideration the heavier
types of fancy knitting which are likefly

to be wanted for Fall. The new instruc-

tion book will be on the market this

montb. The designs throughout have
been supervised and tested by experienc-
ed Canadian wo'tipti.

CLOSE NOW AT 6 ON SATURDAYS
David Spencer, Ltd., Gordon's, Ltd.,

Angus Campbell & Co., Ltd., and Gordon
Drysdale's, Ltd., at Victoria, B.C., have
united to close their stores on Saturday
evenings at 6 o'clock instead of remain-
ing open until 9 or 9.SO as bitherto. The
cPT^e came into force August 2.

For some time past Manager Ballard

of Gordon's, Ltd., has been working to

consummate this change, realizing that

the final three hours on Saturday night
was a particularly trying period for the

salespeople, many of whom were more
exhausted bv this after-supper period

than by a "w^ole day's work in the wee'k.

It is felt that shoppers will be con-

siderate in adjusting themselves to the

new schedule.

F. R. Lalor. M.P., president of the

Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville. Ont.,

has been ejected to the Board of Direct-

ors of the Chartered Trust and Executor

Company.

D. McGill, Toronto, formerly with
Gault Bros. Co., has opened an office

and sample room in the Carslaw Build-

ing, 28 Wellington St. W., representing

the Hodgson Sumner Co. of Montreal.
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Best for Your Customer

Best for You

Putting Styles into Gloves has opened up

a new era of prosperity in Glove selling

Creating the desire for

better gloves and caus-

ing the customer to have

a better conception of

gloves as a means of

enhancement has in-

creased enormously the

number of pairs sold. LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA
The fact that this year

both men and women
are selecting their

gloves with the sharpest

discrimination and the keenest appreciation of values makes it

imperative that the retailer shall stock such gloves as have real

intrinsic worth—gloves whose quality is apparent to everyone.

For many years experienced buyers have found just such quality

in Perrin Gloves and Kayser Gloves—combined with prices which

raise them far above the average level of values at all times—and

especially so at this time of value uncertainties.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
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Successful Corset Departments

THE HUDSON^S BAY CO., Edmonton, Alberta

write

"Our Gossard Corset sales are 25^"

ahead of last year"

Ccrset Leparlrrent oj Tf e Hudson's Bay Co., Edmonton. Alberta

This is a very satisfactory accomplishment, of which we are justly
proud. We attribute the splendid fitting qualities of the Gossard Corset
and its perfection in every detail both as to finish and style, as the
chief reason for this remarkable increase in our business.

The constant and ever-increasing demand gives us greater and more
frequent stock turnover.

Every day we have new customers who become converted to the Front-
Lace Corset, and in Edmonton, there are so many ladies who are Gossard
enthusiasts, that the Corsets, literally speaking, sell themselves.

Our Corset Department is in charge of an expert Corset iere, who
always makes a point of selling a Brassiere with every Corset fitted and
we find this helps our sales considerably.

Frederick T. Harker,
THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY,

4th July, 1919. Edmonton, Alberta.

The Canadian H. W. Gossard Co., Limited
284-286 West King Street TORONTO, CANADA
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GRIFFIN DUPLEX
GLOVES

for

Autumn and Winter

MADE'IN CANADA

Griffin- Washable Duplex Chamo-Suede Gloves

always win instant approval because they
are

—

Distinctive,

Irreproachably neat,

Durable,

and
Economical

Produced in new Autumn colors and lining's

—

and unusually attractive fancy effects. Double
weig-ht ensures double wear and double
warmth.

Our line of Boys' Gloves are unexcelled for

quality, wear and genuine value.

Our travellers are now out with a complete
range of the latest and smartest gloves on the

market. If you have not had a call, drop us
a card. All Canadian made from skein to the

finished product.

Look for the name of Griffin in the Hem.
Every pair of genuine Chamo-Suede
is stamped Griffin Gloves.

GRIFFIN GLOVES
LIMITED

TORONTO
Sole Selling Aiients:

RICHARD L. BAKER & CO.
84 Wellington vSt. W. - - Toronto

Veils and Hair Nets
With Elastic

:r:?QC^t=:

=7Q5aoc^

Complete assortment colors of the

following well known Brands

—

VEILS
"Celia Glad" "Queen Charlotte'*

"La Victoire"

HAIR NETS
"Queen Charlotte" "Veilanet"

"Yoda Lane"

"Coiffura" Real Hair Nets

R22—R24—R26

Will P. White, Limited
TORONTO—65 Simcoe Street.

MONTREAL—489 St. Paul St. West.
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"JULIAN SALE" FOR FINE LEATHER
GOODS FOR PRESENT AND

HOLIDAY TRADE

Every year the Toronto Exhibi-

tion period brings to the city

business men in greater num-
bers who come intent on doing

the old proverbial "kill two birds

with one stone"—business and
pleasure—and that just makes
us repeat—and more heartily if

possible than ever—our wide welcome to those in the

trade to make our show-rooms their headquarters

while in the city.

TIMELY WARNING

We are showing perhaps the finest and most varied

lines that ever carried our name but manufacturing
is restricted for various unavoidable reasons— and
that emphasizes the importance of placing orders

almost immediately in order that you may have an
assurance of anywhere near the full complement of

your requirements for your own special trade.

FAIR TIME WILL BE A
GOOD TIME TO ORDER

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., Limited

Wholesale—Factory—and Sample Rooms

600 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO
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r
"FOR WINDY FALL DAYS"

>>

^TPQi

HAIR NETS and SLIP-ON VEILS
Complete stock always on hand.

BONNIE-B Hair Nets in silk and human hair, with or without elastic, in fringe
and cap styles.

BONNIE-B Slip-On Veils in a wide range of most attractive, becoming meshes
and designs.

The unusual qualities that render BONNIE-B lines highly superior to all others,
will make an instant appeal to your customers.

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO--156 Yonge Street NEW YORK--222 Fourth Avenue

i'30C?OD'^t?OQt3DC:''^0«=30C^DOOOQ^D^CIC?n'=^C3C^CTOQC3aC7CS!7DC?S>C3aaQOOQC»C3^ J

Your

FALL
Requirements

LACES

VEILINGS

EMBROIDERIES
HANDKERCHIEFS

NOVELTIES

can be fully met by our
widely assorted and care-
fully selected stock in all

these lines.

VISIT U3
when in Toronto, for the
Canadian National Exhi-
bition, at our convenient-
ly located Show Rooms.

Westlake Brothers
LIMITED

24 Wellington Street West TORONTO

Be

FIRST
to

Show

the

LATEST

FINNIE NECKWEAR
- for Fall -

includes all the newest and smartest effects in

Collar and Cuff Sets, Vestees, dainty Collars,

and all popular lines of Neckwear.
The quality of FINNIE NECKWEAR .3 al-

ways impressive, the styles fascinating,

original and distinctive, and the prices satis-

factory.

A. BRUCE FINNIE & CO.
CORNER CRAIG AND GOSFORD STS.

MONTREAL

'Phone.Wire ^ Mail

jTOR the latest ideas in Dress
-- Trimmings, Fall Dresses
show, Feather Fringe, extremely
deep Fringes, Military Braids,

Tassels and Girdles.

MOULTON MFG. CO., LTD.
4 Inspector Street, MONTREAL

Offices: 'I'oronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, St. Jolin
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TRACr. MARK

ACME KNITTED
GOODS

sell readily and yield

the merchant a good

margin of profit.

Sweaters and Scarves

Sets Tuques Mitts
Knitted Novelties for

Women
Children

Men

Makers also of

FINE DRESS GLOVES
Working Gloves and Mitts,

Moccasins and Larrigans,

Sheep and Mackinaw Cloth-

ing.

Acme Glove Works

^r:^

w%
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You are Invited
to visit our showrooms when in

Toronto. We will be delighted

to show you any or all of our

interesting lines— designed in

our own work rooms.

Blouses
With the Fall suit excelling in popularity, the demand
for smart blouses increases. Our variety is most exten-

sive and attractive, showing the season's smartest ma-

terials, shades, and styles—in our usual high standard

of quality.

Our other hur other lines inc.lude :

^^^^

Silk Lingerie

NecK-wcar
Laces

V eilings

Hanakercniers

You will find our goods delightfully

distinctive, and genuinely depend-
able—a combination ensuring the
utmost value.

Ladies Wear, Limited
563 College Street, Toronto

W. F. GofortK, President

(i a
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Distinctive Sl^irt Creadon trir.:r.ed

uiih -J. C" Picol Edge

Grossrain Ribhon

STYLE stimulates the frequency with

which women want new clothes—and
STYLE it is that stimulates the sale-

ability of your garments.

Ribbons, to-day, figure prominently in

all plans for fascinating dress creations.

Designers appreciate keenly the distinc-

tion and character they add to all ready-

to-wear.

yy

''J. C Ribbons
are leaders among ribbons. Utterly in-

dividual in color and design, perfectly

and readily adaptable, they are widely

preferred. Buy them by name.

LADY FAIR
A new double-faced satin ribbon. There is only one

genuine Lady Fair Ribbon,—"J. C." LADY FAIR.
Be sure the name appears on every bolt you buy.

SATIN DE LUXE
Best satin and taffeta ribbon.

VIOLET
Ideal lingerie ribbon in pink, blue and white.

TROUSSEAU
Rosebud and Polkfl Dot Lingerie ribbon.

SANKANAC
Popularly priced satin and taffeta ribbon.

DEMOCRACY
A grosgrain ribbon "For the People."

(.All Registered Trade Mar^ Namei)

JOHNSON, COWDIN & COMPANY
"America's Best Ribbons"

40 EAST 30th STREET NEW YORK

>2
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Mosaic Embroidery
Appears

Fancy linens, which are to be found
usually somewhere adjoining the house-
hold linens and the fancy goods depart-
ment in departmental stores, constitute

a very important item of merchandise
these days. Most of the hand-worked
linen is, of course, imported, and in cheap
goods Japan seems to supply the ibulk.

Even yet the large stores are enabled tj

sell hand-crocheted doilies with drawn-
work centres for 10 cents, a price about
the same as that asked before the war.
One of the large Toronto stores remark-
ed to a DRY GOODS REVIEW repre-
sentative recently that he sells $25,000
worth of this kind of goods a year. He
sells, tjo, a great deal of the hand-made
Battenberg articles, such as centre
pieces, table covers and scarfs. These
lines, of course, are coarse and appeal
only to the popular trade, but they con-
stitute a big item of business in a year.

In the better fancy linens there is

nothing yet to replace, in Canadian opin-
ion, the hand-made Madeira linens.

These are quite as much in vogue and as
well liked as ever they were and peace
times are only increasing the popularity
of these gojds, wherein is to be found
real value. They come in for special
attention for weddmgs and other gift
rarpo3es. of course. Readers of DRY
GOODS REVIEW will remember that in
the January issue mention was made of
the featuring in New York stores of
mosaic embroidery. This is very fine
hand-embrjidery with designs which are
very like filet lace, but in reality the
tiny squares are hand-embroidered. The
patterns are very intricate and exhibit a
fine design. Some very handsome pieces
of this Japanese mosaic hand-work has
appeared in Toronto recently, but the
buyers say that it is not meeting with
anything like the same approval that
Madeira is. Naturally, with so much
extremely fine work high prices have to
be asked, and customers seem to be of
the opinijn that for the same amount of
money they can get better value and
more attractive work in Madeira. One
buyer who recently returned from New
York stated that McCreery, and some
other stores, who made a big feature of
mosaic embroidery hist Winter, are sell-

ing off their stock of it at present.

Crochet Work Stronger

Than Ever
Crocheting is picking up once more

and starting off for Fall with much more
vigor than for some time past. One of

t^ie Toronto buyers stated to DRY
GOODS REVIEW that she believed

white crocheting this Fall would be at

its highest popularity f jr some seasons
past. "There is absolutely no falling off

in it," she said. While crocheting cen-

tres chiefly around undergarments, bou-
doir caps, and similar articles, there are

many novelties made up of this work.

One saw a whole Summer hat crocheted

the other day. Thtre are bags of all

sorts, also; tops fjr children's and
babies' dresses, and a great deal of cro-

cheted lace for all sorts of trimmings.

Besides this there is a great deal of

crocheting being done in colors for fancv

articles. Perhaps chief of these is the

filet crocheting in wool for pullovers. It

is not thought, however, that these filet

wool pullovers will amount to any big

item for Fall, since they are purely a

Summer fad. The knitted ones, more
Eolid in texture, remain popular, how-
ever. Mention is made in the knit goods

section of this issue of the new lines of

fancy knitting wool, which are on the

market now.

Novelties on the Market
"Cockle Lockie" and "Luckie Pollie"

are two hand-made birds by an English

woman. These birds sit one at either

end of a cross-bar stand and are creating

a good deal of interest among English

kiddies. The^' are made up in white

or red and appear to be crocheted. The-^'

have wings, eyes, beaks, tails and

top nots, all of which finishing-touches

render them very life-like.

There have been all s^rts of "cut-outs"

for the little ones to puzzle with, but

perhaps the newest outfit shows bu<?s.

These bug cut-outs can be hitched to a

cut-out cart or car and made to go.

These outfits are selling on the New
York market for a $1.50 a box, retail.

They include butterflies, swans, birds,

moons, fish and bugs in general.

There are also soine new little battle-

snips to be had, made of celluloid; little

Japanese barques, Dutch skiffs, and sj

on. These, of course, are very smali,

but very attractive to youngsters.

Another little novelty which is liable

to meet with some success for milady

is a small suede leather case, measuring

sometimes 2 inches long and sometimes

3 or 4 inches, and enclosing a little per-

fume brick. It may conveniently be

carried in one's silk or beaded hand-bag.

These outfits are being sold in the jew-

elry stores, as well as at the novelty

counters in department stores.

Jewelry
The strong voguc for laces which is

on the way will proibably call for a very
much increasL>d supply of scarf pins.

Quite a range of the better grades is

offered in novelty bar pins. These, of

course, must have smoothly finished

edges in their designs, so that they will

not catch and pull the delicate silks and
laces.

Necklaces are still selling well, and

they follow for the most part the fancy

effects which have been in vogue all

Summer. It appears as if the price de-

pends in direct ratio upon the amount
of intricate fancy w rk developed.

In some of the new imported groups
there are very long chains with rich silk

or metallic tassels, or elaborate pendants
shown. One necklace shows miniature
hand-grenades. Carved plaques, too, are
featured.

Heavy bracelets \vith Oriental carv-

ing and design are also shown in New-
York.

If the short sleeves, which are threat-

ened f :)r next Summer, make any head-
way, bracelets will be the inevitable re-

sult.

COMPETITION IN CROCHETING
Of interest to art needlework depart-

ments is the news that the Hudson's Bay
Company, Calgary, held a competition

in crochet work recently. It proved
very successful, a great many entries

having been made. The successful entry

was a fifty-four inch luncheon cloth, hav-

ing a lace border seven inches in depth.

The prize awarded was ten dollars and
the luncheon cloth is valued by the Hud-
son's Bay Company, where it was dis-

played later, at fifty-five dollars.

Miss Edith Brocklehurst, formerly of

the linen department of H. J. Daly's,

Ottawa, is now in charge of the art de-

partment at the Stanley Mills Co., Hamil-
ton, Ont.

WALKING DOILS FEATURED
Almy's, Montreal, made a special fea-

ture on July 28 of their walking dolls.

A. special 3-column advertisement, 7 in-

ches deep, made the following announce-
ment—with a neat little "kiddie" cut

at the upper left and lower right cor-

ners:

—

DOLLY CAN GO FOR A WALK,
TAKE HER HAND AND START

RIGHT OFF !

Have to wind her up ? No, in-

deed, she just walks and does it very
naturally, too.

Come in to-day and make the

acquaintance of our family of walk-

ing dolls; they will go for a prom-
enade with you around the depart-

ment, just to show you how easily

they can do it.

Two are 30 inches tall, $10.98 and

$13.98.

One will not only walk but will

also go to sleep whenever you
want her to. $13.98.

Two other sizes, $7.98 and

$9.98.

You won't be able to find these

anywhere else in Montreal.

—Second Floor Up.

Mrs. Mutton, buyer of fancy goods for

the Robt. Simpson Co., has recently re-

covered from a long and serious illness

;in ! is now on duty again.
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GIFT PARCHMENT
TRAYS

A new idea in gift novelties has been
introduced in a line of gift parchment
trays of hand illuminated engrossed
parchment artistically framed and box-
ed. The series includes guest room and
smokers' trays.

On one of the guest room trays the
wording is as follows:

Guests there are who come to us
Out of memories' halls.

Other guests there are who come
When our fancy calls.

Our guest you are in memory,
In fancy often, too,

But best of all you are our guest
When we can talk tj you.

The smoker's tray is an ideal man's
gift. There are thirty-seven different
designs in the line.

WHY DO WOMEN WEAR BEADS?
A writer to the Daily Chronicle, Lon-

don, asking why women wear beads and
condemning Lbo fashion rjceive?, Lhi« re-

ply from another correspondent:

Sir:—^The reason why woimen wear
beads is akin to the reason why nature
wears d:^isiet ind wild roses whe-i srass
and turnip.s would give a bi^;;-er y.eld of
pork and mutton for the useful employ-
ment of our internal organs.
Men 'vho complain of women adorning

themselves should not write to the pap-
ers, they should take the first ship home.
Filling up with food and drink, they
should sleep, sleep long and deep for

hundreds ^nd hundreds of years. Wak-
ing to fish, hunt, fight, and kill, they
should in turn be hunted, killed and eaten
many times over, sleeping earnestly in

between. In course of time thev mig'^t

fird themselves possessed of facultie-

capable of appraising some of the values
of life added to the useful.

BEADS FEATURED IN HALIFAX
STORE

Soeaking of beads, Mahons, Limited,
Halifax, N.S.. used the whole of their

3-column by 8* inches advertisement on
Julv 29 to talk about the new neck
beads. This is what they say, in part

(note tihe attention e-iven to avoiding
misleading terms—"the ivory is imita-

tion, of course")

:

Wear beads. You don't have to wait till

you're all dressed up, as you did at one
time. These lone: neck chains are meant
to be worn with the simplest Summer frock,
'"•hither it be of ffing'ham or ovene de
Chine. And some are so drossy that they
may be worn on real "party" occasions.
You may wear beads if you're very younp.

very old, or at any one of the important
ages between. There are frivolous beads
for gay, irresponsible young persons, bright
or subdued tones fo^ those who prefer them,
and demure, perfectly proper beads in dull

or cut jet for those who will have nothing
but black.
Then there are the link beads, like the

links of the dandelion chains we used to

weave in dandelion days. Those come in

all-black, strung on silver-gilt chains, in

black with jade or black with rose, in amber
and other tones.

Very effective are the tiny cut jet beads
with a small cameo (black) pendant; and
the twisted coils like braid, with long
black bead tassels, all made of the tiny dull
black seed beads. And others, much heavier,
round as marbles. These in black, white and
colors—the white is in imitation ivory.
There are combination necklaces, in slen-

der links and big ball beads. 'The part
that circles the neck consists of the slender
links. One such in mulberry tone has, at
the lower end, round, smooth beads much
like the mulberries, punctuated at every
octave by small jade bead flanking a big
round marble in cut ivory (imitation ivory,
of course). This has a round drop.
Beads of all colors and in a variety of

pretty styles to add a touch of color and
distinction to your simple little Summer
frock.
As low in price as 75 cents; as high as $6.

r.ing boxes are gaining in favor with
the removal of engagements and mar-
riages this year.

There are uome novel octagonal bell-

shaped powder boxes and hair receivers.

IVOPY
Among the new ivory ranges on tm

market are some attractive designs m
jewel boxes. Ihere seems to be more
emphasis placed on the medium sizes of

these than on the very large ones, which
is gojd evidence of the better selling of

the medium sizes. One of the new de-

signs shows the lid and bottom extend-
ing well beyond the three sides, where
there are no hinges; in front these ex-

tensions go farther each coming in a

graceful curve to a point in the centre

KNITTING BAGS
Real knitting bags are still needed,

too, for in spite of the lack of war knit-

ting and the scarcity of sweaters wo-
men still knit. One of the pretty knit-

ting bags is made of soft cream linen,

of heavy quality. On it is embroidered
a seated lady knitting, and the ball of

w yo\ in her lap is a real little ball of

wool. Also, the diminutive servant who
stands before her has real worsted, in

little balls, in his basket.

BEDROOM SETS
Lovey embroidered bedroom sets in-

clude curtains for the windows, bed-

spread and bed flounces, covers for

bureau an-l dressing table and bed-

room stand and pin cushion. It is al:o

p ssible to have embroidered covers for

little boudoir pillows and, of course, by
a bit of manipulation you could fit these

patterns to almost any other bit of bed-

room furnishings.

The upper of the two bags at the left is a new design made without seams. The leather
is very soft and folds in neatly to the dull silver frame. The lining is of figured satin.
The lower bag, made of black moir, has two demure puffs; at the bottom is a circular
stiffened piece which keeps the bag nicely rounded.. The frame has an interesting
Dutch design.
The purse at the right is a soft, velvety grey calf one in smart outlines, with no less
than ten compartments inside. It is lined with shot silk poplin. The travelling case
below is of soft black morocco in the new flat style, which is popular, the lower wing
folding up to the sides and secured with snap fasteners. The lining is sky blue striped
moire.
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ISLAND SPINNING CO., LTD.
LISBURN, IRELAND

Manufacturers of

PURE IRISH LINEN THREADS
To the Manufacturing and Wholesale Trades.

There is one line of thread that you can always depend upon. "FOUNTAIN
BRAND" Linen thread has stood the test of years—thoroughly reliable under the

most unusual conditions. Suitable for all classes of clothing and leather trade

manufacturing.

We carry, in stock, ready for immediate shipment, all numbers in

—

1 lb. and 1/2 lb. Patent Wind Cops, also 1, 2 and 4 oz. Spools.

Three colors—White, Black, Whitey Brown (Natural).

Write for Samples and Prices. Correspondence solicited.

Sole Agents for Canada

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.
508 READ BUILDING, MONTREAL 20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

Here's Good News

Wools and Floss

We have a large and well assorted

stock of all lines, including art needle

sundries.

Stamped Needleworl^

A big range to choose from.

Infant's Department

Do not overlook keeping your stock

complete in this department.

Hambly & Wilson, Ltd.
11 Wellington Street

TORONTO - - CANADA

RI M Head Office : TORONTO
66 Wellington Street, West

I ^Weyerstall & Co. I

UTTONS
"Canada's Exclusive I

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta"

Mercerized Cottons
"Crystal"

Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS wHANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory :

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada
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Oriental Goods
For several years we have distributed the ab ove lines of Oriental merchandise to the job-

bers, manufacturers, and department stores of Canada. We receive our goods directly

from our own resident representative at Yok ohama. While we do not aim to keep a com-
plete stock in any one line we are continually handling shipments of all of the above lines.

Buyers are cordially invited to visit any one of our different offices at:

—

VANCOUVER—Where we have recently opened a new warehouse to be
used as a clearing house for goods received at that Port.

MONTREAL— Permanent sample room here, for trade in Eastern and Cen-
tral Canada.

YOKOHAMA— Mr. D. A. Martin, formerly in charge of our Montreal
office, is our resident buyer here, and will htartily welcome
any Canadian buyers at his office.

See our salesmen, who cover all the principal points in Western Canada, or write for
quotations and samples.

Our regular terms are net cash 30 days from date of invoice—with special quotations for
spot cash buyers.

Export and Buying Office

96 Yokohama
Japan

Importers
Water and Cambie Sts.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

ft Eastern Sample Room^

Mappin-Webb Building

Montreal

o
M
o

>r)in( II II II II II II II II II ii-n-r- HDlOi loia II II II I' » II innr> f>in(
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GEO. H. ADAMS COMPANY
HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE

LATCH NEEDLES TRANSFER POINTS
SINKERS, JACKS, ETC.

Address all communications to

CHAS. B. PAULUS
General Sales Manager

Temporary Address

1516 Sixty-Eighth Ave., Oak Lane

Philadelphia, Pa.

Fall

Fashions
call for the profuse

use of

BUTTONS
for

TRIMMING
^vorv and SrmVpd T>

Buttons are especially in

favor, the demand being
so great that the supply is

g^oing to be limited.

At present we are in a
position to fully meet
your demands in these
lines, also

Celluloid Buttons
Tailors' Small Wares
and Fancy Trimmings

See the Button man or
write us for prices.

The Ontario Button Co.,
LiMrrKD

Kitchener - - Ontario

Shoe and
Corset Laces

MADE IN CANADA
THE EQUAL OF ANY IMPORTED

COTTON
SILK and
MERCERIZED

Black and popular colors. Put up in

bundles, also paired and boxed.

Samples and prices on request.

INDEPENDENT SILK
CO., LIMITED

137 McGILL ST. - MONTREAL
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mama^m
NATURAL
WOOL

Und erwear

A big seller—and
gaining in popularity

every year.

The genuine at-

tractive natural

wool color, texture

and serviceability.

Made in two-piece

garments. Also in

perfect form-fitting

combinations.

''AdmiraV and
" Common/ore " brands

for Men and Boys.

''Primrose'' and
"Pn5c///a" brands for

Women and Girls.

Selling Agent to the Wholesale

Trade

C. O. Paton
23 Foy Bldg. Toronto

AOMIkAL

wool UNOCBWCAP l/NO^

COMMODORE PRISCI

WOOL ^H^r wooti^ </
UNSHRINKABIX UNSHRINKABIX

SCJLLA
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<0> -^

The Mode Insists on a Touch ofBright Color

Jade Green is a mark of Fashion this Summer. This artistic
necklace, with novel links and rings, is of Jade Green
"Ivory"—has Oriental plaque and ornaments of Old Ivory
finish. It is of a design which makes sales.

We will be pleased to send you a sample assortment of our
latest lines of Necklaces, in the most popular colors, for
your approval. Write us if interested.

WRINCH-McLAREN, LIMITED
77 WELLINGTON ST. WEST. TORONTO
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"WABASSO"
Good as Gold - White as Snow

3&

Our Cottons have stood the test,

and the Canadians know to-day

that they can buy a Home-made
article the Equal of the Best made

m the WORLD.

See that a full range of our

Lawns, Nainsooks, Mada-
polams. Bridal Cloths, Cam-
brics, Longcloths, Sheetings,

Sheets, Pillow Cottons, Slips,

etc., etc. occupy a prominent

place m your store.

1 he Wabasso Cotton Co., I -td

Three Rivers, P.Q.

•
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NOW SHOWING
FALL STYLES

IN

FANCY VEILS, VEILINGS

MONA LISA VEILS

ELASTIC VEILS

MOURNING VEILING

BABY VEILS

MALTESE COLLARS

SPANISH LACE SCARVES

FLOUNCINGS,
NETS, LACES

are sure merchandise for this coming season.

Our stock is well assorted vet. Let US serve

YOU before the best lines are gone.

Come in, let us wait on you this trip. We assure

you we can interest you.j

TRY US FIRST!

PANADAVEILING CO
LIMITED

TORONTO

•^' ><• *' -" -*' <"
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winso

Made in Canada

Wiinsome
H

Maid
osiery

Represents

True Economy
in every thread, in perfection of fit,

unexcelled wearing qualities, and
its altogether obviously superior
finish. All colors.

The Wilson Mfg. Com
934 Gerrard St. East ^ -

ipany
Toronto

A.B.C. HOSIERY
FOR

CHILDREN
Sensible parents realize that they cannot ex-
pect sturdy, active youngsters to really "save"
their clothing, so they buy the kind that they
know will stand strenuous wear and tear.

You can recommend- \ j] ^ HOSIERY" with

complete confidence, because it is

—

STURDY,
ATTRACTIVE,
COMFORTABLE,
ECONOMICAL,

and
ALTOGETHER DEPENDABLE

Increased space and facilities in our model
new, and absolutely sanitary factory, are now
enabling our expert workers to more adequate-
ly meet the great demands for •• ^ B C
HOSIERY."

Made in all sizes—4 to 10 inches—in 1 and
1 Rib.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited
883 Dundas St. East Toronto
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BATHINO SUITS

Bathing Suits and Jerseys for Men, Women and Children, made
in Cottons and Worsteds in a fine range of Color Combinations.

THE MONARCH KNITTING COMPANY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE : DUNNVILLE, ONT.

FACTORIES : DUNNVILLE, ST. CATHARINES AND ST. THOMAS, ONT., AND BUFFALO, NY.
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i^NNomONG THE MNGE

SWEATER COATS
Our range of sweater coat

styles for Spring is now com-
pleted and our travellers

will call on you soon with

samples. This fine "All-Cana-

dian" range comprises:

Silk Sweater Coats

For Women
including many attractive and
exclusive novelties.

Woollen Sweater Coats
For Men, Women and Children

A very large variety of smart

new styles by our own design-

ers, based on the latest models

shown in the world's great cen-

tres of fashion.

Monarch-Knit goods have long

been recognized as the stand-

ard for style, quality and work-

manship.

THE MONARCH KNITTING
COMPANY. LIMITED

Head Office: DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Factories: Dunnville. St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont..

and Bulalo. NY.
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FOR Spring 1920

HOSIERY
See the New Samples of

Monarch-Knit Hosiery

For Men and Women

Our showing of hosiery this

season is better than ever.
The Monarch-Knit line for
1920 has never been equalled
in Canada.

Its quality, finish and variety
will give both you and your
customers complete satisfac-
tion.

We will appreciate your
holding your order until you
have seen the Monarch-Knit
range.

THE MONARCH KNITTING
COMPANY. LIMITED

Head Office: DUNNVILLE. ONT-

Factories : Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont.,

and Buffalo, N.Y.
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Canada's Famous Knitting Yarns

In 34 Shades

Made from the

finest of Austra-
lian wools; noted
for beauty, soft-

ness and uni-
formity of weight
and texture.

Put jip in handy
balls—most con-

venient, both for

you and your cus-

tomers. Steady
seller the year
round.

Monarth-^
Floss

A 2-ply yarn, made from fine

Australian wool, spun in our
own plant, very popular for
knitting pullovers, scarves,
children's garments and articles
of a similar character. Put
up in one-ounce balls, 16 balls

to the box.

Monarch
Down

A 4-ply yarn, made from extra
fine cross bred wool, spun in

our own plant, suitable for
sweater coats, sox, mitts, etc.,

or for any other purpose where
a heavier yarn than Monarch
Floss is required. Put up in 2-

ounce balls, eight balls to the
box.

''Art in Knitting''

Monarch
Dove

A 4-ply yarn made from fine

Australian wool. Spun in our

own plant. A slightly finer yarn

than Monarch Down, suitable

for knitting stockings, mitts,

etc., where closer knitting and

firmer texture is required.

The first all-Canadian book ever published on hand-knitting.
It gives full instructions, stitch by stitch, and illustrated with
photographs, for knitting scores of pretty and useful articles.
Price to dealers, 17c per copy. Retail price, 25c. Sell these in

your knit goods section and you will not only make a profit
on the books, but will greatly stimulate your sales of Mon-
arch Floss, Down and Dove.

. ; . ; ; 1-'.-

The Monarch Knitting Co., LiWiiffed

HEAD OFFICE: DUNNVILLE, ONTARIO
FACTORIES: Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont., and BuflFalo, N. Y.

Also Manufacturers of Monarch-Knit Sweaters, Hosiery, etc., for Men, Women and Children.
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Distinctive Silk Lingerie
New creations that will appeal to

your most descriminating customers.

Designers and manufacturers of the exclusive Canadian made lines of
Metallic Laces.

Embroidered Voile Flouncing, Allovers, Bandings, Handkerchiefs.

Inc. New Fall Styles are now being shown by our representatives. We incite your inspection.

H. P. RITCHIE & COMPANY
38-42 CLIFFORD STREET, TORONTO
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Window display for Fall opening
of millinery in the store of O Sul-
livan Brothers, exclusive ladies'
wear store at Swift Current, Sask.
This display was first presented to
the public view on Labor Day and
combined a charming display of

high class furs with the latest hat
models. Note the use of miniature
wheat sheaves in the general de-
sign both in the window and in the
interior of the store. These
sheaves were bound with gaily
colored ribbon, giving the window
the necessary touches of color as
well as making the display take on

a seasonable Fall appearance.

Second window used by O'Sullivan
Brothers, of Swift Current, to in-

troduce their Fall opening of mil-
linery, furs and suits. As in the
case of the window above sheaves
of wheat and a basket of flowers
were used to give the proper

Autumn touch.

The H. S. Falls Co., Limited, of Sim-
coe, Ont., are making the most of their

firm name in their advertising?. At the
top of their 2-column space is a half-

tone of Niagara Falls, bearing the

double pun, "One of the Best Stores in

Ontario."

Miss Jessie Cressman, who handled
the advertising for the Cressman stores

at Peterborough, Ont., so efficiently dur-
ing the war, after her predecessor went
overseas, has resigned her position.

She developed a keen interest, and her

success was due to thoroughness and

g'^neral capability, the more remarkable
owing to the fact that she had but a

couple of weeks instruction before tak-

ing over the work. Miss Cressman is

now contemplating taking an advanced
course in advertising in New York.

Miss Fraser, wh > has been in Qu'

Appelle for the past year as head sales-

woman in the dry goods dei)artin('nt of

Caswell & Co., and Vicars, Krauter &
Co., has gone to her home in Nova Scotia.

Barrel hoops covered with

brightly colored material, and sus-

pended from the ceiling in a hori-

zontal position, are used in the

general store of A. S. Drumniond,
at lialcarrcs. Sask., for the pur-

pose of displaying ribbons, gloves,

neckties, suspenders and similar

articles. They are hung from the

ceiling on slender, almost invisible

wires.
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./ StrikniP'lv A ovel U'lndcnc
A new note in bridal displays is struck in this window arranged by Edw. K. Lummus, of Almy's Limited, Montreal. The
introduction of the open limousine from which the "bride" has just stepped, and the figure seated inside, is an unusual
feature. The bridesmaids, flower ffirls, flowers and ferns are all tastefully placed in the impressive scene. The frocks
were of net, lace and satin. Retailers need scarcely be reminded that September is only second in importance to .lune
as a month for weddings, and September is close at hand.

.JULY RETAIL SALES
Eaton's Winnipej^- store celebrated its

fourteenth birthday on July 17. The
evening before a page advertisement
was devoted to special items on sale the

next morning at 10.30. Small cuts of

birthday candles were used to dec jrate

the advertisement. The regular store

news appeared on another page.

July was a popular month for Imen
sales, despite the great scarcity and high

prices of the treasured fabric. This is

what Murray-Kay's.
their announcement:

Toronto, said in

Our True Linen Event is helping to re-

duce the cost of living to a minimum. When
you consider that the possession of fine linens

is one of the most important of things to

every housekeeper, and then realize the cost

of good linens to-day, generally speaking, and
that our prices are based on old price levels,

you can appreciate just what a boon this

event is proving to everyone. To-morrow
our list is particularly an attractive one and
includes: etc.

Hoiv the Interior of a General Store Should Not
Look

This picture taken in the dry goods department of a large Saskatchewan store
shows a disorderly and jumbled up array of goods which very seriously impairs
the selling value of any of the various lines. Everything in sight appears awry.
Note the careless method of piling boxes, and the sloppy manner in which all
garments are displayed. To a woman who likes neatness, and refinement this
store would not appeal, no matter if the articles and goods on sale were all that

they should be.

John Laidlaw & Son, Kingston, gives

the following outlook jn the linen situa-

tion:

We expect no improvement in the supply
of linens during 1919 nor are there any indi-

cations of lower prices. The present supply
iind production are totally inadequate to the
requirements, and it should be borne in mind
that the readjustment from war to peace
conditions, and the necessity for meeting a

greatly increased demand, will cover a period
of many months, probably years. It is a

matter of sheer economy to buy generously
now for future use.

Beer S- Weeks, Charlottetown, P.E.L,

featured fancy linens, stamped linens,

novelties etc., mentioning:

Cushion cases, bureau scarfs, centers and
doyleys, table covers, shams, pillow cases. In

all these lines we show an immense variety
and prices will be found exceptionally low
as we buy direct from makers.

Bartlet, MacDonald & Gow, at Wind-
sor, Ont., held their semi-annual sale,

stating:

This vast selling comes at a very opportune
time because it is now that most housewives
desire to take account of their bedding and
table needs and replenish these needs.

This sale will chart the way to economize

and at the rate folks are taking advantage
of these otTerings we cannot too strongly

urge that you come at the earliest moment.

Eaton's, Winnipeg, announced:

Irish damask table cloths—a manufac-
turer's clearance. We counted it a decided

trade favor to secure these fine tablecloths to

sell at such a remarkable reduction from
current prices. Scarcity this season you
know is a very real condition.

The collection is made up of four hundred
cloths, some cotton, others all linen. Among
them are some seconds, other patterns to be

discontinued for change sake. At these low
prices, values you'll find are equal to any
offered before the war.
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George Snowden, of Medicine
Hat, displays gauntlets on the
counter where the customer tran-

sacts business, by stuffing them
with cotton batting and standing
them upright. The effect of a
gloved hand attracts attention

even better than the mailed fist!

The John Murphy Co., Montreal, called

attentiooi to their linen department, but
did not feature linens proper so much
a3 honeycomb and marcel quilts, towels,

etc

THE DIGNITY OF STOREKEEPING
I am a son in my father's house. One

of this nation's children who fills the

dignified position of one who serves. To
stand behind a counter and display to an
admiring customer, who, through time,

has become a friend, the handicraft of

some other; to weave into the display

the story, perhaps, of loving hearts that

labored, putting skill into the making,
possesses a real dignity that some, even
in the trade, fail to notice.

One of the greatest pleasures of life

is the spending of money, and this is

doubly enhanced when the spender re-

alizes that it is going to assist a fellow-

being. The personal touch makes the

heart warm and comfortable. The hand-

made article, for instance, may have
been done by a lonely mother, who, with
her orphaned children about her, has

used a skill of 'teen age days that had
been laid aside, but now has become the

source of daily bread. Where is the

merchant who would not feel the dig-

nity of displaying such an article, and
the purchaser, pleasure in securing it?

The sordid standpoint, price, is not con-
sidered. Sentiment, value, satisfaction,

come first, nowadays.

No customer is dissatisfied with the

price paid, only in the discovery of de-

fects. To wear a cherished garment,
which suddenly discloses a flaw, is like

discovering some hitherto unknown
weakness in a friend. Would those who
make, be silent a space to consider this

carefully, the dignity of their calling

would not be so often beclouded.

The merchant is the means of placing

the product of the faithful worker be-

fore prospective purchasers, and it is

right to become enthusiastic over his

merchandise. The most virtuous do not

shout their own praises, and the skilled

worker always puts something of herself

into the work. Let the merchant and
his help put something of themselves

into their service and the purchaser will

soon appreciate it.

Profits are considered just to-day. The
laborer is worthy of his hire, or, to put

it the other way about, "the hire" repre-

sents the labor. We are getting to the

stage where we can measure our useful-

ness by what we get.

"Knowledge is Power"

Knowledge such as the DRY GOODS
REVIEW is helping to disseminate

—

which lifts the storekeeper from the

position where some try to force him

—

that of a profitmonger, or a highway
roibber—is necessary to a satisfaction in

living. Because you or I take our cus-

tomers' money and pass it on to the

worker is no reason why we should be
called bad names or be looked upon with

disfavor. Yet some newspapers cast

upon the local store imputations which

imperil the dignity of its calling.

The best servant is he who realizes

his importance, that is, his responsibil-

ity. The store, as we have said, is the

road through which the wheels of com-

merce convey their wares to those who
create their necessity. Dignity alone,

however, cannot command respect,

neither can submission to wrong. The
merchant in Canada certainly does not

stand on the former, however important

it is, and the latter must in some way
be stopped. It may be that the store-

keeper has been too ready to suffer and

serve alone, without placing his position

before his customers.

As a way for the spreading of this

knowledge, I have thought that a shar-

ing of profits with customers who pur-

chase regularly would be effectual. Not
a percentage return on amount of pur-

chase, because two mites are sometimes
larger than great amounts. An annual

meeting to discuss difficulties and ex-

plain shortcomings v;ould change the at-

mosphere-—but this is another subject.

Yours, etc.,

STOREKEEPER.

Mr. Frank Lon2:o has opened a store

at 199% Bank street, Ottawa, catering

especially to merchant tailors.

"The Blouse Shop," 108 Sparks street,

Ottawa, has started business in the store

until recently occupied by "La Mode,
Limited."

What Other Merchants Are Doing
One Department Introduces Another—Outside Entrance to Basement Brings Business.

AN Ohio department store manager
has stimulated sales throughout
the various departments by hav-

ing announcement cards printed adver-
tising special offerings in certain other
departments of the store, and when a

salesperson is waiting upon a customer
she hands the customer one of these an-
nouncement cards, calling her attention

to some special offering in another de-

partment. For instance, the salesperson

in the ready-t )-wear department, after

waiting upon the customer, will tact-

fully hand the customer an announce-
ment card, upon which is printed a

special offer in the shirt waist depart-

ment and calling the customers atten-

tion to this special offer, or the sales-

person in the shiit waist department
will hand her customer a card upon
which is printed some special offering;

in the lace department, or some other

department. These cards never carry

but the special offerings from one de-
partment, that is, a separate card is

printed for the offerings from each de-
pisrtment, and each department is sup-
plied with the entire series, and the
salesperson uses her judgment as to

which is the best offering to call her
customer's attention to.

This manager states that this little

idea has stimulated sales throughout
the entire store, and has proved a mighty
profitable method of advertising.

Steps That Save You Money

The proprietor of a large department
store located in a Middle Western city

of some 12,000, decided that he would
ovjen a "Bargain Basement" in order to

meet the competition of the larger city

stores located in the cities close by and
which were attracting consideravble

trade from his t )wn through their "bar-

gain basement offerings." In equipping
his basement for the opening of this

new department he arranged a stairway
entering the basement from the outside
as well as the inside of the store. Right
at the head of each of these stairs was
hung a large sign reading:

—

"STEPS THAT SAVE YOU MONEY"
He further capitalized on this phrase

b/ using it in his advertising matter.

Whenever advertising "Bargain Base-
ment" oferings he v*'ould always run a

cut of the outside stairway over the

caption, "Steps That Save You Money."
This phrase has become a household
word in this merchant's town and has

proved a wonderful advertising phrase.

This merchant st:xtes that his sales in

the bargain basement started off with

a "Bang" and have been on the increase

ever since, the credit for which he at-

tributes to this advertising phrase.



Good Show Cards Bring Business
Show Card Writing an Important Branch of Advertising — Practical Discussion of

Many Important Features

By ROBERT T. D. EDWARDS

MANY times the writer has been

asked by prospective card-WTJt-

ers how long it would take to

learn the business. If that question were

answered correctly you might say any-

where from one to ten years or longer.

That might be a surprising answer to

many, but it must be remembered that

you are never through learning.

Modern card-writing is not merely the

correct forming of letters and figures

arranged on cardboard to make a read-

able sign. When you have accomplislied

that much you are just in the "baby

class." Card-writing is now an import-

ant branch of advertising and one that

necessitates more study than just the

mere printing of the cards.

The layout or the arrangement of the

wordings is just as important as the

correct formation of the letters. It is

also just as important to make sure that

all words are spelled correctly. The
phrasings of the cards must be selected

with great care. They should be worded
just as carefully as the advertising man
selects his headings. These wordings

should tell something of an interesting

nature about the goods they are illus-

trating.

The grammar should be carefully

watched as errors here tend to reflect

on the store.

Careful Attention

Window cards should be given careful

attention, especially the selection of the

phrasings. These should be of such char-

acter as to tell the busy passerby some-
thing about the merchandise that will

interest him or her at the first glance.

When we can do that we are making
our window cards bring in the dollars

and that is what we are after.

Arrangement of cards both in the win-
dow and interior of the store is import-
ant. You often see window cards placed
tightly against the window-pane. This
is a mistake. They should be set back
and placed in an artistic manner to har-
monize with the way the rest of the
window is trimmed.

Each card should be set out separately
from stands, figures or drapes. Nevor
lean a card up against a well-gowned
figure. Nothing looks worse.
The popular method is to stand the
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SOME CARD PHRASES
TO LIST IN AUGUST

1. There's always need for another
dainty Georgette blouse—like

these!
2. Canada's best—America's and

Britain's too—throughout our
store.

3. The first glimpse of Fall togs
to-day.

4. A smart silk skirt will freshen
your late Summer wardrobe.

5. September is coming on— that
means school togs again. See
our ginghams and other new
wash goods.

6. August—the month for smart
felt hats.

7. The season is getting on—just

the right time to purchase
these advance style gowns.

card in front of a small "T" stand away
from any other part of the display.

Care should be taken with interior

store cards. Don't have a whole lot of

mixed sizes of cards on the same coun-

ter. Keep to uniform sizes as much as

possible and keep them straight in their

holders. They should be kept clean and
the type used on them should be of a

uniform size and style.

Many good examples of correctly let-

tered and spaced cards may be seen in

he better class stores and many good
ideas may be gleaned from them.

Two Model Cards

Your attention is called to the repro-

ductions of show cards on this page.

The darker card is of a mottled surface

with a semi-script lettering of brush
stroke formation. This is a simple type
of letter to make and is very speedy.

The band across the top of the card is

of a dark green and the shield is of a

lighter shade of green. This combina-
tion may be changed if desired.

The lighter colored card shows more
brush stroke lettering, which can be
formed very quickly. The conventional

floral designs at both sides are of red

and green, with a white outline.

Show cari writers' opaque colors are

used on both these cards.

IS THIS DRUG HABIT ON THE
INCREASE?

When a man is physically "in a bad
way" drugs may be prescribed and ad-

ministered under the supervision of a

physician, but the man who gives him-
self a "shot in the arm" every time he
feels a little sluggish is a fit subject

for the contempt of every right-minded
individual.

The great flaring yellow and red scare

head banners announcing sales, that dis-

figure almost every retail street in Can-

.ida, indicate that the "slaughter sale"

habit is in our midst. There are some
retail merchants who seem temipted to

meet every slight temporary sluggishness
in their business health with that com-
mercial "shot in the arm," the hysterical,

mam'm.oth(?) gigantic slaughter sale.

When an individual begins to depend on
a needle-full of artificial pep, he speed-

ily uses his own natural, healthy energy;

he speedily loses whatever in his make-
up tended to attract to him those who
could help him, and he loses that con-

ta'.iious cheerfuUness and optimism that

goes to make for success. It is much
the same with the firm that has a mania
for sales. The regular, steady, substan-

tial custom drops off, and the feverish

spasms of slaug-hter merchandising re-

cur at shorter intervals; the

sales banners become more flam-

boyant and gaudy in an attempt
to attract the flagging interest, the

vulgarity of which further repels

the better class of trade; and finally,

as even the customers that haunt the

bargain bins have the greatest respect

for success in any field, the time comes
when the self-^advertised bankrupt, fore-

closed, squeezed-out, blue-ruin type of

merchant finds that his most frantic

bleating falls on unsympathetic ears,

and his direst financial extremity sounds

like "old stuff" to Mr. Fedup Shopper.

The weakling who slips into the habit

of "snuffing coke" finds that for a drug
fiend, the skids are greased for a speedy

trip to utter ruination, and the merchant
who imagines that the steady progress

earned by the giving of honest value

and good service can be obtained more
speedily and in a greater measure by

periodic gigantic, smashing, sacrificial

slaughters of values is, from a business

standpoint, just as surely "on the to-

boggan" to the coimmercial scrapheap.

This may seem overdrawn, but take a

look around; recall the cases you have

observed ; not the style of merchandising

establishments, if any, that some of

these sales wizards are now conducting.

Through this kind of selling the public

is losing the meaning of the words you

have to use in legitimate advertising;

they are suspicious of every claim. It's

high time for a crusade against this

"drug habit" of retailing.



Reconstructing the Retail Salesman
The Customer is Aware That There is Something Wrong With the

Business of Retail Selhng—Only a Reconstruction of it Will

Raise its Status in the Public Eve.

THE manag'ement of our retail

stores have too long been disre-

garding the clerical end of the

business from a customer's point of

view. They have been satisfied with
mediocre sales-people because the bro-

mides came cheaper than the live wires.

They have made rules of business and
have overlooked the fact that very few
of the regulations were being' observed.

They have forgotten to figure the profit

and loss accruing solely from clever or

inept salesmanship.

Many of the larger Canadian stores

have been taking the matter up seriously

but there is only a very small percent-

age of the retail selling force through-

out the Dominion who realize the im-

portance of making a study of their vo-

cation.

There is a science of salesmanship;

it is a profession just the same as sur-

gery or school teaching'. A merchant
wouldn't think of sending for a plumber
to remove a troublesome appendix, and
he'd howl like a good fellow if he were
told that he had to trust his children's

education to a street sweeper.

Yel he will jeopardize his business,

the goodwill and patronage of his cus-

tomers by installing a green girl or boy
who knows as much about selling mer-
chandise as a Mississippi darkey does

about Sanskrit philosophy.

Temperatures and Temperaments

The average clerk is either too distant,

too cold toward a customer, or too ef-

fusive. It is maddening to have to wait

until an anaemic mannikin, wearing a

misplaced eyebrow on his upper lip,

generates sufficient warmth and en-

thusiasm to make a sorry attempt at

displaying the sroods he is supposed to

sell. But it is disgusting to have an oily

creature, with clammy voice and hands,

gush all over you while he is extollin'v

the merits of a spool of thread. Both

are menac'S to successful business. They
are not salesmen.

Some clerks, either designedly or

through force of habit, give customers

the impression that they are being se-

cretly • ridiculed and laughed at.

This is disastrous to business. A cus-

tomer who retains such an unnleas-int

impression in a store is not going to

return to that place in a hurry.

Above all things, a clerk should strive

to be natural. That is the foremost

requisite of good salesmanship, a nat-

uraV unpretentions manner. A clerk

should be as courteous to the nrin in

overalls as to the man in broadcloth.

Their position may be reversed som'>

day. A clerk should cultivate the con-

fidence and friendship of the discrimin-

:iting customer.

Very often "crank"' customers are
misunderstood by clerks who make no
effort to adjust their conceptions, and
substantial sales are lost.

Clothes and the Salesman

There is a large, up-to-date haber-
dashery right in my own city that I

never visit any more, simply because
the selling force is not welcoming. The
management have the most attractive

windows in the city and excellent goods,
but their clerks spoil all.

They are supercilious fashion plates

who make me feel uneasy and stubborn
the moment I enter that store.

Don't overdress the part, is a warn-
ing that should be inculcated in the

minds of every embryonic as well as
experienced salesman. Too many clerks

out-dress their jobs. They cast a cold,

uninviting shadow on the goods in their

respective departments.

One sees haughty young queens be-

hind counters who, apparently, have es-

tablished the idea in their perfectly

coiffured heads, that they are being re-

tained solely to look pretty. Neatness
is essential; it is one of the corner
stones of big business, but lavishness of

iittire is perhaps worse than rags.

A clerk who dresses and controls his

actions after the style and manners of

the leading motion picture stars is liable,

to frighten a humble customer away. If

there is anythin'r a susceptible-minded

customer detests it is to have an immac-
ulate icicle give him the "once-over"
and ask, too politely, "Was there some-
thing you wanted?"

Clerks can be too imoortunate. It

riles some customers, who have plentv of

time for looking and clhoosing on their

hands, to have an insistent employee
f-ver at their elbou-s, interjecting that

hackneyed query, "Somethina' in hose?"
"Something in neckwear?" It is as ir-

ritating as a b^ood-thirsty mosquito in

August.

Get the Dictionarv Habit

A paucity exists in the number of

clerks who can converse intelligently

^"'ith their customers shout the goods
they are handlin'>'. An-l what a plea-

su'^e it is to meet a salesman who can

tell you why a certain material will hold

its color, and where th" n'^w silks and
fancy hose are m'tnufactur-^d.

"Get the dictionary habit!" is the ad-

vice an eminent teacher of journalis"!

u'lves to his students "Acquire a vo-

cabulary and use it wis"1v. not elabo"-

"tely. Have the ri"'ht word to drop in

the right place and make sure you know
"Mir subiect, Ev^ry new word learned

thoroughly and stored in your mind for

future use is worth a dollar." That is

as applicable to salesmanship as to

journalism, or any other calling which
concerns the public directly.

The salesman should appreciate the
value of knowing the value of the goods
he sells. He should experience the
pride and satisfaction of being able to

answer at least one-third of the thous-
and and one little technical questions
that are asked by particular customers.

Ignorance is not bliss, it is Hades

—

that is for the customer who really de-

sires a little information about the goods
he is preparing to purchase. He has a

perfect riglht to know what he is buying
in these high-priced times. The pro-

gressive farmer buys nothing "on sight
unseen." He must know the pedigree
of the stock before he exchanges his

good money for the purchase. He in-

variably examines the teeth and other

earmarks and hallmarks of the cow or

horse he is offered. He asks questions

and he grows justifiably suspicious if

they are evaded.

A customer in a retail store is likewise

entitled to the pedigree of the goods he
purposes buying. Very often the very
thing's the customers want to know are

salient selling features that should be

told them by the salesman.

Get the dictionary habit is good ad-

vice. Learn the history of the goods
you are selling. Even a clothespin has
quite a number of interesting experi-

ences in its evolutions from the fo 'est

tree upwards.

The Statu.3 of a Salesman

The new era demands that a sales-

man possess imagination and initiative

tempered with commcn sense and mod-
esty. He should strive to be individual

in his soiling methods. He must ha\v
personality and pep and' he must apply
it constantly to his work as well as to

his pastimes and pleasures.

Too few salespeople realize that they

owe their positions, not to thei'- employ-

ers, but to the customers to whom they

sell.

The business man depends wholly

and solely upon the public. A real sales-

man hears this in mind. In these days

cf keen competition no merchant, no
matter how well-fixed with cirthly pos-

sessions, can afford to lose customers
if he intends remaining in business.

There is a shining coal of oublic es-

teem ahead for the zealous and efficient

salesman who puts his h^art in his

work. No person is n^or> const'intly in

the public eye and, therefore, no person

should be more careful how he performs
before that ever-watchful orb.
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Merchandising
As a Side-line

One of the brainiest merchandisers in

Westerri Canada, a man ^vho in the

past fifteen years has been employed by
four of the larg^est general stores along
the main line of the C.P.R. west of Moose
Jaw, expressed his private views the

other day as to v.hy the mail order busi-

ness is making such strides in the West.
Since his name is not mentioned these

views can be given publicity and may
tliroviT some light on this very broad
subject.

"So far as I have been able to ob-

serve," he said, "the great majority of

men who operate stores in the West
have had their busiinesa thrust upon
theni. They are men who have been
engaged in farming or some other busi-

ness until the time came that an op-

portunity iwas presented to purchase
some inm-down store or establish a store

in some new community where sheer ne-

cessity demanded such action. In many
cases they run their store as a sort of

side iine to an implement, garage or

lumber business. It is notorious the

number of merchants in Western Canada
who liave several irons in the fire, and
who cannot givie proper attention to

their stores.

"The general idea of these men ap-

pears to be that all that is necessary

to conduct a general store business is

to put in a stock and let the people

come and buy it. They know no -more

about the technique of handling an intri-

cate business of this kind, or of scien-

tific methods of salesmanship than the

average clerk. Their business is just

jogging along, devoid of enterprise or

"pep," and as a class they constitute one
of the greatest assets of the mail order

houses.

"I contend that in order to meet pres-

ent day competition a merchant must be
right on the job all the time and over-

time. He must be constantly studying

the needs of his customers in order that

they may be able to iseicure without
delay in his store what they would other-

wise send to the catalogue houses for.

Furthermore, he must work out his profit

and turnover system, and keep down his

overhead in such a way as to be able

to shave iprices to the limit. He must
select a staff of salesmen, who by their

personality will win trade. He must ad-

vertise in a live way, and he must make
both window and interior displays of

his goods that will attract trade and
build up his business. All of these things

require the closest study. Take the mat-
ter of buying alone in these mad days
of piice fluctuations. How can a mer-
chant purchase right unless he studies

m?.rket conditions and takes advantage
of every twist snd turn to purchase
right for future business?

Merchandising \s a Science

"The whole thing in a nutshell is that

business to-day is a science, and very
imany country merchants are not at-

tempting to conduct their business in a

scientific way. The pity of it is that

few of them will give their store man-

agers sufficient responsibility to go ahead
and put the affairs of the store straight.

They appear to have little faith in the

men they employ. I know a man who
conducts a large lumber yard and two
farms in addition to his store

business, and, in the seasons of

the year when he should be giv-

ing most attention to the store he

is busy looking after his other affairs.

He refuses to designate authority to one

man in his absence, and as a result the

business stagnates. It has occurred to

me that a lot of these men have not the

ability to distribute authority and re-

sponsibility even if they wished to do so.

They were alright as long as their re-

spective businesses were conducted along

small but simple lines, and when they

did not have the competition they have

to-day, but with the natural expansion

of their business they seem incapable of

growing with it.

Efficient Help Pays

"It seems to me that it would pay a

man of this type handsomely to put in

an expert merchandiser, a man with his

whole heart in the work, and with mod-

ern store experience fitting him for the

position. Then let him give this store

manager a free hand to select a staff of

live clerks, the kind of clerks who have

such influence on the public that people

insist upon being waited upon by their

o\yr\. particular man. Let him appoint

department heads and make them re-

sponsible for the development of their

individual sections, also a specialist in

window display and advertising, who can

do this work in his spare time, and gen-

erally put life and action into every

part of the store.

"F'or several years past I have watch-

ed the sweeping growth of the mail or-

der business. I have watched the bi'il-

liaiit advertising campaigns they have

inaugurated, their follow-up sys ems,

their willingness to exchange immediate-

ly an article not satisfactory, their price-

cutting, including specials or 'stimulators'

in many lines, in other words, their scien-

tific methods, and then I have looked at

the endless chain of more or less dead

stores across the country, content to

eke out an existence by extinct methods

and along old-time credit lines, while

the cash trade is going to tlie catalogue

houses. I am told that the business of

the mail order houses is running into

millions, and that it has grown to such

an extent as to warrant the establish-

ment of vast distributing houses at cen-

."ral points. I am wondering where it is

all going to end. The time must come

and come very soon when country mer-

chants must tighten up and get out after

the business that is siipping away from

them. Either that or be swept under

by the ever -widening, swirling stream of

m.ail order trade."

Medicine Hat Store Has
Ideas

Messrs. LePage & Co., of Medicine

Hat, recently conducted a unique ex-

periment, the success of which goes to

illustrate again the power of concen-

trated advertising. Selecting one dress

from their stock they m.ade a special

announcement in their large display

ad\iertisiement in the local newspaper-

that it would be offered at a very special

value. The dress was described at length

and was placed in tlie window on a form

with a sign designating it as the dress

advertised. Surroi.mding this form was

placed a number of other dresses, more

or less sim.ilar to the one advertised, and

at values equally as good.

The result of this advertisement was

that the dress A\as sold to one of the

early morning shoppers, and during the

day a score of women who came to in-

spect it in response to the advertise-

ment bought other dresses when it was

explained to them that they would be

given just as good values.

Discussing the matter of ' repricing

goods for special sale, Mr. LePage said

that the firm had long since discarded

such terms as "20 per cent, off." They

believe that such a term is repulsive to

women, as not indicating in clear-cut

fashion the present selling price of the

goods. Rather do they suggest, "Blouses

^2, now $1.60.
'-

In all of their advertising they strive

for co-operation between the sales staff

and the advertising department.

Good Telephone Service

Suggestions are invited from salesmen

in every department as to the lines to be

featured in the daily store announce-

ments. It is the policy of the store to

keep pledges in advertising religiously.

When the influenza epidemic was rag-

ing in Alberta and the business of most

other merchants fell ofl' considerably be-

cause women declined to risk visiting the

stores tbe LePage Company continued to

run close to the average by installing a

special telephone service, which was giv-

en very pronouned publicity in the news-

papers. They offered to take orders for

any line of goods over the wire, make the

best possiblte selection for their clients,

and take back the goods if not entirely

satisfactory. There were few articles re-

turned. No goods v;ere sent out on ap-

probation.

About two years ago the Ladies' Wear

Department was moved upstairs to large

and comfortable quarters, where the dis-

play of all garments was made in glass

rabinets and show cases. Shelves were-

( Continued on page 91)
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L. Oheeseman
& Son, Burin North,
Newfoundland, 100
miles from railroad.

The Edmonton store of The Hud-
son's Bay Co. One of fourteen

stores operated in Canada by this

company.

National Cash Registers are used in the largest

and the smallest stores in Canada
^ I^HE way Canadian retail merchants

have turned to labor-saving machin-

ery during the past tv^o years is very

significant.

The movement began when the war's

great dragnet started taking the young
men and women "over there."

see the advantages of National Cash
Register speed, accuracy, protection,

and economy.

Month by month, and town by town,

National Cash Registers have earned

their way into the daily business life of

Canada.

Retail merchants, forced to adopt

labor-saving machinery, were quick to

Every city and hamlet is using them

—and calling for more.

A store system that hslps these stores will also help yours

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited
Factory: Toronto, Ontario

Branch Offices:

CALOAPvY 74 Second Street, W.
EDMONTON 5 McLeod Bldg.
HALIFAX 63 Gran\alle Street
HAMILTON 14 Main Street, E.
LONDON 350 Dundas Street
MONTREAL 122 St. Catherine St. W.
OTTAWA 306 Bank Street

QTTKBEC 133 St. Paul Street

REOTNA 1820 Cornwall Street

SASKATOON 265 Third Avenue, S.

ST. .JOHN 50 St. Germain Street

TORONTO 40 Adelaide Street

VANOOITVER 524 Pender Street, W.
WINNIPEG 213 MoDermot Avenue
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uurnooi^ywRS'riLJNC .

The Turnbull store at Peterborough uses the Lamson
Centrahzing Cable Carrier.

'*We have five floors," they write, "all of which are used for selling.

"We find the Cable System gives splendid service, as it centralizes

our cash at one desk.

"We do not see how we could handle the business with the number
of floors we have in a satisfactory manner with any other system, un-

less it were the pneumatic tube." '

There are several different Lamson Systems for different sizes and

kinds of stores—Parcel Carriers, Wire Line, Electric Cable, Pneumatic

Tube. All accomplish the same result. They give full protection

through centralization of cash and credit control. Their elasticity

makes possible proper handling of rush business. They give quick ser-

vice under all conditions. All in an economical manner.

Inquiry for further detail is invited.

(&©m^
TORONTO

Jeneral Offices, Boston, Mass.
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A New
Dale Form

for Displaying

Children's Garments

Wonderfully true to life in propor-

tions and posture—in the usual Dale

standard of Quality.

A reliable, serviceable fixture and a

profitable investment, for your Child-

ren's Department.

Visit Us
when in Toronto for the Canadian

National Exhibition. Our location is

ideally convenient, at

86 YORK ST.

directly opposite the Prince George

Hotel and not two blocks up from

the Union Station.

You will be heartily welcome at our

show rooms any time.

Dale Wax Figure Co. Ltd.

86 York Street TORONTO
Montreal: 150 Hlc-iiry St.

Vancouver: 501 Mcrchaniile Bldg.

*< I- ''!

.

Palmenberg Norwich Kindlimann

Model No. 15 PD

Our present effort in wax figures leaves

nothing to be required.

Sendfor our catalogues, photographs, advertising,

or, better still, come in person.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS, Inc.

63-65 WEST 36TH STREET

NEW YORK

BOSTON

26 Kingston Street.

CHICAGO

204 W. Jackson

BALTIMORE
108 W. Baltimore Street.
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KENT McCLAlN SECTIONAL FIXTURES

READY TO PLACE
This is how the best stores are

now displaying their goods.

''Carrying" a good stock is not
enough, it has to be displayed.

(Tbno/zroSffowCASFCo) LuUlt^
WRITE us FOR PARTICULARS
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Waist or Dress Hanger.
No. 5154

WHEN IN TORONTO
for the Canadian National Exhibition, you are assured a cordial welcome at our
Show Rooms at

161 KING STREET WEST
next door to the Princess Theatre, just a half-block West of the Prince George Hotel.
The Exhibition cars pass our door.

We will be pleased to have you inspect our

DUR-ENAM FORMS and WAX FIGURES
ALSO OUR

GARMENT RACKS, HANGERS and GENERAL DISPLAY FORMS
A visit to our Show Rooms will convey to you the extensiveness and completeness of
our range in all these lines, and convince you of their perfection in every detail of
manufacture.
Rapidly increasing demands for Display Forms may create a shortage for the Fall
Season, as occurred last year. We advise early buying to ensure getting WHAT you
want WHEN you want it.

Garment Rack.

No. 265

Triplicate Mirror

No. 66A

Garment Rack.

No. 264.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896 TORONTO Incorporated 1908

[^=^1^= I 3
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To The Dry Goods Merchants, Business

Men and Advertisers of THE WORLD
— Wherever English Is Written, Read or Spoken — Wherever Merchandise Is Sold At Retail
— Wherever Advertising And Sales-Promotion IDEAS Can Be Used Or Translated Into ANY Language

GREETINGS !

THE LEWIS SERVICE is more than just a

wideawake ADVERTISING SERVICE. IT IS A
SANE, SOUND, PRACTICAL BUSINESS
BUILDER.

It will create more business for you. IT WILL
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS. IT WILL GIVE
YOU NEW IDEAS. FUESH STOREKEEPING
METHODS. It will keep you in close touch with

everything that is progressive in energetic, aggres-

sive storekeeping methods. It will INSPIRE YOU
WITH ENTHUSIASM and SHOW YOU HOW TO
SYSTEMATICALLY INCREASE YOUR SALES.
IT'S LIKE AN ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
IN YOUR OWN STORE.

—G-

Rervke
(^compIetiaPrdclicol.

Using'ondlJlustration
Sorvicefyr J^tail
Drij Goods Stores

rr^b^^^^StJ

GEORGE TAN-ZOLA, Gen'l Mgr.

THE LEWIS SERVICE IS THE GRADUAL
EVOLUTION OF A BIG IDEA. It has clients

IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. It goes far

beyond the plan of supplying its rfients with ad-

vertising illustrations and advertising text. IT

PROMOTES BUSINESS GENERALLY. INTEN-
SIVELY AND THOROUGHLY. IT KEEPS YOU
ABSOLUTELY ABREAST OF THE TIMES. IT

IS ONE OF THE MOST VITAL STOREKEEPING
HELPS THAT A MERCHANT CAN POSSIBLY
OBTAIN. It spares no expense to make its SER-

VICE 100':i EFFECTIVE. IT IS ALMOST
PRICELESS IN ITS VALUE TO YOU.

The Fall Quarterly Book of Constructive Advertising And Sales-Promotion Is Now Out—Subscribe At Once.

The Twice-a-Month Book
of Advertising Suggestions

For Home and Foreign Trade

The Master Quarterly Book
'of Advertising and Sales-Promotion

For Home and Foreign Trade

The Twice-a-Month Proof Book
of Advertising Illustrations

For Home and Foreign Trade

Each Issue Contains About 15 Pages Each Issue Contains About 300 Pages Each Issue Contains About 125 Pictures

UNCLE SAM'S MAIL Brings You THE LEWIS SERVICE, Thus SAVING YOU MONEY
Think what this means. It saves you the high traveling cost of

salesmen and their high commissions. And this saving coupled
with the fact that our clientele is constantly growing enables us
to render a service of real, conscientious Service and HelpfulnessTHE LEWIS SERVICE U a ONE PRICE SERVICE. It sells for
the same price to everybody. It understands the needs, the trials
and the difficulties of retail merchants, and therefore has a deep-
set respect for all these business men wherever they may be.
This is what you get

—

Twice-A-Month Advertising Illustration Book
The Proof Book of Illustrations is issued twice a month, and

brings to you at regular intervals the correct fashion illustrations.

Cut Along This Line and Mail at Once

THE LEWIS SERVICE, 1270 Broadway, New York City.We are interested in THE PROPOSITION checked below.
Send us complete information. (Please check proposi-
tion you want.)
PROPOSITION No. 1—All your Books and a small
number of illustrations. All for $9 a month for
one year.

Proposition No. 2—ONLY the Advertising iUustrations
and Proof Book. All for $12 a month for one year.

Proposition No. 3—All your Books and a large num-
ber of illustrations. All for $16 a month for one year.

Do you use MATS or CUTS ?

Do you get out a STORE NEWS ?

Do you want THE LEWIS SERVICE for ONE YEAR?
Or for 6 MONTHS? (The Price for 6 months

IS $11.50, $14.50 and $18.50 respectively a month.)

Firm's Name

Your Name

Your Official Capacity

City Province

^ate D.G. Review, Aug. 1919

as they are developed in New York City and other fashion centres.

It also contains illustrations for other lines of merchandise, such
as are ordinarily carried in any good sized department store. The
cuts are artistic, individual, practical and sales-promoting.

Quarterly Book of Sales Promotion

This Master Quarterly Book contains about 300 pages, embodying
hundreds of introductory headings, merchandise ads, store edi-

torials, form letters, sales events, salesmanship talks, special plans,

ideas, complete details of the STORE NEWS plan, monthly short
story, and many other ideas. From the standpoint of bigness,

practicability and helpfulness, this book, which covers fully three
months of advertising needs, stands as a distinct achievement in

the advertising service field.

Twice-a-Month Advertising Suggestions

In addition to receiving this Quarterly Seasonal Ad Book, you
receive TWICE A MONTH a special series of seasonal adls which
will take care of the fashion element of merchandise and such new
ideas or features as may be developed from time to time, making
it all in all an advertising service proposition probably larger and
more practicable than anything you have ever seen at any time
in the past at any price you paid.

ES Mail the Coupon Today—Don't Delay !

NOW is the time for action, for it is only a question of just

how soou the LEWIS SERVICE will be confined to the EXCLU-
SIVE USE OF ONE MERCHANT in your city. Complete informa-
tion will be ser.t to you at once.

^c lEWrS SERVECE
GEORGE TAN-ZOLA, Gen'l Mgr.

1270 Broadway, New York City
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ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
FOR SHOW WINDOWS AND STORE

DISPLAY

Vines, Foliage, Roses, Blossoms,

Lilies, Lilacs, also Plants,

Palms, etc.

Samples and Prices on request.

The Dominion Flower and
Feather Manufacturing Co.

39 DOWD ST. MONTREAL

"THE GUIDE to BETTER
WINDOW
DISPLAYS"

SEND FOR YOUR
COPY NOW

irS FREE

THOUSANDS of progressive merchants,
large and small, are improving their dis-

plays and increasing their business
through the use of Adler-Jones Produots.
Artificial Flowers and Wicker Ware afford the
means of attracting trade to your store through
distinctive and artistic window displays.

"The Guide to Better Window Displays" illus-

trates in full colors our complete line of
Artificial Flowers, Sprays, Baskets and Wicker
Fixtures, as well as prize-winning windows and
fundamental rules for window trimming.

You simply must have this Book. Send to-day.

The Adler-Jones Co.
333 So. Market St., Chicago, U.S.A.

A Climax Baler in Your Store will

—

1. Lessen the lire risk in your establishment.

2. Secure lower Insurance rates.

3. Keep your place clean and tidy.

4. Provide greater space.

5. Secure the highest rates for your

waste paper.

Climax Baler Company
Hamilton Ont.

.-I

/^ Climax
<<^ Baler Co.,

aJv> Hamilton, Ont.
^'^ Gentlemen : Without

^ " obligating us in any

^ way, please send full

^^^ particulars and prices of
V your steel Paper Balers.

Vy Name
S Add res:

Have You Figured it

Out in This Way ?

Gipe- Hazard
Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

A salesmian runnintr to and
from a cas'h office or register

fifty times in a day re(iuires, in

the averaKc. say, fifteen second.-;

each way. Detention at office

for c'hanjre makinj?. thirty seconds, or sixty seconds for ohantre of each
sale. makinK thus fifty minutes' lost time for each salesman.

Had you our Cash Carrier, this time, needlessly consumed, could bo
devo'ted to further the sale of Roods, or to the performance of ollhcv

duties hitrhly necessary at busy periods w'hen the services of your
sillint; staff are most valuable.

Do not fortfet to writ<' for that circular ^'hicih explains nil.
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^'S\i}JJ\''m'jJI\'im7!]M['m'^3SSSSMiim^J3S^SM!^ BMlJ5SMIMiMlM[MI:^r^^l'i2{|-g?|^EaMlMlMI E.'"^-

©almor Voile Curtaing

Balmor :0laiqui£iitte Curtains;

Balmor ^crim Curtains;

©a mor ^rt J^obeltp Curtains

©almor ^iece #oobs;

©almor panels;

Balmor ®ress;er Scarfs, etc.

^re all mabE iit Canaba bp Canabian Habour anb probuccb exclusibelp to

meet tlje inbibibual requirements cf Canabian llomeg.

^olb in all ^robinces from X\)t Atlantic to tljc l^acific fap our resibent represtcntalibes

anb manufacturcb onlp bp

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED, LACHINE, MONTREAL

KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each hears name of

lVAT

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL, SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO
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Baby's Hope Chest
A Portland store, rut content with

the alluring name of "Baby's Boudoir,"

has subdivided the idea of an infants'

department and installed what it has
cleverly named "Baby's Hope Chest."

This is a special section provided for the

prospective mother and consists of three

tiny rooms built into the shop, contain-

ing everything that a baby may need.

These can be shown in comfortable pri-

vacy. One of the trio is termed "Resta-

bit," and is fitted cot as a rest room for

mothers and babies.

The "Baby's Boudoir" has been show-
ing a special layette of '62 pieces, all

ready to put on, with 14 more pieces

stamped and cut, but leaving a little

work, such as crocheting or embroider-

ing, to be done by the mother—something

that most would appreciate.

New York Notes
Among children's lines there is a ten-

dency to give up the frocks with ribbon

sashes and to use a sash of the same
material as the frock.

There is a strong demand for crepe

Georgette. Chiffon, crepe de Chine and
taffetas are also good sellers. In cotton

goods, voiles, organdies, lawns, and ba-

tiste are in good demand. Colored or-

gandies as well as white have had a

large sale.

One Georgette model has a very deep
hem, with the top edged with rows of

small tucks. The waist is built with an
apron front, which has a blue picot rib-

bon running through.

While a few frocks are trimmed with
lace, rufflings of the same material are

the more popular.

Developments in English

Garments
London.—The makers of children's

garments here as in Canada and the

United States, are finding an extraor-

dinary demand for the better class of

goods. Indeed, the experience of the de-

mand among grown-ups is being dupli-

cated with children's goods. Many firms

had gone on the theory that a medium
grade or cheaper line of gojds would

suit the buying public best, and are sur-

prised to find merchants stocking up

with the best of their lines. This has

resulted in manv cases in a calling in of

a large proportion of the cheaper and

medium lines, and rush work on the bet-

ter class of goods.

In the case of boys up to 6 or 7 years

of age the British houses will make a

special effort to retain the home trade

which the war gave them. Before that

time Austria had the call, but local man-
ufacturers have been working hard to

hold the business that was forced on

them and are showing considerable en-

terprise in the new Fall lines. Jumper
suits are having a large sale, as are

A Model Room for the Baby
There is a hamper, a little clothes tree, a weighing basket and new style carriage
with wooden base and small wheels. Of course, there are many other articles

which one may have, but these are some of the newest convenience.

Blister iBrowns and tunics. Zephyr romp-
ers have become popular of late.

In children's coats for Fall a large
range of fine materials is a feature. In
the veljurs cloth coats, fur and other

trimmings are employed. In the smaller
sizes, corded velvets are much used, with
or without cap of the same material.

Other materials for the younger chil-

dren include teddy bear cloths, serges,

plain velveteens, tweeds, naps, checks,

etc.

In coats for larger girls, tweeds, vel-

ours cloth, teddy bear cloth, cheviot

serges and West of England coverts are

in favor.

through years of patient service for giv-
ing good quality.

BABY WEEK DURING CONVENTION
During what is known as Baby Wel-

fare Week, when an annual convention

of women is called in Medicine Hat by
the Alberta Government, the Glasgow
House in that town puts on a campaign
for the sale of children's goods. By
consistent advertising of "baby week,"
and by attractive window displays they
are able to accomplish triple the business
of any other week in the year.

During the Summer months this store

closes on Wednesday afternoon, and in

order to stimulate business special values

are offered through newspaper adver-'

tising for Wednesday* morning. Th <

firm has found that it usually does
more bTis'r>"ss that morning than on he

full average day.

In these two instances there is a hint

of what can be done at anv time to stir

un business. The fact that such trade

was don-J under stress of unusual cir-

cumstances does not detract from the

benefits of the methods employed. There
is, of course, back of these sucess^s the

reputation which this firm has acquired

1920 Dress Cottons
The Spring of 1920 will, according to

present demands from the manufactur-
ers, see a bigger consumption of dress
ginghams than ever. A change is de-
tectable in the patterns, however. Vic-
tory red checks had some early sale this

year for trimmings, but more conserva-
tive styles, both as to color and design,

are expected to be the most successful,

with less showing of the large plaids of
last season.

In A'^oiles, too, extreme patterns are

said to have had their day; smaller de-

signs and spots are expected to be good,

but many of the spots are larger than
last year. Dark blue grounds are found
to be the best sellers, emphasis being
laid on the fact that the color is fast,

as in the ginghams, and the material is

the more serviceable for that reason.

Although organdie cannot be classed

with these serviceable cloths, its attrac-

tiveness in the variety of soft shades is

sufficient reason for being and selling,

and it is expected to be among the fore-

most materials for next season. The
En<rlish organdie has the lasting finish

that has made the Swiss organdie so

successful. While no drop in price is an-

ticinated, it is not expected to go much
higher, and gingham will probably re-

main about on a par with last year.

The Telford Bros. Garment Co.. are

now established at Stanstead, Rock Is-

land, Que. The Peerless Overall Co.

supplied tbom with building and ma-
chinery to start.



Display Plus Enthusiasm Will Sell Wall Papers
Small Stores Can Sell Wall Papers as Well as the Larger—Must Have Artistic Tastes And

Lead Customer to Choice Best Suited to Surroundings—Seller Must be "Sold" First.

o N'E should lead the customer

along and sell the paper that is

best suited to the surroundings

in the room. This must be done care-

fully, without giving any offence, but it

may be accomplished."

This is the dominating thought of

Madam L. Roy, 350 Mount Royal Avenue
East, Montreal, proprietress of L. Roy,

Reg'd. To DRY GOODS REVIEW
Madam Roy pointed out how necessarv

it is to discuss with the customer the

style of the room, and particularly of

the furniture. By doing this it is possi-

ble to make suggestions which will give

the room, when papered, the most pleas-

ing effect. It will always pay to give

much care to this and help the customer

make the right decision.

Madam Roy believes that the person

selling wallpapers trust have an artistic

eye. It is something- like selling millin-

ery, for the successful selling of wall

hangings rests, in large measure, upon

an undei'standing of proper combinations

and color effects. And, as there are

many wallpaper buyers who do not know
what they require, the salesman, if he

hi a success, ought to be ready at once

to take the customer in hand and deftly,

but surely, point out the paper best

suited to his needs.

Showing the Range

Madam Roy carries a stock which

might be looked for in a much larger

store. It comprises about 350 patterns.

All are sellers, though all do not sell

extensively. This may 'be noted, how-

ever, and that is the importance of af-

fording the buyer a big range from
which to select. Without this the trade

of some prospects may be lost, and every

lost customer may carry another one

somewhere else, then or later.

Three of the larg? sample books are

used, while over a dozen of the smaller

sample paper catalogues are always

available. One must have papers to

suit the taste and the purse of all, and
this is one important reason why it is

deemed essential to carry a big stock.

When a customer comes into the store.

Madam Roy believes that real interest

should be shown by the salesman. This

will be appreciated, and business wnll

come as a result. One must be able, as

above stated, to outline what will best

suit a certain type of furniture.

In the matter of borders, there are

many combinations. While most buyers
will select borders, those who do not
should be sold them just the same. This,

it was pointed out, is where the profit

lies. And, while Madam Roy carries a

big stock of other goods, she places a

high value on the wallpaper depart-

ment. It is, and has been for years, one

of the important and paying features of

this business, established over 16 years

ago and conducted since the death of

Mr. Roy, some four years ago, by the

present owner.

Check Stock Carefully

"It is very easy to keep a record of

stock," said Madam Roy. "We enter

the number of the paper, according to

the company we buy from, using their

number. Then we enter our own num-
ber. This prevents any trouble and we
also state the amount bought, what
price, and the date. It gives us a splen-

did record and is valuable to refer to."

There are several sections in the

store where papers are carried. These
are designated as A, B, C, D, E and F.

This is noted in a small indexed book

—

the one mentioned above—and by neatly

entering the purchases when made, there

is no confusion. A big lot of informa-
tion is contained in this small book.

Once it is started, there is little trouble

in keeping the record complete.

Usually 50 rolls of each design are

bought. The big sellers soon are known
and the slow ones, too. One can soon
govern the kind of patterns which are

best sellers. On the average, these

days, papers at 20c to 25c per roll are

bought. The manufacturers, it was
stated, turn out a good variety of

papers, and they are mostly reliable.

Little Loss—Publicity

In the wallpaper business, as far as

retailing goes, rather large losses are

sometimes incurred. This comes from
the accumulation of remnants of pat-

terns which cannot be replaced. Some-
times the dealer is discontinuing the

line.

"We have no trouble in this respect.

When a line is nearly sold out we make
it up into a bundle and add the right

anijunt of border suitable. This is put

en the remnant table and sold. The
customer must take it just as It is,

border and all, and there is no loss of

any account entailed," was the state-

ment made to DRY GOODS REVIEW.
The season. Madam Roy stated, was a

short one and a lot of business has to

be done in a few weeks. The Spring

is the selling time for the most part,

and one must watch patterns and stock

closely. If this is done there will be

little loss sustained, and a good profit

should be secured.

While the business has been located

here for many years, publicity is still

maintained through placing a small

hand-bill or announcement in each pack-

age goinsr into the customer's hands.

This is printed on both sides—in French

on one side, and in English on the other.

Years of good service, during which

the trade has been carefully nursed and
cultivated is, however, the best means
here adopted to maintain trade. It has
been constantly the aim of the man-
agement to give customers a superior
service, and this means close attention
to every little need.

Make Sales This Way
"If you are advocating sales methods,

suggest that the dealer sell borders with
his paper. Here is where the profits
rest, and the border can be as reaaily
sold as the paper and with no, or little

extra effort." This is the suggestion of
J. L. Hollenbeck, manager of the wall-
paper department of Almy's, "Mont-
real's Largest Store," as it is usually
advertised.

Continuing, Mr. Hollenbeck said:
"Supposing that one sells ten rolls of
paper at 21c per roll. That is $2.10
for the whole amount. Now, would you
not like some border for that? Here is

a suitable one at 10c per yard.
"How much will it take for my

room?" asks the customer.
"Twenty yards will be sufficient and

this will cost you only $2.00."

In this way the sale is usually made,
and this is one of the big points to be
considered in making sales. Here was
a sale totalling $4.10, or about twice the
amount of the paper alone, and it does
not take long, after the paper is sold,

to sell the necessary border."

Get Your Profits

Mr. Hollenbeck stated that there is

much time lost, frequently, in persuad-
ing customers, or in showing them wall
hangings. This is why one should get
a good margin of profit.

Mrs. Jones and" her friend come in to

look at papers, for instance. They have
little pre-conceived idea as to what they
want or what will be suitable for a
given room. Mr. Hollenbeck stated this

to be one of the biggest difficulties with
which he has to contend, for the aver-

age customer does not know what she
wants. And so Mrs. Jones is shown
design after design and may still be as

far away from making a decision as
when she entered. Finally, she will,

perhaps, say: "Well, if we move into

the house we have in mind we shall

want some paper, but cannot decide to-

day."

And so, all through your trying ex-

perience, the salesman must look pleas-

ant and be pleasant. But it is a costly

proposition, and when oft repeated it

justifies the wallpaper dealer in adding
a very substantial margin to cover his

selling cost.

Another thing. There will invariably

be remnants in the most carefully check-
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ed stock. These just cannot be kept from
accumulating, and they have to he tied

in bundles and almost given away.

Placed on the bargam counter, they will

probably find an odd buyer. There is

an element of loss here which must be

anticipated when prices are fixed, and

then it is up to the salesman to keep

patterns closely cleared up, as his best

judgment will dictate.

Display Arrangement Good

The methods of display used at

Almy's are really different and appealed

strongly to the Montreal editor of DRY
GOODS REVIEW when he called. There

is no crowding, and prospective custom-

ers have little difficulty in sitting down

with a confidence that, "Here is the

place I have been looking for; I shall

surely find what I want here."

There are no high and unsightly

racks—the sections are kept low

—

about 51/2 to 6 feet. This does not debar

the light as with the sections running

ail the way to the ceiling. Patterns

are readily reached by the salesman, and

this saves time. There are some sec-

tions running parallel with the length

of the department, and some at right

angles to these again. Altogether there

is a splendidly large space accorded for

the display of papers, and one, in pass-

ing, even if there was no intention of

selecting papers, would be inclined to

pause and take a look. Doubtless this

would be the beginning of many a sub-

sequent sale.

Want to "Feel" Papers

"It is a fact that women like to know

what papers "feel" like. This is why
vve have adopted this method of dis-

playing," said Mr. Hollenbeck, as the

writer asked wherein the method of

showing proved a good one.

Some of the Methods

This first idea was in the nature of

a huge "sandwich board." That is to

say, these boards are constructed in the

shape of a huge "A." In this shape,

both sides may be used. The dimen-

sions are about four by five feet, and

they are placed right on the floor. This

enables the display man to place four

or five distinct patterns on each side

of the board, and at the top the desired

border is attached. The customer may

see the paper at close range and may

also feel it—something, as stated, which

many wish to do.

Then there are large pillars in the

store, used as supports for the floors

above. Splendid use has been made of

these to display various patterns on

panels which have been arranged. It

gives a good hexagonal or octagonal ef-

fect, and improves the appearance of

the department, generally. The panels

are built right arjund these pillars.

Using Pillars, Beams, Etc.

Above, there is a beamed ceiling, the

beams running crosswise. These beams

are also used to good purpose. Small

THE WINDOW SOLD THE
GOODS

Window dressing is a lost art in

many Canadian towns. Even in

the heat of fierce competition, when
every method shjuld be broui^'ia

to bear to influence trade, there
are comparatively few merci.ants

who take advantage of the oppor-

tunities offered to create Lhe buy-

ing impulse by this cheap method
of advertising.

In the town of Red Deer, Al-

berta, a merchant who had been

led to take an interest in window
dressing and who made a cursory

study of the subject, scored a bull's

eye with his first attempt at pull-

ing business by this method.

"We had a fair window for dis-

play," he said, "but we neglected

it, believing that in a country tovm
the results would not be worth the

effort. Of course, we dressed the

window in a sort of way perhaps

twice a month, but we could never

trace any sales to our windows.
Finally, when the season was on,

we tried a new scheme with wall

paper. In the centre of the win-

dow we placed a sample of pretty

wall paper with a border and put

a neat, yet conspicuous, sign on it.

"To-day Only. 10 Rolls of This

Paper and 18 Yards of Border

for $1.39."

In the background we arranged

some of our best and most attrac-

tive paper's without the price on

them.
The very first day we sold 10

rooms of thaL particular lot, be-

sides selling other papers to people

who came to see what else we
might have. We did not keep the

same paper in the window more

than one day, and did not run one

every day. We had people come

in almost a m.onth later wanting

to know if we still had any more

of a certain lot that had been in

the window.
The result immediately opened

our eyes to the possibility of using

our windows. A great many
people passed our store, and we
found that whereas they had

scarcely ever looked into our win-

dows before, they were now in-

terested in every new idea ibrought

out.

We found that by using catchy

little display cards of various de-

scriptions, by quoting special

values in one line, and by making

an attractive display, we drew the

people into our store and made a

good many dollars through them,

besides getting rid of a lot of old

stock. It is such a simple idea,

but in our case it certainly worke<l

greatly to our advantage."

pieces of various wallpapers are cut
from the roll and pasted on the beams.
These are just the width of the various
papers. Perhaps a dozen may be shown
on each cross beam. There are several
of these beams, about 10, and the same
shade of paper is arranged to run,

through, symmetrically, one on each
section or beam, from one end of the

department to the other. Then, accom-
panying each is a different border, but
all suited to the papers with which they
are shown. In this way a multitude of

papers are shown and the prospective
purchaser has a good grasp of what the

walls will look like when treated in any
of the designs shown.

The whole effect is excellent and'

makes a more inviting department than

is usually found. There is ample room
and the low cases for carrying the stock

are considered a big improvement over-

the high and top-heavy ones, which, it

is felt, usually detract from the appear-

ance, besides being difficult of access.

An Interesting Point

Mr. Hollenbeck stated that, in a city

like Montreal, where there is a general

moving day, and this around the first of

May, the bulk of papering was done in

the Spring of the year. It was, he

thought, a plan more or less peculiar

to Montreal. There was little chance

to develop Summer papering, although

some might be done in the Fall of the

year.

As a rule, the tenant will not paper

the landlord's premises, even though

paper may be much desired. And, with

building operations curtailed, there was
little inclination on the part of some
landlords to make much outlay. Not-

withstanding this, of course, there was-

a very heavy sale of papers in the

Spring months. It was essential to-

"make hay" then.

With Almy's, of course, a great deal

of newspaper advertising is done m sea-

son. Special sales are run often. The

plan of contracting to hang paper for

customers has been carefully steered

away from. It is looked upon as a los-

ing proposition to engage in this.

NEW LEATHER-FINISH MATERIAL

A new upholstery material made in

a wide range of colors, from light greys

to rich blues, greens and browns, and

in a variety of finisii, all of leather ap-

pearance, is on the market. It is called

"Duratex," and is claimed to have ex-

ceptional wearing qualities; to be wash-

able with soap and water; and not to-

fade or crack, nor to stain or soil the

daintiest clothing.

The Dominion Housefurnishing Com-

pany, 181 Bank street, Ottawa, are hav-

ing their store altered very extensively

and arranging for additional space.
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FIELD STORE IN COBOURG REACHES
87TH BIRTHDAY

Old Established Dry Goods Firm in the Lakeside Town Has
Conducted Business Without Interruption During All

Those Years—Contemplate Enlarging Premises.

apprising them of what the store has to
offer in the way of special sales.

FIELD & BRO., dry goods mer-
chants, King Street, Cobourg,

Avill celebrate their eighty-seventh

anniversary next Monday, being one

of the oldest established firms in

Ontario. In fact, few Canadian firms

•CTn claim such a distinction. This bus'i-

ness has been carried on without inter-

ruptijn. The late John Field, grand-

father of the four brothers, who now
conduct the business, was the original

owner. He kept a drapery store in

Wweliscombe, Somersetshire, England,

Sailing from Cumbermage, Devonshire,

in 1832, he arrived in Montreal after

8 weeks' time, and in Kingston after

two more weeks of sailing. At that

time Cobourg was more of a business

centre than Toronto.

Starting into busmess, his first store

consisted of a large room in an old log

house where the to-vn hall now stands.

The business was conducted until 1857,

when the first proprietor was succeed-

ed by his sons, John Collard, and Cor-

relli Collard Field. These two broth-

ers carried it on continuously until

1898, when the entire business was taken

over by John Collard Field, whose four

sonsj, John P., Frederick, Harry, and

Cyrus, now conduct the business.

Housefurnishiigs and Linens

The firm intends to mark the 87th

anniversary of the institution of the

business by enlarging their present

premises. Plans are being considered

that wiH provide additional space for

the many departments now conducted

by this firm. Housefumishings will

particularly benefit, and this branch

of the business will carry all the new-

est things in the way of curtains, dra-

peries, etc.

The Field store ranks among the

first and best in Eastern Ontario, and

has been known for the high standard of

go )ds that it carries. Field Bros, im-
port from the very best houses both in
thfc Old Land and in the United States.
Newest goods in the best quality are
always carried by this firm, and they
believe that in giving the very best for
the best possible price, this policy
serves as the fine.-,! advertisement for
the store. Mr. Harry Field told DRY
GOOD REVIEW that the store made a
ftature of fine table linens, and at the
present time, when markets were al-
most bare, they were carrying a splendid
stock of the very finest linens that can
be bought anjnvhere.

In the summer months a great tourist
trade is carried on with the wealthy
Americans who make Cobourg their
Summer residence. Cobourg is the
home during the hot weather of some
of the wealthiest families, from Pitts-
burg, New York and Philadelphia, as
well as many other American centres.
This little town is well-known for the
large number of beautiful, palatial homes
that these tourists have built within
its borders. Many excursionists too,

find their way to Cobourg as its situ-

ation is ideal for a Summer holiday. It

is also directly connected with Ameri-
can cities by boat, a feature that renders
the town easily accessible by American
people. Thus excellent opportunities are
presented for a good Summer trade. Ca-
tering to this trade not only causes the
mett-chant to handle a high-class line

of goods during the Summer, but also

to go in for quality goods all through the
year. The wealthy American tourists

art good customers, and every endeav-
or is made to meet their needs in the
most satisfactory way possible.

The firm also lays great stress on the
value of advertising, and through the
medium of the town papers, dodgers
aid large bills, endeavors to reach the

farming community and townspepople.

CREDITABLE WORK OF ENGLISH
CARPET MAKERS

The practical impossibility of getting
rugs from Turkey, Persia and Asia Min-
or in the last five years has not only
sent the prices of Oriental rugs and
carpets soaring but has stimulated Eng-
lish manufacturers to imitate the finest
weaves of the east. United States
Trade Commissioner H. S. Brock sends
to the department of commerce in the
United States a comment on a recent
exhibition in London which shows the
long strides made in the manufacture
of British carpets during the war.
The most remarkable feature about

them, he writes, is the true rendering
of that eastern lustre which has hith-

erto defied successful copying. Some
of the most notable reproductions are
those of the seventeenth century cor-

onation carpets which were made for
the Shah of Persia, the Khorassan rugs,
ana the famous carpet manufactured for
the Sheik Ismail, the original of which
hangs in the Victoria and Albert
Museum of London.

PINKS, SCARLETS AND OTHER
HUES FROM SORGHUM

Communications have been recently
made to the French Academy of Sciences
dealing with the utilization of sorghum
as a coloring material. The "glumes,"
Or husks of sweet sorghum and those of

sorghum with black seed, hitherto of no
use at all, are found to yield a gum with
very fine shades of color ranging from
pink to bright red, salmon, scarlet, pearl

gray, dark gray, dark brown and khaki,

all colors which, being sun and soap-

proof, are highly suitable for dyeing

wool, silk, leather and vegetable fibre-s.

The discovery of this new dyeing ma-
terial, it is stated, is one of great im-

portance, and steps are to be taken to

work it on a large scale.

NEW FURNISHING CLOTH
Puma cloth is a new fabric made in

Dallas, Texas, on jacquard looms, from
Egyptian yarns. It is suitable for bed-

spreads, curtains, shades and sectional

paneling. It is in a variety of styles.

but only in the natural shade. A variety

of patterns is said to be underway.
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SEE OUR
Ecru and Arab Hemstitched

Madras

Colored Madras in all shades

Cretonnes and Printed Repps

Shadow Taffetas

Bungalow Nets

Marquisettes

Plain, H.S. and Cable Voiles

and Scrims

Casement Cloths

Novelty Curtains

Muslins

Repps
' We cordially invite you to give us a call when on
your next visit to Toronto. You will find our goods,

our service, and our prices right.

Failing your ability to do this, write us for samples.

You will find us

In The Heart of The
Dry Goods District

J. B. Henderson & Company
Limited

80 Bay Street - - TORONTO

Table
Oil Cloth

and

Oil Cloth Table

Cover Designs
Direct from Largest Distributors

Leather Cloth

MusHns

Drills

Ducks

Vitra Phane

Stained Glass

Paper

The

Weiss & Klau
Co.

462-466 Broadway
NEW YORK, N.Y.

"Table Oil Cloth and Window Shades
Since 1887"
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SOLID PLAIN OAK FURNITURE
A splendid Line to Feature
=in Your Fall Selling—

Oui- new line of Solid Plain Oak Furniture is merchandise that is

sure to estahlish a reputation for DEPENDABILITY. It i:^ furniture

that will find its place and give absolute satisfaction in good homes

evers'where.

The material is of the BEST. The construction is RIGHT in every

detail. The simplicity of the designs and the excellent finish give

the goods 'a general appearance of refinement and richness that is

most pleasing and appealing.

With the moderate prices at which this furniture is offered you can

reach an exceptionally large number of worth-while buyers.

If you have not already put this line in stock you should surely do

so NOW, in plenty of time for Fall Selling.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND INFORMATION

Victoriaville Furniture Company, Limited
VICTORIAVILLE, QUEBEC



New York Likes Satin and Tricolette
Shops Showing Many Beautiful Models in These Fabrics—Looselv

Girdled Chemise and Bloused Styles Liked in Dresses

—

Formality Expected as Result of Prince of Wales' Visit.

NEW YORK, July 29, 1919:—The
shops seem eager to introduce the

first Fall productions, even

though the new season is still some dis-

tance off. So far the offerings indicate

a strong fashion for satin. Tricolette

and similar fabrics occupy a close

second place and even rival serge. There

is a knitted fabric for every occasion.

Tunic length chemises over plain skirts

and loosely girdled are typical in the

early dresses. A scalloped collar of

embroidery or a low cut oval filled in

with lingerie is frequent. Directoire

types are given attention at Gimbel's;

the fringe galloon trimming, the coat

bodice and gilet, Chinese sleeves and

the lavish use of embroideries of silk

cable stitching and metal thread cord.

Stewart & Co., feature specially in

apparel offerings for fall of 1919 a mo-

del of kitten's ear crepe satin, the im-

portant points of which are the drap-

ed skirt, the smart collar of net and

dainty lace, and the flowing cuffs of

Georgette.

Another satiri frock shown as an ad-

vance Fall model has insertions of a

cascade fringe effect made of soutache

braid instead of the usual silk floss.

Simple Designs

James McCreery & Co. includes some
very simple designs in black satin frocks

in the latest lines, with draped lines

and tunic blouses. Some smart black

Or gray taffetas with laced bodice and
flowered chiffons are also shown.

At Franklin Simon's tricolette and
mignonette weaves are important in

numbers and styles.

The frocks are divided between chem-
ise and draped styles and some which

feature the redingote. Draped satins

are combined with metal embroidered

Georgette in graceful lines, or the

Georgette is steel beaded in combination

with self colored satin. The fringe

tunic in knotted points at the top is

featured on black satin. A coat of

Georgette with stripes of silk embroid-

ery and peplum of the same is posed

over black satin.

A frock of mignonette, the finer fiber

silk jersey, has tha full pleated tunic

with two insertions of a silk trimming
open-work in squares. The long satin

blouse covered with silk embroidery is

finished in fringe and the cascade

fringe is shown It: short blouse and

tunic.

The redingote is featured in Oxford

cloth, which is a novelty in the tailored

frock this season, with coat revers and

braided and pleated side tunics. A
coat dregs of tricotme is smart, with

narrow braid applicjued in stripes and

ertged with fine jet

Black satin and satin in color are

combined; one model has a copper drap-
ed collar and copper satin used in fac-

ings. One of the "iiost striking models
has large Paisley shawl motifs inset

with chenille embrjidery.

More Strictly Tailored?

Some buyers and manufacturers pre-
dict the wane of embroideries and beads,
nevertheless models featuring them are

still very attractive. Embroidery is,

perhaps, less frequent on tailored' mo-
dels than it was last season.

Then there are some stunning metal
brocade frocks which are the first of-

SOME OF THE FALL FASHIONS
NOTED

Brown, navy and nasturtium c j1-

ors strong, in gjwns, suits, etc.

Skirts shorter. Some separate
skirts circular.

Fringe important.

Tunic, bloused and draped
dresses featured.

Mignonette is a fine silk jersey

fabric

.

Redingote important.

Wave of embroidery for tailored

dresses predicted.

Long gloves gaining.

Fur-trimmed blouses likely to

be successful.

Net blouses in new importance.

Suit browns, navy and touches

of nasturtium on blouses.

faring of the new fall evening wear.
One of these is in a leaf design of silver

on blue with drapinr;- jf mauve and blue

tulle across the bodice with silver lace.

Streamers of the two colors fall at the

back and a cluster of grapes is at the

waist line.

The stores will have a wider range in

their Fall showings towards the end of

August.
Hail, Prince of Wales!

Tt is believed that the visit of the

Prince of Wales will be of great im-

portance in Fall fashions. Especially

will it aft'ect the younger set. Other
distinguished visit )rs are expected also,

and so the formality necessitated for

the Prince will no doubt be important

throughout the social season. No doubt

more attention will be given to the de-

tails of dress than has been required

since long before the war. It is pos-

sible, t)0, that a vogue will arise for

English customs, sports and outing gar-

m.'nts. for which the English are noted.

Dainty Accessories

There is a wealth of ideas in the
handkerchief. It is the smallest of all

accessories, yet one of the most dis-
tinguishing. "And there's romance in a
handkerchief, you know," suggest R H
Macy & Co.

Franklin Simon & Co. featured a
window of French neckwear consist-
ing of sleeveless guimpe vestees in or-
gandie lawn and net trimmed with baby
Irish, filet and hand embroidery. When
the filet is used on the vestee front, the
edging is in handmade Valenciennes, cor-
responding to Irish picot on the other
models. There were two styles, both with
roll collar, one the flat vestee embroid-
ered and lace inset, the other a double
ripple jabot. An entire window was de-
voted to these.

Long-length gloves ' are having more
demand daily. Of course, right now 16-
button silk gloves sell best, but kid
mousquetaires follow closely. It looks
as if the tendency for long lengths will
cjntinue into the fall for many women
are buying wrist strap gauntlets in kid
and chamoisette. In one Fifth Avenue
store doeskin gloves are selling well.

In sweaters, wool tuxedos and slip-

overs with sleeves seem to sell best.
Both of these models are specially priced
in most stores, the best selling price be-
ing $3.74 for the slip-overs and $5.85
for the tuxedos.

Separate collars of organdie,* net and
ruffled lace edge were bought largely.

Gilets at reduced prices are featured
in almost all departments, but they do
not seem to be moving readily. Neck-
v."^ar tables with merchandise at from
25c to $1 are drawing cards.

The New Skirts

Buyers are ordering their fashionable
separate skirts about 2 inches shorter

'ban last season, the accepted lengths
being 35 to 38 inches. Yokes are a
dominant feature In some of the new
ranges, and the semi-circular skirt with

a fitted top is popular. Novelty Fall

fkirts will retail as high as $100. Each
house has a pet material, which it fea-

tures, and naturally it proves a leader

for that house.

Among the favorites is Kumsi-Kumsa,
which is out in new Fall colorings. With
the exception of a limited use of trim-

mmgs, principally composed of con-

trasting materials, the models are in

simple designs, shirred ab lut the waist-

line which is usually finished with a

wide, flat belt of the same material.

The crushed girdle or narrow belt

is conspicuous by its absence this sea-

son, and pockets modestly choose incon-

spicuous placings v.hich are generally
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disclosed by the novelty button, self loop
or other small trim.

There are tricotine, serge and broad-
cloth models on more tailored lines, yet
some are so treated as to reflect the
dressy qualities such fabrics are equally
appropriate for.

A navy serge, for instance, has a
wide border of self material across the
back holding the upper section with a
slight fullness. This overlaps at either

side-front and is trimmed with buttons,
while abjve, at either sides are braid
bound jabot drapes.

The rectangular sliced pockets of a
broadcloth are fille.' in with braid done
in basket weaving, while another serge
shows cone-shaped distending hip poc-
kets made entirely of wide black silk

biaid, corresponding with the band above
the hem.
A tricotine skirt buttoned straight

down the back is typical of another
type sh:)wn in cloth. Small checked
velours and plaids also come in for their

share of prominence in the collection.

Brown and navy background plaids are

given much prominence. Belts and poc-

kets of plain serges on the plaids and
trimmed with loops or taps of the latter

is also done.

Some Striking Blouses

There are persistent rumjrs in the

market that fur will play a large part
in the blouses for the coming Fall, both
from the approval of the buyers here

vv^ho have seen a small use of fur in

some domestic lines and from the news
tliat comes from Paris of the predomi-
nance of fur trimming in the work of the

blouse creators there. Buyers here say
that the coming season should be an
auspicious one for launching a vogue
for fur since it is expected that the buy-
ing public will be willing to pay the

prices that fur trimined garments would
naturally have to command. Fur was
.launched for last winter but with little

or no success, one of the manufacturers
who ventured into fur trimmed waists,

confessing that he found them a losing

proposition, due to the expense which
seemed to frighten the buyers. That
was, however, when the theory of war-
time economy was still holding the

purse-strings, so that there seems to be

a real opinion that fur on blouses will

succeed at this time.

A new sports blouse in fine quality

tub silk is Jn display at Wanamaker's in

their imported shops; it shows the open-

ing pleat down the front outlined with

hemstitching and pleats across the well-

made shoulders which fall from a yoke
give the desired room needed for stren-

uous games. This is priced at $10.

The color trend as noted from the re-

ports of various manufacturers who
deal with the suit shades for Fall, show
a consistently large vogue for brown for

the coming season over previous ones

and keep navy through 3ut as the lead-

ing shade. This is true of tailored skirts

as well as in dressy blouses, for navy is

sold in numbers far greater than any
other shade on the swatch of suit colors.

Outing
Fashions

Interesting sport togs
for late Summer and
early Fall. The hat,
jacket and skirt at the
right are excellent for
a hike on a damp day,
since the hat and coat
are leather.

The black sells better than any one
shade of brown, but the browns taken
all in all, exceed the black in popularity.
Of the browns maduro is leading, coming
next to black in the scale of popular
colors, and followed by African, taupe
and beaver respectively.

Men's wear crepe, redium and satin in

plain colors are popular fabrics, in white
as well as in colors. Of fancy materials,

white striped black satin takes first

place.

Dainty Net Models

There is a marked tendency toward
the effect if not the actuality of the

Peter Pan collar as there are many
round collars used, fastening high up to

the throat, and even the roll c:)llared

numbers, though there are fewer of

them, are for the most part all cut

higher than usual.

But with the primness of cut, the

blouses are very soft in effect, partic-

ularly some attractive numbers which
are finished with wide gathered ruffles

of self material. Others use ruffles of

Valenciennes but in widely separated

rows rather than in the tight clusters

which characterized the spring use of

that lace.

Another new n)te is the use of nas-

turtium coloring, for which much suc-

cess has been prophesied for the coming
season. The effect of the flame-like

flower is accomplished by the working of

orange wool into a conventional design,

with flecks jf green suggesting the

foliage worked in. This forms bands
at neck, sleeves and waistline. At the

last point, the band is applied as a

separate piece, falling outside the skirt,

while the body of tho blouse is regularly

fathered on an elastic band to slip in-

cite the belt.

NEW GYMNASIUM FASHIONS

Under the caption of "No more hloom-
ers in England," the "Evening Sun"
publishes a photograph of British girl

gymnasts in black tights over which are

Fall Suit
From Macy's, New York.
Navy serge, deep square
yoke effect at back. Lined

with peau de cygne.

worn short bell-shaped skirts stopping a

few inches above the knee; stating that

this type of costume is now the regula-

tion wear for gymnastic exercises, re-

placing the full bloomers of former
times.
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Two Fashionable Fall Suits

Note the trig little collars and the trimmings of fur, the straight lines,

very narrow belts, neat sleeves and comfortable skirts. Incidentally

the waistcoat influence provides interesting closings and trimming lines.
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Here we have a couple of the dainty

"jumpers" which are popular at present in

England. They bear a resemblance to our

"middies," but are worn with dainty collar

and cuffs and are too short to be belted.

NEGLIGEES
Some Points to Remember When Hand-

ling Negligees

Although women t)iink first of fashion

when it cjmes to street attire and
formal evening attire, their first con-

sideration when selecting a negligee and
the more intimate sort of evening things

is whether it makes them appear to best

advantage. For this reason there is

always a wide variety of styles in vogue
in this line of apparel.

The statement sometimes is made, of

course, that such and such a style is all

out in negligee apparel, or that the new-

style of negligee wear is thus and so,

but there are really as many styles as

there are types of women.

The other day one of the big shops

advertised a new line of negligees that

were built along lines that suggested the

straight but ample lines of a Greek or

Roman goddess. These, said the adver-

tising man, were the new negligees, leav-

ing us to infer that if we went on wear-

ing any other sort we would be quite

out of it.

Now, of course, there are many wo-
men to- whom these rather severe lines

are not especially becoming. There are

some women who are always most at-

tractive in something that is lacy and
frilly. If such a woman is wise she goes

on wearing the lacy, frilly thing even

though the shops may be showing the

most brilliant sort of Oriental negligees,

rich with metallic and highly colored

embroidery, but quite guiltless of the

purely Occidental effect of frilliness.

Just as reticent is this type of woman
to wear the severe Roman or Greek

negligees. But the woman who looked

immensely interesting in classical drap-

ery, but dowdy in frills, of course, would
not wait until this sort of thing came
into fashion before wearing it.

The French woman of fashion quite

often has her negligees made at home.
She makes them, in fact, with the aid

of her little sewing woman who comes
in by the day. And the reason she likes

to do this is because she can thus make
the sort of things that no one knows so

well as she herself how to make. They
are the things that experience has
taught her are the most becoming. When
she dresses for occasions where she is

to appear with a number of other wo-
men she thinks of the fashion, and for

such clothes she goes to as good a dress-

maker as she can afford, because she

realizes that no one save a professional

dressmaker can reproduce the fashion of

the moment, but when it comes to mak-
ing the thing that will be most becom-
ing she knows that she herself has the

advantage over the most celebrated

dressmakers in the world.

A new style of nightgown is made of

printed voile, in -harem fashion; that is,

it is like a long, loose envelope without

fas'enings. A dainty garland of rib-

bon roses outlines a Greek yoke effect.

Two-toned ribbon is liked for the mo-
dish silk undergarments.

A BLACK VELVET COSTUME
A striking new costume of black vel-

vet has short sleeves just covering the

shoulder, V-neck line; skirt of white

satin covered with fringe of black velvet

ribbon falling from a yoke. There is a

black velvet cape, long in the back, and
knee-length in front, lined with White

satin.

" (orsetsyp^rassieres
"

The recent s.yle-&how of corsets

and underwear in New York indicated

that brocades and broches remain the

chief fabrics made use of by corsetieres,

for in a collection of about a dozen cor-

sets, there were but one or two in satin

or coutil, the remainder in the figured

fabrics. White and pink were the only
colors showTi, the latter in greatest num-
ber, in conservative pale shades.

The medium-skirted corset prevailed,

with the low-cut bust, though there were
a noliceable number of models built curv-
ing outward and quite high, so that the

bust rested inside J;he top of the corset.

The majority, however, left the bust
free, to he taken care of by a bandeau
that fit.ed down over the corset.

Among the bust confiners shown, the

bandeau was by far the most pre-

dominant, with a few of the "bust
girdle" type, fitting to the figure, but

sustained by straps and only one or two
built-up brassieres.

Here again flesh was the prevailing

shade, in a large number of plain cot-

ton or silk fabric bandeaux and in satin

numbers, with bandings of lace, torchon

or filet. Embroidery flouncing appeared
in some of the built-up models.

A Fall Coat
American silvertone is here trinuned with
opossum fur. Blouse effect on back;
double side straps. Made by Exclusive

Ladies' Wear.
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Something
New
The "tie-around" blouse.
Made of voile or organ-
die. The casing at the
hem and sleeves is peach-
color with black satin
ribbon run through. The
peach color is used for
piping at the neck also
and white pleating is the
final bit of daintiness.
This model is from the
Helena Costume Co.,

London.

iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Fall Prices High j

Interesting New Style Features Stimulate Fall Blouse 1
Trade—But Prices Advance Very Materially. |

The blouse trade for Fall bears every

indication of importance. There are

some new materials, a few new style

features and a wide range of prices on

the market. Perhaps the chief feature

which is liable to hold the interest of

the buying public is the new styles. And
there are really one or two features

which are new, the chief of these being

the "tie-around" blouse. This new num-
ber is made in Georgette, organdie, and

in fact any of the sheer blouse fabrics.

It is cut slightly long in the waist and

made with a two-inch or inch and a half

casing across the bottom and at the end

of the short kimona sleeve. Through this
casing one inch or inch and a half ribbon
is brought and tied in bow-knots. These
blouses are not cut to be very full where
they are tied, but just enough to give
an easy grace. The round neck-line is

maintained and kimona sleeves are fea-
tured. There are variations in this idea

for blouses. Some have yokes with
shoulder fastening; some have panel

opening at the neck, and some have
shirt-front fastening like the illustra-

tion. The drop-panel opening at the

neck, with buttons and loops to fasten

are good. One Georgette model has

rows of fine tucks from the yoke to the
crepe de Chine facing at the bottom;
there are tucks across the front
just above the waistline also; it is tied
in front, rather tightly, with a sash belt.

The cuffs on the shirt sleeves are faced
with crepe de Chine.

New York is stil! talking very em-
phatically of round, Greek, and some
square necks, and the stores are full of
them, report buyers, and also a manufac-
turer recently returned from the metro-
polis. "Neck-lines are extremely low,
even those worn on the street," said one
Toronto observer.

Pleatings and frills, 8 to 12 inches
deep, also lace and net are featured on
blouses as well as dresses.

Panel-front blouses are being shown
again, and also models, which are
bloused over the skirt at the sides.

Hand embroidery and beading are as
strong as ever for the dressy Georgette
blouses, and a great deal of val lace
and insertion is shown. "Especially is

the val good when used in several rows
of frills, V2 to % of an inch wide," re-

marked one of the leading waist de-
signers, who just returned from New
York, "Fine tucks and jabot effects are
extensive again," she added. She does
not believe that short sleeves will have
any importance for Fall or Winter, but
the short kimona sleeve will be good
next Spring and Summer. This is the
opinion of most Canadians in the trade.

Foulard printed Georgette blouses are
well represented in New York and some
of the 'Canadian manufacturers will be
making them up for Fall. They think
that these printed fabrics will be quite

well liked, owing to the absence of any
fancy cloths for suits and the general
favor shown for decorative things for

the incoming season.

Prices for Autumn merchandise will

be higher than ever. With the working
hours shortened, wages increased, and
the phenomenal increases in all silks, a

blouse will no longer be numbered among
the accessories of a costume. "It is al-

most inevitable," said a large Toronto
buyer, "that blouses which last season

cost $15.00 will, for next Winter, be

$25.00. I have bought a few which will

sell at $50.00 and they run as high as

$100.00; $15.00 will probably be the

"popular priced" blouse. So long as the

business hours keep shortening, and

there is nothing to overcome the indif-

ference of salespejple to the building up

of a strong business fabric in this coun-

try, there is no telling where prices will

go. Under the present conditions there

is no possibility of fixing values. A
garment might be priced at $10.00 here;

$8.00 at the next shop, and $15.00 a few

doors from it. The difference does not

rest with the retailer. It is due to the

instability of everything—but people

still want g "od clothes!"
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Three Fashionable Toilettes

Prominent in Paris is the tricolette gown, but more striking still is the daring fad of women going stockingless. When she

wears such wide fringe on her gown Milady appears more characteristically Hawaiian. The fancy knit tricolette gown in

chemise style with short sleeves is quite the vogue "over there."

In the middle we have a dignified afternoon gown worn by Evelyn Gosnell in a Paramount-Flagg screen comedy entitled "Up
in Mabel's Room." The material is indestructible crepe and "J, C." tu-tone ribbon. Photo by courtesy of Johnson, Cowdin & Co.,

New York.

At right is a Btown of black moire silk with dainty fichu of white net in the new long style and cuffs to match. The moire

hat completes a fashionable New York Autumn turnout.

yy/vyyy///y///y//y///////yy//yy^^^^
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A la Mode
A blouse of plain
navy and figured
Georgette, greatly
approved by Dame
Fashion- Beads
are extremely pop-
ular, and in this

case they are dull
blue, as is the

costume.

Jersey Dresses Liked

There has been some talk in the trade

of .jerseys being- on the decline in popu-

larity; especially is this the verdict

brought back by buyers who have visited

the N'^.w York market. The decline does

not seem to have any influence in Can-

ada, for the coming season at least. All

the manufacturers who were able to

make up samples before the garment

workers' strike occurred are showing

jersey dresses and jersey suits, and they

ineludp a wide variety of colorings and

trimmdngs. Reindeer, peacock, browns,

mouse and camel are among the shades

in which interest is keenest. The dresses

have silk jersey trimming, mole plush

and nutria bands, silk and metallic em-

broidery, and all the modish touches of

the season. Orders have been taken, but

since about the first week in July

all the travellers for Toronto firms have

been in from the road, so that the out-

look for supplies according to the orders

placed is all based on supposition.

Tricolette is now being made in Can-

ada and merchants seem anxious to

handle garments made up of it.

Popular designs for Fall dresses in-

clude the bloused effects, some with sug-

gestions of waistcoats, straight line ef-

fects with long waists, and some num-

bers with a couple of circular flounces

across the sides. This last style is es-

pecially good.

Embroidery and braid are growing

more profuse as Ihe new season ap-

proaches. Some skirts of dresses are al-

most covered with straight rows of braid

or else with elaborate designs in em-

broidery. These of course accompany
gowns cut on the simplest lines.

Prices for Pall are high in proportion

to the rising costs of production; $30

is a popular price from the manufacturer

for the cloth dresses that have not a

great deal of hand-worked trimming.

Fur braid and embroidery of course

m,ake a substantial difference.

HAVE PLENTY OF HIGH-PRICED
WOOLS

While it is understood that large

Eurone-m orders have been placed

for Canadian cloth, underclothing, etc.,

only one had reached the manufacturers

here at the time of going to press. That

one from Roumania was reported in t'-e

February issue of DRY GOODS RE-

VIEW. The other two, one from Rou-

mania and one from Belgium, are be-

lieved to be likely to arrive any day,

..:nc'> thev have been recorde'' in

England, and already steps have been

'•"i-pn in allottin" them. The first or-

der provided for $2,000,000 for cloth and

blankets, and $656,800 for underwear and
hosiery. These latter are being allotted

equally to all the mills whether they are

members of the Manufacturers' Asocia-
tion or not, and for that reason they *re

not large enough in any one mill to af-

fect their prices for domestic consump-
tion. The only effect will be seen in

a tendency towards standardization in

the make of the garments.

"The mills are well supplied with
wools," said the president of one of the

largest to the DRY GOODS REVIEW.
"Australian wool," which was to have
come in May and June last year, did not
reach Canada until a few weeks before,

the armistice was signed. In the mean-
time mills had to eke out what they had
and go into the open market to get

whatever there was and that at very
high prices. Then along came this Aus-
tralian wool last Fall with the re-

sult that mills are in good shape to

supply whatever is wanted for the bal-

ance of this year, and indeed they will

have enough wool to last them for 15

months, but the prices are very high.

Yarns from "tops" in England are also

fixed in price by the Government still

there can be no change in prices this

year and even by Spring, 1920, it is

doubtful whether there will be suffi-

cient decline to make any difference at

all noticeable to the retail merchant.

This applies to all lines of these

goods."

SYRIA'S GOODS FOR EXPORT

Syria possesses many kinds of raw
material especially interesting to West-
ern buyers, such as washed raw wool,

kid for gloves, and all descriptions of

skins, chemicals, nuts, cork, wax, yel-

low of eggs and albumen, gut, fox and

jackal skins and furs.

NEW SUIT DEVELOPMENTS
The Hiokson Fall silhouette maintains

the slim bodice, full tunic and narrow
skirt. Eton jackets are shown with a

long tunic from the waist with a ten-

dency to adopt the French idea of mark-

ed fulness in front. Then there are long-

coated suits fitted to the waist and Avith

sides so full as to suggest pannieres;

sleeves are tight with large, loose cuff

portions and collars are large and snug

at once.

Velvets and duvetyn are among the

smart suit fabrics and fur trimmings are

important.

J. Anderson, of Glasgow, arrived on the

SS. Melita on Sunday, Jiily 20, after

spending some time on business in Scot-

land.

The firm of P.rereton & Steward,

Limited, furriers, Toronto, has sold out

to Breroton & Moore. The business re-

mains at the corner of Wellington and

Yonge Streets.
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IT PAYS TO DO IT DIFFERENT
(Continued from page 27)

walk dowTistairs to the basement with
never a thought of the climb it will take
to get back to the main floor; but they
don't like to walk up in the first place.

Along this same line, we had sold pat-

terns in much the same way as any other
store—at a counter on the main floor,

with stools for the customers tj sit on
while they make their selections. When
I suggested moving the pattern depart-

ment of one store into the basement,
everyone told me I would ruin the de-

partment. But as I may have intimated,

I "Um inclined to be stubborn on such
points. So into the basement the pattern

department went.

Space in the basement was not held at

quite the premium it was on the first

floor. This enabled me to plan a more
pleasing arrangement. I m.ade the pat-

tern department a cozy nook, with car-

peted floor, comfortable chairs, and a

lorg table where women could take their

ease while they made their selections

—

free from the crowding and jostling that

they had to undergo at the upstairs

counter.

Result? In two weeks we sold more
than twice as many patterns as we had
ever sold in any two-weeks period. The
business was doubled by doing it differ-

ent.

Although, as I have said, we always
get our customers what they want, we
strive constantly to make them want bet-

ter goods. I insist that it must be the am-
bition of every executive and buyer to

raise the standard of merchandise in his

departments. Just to give this idea a

boost I generally go to market with a

new buyer and teach him my tactics.

Here is an example of how it works:

F:ve years ago the highest priced waist

wo thought we could induce our custom-

ers to buy was $7. We bought a,few $10

waists, and displayed them prominently

to let the public know we were carrying

a better class of merchandise. They
sjld. Then we bought $12 waists. Thus,

gradually, we have raised the standards

of our customers until now we sell a good

many $25 waists. Where formerly we
sold perhaps half a dozen $9 waists in

a season, we now sell 15 dozen in one

store. And while a portion of this in-

crease is due to the shrinkage of the dol-

lar, the greater part is due to our educat-
ing the public.

A good many merchants claim that in
a poor neighborhood they can sell only
cheap merchandise. To my way of think-
ing, that IS a great mistake; the mer-
chant must educate iiis customers to buy
better merchandise. Our salesgirls are
mstructed, for instance, to tell the wo-
man who asks for 50 cent underwear
that $1 underwear will wear at least
three times as long; thus she will save
money and at the same time have the
satisfaction of using better quality goods
b.'x customers out of ten will accept the
suggestion to buy the better goods.
Not only have we then sold a larger bi^I
of goods, but we have also given more
satisfaction and thus helped to bind the
customer to us for the future.

Take our store on Eighth Avenue
originally surrounded by a population
whose buying power was considerable
Gradually the neighborhood changed
until now there is a different class o^
people around the store—70 per cent of
them negroes. We are selling there m.e-
dium and high-class merchandise; pur
competitors are continually trying to see
how cheap they can sell. But while our
competitor's businesses are standing stiii,
we are selling more goods than ever, ard
are growing satisfactorily.

How to Tell What Department Buyers
Are Doing

As a constant check on how well our
buyers keep after their departments to
sell better grade goods, we have our
daily reports from the departments.
These show the number of sales made,
as well as the day's total in money, and
the average amount of the sale to each
customer. Unless the average individual
sale increases steadily, we know that the
department is slacking. A reminder to
the buyer is usually enough to bring up
the average.

These policies have all made our busi-
ness grow. The stock in our original
store has increased about tenfold. And
our front has grown from 20 feet to l^n
—five times I have rented the store next
door and knocked down the wall between.
Each one of these expansions is plainly
shown by the newer wood in the floor
where the old wall formerly stood. And
so. to capitalize the inquisitivenesa of
our customers and to emphasize our suc-
cess, we have signs on each of tliose
places: "First expansion, 1904." "Sec-
ond expansion, 1905"; and so on. Our
success impresses the customer.

We keep the morale of our workers up
to our other standards by trying to bring
out the best there is in them, to stimu-
late them to the limit of their abilities.
It is a favorite theory of mine that every
man or woman, boy or girl, who comes
into our organization brings along poten-
tialities so great that they cannot be
estimated. We do our best to develop
these possibilities; the result that we at-
tain is shown in a marked degree hy the
fact that two of my most important ex-

ecutives were practically "down-and-
outers" when they came to work for me.

Right along this line, I always have a
little talk with every new employee be-
fore he or she starts to work. The main
point I bring out is: "If you need help
at any time—financial assistance, advice,
or what not—come straight to me. You
will get from me all that you can legi-

timately ask of anyone. And I will for-

give anything, practically, except dis-

honesty."

What is the result? We work to-,

gether like a family; the pleasant smiles
of our workers impress every customer
with the homelike contentment of the

place. And the reason is that my office

door is always open for anyone from the
nowest stock girl to the superintendent
of all our stores.

The same set of facts finds expression
in my dislike for too many cards, charts,

reports, and graphs These all have
their value in their places; but I do not
want to take out of my workers the in-

itiative and love for their work they in-

evitably lose when their mistakes and
weaknesses are constantly paraded be-
fore them in black and white. If there's

a cog loose, I want to call in Jones, the

linen buyer, and say: "Bill, your stock

is getting a bit cumbersome—better

take a hint from Smith in the suit de-

partment and accept a reasonable mark-
down." That doesn't sap Jones' enthusi-

asm like the typewritten comparison of

departments proving that his showing is

the poorest. The personal handling of

the situation gives Jones a chance to go
at the mark-down sale with some en-

thusiasm; but the typewritten contact

starts him off more in desperation.

Don't misunderstand me to say that I

dm't believe in systematic handling of

business. I do believe in it. But I dis-

like cold-blooded ways of using figures,

and I dislike having a great many hard

and fast regulations. Better, I say, have

little definite routine than have a rou-

^^
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tine so complete and complicated that no

one knows or obeys the half of it.

Personally I prefer a series of checks

on operations after they have been per-

formed, to a routine laid out in advance

as to how they are to be done. The lat-

ter method tends to stifle initiative; and

I have yet to see a routine so near per-

fect that it did not require about as

much checking up as did a routine less

complete.

One jf the best checks that I get on

my business is through my chauffeur. I

have to keep a machine at call all the

time so that I can get from store to

store without delay. My driver is not

simply a driver; he is a high-grade man
who knows a good deal about my ideas

of merchandising—a man who conceiv-

ably may some day be manager of one

of my stjires.

While he is waiting for me he does not

simply sit outside in the machine. He
wanders around the store, looking at dis-

plays, noticing how salesgirls deal with

customers, whether our prices are by

chance higher on this item or on that

than they should be. Every morning his

written observations are placed on my
desk; from them I have time and again

gleaned pieces of information that made

a big difference in the profits of the

store.

One of the points which I especially

urge my driver to watch for i& cliques.

Once I find a clique among my em-

ployees, I do not rest until I have broken

it up. Nothing is so destructive of good

service to customers and good feeling

among the workers. Everyone in our

stores is as good as everyone else, dur-

ing business hours at least. And I don't

want social inequality or class feeling

—

the essence of cliques—to obtrude itself

in our business.

That statement about equality goes

with us all the way to the top. I have

never seen why I should not be just as

good friends with the girls who sell lace

for me as with my banker. I always

speak to every employee in the store or

on the street. It is not a pose with me,

or a policy. I guess I am naturally

friendly. But it has brought me a lot of

desirable things.

When I was a buyer of piece goods

and linens in a big store 20 years ago I

used to know everyone in the organiza-

tion. On my way to my office every

morning I spoke to ribbon clerks, corset

salesgirls, furnishings salesmen, through

whose departments my path led me—not

as a matter of policy, but as a matter of

course.

T never gave this habit of mine a

thought. When I started in business for

myself and needed a lino of credit I had

no difficulty in getting it from the

houses with which I had been dealing as

a buyer; the houses in the other lines

asked the people that they knew in our

organization—those very ribbon clerks

and the rest. Everyone had a good word

for me. And the smallest credit line I

?';ot from any house was $200!

A Pleasant Greeting Has a Definite

Value

During the Christmas rush I go from
store to store, talking with the em-
ployees and cheering them up. When I

see an exceptionally tired salesgirl I am
likely to send her for an hjur's walk, or

a rest. A pleasant greeting cheers up a

tired worker; often it is enough to make
her forget her fatigue absolutely.

After inventory we always distribute

a bonus to all the employees in profit-

able departments. Tnere is no hard and
fast stipulated bonus or percentage; I

want to be in a position at the end of the

season to decide independently just how
to reward the workers. I want to dis-

tribute a fair sum. That I succeed is

testified, I believe, by the freedom of our
organization from tiissatisfaction.

We pay a reward, too, for suggestions

that are adopted; $5, $10, and $20 are

t-'.e standard prizes; occasionally, how-
ei'er, we pay more. The best suggestion

tiiat ever came in, I believe, was from a

14-year old delivery-boy—^now, at 18, the

head of our delivery department.

Fred could see no good reason for

hiindling in the way we did the deliv-

eries to houses or apartments where no

one answered the door bell. We used to

turn over the package to the superin-

tendent of the building, to the janitor,

to a neighbor, or to anyone else who was
handy. If the person who received the

package failed to notify our customer,

we were sure to receive a telephone call

complaining that we had not made de-

livery. Then we could not straighten

out the tangle until the delivery boy

came in and we got a chance to question

him.

With a simplicity that amounted to

genius, Fred formed the habit of scrawl-

in r on a piece of paper: "Your package

has been delivered to the telephone oper-

ator." Then he would put the paper

under the door or into the mail box. We
never had any telephone calls from

Fred's territory. When we found out

why, we adopted the plan and gave him

$30. Incidentally, most of the other

stores in New York have adopted our

method, so that to-day—four years later

—the method is no longer a novelty in

the metropolitan district. Previously we
had at least five Lelephone calls a day

from customers who wanted their goods;

now we never have a complaint.

I try to use good common sense in

handling employees, and especially in

hiring. From the man who hired me
when I arrived as :. green immigrant a

go )d many years ago, I learned a good

ler-son in hiring boys. He gave me a job

because I picked up a bolt of goods that

happened to fall on the floor near me.

And I use a similar test.

The first time f advertised "Boy

w;inted," seven youngsters were lined

up when I arrived to unlock the door. I

let them in, and ther. I purposely knocked

a piece of soiled paper off a counter onto

tlio floor. One lad picked it up; none of

the others paid any attention to it. So I

hired him, and founcl that ho was as

cjireful and reliable about other things
as he was about the piece of paper. I

use that test now; and only once have I

been disappointed in a boy who respond-
ed to it.

My idea in hiring has changed con-

siderably since I opened that first store

of mine—in large measure because I am
now financially able to swing what I

couldn't then. At that time I had to hire

only the cheapest employees I could
find; but now the salary does not cut

any figure with us, provided the em-
ployee makes good. High-priced help is

usually economical.—"System" for July,

1919.

FUNSTEN BROS.' NEXT AUCTION
In order to enable purchasers to be

better propared for the FnW trade, the
date for Funsten Bros. & Co.'s auction
fur sales at St. Louis has been brought
hack from September 15 to September
10.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Boots and Shoes Soar to New High

Levels—Little Intimation of Lower
Values for Some Time to Come

BOOTS AND SHOES.—"The market
in boots and shoes is advancing so rap-
idly that it is almost impossible to tell

just where prices will end," a prominent
Toronto boot and shoe wholesaler told

DRY GOODS REVIEW recently. "Col-
ored calf goods that at the end of June
were worth $6 are now selling at $7.

Some lines of men's shoes have gone up
$2 per pair. It is simply a runaway
market," he added. "In the past few
weeks the advance represents an in-

crease of approximately 20 per cent, on
wholesalers' prices."

The leather market is very firm, and,
of course, this is the strongest influence

that is tending to raise shoe values to

record figures. Most wholesalers be-

lieve that the end of these price flights

is not yet in sight. There is a big de-

mand from Europe for supplies, and as
long as this continues, values are likely

to soar. The advancing cost of labor is

also exerting its own influence in these

sharp upward price movements. The
demand for low shoes, and white can-

vas stuff, has fallen off considerably,

now that the seas )n is more than half

spent. But it has been the heaviest sea-

son in years, there having been a tre-

mendous demand in the past two months
for all manner of white shoes, as well

as oxfords in leather. Wholesalers are

anticipating a busy Fall, and though
prices are high, have already booked big

business. Sorting orders promise to be
active.

John McMillan, formerly with A. B.

Grants & Sons, Glasgow, and J. W.
Peck & Co., Montreal, is now with the

Hodgson Sumner Co., and is to cover

familiar territory in Nova Scotia.



Mr. Parsons' Misstatements
By Col. J. B. Maclean in "The Financial Post."

SR. PARSONS was president of

the C.M.A. in 1917-18. He liked

•the honor so much, he put his

whole thought into it. He enjoyed it;

it became so much of his life, he
forgot, in 1918-19 that he was no
longer president. In fact he com-
jJlained several times recently to his

friends that he was so busy with as-

sociation affairs he had no time for

the B. A. Oil Co., where he is em-
ployed. He was always on the spot

with a speech or a letter to defend
capital, or to attack any who might
not agree with what he—always with
the best of motives—thought inimi-

cal to the C.M.A. It became a habit

with him. There was, too, perhaps,

a touch of vanity, which warped his

good judgment and he began to speak
unwisely and to make foolish sugges-
tions. This rather displeased some of

the industrial leaders for whom he

assumed to speak. He threatened the

Methodist Church v/ith the disap-

proval of the millionaires just when
men of this type are trying to keep
under cover. His last break was a

letter to the Press, suggesting that

the place to look for profiteering and
high prices was the wholesale and re-

tail trade. Experienced manufactur-
ers agree with Lloyd Harris that the

biggest problem before us is not the

making, but the selling of Made-in-
Canada goods, that the friendship and
co-operation, particularly of the retail

merchant, is absolutely essential.

Their opposition would kill the Made-
in-Canada movement; and for the

self-assumed mouthpiece of the

CiM.A. to rush into print over his

own signature in so uncalled for a

way was quickly recognized as dam-
aging. But Mr. Parsons now explains

he was merely emphasizing some-
thing the Minister of Labor said

—

but, which it happens, he did not say.

This makes it worse, and it is also

an example of the little vanity habit

referred to above, that, of course, the

public would not approve of the idea

until it had Mr. Parsons' endorse-

ment for the C.M.A., even though the

Hon. Mr. Robertson is one of the

most highly regarded members of

the Cabinet, in fact, has shown him-

self an unusually broad type of

Minister.

Anyway it was the last straw, and
mutterings from a certain influential

In this article Col. Maclean
contends that certain of the
statements publicly made by S. R.
Parsons, late president of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, were lacking both in wis-

dom and correctness.
Especially does he challenge

the statement made by Mr. Par-
sons that the place to look for
profiteering was among the
wholesale and retail trade.

In the present position of Can-
ada the interests of the manufac-
turer are the interests of every-
one, and therefore this article,
which aims to improve conditions
that have militated against the
best interests of the manufactur-
ing fraternity, should be of inter-
est to everyone.

quarter developed into a suggestion
that THE FINANCIAL POST tell its

readers that Mr. Parsons had now no
official position in the association, and
that his prolific utterances misrep-
resented the great mass of manufac-
turers, and never more so than when
he, as a manufacturer, went out of
his way to suggest an investigation
of merchants' books for the real cause
of the higher living costs. As re-
quested, FINANCIAL POST pointed
this out, and as many of our readers
know Mr. Parsons did not take the
hint. Instead, he occupied much time
at the annual meeting in an attack
on me and my motives. Chiefly, he
said the article was due to his refusal
to take up a grievance with Mr. Mur-
ray, their secretary. This was a

serious charge and he clearly misled
the meeting.
The facts are these: Business news-

paper publishers, in common with the
paper makers. Western Canada manu-
facturers, and other members, had
complained of the way Mr. Murray
was -lealin-? with their interests. A
Made-in-Canada campaign was in pro-
gress and the association offices were
all the time actually using foreign, in-

stead of Canadian-made paper. Be-
cause of dissatisfaction, the Western
manufacturers decided to withdraw,
and had actually formed new associa-

tions. These things had all been
righted more than a year ago by the
retirement of Mr. Murray and could

not have had the remotest connection
with the article in THE FINANCIAL
POST saying that Mr. Parsons no
longer spoke for the C. M. A.

Mr. Parsons further said I had
come to him soon after he was elected

president and denounced Mr. Murray.
I said this was untrue, that I thought
I had Mr. Parsons' own letters to

prove it, and that I would answer for
the benefit of the members generally
in THE FINANCIAL POST. I am
able to do so. The letters show that
it was Mr. Murray who went to Mr.
Parsons, and Mr. Parsons had come
to me just as Lloyd Harris, T. A. Rus-
sell, Mr. Sherrard, and others had
come to me on the same errand. I

said I could not take the matter up
until a libel action I had brought was
disposed of. The file shows that Mr.
Parsons made his first approach to

me on Mr. Murray's behalf through
the editor of THE FINANCIAL
POST, October 24, 1917. Next he
writes, November 2, saying that Mr.
Murray had spoken to him and says
he wants to bring us together. On
December 31 he writes respecting this

and saying that Mr. Murray was
anxious to meet me, and so he goes on.

This evidence is surely sufficient.

Mr. Parsons' own letters, signed by
himself, prove that he stated what
was untrue to the annual meeting.

These are only part of his misstate-

ments. More exposure of Mr. Par-

sons and the Sam Harris clique and
their petty politics are to follow,

which I hope will speed up the re-

organization of the C. M. A., over-

come the mistrust and antagonism
that is hampering all Canadian pro-

gress. One has only to read the news-
papers right across Canada to fully

understand the very unfair attitude,

due to an entire misunderstanding of

manufacturing and business prob-

lems.

I cannot do better than quote from a

letter received from a well-known fin-

ancier: "The explaining Mr. P. in F.P.

(>f 71/6/19. First Class! Inflated heads,

and pneumatic tongues are doinp the

CO-) IMTV I 'nrire harm than inflated

prices! Keep it up!"
The man to keep it up is a good

general manager or salaried president.
..ir. .- M he'i him with constructive

publicity among those interested in

inanufacturing problems.

UMBRELLAS
UMBRELLAS.—An increase is noted

in the range of novelty umbrella han-

dles for both men's and women's lines.

Men's show some bakelite trimmings for

the first time. The increase in ranges

of bakelite is said to be due to silver and
gold-trimmed handles, being regarded
in the United States as jewelry, and,

therefore, subject tj a luxury tax. Prices

of handles remain about the same as last

year, but the waterproofed silks are ex-

ceedingly scarce and high in price, neces-

sitating an advance of from 16 to 20 per

cent.

Colors for Fall arp in strong demand
for women's umbrellas, and everyu'here

interest centres on the best grades..
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EATON'S JUBILEE PARK
An Inviting Spot—Many Novel Ideas—Continuous Musical Pro-

gram—Tuesdays and Thursdays Special Da\ .—Very
Popular With the Public.

WHAT has proven to be one of the

most unique and popular of all

the special monthly features of

the T. Eaton Company's Jubilee year,

thus far, is their Jubilee Park, located

in the furniture building, on the main
floor, just a step from the street.

Here a miniature park is admirably
staged and is attracting daily between
7,000 and 8,000 people by its unique and
realistic arrangement. It is probable
that it will be retained until after the

Exhibition weeks, with some necessary
changes, although originally it was in-

tended as a feature for the month of

July only. Its great and increasing

popularity has made this necessary.

The effect of trees is cleverly carried

out by using specially painted paper on

the pillars, with real branches attached

near the ceiling. Some of these 'branches

are dipped in a wax-like preparation that

renders them fire-iproof and retains their

original freshness, giving a glossy finish.

Wicker trellises with climbing Vines and
rustic flower boxes surround the tree

trunks, adding greatly to the artistic

effect.

Perhaps the most unique and attrac-

tive feature in the arrangement is the

mysterious cascade with multi-colored

lights (from a revolving glass disc of

many colors) playing upon its glistening,

ruhing waters. This waterfall is twelve

feet deep and about twenty feet in

width. The arrangement is quite

simple, although apparently quite mys-
terious. By the use of a pumping sys-

tem the water from the cascade, which
faWs into a most inviting lagoon with

small dinghies gracing its surface, is

pumped up again to the head of the

cascade, again to rush down its qui e

realistic, painted "rocks." The effect ob-

tained is quite wonderful and supplies

a very refreshing atmosphere for the

tired shopper.

Scores of inviting benches and delight-

f'.il la-wn swings comole'e the park effect.

A continuous musical program of

very high calibre, supplied by a

quartette of Toronto's leading vocal

concert artiss, with an orchestra

pdaying between these numbers, adds the

supreme touch to the unusual effect of

the whole project.

Tuesdays and Thursdays are special

days in the park, some of these being:

Soldiers' and Sailors' Day.—On this

day about 120 soldiers from the Toronto

Orthopedic Hospital were entertained

with a specially arranged program, and

refreshments served. A large number of

Toron':o's returned soldiers and sailors

<lropped in also during the day.

Children's Day—when about the same
number of orphans from some of the

children's homes were royally entertain-

ed in the same way. Trained seals were

an added attraction on this day, giving

many performances throughout the day
when not making themselves perfectly
"at home" in the lagoon. This day was
so very popular and well attended that
it was found necessary to have a second
Children's Day the following day.
Out-of-Town Visitors' Day.— When

about 30 members of the 48th High-
llanders' band suppliei the program
throughout the day.

English Day, Irish Day, Scotch Day
were all featured, with suitable pro-
grams and attractions.

Old Folks' Day—When over a hundred
old folks from the different homes for

the aged were entertained in a most
enjoyable manner.

Musicail Day.—When selections were
rendered from famous operatic numbers,
in addition to the usual program. The
number of artists was also increased.

Boy Scouts' Day.—When several boy
scouts gave exhibitions of signalling and
other scout activities.

It is interesting to note that Mr. C. H.

Rooke, Manager of the Park, informed
a representative from DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that invariably a be'ter class of

people were attracted to the Park on

these special days, as compared with the

other days.

For a few weeks after the opening
a famous Canadian expert canoeist

was engaged to show the proper

handling of a canoe, the exhibition

^pkinp" nlace on the la^roon. He
'ilso m.ade many small children vfery

hanpy by taking them for short trips in

his canoe.

A Bov Scouts exhibit is combined with

an exhibit of all manner of outdoor ac-

cessories for camping, hiking, etc., with

a boy scout in attendance.

A photographer, v-'earing an outfit o^

old-fashioned cut, takes old-fashioned

tintypes, which are finished within a few
minutes.

Quite fi large space is eivcn over to

sprvino- lip-ht refreshments and ices, with

many auaintW-costumed girls in attend-

ance. In this d'^rar'ment it is not the

intention to meet the !?reat demands for

ices, etc., as it would 'be quite im-

possible. The furniture here is aH

the ai-tistic old hickory style, and adds

igreatly to the Summer effect obtained

throughout.

"The idea behind all of this is not to

make money, nor to advertise, but to

give the public something in the way of

service," stated Mr. Rook. He said he

could not emphasize this too much as

they did not want the i;'.ea mistaken for

an advertising or money-makin'!: scheme.

It would hardly be taken for such.

thou'Jrh, by the avera<re person, the gr-at

attention to detail and the splendid fea-

tvi'-(!s t'l^roughout showinp' such unique

and satisfactory effects, all of which are

being heartily recognized by the public.

Tells Difficulties

of Merchandising
The publication of a small four-page

paper with the title of "The Store

News" has been found to be a very

excellent method of advertising by Bar-

rett & Scott, of Rocanville, Sask. An
announcement is made on the editorial

page that it is "Mailed free to all buy-

ing from the firm."

The full-page advertisement of the

firm appears on page three, and under

the heading of "Local and General"

several local news items are printed on

page four. The paper is printed bv the

publisher of the "Rocanville Record."

One of the most interesting things in

the paper is an article occupying all of

the front page entitled "Being a mer-

chant is not all fun." It is designed to

create a better understanding of the

problems that confront the ordinary

merchant. Here it is, in part:

"Many people seem to think that being a

merchant is about the easiest, finest and

most profitable proposition there is.

This idea has been entertained from time

immemorial. Of course it is just about 98

per cent, wrong. But the illusion exists

just the same.

We are not saying this in a complaining

way If we didn't like retailing we would

get out of it. But it acually amuses us to

hear about the good time and the big profits

the average retailer is making.

Right now the reailer is having the hardest

time in his career. Prices on nearly every-

thing are hitting the sky, and the remarkable

thing about the whole situation is that

many people blame the retailer.

Speaking for ourselves we can truthfully

sav that for months past our biggest fight

has be°n in the direction of buying goods

a<- a figure that would enable us to get

by and make a living and at the same lime

squeeze down the price to the lowest possiole

penny.

You nrobibly will laugh as you read this

statement, but it is literally true. Those

people who imagine that the retailer sits up

at night to figure ways and means of boost-

ing prices would have an entirely different

idea if thev knew something about the sit-

uation. If "they could get behind the scenes

and know retailing as it really is, they would

know that the constant struggle is to keep

prices down rather than put them up.

We would ten times rather have prices

low than high. We would sell more gosds.

There would be less complaining. There

would be more good feeling. And we would

make even more profit because of the in-

creased volume of our sales.

There are a great many delightful things

about running a store—things that more th'in

over-biHnce the unpleasant features. There

is a great satisfaction in giving people good

goods for a fair amount of money. It is a

wonderful thing to be able to build up a re-

putation for fairness, decency and honesty.

A merchant gets close to people and knows

them for what they really are. As such

he builds up some real friendships. We
have some close friends among our customer.«

whose esteem and good will are worth more

to us than our business.

But running a store is far from being a

never-ending round of delight. It is not

a means of making riches in a hurry. Rather

it is a hard serious proposition wherein one

does exceedingly well if he makes a modest

living and lays up a little against the coming

of a rainy day."



Show
Card

IVriting
For Disabled Soldiers, Sailors

and Marines to Aid Them
in Choosing a Vocation

This monograph was prepared by May H. Hope, under direction of
Charles H. Winslow, Chief of the Research Division of the Federal Board
for Vocational Education. Acknowledgment is due to Dr. John Cumnrings,
of the Research Division, for editoriaJ assistance.

SHOW CARD WRITING

THIS "Opportunity Monograph" has been
prepared by the Federal Board for Voca-
tional Education in the United States and

issued in co-operation with the office of the
Surgeon-General, War Department, and Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department,
Washington, D.C. There seems to be so much
matter of real value that it is reproduced here-
with in the hope that it will reach hands to

whom it will carry an inspiration for eood. We
are indebted to the Koester School, Chicago, 111.,

for their kindness in loaning cuts.—Editor's
Note.

The Purpose of the Show Card

A man's attention is attracted through his sense of
sight more readily than in any other way. A word, a
phrase, a pithy sentence will catch his eye and focus his
interest, where something requiring more concentration
would fail. For this reason window dressing has grown
into an important feature of every merchant's business,
and cards pointing out the quality and prices of the goods
displayed are universally used. These show cards were
formerly made by sign painters, until some, more far-
seeing than others, realized the opportunity to specialize
in this line of work, which has now developed into a
distinctive trade.

Dififerent Types of Cards

There is a great variety of types in show cards. Some
are large, others are small; some are ornamented with

designs suit-

able for thti

occasion, o r

season, or

goods to be
featured i n
the advertise-

ment ; others

are plain nu-
merals or let-

ters giving
the bare de-

tail of cost.

As these
cards are

shown in the street cars, on moving picture announce-

ments, on billboards at theatre entrances, as well as in

the stores, they must be so varied as to be appropriate

to their surroundings.

A practical feature in writing show cards is the selec-

tion of some special design or slogan with which the

article or firm may always be associated in the mind of

the public. In this field a showcard writer with originality

is able to realize materially upon his ideas.

Future of the Trade

Because the merchant believes that seeing is very

likely to mean buying he finds the showcard writer in-

dispensable to his business. Whether large or small,

every store needs these display cards with their catcky

announcements to aid in promoting business. Present-day

competition makes it necessary that every known means
of attracting attention shall be utilized by the merchaat
who would keep up in his line. Progressiveness in store

management has occasioned rapid growth in the trade

of card wTiting within the last few years, and the con-

stantly increasing demand for advertising indicates that

the trade of showcard virriting has an assured future.

Equipment

For the man possessing limited capital the small

cost of the necessary equipment is an alluring induce-

ment to enter the trade. A few dollars will cover the

entire cost. Brushes, pens, penholder, with ink retainer,

ruler, art gum or sponge rubber, thumb tacks, combination

compass, a ^pair of large shears, a T-square, a box «t

charcoal, soft lead pencils, and cardboard make up the

list of necessary material for the showcard writer. A
good-sized drawing board completes the list. "The better

the workman the fewer the tools" has been said. An
expert card writer works efficiently with a board, a T-

square, and a half dozen thumb tacks.

What Men in the Trade Should Know
A good general education is essential for a showcard

writer who expects to be more than merely a mechanieal

maker of words and letters. Those who become expert

in the art need a knowledge of designing and an originality

in composing effective phrases, such as can not be resisted

even by those who read the cards casually.

A practical knowledge of the geometric construction

of letters is fundamental, for though simple lettering may
be largely mechanical work, skill must not be confiwed

to the utilization of mechanical means alone.

A knowledge of color is an advantage to those who
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make sign cards. Color combinations and contrasts play
an important part in producing attractive cards. As card
writers are confronted by all sorts of combinations of
words in inscriptions, it is necessary for them to know
letter forms; to understand novelty in designing, arrange-
ment, and artistic embellishment; and to exercise taste
in harmonizing colors, so as to produce cards that will
be not only neat and attractive but at the same time
legible.

What Men in the Trade Do
Showcard writers make price tickets and all types of

trade cards used in windows, on special sale sections, on
the announcement boards of theatres, on automobiles, in
cafeterias, in street cars, and wherever else the card m.ay
serve as a proper medium for advertising. The trade
is carried on in different ways. Cards are sometimes
made by salesmen who give only part of their time to
this work. Other writers give all of their time to one
firm requiring a large number of cards for its own use.
Some card writers work for showcard firms and others
have their own offices and fill special orders.

Opportunities

The demand for showcard writers is far greater than
the supply. Every small town offers an opening for one
or more, who would make a good living at the trade
in that locality.

How Men Are Trained
Many card writers are trained in the shop. Correspon-

dence courses afford fair advantages to the man who
must save time and money, but personal supervision is
of great advantage, and personal criticism is essential if
a correspondence course is taken. Courses in card writ-
ing are now offered in technical schools and YMCA
classes and vocation schools all over the country.

The length of time required for the
completion of courses depends upon
the student; one very good course
covers eight weeks. Some students
after the fifth or sixth lesson have
done work sufficiently creditable to
bring a money return. Proper and
methodical training is very necessary.
Care and exactness must first be ac-
quired nad speed will naturally follow.

Courses given in showcard writing
cover such subjects as how to mix and
when to use water color, inks, and
oils; the care of brushes and pens;
the proper kind and color of card-
boards to use; and how to apply
bronze and diamond dust. The for-

mation of pen and brush letters is, of course, fundamental,
and the principles of lettering must be taught in a simple,
thorough, and correct way. Proper instruction, with
application, is bound to bring success.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE COURSE IN SHOW-CARD WRITING GIVEN AT
THE KOESTER SCHOOL, CHICAGO.

Lesson plates Nos. 1 to 6.—Improved method for teaching
correct formation and relative proportions of letters and num-
erals.—Brush method.

General instructions — Froper materials, student's worktable,
light, how to care for brushes, show-card paint, how to prac-
tice, kind of practice that counts, lesson plates explained, how
to fill the bru.sh, how to bring the brush to working point, how
to hold the brush, position at table, position of paper.

Lessov plates Nos. 7 to 10 Sinylc stroke rapid Roman let-
terinr/.- llov,- to begin the practice, time-saving methods, how
to hold the brush, various positions of the brush explained, how
to manipulate the brush to produce clean-cut strokes, purpose
of single-stroke vertical and italic romian lettering.

Lesson Plates Nos. 11 and 12

—

How to shade letters.—
Various styles of shading, proper colors for shading, shading
as an embellishment, shading to give emphasis.

Lesnon plates Nos. 13 to 16- Single stroke F]gypti;in letter-
ing.—-Brushes to use, how to hold the brush, how to manipulate
the brush to produce the proper stroke, how to practice the ele-
mentary lines and curves.

Lesson plates Nos. 17 and 18

—

Single and double stroke al-
phabet and wumeraZs.—Purpose of this style of letter brushes

to use, method explained, different methods of finishing the
letters.

Lesson plate No. 19

—

Single-stroke old English alphabet.—
Purpose of old English lettering how to hold the brush, re-
touching the principal strokes.

Lesson plat No. 20

—

Single-stroke modified Roman pen let-

tering.—Advantages of pen lettering for text or descriptive
matter, inks to use, how to practice pen lettering, how to hold
the pen, how to manipulate the pen to procure clean-cut strokes,
how to use an ink reservoir to facilitate rapid work.

Fifteen practical show-card layouts.—In the foregoing lessons
the student acquires sufficient ability to enable him to make
practical use of his knowledge. The alphabets covered are suffi-

cient for general show-card use. Therefore, at this point, the
course presents 1-5 practical layouts showing how the text should
be separated into display lines and descriptive groups, also
various styles of letters that may be used in harmony for dis-
play and descriptive matter. An appropriate show-card phrase
is used for each layout. Display lines and descriptive groups
are indicated in the exact size and styles of letters to be used
in lettering each layout. Specific directions as to color, com-
binations, and embellishments are given for each layout.

A study in design and layout.—The princioles of snacing. im-
rortance of shovv'-card designing, best rules for spacing, lessons

in spacing, how to centre a word or line.

Condensing and extending letters.—How to plan lettering to

fit a given space, rules for condensing, rules for extending, ap-
pi'O'^'-iate uses of condensed and extended letters, practice ex-

ercises.

r I uiciples of the balance layout.—Balanced layout defined,
how to plan the balanced layout, important points to observe,
examples of balanced layout, practice exercises in balanced lay-
outs.

Border lines, underscore, space fillers, and panels.—Brush
ruling, how to draw an ellipse, initial panels, initial letters, a
few card kinks.

The group layout.—How to plan the group layout, examples
of group layout, practice exercises in group layout.

Combination layout.—Purpose of the combination layout,
how to divide the phrase into display lines and groups for the
combination layout, examples of combination layouts, exercises
in combination layouts.

Price tickets.—Normal style price tickets, bold stvle price
tickets, small price tickets, fancy price tickets, illustrative price

tickets, practice exercises.

Illustrated show-cards.—Sources of ideas, tracine- froni c!i"ned

illustrations, how to use the pantograph for enlarging illus-

trations, the mirrorscope, examples of appropriate designs for

various purposes, exercises in illustrated show-cards.

Principles of colors—Color contrasts.—How to mix wat&r-
color paint, color effects; color combinatin; mixing standard
colors to produce shades, tints, and unusual colors; lessons in

color combinations.

Show-card embellishment.—Dry-color blending; spatter work;
relief lettering; applying metallics. diamond dust, flock, etc.;

rhrase and picture filing; seasonable embellishments; floral de-

corations, poster cut-outs; silhouettes; how to paint muslin
signs.

Instruction in the use of the air brush.—Principles of the

air brush; sectional view of an air brush; illustrating and de-

scribing all important parts; air pressure; bow to put a
gas outfit together; colors for air-brush use; how to use the

air brush; care of the air brush: how to cut stencils; practice

exercises to gain control of brush; color blending; exercises in

the use of stencil designs.

Lesson plate No. 21—Single-stroke alphabet and numerals
for modern speed ball pen lettering.

Lesson plate No. 22—Uniform single-stroke alphabet and
numerals for Payzant pen lettering.

Les.'ion plate No. 23—Single-stroke Payzant or speed ball

pen alphabet with retouched spurs.

Lesson plate No. 24—Speed ball pen initial capitals, retouched

and embellished.

Lesson plate No. 25-Outline Roman initial embellished

capitals, plain lower-case letters.

Lesson plate No. 26—Modern Roman and fancy alph ibsts

for music pen lettering.

Lesson plate No. 27—Old English text pen, and small speed
ball pen alphabets.

Lesson plate No. 28—Speed ball pen alphabets.

Lesson plate No. 29—Rapid single-stroke antique roraan
brush alphabet.

Lesson plate No. 30—Rapid single-stroke miodified roman
brush alphabet.

Lesson plate No. 31—Single-sitroke antique alphabet and
numerals.

Qualifications

Anyone who can learn to write can learn to draw or
paint letters for showcards. It is not essential to have
artistic ability, although this would be an asset in the
tiade; a steady hand and a correct eye are the only re-
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Samples of Show Card Writing

quirements, and it is well to remember that "the sight

that insures correct drawing is not that of the eye only,

but of the mind."

Handicaps

Good eyesight is essential, but almost no handicap
other than blindness, or the loss of both arms, is pro-
hibitive. It is an advantage to have both hands, but the

fact that one-armed men have so clearly demonstrated
their ability to write as legibly as others with both
hands indicates that the difficulty for a man with one
hand becoming a showcard writer can be overcome.

Desirability For the Disabled Man

The work is not heavy, the hours may be adjusted to

the strength of the worker, the prospects for work in

the trade are favorable, and the pay is good—all of which
characterizes the trade as one suitable for disabled men.
A chief attraction which showcard writing holds out for

the handicapped man is the freedom allowed in the choice

of a working place. He may be independent, not only

in the place of his work, but in selecting his own hours
for work. This liberty means much for a man who is

physically below normal. The conditions under which
a writer of show cards works are favorable, both as to

time and place.

Remuneration

Showcard writing is a fascinating art and brings good

profits. For this reason its appeal will be strong to the

wounded soldier.

An exact standard of prices has never been possible

for card writing, as so much depends upon the quality of

the work and the time required to make the cards. The
cost of the material is negligible; but showcards have an

intrinsic value to the merchant, who is usually willing

to pay for them.

Card writers make from $25 to $75 a week. • Adver-

tising cards, being of a temporary nature, must be in-

expensive. Rapidity is necessary, in order to make it

profitable, as the writers are usually paid by piecework.

The example may be cited of a hunchback who began

showcard writing at $3 a week and by his energy and

application rose to a salary of $40 in a short while.

A lack of application or giving way to discouragement

over first attempts may cause failure, but for no other

reason should a disabled man who desires to become a

writer of trade cards feel the slightest fear of the under-

taking. Begin the course with a determination to succeed

and remember that lack of confidence is not conducive

to success in any trade. Learn the principal strokes with

great care, practise diligently until dexterity is acquired,

work without hesitation, boldly and with enthusiasm, and

in a short time there will be acquired expertness in a

trade which is interesting, agreeable, and lucrative.
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Vigilance and a Square Deal

Essentials to Increasing Sales, Says Virden, Man.,

Merchant of Long Standing.

IN
conversation with Mr. Scales, of

the Scales-Carscadden, Rothine, Ltd.,

general store at Virden, Man., the

question of operating a ladies' wear de-

partment, the representative of DRY
GOODS REVIEW related the incident

of a general store at Kamsack, Sask.,

which had removed this department to

exclusive quarters upstairs, thereby in-

creasing its trade very materially.

"That's funny," said Mr. Scales, "we
have moved our ladies' wear department
downstairs, and it has resulted in in-

creasing our business 100 per cent. An
inspection of this department revealed

the reason for this, for the Virden store

had achieved the same results as the

Kamsack store by making this depart-

ment very exclusive and private. Njt
only that, but they had installed some
very expensive cabinets for the display

of suits and gowns, and modern show
cases for the display of blouses and the

finer articles of feminine wear. This

department was placed at the rear left-

hand corner of the store adjoining the

dress goods department, and was en-

tirely enclosed with tall oak cabinets,

and carpeted. A snug little fitting

room was put in with full length bev-

elled mirror.

The manner in which this section of

the store was designed, no doubt, had

a very great deal to do with its success,

but care in selecting a very extensive
stock was the main reason.

The placing of the ladies' shoe depart-
ment immediately adjoining the ladi-es'

wear was found to be very effective,

and customers who come to make pur-

chases in either section are lured by at-

tractive displays to extend their buying
to the other.

Discussing in general the methods
that ensure success in the country store,

Mr. Scales professed his belief in the

policy of "Ever at it." That and the

system of the square deal, will go farther

toward building up a permanent busi-

npss than anything else, he says. When
they took over their present store sev-

eral years ago, the proprietor at that

time, who had made these rules his

policy, expressed the belief that his suc-

cessors would have difficulty in equal-

ing his record turnover of $95,000 in

one year. The business has grown by

a continuation of his methods until las',

year the turnover was $161,000, and the

firm expects it to go higher this year.

Pioneer Service

As an example, the practice of ser-

vice in the sympathy for the new home-

steader which characterized many a

merchant in the early days, and upon

Ma^uns (I Post Attractive

This sketch was made to illustrate the artistic treatment of an urI.v

looking pillar in the store of Messrs. Scales & C'arscadden at Virden,

Manitoba. In this store the ladies' shoe department shown at the

left was placed immediately adjoining the ladies' wear department
with a view to attracting sales from one to the other. The pillar

was upholstered to the height shown in the picture, and a circular

seat was constructed at its base which was also upholstered. The
effect was very striking.

which fnany a Western merchant is

building up a faithful clientele to-day
in the newly-opened regions, the follow-

ing instances are related by Mr. Scales:

"Early one Spring a man from Al-
goma found land for himself and one
of his sons about fourteen miles from
town. There was a family to move,
other expenses to meet, and before the
family came a house to build. Plans
were drawn that did not provide for
one square foot more space than was
needed. Lumber and hardware must be
bought, and Mr. Settler took himself
to tjwn with team and wagon. The
lumber and hardware man was pre-
sented with an estimate of the .quanti-

ties required, which he checked over
carefully, adding a sash, some hinges,
and screws. "Drive around to the lum-
ber yard and we will put your load on,"
said the merchant. "Wait," said the
settler, "I have no money." "You say
you are on sec tp range ?"

"Yes." "Your family is coming out
soon?" "Yes." "Well, you look good
to me; drive around."

On another -section a shack had been
built, breaking had been done, a little

family had a new home, but cash had
at last come to its limit, and there were
hungry mouths to fill for some months
before there would be m)re money.
With slim hope of getting credit, the
young father struck for town. Tying
up at a general store he walked in and

was met by the proprietor, who inquired

his wants, took his order, asked his

name, got busy, put up the goods, all

so quickly that there did not seem to

be a chance, until it was all done, to

cay, "Mister, I'm a stranger to you and

I have no money." "You live on sec

tp range ?" "Yes." "Your wife

and children are with you?" "Yes." "I

wonder who is taking greatest chances

on this new country, you or me?"
"Settle with me when you get some

money, and remember I will need it

badly in the Fall."

With the hundreds of new war vet-

eran communities growing up rapidly,

and the influx that will begin again be-

fore long from countries less favored

than this broad Dominion, a keen ap-

preciation of and sympathy with human
nature, and an ideal for his community

will compel many merchants to extend

a service of this sort again and to take

that same sort of "chance" on the coun-

try that the new settler takes. Service

is the keynote of successful merchandis-

ing whether the community is large or

small.

W. A. Brophey has been elected vice-

president of Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal.

He is also president of the Brophey Um-
brella Co.
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The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish

HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

Prima Skirt Company
520 St. Lawrence Blvd.

Montreal

Manufacturers of

"FIDELITY BRAND"

Dresses and Skirts
from

Serges and Silks

Samples and prices on request

ADVERTISING SPACES

AT $5 PER INSERTION

M. WITTAL
Manufacturer of

Ladies' and
Children's Wear
has removed to new and larger premises

246 ST. ANDRE ST.
(Corner St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New Fall Range is now being sub-

mitted for your inspection.

SHOWROOMS
Toronto, 33 Richmond W.
Hamilton, Lister Chambers.
St. John, 127 Leinster Street.

Winnipeg, Arthur St.

RESERVED

WELL WORTH SEEING

OUR FALL LINE OF

Cloaks and Suits

Better Garments also
Popular Priced

605 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal

Ladies' Serge Dresses
on the rack to pick from.

For immediate delivery

$4.00 to $12.75

We are Specialists in Infants',

Children's and Misses'

READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
Write for Samples

New York Mercantile Co.
24 Wellington St. West, Toronto

FOR SALE TO

BY THE YEAR.

READY-TO-WEAR
MANUFACTURERS

ORDER ONE NOW.
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P. C. Corsets
have the favor and complete confidence of
those who sell them, and equally meet the
favor and confidence of those who wear them.
Beautiful in line and fabric, they afford dis-
tinction of style, flexibility, lig-htness, and
every comfortable, health-giving feature that
women look for and appreciate.
Exquisitely attractive models in all the latest
authoritative styles—models to faultlessly fit

every type of figure.

Front Lace—Pink and White

Back Lace—Pink and White

A popular-priced, profitable line of corsets
that brings you the good will of your cus-
tomers.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.
yUKBEC, QUE., CANADA

BRANCHES:
Toronto: 76 Bay St. Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.
Wulrrn Rcpresenlallve: C. H. Butler, 21 Sylvester Wilson BIdg., Winnipeg

BASS DRESSES
«ciinixiENJUNioi)s>^isses

Sizes 2 to 6, 6 to 14, 12 to 16, 14 to 20

FALL LINE OF
French Serges Velveteens

Storm Serges Ginghams

Corduroys Linenes

All Wool Plaids Repps

Nu Vogue Plaids Etc.

COMPLETE LINE NOW ON
VIEW AT OUR SHOW ROOMS

PHILADELPHIA
1006-8-10-12-14-16 Arch St., Winston Bldg.

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
1270 Broadway, W^ilson Building 833 Market St.

ST. JOSEPH, MO. CHICAGO
412 Francis St. 202 Clark St., Lakeside Blag.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

4051 Jenkins Arcade

ALEX. E. BASS
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY
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TAKE two petticoats—an ordinary one
and a genuine Heatherbloom. Give them

both 30 days' wear. Then compare. The
Heatherbloom Petticoat holds its fine,

lustrous finish. It retains its full body and
drapes as beautifully as the first day it was
tried on. It outwears—outlives—outlooks
any other petticoat made.
That's why Heatherbloom leads today. It has proven its

economy to women— it has proven its style leadership—it

has won international favor as the "ever-stylish" and
"ever-serviceable" petticoat.

trade: mark

A big season is coming for Heather-
bloom! You Will want the newest
Heatherbloom creations. Remember
—Heatherbloom Petticoats are made
exclusively by the six leading petticoat
manufacturers of America. You can see
the Heatherbloom display only at the

following petticoat headquarters.

The Waters-Weismann Co., Inc.

Owners and Distributors of Heatherbloom

Mills at Binghamton, N.Y.
New York Office: 234 Fifth Avenue

HEATHERBLOOM LICENSED MANUFACTURERS
Arlington Skirt Mfg. Co.

15 E>M 26th St., N.Y.

Pee riess Petticoat Co. Weil-KalterM fg. Co. The Western Garment Co.
Bcston, Mass. St. Louis, Mo. Chicafo, III.

Lewis-Leorold Skirt Co., 127 We.t 25th St., N.Y.C.
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MICKEY

Three ^^^^^^^^h^^^^^^^ xt u •^^^^^^^^^^H[^^^^^^H Now being shown

St 1
wam^^^^^^^^^^^^^ by

^ ^^ VENUS representatives

CAPLIN WAIST & DRESS COMPANY
Makers of Crepe-de-Chine, Georgette & Wash Silk Blouses

1952 St. Lawrence Blvd. - - - MONTREAL

^>/WM/WWW//WWW//////////////////////////////////////W^^

Supreme in the v eilmg World

is worn by the smartsst women and sold by the smartest shops
everywhere.
The style illustrated—the "SALLIE"— is suggestive of our many
attractive, distinctive designs. Included are fancy combination
meshes and novelty chenille d'ot conceptions, every one of wOiich

vdll make an irresistible appeal in your Veiling Department.

Hi^^las<;

s

HYDEMAN ^ LASSNER
Importers and Manufacturers

105 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK
w///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////^//////////////////////////^^^

Do you want a good

Canadian, British or American Agency?
If so put a card in the

Manufacturers* Agents Page in

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Only $2.50 per month or a yearly order
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VALUE
our only

Salesman

STYLE NO. H 650

Heavy All Wool $
Polo Cloth

half lined with GUARAN-
TEED LINING. Colors:

Brown, Pekin, Oxblood, Rein-

deer, Taupe.

Sizes 16 to 44

Terms:] ^

Netljigl
10 Days

STYLE NO. H 27J

Heavy All

Wool Poplin

GUARANTEED LINING
throughout. j[ Colors: Navy
only.

Sizes 16 to 44

u

GloakaSwiiGbk
Somiiel Merzoc, Pre».

1237 Broadway NewVbrii
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Middies
for

School

Certain it is that

for the School
Wardrobe, the Mid-

dy has the first

place, as evidenced

by its ever-increas-

i n s popularity —
some girls' schools

even adopting the

Middy Suit as their

regulation school
uniform.

Is your Middy stock

complete and attrac-

tive for Fall buying,
with the re-opening
of school ?

CIRCLE

CROSS
REGISTERED

This Trade Mark
is your guide to

MIDDIES
that are distinctively

smart, delightfully

comfortable, truly su-

perior.

Our Middies make an
instant appeal to the

school girl, and prove
a genuine economy
through their wearing
qualities.

This Trade Mark is also your guide to the

best quality, smartest styles, and genuine

value in

SMOCKS
SPORT SKIRTS

AND

NURSES^ REGULATION UNIFORMS

Cole-Whitaker
Limited

292 St. Catherine St. West

Montreal

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET, ^
OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 1.,

^

LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams or Telephones :

7 2 14 C EN T R A L

DAY &
EVENING
GOWNS,
COAT

FROCKS
IN SILK, &
WOOLLEN
JERSEY,

COSTUMES.

BELGRADE'
Dinner and

Restaurant

Gown, in

Charmeuse

Trimmed

Beads.

Your

Children s Department
will flourish and prove a strong drawing card

for your store if you stock our

DRESSER
MIDDIES

ana

SKIRTS
For Children and Misses

Distinctive styles, dependable materials and

very best workmanship are just a few reasons

why our lines are so very desirable and so

truly economical.

The wide range of colors, materials and

styles, includes something to meet every

demand.

G. F. REID & COMPANY
BRAMPTON - ONTARIO
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he HOUSE OF THE MOMENT

SUITS and COATS
Always timely in their styling, above the ordin-

ary in quality, towering over commonplace

garments by reason of their well-thought-out

details and marked beauty of fabrics.

Although these suits and coats are of custom-

made excellence w^e are in a position to take

care of the immediate requirements of buyers.

LEVETT, FRANK & CO.

40 West 32nd Steet :: :: NEW YORK
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Sonnett

New styles, new merchandising ideas, bigger advertising— that's the

Van Raalte story for the Fall season.

Women want veils that are becomingly smart and serviceable, too

—

and that means Van Raalte.

Present market conditions offer convincing reasons why you should

order early and order the best.

Ifrite for samples, or if your buyers are in

New York, have them call.

E. & Z. VAN RAALTE, 5th Ave. at 16th St., N.Y.C.

Chicago Office : 105 South Dearborn Street Factories : Paterson, N.J.

Foreign Offices : Lyons, Calais, Nottingham, Etc.
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TO BUYERS OF DISPLAY FIXTURES

Particularly to

those who want

the best

Display Fixtures

and Forms, Wax
Figures, etc.

"QUALITY"

has been our mot-

to for 20 years.

Canadian representa-

tion of the celebrated

wax figure of Pierre

Imans, of Paris.

Every figure is

substantially built

and finished by

skilled workmen.

Write for our

new folder with

all the latest de-

signs.

DELFOSSE & CO.
247-24<) Craig St. W. Factory 1-19 Hermine Street

MONTREAL

We specialize in reno-
vating, repairing,
coloring and hair
dressing broken wax
figures.

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUIITS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,
45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents per ward per insertion. Five cents extra for box number.

•-pHE OLD MULCAHY STAND IN ORILLIA—BEST LOCATION IN

Ontario's best town ; splendid opening for ladies' ready-to-wear,

millinery and dry goods ; size main floor about 34 x 100, second floor

about 20 X 45 ; equipped with furnace, vault and a!l conveniences.

Apply to .John T. Mulcahy, Orillia.

Say you saw it in

DRY GOODS REVIEW

SILK

UNDERWEAR
of distinction and highest

merit will be found in our
Fall range, fresh from our
own Designing Rooms.

The wonderful washing and
wearing qualitins of Ideal

SILK UNDERWEAR have
proven its pr.ict'cal utility

and economy.

Its distinctive sim.pliclty and
delightful softness to the
touch ha 'e given unqnaliiied

satisfaction.

\\\ these f..'Htures nre mlnci-
dent with its unexcelled
standard of manufecture.

It has taken ? perm""''rit

place in Milady's Wardrobe
fnd will make an unfailinj"'

appeal to YOUR customers.

KIMONOS AND
BA1HROUES

jf quality and materi-'l that
ii"ve given them a place of

idist'nction. The pleasing
styles pnd high quality of

manufacture have won for

us envy by many.

See our lines before select-

IDEAL GARMENT CO.
Coronation B'.dg. Bishop St.

MONTREAL
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SPANNING THE
SILIC SEASONS
J^e nearMalfinsoru
Silk. Mercfiandisinq
IdeaJor 1920

Our policy of producing

''THE NEW SILKS FIRST"
in anticipation of Fashion has created a constant demand
for

lALLINSON"
1 Silks do Luxe bJ

This steady ca-1 has eliminated definite silk seasons.
To more adequately anticipate the requirements of Fashion, we announce our new
policy for 1920 to consist of an entirely new, original and distinctive collection of
the very latest silk ideas to be shown each and every month of the year.
There is always a demand for Mallinson's Silks—there is always a Mallinson Silk
for every occasion.

The August showing is ready

H. R. Mallinson & Company, Inc.
" THE NEW SILKS FIRST"

Madison Avenue—31st Street New York
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW We have facilities for procuring information about -j^ew goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Departmtnt is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your_.auestions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Follo'^ing are
just a few of the enquiries received during the past month :

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, contains many addresses of use to you.)

U.S. Trade Papers

Cumberland, B.C.—^Please telJ me addres.<ies

of dry goods magazines published in the Ibvifed-

States; also address of Merchants' Record and
SJioiv Window.

Answer-—Addresses uere .'<ent.

* * *

Tailoring Firms

]]'elland, Out.—Plea.se send me names of
ladieh' tailoring firms who will make up mer-
rjiduts' material.s as well as their own.

Ansiver—It is unlikely that manufacturers
will touch any tiling more than the busin-ess

tJtci/ already have in owing to strikes and
general labor .'lif nation. Some names were sug-
gested.

Infants' Wear
London, Out.—Plea.'fe tell me where J can

procure children's and babies' fine white
dresses; also babies' layettes and children's

underwear (white).

An.sirer.—Addresses were sent.
* * *

Vancouver, B.C.— Where can I procure
complete stock for babies' departmentf

Anmver—Names of wholesales and manu-
factvrers of infants' rlofliing, novelties, fwrni-
ture, etc.. were sent.

* * *

a

Housefumishings, Paper
Petrolia, Out.—Have yua, a publication de-

iwted exclusively to the interests of the can-pet,

wallpaper and liou.scfurnishing trade?

Answer.—Xo. Names of some publications
were sent.

^ ^ ^

Window Backgrounds
f'hatham, N.B.—Will you please let me know

where I can procure paper suitable for window
barkyrounds?

Answer.— Vcuriou^ suggestions and addres-

see were sent.

Shirtings

('algary, Alta.—We are going into the manu-
facture of shirt.'^ and were advised to write you,

for names of u'liolesales, etc., tvho handle flan-
nel, cotton and silk shirtings.

AU'Swer.—Names were sent.

* * *

Dyeing Sweaters
(rrand Mere, Que.—Please give me your ad-

vice in the following case: I have several fibre

silk sweater coats which have become faded
from window displays. Would you advise dye-
ing .K(rme? Is it best to send them to dyeing
house? If so, what are some addresses? WJiat
dyes should one use to do the work at home?
^'olors are Sa,xe and violet.

An.'iwer.—Fibre silk, 'being made from pulp,
is not at all dependable for dipping in hot water
or dye solution-. It is liable to go back to a state

of pulp again. It is best to have an expert dyer
see the coats and, make suggestions. In case
]/on. want to dye one as an expei-iment any of
the well-advertised dyes designed especially for

home use might be used. No dark color can
be dyed a lighter one.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE,

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

NAME
ADDRESS
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TheThompion Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces. Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons. "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets.
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets. Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

Cloth Covered Stock Boxes
Made to giv^

years of service-

Let us estimate
on your needs.

Catalogs on
request.

GLASSTONE
& ALLEN

45 N. Division St.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

U'e are Stectaltsts in these lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

93 to 99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
Makert of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" T'Ae Exclusive Neckwear House"

M
"EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach .'ou,

write for samples.

ROYAL SKIRT COMP/ WY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.— New York-
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38«. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full

sizes. Good assortment of prints.
Packed in dozens. Si/.e.s 36-')2. Special
for 30 days only, $7.9.5 do/,. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A .E. Wegenast, Clyde Block, Hamillon, Ont.

The demand in the United

States for another advance in rail-

road freight rates is growing, and

operators and bankers are anxious-

ly awaiting definite word from the

Railway Administration on the

question of a further increase in

railway freight rates. Baltimore

railway men declare that this in-

crease to be successful must range

from 30 to 35 per cent. They also

state that since this increase must

come, it should come now before

jhe roads are turned over to their

private owners. The situation

there is being closely observed by

Canadian transportation men.

* * *

Prices on kapok have shown con-

siderable variation in the last year.

Kapok is a vegetable fibre that is

used for the manufacture of mat-

tresses, pillows and life preservers.

This fibre was mainly produced in

Java under the control of the the

Netherlands, who in August, 1918,

restricted the exportation to any

country but Holland. The United

States Government immediately

placed an embargo on the exporta-

tion of kapok, and so conserved

the stock on hand for domestic use.

This embargo resulted in a fall in

prices from 28 cents per pound in

August, 1918, to 16 cents in Decem-

ber, 1918. In June, 1914, kapok

was offered at 14.25c a pound; in

June, 1915, at 13.75c; July, 1916,

at 19.50c; June, 1917, at 18.50c and

June, 1918, at 28c. In June, 1913,

tlbe market price for first-class

kapok was 17.75c a pound, and the

present market price of 16c is

about normal.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

IVrilc for our latest

Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only.

Jo)m\JfaTwe\\ Company

WhoUsak Dry CooJs ani Ctntral MerchanJist

Pyjamas
for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Price*

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton, I nd.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines.
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Busihes. Write for our Catalogue. It's

free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
I Ini-orporatetl

208 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

BALLOONS
Printed with youi ad-
vertisement at small
cost. Brings t h t

mothers and children.

How about a thou-
sand for your Fall

'air?
L. G. BEEBE.

53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special light-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stornoway, Scotland
Stale jhaJe JesireJ and whether for Ladies' or Certls' Wear
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Kent-McClain Again
Mr. L. H. Chernin, of Glace Bay, N.

S., has recently installed a new line

of display fixtures in quarter-cut oak

in the "Imperial" design. This design

is from Kent-McClain, Limited (To-

ronto Show Case Co.), of Toronto.

Advertised for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewers

Everywhere.
**W&N", Moniirchand Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., M^frs.

315-317 Church Street New York

SPOTLESS SHRINKERZ^FlNiSncn

Shrinks and finishes Woolens, Wasn
Goods. SiJks, etc.

Remnants, window and ledge displays
are made saleable at full price.

Write for De Lu.xe Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND, 0.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
M-C" KibUuUj ha.e i)eciiliar
chann. Widely advertised to
the consumer under tlieir
tiadeniark names for the
protection of the dealer.

•S.\T1.\ DE LUXE •

•TKOUSSEAL"
•LADY FAIR-

"SA.XKA.NAC- "VIOLET"
••l>E.\10CRACy

10HS.SOS, COVVDI.V & CO., 40 E. »th St.New York. NY. Marie in U.S.A.

MODEL FORM COMPANY
MOVES FACTORY

To meet the tremendous increase
in demand for MODEL FORMS
we have moved to a larger and
more modem factory. Address
all inquiries to new address.

MODEL FORM COMPANY
1214-22 W. Madison St.. CHICAGO. III.

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

No book
to refer to.

Write " Nofiguring
to do.

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY. Washington. la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail ders to or I I

The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY
Don't Throw Awsy ^^ Diraco Button
Your S C H O T T ^^^ CoYering Machine
BROS. DIRACO ^^
Button Machine. If

your Jobber cannot
supply you with
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Moulds you
can get them from
SCHOTT BROS.

Button Machine Co.
147 w. 28 h St.
New York, U.S.A.

According to a recent report of

the British Chamiber of Commerce

in Portugal, business conditions

and prospetts in that count y are

none too rosy. The widespread be-

lief on the part of purchasers that

prices are bound to fall hampers

trade activity. Agriculture is on

the decline, and only those crops

are cultivated which demand a

minimum of care and effort.

• *

There is a great dearth of best

upper leathers in Great Britain,

and great difficulty is being ex-

perienced in obtaining the same.

The Government's second allocation

of upper stock has been made, and

for the most part delivered. The

third is now being arranged for

early delivery, and is quite eagerly

awaited. English producers of

glace should be in the position to

turn out larger quantities than for

a long time past, seeing that the

goat raw skins are arriving more

plentiful month by month, and la-

bor to work the skins through is

also more plentiful. Other grades

of upper stock have proved a some-

what slow sale at current prices.

Sheep leathers have been taken

satisfactorily at late prices. Orders

are very plentiful in the boot and

shoe trade, and the inquiry is

largely for the best grade shoes.

* * *

Government officials at Washing-

ton have announced that there will

be no wool sales before Fall. It

was stated that an agreement had

been made between the War De-

partment and the wool represen-

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the b«ttef
Krndes.
Bonded in pairs, in gross boxes
Fancy Cabinets. 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitab'e than
l)ii k make-uo. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office, 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS — WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches j/

the General Dry Goods trade.

Also Director'es for nnany other Trades.

MrRCHANDI i? E

J B. Fisk&Co.
Chicago

New York Salesroom:
Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
Particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours. Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies

..-tc. Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufaclurers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
Messrs. F. Simard & Co., of Quebec, in

making recent im'pro^'ements in their St.

John St. stoi-e have enlarged their display
facilities by in^atlling' a line of sihow oases
in the well known "Imperial" design. ' This
design is mad? by Kent-McClain, Limited
(Toronto Show Case Co.).

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your bu.siness
building problems; we are solv-
ing them daily for thousands of
live merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustra.tions, events, etc
Full particulars upon request.

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

INFANTS'
DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTING

PATENTED

Write for Circular

No. 31

J. B. TIMBERLAKE
& SONS, Mtrs.

Jacks Michigan

"Silk and Mesh combination Bags,
Mesh Bags, Mesh Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses.

"An early placing of orders for
Fall delivery is advisable."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

^-ri— ana.— -t

EtW©Ftl
' Oie Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica
ShGL-NerROSSd> Cleveland

Barteli Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. Thi.s List can be
had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Specialists

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

tatives, whereby the former will

hold no further sales until Novem-
ber. The interest of the domestic
trade had prompted this agree-
ment. This action by the Govern-
ment is expected to permit the li-

quidation of privately owned wool
stocks and restore the wool situa-

tion more nearly to normal in order
that the trade may be in a more
advantageous position in the Fall

to absorb more readily the remain-
der of the Government surplus
wool.

Boston wool dealers will not op-
erate at the forthcoming London
auctions, because of the keen de-

mand, and limited sunplies of long
stapled domestic wools. There is

a feeling, however, among the
trade that present conditions will

soon be changed, and it is not at

all unlikely that they will be al-

lowed to participate in these sales

during the coming Fall. In fact,

the heavy purchases of foreign e.\-

change at the present low rate,

which should prove nrofitable on
future purchases, are thought to be
nothing more than preparedness
for future London purchases. It is

pointed out that English manufac-
turers fear that American com-
netition will strengthen values on
their raw products and consequent-
ly would prefer to have America
supplied directly from Australia.
The question, however, is a much
mooted one, and future develop-
ments will have a very important
bearing on the domestic wool mar-
ket.

Cater—Comimunications on Aug.
4 came as a surprise. Permission
was given to Americans and neu-
trals to buv at the late August
London auctions and it is expected
the buying will be heavy in Mer-
inos and crossbreds. Lack of ma-
L'hinery to meet the abnormal de-
mand for fine fabrics is said to
be a greater factor in high prices
of fabrics than the co.«t of the wool
is.

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Manufacturers of

E. & P. Awnings and Tents
THE BEST IN THE LAND

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

OTTAWA, CANADA

.Sm/illw/ires
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq umhip

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

IDEAL -s<^
GARMENT CO.

Maauiactursrs ai

DRESSES
Sfttckds. 18 Weat 33rd Str*^

»fAHO/*rSv. New To* ^^/pi^-pei-

GOLDFINE'S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

HATS
CASH FOR OLD STOCK
Fur, Stiff Hats. Black or Colored

Dubrule Mfg. Co., Ltd.
164 McGill St., Montreal

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that ill

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
>'i- "Dune" McKinnon. of Ck>chrane.

continues to enhance both the appeai-ance
pnd the general efficiency of his store by
the addition of new fixtures. The latest Ij

a hat department in the "Derby" design

as built by Kent-McClain, Limited (To-

ronto Show Case Co.).

TOY BALLOONS
We carry a full stock of guaranteed Rubber Balloons'

Squawkcrs. Airships. Bagpipes, etc. etc.

MENZIES & COMPANY, LIMITED
439 King St. W. Toronto

Toy Mfrs. Chrhlmas Cards Slalionery Lints

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Gloss
Only With Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

BEADS
AND

NECKLACES
Loose and Ready Made

ALL COLORS

Samples Submitted

Henry W. Hamburger Co.
33 Union Square, N.Y., U.S.A.

,<k
c>oooaoo9««09i»oooooooo

^ merican Bead Co. iix:.
IPOO-TEn. AXO MAWOF ACT O n. E fli O*

DEADS AND NECKLACES
495 FIFTH .a.VENUE
M E vy YOrtK. CITY

STUYVES.ANT .16 19

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

ManufactniL'r-; an i Import-
eis of Human Hair Good.s,
Hair Ornaments. Sundries,
Real Human Hair Nets.
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Fraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the onl.v Dolls' Wigs
Manufacturers in the Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

Tell us your needs.

ART METROPOLE LTD.
14 Temperance St. Toronto

Announcement has been made by

;he Director of Sales of the War
Department that $1,674,892 was

realized from sales of surplus war

materials made during the week

anded July 18, The total sales of

surplus material made by the War
Department between January 1 and

July 18 aggregated $354,470,243,

which sum represented a recovery

by the Government of 78 per cent,

of the original cost of the materials

sold.

^ ^ ^

The Sweet Bros. Pr.per Manu-

facturing Co., Phoenix, N.Y.,

manufacturers of white and colored

tissues, has incorporated its busi-

ness with a capital stock of $500,'-

000. The incorporators are R. W.
and H. K. Sweet and W. Bradley.

According to last reports the plant

of the company had a capacity of

8,000 pounds for 24 hours.

* :S *

According to reports frDm he

United States, linoleums are being

advanced in price on a market

which is virtually sold up so far

as the next two months are con-

cerned. Increasing costs of raw

materials and labor are behind the

rise, linseed oil for example hav-

ing touched a record price last

week, and burlaps being on the up-

swing. The new linoleum level is

almost on a par with the top quo-

tation made last Fall, and is a

marked advance over the prices of

four months ago.

^ ^ >fi

After a month of strong fluctua-

tions, the cotton market again

registered a drop of 2 cents a

pound on August 4th, being quoted

that day at 32 cents.

FLOWERS
DISPLAY FORMS

FIXTURES
Art anels for Window Backgrounds.

Send for Catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT. CHOIR GOWNS

.4// Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.
44-46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
lUtfar.-lless of «Iiat jn,' .1 pattern expeiiencc
ma.v have betu it will i)a.v .vou well to investi-

Kale our new pattern pmi^osition. 105% profit
T'attenis not .soLl ivturnable for full ci-edit

like caiSh— I'^asliion .Slieel.s free.

Home I'atteni.s are illustrated in The Ladies'
'lojiu' .lounral aii 1 will outsell any other pat-
t;' u cm the market.
\\'iit<' ti>-day for samples of our beautiful
Fashion I'ublications and full details of oui
new plan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
116 Fifth Ave. New V..rk Torunto Kactoi y: aif> Vi, c.iiaSt

BABY'S
Novelties

We offer you complete
range from stock. Write
for $5.00 sample assort-
ment.

Henry Davis& Co. , Ltd.
S32*V59 Spadina Ave., Toronj^j

¥ERALLS
Copyright name for one-'piece

garments for children 1 to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO.. San Francisco. CaL
1021 Medinah BIdg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New York

JUTE GOODS
WHY NOT BUY DIRECT FROM THE

MANUFACTURERS.
James BRooie Reprelsenting

COXBROTHERSU°
IZ BANK OF OTTAWA BLG., MONTREAL

TOYS

and all other world fajnous Gilbert Toys made in

Canada. yisitors Welcome

THE A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LIMITED
439 King St.W. Toronto

Embroidery Foundation
Forms

"The Standard of the World" "Tico"

Samples and Catalog on Request

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
Wytheville, Virginia, U.S.A.

New York Chicago Los Angeleft
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m (0= SMHTE
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wtl// Staf Cohering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Agency Wanted for Western Canada
Manufacturers' Agent, who has
good connection with the dry
goods trade from Port Arthur to

the Coast, is open for one good
line. At present in Toronto. Will
be leaving for the West August
25th. Apply Box 181, Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

Mappin& Webb Bldg., lOVictoria Street

MONTREAL
Linens. Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

• Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines.

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hanunond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Established 1848

I'. DAVE.NI'OUT, Silk Manufacturers
Bridee Street Mills, .Macclesyfield, Eng.
London, Luton, .Manchester, England.
CANADIAN P'LOWEIl & FEATHER

MFG. CO.,
243-24.5 Hleiiry Street, .Montreal, Quebec.

.Shipping Wholesale Trade Agent

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Building, 34 Front Street West, Toronta.

E. A. PALMER
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

925 Ossington Ave., Toronto, Ont.

With a Kood connection in the Wholesale
and Retail Trade, wisihes to represent
Manufiieturers of Ladies' and Children's
Wear and other lines of Dry OimxIs in

(Jntario.

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

Agency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario
Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods
trade In Cana'da, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto, Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A. B.C. code, 5lh Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for (he Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

MANUFACTURERS!
DO YOU WANT BRITISH TRADE ?

Britisher—Manufacturers' Agent returning
to England shortly. Canadian Experience
and influential connections in British Isles.

Will place your Goods on Britisih Markets.
Established 40 years

S. L. Fowler, 1107 Davenport Road,
Toronto
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CUT OUT THIS WHOLE P AGE and u,z H as a conoenienl ^aldi when malting calls in Toronto

al Exhibition arm. ALL OF THE FIRMS LISTED BELOW CORDIALLY INVITE YOU
TO VISIT THEM WHEN YOU ARE IN TORONTO FOR THE EXHIBITION.

Allen Bros Co., 883 Dundas St. E., Broadview car to

Dundas St. East.
Arlington Connpany, 76 Bay St., between Wellington

and Melinda.
A.. D. F. Co., 14 Millstone Lane, between Wellington and

King Streets.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., between Wellington

and King.
Art Metropole Ltd., 14 Temperance St., between Bay

and Yonge.
W. R. Brock Co., corner Bay and Wellington.
Bradstreet Company, McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St.

John S. Brown & Sons, 80 Wellington St. West, between
York and Bay.

Bonnie-B Company, Kent Bldg., 156 Yonge St.

T. H. Birmingham & Co., 93 Spadina Ave., near King.
L. G. Beebe, 53 Yonge St., near King.
Belding-Paul-Corticelli Ltd., 79 Wellington St. West, be-

tween York and Bay.
R. H. Cosbie, Ltd., 22 Wellingston St. W., between Bay

and Yonge.
Hamilton Carhartt Co., 535 Queen St. E., Broadview

car to River St.

Clatworthy & Son, Ltd., 161 King St. W., between
York and Simcoe.

Can. H. W. Gossard Co., 284 King St. West.
Canada Veiling Co., 80 Wellington St. W., between

York and Bay.
Copp-Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. West.
Can. Leather Products Ltd., 144 Front St. W., opposite

Union Depot.
Dale Wax Figure Co., 86 York St., opposite Prince

George Hotel.

Dominion Ivory Co., 52 Bay St., between Front and
Wellington.

Henry Davis & Co., Ltd., 259 Spadina Ave., Belt Line car.

Eastern Sales Co., 43 Scott St., between Wellington and
_Colborne.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Co., Empire Bldg., 64 Wellington
St. West.

G. Goulding & Sons, 55 Wellington St. W., between
York and Bay.

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., 113 Sumach St., Broad-
view car to Sumach.

D. Ginsburg & Co., 515 College St., near Bathurst.

Griffin Gloves, Limited, 84 Wellington St. W., between
York and Bay.

A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Co., 439 King St. W., near Spadina.

Wm. Hollins & Co., 28 Wellington St. W., between
Bay and Yonge.

Hambly & Wilson, Ltd., 11 Wellington St. W., between
Bay and Yonge.

J. B. Henderson & Co., 80 Bay St., between Wellington
and King.

J. A. Haugh Mfg. Co., 658 King St. W., near Bathurst.

and

and

and

Jones Bros. & Co., 31 Adelaide St. W., between Yonge
and Bay.

Fred Jones & Co., Empire Bldg., 64 Wellington St. W.
D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Avenue.
A. S. King Silk Co., 59 Wellington St. W., between

York and Bay.
King Fancy Waist Co., 166 Bay St.

Kent-McClain Ltd., 181 Carlaw Ave., King car to Carlaw.
Lace Goods Co., Empire Bldg., 64 Wellington St. W.
Ladies' Wear Ltd., 559 College St., near Bathurst St.

John Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 21 Wellington St. E., be-
tween Yonge and Church.

Mercury Mills, Ltd., 34 Front St. W., between Bay
Yonge.

Miller Mfg. Co., 44 York St., between Front
Wellington.

McElroy Mfg. Co., 47 Simcoe St., between Front
Wellington.

Chas. Mouterde, 80 Wellington St. W., between York
and Wellington.

National Cash Register Co., 350 Christie St., Dupont car.
Nerlich & Co., 146 Front St. W., opposite Union Station.
Prime & Rankin Ltd., 74 York St., between Wellington

and King.
Robt. C. Parsons, 34 Front St. W., between Bay and Yonge
Phoenix Novelry Co., 152 Pearl St., between Simcoe

and Duncan.
Ribbons Limited, 100 Wellington St. W., between York

and Bay.
H. P. Ritchie & Co., 38 Clifford St., Queen car west

to Strac'han Ave.
Ribboncraft Co., 229 College St., near Spadina Ave.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St., Queen car east

to Ontario St.

Shaw Correspondence Schools, Yonge St.

Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., 600 King St. W.,
car to Portland.

A. D. Shoup Co., Carlaw Ave.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., corner York
Wellington.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., 2154 Dundas St. W., Dun-
das car west.

Toronto Duplexing Co., 364 Richmond St. W.
A. Weyerstall & Co., 66 Wellington St. W., between

York and Bay.
Wrinch-McLaren Ltd., 77 Wellington St. W., between

York and Bay.
Wilson Mfg. Co., 934 Gerrard St. East, Queen car east

to Pape Ave.
H. L. Watts Ltd., 400 Richmond St. W., near Spadina Ave.
Westlake Brothers, Limited, 24 Wellington St. W., be-

tween Bay and Yonge.
W. N. Ward Fur Co., 70 Bay St., between Wellington

and King.
Will P. White Ltd., 65 Simcoe Street., between Welling-

ton and King.
DRY GOODS REVIEW, The MacLean Publishing Co.,

Ltd., 143-153 University Ave.

King

and
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Why Don't You Carry

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

"Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

They are thoroughly reliable.

They are absolutely water-

proof—even to the seams.

They are made of trustworthy

materials.

They present the newest styles

in most attractive variety.

They are unconditionally

guaranteed.

They are Dominion Rubber
System Products and carry

our "Guarantee Label."

Why not feature "DOMIN-
ION RAYNSTERS" — the

Raincoats that are a source

of profit and satisfaction to

every dealer who sells them.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

are located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria

Write or phone your order to the nearest branch
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THIS LITTLE MAID IS FREE
FROM CARE,

HER RIBBONS NEITHERROT
NOR TEAR,

CONTINUALLY HER SMILES
YOU SEE,

r FOR BELDINGS NAME IS

A GUARANTEE.

SSLDimS MfiB>

Belding Paul C!orticelli Limited
SALES OFFICES

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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THE "EMPIRE" RUGS
'MPIRE"- THE WORLD
RENOWNED GUAR-

ANTEE OF QUALITY!
When your clients see the

"EMPIRE" tab on a Rug

they know they are offering

the best^ the most perfect Rug

produced — both as regards en-

during quahty and beauty of

colour and design— thus sales

are easy.

You naturally want to handle

a really profitable line, and

create a reputation for quality;

therefore it will pay YOU to

stock "EMPIRES."

ONE OF THE "EMPIRE" SERIES SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY

Cables: Leopoldini,

Lon Jjn.

Code: A.B.C. 5th

E lition.

IS 2 ADDLE STREET, WOOD STREET, LONDON E.C.2

Reserve Warehouses: 80 Wood Street, 8-10 Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C. 2

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
Dry Goods Review, September 7th, 19ir9. VoUume XXXI. Puiblishevi every month. Yearly subscription price, $2.00. Entered as second-class

matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buflfalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office

Department, Ottawa.
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Light in Weight—Cool

THE permanent wearing quality of this sin

gle or double texture material depends en-

tirely on the grade of rubber used and the pro-

cess of vulcanizing. No other cloth is so sus-

ceptible to unskilled or deceptive manufacture.

Weatherproofs

—Comfortable—Useful
A Kenyan Weatherproof will not fall apart, the

rubber will not soften, nor will it grow hard
and stiff. You are protected from these defects

by the Kenyon label and by an undefinable

distinction that each garment carries with it.

NEW YORK
FIFTH AVENUH lilJlLDlNC;

FIFTH AVE. AND 2 5rd ST.

C. KENYON COMPANY, Inc.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

CONGRESS AND
FRANKLIN STREETS

A
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Fall Season of 1919 and

Spring Season of 1 920

We Offer to the Trade

Our New Lines of Beautiful and Unusual

Tapestry Squares

Brussels Squares

Axminster Squares

Wilton Squares

SQUARES
AND

RUGS

Tapestry Rugs

Axminster Rugs

Wilton Rugs and

Runners

THERE IS A SCARCITY OF GOODS in domestic floor covering

lines which probably will become even more acute this FALL AND
NEXT SPRING. These imported iTigs and squaies afford a WEL-
COME RELIEF in the present restricted market. Anticipating an

UNUSUAL DEMAND, we have made special arrangements whereby

we hope to be able to fill all orders received, providing you book your

requirements early.

INLAID LINOLEUMS are still $1.75 while they last.

TRAVELLING RUGS or MOTOR RUGS: We have these

in assorted Tartars and Plaids, fringed both ends, @
$6.75, $8.75, $11.50, union; $13.75, $15.50, $20.00,

$22.50, all wool.

"SHIELD BRAND" Tapestry Covers, washable and
fringed, in eight new qualities. (December delivery).

We will be showing for Spring all the latest novelties in both stripe and
allover effects, in SHADOW CRETONNES, HAND BLOCK printed goods
31 and 50" also Bungalow nets. Filet and novelty nets in ivory, ecru and
beige, 42, 45, 48 and 50" wide. We will show an entirely new line of novel-

ties and staple Nottingham lace curtains.

We are showing a beautiful line of silk and satin comforters for CHRIST-
MAS TRADE, and our range is still complete in blankets, quilts, comforters,
pillows and curtain rods.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED
17 VICTORIA SQUARE MONTREAL
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SILKS
of Smart Distinction

For Afternoon and
Evening Frocks

Everything that is found in better
materials^—texture, brilliance and
durability—will be found in our
widely varied range of

Charmeuse Satins

Duchesse Satins

Georgettes

Crepe de Chines

We are also showing interesting

new importations in

Fancy Trimming Silks

Japanese and Chinese
Silks

Fancy Stripes and Plaids

Popular color combinations in

various weaves and weights.

Immediate Delivery

Write for Samples

^» ^. &ing ^ilfe Company, Xtti.
THE SILK HOUSE OF CANADA

FORKIGN OFFICES :

Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, P'rance
Chefoo, China

Toronto
59-61 Wellington St. W.
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WE HAVE, IN STOCK NOW,
A LARGE AND COMPLETE
RANGE OF ALL LINES OF

FALL STAPLES
// will pay you well to get our prices on

these and complete your purchases at once

FLANNELETTES
SAXONIES
DOMETS
WRAPPERETTES
PYJAMA CLOTHS
SHIRTINGS
APRON GINGHAMS
TICKINGS

SHEETINGS
PILLOW COTTONS
CAMBRICS
NAINSOOKS
LONG CLOTHS
WHITE and GREY COTTONS
DUCKS and DRILLS
FLANNELETTE BLKTS.

Our "CAPITAL" Cambrics are Leaders

in such goods

John M. Garland, Son& Co.
LIMITED

OTTAWA - - CANADA
Wholesale Dry Goods
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C^P

ThePregressive Retailer

knows that it pays to display goods of
authoritative style, with smart distinc-

tion that is sure to appeal, combined
with absolutely dependable quality.

He knows that is the only way to main-
tain a reputation for "first styles first"

and "honest value."

THE BLUE STAR
is an evidence of wisdom and foresight.

Many years of reliable service have
proven the BLUE STAR line the most
dependable on the market.
Included are:

LACES
EMBROIDERIES

DRESS TRIMMINGS
GEORGETTES
CHIFFONS

WASH GOODS
RIBBONS
HOSIERY

BRASSIERES
ETC.

Satisfaction is assured in the Blue Star
Line. See our samples.

Jlusier S^rotfjersJ (Canaba) Himiteb

Manufacturers and Importers of Laces.

Dress Trimmings and Embroideries.

Importers of Fancy Dry Goods

1 2 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco

London Nottingham Paris Calais

Caudry Le Puy St. Gail
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"NEPONSET"

FLOOR COVERING

for use in every room in the house.

The serviceabihty, the ease with

which it is kept immaculate, its

beauty and resihency, combined with

its economy, have resulted in its

universal use.

A good old-fashioned guarantee of

satisfaction goes with every yard of

"Neponset" Floor Covering, backed

as it is by one of New England's

oldest manufacturers. We are sole

agents in

The Province of Ontario

JOHN MACDONALD & CO, LIMITED
TORONTO
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The importation of True Irish Linen has been resumed and

supplies of this incomparable fabric are again available.

Owing to increasing labor and raw material costs. Linen prices

cannot be reduced. Irish Linens now being offered in the best

retail shops represent the highest values for the prices asked

This is a repro-

duction of one
of the series of

full page adver-

tisements run-

ning in the high

class consumer

publications.

So great is the shortage of flax that there is

httle possibihty of the great demand for supphes

of True Irish Linen being fully covered.

This makes it all the more necessary that dealers,

who pride themselves on their Linen Depart-

ments, should make every effort to secure accept-

ance of orders from importers of the matchless

Irish fabric.

^IRISH LINEN SOCIETY
CX :1^ '^ mm BELFAST IRELAND ^ >rC]

MiMlteaa
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Trade Mark

Two Famous Brands
unrivalled for exquisite lustre

and beauty, and lasting service

—

Shamrock Brand Linens
and

Colleen Brand Cottons
If you are not stocking- these two
lines, you are overlooking- a rare

opportunity to PROVE to your

customers the high standard and
unparalleled value obtained in

goods purchased at your estab-

lishment.

As you know^. Linens and

Cotton Damasks are hard

to obtain. In view of this

we know that the exten-

siveness and rare quality

shown in our range will

please you.

We have a large, well-

assorted stock of:

HOUSEHOLD LINENS,
COTTON DAMASKS,
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES,
TOWELS, QUILTS,
HUCKS, CRASHES,
HANDKERCHIEFS.
We invite your inspection.

TRADE MARK

1^

John S. Brown & Sons^ Limited
LINEN MANUFACTURERS

Belfast /. Ireland

STOCK WAREHOUSE
80-82 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

^
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Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

I

COLONIAL MAID
^<&'^^^^<^^<^^^9^<^'^^'^^^^^^^'9^^<^^<^>^^4^^^^^^^^^^^
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I WILL I
f NOT f
^ RUST ^

^ SIZE ^

DRESS FASTENER
.MADE IN CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Coloniai Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

C^HIS IS NOT A
^ FRICTION FASTENER
-. n ^ • MADEbut IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SIZES: 00-0-1

BRASS-
will not

rust

To be had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

m

m

^m
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Do You Want To Do More Business?—Subscribe to

TAN-ZOLA Advertising & Sales Promotion

Service For Retail Dry Goods Merchants
MODERN Retail Store Advertising and Sales-Promotion

li:v\-e a vital bearing on your husinei^s. Are you doing
a* nnu'ii business as you think you ought to be doing? Do
you want your profits to be larger this year than during any
pre\'ious year?

A\'o assume that you do—that's why we want to impress
upon you the vital need of getting in line right now, at the
beginning of the Fall 'Season, for it's going to be the biggest

season you have ever seen.

Uncle Sam's mail will bring you the TAN-ZOLA Service

We deal directly with you—we have no traveling salesmen

Oui' aim is to rendier Advertising and Sales-Promotion
Service, to the World's Progressive Retailers—large and small.

We are doing it now, 'but Ave want to do more. We feel that
we can help in the world's reconstruction and are ready to help
to the bent of our ability and resources.

Although English is tJie Bvsiness Language of the World,
we invite correcpondence in French, Italian and Spanish.

Our prompt and coiu'teous attention will he given to all

such correspondence.

XAN-ZOLA Quarterly Book of Advertising & Sales Promotion

Fall Number Now Out- --Contains 300 Pages of Ideas

At Your Service
I count myself in nothing else so tappy
as in a man rendering service to my
fellowmen.

In his address before the

Associated Advertising Clubs

at Philadelphia, P'a., on June

29, 1916, President Wilson

said
"I congratulate you, my fellow citizens

upon the idteals of the "advertisin-j

prtofeisiion" Which can lower or exaM
business, as you ohoos'e, and whic'h you
have chosen to employ for its exal-

tation."

T heremth subscrihe to the

beautifully - expressed senti-

ments of President Wilson,

and give my hand and my
heart to the Cause of the Ad-
vertising Profession and to

the Ethics for which it stands.

George Tan-Zola

What You Get:

—A Commodity

1
Master Quarterly Book of

Advertising and Sales-Pro-

motion.

Each issue contains about 300

pages.

Fall Issue Now Out.

2Twice-a-Month Book of Ad-

vertising Suggestions.

Each issue contains about 15
Pages.

Supplements the above.

3Twice-a-Month Proof Book

of Advertising Illustrations.

Each issue about 125 pictures.

Supplements the above.

4 Stereotypes or Matrixes of

High-Class Pictures, repre-
senting high-class art work
done by artists who have
actually worked in depart-
ment stores.

We also sell colored Posters, Store
Cards, Price Tickets and other time-
ly helps for stores.

TAN-ZOLA Advertising and Sales-

Promotion Service for Retail Dr}^

(loods Stores is the gradual evolution

of a big idea. It has clients in all

parts of the world. It goes far be-

yond the plan of .supplying its clients

with advertising illustrations and ad-

vertising text. It promotes business

generally, intensively and thorough-

ly. It keeps you absolutely abreast

of the times. It is one of the most

\ital storekeeping helps that a mer-

chiaut can possibly obtain. It spares

no expense to make its sen-ice 100

])er cent, effective. It is almost price-

less in its value to you.

TAN-ZOLA Service and RESULTS

are Running Mates!

$9

What You Pay:—One Price

1208 Matrixes or 104
Cuts, and all the Tan-
Zola Books—One year
contract—Per month.

Six Months' Contract—104 Mat-
rixes or 52 Cuts and all Books—$11 m,o.

2 All the Matrixes
only, or 312 Cuts
and Illustration (l O
Book— One year *P I ^
contract— Per mo.

Six Months' Contract—All the
Mats or 156 Cuts and Illustra-

tion Book—Monthly $14.

3 All the Matrixes or
312 cuts and all the
Tan-Zola Books—
One year contract—Per month

Six Months' Contract—All the
Mats or 156 Cuts and all the
Tan-Zola Books— Monthly $18.

4 All the Tan - Zola
Books only—One year
contract—Per month..

Six Months' Contract—Monthly
$6.
TAN-ZOLA Services are sold ex-
clusively to one merchant in ONE
CITY, and at ONE PRICE to all.

/ pxo.

$5

Mail your order to-day to

TAN-70LA, 1270 Broadway
* NEW ^-^YORK Opposite the Gimhel Store

TAN-ZOLA, New York:

Please enter my order for

Proposition No $ a month.

For mats or for cuts?

Name

Address
D. G. Review. Sept.. 1919.
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HERE IS NO SHORT-
AGE OF "VIGIL" SILK.
No draper need be without stock of this

Une. To meet the enormous demand for

"Vigil," the manufacturers have, for

months past, been making large prepara-

tions to enable them to cope with incoming

orders, and to-day they have ready the

most extensive range of wonderful stripe

designs and colours ever put on the Home
and Colonial Market in a really lasting

washing silk.

Obtainable in 80 different beautiful woven

stripe designs and all the latest self

colours, guaranteed fast to light and

washing.

"Vigil" is the British-made silk—pure through-

out—which has gained a world-wide reputation

for its dura])ility and rehal>le wearing qualities.

40 inches double ividth.

V^A L K E R
BROTHERS
England. Ravensthorpe
Mills, Dewsbury, Yorks,
and 56-57, Alderman-
bury, London, E. C.

Telegraphic and Cable
Addresses : Yorkshire

:

"Vigil, Dewsbury."
London: "Vygilsyl,

Cent." Agent: George
Peterson & Co., 517

C o r i s t i n e Building,
Montreal.
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IfAIRE BRO' & CO., LTD.,
I

I Manufacturers |

I Rutland Street and St. George's Mills, Leicester, England. |

WASHINGTON MILLS.
BORROWASH.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS,
RUTLAND ST.. LEICESTER.

ST. GEORGE'S MILLS,
LEICESTER.

THE LEADING BRITISH HOUSE FOR

HABERDASHERY & SMALLWARES
Including;

SUSPENDERS—Our well-known SPHERE varieties,

for Ladies and Children, also Men's Garters, all

made with the fine SPHERE elastics, fittings,

and rubber grip—"the grip that grips and never
slips."

BRACES—Our production, hitherto almost mono-
polized by the British Government, will now
be available for civilian trade. The SPHERE
quality in Mikado and ordinary styles is a
guarantee of excellence.

ELASTICS—We make Elastic Braids, Cords, Loom
Webs, Garter Webs, Surgical Webs, etc.. in all

widths and great variety. Ask for our "Violet,"
"Iris," "Lily," "Rose" qualities.

SHOE LACES—Our high-grade HURCU-LACES, m
a variety of choice, for Ladies' and Men's wear.

Also Rifle Laces, Tubular, Flat Braid Laces,

Artificial Silk Laces, etc., etc.

MENDING WOOLS—The ST. GEORGE three-fold

fine woollen mending yarns have a fine reputa-

tion. Their qualities justify it.

SKIRT BELTINGS—We lay ourselves out to cater

for this trade. Single Beltings. Duplex Webs,

Petershams, etc. Ask for the CRUSOE brand.

BINDINGS AND WEBBINGS—Every variety of

cotton and glace narrow goods are in our line,

Empire Bindings (formerly known as Prus-

sians), Tapes, Stav Bindings, Hat Bandmgs,

etc, etc. Also NAME LABELS. HANGERS,
and LOOPS for Coats, Shirts, Mantles, etc.

SPHERE

TRADEMARK

Prices and full particulars gladly furnished on request.

Enquiries welcomed and orders executed through London

Houses or direct.

WHOLESALE ONLY

ST. GEORGE

TRADEMARK
FAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD., Leicester, Eng.

19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. 32, George Street, Manchester

!|||l|||||||||||||||||||l|l|l|||l||l!lilllllllilllllllll!ll|{!l|llllll!lll!llli|l|'lllirii|llllllll^
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BRETTLE'S BRITISH

GOODS FORCANADA
tUI

"SUTOPLEX
IREG" TRADE MARKJ

Fabric Gloves.

The wide range of our productions covers everything that is essential for

the better-to-best class trade in Drapery and Men s Outfitting.

Our long experience of over a century enables us to foresee exactly the

needs of the market and provide goods that are right in materials, make
and price.

Customers, therefore, who m.ake us their chief centre for supplies can

always depend upon keeping their stocks complete with up-to-date , attrac-

tive, ready selling goods. "OBERON" goods, "SUTOPLEX" GLOVES
and "BELNIT" Ribbed Underwear are ouf' chief productions. All of

them are famous the world over for quality and value.

COMPLETE RANGES OF SPRING SAMPLES
Can now be seen at our

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

Eastern Provinces
MR. HUGH D. MARSHALL

Stair Bldg.,

Cor. Bay and Adelaide Sts.

TORONTO

"OBERON"
SPECIALTIES

Hosiery
Ladies' and Mens Underivear
Ladies' and Mens Pyjamas
Directoire Knickers
Silk Scarves

Towels
Quilts

Mens Shirts

Ties, Caps and Raincoats,

both for Toadies and Men
Etc., etc.

Western Provinces
MR. G. E. LEDDER

Grace Court,

Cornox St.,

VANCOUVER

"SUTOPLEX"
(Regd. Trade Mark)

FABRIC GLOVES
Made in our own factory, e.'ipecially to replace

the German Duplex Gloves, and are now recog-

nized as being well ahead of that article. We
can supply Siitoplex Gloves in a- full range of

Men's and Women's lines and recommend them
with every confidence.

"BELNIT"
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Made in our factory at Helper, Derbyshire, is

unquestionably the best line of its kind on the

market. Belnit Underwear sells freely on its

m.eri.ts and brings repeat orders ivithout effort.

New Customers are asl^ed to k.indly furnish the usual trade references.

GEORGE BRETTLE & CO., LTD.
Manufacturers and Merchants

119 WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

and at BELPER, DERBYSHIRE
Telegraphic Address: Brcttlc, Cent. London Telephone: Central 6564 (Four Lines)
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An Opportunity

to illustrate

Your Advertising

At a Low Cost

The cuts used in our

editorial pages could

be used advantage-

ously in your own
local advertising.

There are illustra-

tions in our editorial

pages, in this and
other issues that
would help you make
your advertising more
attractive.

We will sell these

cuts at

LESS THAN HALF

the original cost.

Send for Prices.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Avenue

TORONTO - CANADA

You Can Supply
22

Different

Colors
from

Black and
Navy

toDelicate

Pink

With

Sunset

SoapDyes
Thousands of dealers are finding

these dyes steady profit producers and
wonderful repeaters, because with

them practically every customer can be

satisfied. The wide range of colors

includes Black, the ever-popular Navy
Blue and U.S. Olive Drab, all of which
are proving Big Sellers these days.

Sunset Soap Dyes are being exten-

sively and truthfully advertised in high-

class publications to help you do more
business. These clean, brilliant home
dyes will permanently color any fabric

from a sheer waist to a heavy overcoat

without staining hands or utensils.

Order a gross now, packed in an
attractive sales-stimulating container.

Put it on your counter and watch the

quick turnover. Sunset, selling at 15c,

gfives you a very attractive profit, and
it's a wonderful repeater.

North American Dye Corporation
Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada:

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Ltd
NEW YORK TORONTO
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"DOROTHY FRANCES''
Ladies' and Children's "Ready-to-Wear"

On September 1st our new range for delivery Spring, 1920, will be in the

hands of our representatives, and "Ready-to-Wear" buyers throughout the

country will do well to see the ''Dorothy Frances" man before placing their

orders. If possible, our selection is even more comprehensive than ever and
values are up to our usual standard. There is an indefinable something that

is characteristic of "Dorothy Frances" garments, a daintiness dear to the heart
of fastidious femininity everywhere. Our old friends will readily recognize this

familiar quality in our new range and our new friends will be captivated by it.

The range comprises:

LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S BOYS' INFANTS'
Smocks and Middies Aprons White Voile Dresses Summer Suits Dr^^sses
Sport Skirts House Dresses Fancy Colored Dresses Play Suits Mantles
Lingerie Underskirts Sport Middies Blouses and Rompers Bibs, etc.

Blouses Summer Skirts Hats and Caps

Coat Sweaters—We have a large assortment of Men's and
Boys' Coat Sweaters from $5.40 to $180.00 per dozen.

HOSIERY
Ladies' and children's wool and worsted hose
in bliack. white, grey and red. Sizes, 4% to 10.
Prices, from $5.20 to $16.00 per dozen.

Also a nice range of wool and worsted half hose,
in black and grey.

Dept. L—
Quilts, crochet heavy hemmed, 72/84", $3,25 ea.
Quilts, crochet heavy hemmed, 78/88", $3.95 ea.
Quilts, extra heavy hemmed Damask

—

10/4", $2.75 11/4", $3.25 12/4", $4.00
Also full range of Satin Quilts, from 10 '4", $3.50

to 12/4", $12.00 each.

Dept. A & C—Staple Cottonc.

Dept. W—
Silk Sealette, from $6.00 to $13.50 per yd.

Wool Sealette, from $6.50 and $8.00 per yd.

Dept. D—Convent Dress Goods

—

D699x42" Wool Serge, $1.50 per yd.

D788x44" Merino, $2.50 per yd.

Broadcloth D811 50 52, all wool, $5.00 per yd.

in various shades.
Dept. M—
Rainproof Silk Tulle, all shades, 36", $2.70 pr. yd.

Window Draperies. We have a large variety

of Scrims, Marquisettes and Printed Art Mus-
lins in our House Furnishings Dept.

Dept. S—
Belding-Paul-Corticelli Black Roll Braid, list

price, $1.35 box; our price, 58c box.

TOYS—We would advise our customers to place their orders
for Toys early as there will be a shortage of thes? goods this

Fall.

We give special attention to letter orders, telegrams, and long distance telephone orders.
If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly notify us and we will have him call.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
8391 St. Paul St. West 21 St. Sulpice St.MONTREAL

84-92 Le Royer St.

SAMPLE ROOMS: Metropole Building, SHERBROOKE. 7 Charest St., QUEBEC. Windsor Hotel,
OTTAWA. Carlaw Bldg., 28-30 Wellington St. West, TORONTO. 503 Mercantile Bldg., VANCOUVER
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Your Customers Know
that the name "HORROCKSES"
on a fabric is the hall-mark of

quality, excellence and value.

Why not make a feature of

HORROCKSES'
LONGCLOTHS NAINSOOKS CAMBRICS
MADAPOLAMS SHEETINGS CALICOES
FLANNELETTES "DIAPHALENE," ETC.

HORROCKSES' have been cotton
spinners for more than a century
and a quarter. The name ''HOR-
ROCKSES" on the selvedge is a
guarantee of quality that satisfies

every customer.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester and London, England

John E. Ritchie, Canadian Agent, 591 St Catherine St West. Montreal,
Branches: Toronto & Vancouver. United States Agents: Wright & Graham
Coy.. 1 10 Franklin St., New York City.

SOUTHALL BROS.
& BARCLAY, LTD.

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Surgical Dressings

TRADE MARK

PROPRIETORS OF

Southalls' Sanitary Towels

and Specialities for Ladies

DRUGS. FINE CHEMICALS, AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

I'TltTey BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
Agents in Canada:

MACLEAN, BENN & NELSON, LIMITED, MONTREAL

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

J

«W||W

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK :: AND WELL SHRUNK :: AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd."

m^f^/mm^y »^VI/*'-' ** ••"^/U*"-*•«^lb***

INFANT'S FOOTWEAR, LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND

Canadian Branch

:

GREENE-SWIFT BLDG.,
LONDON, ONTARIO

Soft-Sole Shoes, in Kid, Silk, Poplin,

Wool, Etc.,

Hard-Sole Shoes; Children's Woolly-Wear,
Bonnets, Gaiters, Mits, Etc.

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Througliout the Civilizerl World.

Calgary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa. Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton. Ont.

Montreal. Que.
Quebec. Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation Rained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, ^r-rcTa^dl
TORONTO, CANADA.
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Department "G"

Home Furnishings

We have "in our immense range all the wanted makes, colors, and patterns, in

—

Carpets

Linoleums

Draperies

Curtains

You will find here an unusually interesting and varied collection in all these lines—in the
well-known, reliable RACINE quality.

Distinctive colors, harmonious blendings, and rare desig-ns, are all superbly represented
in our selection of these goods.

Department "D"—Linens
In view of the present situation in regard to Linens, we are exceptionally proud of our
splendid assortment of Household Linens, for every use. We know you will also appre-
ciate the exquisite quality and distinctive pat terns showTi in our wide range.
May we be of service to you ? We have the 1 argest stock of Dry Goods in Canada. You
will find our goods, our service, and our price s—RIGHT.

Everything in Dry Goods

14 DEPARTMENTS

A—Cotton Staples.
AX—Flannelettes.
B—Wash Goods.
C—Woolens, etc.

D—Linens.
E—Dress Goods and Silks.

F—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.
G—Home Furnishings.
H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.
I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.
J—Ladies' Ready-to-Wear.
K—Smallwares and Notions.
L—Men's Fine Shirts.

M—Working Men's Wearables.

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-96 St. Paul Street West, Montreal

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

OTTAWA
1 1 1 Sparks St.

PERMANENT SALES OFFICES:

QUEBEC TORONTO HAILEYBURY
Merger Building 1 23 Bay St. Matabannick Hotel

SHERBROOKE and THREE RIVERS

SYDNEY
269 Charlotte St.
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THE HOUSE OF DRY GOODS VALUES

A reputation like this does not come to any

establishment in a day. Many years of consci-

entious, efficient service, combined with the

most careful buying of our merchandise, have

won for us our objective—a reputation for

HONEST VALUE.

We know you will be interested in the unusual

values we are offering at present in

—

HOUSE FURNISHINGS:
CARPETS
BLANKETS
CURTAINS

TOWELLINGS

HSll^—Towelling, red borders,

16/17, all linen 271/2

HJ90—Towelling, 22/23, white,
plain, all linen 45

H—White blankets, cosy, 60 x 80 8 . 25

H—White blankets, cosy, 64 x 84 9 . 75

Hllll—White curtains by the
pair, 31/2 yards by 60 in 3.25

You will find our service and our values unex-

celled.

Samples gladly submitted.

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec: 7 Rue Charest

Toronto: 152 Bay Street

Sherbrooke: 103 Wellington

Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street

Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

St. Hyacinthe: 229 Cascade St.
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Spinners of
every description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone Telegrams

lfj%E,CESTER iLEICESTER

ol o Yadiuc \Stanningley

24 KeICHLEY \fjEIGHLEY

M64 Fort Hill Boston [Boston
Codes- ABC S'^'Ed Western Union.

^"«p^^5^^

m

'-%

^^

Stamford Street
iM. "i^

Sk

^^ AMERICAN OFFICE:- 184 SUMMER STREET %M^
BOSTON. ^COMBINO & SPiNNlNO

SPRINGFIELD MILLS, KEIGHLEV and SV/iNNOW MILLS, aRAMLE/,YORKS.
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BASTIN^'^VE^R^IELD
& e'RACK:NEL^LTe

^

2istc- Originality ^Art
^ Insight - Adaptability

Efficiency -Value - ^^^

PrOQRESS and SUCCESS.

Bastin.Merryfield 8 Cracknell U4
1.2 §5,Gt Castle St g 12. Gt Portland St London .nv.l

0/2e W/nu^e foom Ox/bcc[ Ciocus:

'^liJitS'

Cablegrams r'MERRYFIELD.WESDO. LONDON'. Telephone: 2013. MUSEUM. (3 Unes)

J
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Every Merchant Selling Dry Goods

Should Use The

ClofHoMCfCR
Stops All Wastage

On Your Piece Goods

Accurately Computes Every Sale

Saves Time and Money

COSTS 30% LESS
Than any other machine on the Market.

What Is Your Annual Loss from OVERMEASURE? Do
your clerks measure your yard goods with thumb, nail

and tack—giving "good measure" to every customer and
making up at the end of every year the most serious store

loss that stock-taking reveals? Stop this leak and protect

your profits.

The CLOTHOMETER (accented like Speedometer) is an im-

proved machine that measures material of any width or weight,

from the heaviest woollens to the sheerest fabrics, and auto-

matically computes the amount of the sale.

Extremely Simple to Operate
A turn of the operating lever binds tihe fabric between two rollers ; the

pulling of the fabric automatically registers the yardage in % yard units

;

another turn of the lever reteases the rollers and autoimiatically return* the
indicator to its starting point. It can be equipped with cutting knife if bo
dtesired.

The Olothometer is small and compact (actual siize 4" x 4^4" x 5^/<i"),

easily kept out of She salesdlerks' way. Attadhes to the counter by a three-foioit

rail. Can be raised or lowered at will on adjustable rod.

It does aTvay with all loss from overmeasurement—^prevents errors in
figuring sales checks—saves the time and increases the efficiency of your
saleselerks—gives your customers confidence and increases the prestige of your
store. IT WILL NOT MARK YOUR FABRICS.

Measuring Device

and

Computing Chart
Everything is plain to see and
easy to read. Measures up to 12
yarids in % yard units. Gives
instant computation from 1 to
12i yards of cloth iln the ^'g yard
units, at 4S dlifferent costs per
yard. Your dhoice of lli6 dif-
ferent price dharts.

Write To-day for Descriptive Folder.

Free demonstrations given on request by our district representatives on your own counter
and under your own conditions.

Sold Under A Three Year Guarantee.

Distributors for Canada

The Clothometer Sales Company Ltd.
44 PRINCESS ST. WINNIPEG, CAN.

tll!l1lllllllllllll 1I!|I|!IIIII!IIIIIII1IIIIII Illll1lllli!lllll!lllllll1l1llilllillllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llillllilllllllllll^^
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CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping
Cartons
or in

Bales

The best
value for
the price.

Can be had
in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50

rolls to the

bale or 124,

96, 80, 64 or

48 to a lot

of four car-

tons.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

SHEET MUSIC
added to your various lines will attract more cus-

tomers to your store than any other medium you
could employ. This with a liberal profit in addi-

tion, should warrant you in making immediate ar-

rangements to take on a line.

The McKINLEY EDITION
OF TEN CENT MUSIC

is the best line as a foundation for your sheet music
department. It is the most popular line of Standard,
Classic and Teaching Music. It is universally en-

dorsed by teachers, students and the general music
loving public. Each selection is placed in a heavy
manila stock cover bearing name and number of the
selection, 20 substantial stock boxes and 500 cata-

logs bearing your business imprint. The sale of

McKINLEY MUSIC affords you

ISOA PROFIT
The McKinley Edition (revised for Canadian trade)
conforms in every detail with Canadian copyright
laws.

Our Jobbing Department is the largest and most complete in
the country. We can take care of your wants for anything in
sheet music.

ilc^inlep ifHusiic Companp
THE LARGEST SHEET MUSIC HOUSE

IN THE WORLD
CHICAGO, ILL

1501-13 E. 55th St.

NEW YORK
145 W. 45th St.

uperior Quality

erviceability

teriing Value

These have all combined to give

SATISFACTION and win an enviable

reputation for

LIDDELL'S
GOLD MEDAL
IRLSH LINEN

Hand Embroidered

Bed Spreads, Pillow Cases, Baby
Cases, Sheets, Tea and Lunch Sets,

Cosy Covers, Handkerchief Cases,
Doylies, etc.

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

Irish Linen Agency
22 Wellington Street West

lORONTO

Who Sells

1 h e Line
You Are
I .ooking Vox}

Very likely you

can find it in the

Buyers' Market

Guide
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SPRING 1920
1

By solving our representative your order

now money may be saved, and goods

secured which will be scarce later on.

Our traveller is going- your way with

Spring 1920 samples of

WASH GOODS-Better Styles and

Patterns than ever—the best since

1914.

KSITTRD GOODS — Men's and

Women's.

Carpet Squares and House Furnish-

ings, one of the largest ranges in

Canada to select from.

Sole Agents for Eastern Canada
for Neponset Floor Coverings

The W. R. Brock Company
(Limited)

MONTREAL
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The W. R. Brock Company
(LIMITED)

Wholesale General Dry Goods ^ Carpets^ House
Furnishings^ Woollens ^ Men^s Furnishings

Ladies ' Ready-to- TVear.

Carpets, Draperies and

House Furnishings

We anticipate having our travellers on the road with a complete

assortment of Carpets and House furnishing samples at an early date,

comprising our entire Spring assortment for placing business. In

consequence of the tense pressure in the market, we feel confident

that it is a "Safety-First" measure in favor of the merchant to place

orders well in advance of requirements.

CARPET SQUARES
Our ranges include

Tapestry Brussels Wilton

Axminster Rag Rugs
Linoleum Rugs

Grass Rugs
also

Draperies, Curtains, Nettings, Sateens

Cretonnes, Chintzes, &c.

If our representative has not notified you the date upon which he will call,

write us and we will arrange accordingly in your behalf.

Cor. Bay and Wellington Sts. - TORONTO
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3^are (goton for l^inter Jfes^tibities;

There is no limit to the luxuriousness of some
evening gowns for the coming Winter. This one

combines fringes of crystal beads with a cloth of

iridescent sequins and in addition there are richly

embroidered stoi-ks on the front of the skirt and

on the train. These emoroidered sections were

once on a wonderful Chinese robe.



First Merchandise Research Bureau
in Canada

To Eliminate Misrepresentation of Merchandise One of Its Chief Purposes—It Co-operates
With Educational Work Among Salespeople—Proxides Detailed Information
for Every Department—Store Aims Thereb\- to Pro\-e Faithful to Customers.

Based cv. iniervictvs of Dry Goods Rivieu- Representative with managers of Educational and Research Depart-
hients of the T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Toronto.

THE Bureau of Research, the first

of its kind to have been installed

by a departmenial store in Can-

ada, if noc the first on the continent, is

fdreariy a matter of importance and in-

terest to the Canadian trade. The bu-

reau n: question is that established in

connection with the Toronto and Winni-

peg retail stores of the T. Eaton Co.,

Ltd. In the early days of merchandising

in Canada the late Timothy Eaton work-

ed a,i.>:ainst tremendous odds in the build-

ing of his bu?ines3, but from tlie founda-

tion up his aim was to carry out a policy

of hoiioity to educut? the public in

values by doing away with the over-

renting or false representation of mer-
chan !s.. In other words, by guarantee-

ing: that goods would be found to be

exactly as described. It is with this de-

finite object in view that the Research
Jiureau has been established. Its O'^ne-

fit"? cie fourfold. It renders good to the

.customer by g'iving him the goods he

w'anis, it helps the T. Eaton Co. by iiinhi-

tainin^' the confidence of the public; it

benefits the store managers in its aim
to standardize stock; it helps ths manu-
facturer by providing- him with niore

business when his first order meets with

the requirements. Co-operation with all

these interests is the purpose of the

bureau, and not, as some might suppose,

a means of spying upon mills and whole-

sales.

The Research Bureau goes behind the

scenes, as it were, to do the investigating

which the busy manager with his buying

and selling has not time to do. It col-

lects data from the experiences of the

past, relates them to present conditions

and is thereby enabled to look farther

into the future than are heads of depart-

ments, whose duties keen them (before the

footlights each day. The Research Bu-

reau is more than a laboratory of

chemical exTieriments. It is a lalboratorv

of ideas and a laboratory of analytical

principles, endeavoring throughout to

"ba^e value upon correct foundations.

The Chemical Laboratory

The laboratory of the Bureau is equip-

ped with everything that is found in a

legulaiion chemical laboratory. There
are row s and rows of test tubes, cruci-

bles and gas burners, of all sizes and
al! the other utensils necessary; there
are chemical balances, electrical hot
plates ana drying ovens; a draught box
for carrying otf fumes from the room
quickly, microscopes, etc. One sees here
a sock being bailed as the beginning of

!.he analyzing process for its component
parts: the boiling removes all the wool
grease and other filling; later the article

is tested for weights of the components
such as cotton, wool, fibre, etc. Over
there yarns are being examined as to

whether they are "mohair," Australian
wool, Canadian wool, etc. At another
table the ignition point of an oil is being
ascertained and beside it an analyst is

investigating the intricacies of baking
soda, an^I so on.

The Eaton Co., as a result of these

investigations, feature the statement that

when they state an article is wool, they
mean it is all wool; when they call it a

union it is approximately half and half

cotton and wool; when they use "wool and
cotton," the article i.a moro wool than
cotton, and when they say "cotton and
wool,"' the article is more cotton than
wool. No fabric or material is consider-

ed cotton and wool when there is merely
a thread of wool in it. It m.ust have a
reasonable amount of wool in it if it is

to be considered as having any wool at

all in it.

A Valuable Outcome
A very interesting outcome of the la-

boratory is the development Ox' a
museum. There are being collected from
all over the world raw materials and
.'samples of them in their different stages
of manufacture or refinement which can
be uafcd as authoritative specimens.
These include teas, coffees, oils, wools,
cottons, sugars, drugs, silks, etc., and
will naturally cover a very wide field,
as the work of the laboratory and the
collection of the original specimens pro-
gress. "This museum, when in shape
for observers, will be for the benefit
of the whole Eaton institution. It
will be available for the information
of any employee of the firm,
whether in the mail-order, retail stores,
factories, or any other department."
With this splendid source, in addition to
the other channels of information pro-
vided by the management, there seems
no reason why an employee of the Eaton
Company should not only be well inform-
ed as to the goods he or she is handling
or selling, but become well informed gen-
erally and master a good broad educa-
tion.

With regard to wool, an interesting
point was mentioned in the fact that
there is scarcely anywhere in the world
to-day such a thing as real purebred
mohau, since the animals have been near-
ly all crossbred with other wool-bearing
animals in order to produce heavier

growths. Another was that the reason
the real angora wool comes out when
the angora yarn is knit up into sweater-

coat trimmings, etc., is that this angora
wool itself is a short hair from the rabinit

or cat belonging to the saone class as

the mohair, which is much longer.

It is the opinion of those connected

with the Research Bureau the cost of

the whole equipment of a laboratory is

proportionately very small to the actual

savings resulting. The cost would be

smaller still for equipping a laboratory

for textiles only and it seems that a

laboratory in keeping with almost any
dry goods store of miediuim size would

pay. There are at present four univer-

sity graduates besides other assistants
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in the laboratory of the Eaton KesearcJi

Bureau.

Goods Must be What They are Claimed
To Be

The principal object in examining

goods as they come in is to catch errors

or mistakes, and where possible to have

them rectified before the order is com-

pleted. The goods must be all that they

are claimed to be before tney are soid

to the customer. This has been a means
ol preventing losses not only to the store

but often to the manufacturer as well.

As an instance of what is being done,

when the representative of DRY GOODS
REVIEW was interviewing the manager

of the Research Bureau there was hang-

ing on the wall a taffeta dress which,

at a casual glance, seemed to be an ordin-

ary piece of saleable merchandise. On
examination, however, it was found that

the seams in the skirt were puckered.

This was a sample from the first ship-

ment of a large order, and it was found

that in this initial shipment all the

dresses had puckered seams. There

must, of course, have been a reason for

this flaw, and upon examining the oper-

ating machines it was found that needles

too large or too blunt had been used in

stitching. This was quickly remedied

and the balance of the order filled on ma-

chines fitted with proper needles. The

seams no longer puckered and the waste

of all tlie balance of the order, or at

least a necessary reduction in price on

it was eliminated.

In another case of black sateen waists

it was found that the salteen in the col-

lar and sleeves was of slightly different

tone to that of the front and back. Be-

fore tlie order was complete, therefore,

word was sent to the manufacturer and

the matter rectified by the whole blouses

being cut from the same piece of goods.

If these blouses had gone through in the

two tones, little as the difference might

have been at first, by the time the cus-

tomers had received the blouses and

worn tliem a day or so the color might

have changed quite materially, the

blousea been returned, and considerable

expense incurred by the store and pos-

sibly tlie manufacturer.

In another instance a large order was

placed for a certain style of boot. When
the first shipment came in it was found

that the wrong top had been used, or

rather, unseleoted hides had been used
for the tops, so that some were of fine

quality and some of another. Word was
sent to the boot manufacturer, the

trouble traced to its source, and as a

consequence the factory, which was a
large one, was closed down for several

days while the manager and his assistant

Avent tlirough the whole works, assorted

the hides and graded them so that the

qualities were classified. The tops

which Lad already been cut were, where
possible, cut down to smaller sizes and
used for children's shoes. The original

order was completed from selected

leather and satisfaction maintained
throu.^l;Out with a minimum of loss.

Still another case pointed out was that

of an order for raincoats. A manufac-
turer had tendered a certain price for a

large i.umber of raincoats. When the

first shipment of these came in samples

were examined and found to be all alike,

but the sweep of them had been cut down
arounu the bottom in order to save ma-
terial, and besides, in order to save time,

instead of leaving the seam facings the

usual length of time to dry before pack-

ing, the coats had been packed up before

the seams Avere dry, consequently they

stuck together and flie facings pulled

off wJien the coats were opened. Natur-
ally the ramcoats were not satisfactory,

for a raincoat of any kind m.ust be wide
enough in the sweep to cover a woman's
skirt, and the seam facings must not

pull oft' to leave a rough seam rubbing

on a woman's dress, no matter what the

price Si.e pays for the raincoat. All of

the imperfections were discovered in the

research department and rectifications

made through it.

An All-Round Benefit

Naturally, on extremely large orders

the Research Bureau cannot take time
to examine the whole of the shipments.

The evidence of 20 per cent, of a ship-

ment is taken as a basis for estimating

the total efficiency of the goods. This

carefui examination of merchandise be-

fore it goes to the counters of the store

is one of the most effective means which
the Eaton Company have found for

avii-Mding returns, and certainly after

merchandise has gone through such a

careful examination there would seem
to be little excuse for goods being re-

turned through defects in make or ma-
terial.

In thus preventing returns and en-

deavoring to standardize merchandise
the Research Bureau works for the cus-

tomer, the store, the department man-
ager, and the manufacturer, and tends

to render "honest merchandise honestly

described" a fact rather tlian a slogan

merely.

Another most important undertaking
cf this Bureau of Research has been un-
der \.ay for the past couple of years;

in fact, ever since the bureau was es-

tablished. This task is the standardiz-
ing of sizes in ready-to-wear garments
such as overalls, children's wear, under-

wear, etc. Every retailer knows how
uncertain he is of the different sizes

from different manufacturers being suit-

ed to the definite size of the customer.
It is not the purpose of the bureau to

establish definite sizes so far as limiting
them is concerned. It is only their in-

tention to ascertain what are the cor-
rect measurements for the per&ons of

certain sizes, and to establish, therefore,
minimum sizes in th.ese various gar-
ments. For instance, in childi-en's v^ear
experiments were made with between
G,000 and 7,000 children from infants to

ten J ears of age, in order to arrive at
correct minimum sizes for the different

ages. V/ith regard to underwear, overalls,

etc., conferences have been held with
manufacturers and buyers, both con-
necited with the store and outside of it,

and every effort has been made by larf;-e

fii-ms and small to arrive at sizes vhich
will be as nearly as possible standard.

That is, they want to know what can be
accepted as the minimum length of

sleeve for a boy of, say, ten years; what
the minimum neckband should be for a
man wearing size 38 in underwear; what
the minimum inside leg measurement
should be for a 34 overall, etc.

The complete schedule is not yet reach-

ed but the Bureau hopes to have a book-
let published with the completed results

of its experiments within the next six

months and the majority of manufactur-
ers agree that it is a work which has
long been needed but which has entailed

too broad work for any of them to at-

tempt alone. It means a considerable

expenditure as well as many conferences
and much time among* those concerned to

arrive at anything which may be ac-

cepted as standard. It looks now, how-
ever, as if the goal is in sight and that

the standard sizes will be able to be

adopted before a great while longer, and
no doubt the merchants in the Cana-
dian trade will be as pleased with the
result when it comes as will the T.

Eaton Co. and the manufacturers who
are expending their efforts in this way.

Change in Educational Work

Since the undertaking of the extensive
educational work of the Eaton Co., which
was described in DRY GOODS REVIEW
somewhat over a year ago, advances and
changes have been made in that depart-
ment also. It has been found that w;th
a staft' which must be changing from
time tu time in such a large establish-

ment one can depend comparatively little

upon theory to make any definite ad-

vancement. The department for teach-
ing store system is maintained still, but
so far as the actual training of th«^

salespeople goes, practical instruction in

their respective departments is the point

concentrated upon now. The instruc-

tional i' ork is supervised by the educa-
tional and training department, and it

will readily be seen that the work of

the Research Bureau is of vital import-
ance to this department as well as to

salesmanship. The two sections are

united in this work, the one to supply the
information and the other to put it to

use. Under the new system of mer-
chandise training everybody selling in

the Ea^on stoi'e who has been re-engaged
since the system was put into force, or

(Continued on page 69)



SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM AT MANITOBA CONVENTION
Retailers Disclaim Responsibility for H. C. of L.—Decide to Form Joint Stock Fire

Insurance Co. for Merchants—A. G. Box, Pierson, the New President

—

Small Attendance Did Not Mar Enthusiasm

Written by E. H. SOOTT, Western Representative MacLean Trade Newspapers -J,

BRANDON, Aug. 15.—Business of

far-reaching iniportance was trans-

acted at the fifth annual conven-
tion of the Retail Merchants' Associa-
tion of Manitoba, which was held at

Brandjn, August 13, 14, and 15, and this

despite a very small attendance, there

being present only about 30 delegates
from points outside of Brandon. The
membership in the province totals over
800. The fact that harvesting started

about three weeks earlier than usual
this year was mainly responsible for the

poor attendance.

It was decided that in future district

conventions should be held at points all

over the province, these conventions to

appoint delegates to the annual gath-
ering.

Chief among the resolutions passed
was one disclaiming? responsibility for

the high cost of livmg, and calling for

an investigation of the charges made by
Dr. R. J. McFall in this regard. It was
decided to form a joint stock fire in-

surance company for merchants. There
were several other resolutions passed,
including a proposal to ask for a Federal
law prohibiting premium contests. A.

G. Box, hardware merchant, of Pierson,

was appointed president. He is an en-

ergetic young country merchant, and as

former vice-president took a leading

part in the convention.

Several inspiring addresses were given
by F. H. Mann of Devils Lake, North
Dakota, and by R. L. Line of Columbus,
Montana.
The entertainment features provided

by the Brandon branch were excellent.

Noonday luncheons at the Prince Ed-
ward hotel, with sing-songs from a

printed card, were the rule daily. A
well-staged banquet and dance brought
the proceedings to a close.

The Secretary's Report
I have much pleasure in presenting to you

the sixth annual report of the Manitoba
Board of the Retail Merchants' Association
of Canada, Incorporated. This report cov-
ers the fourteen months between the last
convention held at Winnipeg on June 18 to
20, 1918, and the present meeting, August
13 to 15, 1919. During this period your
Executive officers have had under con-
sideration a large number of questions of
great importance to the retail trade. The
financial statement presented by the treas-
urer covers the fiscal year ending March
31, 1919.

Sixteen meetings of the Executive
. have

been held. The membership as of July
31, 1919, totals 785; in Greater Winnipeg
330, other points in Manitoba 455. All of
these members are in good standing; all

dues having been paid. Our association
work throughout Canada is receiving great-
er interest, more sympathetic co-operation
and larger financial support on the part
of members than formerly. This is due

to the fact that t" e members are beginning
to measure and appreciate the service
which our organization renders. During
war time great opportunities were given
for the exercise of co-operative effort and
1 would like to take this opportunity to

direct your attention to the untiring and
unselfish services of the Dominion Secre-
tary, E. M. Trowern, at Ottawa, and the
enthusiasm and genuine interest of J. A.
Banfield, Dominion President, in all ques-
tions which affect the status of the retail

trade in Canada.
At the last convention held in Winnipeg

June 18-20, 1918, the following Executive
officers were elected: George W. Markle,
Winnipeg, president; A. G. Box, Pierson,
first vice-president; A. F. Higgins, Carman,
second vice-pi oideiit; T. A. Connell, Winni-
peg; treasurer; J. H. Curie, Winnipeg,
secretary.
Action was taken on the resolutions pass-

ed at the last convention as follows:
1. Resolution on "Win the War Effort."—

The Executive officers and members of the
association have been identified with the
various movements which had for their ob-
ject the success of the war, and general
rejoicing accompanied the signing of the
armistice and peace terms.

2. Resolution asking merchants to study
Transient Traders' Act, and that municipal-
ities be requested to observe same. Dur-
ing the year this matter was covered in

a bulletin to the members. In addition,
municipal officers should be requested to
examine the 1918 statutes and amendments.

3. Resolution asking for co-operation
with the University of Manitoba in the
establishment of a Chair of Commerce

—

The officers have the assurance of the Ad-
visory Committee on Commercial Educa-
tion of the University of Manitoba that a

director of commercial education will be
appointed as soon as a man with the
qualifications desired can be secured.

4. Resolution on Conference of Farmers
and Commercial Organizations—A. F. Hig-
gins and your secretary attended a meet-
ing called by Henry Detchon, honorary
secretary of the Joint Committee of Com-
merce and Agriculture, with a view to

bringing about such a conference. Satis-

factory arrangements were not made as to
the date of the conference and the meet-
ing was postponed indefinitely. The last

OFFICERS FOR 1919-20

The following officers were
elected:

President, A. G. Box, Pier-

son.

First vice-president, A. F.

Higgins, Winnipeg.

Second vice-president, T. A.
Connell, Winnipeg.

Treasurer, J. W. Kelly, Win-
nipeg.

Honorary secretary, W. E.

Crawford, Brandon.

Advisory committee, W. L.

Salmon, W. J. Devlin, Winni-
peg.

general meeting of the Joint Committee of
Commerce and Agriculture was held at
Regina in March, 1918, when A. F. Higgins,
H. L. Montgomery and your secretary
were present.

5. Resolution as to Time of the Holding
of the Convention—To be determined by a
questionnaire. Numerous interviews with
members caused your executive to choose
the month of June.

6. Resolution on Parcel Post—This mat-
ter was referred to the Dominion Executive
for action. The Dominion Secretary has
forwarded a letter to the members of the
House of Commons and the Senate with
statistics showing that the rates on par-
cels are not sufficient to pay for the ser-
vice. Letter rates are high in order to ab-
sorb the loss occasioned on the parcel post
service.

7. Resolution on Benefits of Prohibition
in Manitoba—This resolution was passed
to assist the campaign for prohibition in
New Zealand. Your Executive is co-operat-
ing with the Social Service Council of Mani-
toba in an effort to secure satisfactory
permanent prohibitory laws in Canada.

Resolutions 8 to 11 covered thanks to
the press. Industrial Bureau and exhibitors
and speakers.

12. Resolution appointed A. F. Higgins,
H. L. Montgomery and William Iverach to
meet farmers, manufacturers and whole-
salers. This matter was referred to in
Resolution No. 4.

13. Resolution re Bankruptcy Act—A spe-
cial committee of the Dominion board met
a special committee of the Dominion House
when this bill was introduced in 1918. Nu-
merous changes were suggested so that
the whole retail trade would not be tied up.
Your Executive, co-operating with Horace
Chevrier, met in conference with W. F.
O'Connor, K.C., and H. P. Grundy, when
further changes were considered and
agreed upon. The Act goes into effect in
1920.

Recommendations.

In addition to the resolutions referred
to, your Executive was requested to ask
for a revision of, "The present method for
the inspection of weights and measures."
This matter has been referred to the Do-
minion Executive.
"The Cold Storage Problem."—This mat-

ter will have to be taken up with the Minis-
ter of Agriculture. The Deputy Minister
will likely be present to make a statement
to the convention.
"The Classification of Freight."—This

was referred to the Dominion Executive.
"District and Sectional Meetings through-

out the Province."—This matter is under
consideration, and will go into effect with
the appointment of a business expert at
the university.

Community Building and Affiliation With
Social Service Council.

During the year the Executive received
an invitation to affiliate with the Social
Service Council of Manitoba and they did
so. Your secretary is a member of the
Committee on Community Organization,
This department of the Social Service Coun-
cil has as its secretary F. C. Middleton,
who was appointed on June 1, 1918. Ex-
cellent work has been done throughout the
province, clubs having been formed in 25
centres. We expect during the year these
will become a get-together medium for the
farmers and the merchants to their mutual
benefit and the good of the community gen-
erally.

Co-operating with a representative of the
wholesale grocers, a questionnaire was pre-
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pared with a view to securing the selling
policy of all wholesale grocers soliciting
business from the retail trade of Manitoba.
The selling policy of these wholesale houses
are now on file for reference. We would
urge the members again to advise our office

of all irregular selling.

Fixing of Prices by Dominion Government

Your Executive was requested to co-

operate with the Government in the event
of such action being taken.

Provincial Taxation Board

Your Secretary was appointed a member
of the Manitoba Tax Commission. During
the year meetings of the commission have
been held at Winnipeg, Brandon, Souris,
Portage la Prairie, Morden, Dauphin, Nee-
pawa and Minnedosa. At all of these places
evidence has been secured regarding the
methods of making assessments and the
collection of taxes. Merchants have shown
their interest in the various sessions by
submitting figures and other valuable in-

formation as a protest against the present
tax on personal property and rental values.
Practically every retail merchant was in

favor of a tax on net profits and salaries in

lieu of the business tax as now imposed.

Assisting Farmers in Greater Production

Reports go to show that great assistance
was given to farmers by merchants and
clerks throughout the Province of Mani-
toba during the 1918 harvest. In some
places the stores were closed for part of

the day to help the farmer in this move-
ment.

Application by Express Companies for
Increases in Rates

Your secretary appeared before the Board
of Railway Commissioners at sittings held
in Winnipeg, when objections to the appli-

cation of the express companies for in-

creased rates ^ v.re heard. The burden of
the arguments were presented by the
Winnipeg Board of Trade, with whom we
were pleased to co-operate. An examina-
tion of the proposals of the express com-
panies revealed the fact that they desired
to reduce the tariff on those packages
which entered into competition with the
parcel post rates and have the increases
apply to the heavier packages. We drew
the attention of the commissioners to the
fact that this would mean that one branch
of the business would be conducted at a
loss while another section would take care
of this loss, and at the same time produce
a profit on the entire investment. We
opposed this attempt of the express com-
panies to follov/ the lead of the Dominion
Post Office in its policy of carrying par-
cels at less than 'he cost of the service.

1919 Legislation

(a) Licensing and Bonding of Produce
Dealers—Manitoba has suffered for many
years with certain produce dealers who were
unbusinesslike and dishonest. Their plan
was to offer higher prices than that paid
by regular reliable dealers, with the result
some persons, attracted by the price, made
shipments and suffered losses accordingly.
These were reported from time to time, the
latest being those who shipped to the An-
derson Produce Company Uecember, 1918.
Your Executive officers were of the opinion
that the operations of this class of dealer
should be checked. We sought and secured
the support and co-operation of the officers
of the Manitoba Grain-Growers' Associa-
tion, the Home Economics Society and the
Manitoba Agricultural Societies in our ef-

forts lo eliminate such, and by a special
Art granted by the Government, which went
into effect May 13, 1919, all dealers whose
principal business consists of handling

farm produce shall be required to obtain a
license of $10.00 and furnish a bond for
$3,000 before doing business in Manitoba.
I would urge all shippers of produce to
co-operate as far as possible in carrying
out the provisions of this Act. Our associa-
tion will use its best efforts to make it

hard to be dishonest in business.

(b) Amendment needed in respect to cer-
tain licenses. Your officers have applied
for the Amendment of the Municipal Act
and the Transient Traders' Act in respect
to the exemption from licenses of goods
manufactured in Manitoba if sold by the
manufacturer or his authorized agent. This
provision is unfair, is out of date and dis-
criminates. At the suggestion of the Com-
mittee on Amendments to the Municipal
Act this matter will be considered with '^he

Union of Municipalities prior to being
brought again before the Government.

(c) Early Closing Movement Growing.

—

This question has been a live issue in
Winnipeg for years, but more particularly
during the past year, due to an appeal
that has been made from the decision of
the magistrate based on the amended by-
law. Your officers have studied this ques-
tion carefully and are fully convinced that
early closing by-laws if introduced must
be properly enforced. Dealers who wish
to enjoy the privileges of remaining open
after the closing hours of other stores
should (as provided for in the Shops Regu-
lation Act) be required to confine their
stocks to those lines which may be sold
after hours. This action on the part of
your officers has not been popular with
some dealers, who looked at the question
purely with a selfish motive, but we believe
that early closing will never prove satis-

factory until there is administration that
is guided by the best interests of all con-
cerned, and it must be fa'r and effective.

V'i^'ir '>{ Rosser Ave, Brandon, Man., looking west. One of the principal retailing streets of this Western city. Inset is the new
fire hall.
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After some discussion among the mem-
bers, this resolution was unanimously
adopted. It was generally felt by the mem-
bers that under existing conditions the

merchants were being overtaxed. After a

short discussion, an amendment is to be

asked for by the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation to the Municipal Act, requesting
that the exemption be removed regarding
non-requirements of a license for hawkers
and pedlars selling from any vehicle or any
other conveyance in the province.

Dominion President Speaks on Community
Building; Outlines Aims of R.M.A.

J
A. BANFIELD, of Winnipeg, the

president of the Domini jn Board

of Retail Merchants, addressed the

delegates. He dealt v^^ith legislation en-

acted recently and suggested changes

and improvements therein.

"I notice that in the Council of Agricul-

ture platform," said Mr. Banfield, "their

statement of regrets at the shifting of

young men from the farms to the cities.

Surely there is a remedy for this, and I

feel that if they look into the homes they

will find considerable of the cause, and the

blame is not altogether with the farmer;

it rests also on the merchants in the small

towns, because in their hands lies the up-

building of their community."

Mr. Banfield then dealt with the compari-

son of educational advantages, the wage
question, and general public utilities in the

farming districts. He advised the estab-

lishment of public libraries and the estab-

lishment of community centres "where all

classes of the community might gather

and get acquainted."

Deiling with the principles of the Retail

Merchants' Association, Mr. Banfield stated

that the association stands for "Honest
weights and measures, no misrepresentation

in the quantity, quality, or value of the

goods sold; one price to customers on
proprietary trade-marked articles upon
which a fair price has been fixed and print-

ed by the manufacturer; no deceptive tricks

to allure customers to buy goods that thev

are familiar with at a cent or two below

the regular price, and then get back from

them more than the loss made in goods

that they are not familiar with; no false

advertising, no attempt to rob the working

classes or the farmers by buying manufac-

tured articles or produce that has been

made by those who receive starvation

wages."

Co-operatives and Mail Orders

The association aims to oppose any at-

tempt on the part of any promoters or per-

sons who are not familiar with the retail

problem to induce our customers to place

their money, or their trade in speculative

co-operative stores or society ventures on

the idea that they will be able to buy much
cheaper and have dividends paid back to

them, which dividends, if paid, are over-

charges or bribes, paid back to customers

in order to deceive them and endeavor to

hold their trade; to point out to every

resident of our cities and towns that if they

want their city or town to prosper, they

must keep their money in local circulation,

and that the retail mail order houses that

send goods iiito the municipality which are

ci-rried by merchants are not contributing

to the support of the municipality; to en-

deavor to give the best service and accom-

modation to the buying public and to give

to those who are worthy credit when they,

require it; to keep a register for the in-

spection of all the merchants, of those

persons who habitually make it a practice
to avoid paying their accounts, so as to

prevent them from securing further credit

and to send the names of those who have
met with misfortune to the proper officials

J. A. BANFIELD
Winnipeg, President of Dominion Executive Coun-

cil of R.M.A.

in the municipality whose duty it is to

examine into all such unfortunate cases;
and to ask our customers and citizens of

our cities and towns to patronize those
retail merchants who believe in the above
principles, and who have united with their
fellow-merchants, whose duty it is to see

that these principles are lived up to.

Delegates Attending
The Convention

The following merchants were in at-
tendance at the Brandon convention:

S. K. Acheson, Boissevain; R. C. Bal-
loch, Reston; Frank H. Brady, Restonj
A. G. Box, Pierson; F. T. Baxter. Win-
nipeg; H. Bicknell, Wheatland; J. A.
Banfield, Winnipeg; G. B. Bedford,
Brandon; E. Bolton, Brandon; S. Broom-
hall, Brandon; J. Bedford, Brandon; W.
D. B. Boyd, Roseisle; T. A. Gonnell, Win-
nipeg; W. Chrests, Brandon; W. E.
Crawford, Brandon; J. N. Campbell,
Makinac; W. J. Ciirrie, Lauder; H.
Cooperman, Brandon; S. Cooperman,
Brandon; W. J. Draper, Brandon; A. J.

Doak, Brandon; H. Davis, Desford;
George Dinsdale, Brandon; J. F. Dobber,
Brandon; W. W. Donaldson, Brandon;
J. M. Donaldson, Brandon; John Farrell,

Brandon; T. F. Foreman, Brandon; D.
Hetherington, Souris; M. A. Hethering-
tnn, Souris; A. Hartley, Virden; H. E.

Hattedm, Rapid City; A. L. Hall, Bran-
don; M. Johnston, Brandon; E. T.

Johnson, Boissevain; W. S. Kenner,
Pierson; A. B. Knowlton, Brandon; K.
M. Kerr, Brandon; J. W. Kelly, Winni-
peg; A. E. Ligne, Rapid City; P. La-
ment, Brandon; S. H. Lees, Souris;

T. E. Morris, Alexander; J. F. Mc-
Donald, Brandon; S. K. McDonald, Bran-
don; W. E. Minion Brandon; R. F. Mc-
Burne^-, Brahdon; J. H. Niore, Souris;

E. B. McDonald, Souris; W. F. Mur-
phy, E. Newdale; J. W. McArter,
Souris; E. J. McKittrick, Bran-
don; J. B. Olber, Brandon; John Peipkin,

Brandon; Geo. Parrett, Brandon; Jas.

Rothnie, Virden; J. H. Rankin, Bran-
don: J. M. Robertson, Brandon; E. E.

Riesberry, Rapid City; S. D. Robertson,
Brandon; J. G. Robertson, Brandon, H.
H. Sutherland, Brandon: 0. Sawyer,
Aexander; Mr. Shewan, Brandon; R. H.
Vankirk. Winnipeer; Chas. P. Williams,,

Plumas;; Geo. White, Brandon; W.
Hutchines, Brandon; Ed. Hill, Brandon;
W .J. Creelman, Brandon; Louis Fran-
chard, Ste. Rose Du Lac; S. Delveaux,
Ste Rose Du Lac; Jos. Molerat, Ste Rose
Du Lac; Wm. Shear, Brandon.

Retailers Decide to Form a Joint Stock Fire

Insurance Company

AN imrortant move in the history

of Manitoba retailers was taken

at the Brandon convention of the

Manitoba Retail Merchants' Association

when it was definitely decided to form
a joint stock fire insurance company.

Little discussion followed the reading of

the resolution, which was moved by D. W.
Boyd, of Rose Isle, and seconded by W. E.

Crawford, of Brandon. By this resolution
it was decided to form the company as soon
as sufficient stock is subscribed for by the
members. Only members in good standing
will be allowed to hold stock or carry in-

surance in the company.

Refused to Co-operate

This action was taken as a result of the
refusal of the Saskatchewan Retail Mer-
chants' Mutual Insurance Company to co-

operate, and as a result of advice from the

Manitoba Fire Insurance Committee against
the forming of a mutual company. This
action is being taken largely on account of
high premiums charged by the insurance
companies for insurance of retailers' stock
and property.

The resolution, which follows, was
adopted:

"Whereas a committee of this association
has been studying the question of forming
a fire insurance company with a view of
effecting a saving on the insurance pre-
miums for the members;

"And whereas negotiations have been car-
ried on with the directors of the Saskatche-
wan Retail Merchants' Mutual Fire Insur-
ance Company with a view to having their
company extend its operations into Mani-
toba, and whereas the Saskatchewan Retail
Merchants' Mutual Fire Insurance Company
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does not consider the time opportune for

such extension of operations;
"And whereas the Manitoba Fire Insur-

ance Committee has advised against the

formation of a mutual fire insurance com-
pany in Manitoba,

"Therefore, be it resolved that the offi-

cers of this association take the steps

necessary to form a joint stock insurance
company as soon as sufficient amount of

stock has been subscribed by the members,
the said stock to be limited to the members
in good standing in this association."

During the discussion which ensued
President Markle pointed out that in the

case of a joint stock company all risks

could be reinsured, whereas this would be

impossibls in the case of a mutual com-
pany. Under this plan, too, the operations
would be unlimited. He stated that in

April or May of last year, when enquiries
were sent out, the merchants immediately
offered business amounting to $215,000. He
made the sftatement that A. F. Higgins, a
Winnipeg grocer, had offered to subscribe
$10,000 for stock in a merchants' insurance
company.

F. H. Mann, president of the North Da-
kota Retail Merchants' Association, said
that he was also president of the Merchants'
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of North
Dakota. This company, he said, wrote all

classes of insurance, and operated the
same as the old-line companies. They of-
fered a cash discount of ten per cent, for
insurance paid within 15 days. Insurance
to the amount of $4,000,000 was carried,
and the company had been able to pay a
dividend of 20 per cent. His company, he
said, had the privilege of reinsuring risks,

and further protects itself by scattering its

insurance. For instance, it would not place
insurance on an entire block. He told fur-
ther about the Implement Dealers' Insur-
ance Company in his state, which had been
operating successfully for 18 years on the
note system. That is to say that only 60
per cent, of the premium was payable in

cash, the other 40 per cent, in the form
of notes, on which money was never realized

except it became necessary to assess the
members in the case of some great con-
flagration. He said that the merchants'
company was the largest in the state.

Newsy Features of the Convention
Briefly Told

A very important resolution was pass-

ed by the R.M.A. regarding future plans

for conventions. It was decided that in

future, district conventions would be

lield. At these district conventions dele-

gates familiar with local conditions in

their respective districts would be ap-

pointed to attend a yearly conference to

conduct the general business of the as-

sociation. It was further pointed out

iby J. H. Curie, provincial secretary, that

such a movement would awaken intensi-

fied interest among merchants who have

not as yet linked up with the association.

* * *

W. J. Keyes, of Kelvin Technical

School, Winnipeg, spoke on practical

ALDERMAN J. B. €UKKAN,
Proprietor of the Drandon Hardware Co., Brandon,

Man., and Ist Vice-President of the Brandon
branch of the R.M.A. of Canada.

retail advertising: "Many merchants,"
said Mr. Keyes, "could not see the con-

nection between selling and advertis-

ing. Good advertising results in re-

duction in price of goods to the consum-
er, an important item at the present
time. He advised co-operation between
retailer and manufacturer in advertis-

ing as this would result in assisting the

retailer in making his advertising ex-

penses cheaper.

Edwin Loftus, K.C., lecturer of the

Manitoba Law School, addressed the

convention on "Commercial Law as Re-
lated to the Retailer."

"Partnership," said Mr. Loftus, "is

a poor proposition for the reason that

partners are liable for jifartnersihip

debts even if they do not know such

debts are being or have ibeen contract-

ed. Oral contracts," he said, "open up
a large field for fraud." In order to get

away from this in 1910, the statute of

frauds was passed. His whole address

dealt largely with questionings of vital

interest to merchants, and was made in-

terestin'? by the illustration of practical

cases coming under his attention daily.

* * *

The question of .better distributing of

merchandise caused a brief discussion.

Particularly in respect to the jobber

selling goods direct to the consumer, in

a district at a price that prevented the

local dealer from competing for the busi-

ness. Better co-operation between the

wholesaler and retailer was considered

necessary and the following resolution

was adopted:
"Whereas, the problem of the efficient

sympathetic co-operation of manufac-
turers, wholesalers and retailers, and
"Whereas, the limited co-operation of

the past has not produced as rapid

strides as is desired in solving the prob-

lems of modem merchandising.

"Therefore, be it resolved that the

executive be requested to use their best

efforts to get the manufacturers and
jobbers of Canada to assume greater re-

sponsibility in studying and assisting to

solve the common problems of distribu-

tion."
H< * *

A window dressing contest was a fea-

ture of the convention of the Manitoba
Retail Merchants' Association at Bran-
don, August 13-16.

The judges, H. R. Vankirk and J.

Baxter, expert window dressers, stated

the interest taken was very keen and
the windows generally were exception-

ally good. The prizes were awarded as

follows

:

First prize—Knowlton's shoe store.

This was a display of ladies' footwear.

The feature of this window was a neat

and well-executed background. The mer-
chandise was seasonable and neatly dis-

played. Another good point was the

splendid range of all prices ticketed

with exceptionally neat price tickets. A
well-de3i2:ned and harmonious show
card was well placed in the display. The
percentage awarded was 95 per cent.

Second prize—Clement's drug store.

A display of toilet powder. 90 per

cent, award.
Third prize—W. T. Creelman, display

of ladies' and men's footwear, 85 per

cent, award.
Fourth prize—McPherson & Bedford,

a display of bedroom furnishings;

awarded 80 per cent.

Fifth prize—McCuUoch Drug Co., a

display of kodaks and candies, 75 per

cent, award.
Sixth prize—Johnson Hardware Co.,

a general display of hardware.

Seventh prize—Star Grocery.

Eighth prize—W. S. Gooden, gents'

furnishings.

Ninth prize—S. A. Thompson, cloth-

ier.

Tenth prize—Cut Rate American Shoe

Store.

JOHN POPKIN.

Of the Johnson Hardware Co., Brandon, Man.,

Secretary of the Brandon branch of the
R.M.A. of Canada.
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Many suggestions and inquiries have been
received from country towns on closing
stores for one-half day each week. Many
merchants are enthusiastic over the advan-
tage of having a half day free. No doubt
this question will be brought before the
convention for your consideration.

(d) The Chinese Trader—Complaints have
been received from time to time during
the year respecting the practice of certain
Chinese merchants who conduct business
under very unsanitary conditions, and who
also ignore the Lord's Day Act. There is

a strong demand for more effective regu-
lation of such traders with a view to having
them adopt higher standards of living.

Service of the Manitoba Office

Throughout the year every eff-.t has
been made to furnish the members with
satisfactory service in the following
branches:

1. Information on the best methods of
bookkeeping.

2. How to display goods and where to
get fixtures.

3. Information regarding competent help.
4. The checking of freight bills and in-

formation on other transportation matters.
5. Credit information and collections.
6. Information on advertising and selling.

7. Information on insurance, fire, acci-
dent and health.

8. Information on irregular selling.

Dominion Legislation and Activities

Mr. Banfield, Dominion President, will
cover the woi~k of the Dominion Executive
in his address. I will not make any attempt
to include these matters in this report ex-
cept to state that I believe we have had
good co-operation with the head office.

The Future of Association Work
If the association work is to make more

rapid strides, there must be greater co-
operation among merchants generally than
there has been. I am convinced that the
getting together of merchants will benefit
customers and dealers, and would greatly
add to the possible usefulness of the
association.

J. H. CURLE, Secretary.

Many Important
Resolutions Passed

One of the most important resolutions
passed by the Brandon convention, of the
Manitoba Retail Merchants' Association was
that disclaiming responsibility on , the part
of the merchants for increasing prices, and
the high cost of living. The resolution
demands an immediate investigation into
this charge preferred by Dr. R. J. McFall,
High Cost of Living Commissioner. The
president of the Retail Merchants' Associa-
tion for Manitoba, George W. Markle, moved
the resolution, while the seconder was Aid.
J. B. Curran, of Brandon. This important
resolution asks that a speedy inquiry be
undertaken at once by the Board of Com-
merce. It also further states that Dr.
McFall is confusing the minds of the con-
suming public on the real causes of the
trouble. This resolution is as follows:

Full Inquiry Invited

"Whereas the retail merchants of the
province deplore the ever-increasing high
prices prevailing for the necessities of life

and realize that they are helpless to rem-
edy the conditions, and whereas the High
Cost of Living Commissioner, Dr. R. J. Mc-
Fall, has given statements from time to
time to the press which in effect indirectly
charge the retail merchants as a class with
demanding exorbitant prices. Now be it

therefore resolved that this convention de-
clare its stand in relation to these charges.
"The recent inquiry of the Federal Gov-

ernment and other investigations that have
been made during the war and since the
signing of the armistice, has shown con-
clusively that the retail merchants as a
class have not made unfair profits. It must

be apparent to anyone who has followed
the exposure of profiteering during the war
and in recent months, that the retail mer-
chants are not among those who have made
even unusual profits, while at the same time
these investigations have shown that enor-
mous profits have been made by many other
classes who are much nearer the source of
supply than the retailer.

"It therefore appears to the delegates
here assembled that the High Cost of
Living Commissioner in making such charges
is diverting and confusing the minds of the
consuming public on the real causes of the
trouble. And inasmuch as the retail mer-
chant comes more closely in contact with
the consuming public than the producer,
manufacturer, or wholesaler, is therefore
placed in a more or less defenceless posi-

tion by these official charges.

"Therefore be it resolved that we ur-

gently request that the newly-appointed
Board of Commerce fully consider the

J. H. CURLE
Secretary of Manitoba Branch of the Retail

Merchants' Association

question as it applies to the retailer, at the
earliest possible date. Further, be it re-
solved that a copy of this resolution be
sent to Dr. R. J. McFall and such other
officials of the Government dealing with
the problem of the high cost of living."

Other resolutions were passed as follows:
"Resolved that the incoming executive be
requested to secure legislation whereby all

retail stores in Manitoba will be required to
close on Wednesdays or Thursdays at 1

p.m. each week and every other day ex-
cepting Saturdays and days preceding holi-

days at 6 p.m. during the months of June,
July and August."

Resolution of Community Work Lectures

"Whereas satisfactory results have at-

tended the work of the University of Mani-
toba in the short courses in merchandising
offered in February, 1918 and 1919, and the
field work done among business people in

August, 1918, therefore be it resolved that
the members of this association express
their appreciation for this service, which
has been rendered by the University of

Manitoba and that we continue to co-

operate with the university for the advance-
ment of commercial legislation with a view
to having extension work serve as many
business centres as possible."

Resolution on Community Work
"Whereas the Social Service of Manitoba

established a Community Organization De-
partment on June 1, 1918, with F. C. Middle-

ton as secretary, and which department
has been the means of organization of a
large number of community clubs through-
out the province, which clubs have added to
the happiness and prosperity of the centres
so organized;

"Therefore, be it resolved that we the
members of this association co-operate in
every possible way with the Social Service
Council in the promotion of this work."

Resolution on Soldier Settlement

"Resolved that the members of this asso-
ciation use every means possible to co-
operate with and assist soldiers going on
land in Manitoba."

Resolution on Taxation
"Whereas the Manitoba Taxation Com-

mission had held sessions throughout the
province to receive evidence on methods of
assessment and taxation.
"And whereas it is the intention of said

commission to niake recommendations to
the Government:
"Therefore, be it resolved that the mem-

bers of this association be requested to
submit to the commission evidence in the
form of statements to show inequalities
which exist in the distribution of the busi-
ness taxes as distributed under the tax on
retail values and personal property, and
that we urge for the appointment of a per-
manent taxation board to have supervision
over assessment on taxation matters in

the province with a view to increased
efficiency."

Resolution on Licensee Respecting Goods
Manufactured in Manitoba

"Whereas under the Municipal Act no
license is required in villages or rural muni-
cipalities for hawking, peddling or selling
from any vehicle or other conveyance any
goods, wares or merchandise manufactured
in this province if the same is hawked or
peddled by the manufacturer or by his

bona fide servants or employees;

"And whereas such goods if stocked in a
retail store are subject to a business tax;

"Therefore, be it resolved that the execu-
tive be requested to apply to the Legisla-

ture for an amendment to the Municipal
Act whereby this exemption will be re-

moved."

Resolution on Produce Dealers

"Whereas there have been many losses

in the past on shipments of produce by
farmers and merchants through the opera-

tions of unreliable and dishonest produce
firms;

"And whereas the Manitoba Government
at the 1919 session granted legislation

whereby produce dealers are now required

to be licensed and bonded;

"Therefore, be it resolved that we co-

operate with the Department of Agricul-

ture by reporting all cases of irregular buy-

ing or selling of produce with a view to

having the provisions of this act carried

out."

A resolution protesting against the al-

leged inequalities of taxation in Manitoba
was passed as follows:

"Whereas the Manitoba Taxation Com-
mission has held sessions throughout the

province to receive evidence on assessment

and taxation;

"And whereas it is the intention of said

commission to make recommendations to

the Government;
"Therefore, be it resolved that the mem-

bers of this association be requested to

submit to the commission evidence in the
form of statements to show inequalities

which exist in the distribution of the

business taxes as distributed under the tax

on rental values and personal property, and
that we urge for the appointment of a per-

manent taxation board to have supervision

over ass^ssmert on taxation matters in the
province with a view to increased effi-

ciency."



Never "Fool" Women Customers
When Goods You Advertise are "Seconds," Say So—If Sizes are Limited, Tell Them

—

Leave Them Something to Price—An Advertising Manager's Inside Talk.

IN a recent issue of DRY GOODS
REVIEW a story was told of a test

shopping' expedition of the Educa-
tional Director of a Montreal Depart-

ment store; the goods she bought, and

the conference she held afterwards with

the girl who sold her the goods and the

other salesgirls of the same department,

and the lessons that were learned

through i^'iat demonstration. Im this

article there are given a number of

hints in regard to the sale of goods,

from the standpoint mainly of "advertis-

ed" values, rather than that of the Cierk

who is called on to sell the goods. The
points were made in an address before

the Pacific Coast Advertising,- Clubs of

Portland, Ore., and won a cup for the

best talk on retail advertising, by the

Advertising Manager of Weinstock,

Lubir & Co., Mrs. Beatrice Woernor.
She gave her talk the title of "The
Wom.an Who Came in Just to Look," the

appropriateness of which is obvious to

any merchant, for it is from such that

trade is built up.

Omit "Comparative" Prites

She proceeded on the theory that many
a buyer in a store gets over-enthusiastic

about a piece of merchandise he has

purchased. Just becau"e he bou^iht it,

its value must ""i there. But "The Woman
Who Came In" must be protected from
the over-enthusiasm of the buyer, as

well as the tendency to inflated valua-

tion that, try as you will, is l^ou.id to

creep into the ad.'ertiscment, she d-.--

clares, when you permit the ud(; of the

comparative price. This Sacran:ento

store lor this reason two years and a

half ugo cut out the use of the compar-
nt.ve };i"ice> "and our busi.iess is going

ahead with a satisfying g'ain, and at the

same time our advertising cost is stead-

ily lowering itself. Several a/'iong the

big ary goods SLOicfe of Canaua will not

Vitalizing Advertisinor

"We hav<? discovered by actual

tabulation of answers to questions

put by our representative to the

women of Sacramento, that mo.st

women like to read advertising that

tells them something. Th.y are

hungry to know what is new, what
New York is wearing; what will

be worn during the coming season;
what is the correct length of a

skirt; will dolmans be used next
Fall—these are the questions that
must vitalize advertising to-day as
we view the problem."—Advertis-
ing Manager of Weinstock, I.uhin

& Co., Sacramento, Cal.

permit the comparative price to appear
in the.r advertising."

"Glowing" Accounts ia Ads.

Several instances were given of this
woman reading "glowing" accounts of
goods On sale—where there was some-
thing not told, or something exagger-
ated, something that disappointed her,
and jnade her lose faith in the store.
One was some wonderful dresses, "val-
ues up to $50—at $25." When she saw
them she thought, "Well, maybe, one of
them was .marked $50 once, but there is

nothing left now that looks anywhere
near like $50." Then there were some
£5 blouses on special sale for $3.95. She
came in just to lok. When she saw
them she thought, "If t'^psp v.-aists were
at any time $5, they certainly wanted too
much for them .... And she left the
store with disappointment in her heart
as before." Once again: This woman
read a glowing account of some pure
silk, rich, heavy, lustrous hose at 98
cents. She came in quickly just to look,

but—she finds that the stockings adver-
tised were only of medium weight; that
they are silk only half way up. Of
course, she is disgusted, and decides that
all advertising is a fake. The store's

policy—just to cover cases like this, and
to be honest—was:

To protect this woman we de-
scribe our merchandise in words of
splendor only when the item adver-
tised will back up the description in

every respect.

We have made the following an-
alysis of this critical wom.an shop-
per, this woman who comes in just

to look: that when we praise our
goods she feels that there is no room
left for her to say anything. But
when she praises a given item, it is

because we have been silent. Either
we must praise or she must praise.

The speaker illustrated this point in

the followin'r n prmcr:

Praising Ready-to-Wear

Say a wom.in comes into the cloak and
.suit department to look for a dress. The
.saleswoman says, "Now. I'm goinp to show
you the most wonderful frock you ever
laid eyes on. Go anywhere you choose and
you'll find nothinc; to equal it." The normal
shopper immediately gets ready in her own
mind to refute this statement. She recalls
a dress up the street that was every bit as
pretty and nine chances out of ten she
begins to findi fault with our frock. She
says, "What a queer collar! or, What an
awkward tunic!"

But let the saleswoman bring out a really
lovely dress and simply and tenderly and
caressingly lay it before her customer, and
immediately the woman exclaims, "Oh, how
perfectly beautiful!"

Is there any difference between written
and spoken salesmanship? None whatever,
that we have discovered. The woman who
comes in to look is the very woman whp
sits on her front porch and peruses our
advertisements.

A very important point to Canadian
merchants was introduced next, the

omission of some essential feature about
the merchandise: perhaps "seconds"
were being offered; perhaps a limited

number of sizes. This is a frequent

omission among Canadian merchants,

and at the same time it is a breeder of

mistrust among the readers of adver-

tisements. The Sacramento advertising

How To Get This

Woman's Viewpoint

THE form cf advertising

which your goods receive is

often just as important as

the way the clerks handle the cus-

tomers—sometimes more so. In

this story the points emphasized
in the case cf a successful store

are the emission of "comparative"
prices; if goods are "seconds" the

customers are told so in the ad-

vertisement; if there are limited

sizes, this is stated; the superlative

in adjectives is avoided usually in

order to leave room for the cus-

tomer to do her own praising. In

all cases the viewpoint was con-
sulted of The Woman Who Came
in Just to Look.

But how to get this viewpoint?
The store employs a tactful woman
whose business it is to go into

every district of the city and talk

to the housewives about their

favorite store, sometimes telling

where she was from, sometimes
not. The store has learned some
astonishing things about itself,

things it would never have learned
otherwise, things that did it

"worlds of good." One woman, for

instance, said she didn't like her

daughter to come down to the store

because she had to pass a saloon

on the corner where a crowd of

fellows were always standing
around to flirt with her. "We c(»m-

plained to the police and had the

nuisance stopped." Another wo-
man said she was so busv raising

her family that she didn't have
much time for shopping, so she

usually sent h<*r littl" girl, a^x^d

t»»n to our s*ore, b.'cause "the
clerks treated her like a grown-

up." Of course we redoubled our

energy after that in caring for

our younger customers.
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manager covered these questions as fol-

lows :

This woman read an advertisement about
some excellent flannelette nightgowns at

$1.49. She needed some and thought she
would go down just to look. Yes, they were
excellent values all right, but they could
be bought only in sizes 16, and she wore an
outside garment in size 40. We discovered
early in the game of advertising that there
are great big sins of omission as well as
commission.
Here is how we protect this woman who

was so unhappy when she found out that
those nightgowns came in such a limited
range of sizes, and she was so disappointed
that she vowed she would never come down
town' again, no matter how good the ad-
vertisement sounded.
We always run the size range if there

is any possible chance of a misunderstand-
ing arising by the omission of this informa-
tion. Missing sizes in shirts, shoes, dresses,
stockings, corsets—any line of wearing
apparel is just as important as the adver-
tisement itself.

"Seconds" Must Be Marked
This woman reads an advertisement, "Fine

kid gloves, $1.65." She remembers that she
had just paid $3 for her last pair, and al-

though she doesn't believe much in sales

she will go down just to look.

She discovers as soon as she arrives at

the glove counter that there are imperfec-
tions and mended places in those gloves.
And she flees. But before she goes, she
says: "Why didn't you tell us in the adver-
tisement those were 'seconds' and I would
have saved my car fare? I just won't wear
mended gloves."
Of course there are loads of women who

don't mind buying seconds, but to protect
the woman who does— this woman who
comes in just to look, we have made it a
rule of long standing to tell our public fair

and square that a given item is "seconds,"
is damaged, or has imperfections or blem-
ishes of any kind that we know about.
We have gone even a step further in this

matter of seconds and have recently made
it a rule that every second in the house
must be displayed with a card bearing the
word "seconds" or imperfect."
Our men's furnishings buyer recently had

the good fortune to pick up lOO dozen silk

four-in-hands at a price that permitted him
to sell them at 50 cents—which was con-
siderably lower than they would have
brought ordinarily. We ran an advertise-
ment telling the men of Sacramento that
we believed these ties were about as good
as any ties they could find anywhere at

this price. Now we had shopped our city

for 50-cent neckwear and had discovered
that these ties really were the best values
in town. But we believe there are hus-
bands as well as wives who come in just
to lo'ok; we are in business to earn the
confidence of these husbands as well as
their wives.

In case a man would resent our telling

him these were the "best ties he could
find," when he didn't have time to go every
place in town to find out for himself, we
told him about them in a way that we felt

sure would hold his trust. And did our
way of advertising sell the ties? It did.

NEW DALY STORE OPENS
The new store of the H. J. Daly Co.

at Ottawa was formally opened for busi-

ness on September 8, although only the

ground floor was ready for customers.

Owing to the usual delays of builders,

the opening was later than anticipated.

The company remained in the old build-

ing for six weeks after the time arranged

for evacuating, and when finally obliged

to move, had to suspend tusiness for

over tv'o weeks while awaiting the com-
pletion of the new building. Fuller de-

tails of the new store will appear in the

next issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW.
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Value of Your Trade Paper I

Even One Idea a Year From It Costs You Little, But |
May Pay You Mightily.

''-^I^^^iailImj^El!MEll^l^l^yr^l'7T^i^T^^?T^^^^

NO amount of money you spend in

any other investment, lot it be

stocks, bonds, or business, will

nay you the dividend that you can obtain

by investing in a subscription to a mag-
azine representing your field of en-

dea'vor provided yon study each issue

carefully.

"The man who thinks he can make a

sucess o*" his business without using

anyiboJy's ideas but his own, does not

realize how many good ideas there are,"

says a celebrated business authority.

And he mi^ht have added, with all ac-

curacy, "The place to find the gojd ideas

of othei men engaged in the same busi-

ness is in the trade papers covering that

particular field."

But subscribing for a trade paper is

not enuugh, no more than the buying of

a package of seeds is enough to make a

garden. There must be ploughing and
tilling and disging and planting befor-^

the fruit that lies hidden in the heart of

the seed can be finally gathered.

A trade paper subscribed for as a maS
ter of course, and then either left un-

opened or hurriedly glanced through, is

about as effective an aid in helping your
business grow as would be a deaf and
dumb saiesman with the St. Vitus danre

selling a music eure for unsteady nerves.

Suibs-i-ribe for, read and die-est the

trade papers in your field. They are

published solely in your interest and
merit your support. Call upon them a^

any tii^e ff^'^ advic^. «u"ge''tion. or

criticism. Their aid wiill be cheerfully

given, 1,0 matter bow small the ma'^azine

may be- The chances are that if you
took UiOre interest in the publication it

would grow larger very quickly.

Remember also that in trade maga-
'zines you rarely find lineuistic fire-

crackers, emptv ohrases. fine writing or

rhetorical flourishes. The editor of most
every trade magazine is a man of broad

expenercp in the field covered bv his

paper. He knows a "meatv" article

when he s^es it—and he also knows the

literary masterpiece that is beautifullv

written but does not s-iv anvthinp-—^do-^s

not give enoiio^h pract'cal infornnt'on to

make its readintr worth while. The for-

mer kind O'^" article eoes into the masra-

7iiip. althou"-h it may be written—and

usually is—in cravon on the back of a

paT)er bag. The latter brand is hastii-"-

returned, even though it h^ eno-raved

with gold ink on the finest of vellum.

"All I got from a whole year's sub-

scription to one of our trade magazines

was a single solitary idea that I couhl

actually put right into my busdness and

out of V. hich I could gel some immediute
benefit."

Thub spoke a man of my acquaintance
tlic other day, and by his tone of voice

I couia see that he looked upon himself

as a badly "stung" man. But was he?

By ills own confession, and that was
more apt to be minimized than exag-
gerated, he had obtained, from twelve

copies of the trade paper, one idea that

he could put right into his business and
from wl'.ich he could feel the immediate
benefit.

It may have cost the man who advanc-

ed the idea thousands of dollars to gain

the knowledge it represented — the

chances are that if this subscriber had
to discover the idea for himself it would
have cost him a great deal of time,

labor, experimentation and money.

All it did cost him, however, was a

bare five dollars—and tlie time it took

to read the year's issues, an hour or so

perhaps each month.

Suppose that, instead of subscribing

10 a trade magazine, this man had de-

cided to retain the services of the per-

son from whose article he obtained the

one idea Avhich Was available. How
much more than five dollars would it

have cost him ? Would he have gotten

very much more for the vastly increased

amount of money he would be forced to

spend than the one sinp.de idea that was
contained in the article—no douibt an

epitome of the author's lifetime of ex-

perience ?

And yet, in the twelve issues of his

trade paper, and at a total cost of but

five dollars, this subscriber obtained not

only the result of the experience of the

one man whose idea he was able to

adopt, but also the findin'^s of other

acknowledged authorities whose ideas,

perhaps fully as valu?ole as the one he

adopted, later on mi^ht prove highly

valuable —Fr^nk O Sullivan in "The

Illustrated Milliner'."

NEW STORE AT WINDSOR, N.S.

A two-storey building is being erected

a: Windsor, N.S., for Wm. Stephens. It

is on the site formerly occupied by S.

L. Vaughan's store on Gerrish St. The
new 'building is to be of wood, with an

imported modern front, which should

make a very attractive anpearance. A
large stock will be carried of all lines

of clothing for men and- women—in fact,

everything in apparel except yard goods.

The new building, it is hoped, will be

comnleted in October.
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MARKET REPORTS

MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, Sept. 7—Enormous demand for goods, with insuffi-

cient supplies and rapidly advancing prices, characterize trade
generally in dry goods. Until production can again attain any-

thing like normal proportions there is going to be a great shortage of
materials. The world is seeking goods of all kinds and Europe is in

such dire need of almost everything that she has little to export. In
the dry goods trade the merchant is largely dependent on Great
Britain and Europe to supplement her needs in many kinds of mer-
chandise. Labor conditions, the high price of coal and a generally
unsettled state of affairs, tends to make the markets very strong for
what there is available.

Advices received by Toronto houses from buyers who are now
abroad show no improvement in the woollen market. Increasing
difficulty is being experienced in securing dress goods. Buyers state
that there is practically nothing to be had. Manufacturers do not
want to take orders at all and a buyer is fortunate if he gets only a
few pieces of goods. It is stated that many orders for next Spring
will not be filled. Prices are still going higher.

In cottons, in a great many instances, prices are up to where they
were before the declines were effected last Spring. New prices
announced by Canadian mills are up ten per cent, on staple lines.

Wholesalers are being rationed too, as the mills cannot begin to fill

the orders they have. Canadian cottons, while at high figures, are
claimed to be the cheapest in the world at the present time.

No improvement is reported in the linen situation, and prices are
equally as high as they were a month ago, with stocks among the
dealers not at all heavy. A Toronto importer and representative of
a large Belfast linen manufacturing concern, recently returned from
Ireland, states that production will be greatly curtailed, owing to the
world shortage in flax. Further advances are probable.

In the silk market there is a great demand for Georgettes and
crepe de chines, but particularly the former. Prices are very firm.

Reports from Japan show a very strong situation there in the raw
market. Some very fine European silks are being received and are
being shown in novelty effects.

Carpets and rugs are firm at unchanged prices. Quotations on
oilcloths and linoleums are again soaring. Prices on Canadian goods
have been withdrawn. An advance of from 25 to 35 per cent, went
into effect last month on United States goods.

Hair ornaments are coming back into vogue after a quietude of
many seasons. Prices are record ones.

COTTONS
Quotations on Canadian Staples for Next

Spring Show Advances of Vm i'er

Cent.—Some Price Comparisons

COTTONS.—The Spring prices on
Canadian staples have been announced,
and auvances over the former list ap-
proxinr.ate ten per cent. In the case of
some mills quotations are back to where
they were previous to the decline last

Spring-. This is particularly the case in

such iroods as flannelettes, lininirs and

sateeuj,. Canadian prints, too, show an
advance, but they are not yet up to what
tliey \v-cre before the slump last Sprin,:>-.

Supplies are still very limited, and it is

impossible to secure anything like the
amount of goods, wholesalers would take
under normal conditions. All distribu-
tors are on rations, and as it is, the mills
are cor.siderably behind in their orders.
Dealers are allowed goods on the basis
of their average purchases of the lasL
four or five years. As one whole-aler
stated, he was not getting a quarter of

what r.e was willmg to buy from the

Canadian mills, if it were available. He
would not buy out of Canada at ail, if

it were not necessary, as the American
market is higher than the Canadian.

With all the criticism directed at hig-h

prices of materials in this country, Can-
adian cottons are the cheapest in the

world to-day. They are lower than

prices at New York, apart altogether

from tl.e duty that has to be paid. In

tlie American market quotations show

advances fully twenty per cent, over

prices of July the first last. Buyers who
have delayed making purchases are go-

ing to have to pay very much higher

figures in the future.

As an indication of the strong situa-

tion iii the Canadian m.arket some price

comparisons are interesting. No. 3 print

in navy is now quoted at 22 ^/^ cents per

yard, that is, of course, for goods for

delivery next Spring. For the Spring

of thi^i year it vv'as quoted at 24 cents,

and for Fall delivery the price was down
as low as 19 ^/^ cents. In steel clad gala-

teas, lights, the 1919 Spring price was
30'.4 cents, the 1919 Fall quotation was

24 V2, and the new figure for next Spring

is 29
'/t. In sheetings and the heavier

cottons the prices in the great majority

of instances are back to where they were

in 1918. Curtailed production, due to

shorteiT hours of labor, labor difficulties,

eic, have all contributed to the hig-h

prices. There is an enormous demand
for stuff, and the mills under present

conditions cannot begin to meet it.

The position of the market for raw

cottons at the present time is inclined

to be weak, although fluctuations take

place from day to day. The bearish fac-

tors seem to be favorable weather, and

Southern selling. The declines in raws

have amounted to $5 and $6 per bale.

The exports of United States cotton to

all countries including Canada, prior to

and since the commencement of the war,

were from 1909 to 1913, including five

crops, 42,667,000 bales, and from 1914

to 1918, including five crops, 30,666,000

bales, or 12,000,000 bales less than dur-

ing the last period named. This is ac-

counted for, says the "Daily Mill Stock

Reporter," by the fact that some of the

greatest consuming countries have been

cut off by embargoes. With these coun-

tries actively in the market, and with

other European countries rapidly in-

creasing their demands for Aimerican

cotton, it would not be surprising to see

a real cotton famine before another crop

can be produced.
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BOOTS AND SHOES
Prices Have Advanced Five Per Cent.

Since First of August. Wholesalers
Report a Great Scarcity of

Boots and Shoes

BOOTS AND SHOES.—TLere is no-

thing- to indicate that there will be any
lower quotations on shoes in the near
future. Wholesalers informed DRY
GOODS REVIEW that there was a great

scarcity of shoes, and that since the first

of August prices have advanced five per
cent. There is a great demand for shoes

from D.ll parts of the United States.

Shipments to Europe from U.S. points

have been very heavy, and the big in-

quiry for shoe leather is the strongest

factor in keeping prices where they are.

Then again there is an insistent demand
for only the high-priced shoes, and
people are seeking- so much for par-

ticular shoes that this condition keeps

the market very strong. It was reported

in a large American centre the other

day, that there are 600 styles of shoes

for women calling for a frequency of

individual touch that enhanced greatly

the cost cf the shoe. A Toronto whole-

saler quoted women's high-grade brown
kid shoes at from $8.50 to $9. This shoe,

he claimed, was of the very best possible

quality and should sell in the retail store

around ^12. Women's oxfords are cor-

respondingly high in price. There is not

much demand for oxfords now, the sea-

son being over for them, as far as sell-

ing is concerned. Men's shoes in brown
calfsiiin are quoted at from $8.50 to $9.

Children's shoes have reached tremend-
ously high figures, a good shoe for a

boy or girl of ten or twelve years having

to sell around $6 at their present cost.

The shoe market seems to be one of

rapid progress towards higher values,

and investigations, high cost of living,

commission inquiries, etc., have not done

much to relieve the situation. The ex-

cessive demand for shoes from all over

the world appears to be the principal

cause of the strong situation.

WOOL
Canadian Woollen Manufacturers Seek to

Enlarge Trade. Very Difficult to

Secure English Goods '

WOOL.—Elforts of Canadian import-
ers to buy worsteds on the English mar-
ket are not meeting with much more
success than they were a few months
ago. Correspondence froni English
manufacturers report little improvement
Jn the situation. According to the state-

ment of some shippers it will be more
than two years before the market as-

sumes anything like a normal aspect.

One buyer for a large Toronto wholesaler

told DRY GOODS REVIEW that he had
ordered thirteen pieces of grey pick and
pick worsteds for an early delivery this

Fall. The reply that he had received

was an acceptance of an order for only

two pieces. The price quoted was 16

shillings per yard. Shorter hours of

labor -and the fact that so many men in

England have not yet returned to work
since the ending of hostilities, is curtail-

ing production, and manufacturers are

experiencing their own difficulties in

maintaining operations on a satisfactory

basis. Advices from the Old Country are

to the effect that there is nothing to in-

dicate lower quotations on English
woollens for a long time. All prices are

very high and very strong. Buyers re-

cently returned from Mew York in search

of dress goods state that they did not

buy a yard of woollen dress materials.

Woollen lines were very scarce, and
showed advances of 25 per cent, on June
quotations. There is a 'big demand in

England from European centres, badly

in need of woollen materials. This tends

to render it impossible to m.eet the re-

quirements from this side. The enquiry,

too., for domestic account in the Old
Country is also on a very large scale.

The Canadian wool clip, totaled at ap-
proximately 15,000,000 pounds is now be-

ing marketed. Only about a million and
a half pounds will be absorbed in this

country. Even a portion of this amount
may later be exported to the United
States. The movement of Canadian wool
to the American market is expected to

start very soon. The staple is coming
forward at the rate of about five cars

per day, most of which is from Western
points Early requirements of the mills

using the domestic product have been
satisfied, but there remains the later

orders that will be forthcoming in the

Fall. Most of the consumers have fairly

large stocks of Australian and South
-Vmerican wool that havo been carried

over from last year.

Every effort is being put forth by
Canadian woollen manufacturers to ex-

tend their export business. Four repre-

sentatives of the Canadian Association
of Woollen Manufacturers have been ap-

pointed to get after this trade. The or-

ders secured from Roumania and Bel-

gium are only a beginning. Some weeks
ago a represer*'.ative was secured to gcu

business for the Canadian woollen men
in South Africa, the West Coast, the

East Ccast, and the Island of Madagas-
car. Garments of cotton, silk, wool and
unions will be taken. This representa-

tive i& very optimistic as to the busmess
to be secured for Canada. He is of the

opinion that a close study of the British

industry convinces him that it will not

be a factor in the export trade for tlie

next ton years. Another representative

has been appointed to get trade in Italy

and the Balkans. Russia, too, presents

an enormous field.

Later advices from buyers represent-

ing Toronto houses, who are now in Eng-
land, bear out what has already been
said in regard to their ability to secure

dress goods. It is practically impossible

to get any guarantee of delivery, and no-

thinar like the quantities desired are

available. During the weeks of the Ex-
hibition, wholesalers rei^orted tremend-
ous business with merchants from out-

side points. The freneral tendency, how-
ever, was not to load up with merchan-
dise, but stocks in the average store had
got do'vn to such a low ebb that fairly

heavy buying was necessary to carry

them through the Fall season. The fear

amoa^- som'. le'ailers that lower prices

might come and find them with high-

priced goods on hand, seems to be with-

out reasonable foundation, as all indica-

tions point to very high prices and ac-

tive demand for some time to come.

FLOOR COVERINGS
Difficulty Experienced in Getting Eng-

lish Houses to Accept
Orders

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Increasing
difficulty in securing goods is the report

cf importers and dealers generally. No
further advances are noted in quotations,

but dealers declare that with English

houses particularly it is almost impos-

sible to get them to accept orders. They
are not anxious for Canadian business at

all. The movement in carpets and rugs,

and floor coverings generally was slow

during the month of August, hut whole-

sale houses are looking for an active de-

mand in the Fall months. The market

on all floor coverings just now is very

strong, and the tendency is toAvards

higher levels. There is an abnormally

heavy demand for carpets and rugs in

England, and European countries are al-

ready in the market for big supplies.

Axminster 3 by 4 rugs are still quoted

at $46.50; Wilton 3 by 4 rugs at $75, and

tapestry squares at $21.

Prices on oilcloths and linoleums are

again soaring. Prices on Canadian goods

have been withdrawn and will be in-

voiced only as at time of shipment. An
advance in United States prices of 25

to 35 per cent, went into effect last

month. An advance has also been made

in felt base goods.

DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Scarcity of Goods and a Tremendous De-

mand With Rising Prices Character-

izes This Market

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS.—The
demand for draperies continues unabated,

both i5r the domestic product and for

anything that can be imported. Cana-

dian factories are filled with orders, and

it is almost impossible to secure goods

even at figures above the present mar-

ket quotations. Advices from the Old

Country, from representatives of Cana-

dian houses, who are endeavoring to buy

for the Canadian trade, are all to the

e/rect that an unprecedented demand pre-

vails in the face of g-reatly curtailed

production. Europe is in the market for

big supplies and are buying everything

that they can get their hands on. French

draperies are in big demand but of

course there are very few obtainable as

yet, as the mills in that country are just

beginning to get back to production, and

it will be some considerable time before

it is anything like normal.

Tapestry coverings for upholstering

are experiencing a tremendous inquiry

and supplies are not equal to anything

like the demand. A very fine assortment

of furniture coverings is being shown,

and merchants contemplating buying
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will do well to look them up at once,
as stocks are being rapidly taken. Some
very pretty effects are shown.

In curtains tiie story is much the same
as in draperies. Marquisettes, scrims
and laoes are all very scarce, and the
price tendencies are towards higher
levels.

Deliveries in blinds promised for the

first week of August have not yet been
made, and the pronounced shortage of
goods renders the market very firm.

descn^jtions of goods range from
Is. l%d. to 4s. 6d. on the other side. Do-
mestic buyers who have seen the samples
are in;pressed with their quality."

LINENS
Yarns are Advancing Steady, and Flax

Crop Available This Year i-s Not
Likely to Be Heavy

LINENS.—A representative of one of
the largest linen manufacturers in Ireland
has recently returned to Toronto from a
trip to that country, where he was in-

vestigating conditions and the prospects
of supplies from there. The prices of
yarns are advancing steadily, he sayi,
but the likelihood is that supplies will

be scarce. Russia is growing some flax,

but advices from that country state that
it is being utilized for food purposes. It

is likely that only a few tons of fax
will be available from Russia for linen
manufacture. In Scotland, Russian flax
is used largely in the manufacture of
Scotch crashes. Importers' advice to
merchants is that now is a good time
to buy linens. The outlook is not for
easie,- nrices for some time to come, and
the position of sterling exchange at the
present time is such as not likely to
improve the situation. The market is

very strong with demand generally ac-
tive. The advance in some Belfast lines
is approximately 12% per cent, since the
fir.t of August.

Reports of the Irish flax crop are dis-
couraging, and one traveller who went
Ihrougl the growing district late in Jul-.-

states that he did not sec a Fin?le field
of really fine growth. Belfast is fallin";
behind on deliveries of finished goods,
and importers say that linens will sure-
ly be scarce for some time.

Advices from New York state that
Briti.sh aircraft linen is beginnins: to ap-
noar on the market there. Commenting
on the linen situation, tlie "New York
Commercial BuPetin" savi, in regard to
a'rcraft linens;

"British aircraft linens are being of-
fered ly at least one importer for
nrompt shipment from Enadand, and it

is understood that an organization is be-
ing develoned by an institution outside
of th3 trade here for handling a lar"e
•ot of tho^e foods direct. The man who
has been n^-mtd as the American repre-
sentnt-'ve of Leonard J. Martin, t!-'e

oi'iginal buver of Britain's 4o 000.000-
yard surplus, has been abroad, accordin":
to market renort. and when he returns
more definite news and clear-- light on
the distribution of the goods here '"t ex-
pected.

"Althoue-h Mr. Martin was reno"t"d to
have allocated 8.000 OOO yards to the
Am^'rican p^arket. linen factors herp are
of the opinion that as much as the trade
is willing to ahsorb will be open to them.
It is stated that the price on the various

NOTIONS
Deliveries of Mending Yarns are Very

Slotv and Prices are Advancing

—

Hair Ornaments are in Demand

NOTIONS.—Mending yarns and yarns
in genvral are very difficult to secure.

Recent advices from England state that

there is every appearance that prices

will go much higher before they are

lower. Coal prices have advanced to

such levels that it is difl'icult to tell just

where the market will go. Production
has been stopped owing to labor troubles

and the situation is altogether one of

much uncartainty. One importer stated

that he had been promised delivery of

orders by August 20, and no word Iia^

been received regarding them. Some
manufacturers, if accepting orders at all,

will only do so at the prices at the time'

of delivery.

There has been quite a demand for

hair omanients in the past few weeks,
and some very beautiful and distinctive

shell and composition goods are being
shown. Colored settings are featured.

Prices of these are very high, but in

spite of the high values demand is ac-

tive. Hairpins have gone up in price

and dealers state that another advance
is not unlikely.

Hair nets are still inclined to be

scarce, as it is almost impossible to get

any from China. Buyers are endeavor-

ing to get supplies in Europe, but there

is nothing on this market as yet. Pearl

buttons are very hard to get, as also are

the ivory buttons. Their place is largely

h'Mn'r taken by composition buttons.

Elastics in the cotton are steady, but the

silks are very strong.

AND
LACES

EMBROIDERIES
Quotations on Silk Nets are Again Scar-

ing—An Advance of 15 Per Cent.

Has Recently Gone Into Effect

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.—Im-
porters state that prices are again .''oar-

ing on silk nets from Nottingham,
and that an increase of 15 ner

cent, has gone into effect within a period

of six weeks. One large importer states

that it takes six months before there is

a delivery of orders. There is an enorm-
ous den^and for nets, both silk and cot-

ton, tlio latter particularly ior vestees.

Silk nets for evening dresses have a

very bi;^' inquiry, and malines scarfs worn
with the evening dresses will be the

popular thing this coming Fall and Wii;-

ter.

A b'gger dein.^nd for laces than at

any titve within the past ten vears is

reported. Metal laces are particularly

stronir, with many fancies showing. The
Paris heuses are flooded with orders for

these laces, and it i^ almost im'^os""^^'-^

now to "et .'iny promise of delivery. The
use of this lace is simply a part of the

revival of luxuries now that the war is

over. Especially is there a demand for
high grade stuf?: Production of the finer
laces lias not increased like the coarser
grades. The French are doing very
little, and as most of the exclusive lace&
from iiolgium are made by hand, it could
not be expected that there would be any
quantities of them so soon after the war.
English luces in colored effects and very
soft and pliable, though metallic in ap-
pearance have been received in the Cana-
dian market.

Embroideries are very high in price-

and hard to obtain. Deliveries are very
slow ai d stocks among wholesalers con-
tinue lo'A . Securing Swiss embroideries
is more a question of price rather than
materials. The enormous cost of pio-
ducticn makes th.em almost prohibitive.

A Toronto importer received a letter

from a firm which he represents, telling

him tiiat coal which a short time back
cost them from $7,000 to $8,000 per year
now costs approximately eight times the

amount
In a review of the Swiss embroidery

industry, "La Joumee," of Paris, de-

clares that since 1915 the industry has.

lost one-fifth of its workpeople as com-
pared with 66,000 that were employed
then. Moreover, its equiipmenc, 28,000

iooms, is working oniy to 67 per cent, of

its capacity, and forty hours a week.
The article continues:

RIBBONS.—The silk and ribbon mer-
chants of Zurich and Basle have not suf-

fered less than the manufacturers of em-
broidery. They have been deprived of
the primary materials which had been
requisitioned by the Allies, and of tlieir

best markets, says a trade report from.

Paris. The exportation of Swiss silks

to England, in spite of the increase in

prices, has fallen from fifty-one million

francs in 1914 to less than twenty mil-

lions m 1918.

On the other hand, the Swiss silk in-

dustry has also to face a terrible com-
petition on the part of Japan. The Jap-

anese have made rapid progress during'

the war in the technique of the silk in-

dustry, notably in ribbons, where
Switzerland had assured for herself a

privileged standing on account of the

cheapn'?ss of her article. Likewise, the

f^nited States are renouncing little by

little the ribbon importations from Basle.

The American market is thus about near-

ly lost. From 1914 to 1917 the expoi'ta-

tion of ribbons from Basle to New York
has fallen from eight millions to five

hundred thousand francs.

SILKS
Ceorgc(t2s Will be Even More Popular

Than Ever—Silk Velvet From
Europe is Being Shown

SILKS—The cable service bctween^Can-

ada an(i Japan is so bad at the present

time that importers of Japanese silks

bore have difficulty in keepin"- in close

touch \\'ith the market situation there.

Tho congestion of cables waiting to be

transmitted is so great that they are

from ten to twelve days behind. The
Japanese market, however, is very firm,

both in Habutais and all other lines. The
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Habutai market has advanced 40 per

cent. V. ithin recent weeks. Crepe de

Chineot and Georgettes have not advanced

to the saine extent, but all Japanese silks

are much higher than ever before. Some
Habutais are almost the price of crepes.

It costs from $1.50 to $2.50 per yard to

import Georgettes. The prices range

according to weight. Crepe de Chine is

costing from $1.15 to $2 according to

quality. There is a heavy demand for

Georgette crepes. Indications point to

thorn being more popular than ever.

Dealers are selling four and five times

more Georgettes than crepe de Chines.

The latter is sailing quite freely, how-
ever, and particularly in the better quali-

ties. Stocks held in Canada are reported

to be very low. Habutai stocks are prac-

tically depleted, and reports from Japan
are to the effect that supplies are not at

all hopvy. Some record shipments are

en route from Japan and should be on

the market now any time. Pongees have

a very active inquiry, and prices show
furthei upward tendencies. The Chinese

raw silk market is very strong.

Importers arc securing more liberal

shipments of European silks, and some
wonderful effects are being shown. Prices

on these imported lines to the trade are

holding very firm, but have not advanc-

ed an> since last issue. Some very se-

lected silk velvets are in stock that vill

sell ovei the counter at from $10 to $12

per yard. They are in black and costume
colors.

Will High - Priced Silks

Give Way to Woollen
Goods?

New fields are being reopened to the

retail buyers for their Spring silk trade

in the marked improvement of deliveries

of Swiss go jds. One buyer for a large

department store early in September told

TRY GOODS REVIEW that for the first

time since 1916 he would be able to slock

up Swiss goods for Spring. During the

last three years he had had to depend
or. United States and the Japanese lines

chiefly. But for next Spring he was
planning large stocks of paillettes, mes-
salines, etc., and expected also to get

a fair proportion of French goods in the

fcrm of crepe de Chine, Georgettes, etc.

Already the wholesales are receiving

good deliveries of Swiss goods and dur-

ing the last week of August and the first

ten days of September one wholesale
buyer figures that half the silks that

he had received were from Switzerland.

In spite of heavy advances in prices

there the prices laid down appeared to

him quite reas )nable. Labor troubles in

the United States had delayed deliveries,

and, of course, prices were soaring mer-
rily.

The Japanese still hold the whip hand
in having at their mercy the supply of

raw silks.

The heavy advances that have gone
into effect in the last few months are

liaving their effect in the relative de-

nr.and for woollen dress goods, according
to a number of buyers. Until very re-

cently the excessive prices of woollen
goods injured the sales of this depart-
ment, women shifting over to silks, the

erstwhile luxury as compared with
"common woollens. So it. has gone on
for about three years. But there is evi-

dence that the dress goods department
is coming again into its own with silks

m.ore jn a level with woollens. A buyer
for one of the largest houses in Canada
stated that during the past month sales

of dress goods were running ahead, and
he felt that this was 'being done at the

expense of the silks department to a

great extent. There is so far not much
sign of this, according to silks buyers.

A wholesaler who went up t > Toronto
Exhibition and met a number from dif-

ferent parts of Canada, reports that

their sales .his Spring and Summer were
iur ahead of last year, one man in

August having actually doubled his total

of last year. Part of this, of course, was
due to the higher prices for the goods
but on'y a part. The phen )menal popu-
larity of silks the past two or three

years seem certain to continue, with only

a comparatively small part giving place

to the greater demand for dress guods;.

HATS AND CAPS
HATS AND CAPS.—Most of the

wholesale houses, as far as hats are
concerned, are prepared to ship at least

seventy-five per cent, of orders taken
for Fall delivery. The imported lines

ai^e coming in freely, and it is expected
that orders for these goods will be filled

100 per cent., that in spite of the extra
demand that was anticipated by the re-

tailers when they placed their Fall or-

ders. Prices on lines for immediate de-

liveries are up in most instances $2.00

to $3.00 per dozen, on some imported
lines $6.00 per dozen. This will mean a

$1.00 advance to the retail price, per
hat. Hatters' fur is a little easier, al-

though still high in price, braids, rib-

bons and sweat bands are all up, due
to the recent advance in wages to op-

erators on these lines.

Caps are high in price and none too

plentiful, although the labor situation is

clearing up and production should be
back to nearly normal in a short time.

Manufacturers have been holding out
against the labor demands; office help

have been keeping the wheels turning,

and only rush orders and regular cus-

tomers have been looked after.

There are some new all wool and
imitation Jersey cloths out that will

make attractive caps, and should sell

well. These will be retailed at from
$2.7i5 to $3.00.

CLOTHING
CLOTHING.—The clothing industry

as a whole have never been so far be-
hind in their deliveries of Fall orders.

This, however, had been expected, and
a great many merchants placed larger
orders than they really wanted or ex-

pected to get deliveries of, with the idea

that they would get about 75 per cent.

of the whole order filled, and would
thereby be in shape for the earliesit de-

mands upon their stocks. The Eastern
clothing manufacturers have in most in-

stances decided to send their represen-

tatives out from two weeks to one month
later this year. A letter to this effect

has Deen sent to their old customers and
it gives as the reason, the fact that

they have been disappointed in receiving

materials, have not had the time to

make up new samples and believe the

merc-hants would rather they completed

their order on hand, than tie up deliv-

eries by using machines and labor in

getting out next season's range of sam-
ples. Prices for next Spring are up.

They couldn't be anything else with the

new schedule of wages and shorter

hours that the manufacturers have been

com.pelled to grant the factory opera-

tives.

MEN'S NECKWEAR
It is getting increasingly difficult for

manufacturers to secure sufficient ma-
terials of the better grades to allow

their machines to run to capacity on or-

ders already in hand. Neckwear firms

are in most instances withholding quo-

tations for spring delivery, preferring

to make up for assorting orders and im-

mediate delivery needs. It is rumored
that French silks are again on the mar-
ket and are cheaper than either the Am-
erican or Italian lines. It is difficult to

estimate what effect this will have on

the market here until something definite

is known as to quantities arriving for

consumption. The buyers for neckwear
houses will welcome relief from any
quarter as most of them have been side-

tracked by the American mills, who have

stalled on deliveries, and taken new or-

ders at higher prices. Boxing cravats

for C^-iristmas will not be as popular

with the trade as in former years, not

that the demand will be less, but it is

hard to rret deliveries of boxes and hands

to fir. them. And therefore, it is ex-

pected that where possible, shipments

will be m.ade without special boxes.

LABOR NECE.SSTTATES HIGH
PRICES

The campaign against high cos^s in

the United States has brought from the

silk manufacturers, among others, pro-

tests against the charges of profiteering

or hoarding. One of the leading manu-

facturers declared that the shortage of

operators, added to the fewer and fewer

hours of work which labor is insisting

upon, has created a situation which

never existed before in the production

side of the business. He added that they

were absolutely sold up and were now
taking orders only for delivery as late

as November and December, and from
a very few customers were taking or-

ders for January. "We do not want to

take orders for anv further rem )ved

dotes, because the silk market may fluc-

tuate considerably before we could secure

raw material."
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/^UR readers, and particularly those personally
^^ acquainted with Col. J. B. Maclean, President

of the Maclean Publishing Co., will learn with deep

regret and heartfelt sympathy of the sudden death

on August 17, of his son and only child Hector, aged
sixteen years.

Hector was on a camping trip with Upper Canada
College boys and was taken suddenly ill with acute

indigestion. He was rushed in to Temiskaming,
where -medical attention was secured, but they were
unable to save his life.

BRITISH MARKET SECURE
THEEE is little fear of any other market usurp-

ing the place of British textiles. Despite the

critical months since the cessation of hostilities and
the handicap which the war placed more firmly on

British manufacturers than upon those of any other

country, the figures issued by the British Board of

Trade eadh month show that British exports have

shown a satisfactory increase and that British com-

merce is getting back to its usual lines. The textile

trade is contributing substantially to the improving

situation anid big developments are anticipated in

the next 12 monlihs.

CANADIAN APPLIED ART

AT last there has been definite action taken in

providing opportunities for a real Canadian ap-

plied art to express itself. Too long we have been

content to have Canadian design exist within a

small (tircle of non-productive exhibits, but through

the efforts of one Canadian who was appreciative of

our national resources for original des'ign, there is

a place given to Canada this year in an important

design exhibit in New York. There is little doubt

that Canadian artists will rise to the occasion and
establish a plaice for an applied art which will be

distinctly Canadian^ The exhibit will introduce

Canada to the centre of the textile industry in Amer-
ica and give her every opportunity to commercialize

her undoubted ability.

An article elsewhere in this issue gives details of

the exhibit to be held and of the work done by Mr.

Harlan I. Smith, Archaeologist of the Geological

Survev at Ottawa.

AERIAL ADVERTISING
ELSEWHERE in this issue is an interesting ac-

count of how a Montreal store made use of air-

planes in an advertising campaign. A firm in Ot-

tawa is advertising that it is now prepared to take

orders for aerial advertising and quotes passenger

rates also. On Peac«, day, a Toronto store had
leaflets and coupons distributed by airplane.

As the airplane traffic develops, regulations regard*-

ing its control are bound to be necessary. Already

laws of the air have been established in England,

which may before long be necessary in Canada. It

is interesting to note the trend of traffic over there

in the following quotation from the Drapers Organ-

izer, of August 9th:

"Drapers who may 'be thinking of using
the airplane for consignments of new goods
do well to recognize that there are certain laws

of the air. Leaflets and advertising matter
must not be dropped from the skies. Passen-

gers must not be embarked or disembarked
except at licensed airdromes. Low flying to

the daniger of the public is not permitted and
advertisements must not be allowed to obscure

the registration marks upon the flying ma-
chine. Drpners mav be disposed to look to

the aviation companies to safeguard them
from illegalities, but everyone is prcvsumed to

know even' law of the land."

EDITORIAL BRIEFS
RETAIL]^:RS will do well to take notice that there

are restrictions against the use of the crest of H.R.H.

tihe Prince of "Wales, or references to him. for ad^^er-

tising purposes. Some stores have already made
I'cforcnces of various character to the Royal visit

liul, while no aclifm has been taken, it is better not

to leave oneself liable.



LABOR TROUBLES UNSETTLE THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY
Spring Styles Complete Reversal of This Year's

NEVER in the history of the cloth-

ing industry have conditions

been fraught with so many per-

plexing problems and difficulties to sur-

mount. As one manufacturer remarked:
"It's really remarkable that we are able

to get any goods made up at all." La-
bor has been one of the most perplexing
questions; they no sooner make a set-

tlement with their employers and get

the factory turning out orders again
than "Zowiee"' something else happens;
another branch of the union thinks the

members should have tea served .at 4.30,

and there you are, another strike. Now
the big idea is to force all the open
shops to close down, make agreements
with an association of the manufacturers
for 44 hours, 25 per cent, raise in wages,
no piece work, and paid for seven legal

holidays, and unfortunately for the re-

tail trade (who get most of the blame
for the H. C. of L.) up go the prices.

Deliveries are worse than ever, and the

whole merchandising system upset.

Then, too, there is the difficulty of secur-

ing enough piece goods to supply the

demand of the regular trade and at the

present time this is a real difficulty that

can only be overcome by resorting to all

sorts of schemes and racking of brains

to get materials delivered from the dif-

ferent markets in time to complete reas-

onable orders. Thrre has been almost
a complete reversal of styles between
last Spring and samples that are now
being prepared for 1920 tlelivery; the

styles for Spring are most conservative.

-y

A style that will be verypopular next
Spring. Note the high waist, slightly

form fitting, the extra length of the
coat, although the high waist makes it

appear longer than it actually is, the
three-button sack with two to button,
and the rolling lapels that are still a
feature of the latest styles.

Netv dress togs for boys, tuxedo jacket.

doing away entirely' with seam lino,

waist lines, slope, pockets, belts, and
fancy braids. This year most of the
models being shown (witness the il-

lustrations on this page) are high
waisted, form fitting, one or two but-

ton roll lapel, single or double-breasted
sack, with narrow trousers and cuffs in

keeping.

There will be quite a demand this Fall

for evening dress, and it would be good
policy to at least be prepared to get
some of this desirable business by hav-
ing either a small range of styles or

some good fashion sheets showing the

different features of the correct even-
ing attire. The class of customers one
gets for business of this character are

as a rule good sipenders, and are gener-

ally good prospects for other lines such
«g white gloves, dress ties, dress shirts,

collar or jewelry to add the finishing
touch to the outfit.

Not much has been said about the

Spring overcoats, but it is pretty gen-
erally understood that in this country
they will follow the lines of the more
conservative styles of English garments,
Raglan styles, principally, and without
belts. The materials will, where price ad-
mits, be of all wool, light weight tweeds
'in heather mixtures, and coats with
cravenette finish after the style of the

Burberry and other well-known British

made coats.

There has been a mutual understand-
ing arrived at between most of the

Eastern clothing manufacturers (and
fome of the others as well) in which
they have agreed to send their represen-

tative? out about a month later this

year or about the first week in October;
this, they claim, will leave them more
time to finish up orders on hand for

early Fall delivery, and allow more time
for new materials to arrive from mills

that have been overtaxed with orders

for tlie last six months.

A New York model that embodies the

extreme styles of last year. It is doubt-

ful if a style of this kind would be very

popular in this country even if "fashion

critics" had not doomed the short life of
the waist seatn line model. This style is

being shown by one or two New York
Houses for next Spring delivery.



INCREASED COST OF HAT TRIMMINGS SHOOT THE PRICE
OF THE FINISHED PRODUCT UPWARDS

The Expected Action of the Hat Band Weavers in Demanding and Getting a Forty-four-

Hour Week Has Compelled Manufacturers to Raise Prices.

ONE of the industries that has felt

„he effects to a greater extent

than any other, is that of cap and
hat making. In a g'reat many cap fac-

tories the employees have been out for

some time, and they appear to be as

far from settling as they did the day
they walked out. Some of the cap

manufacturers have been compelled to

advance their prices on merchandise al-

ready booked at lower prices for Fall

delivery. Although conditions as far

as deliveries on the other side are con-

cerned are worse than they are here,

they are nothing to crow over.

In all varieties of men's headwear,
whether it be felt, straw, silk or of

cloth, the same conditions prevail.

Scarcity of supplies of raw materials,

steadily mounting prices, higher wages
and shorter working- hours, reduction of

output and strain to fill orders on hand

"complete." Tihe "Amei'ican Hatter,"

in commenting on these conditions on

the United States side of the border,

frankly advises the merchants to re-

A neat one-button, double-breasted,

form-fitting sack. An ultra New York
style that has a good chance of being

favorably received on this side of the

border.

frain from asking for the little extras
such as bindings, linings, and other
things that tend to slow down the out-

put of any factory. In this way earlier

deliveries could be made to the mer-
chant.

The following agreement was made
between the United Cloak and Hat
Manufacturers of America and the Hat
and Cap Welfare Association to come
into effect on August 4th:

By the terms of the agreement the

cap makers are assured a 44-hour week
Pt a substantial advance over present

waQ-es and the union is recognized. The
workers get ten holidays a year with

full pay, and a board of adjustment was
established to adjust all claims and dis-

putes arising between the manufacturers
and the cap makers.

The lowered production resulting

from fewer working hours, combined
with greatly increased pay and the re-

duced efficiency that invariably follows

union domination, mean higher prices

to the retailer on all cans and cloth head-

wear bought in the future.

Here are some of the concessions

which made up the agreement:

A week of 44 hoiirs. No more than

8 hours overtime to be permitted in any
one week; and to be paid at the rate

of time and a half.

Operators and blockers were paid $6

a week advance above the average earn-

ings of six active consecutive weeks.

Lining makers and trimmers were

paid $5 iper week above the average

earnings of six consecutive weeks.

Cutters, packers and finishers were

paid $6 per week above the average

earnings of six consecutive weeks.

The manufacturers were compelled to

add any loss of time during the six ac-

tive consecutive weeks to their earning*s,

which in all instances averaged between

15 and 20 per cent, above their actual

earnings.

The manufacturers are required to

pay full pay for ten holidays during the

year whether the employees perform

work or not.

No manufacturer shall give out work
to any non-union shop, or purchase any

goods from any shop that is non-union.

No manufacturer shall sell goods to

any concern where there is any contro-

versy between the union and the con-

cern.

A board of adjustment shall be estab-

lished for the purpose of adjusting aU

claims and disputes that may arise be-

tween any member of the Association

and the Union. This board shall consist

of tvv-c representing the Union and two

representing the Association.

In the event that the adjustnirnt

board cannot come to a decision, they

are to select a fifth impartial person for

a final decision.

One might :• Imcst imagine that he
was doing' business for the sole purpose
of accommodating the union, and that

capital, plant and brains were pooled

th?^t the employees might get all they
wished for, or might wish for in the

future.

The Hudson's Bay Co. has built a new
store at Sioux Lookout. It is a fine one
of solid brick, modern in every way.

Mr. T. W. Byam, buyer and manager
of the ladies' ready-to-wear and fur de-

partment in R. H. Williams & Sons, Ltd.,

Regina, visited his father, Mr. Joseph
Byam, Port Hope, Ont., last month. T.

W. was on his way to Montreal and
New York to purchase goods.

The Great West Department Stores,

1915 South Railway St., Regina, an-

nounce a big alteration sale. Workmen
are already tearing away partitions and
aismantlin?: the store generally.

A neat sailor suit for the "little fel-

iOU'S.



SILKS OF ALL KINDS SCARCE, HIGH IN PRICE AND OF
AN INFERIOR QUALITY

New Patterns Seem to Favor Bar and Floral Designs and are Not Quite as Wide as Formerly.

PROBLEMS of production of neck-

wear seem to be on the increase,

rather than the decrease, and buy-

ers would be well advised to plan their

orders just as soon as possible. There

is absolutely no chance of any reductions

in the near future, and quality is not

now up to standard, and will be lower

rather than higher. The range of pat-

terns is not as large or varied as the

usual lines shown to the trade for Fall

and holiday business, but amon^ them

are some brand new ideas, patterns and
styles, and the lines of several manufac-
turers that have been shown to a

DRY GOODS REVIEW representative

are attractive, to say the least. We il-

New floral design in Faille being shown
by Van Allan Co., Limited.

Reversible Derby with jjopular floral
and panel pattern. This style of tie has
been very popular in the United States
amongst the particular dressers. It is

especially adaptable to double collars,

slipping easily through band. From ap-
pearances one is apt to think that there
is less silk used in manufacturing this

style of cravat, but as a matter of fact
the material used does not cut to as
great a saviyig as the regular flowing
end styles. There is therefore very
little, if any, difference in price between
the two styles.

lustrate a few of this range, picked at

random from the lines about to be shown
the retail trade. It will be noticed that
there are some narrower styles, cut from
the straight of the goods, also derbys,

tubular and regular flowing end styles.

Self tones are meeting with the ap-
proval of the well dressed, and these to-

gether with the narrower styles of

both these materials, will be good sellers

for Fall or holiday.

English four-in-hand, crepe Faille, con-
servative shape, that will appeal to good
dressers. This tie is especially adapted
io the turn-point collar.

SHODDY IS WOOL
There is a popular impression among

consumers that "shoddy" is not wool.

In these times "shoddy" is not an un-
common thing in garments and it is dif-

icult for any but a cloth expert to dis-

cover whether re-worked wool has been
used in a piece of goods. It is a fact

that when a fair proportion of virgin

wool is worked in with shoddy it makes
a satisfactory cloth that will give good

service to the wearer.
Shoddy as a name for re-worked

wool was dropped for a time because of

wrong, but generally accepted, interpre-

tation of its meaning. The dictionary

defines shoddy as a "fibre re-manufac-
tured of shredded rags of soft woolen
fabrics."

Therefore, those who adhere to an
"all wool" standard in their advertis-

ing need have no fear of misrepresen-

tation. It is simply a matter of clearing-

up the point with the customer.

Mr. Cornwell, Colborne, Ont., ha.s been
in Toronto securing new fittings for his.

store which will make the appointments
"/ery much better and more convenient

both for his customers and his staff.

New goods purchased last March for

this YixW are arriving.
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Two Reasons
Why You Should Stock

TAPATCO GLOVES—
They meet every demand for all lines of work.

They are the best value that you can possibly
offer in a cotton working glove.

STYLES—Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and Band Top.

WEIGHTS—Heavy, Medium or Light.

MATERIALS—Leather Tip, Leather Faced,
Jersey Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate or Oxford.

Made in Canada

The American Pad & Textile Co.
CHATHAM, ONTARIO

The *'Carhartt
jj

!,%R PROOF

No Outseams

To (tip

Good as the

Carhartt

Overall

Patented

Reinforced Where the Wear Comes. The Service of Tw«

Pair for the Price of ONE.

GLOVES
for delivery at once

We have ready for immediate shipment

gauntlets in Al Muleskin split at $6 and

$9; other lines from $10.50 to $35.00 in

combination Muleskin and horsehide, and

in full horsehide, all of which you can offer

to your customers with the sarne degree of

confidence that enables you to recommend
unreservedly our Carhartt overalls and

allovers.

Carhartt's Gloves are carefully made of

sound, first-grade materials and in finish

and workmanship are quite in keeping with

the high standard of quality maintained in

your other lines.

Drofi us a carJ for a sample range of the

best sellers arid you'll con^.e bacl^ for more.

The Hamilton Carhartt Cotton
Mills, Limited

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver
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Let Us Help You
" Collar the Collar Trade

"

We are not content to simply make
Arlington Collars and ship them to

you—we want to do our part in

selling them again to your custom-
ers.

So the good points of Arlington
Collars are brought before the

public—your customers—in every
part of Canada by extensive, per-

sistent advertising in the news-
papers and journals.

To remind your customers that you
sell Arlington Collars we have store

cards in colors and illustrating

various shapes and styles of

Arlington Collars. Let us send you
a supply for your store.

Is your store equipped with an
Arlington Collar Stand? It's a

handsome store fixture and it dis-

plays and sells the goods for you.

Would you like one for your
store? Write us for it.

Arlington Collars in all their up-to-

date shapes and styles were never
so popular as now.

Keep your stock up. Let us help

you "collar the collar trade.'' It's

profitable business.

The Arlington Co. of Canada
LIMITED

Sales Offices :

63 Bay Street TORONTO
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A Novelty Season in Silks
Large Patterns Winning Favor—Navy Blues Wanted Everywhere

4 or 5 Years, Says Authority.
No Price ReHef For

NEVER in the history of the silk

industry have conditions been as
they are to-day. The manufac-

turer and retailer finds himself without
precedent from which to draw con-
clusions and each problem that comes up
seems to be fraught with greater diffi-

culties than the last.

Of course, the continually increasing
price of raw silk can be accounted for
in many ways. As, for instance, the in-

creased consumption of Japanese silk by
Japan herself, who is daily becoming a
bigger factor in the production and ex-
port of woven silk.

And then Italy finds herself in a con-
dition, as the result of the war, wherein
her silk production will not be normal
for years to come. There is labor, which
has become more and more restless, and
whose demands are becoming every day
more exacting.

Consumption Ever on the Increase

A greater prolblem than either the
question of raw silk or labor is the
problen:. of the ever-increasing demand
on the part of the public for silks. It

is but a few years ago since silk in

the ordinary sense was considered among
the luxuries. Men and women in the or-

dinary vv-alks of life did not affect it,

but to-day we find women and girls in

all walks of life with silk hosiery, silk

petticoats, silk underwear and silk outer-
wear. In the case of men we find that
the sales of silk shirts have been mul-
tiplied many, many times during the last

few years. To-day in the cheapest shops
we find that one of the big items of sales

is silk shirts and silk hosiery for men.
Then men's silk underwear is growing
in demand so that the increasing demand
for silks bring on an ever-increasing
problem.
One of the largest importers, and one

who is familiar with the European and
Japanese markets, stated to DRY
GOODS REVIEW that the rising mar-
kets of the last three months have made
it neces.'^ary to fix prices on Spring,

1920, business for delivery the following
Fall at 30 per cent, advance on the same
goods for this year. At present the

French mills are filling up their back
orders, but re-oeats on one line for ex-

ample are being taken at an advance
of 60 cents a yard. "The limit in silk

prices has by no means been reached

yet," spid this importer, "and it is my
firm '.H-lief that there can be no relief

for four or five years yet."

Novelties for Many Occasions

Not the least extraordinary of the re-

cent developments in the silk industry

has bc3n the tremendous growth of the
novelty silk business, and this is evi-

denced quite as much in sportswear,
where orte would expect the sturdy and
serviceable, as it is in afternoon and
evening things where we rather look for
high aovelty. Even for Fall afternoon
weai* vrhen demand usually subdues it-

self into dignified plain blues, browns,
greys, etc., after mid'summer frolics

in yellows and pinks and flowers and
vines, this year the demand is for
novelty—novelty, and no mean coloring
scheme is selected. The designs—as
pointed out in descriptions of Georgettes
and silks mentioned in earlier issues of
DRY GOODS REVIEW—are large,

flowery and "all over"; the colorings,

though by no means garish, are never-
theless rich in contrast and variety.

"We have bought novelties for this

season as never before," said a silk

buyer for one of Toronto's leading

stores. "They may not sell, but every-

body IE talking novelty and so we have
them. It looks, however, as if the goods
will pass out of our hands quickly.

Metal! 'c effects are in great variety and
are already being well received."

A representative of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW showed this buyer the samples of

French silks which are illustrated in this

issue, asking him as to whether they
"lookea cood" for Canadian trade. "The
emibroidered Georf^ettcs are very good,"

he commented. "We have them here in

other patterns, and the all white ones

sold up in no time. The colored em-
broidered lines were less impressive, but
sell." The white Georgettes as illustrat-

ed retail for about $10 a yard. "The
Shantungs you have," he added, "sell

well, but not for ny.i'amas. Our patrons

seem to prefer them for blouses. Sum-
mer dre^srs and trimmings." The
novelty voiles for lingerie are not shown
here, it peems. Thev are interesting to

buyer? of novelties, but so far the trade

has boueht chiefly garments of solid

color tints such as nink, lavender, yellow,

etc., and made of Georeette, c^ene de

Chine and satin rather than silk voiles

for its novelty custom.

Brilliant Colors for Millinery Trade

Burnt orange, or as some are terming

it, "copper," persimmon (a deener tone

still), henna, ember, and tones along that

order are in bi"' demand from the mil-

linerv trade. They are usinq- them in

Georgette, crene, crene de Chine, satin

and velvet. Denmark blu» (a tone

deeper than Copenhagen) and pelt (=!imi-

lar to boavcr) are also -oming along

stroncly with one or t"'0 houses.

In Georgette, navy blue is almost not

to be had. The demand comes for it

from everywhere and even the dyeing
plants are unable to fill orders for dye-
ing lighter tones navy blue. In the fancy
patterrs navy grounds are very pro-
minent, whether the designs be the large
white or gold ones or the leaf and flower
effects.

There is some talk of crepe de Chines
coming back again but in dark colors;
they arc not as important—through the
trade generally—as are Georgettes and
satins.

Pile Fabrics Selling
Pile fabrics are again important for

Fall. Plushes and the novelty fur
fabrics are shown in greater variety
than ever and their place seems assured
owing to the high prices and popularity
of furi. The new fabrics are rich and
varied in tone, some of them showing
two or three tones blended, thus m.aking
the fur effect all the more pronounced.
There are also novelties in mottled ef-

fects. Though these fur fabrics retail

at $10 to $20 a yard they sell for coat,

suit and dress trimmings and look, in

many cases, richer than some of the

real furs.

Velvets and velveteens are selling bet-

ter than some expected earlier. Even-
ing gowns are taking up an unusual
amount of the rich-hued chiffon velvets,

deep rose, turquoise, nile green, ember,
and golden ibrown being especially favor-

ed.

The millinery trade is using a great

deal of black, navy, king's blue, sapphire

blue, ember, burnt orange, wine, all

shades of brown, taupe, mouse, etc., in

both panne and silk velvets, and also

many novelties in velvet brocades.

For suits and dresses velveteens are

quite often selected in preference to

\\ oolltr. fabrics, which are priced at $7

to $10 a yai'd. Velveteens in a good
range of suit and dress shades is to be

had at $4 to $5 a yard, retail.

The Canada Western Woollen Mills,

Limited, have been incorporated at Van-
couver, B.C., with capital of $200,000.

"Soisoline," is the name of a new Eng-
lish cotton fabric suitable for blouses

and dresses. It comes in an extensive

range of colors and is made by the

manufacturers of "tricoline."

Mr. P. H. Walker, Toronto, represent-

ing tiic Calico Printers' Association of

England, has gone on a business trip

to Winnipeg, Vancouver, and inter-

mediate points.



Cottons Reach March High Prices
Trade Not Unprepared for Further Advances—Low Production, High Wages and Shortage

of Raw Cotton Responsible—EngUsh SuppUes Improving at High Figures.

COTTON prices for next Spring, as

the mills have listed them to the

jobbers so far, stand at about the

same levels as the top prices in March
last. It will be remembered that the

domestic mills, following the slump in

the States in March, sent out revised

lists in April with quotations lowered all

the way from 15 per cent, to 33 1-3.

These in turn were short-lived: they had
been in existence only a few weeks when
they were recalled; the mills were stocked

up for Fall, and sorting orders were met
by advanced prices, averaging about mid-
way between the previous high and the

April reductions. For Spring, 1920,

little is seen of the cut prices: the mar-
Tcet has recovered nearly all it lost. In

•a few cases of fancy colored lines it is

higher than ever before.

No Guarantee Agiinst Further Raises

The trade did not desire any higher

prices. Perhaps they can find something
to be thankful for that there is not a

rise in the old high. But this spirit of

thankfulness may be short lived, for

there is no guarantee that these present

liats will not be withdrawn shortly and
higher ones substituted. With wages up
10 to 15 per cent., and even more in

some mills, any advance on the present
easier prices of raw cotton probably
would be sufficient to inflate prices:

that and a growing export demand that

is an active factor in determining prices,

both in Canada and the United States.

Cotton Batting Up
Late in August a United States firm,

in announcing to Canadian wholesalers
a 25 per cent, advance in cotton batting,

wrote:

"Owing to the fact that labor conditions
are very bad in the States and that there is

a Mortage of cotton, and to the extra high
prices of the raw material, we expect to
sea an advance of from 3 to 4 cents per lb.

on these goods this Fall."

A buyer in a wholesale house told

DRY GOODS REVIEW that he did not
look to the mills accepting orders for
long at present prices; they would soon

go higher.

Scarcity of U. S. Goods, But More Come
From England

Business being offered from the States
is much less than it was. Indeed, huge
volumes were offered during the semi-
panic there, but lately a scarcity has
developed as a result of the new export
business and domestic demands, offset

by the shorter hours that are lessening

production. English goods are being of-

fered more plentifully with prices reflect-

ing the heavy advances in wages, and
much higher costs of laying down raw
cotton.

No "Season" For Voiles
An unusual situation is found in the

arena of fancy voiles just now. It is put
in a nutshell by one wholesaler, who re-
marked "voiles are no longer a seasonal
fabric."

It appears that the very same kind
and coloring of patterns which appear
on Georgette crepe are utilized for cot-

ton voiles and the extreme prices for
the crepe are providing a big demand
right now, from wholesalers, for the
fancy voiles. The Georgettes retail at
about $4.50 a yard. The cheapest print-
ed Georgette on the market is $3.75 a
yard. Voiles, which, at a few feet dis-

tance can scarcely be distinguished from
the Georgettes, can be retailed at $1.50.
The result of this is that there are cases
where a gown with plain navy Georgette
foundation is draped with a figured cot-

ton voile. The wholesaler quoted above
states that he is selling his usual "next
Spring" supply of voiles now. That is,

voiles which he would under ordinary
conditions have brought in to him next
January, he is receiving and delivering
now. He sold 8 fifty-yard ends to one
customer one morning recently. White
or gold patterns on navy ground are in

strong demand.

N'ew Fancy Voiles

Three of the new printed voiles which are

selling for Spring, 1920, are illustrated here.

The designs are reduced a little more than
two-thirds, but give a good idea of three

distinct types of pattern which are very

popular in New York at present and show
indications of continuing so here for Spring.

At the top is a large design made up of fine

lacy lines; in this instance the "lines" are

composed of dots, by "flocked" work. This

was described in an earlier issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW. It resembles beading,

but is in the material and washable. Colors

are blue and white.

In the centre is a vari-colored design in con-

ventional floral effect; the motifs are small-

er and closer together than in the other two.

Navy and white are the colors in the na-

turalistic narcissus pattern below. A small

all-over design fills in the background.

Shown by W. R. Brock Co., Montreal.

WAGES UP; UP GO PRICES
A hundred and thiry-five employees of

the Watertown Silk Manufacturing Com-
pany receive a ten per cent, increase in

nages, effective Sept. 1st. Previously
wages ranged $9 to $28, and the weekly
payroll aggregated $1,500.

Consumers will meet the added wage,
for it was said that prices on silk made
by the company will also go up ten per
cent. While the increase is to meet the

cost of living, it is admitted that the

company is experiencing difficulty in

securing help.

Silk business is booming and addi-

tional workers are needed, but an appeal

to an employment bureau netted only

one applicant.

The wool graded at Summerside,
P.E.I., this year amounted to about 24,-

000 pounds. The price will not be as

high as was received last year, but con-

tinuing at quite a high level. For the

finest wool 78c per pound will be paid

this year. Last year the price was 82

cents.

Miss Little, head milliner for I. L.

Matthews and company. Port Arthur,

has returned from a business visit to

Montreal and New York.

A. D. Norman, formerb' departmental

manager of the Hudson's Bay store, Win-
nipeg, has opened a wholesale commis-
sion and brokerage office in Winnipeg.
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Paris, France, August, 1919

EDITOR, DRY GOODS REVIEW:
Since the armistice, and now that

peace is signed, there is not a sin-

gle day when the fashionable papers

have not to print a whole list of wed-
dings among the high life people.

With the close of the war and the re-

opening of many factories, new fabrics

are being shown, and the daintiest nov-

elties come out daily, as fast as if the

manufacturers wanted to make up for

the time lost in making nothing but
staples or mourning stuffs.

Bridal Robes

The bride's dress is always the cibject

of much care, aj-;d we can point out two
different styles:

Some g-irls want to follow the Ameri-
can fashion, and will wear the low neck,

silver cloth dress, and veil to match,
with a short skirt and a long train.

Others stick to the French way, which

means that a bride should look pretty,

but modest, in her pure white bridal

veils, and in that case, the staple

"Charmeusc" or crepe Georgette will be
most suitable for the purpose.

Herewith are two of the nicest sam-
ples of embossed crepe Georgette zo be
made into wedding gowns.

1.—Has some fairly big wild roses

v.'ith a garland of rose leaves, exceed-
ingly neat.

Silks From France

1. Bordered silk voile used for chemises, petticoats, corset covers, etc. The vertical stripes extend the full

width of the material, while the floral desiKn and cross stripes form the border. (No. .') described in letter.)

2 and 4. Printed shantungs used for pyjamas (Nos. 6 and 7 in letter).

3 and 5. Printed silk voiles in novelty designs, "birds on a branch" and "weepinjj willow." These come in

a variety of colorings and are also used for undergarments.

6 and 7 are beautiful qualities of heavy white (Jeornetto crepe used for wedding downs. They show em-

broidered—or rather "embossed"—designs. (Nos. 1 and 2 described in letter.)

Reduced one-third in reproduction.
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2.—Has a real rose with a tiny leaf

dropped from place to place.

You can well devise one of the present

draped dresses made of one of these

samples. The bodice might well be made
of an under blouse of Chantilly lace,

partly covered with a draping of this

embossed crepe, and the skirt, narrow
at the bottom, but fairly full around
the hips, might be a mixture of lace and
crepe, unless charmeuse and crepe are

preferred. If there were pleats across

the skirt, they might be bordered with

orange blossoms, and be exceedingly

dainty. No trains are yet allowed to

come from the skirt, as I told you be-

fore, on account of the length and width,

which do not allow a train to be digni-

fied, as it should be in a wedding gown.
(Ball dresses are different in that re-

spect, and, being very fanciful, do not
require dignity).

However, as a train is always very
fascinating, the Court mantle coming
from the shoulder may be long enough
to sweep the floor, and become a train.

Both these samples could make it, pror

vided they are lined with thick silk cloth

to render them stiff enough for the pur-

pose.

Exclusive Laces Used

The bride's veil will be in old Chan-
tilly lace, or in embroidered net, or point

d'Angleterre, or in any of these fine silk

laces which were one of the marvels of

ancient days.

These samples of crepe can be made
in various shades, and would be quite

suitable for the bridesmtnids' dresses,

witl' hats to match, or come in useful,

too. for a ball or evening dress in the

bride's trousseau.

The latter will comprise all sorts of

pretty things. Nainsook and cambric
will constitute the staple part of the

said trousseau, but the fancy depart-

ment will have a large place there, too.

I wrote you some time ago that silk

lingerie was getting very popular: as a
matter of fact, plain voile (silk or cot-

ton), crepe chiffon, and all that kind of

fabrics are almost staple, and you hard-

ly ever see a trousseau without many
specimens of these.

CREPES FOR TAILORED GOWNS
One of the very interesting develop-

ments noticed recently has been the

popularity of heavy crepes. This is

due very 'argely to their tailoring quali-

ties. The makers feature certain lines

o*' them to "tailor like a broadcloth."

This peculiarity of the fabric has

opened up wonderful p jssibilities in the

dress trade, as it gives a very much
broader scope for the utilization of the

material. Many fabrics are so limited

in their application that the manufac-
turer invariably takes them for granted

and applies them to a given type of gar-

ment, and lets it go at that.

The tailoring aualities of the new
crepes have stimulated many designers

tc the creation of garments that would

be out of the question, were not such

fabrics available.

•X

Sketched in Pans
Morning- jacket for the bride's trousseau.
Crepe de Chine accordeon plaited and with
dainty ribbon trimmings. Sent direct from
Paris to DRY GOODS REVIEW.

Washable Silk Voiles for Lingerie

To have something really fanciful, one
must resort to the enclosed samples of

printed washable silk voile.

3.—An exceedingly pretty "art nou-
veau" style (birds on a branch), that
will make some most amusing combin-
ations, whether made up just as the
cloth is into chemises, knickers, etc.,

bordered with net, which is still very
fashionable, or with a band of plain dark
blue (or other shade, according to the
sample chosen), silk voile for a trim-
ming, as you see by the different sam-
ples herewith, all tastes can be satis-

fied. (Backgrounds include green, yel-

low, pink, pale blue, lavender, white,
etc.—Ed.)

4.—Is none the less amusing, for the
weeping willow represented there is

very characteristic, and reminds one of

the well-known designs "a la Bakst."
The same combinations of plain and
printed fabrics as above can be arran-j:-

ed, and you notice, also, the Nrarious

shades this material is made into.

5.—Although of a very different style,

has also found its wny into the trousseau
department. It is generally used with
the full width of the material, giving
the length to the chemise: the top and
the shoulder straps (or only the top, if

the shoulder straps are made of ribbon),
have the pr'nted border for a trimminer,
and in combination, petticoat, corset
-"overs, the waist is generally gathered
into a similar band.

If the young bride has not enough
pluck to wear that kind of lingerie, she
will surely accept these specimens for
saut de lit, morning gowns, and would
certainly not object to some "matinees"
in the shape of the enclosed sketch,
made of these patterns. They would re-
cuire Little trimming, and would look
very effective in accordeon pleatings and
ribbons to match. I might also add that
they will make dainty boudoir caps,, with
net or lace ruffles and ribbons.

Pyjamas in Every Trousseau
In all the present trousseaux, we have

at least 2 or 3 pyjamas. The enclosed
patterns of printed shantung are cer-
tainly among the nicest, though very
shnple in design, to be used for such
purposes.

6.—A very original way of interpret-
ing the dots so very fashionable at the
present time (as I wrote you before).

7.—More elaborate in the shades, as
you see by the different samples is also
neat and pretty.

You can well devise the regTilar py-
jama, cut like the gentleman's garment
of that name, with a collar and some
revers opening the neck in V (ladies are
fond of having their throat bare), with
cuffs and revers at the bottom of the
trousers, in silk in the shade of the
printed design. A few Brandebourg.s
and galalithe buttons to match, will fin-
ish up these garments to a nicety.

Handwork and Lace on Household
Linens

About the house linen, I have little to
say, except that the sheets and pillow
cases, etc., will be elaborately embroid-
ered or open worked, that the tablecloths
and serviettes will not lack in lace from
Le Puy or Bruges, and that in many
cases, the towels will be in various
shades of sponge cloth with woven de-
signs.

Must Have Plenty of Furs

The "Corbeille de Mariee" will be pro-
fusely filled with furs, as these are go-
ing to be a real necessity; nobody can
do without a lot of them nowadays.

I would advise one or two silver fox
skins, a nice parcel of mink (unless
sables are procurable, which means a
much more valuabl<^ present), \to be
made into a coat for the Winter, some
Fishers, which are exceedingly "a la

mode" at this time of the year, and also
a few dozen ermines, as I can tell you
they will be wanted.

Bye and bye, I will tell you more on
this subject.

Please note that the samples referred
to in the present description were ob-
tained from Les Successeurs d'A. Godde
Bedin Sz Co., of Paris.

Next month I shall take up Coutur-
iers' collections.

Yours truW
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Problem of Woollen Trade Is

Shortage of Materials

Buyers are Anxious for Delivery of Goods Already on Order
-—Labor Conditions and Coal Situation in Old Country

Greatly Hamper Production—Canadian Woolens,
Too, are Hard to Buy.

ment, Board of Trade, Gwydyr House,,

Whitehall, London, S.W.I.

THE trade in woollens at the

present time is not so much con-

cerned with high prices as it is

with scarcity of materials. Buyers are

endeavoring to get deliveries of goods

already on order, and wjuld willingly

place further business, if there was any

hope of it being accepted. According to

advices from the Old Country, manufac-

turers cannot see their way clear to

take new business under existing con-

ditions, and many of the largest firms

have withdrawn from the market. How
long this state of affairs will continue

is impossible to say, but, according to

authoritative opinion, high prices will re-

main on wojllens for the next two years

a*- least. It is not a question in the Old

Country of a shortage of wool, as Great

Britain has sufficient wool on hand for

all purposes. But owing to the shorter

working week, the refusal of the opera-

tives to work overtime, there is being

created a scarcity of finished goods,

which in turn results in famine prices.

It is stated that the authorities in the

Old Country, alarmed at the congestion

in the warehouses and at the docks, will

stop further imports of wool for a period

of two months, and instead of exporting

tops will ship the wool in its raw state.

It is urged that if the trade cannot ab-

sorb the stocks of wool that have been

imported, the Government should stop

shipments from Australia, and devote

the tonnage to foodstuffs.

For several months the output of tops

has been inadequate. Efforts to satisfy

the demands of labor have been in vain.

The gist of an offer made to the opera-

tives was, that if they would agree to

work overtime—five hours weekly on the

day turn, and seven hours weekly on the

night turn—certain advances in wages
would be given. It was proposed, too,

to make efforts to train more operatives,

and if these methods for increasing out-

put failed to secure the desired result by

the end of September, the operatives

should agree to the employment of wo-

men on night work as a temporary mea-

sure. The recommendations were ac-

cepted by the men's representatives, but

at a subsequent meeting of the opera-

tives, they were rejected. The coal

strike la the Old C )untry, too, has oper-

ated against any likelihood of lower

prices in woollens for a long time to

come.

A buyer of a large Toronto wholesale
house told DRY GOODS REVIEW that
to secure any worsteds just njw is al-

most impossible. Samples have not ar-

rived, let alone any materials. Advances
of four shillings a yard are named on
worsteds, but even at the higher figures

they cannot be bought. Asked as to the

situation in Canadian woollens, he stated

that for downright values they could

n-;t be beaten in the world to-day, but
equal difficulty is being experienced in

an endeavor to have orders accepted.

The whole trouble is one of shortage

brought on by many factors; high prices

are of secondary concern.

RECORD SILK CARGO
Nine days from Yokohama the C.P.O.

S. liner Empress of Asia, reached port

at Victoria, BjC, Aug. 25, with 350 pas-

sengers in the saloon and five thousand
tons of general Oriental cargo. All re-

cords for silk handling were broken with
the arrival of the Asia, bringing a silk

consignment valued at $10,000,000. The
silk cargo was shipped East by special

train.

BOARD OF TRADE ANNOUNCE-
MENT

Sir Evan Jones, Bart., M.P., has found
it necessary to resign his position as

Commissioner of Dyes in consequence

of the heavy duties attaching to the

post of Controller of the Coal Mines De-
partment. In future, therefore, all com-
munications referring to dyes should be

addressed to the Assistant Secretary

Industries and Manufactures Depart-

SAWDUST FOR HOSE .AND
BLOUSES NOW!

Announcement is made Aug. 21,

that experiments conducted by the

New York State College of Fores-

try have resulted in the production
from sawdust of "silk" which
"looks like silk, feels like silk, but
is cheaper than silk."

"Silk" stocking.s, shirtwaist ma-
terials and other articles have been
produced from the sawdust yarns.

The college officials are planning

to introduce the.se articles at the

State Fair and other events this

Fall.

LAMBS ON THE TREES
The Lancashire cotton industry has a

h'story of just about three centuries.
London traders—who did not like the
new material—presented a petition to
Parliament in 1621 in which they com-
plained that "about twenty years past
divers people in this kingdom, but
chiefly in the County of Lancashire, have
found out the trade of making fustians
of a kind of bombast or down, being a
fiuit of the earth, growing upon little

shrubs or bushes.- brought into this
kingdom by the Turkey merchants from
Smyrna, Cyprus, Acra, and Sydon, but
commonly called cotton wool." The Lon-
don merchants were better informed than
some of their contemporaries, who be'-

lieved cotton to be derived from some
kind of lambs that grew on trees!

THE GROWTH OF THE DYEING IN-
DUSTRY

While dyes for fabrics originated with
the civilization of the East (the Egyp-
tians used dyes 5,000 years ago) and
were Ititer of great importance in Rome,
India, then Florence and later France,
their importance in England dates back
as far as 1336, when Edward III brought
m Flemish weavers who were an im-
portant factor in the dyeing industry.
The discovery of America in 1492 was
the next important event, as this brought
to Europe for the first time, logwood,
cochineal, anatto, brazil wood, and
several other natives of the Western
world. Later the science of chemistry
took on a new significance.

During the eighteenth century it made
great strides, not only in England, but
in France, and in the latter country there
was sume progress in the craft of dye-
ing.

In 1685 the Edict of Nantes caused the
expulsion of the Huguenots, a number of
whom settled in England, and brought
with them many of the secrets of the
French dyers. From this time onward,
broadly speaking, there was no great
advance in the art of dyeing until the
middle of the nineteenth century. Coal
gas was discovered in 1830. Tar, at first

a useless bynproduct, was found to yield

benzine, and in 1856 the first aniline or

coal-tar dye was produced.
From this point, of course, progress

has been phenomenal.

NEEDS SIX MONTHS' SUPPLY OF
GERMAN DYE

Washington, Aug. 27.—Francis P.

Garvan, alien pr )perty custodian, has
asked President Wilson to issue an ex-

ecutive order permitting him to send an
agent to Paris to purchase from the

Reparations Coimmission a six months'

supply of German vat dyes to tide over

American manufacturers until German
secret formulas for dyestuffs, now ovsmed

by the alien property custodian, can be
utilized for commercial purposes.



Silks Must Remain High
Tenfold Demand, Reduced Hours of Labor and Short Crop Brings no End to High Prices,

Says Silk Expert—Substitutes Successful, But do Not Cope With Enormous
Demands.

Tun shortage in the raw silk

market will continue in spite of

the release of the Italian hold-

ings, with high if not higher prices, and
the Japanese crop, mainstay of the mar-
ket, is twenty per cent. :;hort, said Wal-
ter Leon Hess, vica-president and gen-
eral ir.anager of the Gosho Corporation,
in discussing market conditions in raw
silk in New York during the past month.

"Raw silk since the outbreak of the

war has kept pace very leisurely with
other raw commodities required either

for civilian or military purposes," said

Mr. Hess. "Even spun silk, which is

only a by-product of raw, had had pro-

portionately a very much greater ad-

vance than raw silk. Practically the

sole source of supply for .silk manufac-
turers in the United States during this

period has been Japan. China silks until

six months ago were considered, at their

ruling level, more or less prohibitive be-

cause of the rate of foreign exchange on
China.

"Italian silks have not been exported
since the war got into full swing, until

perhaps a month or two ago. Japan has,

thcrrfore, been in a remarkable position

to supply American manufacturers with
silks in all grades and sizes, some of

which were never before exported to

America. Yellow silk of Japan increas-

ed in production and consumption by
leaps and bounds and has been so care-

fully reeled in the higher grades that

the foothold gained for these silks dur-

ing the war has placed demand for them
upon a sound basis.

How the Markets Equalized

"Within the last six weeks, and fol-

lowing the release by the Italian Gov-
ernment of the enormous quantity of

govemmentally protected and stored
silk—the price of which the Government
guaranteed, there has been a process of

equalizing the trend of the China, Ital-

ian and Japanese prodiycing markets
which has tended to bring them more
nearly upon a parity one with the oth-

er. At about the same time the inord-

inately high price of Japan low grades
has brought the great tram producer

—

Canton, up to a better level of price for

the Cantonese. On the other hand, the

higher cost of working the latter silk

has practically again equalized the dif-

ference in price between Canton silks

and Japan tram silks.

"Tussah, which played an enormous
role iii military affairs of America dur-

ing her two years' war activity, has ris-

en from the position of a drug upon the

market at seventy-five cents per pound
to an almost stagnant position on ac-

count of its high price in the neighbor-

hood of $4 per pound. The least ad-

vance shown by any raw silk is that of

Tp?,t;e:s, which have, however, increas-

ed one hundred per cent, in value.

"Having brought the conditions in the

raw silk market up to date, it is inter-

esting to note how the consuming mar-
kets have treated the advance and what
the outlook into the future may reason-
ably justify. As before the armistice,

America remains the only country v/hose

manufacturing machinery lias no.: been
v.-arped out of shape or disturbed in any
great measure. Demand for tiie fabrics

of the looms, with the exception of those
lequired for war purposes, as well as

hosiery production, has rapidly increas-

ed until manufacturers have already ta-

ken sc much business that up to the

];resent writing they have absolutely re-

fused to book further orders.

"Quite regardless of price, consun.ers

—that is the ultimate buyers of ritail

anu department stores—seem tj be as

hungry for silks at the end of a period

of five years of high speed producUon as

they might be if the boom in silks were
just starting. There have been violent

fluctuations in the raw silk market. Im-
porters have found themselves at times
without sufficient to supply the needs of

their clients even from day to day. It

is only reasonable that manufacturers
should hesitate to pay daily advances of

from ten to twenty-five cents per pound.

Japanet>e Crop 20 c^ Short

"On the other hand, manufacturers
have found themselves able to look back
upon advances of from $1 to $2 and even
i$3 per pound with greater security than
they were able to contemplate when the

price of raw silk was ruling on the basis

of $4. The causes for these high prices

are due, first, to the principle of demand
and supply; second, to the fact that the

cost in producing centres ha-^ advanced
from 75 per cent, to 150 per cent, in

every item that goes to make up raw
silk production.

"There is no end in sight. At the

present writing the market is a few
cents lower than the top figures, but the

present Japanese crop is twenty per

cent, short. The Italian, with the cost

of coal at $90 per ton or more, is a

questionable quantity. China steam
filatures cannot produce more than

35,000 bales of exportable silk; the ma-
chinery available for increasing produc-

tion in the United States is limited (de-

liveries are one year behind time); the

hours of laborers have been reduced. All

this brinars us to the situation when the

demand for silk and silk goods of all

descriptions is greater tenfold than it

ever was before, and the amount of

available labor and means to produce

sufficient supply is so far behind the re-

quirements that there seems to be an

underlying force to maintain the steady

position, if not material advance in the
price, of this commodity.

Substitutes Succeed But Do Not Replace

"One word must be added with refer-

ence to substitutes for raw silk. Twice
within this generation two substitutes
have been heralded from the housetops
as about to replace enormously the con-
sumption of raw silk. The first was
mercerized cotton, and the second was
artificial silk. The result of the last

twenty-five years proves, however, that
the introduction of these two articles has
served entirely to replace, in certain

lines, the raw silk that was formerly
consumed in producing certain articles;

while, in spite of its release from these

channels, there has not been raw silk

enough in any one year reasonably to

supply the world with its demand for

silk."

LOOK TO YOUR TOWN PRESS
E. M. Trowern, Dominion secretary of

the Rttail Merchants' Association, in

speaiving at Carleton Place recently,

said: "It is the small-town newspaper
that is going- to save this country," not-

ing that the large city dailies were so

tied up to the departmental stores and
big interests that only through the town
newspapers could the people look for

fair treatment. "Get behind them," he
said, "and don't be afraid to advertise.

l"hey ocyend on you almost wholly for

their support."

Active work on the new Dominion
Textile power dam at Magog has been
com.menced. It is estimated that this

will provide work for three or four hun-
dred men.

Daniel McKellar, manager of the Ailso

Craig flax mill, has been rciw^arded for

his past year's splendid work by the

first prize of $500, donated by the On-
tario Standard Flax Company, of Toron-

to, for the best flax and best handled
flax. There are seven mills of the com-
pany in Middlesex and Mr. McKellar had
the honor last year also of receiving the

$500. His employees share in the luck

by receiving $10 each.

W. li. Steley is taking over the man-
agemeiit and control of the R. H. Cosbic

'"o., representatives in Canada of the

Old Bleach Linen Co., of Randolston,

Ireland. Mr. Steley has been connected

v.ith the firm for some time now as

v'ice-presidentL He necently (returned

from Ireland where he completed ar-

rangenients with the Old Bleach Com-
pany for the taking over of the complete
management of their business in Canada.
He also secured the agency for the

handlmg in this country of the N. J.

Richmond line of Madeira linens.
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285 Fourth Ave
Cor. 22nd Street

Silk Buyers Shopping

through the silk district assure us that we show
the largest open stock of desirable silks, for

immediate delivery, of any house in the market.

We believe an inspection of our silk stock will

justify this assertion.

Pine Tree Silk Mills
L DANNENBAUM'S SON & CO.

920-930 Market Street 285 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. NEW YORK. N.Y.-

Mills:

Allegheny Ave. and Boudinot St.

PHILADELPHIA
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STEELCLAD GALATEAS
STAND THE RUB OF THE TUB
For Smart Dresses, Frocks, Middies, Rompers and Play-Suits.

Distinguished for Strength and Durability—Guaranteed Fast

Colours.

The Dominion Textile Company, Limited
/

i
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS

" SPERO " GOODS ARE MANUFACTURED AT THESE MILLS

c«M»K-

" SPERO"
ON SELVEDGE IS OUR GUARANTEE

BRITISH MAKE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY

IN CO'rrON GOODS

"The Beat in the World"
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DOMESTIC
NECESSARIES

U. 724
Union Crash
9% yd., also

12% and 15% yd.

cS^j

-•^>'

ASI

U. 721
Linen Crash
11% yd., also

13%, 15% and
18% yd.

c"/>

%.
"W.

U. 726
Bleached Huckaback
23y2 ins., 15% yd.

G. HENDERSON,
526 Boulevard Sunnyside,

Calgary, Alberta.

A A. 6186

Union Types Lettered

Tea and Gl

19 X 29 ins

22 X 22'/2 "

221/2 X 35 "

,12/11 Doz.
15/6 "

17 11 *•

d
S. 4474

Pure Irish Linen Hemstitched and Embroidered Spreads.

90 X 100 ins., 72/6 each.

Other prices 59 11, 63/-, 69/-, 74/6. 76/11 87/6 each.

CROCKERS LTD.
FrIdAY street LONDON, ENGLAND

.iiinHiiiiiiii
iiiiiMjniiill

a^'-'

W^iiiM

i;^-;

U. 727

Bleached Huckaback
24 ins., 16% yd.

T. R. GUY,
28 Wellington St. West,

Toronto.
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Dnj Goods Re vie v: D R E « S FABRICS ^7

dT^lannel

should be on Your Shelves

Because it is

absolutely Unshrinkable—'
looks and feels as soft after

washing as when new-—the
finely woven texture assures

long, hard wear.
» is made standard weight—31 inches in

cl width. Colors are Cream; plain
shades and striped designs in a variety
of colors.

(reg'd)

'Ctydelld
Flannel adds prestige to your depart-
ment. It is staple, dependable mer-
chandise, guaranteed by the manu-
facturer.

Large shipments are due
to arrive August 15th.
Book your orders now.

William Hollins & Co., Ltd.
28-30 Wellington St. W. Toronto, Canada

New York, U.S.A. London, England

t advertising is

ft scheduled to appear

(reg'd) in MacLean's, Can
adian Home Journal,

Saturday Night, Vanity Fair, Town and
Country, Country Life in America, Vogue,
Harper's Bazar, Good Housekeeping, Elite

Styles and Le Costume Royal.

Trade Mark Reg'd
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For Service—
'npHE fabric that does not wrinkle, defies
-*- dampness and repels dust; that makes
stylish skirts, dresses, suits, coats, or capes
for every season and almost every occasion
is—

•

B. D. A. Mohair

For Sahs—
npHE fabric of day in and day demand
-*- that pays the profits unpruned by mark-
downs; that is known as "The Mohair of
Maximum Merit," is

—

B. D. A. Mohair

The

Bradford Dyers Association^ Ltd.

of Bradford, England

Telegraphic Address: "Cyrus" Bradford
Code used, A.B.C. 5th Edition

Cyrus Brook & Sons, Ltd.

Offices: 5 Uilion Street

Bradford England

Manufacturers of-—

Buntings, Serges,

Shalloons, Coatings,

Scarfs, Gabardines,

Tammies, Custom Cloths

and

Silk and Wool Casement Cloths.

Manufactured at St. Dunstan's Mill,

Mill Lane, and Shuttleworth Works,
Fairweather Green, Bradford, Eng.

Canadian Agents;

Arthur H. Parks, 77 York Street, Toronto

William Parks, 43 St. Sacrament Street,

Montreal

Even One
Half Hour

spent reading your trade

paper is time well spent.

Then pass it on to your

assistant, and let it help

him to help you.
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ht woman who makes the faskionsfor otktrs,

as dlstinguLskcdJroin the woman who takes

kerjaskionsjrom otkers, wears "Standwart
O^rsei^ Cloth ofS^cOtuffij, £pn^ -Staple,

^^orsted "yarns

.

Whcnj^ou stipulate lStandiuarc,^ou
discriminate betwee/i the best-SPurcWorsted-
and tktrest-poor wool . Okc Standard is -

^ SCHREIBER

FABWICS
^EWSEV Ct-OTH

JERSEY CLOTH
IT WILL REPAY YOU IN.REPUTATION AND SATISFACTION TO BUY
DRESSES. SUITS AND SKIRTS FROM MANUFACTURERS WHO USE
RUDOLPH SCHREIBER'S JERSEY CLOTH. ALWAYS LABELLED

STANDWARE. BECAUSE IT STANDS WEAR

.SCHREIBER

FABRICS

^SCHREIBER

JEWSEV Ct-OTt

w^
11fO iSBroaduuau ^Jlfcw Uorh^
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

Code, A. B.C. 5th Edition. Telegrams: "Subdue London"

The House With the Big Stock of Wool Dress Goods

SPECIAL NOTICE
We have in stock at the present time a large quantity of ALL WOOL DRESS
GOODS and SUITINGS, including SERGES in Blacks, Navys and Greys, also

some very fine Grey Tweeds and Wool Tartans. Prices are at the very lowest
figure and shipment can be made immediately.

SERGES
CHEVIOTS
TWEEDS
TARTANS
SUITINGS
COATINGS

SHEPHERD CHECKS
SPONGE CLOTHS
EOLIENNES
ARMURES
FANCIES

Samples can be seen at our Canadian address, 306 Stair Building, Corner Bay
and Adelaide St., Toronto. Phone Main 3354.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation

to visit our warehouse, which is situated in the heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.

WINDSOR PRINT WORKS
86 88 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED and DYED COTTON FABRICS
FOR JOBBING AND CUTTING-UP TRADE

PERCALES, FLANNELETTES, WASH FABRICS
CANADIAN AGENTS:

John PatersoR, 309 Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Wilson & Paterson, 510 Empire Bldg., Toronto

Special Values In

ALL WOOL SERGES
also

PURE WOOL SCOTCH TWEEDS

INQUIRIES SOLICITED

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
MAPPIN AND WEBB BUILDING'

10 VICTORIA STREET. MONTREAL

To MANUFACTURERS & RETAILERS
We have in stock for iimmediate shipment a chodcf

selection of

Serges, Velours, Men's Meltons, Tweeds, and also a range of

Beatrice Wool and Venetian Linings

All these are excellent values.
Samples and prices on request.

ROOM 3. SOMMtlR BUILDING
37 MAYOR STREET - MONTREAL
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' '^'^M ^ViA Silk for

Every Occasion ^
A Silk Por Every Day of the Year

This forms the basis of the 1920 Mallinson Silk Mer-

chandising idea. The new plan eliminates slack seasons-

provides continuously live, profitable business—and adds a

touch of security to silk buying and selling.

The tremendous growth of the demand for

.. 1 Silks deluxe

is in direct proportion to the increasing number of

women who discrimmate keenly and prefer

''The New Silks First"

Our new merchandising policy will help you to capitalize

on this universal demand. Every month we will show new

ideas. The October display is ready.

H. R. MALLINSON
& COMPANY, Inc.

"The New Silks First"

Madison Ave. 31st Street

NEW YORK
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ForThe Social Season

Printed Georgettes

Crepe de Chines

Ninons and Chiffons

Georgette Crepe

'*10|'fMARK REOlSt'EPtO

Stocks in above materials on

hand for immediate delivery

from our Toronto warehouse.

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie
PARIS
TARARE
LYONS

Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street, West

Telephone: Adelaide 3062

TORONTO

TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A. B.C.

5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTTRERS

Ecru and Colored Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo- Swiss and Broche Muslins,

"Wilsco" Lawns, "Zelette"

LACE CURTAINS

LACE NETS

Is your stock attractive and complete
in

Your Men^s Department?
In the different lines we offer you, you will

find genuine value that cannot be surpassed
elsewhere. Our goods always appeal to the
careful buyer. Order early to ensure best
selection at lowest prices.

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades
Tweeds, Sateens
Drills, Oxfords
Flannelettes
Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

Our travellers are now on the road with our range
for Spring 1920.

Jieaccfv

'J3.eXl.€xHU£.O^^S2l
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LOW Mil, I,

I'RINT WORKS

&

|M*s
LifSK^jPf?,,.

J.7ATFORD BRIDGt
I>RINl W ORk-i

r^^

>.^ St. James's Buildin^^s Oxford St.. Manchest

The Head Offices ofthe C PA. Ltd.—theHome of British Prints

The Calico Printers* Association,

Limited, co-ordinates the output of

more than 30 great Print Works,

with many subsidiary organisations,

the separate energies and facihties

of which are directed with one

ideal— the combined production

of the finest Prints in the world.

The fact that the C.P.A. have appointed

Mr. Edward Foster as their direct

Canadian Representative will be welcomed

by all keen Canadian buyers.

Mr. Foster carries samples of all the famous

C.P.A. Fabrics and will be happy to display

these to and answer enquiries from, traders

interested in high class voiles, prints, satteens,

drills, printed handkerchiefs, furnish-

ing fabrics, and the well-known specialities

GRAFTON'S VOILE. POTTER'S
PRINTS. CEPEA SERGE, GERMAR-
KORD. CYLKCEL. etc.

From time to time announcements will be made
in tliis column regarding latest samples received

from Manchester, England.

Communications addressed to :

—

Mr. EDWARD FOSTER,
10, Coristine Buildings,

20, St. Nicholas Street,

MONTREAL,
will receive his careful and prompt attention.

THE CALICO PRINTERS' ASSOCIATION, LTD
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.



Slow Deliveries Keep Millinery Unsettled

A Splendid Season in Progress—Darker Shades Prevail for Midwinter—Much Fur, Uncurled
Ostrich, Also Brocade and Flowers Survive the Brilliant Autumn Shades

—Some Novelties Featured.

THERE is likely to be a very

gradual change from Fall to

mid-Winter modes in millinery

This is due to the exasperating deliv-

eries. Wholesalers and buyers state

that goods ordered from the United

States do not reach their destination

for as long as eight weeks. Canadian

wholesalers, as a result, are also tied

up and unable to cope with the active

season in a way which is satisfactjry,

although they claim to be doing a little

better than the New York houses. Dfe-

-

liveries here are kept within a. four or

five week limit for the most part. Paris
'

seems to 'be worse than anywhere 'for

strikes there have held back goods for

six weeks.

The fact that millinery has become

sj popular again in small, as well as

large, centres is keeping manufacturers,

designers and wholesalers all about at

their wits' end. There are new things

coming out every day in both foundation

styles and trimmings, and prices are at

the same time so unstable and high that

there is an unsettled feeling throughout

the whole trade. The one certain and

unaltering feature is that consumers are

standing at the door, so to speak, ready

to buy whatever is attractive and be-

coming and one never can be sure of

just what big amount a casual customer

Avill part with in order to possess just the

most bewitching creation in headwear.

Bright Shades Not For Wintry Blasts

Up to the early part of September

there was remarkable sale for the bright

Autumn colors. The nasturtium colors

—capucines, to be strictly modern—

'

ranging from brilliant oranges tj deep

and rich henna tones, have met with

much success. Only touches of them

were selected for the most part iby the

better class trade, however, though

many high-priced models were sold, and

already that element is turning to the

darker tones for mid-season. The whole-

sale trade is of the opinion that those

striking tones will not survive the first

blasts of Winter.

Just now there is a favoritism shown

for royal iblue^a rather deeper, but

more liquid sTiade than the old royal

trne, however. This new shade is par-

ticularly good with the silver laces and

br jcades which are bound to be an all-

reason feature. It also combines very

well with black when both are in velvet.

Blacks are coming to the fore very

noticeably, too, for mid-Winter, in all

materials. They are especially good in

large, dressy unstiffened shapes.

Are Large Shapes to Prevail?

As to size, there is a difference of

)pinion in the Canadian trade as to

whether the late season will take notice-

ably to the large hats or not. One
wholesale milliner, whose opinion is usu-
cilly ibased on actual facts in the millin-

ery world, rather than upon undefinable
impressions, states that there is quite a

marked tendency towards large, dressy
models, while another leading buyer,
whj has just retu^'ned from New York,
says that she was counting upon the

large hats taking the lead until sht;

went dowTi there and found that a re-

version is taking place and that the fac-

tory-made hats are tending aga. i to be

omall and they are selling to all the

leading houses. She fbelia'^'e^, however,
tl at 'by December the te^'^ency may
quite likely be for largo shapi* agaiii.

The bulky crowns are quite new, but

not taking well with the Canad f.): buy-

ers.

Flowers, Feathei's and Furs

Flowers are quite n )ticeably t .^ the

front for trimmings and are being used
extensively with metallic laces.

Feathers are exceedingly important,

but the full ostrich plumes are not as

strong as some in the trade were ex-

pecting. This fact is explained as due

to the dignified, matronly impression

which goes with the plume-decked hat.

Ir other words, a hat trimmed with os-

trich iplumes make the wearer 1 )ok old,

whereas youth and freedom are still the

2-oal of to-day's fashions. Uncurled and

S.'lycerined ostrich are quite another pro-

position, of -course, and' so are the chic

I'ttle curled-up feathers, which nestle in

the corners of a sweep ,)f velvet or

under a soft crown or brim. The un-

curled effects are all popular in fringe,

bandeaux, etc.

One feature which seems to elicit en-

thusiasm from all in the wholesale trade

is the place of fur trimmings for mid-

Winter. Monkey far is already in very

strong demand, and skunk, mole, ibeaver

and nutria are all receiving marked at-

tention.

Have You Ever Seen Henna Cats?

A novelty which will be decided by

consumers themselves as to its popular-

ity is dyed cat. This fur is being dyed

up in such shades as yellows, greens

and nasturtium tones, and it is thought

iby some that they will prove attractive
for trimmings when Hudson seal coats
and neutral-toned furs eliminate bright
color otherwise from the outdoor cos-
tume.
There is no doubt either about the im-

portance of metallic laces, richly bro-
caded metallic fabrics, and similar ef-

fects which provide brightness and rich-

i.ess, but not a color riot.

It would be well fjr milliners to re-

mind their customers, too, that to be
modish, hats this season must practi-

cally all be worn well down on the
forehead.

MILLINERS' ASSOCIATION FORMED
IN MONTREAL

With a view of promoting fair methods
of competition in the trade, twenty-five

representative milliners met in Montreal,
Sept. 4, and appointed a provisional com-
mittee to organize the retail milliners

of the city. The meeting was called by
the Retail Merchants' Association of Can-
ada with whom the new milliners' asso-

ciarion will be affiliated. J. A. Lavallee,

of the Mount Royal Department Store,

presided.

Discussion at the meeting was mainly
devoted to the practice of certain whole-

sale houses who approach small retailers

early in the season and sell them novelty

hats at high prices, later dumping the

balance of their stock in the same line

on the counters of a large department
store where the same article is sold re-

tail at half what the individual milliner

had paid for it wholesale. A flagrant in-

stance of a certain silk and velvet hat
was cited, which was recently sold to the

trade at $5.50 and later appeared on a

St. Catherine street bargain counter at

$2.98. Several millinery buyers for de-

partment stores who were present agreed

that this practice on the part of the whole-

salers was very hard on the smaller

stores. A protest was also made against

wholesalers selling hats at retail.

The following provisional committee
was appointed: J. A. Lavallee, chairman;

L. H. Duclos; A. Gelinas; S. D. Cohen;

M. Barash and M. Jacobson. A second

meeting will be called in a fortnight's

time when officers will be elected. Mean-
while the committee is enrolling members.

Mr. .). C. Green, of the John C. Green
Co., wholesale millinery, Toronto, is in

Paris. He will probably be there until

January, remaining to acquaint himself

with Spring goods there before return-

ing.
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Fashionable Millinery

Horsehair is said to make a most perfect fabric for small hats, for it may be twisted and draped into the most modish shapes.

The model at the left shows it in pearl grey ornamented only with a goura feather at a jaunty angle at the back.

Perhaps the most popular combination for this Fall ;\nd Winter is velvet and feathers. The middle number above is black
velvet with black uncurled ostrich feathers. These are all the more attractive when accompanied by sable furs or some such
fashionable neck piece.

Fringe is a distinctive trimming this year. It is simulated at the right in the long blue glycerined ostrich feathers of

blue, and the result is effective on the modish red hat.

Miss Hilda Mahar, who has been in

charge of the millinery department at
Oak Hall, St. Stephen, N.B., rather sur-

pnised her friends when she returned
durin/j August from vacation, having
changed her name to Mrs. Reginald
Ramsay, and bringing with her her
young husband. The marriage took
place in St. John and was the culmina-
tion of a happy romance 'begun in pre-

war days in their home in Charlotte-

town, Mr. Ramsay having but. recently

returned from service of several years
with the Canadian forces in France.

A FEW OPENING NOTES
"Scinteline" is featured by the Hud-

son's Bay Co. at Edmonton, Alta., as

"the newest overdrape faibric for even-

ing wear." It has a silky finish and soft

clinging appearance in iridescent effect,

approved by Paris. Scintelines are in

colors, are 40 inches wide and sell at

$3.00 a yard.

The Robt. Simpson Co., Toronto, had
a comer window display of French
fabrics in rich dark colorings, featunng
Georgettes with brocaded velvet pat-

terns. They were rich and distinctively

new materials. Several other striking

opening displays featured suiting,

gorgeous evening wear fabrics, velvets,

trimmings, millinery and furs.

The Hudson's Bay Co. at Calgary in-

corporated a new idea w'ith their Fall

fashion promenade, which took place

Sept. 4 and 5. One promenade tO!.>k

place in their newly decorated "Eliz-

abethan Rooms" (dining rooms), on the

sixth floor, from 3 to 5 o'clock. All the

tables were reserved and admission was
by ticket, costing 25 cents, which also

covered the serving of a full tea during

the promenade. A space was also roped
off on the second floor, where the Man-
nequins promenaded for those who could

not attend in the dining room.
Eaton's, Toronto, had seven striking

v.'indow displays for their formal dress

fabric opening, beginning Sept. 8.

One window showed greys—"peace"

greys—one showed plaid fabrics, the

comer window featured brown tones,

another window was in blues and one

i". henna, with its accompanying tones

of nasturtium, or "capucine." There

were two other window^ featuring rich

novelty silks and brocades fjr evening

apparel. In the dress goods department
two long plal^forms showed further

handsome drapes jf pastie ^broadcloths,

Irmes, brocades, velvets, embroidered

Georgette, etc., in a very riot of color.

Asters, ferns and palms, witn a few ap-

propriate display cards and lighted floor

lamps, delighted the p-blic. A view )f

one of these displays is rejjroduced in

this issue.

J. A. Migel, Inc., silk manufacturers,

holding plants in Astoria, West Ho-
boken and Paterson, N.J., have pur-

chased four and one-half acres of ground

in North Bergen, N.J. Upon this site,

which is situated between the Hudson
Boulevard and Paterson Plank-road, the

firm intends to build one of the most
extensive and best equipped silk mills in

the East. Ground will be broken at

once, the carrying rway of the large hill

will be accomplished and the new plant

will be running, it is expected, by the

first of January, 1920.
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Furs Dyed in All the
Newest Shades

FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Paul St. Montreal
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One Look
will convince you that we have
the finest range of the Newest
Creations in Millinery it is pos-
sible to find.

Our styles are the very latest

and combine only the best
workmanship and materials.

We also have an exceptionally
well-assorted stock of exqui-
site Velvets, Silks, Ribbons,
Laces, etc.

You are always welcome at our
Show Rooms. If unable to do
your buying personally, com-
municate with us. We will give
you excellent service.

WHOLESALE ONLY

G. Goulding & Sons
55 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
Winnipeg Ottawa Hamilton

DYNAMO BRAND

By this Mark you are enabled to

recognize MALINES which can-

not be equalled in Quality—absolute

Exclusiveness and Economy.

"Dynamo Brand" Malines
Are guaranteed Rainproof. They resist Rain—Dampness

—

Snow—Sun and Perspiration.

They excel where others fail, and they naturally become the

ideal Maline for Millinery and for Maline Scarves, so appro-
priate for evening wear. They are economic, because one
yard of Dynamo Maline offers more advantages than two
yards of any other make. Buy Dynamo Maline, it is the

Original Guaranteed Rainproof Maline.

MONTREAL
Room 705
Read Bldg.

Tel: Main 6524

CHAS. MOUTERDE {United Makers)
The only selling agents for Gios Mtllton & Co. of Lyons [France] for the

Dominion of Canada. We only sell to the Wholesalers.

80 Wellington
St. West

TORONTO
Tel. Adel. 4184



Silk Hosiery Up 33^3 to 50 Per Cent
Buyers Surprised at Big Advance—Wonder if it Will Continue—Breaking Even on Cotton

Lines, in Underwear and Hosiery.

BY the beginndng of September the

wholesale houses had had an op-
portunity to go over the lines of

knit goods for the Spring of 1920, be-

lated as many of them were in putting
in an appearance. ' The general conclu-

sion is the same as was reported last

month, namely that on the average cot-

ton lines are practically the same in price

as for last Spring; in other words, at

the top of the market. In the cheaper
lines of hosiery there has been a slight

drop, running about 2i/^ to 5 per cent.,

but in the finer grades this decline has
been reversed by a small increase, so that
the two balance up pretty v»'ell.

Advances Since the Opening

In underwear a similar condition pre-

vails, although it is men's lines of bal-

briggan that show the drop, and that
only to a slight degree. Since the open-
ing some fleece-lined goods have advanc-
ed 25 cents a dozen, a condition also that
was not surprising to most buyers.

Balancing Up
But in hosiery there doss not appear

to be much anticipation of further ad-
vances, especially in cotton lines. This
is in spite of the fadt that many of the
cotton manufacturers stocked up with
yarns last Spring at the time of tlie

slump in prices and that when they g«
back into the market aaain they will be
met by higher prices than then. But,
on the other hand it is argued that the
production will have improved in a few-

months as labor becomes more settled

and that this element will compensate
for the other. The scarcity, actual and
contomplated, undoubtedly has exercised
a stiffening effect on the opening prices

of goods for next Spring.

Prices at the Top?

The prevailing opinion among whole-
sale buyers would appear to be that the
market in cotton lines had pretty well

reached the top. Whether the public

agitation against 'high costs, not only of

food but of clothing, will influence the

latter market to any appreciable extent
it would be difficult to prophesy, but a
widespread movement with strong pub-
lic sentiment behind it would seem
bound to exercise an influence, in the
face of every "law of supply and de-

mand" that was ever called in as a de-

fence against high prices, whether legi-

timate- or the reverse.

Big Advances in Silks

As was anticipated, it is in lines of

silk hosiery that prices show the great-

est advances for next year. Buyers as

a rule are loud in their protest against
the heights that have been reached. The
advances run anywhere from 25 to 50

per cent., and the average buyer de-

clares that these prices arc not warrant-

ed by any conditions that exist to-day

or are likely to exist in the next few
months. For instance, one line that was
quoted to the wholesale trade on the

first of September, an imported line, by
the Avay, had risen from $6.50 to $9.

which would bring it to about $12.70

laid down in Canada. This line sold this

past season at $12.50, and will go up for

Spring to about $16.75, an advance of

about one-third. This, of course, is a

fibre silk line, and the pure silk is even
worse.

Labor is blamed by the mills as much
for the advance as the soaring prices

of raw silk. The latter has g"one up
from a low of around $6.25 a pound
during the Spring reaction to over $12
per pound, which is an increase of 50

per cent, over the price of about $8.50

that ruled for a lengthy period before

that again. In one mill, labor on a

pure silk goods flat machine that used
to be paid $25 to $28 a week is now
receiving $90 a week. That counts some
in the manufactured article.

What of White Silks?

With prices as they are in silk lines

there is a tendency for the wholesale

trade to go lightly in stocking up lest

an increased production later on may
relieve prices somewhat. On the other

hand they are rendered anxious by the

known scarcity of these goods all over,

and the fear that they will be left out

if they delay ordering when they have

the chance. So between the two motives

Ibey are rather worried. So far as colors

are concerned blacks are having an enor-

mous run, with tans strong as last year.

Later on many believe, however, that

there will spring up a demand for whites,

as a relief from the other.

AUSTRALIAN WOOL
The President of the British

Board of Trade stated last month,
in reply to a question put in Par-
liament:—"At the present time the

Government hold approxiniatelv
900,000 bales of Australian and
New Zealand wool in this country,
L'jS.OOO bales are in transit, and
approximately 1,220,000 bales are
held in Australia and New Zealand.
The last mentioned are being con-

signed to this country as fast as
tonnage permits. Government
wool is being placed on the market
at a rate which taxes the selling

brokers to the utmost cauacity.
Supplies through the auction sales

are supnli'nu'nted by direct issues

at scheduled prices."

KNIT GOODS NOTES FROM NEW
YORK

The following are some New York
trade reports on the knit goods situa-
tion:

Misses' hosiery is lat a premium, it is re-
ported in the trade. Practically everything
has been sold up for as far ahead as mills
care to go and buyers are still asking for
merchandise. No one seems to have sup-
plies enough to carry them along until they
will be able to take on more and get de-
liveries, so it is generally felt that a short-
age on misses' hosiery is bound to arrive
sooner or later.

The hosiery situation otherwise is about
unchanged. Women's fine cottons have
been very strong for a long time and the
low end lines are nearly as strong now. A
large business has been done on them with-
in the past few weeks. In men's there is

very little available before the end of the
year, about December being the best that
some could promise if they were willing to

take the business at this time.

Silk Hosiery Scarce.

Silk hosiery of all kinds for both men
and women is stronger than ever, and it is

difficult to locate any quarter that has any
to sell. Selling agents and mills are turn-
ing business away for lack of merchandise,
and with n'o apparent stop to the demand it

is felt that this demand will be stronger
than ever by the time mills are ready to

talk business again.

Nainsook Only to Jan. 1.

The nainsook underwear trade has booked
a large business for Spring, 1920, and
buyers are still ready and willing to buy
if mills and selling agents would take the
business.

As a rule, most selling agents and mills
have not sold beyond January 1, but it is

felt by many that they will not be able to
deliver all that they sold, and' for that rea-
son deliveries may extend into January, or
even into February of next year.
The demand took the form of a union

suit call, and one of the large factors in

the trade estimated that about 80 to 85
per cent, of the business for next spring
was done on union suits, with the balance
done on shirts and drawers. The demand
for nainsook union suits this year has been
greater than ever before, it is reported.

Prices have tended upward; and during
the season they have advanced about $1 to
$1.50 a dozen all along the line. Numbers
that opened at $5.12*/^ a dozen closed at
from $6.25 to $6.75 a dozen, and were firm
at that high level.

The Ripple Sweater

Among the novelties that have proved
very big is the Ripple sweater, made both
as an open front sweater and as a slip on.
The open fi*ont, however, has had the call

by all means and it is reported that mills
making them are greatly oversold on them.
It is anticipated that they will be big
favorites next spring and that mills will not
be able to supply the demand. They are a

novelty that gives promise of wearing well
with the consuming public.

Expect Underwear to Go Up

The price end of the underwear market
is strong and selling agents are firm in the
belief that prices are going higher than
they are to-day. One large factor who is

in more or less close touch with the situa-

tion said yesterday that in his opinion the
high grade 11-pound shirts and drawers
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would go to $10.50 a dozen and the 16-

pound union suits would go to $18. These
were prices to the jobbers. At present the
prices for the shirts and drawers are around
$9.50' and for the union suits about $16.50.

More and more emphasis is being put on
the expected scarcity of merchandise as the
controlling factor in price determination.

Word comes from New York that
there has grown up a strong demand for

colored cotton underwear, especially the

favored pink. The reason for this fash-

ion as given is that it is really an imi-

tation on the part of women of their

richer sisters who can afford the costly

glove-silk material—in pink—and that
the cotton, in pink, looks just a'bout as
silky with a blouse covering it, as the

real variety.

U.S. MILLS "SPREAD OUT" LIKE
CANADIANS

Some sweater coat manufacturers m
the United States are taking a leaf from
the policies of some Canadian firms, one
in particular, and in an effort to solve
the labor shortage are establishing
branch mills in surroundmg towns and
small cities. It is stated that although
this involves a large outlay both in

capital for the plant and the extra over-
head charges, they consider them a good
investment in increasing their produc-
tion and enabling them to fill orders
for merchandise. These smaller plants
are termed auxiliaries.

NOVELTY SWEATER AND SCARF
The ripple sweater has caught on very

noticeably in New York. Wanamaker's
feature it as "Something really new in

this much-sweatered world. It is a coat
sweater—very good lines—a closely knit
waist-line and a ruffled peplum. The
effect is charming. The sleeves, too, are
bell-shaped and made with a suggestion
of a ripple at the cuffs. In turquoise
blue, mauve, midnight blue, salmon, and
tan."

They also mention Orenberg scarfs

—

"Long and wide scarfs of white Shetland
floss with borders of stripes in gay
Romany colors. Very charming to wear
with cue's sweaters."

RIBUED SILK HOSIERY NEW
Distinctive styles in hosiery are re-

ceiving attention in New York stores.
The novelty designs include some with
lace incrustations, others with openwork
and hand-embroidered clocks or insteps.
Ribbed silk hosiery for street or sports
wear is quite a new note.

Men's half-hose are in black, white
and colors and in blended colors, figured
and striped effects. A recent importa-
tion consists of French lisle half-hose in

novel designs and combinations.

Children's hose are in cotton, lisle or
silk and of course golf and other sport
hose are shown in variety.

T. A. Code, knit goods manufacturer,
and Ml. Boyd Caldwell, of Boyd Cald-
well and Co., tweed and knit goods
manufacturers, have lately returned to

Canada after a business tour in Europe.

MERCHANDISE RESEARCH BUREAU
(Continued from page 28)

who has been transferred to another
department, or who is a new employee,
must pass the tests.

In the first place, the heads of depart-

ment sections give individual instruction

to the salespeople on the actual merchan-
dise they have to handle. Then tests

are arranged and answers corrected

from the training department, and thus
salespeople are checked up on the in-

formation which they are giving out

daily.

The extent of this information and the

detailed knowledge required for the

tesits is readily to be seen from the set

of questions which follow. These sets

of questions are those which have been
actually used in the store. It would per-

haps oe surprising for some glove and
hosiery buyers throughout the Dominion
to binish up their information and find

out just how satisfactorily they them-
selves could answer these questions.

What is regarded by the T. Eaton Co.

for their own business as a satisfactory

set of answers to the hosiery questions

is also given below, having been kindly

loaned by the firm to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW for this article. The set of an-

swers was handed in by one of the Eaton
employees:

GLOVE DEPARTMENT
1. Name the principal skins used in ladies'

gloves.
2. What is Glace Kid?
3. What is Suede?
4. What is Mocha?
5. What is Capeskin?
6. What is Chamois?
7. What is a Doeiskin Glove?
8. What is a Lambskin Glove?
9. What is Peccary?

10. What is the "grain" of leather?
11. What is meant by "split leather"?

MAN\ USES FOR KNITTED FAB-
RICS

The various types of fine and heavy
knitted wool materials which have be-
come so important to the fabric world,

and wliich are known in England as

"Stockinettes," form an interesting de-

velopment in the Nottingham products.

Tiiese are put to varied uses in England
and ai'e finished specially for those dif-

ferent uses. A Nottingham report

states

:

The goods have a backing showing the

usual stockinette rib and on the face is

a rich furry pile, formed no doubt by a

brushing operation. The fabrics could
fairly be described as super-brushed
wool, although the pile is not in all cases
sheep's wool. In one instance the pile is

mohair and betrays the usual brightness
of that material. The shades range from
dark to light and are of a notable purity
and in the most fashionable colorings.

A stockinette made with a nap of bot-

any wool, and excellently adapted for

fleecy linings for garments or rugs, has

a feature of novelty in a diagonal rib.

By improvements of this kind the de-

mand for stockinettes can be greatly ex-

tended, and at this time of day the pre-

ference for knitted fabrics is evident

upon all hands.

12. Name the skins that are washable.
13. How are these made washable?
14. What is meant by Points as applied to

gloves ?

15. How many styles of points are com-
monly used ?

16. Sketch the points if posisible.

17. Name the principal seams used in gloves.

18. Describe these seams.
19. How do sizes run in ladies' kid gloves?
2i0. Name the different lengths in kid gloves.

21. If a customer asked to match a sam-
ple and we could not do so, what should
be done ?

22. Wlhat are the best selling points in a

glove ?

2j3. How should a glove be put on?
24. What is a Bolton Thumb?
25. Wlhat is a Gusset Thumb?
26. What is a Fourchette in a glove?
27. What are Gussets in a glove?
28. What are the different kinds of fabric

gloves?
29. What are the different kinds of isilk

gloves?
30. What is the difference between a Mi-

lanese and a Tricot?
31. Of what material are Chamoisette gloves

made ?

32. How is a Chamoisette glove madte?

33. Of what material are Lisle gloves made?
34. How do sizes run in fabric gloves?

35. How do sizes run in children's gloves?

36. What size glove is soldi for the average

size child of 6 years?
37. What are the principal skins used in

men's dress gloves?
38. What is Buckskin?
39. What are the principal skins used in

work gloves and mitts?
40. If a customer asked for a glove that

would stand water, what should be

recommended ?

41. Are all knitted gloves pure wool?
42. What is a Gun Cut Palm?
43. How do sizes run in men's gloves? •

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

1. What are Cashmere Hose?
2. What are Worsted Hose?
3. What are Thread Silk Hose?
4. Wlhat are Glove Silk Hose?
5. What are Fibre Silk Hose?
6. What are Plated Hose?
7. What are Union Plated Hose?
8. What are Union Hose?
9. What are Percentage Hose?

10. What are Fleece-lined Hose and what
is the purpose of Fleecing?

11. What are Balbriggan Hose?
12. What are Oashmereitte Hose?
13. What are Lisle Thread Hose?
14. Wlhat are Mercerized Hose?
15. Which will wear the better. Glove Silk

or Thread Silk Hose?
16. Has Glove Silk any advantage over

Thread Silk?

17. What are Spliced Hose?
18. Name and describe the three different

styles feet in hosiery.

19 If a. customer asked you how to launder

Colored Silk Hose, w,hat would you

suggest?
20. Has a Cashmere Sole any advantage over

a Cotton Sole?

21. What is a Maco Sole?

22 What are Full Fashioned Hose?
•'3 How is a Fashioned Seamless Hose dis-

tinguished from a Seamless Hose?

24. How is a Mock Seam Hose distinguished

from a Full Fashioned Hose?

25. What is the advantage of a Full Fash-

ioned Hose over a Seamless?

26. Why are Full Fashioned Hose higher

in price than Seamless?

27. What is meant by Out-size Hose?

28. What is the standard width of Regulav

Hose and Out-size Hose?
29. Why do Out Sizes cost more than Reg-

ular Sizes?

30. What does "Multiplex" mean ?

31. Which will shrink the more, White or

Black Cashmere? Why?
32 Pick out the following hose: Cashmere,

Worsted, Thread Silk, Fibre Silk, Silk

Plated, Union, Balbriggan, Cashmerette,

(Continued on page 150)
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The present vogue for longer and tighter

skirts is not lessening the demand for fine

quality hosiery.

The fact is, milady is becoming more ex-

acting in her tastes. Her hosiery must be

of texture and make equal to that of her

finest garment.

There is a genuine satisfaction in being

able to off^er hosiery that you know will

please. Penmans, which requires no in-

troduction to you or your trade, can be

offered with perfect confidence.

HOSIER Y
THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE"
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FLEECE

Look for this Label

"BEAVER BRAND" FLEECE LINED UNDERWEAR

IS

GUARANTEED

AS TO

QUALITY

SIZE

AND

WORKMANSHIP

Sold by all the Leading Wholesalers from Coast to Coast

Combinations and Two-Piece

BEAVER KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED
ALTON, ONTARIO

Selling Agents :

Ontario and Western Canada Quebec and Maritime Provinces

R. R. DAVIS
33 Melinda St. Toronto

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St. : Montreal
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CIRCLE BAR HOSIERY
FOR WOMEN

In Cashmere, Mercerized Cotton, Silk

FOR MEN
In Cashmere, Silk or Cotton

FOR CHILDREN
In Cashmere or Cotton

The ever-increasing popularity of CIRCLE-
BAR HOSIERY is a result of specializing
in one quality only—THE BEST.

From the purchasing of our raw materials
down to the smallest detail in manufacture
we have always insisted upon the para-
mount importance of QUALITY.

CIRCLE-BAR HOSIERY will loyally main-
tain your reputation for goods of the high-
est standard of quality, service, and value.

Representatives are now on the way to you
with our interesting samples for

SPRING 1920

You will be especially interested in our
women's new "Anti-Run" Stocking produced
by a new special process. Patent applied
for and application has been entered at

Patent Offices, Ottawa, as serial number
226507.

The Circle-Bar Knitting Co.
Limited

Kincardine - Ontario

Knitting Yarns
Impressive quality, distinctive softness and
elasticity, comprehensive range of the season's

most attractive and popular colors—all are

found in

BONWORTH YARNS

36

c

o
L

O

R

S

36

c

o

L

O
R
S

"SUPERn

2-ply Floss lends itself admirably to the

fashioning of distinctive knitted creations.

Spun from fine Australian wool. Sold in balls.

"ELECTRA n

4-ply fingering— into which is imparted a

special twist, to prevent splitting. An ideal

yarn, positively without equal on the market.

Immensely popular everywhere. It is sure to

commend itself to your customers. Sold in

skems.

The Bonner-Worth Co.
i.iMni'.D

Worsted Yarn Spinners and Dyers

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO
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Buster Brown Stockings

Appeal to Every Mother
—because they wear longer
—because they require less mending
—because theyWe economical

Buster Brown Stockings are fitted

with a triple-ply heel and toe—success-

fully preventing the usual rapid wear
at these points. In addition, they have

a double elastic-ribbed leg, double foot

and narrowed ankle, making them com-
fortable and neat-fitting.

These points appeal to every mother. They fully

appreciate stockings which wear longer, which they'll

have less trouble mending, which cost less in the end.

They will thank you for recommending them.

Your dealer will supply you with Buster Brown
durable hosiery—the economical kind.

THE CHIPMAN HOLTON KNITTING CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONTARIO MILLS ALSO AT WELLAND

XThe

^m^^m
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Sell Satisfaction
PEERLESS UNDERWEAR

VX/^HEN you sell a suit of Peerless Underwear you sell satis-

^ ' faction.

You are satisfied that you have just made one more customer
who will come back herself and also tell others.

Recommend Peerless Underwear always. It is your one, safe,

sure bet to build a bigger business.

MOODIE'S

PEERLESS

Peerless Underwear
Company, Limited

Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons

UNDERWEAR Hamill^tomano

•ViiiiiiiiiiUiii""J"""""J'J'j'"J"umnn'""i'"''" "x-kv

The Hall-Mark of

Maximum Comfort and
Durability at Minimum Cost.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL LEADING. ^

Manufactured on THE GRADUATED
PRINCIPLE, and Commencing with TWO
THREADS in the TOP, it increases in

WEAR-RESISTING PROPERTIES as it

descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR,

and the HEEL and TOE FIVE,
making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY SEAMLESS
PERFECT IN FIT

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

^^ - ,::^,7dnrrF00TWEAR. ^

tSjACMroTPlRfEgli^T-^ ^
To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

<*T>I H TIITII H TT>TTTrTTrr i lTttTTTTT rtTTttTTTTTTTTTTItTtTTIFtTTV

Cable Address :

"Currie Stewarton"

^^^^j John

J^^^ Currie
^^"^ Son & Co
iMMi Bridgend Works

"^ STEWARTON, Ayrshire, N.B.

Makers of Scotch Knit Woollen Goods
Including

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy

Scarves in self and
striped effects

Gents' Viator

and Aviator

Caps

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit
Caps and Tarn O'Shanters.

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada

G. B. OLIVER
116 Mail Buildings 106 Bay Street

TORONTO
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From the

Ballantyne Spring Range
for Spring and Summer, 1920

Slip-om No. 29r.—Fancy stitch in half-oardigan, with deep Polo collar. Made
in plan or comlbinatione of latest art shadles, inc'ludiing C'oralette, N'iile,

Turquoifee, Liglht Rose, Copenhagen, Old Rose, Canary, Padd^, Fawn,
EmeraldL Orange, Mauve, Plum, Apricot and White.

BUT one of the new Ballantyne Garments comprising our Spring and Sum-
mer range. Our travellers are now showing the complete range, which

includes Knitted Coats and Pullovers, Boys' Jerseys, Men's, Women's and
Children's Bathing Suits. Make your selection now from the smartest styles

for 1920.

R. M. BALLANTYNE, LIMITED
STRATFORD, ONT.
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PURE

Foi

WOOL

en, Women and Children

Our travellers leave early in September, it will be

to your advantage to await a visit before placing

orders for Fall sorting and Spring. You will be

interested in many new lines we have added to our

already extensive range. Novelties are coming to

hand daily.

Underwear, Shirts, Hosiery, Gloves, Sweaters,

Cardigans, Spencers, Dressing Gowns, Jackets,

Ulsters and Overcoats, Blankets, Rugs, Knitted

Scarfs, etc., etc.

We are open to appoint agents where we are not already represented
will pay an early visit to anyone interested. Catalogue on application.

Dr. Jaeger's ^^"''grJr"^" CO., Limited 243 Bleury Street, Montreal

Our traveller

Remember—there is no low
grade or cheap ''CEETEE"
—only the very highest
grade and best quality un-

_„ derclothing bears the famous
"CEETEE SHEEP" trademark.
If you are catering to the best trade in your district you must sell "CEETEE"
For ordinary underwear you willfind TURNBULL'S brand at least the equal of any made in Canad

THE PURE WOOL
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

MADE BY

The C. Turnbull Company, of Gait, Limited
Also manufacturers of TURNBULL'S Ribbed Underwear for ladies and children, and TURNBULL'S "M " Bands for infants

CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE CEETEE

"Just Right"
To look "just right" a man must first

of all feel "just right." This is the
unfailing effect when a man wears
our

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
Satisfaction is assured in every sale.

.See our samples also of

PINE CASHMEKE
.JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
TWEEDS AND ETOFFES, etc.

HEAVY WOOL SOCKS.

MITCHELLWOOLLEN CO.
LIMITED

MITCHELL - ONTARIO

MAPLE LEAF
HOSIERY

PURE WOOL
A Canadian line of Hosiery thait has
steadily maintained its hitrh sitand-

ard in spite of wiar-time difficulties

and substitutions.
A vvonbhy Canadian product for
your Ho.iiery Department.

Send for samples or see our Krp
resentative.

^

The Goderich Knitting Co.
Limited

GODERICH, ONTARIO
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IT PA YS TO PUSH

HOSIERY, SWEATER COATS,
JERSEYS, BATHING SUITS

Monarch-Knit goods always
give your customers the great-

est satisfaction for the money
expended.

That's the secret of their suc-

cess.

They have the style, the fit, the

quality, the workmanship and
the finish that your customers
expect from the goods you
recommend them to buy.

See the range for Spring now
in the hands of our travellers.

We will appreciate your holding
^^our order until you have seen
the Monarch-Knit range, and
hope that you will select Mon-
arch-Knit as your specialty in

knit goods for Spring.

"MONARCH FLOSS''

''MONARCH DOWN*'
''MONARCH DOVE"

the famous Canadian hand-knit-

ting yarns, in 34 popular shades.

Put up in handy balls, neatly

boxed. Display these goods and
double yarn sales.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited
Head Office: Dunnville, Ontario

Factories at Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.
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This Trade Mark is the hall-

mark of unquestionable

quality and value in Men's
Underwear.

The well known quality of

"WOOLNAP" Underwear
has even been improved
during the unprecedented
period of war-time diffi-

culties. We invite your
critical comparison with
other lines on the market.

Yet it costs no more than
ORDINARY Underwear.

Made in Scotch Knit, Heavy
Wool Ribs, and Fine Elastic

combinations and two-piece.

The SchofieldWoolenCompany
Limited

Oshawa - - Canada

% u$^%
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Hawthorn Jersey Cloths
FOR LADIES' SUITS, SKIRTS AND SPORT COATS
FOR MEN'S OVERCOATS, GOLF SUITS, ETC.

For lasting attractiveness, appropriateness for all occasions, and serviceability, Jersey Cloth has sur-
passed and supplanted all other lines of Dress Goods, as evidenced by its ever-increasing popularity.
No Dress Goods Department is complete and up-to -date without a full range of reliable Jersey Cloth.

Two Reasons why you should stock HAWTHORNE Jersey Cloth
—It is made in Canada—with Canadian labor—for Canadian people.

[t is GUARANTEED in every thread and color.

You can guarantee it, as we do, to your customers, and maintain their confidence in the standard of
four goods.

Finest all wool, 54 inches wide— in ALL colors—including a dozen mixtures.

Our "DOLLY DIMPLES" and "COMPORT" Face Cloths—and our "TERRY" Towellings—are all
leaders in their line.

Secure Samples from your Wholesaler, or one of our Agents.

Hawthorn Mills, Limited, Carleton Place, Ont.
Selling Agents:

TORONTO—Little & Little, 152 Bay St. VANCOUVER—A. J. Snell, Vancouver Hotel.
MONTREAL—Luke F. Moore, Coristine Bldg. PICTOU, N.S.—V. A. Barnwell.

WINNIPEG-Fred Rumble, Hammond Bldg.



Neckwear Shows Some Developments
Vestee Jabots, High Collared Berthas and Embroidered Ratine, are Three Distinctive Fea-

tures—Some New Ideas in Pique—Lace and Net Continue in Profusion—Trade
is Active.

TliE prevailing popularity for laces

and nets continues everywhere,
according to neckwear manufac-

turers and retail buyers, who further
state that never before has there been
such a demand for lace trimmed num-
bers.

Novel effects are being shown in the

new Fall lines in becoming and interest-

ing designs. The quality of the laces

now bemg received is noteworthy, and
manufacturers state that deliveries of

these laces are becoming more satisfac-

tory.

Materials

The r.:ost popular materials for Fall

neckwear are net. Georgette, organdie,

and of course the staple satins and
piques. Net is still the strongest line

at present, with Val. trimming in liter-

ally billows of ruffles in almost every
case. The net materials come in shirre.!

and tucked effects, as well as plain with
picot edge.

The laces in wider widths, being shown
principally in jabot vestee effects and
tuxedo collars, are the exquisite burnt-
out laces, chantilly, maline, filet, filet

Venise and flat Venise edgings with
Van Dyke points and other effects, and
last, but really most prevalent of all,

the popular net laces.

Pleatings and lace ruffiings for

bei'thas in several widths, are also sell-

ing extremely well at present.

Shirred £ind tucked lace-trimmed ves-

tee m.aterials, averaging about ten in-

ches in width, are selling fairly well

also by the yard.

It is interesting to note that the bet-

ter laces, Carrickmacross, rose point, and
duchess, especially are again being re-

ceived in substantial quantities. The
prices on these goods are considered

reasonable, which, in view of the scar-

city and uncertainty of deliveries m
these lines during the war will be much
appreciated by merchants who have a
clientele for them.
White and ecru are decidedly the

leaders in neckwear colors. Quite a

iange number of designs show these two
combined; for instance a white net collar

with ecru Val. trimming, or an ecru

foundation with white lace trimming,
which are quite unusual.

Next in popularity is the delicate

orchid shade, which is being shown and
manufactured to quite an extent. Flesh,

corn color and maize numbers are also

being shown but not very extensively.

In the darker shades, navy, sand and
grey are most in demand. One manu-
facturer reports quite an extensive de-

mand for black numbers, while some
louses having little noticeable demand

^W
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Some New Neckwear For Fall

1. Fichu of ecru net, with picot-edged net ruffle hemstitched on. Hand embroidered polka dots in royal blue .silk

and a silk fringe of the same shade add an unusual touch. From Ladies' Wear, Ltd.

2. Hlatk chiffon, finely pleated, and black Val. lace form this novel black number, with the assistance of rows of

ecru braid, trimmed at each edj^e with small black beads, and studded with larger jet beads. From F. C. Daniel & Co.

3. One of the new wide berthas, reaching almost to the waist line, with high collar in soft folds. Dainty shadow
lace with shirring at the neck is used. From T. 11. Birmingham & Co.

4. A smart, becoming little collar of ecru Val. in many ruffles, with unusual lines on the shoulder, where it fastens.

Shown by l^hoenix iNovelry (,'o.
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Could anything be more unsightly than the
embroidered spot landing right on the tip of
the wearer's nose, or the chenille dots giving
a crippled effect to the face and interfering
with vision by being drawn up across the
upper part of the face? Do you want your
merchandise to look like that on the street?
Illustrations by courtesy of "Everywoman's

World."

A Thing of Beauty May Be-

come a Torment—// You
Don't Watch Out

These are two fashionable veils with which
buyers are familiar. The small inset sketches

show how a thing of beauty—after the de-

signer, the buyer and the ad. man have done
their best—may be turned into a torment for-

ever because "somebody" didn't explain and
demonstrate to the consumer how the veil

should be worn.

for black lines do not make a feature

of theni.

Several New Styles

Vestces are still the acknowledged
leader in designs, the best selling num-
bers being the jabot-vestee combinations

mentioned previously. These are made
principally of net or Georgette, shirred

and tucked, with Val. lace ruffles of

course. Then again, wider widths of

the laces mentioned above, some being

deeply pointed, are employed. Only
three ruffles are necessary to complete

the vG'stee length of these jabots, the

same wide lace forming a bertha-like

collar attached. Lace the full depth of

these jabots is also extensively used,

some particularly exquisite models be-

ing in the Malines laces. High collars

are almost invariably used with the jabot

vestees, and their popularity seems im-

minent owing to the special adaptability

to the suit requiring a vestee front or

a waistcoat. Women who purchased this

type of suit in the Spring are wearing

them again between seasons, but later on

the vestee styles will probably be reserv-

ed for dresses, since not a big percentage

of Fall suits will provide a waistcoat.

Ribbon is used qu^te often, in flat

tailored bows extendinor across the jabot

at the waistline, blue shades, black, and
other attractive tones being noticed par-

ticularly. One vtiy distinctive vestoe of

net lace, Val. trimmed, coUarless, has

vride royal blue ribbon with whitL polka

dot design, forming a soft bow at the
waistline, the loops at either side ex-

tending beyond the edges of the vesiee.

Other vestees show jabots in cascade

effects combined with vestees extending
beyond the jabot on all sides. Wliite

organdie numbers are also shown finish-

ed to look exactly like a sleeveless

blouse, with elastic runner at the v^aist-

line.

Baronette satin vestee j ai!i promised
again, in ecru and sand shades especial-

ly, and embroidered in contrasting

shades. One of Toronto's large stores

has placed heavy orders for these goods.

An Innovation for Fall

Quite the newest thing yet in vestees

will soon appear in what has been known
as Ratine, in sand, navy and other Fall

shades, and heavily embroidered in con-

trasting shades of blue, etc. The em-
broidery will be quite heavily padded,
giving an unusually rich, raised effect.

It is predicted that these vestees will

be really exquisite and quite the smart-
est thing on the market.

Berthas and Fichus

While the feeling towards them could

not be described as enthusiastic, berthas
are still holding a prominent place; the

bertha rufflings by the yard sell more
readily than tTie completed berthas. The
v/idths vary from four inches to quite

wide widths, one of which we have il-

lustrated. High collars and collarless
numbers are both being shown. Some
berthas have circular yokes within the
ruffling, which are effectively trimmed
with lace, small buttons, or dtelicate
touches of embroidery.

In New York, berthas with high, shir-
i-ed collars are being shown, with wide
flaring ruffles at the top. Predictions
for period neckwear, as in period furni-
ture, have been made. We would not
care to predict the popularity of this
particular line with Canadian women.

Fichus are also selling well at present,
ranging from the fichu and collar com-
bination effect to those of almost three
yards in length. These latter designs
are soTnetimes as wide as twelve inches,
crossiixg in the front and reaching to
the centre back, where a butterfly bow
of the same material completes the very
lacey, beruffled effect. Organdie with
rows of insertion and fine Val. lace, net
with the same, and plain net with deeply
pointed picot edge, are the materials
shown. Other designs have simple, dis-
tinctive touches that add to the becom-
ing quaintness that is always acknow-
ledged for the fichu. One of these also
is illustrated.

A Special Order Number
Everywhere the opinion coincides that

the roally safest and best seller is the
medium-sized collar in tuxedo effect.
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from fourteen to twenty inches in length

in net, and of course trimmed lavishly

with V al. lace. Cuffs to match are also

popular. The general utility of this

collav for the frock with the prevalent

round and square necklines also for the

rolled coat collar, explains its universal

popularity.

Longer tuxedo effects are also good,

in the laces mentioned above, and in

organdie. Distinctively smart and be-

coming are the ruffled designs in dif-

ferent shapes and sizes, which fasten

at the shoulder or sometimes at the

back. The illustration shows one of

these IP ecru.

One particularly neat and smart idea

is being made by one manufacturer on

a special order from a Boston lady

throua,li one of the large stores. This

same store since ordered large quantities

of the same number.
It is a petit collar and cuff set, only

two inches in width including the band,

in tucked net, straight, trimmed with

the daintiest of Val. ruffles. It is de-

cidedly chic for the afternoon frock.

Satin and pique are, as always, good

sellers. Clusters of fine tucks are ex-

tensively shown in these numbers. One

pique collar and cuff set has four rows

of fine tucking about one inch from the

outer edge, taking away the usually

severe effect of the material and adding

a decidedly smart touch to the set. Stiff

tuxedo, "Buster Brown" and other de-

signs are also receiving their usual share

of the neckwear trade at this season.

It will be seen that no really striking-

ly nc'.v leaders sre on the market as

yet, although many new designs and

effects are forthcoming in the already

populai lines.

NECKWEAR NOTES FROM NEW
YORK

Novelty neckwear fashioned of silk

duvetyn and satin conibined with ostrich

feathers is featured by one manufac-

turer. He says that a new spirit has

arrived from France and England which
emphasizes the tailor-made girl. Under
the class of tailor-made, therefore, he is

showing quite "fussy" crushed collars

of the ahove materials worn loosely

around the neck. They have short, nar-

row streamers or tassels at the back.

No doubt the fact that they extend high

to the chin is their excuse for being

considered tailored.

'Suede-like," a fabric produced last

season is meeting with some success as

a neckwear material. One smart num-
ber nade of it is long. Tuxedo style,

bound with braid and trimmed with but-

tons. Another is round and flat, and a

smart black moire bo'W of ribbon is worn
on it in front.

Some heavier types are underway for

Fall nc';kwear. They include stunning

scarfs, collars and sets made of wool,

brushed wool and angora. Woollen ma-
terials are also shown. The vestee is

open to argument as to its popularity

for Winter. It is selling in lacey effects

very strongly just now. Some buyers

have already set their vanishing seal

upon thf gay ribbon vestees which were

the vogu'i in the Spring.

' -Wr'AJrh-:-

Three New Draped Veils

Above is a soft Shetland filet mesh veil in khaki brown, with new solid

embroidery design. Large filet mesh veils are quite a la mode this season;

the lower left number is black with border and all-over pattern in clusters

of square velvet dots. A decided novelty is the navy blue veil at the

right. It has blue silk fringe border, with clusters of silver dots and a row
of the silver dots at each end. Shown by the Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

The neckwear trade is very active at

present, so much so that manufacturers
find difficulty in keeping up with the

demand. Fine qualities are everywhere
sought.

PERRIN FRERES CHANGE NAME
The old firm of Perrin Freres & Co.,

of Montreal, has been converted into a

new one known as the P. K. Company
Ltd. The entire organization and oper-

ating staff of the new company is the

same as that of the old firm. The share-

holders of the P. K. Company are: Julius

Kayser & Co., New York; V. Perrin &
Co., Grenoble, France, and H. W. Austin,

of Montreal. Tovact as selling and dis^

tributmg agents for the Kayser Co., of

Sherbidoke; V. Perrin & Co., of Grenoble,

France; the Goldcroft Glove Co., of

Fall Novelties
Duvetyn or satin with ostrich feathers
constitute new neckwear in New York.
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Yeovil, England; V. Perrin & Co., of

Montreal, and Hosiers, Ltd., of Wood-
stock IS the aim of the new company,
which will also buy and sell such other

goods as may be deemed advisable.

The Kayser Company is arranging to

increase largely its factories at Sher-

brooke and plans for the extension are

already under way. Arrangements have

been completed by V. Perrin & Co. for

the establishment of a leather glove fac-

tory in Montreal.

The factory of Hosiers, Ltd., Wood-
stock, will also be enlarged.

The officers of the P. K. Company,
Ltd., are: President, Edwin S. Bayer;

vice-president, William A. Shakman;
managing director, H. W. Austin, and
secretary-treasurer, Jules Matagrin.

It l^ expected that the new company
will not only have the advantages of in-

creased production, but will be ahle to

operate with greater facility than before

under a directorate located entirely on

this side of the Atlantic.

Mr. H. W. Austin, managing director

of tht; r. K. Company, Limited, has been
with Perrin I'reres & Co. since 1893.

RIBBONS
Ribbon wholesales are offering sug-

gestions galore for the use of ribbons
of all sorts for the coming Winter and
holiday season.

There is feminine apparel from the
most intimate dress details to the little

luxurious accessories that make for
Milady's delight and comfort—hand-
bags, picturesque coiffure bands, vestees

and overblouses, intricately made of

ribbon. There are hats and matched
sets and overskirts a la Hawaii (made
of hundreds of tv^isted and knotted
lengths of narrow ribbon). There are
luxurious boudoir pillows and lamp-
shades, bonbonnieres, telephone screens
and a thousand other articles, every one
of them featuring ribbons—quantities of

them. Baby things, always a big item
in ribboncraft, include complete layettes

as well as the individual articles. These
various suggestions are a splendid means
of utilizing short ends and small rem-
nants and are responsible in a large
niGasur'. for increasing turnover in rib-

bon departments.

Evening Scarfs Revive
Evening scarfs are very popular at

present. There is quite a range in black
malinos, with "color spots" in beautiful

effects. They also show a sort of bead-
ing of many strikingly lovely colors.

Chiffon and laces are also very strong
for scarfs. Some of the new black net
laces aiid scarfs coming from England
are very effective with their Oriental

metallic designs. The feature of these

new goods is that though metallic, they

are extremely soft and pliable, with none
of the harshness usually characteristic of

these laces.

s^i«^^M5i»8^s^m:3'i:CJ^KX^^.^5c«:iiDi::x:5^;*i!
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New Metallic Laces

Entredeux lace edging and all-over lace in matching

design. These are all metallic laces in gold, old gold,

silver and dark silver tones and in various widths.

Designs are reduced one-half in reproduction. Imported

by Muser Bros., Montreal.

Marabou in Demand
Some of the buyers for the large de-

partment stores are finding a remark-

able sale for marabou. The season for

it, they say, is unprecedented, and it is

due to the high cost of furs for the most
part. In a number of cases it will be

worn mstead of the usual neckwear on

suits. Scarfs of all s-hapes and lengths

are shown. The prices are soaring in

accordance with the demand and the

scarcity. It is claimed that at the pre-

sent time there are only 1,500,000 ostrich

in existence.

ITALY'S SILK EXPORTS DECREASE
During 1918 Italy exported 2,339,920

pounds of raw silk waste; 5,597,460

pounds of treated silk; 2,600,761 kg. of

textiles and other manufactures of silk.

She imported treated silk and silk waste
to the value of 22,000,000 lire, and tex-

tiles, ribbons and manufactures of silk

valued at 18,300,000 lire, of which 2,518,-

873 lire were from the United States.

Hier total silk exports for the year show
a decrease of 203,000,000 lire.
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Myrtle Stedman, in Paramount Pictures

wearing gown created by Orange

Manufacturing Co., trimmed with

"J.C." Satin de Luxe Ribbon.

The finest dress creations of the season

owe their charm and wide preference,

among discriminating buyers and wear-

ers, to the individuality and distinctive-

ness of their trimming.

Prominent among trimmings are ribbons

—and prominent among ribbons are the

''J,a" Ribbons
Utterly individual in color and design, perfectly and readily adaptable they are the first

choice of ready-to-wear designers.

There's a "J.C." Ribbon for every need—buy them by name.

LADY FAIR VIOLET SANKANAC
A new double-faced satin ribbon. There is Ideal lingerie ribbon in pink, blue and Popularly priced satin and taffeta ribbon,

only one genuine Lady Fair Ribbon—"J.C." white.

LADY FAIR. Be sure the name appears

on every bolt you buy. TROUSSEAU DEMOCRACY
SATIN DE LUXE Rosebud and Polka dot Ungerie ribbon. A grosgrain ribbon " For the people."

Best satin and taffeta ribbon. (All registered trade mark names)

JOHNSON, COWDIN & CO., Inc.
"America's Best Ribbons"
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What Is Your Share?

Seventeen years ago Gossard

Corsets introduced the corset

that laces in front.

To-day, we are the largest

manufacturers of fine corsets

in the world. Seven huge,

modern factories working at

capacity cannot meet the

demands of an approving

womanhood and new fac-

tories are being constructed as

rapidly as circumstances will

allow.

The principle of front lacing

is the correct principle in

corsetry ; a truth amply proved

not only by the acid test of

survival, but by the fact that

Gossard Corsets through their

conspicuous superiority have

gained ascendency and leader-

ship and compelled universal

recognition of the front lacing

principle by the entire corset

industry.

Think what this means. A
world industry revolution-

ized in the short period of

seventeen years: what of the

next seventeen? We confi-

dently leave your answer to

your business judgment.

Just this question : What

share have you now and

what share are you going

to have in this world-wide and

steadily growing preference

for

Jd

The Original- Unequalled Front Lacmg Corsets

The Canadian H. W. Gossard Co., Limited
284-286 West King Street Toronto, Ontario, Canada

FIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllillllll1lllllllllll1lll1l1IIIIIIIIIil!lll1l!lllll1lilllIlllilllll!liblllllllllilIIII!lllllillllll^^
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Names

That Guarantee

Glove Quality-

'PERRIN'' and '^KAYSER''

Your customers know these names. They
know them to be superior not alone in appear-

ance, but in Elegance and Durability as well.

For Fall selling you cannot stock better or

more saleable gloves than Perrin's and Kay-
ser. Leading dealers everywhere are having
big success with these two.

So will you.

LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA

P. K. COMPANY, LIMITED
Successors to

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
Sommer Bldg., Montreal
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TRADE-MARK REG. ^ PAT. OFF

SportVeils

Retailers are Demanding ^^Society" SportVeils—Prepare to SupplyThem

Because "Society" SportVeils are sold

thru our wholesale distributors only,

we are daily turning over to them
names of retailers who have sought
to purchase themi of us.

A country-wide publicity campaign
to merchants is acquainting all your
trade— active and potential—with
"Society" Sport Veils.

They're packed in attractive, half'

gross, 3'Color Cabinets (illustrated

on this page). Two cabinets to

a gross container. Six smart veil-

designs—embroidered and chenille

spotted.

Practical, compact selling-outfits for

your roadman.

jaMiiu"%uii'''"iiiiiiP'Miip^uiiiiii^^

Retailers : Name ot our nearest dis-

tributor will be sent you upon request-

Jobbers : Our representative will call or

we'll forward samples. Communicate.

HERBERT B. LEDERER CO.
Importers and Manufacturers

91-93 Fifth Ave., New York
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KNITTED GOODS
/or Women and Children

SETS

MITTS

TOQUES

SCARVES

SWEATERS

TEDDY BEAR SUITS

KNITTED NOVELTIES

Test our sorting service.

It is exceptionally satis-

factory. If you are not

handling these goods it

will enable you to get ac-

quainted with them.
Samples cheerfully fur-

nished.

We also make: Fine Dress Gloves, Working
Gloves and Mitts, Moccasins and Larrigans,
Sheep and Mackinaw Clothing.

Acme Glove Works
Limited

MONTREAL

M
r

?^
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ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR

SPRING
AND

FALL SORTING

DENT'S customers are better off this season than many
others. Despite increasingly difficult conditions we have

been able to give a remarkably good service in most lines

and are making every effort to continue to do so.

Our travellers are now showing samples of the following

goods for Immediate Delivery:

Kids, Suedes, Capes, Washables, Mochas, etc., and in Wool
and Fur-lined Capes and Mocha Gloves and Mitts; also

Fabric and Woolen Gloves.

Anticipate your sorting requirements from our present

range—many lines it will be impossible to duplicate.

ALSO FOR SPRING
We are showing a complete range of Silk and Fabric Gloves

for men, women and children.

Prompt attention to mail orders.

DENT, ALLCROFT & COMPANY
1 28 BLEURY STREET, MONTREAL
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Now on the way to you^

Spring— 1 920

Samples

of

GRIFFIN GLOVES

Delightful New Shades

Destinctive New Designs

m

Unprecedented Variety

Usual Griffin Quality

Our Travellers will call shortly.

Canadian made

GRIFFIN GLOVES
LiMrrKD

TORONTO
Sole Sellinfi Aitcnts :

RICIIARJ3 L. BAKER & CO.
84 Wellington St. W. - Toronto

RIBBONS
for every use

Travellers are ^
now out with IB
Fall samples. Bj
Wait yH
for

(
s^i

^'" jx.m
RIBBONS LIMITED

"Specialists in Ribbons'*

Toronto Winnipeg

r

BUTTONS
—for every need

—for every Season

Our Buttons represent the

highest quality and best

value obtainable anywhere.

We also carry a complete line of

TAILORS' SMALL WARES
— and —

FANCY TRIMMINGS

See the Button Man, or write for samples.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON CO.
LIMITED

KITCHENER - - ONTARIO
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DAINTY SILK LINGERIE
Fascinating new styles in Camisoles,

Bloomers, Night Gowns, Teddy Bear
Combinations, Negligees and Boudoir
Caps. Something new for the Christmas
trade.

HANDKERCHIEFS
Canadian-made, of sheer materials,

daintily embroidered and put up in fancy
boxes suitable for gift purposes.

EMBROIDERED
SILK NETS

Metallic laces of gold and silver, embroid-
ered on silk net, are this season's vogue.
Our range is complete.

Manufactured by

H. P. RITCHIE & CO.
38 CLIFFORD ST., TORONTO
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"FOR WINDY FALL DAYS"

HAIR NETS and SLIP-ON VEILS
Ccmplete stock always on hand.

BONNIE-B Hair Nets in silk and human hair, with or without elastic, in fringe
and cap styles.

BONNIE-B Slip-On Veils in a wide range of most attractive, becoming meshes
and designs.

The unusual qualities that render BONNIE-B lines highly superior to all others,
will make an instant appeal to your customers.

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
Illllllllllllllllllilll!lllllli1lilli!l>l

TORONTO- -156 Yonge Street NEW YORK--222 Fourth Avenue

illllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllillllllllllllllllllll^
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NECKWEAR
TEA APRONS

The unusual is always
found in our lines

—

unusual smartness and
distinction, unusual
quality of materials and
workmanship—all com-
bined to give unusual
value.

We also give you un-

usual service. Your
orders will be filled

with the utmost care
and promptness.

CAMISOLES
BOUDOIR CAPS

We have all the newest

and smartest effects in

Neckwear, i n c 1 uding

Jabots, Gilets, Berthas

and many delightfully

"different" effects in the

decidedly popular lace-

trimmed neckwear and
collar and cuff sets, in

all the wanted styles.

i<:
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Everything that counts to making an article a

success, be it a fringe, tassel, braid or girdle,

receives the seal of perfect workmanship and

honest value in passing through our hands.

MOULTON MFG. COMPANY
INSPKCrOR ST. MONTREAL

Offices at Winnipeg, Vancouver, Toronto
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Georgettes for Fall

Japanese or French

in all the leading shades

Sport

Veils

VEILS and VEILINGS
in the latest designs from Pans

'PRINCESS PAT - REAL HAIR NETS

'MY L/4Z)y'-ELASTIC, SILK HAIR NETS

NINON, SILK, AND COTTON NETS
AND

MARABOUT CAPES

TheThompson Lace&Veiling Co.
LIMITED

York and Wellington Sts. Toronto
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A splendid Fancy Goods Display

This window shows a striking arrangement of art needlework merchandise in patterns, finished articles and supplies

which are popular just now. The various knitting wools and crochet and embroidery threads are grouped in the fore-

ground, so that the passerby cannot fail to appreciate the variety of kind and color. New stamped and colored articles

are grouped higher at right and left, and the completed articles make the background effective. Figures are wearing

the newest designs in filet crocheted pullovers. The show card in the centre is made with a cut-out from the lid of

the boxes used by one of the mills making the fancy wools,, with the wording, "Everything needful for the artistically

inclined." Pattern books, price tickets and photographs serve further to hold the observer's attention. This is one of

the best windows of the kind noted this season. It was trimmed by Geo. W. Vollick, Window Dresser for Stanley

Mills & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

ART NEEDLEWORK ACTIVE
LAST year there was illustrated in

these columns an interesting finish-

ing feature for pillow slips in the

form of hemstitched scallops, edged with

crocheting. The idea has proved quite

popular and now it is applied to other

articles of embroidery. Tray cloths and

table-end covers are being hemstitched

in neat scallops or scroll edge lines—by
machinery, of course—and with the little

openings thus provided the crochet hook

attaches a neat little picot edge and

corner designs in the angles which are

very new and attractive. An embroider-

ed -nitial is the only work done on the

linen body. These are usually worked on

all in white, but for bedrooms, breakfast

rooms, verandahs, etc., where color

schemes are prevalent, Dutch blues, old

rose or greens could be used effectively.

The long winter evenings are the hope

of the colored silk embroidery trade.

Activity is already reviving in these lines

and Oriental effects seem to be about the

most pronounced feature of the new de-

signs offered. Oranges, reds, browns,

blues and greens are assembled in strik-

ing designs suggestive of Persia and

Egypt and China. Fringe for borders

match these dark linen centres and run-

ners.

French dots are used a great deal and
when one becomes an accomplished work-
er so that the dots are uniformly twisted

and shaped and artistically shaded, they

can be made to simulate beaded tapestry.

In such cases they are effective on hand-

bags of black satin.

A new lazy-daisy idea has practi-

cally all the thread on the right 'side

of the article. It utilizes two needles

at once. One takes the long stitch and
the other the short one from tip to tip

of the petals. This allows the use of

two shades of thread, and when a darker

lone is used at the tip than for the petal

itself, the result is quite interesting.

One of the leading fancy goods

wholesales reports a marked revival of

color for all kinds :)f embroidery. This

was pronounced in the work done some
two years ago. Once more towels and

undergarments are assuming colored

garland edges, etc.

In wool wjrk the new craze for filet

cTocheting has spread from sweaters

and pullovers to other articles. Filet

pullovers are suggestive of the Sum-

mer Lime, and so while knitters are
eager to produce more seasonable gar-
ments of that order, those who want to

crochet filet wool are making up wide
scarfs, caps, collar and cuff sets, baiby-

buggy covers, nightingales, etc. Rain-
bow color are popular, especially for

neat borders or for stripes in the knit-

ted pullovers.

The call for angora wool for trim-

mings is such as almost to deplete the

supplies on the market. Deliveries of it

are very slow.

Thread crocheting and tatting are ex-

ceedingly popular still. They seem not

vet to have reached their zenith.

BEADS
French necklaces are being shown

which are very attractive. They are of

beads, hand-woven in widths of one inch

and wider. Combinations of every color

with gold are seen. Mostly all the de-

signs are joined near the ends, to form
double width, with bead fringe finishing

the ends, in pendant effect. The woven
beads are fine and the patterns frequent-

ly quite intricate. These woven neck-

laces are considered rather more high-
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class than the large-bead styles, which
have prevailed so strongly throughout

the summer. Even the one-strand fancy

lines, while including fancy shapes and
combinations of beads still, are tending

to moderate in the size of bead utilized.

Beads for embroidering on blouses,

gowns and bago are still used very exten-

sively.

GERMAN-MADE TOYS LANDED IN
BOSTON

Five hundred cases of Gei^man-made
toys, purchased before the war, were
brought to Boston, August 26, by the

Holland-American freighter Zuiderdijk.

The goods were consigned to Louis Wolf
& Co., of Boston. They had been held

in storage in Rotterdam since 1914, the

owners having- been unable to g-et them
across before the British blockade be-

came effective. The trade will watch
witli interest the attitude of the public

towar us these goods, remembering the

excitement over a shipment which got
through last Octoiber and which was
later sold at auction. The appraised
foreigix value of the October shipment
at the date of exportation was placed at

S!4,373.73. 'Ihe appraised home value at

the date of customs examination was
listed in the official catalogue as $0,459.

After much spirited bidding, which was
participated m by a number of New York
toy dealers, they were sold by the Gov-
ernmcivt to G. Frankel & Sons for $11,-

050.

It was thought at the time that these

toys would be marketed in Mexico and
South /Vmerica owing to public senti-

ment. We wonder now whether the lat-

est arrivals will seek any farther than
New Y'ork for consumers.

HAIR PREPARED IN ENGLAND FOR
HAIR NETS

Human hair goes through many pro-

cesses befoi-e reaching the user in the

shape of a hair net and the best are

claimed to be made from hair prepared
in England. The hair is bleached, chem-
ically treated to reduce its thickness and
then dyed and combed into lengths

ready for netting. After being thus
treated it is sent to China to be dis-

tributed through properly appointed
agencies and made into nets by hand by
natives. The inferior nets are made of

hair prepared in China.

It io not easy to import these nets

direct from China except in large quan-
tities, and distributing houses have to

hold very large stocks both of prepared
hair and of the finished article to en-

able them to supply wholesalers with the
full assortment of colors in the several

sizes. Nets can only be imported from
China in a casual way and in mixed
quantities unless the importer has or-

ganized arrangements for the continual

supply of hair and a capacity for receiv-

ing ail the nets that result.—Drapers'

Organizer.

A strike among the cap hair net ma-
kers ill China has cut off supplies for

the present. These are practically all

located in tha nieighborfiood of Che-

fou.

Hair Ornaments Coming
Back Into Vogue

Rich looking hair ornaments in both
extremely large Spanish numbers and
small, conservative styles, are receiving

ccnsiderable attention once more. Not
for seven or eight years have these orna-
ments been considcTed essential in a

formal or fashionable toilette, but now
Paris and New York are quite decided

about their importance, and the larger

Canadian stores say they have been sell-

ing more of these new and high-priced

hair accessories than has been the case

for many seasons.

The new numbers feature filigree

"work in tortoise, jet, amber and fine

compositions. They are sometimes set

with cut jet, brilliants or colored stones,

ruby, emerald and sapphire effects being
in especial favor. All sizes from little

2-pronged pins an inch across the top, to

the huge Spanish fans and French orna-

ments are selling at prices which do not

t'.md to enhance in the least the pur-

SELLS TOYS THE YEAR
ROUND

Toys in the A. T. Lewis & Son
Dry Goods Co. store, Denver, sell

in all months of the year. They
are displayed in the basement. One
reason for the steady sales is in

the number of children who visit

the basement each week. In the

basement is a little theatre that
seats about 150 of the little folks.

The stage is back of a large gilt

frame which was originally a part
of a display fixture for ready-to-
wear. Each Saturday morning at

10 o'clock and afternoon at 3

o'clock a story lady tells stories to

the children while the mothers are
shopping. On all three sides of the
theatre in glass cases are shown
toys. Starting with about a dozen
in the audience, the theatre now is

filled and turns them away. This
has helped to sell not only toys
but out of door things in the way of
vehicles and games.

cl-asing powers of u dollar. The smallest
of these stone-set pins are retailing at

about $2.75.

SALVATION vs. BUTTON TRADITION
The story goes that a band of Indians

once refused to become Christians be-

cause the missionary who had nearly
converted them could not explain v/hv
he had two apparently useless buttons
on the back of his coat. To the Indians
it was obvious that there was some
symbolism 'Connected with this bit of

ornamentation, and it doubtless seemed
to them that unless the missionary
were learned enough to explain this

he was a false teacher.

These two buttons on the back of a

mar's Prince Albert coat were put there

originally so that his coat tails might
be conveniently tied up w-hen ridin?:

horseback.

THE "SHOPPER" EMERGES IN LON-
DON

High railway fares and the increased
expenditure occasioned by the termin-
ation of the war have brought to Eng-
land the "professional shopper," who is

finding that her circle of clients is

steadily widening.

A woman of noted taste and discrim-
ination, one who knows the art of clever
dressing, has recently taken up this
work. "I work for a great many people
who live a long distance from London,
some of them in the northern counties,"
said this shopper.

"Every woman who dresses with taste
and originality knows that often the
most select and inexpensive models are
not ahvays to be found in the larger
shops, but rather in the little out-of-the
way places.

"I dress entire families. Sometimes
people come to see me when they are in
London, and then, when they write to
me later, they leave the matter of select-
ing their clothes entirely in my hands,
and I send them just what I know will
suit them.

"There is one girl who leaves her
summer and winter outfits entirely to
me, for, if she chooses her own clothes,
she nearly ahvays errs. She lives in

Aberdeenshire.

"I do not only choose clothes for peo-
ple, but I can find them quaint orna-
ments, embroideries, and silks. Of
course, I charge a commission on my
purchases, but it is infinitely smaller
than the railway fare to London and the
money wasted in going to the wrong
shop."

— --

The Wall St. Journal says, in connec-
tion with American manufacture of dye-
stuffs: "Not only has the research work
been completed, but the 'semi-works,' at
which experimental dye making in other
tlian commercial quantities are carried
on, have been successfully turning out
small supplies of so-called vat dye of
fast colors. It is in the manufacture
of dyes on commercial scale that some
time is yet required before finally sat-

isfactory results are achieved."

The Philadelphia Public Ledger states

that wool manufacturers are exerting
every effort to secure additional supplies

of fine staple and combing wools from
Australia and New Zealand. Supply of

such wool is inadequate to cover needs
of American manufacturers, who are

ovemm with orders for finer sorts of

fabrics.

Mr. Lewis Wild, importer of toys,

dolls, etc., of Barbican, London, E.C., is

now buying" extensively from Canadian
manuiacturers. He is agent for a To-
ronto firm, makers of unbreak-
able dolls. Mr. H. W. Ellis, manager
for Mr. Wild, stated that the Canadian
toys now being sold in England are un-
doubtedly replacing the German article

of pre-war days. Mr. Wild is develop-

ing an import trade in other lines of
Canadian manufacture.
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GEORGE H. ADAMS COMPANY
HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE

LATCH NEEDLES, TRANSFER POINTS,

SINKERS, JACKS, ETC.

CHAS. B. PAULUS
GENERAL SALES MANAGER

TEMPORARY ADDRESS

1516 SIXTY-EIGHTH AVE., OAK LANE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

REMOVAL NOTICE

Independent Silk Co.^ Ltd.

formerly on McGill Street, is now
located in their new factory and
office

350-360 St. Paul St. East, mo:jtreal

The larger facilities of the new
factory will enable us to supply a

still greater demand for Canadian-

made

SHOE and CORSET

LACES
SILK COTTON MERCERIZED

>/iy///////////y////y/y////y//////////////////^^^

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework w Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS anrf HANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory-:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS.

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Los tack, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER

Canadian Afpent : Walter Williams, 508 Read Buildings,
45 St. Alexander St., Montreal
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SMALLWARES
NOTIONS
JEWELRY
LEATHER GOODS

The KNITTING SEASON is with us

and present indications lead us to believe

the demands for Needles of all descrip-

tions will be hard to meet.

We have a complete assortment of

celluloid Twelve and Fifteen inch in

sizes 5-6-7-8; Nine inch in sizes 8-9-10-

11; Wood 15", sizes 6-7 and Nine inch

in sizes 7-8-9-10.

See our travellers or write for an

assortment.

Wrinch-McLaren, Ltd.
77 Wellington St., W. - Toronto

h;/yy/v/^yyyy//y///y/yy^^^^

Try our Letter Order

Department

Fancy Wools—Fingerings
Embroidery and Crochet Threads.

We have a large range of instruc-

tion books on crocheting and knit-

ting to retail at 10c.

Knitting Pins—Bag Frames
A large assortment

Bootees—Mittens—Overalls

—

Hoods—Leggings

Our infants' wear department is

well stocked.

Tell us your needs.

Hambly & Wilson Ltd.
11 Wellington Street W.

Toronto

Fountain Brand

Island Spinning Co., Ltd.

LISBURN, IRELAND

Manufacturers of

Pure Irish Linen Threads

Manufacturers and
Wholesalers

!

p,Here is an absolutely dependable

thread for all classes of clothing

and leather trade manufacturing.

"FOUNTAIN BRAND f9

Linen Thread is positively the best
value obtainable.

'/2-lb. and 1-lb. Patent Wind Cops
1, 2 and 4-oz. spools

COLORS

Black, Whitey Brown

Ready for immediate shipment.

All numbers.

Write for samples and prices

Sole Agents for Canada:

Walter Williams & Co.

MONTREAL: 508 Read Building

TORONTO: 20 Wellington St. W.



Beaver, Sable and Mink Receive Notice
Hudson Seal, Fox and Wolf Still Staples, and Squirrel Continues Strong.

WITH a happy anticipation of a

good sorting business for Fall,

the representatives of the fur

houses set forth about the first of Sep-

tember. They also carried with them
some increases in price that would aver-

age ten to fiteen per cent., although on

some of the heavier lines, for men for

example, prices were much the same
as for buying in the Spring. Since that

time not only have pelts gone up, but

the manufacturers have had to face one

advance at least, in wages, and the most
of them two, one in June, and another to

take place on the first of September.
There was also in many cases a reduc-

tion in hours from 54 to 44. so that al-

together the wage increase would run
about 25 per cent, since the first list of

prices was issued.

.' Medium Length of Coat

Now that the season is drawing on, it

is more possible to work out the trend

of demand than earlier. The Hudson
seal coat still holds a supreme position.

Nothing else can approach it where the

customer has the "price" of admission
into that coat.

The question of the favored len'^th

has pietty well Ibeen settled for Canada,
against the 36-inch and in favor of the

42-inch for the general trade. There is,

of course, an alternative in the 40-inch

in place of the slightly longer model, but
the 42 seems to be the prevailing choice.

The 36-inch, which has been popular in

the States, sells well in Canada for the
younger generation, the misses' style,

and comos a little less in price, a matter
of about .$25 or $30, hut the climate set-

tles the leno-th for the most part; the
36-inch is not as warm.

Ont' leading manufacturer stated that
usually the point was settled with his

customers by the thought that the lon-

ger coat was the more staple, and as
there would be more than one season's
wear out of the coat, it was safer to in-

vest in the longer model. This decision
was reached in many cases even after
the buyers came in with a preference
for the shorter coat, and the retailers

who did an early season business bear
out this point. The 42-inch compar'^s
thus with the 45-inch model of one year
ago. In an order for three hundrel
coats over 90 per cent, were the longer
style.

Beaver Stronger For Trimming

The demand for trimmed coats keeps
up in sorting orders. Skunk is reported

as still far and away the leader. A skin

that is moving up, however, is beaver,

and buyers are turning to this. One firm
reported that nearly 25 per cent, of the

orders now being received, call for beav-
er trimming. Squirrel continues strong,

not only for the grey, but the dyed, in

kolinsky, taupe, etc. Sable also is in

fair demand, and Australian opossum.

Animal Effects Weaker
In sets the slight tendency away from

for and animal effects continues. This,

as stated before, is partly the result of

the change in style to the cape effects,

to which the short, flat furs lend them-
selves better. Hudson seal has been
quite strong this year and looks as if it

would keep this way all through the sea-

son. Mole is better than last year,

styles again suiting this flat fur. Mink
is reported to be showing some more
signs of life in sets, as well as skunk
and beaver, which is coming in in sets

as well as for trimming of coats. Fox
and wolf are hardly as strong as they

were, although the fox have reached the

stage of being staple goods by now, and
therefore, there is an assured call for

them.

RUSSIAN FURS A MINUS QUAN-
TITY

A recent report states' that dealers of

furs on this continent who invested ex-

tensively in Russian pelts during the

last year, with the expectation of realiz-

ing large profits by sales on this side,

now find themselves minus not only the

furs but also their money, temporarily,

at least, as the result of the action of

the Kolchak Government.

It is said that the merchandise for

many large orders placed in Vladivostok

and trading centres inland has been

seized by the Kolchak Government,

which refuses to recognize the claims of

the dealers, because the United States

has not recognized the Bolshevist Gov-

ernment, under whose regime the furs

were bought.

Another report current in the Toronto
market is that large quantities of Rus-
sian furs are 'being held in China. They
are said to have been purchased from
Bolshevists who stole them in Russia and
sold them in order to procure funds to

carry on their political campaign. As
a result the Chinese Government will not

let them out of the country, and the

money has not yet been paid.

Wo F7rn in trance

Paris doesn't seem so far

away when her fashions are

50 approachable as this. The
turban, scarf and muff are

grey squirrel — of which

Paris is extremely fond this

season.
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BIG EXPORTS OF CANADIAN FURS
Demands are being made on Canadian

manufacturers for export business, and
this, as always, may have an appreciable
effect on prices. Australian and New-
Zealand buyers have been through the
country and their orders have been of
fair volume. Cuba also is in the field

and one manufacturer told DRY GOODS
REVIEW that he had shipped some
goods already. England also is in the
field and is ready to take the finer
lines of goods. Export of skins goes on
steadily, and this condition is held to be
as much responsible for present high
prices as wages and a scarcity of sup-
plies.

SHORTAGE IN FOXES AND LYNX
A cable sent to the Hudson's Bay

Qomipany, London, in regard to the
"catch," sent by the fur trade commis-
sioner in Canada, reads as follows:

"Returns already received from trad-
ing posts indicate fur collection equal to
last year, except in foxes and lynx, in
which there will evidently be material
shortage.

"Influenza caused many deaths among
natives in districts inaccessible from
civilization, and trade in these districts
suffered correspondingly. Notwith-
standing this very favorable results of
trade of outfit of 1918 are probable."

FURS CONTINUE TO ADVANCE
The expectation of advances in fur

prices at the auctions in the United
States were borne out at the first of
these for the Fall, held late in August
by the Metropolitan Fur Exchange. In
the two days about $1,000,000 of skins
were disposed of, and practically all

showed increases over previous ruling
prices. Among the advances that took
place were the following:

Muskrat, 20 per cent.; beaver, 30 per
cent.; seal skins, 40 per cent.; skunk, 20
per cent.; raccoon, 20 per cent.; red fox,
20 per cent.; grey fox, 20 per cent.;
Australian fox, 20 per cent.; cross fox,
30 per cent.; Kitt fox. 15 per cent.; wolf,
10 per cent.; lynx, 15 per cent.; weasel,
10 per cent.; mink, 20 per cent.; marten,
20 per cent.; marmot. 15 per cent.; civet,

cat, 15 per cent.; nutria, 10 per cent.

The skins that remained about the
same as before were squirrel, mole,
kolinsky. South American cats, badger
and South American foxes.

Among some of the high prices secur-
ed for choice pelts were the following:
Beaver, $33; skunk, $5.50; Australian
opossum, $1.8.5i; squirrel, $1.02; mole,
38 cents; marmot, 83 cents; nutria,

$5.60; kolinsky, $2.70; civet cat, 30
cents.

It was announced that a Siberian
cable made an offering consisting of

squirrel, red fox, kolinsky, prairie fox,

fitch, Baum marten, ermine, white fox,

Manchurian marmot, broadtail, caracul,

Persian and pony pelts. This offering is

valued at $1,000,000, and the pelts are

to be sold on cable confirmation only.

The Mode For igig-20
This Hudt-on seal dolman with kolin-
sky trimminsr is one of the season's
most favored styles. By courtesy of
Cummings & Cummings, Montreal.

There were three other foreign offerings,

two of nutria, consisting of 27,500 and
9,125 pelts each, and one of 20,000

opossum.

HIGH PRICES FOR WHITE FOX
At the San Franc'sco auction two

days' sales of Alaska furs brought $240,-

000. The sensation of these sales was
twelve hundred white fox skins bid in

by the Hudson Bay Fur Co., Victoria, at

$62 per skin. The Hudson Bay Co. also

took some of the many other furs and
was the heaviest buyer. It i" rumored
that these furs will be shipped to Eng-
land.

A New York buyer was second heav-
iest buyer. He paid $45 per skin for

marten up to $18 for mink skins. A San
Francisco man paid $20,045 for 100 blue

fox skins.

At the coming auction sales in St.

Louis a value of nearly $15,000,000 is

being mentioned for the pelts that will

be placed on sale. These will include

10,000 Alaska seal on hehalf of the

United States Government. A number
of Russian skins will also be sold. A
representative of Funsten Bros., who
was in Canada, reports that "the Can-
adian market is pretty well cleaned

out."

FUR INDUSTRY BENEFITS BY AIR-

PLANE SERVICE

Canada Traders, Limited, Hope Cham-
bers, Sparks street, Ottawa, just capi-

talized at $75,000, to develop the rich

fur-bearing territory of Ungava, Quebec,

proves once again that Canadians are

second to none in their efforts to put to

commercial uses the lessons and experi-

ences won during the war.

While this wonderful strip of land of

some 100,000 square miles has been

known to teem with valuable furs, fish,

minerals and timber, the transportation

problem has baffled the hai'diest pion-

eers. The day of the aeroplane and the

d'rigible has arrived, and soon these ser-

vants of man will carry many loads of

stores to the camps to be located at cer-

tam places, and will return to the more
settled districts, loaded with valuables

long held beyond man's grasp.

Capt. E. L. Janney, late Royal Air

Force; Capt. J. Hedley Cameron, form-

erly of the Royal Flying Corps; Major

William Black, late Canadian Army
Service Corps; Mr. Chas. Hopewell, ex-

m.ayor of the city; and Mr. H. C. Sher-

wood, are associated with the new ven-

ture.

FURS OFFERED FROM GERMANY
The first move toward re-establishing

business in raw furs between the United

States and Germany was made Septem-

ber 5 by the New York Fur Auction

Sales Corporation, when it appointed as

:t3 Leipsic agent, Willy Eisenbach, of

Esenba'ch & Stern, of that city. Repre-

.sentatives of the corporation also con-

firmed reports current in New York to

the effect that dressers and dyers of

furs in Leipsic, in an attempt to get

back the prestige that city had in the

pre-war days for the preparation of raw-

furs for manufacture, are already offer-

ing in the American market seal-dyed

muskrats, dyed and dressed foxes, broad-

tails, caraculs, and seal-dyed coneys.

All the department stores in Winni-

peg have adopted a new delivery sched-

ule. From September 2 only two de-

liveries a day are made, the hours of

closing these resting with the individual

stores. The change, it is thought, will

reduce the costs of delivery.

Winnipeg police are instituting a

country-wide search for furs valued at

$9,000, stolen from the Holt, Renfrew

store. A consignment of stolen furs,

worth $6,000, w^as recovered in a freight-

shed, Sept. 2, after having been shipped

to Regina, sold, and re-shipped to Win-

nipeg.

Mr. Wm. Coristine of James Coristine

& Co., Ltd., hatters and furriers, Mont-

real, is convalescing after an operation

for appendicitis. He is with his family

at Long Island.
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New Seal Coats

The illustration on the left side is a Hudson seal

coat with Alaska Sable trimming and long slender

lines. The length is 42 inches. At the right is

Being offered by Bolter-Waugh, Ltd., Montreal

another Hudson seal with grey squirrel trim-

ming. It is one of the shorter models, being 40

;,iun\oers.

CHANGES IN CRESSMAN STORE
The Cressman Co., Peterboroug^h, Ont.,

fire enlarging, altering and re-arranj^rinj^

their store. A tea room will be added on
the third floor and hair dressing and
manicuring parlors on the second. A
new department is open for travelling

goods, suit cases, etc. The millinery de-

partment will be double its former
size, and the furniture department will

occupy the largest space of any in the

store. A new ton truck has been pur-

chased for the delivery service, being es-

pecially for delivering furniture, floor

coverings, etc., through the county. A

new electric elevator with capacity for

15 people is being installed on the north

side of the building.

Dr. T. H. Norton, dyestuff expert, in

an address at the American Chemical

Society convention in Philadelphia, Sept.

4, stated that after many years of de-

pendence upon Germany for its dyes,

America now more than supplies its

own needs in artificial colors.

I'hiladelphia Public I>c>dgcr states that

S'lles of wjol at London auctions show

a sound position ol" raw materials, with

indications of increased competition for

continental countries.

Elias Ileich, manufacturing furrier,

Fort William, Ont., announces that he

has opened a fur store in that place in

charge of Mr. Albery, recently of Mont-

real.

Work has commenced on a .']0-foot ex-

tension to Mr. A. O'T.oughlin's dry goods

store at liindsay, Ont. This will provide

a big increase in floor space when com-

pleted.
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"I Fine New Store in Calgary

I Fur Business Active in Europe
j

1 Quick to Realize Opportunities in World Demand—^Many |
1 Buyers Likely to Come to America Instead of 1
1 Germany, as Formerly. 1
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TIE fur business is almost as

prosperous in the leading countries

of Europe at the present time, as

it is in America, according to Norman H.

Bacon, who has just returned from an
extended business trip abroad. Mr.
Bacon was for fifteen years fur trade

commissi )ner of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany in Canada, with headquarters in

IMontreal, but about four months ago be-

came president of the New York Fur
Auction Sales Corporation.

"While on the other side," he said,

during an interview in New York on

Aug. 26, "I visited England, France, Bel-

gium and the neulral countries in an
endeavor to get a first hand view of

reconstruction in Europe, as it affected

the American fur trade in general and
especially New York, as the fur market
of the world. In all the countries I

visited, I found the fur business in a

piosperous condition. Apparently the

si'dden signing of the armistice brought
about a slump in Europe as it did in this

country, but if anything, Eurjpe was
quicker than we were in realizing the

great opportunities open to trade as soon

as the peoples of the world returned to

the- peace-time occupations. The early

Spring showed a gi^neral revival of the

fur business over there, with prices in-

creasing daily and with a steady demand
from both dealers and manufacturers.

High Prices No Bar

"Fine furs are now in good demand
in France, Holland and England, while

staple American furs are selling briskly

in Belgium, France and the neutral

countries. High prices have not proven
a deterrent to thi^ fur manufacturers
taroufjhout Europe.

"I found it interesting to note that a

syndicate of large French buyers, who
had heretofore dealt in Leipsig, has

been farmed with a view to purchasing
their furs direct in America. I have
ffund the same tendency in other Euro-
pean countries, so that, if transportation

facilities permit, it is very likely that

the Fall and Winter auction sales will

be attended by a very large number of

European buyers. In any event, there

are certain to be numerous and large

purchases made here for European ac-

count.

No Stocks in Germany

"From all the reports which I have
received, it appears that the war left

Germany practically stripped of furs.

The idea, popularly held, that Germany
had succeeded in procuring vast quanti-

ties of Russian pelts, has proved to be
wrong. As a matter of fact, soon after
the armistice, quantities of American
raw furs were sold by French interests
t(.' occupied districts of Germany, and
France has already sent buyers to Leip-
zig to renew business relations and to

purchase dressed and dyed furs. The
articles bought are, many of them, of
American origin, procured by Germany
through neutral countries.

"The fur houses of London and Leip-
zig are again in communication, and
strong efforts may be expected by Lon-
don fur interests to retain the German
business. While only of indirect interest

to sellers at New York fur auctions, it

was gratifying to note the many favor-
able comments on the dressed and dyed
skins imported from the United States.

It is now universally conceded that the
American dressers and dyers have made
great strides during the war; and that
on many kinds of furs their work equals,

and, at times, exceeds, that of the fam-
ous Leipzig dye houses. Any relaxation of

effort on the part of American dressers

and dyers, however, will surely be taken
advantage of in Germany.
"There can. be no doubt that the

world's stock of raw furs of practically

all kinds is very short. As goods came
to market in Europe, they were quickly
snapped up with an advance in prices.

Unless the exchange situation militates

tco strongly against Europe, the former
belligerent and neutral countries on the

other side of the Atlantic will be pre-

pared to pay even more than the present

high prices, as the manufacturers are

anxious to obtain raw materials with
which to bring their factories to capa-

city production."

WAR TROPHIES IN WINNIPEG
Eaton's, Winnipeg, have a most com-

plete exhibit of war trophies which in-

terested great numbers of people during
the past month. The articles belong to

the Canadian Government and returned

soldiers are in charge to explain the dif-

ferent instruments. A canary in a cage

hangs in the centre of the room. It was
captured in a German dugout and now
sings its song merrily in Canadian air.

Near it hangs the first German airplane

brought down in Ffance in 1914. It is

a crude affair compared with the air-

planes used now. In it sits a figure

clothed in German airplane clothes.

There are scores of other intensely in-

teresting trophies.

Parker's, Limited, is the new and ener-

getic firm which has succeeded Glan-

ville's at Seventh avenue and First St.

W., Calgary, Alberta. The new store

opened Aug. 21. Mr. P. J. Parker, the

president and general manager, is go-

ing to a great deal of expense to make
the store one of the best of its kind in

the Dominion. Six buyers have been

in the East placing orders for Fall and

Christmas business. Among them are

D. H. Heilman, for muslin, underwear,

ccrsets, infants' wear, house dresses,

ladies' hose, etc.; A. E. Dunn, for dress

goods, wash goods and staples; G. H.

Benson, for rugs, draperies, and other

housefurnishings.

One of the most pleasing features of

the new store will be the splendid stock

of ribbons, gloves, neckwear, veilings,

handkerchiefs, jewelry, leather goods,

umbrellas, notions of all sorts, art

needlework, laces, trimmings and em-

broideries and toilet sundries.

The new store will be equipped with

an exceptionally large number of beauty

parlors on the rendezvous floor. Here

there will be every facility for hair dres-

sing, manicuring and all the phases of

such a modern department on the most

elaborate scale.

J. F. Glanville, formerly of Glanville's,

Limited, who has 30 years' experience

in the business, will remain in charge

of the ready-to-wear department and ex-

pressed himself as delighted with the

plans of Mr. Parker for expanding the

department.

The service to customers and delivery

will be handled by L. McCanse, who will

be superintendent of the new store and

who has had eight years' experience in

the service end of merchandising.

A new feature of the concern is a

wholesale tobacco and candy department.

FURNISHINGS FOR THE PRINCE

One of the private rooms fitted up

f:r the Prince of Wales in the Admin-

istration Building at the Canadian Na-

tional Exhibition contained a magnifi-

cent rug valued at $3,000, a priceless

cut glass chandelier and several rare

pieces of furniture, which at one time

belonged to the great-great-grandfather

of the Prince, the Duke of Kent, father

of Queen Victoria, and once commander

of the forces in British North America.

These were loaned to the Exhibition by

Mr. B. M. Jenkins. The furniture form-

erly adorned Montmorency House, near

Quebec.
^

Hodgson, Summer & Co., Ltd., Mont-

real, have opened sample rooms in the

Carlaw Building, 28 Wellington west,

Toronto. Mr. D. McGill is in charge.

Collingwood, Ont., is to have a manu-
facturing fur store. It is being opened

by Littner of Toronto. A repairing de-

partment will be in connection.
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The

Sport

Coat
Model shown is

H u (1 s o n Seal,

Alaska, Sable trim-

med.

Unquestionably F a s h i o n's

favorite for the coming sea-

son. We have it on the floor

in Hudson Seal and Persian

Lamb, plain and in smart

combinations.

Write for particulars,

Cummings & Cummings
St. Paul and St. Sulpice Streets

{Behind Noire Dame Church)

MONTREAL

I
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FURS
Superiority

Proven Merit
Our FURS have a wide repu-

tation for being superior in

many details which make up
attractive and quick selling

—

long wearing furs.

The proven merit of this line

is the charm of designs. We
have long recognized one im-

portant fact—that a carefully

designed fur is sure to appeal

to customers of fine taste.

Studying customers' needs
and the spirit and condition of

the times—is as much our par-

ticular effort as yours.

Our efforts in this direction

have resulted in our offering

furs which add newness and
difference to your stock.

We are prepared to handle
your Fall orders promptly.
Our catalogue is now ready
and will be mailed on request.

LABERGE,
CHEVALIER & CO.,

MONTREAL
LIMITED

TORONTO
John Maitland, Rep.

WINNIPEG
Martin Williams, Rep.
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You can Rely on the Dye if it's Hollander's

There's Service, Quality and Workmanship
in every Hollander Product

Fur Dressers and Dyers

A. Hollander & Son, Ltd.

64 Queen St.

Montreal
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iHobel

Coats

Coatees;

Coatg

©olmang

Cf)a))al

electric

^eal

S>tap(e

Coats

'-'^,

L
For Immediate Delivery

Wittier pros, jFurs
have been especially noted for their .sinperior quality and distinctive style.

To-day, more than ever, you will find Silver Bros.' furs more fascinating

with women of good taste. Samples on approval.

Winnipeg Shov^ Rooms,
E. B. Mendelssohn,
Curry Block,

Winnipeg.

^ilber Protfjersi
SOMMER BLDG..

MONTREAL
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FURS
OF

DISTINCTION,

ELEGANCE
AND

SUPREME
QUALITY

For All Seasons

ESTABLISFIED 1852

MOOSE HEAD
BRAND
FURS

designed and fash-

ioned by creative

artists of highest

skill.

See our Master-

pieces for Fall,
illustrated in our

Catalogue now
ready for mailing.

The Highest Grade of Furs Produced and the Most Reliable

L. GNAEDINGER SON & COMPANY
94 St. Peter Street MONTREAL
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I
'HE above useful models are strongly in demand. We
are prepared to fill orders for them the same day as

received. In manufacture they comprise the best qualities

of both material and w^orkmanship.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

James Coristine & Co., Limited
St. Paul Street, Montreal
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True

to

Life

Wax
Models

\\7 E invite our numer-
ous customers to

call at our showrooms,
161 King St. West. We
have many new, beauti-

ful models in wax fig-

ures that are not cata-

logued. See the pro-

duct of our wax studio

before placing your

order.

THE TRADE MARK

DUR-ENAM
(Registered)

means the highest quality in

display forms yet attained.

The illustrations show our

latest natural bust Dur-Enam
forms. Send for one of our

folders showing complete

ranare. •

Remember, wq make the most

complete line of display fix-

tures made in Canada.

No. 1150

Camisole or Waist Form
NATURAL BUST

No. 1590/N

Natural Bust Display Model

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896 TORONTO Incorporated 1908
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g Here are Goods You Will Want for Fall

We Have Them in Stock
3

B!

§

S

i

S

i

FANCY VEILS
Black and all colors, $6.00 doz. up.

VEILINGS, ALL KINDS

MONA LISA

That soft Shetland snug-fitting, long-

wearing Veil, more popular every day.

g Black, Navy, Taupe, Purple, Nigger.

^
^ FANCY ELASTIC VEILS

I

g METAL LACES, METAL CLOTH

MALINES
S Black and scarce shades.

I SILK NETS
Black and desirable evening shades.

COTTON NETS FOR LINING

HAND MADE MALTESE COLLARS and HANDKERCHIEFS

^ When our Salesman calls, have a look.

sS Call in, or write us.

s

S At your service.

S^ADAVniTNG CO-
LIMITED

TORONTO

K^&^SSS^SffS&^^M^^U!ilStSAVwlXl^^^
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For Winter Warmth

Sturdy A.B.C. Hosiery

FOR CHILDREN
meets all the demands made upon it by
sturdy youngsters and their rough-and-

tumble activities.

Unexcelled for warmth, wear and ap-

pearance, A.B.C. HOSIERY is the ideal

hosiery for children.

Made in all sizes-

1-and-l rib.

-4 to 10 inches- -m

It will win customers and retain their

patronage for YOU just as it is constant-

ly doing for other merchants.

The recent removal of our plant to much
larger and better equipped premises

speaks well for the popularity of A.B.C.

HOSIERY. NOTE OUR NEW AD-
DRESS.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited
883 Dundas St. East Toronto

" CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER "

Why is

Winsome Maid Hosiery
so very popular?

—because it has PROVEN its merits.

Perfection of fit, uniformity of weave,
delightfully soft texture, and unsurpas-
sed wearing qualities, all combine to win
recognition.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard St. East - Toronto

"CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER"
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Zimmerknit Is In Demand-
Your customers are appreciating the value of the
Zimmerknit Trademark that stands back of every
garment.
Our new plant and equipment is proof of the increase
in sales during the past few months and though its

capacity has been enlarged many times, we still

advise ordering early for Fall and Winter,
Zimmerknit lines include a very complete range of
Men's, Women's and Children's Underwear, Hosiery
and other knit goods.

ZIMMERMAN RELIANCE, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA

A. B. COUCH, Sole Selling Agent for Canada
MONTREAL

43 St. Sacrement St.
TORONTO

63 Wellington St. West
WINNIPEG

Hammond Building
VANCOUVER

Mercantile Building
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"WABASSO
95

Good as Gold - White as Snow

Our Cottons have stood the test,

aud the Canadians know to-day

that they can buy a Home-made
article the Equal of the Best made
in the WORLD.

See that a full range of our

Lawns, Nainsooks, Mada-
polams, Bridal Cloths, Cam-
brics, Longcloths, Sheetings,

Sheets, Pillow Cottons, Slips,

etc., etc., occupy a promment

place m your store.

The Wabasso Cotton Co., Ltd.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

J
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IT"

Style 2031 H.

Manufactured by

Shades: PINK
ROSE
NAVY
CORN
GREEN

'irL(mVica^
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^^'ihe Specialty House of Canada ^

MclNTYRE, SON & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada

Complete showings in all

departments of novelty and
s t a p 1 e requirements for
Autumn wear.

Dress Goods and Silks.

Novelties and Staples in Dress
Goods, Silks and Velvets.

Novelty Cotton Dress Materials.

Madapolams, Mulls, Nainsooks,
White Cottons.

Laces and Embroideries.

Handkerchiefs, Plain and Nov-
elty Ribbons, Small Wares.
Knitted Wool Coats.

Hosiery, Gloves and Underwear.

Hosiery, Gloves and Underwear
for Men, Women and Children in

large variety to meet every
demand.

Linens, Attractive Showing in

Christmas Novelties.

Tablecloths, Napkins and Staple

Linen requirements in variety.

Sole Agents and Distributors
Trefousee Kid Gloves (made in France).

"Niagara-Maid" Silk Gloves, Hosiery and Underwear
(nnade in Canada).

Our salesmen are showing complete ranges. Letter

orders are given special attention.
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mmmt^^
NATURAL
WOOL

Underwear
A big seller—and
gaining in popularity

every year.

The genuine at-

tractive natural
wool color, texture

and serviceability.

Made in two-piece

garments. Also in

perfect form-fitting

combinations.

" Admiral '' and
''Commodore 'brands

for Men and Boys.

''Primrose'' and
"PriscilW brands for

Women and Girls.

Selling Agent to the Wholesale

Trade

C. O. Paton
23 Foy Bldg. Toronto

COMMO^RC PRISJCUJ.A

M
] UHlMaiMKAMI V ^^^aKar
wool UNMMVtMl I/NO*'

M '^$^
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A Flush Coat Display

Thomas C. Watkins, Limited, Hamilton, held an advance sale of plush coats in July. This is claimed to be the first time an

advance sale of this kind' has ever been undertaken in Hamilton so early in the season, and it proved very successful,

practically every coat being sold. One feature of the sale was that a deposit would hold the coat in storage free of charge

until required by the customer. Every coat was specially priced for the sale, and in the window, as illustrated above, every

coat was displayed with a price ticket; the large tickets carried a direct message. The prices ranged from .$33.7.5 to S12,5.

Roy Cousins, Display Manager.

An Attractive JFindow

I'his picture shows a recent artistic display

of linens, china and silverware at Thomas
('. Watkins, Limited, Hamilton, Ont. The

screen in the background was draped with

gold velour, in front of which was used a

large vase of flowers. Above is a irlass

shelf holding table cloths and one round

cover. The arrangement. h> Koy Cousins,

attracted a great deal of attention.
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An Interior View of the LePage Departmental Store at Medicine Hat, One of the
Finest Stores in the West.

Interior of the Women's Wear Department in the LePaee Store, Medicine Hat.

WHY BARGAIN SALES DO NOT
SELL THE GOODS

"It is impossi'ble to put on a bargain
sale in this town."

When a statement of this kind is made
by merchants in one after another of

several communities it is time to pause
and consider the reason for such a
situation.

Merchants in several Western Cana-
dian towns who were further canvassed
with regard to statements of this kind

said that it appeared to make no dif-

ference how low they marked a particu-

lar line of goods and advertised it, the'

people for the most part appeared to

show but little interest. Further en-

quiry developed the fact that these mer-
chants expected the public to respond to

the mere statement published in the

usual stereotyped form in advertise-

ments that prices had been cut to a

certain figure. There appeared to be

wldsspread ijnoranca with regard to

methods for creating the buying desire,

such as is employed by city storekeep-

ers; no thought of pulling any spectacu-

lar or unusual stunts to attract atten-

tion.

To use a much-abused word, the psy-

chology of selling has little interest for

the average country merchant. He does

not appear to realize that the extent to

which people get excited about his bar-

gain sales is pro rata with the extent t:>

which he himself becomes excited. It

seems to work along the same principle

of taking a man at his own estimation

of himself. A merchant operating along

the usual humdrum lines of a country

store, must, if he wishes to wake up the

community to something about to hap-

pen in that store, get a megaphone and

make a noise about it. He must use

well-known methods to indicate that

there is going to be a crowd at that sale,

for people like to go with a crowd. Thay
take their cue that there are bargains
going when they see others rushing in

to get them. He must not only adver-

tise in a spectacular way at a time like

this, but be must so change the ex-
terior and interior of his store in such a
way as to make it appear that he is

doing something out of the ordinary
and is rather worked up about it.

Some far-fetched but familiar methods
of playing on human nature to, stimu-
late interest is, for instance, to insert in

a striking advertisement announcing the

sale a box calling for extra salespeople.

Another method is to use a cut showing
crowds of people swarming into a store.

The use of the expression, "Come with
the crowds," is used liberally. An old

stunt is to board up the front of a store

to protect the plate glass against the
expected rush. It is unnecessary for a
merchant in a country town to go to any
lengths like these, but he must if he
wishes to make his sales a success do
something out of the usual order.

During the month of July, When the

Hudson's Bay Company at Calgary put
on its usual midsummer sale, it em-
ployed as one means of attracting at-

tention the use of large Dutch wind-
mills, which were placed on top of the
covered entrance spanning the sidewalk
at three doorways. The arms of these

windmills were made to revolve con-

stantly by small motors. They bore
the inscription, "Grinding down prices

at the Hudson's Bay midsummer sale."

The interior of the store on the ground
floor was strung with red pennants bear-

ing the words, "Summer sale."

Another "stunt" pulled by the Hud-
son's Bay Company in Calgary was to

release small balloons, to each of which
a tag was attached. Many of these

tags were blank, but some fifty of them
were good for $1 each when presented

at the store. On the day these balloons

were released the streets around the

store were filled with people. The bal-

loons were chased by men and women,
boys and girls, on foot, on bicvcles and
in automobiles. Only about fifteen of

the cash tags were returned.

The country merchant must above

everything else fashion an unusual ad-

vertisement. He must devise something
striking and original that will call into

play the ingenuitv of the printer, and

it might be well, by some straight per-

sonal talk, to tell the public just why
such a sale is being held. The advertise-

ment must be convincing, and this should

help to make it so. For a country store

white cotton signs carried full across

the front of the premises will often go

far to arouse interest.

It is not impossible to put on a bar-

gain sale in a small town when the

proper methods are employed, and the

values are there. Human nature is the

same the world over, and the methods

that succeed in the large centres will

on a modified scale succeed just as well

in the smaller ones.
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In a Western Store

A portion of the ladies' wear department in the W. W. Cooper departmental

store. Swift Current, Sask. (described in August issue). The picture above reveals

the method of displaying goods on tables, which is carried out all over the store.

Customers walk about and make their own selections, incidentally making pur-

chases which they had not intended when they entered the store. It will be noted,

too, that the prices of everything are on plain view on each table. A display of

ipalms in the window adds an artistic touch. "Get the goods off the shelves," is

Mr. Cooper's motto. He atttributes much of his success to this.

Through the passage between the dress ^oods department and the ladies'

wear department shown in the lower view all of the traffic must go. The show
cases placed in this strategic position are filled with fine blouses, and never fail

to attract attention and make sales.

woodwork is enameled white and the

floors laid with thick green carpets. The
pillars are all encased in mirrors, for

the convenience of customers. The
equipment of this ultra-modern store is

of the latest and best, including dust-

proof wardrobes in which delicate ma-
terials can be kept without marring
their ficshness. At the back of the store

are the offices under which is a large

glass cf.se, set into the wall, displaying

millinery. On the second floor is the

millinery department, under the super-

vision of Miss J. Cruikshank, who has

managad the department in some of the

largest establishments in Canada. On
lWO sides of the spacious room, windows,

Irimmeci with pretty chintz curtains, look

out over James and Rebecca streets and

providb the department with plenty of

daylight. At the rear of the second

floor are the workshops, where gar-

m.ents are altered by expert tailors, and

the nuUinery shop where tailored hats

are made.
The entire establishment has been re-

stocked

Mr. Mack has been in charge of the

Hamilton store for the past fifteen

years and has had wide experience in his

business.

Possessing stores in other cities in

Canada, including London, St. Cathar-

ines and Kitchener, the Raphael-Mack

Company is enabled to /purchase in large

ouantities.

BRIGHT NEW HAMILTON STORE.

Raphael -Mack Have Remodelled Store

—

Unique Store Front and Bright De-
part ments

One of the brightest and most taste-

fully decorated stores in Hamilton is the

remodelled home of the Raphael-Mack
exclusiv^c, ladies' wear company. Situ-

ated at the corner of James and Rebecca
streets, the store front, which, by the

way, is unique of its kind in the city

present- a most 'mpo^ing disnlpv of

shining glass, polished metal and soft

colored tiles to the passerby. A recent

visit to Detroit, during which Mr. L.

Mack inspected many of the greatest

stores on the continent, resulted in the

adoption of the handsomely modeled
front for his own store. Many up-to-the-

minute features and lighting effects go

to make the front the finest for its

size.

The interior

spacious view
cately tinted

ceilings. The
rrey and soft

of the store presents a

of polished floors, deli-

walls and white-beamed
walls are finished in a

pink t'.ipestry paper, V-q

N. S. STORE HAS BRIGHT ADS
Mahon's Limited, Halifax, N.S., have

ideas in their advertising. In an an-

nouncement concerning earrings, neck-

laces, etc., they state in a large leading

paragraph: "Miss Autumn comes deck-

ed with pearls and other gem conceits."

Then follows the naive suggestion—

"Evidently she has shopped at Mahon's,

for the same jewellery is shown here"

—

etc.

ANOTHER PTG PXTRCHASE BY LON-
DON STORE

The store at "3.39 Richmond street,

Lond m, Ont., owned by Messrs. James

and Gejrge Priddis, was sold Aug,-. 29 in

Smallman i^"- Ineram for a consideration

said to be $35,000. The store, which is

or a site 24 feet by 55 feet, is close to

the corner of Dundas and Richmond

streets, and has been assessed at

$13,000.

Mr. McLaren, of the McLaren Co.,

Ltd., St. Catharines, has left for Europe,

wh°rc he will remain for s.ime time

makine purchases for his firm. While

away Mr. McLaren will visit the differ-

ent countries from which the big Mc-

Laren store import?, and will devote

much time to studying trade conditions

as they are to-day with a view to re-

establishing connections that existed

previous to the declaration of war.

Cmimencing Sept. 1, women emi)loyed

in B. C. factories receive a minimum
wr.ge of $14.00 per week.
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—By courtesy "Merohants Trade Journal.'

A New Store Across the Border
The four elaborate window displays shown above were used at the opening of the handsome new million-dollar department store of the

T. S. Martin Company at Sioux City, Iowa, this Spring. The arrangement of kiddies' things is simple but lifelike and attractive. Two of
the most admired windows of the whole store were the two shown here depicting evening wear. The figures were strikingly "finished" looking
in their silk draping, as shown in the upper right picture. Exquisite gowns with two side views and a seated figure were used in the one
below. The lower left view shows some elaborately trimmed gowns, with furs and millinery. The Spring-like decorations are most effective
without being obtrusive, and the artistry in the use of the statuary is unique.

The whole front of the store was kept screened from the public until the moment of the opening ceremony, when with a blaze of light the
curtains were dropped.

There are original ideas expressed throughout the store. In the Japanese gift shop on the balcony, where all sorts of "little things"
for gifts are shown, a little Japanese maiden serves tea in native fashion.

On the fifth floor an auditorium has been provided with motion picture equipment and available for public use. Style shows are held
there, demonstrations of corsets, linoleum, and various other merchandise are also arranged and shown with ease and facility. The dances
of the store organization are also held there.

There is a separate linen room for the bride-to-be who wishes to select her linens. Here in this room are to be found all linen stocks,
where the young lady may proceed without disturbance and annoyance to make her purchases of just what she wants at just the right
prices. In fact, there are separate rooms for almost everything.



Goodwinizing Montreal —from 'Plane
Bombardment of Montreal and 60 Miles Out by 80,000 Leaflets of Department Store to

Emphasize School Opening Merchandise—Plans Well Worked Out.

WATCH the skies!

That was the rather startling

heading of the regular advertise-

ment of Goodwin's department store of

Montreal one week before the opening
of the schools.

"Watch the skies. To-day (Saturday),

weather permitting, there wfill be an in-

vasion of Montreal and districts by
aeroplanes, from which bombs will be

dropped containing good news from
Goodwin's Limited."

That Saturday this method succeeded

in securing an impressive measure of

publicity over an area that included not

only the city and the adjoining towns,

but others for a distance of thirty miles

and more, for an aeroplane, w'ith the

advertising manager of the store, Mr.
Whelan, carried some 50,000 leaflets

into the sky, and in a voyage of over

100 miles showered these down to eager

as well as excited prospects. One week

tempted before in that city. Certainly
never on more than a very restricted and
haphazard scale before.

Advertising Manager Likes His Trip
And the advertising manager?
Unlike the Montreal broker who tried

a flight to his Ottawa branch and wired
back, "The railway for mine next time,"
Mr. Whelan told DRY GOODS REVIEW
that he Vvas delighted with his trip in

the air. He went up at one time to a
height of 2,800 feet, and says he always
had a feeling of security, and is looking
forward to the time when aeroplaning
will bo his regular method of travel to

his daily work.
The leaflet, or "aerogram" as it was

termed, in announcing the school open-
ing plans, made a play on the word
"feet" as follows:

From 10,000 feet up here we have
to tci! you that 10,000 feet down
thero can be made comfortable by

following, a three-column advertisement
appeared, taking up the full space regu-
larly used by the store on the back page,
with the heading: "The Bombardment of
Montreal." The body of the advertise-

ment started as follows:

The City of Montreal and outlying dis-
tricts being in the power of the relentless
high cost of living, the executive of Good-
win's Limdted decided that it was in the
public interest to make a determined attack
upon the enemy; and. knowing t'lat he
would take advantage of the occasion of
the re-openii'g of the schools, deternuned
to apprise the public that they, Goodwin's
Limited, held huge stocks of high quality
merchandise, embracing everything for boys
and girls to wear. And, moreover, bsing
bought months ago for the event, edvai\-
tageous prices were obtained.

"First Taste of Am munition"

The advertisement goes on to describe
the engagement of the two aviators,

"who with observers and gunners from

Luxurious Fabric Display

A striking display of the new dress fabrics for evening wear shown at the openings of the T. Eaton Co.'s To-
ronto store. Gorgeous metallic brocades were artistically draped to eflfect evening cloaks. The one in

the foreground is black and gold topped with ermine. Laces, embroidered fabrics and lames were no less

attractive in their arrangement than the brilliantly colored printed materials. The platform at the extreme
background showed pastel broadcloths as well as fancy satins and velvets. Ferns and palms, a very few
asters, a couple of floor lamps, artistic chairs, stands and display cards similar to the one on the pillar at the

left, give every opportunity to the rich fabrics to do their best in the way of attracting attention.

later the aeroplane made another trip,

along the Laurent ian Mountain? route,

and covered on its trail dozens or more
towns as far as Ste. Agathe, some sixty

miles distant from the store. Altogether
about 80,000 leaflets on the opening of

school sales were distributed in a man-
ner that, it is believed, was never at-

Goodwm's shoes—and that from feet

to head, girls and boys can be best

outfitted for school reopening at

GOODWIN'S.
Lieuts. MAXWELL and

WILTSHIRE,
Aviators.

In a morning paper on the Monday

Goodwin's own staff, systematically

bomlbci'. the city and surrounding coun-

try."

Then comes a vivid description of the

start, as it appears to one who ex-

periences a ride in the air for the first

time, and they are at St. Lambert
(across the St. Lawrence on the south
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shore). This "gets the first taste of

our aimnunition." Then on to Longueuil.

The range here is a little more
difficult. Our first shot is swept by
an adverse wind out into the river,

but tiie pilot skiims aside like a
swallow and our next is a direct

hit. Longueuil has been Goodwin-
ized.

"Goo<Iwinizing"

Hero are some extracts from other
passages in the story of the "Goodwln-
izing" of Montreal and district:

Sentiment makes us scatter some Good-
win's Aerograms on its bosom (i.e., the
river). Who knows to what lone hamlet
they may not be borne?

Over Pointe aux Trembles and Longue
Pointe, we circle in graceful, spiral loops.
All is excitement down below and we can
see people gazing upward, and others run-
ning tagerly after the messages we are dis-

tributing.

All over the North end, out to the pulsing
arteries of manufacturing Maisonneuve, we
sweep like a giant swallow. Bomb follows
bomb. V^e see then, flying, fluttering, danc-
ing, falling in our Wake. And we are joy-
ou.s, fcr the message is being Jehverod, it is

being read, and, we believe, it is being
understood.
We bombed fast and furiously and our

marksmanship was perfect. We left West-
mount satisfied with the Goodwinizing we
had done.

On they go to Laprairie, over the La-
chine Rapids, to Dixie, Dorval, Valois.

St. Anne's, Valleyfield, Beauharnois,
Caughnawaga, Verdun.

Then, at last,

Over the broad' river we fly, our duty ac-
comiplished ,and we enjoy the delightful
sensations of the gliding curves with which
we make the landing. A great crowd meets
us ^nd greets us, and we are plied furiously
with questions.
On all hands are heard expressions of

congratulation at our enterprise, and ap-
preciations of the motive with which it was
undertaken.
As an experience it was wonderful. We

trust that the message we have delivered
will be received with all the significance it

is worthy of. We desired to impress upon
the people that Goodwin's will endeavor,
with all the energies and resources at our
command, to combat the tyranny of the
High Cost of Living, and to assuie them
with all the sincerity of which we are cap-
able, that, first and foremost in all our
dealings with the public, our motto is "We
Serve."

IBB

ANNUAL JULY CLEARANCE SALE COMMENCES TOMORROW, (SATURDAY. JULY 5th]

AND WILL CONTINUE FOR TWO WEEKS-UNTIL SATURDAY.JU^Y .19th

Kxira Satespcnplf have^en cneaRcd tor IhtM *wtr«i-«M»J-4.nt:^ pasu^i- arr.in^i-mertl to gn-e you prompt and CoufU-ous attention hat hct-n made

HOUSEHOLD PRY GOODS xerm^ of SaU

tUSSAH SILKS ~.t 59c Yd
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Salon
Holda Opportunitic* t^t vrill be quicUr Uken dvmnt«ge of

J

Udie*' LtweJy Voile DreiM* B**"™ "^ ^o.' S""* '". «" -

VfMUMiOfMUII <« V
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wwwr Mart and Bnysr ClolbiBg UefianiiMm iiLit«o»*j^ -aaitf*« ai3J»tfii?. .«»'«"M-?^t»; "*»**'•^ -«i.tK-wT>-.o«r^

A SUIT .±-.z.-"J:'r::'.'r. 2l'#-?-* b^^

The 2-page advertisement which is discussed in accomp'anying article.

THE advertisement that is here
reproduced does not come from
a department store in a large

city: it is a two-page "spread" of a

branch of that old trading corporation,

the Hudson's Bay Company, in a com-
paratively small place, Kamloops, B.C.,

with a population of about 4,000. The
work is creditable alike to the store it-

self—in the wide range of merchandise
that is indicated; to the advertising man-
ager, in the manner of its make-up, and
to the newspaper office, for an excellent

typograpical lay-out.

It is evident that the writer of the

advertisement and the printer worked
well together, the latter with an under-

standing eye. A pleasing uniformity in

type runs throughout, in contrast to a

confusing variety, especially in figures,

that was noted in a recent crii;icism. The
e>e runs easily from this item to that

without any undue "steeple-chasing"' ob-

stacles. There is the same sized dis-

play ty^€ leading off the main items,

such as "Big Boys' Bloomers," "Lawn
Skirts," etc., with lower "point used for

siib-heads of a division, as under "Men's
Work Shirts." There are some excep-

tions to this, but in all cases the same
style of type is used, making for uni-

formity and harmony in the appearance.

The "copy" is inf jrming: details, de-

scriptions, just enough to set forth the

v.ilues, without those fulsome generali-

ties that say too little about the goods

t'lemselves that the buyer wants to know
of. The display type for the price is in

true "department store" fashion, well

arranged. Panels are used, in most

cases, to good effect, such as the one in

the lower right-hand corner, on "Granite

a-id Enamel Ware," which is a "special."

The illustrations also are well balanced

throughout the two pages, and the use

of the two name plates at the bottom,

neat and not too large, gives an added

effect.

The sweeping line across the top is a

good introduction, although the heavy

rule was hardly necessary below it. It

could well stand by itself. Possibly the

body of the introductory message, com-

mencing, "And, as on former similar oc-

casions," deserved slightly larger type

as applying to the whole advertisement

ouite as much as the twelve-c )lumn head

lines. A rather better position would

have been to centre it.

Another point about the ad. as a

whole, taking merely the general ap-

pearance, is the outside border. Some
might object to this as unnecessarily

heavy, particularlv where the two full

pages are the exclusive property of the

af^vertiser, and suggest, perhaps, a dou-

ble rule, or other light container. On
the other hand, the border, though wide,

is not heavy, and detracts little, if any,

from the prominence of the type within.

There is one criticism to which this ad.

seems open, however, and that is a cer-

tain commingling of men's and women's

merchandise, and what are termed

":-.ousehold" goods. On the left-hand top

is ladies' ready-to-wear; down below and

at the left side are men's goods; while

on the left are "men's and ladies'"

shoes. A better arrangement, we think,

would have been to group the men's and

beys' goods at either one side or the

other, or perhaps in the centre at the

bottom, where they would not be mixed

lip with women's goods or housefumish-

ings.

There is n ) good reason why "House-

hold Dry Goods"—the heading or title

—should be kept out of the panel to

which it refers, if a panel is to be used.

Another minor point that strikes the

e>e is the parallel use of panels for

"Ladies' Ready-to-wear Salon." and

"Terms of Sale." The latter is made

too prominent typographically, we feel,

for its real importance. It would have

been read probaibly as much, and have

been less obtrusive—and appeared less

of a challenge to the buyer—if it had

bten made into a couple of small panels,

say, at the top-hand comers, below the

head-line, or in the lower-hand comers.

There are two illustrations used that

m.ay be called "out of order"; they do not

suit the case. These are the two uoper

ones in the readv-to-wear section of the

advertisement. Underneath the first are

the words. "Novelty Blouses," but the

illustration is not a blouse. In the second

case the sjoods named are "underskirts,"

but obviously the cut stands out as a

coat, where the other is a suit We
realize the difficulty, and cost, of secur-

ing appropriate illustrations, but far

Continued on page 147
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The world's bookkeeper
"|\tODERN National Cash Registers are
^^^ recognized throughout the world as

labor-saving machines.

They are used wherever money is handled
and accounts kept—in every line of busi-

ness, in all parts of the world.

National Cash Registers are the result of

35 years of study and invention.

To make them requires 7,100 people, 21

buildings, 40 acres of floor space, and 2,475

patents covering 35,000 claims.

Considering workmanship, materials, and what it does, the National
Cash Register is the lowest priced piece of machinery in the world.

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

Factory. Toronto, Ontario

BRANCH OFFICES:

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.
Halifax 63 Granville Street
Hamilton 14 Main Street, E.
London 350 Dundas Street
Montreal 122 St. Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 Bank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street

Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street
Vancouver 524 Pender Street, W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue
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awr-pomr OL orCASH

The centralized system of store service provides one-

point control of cash.

From every part of the store—from every floor—from
every department—the cash flows to the central desk as

it comes into the store.

Th'(8 same result is accomplished ivhether the carrier be

Lamson Wire Line, Electric Cable, or Pneumatic Tube.

Finch Brothers in Hamilton, Ontario, are one of the many users in

Canada who appreciate the advantage of this centralization. '*The

protection of having^ a centralized point for cash is a great asset in its

favor," they report.

Their experience has so convinced them of its value that they have just

arranged for a new centralized Electric Cable Carrier system to meet
their growing needs.

This is but part of the story of Centralization.

Inquiry for further information is invited.

VMS tA(?4@®K] ©(§)[«] (°)^&0V
'5^ lOKONTO

General Offices at Boston, Mass.
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No. 55. Umbrellas. No. 51. Gloves. No. 52. Hosiery. No. 53. Skirls and Underwear.

INVEST
in the effective

di^iplaying of your
goods — your
strongest selling

facto-

Sectional Wall Case
Show Cases and a General line of

Store Fixtures for individual

trades.

Send for catalogue covering your
special requirements, also floor

plan with measurements and your
preference in location of depart-
ments.

VALUE
Our goods are of
the highest standi-

ard and exactly
imeeit every dis-

mand. Their
VALUE cannot
be surpassed.

The Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Limited
Designers and Manufacturers of Modern Store Fixtures

Kitchener _ - - » Ontario

Prices for Waste Paper

Rapidly Advancing
Are you aware of tlhe high prices you can obtain

for your waste paper, and thus turn your waste
into cash? Present prices make it well wortTi

your while to consider buying
A CLIMAX BALER

to compress and bale your waste paper for ship-

ping, and obtain for you the very highest top-

notch price for same.

A Cl'im»x Bale- soon pays for itself in time and
energy saved. It also decreases risk from fire.

Not an expense. An investment bearing large

dividends.
Write us.

CLIMAX BALER COMPANY
Hamilton Ontario

. We Specialize in

BIRLEY
Patent Folding Suit

and Costume Boxes

We also manufacture all

kinds of Folding Boxes

QUALITY and SERVICE

Dominion Paper Box Co.
LIMITED

Toronto Ontario
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Announcement

FORD policy has always been one of

progress.

We now announce a pronounced step

forward.

Ford Touring Cars and Runabouts may
still be purchased at the minimum price

—

Runabout $660; Touring $690.

Electric Starting and Lighting equipment

will be supphed if desired, at $100.00 extra.

Coupe $975, Sedan $1175 (Closed model
prices include electric starting and lighting

equipment).

If you wish demountable rims, tire carrier

and non-skid tires on the rear, they will be

supplied on closed cars only, at $25 extra.

These prices are f . o. b. Ford, Ontario, and do
not include War Tax. ^''

Ford Motor Company of Canada
LIMITED

Ford, Ontario
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No. 26 E.

MONTREAL

150 Bleury St.

High -Class

DALE FORMS
The expression of an Ideal

—

An Ideal that has won for us

the Reputation of

—

"CANADA'S LEADING
DISPLAY FIXTURE HOUSE"

Wax Figures. Display Forms and Fixtures of all

kinds for the Better Display of Your Goods.

WASHABLE
DURABLE
FASHIONABLE
ECONOMICAL

DALE WAX FIGURE CO.
LIMITED

86 YORK STREET TORONTO

No. 70 E G.

VANCOUVER

501 Mercantile Bldg.

-^<^*^ t^v>^

Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures
Scientifically desig-ned to take care of
every item of merchandise handled by
Clothing, Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods
or Department Stores.

Buy as you like.

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones Bros4Co.B™*?d
cTtore Fitters^

Gutern Branch:
7) Blaury Strc«t

Montreal PQ.

Hcf.d Office:
29 31 Ad^-I aid*- 5t West.

Toronto. Ont.
In offUiation w/t/k and manu/iicturin^ in Cnnttda undor the phtmhts of

Tfi9 OraruJ jhipids JAow Q'asQ Company

EASTERN CANADA'S
ONLY DISPLAY FIXTURE

MANUFACTURERS
Our wax fig-

ures lead in

beauty and
excellence.

Bust forms,
display racks,
etc., all up-to-
date fixtures

a t moderate
prices.

Write for new
folder with
latest dis-

plays.

Canadian
representation
of the cele-

brated wax
figures of
Pierre Im-

We specialize in reno- ans, of Paris.

vating, repairing, p. .^ « ^
coloring and hair liellOSSe & LO.
dressing broken -wax 247-249 Craig street w.
fi_,,,„_„ Factory 1 toI'»Herrriine St.ngures. Montreal
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We Keep the Quality Up

Sectional Fixtures

Ready to Place
This type of one-hundred-per-cent. display

fixture is the feature of every modern dry goods

store. It has come to stay.

Write us for particulars.

(7djio//roSM>ivCks^Cd) litaOb^
TORONTO



Quiet Colorings
To Dominate
1920 Hangings

Prices Up 5 Per Cent, for 1920—Improve-
ment in Moderate-Priced Papers as in Better
Grades—Tendency is Toward Narrower

Borders—Tapestries Are to Be Popular.

MANUFACTURERS have provid-

ed a splendid range in v^^hat may
be called low-priced and the

medium-priced wallpapers to satisfy the

popular demand. Striped patterns are

very popular and will be freely sold in

1920. The "all-over" effects are very

pretty and will be procurable in rose pat-

terns.

Prominent are the pink roses and
flowers. These are made the more pleas-

ing and effective through the employ-

ment of either white or grey grounds.

In the lower-priced papers this idea

strongly dominates the range and those

selling these e.xtensively will be pleased

to learn that the available patterns af-

ford wide selection.

An expensive tile design is offered

which will find admirers because of "dif-

ferent" effects which may be secured

through their application. These will

be popular for kitchens, "tiles" being used

more extensively each year in this part

of the house, permitting of the varnished

papers being washed with advantage.

Light striped papers will be available

in pale and white grounds. In blues and
pinks, with cut-out borders, the effects

which one may secure will make a strong

appeal.

For halls and living rooms, in the mod-
erate-priced papers, there is an inclina-

tion to slight designing with a quietness

in effect, while some of the hangings
tend strongly to plain effects all through.

There is a greater tendency constantly

to eliminate strong, outstanding design-

ing.

Then, by way of affording still w'der
selection, a range is shown having a

slight touch of gold in the pattern. When
this is completed, with cut-out border to

match, the effect is good and will be much
approved.

Tapestries Big Line

Coming to the hangings for those who
want something better and different,

tapestries will be even more popular than

ever before. Halls and dining rooms
have been singled out in the manufac-
turers' plans as commanding a first place

in his productions, and there will be no

lack of variety when one's stock is being

chosen.

Then enter the Japanese grass cloths.

The appeal they will make to the taste

of many communities will favor their

selling, and is expected to extend to all

parts of the country. They may be had
\vith or without motif effects and cut-

out borders arc aLso suited well to the

patterns. One manufacturer stated,

One of the New ig20 Patterns

Tl.is is a design printed by The Watson-Foster Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. PhotocTanhed
from oriffinal painting and revealing a wholesome and homey effect to the living-

r<M>m. It will be noted that this has a cut-out floral border. The striped papers

continue to be very popular and will meet with a wide approval during the coming

season.
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however, that tapestries were decidedly

popular, and that, in some instances, the

£:rass cloths were giving way to the

. former.
:' For bedrooms, soft greys and creams
"will lend attraction and afford that cosy

atmosphere so much to be desired, and
particularly in the rigorous Canadian
winter. This is one of the strong talk-

ing features which will commend itself

at once to the aealer when asked to sug-

gest patterns.

Other features of the tapestries are

those of big leaf effects, a variety of

pretty birds, and which, with many, are

always a first choice. Cross-color, in

some of the tapestries, are improved
through the development again of depth,

which imparts real richness.

Shadow Cloths—Old Colonials

There will be shadow cloth effects for

those who wanL them. Among these will

be "all-over" designs, and others will come
with and without birds in the designing.

The use of white lines will lend splendid

effect to these shadow cloth patterns,

while cut-out borders will again accom-
pany the various patterns extensively.

To see the old colonials is to appre-

ciate the fact that many tastes have been
weighed again by the maker and he has
afforded another good range. Here will

be found both delicate and strong com-
binations and the "all-over" range is quite

extensive.

A line which will appeal to many may
be styled an all-over "glory" effect. This
will impart a look of uniformity to the

room to which it is applied. An added
advantage is that of a moderate cost

for really superior paper. For halls or

living rooms these will meet with favor.

Those wanting moderate-priced papers
•will buy them in fawns, browns and tans.

Ceilings and Borders

For the same reason cited above, ceil-

ing papers, while dispensed with in some
parts of Canada, give a warmth to the

bedroom which is lacking on a plain

white surface of plaster. A range of

delicate patterns is shown and the figur-

ing may be selected in small or large

patterns. The larger are considered the

better, and quite superior in many cases

to the small figuring. Oatmeals, too, will

find favor as ceiling papers.

Provision had been made for those who
will carry a line of bathroom and kitch-

en hangings. Varnished papers still are

popular and the utility of these will al-

ways be recognized. Blues and greens

for bathrooms and brown tones for kitch-

ens, both with narrow borders, will be
procurable.

For the most part, borders will be nar-

row—nine inches in many cases. There
are two reasons for this. In the first

place the high cost of erecting houses

to-day has suggested lower ceilings.

Enter the narrow border, for, of course,

the wide will never answer in the room
with ceilings lower than are generally

adopted in the modern house. And so,

nine-inch borders, if you please, will be

big sellers in 1920.

The second leason assigned is that of

Striking New Cretonnes
Some distinctive new English cretonnes are here illustrated. They are very fine goods
and their novelty will appeal to the trade especially now when there has been a
dearth of real variety in designs. No. i is a forest scene. Notice the distance effect
brought out by clever printing. 2. Verdure and stream scene with castle in the dis-
tance; also a clever distance effect. 3. A design for child's bedroom or playroom.
Shown in all colors. 4. Bird of Paradise and nest design in all colors. By courtesy
of GrecnshJelds Limited, MontreaL

the present plan of placing picture

mouldings above the border. It would
never do to use a wide border where this

plan is followed.

"Cut-out" borders, as will have been

noticed throughout, are decidedly popu-

lar. This does not mean that they al-

ways are most effective. Sometimes,

as the manufacturer uses it, the regular

border, uncut, is best and imparts a bet-

ter effect with the paper for which it is

procured.

A Small Advance of Price

Merchants who sell papers will be

very glad to learn that the average price

will probably not exceed five per cent,

more than the quotations of 1919. In

view of the fact that most commodities

have continued to advance materially,

this should be considered no barrier to

a speeding up of sales plans for the com-
ing fall and for next spring. In fact,

there ought to be a greater opportunity

than ever for the aggressive dealer who
wishes to turn his stock several times.

It will be none too early to make plans.

The five per cent, increase is assigned

to an increased cost of paper rather than
to increased costs for labor. All grades
of paper have been very firm in price

and advances have, from time to time,

taken place. The coming season ought,
assuredly, to be an active one for the

sale of wallpapers.

LARC,EST PIECE OF TAPESTRY
EVER PRODUCED IN SCOTLAND-
SCHOOL FOR DISABLED SOLDIERS
The largest piece of tapestry yet pro-

duced in Scotland has just been com-
pleted. It is a panel measuring 32 ^/^ by
13% feet and represents a Highland
hunting scene, designed by a Scottish

painter. The panel was produced by
vveaveis in the employ of Lord Bute, who
has been endeavoring for some time past

to revive tapestry weaving in Scotland.

The completion of this panel, the first

of a series to be executed, has relation

to a scheme under consideration by the

state authorities which is expected to

receive official sanction shortly. Sir

George Frampton considers that tapes-

try weaving might be taught to disabled

men, but it was necessary first to satisfy

the British Ministry of Labor and Pen-
sions that weavers would find employ-
ment before official sanction was pciven

to the course of training and funds

provided for carrying it on. The ar-

rangements are said to be practically

completed, the men selected, and the

looms ready, and instruction will be

given by experts at the London County
Council School of Arts and Crafts.

The dry goods store of Assof Shall-

houp. Cobalt, Ont., was completely de-

stroyed by fire Aug. 14. T^v^ other

stores were almost completely wiped out

at the same time.
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Canadian Designs In Textiles
Maple Leaf and Beaver May be Seen on New Silks and Cottons—Canadian Artists to Have

Prominent Place in Design Contest in New York—Canadian Flavor May Help
Pay War Costs.

PRIZES aggregating $2,100,00,

contribute4, by the decor-

ative industries of America
to encourage the advancement
of applied art, are open to Canadian ar-

tists in the fourth annual design con-

test conducted under the auspices of

"Women's Wear," a daily newspaper de-

voted to the interests of the weaving and
costuming indus'triesi. The competing
designs are to be exhibited at the Art
Alliance of America, 10 East 47th Street,

New York City, and will remain the

property of the artists.

Most of the designs used by the silk

and coitton manufacturers of Canada
and the United States were obtained
from France. During the war the

French were too busy fighting to supply
all these designs to the new world fac-

tories. The manufacturers turned to

the museums in the United States. The
American Museum of Natural History

in New York appointed Mr. M. D. C.

Crawford, editor of "Women's Wear,"
Curator of textiles, and offered every fa-

cility for the mill men, manufacturers
and their designers to use the treasures

'n the museum. The leading silk manu-
facturers and others contributed thou-

sands of dollars to be used for prizes to

encourage the production of the designs

needed to supply the vacancy left by the

stoppage of the flow of designs from
France. Three annual prize compe-
tions and exhibitions have been held.

Prizes have been -won by young artists

never before known to the textile trades.

Some of them have sold their designs for

a good price; others have been employed
in permanent and lucrative positions.

The young artists not steeped in old

world studies and styles were often the

most successful in developing new and
desirable designs. But, of course, much
difficulty was encountered in getting

suitable designs, as new world artists

had no such experience in supplying the

trades as had the French artists.

Plenty of Inspiration in Canada

The artists used ancient and modern
native fabrics and other objects in the

museums from Peru, Mexico, the Indians

of the Southwestern United States,

Corea, Siberia and China. They aoplied

them to silk and cotton. Mr. Harlan I.

Smith. Archaeologist of the Geological

Survey, Canada, at Ottawa, conceived the

idea of using Canadian material only,

rather than foreign material, and apply-

ing the designs to all Canadian manu-
factures that require decorative designs

rather than confining their use only to

silk and cotton. By using only Can-
adian material as inspiration for designs,

the resulting designs would have a Can-
adian flavor and tend to build up a Can-
adian trade mark to help Canada hold
her own in the world market, and so be
the better able to pay her war expenses
rapidly.

There are, according to the Export
Directory of Canada, issued by the De-
partment of Trade and Commerce, over
173 industries in Canada that require or
use decorative designs. One needs only
to mention a few of these, such as wall-
paper, watch cases, button tops, carpets,
rugs, stove fronts, linoleum, and book
covers. These alone show the wide range
of Canadian industries in need of decor-
ative designs. There are listed in the
directory, under the 173 industries that
use art designs, the addresses of over
1,100 Canadian factories. Mr. Smith has
written to over 800 of them, and the
replies and visits he has had from the

ij?

managers shows their pressing need of
designs, preferably Canadian designs.

Exhibit in October

The competing designs for the 4th
annual exhibition will be received at the
Art Alliance of America, 10 East 47th

Street, New York, up to and including-

the date of October 10, 1919. The jury
will meet October 15. The press will be
invited to view the designs October 21,

and then the exhibit will be opened to

the textile trade so manufacturers may
have an opportunity to arrange to buy
designs or employ the designers. Oit

October 23, the exhibition will be opened

to the general public and the closing

date of the first half of the exhibition

will be November 1. A special exhibi-

tion of designs for fabrics used in in-

Continued on page 149

Fall Deliveries Late
Owing to Insufficient Labor to Cope With Sudden Popularity

of All Housefurnishing Lines—English Manufacturers

Urged to Take Care of Export Trade.

SEVERAL of the Canadian carpet

mills are reported to be oversold and
running to all the capacity that a

scarcity of weavers will allow. This, in-

deed, is a serious condition and not one

that can be remedied quickly. The pro-

viding of these is a matter of long train-

ing. At the present time buyers report

that it is impossible to secure domestic

goods for immediate delivery. Indeed

many orders given early last Spring are

not yet delivered.

The explanation given for this unusual
condition is the one common to many
other sections of dry goods—the penalty

for the hiatus in buying last Spring.

This applies to textiles and hosts of

other lines. The expectation, of course,

was for lower prices. When these were

not realized, and instead, with export

business conimencing in many lines,

prices began to creep back and domestic

buyers began to realize that they needed

irood? and the buyers began to realize

that the market was running away from
them. The orders for Fall thus were late

in reaching the mills, and ever since they

have been behind. It must be remember-
ed also that with the shorter hours that
have gone into effect in most lines, and
the lack of the former efficiency among'
so many operators, production is still far
below normal.

Retailers, moreover, had let their

stocks run down in housefurnishings
particularly, partly because of the lack

of demand and also the fear of the very
high prices. But the ending of the war
and the return of the men from overseas

drew renewed business to the house
furnishing departments and they found
that they must restock. Hence the sud-
den demand that could not be satisfied,

and has not been yet.

Britibh goods prices are guaranteed to

the end of the year. .A.t the first of the

year a new price list will be issued or
orders will be reinstated on the old basis.

Somev\hat improved deliveries are re-

ported. Letters from the mills there de-

clare that the Government is urging
them t'- export as much as possible, do-

mestic business having to be content with
what is left.



This Saleswoman Had
Ideas Worth While

One of the best examples of personal

service where it is really appreciated and
really needed, too, was seen recently in

The May Store, at Cleveland, in the in-

fants' department.

A young woman entered and asked

to look at infants' things. The sales-

woman rightly surmised that the cus-

tomer was an expectant mother and im-

mediately put into play several ideas

which were extremely good and unusual.

At once the customer was given a chair,

not the ordinary straight-backed chai"

Vvhich one generally sees in stores, but

a comfortaljle low wicker rocker. The
customer looked agreeably surprised

5\-hen she saw the chair, and even more
surprised and pleased when she sat

down.

Then the saleswoman brought the in-

fants' wear over to the customer and
displayed it on tables directly in front

of the chair in which the woman was
seated. In this way there was no effort

Avhaterver on the part of the customer in

selecting the things she wanted. In fact

she purchased more things than she had
originally intended, on her own admis-
sion.

After the sale was made the saleslady

Tjrought the bundle to the customer, but
instead of handing it to her, she said

that she would be glad to carry it over

to the elevator for her. This she did,

and stood there until an elevator came
aloner. This elevator happened to be

crowded, and the saleswoman suggested
that as long as it was quite full that it

might be a good idea to wait until the

next one came, in order that the cus-

tomer might be comfortaible. It will

be noticed that the sale had been com-
pleted with this customer some minutes

ago, and that, as far as the sales-

woman's actual duty was concerned it

was over with. But she waited urfcil an
elevator did come along which was not

so crowded, saw that the customer got

in, and then, at the last moment, handed
her the bundle.

The customer could not say enough
about the manner in which she had been

treated, and declared that this store

would have her for a steady customer
from that time on. And the whole thing

did not take the saleswoman twenty
minute.^ to accomplish.—From the "Dry
Goods Merchants' Journal."

Plaids, Serges and
Bright-colored Blouses

For School Girls
Fashions change for little school folks,

color "\ogues" occur and novelties keep
life interesting in many ways, but when
it comes to outfitting that important
section of humanity for its academic
career there is nothing so "forever need-
ful" a.-^ serges and Scotch plaids—set
them up in what variable styles you will.

This year there are many pleated
skirts and with them are worn blouses
01 linen, cotton crepe, or dimity in gay
hues, such as bright yellow, jade green,
Belgian blue, watennelon red. Guimpes
of poncree are also practical. All the
sombre melancholy of lonely hills and

•J^

moors and thoughts of war is taken out
of clothing, even though the "original
firsts" in the way of materials, remain
faithful.

The blouses are considerably longer
v.aisted than the shirt waist for older
girls and are not trimmed except for a
bit of hemstitching or wool embroidery.
Collars are mostly round and low. Jum-
per frocks are again quite the thing and
preferred often to the whole dress of
dark fabric. For jumper frocks the plain
serges are more appropriate than the
plaids.

Some smart all-serge frocks for school
girls have capes attached.

Purples and lavenders are no longer
the "old ladies'" colors, for look you,
we have no "old ladies" row-a-days, and
so even tots of two and three years are
considered appropriately dressed in a
dainty frock of lavender organdie trim-
med with white. Frocks of brightest
purple chambray are also siiown.

Business in children's wear has been
remarkably active this Fall. Stores all

over the Dominion have been making
drives in the way of special advertising
and displays, and the results have been
quite satisfactory despite the continued
high costs of both fabrics and ready-to-
wear irerchandise. There seems to be
more real interest in getting the children
off to school in good form this year than
for some seasons past. Preparedness
againsL "flu" is a big factor, and no
doubt uith the war over and husbands
and fathers home again the opening of
school seems more of an event than it

did in the ligiit of the greater concerns
of the last five years.

-ATHLETIC SUITS FOR CHILDREN
NOW

"Athletic" cotton underwear, which
has proven so successful for men and
women, is now offered on the New York
market for boys and girls. It is made
with all the same patents and finishes
as that for adults.

Two Smart Frocks
One shoving the combination of a serge
skij-Jt wi,th long-waisted chambray or linen
blouse."" The other alT serge with simple
Wfiftl-embroidery : organdie collar_^attd^fcufFs. .

NEW EXPORT JOURNAL
The initial issue of "The Canadian Ex-

port Pioneer, has been received. It is

pulblished in London, Eng., with an of-

fice at 44 Victoria Street, Toronto. It

aims to keep the British trade posted as
to manufacturing developments in Can-
ada, and all details as to '^ur export
trade. The "Pioneer" is a 32-page and
cover monthly, and will no doubt assist

materially in building uo Canada's ex-
port trade with the mpthey country.
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DRESSES
of

ORIGINALITY

DISTINCTION
and

QUALITY

The many distinctive touches that render our

dresses decidedly "different" have always won
popular approval.

The smartness of line and cut, the supreme
quality displayed in materials, trimmings, and
workmanship, will be appreciated by your dis-

criminating customers.

Our showing includes dresses FOR EVERY
OCCASION in

GEORGETTES

SILKS OF ALL KINDS

I De Palma Dress Company
M 46 St. Alexander Street

I Montreal

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Silk

Underwear
The increasing popular-

ity of Silk Underwear iz

well merited. All its

attractive qualities are

represented in our artis-

tically derigned and beau-

tifully finished garments.

Negligees
Our distinctly original

designs—fresh from our

own Designing Rooms

—

include something to

meet every demand. We
cannot adequately de-

scribe them. Come and

see them, or send for

samples.

We invite your careful

inspection of these differ-

ent lines. We know that

the high standard shown

throughout will please

you.

IDEAL GARMENT CO.
Coronation Bldg.

MONTREAL
Bishop Street

Is Your Winter Stock Complete?

We can nneet your requirennents in

—

Dresses, Middies and Skirts

For Children and Misses

Snappy, well-made, durable little garments

G. F. REID & COMPANY
Brampton - Ontario /

DRESSES
You will recognize the style exclusive-

ness of our models in

—

(iKOIKJETTE,
CHARM KUSE,

DUCHESSE
nnd T.AEFETAS

WAISTS
Featuring an array of appealinc;

.style^^ in the latest novelties, com-

prising GEORGETTES and CREPE
DE CHINES, VOILES and

STRIPES in cndle.-s variety.

SEND US AN OPEN ORDER

VOGUE WAIST CO. ''' S^^^^'^.lV'iZ^^L'^^^' MONTREAL
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Children's Wear
For the Cool Weather
Nothing else in infants' and children's clothing lines

is so much in demand for Fall and Winter as knitted
woollen goods.

All mothers want them, and most mothers are par-
ticular about quality and workmanship.

Priscilla Brand
Woollen Garments

are made of the purest English yarns by expert workers, and
have that softness and daintiness combined with durability so
desirable in young- children's clothes.

They cover everything a baby or small child needs in woollens,
such as jackets, overalls, bonnets, caps, toques, leggings, gaiters,
bootees, infantees, etc.—a complete line in both hand-made and
machine-made garments.

They are "best sellers" because they appeal to mothers who
want the best at reasonable prices.

Ask for our assortment of one dozen samples.

Made in Canada by

HENRY DAVIS & CO., Limited
259 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

"Just Like Daddy's!''
HAUGH BRAND KIDDIES' GARMENTS

Every small boy and girl in your town
will be a procpective customer if you dis-

play thevse attractive garments, that slip

on so easilv. and in which the small vonnq-

ster can have just a rollicking good time
imdioors and out without trying to ''save"

his or her clothes.

The Children's trade of to-day is your
trade of tomorrow. Haugh Brand Gar-

ments are sure to gain their pleasure.

Parents also appreciate the sturdiness,

health-giving comfort, and economical
utility of this, the ORIGINAL Made-in-

Camada garment for children.

THE J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., Limited

TORONTO

Manufacturers 0'

THE FAMOUS "ARM & HAMMER BRAND"
Shirts, Overalls and Trousers
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Curtains and Piece Goods

I Fine Marquisette Curtains

I Fine Voile Curtains

Staple Scrim Curtains

Charming Novelty Curtains

Yard Goods in above styles

Door and Window Panels

Our new range for Spring 1920 is now on the road and we invite your inspection.

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED
LACHINE - MONTREAL

SAMPLE ROOMS AT VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG. HALIFAX

PRIME & RANKIN, LIMITED
SHOWING NOW, very complete line of Curtains, and draperies for Spring 1920, and
M^ith special reference to our present range of

Windsor Scrim and Marquisette Curtains—The increasing demand for "Windsor Curtains"
has fully taxed our capacity to produce them, and has proven our theory that it always
pays to maintain the quality and standard, even in the times of advancing prices. Many
new patterns are included in the range, and our values are unsurpassed.

Our Salesmen are out now, on their respective territories, and in view of the apparent
scarcity of merchandise, in all lines, we are most fortunately situated with a splendid col-

lection of the lines usually carried, including:

—

Windsor Scrim Curtains Plain and Fancy Bordered Scrims
Point Arabian Curtains Lace and Insertion Marquisettes
Irish Point Curtains Curtain Nets, Madras Muslins
Filet Net Curtains English Cretonnes and Art Sateens
Scotch Lace Curtains Shadow Cloths, 31 in. and 50 in. widths.

•(iv

Among the many Special Values are three lines English Cretonnes, 42" and 50"

widths. Splendid patterns and colors.

PRIME & RANKIN, Limited
74 York St., Toronto, Can.

AND AT NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND
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We SPECIALIZE in

HANDKERCHIEFS, LACES and CURTAIN GOODS

CURTAIN NETS and SCRIMS
Our range is most interesting and extensive, showing many of

the wanted lines for Fall, in many weights, weaves, and

designs.

Our showing of new patterns and artistic motif effects will

appeal to the requirements of your trade.

Prices are steadily advancing, caused largely by unprece-

dented labor conditions. Through judicious early buying
we are able to give you the best prices obtainable in

CHINTZ

CRETONNE
SHADOW CLOTH
CURTAIN NETS

CURTAIN SCRIM

One of our travellers will be calling on you shortly. Don't

fail to go through his samples when he calls.

THF

LACE GOODS CO.
LIMITED

64 Wellington Street West TORONTO Third Floor Empire Building

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

t-„ ^ I^ {iilliiSi! ^ ! i !^ !!l!!lt^!illiS liill IS lli(!(IStli!lll= llllll
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMTBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

DRAPERIES
Our travellers are now on their respective

territories, with many exclusive lines for Fall

and Spring delivery. Any business you place

with us will receive excellent attention, and
will be to our mutual advantafje.

Just arrived—50 Enjjlish Poplins, all shades;
Scotch Muslins, in 30", .36" and 45" widths.

J. B. Henderson & Company
Limited

80 Bay Street - - TORONTO

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET,
OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 1.,

LONDON, ENGLAND

Telegrams or Telephones:

7214 C E N T R A L

Day and Evening
Gowns, Coat
Frocks in Silk and
Woollen Jersey,

Costumes.

"Conference''
coat or skirt in

Milanese and
wool stockinette.
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The ONE Line
Every Dealer Should Handle

. VICTORIAVILLE -

SOLID PLAIN OAK
A Highly Specialized Product

12^

You will find this furniture has a powerful and wide appeal. Lovers of

good furniture are at once attracted by its quiet, refined but rich appear-
ance. Substantiality is one of its outstanding features, and the values

represented in its moderate prices enable it to extend its appeal to an
exceptionally large number of home furnishers.

Under present conditions, when Fall selling is at its height, reliable lines

will be difificult to get. Make ample provision NOW to have this SOLID
PLAIN OAK LINE before your customers all the time. It will bring you
profitable and permanent business.

If you have not received our Catalogue, write us at once.

Victoriaville Furniture Company, Ltd.
Victoriaville, Quebec

«: -M



New York Makes Ready for Guests
A Clever Slip Skirt, Dragonfly Blue, a Vogue for Red Trimmings, much Fringe and Orna-

mentation Are Features of Fashion to Be Borne in Mind—Some
New Designs in Rainy Da}^ Garments.

NEW YORK, August 30, 1919.—
The approaching season promiises

to be one of remarkable bril-

liance and opulence — considered, at

least from the viewpoint of dress. The
richest materials are employed, and won-
derful effects of color—and nuances of

<:olor—are obtained by the introductioji

of sequins, beads, embroideries and rib-

bons. Gowns for misses' ceremonious
wear aie quite as effective, quite as

sumptuous, as those designed for their

elders; but there are many fascinating

dancing frocks that are exquisite in their

simplicity.

Many distinguished visitors, both

young and old, to New York and Wash-
ington are already arranged for, and
stores are making every effort to have
American women fittingly gowned—as

much to express the spirit of entry into

the era of peace as to win favor among
the guests from the greatest European
powers

Being well aware of the open-armed
affectionate reception which Canada is

giving to her genial and dfalmocratic

Prince of Wales and future King of

England, Americans are preparing to

make merry also. The youth of the

Prince is reason enough fo rthe younger

set to be in readiness as well as official-

dom proper.

Short and Flaring Suits for Misses

Altman's tailored suits for the younger
set include models featuring the short

flare eft'ects, straight lines and smart,

long-waisted models that accentuate the

girlish figure.

The predominating materials are

homespun, wool oxford, silvertone, tri-

cotine, velour, duvet superieur, tinsel-

tone, men's wear mixture, peachbloom
and Argonne.

Many of the suits are richly trimmed
with mole, beaver, sealskin, nutria or

squirrel.

In describing a special showing of

misses' new suits and dresses, Wana-
maker's mention: "Noteworthy features

of the suits are severe lines relieved by
a slight flare on the hips; crowsfeet

and other tailored finishings; smart
pockets, sometimes three in a row. Ma-
terials are tweeds, silvertones, tinsel-

tones, \elours, check and iridescent cloth.

Tricjtine and tricolette frocks have
slightly Russian blouse Avith Tuxedo or

round neckline and peplums embroidered
in silk flossing and stunning designs.

Wool jersey tunic model is embroid-
ered in wool in an attractive motif.

Taffeta frock, a copy of a French
model, has fichu collar, short sleeves

and a double overskirt slightly fan-shape
giving ruffle effect on hip line which
will be so popular.

Satm frock has a jaunty peplum form-

ed by two ruffles, and short sleeves
ending in a ruffle. The colors featured
were nav>, brown and rookie.

For little girls' school dresses Wana-
maker's are featuring serges in plaid or
plain colors. Straight Russian models
with box plaits and smart leather belts

or high-waisted models with an attrac-
tive motif embroidered in heavy silk.

"Excellent for the stout girl," they an-
nounce, "is a two-piece dress having a
box-plaited tunic restrained by two nar-
row leather belts, over a plain skirt.

Also a frock distinguished by straight
lines with a box-plaited skirt and waist
trimmed with pin checks."
They show also some wool jersey

frocks with either a tunic embroidered
in silk floss or one-piece models in good
straight lines.

Some Eton Effects

One of the smart suits at Balch, Price

& Co.'s is of garnet cloth with narrow
skirt and half-length jacket cut in Eton
effect on the sides and back. There are

large pockets, flat collar and regulation

coat sleeves. Another is of tan cheviot

with a skirt which ripples slightly. The

A suit of gold tip blue velour at Abra-
ham k Straus', Brooklyn, has narrow
skirt and half-length jacket, straight
front and panel back;. There is an in-
verted pleat at each side below the
waistline; button trimming, long sleeves
and turnover fur collar.

The Vogue of Red
A cable from Paris received by W^ana-

maker's tells that shades of red and
scarlet are much used as trimming, and
also that "bright ribbons are pleated to
make narrow girdles of gayety on dark
frocks. Beautiful satin nilbbons in scar-
let, red, green, etc., of the sort that
would do for trimming or for narrow
pleated girdles, begin as low as 20 cents
a yard."

Women's Trotteur Frocks at Wana-
maker's

Tricotine and serge frocks realize all

of the dictates of fashion, from the all-

jacket extends to below the hip-line.

The boLtom is tucked and three-comer
patch po-.-kets are tucked on the bottom.
The c'>l!ar is convertible and sleeves

long.

important silhouette to such finishings
as narrow leather belts; stitchings; long
cord-like girdles and novelty motifs of
braid.

There is the Redingote style, which
has been adapted to several frocks.
Satin foundation is used in one case; in

another the waist, sleeves, hem and edge
of coat are heavily braided in rat tail

braid in most effective design.

Russian blouse is suggested in some
models. Bands of braid on the side give
that wide liip-line so new and smart.
Accordoon plaited skirt also is well
adapted to two models.

A chemise silhouette with flare at the
hips is used, in many variations. Hip
pockets, braid motifs and cord girdles

and naiTOW pipings distinguish these
frocks.

Popular navy blue predominates.

Dragonfly Blue New
Some of the points which Macy's re-

gard ao salient in Fall fashions are:

COLORS.—The warm tones, faison,
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Ponipeian, beaver and Madeira are in

favor, vvith navy as the old standby and
the lighter shades of blue next in the

scale of popularitAv. Dragonfly blue is

a new shade that bids fair to win great
popularity.

IN COATS AND WRAPS.—The cape
idea stiil leads. The adaptability to

many occasions probably accounts for

their popularity. At any rate they are

present in even greater and more fas-

cinating variety than ever before. Fur
enhances the luxurious effect of most of

them.
FRINGE.—So universal a trimming

that no mention of fashionable details

is complete without it. It appears in

varying; widths on garments widely di-

versified in use. Coats, capes, frocks

and suits alike are impartial in their

use of it.

MATERIALS.—Charmeuse and tri-

cotine are popular for dresses—duvetyn,

chamelion cord and a new fabric called

peachbloom—every bit as soft and vel-

vety as its name would imply—are used
in coats and suits. For practical pur-

poses, of course, silvertone and serge

have no rivals.

SKIRTS.—A trifle longer for the most
part, but slim and straight as ever. Usu-
ally finished simply with a belt or sash,

and pockets.

A Decided Novelty

A slip skirt so cleverly constructed

that it may with very little additional

trimming answer the purpose of a gown
has been designed to be sold in skirt

departiiients.

This garment is made in meteor, char-

meuse and in box, accordeon, knife

pleated or draped designs. The bodice ,

is sleeveless with flesh Georgette straps

over the shoulder ansiwering the purpose
0* a cam.isole.

When a Georgette Russian blouse is

worn over the slip there is no unsightly

line visible at the waist as is usually the

case when a separate skirt and fancy
camisole are worn.
The bodice attached to the skirt is so

well fashioned that the slip skirt may
be worn mthout an overblouse. With
a few wisps of tulle about the shoulder

it answers the purpose of an evening
gown.

The colors used for this new acces-

sory are black, navy, taupe and brorwn.

A new slip is being made in chiffon

velvet with, satin top.

The Incoming Blouses

Among the new Fall blouses at Alt-

man's are some stunning over-^blouses of

net, duvetyn, metal-silk and batik work,
which arc more interesting than ever.

There are also hand-made blouses of

dainty lingerie fabrics. Georgette crepe
and wool or silk hand-embroidered ma-
terials. In addition there is a nice array
of the always popular severely tailored

styles of silk or cotton.

Some newly imported blouses are in-

teresting in the combination of Cluny
lace used lavishly with French voile of

the sheerest texture.

A blouse is being sbown in a Kansas
City store which is priced at $119.50

(which includes the war luxury tax). It

is in black Georgette, made with a round
neck, which is beaded and embroidered
in black silk and iridescent jet. The silk

fringe extends from the bottom of the

blouse to within an inch or two of the

bottom of the skirt with which it may
be worn; the sleeves are short.

The New Waistline

This new go'wn indicates how
some New York people insist
upon instep length skirts. It

also depicts the new note which
is becoming important — the
long waist line with loosely
bloused bodice and wide girdle.
The material is one of those
delightful pearl grey taffetas
with cluster cording to break
the elongated lines. The collar
and sleeves are of pearl grey
Georgette. The hat combines
velvet and malines and sweep-
ing paradise trimming.

New Dolman Rain Capes
Dolman effects are seen in the new

rain capes at Arnold, Constable's. One
number is made of schappe silk in pin
check pattern. It is extremely light in

weight.

Another new design in rainy-day gar-
ments is a raincoat in raglan style in

rubberized satin or silk. It is made ex-

ceptionally full so that it can be worn
over any garment. It is cut on strictly

English lines and has large buttons to

fasten.

A siik skirt of some sort pulled up
over a petticoat of lace ruffles or tucked
organdy is featured in so many of the

new frocks that it is coming to be one

of the strong fashion characteristics

—

and a charming one—of the season.

Pale pink silk jersey is extremely
popular for frocks. One striking model
is embroidered in scarlet and orange.

Linen handkerchiefs in blue, delicate

rose and green have been received from
France by Macy's. Some are decorated

in black stencil effect, others have con-

ventional borders.
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A Practical

Suit

The deep rolling col-

lar of grey squirrel is

the striking feature

of this new suit. The
long and narrow belt

and long coat shows
the trend of Fall fash-

ions. The material is

the new tinsel-tone

velours.

Black and
Orange

One-piece gown of

black velvet with
squirrel collar and
pockets. Black silk

tassels from shoulder
to hem, giving the

long line desirable

this season. Hat is

orange velvet with

uncurled ostrich in

same tone.
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Displaying Blouses
Blouocs are one of the best lines of

merchandise for the developing of an
interesting window display in the two-
color schemes which many of the best

display men are intending to use. The
use of only two colors obliges the decor-

ator to choose tiie material for a display

with discrimination, to work out a ba-

lance of color, and to select only those

accessories which will give accent to

his sciieme.

Windows which have panelled wood
backgrounds are admirably suited to the

two-color display. One store with such
an asset devjeloped a striking blouse

window in black and white. Without
rigid fonrality balance was achieved in

arranging the blouses on headless fig-

ures vvell grouped and turned at differ-

ent angles and heights. Accessories

were excellently chosen without the in-

troduction of any alien note. A photo-

graph posed on a small table accentuat-

ed the black and white idea. Other de-

tails included such items as a length of

Jong white fringe, a black and white

feather boa, a fan, and a standard lamp
with shade in black and white. A blouse

display also offers opportunity for in-

troducing appropriate ideas in necklaces

and for showing drapes of materials

similai to blouses.

Toronto Designers Meet
By all odds the most enthusiastic meet-

ing yet held by the Toronto Women's
Designers' Club was the first annual

banquet meeting on the 10th. Merriment
characterized the toast list programme
when honors were done to the King, the

club, the manufacturers. Miss Storey the

president, and Misses Crichton and Mur-
phy, the retiring secretary and treasurer.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year, with Mrs. MacMichael in the chair,

resulted as follows: President, Miss C.

M. Storey, fashion editor of "Women's
Wear"; vice-president, Miss C. MacLean,
of the Ontario Cloak Co.; secretary. Miss
M. Anderson, T. Eaton €o.; assistant

secretary. Miss Glazier; treasurer. Miss
Mae Murphy, McElroy Mfg. Co.; execu-

tive. Miss Crichton, Ladies' Wear, Ltd.;

Miss Presnail, Modem Waists; Miss
Mitchell T. Eaton Co.

A committee to draw up a constitution

for the club was composed of Miss Sills

of the Toronto Technical School, Miss
McLean, Miss Crichton, Miss Miller,

Miss A. R. Whalley, editor of DRY
GOODS REVIEW.
The October meeting will be addressed

by Miss Ethel Traphagen, teacher in a

'New York school of design.

Lively discussions on various topics

followed the business programme and
presaged keen interest in the work of

the club for the coming year.

UNDERGARMENTS
All the lighter shades in fancy cami-

soles are selling, such as white, pink,

mauve, yellow, and also the darker shades,

like navy and black and dark figured

silks which are a novelty. One manu-

facturer is making the darker shades up
in surprisingly large quantities.

One design noticed, in white and pink,

also navy blue— is made all in one piece,

slip-over style, with elastic through the

lower hem, one piece in the front and
one in the back; the front elastic fasten-

ing at the centre back and the back one

at the front. No other fastenmgs are

required.

Crepe de chine is the most important
material for the dainty silk boudoir gar-

ments of all sorts, while it is shown in

all the rainbov/ shades, and even in

orange and black, consumers still favor

flesh and white most of all, for night-

gowns, chemises, combinations, etc. It

is also liked for negligees, but here some
of a color range is accepted and almost

always lace and Georgette help out in

producing a pleasing ensemble.

A new garment which is proving suc-

cessful in the United States has a found-

ation, ordinary loose bloomers with elas-

tic at top and knees; they have a deep
frill below the knees and a very deep

frill, lace trimmed, attached well below

the hips and extending to the length of

the ordinary petticoat. This provides the

two garments in one, without the need

of fastenings of any kind. It is easily

laundered and dainty. The materials used

are crepe de chene or silk mull—in fact

any lingerie material would be suitable

—and may be more or less elaborately

trimmed.

A NEW KITCHEN APRON
An 'attractive new design in kitchen

aprons is on the Toronto market. The
apron ic made of the usual colore;! ma-
terials in slip-over cover-all style with
edges bound in white tape. It has short

kimono sleeves and round collar which
extends down the front in middy style,

being laced together with white tape.

Eaton's Toronto buyers are once
more wending their way to Europe.
Among those there now and expecting

to return in October, are W. H. Ander-

Give Real Information

About New Goods
THE town of St. Marys, Ont.,

(population between 3,000 and
4,000), has many points in its

favor. Not least among them are its

progressive stores. Two of them, the

White and May, Limited, and A. H.
Lofft & Company, Limited, believe in

expressing idei;^ in their advertising.

Taerefore, their advertising appeals.

One sees in their Fall announcements
nothing of the hackneyed "Come and
sec our new goods. All the latest, up-
to-the-minute styles and all the leading"

colors." They tell their reader^ what
the latest styles are, and which are the

leading colors—then an invitation to

come and see, of course.

Here are some extracts frjm White
and May's full 3-column advertisement:

Grey silvertone is one of the new fabrics
that has created quite a sensation. This is
shown to the best advantage in a suit with
a braid edged side seam coat.
One of the most popular styles is in a

blue serge of a heavy cheviot-finiislhed make
in a full-belted style of coat—an exception-
ally attractive yet neatly tailored suit.
Another moderate priced suit is in a fine

blue serge made on the Hnes of the heavier
weight, but with pleated back ard waist line
seam. A very smart effect.

The full range of the coats is not yet to
hand, but these magnificent new silvertonea
are well worth your attention. The charm-
ing reindeer and henna colorings are at
their best in t'his fabric.

A. H. Lofft & Company use a full 3-

column space also. These are some of

their interesting paragraphs, some of

v/hich were emphasized by boxing in

the ad. layout:

Charming Autumn silks, printed Georg-
ettes and importel woollen fabrics are ar-
riving daily. Gorgeous sihot taffetas and
soft rich crepe meteors are very much in
favor at present. We would like you to see
this attractive display— drop in any time.

Coats built on straight hanging lines,
mostly belted or partially belted, will be
very popular. The blouse-back coat is mak-
ing a distinct impression and comes in
shades of jade, platinum and elk silvertone.
Many of the coats have fur collars, while
others have the medium, roll and convert-
ible collar, giving the sloping shoulder
effect. The majority of the cloth coats have
beautiful fancy linings and are exquisitely
finisJhed and trimn.ed.
The suit coat for this Autumn is around

thirty-six inches in length, cut on straigtht
lines and in a number of cases emphasizes
the button-up collar. Silk stitching, narrow
belts, novelty pockets and panels are seen
in many instances. The materials favored
are serg?, broadcloth, veTour and gabardine.
All suits are daintily . lined with brocaded
silks and satins.
The prediction is that voile and Georg-

ette blouses are going to be favorites for
Fall. If you could see the dainty creations
that 'have just arrived you would agree with
us that they are the nicest ever. Round
necks with pretty little frills are in tihe

majority, while others feature dozens of
tiny tucks.

son, of the dress goods department; G.
F. Siddom, silks; T. D. Switzcr, wash
goods; A. Booth, men's furnishings.

The C. H. Smith Co., Ltd., Windsor,
Ont., adopted a new schedule of store
hours beginning September 8. The store
now opens at 9 a.m. instead of 8.30,

closes at 6 p.m. each day excepting
Saturday when the closing hour will be
? instead of 10 o'clock.
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FREI3IAN STORE ENLARGES
Mr. A. J. Freiman, Rideau Street, is

again extending- his premises owing to
a growing business ovei-flowing every
available inch of room at present.
A new building will be erected at the

rear of the west section of his store
facing George Street, being 60 feet in
wddth and 100 feet in depth, will have
five stories and basement, give 36,000
square ft. additional floor space, and
make the total space 117,600 square
feet.

The growth of this business in slight-
ly over ten years is a splendid testimony
to the ability of its proprietor, and
speaks volumes for his methods and able
organization that was necessary to
make such a success.

it is intended to add many new de-
partments which have been waiting for
space and also to rearrange others so
tnac the maximum of business can be
done with the best results. One entire-
ly new departure is the contract depart-
ment. This will be in charge of Mr.
Martin Rosenthal, and is equipped to
furnish hotels, hospitals, railroads, min-
ing or lumher camps, schools, and insti-
tutions of all kinds with everything
needed in furniture and furnishing^s.
china, glassware, silverware and every
other line wanted.

The boys' clothing department, recent-
ly organized, has rapidly come to the
front as a banner selling section. Under
the best management possible to ob-
tain, it caters to the needs of the mothers
and fathers who are not quite sure of
the best way to dress that boy, and the
clerks are trained to give advice and be
a real help to customers.
The freiman store has been one of

the most prominent in Canada in its

splendid fashion parades and seasonal
openings. Owing to the alterations and
additions under way at present, however,
no parade will be arranged this Fall.

Mr. Freiman informed DRY GOODS
REVIEW. The additional space being
provided will no doubt allow something
more original and striking than ever,

next Spring.

R E A D Y - T - ^^^ E A R Dry Goods Eevieio,

Mr. H. Brouse, 695 Somerset Street,

and J. F. Duff & Co., 838 Somerset
Street, Ottawa, were recently summoned
under the new early-closing by-law for

keeping their establishments open dur-

ing prohibited hours. The case excited

much local interest, and the defense cen-

tred around the point as to what is a

dry goods store. The by-law states

that all stores offering for sale ladies'

wear, boots and shoes, men's furnish-

ings, jewelry, etc., must close at 6 o'clock

with the exception of certain days before

holidays. The defense said that the drv

goods stores were outside the scope of

the by-law, and that therefore they could

keep open till 9 o'clock on Satnrdavs.

It was proved that the bulk of the

business was in dry "-ood?; as understood

in the trade, the other lines of ladies'

wear, etc., being onlv about 20 per cent.

of the turnover. The magistrate dis-

missed the case of Mr. Brouse, while the

other was withdrawn. The Local Re-
tail Merchants' As?ociation will now
likely try to have the by-law amended
to include the dry goods stores.

The Acme of
Blouse Fashions

For the blouse that has at-
tained "the latest" in every-
thing, this model is offered
in satin-stripe tricolette with
rows of uncut fringe for

trimming.

SUITS, COATS AND DRESSES
An Active Season in All Ready-to-Wear Departments Even

Though Warm Weather Prevents Early Rush

—

Toronto Strike Settled.

WHILE the warm weather which
prevailed pretty much through-
ooit the Dominion during the

early part of September, interfered to

some extent with the early selling of Fall

ready-to-wear, there was, nevertheless,

keen interest manifested in the new
goods at the retail openings. With the

bright weather there was a good deal

of investigaltiion among suits. So long

have coats been to the fore in Canadian
r'all fashions that occasionally one hears

customers suddenly enquire of one an-

other: "Why is it we don't feel it so

necessary to have a nice suit in the Fall

as we used to? A few years ago we
a'l wore suits when we wanted to be

smartly dressed, and full-length coats

used to look rafher queer." Then she i-e-

calls how needful is the coat for motor-

ing and for weiaring over the dresses

which one must have now-a-days, and

how much suits and dressy blouses cost,

but nevertheless there is evident a de-

sire on the part of the average woman
for a real nice suit. Should the Fall

weather continue fine, no doubt the

season will be a good one for suits, de-

sipite the prices, and then, the new

blouses are irresistible with their lovely

harmon'izing colors and handwork and
distinctive design's!

The longer suit coat—of 36 inches

—

seems to be prevalent, and fur trim-
mings are frequent. But furs must not
be used in long narrow strips as edg-
ings, the way fashion once demanded.
Fur trimmings are expensive now, and
they must be impressive, accordingly,
therefore, they are in big, square patches
finishing the panels, and generous col-

lars or wide bands. In fact, the style

of isu'its and coats as outlined in earlier

issues of DRY GOODS REVIEW are

holding sway and promise to characterize

the season. Browns, taupes, blues,

grays, henna tones, some Burgundy,
plum and green are the leading colors

selling, and for both coats and suits the

novelty fabrics such as this year's silver-

tones, tinsel tones, crystal cloth, bolivia.

etc., are proving successful.

Dresses Straight or Flat and Wide

There is more variety in the general
princiiples of dress designs than in any
other class of apparel. The straight lines

of the suit are shown in velvets, cloths
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and drop skirts, the loose sleeves of the

dolman are to he had, fulness is depict-

ed in various ways, and still something
small and tight is found vi^ith it.

Perliaps the newest effect in dresses
is the long bell-shaped tunic which
ripples at the bottom from a circular

cut and is uneven of hem, being curved
downward at the aides; there is a ten-

dency for them to be rather full towards
the front; the drop skirt is straight and
narrow and the bodice tight.

Panniers which are very full at the

sides, whether ithe fullness be about the

hips, slightly lower, or caught in at the

hem to give a "puffed-out" effect, are

features of afternoon and evening
dresses. The silhouette viewed from the

side, however, is very flat and straight.

Modes in Paris Liable to Change

There is a great deal of discussion

going on at present over the extreme
styles which women in Paris are taking

up, but the trade here need worry but
little as to whether they will succeed
here, for Paris itself will, it is thought
by leading authorities, very shortly re-

act toward saner costuming. "The French
dressmaker reacts to French conditions,

or rather, reflects that part of the

French population which expresses itself

in terms of clothes. And this is a very

restricted clas^. There are millions of

homes in France where misery sits as

guest. For centuries the world will bow
to the mothers and wives of France, who
will, in another decade, show the world

an example of national devotion. When
the real France again seeks loveliness

she will be fairer than ever. The pre-

sent sivows a mere florescence of an im-

mediate post-war condition. It is not

in good taste for us to criticize the de-

Modish Blouses
A dressy blouse of crepe Georgette trimmed with shadow embroidery and cut
steel beads both front and back. One of the newest sleeve cuts is also featured
Shown by Vogue Waist & Dress Co., Montreal.
The tailored blouse is of crepe de Chine, showing the new raglan sleeves, con-
vertible collar, pure pearl buttons and fine tucks. Made by Caplin Waist &
Dress Co., Montreal.

signers of France, who, under more ad-
vantageous conditions, did so much to

increase the beauty and happiness of the
world." This is the very nicely-express-
ed opinion of one who is regarded as a

capable judge of fashion affairs both in
New York and Paris.

Meai.while, there is no dearth of
beauty in either fabrics or costumiers'
designs suitable for the needs of Cana-

Ground floor of Fairweathers new
store described in this issue. Looking
towards the front entrance there is

this splendid view showing the mezza-
nine floor as well with men's wear
below it at 'the right and women's
furs at the left. In the show case at
the front of the store are neckwear,
gloves and other accessories.
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Yesterday and To-day"

The MallJnson Silk Co. have issued a very attractive 7" x 10" booklet, en-

titled "Yesterday and To-day," and illustrated in colors, showing how,

Fashion has modernized the modes of earlier periods, using the same color

schemes, trimmings, etc. This is their comment on the above illustrations

—in Dutch blues and lace—"In design there's all the quaintness of yester-

day in this printed Pussywillow of To-day."

dians. There may not be the novelty of

cloth to which we were once accustomed
but we are not suffering. There are
enougn to fill our needs and in fancy
things we have all the lace and ribbons
and luxurious silks and brocades we can
use—even though our buyers may have
had a "grand scramble" to secure it. As
a result there is an excellent season pre-

dicted in the 'saje of all kinds of ready-
to-wear apparel and promise of better

times ir. seasons ahead so far as secur-

ing more supplies ds concerned.

The garment workers' strike in To-
ronto, which held out for so long, was
settled, for the time being, early in Sep-
tember V/ithout week-work being grant-
ed. In the meantime, however, a good
deal of new help was secured, and the

larger factories at least are able to keep
up pretty well with the orders they had
tiaken. One • icloak and Is'kjirt factory

states that this year saw the biggest

August business they had had in seven-

teen years. Manufacturers in Toronto
claim that, owing to their having held

out against week-work, they are able

to quote lower prices than anywhere
else and so orders are coming in for all

they turn out. A number of returned

soldiers, too, have learned operating so

that practically all machines are at

work.

OTTAWA STOKE DELIVERS BY
'PLANE

To have the distinction of being the

first Ottawa firm co deliver goods by air

route has fallen to Nu Vogue, Ltd., 59

Sparks street, a Curtiss biplane being

commissioned to carry a parcel to Mrs.

Milford, Carp, Ont., on Wednesday,
August 27.

View of the tasteful millinery
department at Fairweathers.
This is on the second floor of
the new store where French
grey and Oriental rugs are
noted.



Fairweathers Open Fine New Toronto Store
Decorations and Arrangement Unusual and Distinctive— Every Floor Shows a Different

Effect in Exquisite Taste—Public and Employees Equally Enthusiastic.

WITH the opening of Fair-

weathers, Limited, new building

at 88-90 Yj.ige street, on August
2€th, Toronto has added reason to be

proud of its unusually splendid store

First Floor Plan, Fairweathers, Limited,
new store, Toronto.

buildings. The House of Quality, since

it:, establishment in 1867, has always
represented exclusiveness and quality in

rere form. To-day that establishment,

in its new building, has ideally expressed

tliat well-known reputation. A supreme
triumph in artistic architecture, this

building bids fair to eclipse anything of

its kind on the continent. The architect

was Mr. Chas. C. Cobb, whom the man-
agement of Fairweathers, Limited, are

p-eased to term an "Architect Artist" of

unusual skill.

The exterior, built of Indiana lime-

stone, is designed in the Italian Renais-

sance style, the cornice of the building

also being in Italian effect, decorated in

color, with illumination at night when
possible.

The Windcv Arrangement
The show windows are finished in

ornamental cast bronze, their interior

carrying out the Italian style predomin-

antly through )ut. African mahogany is

used in the rich panelling and decora-

tive screen above, stained in a brownish

red, the same tone being found in the

Antique British period furniture. For an

oi)enJng display a few of the most ex-

qiilisite models in furs' and suits at-

tracted a good deal of attention. A few
df.inty lace and fur novelties were in-

cluded. In each window floor lamps
of rare design add an important touch,

while floral decorations in gorgeous
Autumn tints are tastefully placed to

blend well into the harmonious tableaux.

The main entrance doorway is trim-

med with black and gold marble, the

flooring being made of Hauteville mar-

ble.

Elegance, refinement and superb sim-
plicity are impressively blended in the

arrangement and decorations of the

ground flojr, where the Italian Renais-

sance style is again incorporated. The
el-^borately panelled woodwork is stained

a warm brown, the same tone showing

in the appropriate style of furniture,

both contrasting beautifully with the

soft stone colors used on walls and col-

umns. A mezzanine floor is arranged
around the rear portion of this floor,

the space beneath being used as spac-

ous wardrobes for the varied stock of

fine furs—ermine, fox, Hudson and Rus-

sian sable, and Hurls jn seal—the num-
bers of each line being grouped in their

particular wardrobe—a decided advant-

age to customers and salespeople alike.

Ready-to-wear garments for men are

displayed in the same way on this floor

at the left hand side. It will be noted

that considerably more prominence is

given to men's wear here than in the

former store. By this arrangement a

much larger area is provided in the

centre of the stare, the effect imme-
diately conveying the impression of a

large hall or ball room in some stately

mansion, rather than a departmental
store. The broad stairway, with its dig-

nified lines, leading to the mezzanine
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Second Floor Plan. Drawing by courtesy of
Chas. S. Cobb, architect.
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On the second floor at Fair-
weathers, where cloaks, suits

and gowns are sold. On open-
ing day a few models were dis-

played on the table-cabinets.

floor at the rear, lends to this impres-

sion considerably.

Palms, flowering plants and gladioli

were the floral decorations used, not

lavishly, but in exquisite taste and ar-

rangement at the opening. One huge
sheaf of gladioli received by the man-
agement bore the congratulations of one

of New York's exclusive manufacturing
houses.

The lighting fixtures on this floor, as

or the others, were specially designed

by the architect. On the ground floor

they are carried out in dull bronze and
frosted glass, in an original indirect ef-

fect, harmonious with the whole ar-

rangement.
The floors are of cork tile and oak.

In their opening window display Fairweath-

ers used this, their newspaper announce-

ment (4 cols, by 13 ins.), on a large brown
mat for a show card. The border design

was lightly colored to harmonize with the

mat and the walnut and new browns else-

where in the window.

covered with exquisite Persian and
iChinese rugs.

Each Floor is Distinctive

The second floor is another expression
of fine taste, harmony and withal rest-

ful simplicity. The floor is entirely cov-

ered Avith sand-colored carpet of luxuri-

ous pile. The panellings of the ward-
robes along the two sides of the front

soctijn of the floor are finished in soft

French grey, even the small detail of

door handles being skilfully chosen, in

dull silver effect, to harmonize with the

softness of the color scheme. Within
these wardrobes women's ready-to-wear
garments are stocked and classified,

while those not used for this purpose are

fitted with appropriate furnishings and
triple mirrors, for "trying-on" purposes.

The color-effect carried out on this

floor is delightful. The French win-
dows at the front of the store are ideal

locations for just such an artistic effect

as is shown in the silk hangings of a

sunset shade, combined at the top in cir-

cular shirred effect ^ with a soft cham-
pagne shade. The same combination is

shown in the lamp shades, the effect be-

ing most pleasing.

In the millinery salon at the rear of

this floor the samo color scheme is used,

with millinery cases in the same soft

French grey finish.

A few table-cabinets of distinctive

style, in natural birch, are placed on this

floor. Low, plush-covered peaked racks

v/ere also noticed; upon these goods are

t-^mporarily placed n'hile being displayed

to customers. Throughout the store only

a few numbers of :;he select merchandise
are on view. The p'an is thought to keep
the garments more exclusive and less

liable to depreciate in value from too

much indiscriminate handling and care-

less hanging, as i5> frequently the case

when the garments swing from closely

packed racks in full view.

A Blue and Sun,set Scheme

Perhaps the most striking effect of

all is found on the third floor. The
first thing noticed is the luxurious car-

pet in cornflower blue. The panelling of

the wardrobes, and other woodwork, is

finished in ivory. The wicker furniture,

too, is ivory color, with ^cushions of

cornflower blue and sunset striped ma-
terial of quite unusual texture. Silk

hangings and lamp shades in the same
combination of sunset and champagne as

used on the second floor, blend in with

this arrangement beautifully. Here wo-
men's blouses, lingerie, neckwear, and
sv/eaters are sold, the wardrobe system
again being in evidence. A few exquisite

pieces are, of course, shown in display

cases, of a finish and style to conform
to the other furnishings.

The fourth floor contains the work-

rooms, with splendid north light for the

skilful blending of skins in the making
of exclusiv« fur garments. Over one

hundred employees are engaged on this

floor in the designing and finishing of

fars and other articles sold in the build-

ing.

The mechanical equipment of the

building is of the most modem and ap-

proved nature, the whole structure being

practically fire proof, but nevertheless

fully equipped with a sprinkler system.

It is difficult to convey in words the

distinction and elegance shown through-

out in this, Toronto's newest store build-

ing The whole store possesses an at-

mosphere all its own. In fact, the many
who have inspected the store agree that

it would be difficult to find a more hand-

some structure, more modemly fitted,

richly furnished or efficiently appointed,

on the continent.

On opening day the store was visited

by large numbers of Toronto and out-of-

town people, all eager to see the new
building, and all enthusiastic in their

admirati on of it.

The keen enthusiasm shown by the

employees was also very noticeable. One
saleslady stated that up to this time

Montreal had always claimed the finest

of the Fairweather stores, with a cor-

respondingly larger amount of business,

but that now Toronto can boast the

most splendid building of all. The man-
agement are confident that the increased

business at this location will fully justify

the big expenditures that have been

made.



Secrets of Successful Store-Keeping
Sir Thomas Lipton Gives Some Valuable Ad vice as to How to Succeed in Running a Store.

INTERVIEWED by a Tit-Bits (Lon-
don, Eng-.) representative, Sir

Thomas Lipton lately gave some
valuable and interesting advice as to

how to succeed in running a store.

"Concentrate! That, to my mind,"
said Sir Thomas to the interviewer, "is

the keynote of success in shopkeeping,
just as it is in any other business. There
is no secret in my life story at all. I

simply worked hard, had my heart in

my shop, and so could not help succeed-

ing."

Conditions, of course, Sir Thomas
pointed out, have changed somewhat
since 1874, when, at the age of twenty-
four, he rented his first shop in Stob-

cross street, Glasgow, and slept in the

back room at night.

"But although," he continued, "compe-
tion to-day is far more keen than it was
in my early days, and although ideas

regarding the buying and selling of

goods then may appear old-fashioned

to the present-day tradesman, whose
ambition in many cases seems to be to

sink capital in his business and exTsand

it as quickly as possible, the principles

which guided me in the development of

my little shop in Stobcross Street apply

to-day."

Never Take a Partner

From the very beginning, however.

Sir Thomas had one determination fixed

in his mind: Never take a partner.

"To the young shopkeeper, I say," he
remarked, "don't be tempted to take a

partner because you are short of capital.

Make the best of what you've got, but

do not go beyond your capital. Keep
within your bank balance, and don't

strike out on lines beyond it.

"I remember when I had made the

Stobcross shop pay sufficiently to en-

able me to open another shop in the

High Street, Glasgow, I had several

offers of partnership, but I never for one

moment entertained them, for this rea-

son; that in my opinion, the right man
can develop his business without the aid

of a partner, whose ideas may run coun-

ter to his own and thus retard the pro-

gress of the business while the benefits

are being shared."

Watch the Markets
"A partner is often necessary, how-

ever. Sir Thomas," the interviewer re-

marked, "to secure fresh capital."

"Perhaps," .Sir Thomas replied. "Capi-

tal, I consider, is a secondary considera-

tion. It is brains, enterprise, and indivi-

dual management that count. For in-

stance, many shopkeepers worry about

and bemoan their lack of capital, while

all the time they are wasting money by
buying in the worst markets. The means
of development without money is in

their own hands, but they refuse to see

it.

"I say emphatically that it is abso-

lutely necessary if a shopkeeper i=; to

succeed, that he should have a perfect

knowledge of the best available markets
in order that he may take advantage of

them at the first opportunity. It is only
common sense to say that the man who
knows the cheapest market is the man
who is going to make the most profit.

"When I started as a provision dealer,

I kept a very keen eye on trade devel-

opments, and it was this observation
which induced me to do away, as far as

possible, with the middleman in my busi-

ness transactions. Thereafter I bought
most of my butter, bacon, and eggs in

the markets in Ireland, and from several

thousand acres in Ceylon which I had
acquired I procured my supplies of tea,

coffee and cocca."

A Striking Illustration

"But the young grocer may say that

it is impossible for him to strike out on
such lines nowadays. Acres in Ceylon
and buying in the principal markets in

Ireland are quite beyond him."
"That may be," said Sir Thomas, "but

that is not the point. What I wish to

emphasize is that a knowledge of the

best markets is absolutely necessary if

a tradesman is to succeed.

"What is the use of a man selling

only those articles which, owing to the

fact that they have to pass through so

many hands before they reach him, are

almost profitless, when there are other

g'oods which he can buy direct from
powers or manufacturers, on which he
could reap a good profit?

"To give an illustration. In 1889 I

suddenly made the discovery that there

were large profits to be made in tea, and
I purchased 20,000 chests. I took care

to advertise the fact well, and sent

through Glasgow a procession of fifty

drays, accompanied by a brass band and
a squad of pipers. Thus introduced, and
my tea being good tea, it sold well, and
its large success has continued ever

since."

Discussing advertising. Sir Thomas
expressed the view that advertising

plays an even greater part in business

development to-day than it did when he

sent his brass band and squad of pipers

around Glasgow to advertise his tea, and
that it is the man who hits uoon the

most novel and striking method of ad-

vertising his goods who will come out

on top.

"I always tried," he said, "to devise

some new method, and even in my early

days I was very fond of posting comic

cartoons in my shop windows, relating

to the latest events of the dav, in order

to attract the attention of the passer-

by."

"Are there not any individual qualities

necessary to bear in mind in the details

of business. Sir Thomas?"
"Certainly. Work hard, deal honestly,

be enterprisiner. and exercise careful

iudgment; that is my reply to that ques-

tion. Tf vou can be born poor, so much
the better.

"I always think it is a good thing for

a young man, whether he is a grocer,

baker, or candlestick-maker, to be bom
poor. If a boy is born rich and g'oes in-

to business—a business that has been
made for him—what is his first disad-

vantage ? He is, of course, at once
handicappcci by the fact that he can
never realize the value of money. On
the other hand, suppose a young man is

born poor, and has to work for every
penny he has, doesn't he realize the

true value of money? And doesn't the

fact that he makes his own money make
him more independent?
"To succeed, however," Sir Thomas

concluded, "a shopman must also make
up his mind to spend a few hours in the

shop after the shutters are up and be-

fore they are down in the morning.

Don't forget my favorite motto: 'There

is no fun like work.'

"My whole heart was in my first shop.

It didn't contain much as shops do now-
adays, but I dressed the windows, at-

tended to customers, and did everything

myself. I always kept my place as

smart and clean as I could, and in this

way I encouraged customers to patron-

ize me. I was careful of the smallest

detail, and took care that my customers

always went away pleased. To that

solicitude on my part in those days I

owe the great success that has attended

my later efforts.

"Civility and considenation towards

customers are great assets to a shop-

keeper. Try tc treat rich and poor

alike, for the poor man's twenty shill-

ings are as good as the rich man's

pound, and the working man's wife with

her basket on her arm is entitled to as

much respect as the lady who comes

in her carriage, in war as well as

peace time."

HUDSON BAY CO. ADVERTISEMENT
Continued from page 121

better to leave out a cut than to put in

one that contradicts the text that it is

supposed to illustrate. In another case,

the man's boot, the cut is below the

reading matter: its better place is above;

that is why the explanation that goes

with a cut is termed the "under-line."

It is the natural arrangement.

These are a few points that would

appear to lend themselves to improve-

ment in this advertisement. But on the

whole it should bring very practical re-

sults in good measure; it is concise and

satisfying in the varied messages it car-

ries of the merchandise; newsy and at-

tractive; there is much "meat" in it, and

finally, it gives evidence of careful

proof-reading; those typographical mis-

te.kes that often mar and irritate, are

conspicuously absent.

Altogether, a store message far albove

the average.



Some Dainty Show Cards
Many Firms Use the Small Neatly-Lettered Show Cards for Both Store and Window Dis-

plays—They May Be Easily Kept Seasonable and Changed Quickly.

By R. T. D. EDWARDS

THE show card writer, whether he

is a window trimmer or not, can

do a great deal in encouraging the

trimming of better merchandise dis-

plays by making show cards of such a

dainty nature as to compel the trimmer
to make better displays in order to

be in keeping with the cards. In fact,

better card writing in the interior, as

well as the windows, encourages the bet-

ter displaying of the merchandise on the

counters.

I\ works vice versa also. If the cards

are inclined to be poorly made the win-

dow trimmer can make his displays

show up the poor show card so that it

is absolutely necessary for better show
cards to be made.

Use Small Cards

When one speaks of a men's wear dis-

play and the cards to go with it, the
first natural thought is of something
refined and not too showy.
The modem method of display de-

mands small cards. Men's wear can be
displayed in a very neat and attractive
manner in windows with small suitably
worded cards such as are illustrated.

The small cards may be used in a pro-
minent position in the display so that
they may be easily read by the cus-
tomer.

When you look at it in a common-
sense way it stands to reason that the
small card is better than a larger one.

The smaller card takes up less room in

the display, therefore, you have more
room to show the merchandise.

Is Easily Read
The smaller card, when lettered neat-

ly, can be as easily read when close up
as the large card. Clerks never shout
at the customer, so why should a heavily
printed large card be used in a good dis-

play?
The small show card was first intro-

duced by the department stores on this

continent, and have become quite the

son of the year it is to be used, and
carry that card all through their win-
dows. Then when a change to another
variety is made, it is all done in a day.

simple matter after the layout is mark-
ed out.

Try these designs for your Fall store

and show cards.

Our
New LcK'o Ho^
will Kdike a ionic

Ic) yoii

rule. In fact, large cards for good dis-

plays are uncommon and are often look-

ed upon as more or less cheap.

The large stores select a rather small

card with a design suitable for the sea-

CARD* PHRASES TO BRIGHTEN
SEPTEMBER BUSINESS

1. All the little extras for the
September bride are here,

2. Simple but noticeably smart
and stylish September school togs.

3. You won't be gloomy on a
rainy day if you wear one of our
new colored waterproofs with hat
to match.

4. A distinctive exhibit of new
fashions in our Ready-to-wear De-
partment.

5. Brown tones are important
this Fall. Examine their beauty
and variety in our Suit and Dress
Goods Department.

6. Ravishing new furs that are
well worth the prices.

7. Have you seen the new long-
front hats?

8. We have several models show-
ing the new blondine trimming in

our Millinery Department.

9. Our new lace hosiery will be
like a tonic to you!

10. Not a note of the real fashion
song for Autumn is missing from
our store. The new Dress Acces-
sories are chords of harmony!

Uniformity is the idea and so it can
be done in either hardware, grocery,
dry goods or men's wear stores just the
same. The small card has a great ad-
vantage over the larger one because it

can be carried out in the windows and
interior of the store very quickly on ac-
count of so few cards being required.

Are Very Attractive
The two examples of small cards il-

lustrated on this page are exceptionally
good ones. They are very attractive in

design and the colorings are of fall hues.
Both designs are of a conventional or-

der and are illustrative of Fall flowers.
The shades used are red, orange, light
brown, blue and white, all in opaque
colors. These are only a few of the
combinations that may be used to pro-
duce effective results.

The colors may be changed around so
that you get a variety of effects, but
still have the same design.

If many cards of one design arc de-

sired, make an outline drawing in pencil

on a piece of tough paper first. This
may be used with the aid of tracing pa-

per to draw as many as desired very
quickly.

The placing of the opaque colors is a

B. P. C. LTD. EMPLOYEES' OUTING
The recent outing, a day of real sport,

will long be remembered by the em-
ployees of the St. Joihns and Montreal
branches of Belding Paul Corticelli, Ltd.

The weather man did his bit by contrti-

buting an ideal day, which assisted the

silk manufacturers to reel off an inter-

esting and varied programme.
The employees of the St. Johns mill

and warehouse journeyed by way of the

Chambiy Canal to Pine Grove Park,

Chambly Canton, the spot chosen for

the outing, where they joined their

Monti eal associates.

The day started with races and games
full of rivalry and excitement, particu-

larly the tug-of-war event, eventually

won by the mechanioal department, of

3Iontreal.

After a hearty lunch, made the more
appetizing by the exertions of the morn-
ing, gan.es and dancing filled the balance

of the day.

This d'ay of sport is one of many pro-

vided by the company, and enjoyed alike

by employer and employee, and they

aid greatly in the promoibion of co-oper-

ation and good fellowship throug^hout

the fin 1.

ELECTS OFFICERS
At the annual meeting of the Wabasso

Cotton Company, held in Three Rivers

August 28, the following directors and
officers were elected for the ensuing
year: C. R. Whitehead, president; James
W. Pyke, vice-president; W. G. E. Aird,

Three Rivers; R. N. Ball, Woodstock,
Ont.; Lt.-iOol. W. I. Gear, Montreal;

William Harty, Jr., Kingston, and Hugh
MacKay, K.C.. Montreal.

The changes from the personnel of

the board elected a year ago were the

inclusion of Mr. M;vcKay, who rsiplaces

Alex. Pringle, and that of Mr. Harty,
who succeeds his brother, the late Dr.

J. J. Harty.
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CANADIAN DESIGNS IN TEXTILES
CjTitinued from page 130

terior decoration will be held November
8 to 19.

The money for the prizes is contri-

bited by such well-known firms as

Cheney Brothers, Marshal Field, Mal-
linson & Co., Cowdin & Teller & Co. The
judges include Curators of museums and
hianufacturers.

Artists, Line Up!

When the contest was being organ-
ized, Mr. Smith was consulted and re-

commeoided that Canadian jnrtists be
allowed to compete. As a result he has
•been able to send to the principal art

schools of Canada posters giving the

detail terms of the contest. These may
also be secured from Mr. M. D. C. Craw-
ford, American Museum of National
History, New York, or from the arch-

aeological office of the Geological Sur-

vey, Ottawa.

There are prizes for designs for dress
silks, cretonnes, dress cotton, decorative

silk and ribbons. A special prize of
$37i5.00 is also to be given. Artistic

merit, appropriateness, coloring and me-
chanical excellence, will be considered by
the jury in awarding the prizes. Seri-

ous consideration will be given to the

designs most nearly ready for use in the

mills.

Mr. Smith, as Archaeologist, has got-

ten together a series of alDout 400 draw-
ings of the first art of Canada, that is

the archaeological work of art found in

excavating ancient India sites. Some of

these art objects are in the museums of

London, Berlin, Florence, San Francisco,

New York and elsewhere in foreign
lands, as well as in museums and col-

lections in such places as Halifax, To-
ronto, and Victoria, in Canada. He has
drawn chiefly from the Dominion Gov-
ernment collection under his charge in

Ottawa, but also from such objects il-

lustrated in books, from casts, and
photographs of them, and from other
sources. Duplicates have not been il-

lustrated, but otherwise, the album is

nractically a complete exposition of the

earliest art of Canada. This album, it

is hoped will soon be published by the

Government, and sent to all Canadian
artists and Canadian manufacturers who
use decorative designs, also to libraries

and archaeologists. It is nossible this

may ibe done in time for the album to

suDply motives for designs to be sub-

mitted to this prize contest. Possibly

other motives or inspirations may be se-

cured from Canadian nlants, fossils, ani-

mals, and other objects, just as from the
plants we have alrpady been supplied

with, the maple leaf, and from the ani-

mals we have been given, the beaver.

Possibly the botanists, P'eologists, zoolo-

gists and other« may orive us an album
of Canadian ^^-^^^ives from each of their

respective fields.

By such means may the designers of

Canada be assisted in developing a Can-
adian decorative ar^^ that will give us a
mai^ket for many of our made-in-'Canada
industrial products.

19.

20.

21.

22.

MERCHANDISE RESEARCH BUREAU
Continued from page 69

Lisle, Mercerized, Plain Cotton, Full
Fashioned, English Full Fashioned 13
Foot, Ingrain, French Foot, Mock
Seam, Seamless, Fashioned Seamless,
Maco Sole.

Hosiery Department

1. Cashmeie Hose are ho3e made from
fine all-wool yarn.

2. Worsted Hose are an all-wool hose

made of long, hard-twisted yarn of

a coarser nature than cashmere.
3. Thread Silk Hose are made from the

long threlad taken from the silk

cocoon.

4. Glove Silk Hose are made from a
knitted faJbric cut into shape and
stitched by machine.

5. Fibre Silk Hose are manufactured
from an artificial fibre made from
cotton and wood pulp chemically
treated which dissolves it into a

solution. This solution is then forc-

ed through a plate containing small 23.
holes into a bath which hardens it

into a fibre. It is then twisted int3

yam.
6. Plated Hose are hose bavin '^ the face

of one material and the back of an-

other. For instance, hose having

a wool face and cotton back are

plated.

7. Union Plated Hose are made of a

union yam on the face and a cot-

ton yarn on the back. 24
8. Un'on Hose are made of a yarn that

consists of 50 per cent, cotton, or

more wool as the case may be, but
never less than 50 per cent.; the

wool and the cotton bein^ mixed
to-'-pther in the process of making
yam. £5.

9. The term "percentage hose" is used
when the percentage of cotton is

greater than the percentajre of wo^l. 26
10. Fleeced Hose are hose with a soft,

napped surface on the inside pro-

duced by running through w'r"'

rollers called brushers, the pnrno?e
of wh'ch is to give a greater

warmth to the hose.

11. Balbriggan is the name given to a

long staple, somew-hat tightly

twisted cotton yarn, having a

smooth surface, produced by being
passed over gas jets.

14. Mercerized Hose are made from a

fine cotton yarn which has been
put through a chemical process to

give it a sheen. This procs~s in-

creases the tensile strength of co*-

ton, and when dyed, does not wear
bare as quickly as ordinary cotton 29.
as> the process also increases its

affinity for dyes.

15. Thread Silk Hose will wear better

than glove silk hose as most of 30.

them are finished with a lisle sole

or a lisle spliced sole, which natur-

ally bas greater wearing resis't-

ance than a silk.

16. The only advantage glove silk has
over thread silk hose is that they 31.

are not so sheer and the stitches

will not drop or run so readily as

in thread silk.

17. Spliced Hose are hoie that have had

27.

28.

an extra thread introduced into the
construction at the toe, heel, knee
cr sole, where there is likely to be
extra wear.

The three styles of feet made in

hosiery are seamless, English full-

fashioned and French full-fashion-

ed. A seamless foot is finished at

the toe and has no seams. An
English full-fashioned foot has

two seams, one on each side of the

foot. A French full-fashioned foot

has only one seam and that is in

the centre of the sole.

Colored Silk Hose should always be

washed carefully in lukewarm wa-
ter with a fine white soap.

A Cashmere Sole will absorb mois-

ture better than cotton and is soft-

er on the feet.

A Maco Sole is an unbleached cotton

sole.

Fu I-fashioned Hose are knit in a

flat web and finished with a seam
up the back.

Fashioned Seamless Hose, on close

examination, will show just above
the ankle at the 'back of the leg,

a space where the needles have
been thrown out automatically to

shape the ankle. Seamless hose are

made by adjusting the machine so

as to make the stitches somewhat
longer up the leg than at the ankle,

then steaming and drying on

boards of proper form.

On ex^m'-na^-'on it will be found that

Uu Mock Seam Hose is a seamless

hose shaped on a board with an

over-stitching up the centre of the

back in imitation of a seam. A
full-fashioned hose is made from

a flat web and seamed up the back.

A ^iill-fashirncd Ho'^e is a better

fitting hose and will always retain

its shape.

Fu'' -fashioned Hose are higher in

price than seamless hose because

of the process of production. A
fuV-fashioned hose machine will

only produce from 1 to 2 dozen

pairs of hose per day. after which

tliey have to be looped either by

hand or by machine, while a seam-

less hose machine will produce'

from 12 to 15 dozen per day.

Out Size Hose are hose made in ex-

tra wide widths.

The standard width of a regular

hose should fee 51/2 inches on the

flat. An out size should be 6% In-

dies on the flat, making the lat-

ter 2 inches larger around than

the former.
0--t "izes cost more than regular

sizes because a greater amount of

material is used in their construc-

tion.

"Multinlox" is derived from the La-

tin word "multus," which means
"many," and plico," meaning

fold" or "nly," giving the word
"n.ultiolex" or "many ply." and is

registered name controlled by us.

White Cashmere will shrink more
than black cashmere, because the

black has gone through the process

of dyeine, which has already help-

ed to shrink it more or less.
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CUTS DELIVERIES TO 2 A DAY
Eaton's Winnipeg- store began Sep-

tember 2 with a system of two deliveries

a day instead of 3, as heretofore. The
closing hours for them are 1 p.m. and

5-30 p.m. Their announcement was in

pgrt as follows:

Tuesday starts the season of Au-
tumn service with two deliveries a day.

It has passed the critical test of every

day service in our Toronto store—giving

general satisfaction to all concerned. It

can be regarded as:

An effort at greater efficiency of

management.
A curtailment of prodigality of effort.

A conservation of delivery and equip-

ment.
And it is effected in the spirit of true

economy.

A saving of effort is a saving of money.

And such savings eventually will auto-

matically be reflected in the bigger and

be tter values that this store will be able

to give in consequence.

* * *

In many homes this new system will

establish the regularity of deliveries so

well that Madam Housekeeper will be

able to time the arrival of purchases by
the clock—a privilege that she'll greatly

appreciate. We start this new innova-

tion with the Autumn season—on Tues-

day.

Please remember and plan your shop-

ping accordingly.

A Textile Future
For Canada

Professor A. F. Barker, of Leeds Uni-
versity, a recognized British authority
on textiles, who is in this country mak-
ing a study of textile conditions here,

addressed a joint convention of the Can-
adian Textile Institute and tlie Canadian
Woollen Manufacturers' Association, in

Toronto, on September 8. The object of

the address was to set before the conven-
tion the scope of and necessity for a

system of technical education in textile

subjects in this country. Canada is com-
mitted to the development of her textile

industries, he pointed out, no less be-

cause of her connection with other na-

tions than because of her direct bearing

which it has on agriculture. Develop-

ment must come through educational as

well as industrial channels, and for this

to be accoinplished a course of education

must be possible which would be definite-

ly related to Canadian needs. If we live

up to our responsibilities Prof. Barker
is convinced that we have a great future

before us. We must be careful to fight

against workhouse conditions.

I

Sir Robert Falconer, president of To-

ronto University; Brig.-General Mitchell.

Dean of Faculty of Applied Science;

Hon. Dr. Cody, Provincial Minister of

Education; Dr. Merchant, Director of

Technical Education for the Province,

and Di. A. B. Macallum, chairman of the

National Research Commission, were
among the prominent educationalists

present, who expressed approval of ey-

lending opportunities along the lines dis-

cussed.

9-FOLD EXPORT OF ARTIFICIAL
SILK IN 2 YEARS

The rapid growth in the art of making
artificial silk in the United States is il-

lustrated, according to a statement by
The iNational City Bank of New York,
by the fact that 15,000,000 pairs of
stockings manufactured from artificial

silk were exported from the United
States in the fiscal year 1919, against
only '3,000,000 pairs in 1918 and 2,000,000
in 1917.

So rapid has been the development of

this industry by which the American
chemists and manufacturers have en-

tered into competition with the Oriental

silk worm that the valu? of artificial silk-

manufacture exported from the United
States has grown from $857,000 in the

fiscal year 1917 to $2,339,000 in 1918,

and $7,677,000 in 1919, being thus nine

times as much in value in 1919 as only

two years earlier, the first year in which
the Government thought the industry of

RUiTicient iinportance to justify a record

of its export.

Lieut.-Col. Walter H. MacNee, a mem-
ber of the dry goods firm of MacNee &
Minnes, passed away Aug. 9 after several

months' illness, at the age of 56. The
late Mr. MacNee was prominent in

Masonic and military circles and the
trade will regret to leam of his demise
at a comparatively early age.

"MONARCH-KNIT" EXHIBIT
CREATED GREAT INTEREST

NEARLY a million and a quar-
ter people visited the Toronto

Exhibition this year.

Judging by the way people were
clogging the aisle night and day
in front of the Monarch Kitting

Company's exhibit, a very large

proportion of the vast crowd were
very greatly attracted by "Mon-
arch-Knit" products.

The decorative scheme in this

exhibit was certainly among the

most novel and striking in the

Manufacturers' Building. The
walls were covered with balls of

"Monarch Floss," "Monarch Down"
and "Monarch Dove," laced on

cards. As only the colors tur-

quoise and white were used, the

walls presented a checker-board

effect, which was compelling with-

out being "noisy," as might have

been the case with a greater

variety of colors.

The ceiling treatment, however,
afforded an excellent showing of

thirty-four shades of these well-known
knitting yams. The balls were laced

together end to end and then festooned
from the centre to the outside.

A soft rug covered the floor of the

the booth and some we!l-e'.iosLn upi.olstei-^d

wicker furniture carried out the idea of

<iaintiness, which was the keynote of

the whole exhibit.

But the great feature which attracted

thousands of women to the booth was the

display of hand-knitted garments.
It is unlikely that ever before has
there been gathered together in

one place such a splendid represen-
tation of hand-knitted g^arments.

Attached to each garment was a
neatly-lettered card indicating "the

material, quantities and colors
used. This broug'ht the display
from the abstract to the practical
and many hundreds of women will

be knitting dainty garments from
"Monarch" Floss, Down and Dove,
as a result of the inspiration receiv-
ed during their visit to the exhibit.

The well-known instruction book—"Art in Knitting Monarch Floss
and Down." was a very great
favorite with the ladies. A large

quantity were sold at the retail

price of 25 cents per copy, while
a considerable number of mer-
chants took advantage of the op-
portunity to order a quantity to sell

in their own stores.

"A very pronounced success" is

the company's verdict on the exhibit.

Thousands of people ai-e now fully ac-

quainted with Monarch-Knit Products,

and can be depended upon to take their

patronage to the stores where "Monarch-
Knit" is a specialty.
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MAKING

The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Cnenis

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish

HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

Prima Skirt Company
520 St. Lawrence Blvd.

Montreal

Manufacturers of

"FIDELITY BRAND"

Dresses and Skirts
from

Serges and Silks

Samples and prices on request.

Silk Muslin
Under\vear

Manufaclured by

LONDON
LADIES' WHITEWEAR

Also complete range of

Children's Dresses for

immediate shipping.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

41 Craig St. East, Montreal

AT $5 PER INSERTION

M. WITTAL
Manufacturer of

Ladies' and
Children's Wear
has removed to new and larger premises

246 ST. ANDRE ST.
(Corner St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New Fall Range is now being sub-

mitted for your inspection.

SHOWROOMS
Toronto, 33 Richmond W.
Hamilton, Lister Chambers.
St. John, 127 Leinster Street.

Winnipeg, Arthur St.

WELL WORTH SEEING

OUR FALL LINE OF

Cloaks and Suits

Better Garments also
Popular Priced

605 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal

THESE ADVERTISING
SPACES FOR SALE TO

BY THE YEAR.

Star Skirt Company
436 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal

Skirts

Ladies' Serge
Dresses

on the rack to pick from
For Immediate Delivery

$4.00 to $12.75
also

Silk, Satins, Georgette Dresses

Write for Samples

New York Mercantile Co.
24 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

READY-TO-WEAR
MANUFACTURERS

ORDER ONE NOW.
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SOLID COMFORT and SOLID VALUE

are the two points that have won an enviable
reputation and immense popularity for the

—

P.C. CORSET
SOLID COMFORT

is imparted by faultless fitting, youthful lines,

and many distinctive comfort-ensurinj^ fea-

tures—all combining to give the wearer that
sense of feeling- and looking at her best.

SOLID VALUE
is obtained through highest grade materials,

scientific designing and expert workmanship
—at a reasonable price.

P. C. CORSETS
will loyally maintain your reputation for sat^

isfactory goods at satisfactory prices.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.
LIMITED

Quebec Canada
BRANCHES:

Toronto, 76 Bay St. Montreal, 329 Craig St. W.
Western Representative:

C. H. Butler, 24 SylvcHtcr Wilson BldR., Winnipeg

All
High Class
Merchants

from
Coast to

Coast
Handle
Thistle
Brand

Raincoats

Thistle

Breuid

Trademark
is a

Guarantee
of

High Class

Merchan-
dise

Utility and Quality

are ideally combined in

the new Fall range we
are now showing of high-

class

Rainproof
and

Motoring

TOP COATS
for

Ladies and Men

Because they are so well

made and finished, they

are the most economical

to wear and the most

satisfactory to sell.

The materials and styles

are the best and smartest

obtainable.

If our traveler has not

already called, we will

gladly send you samples

and prices.

Immediate Delivery
*

Scottish Rubber Co-
Limited

316 Notre Dame Street, West

MONTREAL
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'^he HOUSE OF THE MOMENT

/it//

SUITS and COATS

Towering far above the ordinary in the variety of

smart styles and the genuine value stitched into every

garment, these suits and coats will set a new sales-

record for your ready-to-wear department.

Although of custom quality in cut, fit and finish, the

immediate requirements of buyers can be filled

promptly.

LEVETT, FRANK & CO.
40 West 32nd street :: :: NEW YORK
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V COATS y

Know this line of superior leather-

ette coats- -Ideally suited for Travel,

Sports, Motor, Rough Weather and
General Outdoor Wear for Men,
Women and Children,

LEATHEREX COATS are in big demand every-

where by women. Their range of service is unlimited.

They are smartly tailored and boast real style touches.

They are moderately priced and within the reach of

all your trade.

LEATHEREX is Leather's Successor— It excels
Leather for general utility and service in wear-
ing apparel.

LEATHEREX COATS are absolutely waterproof.

Water will not stain or mar them. They do not

crack nor rot under the most severe service con-

ditions. You cannot scratch them. Scraping and
crushing leaves them smooth and strong. They
do not stiffen, but become more pliable with steady

wear. When soiled, can be washed with water.

LEATHEREX looks like leather, but has none of

its objectionable features. Our Coats are uniform

in shade and all parts match exactly. They are

odorless and not sticky. They are faultlessly con-

structed.

Models for men and women in all sizes, prices

$13.50. $16.50 up to $32.50. Leatherex Coats

for Children are $11 .50.

Immediate Delivery — Terms 30 Days Net.

To offer you best prices, we must require you to stand forwarding
and return charges, should you find it necessary to return shipments
in whole or in part. No collect wires accepted

Send for samples and prepare for the big season ahead.

Ladies Coat Department

SiFF Brothers Co.
Makers ofy/mencan Qentteman Coat-

Novelties for Men. Women, and Children

71 EfthAve. -@- New York

wmmmmmmwm~M

':''Y0r

^

Jeatkerex (oats

and (^nilaren

\\
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You can only buy HEATHERBLOOM PETTICOATS from these
exclusive petticoat manufacturers enumerated below:

THE WATERS-WEISMANN CO., Inc.
Owners and Distributors of Heatherbloom.

MILLS AT BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK. New York Office, 234 Fifth Avenue.

Heatherbloom Licensed Manufacturers
ARLINGTON SKIRT MFG. CO. WEIL-KALTER MFG. CO.

15 East 26th St., New York. St. Louis, Mo.
PEERLESS PETTICOAT CO. THE WESTERN GARMENT CO.

Boston, Mass. Chicagro, 111.

LEWIS-LEOPOLD SKIRT CO.,
127 West 25th Street, New York City.
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You Will be Interested in our

NEW SPRING RANGE
of

Jackets and Coats
for

Ladies and Men
These are manufactured in our
usual high quality in

FANCY TWEEDS
and

LEATHERETTES
and all the standard materials.

They are big value—2 in 1 coats.

Suitable for all outdoor wear,
neat and dressy, yet absolutely

weather-proof.

Full Spring range, also Fall sort-

ing samples now in the hands of

our travellers.

See them and be convinced.

THE

Montreal Waterproof & Clothing Co., Limited
The Largest and Oldest Waterproof Clothing House in Canada

MONTREAL, CANADA

-^Ji^^^^^^^^^.0illUIIMlMlto^^^

iSMliuiiint
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JERSEY DRESS

1850
ALL WOOL

ALL WOOL

1852
BOTANY SERGE DRESS

TORONTO SHOWROOM
404 Kent Bldg.

H. M. NASH

THE

BIG FOUR
VALUES

DEUVERY
OCT. 1

5

ART
GARMENTS
SATISFY

We Don't

Issue a Catalogue.

If our salesman doesn't call

send in an open order for

these values. It will have our

prompt attention and results,

QUEBEC SHOWROOM
Brunei Bldg.

R. DIONNE

SATIN and GEORGETTE

2250
DRESS

These

Samples

Will Be

On The

Road

SEPT. [5

Only

Limited

Quantity

POIRET TWILL

2500
VERY FINE QUALITY

WINNIPEG SHOWROOM
302 Hammond Blk.

W. J. COLLETT

ART CLOAK & SUIT CO., LTD.
46 ST. ALEXANDER ST. MONTREAL
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The Canadian Wholesale Houses have
made liberal provision for supplies of

Wm. Anderson Zephyrs for 1920

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW New York
43 Scott St. 48 White St.
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Wyandotte
All Wool

Velour

STYLE NO. H693

WYANDOTTE HEAVY ALL
WOOL VELOUR. half lined with
guaranteed lining. Large collar of

Seaiine Fur. Colors : Navy, Brown,
Taupe and Reindeer.

Sizes 16 to 44

Terms
Net

10 Days

merican
All Wool

Velour

STYLE NO. H 358

AMERICAN ALL WOOL VELOUR,
Fancy silk lined throughout. Seaiine

Fur Collar. Colors : Navy, Brown,
Taupe.

Sizes 16 to 38

Terms
Net

10 Days

Cloak aSuiiGbk
Samuel Hei-zoc, Pre».

1237 firoaaway Newiferit
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"Styleslmay come and Styles may go

But the>Middy goes on forever"

The practical utility and distinctive

smartness of the Middy have com-

bined to ensure its lasting popularity

for the schoolgirl's wardrobe.

Your Middy sales should be active

ALL THE YEAR ROUND. Keep

your stock attractive and inviting.

LCIRCLE

MIDDIES MIDDIES

CROSS
REGISTERED

This trade mark represents Middies

that are dependable, smart in cut,

comfortable in fit and genuinely

economical. Our Middies are always

in demand.

See our

SMOCKS

SPORT SKIRTS

and

NURSES' REGULATION UNIFORMS

Our trade mark is always a guaran-

tee of the qualities that unfailingly

appeal and bring genuine satisfaction.

Cole-Whitaker
Limited

292 St. Catherine St. West

Montreal

SMART
COATS

for ladies, misses and children.

Always well-tailored and always correct.
Our distinctive, well-fitting coats will

exactly meet the demands of your dis-

criminating customers.

All the leading fabrics and shades are re-

presented in our Fall line, including Plush
Cloth, Velours, Silvertones, etc.

WAISTS
Our old reliable line ready for your in-

spection. Dainty Waists in Crepe de Chine,
Georgettes, etc.

Our trade mark is an indication of dis-

tinctive individuality and dependable wear-
ing qualities.

^te ^Uai Garment iHfg. Sc tErabing

46 St^ Alexander ^^^ MONTREAL
btreet

When you see the Fall Line of

Caplin Waists you will realize

why they are preferred.

They have the style, quality and

ht—in preferred shades of

GEORGETTE
CREPE DE CHINE

WASH SILK

1770 ST. LAWRENCE

Maimers of

Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW, We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
lust a few of the enquiries received during the past month

:

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, contains many addresses of use to you.)

Christmas Goods
Burford, Ont.—Can ijou give us the names of any

firms who specialize in novelty goods suitable for
Christmas trade?
Answer—Lengthy list tvas sent.

Waists, Corsets, Rainproofs
Ottaiva, Ont.—Please give me addresses of firms

making the McMullen waist, Fashion Brand waist,
Helena waist. Ladies' waist, D. & A. corsets, Aquatite
rainproofs.
Answer—Names of manufacturers were sent.

Windowr Trimming and Advertising
Peynhroke, Ont.—Where can I procure books on

window trimming and advertising for retail store;
also fixtures, decorations, show card supplies, etc.?

Answer—Titles and suggestions tvere forwarded.
Caps and Shirts

Bridgetown, N. S.—Please tell me where I can
procure a good line of men's and boys' caps direct
from manufacturers, also work shirts.

Anstver—Lists of leading manufacturers tvere
sent.

Men's Neckvrear
Discovery, B.C.—Where can I pi'ocure men's ties?
Answer—Several addresses tvere sent.

Suitings and Overcoating
Killarvey, Man.—Please send me names of Cana-

dian manufacturers of men's suitings and overcoat-
ings.

Answer—List of manufacturers and their repre-
sentatives was sent.

Clifford, Ont.—Where can I procure men's tweed
and serge suitings and overcoatings in Montreal?

Anstver—List of names tvas sent.

Flannel Shirtings
Calgary, Alta.—Where can I procure flannel shirt-

ings for manufacturing purposes?
Anstver—Addresses tvere forwarded.

Gloves
Plattsville, Ont.—Please send me the addresses of

the makers of the Niagara silk gloves.
Anstver—Niagara Silk Company, Limited, Brant-

ford, Ortt. Selling agents, Mclntyre, Son & Co.,
Montreal.

Hosiery
IngersoU, Ont.—Where can I procure Onyx

hosiery?

Anstver—Emery & Beers- Co., Broadtvay at 2Ath
St., New York. They do not seem to have a resident
Canadian representative.

Ottaiva, Ont.—Kindly let us know who Jiandles the

Sterling Brand silk hosiery.
Anstver—"Sterling" is the trade name used by

Mtiser Bros., 12 St. Helen St., Montreal, for the

hosiery tvhich they carry.

Cricket Nuisance
Wallacebury, Ont.—Will you kindly tell us how to

get rid of crickets in our stock?
Answer—Spraying the shelves and comers with

gasoline is effective btd dangerous and unpleasant;

Moth treatments are also recommended, such as
moth balls, but these, too, leave an objectionable
odor. No special preparations seem to be on the

market for this purpose, therefore about the best we
can recomtnend is either insect powder or cayenne
pepper. These should be sifted, thorotighly into the

cracks and corners of floors and shelves.

Measuring Machine for Stock-Taking
Amherst, N. S.—Please send us name of a stock-

taking measuring machine for dry goods; one which
you can recommend.
Answer—Names and addresses were sent.

Women's and Children's Hats
Excelsior, Ont.—Where can tve procure wom,en's

velvet hat shapes in black and colors, also children's

silk and velvet hats?
Anstver—Long list of wholesalers and manufac-

turers was sent.

Spinning
Ottawa, Ont.—Where can I have Angora wool

sptin into yam for knitting purposes?
Answer—So far as we know all the Angora yarns

tised in this cotintry are imported. A list of firms
doing ordinary yarn spinning was suggested.

An Address
Woodstock, Ont.—Would you kindly send us the

address of the Pneuvac Company?
Answer—Do any readers know this firm?

Boxes and Remnants
Hamilton, Ont.—Where can I procure plain white

and holly boxes for collars, gloves and handkerchiefs

;

also remnants of staples, prittts and dress goods, and
10 and 15c paper cover novels.

Anstver—List of addresses tvas sent.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE,

NAME
ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

GERSTENZANG BROS.
Leading Manufacturers of

POPULAR-PRICED FLOWERS & FOLIAGE

Open Sample Order* Solicited

670-674 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

W-* are Specialists in these lines

YL L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO^TLr) 93 to 99 Spadina Ave.,

<l^ Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

:| TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you,
write for samples.

y^ ROYAL SKIRT COMPANY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.— New York

—

Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38tt. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full
sizes. Good assortment of prints.
Packed in dozens. Sizes 36-42. Special
for 30 days only, $7.95 doz. No orders
less than 10 dozen. Write for samples.

A. E. Wegenast, Gyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

A new $25,000,000 order from
Greece for Canadian goods is an-

nounced Sept. 10 from the Can-
adian Trade Commission in Lon-
don. Two items on the list are

420,000 yards of frieze and a sim-

ilar amount of serge. The Can-
adian Manufacturers' Association

is placing these orders in Ontario

and Quebec.

While the commission is a Gov-
ernment body, it is self-support-

ing. It makes a charge of 1 per

cent, on all orders it secures for

Canadian firms. Since its inaug-

uration last January around $100,-

000,000 worth of orders have been
obtained for Canada from coun-

tries in Europe outside the United
Kingdom. This means the com-
mission has made $1,000,000 to

date, so it is not only self-sup-

porting, but will be able to turn

a substantial sum back to the

Government after salaries of the

staff and other expenses are met.
* * *

It is reported that some promin-
ent Montrealers are interesting

themselves in a new export com-
pany to develop the export trade

of Canada. The Canadian trade

commission are endeavoring to

create a permanent steamship line

between Canada and Roumania.

About nineteen million bushels

of wheat is expected to be ship-

ped via iCanadian ports to the

Royal Commission before the sea-

son of navigation closes. Customs
receipts for the past month show
a considerable increase.

The retail trade has been very
active during the past three

weeks. The last week of August
and the first in September brought
in big business in getting the

children prepared for school. Now
the formal Fall openings are in

full swing.
* * *

The Albion Knittin"- Co. com-
menced work in full forca in

Peterborough, Ont., early this

month.

There is a possibility in the

near future of just such a jump in

"ivory"' and celluloid goods as oc-

curred in the raw silk market in

June, owing to the fact that the

Japanese control the camphor
n<arket—wbich is the "raw ma-
terial" required for the manufac-
ture of all kinds of celluloid and
"ivory."

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

IVrilc Jot our laiesl

Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only.

JohnUFarweU Companu" CMlC»GO *

Whohjale Dry CooJs anj General Merchandise

_
Pyj amas

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. GO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Price*

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton, Ind.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Chinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our Catalogue. It's

free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
' Incorporated*

208 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

BALLOONS
Printed with your ad-
vertisement at small
cost. Brings the
mothers and children.
How about a thou-
sand for your Fall
'air?

L. G. BEEBE,
.53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special lisht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stornoway, Scotland
Stale shade desired and whether for Ladles' or Gertts' wear
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KENT-McCLAIN AGAIN

MessrsL McLelland Bros., of Oharlotte-

towTii, P.E.I., have recently muclh im-

proved the appearajice and efficiienioy

of their store by insitialUng a cap die-

paritment. This, up-ito-d'ate fixture is in

nvalhogany finish and was suppilied by
Kent-MeClain, Limilted (Toronto Show
Cbse Ck).), Toronto.

liiroiO
Advertised for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewers

Everywhere.
'W&N", Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs.
315-317 Church Street New York

SPOTLESS SHRINKCRZ^ FlNISHEn

Shrinks and finishes Woolens, Wash
Goods, Silks, etc.

Remnants, window and ledge displays
are made saleable at full price.

Write for De Luxe Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND, 0.

RIBBONS OP DISTINCTION
'J-C" Ribbons hare peculiar
charm. Widely adveiiLseu lo
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.
"SATIN DE LUXE"

"TROUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"9ANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"OEMOCRAOY"

JOHNSON, COWiDLN & 00., 40 E. 30th St,
New York, N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

GET IT RIGHT
Get correct name and address
from the Buyers' Market Guide.

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Measures

for

Inventory

Without

Unrolling

Write

THE A. E.

No book
to refer to.

No figuring

to do.

PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY
Don't Throw Away
Your S C H T T
BROS. DIRACO
Button Machine. If

your Jobber cannot
supply you with
SCHOTT BROS.
Button Moulds you
can get them from
SCHOTT BROS.

Button Machine Co.
147 W. 28h St.
New York, U.S.A.

There are many in the dilYerent

branches of the trade who are
firmly of the opinion that when
the price of wheat is fixed at the

high figure it is, 'automatically
the purchasing value of a dollar

is decreased so that prices for

every necessity must increase pro-

portionately with the increase in

the price of wheat over normal
times. Investigations in the

IIjC.L. will therefore be of little

effect unless they go to the root

of the matter and fix values for

raw materials at such a figure as

will provide a staple purchasing
power to the currency of the;

country.
• * *

Had the British Government not

shown foresight during the war by
buying a larger part of the whole
world production of wool at 30

per cent, below the world market
price, England would to-day be

feeling the effect of higher prices

in textiles, was the declaration of

Sir Charles Sykes, Chairman of

the Wool Council. "Great Bri-

tain," he said, "is the cheapest

country in the world from the

point of view of the consumer, in

so far as textiles are concerned.

The prices of clothes are too high

and affect not only the purchasers

of clothes, but are an important

cause of the unrest and lack of

confidence which are felt in the

country."
• * *

Twenty thousands business men
have been invited by the executive

committee of the International

Trade Conference to attend the

meeting called by the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States at

Atlantic O.ty, September 30 to

October 3. for the purpose of con-

ferring vdth delegates from Eng-
hmd, France. Italy and Belgium,

about plans for the restoration of

commerce. It promises to be the

most important gathering of the

kind every undertaken.

» * *

Governor Alfred S. Smith of

New York has agreed to become
a movie actor to assist in the

state's campaign to increase the

production of wool in New York.

At the state fair in Syracuse this

week one of the attractions will

be the filming of a scenario which
will visualize the processes involv-

3d in the growing of wool and its

transformation into clothes.

'From the sheep's back to the

Governor's back has been agreed
^n as the subject."

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better
grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office, 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS — WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches o/

the General Dry Goods trade.
Also Directories for many other Trades.

TheGem oftheWotion.y

Cblufnbia F^slwiflK

Compiny
CHICAGO

^^ J B. Fisk & Co.
*^° Chicago

New York Salesroom:
Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleiim, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours, Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies.

iftc, Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road,

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufaciurers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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t I>TV(CI AIN /CAIN
Messrs. Holt, Renfrew & Co.. Ltd.,
have recently made some striking im-
provements in their Quetjec City store.

They have installed a numiber of hand-
some counter and display cases, in-

cluding a very extens'ive gTove depart-
ment. The fixtures whidh are in quar-
ter-cut oak were supplied by Kent-Mc-
Olain, Limited (Toronto Show Case
Co.), Toronto.

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daOy for thousands of
live merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrajtions, events, etc.

Full particulars upon request

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

CHILDREN'S
GARMENT

DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTING

PATENTED
Write for Circular

No. 31

J. B. TIMBERLAKE
& SONS, Mfrs.

Jackson Michigan

"Silk and Mesh combination Bags,
Mesh Bags, Mesh Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses.

"An early placing of orders for
Fall delivery is advisable."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

and

' Oie Standard PopularPriced

"WAISTS s^^merlca
SheL-N-GrRDSSd> aeveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Speciaiiata

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

According to the opinion of

some shoe and leather manufac-
turers, the prices of shoes will re-

cede before the pinnacle indicated

by some sections of the trade is

readied. They are pessimists, it

is claimed, who predict $20 shoes
before next Christmas. Real igoo>

shoes, serviceable and sound, can
be bought and will continue to be
available at a good deal less.

* * *

Furs valued at between $13,000,-

000 and $14,000,000 are being of-

fered, commencing September 10,

at Funston Bros. & Co. sale, at the
International Fur Exchange, St.

Ijouis. Included in the offerings

will be 10,000 seals from Alaska,
which are to be sold for the bene-
fit of the United States Govern-
ment.

* * *

Canadian manufacturers will

hold a foreign trade convention in

Montreal, some time in October.
This meeting' was suggested by
Mr. Marcus C. Reitch, Czecho-Slo-
vak Trade Commissioner, and it is

being arranged with the idea of

formulating joint plans for the es-

tablishment and maintenance of

trade connections by Canada in

foreign markets, and particularly

in Europe. Mr. S. Popper, the

secretary in charge of arrange-
ments, has invited communications
from manufacturers containing
suggesltions in connection with the
convention.

» * *

A considerable gain in the ex-

port trade in furs is shown in a
repor't issued] Iby the Domdnion
Statistics, giving ithe trade of
Canada for the past three years
ending in June. In the twelve
months ended June, 1917, the Do-
li.inion exported furs valued at

$5,734.72.5; in the year ended June,
1918, the value of the furs export-
ed was .<R9.188,763. and for the year
'jnding June. 1919, the furs ship-

ped out of Canada were valued at
$14,847,604.

* * *

The purchase of 22,000,000 yards
of cartridge silk from the U.S.
Government, by H. R. Mallinson
(.^ Co., and the Bush Terminal Sales
Company, New York, is unofficially

announced. The transaction in-

volves, it is estimated, $15 000,000.

The silk will be finislied and placed

on the market for wholesalers at

from $1.50 to $2 a yard. This

purchase, it is reported, is only a

foierunner of other large pur-

fhasc'.'? by the same combination.

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

AWNINGS
FOR

Stores, Offices, Factory, or Residence.

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

C. H. FETCH
Successor to

EDMONDSON & PETCH
Ottawa Canada

.Sm/illw/ires
AND-

—

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq L'M!il«»

HAMILTON.ONTARIO

otuveKY' '• '•••'''-

GOLDFINE^S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

HATS
CASH FOR OLD STOCK
Fur, Stiff Hats, Black or Colored

Dubrule Mfg. Co., Ltd.
164 McGill St., Montreal

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that ill

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. I). SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO .
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KENT-McCLAIN AGAIN
Ely's Limited liave ivcemUy orerhiauled the

winilow of their Kiaig Edwaul HcJtii ston'.

By an arnangememt of new flooring, pan'al-

limg and show cases every inch of windiow

display space has been exploited tio tlhje limit

of effectiveimess. These fixtuiies are in maliog-

any to match the rest of thedo- fixitures and
were supplied by Keii't-McC'lain. Limited

(TOTOQiito Show Case Co.), Toranto.

toyj balloons
We carry a full stock of guaranteed Rubber Balloons

'

Squawkers, Airships, Bagpipes, etc. etc.

MENZIES & COMPANY, LIMITED
439 King St W. Toronto

Toy Mfrs. Christmas Cards Stationery Lines

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Glos
Only With Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

fWrite for Circulars

BEADS
AND

NECKLACES
Loose and Ready Made

ALL COLORS

Samples Submitted

Henry W. Hamburger Co.
33 Union Square, N.Y., U.S.A.

OOOOOOOOC )OOOOa<»9<t09O9O»

. merican Bead Co. inc.
IMPOaTER. AMO MAWOF ACT O r>.e (14 O*

DEADS AND NECKLACES
4-85 FIFTH AVENUENEW VOaKj CITY

STL:YVES.\NT 3619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Import-
ers of Human Hair Goods,
Hair Ornaments, Sundries.
Real Human Hair Nets,
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Fraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the only Dolls' Wigs
Manufacturers in. tlie Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

Tell us your needs.

ART METROPOLE LTD.
14 Temperance St. Toronto

While the T. Eaton Co. are selling-

Monsrch Floss at 29 cents a ball,

and the Cressman Co. at Peter-
borough put on a special sale of
it for September 6 at the same
price, there has been no reduction
in the mill or wholesale quotations
since the one last March. Tliat

drop resulted in a chang-e from iO

to 35 cents an ounce ball in the re-

tail price, but no furtlier declines

have taken place. It looked in the
Spring as if there might possibly

be further declmes, and so the
Eaton Co. provided for it in pre-

paring their Fall catalogue plate?

at a quotation of 29 cents. These
had to be prepared last Spring of

course. Their customers are bene-
fiting now by this price for there

does not appear to be any indica-

tion of a reduction coming froi'.

the mills under present condition.-
:): * *

Mr. George B. Fraser, managing
direct )r of Greenshields, Limited,

Montreal, is one of the representa-

tives of ^he Canadian Credit Men's
Association at the Industrial Con-
ference, opening at Ottawa Sept.

15. • * *

The first day of the St. Louis
fur sales, September 10, resulted

m a 30 per cent, increase over
April prices in Alaska sealskins;

135 per cent. O'ver last October in

blue fox (for U.S. Government),
100 per cent, over April for ship-

pers; Persians and broadtails were
unchanged; kolinsky was 40 per

cent, higher than April; liussiian

squirrel 20 per cent.; moles 10 per

cent., and bear 40 per cent.
* * *

A good deal of success attend-

ed the efforts of the Empire flax

growing committee, appointed in

l''ebruary, 1918, with Lord Colwyn
as chairman, to foster the produc-

tion of flax in the United Kinp:dom
f.nd throughout the British Em-
pire. The committee points out in

a report recently issued, that the

eiflorts already imad^ should Ibe

continued in order that full bene-

fits may be derived from them. It

iias not yet been proven conclu-

sively whether the >flax-growing

industry can be carried on econ-

omically under modern conditions.
ifc :{: :{:

The market in the United States

in hooks and eye^'. snao fasteners,

pins, etc., has advanced during
1;he past three weeks, and accord-

ing to jobbers here, the Canadian
markets are also likely to ad-

vance in the near future.

FLOWERS
DISPLAY FORMS

FIXTURES
Art '. anels for Window Backgrounds.

Send for Catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.

44-46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
Uvgardless of what ymir pattern experience

may have been it will pay you well to investi-

gate our new pattern proposition. 100% profit

—Patterns not sold iietuniable for full credit

like cash—Fashion Sheets free.

Home Patterns are illustrated in The Ladies'

Home Journal an! will outsell any other pat-

tern on the market.
Write t'o-day for samples of our beautiful

Fashion Publications and full details of our

new plan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
116 Fifth Avi-., New York Toronto Factory; :215 Viclona i^j

GET THE HABIT!

Refer to the Buyers' Mar-
ket Guide for information

about goods you want
to buy.

IVERAUJ
Copyright name for one-piece

garments for children I to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO.. San Francisco. Cal.

1021 Medinah Bldg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New York

JUTE GOODS
WHY NOT BUY DIRECT FROM THE

MANUFACTURERS.
James Brodie Representing

COXBROTHERSU°
12 BANK OF OTTAWA BLG., MONTREAL

TOYS

and all other world famous Gilbert Toys made in

Canada. Visitors Welcome

THE A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LIMITED

439 King St.W. Toronto

Embroidery Foundation
Forms

"TICO" Standard of the World
Samples and Catalog on Request

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
Wytheville, Virginia, U.S.A.

New York Chicago Los Angeles I
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]E ^. SMETE
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Var Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wit/i Staff Covering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

Agency Wanted for Western Canada

Manufacturers' Agent, who has
good connection with the dry
goods trade from Port Arthur to

the Coast, is open for one good
line. At present in Toronto. Will
be leaving for the West August
25th. Apply Box 181, Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

614 New Birks Building

MONTREAL

Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond B!dg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

EstablLshed ISB

P. DAVENPORT, Silk Manufacturers

Bridge Street Mills, .Macclcs/ficld, En«.

London, Luton, Manchester, England.

Agent for Canada:

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Building, 34 Front Street We«l, Toronto.

E. A. PALMER
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

925 Ossington Ave., Toronto, Ont.

With a (food connection in the Wholesale
and Retail Trade. wisTies to represent

Manufficturers of Ladies' and Children's

Wear and other lines of Dry Goods in

Ontiirio.

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

Agency wanted: Agent established
with good connections, calling on
wholesale and large retail dry
goods and manufacturing trades
in Winnipeg, is open to consider
another saleable line. Commis-
sion only. Write Box 37, Dry
Goods Review, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods

trade in Cana'da, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto, Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A.B.C. code, 5lh Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

Canadian Made Underwear
Commission firm with sample roo'ms and

offices in Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg
desires the agency of a Canadian mianu-
facturer of Woollen Underwear.

Long connection with the trade. Whole-
sale only. Write care of

BOX 182, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
14,3-153 University 'Ave., Toronto

AGENCIES WANTED FOR CANADA
Foreign manufacturers would find, in using
oojr long experiience and good connection, a
firsit-class mediiiim io develop an extensive
trade with ManufacturerSk Wholesiale
and Departmental Stores. Our firm, since
IflO-l, specialize in medium and high grade
Clot'h.s, Dress G<mh1w, Siil'ks, Velvets, etc.

NoUi'ble firms only should apply at

a(;p;n(:e de nouveautes.
Dandurand Ruildinfi, Montreal, Canada

Manufacturers
W'f have (li^st-oliw-i coaiiiRVtioiiw witJi the Dry /

G'i«Is ami (MoitlliiiiiK tri«l<« in Hri'tish ('•olumhia.

Alberta and Saskmtielw-wan. <)fl'io<« at Vancouver
aiwl ('lateaiT- Ciaai IhmkUc atfcnoy for tlln' fol-

imriiiK lhM«:
<M(Wlihi«, raiill.'s, Shirts. H««vleTy, Ulanket-s, I'lcco

(Jix/ls, Knit <;<*(»!«, Shn.K, vU;.

McK. SINCLAIR COMPANY
401-406 Crown Bldd. - Vancouver, B.C I

MaiHifiajot-iuieiis' Agent, establidied, TOitJi samii>le

noom in Mionitrea], calling on the whoJesale

dry-gioo:iis and mamifaotjiu-ing tiades tliroiigh-

oait Province of Quebec, is open to repveseivt

another leliable mamifaoturer on comiiii.-isinji

basis; hjiglnest reoommcndartions saippliieil. Write
Box "C," Dry G'Oiods Review, 128 BleiuT St.,

.Moaitreal.

ThiT-e is a tide in the atl'adis of meai, which,
Tal^en at the flood, leads on to fortune."
Well-estaibloBhed hosiw-5- agent reqaiws iieijre-

sentntions of mamifacturei-s of VA'OiOL, COT-
TOX, LISLE, AIITIFICIAL vSILK ASU
PURE SILK HOSE, HALF-HOSE, %-H()SK
and SO'CKvS. Pine and medium flait imder-
wear; women's and mjeai's gloves (noit wiorbing
gilovics) ; women's .spou'ts coaits and scaiTes;
hoys' jeTsej-s. Ooim!muni«i.tdonis iinvited' from all

enterprising mill^owTiei's who desiiie to do
B)iti.-vh tuade direct witili wlmlesaile houses
(.iol>bers). .Absolutely in clmise toaidi with
all buyeis of above goods. Address "Hosien."
c/o Sibi-eets's. 30 CtoiTdiall. Loaid.nn, Eteland.

Mamufacturers' Agent at VancoTJver.
B.C., well established and thoroughly
equipped, desires to represent an Easi;ern
Canadian manufacturer for that terri-

tory, plaeiing busiruess exclusively
through the wiholesaie trade. Adver-
tiser's name, address and' bank refer-

ence may be secured by applying to Box
li83. Dry Goods Review, 143-1&3 Uni-
versity Ave., Toronto.
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''Julian Sale'' Fine Leather Goods
Are Made Under Ideal Manufacturing Conditions

i\ special building specially planned to

accommodate all branches of this great and
growing leather goods house.

Every nook and corner of it flooded with

sunlight—from the basement floor to the top

iioor. Every appointment which means
c.'jiciency in the executive department. Con-
venience and comfort in the sample and
Sfiiesrooms, and the wholesome brightness,

healthfuhiess and sanitariness of the factory floors. All employees well

paid on a 44-hour week scale. All goods manufactured under ideal

corditions—taking care of the largest trade we have ever enjoyed from
the Canadian trade.

We invite you to visit us when pleasure or business calls you to the c^'tv.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Company, Limited
600 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO

Increase Your
Selling Capacity

Gipe- Hazard
Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

How mncli of tlie valuable time
is there taken of yoiir limit.e«l staff
of £ale«m>eii by running fi»r tlie pur-
pose of chauffe-miaking? It is fair to
preiYiimf tJiat <*iiie-siLxrJi of it is ntx'es-
saiy during bu-y p»-ri(jtlM, iMlieir tlieir serriots are most valiraWe, which is equira-
Jent to cttie sale.^ian s timie for tiliis pui-pose in an tKtabliialuneTit where thiere
are sax salesnun .t-mi)l<j'>ieA In other wmxls, five sail^smen can penfomm tJie
auties of SIX Whtn tJie nmning is elimiinijiitied.

Onr Cliish Cai-riere will do this for yoin-, even in a more a'apdd and efficdenit
manner, and at a giieaOy reduced cast. 'Tliere also would be two persons in
every transaction, viz., the sailesman and OiisWer—each checldng the other—and
>mu- mt/ney wxjuld be in tlie custody of one peoson, and in your office, whCTe it
properly belongs'. Had you thoiiffht of it in this way? Our leafliet eoopladns itnw re fuHy. anl nuuj" be had for the asking.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per word per insertion. Ten cents extra for box number.

y^N EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR A PROGRESSIVE, UP-
to-date business man to buy a small siock of dry g-oods and shoes

and to rent store in an excellent locat on and well-established business
centre. Owner wishes to retire. For further particulars address John
Grant, Box 1, Amherstburg, Ont.

JEWELRY SALESMAN WANTED—TO REPRESENT A NEW YORK
J jewelry firm. One ac^uainted with the jewelry buyers in the de-
partmental stores in Western Canada preferred. State references etc
F.J.C., Dry Goods Review, 128 Bleury St., Montreal.

Say you saw it in

DRY GOODS REVIEW

OUR SPECIAL
JflOw APRON DRESS
^k^v As Illustrated

rTrvA From $11.00 to $14.00

\ \

Children's Dresses $7.00 up
Rompers 6.50 "

Creepers 5.25 "

Aprons 7.95 "

\

Send in a letter order—prompt
shipment.

D. Ginsburg & Company
' 515 College St., Toronto
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^vRUBBER A^^
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A New Price List for

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

>>

"Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

went into effect on August 1st. It is

important that every dealer and buyer

of men's clothing and women's coats

should have this information.

If you have not received a copy, write

our nearest Service Branch.

Dominion Rubber System
Service Branches located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Begina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria



Corticelli is stitched for all time in the

silk fabric of the textile world. Each
Corticelli thread bears its full share of

responsibility. Each spool of Corticelli

Spool Silk is "True all Through". Manu-
facturer, Merchant, Consumer, are each

guaranteed the best that can be made —

Ouality'first, last, and always- in Corticelli.

Belding Paul CaRTrcELU limited
MONTREA- TDRQNTD WiNNIPEu VANCOUVER

/in.)liii!iUil.iHUUi>.>^'^»:'.
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u

The advertisement reproduced is one of
a series now current in popular daily newspapers
and the be^t magazines and periodicals with
a suitable domestic and general circulation.

Enquiriej from the trade are invited.

A. E. HAW LEV & Co., Ltd, (.t'vf;;;'
'o.v Skeichley Dye Works,
•'lyf HINCKLEY. Eng.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE.. TORONTO
DRY GOODS REVIEW, October 7th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $2.00. Entered as second-class
matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office
Department, Ottawa.
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Leather^oats

Right: Style 22548, $52.50

GENUINE COAT LEATHER
IMMKDIATK DKLIVERY

PAN, MAHOGANY, BLACK and GKKY iMivii-.L»i/M

Left: Style 22487, $44.50 Centre : Style 22467, $40.00

Ask for Style Digest on Jersey Suits

C. KENYON COMPANY, Inc.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

KIKTH AVK. BLIK;.

Finn AVK. & 2.<r<l St.

ciiicacjo
(:()N(;rkss and
i'ranki.in -sts.
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A Few Suggestions for Xmas
Trade

Blouses : Exclusive Designs

—

"Alice Daly" range made from the very finest materials,

including Fancy Voiles and Georgettes from $5.00 to

$11.75 each.

Georgette Crepe Waists, $5.50 each.

Crepe de Chine Waists from $3.75 to $5.50.

Crepe de Chine Camisoles from $10.50 to $24.00 dozen.

Boudoir Caps from $1.75 to $18.00 dozen.

Marabou Ruffs and Capes for October delivery—in Nigger,

Taupe and White. Prices ranging from $3.00 to $15.00.

Ladies' Umbrellas: From $5.00 to $10.00.

Gent's Umbrellas: From $15.00 to $72.00 dozen.

Ties: Derby Flowing Ends, in fancy designs, from $6.50 to

$24.00 dozen.

Half Hose : Pure Silk in plain shades, Shot effects and plain
shades with fancy clocks, from $9.00 to $18.00 dozen.

"EVERYTHING IN DRY GOODS"

GREEmHiELDS Limited
^^^^^^^Seventeen

Victoria Square
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THE SILK HOUSE OF CANADA

tloronto

8

o
m
O

oM
o

Gharmeuse Satins

Georgettes

Fancy Trimming
Silks

Japanese and
Ghinese Silks

Immediate
Delivery

Duchesse Satins

Grepe de Ghines

Fancy Stripes

and Plaids,

etc.

Write for

Samples

§

o
o

Our extensive stock includes all the latest and smartest

floral and conventional figured effects, as v^ell as an
immense range of plain colors, in delightfully rich

shadings.

The quality of the goods carried by "The Silk House
of Canada" has long been recognized from Coast to

Coast. We have alv^ays aimed to give the best pos-

sible value.

§

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
FOREIGN OP PICKS:

Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan
Lyons, France
Chefoo, (]hina

59-61 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

o
m
O

-^Otn nnrn ii ii ii i i ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii i ii-Trmioi oidi ii ii iix II i: II II ) oiO(
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WE BELIEVE THAT EVERY
RETAILER SHOULD EN-

DEAVOR TO GET ALL HIS

CHRISTMAS GOODS NOW
The condition of the markets, especially as regards

Fancy Goods, urges the wisdom of this statement.

May we suggest your

following lines :

—

Comforters

Marseilles Quilts

Knee Rugs

Carpet Squares

Window Curtains

Table Linens

special attention to the

Blouse and Dress Lengths

Blouses in Fancy Boxes

Hdkfs. " "

Sweaters and Knitted Sets

Ties, Mufflers and Scarves

Gloves and Hosiery

John M. Garland Son & Co.
LIMITED

OTTAWA CANADA

Wholesale Dry Goods
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Christinas

ana

1 lie Blue Star
If you have not placed your order for Blue

Star Christmas goods, how about domg it

right now? Our stock is more interesting

and comprehensive than ever. Order early

and ensure best selection.

LACES
EMBROIDERIES

DRESS TRIMMINGS
GEORGETTES
CHIFFONS

WASH GOODS
RIBBONS
HOSIERY

BRASSIERES
HANDKERCHIEFS,

ETC.

You can always tell Blue Star goods by
that indescribable "feel" of quality. Bui.

that you may be sure look for the Blue Star

trade mark. For economy and lasting

beauty Blue Star goods cannot be surpassed.

We are manufacturers and

importers of Laces, Dress

Trimmin!? and ETibroideries.

Importers of Fancy Dry
Goods.

\ \,

/>

I
iWu£Jer Protfterg (Canatra) ILimiteti

New York
Baltinmore

2 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
London Nottingham

Caudry LePuy
Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Los Angles San Francisco

Paris Calais

St. Gall

i!!!!! SlIlli^llltllll^illlllK^

I
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To the Trade 1849 to 1919

We Offer You a

Word of Advice!

The immediate outlook war-
rants the conclusion that it will

be increasingly difficult to

secure goods and that prices

will continue to advance.

Labour unsettled, scarcity of

shipping facilities and para-

lyzed railroad service all tend
to make the situation more
acute.

Visit our warehouse. Send
us your letter orders. See our
samples in the hands of our
travellers for Sorting and
Christmas Trade. Also plac-

ing orders for Spring season,

1920.

Buy now for your immediate
wants and anticipate your
future requirements.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., LIMITED
TORONTO

te^il
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A picture by a great Master

has little material value. Its

great worth lies in the name

and reputation of the painter

—his art.

Irish Linen making— by

reason of the workers' pride

in their product—has been

raised above ordinary mer-

chandise Manufacture, to

one of the Industrial Arts.

In addition to its high in-

trinsic value, True Irish

Linen has a peculiar distinc-

tion—a romance which has

its origin in this traditional

care and pride in its manu-

facture.

Commercially speaking—
this feature can be turned
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to profitable advantage by merchants who appreciate

how much is added to the value of a commodity by

romantic attachment.

The shortage of Irish Linens has been mourned by

every housewife and dressmaker.

Now that the fact, that Irish Linen is once more

available, is being advertised broadcast— these

people are turning to the merchants who advertise

and display the best selection of Linens, to make

their long-deferred purchases.

While wholesale stocks are low, there is enoueh in

hand or in course of shinment to fill your immediate

future requirements—if you take prompt action in

placing orders.

^^IRISH LINEN SOCIETY
BELFAST IRELAND ^^^Tj

New York Office, 231 West 39th Street

Kail «
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COLONIAL MAID

I

:
WILL I
NOT I

' RUST t

DRESS

I SIZE .»

^ 1 «.

^ -»- ^

FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada
B

HIS IS NOT A
FRICTION FASTENER

^ • MADE
U L IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

AUSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. /. SI7ES: 00-0-1

BRASS-
will not

rust

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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Our stock is always large, representing

the best quality of Irish linen and other

fabrics, and Irish hand embroidery. The
lines we have to offer you for Christmas

are goods judiciously purchased many
months ago and at prices which would
not cover the present cost of production

alone. We mention a few of our best

.selling lines

—

FOR LADIES
One-corner embroidered, with hem-
stitched, pearl, tape and cord borders.

Initialled in block, script, floral or medal-
lion effects, from $1.25 up.

FOR MEN
Plain and initialled, from $2.25 up

FOR BOYS
Plain hemstitched lawn handkerchiefs.

FOR KIDDIES
Various designs of embroidered figures,

each design in a wide range of colors.

Write us for a sample assortment.
Prompt delivery.

JOHN S. BROWN & SONS
LIMITED

Linen Manufacturers

BELFAST, IRELAND

Stock Warehouse :

. 80-82 WELLINGTON ST. WEST
TORONTO

DC
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Strong Selling Points
of

«<VIGIL" SILR
IT would be quite unnecessary to exaggerate the demand for "Vigil"—the all-

British pure silk. The demand is so great that our factories have had to be
doubled and it proves beyond all doubt that "Vigil" is essential to every

retailer out for good class trade and a name for quality.

SOME REASONS WHY "VIGIL" IS IN SUCH
DEMAND:

"Vigil" Silk

including the
"Vigil" Silk

fast both to

"Vigil" Silk-

"Vigil" Silk

pirre.

"Vigil" Silk

"Vigil" Silk

conditions.

"Vigil" Silk

is made in no less than 80 different charming colours and chic stripes,

new shade? of Blue, Cherry, Brick Red, Elephant, Lremon, Jade Green, etc.

is guaranteed to wash perfectly—all dyes used in the manufacture are
light and washing. The stripe designs are all woven,
—although so fine in texture—is wonderfully strong and durable,
is minus any artificial weighting or cheapening mixtures and is absolutely

falls into soft, graceful folds and is sought after for the daintiest wear.
is manufactured throughout in a Yorkshire factory under ideal labour

is 40 INCHES DOUBLE WIDTH.

A GOOD SHOW OF "VIGIL"—artistically arranged to meet the eye of every
passerby—is bound to create widespread attention and attract many new cus-
tomers to your shop or store.

WALKER BROTHERS
Enplane!. Ravensthorpe Mills, Dewsbury, Yorks, and
r)6-.57, Aldcrmanbury, London, E.G. Telegrapnic and
Cable Addresses: Yorkshire: "Vigil, Dewsbury." Lon-
don: "Vygilsyl, Cent."

Canadian Representative: George Peterson & Co., 517

Coristine Building, Montreal.
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Manufacturers and Merchants

119 Wood Street, London, E.C. 2, England

"OBERON"
UNDERWEAR

(BRETTLE'S FAMOUS MAKE)

FOR CANADA

THE world-wide sale of Brettle's

"Oberoii" Underwear is due to its

sterling qualities. Brettle's "Oberon"
Underwear always gives the customer

complete satisfaction— full value for

money in comfort and durability. It

brings the customer back again and
again with repeat orders; it yields you
a fair profit. Is not this a sound business

proposition worth investigation as soon

as possible?

Brettle's "Oberon" Underwear is made
in full ranges of ladies', children's and
men's garments. Samples can be seen

at the addresses below:

BRETTLE'S CANADIAN AGENCIES:

Western Provinces

G. E. Ledder,

62 Grace Court,

Comox Street,

Vancouver, B.C.

Eastern Provinces

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall,

306 Stair Building,

Cor. Bay and Adelaide Streets

Toronto

GEORGE BRETTLE & CO., Ltd., 119 Wood St., LONDON, E.C.2, England
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The Name Tells

The Quality

When a customer asks for Long-
cloths, Cambrics, Madapolams,
Nainsooks, Sheetings or ''Diapha-

lene," you don't have to '^talk

quality" when you show

HORROCKSES'
The name tells the quality—for

"HORROCKSES" longcloths are

the world's standard of excellence

—the name stamped on the sel-

vedge is your customer's guarantee
of quality and satisfaction.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester, England

John E. Ritchie. Canadian Agent &91 St. Catherine St.
West. Montreal. Branches : Toronto and Vancouver. United
States Agents: Wright & Gralham Co.. IHO Franklin St..

New York City.

IIIIIIIIII

I WANTED :-I000 Canadian Retailers |
I as Subscribers to the i

j TAN-ZOLA Advertising and
|

I Sales Promotion SERVICE |
M An Ideal, New Thought Service for the biggest de- M
M partment stores or the smallest specialty shops. A ^M Service that is a real service because it gives IDEAS =
= and supplies the "Tools" for using those ideas. It ^= goes far beyond the mere supplying of cuts, but it =
M cuts a big figure when it comes to promoting =
= salts and increasing profits. ^

m TAN-ZOLA Fall Quarterly Book Now Out!

^ A Veritable Gold Mine of Advertising and Sales

^ Promotion Ideas, Plans and Suggestions.

1 All Tan-Zola Books and 208 Mats or 104 Cuts, $9 Mo.

^ The prici of $9 a 'Uot'th is for onr-ycnr contracts.

^ The price for .<ix-).'ioiitli contracts /.s $11 a month.

m All Tan-Zola Mats or 312 Cuts and Proof Book, $12 Mo.
= The price of $12 a month is for one-year contracts.

^ The price for six-month contracts is $14 a month.

J All Tan-Zola Books and Mats or 312 Cuts, $16 Mo.

^ The price of $16 a month is for one-year contracts.

^ The price for six-month contracts is $18 a nnonth.

J Tan-Zola Quarterly and Twice-a-Month Ad Book, $5 Mo.
= The price of $.5 a rnontii is for one-year contracts.

^ The prii-e for si.r-montk contracts is $6 a month. ^
I MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY DON'T DELAY ^

I TAN-ZOLA, 1270 Broadway, N.Y. |

Whev nnsircrinff, mention Dry Goods Review

m\^

YOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and
you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk

and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Ceylons, All-wool and
Union Taffetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and
Crepes.

David & John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS, GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL

CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS , NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT ancI PEARL

Packed in

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Shipping

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 Cartons

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 or in

^^^^^^^^l^^l Bales

^^r^ ^^H The best
^^^ ^H value for

m 1

the price.

1 1 Can be had

m- J in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50

rolls to the

bale or 124,

96, 80, 64 or

48 to a lot

of four car-

Ifc^ _^^^^B.''::lH tons.

^^Bj^I^^^^HI -
^ « ^"^H

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE
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m
^Spinners of

even/ description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone Telegrams

lfj%EfCESTER [Leicester

ot c Yadmc \Stanningley

24 KeICHLEY \l\tlUMLtY

5464 Fort Hill Boston [Boston
CODES' ABC 5''Ed WESTERN UNION.

A
Stamford Street.

.tS

i r///

"^^1^^ ^MERfCAN OFFICE:- 184 SUMMER STREET %,^^^ BOSTON.
COMBING & SPINNJNG

SPRINGFIELD MILLS. KEIGHLEV and SV^INNOW MILLS, BRAMLEY.YORKS,

"'^^''^'-^^3^^^5>=^

"^^^•a-5^-^
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Every Merchant Selling Dry Goods
Should Use The

aofHoHCfCR
Stops All Wastage

On Your Piece Goods

Accurately Computes Every Sale

Saves Time and Money

COSTS 30% LESS
Than any other machine on the Market.

What Is Your Annual Loss from OVERMEASURE? Do
your clerks measure your yard goods with thumb, nail

and tack—giving "good measure" to every customer and
making up at the end of every year the most serious store

loss that stock-taking reveals? Stop this leak and protect

your profits.

The CLOTHOMETER (accented like Speedometer) is an im-
proved machine that measures material of any width or weight,
from the heaviest woollens to the sheerest fabrics, and auto-
matically computes the amount of the sale.

Extremely Simple to Operate
A turn of the operating lever binds the fabric between two rollers ; the

pu'lling of the fabric automatically registers the yardage in Vs yard units :

another turn of the lever reJeases the rollers and autonruatically return* the
indicator to its starting point. It can be equipped with cutting knife if bo
desired.

The Clothometer is Email and compact (actual size 4" x 41/4" x oV/'),
easily kept out of the salesclerka' way. Attaches to the counter by a three-foot
rail. Can be raised or lowered at will on adjustab'e rod.

It does away with all loss from overmeasurement—prevents errors in
figuring sales checks .saves the time and increascj the efficiency of your
sales(^!erks gives your customers confidence and increases the prestige of your
store. IT WILL NOT MARK YOUR FABRICS.

Measuring Device

and

Computing Chart
Everything is plain to Eee and
easy to read. Measures up to 12
yards in \U yard units. Gives
instant computation from 1 txi

12 yards of cloth in tbe 's yard
units, at 48 different costs per
yard. Your choice of llfi dif-
ferent price c'harts.

Write To-day for Descriptive Folder.

Free demonstrations given on request by our district representatives on your own counter
and under your own conditions.

Sold Under A Three Year Guarantee.

Dislribulors for Canada

The Clothometer Sales Company Ltd.
44 PRINCESS ST. WINNIPEG, CAN.
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RESTS
Continued Business Activity and Good Wages
Depend on Canada's New Victory Loan

TOURING the past four years
^^ Canada's prosperity has been due
largely to orders from Great Britain

and our Allies.

Canada was able to obtain these
orders because she advanced credit

to these countries.

Canada was able to give this credit

only because you bought Victory
Bonds.

Great Britain, with France, Bel-

gium, and other Allies, are now
prepared to place large orders with
us for the products of our factories,

farms, forests and fisheries—provided
Canada again gives them credit

Credit must be given if we are to
have any guarantee of good times

and good wages. But our workers
on these orders must be paid their

wages in cash; so, much of the money
that you invest in Victory Bonds will

go out in wages to Canadians.

You will be absolutely protected

—

you will get a good rate of interest

and all of your money will be paid
back at the time stated in the Bond.

Every cent will be spent in Canada,
and ultimately circulate to the benefit

of all.

Canada can give this credit only if

you again buy Victory Bonds.

If Canada is not able to give this

credit, other countries will.

Therefore Canada's continued pros-

perity rests with you.

Victory Loan 1919
''Every Dollar Spent in Canada f9

Issued by Canada's Wctory Loan Commiltee,
ia cO'Oi>erattoD with the Minister of Finance

of tbc Dooiinion of Canada.
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All
in the Racine Standard of quality

and with the Racine dependability.

Woollen Hosiery of Racine manufac-
ture stands second to none on the mar-
ket. Our stock of woollen goods of
every description is exceptionally
large and varied. You are sure to
obtain here the lines that will attract
and satisfy.

Yarns of all kinds are very difficult to
obtain at present. There is every indi-

cation of much higher prices.

For Cold Winter Weather

WOOLLEN
Hosiery

Gloves

Sweaters

Also Woollen-Cashmere

Hosiery

The earlier you buv the better.

NOW!
BUY

Everything in Dry Goods
14 DEPARTMENTS

A—Cotton Staples.
AX—Flannelettes.
B—Wash Goods.
C—Woollens, etc.

D—Linens.
E—Dress Goods and Silks.

F—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.

G—Home Furnishings.
H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.
I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.
J—Ladies' Ready-to-Wear.
K—Smallwares and Notions.
L—Men's Fine Shirts.
M—Working Men's Wearables.

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-96 St. Paul Street West, Montreal

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

OTTAWA
1 1 1 Sparks St.

PERMANENT SALES OFFICES:

QUEBEC TORONTO HAILEYBURY
Merger Building 123 Bay St. Matabannick Hotel

SHERBROOKE and THREE RIVERS

SYDNEY
269 Charlotte St.
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SHEET MUSIC
added to your various lines will attract more cus-

tomers to your store than any other medium you
could employ. This with a liberal profit in addi-

tion, should warrant you in making immediate ar-

rangements to take on a line.

The McKINLEY EDITION
OF TEN CENT MUSIC

is the best line as a foundation for your sheet music
dopartraent. It is the most popular line of Standard,
Classic and Teaching Music. It is universally en-

dorsed by teachers, students and the general music
loving public. Each selection is placed in a heavy
manila stock cover bearing name and number of the
selection, 20 substantial stock boxes and 500 cata-

logs bearing your business imprint. The sale of

McKINLEY MUSIC affords you

150^ PROFIT
The McKinley Edition (revised for 'Canadian trade)
conforms in every detail with Canadian copyright
laws.

Our Jobbing Department is the largest and most complete in
the country. We can take care of your wants for anything in
sheet music.

iWcilinlep jlus^ic Company
THE LARGEST SHEETlMUSIC HOUSE

IN THE WORLD
CHICAGO, ILL NEW YORK

1501-13 E. 55th St. 145 W. 45th St.

/

F

WhoSells
i

1 h e Line
t

You Are
i

1

I -ooking ^or?

,'

Very likely you

can find it in the

Buyers' Market
)

1

Guide

1;

All

Colors

Make More Sales
Carry the Complete Line

Sunset

SoapDyes
Twenty-two standard colors, in-

cluding Black, Navy Blue and other

dark colors. Sunset colors are fast

and only one simple operation is

necessary to clean thoroughly and

dye all fabrics.

Sunset is a Real Dye, honestly and

extensively advertised, and sure to

please your best trade: all colors

can be supplied immediately. The

spring and summer demand will be

heavy—due to the high cost of

clothing of every sort. Be pre-

pared—order a gross packed in an

attractive counter display and let

it make sales for you. Sunset sell-

ing at 15c pays you more profit

than any other dye.

North American Dye
Corporation

New Corporate Name oj SUNSET SOAP DYE CO.

Mount Vernon, N.Y. Toronto, Canada

Sales Representatives for U.S. and Canada

Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Ltd.
NEW YORK TORONTO
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Wholesale and

LADIES' WEAR
All Wool Serges
Union Serges
Cotton Serges
All Wool Dress Gabs.
Union Gaberdines
Cotton Gaberdines
Figured Dress Cloths

Voiles

Artificial Silks
Drefs Poplins
All Wool Checks
Union Checks
Cotton Checks
Rainproofings, etc.

MEN'S WEAR
Serges

Fancy Suitings

Overcoatings

Trouserings

Rainproofings

Colonial Suitings, etc.

^--=~^ Export Only

FURNISHING FABRICS
All Wool Casements Figured Cabinet Linings
Union Casements
Cotton Casements
Cotton Poplins
Cotton Repps
Figured Repps
Figured Cotelines

Figured Damasks
Figured Poplins
Silk and Wool Casements
Roman Satins
Curtain Linings
Printing Cloths, etc.

TELEGRAMS
'VITALITY
BRADFORD

A. B.C. Code
5th Edition

BROWN, VICKERS & CO.
Proprietor—S. H. Vickers

Manufacturers of Dress Goods for Men's and Ladies' Wear
and Furnishing Fabrics

CARTWRIGHT MILLS, INGLEBY ROAD, BRADFORD, ENG.

TELEPHONES
4332

Counting House
4980

Other Depts.

r^'1ltf^!tT^lf?^lff^lt7^^7^ffif^^y^!?^T?i>7^f1>^^

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

<Mi^|^V>««

t

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkers, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS. SAY "TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS, WELCH & CO.. Ltd.'

Wl/*-* I^Vl/**^' •Wlr** m^\fmmt% * n^^/|^w^^^H^»^i I

INFANT'S FOOTWEAR, LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND

Canadian Branch:

GREENE-SWIFT BLDG.,
LONDON, ONTARIO

Soft-Sole Shoes, in Kid, Silk, Poplin,

Wool, Etc.,

Hard-Sole Shoes; Children's Woolly-Wear,
Bonnets, Gaiters, Mitts, Etc.

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices ThrouKhout the Civilized World.

Calpary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa, Ont.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec. Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation Rained by lonp: years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, ^^^reT^c.-n'/dl

TORONTO, CANADA.
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Department "G"

Toilet Articles
PERFUMES, POWDERS, SOAPS

You will readily appreciate the splendid quality, the general
attractiveness of the different lines of Toilet Goods we have
so carefully selected. As in all of our Departments, VALUE
is paramount. A few of our lines are listed below:

We can meet your requirements in all lines of DRY GOODS.
Our goods are selected with a view to satisfying discriminat-
ing customers at moderate prices. V^e aim to assist you in
this. Call in or write our mail order department.

Coty Houbigant Roger & Gallet
Rigaud Plnaud Vivaudou

^I Guerlin Arly^^ D'Orsay Marceau
w Lentheric Jutras

§ Taylor Colgate

iiM^ L. T. Piver Mozart
Kerkoff

ELECTRICAL GOODS
Westinghouse

Irons, 6 lbs $ 4.50
Toasters 4.90
Curling Irons 6.00
Cosy Plain Heater 9.00
Hot Plates 23.00

Percolators

K. & S. Rubber Goods

Hot Water Bags, Ice Bags, Fountain Springs

K. & S. Inside Tubes—Tires

THE HOUSE OF DRY GOODS VALUES

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec : 7 Rue Charest
Toronto: 152 Bay Street

Sherbrooke : Grand Central Hotel

Ottawa : 25 Sparks Street

Three Rivers : 82 Royal Street

St. Hyacinthe : 229 Cascade St.

u :^
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d
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Hosiery
Our travellers are now showing a complete range of Infants', Children's,

Ladies' and Gent's Hosiery for Spring delivery. We would advise Hosiery

buyers to place their Spring orders at once in order to take advantage of the

exceptional values we are now offering.

"DOROTHY FRANCES"

Our Ready-to-Wear Department has a large, bright and up-to-date range of

"Dorothy Frances" Blouses in Voiles, Crepe de Chines, Georgettes and Silks.

Why not try our White Voile ''Dorothy Frances" Waists at $13.50 per doz.?

Put up half-dozen in a box.

Per Doz.
Gloves-—Ladies' fleece-lined, Grey, Black, Brown $ 4.50 to $ 9.00

it *' double silk, Grey, Black, White. 16.50
i( Men's double thread. Grey and Black . . 9.00 to 12.00
it " lined Kid and Mochas, from. . . . 17.50 to 39.00

Dept. C—stripe Flannelette 33" 28c
Domet Wolseley Fleece 261/2" 26 ¥20

Dept. A — Comforters, Flannelette Blankets,
Sheets and Sheeting, Pillow Cases and Pillow
Cottons.

Dept. F—Special value in Imitation Leather
Ladies' Handbags $4.00 doz.

Dept. L—Special Red-bordered Crash
16c and 18c per yard

Dept. D—Al'l-wool Broadcloth., in Sand, Grey,
Copenhagen, Brown, Peacock, etc., $5.00 per
yard cut length, or $4.50 per yard by the piece

of 40 yards.

Dept. W—All-wool Black Serge, 56"

Dept. M
$5.25 yd.

Curtains
Lace, Marquisette and Voile

English Printed Art Muslins

Carpets, Carpet Squares and Mats
Tapestry and Axminster
Cocoa Matting, %, %, 4/4.

Plush Motor Robes
Wool Travelling Rugs
Cotton Bunting

We give special attention to letter orders, telegrams, and long distance telephone orders.

If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly notify us and we will have him call.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
83-91 St. Paul St. West 21 St. Sulpice St.

MONTREAL
84-92 Le Royer St.

SAMPLE ROOMS: Metropole Building, SHERBROOKE. 7 Charest St., QUEBEC. Windsor Hotel,

OTTAWA. Carlaw Bldg., 28-30 Wellington St. West, TORONTO. 503 Mercantile Bldg., VANCOUVER
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CASHMERINO
AND

CASHMERE HOSE
For At Once Delivery

Order at once to assure prompt deliveries

AT PRESENT PRICES

1702 Black Cashmerino Sizes 9, 9i/^ only
'' 8y., 9, 91/2, 10620

1705
FIT.U
1715
725
728
E
59

712 Ci

W3
W4
5C

n

Cashmere

All Wool

<< u

a n

n u

u n

u <<

eam Cashmerino Sizes 8Vl>, 9, 9

Cashmere

All Wool

<<

(I

<<

u

2, 10
a

i(

u

DARK BROWN
NS. Cashmerino
53 Wool Cashmere

a it a a

a a a n

FLEECE LINED
F.U. Black Fleeced Sizes 8i/>, 9, 9i/>, 10
363 Black Heavy Fleeced " " " " "

F.C.B. Black Ribbed Fleeced for Boys Sizes 5 up to 10

WRITE FOR THE PRICES—THEY ARE SURE TO
INTEREST YOU.

The W. R. Brock Company
(Limited)

MONTREAL
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O UR REPRESENTATIVES are now showing samples
of

—

MEN'S SUMMER UNDERWEAR

BOYS' AND MEN'S COTTON JERSEYS

BOYS' AND MEN'S BATHING SUITS

MEN'S COTTON, LISLE AND

SILK HALF-HOSE

MEN'S LEATHER BELTS

MEN'S SOFT COLLARS

MEN'S KHAKI PANTS

MEN'S AND BOYS' OVERALLS

MEN'S AND BOYS' WORK SHIRTS

MEN'S WAREHOUSE COATS

For Spring, 1920

It will certainly be worth your while to inspect

our range of samples.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited)

Toronto
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Jfas(f)iong for ifRib=OTiinter

A remarkable group picture showing some of the more popular
modes for various Fall and Winter Occasions. At the extrem,e left

is a simply designed gown of rich black velvet; net and em.broidery

collar and cuffs; hat of satin beaver with ostrich bandeau and
plume. Satin, seal and brocade are the chief components of the

three-piece costume on the seated figure. At her left is a striking

gown of tinsel brocade showing a loose band from, shoulder to hem,
faced with gold cloth. A sweeping velvet hat with paradise is most
appropriate . The new low waistline is exemplified in the magnifi-

cent mink coat at the right of the picture. Sables are worn by the

models at the back and their hats are velvet with feathers; note
the dimensions of the velvet flowers on th.^ smaller, turquoise

blue hat.
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Getting Santa Glaus Installed
Well-arranged Displays for Christmas Trade in Children's Toys Start Early Buying—Santa

and his Log Cabin Prove Irresistible Attractions at Almy's, Limited, Montreal —
An Effective "Booster."

THE month of October should

Siart planning for the children's

end of Christmas business in so

far as the outward display is concerned.

Where a Santa Claus is decided on the

details should be well under way this

month, as the form which his initial

appearance should take. In the ma-
jority of s Lores that have made a dis-

tinct success with this feature, the

Santa Claus starts his residence in the

store towards the third week in Novem-
ber, and does not tarry for his entrance

until the month of December arrives.

]t is to the interests of "the merchant
to get his Christmas buying started

among his customers as early as pos-

sible, and with restricted stocks this

year in many lines, he will have as good

a reason fjr urging early buying as at

any time during the war, and a better

one if only he can persuade the public.

In this article DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW is able to present through the

courtesy of Edward K. Lummus, display

manager of Almy's, Limited, Montreal

—a store, by the way, that is making
remarkable progress—^two excellent

illustrations of devices that played a

prominent part in the success of that

store's Christmas trade with children

last year. Plans are already under way
this year for expanding facilities for

handling a much larger volume of busi-

riess this year than last. But the two
ideas shown herewith might form the

basis f )r similar ".'tunts" in many other

stores in Canada, with the help of the

suggestions that are given in connection

with these.

One ox the illustrations might be en-

titled, "Santa's Log Cabin in the Arctic

Regions." This was quite a winner

with the children. It was located in the

toy department, and, as the picture

shows, it was the permanent quarters

r>f Santa Claus. He is seen here with

a doll in his hands, and the proof of

the popularity of the plan is only faintly

represented by the eag-er faces of the

children around the edge of the focus

of the camera—for the rest of the crowd

had to be cleared hack to enable the

camera to work.

Putting in the "Winter"

The whole Idea of winter, snow and
the far-North regions was admirably

conceived and executed. The house was
open to view on three sides, but had a

strong railing around it to keep off the

crowds. The ceiling of the store above

the cabin was done in blue to represent

ihe sky and this blue effect ran down
tne side as well, meeting the "moun-
tains," the peaks of which are visible in

the photograph. The ground was piled

up with drifts of "snow." This snow
effect was secured by the use of heavy
unbleached cotton, which was wet and
well! covered with plaster of Paris and
whiting. In the case of the mountains,
this was moulded over boxes. The
glistening was put on also before the

otton was dried, and was liberally

scattered on the tops of the moun-
tains, the irees, and the snow on the

ground, where cotton batting was also

employed. This applied to the piles of

drifted snow on the ends of the logs

of the cabin as vvell. There were a

large number of evergreens used, more
than the picture shows, for many of

these had to be remjved when the

photographer arrived.

Real Bears

Then came the animals, real polar

bears. It is understood these were
secured from the C.P.R. collection, and
they were to be found in the slopes and
on the hills, and even on the top of the

".og cabin, which, by the way, was of

generous proportions. These bears

were not the least of the attractions

for the children. The log cabin itself

had a history. It was one of the most

admired of the floats in the Victory
Loan procession last November and rep-
rosented among the pageants the
pioneer of Canada.

It was to this log cabin that Almy's
procession, that traveled through the
principal streets of Montreal last No-
vember from the Place Viger station,

went as soon as it entered the store,

with the cowboys, Indians and Santa
Ciaus standing inside a chimney of a
house on a large float. The store man-
agement decided chat the arrival by
aeroplane or some other means was
rather too "m )dern" an approach, and
went back to the old-time ideas, and it

v/as in this house that Santa Claus was
believed by the children to "live" for the
five iweeks preceding Christmas Eve.
Altogether the idea worked out fully up
to expectations.

An Immense Toy Display

The other picture, supplementing the
log cabin idea, was, of course, the win-
aow displays. The main scheme of this

is clearly portrayed in the illustration.

The central point was the little house,
Piade of beaver board in the store. This
was a finished house, lace curtains,

papered walls, real glass in the win-
dows, polished floors and so on. The
top raised up and allowed the inside

f'lrnishings to be set in easily. The
house was prettily illuminated in colors

The Santa Claus cabin featured at Almy's, Montreal, last year. Described
in accompanying article.
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A remarkable window display which sold quantities of toys. The house shown is furnished and measures 6 ft. wide by
8 ft. high. Described in accompanying article.

and was a very attractive centrepiece in

Llie window. It was about eight feet

high and six wide.

The varied contents of this toy win-
aow are distinguisnable at a glance. One
point that should be noted was that in

spite of the fact tliat for the most part

the larger type of games were displayed

there was no crowding, a fault that

often is fjund in toy windows, when
the window man or the buyer for the

department thinks he is morally bound
to crowd in all that the space will con-

tain, and then some. This window has

the advantage of being a corner one and
large at that. The tribute paid to the

selling power of this display, which,

vith frequent changes occupied this

place of vantage for some two weeks,

was that it was almost impossible to

keep the goods there—they sold so

quickly. In fact, DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW was informed that practically

every article in tiiat window sold time

and again. There were big dolls, builder

toys, bui'lt up very high and run by elec-

tricity; a "teeter-totter," with almost

life-sized dolls perched thereon; a sand

digger, with a doll on top, also run by

electricity; and on," of the features, an

electric train that ran around the toy

house on a track, and kept running: all

the time. At the background was Oliver

Owl stories in paper panels, a regular

nursery touch.

Not only was tho window a fine sell-

ing display for the actual go )ds that

were shown in it from time to time, but

it proved to be a most effective

"booster" for the whole toy department.

Thus the procession, the log cabin and
toy window with its constant light and
motion, co-operated to a most satisfac-

Lf^ry end.

30,000 PEOPLE AT PICNIC
National Cash Register Company Em-

ployees Hold Monster Field Day
—A New Spirit in Industry

30,000 Dayton folk turned Hills and
Dales Country Chxb into one large pic-

nic on Saturday, September 20. They
were the factory employees, and their

relatives, of the National Cash Register

Company. So far as is known, this is

the largest picnic ever held in America.

In fact it was more like a fair. Side

shows, bands, clowns, races, ball games,

dancing, refreshments, fire works, mov-
ing pictures, were all in evidence.

Refreshments were served noon and
night in a cafeteria style from 85 Ijng

tables. The 050 waiters at noon served

over 20.000 people in 16 minutes, but

huin't time to accept any tips.
,

The entire picnic was planned and

d:rect'dd by the men in the N.C.R. fac-

tory. All the company did was to foot

the bills. The men planned the big par-

ade from the factory to the picnic

grounds, hired the entertainers, bought

the refreshments, did everything. The
executives were guests.

Picnic a Family Affair

"We want our people tj know each
other in a social way, as well as in a

business way," said President John H.
Patterson. "We vjant our foremen and
superintendents to meet the men's wives.

We want the men to meet the wives of

their superiors. We want their children

to play with one another. We know
that the more everybody in our organ-
ization knows of everybody else, the

nappier they will be in their work, the

better they will get along together.

"These meetings are the kind of thing

we 'like to have. It is always best if we
can get the sympathy of our people. We
can ,get along better. If there is any-
thing we can do to increase their sym-
jathy with us one per cent., we have
done a great deal.

"We think our v^•elfare work is worth
while. We believe that all our other

welfare work, suoh as the clubs and
schools, the health department, and this

picnic is a good thing. We believe our

factory organization is the finest and
iiappiest in the world. We think a great

deal of our people. We don't know just

what combination of circumstances has

brought this about, but we believe that

everything we can do to make our people

more comfortable is worth doing. To
me it is a wonderful thing that our

people stay with us for a lifetime, and

that their children come into our organ-

ization, too."
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I Half-a-Dozen Suggestions ^

§ For Building Up a Record Christinas Season—Plans That Have Netted Big Increases to W
1 Other Stores. W
^ By WALTER ENGARD ^

THE maximum holiday sales of the

dry goods store this year will be

measured, first, by the extent and

class of Christmas merchandise carried,

and, secondly, by the advertising and

sales efforts put forth to move this

merchandise.

The restriction establisihed last year

upon certain classes of merchandise may
have put a crimp in the holiday busi-

ness of last year tj a small degree at

least, but this year conditions are re-

versed.

There isn't any non-essential list to

limit the offerings of Christmas mer-

chandise. And on top of this, every-

body seems to be making more money
and willing to spend more freely than

ever before.

In view of these conditions, the holi-

day sales in the drv goods stores should

be the largest in the history of the

business. But in order to cash in on

the very favorable 1919 holiday condi-

tions, the dry goods dealer must have a

large and varied stock of holiday goods,

ard then he must formulate selling

plans and ideas that will stimulate in-

terest and win trade for his store. The
dry goods merchant cannot content him-

self with the thought that the holiday

business is just going to be naturally

g od and sit back with full shelves and
folded hands and wait for this business

to come in. He .must go after the busi-

ness with a well-thought-out holiday

sales campaign. Competition for this

holiday business is going to be more
relentless and keener than ever before.

N Jt only will the dry goods merchant
find himself up against the competition

of his brother dry goods dealer, but the

hardware merchants, the druggists, the
no'jion and variety store dealers, and the

jewelers are preparing to go after this

holiday business with greater energy
than in years past, and in every in-

scance these stores are handling articles

of stock found in almost every up-to-

date, progressive dry goods store. The
dry goods merchant must get every-

thing in shape so that he can direct all

his energy and selling ability towards
the selling end of the game. He must
be up and doing. This sort of a war-
fare calls for alertness, progressiveness

ard push.
Figure Facts

The very first thing the dry goods
merchant should Jo is to set a definite

goal. He should determine in his own

mind what proportion of this big holi-

day business he wants to win for his

stjre. The holiday sales for the past
three or four years should form the

foundation from which to figure. Of
course it will be necessary to take into

consideration the increase in prices, and
to this figure should be added the in-

crease that is desired. As so )n as the

merchant has ascertained the volume of

soles he is going to endeavor to attain,

hf should divide this volume hy the

number of shopping days over which
his holiday sales campaign will run.

This will give him an idea of the amount
of business the stjre must produce each
shopping day in order to meet the goal.

He may make an allowance for the

early days being somewhat quieter than
tr.e later days of the season and reducs
the proportion for the earlier days and
add this reduction on the quota for the

later days. Next, he should subdivide

each day's business by proportioning
this volume to the various departments.
Here the sales records of the past year
will enable him to proportion this

equally, but if no records are on hand,
then he should consult with the heads
of the various departments and together
they may ascertain the right quota for

each department. By thus having his

quota subdivided he may know at the

close of each day just what each de-

partment is doing towards meeting its

(juota.

Bonus For Daily Increases

One very succe.5sful dry goods mer-
chant who followed this plan found that

by offeiing a small bonus to the various

departments whose sales would exceed
the quota set, it had a tendency to stim-

ulate a gTeater mterest among the

sales people and they were awake to

every opportunity for increasing their

sales. On top of this bonus he made a

fur'ther offer of a special bonus to the

department whose sales would exceed
tho daily quota every day during the

holiday campaign. In order to win this

b )nus the sales in the department each

day had to be larger than the sales

quota set for that day—that is, a de-

partment whose sales each day did not

exceed the daily quota, although its
sales may have been greater than its
quota for the entire campaign, could not
win this bonus. This merchant was
Called upon to pay four such bonuses,
while every department in the store
won a bonus for increased sales during
the period. This merchant's campaign
proved so successful that he has con-
tmued this plan throughout the year,
and reports it has proven equally as ef-
fective as during the holiday season.
Another merch.uit went still further

and prjportioned his quota to the sales-
people, handing each salesman or sales-
lady their quota for each day during
the campaign, and offered a weekly
bonus of 25 per cent, of their weekly
wage to the salesperson whose sales for
the week would exceed the quota set for
them. The plan proved a wonde.^ul
stimulus and his sales exceeded the
quota set by more than 30 per cent.,
and this in spite of the fact that the
quota which this merchant has set was
nearly 50 per cent, greater than any
holiday .business he had ever experi-
enced.

One merchant has stated that the
adoption of this plan has created a bet-
ter spirit of co-operation among the
various department heads, and they
have formulated many new ways of co-
operating with each other in view of
boosting their departments, and this
ntw spirit has meant hundreds of dol-
lars in extra profits to the store and
an increased salary to the force.

Gift Booklets

During the first few days of Decem-
ber, a very enterprising merchant held
what he termed "Gift Day." For this
sale he had printed a large quantity of
booklets in which was listed a large
number of gifts handled by the store,
giving a complete description of each
article and the price. These articles
were all listed under headings such as
"Gifts for Mother," "Gifts for Farher "

"Gifts for Wife," "Gifts for the Boys,"
etc. Along with this booklet was en-
closed a small card bearing a place for
the gift list of all members of the
family and a few vacant places for en-
tering the names of friends to whom
the recipient wished to give gifts.

At the top of these, cards a hole was
punched and a small pencil was
attached, making it convenient for the
customer to slip the card in the pocket
or pocketbook and take right along with
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them when they went shopping and to

check off the various articles as they

were purchased. At the very bottom

of the card was the stores imprint and

every time the holder would pull out

the card she or he was sure to have

tlieir attention called to this store and

the fact that this store had a very ex-

tensive gift department. These were

n:ailed out to a large list of prospec-

tive customers in the home town and all

the surrounding community, including

some eight or ten small towns close by,

from which the store had every reason

to believe it could draw some holiday

trade.

The prices quoted in the booklet

were the regular selling price, but for

the special sale scheduled for a day

during the first week of December and

termed "Gjft Day," a special circular

was enclosed quoting special prices on

various articles—the prices thus quoted

good for the "Gift Day" sale only. The

description of the .irticle on the special

circular called the reader's attention to

the page in the booklet where a more

complete description would be found.

The results of their "Gift Day" sale was
far beyond their greatest expectations.

And the result of the ibooklets and cards

was so satisfactory that the same idea

li to be employed this year,

Mid-December Drive

One of the best plans employed by a

Western dry goods merchant is that of

holding a "Middk-of-the-Month" sale.

This merchant reasons that the middle

of DecemTaer is an ideal time to put

for'th a special effort for holiday busi-

ness for the reason that a great many
concerns pay off their employees twice

a month and that the average workman
coimts upon this pay as his holiday

money, and you wiil also find that vari-

ous plants and factories give out their

bonuses at about this time so that the

employees may use it for Christmas. It

also is about the time the Christmas

oaving Clubs turn loose the vast sum
of money saved throughout the year

just for this very occasion. This mer-

cliant plans for this special sale long

in advance and has his store in the pink

of condition for this great sale. He
advertises this sale far and wide through

the newspapers, using full-page ads.

decorated in full Christmas style. He
has also compiled a mailing list of

fcvery workman in his community, to-

{.•cther with a list of all the members of

the Christmas Saving Clubs, and he

mailed each one a special invitation to

attend this one great sale. He em-

ployes a large banner, which he extends

across the street in front of his store,

and everybody coming into the town is

sure to see this announcement. Other

merchants situated as this merchant in

a town of a number of plants and fac-

tories might well adopt this plan in

their holiday sales campaign.

The Santa Claus "Stunt"

Another plan which has been em-

l-loyed by many successful dry goods

merchants with wonderful success is

that of establishing their store as Santa
Claus' headqviarters. One merchant's
plan provided for full-page advertise-

ments in the local papers to announce
to the children of the community that

liis store was Santa Glaus' headquar-
ters and invited all of them to mail in

their letters to Santa Claus in care of

i:is store. This ad. was run early in

the game and the request made that

£ll letters should be in by December
15. The result was that the store was
flooded with letters of the youngsters
from all over the country, requesting

a visit from Santa and giving a list of

the gifts they desired. Numlbers of

-.hese letters were: reproduced in fol-

lowing advertisements, but the real

value of these letters to the merchant
was in getting in touch with the par-

ents of the children. He employed a

number of extra girls who could operate

the typewriter and a personal letter

was mailed to every parent, quoting the

list of gifts the child had asked for and
calling the parents' attention to the fact

that certain articles could be purchased
at their store and asking the parents to

come in and that the store would be
happy to help the father and mother
select gifts for the children.

Just a few days before Christmas
this merchant employed a man to dress-

up as old Santa and the boys and girls

of the community were invited to visit

the store on that day to meet Santa
Claus. The parents were asked to ac-

company their children and on the ap-

pointed day old Santa was on the job

r^nd gave a small sack of candy to

fvery child that came in. Of course,

in this method there is the danger of

the children being disappointed by the

inability of parents to act the benevo-

lent Father Christmas to the extent the

children expect, once their letter is

written, and thereby the parents be-

coming unfriendly to the store. Tact
is required in order to avoid such re-

sults.

Turning "Shopping" Into Buying

l^ow every dry goods merchant has

found that women especially will shop

around a great inany times, looking

over the various gifts and go out with-

out buying anything. This is especially

true in the forepart of the holiday sea-

son. This is woman's way and no
power on earth can break her away
fiom it. She likes to look over the

gifts and then sho has a better idea

just what she will give to each member
of the family and her friends. She
makes a mental notion of the various

articles and then in the privacy of her

own home she may plan out her pur-

chases without interruption from the

salespeople.

One dry goods merchant has suc-

ceeded in cashing in on this peculiarity

of the women folks by conducting what
he calls his special "Morning Telephone
Sales." After the holiday trading gets

brisk this merchant has a special list

of gifts printed, on which he gives a
large numlber of articles and prices; the
price quoted is always the regular sell-

ing price and then right beneath this

he prints a special price, which he tells

the customer they may buy this article

for, providing they telephone their order
into the store not later than 10 o'clock

the following morning.
Only telephone orders will be accepted

at these prices. These are usually
mailed out twice a week to a long list

of prospective purchasers who have been
in the store some time during the sea-

son. The names are secured by the

sf.lespeople when a customer comes in,

by asking the customer her name and
address, with an explanation that the

.«tore might want to mail them some
special offers in which they might be
interested. They do not find it any
trouble to secure the names in this

manner. This list is gotten out and
ready to put in the mail for the after-

noon delivery for all tov^m customers,
Vt'hile out-of-town customers are mailed
in the forenoon, 30 that the entire list

will receive the offering that same day
and have it on hand to look over that

evening.

This merchant reports this plan has
proven wonderfully successful and has
been the direct means of securing a
large volume of sales it would not have
possibly secured any other way. Not
only has this plan secured a large vol-

ume of business, but it has brought in

a good big business during the quiet

hours of the morning, when they are in

better position to handle the business.

A mail-order department is maintained

for the out-of-town customers.

'Vhe Store Must Radiate a Christmas
Feeling

Now, just a word regarding decorat-

ing the store to create thkt Christmas
atmosphere. No store is complete now-
adays unless a Christmas air permeates
the store at Yuletide. This atmosphere
may be secured by various means. The
store and the show windows should

fairly shine with vhe spirit of the sea-

son. The use of holly, holly wreaths,

artificial flowers, Santa Claus cut-outs,

and various other decorations used pro-

perly will create this atmosphere. The
use of holly boxes and holly wrapping
paper is coming more in vogue each year

and supplies are more within reach this

year than they have been for some sea-

sons past. Many customers will not

buy their holiday gifts unless they are

so wrapped. A request for a holly box
or a length of holly paper should not

be denied a customer if it is possible to

supply him. If the- store does not feel

that they should give these articles

away, it might make a small charge to

help bear the expense. Many customers

will offer to pay for them.

Last year a dry goods merchant ad-

vertised the fact that every purchase

made at his store during the holiday

reason would be padced or wrapped in

(Continued on page 30)



New Daly Store Opens
Arcade and Intensive IMerchandising Two Fundamental Features-

Befitting the High-Class Surroundings.
-Aim to Give Service

THE opening- of the new store of

The Daly Company, Limited

—

which is the new firm name—has

been the outstanding event in the mer-

cantile world in Ottawa this season. The

former premises of the company, which

they took over from the A. E. Rea Com-

pany, were acquired Iby the Dominion

Government for departmental purposes,

and some time last Summer the Daly

Company acquired the property formerly

known as the Arcade, on the south side

of Sparks Street, between O'Connor and

Bank Streets. There they proceeded to

erect a modem five-storey brick and

stone building, 44 feet front by over two

hundred deep, running- throug'h from

Sparks to Queen Streets, with entrances

on bcVth streets—a continuation of the

arcade idea.

In the building and arranging of this

new store, Mr. Daly put into practice

some of that genius for systematization

for which he has made a reputation in

the business world, and which induced

the Dominion Government to invoke his

aid last year when the reconstruction

work following the war became so heavy.

Intensive Production

In Holland or in Belgium, or in any of

those parts of Europe where land is

scarce and people are plenty, the travel-

ler will find the agriculturist very often

proceeding- on a scale \vhich is apt to

invoke amusement from a dwe'ller in

America, but on the little two by four

patches of land which some of the Euro-

pean land workers cultivate, there are

produced crops which are almost as mar-

vellous as the magic of the Indian fakirs,

who grow tall plants while you wait.

The European idea is that of intensive

cultivation, and it is this principle of in-

tensive production which Mr. Daly is

applying in his new store. It is consider-

• albly smaller than his former premises,

Ibut the grocery and several other depart-

ments which were established in the Rea

store when he took it over, and which

took up a great deal of space, have now
been dropped. Effort has been concen-

trated on a smaller number of depart-

ments, and the aim of the new estalblish-

ment is to produce the maximum of busi-

ness from the minimum of departmental

space.

The same idea is being carried out

with reference to the sales staff. The

aim is to secure the highest possible

grade of help, and to pay them well;

and in going through the store the visi-

tor is struck by the superior appearance

and intelligence of the employees.

The comparatively narrow front of the

new store g'ives a very inadequate idea

of the space within and of the economical

utilization of floor space, but the shop-

per is at once attracted by the refined

and handsome appearance of every de-

partment. This effect is largely due to

the unusually handsome appearance of

the fittings. The Rea store was remark-

able for the amount of mahogany fit-

tings and show cases which it contained.

This has been utilized in the new store

to such advantage that there is probably
not tinother store in Ct.naua with as fine

a display of this rich and decorative

wood. Mahogany and plate glass mir-

rors arc everywhere.

An Imposing Entrance

The entrance to the store is unique.

In the centre of the large tiled space is

a large show case the full hoiuht of the

first storey, with g^ass on all four sides,

which, together with three other large

windows, gives an excellent effect. To
the right and left are revolving doors
giving access to the main floor. Insid?

The new Daly Store, Ottawa.

and above the entrance is a mezzanine
floor, used by Mr. Daly partly as an
office. Here also it is intended that
travellers can display their samples.
On the west or right-hand side of the

entrance are the silk and dress goods
departments. Here are installed three
large electric lights directly over the
counter, designed to give the effect of
daylight for convenience in ascertaining
color and shade of goods. Opposite are
the hosiery and underwear departments,
while in the centre of this end of the
store is the glove department. The drug
and toilet sundries are about the centre
of this floor, where also is the stairway
to the basement. Here is another ex-
ample of intensive utilization of space'
as the staircase is surrounded by display
cases of drugs and sundries. Other de-
partments on this floor are fancy goodsy
neckwear, handkerchiefs, ribbons, laces,

umbrellas, smallwares, jewelry, station-
ery and candies. The staples and linens
are at the west side of the store. The
Rea store had a very large stock of linens
when it was taken over by the Daly Com-
pany, and a special effort is being made
to maintain and build up this trade. This
main floor is still in the nature of an
arcade or short cut from Sparks Street
through to Queen.

The First Floor

The next floor up is known in the Daly
Store as the first floor. It is on this

floor that those things which appeal par-
ticularly to Avomen will be found. Fac-
ing the elevator are the beauty parlors,
on which much attention has been di-

rected. There are six different rooms for
massag-e and other purposes and three
tables for manicuring. The eff'ect of
mahogany woodwork, rich carpets and
shaded electric lights is very beautiful.

All the implements of the beautifiers'

profession, such as electric hair driers,

electric vibrators, violet ray apparatus,
electric sterilizer for brushes, combs, and
m.anicuring instruments, are here in

abundance. There is also a childten's

barbering department. Miss Hawkins is

in charge, and fits in well with her sur-

roundings. At the entrance to the par-
lors is one of two perfumed fountains
which have been installed in the store.

The millinery department is in the
centre of this floor, under the care of

Miss C. Grah'am. Practically all the hats
for the department are bought ready
made, and no workrooms are required.

The corset and fitting rooms are at the
Queen Street end of the store, where is

situated the whitewear and blouse de-

partment. There is also a full line of

ih^by goods, bassine1:tes, scales and other

infants' sundries. They are displayed in

four large display cases with glass on all

sides. Miss Maclean is in charge.

At the Sparks Street end of this floor

are women's cloaks, suits, dresses and
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skirts. In an alcove, away from the
usual thoroughfare, are the evening
gowns and afternoon dresses, remote
from too much handling.

This is the "show" floor of the store,

and on it has ibeen concentrated a great
deal of artistic effort. The lights are
hung- with burnt orange silk shades. The
carpet is green velvet. The finest of the
mahogany fittings are ranged around in

profusion, and the pillars everywhere
are encased in plate-glass mirrors, while
comfortable leather divans surround
their base. There are six fitting and al-

teration rooms. The display cases and
wardrdbes are all of mahogany and plate

glass.

Art in Housefurnishing Displays

The carpets and draperies on the
second f'oor make, as Mr. A. C. Glennie,

the secretary-treasurer of the company,
remarked Vv'hen he was showing the DRY
GOODS REVIEW representative
through the store, a most attractive de-

partment. Here, as elsewhere, ma-
hogany fittings—not stamed birch, but
real mahogany everywhere—abound.
With Ihe north light and ibuff-tinted

walls there is every opportunity for dis-

play of the great variety of decorative

material shown. At the rear end of this

floor there is a large mahogany case

with glass front, in which the more ex-

pensive comforters, blankets, etc., are

displayed in rolls and preserved from
dust.

I

., i

The Third Floor

The third floor is devoted entirely to

furniture. The walls are buff-tinted as

are those of the drapery department, as

this is considered better for display pur-

poses than the white walls which prevail

throughout the greater part of the store.

J. W. Stranks is the manager of this de-

partment and has everything in very

fine shape, being considered a very able

member of the Daly staff. He says the

difficulty of getting good stock is all the

time increasing and prices jumping. The
firm is now renewing some lines and
paying prices at which they used to re-

tail the same goods not long ago.

The Fourth Floor

At present this is the top of the build-

ing, ibut later on a roof garden will be

added. The tea room is located here,

and from the large windows there is a

splendid view of the Gatineau hills. Ma-
hogany panelling six feet hig^h on the

walls, with rich, dark green velvet car-

pets gives a fine effect. The wails are

delicately tinted above the panelling, and
a chain of shaded electric lights encircles

the top of the panels. Each of the

centro posts has a cluster of lights, and
the drapery here and on tbc ceiling

lights matches the window hangings.
There are other interesting features on

this floor. The rest rooms for iady

patrons, comfortably furnished, and with

all conveniences, face the elevator. Em-
ployees' dining and rest rooms are also

on this floor. The dressmaking parlors

.nnd fitting rooms are situated at the op-

posite end. At the Queen Street front

VTQ located the general offices, which are

large and roomy, well lighted and venti-

lated.

A Well- Lighted Basement

About half the basement is reserved
for selling, and the remainder for the
various cloak rooms, delivery rooms and
other offices of that nature. The base-
ment is brilliantly lighted, and here as
everywhere in the store the effect seems
to be of a large display of merchandise,
but yet no crowding anywhere. The
china, crockery, silverware, and other

household necessaries, a& well as leather

goods and baggage, are kept here.

The store is adopting the services of

the United Delivery System, an Ottawa
company which has over fifty stores on
its list, and is giving excellent satisfac-

tion. Cash registers are to be found
everywhere in the store.

In all, there will be about thirty-five

departments; considerably fewer than in

the old store, but selected v.ith a view of

producing the maximum turnover pos-

sible. The officials of the company are
as fellows: H. J. Daly, president; W. P.

Grant, vice-president and general man-
ager; A. C. Glennie, secretary-treasurer;

tl. B. Coffey, superintendent. Mr. Daly
thinks he has the best window dresser in

Oxtawa, so I shall mention him last, but

not least. He is F. E. St. Jean.

HALF-A-DOZEN SUGGESTIONS
Continued from page 28

attractive Christmas boxes and paper.

This merchant states that you would be

surprised to know the large numtoer of

people who purchased their gifts at his

:^tore simply to have them packed in

Christmas style.

The Christmas season is almost upon

us and the merchant who plans out a

v.'ell-directed campaign is going to cash

in on the very favorable conditions of

this 1919 holiday season.

There are many plans which the

dealer can use to stimulate £rade dur-

ing this holiday season; all he need do

is to get his think-tank busy and ideas

will germinate faster than he can take

care of them. He may improve upon
the above plans and methods to such
an extent that they may prove twice
as successful as they have for the origin-

ator. Each one of these merchants
who have used the above plans enjoyed
iv'cord-breaking trade and if you get
back of your campaign with enthusiasm
you will doubtless have the biggest
holiday sales in the history of your
business.

GLASGOW HOUSE BUYS PREMISES
A business deal of considerable in-

terest to the dry goods trade was con-

summated early in September when R.

R. Williams and Sons, Limited, Re-
gina, Sask., purchased the building and
site of its big departmental st)Te—-the

Glasgow House—^from the owner, Mr.
R. H. Williams, who is president of the

company. By this purchase a perman-
ert home is provided for the store. The
company's capital has been increased

from $500,000 to $1,000,000 in order to

provide for the purchase.

This very progressive business was
established 31 years ago, in 1888. Up
to 1906 the business was conducted

under the name of R. H. Williams, or

more widely known as The Glasgow
House, and was practically managed by
J. K. R. Williams, as Mr. Williams at

that time was very active in the build-

ing, contracting and lumber ibusiness.

On April 30, 1906, the firm was in-

corporated under the firm name of R.

H. Williams & Sons, Ltd., with a capital

of $75,000. The business kept grovdng
sj fast that the building they were in

became too small, necessitating the

building on their present premises. On
May 24, 1910, the capital was increased

to $150,000, and in October of the year

they moved into their new store. On
March 11, 1912, the capital was again

found too small for the company's re-

quirements and was increased to $200,-

000. The business kept steadily grow-

ing, so that in 1913 it was found neces-

sary practically to double the size of

the building, and consequently necessi-

tating a further increase of capital to

half a million dollars, on February 29.

Keeping up this rapid rate of pro-

gress for the next six years, to the

present date, they have again out-

grown their capital and were compelled

to increase to $1,000,000, on August 27,

1919.

Devlin & Murchison. Barrie, Ont.,

have opened a dressmaking department

iri connection with their store.

The Northway Rush Company, Chat-

ham, Ont., are among the latest who
have ins'taUed a measuring machine in

their staple yardage department.

W. D. Balfjur, for 23 years a shop-

man and buyer, nine of which were

spent with the Regal people of Winni-

peg, has been appointed shoe buyer and

manager of the F. R. MacMillan storo

at Saskatoon. Sask.



B.C. Retailers Meet in 2nd Convention
Dealers From All Parts of Province Gather to Discuss Subjects of Vital Import. Some

Striking Resolutions Passed '

IN
the Observation Parlor on the 14th floor of the Vancouver Block, with

the panorama spread before them of the entire city of Vancouver, the busy
harbor with the steamers coming and going to all ports of the Orient, back-

ed by the snow-capped mountains, the second convention of the B.C. Retail Mer-
chants' Association opened at 10 o'clock on September 8th, 1919.

Accredited delegates representing all the outposts of the Association in

B.C., with one or two exceptions, responded to the roll call.

T. F. McDowell, Provincial President, was in the chair.

W. A. Moore of Silverdale, brought up the question of cartage on country
shipments, claiming that whereas the jobbers in Vancouver would deliver fv*^

to many parts of Vancouver, they would not deliver free to the railroad de-

pots when the out-of-town merchants ordered forward their requirements.
Another delegate complained that several tobacco, knitting and other job-

bers made special prices to favored retailers.

There was some discussion by delegates from Duncan and Port Alberni that,

the Soldiers' Settlement Board, in erecting buildings for the soldiers, instead
of buying their hardware and groceries from the local merchants, bought in the
big centres.

It was also brought up that the collection of fees be discontinued in connec-
tion with the inspection of Weights and Measures.

Prince Rupert also reported that they had attempted to close up sever?'

fruit establishments who were open after the other merchants were compelled
to close every evening, and expose for sale articles that othei-wise could be pro-

cured in the stores that were closed. The magistrate dismissed the case, classi-

fying fruit vendors as refreshment houses.
It is proposed to amalgamate the three Vancouver Societies, viz. : The

Butchers' Association, the Grocers' Association, and the Vancouver Branch of
the Retail Merchants' Association into one association.

The treasurer's report was read and adopted.

The President Tells of Year's Work
Calls Attention to the Inauguration of a Co-operative Fire Insur

ance Plan. Certain Advertising Schemes Condemned—The Advertising Trade.

AS President of the British Columbia^ Board I wish to deal with the present
and the future more than referring to the
past in my report to you for this, our second
annual convention. It gives me great plea-
sure to mention a few items during my
tenure of office. I can assure you that my
enthusiasm in association work (which after
all is the best medium of helping my fellow-
merchants) has never slackened since I

assumed the chair at the birth of the board
on March 1st, 1918.

In association work there is no one mer-
chant, no matter how popular he may be in

his co^mmunity, no matter how much time
he devotes to the work, no matter how
brainy or what foresight he may possess,
can spell success—sucesss of the associa-
tion is attained by the co-operation of every
merchant that signs his membership card.
Kipling wrote during the war this verse:

It ain't the individual.
Nor the Army as a whole.

But the everlasting team-work
Of every blooming soul.

So you can see very plainly, gentlemen,
that this convention here assembled must
be team-work. You, the accredited dele-

gates from the branches of this board, and
the individual members, hold in your power
the future success of this association in

British Columbia.
This is your convention. This is the place

to straighten out sixes and sevens—^the place
to construct and tlie sphere of the conven-
tion should be sweet and wholesome. We
cannot have team-work if we yap out a lot

of destructive criticism. We invite criti-

cism, but let it be constructive. I have said

this about the members.

The Secretary Can Help
May I refer briefly to the Secretary's

office. The duties of this office is the key
to the whole situation. We as merchants
can build up and find material. Your execu-
tive can plan and direct the work to be done
from the merchants' standpoint, but the
carrying out of the details rests with the
secretary. Every branch in this province
should use the office to the utmost. It is

encouraging for the executive to have en-
quiries to come in. Country and town mer-
chants have problems different to larger
centres, and the secretary invites confidence
in order to assist in your difficulties. I

believe the association is large enough for
a budget which will pay a secretary a re-
munerative salary. There is a tendency to
run the office on a cheap plan. I say dig
down and pay, and I will go on record as
saying you will get results.
We have a spirit for association work in

tliis province greater than ever before. Now
provide a 1920 budget large enough to give a
secretary a respectable salary. He is a paid
official and often his enthusiasm and tena-
city is dampened when pay day comes.
During the past year I had the pleasure of
visiting the branches of Chilliwack, New
Westminster and Nanaimo. All of them I

found not only enthusiastic in association
work, but having a good amount of commun-
ity spirit. In my address to these branches
I touch on two subjects. First, the need
of the retail merchants' activity in munici-
pal government in Tiis community; secondly,
the Oriental in British Columbia.

The Co-operative Fire Insurance Move
The months of November, December and

January were trying months on account of

the flu epidemic, but early in February we
took up fire insurance with the North-
western Mutual Fire Association with a view
to cheaper fire insurance for our members.
We looked with envy at some of our brother
merchants across the line, sharing in that
$2,500,000 returned premiums which the
policy-holders enjoyed from this company in

seven years. To be brief, we have a ser-
vice for you to-day with this company known
as the Retail Merchants' Fire Underwriters'
Agency of British Columbia, and you, gentle-
men, can share in the dividends to the ex-
tent of 30 to 45 per cent, of your premiums.
We had considerable correspondence with

the Canada Food Board. Flour and food
dealers were being unfairly treated, and as

a result of the association's activities, many
of these unfair regulations were amended.

I made two trips to Victoria with your
secretary to the Private Bills Committee in

connection with the Vancouver business tax.

While this was purely a local affair, both
your secretary and myself could see the dan-
ger of allowing this bill to proceed without
our protest, and while it went to the House
for debate we feel that our association

shares in no small degree the honor of de-
feating that bill, ^«

The Auto Contest in B. C. i

One morning in March We discovered a
get-ric-h-quick artist in Vancouver. Yes, he
hit Vancouver because in a large city they
can arrange their preliminaries and get a
start. He visited our office with a view to
sizing up the layout, and left an odor, and
Corley had a hunch something was wrong.
Later on in the day the secretary discovered
that the visitor of the morning was no
other than one of the principals of the Auto
Contest Co., of whom we had been warned
by the Saskatchewan Board. The Provincial
Executive immediiately took steps to notify
the various branches and individual mem-
bers of this scheme, advising them of the
unsatisfactory results obtained by the Sas-
katchewan members. Vancouver merchants
at this time did not have a branch, but cer-

tain merchants came forward and gave their
support to suppress the scheme. Our asso-
ciation laid information with the Vancouver
police. The Auto Contest Co.'s office was
raided, and everything seized. The case
was contested in the Police Court, and after
a stiff fight two of our largest merchants
were fined $50 and costs for violating the
Trading Stamps Act. An order was issued
by the Vancouver police for the arrest of
the principals of this scheme, but to date
neither of them have shown up in Vancou-
ver. The merchants were saved many hun-
dreds of dollars, and I want to emphasize
right here that your secretary, Mr. Corley,
deserves great credit for his ability in

handling the case for the association.

The Danger of the Oriental Trader

As your representative I attended the In-
dustrial Commission held in Vancouver.
Their queries were very much on the high
cost of living. I seized the opportunity to
tell them of the unfair Oriental trader, re-

minded them that British Columbia is the
Mecca for such a people, and for them to
remember this wlien making their report to
the Government.

It became necessary in June to call repre-
sentatives from several of the tranches to
talk over the congested condiiti'on of the
office. It was apparent that the service to
members was unsatisfactory. The situation
clearly showed that too much work was pil-

ing up on the secretary; also, that in order
to continue association work in this pro-
vince Vancouver must be organized. Greater
membership must be obtained, and Vancou-
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ver was the most logical place to tackle
first. The result of this conference was that
your executive withdrew the organizer from
outside and loaned him to the Vancouver
branch for a period of three months. The
achievements of this venture will be shown
in the organizer's report.

I would like to dwell more on other sub-
jects, but I feel that the present and future
deserve space in my reports. The French in

Napolo'On's time contemptibly spoke of the
British as a little nation of shopkeepers.
Are you not proud that you are a shop-
keeper, for Britain has led the way in the
character of her tradies people? To-day our
country is flooded with Orientals and South-
ern Europeans. They are forming a large
section of our comimercial community. Their
standards of living, their character of trad-
ing, is un-British. We must face this situa-

tion and deal v.rith it now. Their emigration
must be limited.

Britain has vested this power with our
Government. We must have an association
from the Pacific to the Atlantic and act with
a united front on a policy for a white man's
country. Canadians fought and died for
Canada in that awful conflict in Europe,
and while commercial life was disorganized
this Province had a very much larger Orien-
tal population to deal with than any other
province in Canada, many of them enjoying
the business of those who had gone to the
front. What is the result? Orientals here,
there and everywhere in business, and pa-
tronized by our own Canadian people, who
pressed by the high cost of living trade with
the Oriental on account of price. The Gov-
ernment must bring up the Oriental stan-

dard of living or limit their activities, for
the Occidental cannot trade on the same
level.

In closing I want to emphasize the need
of greater association work in this province.
I refer to taxation. Canada has a tremen-
dous war debt, and it is still climbing. The
greatest financiers of our country are at
t'heir wits' end to know how to collect taxa-
tion on a fair and equitable basis. We all

want to pay our share, but the retailer has
no means of entering a protest against un-
just taxation, unless he is organized.
The Retail Merchants' Association of Can-

ada is the machinery. The officers of this

association are big men, men who live for
their country, men who give their time free-

ly and without price. Surely this demo-
cratic principle warrants the support of

the individual merchant.
I trust this convention will be a great

success. It rests with you to make it such.
Your Executive Board has not had condi-
tions as rosy as it may appear, but we
have arrived at a psychological period in our
association. Let us pull together.

Convention committees were named as
follows:

Resolutions— J. H. Ashwell, Chilliwack,
M. J. Phillips, New Westminster; Geo. H.
McRobbie, Vancouver.
Reports—H. Murphy, Nanaimo; B. S. Ross,

New Westminster; F. Y. Cox, Port Alborni.

OFFICERS FOR THE NEW
YEAR

The following officers were elect-

ed for the coming year: Presi-
dent, G. H. McRobbie, Vancouver;
First Vice-president, M. J. Phillips,

New Westminster; Second Vice-
president, Harvey Murphey, Nan-
aimo; Treasurer, Dayrl H. Kent,
Vancouver. Secretary will be ap-
pointed by joint action of the B. C.
executive and the Vancouver
Branch executive, when formed, as
he will occupy the secretaryship of
both offices.

Finance—Mr. Jacobson, New Westminster;
R. H. Ormand, Nanaimo; R. Fox, Chilliwack.

Resolutions on Various
Subjects

The Resolutions Committee brought for-
ward the following resolutions:

This convention of the British Columbia
Branch of the Retail Merchants' Association
goes on record as protesting against the
Government's action in putting an embargo
on foreign sardines, etc. In the judgment
of the convention there is a legitimate de-
mand in Canada for the very best sardines,
and that these should be procurable wher-
ever located.
Also the convention asks that the onus in

connection with the Food Board's regula-
tions should not be borne by the retailer,
but should be borne by the manufacturer.
The secretary pointed out that within the
last week several prosecutions had been
made by the authorities in Vancouver of
various merchants in connection with the
sale of maple syrup. Of this particular
commodity, it is pointed out, that the maple
syrup is bought by the retailer in ga»d
faith as pure maple syrup, labelled as such,
and in some cases the local representatives
have letters from their principles assuring
them that the product is all that it is

labelled to be. In other words, after a re-
tailer has satisfied himself to the best of
his ability that the product is a bona fide

article, he can still be sumimoned into
court, his name coupled in the newspapers
with the selling of adulterated goods, and
in the cases referred to the merchants leav-
ing to pay a fine approximating $50 each.
The complaint of the pure food inspector in

this case was that the maple syrup contained
a solid matter in small quantities which
pure maple syrup is not supposed to contain.
The Government apparently on various

occasions informed the retailers that if they
wish to protect themselvas they should pro-
cure a special warranty form signed by the
jobber in connection with any goods that

the retailer buys from the jobber, ana on
which he wishes to be safeguarded. The
secretary pointed out that in order to be
protected the retailer would require to have
from his jobber a special warranty form for
every single item of every single delivery
made to his store. He also pointed out that
it had been .'suggested that the said form be
either printed on the back of all the jobbers'
invoices, or affixed thereto with a rubber
stamip, so that if exception were taken at
any time to any line of merchandise the
retailer carried in good faith, he would
simply have to turn up the invoice for it
and be protected by the warranty form on
the invoice. This proposition was made to
the authorities at Ottawa and met with
their approval, but when the proposition
was made to the wholesalers in Vancouver
they refused tc^ accede.
At this point one of the delegates amused

the meeting by recalling how in one small
town, when he was having hot cakes and
maple syrup, he questioned the waitress as
to whether the syrup was absolutely pure
maple syrup. The waitress was highly in-
dignant, and exclaimed: "Pure, I should
say it is! We make everything on our own
premises."

This convention urges upon the Dominion
Executive the greater need of an amendment
to the Food Adulteration Act whereby the
retailer and the public receive better pro-
tection.

The convention committee brought in a
resolution which was adopted, to the effect
that the Provincial and the Vancouver
Branches should be combined in one office

with a joint secretary, and such help as
should be found necessary, the expenses
to be equally divided.

Also that the office of secretary be left

open for the incoming executive to have a
conference with the executive of the Van-
couver branch a? to the appoinment.
A budget of $5,000 was presented for the

secretarial work of the two branches, mak-
ing the expenses $2,500 apiece.

Also, the incoming executive will be re-
quested to ascertain from Mr. Corley whe-
ther there is any comimission due to the
provincial office for the increased advertis-
ing since the B. C. Retailer was made the
official organ of the Provincial Association.
Percy Shallcross, past vice-president of

the Board of Trade, welcomed the out-of-
town delegates to the city, at the luncheon
tendered by the Vancouver Branch and held
in the banquet room of the Hudson Bay.
In the course of his remarks Mr. Shallcross
stated that a convention such as the present
one was a movement greater than simply
trade interests, but was a move for the
good of the community, for the backbone
of the community was the retail tradesman.
He stated that at a time When every link
in the merchandising chain was attacked
with destructive criticism, there was one
thing sure, that the manufacturer, and the
letailer would always be in business. Each
guest was asked to rise to his feet in turn,
and state his name, his home town, and' the

A group photo of ttie dclesrates to the British Columbia R.M.A. Convention, the figures marked are as follows: 1. G. H. McRobbie. new president;

2. D. H. Kent, new treasurer; 3. T. F. McDowell, retiring president; 4. G. A. Howker, retiring treasurer.
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nature of his business. The company was
amused When one druggist rose to his feet
in turn, and after nis name and business
mentioned "two stores." Not to be outdone,

a grocer shortly announced "three stores,"

and a Vancouver druggist then ro?e and an-

nounced "seven .= tores, nine telephones." It

our recollection there is great exception
taken to the Government going into com-
petition to any retail business by the trade
concerned, and rightly so.

Discussion of Garnishee Act

A resolution was also drafted asking the

T. F. Mcdowell,

The retiring President of the British Columibia R.M.A.,
wlho presided at the Convention.

was generally conceded that the first man
doesn't have a chance in an assemblage of
this nature.

Discriminating Between Retailers Causes
Hard Feeling

The temper of the convention was very
pronounced in regard to certain manufac-
turers, who were named, who, it is stated,
discriminate between retailers in various
centres, selling one at wholesale prices and
another at manufacturers' prices. The
plans outlined in case these manufacturers
cannot be made to see the light will un-
doubtedlj achieve the desired result.

Considerable discussion was occasioned
by a resolution presented dealing with the
Soldier Settlement Board buying entirely
in large centres, to the loss of the merchants
in the districts where the dwellings are be-
ing erected. Many merchants contended
that as the Government was buying in the'
cheapest market, the greatest good for the
community as a whole would be attained.
This view would have been unanimous had
each delegate present felt assured that the
w^ole saving in every case would go to the
soldier. Premier Oliver in addressing the
Rotary luncheon stated that when the Gov-
ernment spent money they got about fifty

cents' worth for every dollar—'that the other
fifty cents was simply lost between places.
It was stated that the hardware men in the
province had taken strenuous exception to
the Government's action, and that the actual
case should be looked intu by the incoming
executive. It appears in cases of this kind
that clothing men are very patriotic when
the Government is buying groceries, and
grocers can view with equanimity the Gov-
ernment handing out to discharged men
$35 worth of ready-made clothes, but in

Dominion Executive to get an amendment
to the Garnishee Act making civil servants
on the same status as any other delinquent.
A resolution was also presented asking

that the charging of fees for the inspection
of weights and measures be abolished. It

w.HS pointed out that the accuracy of scales
was just as much an advantage to the re-

tailer as to the public. It is worth a fee
to have the onus off the grocer, and make
the public feel that weights and scales are
not matters of suspicion.

It is also complained that the present
British Columbia Garnishee Act is absolute-
ly worthless for the purpose. It exempts
$40 of a delinquent's pay from garnishiment,
and does not state whether per month or
week. When the common usage was to pay
by the month it was possible to recover a
debt by garnishment. Now when a man is

paid fortnightly, or often weekly, and $40
is exempt from whatever is due, in most
cases the whole wage is covered. A man
might be paid $40 per week and be paid
weekly, and not a cent could be garnisheed.
As this law works as a protection and en-
couragement to the dead beat, it is asked
that the Attorney-General be again asked to

draft up an improvement. This matter was
brought to the attention of the Attorney-
General's Department more than a year ago,
and the Attorney-General expressed him-
self as quite in agreement that the present
Garnishee Act does not function, but nothing
has been done.

Freight Rates Considered

The matter of high water freight rates in

British Columbia has been discussed at vari-

ous times. The various steamship companies
at present operating between the mainland
and Vancouver Island, as well as on the

lakes in the interior and on Eraser River,
have been approached for revision of tariff
at many times without avail. It would be
gathered that the Eraser River rates, having
to meet the competition of the B. C. Electric
and the C.P.R., are most reasonable—the
others may be judged from the statement
of one delegate from Vancouver Island, "It
costs twice as much to ship freight to Na-
naimo, forty miles across the gulf, as to
bring freight eighty miles down the Eraser
River. This is a rate four times as high,
There is no competition with the boats
across the gulf, and the matter does not
come under the jurisdiction of the Railway
Board. Whether it comes, under the new
Public Utilities Commission will be ascer-
tained, otherwise the Dominion Executive
will be asked to request a special board
appointed to take eare of water freights iv
British Columbia.

Foodstuff Handlers to Be Physically Sound
A far-reaching and sorely needed service

is covered by the following resolution:

"Resolved, that all persons handling food-
stuffs be compelled to undergo an examina-
tion satisfactory to the city health officer;
failure to undergo satisfactory examination
being grounds for refusal to grant a license

• to operate."

If the various foreign peoples in our
Dominion are not particular as to the han-
dlers and handling of the food they eat,
they should be compelled to obsei-ve our
standards when they h^e anything to do
with the food we eat.

Certain statements which appeared in the
B. C. Agricultural Journal were deemed to
reflect unfairly on the retail trade. A reso-
lution was made that the attention of the
Minister of Agriculture be drawn to the
article in question, and an apology and
correction made.

It is the habit at this time for various
privately-owned papers to permit their
A'ordsmiths to make gratuitous attacks on
the retailer -probably because popular pre-
judice requires a goat—and the wholesaler
and the manufacturer are never in a posi-
tion to cross the consumer. It is not thoughh
the province of a Government paper to
attempt to discredit - any branch of the
present merchandising system.

The Secretary's Report
TN submitting my second annual reiport for

your consideration I shall endeavor to
be brief and to the point. I realize that
there is a great deal of work before you
and that some of the subjects, especially
that of the treasurer's report, will require
your closest attention and earnest consider-
ation. I mention the treasurer's report now
because it is my opinion that his report is
by far the most important subject to be
considered at this convention. The future
of your association depends directly upon
your action in connection with it.

To commence with, I wish to submit a few
statistics. The membership of the British
Columbia Board at the time of our last con-
vention was slightly below 200, 198 to be ex-
act. At the end of last month the member-
ship for the whole of the province, including
Vancouver, was 413. We have more than
.lonbled the membership in twelve months
and it is still growing. Actual resignations
for the twelve months have been less than
ten.

Your Executive officers have held 20 meet-
ings during the period. Some of these meet-
ings have consisted of two sessions and on
one oocasion three sessions totalling nearly

twelve hours were necessary in your in-

terests. The total time spent by your
Executive officers in attending meetings

at Provincial headquarters has amounted to

something like 7'5 to 80 hours, about ten

working days. This does not include tr^ps
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to various local branches in the interests
of organization and delegations to the Pro-
vincial Government.
Your office staff has consisted of myself

and stenog-rapher, in each case part time,
and the organizer. The work of the or-
ganizer speaks for itself in the increased
membership. Organizer Hougham, }io\vever,

will go into this in detail. The actual of-
fice work has occupied a great deal more
time than has been paid for. The remunera-
tion for the work done has been entirely in-

adequate. Yet there has been a great deal
of work left undone. No one realizes the
shortcomings of the association's present
equipment more than I do myself. It should
be kept in mind, however, that those short-
comings are the direct result of other short-
comings which are beyond our control. Your
treasurer will, I believe, bear m.e out in

that statement.

There are now 10 properly orgar.iz-d local

branches in the province, consisting of 368
members, besides 45 members in more or
less remote districts, who are not yet at-

tached to any branch.

During the past few months strenuous
efforts have been made to organize a Van-
couver branch and I am glad to be able to
report very satisfactory progress. This
matter will also be dealt with in the or-

ganizer's report.

Regarding our office service departments
it is gratifying to know that the collection

service is being used increasingly by mem-
bers, and that it is proving to be efficient

and satisfactory.

The basis on which your collection de-

partment is operated is a commission one.
The collection manager, Mr. Ootton, receives
a commission on all amounts collected and
the association pays for postage, stationery
and printing used in connection with the
work. By this method the greater part of

the cost of operating the department is paid
by those members w'ho receive direct bene-
fits from it.

The freight adjusting department, I re-

gret to report, has not made the progress
we anticipated. The manager of this de-

partment started off with great expecta-
tions, but our members did not rally as it

was hopiid and expected they would. Mr.
Coy, who managed the department, was a

man of undoubted ability in freight matters,
but he became discouraged at the lack of

support and gave it up. We are endeavor-
ing to make arrangements for having freight

bills checked by some good man who is well

up in that work, but the great difficulty will

be in obtaining a complete list of tariffs, as

owing to the great number of changes that
have taken place in freig'ht rates during the

past year or two, it requires a library of

considerable proportions. Mr. Coy's list of

tariffs cost him over $300 and an enormous
amount of time to collect from various

sources.

Some months ago your Executive approved
the appointment of Mr. L. D. Jones as solici-

tor and legal adviser to the association.

Mr. Jones is a young man and a returned
soldier, and a native son of British Colum-
bia. Mr. Jones has already given the asso-

ciation very good service and the cost has
been very reasonable. In fact, he has given

his sei-v-ices in som.e cases. He is anxious
to make a special study of the retailers'

problems, and it is most necessary in a legal

adviser for an association of this kind that

he should endeavor to see the retailers' point

of view clearly and intelligently.

Tf there is one service department that

has excelled others it is the fire insurance
department. The arrangement recently
arrived at with the North \vestern Mutual
Fire Association, and which you will be

asked to approve, has made this service very
popular, and deservedly so, with our mem-
bers. By this plan those of our members
whoso risks are accepted by the North-
western may save from 30 to 45 per cent.

of their fire insurance premiums. And that

is reckoning on the regular "board" rates.

In no case does the Northwestern charge

more than the board rate and in some cases
less. Yet in all cases the rebate is made.
The plan adopted by your Executive for

handling this \vork has necessitated the for-
mation of what is known as the detail Mer-
chants' Fire Underwriters Agency. This is

simply a matter of convenience. It is the
name that is used for writing fire insur-
ance for members only of the R. M. A. in
British Columbia. Applications are handled
by the Agency and policies issued. Inspec-
tions are made by the N.-W. and all risks
are subject to the Northwostcrn's approval.
No coimmission whatsoever is paid by the
Northwestern to any person, nor to the
association for any business coming from
our members, nor does the association make
any charge to me-mbers placing insurance
through the agency. The whole of the re-
bate is passed on direct to the member.
Great interest is being taken in this plan,
not only by our members, but by other asso-
ciations in British Columbia and in the
states to the south. The local insurance
companies are also beginning to wonder
where they are gO'ing to get off. I have no
hesitation in saying that the association's
fire insurance scheme is the most progres-
sive and co-operative plan of its kind being
operated by any business organization in

Canada, and is something our members have
nvery reason to congratulate their Executive
upon. In this connection I would like to
remind those who are interested that a
special meeting to discuss the fire insurance
feature will be held at 10 o'clock on Wed-
resday morning in the Provincial board
room.
Coming now to legislative work, a number

of resolutions were passed at last year's
convention, and I shall endeavor to give a
brief account of the progress made upon
them. In the first place there were a num-
ber of resolutions dealing with the Pro-
vincial Weekly Half-Holiday Act. Many
letters and wires have passed, and several
personal interviews with members of the
Provincial Government have been had in

an effort to have our recommendations
adopted. The Government has not yet seen
fit to prohibit the sale of goods in stores
not compelled to close by law, when such
goods are sold in other stores which are
compelled to close. The resolution request-
ing that statutory holidays be specified for
the purposes of the Weekly Half-Holiday
Act was pressed before the Government, and
I am glad to report that the improvement
was made. The Act now contains the re-

quired list of legal holidays.
The resolution dealing with the recovery

of debts from civil servants was referred'

to our Dominion Board and has received
considerable attention in that quarter.
Every opportunity is being taken advantage
of, I believe, towards having civil servants
brought under the law in common with
other citizens. As this is a matter that
strikes almost at one of the fundamentals
of the British Constitution, it will be rea-
lized that it cannot be easily brought about.
These, however, are times of great changes,
and a ci.ange of this kind is much more
likely of realization than even a year ago.

In connection with the collection of pro-
vincial taxes I am given to understand that
more strenuoun efforts are being made by
the Government in that direction. Some
changes have been made in the taxation de-
partment, and there is every evidence that
this matter is receiving considerable atten-
tion. There should, however, be no let up
in our efforts to see that tax evaders are
brought into line, and as our vice-president,
Mr. Fink, expressed it last year, all mem-
bers of the Association should render every
assistance possible to the Government by
directing atter.tion to those who it was
known were evading payment.

In regar*', to the resolutions covering
Capias Law, Attachment of Debts and Small
Debts Court Act. A delegation consisting
of Mr. Howker and myself waited upon the
Attorney-General some months ago and
i^pent considerable time with him in a dis-

cussion of these matters. Our recommen-
dations regarding judgment debtors were

not favorably received, nor was the recom-
mendation that in the case of judgment
de-btors an order should be made by the
Court requiring the debtor to pay a speci-
fied amount at stated periods instead of
the present law which requires the creditor
to repeatedly bring up a debtor for examin-
ation at the creditor's expense. It would
seem that the Attorney-General's opinion
was the natural outcome of a legal mind and
entirely out of sympathy with the retailer's
point of view. The Attorney-General's sum-
ming up of the whole situation was that re-
tailers should exercise more care in ex-
tending credit. It is heedless to remark that
your delegate took good care to place the
retailers' viewpoint of this matter before
the Attorney-General.

Our recommendation that the Attachment
of Debts Act be amended so that the amount
exempted from the salary or wages of a
debtor should be by the week or month, was
miore favorably received, and the Attorney-
General promised that this should be looked
into, as he also did in reference to our
suggestion that the Small Debts Court maxi-
mum should be raised to $200 instead of the
present $1'00. So far. however, n'o amend-
ment has been passed.
The resolution dealing with the sale by

wholesalers to consumers has received con-
siderable attention from time to time, and
I believe that some improvement has been
noticed in this respect iby our memibers.
Nevertheless there is still considerable room
for improvement, not only in this direction,
but in the matter of special discounts and
other privileges allowed to favored retailers
by the wholesalers, thus encouraging unfair
competition.

Passing from the work outlined ait last
year's convention we come to the activities
and happenings with which our Associa-
tion has been connected during the past
twelve months. Probably the most import-
ant event has been the establishment by the
Dominion Government of what is known as
the Board of Commerce. For several years
our National Association has urged the Gov-
ernment to establish an Inland Trade Com-
mission with powers in connection with the
manufacture and distribution of merchan-
dise similar to those of the Railway Com-
mission in connection with railroad affairs.

This practically is wliat the Government
has at last found it necessary to do. It is

true that at present the Board of Com-
merce seems to be, if anything, in opposi-
tion to the retailer. It is sincerely to be
hoped that the Board will execute its duties

in a strictly fair and impartial manner.
There are unbounded possibilities for good
in such a body for all concerned, and it

would be a crime if by reason of the blind

prejudices of even one member, the splendid

work that might be accomplished by a

commission of this kind should be still-

born.
It is hardly a matter for congratulation

that a commission of this kind, dealing

as it must with very material matters,

should not have at least two legal men in its

composition. The third member of the

Board has not yet been appointed, and our
Association is making every effort to have a

good business man as the third member. It

would seem only fair that the tremendous
body of business men represented in the

manufacture and distribution of merchan-
dise should be represented by one member
of the three. I venture to predict nothing
but abortive results unless this is done
In the meantime it is gratifying to record

that the Government has found it lidvis-

able to carry into effect something which
our Association decided several years !<ffo

would be necessary, and it is not too much
to claim that had the Government acted

upon our suggestion when it was first s.ub-

mitted, much of the trouble in connection

with increased prices would have been

avoided. The work of the Board will now
be to cure what could have been prevented.

The Bankruptcy Bill placed befor'^ the

Dominion Government last year has not yet

become law. It is entirely different in many
respects to the Bill first drafted. Our As-
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sociation became very active when this Bill
was brought to its attention, and many
clauses that might have inflicted severe in-
justice upon the retailers were eliminated.
This is the class of work the full value of
v/hich will probably never be even partially
appreciated by the large majority of re-
tailers. The prevention of unjust legis-
lation is, however, a most important part of
the work of your organization. The pro-
posed Bill provided that you could be de-
clared in a state of bankruptcy if at any
time you were unable to pay a bill for
$200 or more when it became due. Such
provisions and many more as unjust would
have been passed but for the watchfulness
of such men as our Provincial Treasurer,
Mr. Howker, who was present representing
our province at the Dominion Board Con-
vention when the Bill was first considered.
The first successful prosecution under the

Trading Stamp Act, a measure enacted by
the Dominion Parliament at the reque.«<

of our Association in 1905, took place in this

province when firms in New Westminster
and Vancouver were convicted and fined for
taking part in what was known as the Auto
Contest. Our Association published warn-
ings in the press and in the B.C. "Retailer"
to the eff^ect that this contest was illegal.

There were those, however, who though*
tliey knew more about the Trading Stamp
Act than the officers of the Association
which drafted it. Our only regret was that
we were unable to capture the promoters
of the scheme. They m^ade their get-away;
they also made a clean-up at the expense
or a number of foolish merchants. There
is still a warrant out for the arrest of the
promoter, and he will find B.C. an unhealthy
place if he ever arrives here beknown to
certain people.
During the early part of the year your

Executive Officers visited a number of local

branches situated within easy reach of Van-
couver. Excellent meetings were held, al-

most every merchant in the cities visited
turning out. This move seems to have been
a very successful one, and has created a
closer feeling of friendship and co-operation
between the branch members and the pro-
vincial office. It is to be hoped that the
Association's finances will permit of this

work being continued in the future on even
a more extensive scale, and that other
branches more distant will be visited'.

Among the more recent activities of the
provincial office was the matter of certain
articles which appeared in a recent issue
of the "Agricultural Journal," a publication
issued by the B.C. Dept. of Agriculture. In

this journal most unfair attacks were made
upon the retailers of this province as a class

and upon this Association. The matter was
promptly taken up with the Premier, but
owing to his absence in the East it has
not yet received his attention. He has now
returned, and in all probability we shall

hear from him very soon. A communication
was forwarded to him just a few days ago
in connection with this matter.

While on this subject I would like to draw
the attention of the delegates to the promi-
nence given to co-operative societies in the
"Agricultural Journal." In some issues
several pages arc devoted to boosting con-
sumer co-operative societies, designed to
eliminate the retailer. It seems hardly fair
that the money paid by retailers in taxes
should be used in attempts to put them
out of business. I say attempts advisedly.
I do not think they can succeed. I would
suggest that this matter receive the further
attention of your Association.

Amongst other matters I would suggest
should receive the consideration of this Con-
vention, are double cartage charges by
wholesalers, the policy of collective buying.
Discrimination by Imperial Tobacco Co., and
other firms, medical inspection of persons
handling food for sale. Most of the dele-
gates are well in touch with these matters
and will be dealing with them.

Before making my concluding remarks I

wish to make special mention of the man-
ner in which your Executive Officers have
supported me. I refer to T. F. McDowell,

your president, and Geo. A. Howker, trea-
surer, and I may say that but for the en-
couragement and advice I have received
from them at most discouraging times I

would not have been submitting the secre-
tary's report at this Convention. I feel that
the members of the Provincial Board can-
not give too much credit to the two officers
whose names I have mentioned for the work
they have done during the past 17 months,
for it should be remembered' that they have
carried on since the inception of this organ-
ization in B.C. In that time they have held

over thirty meetings. Not one cent of
remuneration have they received, nor did
they expect it. Their work was done for the
benefit of their fellow retailers, and I feel

that I cannot offer a more fitting suggestion
in the interests of each individual delegate
present and of the Association as a whole,
than that each retailer make a firm resolve
that from now on he will endeavor to folloMi

the excellent example set by the executive
officers of this Board and give at least a
little time and effort in the interests of

his fellow retailers.

ORGANIZING THE B.C. iVIERCHANTS
The Report of the Organizer At the British Columbia

Convention of the R. M. A. Gives a Very
Optimistic Outlook for the Future

Welfare of the Association

TN presenting the story of the activities of

your organizer since the 1918 Conven-
tion I may as well admit that I am out to

completely spoil my reputation, that is as I

understand my reputation to be. I may say
that I understand my reputation to be by
suggesting that it is not a reputation for
brevity.

I will touch upon facts and figures merely
as illustrations and not simply as a re-

citation because facts and figures, and more
particularly figures, can convey no adequate
picture of what organization work in B.C.
has involved since last September.

The first trip made by your organizer
following the Convention was planned to

cover the Okanagan territory, and was
started early in October.

Defunct Association a Stumbling Block

The towns visited on this trip were Kam-
loops, Enderby, Armstrong, Vernon and
KelowTia. In Armstrong and Enderby
branches were established representing
practically the whole of the possible mem-
bership. I spent quite a while at Vernon,
but found it impossible to accomplish any-
thing at that time, owing to the fact
that "they had once had an association."
This "association," like too many similarly
ill-fated ventures, had gone to pieces around
1914, andi had not yet had the decency to pay
its own funeral expenses. These expenses
were still owing to sundry creditors in the
town, t.nd the merchants did not seem to

think it possible to start a branch of the
R.M.A. of Canada without first paying the
debts of their old local association, and no-
body seemed to be particularly anxious to

pay said debt. I pointed out to a meeting
that I addressed at the City Hall there that
it was hardly fair to penalize the R.M.A. of

Canada for the sins of the Vernon Retail
Merchants' Association of 1914. and had I

been able to stay on the ground long enough
tr have given time for a committee to have
canvassed the local merchants and paid off

their old debt I am confident that we should
now have a large branch in the Queen City
of the Okanagan. The treatment accorded
me there was entirely courteous and cordial,

and several merchants expressed their in-

tention of lininer un with the R.M.A. of

Canada as individuals, if their fellow mer-
chants did not decide to establish an ac-

credited branch. I .inde-ed it in the best in-

terests of our Association, however, not to

accept such anr)lication'' at that time, as I

felt it might hinder the larger programme
that we had in view, because there is always
a better chance of an organization standing
toeether if it is properly organized at the
start.

The time limit under which I was working
was again a handicap at Kamloops upon my
return journey. I found it very difficult to
get a hearing at Kamloops, for the reason
that they also had once had an association,
but I succeeded in getting five members as
the nucleus of a future branch, and I was
assured by these five that as soon as I could
return to that field they would assist me in

getting the n erchants out and having a
properly organized branch of our Associa-
tion established there. Unfortunately for
reasons entirely beyoi'.d our control I have
never been able to re\isit that territory, nor
have I been able to cover the field further
east and south, which had been my inten-
tion, so that it may fairly be stated' that the
possibilities of the interior in Association
matters have scarcely been tapped.

Prince Rupert Has Branch
However, some signs of interest in our

Association work having been evinced at
Prince Rupert, a visit was made there, and
a branch established, beginning with some
eighteen members, whi'clh has since in-

creased to thirty-three. Preliminary work
was also begun in the month of December
in the City of Vancouver itself, a meeting
being held on December 6th at which the
Vancouver branch came into existence. No
further work was possible, however, in Van-
couver on a part time basis, as this field is

too large and complicated to be properly
organized half-heartedly. I will deal with
the organization of the Vancouver branch
as a separate matter, but it is in order in

this connection to mention the fact that the
establishment upon an efficient basis of a
branch in this city has been and is yet the
biggest problem that the Association has to

face in this province.

New Westminster was the next field for
attention, and with the co-operation of local

Secretary Ing. who worked unselfishly to
give the New Westminster merchants a form
of organization which he felt to be in their
interest, we succeeded in establishing a
branch there of some thirty-seven members.
Mention might also be made here of a
flying trip made from Nanaimo to Port Al-
berni, around the first of the year, at which
a branch of our Association was established
with a membership of fourteen, which is

about one hundred per cent, of the possi-
bilities in that district. Without knowing
the geography intimately I would think
that the British Columbia Board has at

Port Alberni its farthest west branch and
at Prince Rupert its farthest north branch.
During the month that followed my atten-
tion was about equally divided between
Vancouver and Nanaimo, and at Nanaimo we

Continued on page !)'J.



MARKET REPORTS

THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, Oct. 7—Buyers returning from the Old
Country markets all speak of their inability to secure

goods, and of the continually advancing prices that

are ruling on the various lines of dry goods. While some in

touch with the situation maintain that the peak in prices has
been reached, there are more who maintain that lower
priced goods are not in sight, and until conditions right

themselves, and production approaches somewhere nearer
normal, there is little possibility of any very marked
declines.

In woollens, buyers had a difficult time getting anything
like what they wanted. The fact that France has refused
some goods ordered after the signing of the armistice,

because of her inability to pay for them, released materials
in dress goods for the Canadian and American markets.
Some Toronto houses were successful in receiving a fair

share of them, and will have them for the trade next
Spring.

Deliveries on goods at the present time are very slow.
There has been a big demand for dress goods of all kinds
this Fall, and some houses report their inability to get any
repeat orders on the American market.

In knit goods, there is a very pronounced scarcity, and
a demand greater than ever before.

In cottons there has been no change in prices since

last month, quotations on Canadian goods holding at the
advances inaugurated at that time. Wholesalers are on
rations and when they receive their allotments they can-
not get any more. The Canadian mills are sold six months
ahead. In case of a drop in raw cotton, mills are protecting
themselves against requests for reduction on orders booked.

Strong prices continue to prevail in linens, with little

hope of easier ones for some time to come. Some whole-
salers have very fair stocks, but on the whole they are
small as compared with normal times. High quality lin-

ens are at record figures.

Silks show an advance of 25 per cent., with off'erings

limited. No new novelties are shown on the American
market. Prices now being quoted in New York are higher
than those being asked here.

Buying of carpets and rugs for next Spring is at higher
prices. Sharp advances will be noted on the standard sizes
of Wilton, Axminster and tapestry rugs. Linoleums are
steady and firm, with deliveries improved as compared with
a few months ago.

All laces and embroideries are in great demand, but at
very strong prices. Narrow Nottingham, Valenciennes
lace is very popular. Both silk and cotton nets are also
selling very freely for evening wear.

In notions, prices are still on the up grade. All lines
are selling well. Mending yarns are a bit scarce; jewelry
and novelties for the holiday trade are big sellers.

COTTONS
Actual Conditions as Regards Getting

Goods Were Never Worse—Market
Continues to Firm

COTTONS.—While there has been no
actual advance in the prices of Canadian
cottons since the announcement in last

month's issue of the new quotations, the
cotton marklet generally continues to

firm up. Deliveries are very poor, and
the actual conditions in regard to get-

ting goods were never worse. This ap-
plies to absolutely essential staple lines.

The Canadian staples are the scarcest

of any, but they are so much cheaper
than the British and An:erican cottons

that there is a tremendous inquiry for

them. Jotobers' shelves are almost bare
of some of the most staple lines. Such
goods as colored linings and sateens

show greatly broken ranges, and it

seems impossible' to replace them. While
there are no changes in quotations on
Canadian goods, this fact is no criterion

of actual conditions. There is really no
goodc to sell, the joblbt^rs 'being on ra-

tions, and when these are allotted they
cannot get any more. Goods are sold six

months ahead. In British cottons, too,

there is a marked upward trend. The
advan<.'es are so strong and so rapid that
orders are accepted only at prices at the

time of delivery. The same is true of

the American market, and buyers ex-
perience great difficulty in getting goods
at the American houses. One of the
buyers of cottons for a larg^e Toronto
house, who has just returned from Eng-
land, stated that he was able to Ibuy a
fair amount of stuff there, but the prices
v;ere very high. He secured cotton
towelling that will range in price to the
tr.^.de from 20 to 35 cents per yard.

Prices were very high on wash dress ma-
terials, in fact too high to encourage
much buying. Some cotton voiles that
he secured will have to sell at 6r> cents

per yard. The advances in quotations

over there are very marked, and are so

ran'd that the market is very uncertain.

The American Cotton Association
urges the farmer." of all the Cotton
States to continue to stand by the prices

named at the New Ork*ans convention in

September The uvice fixed was 3'6

cents for September, with a sliding scale

of a half cent increase each month until

the price reaches 40 cents in May. This

price was a"Teed upon after much dis-

cussion, and is reco2:nized a'l over the

country as a conserv^ative price—in fact,

a low price.
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At this price, the Cotton Association
points out, the spinners can operate
thair mills and make a tremendous pro-

fit. No spinner has yet complained that
the price was too high. The price to-day,
the association points out, is a low one,

considering" the cost of production, and
according to the law of supply and de-

mand. The association also maintains
that it is a low figure, according to the

selling price of cotton goods, that cot-

ton at 40 cents per pound is the cheapest
commodity that is being sold to-day in

the world's markots. An industrial

agent of the United States Government
stationed in London, recently wired the

department at Washington that he has
made a full investigation and that the

British mills have not enough cotton on
hand to last them two weeks. England
will buy cotton, and she will be glad to

buy it at the price named. She will not
allow her mills to stand idle, and lose

her trade. Germany too, is prepared
to buy several million bales of cotton.

Continuing, the Association points out

that American manufacturers are not
able to supply the trade with cotton
goods. Cotton goods are advancing
steadily every day. There is no reason
why cotton should have declined $30 a

bale. It could not have declined on ac-

count of the prospect of a bumper crop,

for this is not so. A gTeat surprise is

in store for the cotton world. It is very
doubtful if 10,000,000 bales will be pro-

duced. This will not supply the needs
of the world, and the amount of spin-

able cotton carried over from last year
is claimed to be very small.

WOOL
Growing Scarcity of Materials and

Rapidly Advancing Market Still

Feature the Woollen Situation

WOOL.—In finished woollens, the
story as told by jobbers and wholesalers
alike is little changed from that of a
month ago. It still is a story of rapidly
advancing prices in keeping with the
growing scarcity of materials. The Can-
adian wool clip is moving to market, and
heavy consignments of the same are
finding their way to the United States.

There is a steady outgoing of supplies

from the storehouses of the Canadian
Co-operative Wool Growers' Association,

and buying in the last few weeks has in-

creased considerably. Before this buy-
ihg commenced the American mlarket
was very dull. Manufacturers over there
are again in the market, and the demand
is steadily expanding. The inquiry now
is for medium grades and below. This
activity in buying is largely occasioned
by the fact that the prices asked in the
London sales have been very high of
late, and manufacturers are buying in

the Canadian market. Firm prices are
pi-evailing' for Canadian wool. Only a
comparatively small proportion of the

Canadian wool clip is being taken by
Canadian manufacturers.

Buyers just returned from the Eng-
lish markets repoi-t no improvennent
whatever in manufacturing conditions.

In fact it is the general consensus of

opinion that the railway strike will fur-

ther greatly curtail production, and the

general state of affairs will be worse
than ever before. The demand is so

great and so world-wide that at the pre-

sent rate of production manufacturers
could not begin to supply the inquiry.

Deliveries, too, are very slow on goods
ordered. One buyer told DRY GOODS
REVIEW that he had secured 75 pieces

of worsteds, but the manufacturer had
toid him that he would prefer that he

had only ordered 25 pieces. Any lower
prices for a long time to come are un-

head of, as with the present high cost

of living and the unsettled state of the

country, cheaper goods are an absolute

impossibility. There has been a big in-

quiry- for <Iress goods for Fall and Win-
ter wear, and on the Anierican market
wholesalers have had difficulty in getting

repeat orders accepted. Serg-es, broad-

cloths, velours and serges, particularly

in the navy blue, are in great demand.
The wool industry in England, according;

to the latest advices, is at a complete
standstill because of the tie-up of the

railways. Previous to the railway strike

the Bradford industry was experiencing

difficulty in securing a sufficient supply

of wool tops. Bradford wool combers
recently turned down the proposal to

work overtime, and this fact, together

with all the unrest that is sweeping the

country, is going to curtail the output of

cloth greatly and render more difficult

the matter of securing supplies.

Washington advices , state that ar-

rangements have been made bctv/een the

British Embassy and the Department of

Commerce, acting in behalf of American
woollen manufacturers, for the shipment
of 40,000 bales of Australian and 10,000

hales of New Zealand wools from Aus-
tralia to Boston this month. The ship-

ments are expected to cover the imme-
diate needs of American woollen manu-
facturers for high grade foreign wool
ur-til the shipment of additional quanti-

ties of a greater assortment can be made
within the next few months. Shipments
of the wool from Australasia are the re-

sult of a conference held several weeks
ago between American woollen manu-
facturers and) officials of the British

Embassy, under the auspices of the

Secretary of Commerce, at which the

manufacturers explained their need of

immediate shipments of hieh cride

foreign wool. The largest stock of do-

mestic and foreign wool now held in

the United States, do not include the

grades of wool needed by the manufac-

turers, and the aid of the Embassy in

effecting the shipment of sufficient quan-

tities of high grade wool from Australa-

sia was asked. In the States, too, de-

liveries are away behind, and some of

the goods ordered for the Fall trade,

which should have beien in the hands of

jobbers weeks ago, are still in the course

of manufacture, and on this account

some manufacturers are talking of not

making any offering of iSpring goods.

Spring samples are already late because
of the slowness of Fall deliveries.

SILKS
(Trend i» Silks is Steadily Upward, And
Jobbers' Prices Here Are Less Than

Quotations Now Ruling at New
York

SILKS.—An unpirecedented idemand
for silks, with little possibility of meet-
ing it, pretty well characteries the silk

situfation at the present time. Values
are steadily soaring, and just now tbe
market is stronger than at any time in

its history. Prices in 'New York are now
higher than joibbems' quotations to the

trade. The Japanese market continues

very firm, with little indication of weak-
ening in the near future. All Japanese
silks are at the highest levels knowTi,

and Habutais have almost reached quo-

tations on .crepes. Jobbers state that

silks at New York have advanced 25

per cent, in recent weeks, and the trend

is all upward. Labor conditions, togeth-

er with the strcmg position of the raws,

and an almost unlimited demand from
all quarters for goods, tend to keep the

mr.rke\t jstrong for a long time to tbome.

There are no new novelties offered 'on

the American market. Aill staple lines

are selling well, and plain silks in all

the bright shades are very popular.

Many staple lines are ,se|lling to the

trade at less than present cost. A plain

satin de Chine, selling at $2 85 per yard,

is now quoted in New York at $3. Job-

bers state that the condition of the mar-
ket is such that they could take Itheir

stocks back to New York and sell them
for higher figures than they are now
obtaining in Canada.

In the European market, goods are be-

ing bought for 1920 delivery far in ad-

vance cf anything heretofore paid.

French duvetyn continues to be one of

the best sellers on the market to-day

even at very high prices. Georgettes

are still the leaders, however, in the way
of sales, having a tremendous demand.

Prices of the same are advancing. The

last quotation in New York on a Georg-

ette that was selling on this market at

$2 was $1.8)5. An American poplin that

is selling here at $1.35 is now worth

$1.40 in New York. A printed poplin,

suitable for linings, selling here at $2, is

now quoted in New York at $1.60 per

yard. Prices on such lines are becoming

so high that it is felt it will be neces-

sary to seek substitutes.

There is a heavy run on gold and

silver thread goods, that is tinsel effect

on chiffons, for evening wear this Fall

and Winter. Charmeuse is also very

popular but very scarce. An indication

of the market conditions in Europe is

shown in the recent quotation on a cer-

tain satin. This goods could be bought

in 1913 at 70 cents, and is now quoted

at $2.40 per yard. Silk chiffon velvets

are active sellers, being quoted to the

trade at $6.75 per yard.

LINENS
Linen Situation is Still One of Sca'-city

and Advancing Prices—12 to 15

Per Cent. Increiase

LINENS—No marked improvement
is reported in the situation in linens.
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AdviceT fr^m the Old Country merely
confirm reports of scarcity, and ad-
vancing prices. There does not seem
to be any probability of easier prices
for a long time tj come, the shortage of
:'lax and general conditions of unrest in

the Old Country operating against a

speedy return of normal supplies. The
advance in some Belfast lines varies
from 12 to 15 per cent, in the past two
months. Some Toronto houses have
very fine assortm.^nts of linens, while
others have very light stocks. All re-

port small holdings as compared with
pre-war days. Some quotations are:

T^mbroidery linens, 33 in. wide, 85 cents
per yard; 36 in. wide, 85 cents to $1.35;
scarfing, 18 in. wide, 45 cents.

Bleached tablings, damasks (unions),
fi4 in., $1.25 tj $1.35 per yard; 72 in.,

81.35 per yard; 70 in. and 72 in. unions,
$1.50 to $2.00 per yard.

Brown art linens. 18 in., 35-45 cents;
22 in., 45 cents; 20 in., 50 cents; 24 in.,

55 cents; 27 in., 65 cents; 36 in., 77%
:-ents.

Real pure linen cloths and napkin sets,

22 in iiaokins. $7.25 to $12.50 per doz.;

8x12 cloths, $8.75 to $15.00; 8x4 cloth,

S7.50 to $10.00; 6x10 cloth, $9.50 to

$12.50.

KNITTED GOODS
Scarcity of Knitted Goods in the Face

of an Unprecedented Demand

—

Shortage of Yarns From the
Old Country

KNITTED GOODS.—There is a tre-

mendous demand for knitted goods at

rhe present time, and knitting mills are
faced with a problem to supply it. The
scarcity of yarns from the Old Country,
due t ) transportation difficulties, is also

operating against the speedy filling of

o»-ders. Then the return of Canadian
soldiers to civilian life has created an
extremely heavy demand for goods this

Pall, and the trade is not prepared for

it. Representatives of houses from St.

John to Vancouver have been endeavor-
ing to buy goods, but have been unsuc-
cessful in securing any amount. Prices

are strong and unchanged. The demand
is largely for high-priced goods, any-
thing of ordinary quality being difficult

to sell. The same applies to both under-
V ear and socks. S «me mills, too, are

engaged on export orders, and this factor

also operates againft any increased sup-

plies for the Canadian trade.

In sweaters, scarfs, caps, pull-overs,

etc., demand is keen and big Christmas
sale3 anticipated by retailers, though
many are simply selling up each small

shipment as it arrives from the mill.

Xo real stocks are to be secured any-

where.

\1^\)

LACES
EMBROIDERIES

for blouses of voiles and Georgettes are
h.aving a very heavy demand, importers
state. Both silk and cotton nets frjm
Nottingham also have a tremendous in-

quiry, and prices on the same are high
and uncertain. Orders are only ac-

cepted subject to prices at the time of

delivery. Nottingham cotton net work-
ers are demanding a sixty per cent in-

crease in wages, and the G )vernment is

arbitrating on the matter. This unrest
s greatly curtailing production, and

: cnders the market very uncertain. Silk

!:'-:3 f^r evening dresses have a tremen-
dous inquiry, also malines scarfs for

wealing with the evening dresses. All

the bright shades are popular, and this

Mlk net, 43 in. wide, is. selling at from
.Si to $1.25 per yard. Prices, however,
a'-e advancing so rapidly that it is al-

iiTOst impossible t> quote them. There
is scarcely any French goods coming
forward, and Paris houses, it is reported,

.'Ve flooded with orders for laces, and
it is practically impossible to get any
prjmise of delivery. Swiss embroideries

are still quoted' at such high figures

that buying of the same has to be very

cautious. Fine embroideries are in de-

mand, but prices are very strong. There
does not seem to be any scarcity of

Swiss embroideries, but the chief dif-

ficulty in the way of purchasing is the

iiigh prices asked.

-oltlngham Silk Nets for P^vening Wear
llnvo a 'IVomend')Us In(|uiry

—

Swiss Embroidcric.s Very High

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.—
Narrow Nottingham, Valenciennes lace ",

BOOTS AND SHOES
Shoe Prices Firm and Steady, With Dif-

ficulty Experienced in Getting

Prompt Deliveries

BOOTS AND SHOES.—While there

has been no actual advance in the mar-
ket for boots and shoes since last

m nai s issue, according to the state-

ment of jobbers, the market is very
firm, and there is nothing to indicate

the likelihood of lower values for some
time to come. The demand for shoes

was never greater, and buying is very

heavy in the United States f jr European
a.'count. The problem just at present,

one wholesaler stated, was not so much
that of rising prices, but rather poor

deliveries. It is very hard to get manu-
facturers to accept orders, and deliveries

are away behind. The craze for high-

priced shoes has had a strong tendency
^0 keep values very higii, but there is

a feeling in the trade that more moder-

ate-priced shoes will have a better sale

m the coming months. The retail trade

is booking heavily, and the fears that

'vere held some months ago that prices

would decline with a consequent hold-

ing back from purchasing on a large

scale, seem to have been pretty well

dissipated. Orders are heavy in the

factOT-ies, and the urgent need for boots

.'ind shoes in Europe does not warrant

any hope of lower levels for some time

\.o come. However, some jobbers ex-

.ivess the opinion that the "peak" has

been reached, and they do not look for

the market to climb any higher. Toronto

wholesalers are quoting women's high-

grade brown kid shoes at from $8.50 to

i;-9. This shoe, it ;s stated, was of the
very best possible quality and should
retail at $12. Men's shoes in brown
calf skin are qu:)ted at from $8.50 to

$0. Shoes for boys and girls are cor-

respondingly strong in value, selling

ground $6 per pair at present values.

The excessive inquiry is the biggest
factor in the continuancy of these strong-

prices.

HOSIERY
HO:SIERY. — Prices on cashmere

licsiery from overseas show few signs
of abating, as the following transaction
that was carried out between a Canadian
jommi^sion hcuse and a large jobber the

; cc?n 1 vesk in October indicates. This
latter firm had placed a large order with
'che importers in April for some cash-
mc"'-^ hos2 for men and stockings fjr

,\'omen at 19 shillings. Late in August
Ihey desired to repeat an order and
were told, from En^;land, that owing to

the strike in the coal mines the spin-

nors could not wofk and so they could

net accept any orders at that time. Later
on word came that they could n nv guar-
avitee delivery, as the strike had been
settled, but the new price would be 22/6.

Even at that the Canadian firm cabled

J'.n order for some thousands of dozens.

A LETTER FROM GERMANY
Commission House Desires to Re-open

Business Relations With Canadian
Firm

The following letter has been received

by a well-known commission house in

Canada from a firm in Berlin. Germany,
urging a re-opening of the friendly re-

if'tions that existed before the war. This
firm dealt in the full production of sev-

eral mills in woollen goods. The letter

reads as follows:

Dear Sirs :

—

The terrible war which broke all our pei-sonal
and business relations is over at last. Letters
may 'be sent across and I hasten to write and ask
you to let me know how you are. I trust that
the war will not have had any effect on our per-
sonal relations. I think also that our customers
will be of the same opinion. I hope that the
time shall soon come when we may ajrain re-open
our business relations. In writinp me will you
kindly let me know whether you have been able
to sell the Roods which you still had in stock.

I trust you will have been able to secure Kood
prices.

I beg to send you many kind regrards from
and , who are both well, and

remain,

Yours faithfully,

Capt. Gordon A. Flavelle, D.F.C., sJn

01 Mr. and Mrs. V^m. Flavelle (Dundas

& Flavelle's), Lindsay, Ont., was among

the brave and honored war veterans who

were decorated by the Prince of Wales

at Toronto Exhibition. Capt. Flavelle

was invested with the Distinguished

Flying Cross by His Royal Highness.
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Si'iJ[N(i 11)20 i< the whole concern now of nulls

and narnient designers in Canada, (-rcat Hrilain

and the I'nited State-«\ The war jieriod ha- dii't'cied

to tlie United States. Canadian and other l)nycr< (^f

many and varied lines of merchandise who use<! to

bny plsewhere. As a result the textile indu.-trie- of

the United Stales have ]>ros])cred niiiiliiily. Tlicy

are well able financially to ^'o ahead and produce

new. and fine goods in order to hold their own and

their newlv acquired markets. Tt i> Aery pi'ohalile

that, every effort will he put forward in the United

States on the oronnd of ])alriotism and national wel-

fare to maintain the jvopularity of textiles and oiher

[troduicts of tlie country. No douht American fa>h-

ion creators and fashion writers will feature Aiueri-

c;un textiles and American designs so far as ])os-il)le,

thoiiiih keen attention Avill he £>iven to Pari- of

coursse.

Meanwhile French. ]iriti>li and Canadian and
other textiles will be playinu' for market- for tlieiu-

selves. Duties, exchange, sentiment and other in-

lluences will serve to increase the proportion of

European merchandise on the Canadian market and
.this will mosit certainly result in the style trend in

Canada heimg sllightly, at least, diveroent from that of

the United States. It would he folly to a-sume that

New York will not infiuence tis very .-trongly in the

cut of our .ii'armentLS, their color, even their fail)rics,

and aibove all, their novelty, but it is also evident

tha.t we are .iioing to have other prodtucts in our mid>t
than those of tbe United States, to which we ha\e
been so largely restricted for tbe past few year.-.

More than ever before, then, it is going to be

necessary with the opening of each new .season and
indeed, as each mOnth advances, for merchants, their

de[)artment managers and salespeople, to .<tndy both

the merchandise and the fashion situations from
an authoritntive Canadian point of view and 'to look

carefully behind and beyond the wdiimsical reports

of so-called fashion writers in our own country and
else\\-here, who are not in a i)iOsition to look at fashion
in its larger imjjoitance—that is. its direct relation to

the trade of Canada.

A close study of DRY (iOODS 1JE\^1E\V in all

its departments is solicited in the interests of your

:.\\n bu,-ines>. The October i-sue is herewith ])re-

sentcd to the trade with the assurance that the infor-

mation which it contains has been gatliered fi'om

authoritative sources and has as its sole pur[>ose the

welfare of the Canadian drygoods man.

.1 Rjyoni) CFIRISTMAS SEASON POSSIBLE

DCKlNl' Scptendfer, October and Novemhe'.' last

year, practically every departmental and general

store, as well as more specialized shops, were featur-

ing gifts and gift boxes f:)r soldiers. Then there was

the ''Hu" which demanded big expenditures from

the jjublic for warm clothing and bedding. These

u'ere both big disturbin,*;' factors in normal Chri.-U

mas sellino,', even though they brought .«/nbstantial

sales in those particular lines.

This year merchants may take a cue from both

situations. A Christmas of thanksgiving Avill char-

acterize many a home where the boys have returned

and fanulie-j and friends will want to heap upon them

the gifts of which war-times deprived them. The

Clu-istmas season promises to be the happiest in this

country, accomi)anied by the mo.sf generous giving

in history. Homes where sorrow lingers because of

the absent ones will doubtless l)e recipients of sym-
])athy expressed in many a thoughtful rememliraiice.

As to the •flu," the public will require little con-

A-incing o^f the necessity of being thoroughly well

'"armed,'" and early, with protective clothing. Furs,

warm outer and undergarments of all kinds, warm
footwear, caps, gloves, etc., may all l)e featured on

tills specific ai)peal. 'Since it is a sea-son of renewed

importance of fashion for men, women and child-

ren, it will l>e necessary that buyers exercise much
c:ire, e-pccially in their .sortin.o' orders,, in selecting

merchandise of good quality and appearance. People

do not want to appear "bundled up.'' even though

warmth is essential.

AMtli the Thanksgiving holidiay concluded early,

tliere will he nine full clear weeks in which to con-

centrate on the Christmas and Mid-winter trade.

The power of suggestion is marvellous. There are

not many departments in any store where a few
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timely suggestions as to WHY people should buy

certain definite articles will not result in sales. Little

unobtrusive suggestions should appear from now on

in everv section of the store.

AND don't forget that there will be numerous Hal-

lowe'en parties this year.

NOA'^EiMBER 11 is a great historical date which will

probabh' recei\'e recognition in most communities,

even though the Government should not make it a

public holiday.

•'DRY GOODS" will no dioubt be the main topic of

conversation in Ontario after October 20.

CANADA AND THE HIGH COST OF LIVING

SPEAKING at a reception given on the beautiful

grounds of Mr. A. M. Hobberlin's residence at

Port Credit, Hon. Arthur Meighen, Minister of the

Interior in the Dominion Government, warned the

people against talking without first knowing the

facts. Never was there a time in history, he de-

clared, when public officials were held up to so much
ridicule and criticism. The world had emerged

from the w^ar only to fall into the troubles second

only to the war, and if the world were to surmount

the difficulties now^ 'besetting it, the principal duty

of every citizen would be to understand public affairs

thoroughly before talking about them, and criticiz-

ing them.

Mr. Meighen touched briefly on the high cost

of living. There had been cases, he said, of unduly
raising the prices of every-day necessaries of life,

and something might be done to partially remedy
the situation. But, he added, during four years of

war, the supply of materials has diminished in re-

lation to demand and will likely continue to do

so for some time to come. Mr. Meighen pointed out,

that fexcept for the United States, where cost of liv-

ing had risen only 74 per cent., Canada, with an

increase of 76 per cent., had been injured the least

of all belligerents by the high cost of living. Mr.

Meighen declared that he was not arguing that un-

earned profits had not been made. There was, he

said, an excess profits tax, which would partially

restore the money to the people's treasury. Besides

a board with full power of control over all men
•viio sought to trade, had been appointed, and it

would, he hoped, be able to cope with the situation.

Another speaker said that "After pas.sing through

the war, we have emerged into an age of censorious-

ness, unrest and dissatisfaction, from which this

country is not exempt. There never was such an age

for criticism. The cardinal sin of this Dominion at

the present hour is talking without the books. From
the Atlantic to the I'acific, from the Arctic to the

40th parallel, there is an epidemic in this country,

in the press and everywhere el.'^e, of talking without

facts. Don't be lead a,«tray by every breath of rumor
tbat yoii hear or see printed in the public i)re.ss."

HELP BUSINESS AND THE VICTORY LOAN

THE Victory Loan Campaign of 1919 will soon

be in full swing, and it will need the united

effort of every loyal citizen to bring it to a successful

conclusion. It may be that some will think, that

now the war is won, there can be a slackening in

the enthusia.sm that has made former loans a

success. In such a feeling lies a great element of

danger. It is no small task to raise sums running

into the hundreds of millions, it is a still harder

task to raise them in the wake of other heavy loans,

but it must be done', and everyone must do his

sliare to see that it is accomplished. Just as much
as ever is this an imperative duty. It is a duty

we owe to our country and ourselves. Should this

loan prove a failure it would undoubtedly bring

about a period of hard times that Ayould be trying

to everyone. With the loan a success there should

be no question of the unbounded prosperity of this

country. Money is needed to keep the wheels of

commerce turning, to help finance the great natural

resources of this country, to huild up a more far-

reaching prosperity than we have yet known.

In fostering an interest in this loan the mer-

chant is doing himself a real and tangible service.

He is the first to profit by good times, and the first

to suffer from bad. In a great measure, he can by
helping make this campaign a success protect him-

self against the dangers of hard-time years.

THE CHAMELEON HAS NOTHING ON THE
NEW LININGS FOR SPRING

EVEN while the Peace Conference had convened

in Versailles to decide the future destinies of all

the civilized nations of the w^orld—and Germany

—

a body of men unostentatiously met in New York

for a purpose quite as significant, quite as far-reach-

ing, of like importance to the Peace Oongrej^s. They

were the master tailors, the fashion despots of the

Western Hemisphere.

They met, and the royal edict went forth: "Waists-

will be shorter, coats will be fancier cut, shoulders

more heavily padded, waistcoats shorter to display

more fancy shirt, ties of gorgeous hues, and linings

with chameleon-like variations," of a truth, woman's

kingdom is to be invaded.

The chatelaine bag for the business man. Georg-

ette .sleeves for those who have been tattooed, butterfly

stockings for the socially ambitious youth, squirrel

fur trimmings for the young knut's motoring togs,

are suggestions for next Spring's wear.

To-day, a young flying corps officer was discuss-

ing the dress question (Heaven knows that branch of

the .service ought to know something aibout such

(juestions) at lunch. "I thought our sky-blue suit

with gold trimmings wias about the most gorgeous

since Joseph's coat," said he, "but the now styles!!!

( Joodibyo-ee-ee !

!"



Retailers Making Use of Free Publicity
The High Cost of Living Commission Gives Advertising Men Some Good Talking Points.

MANY retailers have shown just

how wide awake they are by

taking advantag-e of the pub-

licity that "That man O'Connor" has

been griving the clothing trade in general

by throwing out invitations to the care-

ful buyer to inspect their offerings and

challenging the commission to prove that

they are not delivering value for every

dollar received. And other retailers who
know that they have marketed and are

marketing value clothes and accessories,

could not do better than put a little

of this sauce on their advertising menu.

It is an advertising tid-bit that should

not be overlooked.

It is the general opinion that every-

thing can be sold that is delivered, and

this at higher prices than ever. Fall

deliveries are still a source of worry to

manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers

in common, each one fairly pestering

the other for delivery. One prominent

manufacturer expressed the opinion that

sixty-five per cent, orders would be a

good average, the city merchants being
closer to sources of supply faring bet-

ter than those in the further country

districts. Strikes and labor unrest have

created a very grave situation in the

clothing industry and matters are by no
means settled to the satisfaction of

either the employer or emiployee. Every
factory has its own particular form of

trouble; if it's an open shop, agitators

are busy trying to make it a closed or

union shop, thereby throwing out of

work numbers of reliable and thoroughly

competent garment makers and seriously

handicapping the output by placing an
inferior hand in their place at the same
or higher wages. If the factory is a

union shop, then it is altogether likely

that the demand will be for shorter hours
and an increase in wages and no piece
work. When these demands are met.
up comes the new demand to recognize
the international association, ad in-

finitum; truly the clothing manufacturer
is in no "bed of roses."

On the other hand the retailer cannot
be blamed for showing impatience, as
upon the delivery of goods rests his

..-*

ss

A regular suit for a regular feller.

A snappy Norfolk for the little fellows
still a favorite style.

ability to make a living; as it is, sales

of clothing have reached a high figure,

and the trade knows by the indications

already registered that they are in for

a big season. Most of the returned men
will be on the market for a new over-

coat, and a majority of Ijhe regular

civilian customers will be likely pros-

pects for heavy coats as they held off

as long as possible, thinking that prices

would drop before this Winter; now they

see that clothes in common with every-

thing else will be dearer and they will

be forced to delve a little deeper into

their pockets than would have been the

case last year, but "what's got to be
has got to be." Dig it is, and if we
believe all we read (and heaven help

us if we do) about squirrels and "sech"'

like laying up stores of nuts (not sugar),

then we may expect a cold Winter; cer-

tainly we are not looking forward to a

coal scare like last year. Talking about

coal, have you got yours? Silly ques-

tion, isn't it?

Clothing manufacturers are loath to

commit themselves on selling prices for

Spring lines. The usual answer is, "Will

not know till these strikes and other

things get settled." And you can bet

your bottom dollar that there will be no

set prices fixed till full allowance for

contingencies can be made. In the

States rumors are persistent that a

number of manufacturers will only dis-

pose of Spring merchandise on the allot-

ment system, and that no travellers will

be sent out.

There was such a steady demand for

Summer clothing all last season that it

is only reasonable to expect that this end

of the business is in for a justly deserv-

ed increase. Some of the national adver-

tisers have been instrumental in boost-

ing sales in this direction, and whole-

sale and manufacturing firms in this

country have not been backward in

shewing the dealer what a real money-

making proposition the better grade

Summer trade is.

Clothiers are becoming increasingly

interested in the boys' trade, and it is

to be noticed that some of the oldest

and most conservative of the merchants

are now carrying one or two agencies for

boys' clothes.

A Review of the Shirt Situation
Mills Turning Out Many New Designs, Patterns and Textures For Spring Delivery.

FOR a period of nearly two years
the textile industry made practically

no progress in the matter of de-

veloping new ideas or novelties in their

products. These conditions, according
to Lawrence Lewin, editor of "Furnish-
ing Facts," were caused by the war's de-

mand on this industry, limiting the pro-

duction available for civilian trade so

that the mills had all they could do to

continue styles and patterns already

established without experimenting on

anything new.
Since the return of the country to a

peace basis, every weaver and designer

has made the greatest effort to again

reinstate his lines in the usual civilian

channels and to secure again f Jr himself

the business which he had prior to 1917.

As a result, never before have such a

wealth of ideas nor so many beautiful
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THE RITCHIE CO., LIMITED, SEND OUT ATTRACTIVE
STORE PAPER

A Form of Advertising That Properly Prepared is a Business Booster.

/lORE New/
BELLEVILLE, ONT., SEPTEMBER. Vn'

Ritchies:-TheFavorite Shopping

Place of Stylish and

Thrifty Buyers
Interesting .^^^S^f^fe^. t'ersonal

Spots in

' Store News
'

Service

by Mail

AUTUMN AND WINTER STOCKS ARE COMPLETE
0>ir buypre have been unusually surceasful this iwason In Lh^lr purthaslitp of new mercbandUe tor Auiumn and

Whiior Bv buying early and In large quantliles they secured the more staple lines of Roods at much lower prlwp than

now pr«y?ll In *earlne apparel where style i» an Important fartor we lead, as usual, bolh In distinctive style features

select from

The Ritchie Co., Ltd.
BELLEVILLE. ONTARIO

Special Order
Tailoring

Men's and Boy's U
Winter Underwear

The Clothes Shop For Men !
This Autumn and Winter Seaai>n The lUichle Store Is In an iiiiusuntly fortunale poaillon In r.gjrd In serving

your rlolhluR ntv-ds f'lr we have JuBt added another promlnoil nipiii6er to our exlentlve clothing lainlly Ttii- faniouH
KASHION CltAfT clothes are now an enlunlve agency to lht> RITCHIE STORK, thus loniplelinc -i trio of (he h.£heal
*;rade <lo'h1ne matiea obtainable

'Fashion Craft'— 'Society Brand'—'Campbell's Clothing'

Young Men's Overcoats

Heavy Ulster Overcoats

A Superb Array of Young
Men's New Fall Suits

New Furnishings
Fo, Ik, w,nD,a>aiM,„

Men's Suils

$20 to $30

0ar1rly tranA (Blntl»»

Boys Clothing ^
Of the Better Sort

Men's lVorl(ing

Clothes

THE RITCHIE CO.. LTD
BELLEVILLE ONT.

The above illustrations are reproductions from the front and back sheet

of the "Store News" sent out to the customers and prospective cus-

tomers of The Ritchie Co., Ltd. The original paper is an eight-page

booklet, size lo x 14, printed on newspaper stock -and is exceptionally

well planned, both from the technical standpoint and from the selling

standpoint. The text is clear, interesting and convincing and alto-

gether the booklet is exceptionally interesting as an advertising

medium and is a credit to the advertising manager of this store.

Many retailers are now issuing booklets and store papers of different

kinds and no doubt the above reproduction will be helpful and convey

ideas that can be enlarged on by those interested.
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fabrics and patterns been presented to

the shirt manufacturing trade.

There is a noticeable change in the
character of patterns as compared to

pre-war days. As a general rule, pat-

terns are made up of narrow stripes,

placed closely together so as to screen,

in a measure, the ground color of the

cloth. This is a radical departure from
the wide stripes placed at infrequent
intervals that we have been used to.

Another variation of the same idea is

the weaving of cloths without any ap-

parent pattern, but having a mottled

effect by the working into the ground of

contrasting or harmonious shades, so

that the fabric would be more properly
termed a mixture than a stripe. Other
mills have developed some very beauti-

ful effects in plaid and check designs.

Many of the cloths are made in sin-

gle tones, eliminating the five and six

stripes of different tones we have been
used to. As is quite natural with ^his

tendency, plain solid colors have again
come into favor. Plam white, cream,
tf-n pongee effects, sold blues, greens.

]£;venders are all "i evidence. Nov^
with these plain colored fabrics, skill is

used to get a novelty effect, if possible,

in the weaving of the cloth itself. As
to the fabrics themselves, silk is in as
great a demand as ever. The high prices

of raw silk, however, have prompted the
manufacturers of artificial fibre silk and
fine cotton materials to offer some new
ideas which will successfully compete with

high priced silk goods, and these are re-

presented in the finest woollen Madrases
with self figures in the cloth and wo-

ven stripes and other pattern effects. The
fibre patterns have a lustre and richness

never before reached in the history of

the industry. There does not seem to be

a demand for cheap cotton, cheap fibres,

cheap silks of any kind. The public seem
to realize that it is worth while to buy
the superior grades and, as a result, ma-
terials of all sorts, no matter of what
origin, must have a substantial body
that will give more service than the pro-

duct of previous seasons. Altogether

this is a very healthy sign for the indus-

try. 'Cheap merchandise doesn't do any-

body any good. Merchandise of real

quality gives the wearer satisfaction and

builds up the reputation of the mill that

produces it and the manufacturer who
fashions it into a garment.

Season for Soft Hats off to Good Start
Shortage of Straw Hats And Cool Weather Create Early Demand.

OWING to the shortage in straxy

hats early in the season, those who
were lucky enough to get their

Summer lid at five dollars a throw were
glad of an excuse to get rid of them at
the first opportunity; they looked more
like an ad for "Nukol" than anything
else, and not being able to get a "$3.00

straw for 98 cents" they were literally

forced into buying felt hats, tweed hats
and caps 'ind these chiefly in the light-

er shades) earlier than ever before.

Many retailers took full advantage of
this opportunity to liven up sales at a
quiet period, with the result that not
only has there been an extra demand
on the factories and wholesale houses,
but the demand has been for early ship-

ments. This, in face of labor conditions,
has g'iven the distributor some food for

thought, but, as far as the hat business
is concerned, deliveries have been well
looked after, and a number of merchants
express the opinion that they are well
pleased both with values, as they are
judged nowadays, and the way their
orders are being filled.

The cap industry are up against a Tit-

tle harder proposition, many large deal-
ers having to turn away unsolicited busi-
ness, and the most optimistic expressions
place the deliveries from four to six

weeks later than usual. Those who are
not so optimistic think that deliveries
will drag along two months past date
caps are lactu'ally wanted, and that there
will be a pronounced shortage due to
shut-downs caused by the labor shortage,
strikes and the general unrest that has
prevailed in all branches of the cloth-

ing industry this last 10 months. A
number of manufacturers have been com-
pelled to ask an increase of from 10 to

15 per cent over and above prices goods
were sold for. for delivery in the Fall,

And the retailers have been obliged to

accept these advances as they feel it

would be impossible to place their or-

ders elsewhere. The manufacturers
looked for considerably more cancella-

tions than have actually been the case.

Prices for the better grade of caps
range from $3.00 to $6.00. And what

PURCHASE PRICE OR REPLACEMENT
PRICE.

In order to learn the most favored trade
practice, "The American Hatter" addressed
an even dozen high class retailers during
August, inquiring if they were basing their
Fall mark-up on the price paid for the
original purchase or on the price at whicli
the hats could be replaced. While only one
stated that he was taking the early pur-
chase price as an absolute basis, none
reported that he was basing all prices on
to-day's market. The average policy re-
flected an effort to be fair to both them-
selves and to their customers, as shown in

the following letter, one of those received:

In reply to yours of Aug. 26tih will say that
tihe Tnajor part of my hats for Fall were boug*ht
six montlhs ago. Since that time there have
been several boosts in prices fTom "tihe m^anu-
facturers. The present costs of ha,tsi are very
miuefh in excess of my first purchase price.

Personally, I do not feel justMed in asking
a price based on the cost of replacement at to-

diay's prices. My early orders placed were
large, therefore, taking into consideration that
my duplicates will be comparatively smaJl, I

feel that my average of profit will be satisfac-

tory to me, and that the consumer will receive a
just purchase.
NaturaJly the percentage of profit must be

larger than some years ago, considering the
greater cost of doing business, and I feel con-

vinced that the employer and employees should
receive a just coimpensation for their services

in proportion to the cost of living.

This means, as I have stated 'before, that a
larger percentage of profit is necessary, but
not so great a profit as would show, by replacing

a retail price based upon to-day's market.

Yours very truly.

was the $1.00 cap of old will now retd.il

for $2,50 and $2.75, and the quality ^vill

not be up to the former standard.

There has been, and is, a steadily in-

creasing demand for tweed hats, due,

no doubt, to the higher prices now pre-

vailing. Plain colors predominate in

Fall caps, and these are principally in

shades of green and grey, with heather

mixtures and Jersey cloth increasing in

popularity. All wool caps are now on
the market and sell readily at from
$4.00 to $6.50 in the higher class stores.

In the case of felt hats, browns and
two shades of green are very popular
with the buying public, and it is predicf-

ed by manufacturers that these colors

will be strong for Spring.

The English model of soft roll brim
with narrower band than has hitherto

been in universal demand and with bow
:\t back will gradually supersede

what is generally called the American
shape or flat brim model with bow on

side. This style of hat will be more
popular in the cities than the small

towns, owing to the influence of offi-

cers, who have adopted the English

mode of dress.

It should be remembered that a roll

brim hat does not look as well on a man
inclined to be stout or of full face as

the regular flat brim styles.

A shipment of soft felt hats has

been made by Mayhew and Co., Niagara

Falls, to a retail firm in New Zealand.

This is the first r^hipment of the kind

that has come to our notice; but it is

a significant sign, and it shows that

Canadian manufacturers are able to

compete with those of the Old Country.

Mrs. J. P. Bilford has joined the staff

of the Murray-Kay Co., Toronto, as

educational director. Miss Walker, who
was in charge until recently, has resign-

ed.

Miss Kathleen Murphy has been ap-

pointed advertising manager of the Re-
gina Trading Co. She is the first woman
in Regina to enter the advertising field.
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''For Indoors and Out"
No garment that has ever been de-

signed to meet the special needs of

small kiddies can approach.

HAUGH BRAND GARMENTS
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

2 to 7 Years

For attractive appearance, staunch

ina,terials and workmanship, and

general serviceaibility, they cannot

be surpassed.

Children quickly appreciate their

real comfort. Parents recognize

their practical economy.

HAUGH BRAND
Garments wrill be popular in your

Children's Department.

J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO.
Limited

TORONTO

Is your stock attractive and complete
in

Your Men's Department?
In the different lines we offer you, you will

find genuine value that cannot be surpassed
elsewhere. Our goods always appeal to the
careful buyer. Order early to ensure best
selection at lowest prices.

Working and Outing Shirts

Flannels, all Shades
Tweeds, Sateens
Drills, Oxfords
Flannelettes
Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys* Waists

Our travellers are now on the road with our range
for Spring 1920.

Jteaccfv

'/3>eAl-exHU£.ar^^

To the

Manufacturers'
Agent

Probably at this very moment, a

manufacturer is reading the Manu-
ferturers' Agents page,, looking
for a firm to take charge of his

line in a particular territory.

The chances are that it's in your
territory and just the kind of

goods vou can handle. If only

your name were amongst the
others in that section!

Well, it can't be helped this

month. But prepare for the No-
vember issue. The cost for an
inch space is only two dollars and
a half per month on a yearly
order. Better write now for par-

ticulars to

DRY GOODS REVIEW
14.?- 15.? Univer.sUy Avenue

TORONTO
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FOR FALL PLOWING
From coast to coast the TAPATCO Glove has won a
reputation second to none for genuine value and
reliability in a cotton working glove.

Canadian made, the TAPATCO Glove is worthy of
the foremost place in your stock of working gloves.
Once introduced it quickly becomes the leader.

STYLES—
Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and Band
Top.

WEIGHTS—
Heavy, medium or light.

MATERIALS—
Leather Tip, Leather Faced,
Jersey Gloves and Mitts in

Tan, Slate or Oxford.

The American Pad & Textile Co.
CHATHAM, ONTARIO

CARHARTTS
Overalls - AUovers - Gloves

^Y^OU will do well to place
-- your order now for spring

delivery and thereby protect

yourself and your customers

against the price penalties

imposed by a steadily rising

market.

The Hamilton Carhartt .Cotton Mills, Ltd,
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver



Paris, France, Sept. 1, 1919.

Editor, DRY GOODS REVIEW.—The
couturiers have noiw a'I'l shown their

Winter collections, and, having seen

about 2,000 models of evening and ball

dresses, costumes, coats, teagow^ns,

blouses, etc. ... I ,will endeavor to give

you this month an idea of -what is being
made in evening dresses and teagowns.
Next month I shall supply you with in-

fonmatiion on tailored costumes, coats,

blouses, etc.

I told you, I think, lasit year that
almost every couturier has one special

hne which he works from season to sea-

son, adapting it to the fashion of the

year, but the basis is always the same,
and when you have seen the coUectioms
of the leading houses for several years,

you can tell, almost at a gilance, whence
a model comes.

I should say that this Winter, we
shall have two leading fashions: one
which will be the continuation of what
we have had for several years, viz.: the

straight line, slightly altered, as I will

tell you further on, and another de-

cidedly new (as far as fashion can be
really new, for its history is a con-

tinual renewal of old things).

Silver, Gold and Lace

Amongst the materials used in even-

ing dresses, whose variety is large in-

deed, I would mention:

Silver or gold net, used either alone

or mixed with plain silver cloth, or

lame, velvet, satin, as an underskirt;

lace in large quantities, chantilly, point
d'Angleterre, etc., in silk and even in

gold. The luxury in lace is extreme.
We also have all the light silk fabrics,

such as Georgette, chiffon, etc., and in

this line you will find herewith three

samples of the newest specimens used
in this season's collection:

A—Military blue crepe with metal
broche motifs hand-woven. While this

shade is one of the prettiest, sure to

suit every girl or young lady, it would
not be bad at all in pink, white even,

yellow (for dark women), etc. In fact,

it exists in all shades. The bunch of

gold and silver flowers from place to

place is an ornament sufficient to allow

this material to be used alone in a dress,

combined with ribbons, feathers or flow-

ers, and even with a little bit of fur,

which is exceedingly fashionable this

season.

However, it might be used veiled by a

tunic of lace, which would not hide the

design of the material and make it still

look lighter.

At any rate, used one way or the
other, it will make some delightful ball

dresses for our young girls. I will give

you below some idea of the shape it could

be made into.

The same applies to:

B—^A similar fabric, whose motifs are

less elajborate, but quite as pretty. As
to

C—Brjche chiffon crepe, it speaks for

itself: you could hardly devise a neater

design, not gaudy, yet effective whether
hx the shade of the sample: white ground,

with grey and saxe blue flowers, or in

any combinations of colors, such as navy
ground, with pink and blue motif.

Toasted bread color (pain brule, we
call it here) for the ground, with electric

blue and the green shade of the flower

called mig-nonette; or in light grey with
slate and blue flowers.

All kinds of embossed crepe similar

to the samrples I sent you last month,
will do very well in that line, too.

While I would use A and B particu-

larly for evening wear, I "would have the

last sample worked into all sorts of gar-

ments, from a child's frock, in white

ground as pattern, and a big blue satin

sash, and a pleated accordeon collar, to

a girl's ball dress with panniers, or frills,

and a lady's teagown, tunic blouse, as

will be seen this Winter, not to speak of

every manner of combining it with silk,

as trimmings.

Suggestions of Crinoline

With these soft materials it will be
necessary to have a wire around the hips

to keep them widely open, and in many
instances, when they are used in frills,

there will be one v.-ire at the bottom of

the frill, just like a very small crinoline.

(Let Us hope that fashion will never

come back!)

While you don't find in every house

the regular pannier shape, which means
t"ne very broad hip-line and broad skirt,

you may well say that everywhere there

is something similar to this.

Dresses are very flat in front and at

the back, and deeply flounced on the

hips, or there are several frills that

niake the figure look very broad on the

sides. They are often in net with an

underskirt of satin, in various shades,

amongst which are pastel blue, pink,

mauve, as can be seen in the paintings

of the 18th century when this fashion

was at its height. Pompadour taffetas

are also very fashionable in that case.

Skirts Remain Very Short
Some of these skirts are turned in,

and held by a -garter, just underneath
the knee, which will give you an idea of

how short skirts are.

Needless to say that, under such cir-

cumstances, there can't be any train

coming from the skirt itself. There are

some in the way of a large ribbon
coming down from the waist and lying

on the floor, or some lace wingsi from
the shoulders, etc. In some houses,

though, there are no trains whatever,
and the skirts are perfectly round, very
wide, and relatively long. Only, in order

"to save the face" the upper skirt in lace

is long, but the satin underskirt is very
narrow, and not longer than the knee.

When net or chifi'on trains are wora,
in order to keep them straight, the cou-

turiers have put on some bands of fur.

Some fur motifs can also be seen here

and there on the skirt.

There are also some instances of

aprons, front and back, with some
"quilles" of accordeon pleatings. I shall

have to tell you more on the subject

next month.

Bodices Scant—A Wealth of Beads
In the way of bodices, I have little to

say, as there are hardly any. Some-
times, it is a band of lace that is rolled

around the bust, leaving the shoulders

absolutely bare. More often the front

only is covered right up to the neck,

which is covered by a band of fur or a

ribbon, while the back is bare. In other

instances, a triangle of silk in front, and
one in back are joined by a ribbon at

the neck.

Ribbons are used extensively every-

where; in evening dresses they come as

huge sashes tied on the side, or in loops

on the shoulders, or frilled and tucked

into garlands. Lace dresses are often

bordered by a ribbon.

Beads are still used very often,

whether round or in tubes, or in plates.

When they are jet or "mother of pearl."

The latter is coming in very often this

season, in the way of paillettes sewn on

the dresses, with imitation pearls or

diamonds. As a rule, beads are used

only in one shade. It is thus that I

saw a panel, front and back of a satin

evening ,dlress, entirely ibeaded with

t'lrquoise blue grapes and foliage: it

was simply handsome.
There are also some bead fringes

that make whole tunics. Fringes are

less fashionable, except in fur (monkey,

uncurled thibet), or in ostrich feathers.

Feathers are also used as trimmings,
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and especially in huge fans made of

cock feathers of all shades, and
graded as far as size is concerned, so

that one side is twice as big as the

other.

Flowers Important

Flowers have also an important place
in evening dresses. You find at least

one bunch at the waist of each dress,

and often there is a garland in way of

a belt, or coming from the shoulders.

They are also mixed with fruit amongst
which grapes are the nicest.

Head dresses for girls are garlands
of flowers. I even saw a dress made
of parma violet silk voile, with garlands
oi violets all across the skirt, and a
little hat of violets. It was as youthful
as could be.

Ladies, who will not wear garlands,
will have a bunch of flowers suited to

their dress in their hair. Great car&

will have to be taken to choose the exact

shade to match the complexion.

Tea gowns are mostly some crepe de

C'nine, crepe Georgette, etc.; tunics or

draperies, very supple and loose, with

the waist underlined by a risbbon.

Veiled Culottes An Interesting Develop^

ment
The real culotte pyjama shape is

again seen, covered with a tunic of a

very light and transparent fabric, a

little shorter than the culotte. A little

sleeveless vest completes that eccentric

but pretty garments.

Of course, we have some fur on these

garments, whenever possible, or some
plush. I will tell you about this material

next month, as well as about many
others, of which I have a rather nice

collection.

Yours very truly.

S

Concern in the Cotton Arena
Contract Prices to Stand Regardless of Market Fluctuations,

Say Mill Men—Scarcity Puts New
Complexion on Conditions.

rrti??rti>7rti>T^ir?^i?^ifp^itf^i?y^i??^iJ7^iff^iffr<ityaiff^i.7^i?r^iff^

SOIME of the wholesalers in crttons

are curious over some stamped
notices that are appearing on their

invoices for goods for Spring, 1920. One
reads as follows:

"No orders of contracts accepted
are subject to revision of price un-
der any changed market conditions."

So much for price. Here is another
in regard to delivery:

"Best possible attention wull be
given to deldvery, but it is under-
taken without any guarantee."
Another mill puts it this way:

"All possible will be done to en-

sure the above delivery, but same
cannot be guaranteed."

Here is a fourth, this time relating

tc price changes:

"It is understood and agreed that

this order is taken firm, and that

raw cotton has been purchased to

cover same, and that the prices

herein stipulated are not subject to

revision to meet market fluctua-

tions."

Curious as to the Result

What does it all mean? One year

ago one or two mills in Canada put in

clauses of much the same purport, de-

claring virtually that they would not

m.ake any allowance for goods still un-

delivered in case there was a reduction

in price, but action was not at all unani-

n.ous, and so far as DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW was able to learn, when the cut

went into force in April last, the job-

bers were allowed the lowered prices on

all merchandise under contract and still

undelivered. This time, however, em-
phasis is being laid on this clause by the

mills, who declare that they are the

ones who are taking the r^isk, and once

they have "covered" an order for cloths

by ordering cotton that the jobber—and

in his turn the retailer—should not ask

them to fill the balance of an old order

at the reduced prices. It would be just

as fair, they say, for them to raise

prices on all undelivered goods in the

event of current prices advancing over

those ruling when the contract was

made and accepted.

Retailers Expect Immediate Reductions

Strictly speaking, as most of the

wholesalers admit, this is a logical posi-

tion, but the working out is difficult.

For Dainty Paris

Gowns
Filmy crepes in delicate colorings.

No. 1 (B) is pale pink with both gold

and silver in the embroidered motif.

No. 2 (A) is delft blue with gold and
silver tinsel. No. 3 (C) is white with
the rose motif done in royal blue and
the leaf in grey. Note that all the
embroidery is done in small dots,

giving a novel effect. Samples sent

direct to DRY GOODS REVIEW from
Paris, France.
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For instance, the wholesalers say that

as soon as the mills announce a drop in

prices the retailers at once expect that

they will be given the benefit of this

on all the orders still unfilled that they
have on the books of the wholesale
houses. How can we do this, the whole-
salers ask, if the mills hoild us to the

higher price of our contract on all the

goods they still owe us ? The hope of

the jobbers is that one or two of the

mills will not enforce thlis clause and
that this will compel the rest of the
mills to exercise the same leniency.

Deliveries Being Delayed

Then there is the question of delivery

m which the retailer is as vitally inter-

ested as the jobber. On ordinary oc-

casions it was customary for Spring de-

liveries to be made during the months
of December, January and February.
This gave the wholesaler ample time to

cover his own deliveries to the retail

trade. This time the mills have made
a change, lengthened out the time, and
some invoices call for delivery during
the months between January and June,
a six months instead of three period.

Another gives th^. dates as January,
February and Maich. In any case the
tendency for the Spring of 1920 is to

run the deliveries into the future. This
can only mean that the mills are so

loaded with business, domestic and ex-
port, that they know they will be un-
able to make deliveries in the usual
period, and that in order to cover the
orders they have on hand the trade
must be content to wait for as long as
four months in some cases. Thus, in-

stead of an improvement in deliveries

following the war, conditions bid fair

tj be a duplicate of the times when the
mills were often a whole year behind.

This at least is what the wholesale
trade are now fearing, and the retailer

will in his turn nave to accommodate
himself to this condition of affairs.

Scarcity Due to Cutting-Up Trade

There is one more point that is ad-
ding to the uncertainty of the position,

that is the heavy buying of the cutting-

up trade at the present time. They are
cleaning up stocks of the jobbers in fine

style. Perhaps it was that they did not
order as heavily as present business re-

quired, and that in the period of the

blump that they were more or less timid

as to future orders. In any case they

are almost swamping the jobbers with

orders, and this in turn is depleting the

stocks they have had on hand, and forc-

ing them to presis the mills for more
supplies. The mail order houses, more-

over, are reported to be in the market
for more goods than they had antici-

pated months ago, and this is adding

tc the scarcity for Fall and Winter.

Altogether there is a far different com-

plexion on conditions than was dreamed
of a few months ago.

A BUYER'S VIEWS
No Relief Likely for Perhaps Two Years

Yet

A buyer of linens, who has just re-

turned from a trip to Ireland, reports a

growing scarcity in real linens and a

disappointing situation in respect to sup-

plies of flax. Thuf the scarcity is not

likely to be relieved for a couple of years
more. Even more valuable, and even
more of a treasure will be those rare

specimens of real linen damasks that the

retailer proudly holds up to the admir-
mg gaze of the few—very few—super-

wealtby customers who could dream of

a purchase.

No Crops Stored in Russia

Speaking to DRY GOODS REVIEW
this buyer stated that spinners and men
had told him that their expectations of

big surplus crops coming over from Rus-
sia when tbe war ended had been shat-

tered. They had thought large supiplies

were stored there, but they found there
wais practically none. If preparations
were really begun in Russia to-day ir

grow flax again it would be two years
before linen goods could be turned out.

Spinners in Belfast wanted to get ex-

tra machinery, but were unable to do
so.

Then, in Irelan.l itself the flax crop
was short, and poor, and it promised to

be a long time before Belgium would
be able to produce its normal, ante-

bellum supplies.

Demand Is Keen

Apart altogether from the scarcity

exisiting through depleted stocks,and dif-

ficulties of (production through labor

troubles and lack of raw materials, the

tremendous demand from all over les-

sened the share coming across for Can-
adian consumption. The Continent
wanted far more than it could secure,

although India and China were not much
in the market yet. From Egypt came
an order to one fii'm in Belfast for 10,-

000 pieces of one line that would ordin-

arily take 15 months to produce.

Under these circumstances cotton

goods were being produced in large

quantities, but the prices held very high.

SPRING COLORS ANNOUNCED
1920 to See Galaxy of New Tints—Novel

Glace Effects

Colors are to run the gamut once
again as in pre-war days. This is

strongly evidenced by the 1920 Spring
season color card just issued by the Am-
erican Textile Color Card Association.

This card is now ready for distr'bu<i..n

tr the trade and several novel features

will attract unusual attention. Sovonty-
eight colors are shown, sixty-six in silk

and twelve in worsteds

Ten of the silk colors under separate

jrroupings are woven in changeable or

glace effect, introducing avti.stic color

combinations. Among the silk colors

thirteen colored families appear, the

majority of which cover a range of five

Lo six shades each. Only six of the

standard colors are included. These are

tea-rose, coral, seal and three navies,

while Bermuda among the silks and
crane and teal duck among the woollens

are the only past season colors given.

Pinks in First Rank

Pinks abound. There are six in all.

ranging from delicate tints called zephyr,

dawn and nymph, down to deep brilliant

tones called rose-bud, arbutus and swett

briar. These are followed by three blues

of the turquoise type—lagoon Venice

and Adriatic. Three orchid shades are

morning-glory, crocus and thistle. Five

scintillating greens of varioO. toning are

shown from a light green called naiad

to deeper shades, neptune, jadeite,

scarab and mint. Three yellows are

cockatoo, quite pale in tone; sulphur and

cetrine, all slightly greenish. Of flam-

ing reds the lightest, fire-fly, is of or-

ange cast. Soft violets include hyacinth,

fox-glove and heart's-ease.

Blues and Browns Again

Blues are muc'n in evidence under two
classifications—the soft blues of the

delft and tapestry orders and the bril-

liant and dark navy blues. Of the

former twilight is a deeper, clearer tone

than aquamarine. Others of the blues

are aero, hydro, radio and orion. Browns
are likewise predominant, one group in-

cluding the burnished yellow tones and

dark seal browns, while another group

of six start with a pebble shade and run

to light, medium and dark castor shade.4

(ireys are also quite in evidence, five in

number, and range from a delicate tint

called woodash to darker, but soft

shades, such as ciider, zinc, pelican and

grebe.

New Shades for Worsteds

The colors selected especially for the

woollen trade are woven in worsted

fabrics and include bison and date

—dark and light brown. Canton and

musketeer are blues. Crane and dove

are greys. Sands are given the name
of dune and sponge. Light and dark

bluish greens are bluegrass and teal

dvick. Also a light taupe is given the

name of quail and a dark rose shade

is called canyon.

This card seems to offer the trade

for the coming year quite the best color

range, both from an artistic and a

practical point of view, which has yet

been presented. Buyers and salespeople

should familiarize themselves with each

cf these new shades as early as possible,

for without doubt color will be a para-

mount feature for next Spring.

Mrs. O'Grady, Rooms 117-118 Union

Bank Building, Sparks street, Ottawa,

has opened her new millinery and fur

shop.
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IWhere Are Prices to Be Next Year?
Universal Desire for Lower-priced Cottons Does Not Yet Counteract Universal Demand for

Cottons—Conditions Do Not Yet Bespeak Noticeable Declines During 1920.

THERE is beginning to be a feeling

of misgiving among cotton buyers

that cottjn prices are not all cer-

tain to start a decline even for the re-

tail selling season of Fall, 1920. Up to

a few weeks ago it was felt that Spring,

1920, would see the peak; indeed, pretty-

much on the level of Spring, 1919, and
that thereafter the long-awaited de-

cline would put in a belated appearance.

The term "misgiving" is used advisedly,

for every group connected with the sale

oX cotton fabrics is eager for lower

prices. There is a universal protest the

world over against existing levels, and
in many countries price regulation that

Vvould result in an enforced lowering of

prices, may go into effect at any time.

Already in Canada sugar prices are

regulated, and the probe of the Board
cf Commerce is extending in many
directions. Hence an unrestricted, na-

tural decline would be welcomed every-

where.

An Uncertain Quantity is the Public's

Purchasing Power

There is another reason: It is by no
liieans certain that the remarkable "pur-
chasing power" of the public will con-
tinue unabated. The bigger stores still

report business booming at big ad-
vances over the corresponding periods
of 1918, but in a percentage of the
smaller stores, particulai^ly where in-

flastrial conditions are slacking off a
little, and there is not an evidence of
such a plentiful supply of spending
money as befjre, reports come of a
slight recession in the customary ad-
vances. In these cases lowered prices
would stimulate buying.

A Big Triumvirate

Several factors whose importance
scarcely anyone has appreciated suffici-

ently, would be responsible for a con-
1;inuance of high prices, if these do con-
tinue. These include a world scarcity
of goods, the cutting down of the weekly
period of production, and higher wages.
Of these three the two former must be
considered as the most influential as
present wage scales are for the most
part represented in the prices quoted
ly the mills for next Spring.

"Supply and Demand" in Full Force

The -factor scarcity operates usually
independently of cost of production, and
it may be said candidly that if this
scarcity did not exist to-day the prices
now ruling in Canada and the United

States would be much lower. The mills,

n other words, would cut prices, or
normal profits, in order to get busi-

ness. This is what happened a few
months after the armistice; the United
States mills, and even more, the end-
less number of jobbers, simply slashed
existing prices—because demand, all

over the country, had faded away into

non-existence, and the expected export
had as yet failed to arise. Canadian
nills in April cut prices, mainly, it may
be said in all frankness, to drive out
United States competition, which was
threatening to become fairly keen under
',he merciless cutting of price lists. But
of late export has started in both coun-
tries; the world is buying again; the
realization that prices would continue
firm for some time longer has induced
domestic buying; competition from Eng-
land and from the United States is

pretty well cut off by the exceedingly
high prices existing now in these coun-
tries, s") that altogether, the old law of

supply and demand is now operating,

and is likely to continue to do so. If

3imilar conditions are in effect early

next year, will there be much likelihood

of prices for Fall showing much of a

decline ?

NO PROFITEERING ON THIS PIECE
OF WORSTED MATERIAL

Toronto Wholesaler Proves That Claims
Madei in Daily Press in Regard to a
Certain Piece of Cloth Were En-

tirely Erroneous

It was asserted in one of the Toronto
dailies recently that manufacturers and
wholesalers were making exorbitant
profits on clothing materials, and to

substantiate the statement, this paper
drew attention to the fact that a mer-
chant in Sydney, Cape Breton, had sub-

mitted a piece of worsted goods to A.
F. Balcom of the Acme Engineering
Company, for analysis. The analyst re-

ported that there did not seem to be
any cotton in the cloth. The faulty part

of the goods was in its extreme light

weight, which per yard is under 16 oz.,

and no tailor, he said, could make his

customer an old-tim.e suit from goods of

so light a weight. A yard, he con-

tinues, of 54-inch goods, 16 oz. weight
requires 23 oz. of clean, new wool. The
price of the same ]s 75 cents per pound;
$1.12; carding, spinning, drying and
weaving, like amount, total $2.24 per

yard. If reclaimed materials are used.

the cost of material is reduced from
half to two-thiirds, depending on the
class of reclaimed woollens used, also
a slight reduction of labor. Woollen
manufacturers selling this goods at $3
per yard, 54 in., should have over 100
per cent, profit.

Refutes the Charges

Mr. John Macdonald, of the John
Macdonald Co., Toronto, took the mat-
ter up, and following expert analysis
o+; the goods in (juestion, has refuted
the claims that it is made of reclaimed
woollen, and that at $3 per yard the
manufacturer would be making 100 per
cent. Mr. Macdonald cabled the manu-
facturer of the goods under examina-
tion in the Old Country, and the quota-
tion on this goo;ls is 27 shillings per
yard, and it is impossible to procure it.

He also submitted the sample to the
Acme Engineering Co., and Mr. Balcom,
on the same piece of goods that the
Sydney merchant had sent in for an-
alysis, reported as follows:

"I find that there is 45 per cent, of
wool. The fabric seems to be of very
short fibre, and it is made from re-
claimed tailor cuttings.

"lit is of a very fine quality, there be-
mg 5 per cent, of cotton and 50 per
cent, of what is claimed to be Canadian
wool, and I think there is a small per-
centage of Australian wool, but it is

very 'hard to tell on account of the
fibre "being so broken.

"This is a very high-class piece of
goods."

100 Per Cent. Pure Wool

The Rosamond Woollen Co. of Al-
monte, Ont., and R. Forbes of Hespeler,
Ont., also analyzed the goods. Both re-
ported that it was 100 per cent, abso-
lutely pure, new Australian botany wool,
combed and spun into two-ply yarns,
both warp and weft. They stated that
there was not a fraction of reclaimed
fibre in it. In manufacturing this cloth,

all the short fibre of the wool has been
omitted by the process of combing, so
that only long, staple, good-wearing
stock is utilized, insuring excellent wear
and the garments made out of this
stock retain their shape very well.

Mr. Forbes, referring to the cost,
stated tliat the present British price for
the yarn out of which this goods was
made is not less than thirteen shillings

per pound, and more than one pound of
yam is required to produce a yard of
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this cloth, as there is some shrinkage in

weight in the process of weaving and
finishing. The cost of manufacturing,

added to the cost of yam, would make
the finished cost of the goods very high.

Mr. Macdonald has in his possession

affidavits in proof that the samples of

goods submitted in all instances were of

the same material as originally isent

in by the merchant in Sydney, Cape
Breton. The trade will be interested in

the results of the investigation.

Dress Fabrics in Navy Blue

Having a Heavy "Run"
Broadcloths, Serges, Velours, Tricotines and Gabardines in

Navy Have Big Demand This Fall—Jobbers Experience

Great Difficulty in Having Repeat Orders Accepted

—Spring Prices Show a Further Advance.

DRESS goods for Fall and Winter
wear have had a very heavy run

these past two months, and at the

present time sorting orders are very ac-

tiive. Navy blue has been the popular

shade in practically all the materials,

that is, broadcloths, serges, velours, tri-

cotines and giabardines. Wholesalers

report stocks getting low, and great dif-

ficulty is being experienced in getting

them replaced. Any new goods that are

being bought are purchased only at ;an

advance of 25 per cent., and buyers state

that it is practically impossible to pro-

cure anything in the large Ame3*ican

centres. Speaking to a buyer of a well-

known Toronto house, who has just re-

turned from England, DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW was informed that conditions

were very unsettled in the Old Country,

anid this unrest was very much felt in

many of the woollen manufacturing

places. The people were disisatisfied

witK the high cost of living, and .even

while they were getting salaries double

tlhose of pre-war days, they were fnot

sufficient to meet the demands made up-

on them. However, he was fortunate to

secure a fair number of the usual range

of Bradford fabrics, including some very

fine serges and gabardines. This buy-

ing of course, is for the Spring trade.

Prices paid were the highest on record,

and there is nothing- to indicate lower

prices in the near future. Production

is so curtailed, and the cost is so heavy,

that the idea of cheaper goods is un-

heard of. There is practically a 65 per

cent, reduction in the normal output. For

instance, in the combing of the fine tops,

the work used to be carried on throoigh-

out the 24 hours. Now there is no night

work, and eight hours is the maximum
day labor. The reason that this Can-

adian buyer was able to secure the goods

that he did, is largely owing to the fact

that the French buyers have been un-

able to accept their orders which /were

placed immefliately after the armistice.

Financial conditions are such as to make
it very difficult for France to buy; be-

cause of the adverse exchange rate, and

the general condition of the money mar-
ket in France, she was unable to accept
the orders when filled. This released
more goods for the Canadian and Ameri-
can markets, and buyers were able to

purchase more freely than they other-

wisie would.

No Demand for Union Cashmere
There is an insatiable demand, anoth-

er buyer of a Toronto house, who (has

just got back from England, told DRY
GOODS REVIEW, for the best cloths.

Everybody wants the fine botany
weaves, and the less inexpensive mater-
ials that were popular before the war are

no longer desired. Black goods, that

is in the fine Botany weaves,
are very difficult to get. Blue
and black botany serges that a few years
ago sold at $1.25 per yard, are now sell-

ing at $5. Union cashmere that one

time was very popular, has absolutely

no call now at all. Since his return to

Canada, this buyer found it necessary to

ciablfe repeat orders on goods that bel

had been able to secure while there, and
th|e reply came back that the orders

could only be accepted at higher prices

than were asked when he was there. In

fact, he stated that the advance in some
instances amounted to as much as thirty

shillings.

Increasing difficulty is being experi-

enced in securing worsteds, the manager
of the department for men's woollens, in

one of Toronto's leading wholesales,

toM DRY GOODS REVIEW. Prices

continue to show an upward trend, and

in the past three months the advance

has been as much as four shillings a

yard on some goods. A good deal of

trouble is experienced in gettinq; deliv-

eries, and this fact is giving even more

concern than the actual buying of ma-
terials. By limiting customers to only
three suit lengths of one piece of cloth,

a wholesaler endeavored to distribute

his stock properly, but even in this care-

ful rationing of goods, the stock Ihas

been pretty well sold, and it is very diffi-

cult to get repeat orders accepted. A
buyer from this house is sailing for the
Old Country at the end of this month,
and when there will endeavor to hasten
deliveries of goods already on order, as
well as try to buy new goods for Spring.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE PROPER
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING CREDIT

ACCOUNTS

Many merchants pay a great deal of

attention to the arrangement of their

goods so that they may be easily seen

and secured by customers. They make
it easy for him to buy, through seilection

of convenient sites for their stores,

and by carefully planned service, etc.,

but after all this painstaking effort to

make it easy for him to buy, a number
of merchants are prone to neglect the

ira,portant part of their business, i.e.,

—

gettihg in the money. They make the

customer wait until they can conven-
ii'ntly make out tl»s bills and send him
a statement, and their books never seem
to be in such shape as to give immediate
results. Through this, the customers
are compelled to carry a balance longer

and of greater amount than should be
necessary.

It is a very important feature to give

customers just as prompt and efficient

service in the matter of accounts as it

is in other things.

There are various efficient meithods

of takinig care of credit accounts. One
of the simplest is a credit register,

which is used by many merchants. This

credit register shows the total balance

conitinuously, and is altways before the

merchant. When a sale is made the

balance is brought forward on the

c^'unter check slip, and one filed in the

register cabinet under the customer's
number and the duplicate sheet handed
to the customer.

Thus, he knows to the minute the

total of his indebtedness, and can there-

by pay when he has the money and is

inclined to pay.

This system makes it as easy for the

customer to pay as for the merchant to

receive the money on account, and mer-
chants who are handling their business

in other ways and finding considerable

delay and difficulty, should investigate

thoroughly some such modem method of

account-keeping in the retail business.

Merchants have told the writer at dif-

ferent times that the collection feature

of this way of handling accounts has

greatly surpassed their expect«itions.

It is an important department of

every retail business and should be given

the best attention by every merclnant

keeping accounts.



Even the "Early Bird" May Not Get Silks

Spring Deliveries Very Uncertain—Baronette Satin, Tricolette, Silk Duvetyns, Foulards and
Taffetas Receive Attention—No Difficulty in Selling High-Priced Lines.

D ELIVERIES are all bad in silks."

This is the greeting- one gets at

the wholesales nowadays. Short-

age of production, phenomenal demand,
labor difficulties and other interferences

with supplies have been discussed in

detail in previous issues of DRY GOODS
REVIEW. The situation is none the

less relieved as time goes on, and as

the new season for purchasing in the

retail establishments advances. It takes
12 weeks to get a shipment from Swit-

zerland, DRY GOODS REVIEW was told

by one of the leading- importers recent-

ly. No deliveries are promised now in

any event before April 1920, and two of

the best known Swiss houses have en-

tirely withdrawn their lines, having sold

them all up until next May. Im addition,

no poplins or satins are available for

immediate or Spring delivery. The
dyers' strike has delayed everything and
the weavers are also giving trouble; con-

sequently, a 15 per cent, advance went
into effect on Swiss goods during the last

two weeks of September. Other staple

lines have gone on advancing as they
began earlier in the Summer.

French Georgette, which is selling now
to the retail at $1.95, costs the whole-
saler $2.00, and for Spring delivery will

cost the retailer $2.20. Japanese goods
are just as scarce and difficult to pro-

cure as European goods. The seven
mummy Japanese Georgette, which is the

line in popular demand, and which has
been selling in the natural at $1.78 with
an additional 7 or 8 cents a yard for

dark colors, is quoted now at $1.85 in

New York, v/hich with an additional .3

or 4 per cent. cxchan<^e on currency,

makes the Georgettes If^id down in C^^n-

ada $1.90. Crepe de Chines are worse off,

if anything, even than Georgettes. These
rising prices v/hiich characterize the

staple silks and crepes may be taken as

an indication of the general trend in all

lines of si'ks. The fancier and more
novelty lines are in accordance.

Baronette Novelties For Spring

A good deal of interest is centering
around the late Winter and early Spring
production. Baronette satin, which came
into such strong prom.inence during the

last couple of seasons seems to be here

to stay. This is the firm opinion of a
number of wholesales who were a little

wary of such a novelty at first. The fact
that it originally sold at $5 and $6 a
yard and is now around $7 and $10 retail

marks the increase in its popularity in a
direct ratio with the increase in price.

The new lines offered in this goods indi-

cates that it is likely to be one of the
leading fashionable fabrics for Spring.
Naturally, for Fail and Winter the dark
colors are prefeiTed, but checks and
stripes of various types are being shown
in the early lines for next year. Both
fancy and plain weaves will be available
so far as samples are concerned. Wheth-
er deliveries will follow or not remains
to be seen.

Intere.sting Foulards Promised

Foulards promise to be very good
again next year; even better than this

year, with some changes in the general
trend of design. The typical foulard pat-
tern is of a medium and small size and
usually the silk is developed in only two
colors, chiefly na^'y blue and white, or
black and white. For next year the
foulards will show more novelty in pat-

tern and some larger designs are predict-

ed. A leading tendency is for blue or
black patterns on tuscan gTounds. Taf-
fetas are promised another lead this com-
ing Spring season. It is thought that

the continued high prices and scarcity of

fine woollen goods will allow a big place
for ?ilk suits again, and there is a feel-

ing that the taffeta suit "will have a good
deal of popularity. Certainly taffeta

dresses are assured a strong place.

Manufactuiers are placing orders for
duchess and charmeoise satins in large
quantities, that is as large as mills will

take for Spring delivery.

These, too, will probably have a good
run for suits as well as dresses and
skirts.

Printed Georgettes are living- up to all

that was promised for them this Fall,

and new designs are continually appear-
ing with many developments on the way
for Spring merchandise.

Fine Qualities Find Sale

Tricolette and duvetyn have some-
what the same place in the silk market

to-day that Baronette satins have; thai
is, retailers generally look on them with
a different view to what they did not so
very long ago. Only a couple of years
ago silks at $5.00 a yard retail were
considered exclusive rather than popular
lines, and only limited quantities of that
class were purchased, and then only in
the larger centres. Now, the wholesalers
are buying up these new productions
which will have to bring them from $7 to
$10 a yard next Spring, and they feel
that there will be more general sale for
them in 1920 than there was for $5 and
$6 silks in, say, 1918. French 52 in.

tricolettes will be selling at $10, and 36
in. duvetyn at $7 in the Spring ship-
ments. They are beautiful materials, of
course, and their richness and fine range
of coloring in both suiting and dress
shades will, no doubt, assure them ready
sale among the high-class trade, espec-
ially so long as fine woollens are un-
available.

PIONEER WHOLESALER RETIRING
Viewing with quiet satisfaction a suc-

cessful business career of over 35 years,
one of London's pioneer wholesale mer-
chants, in the person of Robert C.

Struthers, is retiring, and the wholesale
dry goods firm of R. C. Struthers and
Company, of which he is the head, will

be a thing of the past. Advancing years
and a desire to spend the evening of life

in quiet retirement, are the reasons given
by Mr. Struthers for the step he has
taken. Mr. Struthers states that the
step would most likely mean that there
would be one less v/holesale business in

the city. The firm has filled a large
place in the commercial life of London,
Ont., its travellers covering practically

the whole of Ontario. The London ware-
hause gave employment to a staff of
about fifty.

J. J. Kelley, R. McKnight and L. T.
Dixon are preparing to operate a white-
wear factory in Owen Sound, Ont. About
twenty hands will be employed to s art.

The company is being capitalize-', at

$25,000.
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For Skirts ^T' Number of DesignsT

This Novelty Fabric

Featured by

Pine Tree Silk Mills
L DANNENBAUM'S SON & CO.

920-930 Market Street 285 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. NEW YORK N.Y.

Mills:

Allegheny Ave. and Boudinot St.

PHILADELPHIA

IL
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Dry Goods Review

B. D. A, Mohair
Where daintiness combined with long wear is demanded in a dress, suit

skirt, coat or cape for street, afternoon, motoring or outing there is but

one fabric that meets all tests—Mohair.

It defies dampness, repels dust, does not wrinkle—always looks spick-

and-span.

Stock it for steady trade. It is "The Mohair af Maximum Merit"

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION, Ltd.
of BRADFORD, ENGLAND

ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A.B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams: "Subdue London"

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and

Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES TARTANS SHEPHERD CHECKS ARMURES
CHEVIOTS SUITINGS SPONGE CLOTHS FANCIES
TWEEDS COATINGS EOLIENNES

Our new ranges for Spring and Summer, 1920, are now in the hands of Mr. H. D.

Marshall, Stair Building, Bay St., Toronto, to whom all enquiries should be

addressed.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation to

visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods

Trade.
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Mark Fisher, Sons & Co.

Our New Departments

"Kingfisher Linens and "Snowcrest Cottons

We have a New Department where you will find a com-
plete assortment of Household Linens and Cottons
bearing the above name.

We are in a position to ship immediately Crash Towel-
ling, Huckaback Towels (as well as Huckaback by the

yard), Bath Towels, Damask Tablecloths, Napkins and
Towels.

Our stock also includes the very best makes of Embroid-
ery and fine Handkerchief Linens, Altar and Surplice

Cloths, etc.

We shall sell under the name "Snowcrest" Madapolams
and fine Cottons which shall be as good values as the

best on the market. Each piece bears the stamped name
"Snowcrest," which is a guarantee of purity and high
quality.

In Oar ^ilk Department
Wide Dress Silks are being specially featured,
particularly in wanted shades, in such Rich
Fabrics as

:

Satin Meteor,
Satin Charmeuse

Satin Mousseline
Satin Duchesse

Taffetas Radiant
Taffetas Chiffon

Crepes Meteor
Crepes Georgette
Crepes de Chine

also
Real Chiffon Velvets

and
Chiffon Finish Velveteens

MARK FISHER, SONS & CO.
Fine Woollens, Tailors' Trimmings, Silks, Linens

28 VICTORIA SQUARE

&m

IB Bi

[F m

PS

1^

70 Bay St.
TORONTO

286 and 290 McDermott Ave.
WINNIPEG

MONTREAL
420 Cordova St.
VANCOUVER
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^ St. James's Buildings Oxford St.. Manchester.

The Head Offices of the C.P.A.—Lt

Mr. Edward Foster-
drect Canadian Repre-
sentative of The Calico Printers'

Association, Limited, Manchester,

England -the HOME of BRITISH
PRINTS— draws particular atten-

tion to the popular specialities

enumerated below.

CRETONNE
ART MUSLIN

PRINTED VOILE

You are reminded that samples of a

C.P.A. brands can always be seen, and

that enquiries addressed to

10, Coristine Buildings,

20, St. Nicholas Streer,

MONTREAL,
will receive the prompt and careful attention

of Mr. Foster.

THE CALICO PRINTERS' ASSOCIATION LTD.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.
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TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A.B.C.

5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO.
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTTRERS

Ecru and Colored Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo-Swiss and Broche Muslins,

"Wilsco" Lawns, '^Zelette"

LACE CURTAINS

LACE NETS

Telegraphic Address,

"CYRUS" Bradford.

Code used A.B.C.

5th Edition

CYRUS BR00K1& SONS, LTD.
Offices: 5 Union Street, Bradford, England

Manufacturers of

BUNTINGS SERGES

SHALLOONS

SCARVES

TAMMIES

COATINGS

GABARDINES

COSTUME CLOTHS

and

SILK WOOL CASEMENT CLOTHS

Manufactured at St. Dunstan's Mill, Mill Lane, and

Shuttleworth Works, Fairweather Green,

Bradford, England

CANADIAN AGENTS:

ARTHUR H/PARKS
77 York Street

Toronto

WILLIAM PARKS
43 St. Sacrament Street

Montreal

CREPE de CHINE
(in the better makes)

for Spring and Summer, 1 920
Reports from Paris indicate a

strong- fashion trend towards
Crepe de Chine. We are featuring
a pure silk guaranteed washable-
in-warm-water Crepe de Chine,
suitable for dresses, blouses and
ladies' undergarments.

Get in touch with us now so as
to ensure ample supplies of above
lines for Spring and Summer, 1920.

Write us, and our representative
will submit samples.

NOTE—Stocks of the popular
grades on hand in Toronto for im-
mediate delivery.

'*'<OfM«R. RKlSTfP'O

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie. |
PARIS 1

TARARE 1
LYONS i

Empire Building, 64 Wellington St. W. i
Telephone Adelaide 3062 =

TORONTO I

illlllllllllllllllllllllillllllll!lllllllllllllllllll!llilllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS

" SPERO " GOODS ARE MANUFACTURED AT THESE MILLS

"SPERO"
ON SELVEDGE IS OUR GUARANTEE

BRITISH MAKE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY

IN COTTON GOODS

"The Beat in the World"
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WOOLLEN -D WORSTED
COSTUME CLOTHS

SPECIALITIES:

SAND SERGES

TWEEDS
DYED CHEVIOTS

FINE WORSTEDS
LADIES' OVERCOATINGS

JOSEPH FOSTER & CO.
CALDER MILLS

ELLAND, YORKSHIRE
ENGLAND

Established 1853 London Warehouse:
1 LANGHAM PLACE
RECENT STREET W.
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"When Bedtime Comes"

LISTAPURE SILKS

not only make exquisite Blouses, Shirts

and Pyjamas, but are simply ideal for

Children's Dresses and Sleeping Suits.

In the clothing of your merry, romping
boys and girls quality counts; it is here

in wear and washing that

LISTA SILKS ARE SUPREME
Manningham Mills, Bradford, England

Ascfx t s'
HENDERSON & SMYTH

Toronto and Montreal
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The Canadian Wholesale Houses have
made liberal provision for supplies of

Wm. Anderson Zephyrs for 1920

/l^jZrtxie^4)fu/£^^

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW New York
43 Scott St. 48 White St.
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^vert/Aionth aJvew
Silk Season

This new merchandising idea
satisfies effectively the desire

of women to obtain constantly

something new and differ-

ent."

JALLINSON^^
1 Silks de Luxe k.

The National Silk' of International Fame

are novel in weave, distinctive

in texture, original in design,

rare in color harmonies, guar-

anteed in service.

Thrrr is always a rhmand jor Mallin-
son's Silks—there is (ibraj/s a Mallin-
sfjn Silk for every silk demand and
new ideas shown monthly to keep
this demand constant.

The November display is ready.

H. R. MALLINSON
& COMPANY, Inc.

' The New Sill^s First"

Madison Avenue, 31st. Street, New York

Georgre Dawson, Canadian Agent,
516 New Birks Building,

Montreal, Quebec.

FRIDAY SATUK»

II

1
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Fur Fabrics and Smooth Cloakings

Are What You Want to Make a Hit

We Offer You a Splendid

Range
Wool Duvetines Velbar Stripes Silvertones

Goldenstones Tinseltones Velours

Oxfords Bolivias Radiums

Polos Camel's Hairs Frost Glows

Seals and Furs in Black
Castor Beaver Reindeer

Moose Russian Burgundy

Ungava Far-West Polarkin

Unimak Hudson Beaverskin

Chinak Animole Baby Persian

Monkey Poney Silver Fox

Also Large Variety Scotch and English Coatings and Other Staples.

Samples on Request.

WE ARE EQUIPPED FOR QUICK ACTION

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED
17|VICTORIA SQUARE MONTREAL
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Peerless Always Satisfies

D E sure your stock of Peerless underwear is sufficiently large

to care for this winter's demand. Put Peerless on your coun-

ter—give it good display—it means bigger, better business for

you.

MCDDIE^P
Peerless Underwear

COMPANY. LIMITED

Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

HAMILTON ONTARIO

C E. Robinson & Co.

IMPORTERS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Mappin & Webb Building

10 Victoria Street, Montreal

Tel. Uptown 8553

Anchor Your Customers!

The quickest and surest way is to

handle goods that will give your store

a reputation for genuine value. See

our

—

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE

JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
TWEEDS AND ETOFFES
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS

Mitchell Woollen Co.
Limited

MITCHELL. ONTARIO

A Habit Worth While
When you want some novelty, some address, the correct name
of such-and-such a firm, get the habit of looking it up in the

Buyers' Market Guide. The Guide is near the back of the

book. Keep it in mind. You'll be surprised how convenient it

sometimes will be.
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Alarming Shortage in Sweater Coats
Toronto Buyer Places Orders For November, 1920, Delivery— Can Procure Only a Few

Dozen at a Time This Fall—Frilled Pullover Styles Look Promising for Next
Spring.

AN unprecedented shortage, togeth-
er with a great demand, character-
izes the trade in sweaters, pull-

overs and other lines of fine and fancy
knitted goods. One of the leading To-
ronto buyers in these lines remarkec^
to DRY GOODS REVIEW this month
that it is absolutely impossible to pro-
cure shipments which will last longer
than a few days at a time. These lines

are so popular that people buy them as
fast as they are displayed in the stores,

but only a few dozens at a time are ar-

riving. This unusual situation is quite

as marked in New York as it is in Can-
ada.

This ibuyer has already placed his or-

ders for November, 1?20 delivery, fear-

ing that no orders at all v/ill be accepted
later on. These goods will have to sell

a year from this winter at about the
same prices as those now prevailing.

Wiben in New York recently he was talk-

ing to a purchasing agent there who had
$200,000 worth of orders to place for re-

tailers, but could find no one to accept
them. "There are not a dozen sweaters
to be had in New York to-day," said the
Canadian buyer. "To get goods is the
big question both for the present season
and for next year. This is due to de-

creased producing hours and the enor-
mous demand from all over."

Wool Popular Again Next Year

Next year will see a continued strong
popularity for fancy fine wool sweaters
rather than for silk, this buyer informed
DRY GOODS REVIEW. The falling off

in silk he attributes to the extreme prices
and the prices are due to the record de-

mand for fibre silk. "When you consider
the numibesr of people who are gai'bed

*cap a pied' in artificial silk you can un-
derstand the reason for the prices. Men
as well as women wear fibre silk for
hose, underwear, linings, outer garments
and trimmings, neckties, hat bands, etc.

Procuring supplies in this material re-

minds me of an auction sale of say. two
tables where three men come to purchase.
The auctioneer has only two tables; it

is evident that one man has to go with-
out, and according to the extremity of
their need the buyers will bid high in or-

der to get the tables and yet they are
aware that one man has to go without.
If we could only provide a third table

each man would get his supply at a fair

price. That is just the situation when it

comes to procuring all kinds of knitted

goods."

Frilled Pullovers Again

Asked as to whether frilled pullovers
would be a good buy for next year, ho

said they are selling them as fast as

they can get them in at present, and
there is every indication that they will

continue strong next season. It is prob-

ably due to the fact that they were
brought out late in August this year.

The color range is especially good,

greens, bilues and other bright Itoines

all (being taken.

In the Shops

Eaton's are showing a nice assortment
of the frilled pullovers in fancy stitches

such as block, basket and herring-bone
effects. Some have loose open sleeves

and some are puffed into a cuff. These
are selling at around '$7.'50. Naturally,
for this style of garment the fine Shet-
land and other lig'ht weight yams are

preferred.

Murray- Kay's have a new collection of

"all wool English jumpers," selling at

$25.00. These are extremely fine Jersey
pull-overs, hand embroidered, and shown
in pastel colorings and some deeper tones
such as khaki, strawberry, etc.

A novelty sweeter shown at Simpson's
is in turquoise blue with a brown col-

lar and cuffs heavily brushed to resem-

ble fur. The collar is sailor shape,
double faced so that when it is turned up
the fur effect shows underneath as well.

There are some other of the new sweat-
ers shown with heavy knitted vest pan-
els in contrasting colors, but the newest
note in trimmings seems to be the wool
fur.

Fancy Scarfs Arriving

The Christmas trade will see a big sale

for all kinds of scarfs and caps as well

as the sweaters. Big orders for scarfs

have been placed by Toronto and other
stores, the new shawl scarfs being fea-

tured especially. These are on the way
in a igi'eat variety of fancy borders and
color combinations. Some are acquaint-

ed by belts either of self or of narrow
leather and some have none. Pockets in

a variety of styles are also shown on
the heavier scarfs. The average length

of the schawl scarf is 6 feet and some of

these will sell at $12.00 retail. This is

somewhat more moderate than the first

models which came out and were priced

at $25.00. Motorists in particular, are
very partial to these v/erm scarfs, and
no doubt find them aceptable Christmas
gifts.

UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY ALMOST
UNPURCHASABLE

Supplies Are Short in the Wholesale and Mills Are Experiencing
Difficulty in Supplying the Demand—Shortage of Yarns,

European Orders, and a Bigger Canadian Inquiry
Than Was Expected All Factors in Scarcity.

There is a mad scramble for knitted
goods of all kinds at the present time,
and wholesalers are finding that the
holding back from ordering- goods last

Winter for Fall delivery, was not a wise
policy. In fact, the demand at the pres-
ent time for knitted goods for the Fall
and Winter trade is so great that the
mills cannot begin to supply it. When
Fall business was being booked last

Febi'uary and March for this season,

wholesalers held from buymg their usual
large quantities, fearifng that prices

were going to come down, and they did

not wish to have their shelves loaded
with high-priced stuff when the slump
came. The retailers were not or'lering

from the travellers, and consequently
there was nothing for the wholessaler to

(10, he thought, but go easy in buying.

But as DRY GOODS REVIEW fore-

cast, the slump never came. Prices are

as strong now as ever, but it is no lon-

ger a quertion of price, but rather one

of securing goods. Some dealers have
offered to pay any figure if th*:y cou.d
only get .j.e stuff, but it is not to be
had. Wholesalers who never before
have ca^.ried underwear and hosiery
~ccon Is are glad to get them now, in or-

('.cr h) ixnviy their customers
When the Canadian trade did not give

their usual orders to the mills, accord-
ing to the statement of a distributing

agent for one of the large Canadian con-
cerns, the mills saw the likelihood of re-

duced operations, and at once set out to

secure export business. Large orders,

he said, were secured from Roumania,
and it is the filling of them that is now
occupying some of the kTiit goods mills,

to the neglect of Canadian orders. This
foreign business has to be attended to,

as contracts are carried out under bond.

Thus it is seen, that the .situation pre-

dicted last Spring in regard to the Can-
adian trade in knitted goods, is being
borne out, and those who had sufficient
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foresight will now appreciate the fact

that they bought their regular supply of

goods. Buyers from St. John to Van-
couver have been in Toronto in an en-

deavor to secure goods through the

agencies of the manufacturers. One
agent of a well-known manufacturer of

underwear and stockings told DRY
GOODS REVIEW that he did not have

a dozen pairs of socks to offer, either of

firsts or seconds.

The call is altogether for the high-

priced goods. This is true not only of

the larger centres, but is the case with

the small places throughout the Domin-
ion. It is just another evidence of the

prosperity of the country, and the craze

of the people for the best that is on the

market. Novelty and sports lines in

hosiery, for both men and women, are

selling fairly well on the Canadian mar-
ket, chiefly and quite briskly in the large

cities. '

Transportation difficulties are being

experienced by mianufac'turers in the

way of securing materials from the Old

Country. Bales of silk and woollen

yams are reported to be lying on the

docks there, waiting for boats to take

them away. Prices to the trade have

not advanced any, but the market is

very firm, and there does not seem to be

any likelihood of lower values ruling for

some time to come. Another member of

a firm distributing men's woollens, stat-

ed that he did not think that it was gen-

erally the case, that Canadian mills were
manufacturing for European demand, to

the neg-lect of Canadian business. There
is an unprecedented demand for wool-

lens, and this was unforeseen last Spring.

It is the case that many manufacturers
are working on orders for which their

supplies of yams are best suited. In

some instances, he believed it might be
European business which was causing

the shortage for the Canadian trade, but
he did not think the European trade was
taking precedence over the Canadian.

Shorter hours of labor have also inter-

fered with production to a very @reat
extent.

A Neat
Siv eater

Tuxedo coat
sweater with
collar and cuffs
in fancy stitch
of various color
com binations;
smart sash ef-

feet. Shown by
the Acme Glove
Works, Limited,
Montreal.

Strikes Cause Rapid

Advances in Hosiery
Trade Cannot Keep Pace With Them—A Letter Explains

the Difficulty.

STRIKElS in the United States as
we'll as in England, are {playing

havoc with deliveries, as well as
prices. The following letter, shown to

DRY GOODS REVIEW by one of the

largest importers of hosiery in Canada-
dealing with an order for several thou-

sand dozen—is an eloquent commentary
on the uncertain conditions existing:

"To obviate a strike at one of our
mills, after having had one at our

Philadelphia mill some ten days ago,
we were obliged to grant another in-

crease of 25 per cent, or shut down.
The labor conditions are tremen-
dously abnormal, and perplexing,

and we find it absolutely impossible

to proceed with the manufacturing
and filling of orders booked, with-

out a terrific loss. Our only alter-

native to prevent a complete shut-

down is to ask our customers to per-

mit us to increase the prices, which
does not cover our additional cost of

labor.

"We have gotten to a point where
we must ask you for an advance of

25 cents per dozen, begiiming at once

otn; the several orders you placed,

amounting to dozen infants'

socks. We believe it's preferable to

our customers to have this sliightj

advantage rather than permit a
strike stopping entirely.

"Your prompt reply, indicating your
willingness to comply with the fore-

going will, we believe, greatly facili-

tate the completion and early de-

livery of your merchandise."

"What could we do?" asked the ^-
porter after reading the letter. "Yet the

advance cut off all our profits on ithis

order, fox we have disposed of it to our
Canadian customers and cannot go to

them and ask for an advance on the

price we quoted them."
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THERE is a magnetic power in

Penmans 1919 array of sweater

coats.

Original styles and colorings will not

only meet the exacting tastes of femi-

nine seekers of pretty things to wear,

but will satisfy the more practical de-

mands of the men as well.

The quality of Penmans goods is too

well known to the public to need intro-

duction. You can recommend their

Sweater Coats with a feeling of assur-

ance.
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^^DODS KNIT"BRAND
UNDERWEAR

FOR MEN AND BOYS

PROMPT DELIVERY

The exceptional sturdiness,

warmth and durabihty of

this Made-in-Canada Un-

derwear will make a certain

appeal to your customers.

The splendid wearing qual-

ities and the reasonable

price are a combination

hard to find at this time.

Combinations and t w o -

piece. Flat knit and heavy

elastic.

Dods Knitting Co., Limited
Orangeville, Ontario

Selling Agents:
Ontario and Western Canada: Quebec and Maritime Provinces

R. R. DAVIS WM. C. FORSTER
33 Melinda St. Toronto 43 St. Sacrament St., Montreal
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''Super
»»

A 2-ply Floss sold in

balls. Spun from Au-

s^tralian Wool. Ideal

for the creation of

smart attractive ef-

fects.

Bonworth Knitting Yarns
Delightful to handle.

DeWghtful in effect.

Delightful in color.

Their durability and value go without

saying.

MA.Dt INOANADAI

36 Colors

The Bonner-Worth Co.
LIMITED

Worsted Yarn Spinners and Dyers

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO

''Electra
M

4-ply fingering with a

special twist imparted

to prevent splitting.

Sold in skeins. With-

out equal on the mar-
ket. Wonderfully soft

and pliable.

I

I

CIRCLE-BAR HOSIERY

See our new ''Anti-
Run" Stocking. It

will interest you.

Seamless—reinforced heels, soles and
toes—fits without wrinkling.

Noted for high standard in materials

and workmanship and excellent

wearing qualities.

FOR WOMEN
In Cashmere, Mercerized Cotton,

Silk.

FOR MEN
In Cashmere, Silk or Cotton.

FOR CHILDREN
gyf In Cashmere or Cotton.

The Circle-Bar Knitting Co.
Limited

Kincardine Ontario
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The Meaning of a Trade Mark
When a dealer can point to a Trade Mark and tell his customer, "That means
so-and-so," he is not only establishing goodwill for that line, but building up
business for himself.

Priscilla Quality
in infants' and children's woollen goods means the best materials and the most
expert workmanship at lowest possible cost.

Priscilla Brand jackets, overalls, bonnets, caps, toques, leggings, gaiters, boot-

ees, infantees, whether hand-made or machine-made, are the best of their

kind.

Send for our assortment of one dozen samples.
Made in Canada by

HENRY DAVIS & CO., LIMITED
259 SPADINA AVENUE -:- -:- TORONTO

-^ 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 n i 1
1
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The Hall-Mark of

Maximum Comfort and
Durability at Minimum Cost.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL LEADING.

Manufactured on THE GRADUATED
PRINCIPLE, and Commencing with TWO
THREADS in tlie TOP. it increases in

WEAR-RESISTING PROPERTIES as it

descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR,

and the HEEL and TOE FIVE,
making it essentially

nd

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY SEAMLESS
PERFECT IN FIT

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

tTT>TTTITTTTrttrriTrTtTTTTTltl l lTITrriT / T M TTtTITtTTTTTTTTIITtT

Cable Address :

'Currie Stewarton"

John
Currie

Son & Co.
Bridgend Works

* STEWARTON, Ayrshire, N.B.

Makers of Scotch Knit Woollen Goods

Including

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy

Scarves in self and
striped effects

Gents' Viator

and Aviator

Caps

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit

Caps and Tam O'Shanters.

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada

G. B. OLIVER
116 Mail Buildings 106 Bay Street

TORONTO

THE PURE WOOL
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

CCETCE

There is no manufacturer in Canada except ourselves making full-fashioned under-

clothing such as TurnbuH's "CEETEE," which requires special machinery. Our only com-

petition is from imported articles.

But remember there is no low grade "CEETEE" mpde only the very finest quality and

highest grade underclothing bears the famous "CEETEE SHEEP" trademark.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Ontario
Also Manufacturers of Tumbull's Ribbed Underwear for Ladies and Children and TurnbuH's

"M" Bands for Infants.

MH^JH- m^n jjj'^j^
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Buster Brown Selling Points

Longer Wearing , Because Specially
Strengthened, Smoothly Finished, Neat
Fitting, Economical, Cost Less in the End

T^HESE are real selling arguments. Points that

will "sell" the customer at once.

Show her a pair of Buster Brown Stockings. Point

out the two-ply leg and three-ply heel and toe-logi-

cal reasons why they must wear longer. Tell her

that Buster Brown Stockings are knit from extra

long yarn by skilled operators with years of special

training. Show how good looks as well as durability

are knitted right into them.

Many retailers have made permanent customers

with these arguments-for the stockings back them

up. You can do the samewith your trade.

Your wholesaler can supply you with Buster Brown

Stockings-the economical kind.

THE CHIPMAN-HOLTON KNITTING CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONT. MILLS ALSO AT WELLAND

«^RWfl
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Sort Up
NOW!

w ILL your stocks of Avon-Knit lines be sufficient to carry you

through this Fall and Winter season

?
When actual selling starts, many stores will find that their supplies

are quite inadequate to meet the big demand that is sure to come.

And merchandise will be scarce—very scarce; and we desire to ad-

vise Avon-Knit customers against delay in sending in sorting orders.

Give us a chance to give you service. Let us know about your re-

quirements by mail at once, so that we can make provision to serve

you.

Mitts Gloves Toques

Children's Knitted Suits

Sweater Coats, Pullovers

Muffler Sets Hosiery, Etc.

AVON HOSIERY, LIMITED
STRATFORD, CANADA

SELLING AGENTS :

RICHARD L. BAKER & COMPANY
84 Wellington St. West, Toronto
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Monarch-Knit Products are defi-

nitely, prominently and perma-
nently "on the map."

Quality has put them there.

And in style as well as in qual-

ity, Monarch-Knit goods lead the

way. Our designers keep in close

touch with all that is new in the

fashion centres of the world.

The Monarch-Knit range for

Spring now being shown by our
travellers, comprises the most com-
plete array of popular and exclu-

sive styles in knitted Outer-gar-
ments and Hosiery ever produced
in Canada.

In Silk Hosiery for men and
women we are making an excep-
tionally strong showing.

For your hand-knitting yarn
section sell "Monarch Floss,"

"Monarch Down" and "Monarch
Dove." These are the pioneer
Canadian-made balled yarns, in

thirty-four beautiful and popular
shades.

Send us your order for Books
Nos. 2 and 8 "Art in Knitting,"

which give full instructions for

knitting. These books retail at 25
cents each with a good profit for

you.

The Monarch Knitting Co.,

Limited

Head Office: Dunnville, Ont.

P'actories: Dunnville, St. Catharines and

St. Thomas, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.
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Boys Jersey No. 417—A new
Ballantyne boy's jersey that

is better in finish and work-

manship than any line made
in Canada up to this time.

Made in plain colors or with

contrasting stripes on collars

and cuffs, also contrasting

bands, yokes, etc. Fine cash-

mere yams used in all suit-

able colors and combinations.

A really superior garment to

meet the demand for a high-

^.rade boy's jersey.

R._M. Ballantyne, Limited

SIRATFORD, ON'J".

BALLANTYNE'S
Spring- Range for 1920

Offers You Distinct Advantages

One of your biggest problems at present is to get the

right kind of merchandise at the time you can sell them

best. The Ballantyne Spring range, now being shown

by our travellers, is designed for this purpose. The

garments are specially designed for the Spring and

Summer trade, and they are being shown now so that

all orders can be delivered in time for the opening of

the Spring season. The range includes

—

Knitted Coats and Pullovers, Boys' Jerseys,

Men's, Women's and Children's Bathing Suits
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STRAW STYLES
That Are Different

Spring 1920
A beautiful range from fashion centres

LADIES', MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
HATS

Price and Quality considered, you will find this

line a most interesting one.

We will arrange a call if you are not now on our
list.

We also manufacture BUCKRAM SHAPES.

Trial order solicited.

PEERLESS HATS, LIMITED
Mfrs. of Ladies' and Children's Straw and Velvet Hats, etc,

Direct from Maker to Retailer

10 ONTARIO ST. W. MONTREAL

DYNAMO BRAND

Wholesalers

!

This Trade Mark is your
guide to

—

'Dynamo Brand Maline

The Original Guaranteed

Rainproof Maline

Ideal for Millinery and Scarves.

Resists rain, dampness, snow, sun, and
perspiration.

Exceptional quality

Guaranteed

Economical

We are the only selling agents for Gros
Million & Co., of Lyons (France) for the
Dominion of Canada.

CHAS. MOUTERDE
(United Makers)

80 Wellington St. West Tel. Adel. 4184

TORONTO
Room 705 Read Bldg. Tel. Main 6524

MONTREAL

Mid-Winter Millinery

Penelope
Qaqe

I
V -

n accord ipith the plans

o[ the Retail Millinerq

Association, we beqin

on October 6th to displaij at

both our Chicago and Neu?

york stores a line of millinerij

particularly adapted to the

midipinter demand.

]De inuite i^ou to inspect

this line.

7!(y^ PRODUCERS
OF CORRECT
MILLINERY

Neuj IJork Chicago Paris
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Picture and Small Hats for Social Season
Street Colors Settling Into Black and Brown —Tulle, Brocade and Gold Laces for Festive

Headwear-—Furs, Veils and Feathers Strong With Some Touches of Novelty.

THERE is no radical change to be

noted in millinery shapes for the

mid-Winter season. Tendencies

continue along the lines indicated last

month. Of course the promise of an

exceptionally gay social season worthy

of the first real "peace" Winter means
a strong demand for picture hats and

dress models, but the small hat continues

to hold its own and is considered by some

to be in the lead.

The colder weather will ibring tarns

more into prominence, for the many at-

tractive designs in fur and fur fabric

cannot help Ibut make a definite appeal

during the mid-Winter months.

Already the bright Autumn shades

have given place to blacks and browns
in -aJbout equal measure. These of course

are livened by the different brocades and
vari-colored ornaments.

Black Satin Appearing

Velvet is still in favor in all its varie-

ties, but black satin has begun to be

used on dress hats. Brocades, malines

and lace are also much in evidence. One
vei-y effective design is a small turban

shape of metal brocade on a black

ground, shrouded in black draped tulle.

Some tarns are shown made cf bright-

ly dyed fur; with the fur on the facing

sheared almost to the skin, while the

crown remains undipped.

Ostrich trimming, mostly glycerined

or burnt, continues to vie with monkey
and kolinsky fur for public favor.

Square black sequins in a section effect

omamf-nt the brim of one chin-chin hat

developed from black panne.

Styles Demand Veils

One of the most prominent features

of present day millinery is that it sim-

ply demands veils. Some of tin.' mor?
tailored models having no ornamentation

whatever, but a matched veil of spidery

design, which drops down over the face

to fasten about the neck with a seal

band; or swathes itself around the neck

once or twice to end in a band of velvet

or an eight-inch tassol.

A Chin Strap of Kolinsky

One hat on display wa^s a small cloche

shape with a draped nigger brown vel-

vet crown; gold brocade on a brown

ground formed the brim and the cre-

ation was completed with a flowing

matched lace veil confined by a chni

strap of kolinsky attached directly at the

back.

AnotJier novslty in veiled hats is il-

lustrated herewith. It combines black

and blue velvet—^vety popular- -and

shows neck band with rosette and

streamers. Black and white, also a fav-

orite after a riot of color and always

considered "good" in Paris, is also re-

presented in a novel turban. Simil-

arly shaped little turbans are being

shown in the shops with *;riangular or

irregularly shaped "patches" seamed

together. These patches include gaily

contrasting colors and are of velvet or

effected by strand of chenille. Small

strips of these brilliant velvets are also

used as bandeaux or trim.med sections on

black velvet shapes. They suggest a

development from the "camouflage"

idea which was more glaring and irreg-

ular in design. Some dignity of lire is

essential, of course, to subdue the high

colors.

Notes on New York
Winter Millinery

The "four season" plan recently in-

augurated by the New York millinery

trade was further carried out, and most

successfully too, by the mid-Winter open-

ings which took place on October 6. And
although the weather man has seen fit to

retard the retailer's trade slightly by

exceptionally warm weather, the whole-

sale houses were displaying a wide

range of fur, velvet diivetyn, brocade.

A Clever Model
Black panne velvet forms the

novel crown and upper brim of
this becoming hat. The under-
brim is of the new royal blue
velvet. A plain mesh veil

caught into the black taffeta
neckband is also part of the
hat. The neckband ends in a
rosette and long ends piped
with the blue velvet and where
the ends are turned up is an
ingenious little corner for car
tickets.

SIM1MISSMS2IM
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and satin models, for which the demand

is only a few woeks distant.

Puffs and Swirls of Tulle

Predominating colors are black and

brown for all styles of millinery. In the

composition of dressy hats, malines is

much used as well as brown and all man-

ner of metallic lace. Theatre and dance

chapeaux, in fact, appear to be little

more than puffs and s-wirls lof tulle

wreathed with lace, ostrich fringe or

flowers. Some, too, of dull metal bro-

cades are in turban shapes draped in

true dignified Oriental fashion.

Cellophane is much used for facing's

and bandings; a favorite shade being

Clair du Lune

—

a dusky moonlight blue.

For trimmings, J3t and sequin orna-

mentation continue to be popular.

Ostrich and vulture, too, are still much

in evidence for. the sam.e purpose; the

heavy plumes for large picture models;

the burnt or glycerined for semi-tailor-

ed designs. To tell the truth, so great

is the present demand for this sort of

ornamentation that dealers are begin-

ning to be fearful of a shortage in the

best grades.

Profusion of Currants

Some informal hats have clusters, and

even whole crowns made of different

colored currants, often combined with a

flowei

.

Veils are shown in abundance; s'>me

of Chantilly, some in wide meshes with

scroll pattern in metallic threads; many
edged wlith fur, and all playing import-

ant parts in the attractiveness of the

simpler informal shapes.

"CELLOPHANE"—A new gauzy

silk of various hues for embroider-

ing. It looks more like the spun

candy used by confectioners for

window displays than anything

else—used on nets for drapes and

soft bandings—truly, a new mil-

linery lollipop.

"LES AFFAIRES MARCHENT BIEN"

An interesting picture appeared in a

Saskatoon paper this month. It was a

view of that city taken 17 years ago.

At that time Saskatoon comprised less

tJhan a score of buildiTigs, one of which

was the first store of S. F. Cairns, then

a little one^storey structure. To-day

Sasltiatoon bias a population of over 21,-

000 and the Cairns stoire has growin

proportionately. Enthusiasm for their

town and its rapid progress character-

A Study in

Black and
White
How could black

and white be more
charmingly arranged
than in this chic lit-

tle hat of velvet? A
novel pearl bead
buckle holds a
sweeping feather
plume intact. This
is an effect which
pleases Paris and is

decidedly wearable
in Canada.

izes most of its business men, and as a

result sjme of the most progressive

concerns in the province are flourishing

in Saskatoon. "Businesis is good."

ally, will go out to the members of tftie

family. /

DEATH OF R. E. WALKER
In the death of R. E. Walker early

in September, the dry goods trade loses

one of its most progressive and highly

respected mem'bers. After having been

in business in Toronto for 25 years the

late Mr. Walker went to Fort William,

where he established a large dry goods

trade and as well, took an active part

in the life of the community. During

his residence at the head of the lakes

Mr. Walker made many friends, whose

sympathy, with that of the trade gener-

NEW FACTORY AT BRANTFORD
J. & J. Cash, Ltd., with factories at

Kingfield, Coventry, England, and South

Non\'alk, Conn., U.S.A., have decided on

Brantford as the location of their Cana-

dian factory. In order to commence
operation at once the new industry has

taken the third story of the "Expositor"

building, where manufacturing will com-

mence as soon as the necessary machines

can be installed. Fifty hands will be re-

quired at the outset. The firm manufac-

tures woven labels, hat ribbons and

badges, initial letters, linen goods, fril-

lings, etc.

An Unusual

Model

There's a new tilt to

this brim, isn't there?

It is a beaver brim and

the crown is metallic

brocade. The curling

ostrich plume comes

through and under the

brim, giving a unique

touch.

;fl?^f?^lr?^l??^[?^l?7^lt7rtlt?1?l^
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BRITISH LACE
By Mark Meredith

British lace manufacturers are mak-
ing preparations for the trade boom
which they are confident is boun'd to

come soon. For the past six months,
especially, buyers in Latin America
have only sent through orders of a
hand-to-mouth character, and stocks
must now be running very low indeed.

Quite apart from the fact that British

made laces enjoyed g-reat popularity, and
catered for this market before the war,
the source of supply in Germany is not
yet at liberty to resume operations, and
the French lace centres are heavily
handicapped. Nottingham, and the oth-

er centres whch supplement its output
of lace goods for export, are the only
European districts in a position to cope
with large orders, and supply the many
varieties likely to be in demand.
The wisdom of the British Midland

lace makers in taking up the special

styles of the article hitherto largely
bouglit by the Latin-American peoples
from Germany and Austria should soon
be demonstrated. This was by no means
a difficult task, seeing that many of the

most artistic, as well as the coarser
grades were copies of designs pirated

without scruple by foreign draughtsmen
who visited England for the purpose.

Original as Well as Imitative Designs

Lace firms, however, are not relying
altogether upon their output of imita-

tion Barmen or Plauen types, for they
are proud of the fact that British—and
especially Nottingham lace^—has dis-

tinctive characteristics; an excellent
reputation for quality the world over,

and is nowhere more favored than in

Latin-America. Hence they are con-
centrating a good deal of attention on
this market. Resident agents have been
supplied with the most up-to-diate sam-
ples, and travellers are about to leave
England.
High prices prevail, and there is at

present little prospect that they will

fall to any appreciable extent. Mean-
while, lace producers in the United
Kingdom, are organizing and consoli-

dating their resources, and have asked
the Government to guard them against
any trade war on the part of Germany.
The range of laces for ornamental and

useful purposes produced in Nottingham
embraces almost every style so far

evolved. It cannot be too often reiterat-

ed that the remarkable mechanism of
the machines made in the city and neigh-

borhood has reached such perfection that

the imitation of foreign made articles

is Tendered comparatively easy, so that

former customers of Germany and Aus-
tria need have no fear that they will

be unable to get what what they require

without resource to those countries.

Long Credits Not Advisable

The vexed question of long credits re-

mains unsolved so far as the British

lace producer is concerned. He is averse
from copying the German trader in this

particular, being of opinion that busi-

ness relations are mutually beneficial

when conducted on a basis ensuring a

Made Entirely in Toronto
This novel and fashionable tunic is made of
orchid silk net embroidered in silver and
finished with orchid satin ribbon and em-
erald green beads. The embroidery and
designing is all done in Toronto by the

H. P. Ritchie Company.

ready interchange of commodities and
currency. He does not bind himself to

any definite theory of finance, and is

open to extend accommodation within
reasonable limits. His attitude is simply
that of one who desires business, is de-

termined to give satisfaction, and is pre-

pared to accept any suggestions for

making his goods more acceptable m
Latin-American markets.

HANDBAGS AND
PURSES

New Frames to Suit Modish Fabrics

Speaking of the advances in fine

leathers and kids, a manufacturer men-
tioned to DRY GOOOS REVIEW that

he bought 8 months ago for next Spring,

and prices had gone up 30 per cent, in

the meantime. Finished goods for this

year are not more than 10 per cent, over

a year ago, but those who did not get in

early would have to ask prices next
year quite a step in advance of this

yea/.

Flat purses are selling- well. While
demand is rather active for novelty lines

."•uch as the now soft top canteens, point-

ed canteens with tassels, miser bags,

etc. The bulk of sales is consummated
in the more staple types, and manufac-
turers prefer making these. Much new
help has had to be taken in this Fall and
the output is imaterially greater v;hcn

restricted to a few patterns, than when
each bag or purse is inclined to have a
construction all its own.
Some of the newer fiat purses are

rather small and square in shape, or if

oblong, the handle is attached to the
smaller side. These are only seen occas-
ionally, however.

In fabric bags silk velvets and bro-
cades are extremely popular. So popu-
lar are they, in fact, that a great var-
iety of fancy frames and handles has
been produced for them.
The newest handles show a combin-

ation of celluloid and silver, the cellu-

loid being in a mottled color scheme to
harmonize with the brocade and mount-
ed with a fancy silver motif. A decided
turn has occurred in handles for these
frames. Last season practically all the
frames were of the bag material, ribbon
or celluloid chf^ins like the frames. This
year one sees a re-appearance of the
metallic chains, finished m silver to

match the trimm.ings on the frames.
Small links similar to those on mesh
purses are used. One new type of all

silver frame (which is still good), has
a shield or V-shape portion on the flat

sides, which adds an ornamental touch
as well as tal<ing al strain off the ma-
terial.

FaRsels for bags tending to an oblong
shape are still in vogue.

One attractive new design is in heart

shape, about 8 inches deep, and has a

shirred band between the two sides, giv-

ing additional room inside.

NECKWEAR
The month just passed has seen little

change in the neckwear situation. Nets
are very active in all the styles m.ention-

ed a month ago. If there is any new
tendency it is toward the high-back

collar. These are suitable for wearing-

Vv'ith suits and cloth dresses while the

v/oather continues mild, and will find a

sale so long as furs are not essential.

The newest of these collars have deep
lapels in front and roll up high at the

back of the neck. Organdie is a suitable

material for them.
Suit collars of real lace are noted

frequently. Fine guipure laces, Irish

crochet, real fiiet, and the exquisite

Venetian and Belgian laces ar? used for

these styles. They are usually made
straight and from 2 to 3 inches wide.

Ivory and natural tones are of course

the mode for these laces unless in the

case of Tirish crochet, which is usually

Avhito.

Some dainty combinations of ecru and

white nets are shown in trim little nar-

row tuxedo collars with cuffs. Panels

of shirred net are an interesting touch.

Sponge cloth, which has been referred

to in the letters from Paris which have

appeared in DRY GOODS REVIEW, is

being shown here under the more famil-

iar term of ratine, but these heavier

fabrics arc really waiting for cooler

weather for the'r "run," the sunny Fall

days so far being bes toxprossed in the

dainty nets and laces.

For dresses of silk, Geoi;gette, berthas
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and ruchings are dressy and attractive.

Some of these are shirred and lace trim^
mtd so that they are an item of real

importance in the finishing of a grace-
ful gown, especially when cuffs to match
are worn.

RIBBONS
Everybody is crying for them, and they

won't be happy till they get them, but,

imfortunately, the latter is out of the

question!

The demand for ribbons ot all kinds

has been so m.uch greater than antici-

pated this season, and the deliveries of

foreign goods so delayed, that whole-
salers are able to fill only a small per-

centage of their orders.

The Latest Modes
Two of the newest models in fashionable
bags. These feature the new frames made
of colored celluloid and silver, with chain
handles. Brocades and velvets are the
leading materials for handbags. Shown by
Canadian Leather Products, Ltd., Toronto.

iB«

A

Beautiful French Ribbons in Various Widths
No. 1 is one of the new wide Shantung ribbons in rich Oriental colorings and design. 2.

Soft diagonal faille, wide rib, in ember shade. 3. A rich novelty in irregular satin blocks

in nasturtium tones. 4. Silver and faille are combined here, the silver being plain and the

faille, in turquoise blue; brocaded with tiny flowers. 5. A richly colored Persian effect,

heavy but soft. 6. A brilliant combination of embossed gold color design on two-toned

ground. 7. Finely woven faille ribbon so softly shaded that it resembles velvet brocade

very closely. Shown by courtesy of Chas. Mouterde, Ltd., Toronto.

Handsome bags of heavy cord and
embroidered ribbons are selling well as

far as they can be supplied, so also are

boudoir novelties made of the narrower
ribbons in pastel shades. One charming
little cap is of light blue satin ribbon;

a bandeau one and a half inches wide is

used as a foundation for three-quarter
inch riibbon strips, which meet at the

centre of the crouoi and are fastened by
a cluster of pink rosebuds. Another

cluster and rosette of pink ornament the

bandeau.

It is ihoped that, with the settlement of

the strike in England and the return of

shipping conditions to normal, ribbons

will begin to arrive in sufficient a'bund-

ance to meet the demand. Prices, how-

ever, promise to go still higher, particu-

larly on foreign goods.

Offerings on the Canadian markets in-

clude new "camouflage" and "mosaic"

patterns in wide widths. Two-toned

satin ribbons are in good demand for the

better class trade. They ar& used a

gTeat deal iby makers of both evening

gowTis and exclusive silk undergarments.

There is a range of some 14 color com-

binations in these two-faced ribbons.

"MEMORIES OF MY UMBRELLA
DAYS"

An interesting booklet under the above
title, telling the story of an ambitious
saleslady in the umbrella department of

a big store, has been received by DRY
GOODS REVIEW. The "heroine'' tells

in the first person how she rose to be
buyer and manag'er through her interest

in the stock and study of umbrella sell-

ing methods. Later she increased her

department's efficiency by the use of

various artistic devices designed to at-

tract customers.

One clever idea which provoked many
smiles, was the use of a show card say-

ing: "People need umbrellas even after

they are married. There is no imore

welcome present for a bride and groom
—or both."

The story is modestly told, and ends

with a touch of romance, which. seem;s

to indicate that she "married and lived

happily ever after."

The 'booklet is artistically illustrated

by little line cuts and would prove fas-

cinating to anyone interested in the sell-

ing of umbrellas. It is copyrighted by
W. N. Stevenson & Co., New York.
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FOOTWEAR
All the new fashionaible pumps are

veil built vip with a shield or in somie

ether way on the instep. This was
almost a necessity for Winter, when so

many peoiple want to wear sipats with
their pumps, the low cuts being of the

^^^-ong line and apt to leave a gap be-

tween its edge and that of the spat.

Buckles of patent kid, of cut steel or

of rhinestones are all giood on these

high front shoes. A newer and fashion-

able feature makes the pump really to

approach the oxford. This is effected

by a hlucher development with one or

two larg-e holes—no more—at either

side, througih which neat ribbon ties

are laced over the instep shield. Many
of the shield effects are squared off at

the top, giving quite a novel line.

It is rumored that the demand among
some New Yorik women for the French
last is likely to m'aike some difference

in the numlb'er of long vamp« offered in

fashionable lines for next Spring.

France has adhered rigidly to the short,

vamp, round toe, and high, almost
straight, but slender heel. But there

are those, too, in Paris, who are aski-ng

for the longer American lasts. Both
are seen in EJngland. Altogether, it

looks as if some modifications of both
types will begin to appear pjssibly by a

vear from now.

ALLOWS CLEAR VISION

One of the new Fall veils show-
ing dot pattern over face, but not
over eyes—a feature which will no
doubt win appreciation. Shown
by the Crown Veiling Co^ New
York.

"Jazz" hose are shown for faddy folk

ia London. These hose are in artificial

.=>i]k and have a circlet of silk fringe

placed at about the place where high
walking boots would reach. This fringe,
of course, would be readily seen when
worn with skints of French leng-ths.

SHORT SUPPLY OF
KIDS FOR XMAS

strikes in France Have Serious Effect
On Deliveries of Kid Gloves—Only

—

One-Fourth in One Case
Strikes in France are increasing the

scarcity of kid gloves that merchants
will be able to secure for the Christmas
trade. One large importer stated to
DRY GOODS REVIEW that their allot-

ment had been cut down to barely one-
quarter of what they had expected, and
that this was far below what they had
delivered for last Christmas season. The
reason for this was a series of strikes
that had taken place in France among
nearly all those concerned with the mak-
ing of the gloves. These began in Au-
gust, and latest advices gave little hope
of their being concluded in time to per-
mit of any goods being shipped in time
for Christmas.

Conditions were growing steadily
worse in regard to supplies of these lines.

Two years ago the exports of French
kid gloves to the United States had ibeen

616,000 dozen; last year this had been
reduced to 310,000, and the present year
would see a much smaller total even than
last year.

Fashions Call For
Ribbons

Beautiful hat, scarf and bag to

match, made of duvetyn and "J.C."

metallic brocaded ribbon—two im-

portant fashion items. The fringe

is silk floss and narrow ribbon

combined. Worn by Eleanor

Henry in "The Lonely Romeo."

This novel pyjama suit looks al-

most like an afternoon gown. It

is made of indestructible crepe

and "J.C." embroidered satin rib-

bon with silver tassels. Miss

Myrtle Stedman, star in Para-

mount Pictures, is wearing it, and

you notice she likes a bandeau to

match.

Photos by courtesy of Johnson,

C^owdin & Co., Inc., New York.
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What's Wrong?
Some Enumerations as to Points of Reconstruction Required

Among Certain Retail Merchants.

«</'
I ^ HERE is something- radically

I wrong- with my business, I am
-- losing customers!" This is a

common complaint that has been vjiced

by a certain class of retail merchants
since time immemorial. It is a peren-

nial or chronic ailment, ever recurring.

Usually the complainant endeavors to

discover where the trouble lies. Quite

often he blames his salespeople; oftener

the customers themslves. Seldom d.^es

he give himself the credit of being th^,

chaotic element. Yet six times out of

ten the merchant who bemoans his d<^-

clining business is the principal of-

fender, the William Hohenzollem, and
can only remedy matters by renovating

himself and his methods of conducting
business. And it is absolutely neces-

sary that he right conditions, for the

germ of inevitable failure lies in a mer-
chant's continued inability to discover

his -weaknesses.

Not that retail merchants are any
different from other human beings. It

i, natural for man to be blind to his

own sins and doubly conscious of the

transgressions of his neighbors.

The Freezing Process

Perhaps more customers aiie lost

through proprietors of retail stores be-

ing too cold and undemonstrative to-

ward the trade than any other way.
A customer doesn't like to be ignored.

He considers himself, and is entitled to

courtesy and friendly recognition from
the men whose business he patronizes.

Unfortunately, it seems inherent in

seme men to be frigid in their attitude

toward others. They really don't mean
to be that way and usually, when one
gets to know them, he finds such per-

sons mighty warm friends. But the

average customer is not an intimate
friend of the manager of a store and
does not know that he is a jolly g-ood

fellow somewhere beneath his frosty
exterior. A man who cannot display at
least a little sunny nature in g:reeting

his customers had better sell out and

gc into the cold storage business as

(juickly as possible.

This doesn't mean that a merchant
must generate the heat of a tropical

climate in meeting the trade and fa-wn

0-. er his customers like an enthusiastic

puppy dog.

A merchant can be too warm and ef-

fusive just the same as he can be too

cold and distant. Both are extremely
dangerous to healthy business.

On Guaranteeing Goods

When a merchant starts to giving in-

discriminate guarantees with his mer-
chandise he is treading on dangerous
ground and is liable to wake up some
(lull morning and locate a creditors'

sale bill outside his door. It would
appear as if a great many retail mer-
chants regarded a guarantee as some-
thing light and inconsequential, a con-

venient little hackneyed word for use

in closing a deal.

How many merchants have not re-

plied, at some time or another, to a
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it is safer and wiser to refrain from
making use of this popular method of
selling goods.

Evasive Advertising

Whether designedly or because they
are unable to grasp the true essentials
of resourceful publicity, a number of
retail merchants are inclined to adver-
tise their merchandise in evasive and,
sometimes, untruthful, though conven-
tional, terms—another splendid way to

lose customers.
There still are some people who will

bite twice, but this is a progressive age
of keen competition and the average
buyer demands value with his bargains
and will only stand for being fooled

once. He will go across the street the

next time.

It is impossible to make the keen-
oyed, experienced housewife believe that
there is not a thread of cotton in a

certain line of towelling just, because
ihe advertisement claimed it was pure
linen. The fellow who reads about the

sample suits temptingly offered at

^11.09 will understand why the de-

scription was vague when he examines
the clothing and finds that it is of mid-
Victorian vintage and suspiciously odor-

ous of moth balls.

An advertisement should be first and
always an exposition of the truth. It

customer's query, as to whether an
article was reliable or not, with a care-

less: "Yes, it's all right, I'll guarantee
it." The expression is common, too

common in this country, and by no
means confined to the retail merchant.
Some customers accent it at its true

worth, which in the majority of casos

is very low, but there are other seri-

Gvs-minded persons who interpret that

thoughtless utterance as meaning that

tney are entitled to a retum of their

rooney if the goods prcve unsatisfac-

tory. Trouble and los.? of customers
usually results from misuncerstandings
cf this kind.

Guarantees are dangerous things to

trifle with, even when they are given

in earnest and good faith. There is so

much room for argument and disagree-

ment when merlchandise is returned.

The merchant usually has his opinion

as to the merits of the unsatisfactory

article and the customer his. Unless a

retail merchant can back up a bona-fide

guarantee with an equally bona-fide one

from the manufacturer or wholesaler,

should be worded in plain, understand-

able English, without equivocal terms,

and if there is anything wrong with the

merchandise featured, the advertiser

should make it clear to the public. Cot-

ton is cotton and seconds are seconds,

no matter how hard and how cleverly

some ingenious, but immature ad-

writer endeavors to disguise the former

for wool and the latter for the flawless

article in an elaborately designed ad-

vertisement.

Take a Holiday

These are but a few of the many
little ills that go to make up a com-
plication of business diseases in a cer-

tain class of the retail merchants of

the day. Some of them suffer but

slightly from one, while others are

deeplv afflicted with all. In this pro-

gressive, swift-moving, thoroughly-ef-

ficient ao-e no man can afford to permit

even a slight business ill to infest him-

self or his system. If his physical

make-UTi p-°ts out of order the rushes

(Continued on page 108)
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BILL- FOLDS
AND

POCKET
BOOKS

MEN'S
COLLAR
BOXES

Black and Colors

MUSIC
ROLLS

Can also be dropped

and locked.

Full size of music.

Manufactured by

$12.00
to

$30.00
Doz.

$12.00

to

$30.00
Doz.

$15.00
to

$54.00
Doz.

Canadian Leather Products
Limited

144 Front Street West, TORONTO
MONIRKAL OFFICK : 2.^0 McCill St. C. K. DKMKRS
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SILK
AND

VELVET
BAGS

STRAP
BACK
PURSES

TOP
HANDLE
PURSES

Manufactured by

PRICES

$21.00
Doz

to

$60.00
Doz.

.50
Doz.

to

$60.00
Doz.

$12.00
Doz.

to

$72.00
Doz.

Canadian Leather Products
Limited

144 Front Street West, TORONTO
MONTREAL OFFICE : 230 McGUl St.—C. E. DEMERS
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Ideal

For Fall and Winter

You can thoroughly

recommend tkem

Cnamo Suede Duplex

Cnamo Suede and Silk
Canadian Made

Griffm Gloves, Limited

Toronto

Sole Selling Agents

:

RICHARD L. BAKER ^ CO., 84 Wellington St. We»t, TORONTO
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O EVENTEEN years ago there was only

^ one front lacing corset manufactured

in all the Dominion of Canada

—

THEjGOSSARD FRONT -LACING CORSET

That the front lacing principle is the cor-

rect principle in corsetry is sufficiently

proved by the unquestioned fact that in

the short period of these seventeen years

Gossard Corsets have not only gained

and maintained a commanding leader-

ship, but have revolutionized the entire

corset industry.

So, of course, to-day there are many
other front lacing corsets manufactured

in imitation of the original, but to a large

majority of discriminating buyers there

is still only one front lacing corset manu-
factured in all the Dominion of Canada.

The Canadian H. W. Gossard Co.,
LIMITED

f-f 284-286 West King Street TORONTO, ONTARIO

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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TORONTO
for

Neckwear of Character
Sold by the Smartest Shops
Worn by the Smartest Women

Distinctive designs in Jabots, Gilets, Berthas, Collars—in fact everything in up-to-

the-minute Neckwear—to suit your most discriminatmg customer.

Dry Goods Review
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NECKWEAR
TEA APRONS

Place Early!

CAMISOLES
BOUDOIR CAPS

Place Early!

Holly Ribbons for Christmas
Have you a good supply in readiness for

THE BIGGEST CHRISTMAS EVER?

Indications point to unprecedented Christmas buying this

year. The demand for Christmas Ribbons will be

immense.

Be sure to have a sufficient supply on hand. We have a

large stock of high-class Holly Ribbons in many attractive

designs and different widths.

ORDER NOW!

RIBBONS LIMITED

Montreal

''Specialists in Ribbons

TORONTO

j>

Winnipeg
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Sell Sport Veils
the"Society" Way
The unique "Society" Sport
Veil cabinet shown on this

page serves as salesman,

display piece and container.

It virtually places the

"Society" veil, with its be-

coming mesh and motif, di-

rectly into the waiting hands
of the curious shopper.

Shortly, plans for a far-

reaching "Society" Sport
Veil campaign of national

publicity will be announced.
If you would be numbered
among the many up-to-date

Retailers, who are finding

quick sales and new, large

profits in "Society" Sport
Veils—get in touch with
your nearest wholesaler now.

Retailers: Name of our nearest
distributor will be sent you
upon request.

Jobbers: Our representative
will call or we'll forward
samples. Communicate.

HERBERT B. LEDERER CO.
A CORPORATION

Importers and Manufacturers
91-93 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK

fto!;'

<^§±:y''^^?.-:um^^^\''^'-
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6414—Misses' Pullover, Fancy Knit,

Striped Collar, Cuffs and Skiirt.

Made in sizes 28 to 34.

Colors : Turquoise and Salmon, Mid
Rose and Turquoise, L/ilac and
Maize, Dark American Beauty and
Peacock.

For

SPRING
1920

TttAOT MAWK

Knit Goods
These two numbers are

representative of the doz-

ens of smart new styles our
salesmen are showing. See

their samples and

ORDER EARLY

Acme Glove Works
Limited

Montreal

6463 - Ladies' Tuxedo Coat with vestee front

;

plain knitted yarn, silk effect ; fancy knit
vesitee.

Colors : Turquoise and Maize, Maize and Irish,

Saltnon and Nile, Lijrht American Beauty and
Nile.
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Simple bat effective collar of plain cream net
combined with tucked net and fluting. Parti-

culavlij smtable for the round-necked dress.

We are now showing our full range of

Christmas Neckwear, with the best assort-

ment of materials and styles we have ever

produced.

" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

T. H. BIRMINGHAM and CO., LIMITED
93 to 99 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

a C'cs^:n2^yc3ni>T3s3aviX3cy'^D^=3oc:='oao\jn\^cy^^ R
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OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
are very popular this season and will

be for some time.

Illustration shown is one of our
best numbers.

We have fans to match any gown.
Large range. Any color.

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co.
Limited

78 Wellington Street W.

TORONTO

B
U
T
T
O
N
S

B
U
T
T
O
N
S

Our extensive stock will meet your de-
mands. We have all the wanted lines

—

including a good range of Ivory and Smoked
Pearl Buttons and Celluloid Button.s.

Tailors' Small Wares
Fancy Trimmings ;'"*

See the Button Man or write for prices.

The Ontario Button Co.,
LlMriKl)

Kitchener - - Ontario
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r
Evelyn Gosnell of

"Up in Mabel's Room"

wearing beautiful dress

creation trimmed with

"J. C." Lady Fair Ribbon

"J. C"RIBBONS
supply in a distinctive fashion, all

the individuality and charm you

expect to find in a ribbon trimming.

"J. C." Ribbons are so unusual in quality, so unique in design and so uncommon
in color that they are the invariable choice of garment designers. The genuine

beauty of these ribbons is a revelation to the most discriminating.

There's a ''J. C." Ribbon for every garment need—buy them by name

—

LADY FAIR
A new double-faced satin ribbon.

There is only one genuine Lady Fair
Ribbon—"J. C." LADY FAIR. Be
sure the name appears on every bolt

you buy.

SATIN DE LUXE
Best satin and taffeta ribbon.

VIOLET
Ideal lingerie ribbon in pink, blue
and white.

TROUSSEAU
Rosebud and Polka dot lingerie rib-
bon.

(All registered trade mark names)

SANKANAC
Popularly priced satin and taffeta

ribbon.

DEMOCRACY
A grosgrain ribbon "For the People."

JOHNSON, COWDIN & COMPANY, Inc.

"America's Best Ribbons"

40 East 30th Street New York
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^

PERRIN'S GLOVE
The name "Perrin" on gloves corresponds to the word "sterling"

on silver. Men and women who buy with the sharpest discrimina-

tion and keen appreciation of worth, style and wearing qualities in-

variably choose Perrin's.

^»

i^i

LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA

The quality of Kayser "Real chamoisette" gloves sells them with

practically little recommendation. Men and women know that

Kayser Chamoisette Gloves wear well, look well and are best in the

long run.

Seldom do you find two such lines of outstanding popularity as

Perrin's and Kayser Gloves.

It pays to feature them.

P. K. Company
Successors to

Perrin Freres & Cie
SOMMER BUILDING

MONTREAL
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Finnic Neckwear

Tn tlie designing of

our neckwear we
have always aimed to

give the very smartr

est and most becom-
ing styles, combined
with first-class ma-
terials and faultless

workmanship.

.\s a result, FINNIE
NECKWEAR always
leads in neckwear
that is "different."

m Boudoir Caps, Tea Aprons i
1 Camisoles i
= ^
= Ne^t, attractive line that will be M
M sure to please. ^
M Write for catalogue with illus- g
M trations and prices ^

I A Bruce Finnic & Co. |
^ Corner Craig and Gosford Streets M
1 MONTREAL i

y///////////////////////////////////////////^^^^^

REMOVAL NOTICE

Independent Silk Co.^ Ltd.

formerly on McGill Street, is now
located in their new factory and
office

350-360 St. Paul St. East, MONTREAL

The larger facilities of the new
factory will enable us to supply a

still greater demand for Canadian-

made

SHOE and CORSET

LACES
SILK COTTON MERCERIZED

s

'Iillll|llll!lllll1l!lllililllll!lllllllllllllli: I!IIIII1|||IIIIII1III1I1IIIIIII1III1III1III!IIIIIIIII1II|||I|I|IIIII|I|1|||II1II<IIIIIII!|||III1P^

SLIP-ON VEILS
Wide range of popular
meshes, with many ex-
tremely smart and becom-
ing designs in Chenille,

Silk, etc.

Unexcelled for long-

wear, neat appear-
ance, and soft finish.

HAIR NETS
Silk and Human Hair.

With or without elastic.

Fringe and cap styles,

sturdy and neat.

Large Stock always on hand

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO-156 Yonge Street NEW YORK--222 Fourth Avenue

•1llllllilllillllllllllllllillllllllillllll)lll!lllllllllllll!ll1|||llli!lllll1lllll1lllllllllllllll^

RIMMINGS FOR EVENING WEAR SHOW CHARMING TOUCHES

OF ROSEBUDS, TINSEL BRAIDS, INSERTIONS AND TASSELS.

AFTERNOON GOWNS SHOW THAT CATCHY INNOVATION

KNOWN AS FEATHER FRINGE.

AT YOUR SERVICE,

OFFICES :

ST. JOHNS. WINNIPEG, VANCOUyER, TORONTO

MOULTON MFG. CO., LIMITED
4 INSPECTOR ST. MONTREAL
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Christmas Merchandise as

Affected by the Past Year
New Conditions Have Had Their Effect on the Character

of Aderchandise Which Will be Offered to the

Christmas Shopper This Season.

A BUYER for a Toy and Fancy
Goods Department thus summed
up the situation as he found it, for

DRY GOODS REVIEW:
The greatest change that the retailers

will find over one year ago is in connec-
tion with Japanese toys. They have cut
out a large number because they said it

did not pay them to ship them over with
the high freight rates. Not that these

rates are higher or nearly as high as

they were one year ago, but the demand
has been so great for other less bulkier

lines that their profits on these induced
them to decline the more bulky lines,

which often were less expensive. For
instance, we have not been getting any
of ' those stuffed animals in which the

Japs have been making such a drive

for a few years past. Nor those num-
erous metal toys such as Jack-in-the

Box; nor the baskets they sent over last

year, and many other lines.

But they have been going more than
ever into the making of dolls, and this

year besides the character dolls they

have been making for every nation and

the bisque dolls, they are going in1:o imi-

tation kid dolls and are getting as good
results as the Germans used to, but the
price is three times as great. The
trouble with the larger sized goods is

that freight rates are charged by the
cubic foot in most cases, and when small-

er but as high-priced goods can be ship-

ped it does not pay to meet the higher
costs of freight on the larger goods.
These freight charges are paid in con-
nection with buying the goods instead of
at the Canadian end; they are included in

our invoices. In several of mine lately

there has come a reduction allowed me
through the lowering of rates from the

time when I bought the goods nearly
one year ago in many cases.

China tea sets are coming out in large

quantities as before.

Higher Prices For Repeats

Iin dolls from this side we find tliat

on repeat orders we are having to pay
from ten to fiften per cent, advance, so

that the retailer will be up against this

in his late orders as compared with plac-

ing prices early this year. Both the
Canadian and United States doll manu-
facturers have made good progress this
year, although they have not reached the
perfection of the before-the-war dolls.

So far as England is concerned I have
found little change over one year ago.
The lead soldiers I ordered are not to
hand yet and may not come. Mechani-
cal toys are coming all right, and games,
sporting goods^—^which are very high in

price—^picture blocks and books, etc. But
there is little development seen during
the twelve months.
From France there is some imiprove-

m.ent, especially in the cheaper lines of
rubber toys, perfumes, etc. In soaps the
advance over last year has been at least
fifty per cent.

Celluloid toys the retailer will find at
higher prices than before.

Then tin toys are very high and much
scarcer than they were. Bugles, for in-

stance, and other similar lines are not
coming from Japan on account of the low
prices compared with other lines, and we
are finding a scarcity in these. In many
cases the price advance is met by manu-
facturing a smaller article for the money
so as to keep the five, ten, fifteen and
twenty-five cent prices as before.

The hollow balls are still coming from
Japan, in grey, terra cotta and fancy
colors, but we depend on Canada for the
solid ones. Before the war these came
from England and Germany. There is

a slight advance in balls.

In sporting lines generally there is a
threatened scarcily During the past
summer, with the men of Canada and
the States back fron\ the front, there has
been a tremendous demand for sporting-

goods, and this next summer it is predict-

ed there will be a record sale.

Novelty Christmas Lines
Here we have "Splash Me" and Kewpie in a new role. This time they must locate on Milady's dressing table, for they
hold her talcum. Do you see the shaker tops in the back of their heads? They are shown by Geo. Borgfeldt & Co.
Ivory is losinR none of its popularity, although it is reported as becoming scarce. The jewel box illustrated, in addi-

tion to possessing a removable tray and being lined with lavender velvet, has a new kind of feet. I^ogs extend across
either end and serve as feet. The photo frame has a novelty touch in its blue and red chevrons. These chevrons are

nold to retailers separately so that they may attach the number required by the customer. The I'ugh Specialty Co. is

showing these ivory articles.
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Art Needlework
stamped articles of all kinds for em-

broidery work are enjoying their best

season of the year just now. There is a

good range in the usual colored work,
though little of a novel nature is ask-

ed for. Runners, centres and cushion

tops still hold the lead and these are for

the most part of brown "linen " There
are some new designs shown in blue

denims. Gold, black and white are the

colors used most frequently on the blue

grounds, and they make very effective

sets. There is not the big range of

stamped goods on tlie market this year

that some previous seasons have seen,

but supplies of tliose offered are consid-

erably better than last year, that is, de-

liveries are coming along more satisfac-

torily.

One store which has no special needle-

work department, but features Unens of

all kinds, states that it does a nice busi-

ness in making up linens and other

goods for embroidering to order. When a

store has a good stock of the real linens

in different weights and finishes suit-

able for embroidery purposes, it can no
doubt cater to this better class trade in

this way for there are those customers
who are always anxious to get the pure

linens for their needlework. Of course,

prices on these are high.

Luncheon sets, scarfs, children's wear,

lingerie of all kinds, tea aprons, and
towels continue to be the most popular

items in stamped goods. A good deal

of color is used on all these lines, but for

regulation centre pieces, white is liked.

The solid v^ork, Italian cut work, darn-

ing stitch, French dots and button hol-

ing have nothing to surpass them in

popularity. The articles described in

the last issue of DRY GOODS REVIEW
made with hemstitched and crocheted

borders have not yet reached the height

of their popularity, for the sales each

month are increasing in those lines.

Crochet work both in cotton and wools

and knitting are quite the handwork of

the hour still. One new shawl scarf not-

ed in a Toronto shop had each end fin-

ished in three deep points; the central

part was knitted and the 2-inch border

all around was crocheted.

As To Fine Liner»s

In fancy linens such as j\Tadeira, de-

liveries are slow and uncertain, but
when they do arrive consignments are

larger than they were a year ago. There
is perhaps not as big a variety of pat-

terns this year as some years, but sales

of the available lines are big neverthe-
less, and at prices considerably above
those of a year ago. Labor problems
have affected. Madeira workers as well as

producers of linens. Philippine em-
broidery sells readily where it is to be

had, but shipments have been very dis-

appointing.

Speaking of the keen inquiry for fine

linen'-, a buyer for one of the Toronto
stores stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW
that he has table nap'kins as high at

.$75.00 to $100.00 a dozen, and they are

selling. These are made from selected

flax with the most skilled labor through-

mm

New Embroidery Designs
The tea apron is arranged in tliree box pleats, each ending at the top

with a novel embroidered rose in solid and darning stitches. The ribbon

tie runs under these; delicate sprays are shown at the lower end and fine

Val. lace outlines the whole. The negligee is of gold crepe embroidered in

black outlining and light blue; the buttons and ribbon knot make interest-

ing trimmings. Novel and very effective is the design of the runner and
cushion illustrated. They are both edged with silk cord and trinuned

with large silk tassels. Shown by Belding-Paul-Corticelli, Limited.

out their manufacture. Before the war
a linen table cloth of 2 x 3 size and fair

quality, sold at $2.50'. The manufac-
turero of this :loth, owing to the laclc of

sufficient flax for civilian purposes, have
had to use cotton for a large part of

their production. They are using the

same looms and patterns for the cotton

which they used for the linen, so that

the finish is very similar to a pure linen

cloth. The cotton cloth, however, has to

sell this year retail at $7.50. This gives

some idea of the scarcity of linens and

the prices which have to be asked for

them.

FANCY GOODS ALL SOLD UP
Wholesalers and jobbers of fancy

goods and toys are very enthusiastic

over the business which has been done
this year. The last six months has been
the best season they have ever had, and
they report that everything they can
hope to get in time for Christmas de-

livery has already been sold up. Their
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attention has been placed almost entire-

ly on the regular marketed lines, and
there is little time for new goods either

in manufacture or distribution. A num-
ber of cheaper orders have been off now
for two months, and deliveries are sold

up for many months aihead. Tin a num-
ber of lines such as ivory and dolls the

attention of the. trade is centred already
on next year's supplies since the manu-
facturers are long ago filled up with all

they can deliver for this year. It is felt,

however, that next year is going to see

a bigger range of both staple and novel-

ty lines than has been on the market
during the past few seasons. The price

tendency is still up in both the United
States and England. "Materials can not

go up any higher. The advance will fee

due almost entirely to labor/' said one

of the larger Canadian wholesalers to

DRY GOODS REVIEW I
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Is Your Cost Marking
System Satisfactory?

If You Are Thinking of Changing Your Method Here Are
a Few Suggestions.

K^fe^lfe^l»f^ltr^i??^ig^i?frTigrtigrti;y^irT^it?^iT7r.i?frti,^

DEiSIROUS of changing his private

cost-mark system, a subscriber

wrote in to DRY GOODS REVIEW
during the past month asking for points

of suggestion therefor. Since this is a

matter which, no doubt, concerns many
hundreds of merchants throughout the

Dominion as new goods come in each
season, and in many departments are

offered on the same shelves and count-
ers with earlier buys, the suggestions
sent to the enquirer are given here for

the assimilation of all our readers.

No Standard System

After making a number of enquiries

it appears that there is no one system
of private cost-marking which seems to

be regarded as a standard, but there are
several points which should be taken
into consideration in working out one's

own scheme.
In the first place, it is very necessary

that as little marking as possible ap-
ipear on the price tickets when the goods
reach the counter. This is in order that
the selling price itself be plain for the
customer and not liable to be confused
with the other markings. It is obvious,
too, that the briefer the marking, the
less time it will consume in the actual
marking of the tickets.

Many stores of first standing do not
want anything on the tags to indicate
what the purchase price was, because
almost any code system is worked out
in a short time by salespeople or cus-
tomers who may be anxious to know it.

All costs are recorded in the office of

these stores and the selling price fixed
from there by the manager or buyer
before the goods are placed on sale. One
large department store states that it

makes as sure as possible that its sell-

ing price is right first; the goods are
then placed on sale. If they stay in

slock too long an investigation is made.
If the selling price is the obstacle to a
ready turnover, the goods are marked
down to whatever figure will sell them,

even if it should be below cost. In this

case the date of purchase is the all-

important information.

Purchase Date of Greatest Importance
It is a time saver in many ways to

have price tags indicated in some way
when the goods were bought. Some
firms use a letter to indicate the year
and a figure to indicate the period in

the year. For instance, "A" might be
used to indicate year purchases; "B,"

those of the year before; "C," the year
before that, etc. The figure "1" might
be used with it the first 6 months of

the year; "2," the second 6 months.
Three rnonth periods instead of 6

months could be indicated with about as

little work as the longer periods, if so

desired. With this system of marking

the merchandise purchased in May, 1919,

would be marked Al; that bought in

September, 1918, v/ould be B2; and so

on. Among the largest department
stores are some which regard this as

the only mark necessary, and they do
not use it even on merchandise, which
turns over quickly.

Most buyers know pretty well where
the merchandise comes from which they
purchase, so that it is seldom necessary
to indicate the manufacturer or whole-
siler in the marking system.

As to Codes

In cases where it is found advisable
to indicate figures, it is better to use a
more detailed code than the ordinary
alphabetical one, where "a" means 1,

"6" means 2, "c," 3, etc. A word or

phrase of 10 letters is preferable. These
should not have any repeated letters, as

this would give two interpretations to

the one letter. Such words as "monarch
fly," "marking out," "darTc violet,"

"buying date," "dragon blue," etc.,

v/ould be suitable. The letters are num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, starting

either at the left or right; then the let-

ter is used instead of the figure where
desired.

No doubt there are many thoughtful

merchants who have hit upon additional

ideas which have proven practical in

private cost-marking. If they are will-

ing to offer these as suggestions to

their fellows-in-trade, DRY GOODS
REVIEW will be only too pleased to

publish them if sent in and so assist in

the building up of a substantial system
of Canadian merchandising.

The ''PusIi-a-Bike*

It has steel axles and there is spring
in the seat. The wheels are solid wood,
painted to resemble spokes and rubber
tires. Shown by Nerlich & Co.

NOTES ON NEW GOODS
Among the recent arrivals on the Can-

adian market are some well-formed dolls

made of enamel on brass. These are of

metal, even to the eyes, and have steel

springs in the joints. They are featured
as indestractible and will retail at $3.00

to $'5.00 each. While small in size their

life-like expression, and other character-

istics mentioneu, will no doubt find them
a ready market.
The "Fush-a-bike" is a new skooter

for boys. It has wooden wheels made
and painted to imitate rubber-tired auto
wheels.

There is a range of Canadian granite-

wear kitchen sets for little girls. These
are not too small to he of real use and
are constructed and finished just like the

full size utensils. No doubt many will

consider these toys as a real practical

buy for Christmas, since they can be

used for small quantities quite conven-

iently.

A range of "French" wooden parlor

games well made and finished is offered.

These are suitable for a(uilts as well as

children and the among the high class of-

ferings in Christmas games. They re-

tail at $3. .TO to $8.00.

"Kewpie" and "Splash Me" are on
the market in a new light. Their latest

purpose in life is to sit on Milady's

dressing table and house her talcum
(Continued on page 100)



Music Hath Charms
Montreal Store Moves Music From Basement to Balcony and Increases Number of Cus-

tomers—An Important Winter Department.

THE basement of a large store is

hardly the ideal spot for the loca-

tion of a music department; re-

moving it from the bwer regions and
p'acing it on a balcony that has a splen-

aid view—and hearing—^of the main
floor otf the store was a wise and diplo-

matic step that was taken by Jas. A.

Ogiilvy's of Montreal. The double re-

sult is that this department has pros-

pered and continues to do s ) more and
more, and that the soaind of lively music
IS an attraction that greets the ear of

customers on entering the store morn-
ing lor afternoon, or soothes their trou-

bles as they wander to and fro, on

shopping bent.

The baH'cony in this store was in-

tended formerly for a rest room and
even now serves this purpose tj some
extent, although other arrangements
supplement this. For the mo'st part it

is the music department, a view of

which is given in connection with this

article. There are the cabinets of sheet

music, with the bright coverings of rag-

lime and the popular operas of the day,

and the more sedate, plain black-and-

white covers of the more classical selec-

tions. And at the left the new Baby
Grand piano that was set up on the

xcry day this photograph was taken for

DRY GOODS REVIEW.

Sidelines—and an A.L.C.M.

As a sideline there are the Chinese
lanterns, not a necessity, but adding a
warm glow to the scene that fits in

with the music that is pl'ayed by the

young manager of the department, an
accom|p.lishe'd musician with her final

degree from the London College of

Music, A.L.C.M., to wit. There are cer-

tain varieties of fifteen-cent music that

her classical teacher might ibe shocked
to hear her playing, but this is all in

the day's work of a successful seller of

sheet music in a department store. This
comes as a sort of relaxation after the

^^ore trying performances that have

tested her fitness for the primary, in-

termediate, advanced and other exam-
inations that she has passed with credit.

Her skill at the one does not come amiss,

but it rather helps to make the rag-trime

renditions the more convincing. Much
the same as a college graduate being

none toj good for a kindergarten
ieacher.

Cost of the Music and Profits

For those stores that have never

looked into the question of operating a

nusic department it might be explained

that the profits are considered quite

satisfactory by the retailer. For the

music that sells for 15 cents the usual

cost is 84 cents a dozen sheets, or seven

cents apiece. For the music that sells

for 35 cents the cost runs from 18 to

22 cents, which in turn leaves a good

profit on the turnover. Then there is

little "waste" for any buyer who keeps

in touch with what is "the rage" in

music lines, and has a practical know-

x4 Modern Music Department
Here is a photo reproduced of music department of
the department on the balcony. The new Baby G
McKenzie is at it. On the right are the racks of
music, and the one on the right and another that
to the right of this again is the more standard m
drawers, numbered alphabetically, where the older
A cash register is used for the department. On t

rubber stamp that carries an advertisement of the
goes.

Ogilvy's, Montreal. It gives a pretty good idea of
rand piano is seen there and the assistant of Miss
music, the first three on the left being 35-cent

is not shown in the picture the 15-cent music. Then
usic, running from 35 to 55 cents. Below are the
music is kept, and the books of musical selections,

he stand where the register is may be seen the
music department into every home where the music
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ledge of the standard music for whi'ch

there is always a steady demand. There
is a convenient division of music, a

sitandardization that makes the handling
comp'aratively simple: in the uipright

racks that are shown here there are

three divisions. On the left the 35-

cent music, taking ^p three sections;

next is the IS^cent music, one large and
a smaller section; and at the right-hand

end is the more classical, sacred music,

etc., with prices ranging from 35 to 55

cents. Thus there is a simple division

that is s :ion recognized by the custom-
ers, for one of the advantages of the

musiic department is that it draws cus-

tomers back regularly. In the drawers
ibcl'ow is the standard music, running
back for years, the old pieces for which
there is an intermittent demand, such

as "The Rosary." On the right of the

drawers are kept the books, dance
moisiic, etc.

Inquiry of the workings of this de-

p.Trtment of Ogilvy's showed that many
of -the sales are the direct result of the

playing over of the selections on the

piano in the department. Miss Mc-
Kenzie, who is in icharge, spends part

of the time playing over the new pieces,

\'. hether there is any special request or

not, and many a buyer is drawn uip-

stains to buy something that takes her

fancy. At other times she plays over

a piiece that is requested, and often

there are extra sales to others in addi-

tion to the one made the person who
asks her to play. The department is so

Lusy in the afternoons now that she has
an assistant who plays or sells as may
bf required.

How Music is Chosen

The choice of the music that is placed
in stock depends to a great extent on

the judgment of the buyer, as in all

other departments, and in this quite as
niuich as in any other. The buyer must
keep in touch with the new^ music that

comes out, including not only that of

the "legitimate drama," but vaudeville

favorites. As a rule, when any hit is

going to ibe sung in a theatre the pub-
lisher sends word to the more import-

ant stores that sell music and this gives

them an opportunity of ordering special

supplies.

Sold Hundreds of One Song

In the case of one song to which the

public took lately, "I'm Forever Blow-
ing Bubbles," this one department sold

hundreds of copies at 35 cents each.

Sales of one hundred copies of a single

song in a period of two or three vveek^

ari> not at all rare.

No Refunds

So far as selling-rules in this depart-

n^ent are concerned, teleiphone orders

are filled and music ordered where the

selection desired is not in stock. A
common-sense rule obtains as to "re-

turns" or "exchanges" of music that

has been purchased. There is a strict

rule ag'ainst refunding money for music
that is returned, but as a rule another
selection Will be given in exchange

where the music is brought back in

good condition. The reason why money
cannot be refunded in the case of music
is almost obvious: anyone might take
m.usic home to-night, memorize it in a

short time, or copy it out, words and
music, and return the next day. All

the advantage of keeping the copy per-

manently—for nothing. Thus a hard-

and-fast rule is made to prevent actions

such as this.

Rubber Stamp

On each copy of music that is sold is

stamped with a rubber stamp contain-

ing the words, Jas. A. Ogilvy's, and
"Music Depar^tment." This is inside a

circle about a couple of inches in diame-
ter, and is a standing advertisement,

not in an objectionabile form, for the

department.
There is little special advertising done

for the department in the papers. Once
HI a while there is a notice about the

music department, stating that seven

copies of 15-cen,t sheets will be sold for

$1.00, or three copies of 35-cent for

$1.00, but these reductions are regular

ones in force at any time. It is found
that with careful judgment in buying,

and watching the stock, there is little

stock that grows eld. In most cases a

i'ew copies of any song are demanded
even for months after the "rage" has

been transferred to another favorite.

great artists, you had to go all over the
city from one store to another. This
store (outside of our Philadelphia store)

is the only one to exhibit and sell all of
the seven."

AN INNOVATION IN PHONOGRAPH
SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS

Wanamaker's at both New York and
Philadelphia, who have been carrying
only one make of talking machine here-

tofore, are installing seven of the lead-

ing makes. They are advertising the

lisc in alphabetical order, so as not to

give the impression of featuring any
particular one. All will be offered to

customers on an equal basis, allowing

them to make their own selections.

"The reason we undertook this step,"

declared N. P. Bertine, buyer for the

New York store, "was our desire to in-

crease the service we could render our

customers. It is all rig:ht for a store to

specialize on a certain make when that

one is far and away above all the others

in excellence. But to day tOiey have
been brought up to about the same stan-

f'ard of excellence, and so we feel we are

doing better by carrying them all. A
customer thus has the confidence that

she can get the very best there is in the

market."
"For the first time in the history of

any store, so far as we k-now," states the

store's 4-column announcement in the

dailies, "the great talking machines and
nhonographs made in America are
brought together in one store, so that
everybody about to buy one of these
maimificent musical instruments can
choose at will from these seven. This is

an accomplishment long desired by the

public, but never before attained.

"Heretofore you would find one ma-
chine in one store, another in another,

and J=o on. each \yith its accomnanyin<.i'

records. If you wanted to make a se-

lection fr im the productions of all the

NOTES ON NEW GOODS
(Continued from page 98)

powder. They are fitted with shaker
tops on the backs of their head, and are
filled from the feet. These are already
exceedingly popular in the United States.

"Kewpies" in general, whether of cellu-

loid, composition or marble, are quite as

popular this year as ever before, and are

to be had in a greater range of sizes

than last year. The pensive "kewpies,"
that is, those with their elbows resting

on their knees, are in bigger demand
than they were last year.

The "Bunny" bank is an item that is

meeting with favor this year. This

bunny is nicely finished in brown and
white with a green coat.

There is a range of French perfumes
on tbe Canadian market again. During
the war period practically none of these

luxuries came over from France. This

was partly due to the French manufac-
turers having produced little or none,

and partly to the feeling on the home
market that the purchase of such lux-

uries was unpatriotic. If shipments dur-

ing the present and next month are suffi-

cient, there is little doubt that this year

will see a big sale of perfumes. The half

pound bottles are the size that sell best

to general and departmental stores.

These are quoted about 100 per cent,

higher than before the war, which will

mean that they will have to retail at

$1.00 an ounce instead of 50c, and even

then it will leave a slightly smaller mar-
gin of ,profit. One French manufactur-

er is sending out a range of a dozen

different odors.

There are some very nice weave
chintz cxishion tops with designs to fit

the cushion, priced at $3.50. These are

ncvel and attractive in their colorings

and will make a good Christmas item.

ORGANIZING THE B.C. MERCHANTS
Continued from page 35

were able to increase our membership from
twenty-two to fifty-six members, and what
was more important, end a condition that
had hitherto existed under which we had
had a local association and a branch of the
R.M.A. of Canada operating in the same
office.

Interested in Association

Other points visited have included Chilli-

wack, Duncan, Courtenay and Cumberland,
while a trip was also made to other Fraser
Valley points as far up as Mission. During
the year numerous enquiries have come
through from merchants both in the towns
and country places asking for information
as to membership in the Association. Some
of these replies have been sent stating that
the organizer would visit them in due
course, while in others application cards
have been sent, inviting them to take out
membership by mail, w'hic'h in several cases
has been done. This method has only been
adopted where the expense of a personal
visit made it impossible to reach the mer-
chant. An example of this is the case of a

merchant at Will'ow River, which to the best
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of my knowledge is somewhere around the
Prince George district, while we have an-
other membership to recall from the top of
Crow's Nest Mountain, this membership
being entirely unsolicited.

A number of d'ifferenit attempts have been
m^ade to get a hearing of the merchants at
Victoria, but so far entirely without success.

A Branch of Fifty Members
Early in 1919 the Provincial Secretary and

I waited personally upon a number of re-
presentative retailers with a view to having
them come to a meeting and hear for them-
selves what the claims of the R.M.A. of Can-
ada actually were. In addition to this, some
five hundred invitations were sent through
the mail calling a meeting on a certain date,
the result was an attendance of about fif-

teen. From that beginning a branch of ap-
proximately fifty-five members has grown,
but it has taken many months to accomplish
that result, and if this Convention regard
Association work simply as a dollars and
cents proposition, then I h^ve to say that
the organization of the Vancouver merch-
ants has absorbed miore money and time
than the results would appear to warrant.
I feel confident, however, that no such nar-
row viewpoint will be allowed to color dis-

cussion of this report, for it will be rea-
lized at once that an organization of re-
tailers in B.C. cannot be said to be repre-
sentative until a strong branch is well
established in the chief city of the province.

I do not claim that such a result is yet
apparent, but I believe that the results in

Vancouver for the ensuing year will more
than justify the effort that has been put
into it during 1918 and 1919.

In this connection I think it is in order
to say that althiough Vancouver has perhaps
been slow in coming forward, the executive
officers of its branch have rendered splen-
di'd service to Association work in this
province since they were elected, and are
even now committed to a policy of organiza-
tion in the city Which will place the Van-
couver branch upon an efficient basis, in

that it will bring all sections of retailers in

this city together in a way that they have
never been brought before. I mention this
here because while I realize that your org-
anizer's time, which is your time and money,
has been almost wholly spent in Vancouver
for several months, I do not think that you
would have even the possibility of a satis-
factory solution of the Vancouver Associa-
tion situation in sight had it not been for
the close attention given to this field by
your organization department.

Meanwhile, it seems to me to be a matter
for satisfaction that in every case but one,
branches organized in 1918 have renewed
their membership this year, and in most of
these cases the membership has increased.

Growing Enthusiasm
This applies, for example, to Chilliwack,

where we established a branch in June,
1918. This branch is now easily fifty per
cent, stronger than when first started, and
this increase was voluntary. Altogether,
surveyed' from the viewpoint of numerical
membership, the B.C. Board of the Retail
Merchants' Association of Canada stands
100% stronger than it did at the 1918 Con-
vention, while its possibilities in this direc-
tion are as yet hardly exploited.

This observation brings me to the con-
clusion of my report, and in presenting it

for your consideration, I have simply this
to s'ay, you have in British Columbia to-
day the nucleus of an organization of retail
merchants. It has been brought together
despite many difficulties and discourage-
ments. It is, however, your organization,
and you can make of it an efficient m^achine
functioning in your interest and in the in-

terest of the community whom you serve,
if you wish and will. If, however, this pur-
pose 'is to be achieved, you must here and
now, at this Convention, decide to spread
the burden oif responsibility over more
shoulders than have borne it to date. Ex-
ecutive officers must be elected who can and
-will give the work the time and attention

it involves. I do not mean by this that your
present officers have not given it that
time and attention, but I do wish to empha-
size the necessity for a careful selection of
officers for the ensuing period, which in my
judgment will be the testing time for As-
sociation work in this province.
Among the resolutions dealing with the

organizer's report were the following:—
It is recommended that the Vancouver

branch have a paid Secretary of their own.
It is recommended that the present organ-

izer be freed from secretarial duties and re-
sume organization work.
At this point the Vancouver delegate

asked that the organizer be left on the Van-
couver field for at least a couple of months
—this request was acceded to by the Board
of the Convention.
The Committee also pointed out that one

of the most vital items of the Committee's
report was the organization of Vancouver
city. As one speaker put it, "Vancouver is

the very anchor of the whole B.C. organi-
zation, and unless the Association can show
strong organization and real service ren-
dered in Vancouver the work of the organ-
izer in the outside field is rendered excep-
tionally difficult."

A full explanation of the new insurance
service of the Association was given at the
evening session Tuesday. It has not been
found advisable to attempt to found their
own insurance company as has been done
successfully by the Saskatchewan branch,
but a close working agreement has been
reached with the North-Western Mutual
Fire Association of Seattle, whereby the
Association conducts their own agency for
the writing of the members' policies, and
members only. The Association policy
holders are guaranteed a rebate on each
year's premiums of from thirty to forty-five
per cent., depending on the risk. The saving
at all times to be thirty per cent, or over,
what the premium in a board company
would be. It is also claimed that all of the
money paid into the company in premiums
will istay in Canada, being invested in Can-
adian securities. The standing of the com-
pany, reserve, and past history, was obtained
both from Washington and the provincial
office of the Govem-ment, in Victoria, and
was found to be satisfactory. The B.C.
agency w^ill be known as the Retail Mer-
chants' Fire Underwriters Agency of B.C.;
they have written several policies already,
and the forms were received on Monday.
The actions of the executive in negotiat-

ing with the North-Western Mutual were
endorsed by the Convention.
A glowing tribute was paid to the untir-

ing work and zeal of the retiring president,
T. F. McDowell. Mr. McDowell pointed out
that according to the constitution the retir-
ing president was still a member of the
executive, and that he would work just as
hard as while in the chair.

A Tribute to the B.C. Secretary
In T. J. Corley the merchants of British

Columbia have a whole-hearted, enthusiastic
Association man, to whose untiring efforts

much of the present gratifying progress
of the B.C. Board of the Retail Merchants'
Association of Canada is due. When he took
charge of the two organizations extant in

1914, the Vancouver Retail Grocers' Associ-
ation, and the Retail Merchants' Association
of B.C., he realized that a much greater
field would be opened and much more pro-
gress would be possible if the Associations
in this province were allied with similar
Associations throughout the balance of the
Dominion. The logical way was to have the
existing Associations gradually merged into
a Board of the Retail Merchants' Associa-
tion of Canada and late in 1917 things began
to shape up this way. With the able assist-

ance of Mr. Haugham, an organizer of a
magnetic and genial personality, a board
was formed; many of the outside points in

B.C. have their own local association of the
R.MA., and we may shortly expect to hear
that the Vancouver Retail Grocers' Asso-
ciation and the Vancouver Butchers' Asso-
ciation have been merged into the Vancou-
ver branch of the R.M.A. With this strong

pivotal branch in good working order, the
greater success of the organization of the
remainder of the province of B.C. may be
engineered. If further need might be urged
for organization it need only be pointed
out that the Oriental traders have the very
strongest kind of an organization. The
Japanese merchants were the only ones to,

as an association, have a float in the recent
peace pageant. The Oriental Association
hired the best K.C. in Vancouver to fight for
their interests during the city's attempt to

collect business license fees—and they had
a measure of success.

Convention Briefs

Professor Struthers gave an illuminating
address to the delegates on "Character
analysis at first sight." He gave a very In-

teresting and correct reading of the natures
of Mr. Phillips, of New Westminster, and
Mr. Daykin. At one point the whole con-
vention was thrown in an uproar when the
Professor said, speaking of Mr. Daykin, "I

should say that you would appreciate a

droll, quiet, subtle witticism, whereas Mr.
Phillips might enjoy a more hilarious joke."

From the laughter this provoked we could
but wish we had heard the jokes with which
Mr. Phillips must have been regaling some
of the delegates.

Mr. Murphey, of Nanaimo, seemed loth to

remove his hat. It's no disgrace, Murphey,
you never see grass on a busy street.

At the banquet at the Hudson's Bay,
Professor Harper sang his own song,
"Here's how, Vancouver." He was under a

handicap, as no piano was available. How-
ever, Mr. Howker, Ernest McTaggart, and a

few other lusty thrushes helped out splen-

didly.

The member from Port Alberni was so

engrossed in watching the fireworks above
the fair grounds that he pretty nearly
moved an amendment to the motion to ad-

journ.

When the time came to sing "God Save the
King," the entire assemblage voted that the

Second Annual Convention of the B.C.

Branch of the Retail Merchants' Association

of Canada was an unqualified success.

Those Present at Convention

Among those present at the Convention
were the following:—

K. Evans, South Vancouver; M. J. Phillips,

accredited delegate. New Westminster; R.

Fox, accredited delegate, Chilliwack; G. H.
McRobbie, accredited delegate, Vancouver;
R. H. Ormond, Nanaimo; F. G. Fox, Port Al-

berni; R. A. Thorpe, Duncan; Mr. White-
house, Armstrong.

Visitors who registered were as follows:

G. A. Howker, prov. treasurer; D. H.
Kent, President McDowell, W. M. Carson,
H. C. Wilson, D. Shantz, J. Harkness, J. F.

Merrilees, S. Des Brisay, A. T. Bridgeman,
M. Rikson, E. R. Wilson, J. T. Crowder, T. H.
White, E. R. McTaggart, E. A. Davey, C.

Clarke, F. Cluff, J. W. Cornet, R. M. Tod, D.

0. Bowen, J. M. Watson, H. Morrow, E. G.

Burcih, R. M. Millar, S. Scott, J. T. Cahill,

Harris. S. Pritchard, E. L. Brisbin, P. J.

G. E. Trorey, T. J. Corley, provincial sec-

retary; G. S. Hougham, provincial organ-
izer, all of whom were from the City of

Vancouver; T. Willcox, of Kamloops; J. H.
Ashwell, Chilliwack; J. F. Edge-Partington,

A. C. McFire, Port Alberni; Harvey Murphy,
Nanaimo; W. R. Gillbert, Chilliwack; R. A.
Thorpe, Duncan; W. F. Ing, New West-
minster; C. Muirhead, Chilliwack; K.
Evans, South Vancouver; G. H. Jacobson,
New Westminster; J. Mercer, New Westmin-
ster; B. S. Ross, New Westminster; J. C.

Dakin, Nanaimo; A. P. McDonald, New
Westminster; D. M. W'elsh, New West-
minster.

One of the most prominent guests to the
Convention was John Impey, of Vancouver.
Mr. Impey was the first organizer employed
by the Dominion office of the Retail Mer-
chants' Association. He is eighty-nine years
old, and his knowledge of Association mat-
ters going back a few decades was of great
help.
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Holiday Lines
TOYS DOLLS GAMES

FANCY GOODS
f1^^7\

/ s'

^-cJ

•JBP^.

Ub^ u%

Write for Catalogue Showing

Fancy Goods

Toys, Dolls

Games

Toy Books

Decorations

Novelties

Smokers' Goods

Toilet Sundries

Leather Goods

Smallwares

Fancy China

Crockery

Plain and

Decorated Glass

Rich Cut Glass

Electric

Fixtures

Portable Lamps

NERLICH & CO.
146-148 FRONT ST. W., TORONTO
WINNIPEG
52 Albert St.

MONTREAL
301 St. James St.

QUEBEC
76 Bridge St.
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Manicure Cases
: Fitted Companions :

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket
: Books, etc., etc. :

Gradually our factOiies are getting into their peace-
time stride again. Stocks are becoming more plenti-

ful and a wider and more comprehensive range of
styles and new patterns is being added to our
assortment. Write to-day for illustrated catalogue
and the supplementary lists which will be issued at

frequent intervals.

Write for samples or illustrated list

Factories: Lever St. and Enfield, London, Eng.

Island Spinning Co., Ltd.

LISBURN, IRELAND

Manufacturers of

Pure Irish Linen Threads

Clothing Manufacturers

!

Write for samples and prices on
our

—

"FOUNTAIN BRAND"

Pure Irish Linen Thread. You
will be convinced that it is im-
possible to procure a better linen

thread for your special needs.

'/z lb. and 1 lb. Patent Wind
Cops. 1, 2 and 4 oz. Spools

COLORS:
Black, White, Whitey Brown.

Sole Agents for Canada

Walter Williams & Co.

MONTREAL: 508 Read Building

TORONTO: 20 Wellington St. W.
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GILBERT
TOYS

This new wheel toy of ours is

having a whirlwind success.

The advertising in such maga-
zines as Saturday Evening
Post, Popular Mechanics and
all boys' magazines is costings

Gilbert's an enormous sum.

The results are justifying the
expenditure.

You will need a lot of each.

size for your Christmas
Trade

Gilbert's New Wheel Toy. 9004 retai's Canada. $9.00; 9006, $15.00. " ' ****«^

It makes these models shown and many others.

In addition, it will pay you to stock every Gilbert Toy. The advertising- on all these Toys brings you a sure trade
—Erector—Electrical Sets—Chemistry Sets—Wireless Outfits—Machine Guns—Air-Kraft—Soldering Outfit—Designar
—and Toy Maker—Tool Chests—Nurses' Outfits—also Small Toys selling from 15c to $1.5Q.

Write for Catalogue and order in time for Xmas Trade.

THE A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of Gilbert's Toys

439 KING STREET WEST
TORONTO

Agents Gilbert's "Polar Cub" Fan, Home Motors, Vibrators, etc.

Infants' Department

For Immediate Shipment

BOOTEES MITTENS

HOODS LEGGINGS

JACKETS TOQUES

BIBS FEEDERS

Also a large range of celluloid rattles,

novelties, comb and brush sets.

Everything in art needlework, wools and
kindred lines.

Use Our Letter Order Department

HAMBLY & WILSON,
LIMITED

Wellington Street West TORONTO

How Is Your Stock of

TRANSFER POINTS

AND SINKERS ?

I am in a position to make
immediate delivery as I

have a large stock on hand.

Quality Guaranteed Prices Right

CHARLES B. PAULUS
1516 68th Ave.,

OAK LANE, PHILA., PA.

Correspondence Solicited.
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The Useful Gift Par Excellence

The Famous Dent Gloves!

if you handle the right merchandise you can be sure of your

share ofXmas trade and profits.

''Useful Gifts" will be the slogan this Xmas, and Dent

Gloves are famous the world over for utility, quality and

good value.

Let Dent's solve your customers' wants in the glove depart-

ment this Xmas.

Our travellers are now showing samples of the following

goods for immediate delivery. Kids, Suedes, Capes, Wash-

ables, Mochas, etc., and in Wool and Fur-lined Capes and

Mocha Gloves and Mitts; and Fabric and Woollen Gloves.

Anticipate your sorting requirements from our present

range—many lines it will be impossible to duplicate.

Prompt attention to mail orders.

DENT, ALLCROFT & CO.
128 Bleury Street

MONTREAL

Factories: Loretteville, Que. London, Ont.



French Textiles Gradually

Resume Pre-War Basis

Some Plants Now Operating at 40 Per Cent, of Former Production—Germans Stripped Fac-

tories of Entire Machinery—Importers' Visit to British and French Markets in

Draperies and House Furnishings.

ARCHIBALD McCUAIG, domestic

and foreign buyer for the George

H. Hees, Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto,

has just returned from a business trip

tc England and France. In company
with a number of Canadian business

men, going to visit the British and

French markets, Mr. McCuaig left Mont-

real immediately after the Peace treaty

was ratified. Speaking to a representa-

tive of DRY GOODS REVIEW, Mr. Mc-

Cuaig stated that the large British and

French centres were visited by buyers

from the world's greatest cities, and the

inconveniences of travel that are ex-

perienced are many, because of this.

Hotel accommodation is at a premium,

and reservations by letter or telegram

are ignored. Transportation iby rail in

\he Old Country is difficult, owing to

shortage of coal, caused by the closing

down of the Yorkshire mines. Railway

tickets are rationed in many instances,

and travellers had to allow themselves

good time at terminals to secure seats.

Unsettled Labor

Labor conditions are unsettled owing

to unemployment, the high cost of living

and strikes. Unemployment doles paid

by the Government encourage idleness

and manufacturers are operating their

plants at only 40 to 50 per cent, of their

pre-war capacity. With the fluctuations

in cotton prices, plus these labor condi-

tions, few manufacturers care to accept

lusiness at fixed prices, and where they

are booking order.s, they naturally are

inclined to quote prices that protect

ihem against contingencies.

Canadian and foreign business is wel-

comed by British manufacturers, Mr.

McCuaig stated, and in many instances

:s being given pri )rity over the home

trade, in an effort to build up again

their export connections. Mr. McCuaig

placed orders in damasks, brocades,

tapestries, velours, furnishing velvets,

couch and table covers, shadow cloths,

printed linens, cretonnes, sateens, ma-

dras curtainettes, all for Spring deliv-

ery, and most buyers are convinced that

prices will not be less, but will be

higher. But owing to the adverse con-

dition of sterling exchange, the Canadian

buyer can benefit to the extent of ten

per cent. Quite a num'ber of factories

and mills, however, could not accept

orders, njr promise delivery for twelve

months, as their entire production was

sold ahead for that time.

French Textiles

A visit to the textile centres of France
icvealed the fact that every effort is

being put forth to get back to a pre-

war basis, but one could not help con-

trasting the difference in the various

.•ales places to that of pre-war days.

Ranges showing French velvets, tapes-

tries, damasks, brocades, and silks, are

very much reduced in number, as many
of the factories situated in the northern

p^irts, on the battle areas, are void of

machinery, while a few are fortunate

in having their plants partially repaired.

The latter are actually manufacturing
and producing up to 40 per cent, of

their former production. In some in-

sances the Germars have left only the

bare wall standing, having removed the

plants to their own country. Those re-

maining have had brass and copper

parts entirely removed. Mr. McCuaig
stated, however, that it was noteworthy

to observe the philosophical attitude of

the French people. From Albert, Arras,

Lille to Roubaix, much destruction can

he seen, but in spite of all this, the

serenity of the country and the com-

posed manner of the people, now that

vhe war is over, is indeed remarkable.

Houses that are only partly demolished

are being repaired and patched up. A
(•eculiar circumstance is the fact that

the French are purchasing all they can

o(.t from Germany.
Mr. McCuaig was pleased with the

character of the stocks that have been

shown, representing as they do _some

very fine values. He looks with confi-

dence to 1920, and believes it will be a

banner year for business in draperies

and housefurnishings.

Draperies and Curtains

in New Location
T. Eaton Co. Move Them to Furniture

Building—Attractive and Well-

lighted Floor

Much is hoped for from the recent

transfer of the curtain and drapery de-

partment from the fourth floor of

Eaton's main building, Toronto, to the

second floor of their furniture building.

Here they have aciquired more floor

space, new improved fixtures, proximity

to the furniture departments, and, best

of all, excellent lighting facilities. This

last feature cannot help but prove a

strong selling factor no less for the

delicate ecru shades in the net curtains

than for the brilliant coloringis of heav-

ier drapes. The hangings are almost all

arranged close to the windows, where
the artificial lights are dimmed to give

full play to the pure daylight; the laces,

trimmings, and other accessories occupy
the central space of the floor.

Fancy Pillows Featured
In this department cuistomers may

have cushions made to order; from ma-
terials of their own selectdon to har-

monize with their furnishings. A great

many suggestions in made-up cushions

add much to the effectiveness of the dis-

plays. One striking novelty cushion is

made to represent an oblong bag of

black silk with the top gathered in and
falling back to reveal a lining of purple

and cluster of hand-made satin flowers.

A splendid stock of new chintzes,

cretonnes, shadow cloths, Cumberland
and Kensington prints in their riot of

gay birds and flowers and stripes is

displayed in a rather unique manner.
They are arrang'ed on cabinet tables

placed in two diagonal rows between

which a carpeted aisle leads direct to

the wall paper department.
Besides this latter, the contract office

and house fuimishings shopping service

are situated on the same floor. Directly

below, on the street floor, the Huntsxille

Band gave three programmes daily in

a crowded auditorium during the formal

opening week of the new department,

October 6. The programmes of varied

nature and other attractions which have

been held this year in the furniture

building seem to be accomplishing well

their main purpose—that is, of ac-

customing the public to go to the fur-

niture building and to feel as familiar

with it as with the other store.

The new arrangement, on the whole,

promises a further carrying out of

Eaton's Jubilee Year slogan: "Better

Service."

WALLPAPER NOTES
"The Garden of Allah" is the name of

a new 21-.inch tapestry wallpaper. It

has buige foliiage motifs with vistas of

Moslem temples.

Why have we become so accustomed

to accept "anything" for the ceiling

v.'^hen decorating a room? In all good

dressing the hat must be in accord with

the suit. Why should not the ceiling

decoration "be given quite as imuch con-

sideration as the walls?

In the stately Tudor homes of Queen

Flizjalbeth's days, the ceiling was more
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ornately dec&rated than tlhe walls of the

room, which were plainly panelled in

oak. These ceiling's Vt^ere decorated in

geometrical designs, with low flailing

pendants and heavy bosses and mould-
ings done in plaster. These ancient

rooims have long Ibeen considered master-

pieces of refined taste and artistic

grace.

By all means, therefore, let the decor-

ators urge uipon their customers the de-

?:irialbility of using a better class of ceil-

ing papers.

Activity in

Housefurnishing

Merchandise
The conditions surrounding the im-

portation of carpets from Great Britain

are improving; travelers are beginning
to come to their former haunts, and are

promising delaveries. This will be wel-

comed by the trade, as the domestic

mills are loaded with orders, and some
are loth to accept any large placing for

Spring until they are able to g^t con-

trol of the orders already on hand. In

the meantime the travelers for the

wholesale houses are making contracts

for Siprting delivery, and an advance that

averages about ten to fifteen per cent,

above the prices of one year ago.

Some of the jobbers report that they

are surprised at the extent of the or-

ders for caripets and linoleums that they

are receiving fi-om the retailers. The
business of the past few months has

been better than many antici(pated a

few months ago, and the orders given

Inst Spring were comparatively light.

An exjcellent busiiness among the re-

tailers is reported for the present Pall.

There is an advance on Canadian felt

base goods of 4 cents a yard. Oilcloths

and linoleums remain the same.

FLOOR COVERINGS
Higher Prices on Carpets and Rugs for

Next Spring's Trade—Linoleums

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Everything
points to higher prices ruling on carpets

and rugs for next Spring. Difficulty is

experienced in getting orders accepted

in England, and English manufacturers

do not appear at all keen about Can-
adian business. The demand this Fall

for floor coverings has been very brisk

and stocks among the wholesalers are

not at all heavy. Wilton rugs, 3x4, that

are now quoted to the trade at $75, will

cost $125 in the Spring. The same size

in Axminster will sell at $55 in the

Spring, compared with $46.50 at the

present time. Wilton rugs, 3x3%, are

now quoted at $60, but wholesalers state

that the Spring price will be $80. Ax-
minsters, 3x3%, are now $42.50, but will

advance to $48 for the Spring trade.

Tapestries are like\vise very high. Seam-
less tapestry squares, 3x4, are quoted at

;;'rom $28 to $29, and the seamed tapes-

tries are selling at $21. There is a good
demand for linoleums at 96 cents a yard
fjr two-yard width, and $1.08 for four-

yard width. Deliveries are better in

linoleums, but deliveries are slow in

some of the lines of ' linoleum substi-

tutes, and there has been a ten per cent.

increase in quotations.

There is an extremely heavy demand
for carpets and rugs in the Old Country
for European account, the efforts of

French and Belgian people to restore

their homes being largely responsible.

New Curtain Nets
The "Victory" net at the left is very appropriately named, with its desigrn of the dove of p«ace with olive branch

and the new sun rising over a new era. All four nets illustrated are new filet effects. Shown by Greenshields, Limited,
Montreal.
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WHAT'S WRONG?

(Continued from page 83)

to the physician or apothecary. There

are thousands of clergymen in Canada
whose sole duty it is tj right the lay

world's moral and spiritual diseases.

Why shouldn't a retail business require

a doctor, involving, as it does, the

physical, moral and spiritual ?

There are many methods of treating

business ills. A careful introspection of

oneself is good, providing one is honest

with himself. The best cure, however,

is simpler. Take a business vacation,

(io out of town and breathe the atmo-

sphere of other men's businesses. Ex-

amine their methods and analyze their

^ood and bad points—then compare them

with your own. Periodic holidays are

essential jf a retail merchant desires to

avoid becoming hide-bound and isolated.

The world is fairly brimming over with

splendid ideas, but one has to go out

^nd locate them and see them applied

to practice.

If the writer was a retail merchant

he would make it an infallible rule of

his business that he pack up his little

yellow club-bag with the proverbial

iooth-brush and celluloid collar and dig

out, at least once a year, anywhere, so

'ong as it was out of 'phoning distance

of his own business. And when he came

back he would gather his salespeople

around him in a nice family circle and

he would divulge all he learned, not

keep it a secret to mold in some remote

c-)rner of his mind.

SPRING RANGES OUT
All White Goods Are About 50 Per Cent.

in Advance of Last Season

The ranges of Spring, 1920, dresses

fjr infants and dittle igirls are now prac-

tically complete and prices show the ad-

vance quoted.

There is still an absence felt in Swiss

emlbroideries, but the models made up

are very dainty and suitable, owing to

the prevalence of lace trimmings and

touches of color in hand embroidery.

These are found on frocks f jr children

of all sizes. Colored pipings, too, are

shown a great deal in the new range.

If ribbons were within the iprice of

the average purse there would 'be a

strong demand for them for sashes and

trimmings, Ibut at their present quota-

tions it is only occasionally that they

are seen. Sashes, however, are im-

portant. They are usually made of the

dress material. Yokes, both back and

front, are shown on a great many of

the new designs. Lon^-waisted styles

are being shown as quite new, but they

do not show any tendency yet to be-

come popular with the Canadian trade.

The great majority of styles which will

be sold for Spring will include the

normal and shortnwaisted effects.

The neck and sleeve finisb is very im-

porrtarr. When these are carefully

selected sale, is almost assured for the

garment; not that these have any fancy

cuts at all, but they must show some
neat finish, which takes them out of

the staple class. That little finish may
be a garland of hand embroidery, a
smart cuff, a neat little round collar

with a ribbon beading or any other
smart little finish, so long as there is a

finish. Panel styles and pockets are

still good and there are some coatee ef-

fects and slip-over jumper styles offered

again. The sleeves are practically all

short fjr girls. Mauve and canary are

the novelty shades in vogue for next
Spring, but pinks, whites, and blues are
constant.

FUR SALES REMARKABLE
(Continued from page 115)

buying was mainly confined to neck-
pieces which were fitted with pockets
for the hands in many cases, and these

supplied this particular need for the pre-

sent. This was a strong New York idea,

where muffs are very weak just now,
but climatic conditions in Canada would
make the sales of muffs quite safe, he
felt. Then many of the coats that were
i'elling had good pockets that helped to

m^ke muflfs unnecessary.

Mink Much Stronger

Up to the present this buyer had found
mink quite strong. He figured that his

business this year in mink would be as

good as it had been altogether in the last

five years. This skin is stylish in New
York—and very expensive—and these two
reasons are suificient for many who
come in to buy. Hudson Bay and Rus-
sian sables and fisher were also strong

for neckpieces, he reported, as well as

Alaska sable, while beaver also was bet-

ter than it had been. In neckpieces there

was a tendency for "double fur" pieces,

especially in sables.

INFANTS' WEAR DEPARTMENT IN
GALT

The W. W. Wilkinson & Oo.'s (Gallt,

Ont.) new infants' wear department is

proving a success, even though no spe-

cial introduction of it to the public has

yet been made.
Tihey are featuring very high-dlass

merchandise—^acting on tbe principle

that "nothing is too good for baiby."

They have practically everything for

the baby, from the dainty little ribbon
novelties (carriage straps, bonnet
spnays, sachet pads, carriage cover
bowis, etc.), and dresses, hand-embroid-
ered bibs, silk-padded jackets in beau-
tiful designs and shadings, and knitted
bonnets in silk and wojI—right up to

''kiddie koops" and blanket cloth, etc.

Further new lines will be introduced
shorltly.

Fur Notes
There is little evidence of the short

coat bemg taken up except as a sponts
ooat, where the owner is fortunate
enough to be able to afford another
regular 40- or 45-inch one for the colder
weather. At the same time, in the
langer centres the sbort coat has pro-
vided an incentive to early buying and
the dealers are coTrespondingly grate-
ful.

Mink continues to prove a stronger
attraction this year than for sevei^al

years past, in sets especially. At the price

it is generally regarded as the best
value in the market, that is, for wear-
ing qualities, but there are so many
v/earers of the fur that seem to disre-

gard this point of view entirely.

The pockets in the long stoles do not
seem to worry the trade with the idea

that these will diiscoura,ge the buying
of muffs. They will, probably, for the

early p.art of the season, but later on,

hardly, as long as there is money to go
round.

One of the reasons for the present

higih prices of fur skins dealers attrib-

ute to the export demand from Euroipe.

This includes not only the pelts, but
the manufactured goods. Several job

lots have been taken over from Canada
to France and disposed of there, and
quantities have gone from the United
States. While there is a disposition on

the part of the makers to hold off in

the face of the constantly increasing

prices, they recognizie that it might be

dangerous to do so, as no one knows
when the top limit will be reached, and
they must have supplies, for, as one

remarked to DRY GOODS REVIEW,
early in October, "The higher the prices

furs reach, the m'ore eager women are

for them."

It is estimated that the loss to British

tonnage owing to the war is 5,202,000.

This takes into consideration, of course,

an estimate of what the present tonnage
would have been had the war not taken

place. Loss of foreign tonnage, except

the United States, is estimated as 9,-

000,000. The net gain to the United

States tonnage is 6,729,000, while the net

world loss is 7,473,000. Excluding en-

emy countries, the greatest sufferers

after the United Kingdom are Norway,

to the extent of over 1,000,000 tons;

Italy, of 667,000 tons; and France, of

536,000 tons. The German loss is less

than the final figures will show when
they are available.—From the Weekly

Bulletin.
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Infants' and Children's Wear

Latest Models for Juniors
Novelties in Trimmings, Frocks and Hats Are Shown.

ALiTHOUGH styles for boys and
girls vary lititle from season to

season, it is worth w'hile to note

v.hlich of the fabrics and d^sigTis papular

with grown-ups are best adapted by the

manufacturers and accepted by the pub-
lic for children's garments.
The leading material for stylish coaits

seems to be duvetyn, fur-brimmed. Some
models are shown with cap, collars, muff
and decorative buttons made of knitted

Wool.

Every-day dresses are comstruoted

from serge and also velveteen. Natural
color pongee blouses are used with litJtle

"jumper" style dresses and are popular

.vith mothers beoause of their launder-

ing possibilities.

Wanamater's have these blouses com-
bined with navy serge skirts, knife-

pleated. Filene's show them used more
as guimpes with sleeveless brown vel-

vet m'odels.

Next to navy, br)wn is the prevailing

color for school clothes; and plaids also

^*re sold, for the little Miss generally
likes wihat her big sister is wearing.
Trimming is of silk or wool emlbroid-

ery mostly. Not elaborate work, but
dainty touches on collar, cuffs, and
pockets are the mode.
For more or less elaborate party

frockis, Georgette, chiffon, net, taffeta,

or crepe de Chine are in evidence.
Straight lines, accordeon pleats, or in-

num'er'albJe ruffles constitute the rule
of their design. One of the best sellers

on the Canadian market is a delft blue
taffeta witb skirt covered with 3-in.

ruffles. It has a self-tie sash, round
necik, long-waisted bodice and loose %
sleeves. These sell to retailers at
$13.50 to $17.00.

white siilk poplin being used fcr the
very youngest. A new design in toques

is made of knitted silk with a knitted

wool lining.

Amongst the season's novelties is a
three-in-one garment for old weather,
consisting of a hood, coat and gaiters;

patented by a New York manufactarer.
The materials employed are corduroy,

chinchiilLa, heather, and tweed, and the

design is somewhat similar to knitted

garments which have been in use for

some seasons pa sit.

Birdis and bears, etc., continue to

adorn little tots' aprons and rompers
in either emlbroidered or appliqued de-

signs. A novel effect, however, has

been created; it is a dress of white

pique trimmed with brown chamlbray.

The pockets are of the chambray, cut

to represent flower pots; while above

them are embroidered flowers in a most
life-like manner.
Wool pio^sieis embroidered on serge

?nd silk frocks adorn many of the

models for Winter.

Dainty Frocks For igzG

The outstanding features of hats de-

signed for next Spring are high crowns
and long streamers. For Winter there

is a demand for caps of fur and wool.

The "baby" dress is of fine white voile with hand embroidery in pink, green and
blue; it has attractive little pockets also embroidered. The older little girl is wearing
white organdie with piping fold and girdle of pale pink organdie. The hem is in the
new cuff style, caught up with pearl buttons; the sash, too, is pink and through the
wide collar is a pale blue satin ribbon- Shown in the Spring, 1920, range of H. L. Watts
Limited, Toronto.
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When in the Market for WINDOW SHADES think of

<j)alipor Lines
Recognized the Best and Most Saleable Shadings

On the Market

ARROWS—Untrimmed edge, water colors.

DOMINIONS—Trimmed edge, water colors.

REGALS—Machine made, oil opaque.
EUREKAS—Hand made, oil opaque.
PEERLESS—Best hand made, oil opaque.
DE LUXE—Hand made, oil tints.

We have been giving a remarkably good service under existing difficulties and are

making every effort to continue giving satisfaction. Orders small or large receive

prompt attention.

OUR MOTTO: SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Manufactured by

DALY & MORIN, LIMITED
Salesroom : 55 St. Sulpice Street, Montreal Factories: Lachine

Introducing to the Trade

CANADIAN DRAPERIES LIMITED

Our travellers will call on you

with a well-assorted selection of

the newest creations in novelty

scrims and marquisette curtains.

We are originators and are also in

close touch with the American

market, and will be able to sat-

isfy your requirements in both

quality and value.

145 Wellington St. West

Toronto
Telephone Adel 4708
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Now Ready for 1920
Last year we increased our sales in Couch Hammocks 150 per cent. This meant LARGE
profits for many dealers. Did YOU share in them?

This year we have the most attractive display of Hammocks we have ever shown
lo the retail trade.

One of our salesmen will shortly call on you with a full range of samples. It will

be to your advantage to see our exclusive designs, and place your orders NOW, thereby
ensuring delivery.

GALT ROBE COMPANY
Gait - Ontario
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DRAPERIES

FOR SPRING 1920
We beg to offer an exclusive range of
Muslins, Madras, Poplins, Cretonnes,
Scrims and Marquisettes,
Inverora cloths, in Casement and
Madras effects, are shown in a full

range of colourings.
Bungalow Nets in infinite variety and
at all prices.

Our travellers are now upon their
respective territories. Your orders
will receive prompt, efficient service.

Agents for

Wm. Strang & Son, Glasgow, Scotland

Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns,
Scotland

Stirling, Auld & Co., Darvel, Scotland

John Watson, Manchester, England
The Biltmore Curtain Co., Montreal

J. B. Henderson & Company
Limited

80 Bay Street - - TORONTO

««::: ->"~ "« '""^

KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO
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(FURS)

Furs Dyed in All the

Newest Shades

FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, iMOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Paul St. - Montreal

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
'Teri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS an^HANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian ShowrGom and Factory:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER
Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

INTERNATIONAL

NOTION and NOVELTY
Trade Directory
This is the first and only complete and
authoritative directory of the notion

and allied trades ever published.

It will carry hundreds of classifi-

cations embracing every article

that goes into the Notion and
allied departments. It will tell,

with unerring accuracy, where to

buy, first hand, from manufac-
turer or jobber, every line of

merchandise that comes under
the head of Notions, Small
Wares, Art Embroidery, Fancy
Goods, Toilet Requisites, Per-

fumery, Manicure Articles, Lea-
ther Goods, Novelties and the

Allied Lines.

Both the American and Foreign
Markets will be fully covered. It

will be an international directory

in every sense of the word. The
name, address and trade mark of

every leading American and
Foreign manufacturer and job-

ber of these lines will be pro-

perly listed and classified.

j
Special department w^ill be devoted

j
exclusively to Canada.

There will also be authoritative

(illustrated) articles on the history

and methods of production of the
various articles carried in the Notion
Department, as well as a complete
dictionary of Notion trade terms.

A handsomely printed, profusely illus-

trated, cloth bound guide and text book.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $2.00

$3.50 AFTER DECEMBER 1ST

19

The Notion and Novelty Review,
1170 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

Kindly enter our order for one copy of your
new NOTION TRADE DIRECTORY, to be de-

livered immediately upon publication. We are

enclosing' check (or money order) for $2.00 as

per special offer in the DRY GOODS REVIEW.
It is understood that this order is placed on "the

money hack if disappointed" plan.

(Name)

(Address)



Utmost Confidence in Fur Trade
Over $15,000,000 Amount of St. Louis Sales Last Month—Spring Prices Almost All Main-

tained—Muskrats Increase 70% and Beaver 40%.

THE St. Louis fur sales of Funsten
Bros. & Co., which took place the

weeik (beginning September 13,

again created quite a furore among the

fur trade since, for one thing, the total

value of the sales was over $15,000,000.

For another thing the strength of the

Spring figures was maintained with ad-

vances in many cases. Imported skins

proved decidedly popular, 'but it is felt

that the absence of surplus stocks in

foreign countries will tend to keep prices

firm for sorne time, and that a new
trend in fur fashions, as to the use of

these foreign furs popularly, will not be

possible outside of the more' exclusive'

trade.

As compared with the April sales, the

following skins remain unchanged in

price: Persians, broadtails, Japanese fox,

Japanese marten, cross fox, fisher, grey

fox. South American fox, swift fox, Aus-
tralian opossum, Australian ringtail

opossum, Macedonian fox, Keragon fox,

mink, white hares, mountain lion,

leopard, cat, otter, vitch, Japanese and
Chinese sables, guanacos, hair seals,

caraculs, harunduki, astracan.

The undermentioned figures are the

changes in comparison, with figures of

April last: Alaska sealskins, 30 per cent,

higher; kolinsky, 40 per cent, higher;

Russian squirrel, 20 per cent, higher;

moles, 10 per cent, higher; bear, 40 per

cent, higher; red fox, 15 per cent,

higher; Japanese minik, ITV2 per cent,

higher; flying squirrels', 20 per cent,

higher; white fox, 20 per cent, higher;

marten, 10 per cent, lower; stone marten,

15 per cent, lower; ermnne (American),
40 per cent, higher; (Russian), 50 per

cent, higher: silver fox, 75 per cent,

higher; lynx, 20 per cent, higher; lynx

cat, 40 per cent, hieher; wild cat, 10 per

cent, higher; wallaby, 10 per cent,

higher; Australian red fox, 5 per cent,

higher; muskrat, 70 per cent, higher;

marmot, 75 per cent, higher; Australian

rabbit, 125 per cent, higher; fur furriers'

sorts, 50 per cc<nt. hierher for hatters'

sorts; New Zealand rabbit, 100 per cent,

higher for furriers' sorts, 50 per cent.

for hattprs' sorts; badger-. 10 per cent,

higher: civet, 15 per cent, hierher; house
cat, 50 nor cent, higher; wolverine. 10

per cent, higher; raccoon, 25 per cent,

hitrher; \volf, 15 per cent, higher; chin-

chilla, 100 per. cent. hi"'her; chinchilla

rats, 100 per cent, hicher; Russian
saib^es. best sorts unchanged, lower

grades 25 per cent, lower; skunk, 20 per

cent; higher; opossum, 15 per cent,

higher; nutria, 40 -ner cent, higher;

heaver, 40 per cent, higher.

Blue Fox.—For account of the U. S.

Government, 135 per cent, higher than

October; for account of other shippers.

100 per cent, higher than .^pril.

Black foxes were neglected.

Baum marten, seal dyed muskrats and

leopards are reported as having brought

good prices; Russian ponies, high prices;

moufflons, withdrawn.
The furs at these sales are chiefly for

immediate consumption by manufactur-

ers.

.lEAL 'COON APPEARS IN BY-TOWN
Dominion Policeman O. Pitre had a

rather exciting experience at the Royal

Mint, Ottawa, recently, when he en-

countered a raccoon while making his

lounds of the premises. Not being out

for a hunting trip, he was ill prepared

to meet his visitor, but, being a police-

man, he was prepared for emergency and
drew his trusty baton and charged. The
raccoon was not loth to put up a fight

and resented any interference with his

liberty. Quick work on the part of the

officer of the law resulted in a lucky

blow putting the quietus on Mr. Rac-

coon, and the booty provided a beautiful

fur neck wrap for the policeman's wife,

who will have the unique distinction of

wearing a fur presented to her by her

husband, and killed within the Ottawa
city limits. The animal weighed about

16 pounds and the fur is said to be a

real good one.

BIG PRICES IN NEW YORK
At the close of the third day (October

8) of the New York fur auction sales,

the aggregate was $2,G0O,t)0O. The best

fisher skins brought as high as $230
each. The Russian sables were of es-

pecially fine quality and the collection

of them was the largest ever offered in

New York. Flying squirrel showed an
increase of 10 per cent, over last Spring,

and nutria 60 per cent. Australian fox
dropped 20 per cent.

Sport coat in Persian lamb, with extra large

Alaska sable collar and cuffs. Detachable

belt at back. Pockets, which are quite the

voRue in fashion centres. Shown by Cum-
mings & CumminKs, Montreal.

FURTHER FUR ADVANCES
More than $1,200,000 worth of skins

were sold at the auction by the Metro-
politan Fur Exchange, Inc., at the two-
day sale, which closed on October 1.

Marked advances over August's prices

were recorded on dyed foxes, conies, and
other furs, the increase ranging from 5

to 5f per cent.

Japanese foxes advanced 20 per cent.,

skins realizing $8 to $20 each; 'American
opossum advanced 10 ]^er cent., the

lowest price being 50 cents and the
highest $1.56; red foxes advanced 35

per cent., the highest price being $45
per skin and the lowest $1.10; grey foxes

brought from $4 to $5 a skin; Jap mink
advanced 5 per cent., prices ranging from
20 cents to $1.60; fitch advanced 10 per

cent., skins bringing from $1 to $2.50;

wolves realized from 25 cents to $12;

American opossum remained unchanged,
the highest price paid being $2. and the

lowest 50 cents; cat lynx brought from
$1 to $9 a skin; wild cat advanced 5 per

cent., skins realizing $15 each; conies

advanced 30 per cent., the highest price

paid being $43 per dozen, and the low-

est price 20 cents per skin; dyed foxes

advanced 25 ner cent., prices ranging

from 50 cents to $3.50; ringtail oposs\im

advanced 5 per cent., prices ranging from
6 cents to $1 per skin; raccoons a<lvanced

10 ner cent., skins realizing from $1 to

$3 80 each; badgers advanced 15 per

cent., the highest price paid bein?- $3 and
the lowest 25 cents; sea lions advanced

30 per cent., prices ranging from $5 to

.*35; rabbits advanced 35 per cent., prices

ranirlng $1.35 to $1 05; broadtail advanc-

ed 10 ner cent., prices i-anging from $1

to $8.50.
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Fur Sales Remarkable
Big Business Piling Up as Cool Weather Approaches

Muffs to Come Later—Mink Growing Stronger.

SOME of the more exclusive fur
stores report remarkable business
to the end of September and the

early part of Octo^ber. The manager of

one of these stores that is known
throughout tUe whole of Canada, told

DRY GOODS REVIEW that his Septem-
ber business not only far surpassed that

of September of 1918, but was away
ahead of the best December the firm had
ever experienced. One could scarcely

wish for a more glowing account of 'busi-

ness than that, for the December trade

as a rule runs much in advance of any-
thing that September can afford, and
the conditions to date would make it

seem almost certain that this firm and
many others were going to pile up a

December business that would show very
material advances in sales over that of
last year. This report necessarily takes
into account the fact that prices of furs
are in many lines 30, 40 and even 50 per
cent, in advance of one year ago, which
would make the aggregate in value run
up high even for less quantity sales, but
the manager referred to above stated
his firm conviction that quantity sales

for this season would surpass those of

last year. There did not seem to be any
limit to the buying that could be done.

One lady had just completed a $5,000

purchase, made at several times during
the month of September. With this par-

ticular firm the sale of ^"'750 neckpieces
is no unusual occurrence, several of

them in a single afternoon.

Muffs Weak to Dete

So far this season muffs v/ere quite

M'eak, but this buyer stated that this did

not alarm him as he had bought more
muffs than ever before, and expected
that the sale of these would start with

a rush as soon as the colder weather
arrived in earnest. For the present the

(Continued on page 108)

A Fashionable Coat
Hudson seal, 36 inches, with beaver trim-

ming. The Redmond Co.

From the Fall Openings
Two handsome fur coats shown by Holt, Renfrew & Co., Montreal.
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Winnipeg Show Rooms,

E. B. Mendelssohn,

Curry Block,

Winnipeg.

©ltra=g>mart

Jfurs!

Here, as always, will be

found the very newest

and smartest styles in

the supreme quality for

which our house is

noted.

in

ileto ^orfe anb

^aris MoM Coatg

and Conservative Num-
bers also in the famous

Jfrencf) ^eal

SPOT DELIVERIES

^ilber protijerg.
SOMMER BLG.,

MONTREAL
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ESTABLISHED 1852

Exclusiveness
in material, clever
designing and work-

manship—are impres-

sively expressed in

our Fall range of un-

precedented variety.

The values and the

service we offer you
cannot be surpassed.

Send for our nevv'

Catalogue.

Moose Head
Brand

FURS
or rare quality

and distinction

L. Gnaedinger Son & Company
90-94 St. Peter Street, Montreal
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Why Risk Your Reputation?

The name of Hollander stands for Service ; it

means Reliability. Our good name is backing

every product coming from our plant.

Hollander Seal

has become famous throughout the trade. We
now ofifer

Hollander Sealine

It is the product of the combined efforts of our

laboratory, plant and efficient staff of trained

dyers and dressers.

All our efforts are to give you, Mr. Fur Manufac-

turer, the latest ideas in fur dyeing and dressing.

Your problems are our problems. Let us get

together.

No matter how small your '

problem may seem we solicit

your inquiry.

A. Hollander & Son^ Limited
64 Queen Street :: Montreal

N. Y. Office: 129 West 30th Street
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PERSIAN LAMB
— like the Diamond,

cannot be imitated.

A Dashing Sport

Model Hudson

Seal Trimmed

Whenever Persian Lamb is mentioned a buyer

naturally thinks of Cummings & Cummings,
Montreal, because invariably they show the

largest line and the greatest assortment in

Canada, This season is no exception.
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FURS
I^With a Reputation

A reputation for all that is expected in

superior Furs—charming designs, beau-

tiful skins, and the finest workmanship.

The unusual attractiveness of our Furs
will be an added incentive to quick sell-

ing in your Fur Department. The de-

cidedlv "different" effects make an un-

failing appeal.

The splendid wearing qualities of our
Furs have played a most important part

also in building up the enviable reputa-

tion they enjoy.

Catalogue Now Ready

LABERGE, CHEVALIER & CO.,
MONTREAL

LIMITED

TORONTO
John Maitland, Rep.

WINNIPEG
Martin Williams, Rep.
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ThreeVery Popular Designs for Early FallWear

Ready for Shipment Upon Receipt of Order

^Animal
Snakes

White Fox - 85.00

Cross - - 85.00 up

Canadian Red
Fox -

Lucille Brown
Fox -

Black Fox .

Taupe Fox

70.00

70.00

70.09

Shawls

Sport

Chokers

Mink - - - 20.00

Skunk - - - 27.50

Gray Squirrel 16.50

Hudson Seal

French Seal - -

Australian Opossum

82.50

42.50

42.50

Our Current Season's Catalogue will be Mailed to you Upon Request

James Coristine & Co., Limited
Wholesale Manufacturers

Montreal
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Are You Prepared?

No. 1652—Alaska
Sable Scarf.

Price, $115.00.

No. 1610—Alaska
Sable Muff.

Price, $65.00.

No. 1750 Black
Fox Scarf.

Price, $.$5.00.

We

have

No. 829—Mole
Scarf.

Price, $81.00.

No. 822—Mole
Muff.

Price, $47.50.

the

Stock

«*«>' No. M I Hudson Seal Scarf.
I'riiT, $116.00-

Above are some lines which are well known for their popularity and wearing qualities.

Write or wire us to-day. -

Have you received your copy of our 1919-11120 catalog .

The Redmond Co., Limited
MONTRKAL WINNIPEG
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•^ lo o|rr=^ o
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i^

DUR . ENAM
DISPLAY

"

FIXTURES

The Most Complete

Line Made in

Canada

>^

I

No. 1568P V_^aiiavaa No. 1I50

Extended Shoulder Waist Camisole or Waist Form
Form Natural Bust

Send for Illustrated Folder and Price List*

FOR DISPLAYING YOUR CHRISTMAS GOODS

^^ 4^
Card Holders (932) Single Handkerchief^Stand

Every form is a masterpiece—perfect in proportion and
finish and wonderfully true to life. Every form bears

the DUR-ENAM mark of distinction and the DUR-
ENAM standard of quality.

You are always welcome at our showrooms

—

161 King St. W.
The completeness of our line and the features that

make our forms decidedly '"different" can only be
SHOWN to you.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896 Toronto Incorporated 1 908

^

12

I

o il o-
•^ lo o| |^:=^ o\\oo\Vr-^=:^r^=^^
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Zimmerknit Is In Demand
Your customers are appreciating the value of the
Zimmerknit Trademark that stands back of every
garment.
Our new plant and equipment is proof of the increase
in sales during the past few months and though its

capacity has been enlarged many times, we still

advise ordering early for Fall and Winter.
Zimmerknit lines include a very complete range of
Men's, Women's and Children's Underwear, Hosiery
and other knit goods.

ZIMMERMAN RELIANCE, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA

A. B. COUCH, Sole Selling Agent for Canada
MONTREAL

43 St. Sacrcmcnl Si.

TORONTO
63 WcllinRlon Si. Wc-hI

WINNIPEG
Hammond Buildini;

VANCOUVER
Mercantile Building
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A Fingering Yarn

for Every Purpose
Corticelli Fingering Yarns are well

known to your customers. For years
they have recognized the quality, the

durability and the dependability of

these famous yarns.

Our present campaign of advertising is

making new friends for Corticelli Finger-
ing Yarns. Have you a sufficient supply
on hand to meet the heavy demands that
the v^inter always brings?

Belding Paul CaRTiCELu limited
IviONTREAi. Toronto Vtinnipeg VANcauvish.

These two ilhistra-

tioiis ai'e shown in
our magazine adTertis-
ins'. Yo\ir ciistonjpi<
are writing us for in-
strucitioins in making
these sweatei'S. Are
yvia ready to siii>I>lv

the Oorticelli Yarn?
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Novelty and Mourning V
Big Range Fancy Veils

Black and Colors

The Demand is Big For

Silk and Cotton Nets

See Ours

French Real Metal Laces,

Gold, Antique, Silver, Steel

Flouncings

Metal, Silk, Cotton

Baby Veils

Spanish Lace Scarves

See Salesmen's Samples

Write for Assortment

At Your Service

LIMITED

Wellington St. W.

a Veiling Company
Toronto
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y.

HaAvthorn

For
%^ Hosiery

Men

Men's pure wool hose, with many distinctive features that

render them really different from the ordinary hose—all the

looping is done by HAND, the quality of yarn is decidedly

superior, the finish is exceptionally smooth and the value is the

best obtainable.

Place a sorting order with your jobbers for immediate delivery.

As never before, men
of all classes are buy-
ing QUALITY g-oods.

HAWTHORN H S-
lERY is sure to please.

These and other special

features will appeal to

your "particular" cus-

tomers.

Hawthorn Mills, Limited
Carleton Place, Ontario

Selling Agents:
TORONTO— Little & Little, 152 Bay St WINNIPEG—Fred Rumble, Hammond Bldg.
MONTREAL—Luke F. Moore, Coristine Bldg. VANCOUVER—A. J. Snell, Vancouver Hotel.
PICTOU, N.S.—V. A. Barnwell.

X
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Just

What

You Are

Looking

For!

"We never have a complaint

'

This is what a saleslady in one of Can-
ada's largest stores stated to a cus-

tomer recently when recommending
WINSOME MAID Hosiery. ''The only
difficulty with this Hosiery is to meet
the demand," she further stated.

The customer passed this on to us; we
take pleasure in passing it on to you.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934_Gerrard St. East - Toronto

CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER"

SATISFACTORY

HOSIERY
FOR CHILDREN

We are particularly

well equipped to pro-

duce Children's Hosiery
of unusual merit.

Our endeavors have all

been centred in the

special needs of Chil-

dren's Hosiery alone.

Recently extended
premises and added fa-

cilities have placed us
in an even better posi-

tion to perfect our pro-
duct. We also make
men's half hose in same
quality.

The result of our speci-

alization is ideally ex-
pressed in

—

A. B. C. HOSIERY
Made in all sizes.

4 to 10 inches.

1 and 1 Rib.

Allen Bros., Co., Limited

883 Dundas St. East -:- TORONTO
-CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER '
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PETER SCOTT & CO., LIMITED
Manufacturers of

PESCO
UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY
For Men and Women and Children

First Showing after the War

PESCO means All Wool or Silk and Wool. Full Fashioned,

made on Canadian models to suit Canadian Trade.

Do not place any order for All Wool or Silk and Wool under-

wear for Fall 1920 until you have seen "PESCO"

Canadian Representatives:

C. & A. G. CLARK, 35 Wellington St. W. Toronto
R. C. POYSER, 214 Drummond Bldg, Montreal
HANLEY & McKAY, Winnipeg and Vancouver

Your Wants
-^

"Is that so?"

" Yes, an' get what
you want, too."

-^

Use the DRY GOODS
REVIEW condensed
Ad. column and just

see what will happen.

The Information

Department of

IS at your service.

Call on us at any

time. We are

ready to serve you.
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IVo fi
^ six-dozen assorted carton of three dozen brooches, two dozen collar pins and one dozen bar pins, each
article in an individual box, a specially good Xmas line Price $2.25 per doz.

Beads
Beads are still holding the
fancy of the buying pub-
lic. We have a range to

select from covering prac-
tically everything shown
from $2.00 to $30.00 per
doz.

Hair
Ornaments
Our full line of hair orna-
ments for the holiday
trade is now in stock.

Back combs, side combs
and top comibs in brilliant

mounted and pearl en-
crusted, casque and Span-
ish effects. This is always
a big selling line for thj
Xmas trade.

No. 200 ^ cabinet of three dozen padrs hat pins assorted designs in rolled
plate sterling silver and jet tops, one pair on card and each pair
in a Holly box Price .$2.00 per doz.

Wrinch-McLaren, Limited
77 Wellington St. West TORONTO
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Bags

No. 3570 ^"^ ^^ ^^^ season's latest novel-

ties in hand bag's of silk panne
velvet in the torpedo shape. A
very pleasing style for youthful

wear. Colors: Black, Brown,
Navy and Taupe.

No 3564 ^ larger shape of same material and colorings
and a ready seller where a bag of greater

dimensions is required.

We have a complete assortment of both cotton

and silk velvet bags ranging from $2.50 to ?8
each.

If you are not in touch with our travellers, a line to us will ensure a special selection of any of the

lines mentioned being forwarded to you on approval.

Wrinch-McLaren, Limited
77 Wellington St. West TORONTO
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r:
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Wabasso

Good as

Gold

Cottons

White as

Snow

TRADE MARK OF • PURITY

Lawns
Nainsooks
Madapolams
Bridal-Cloth

Voiles

Organdies
Middy Cloths

Piques
Cambrics
Longcloths

Circular Cottons
Sheets and Slips

Sheetings

The best goods for the test trade

The
rz^

lA^abasso Cotton Company
Limited

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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B^l A Thanksgiving Christmas

1919

^^The Specialty House of Canada'^

MclNTYRE, SON & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada

Despite unsettled manufacturing conditions you
will find our departments supplied with many
interesting novelties for Christmas selling.

DRESS GOODS
Broadcloths, Velours, Silvertones, Bolivia

Coatings, Serges, also nice range of

Fancy Suitings and Plaids.

SILKS

Paillettes, Messaline, Duchess Mousseline,
Satin Charmeuse, Crepe de Chines, Crepe
Meteor, Duvetyne, Plain and Printed
Crepe Georgette, also assortment of

novelty goods.

LLXENS
9

Full range scalloped, hemstitched and
plain Damask pure linen cloths and nap-
kin sets. Damask bordered towels.

Fancy Hemstitched Tea Cloths, Trays,
and Doylies. White and Brown stamp-
ing linen for embroidery pui-poses. Gen-
eral range household linen.

LACES AND EMI5K0IDEKIES
Handkerchiefs, Plain and Novelty Rib-

bons, Small Wares. Knitted wool coats.

Ladies' and Children's Pullover Sweaters.

HOSIERY, glove;; and
UNDERAVEAR

Hosiery, Gloves and Underwear for Men,
Women and Children in quantity and
quality to meet all requirements.

CO'lTONS AND WASH GOODS
Complete range in Voiles in Plain and
Novelties in both white and colors.

Printed and woven in the latest designs.

Zephyrs in plain stripes, small and large

plaid effect. All lines of white and col-

ored Mulls, Mercerized Batiste. White
Drills, Middy Twills, Piques, Gabardines,
Poplins, Nainsooks, Madapolams, Em-
'broidery Cottons, White dimities in

stripes and checks. Complete range of

Nurse Cloths and Galateas.

Salesmen are now showing complete ranges.

Mail orders always receive prompt attention.

SOLE AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Trefousee Kid Gloves (made in France).

"Niagara-Maid" Silk Gloves, Hosiery and Underwear
(made in Canada).

u
/



"THE HANDKERCHIEF HOUSE OF CANADA »

HANDKERCHIEFS FOR
MR. MERCHANT:—

Have you made early and adequate provision for unpre-
cedented Xmas buying this year in your Handkerchief
Department? Too often the purchasing of this most
important item in Christmas buying is neglected until cus-

tomers' enquiries force the merchant to send in rush orders.

Don't let this coming Christmas season find you
with incomplete assortment.

Let us send you a sample assort-

ment right away—a good general
selection representing splendid selling

numbers.

THE LACE GOODS
Importers and

64|Wellington St. West

^f^^MM^m^^^a^^mmi^m^^^^^^iM-.
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"THE HANDKERCHIEF HOUSE OF CANADA"

CHRISTMAS SELLING
We specialize in every style of Handkerchief—from

attractive little Kiddies' designs to Ladies' high class Hand
Embroidered and Lace Edged lines; from plain white Lawn
to the finest of sheer Linen with real lace edging; from
Khaki, Turkey red and blues to the finest Linen, for Gents.

In a word, we have everything that is worth having, in

Handkerchiefs.

You will find our service prompt and our prices

satisfactory.

COMPANY, LIMITED

Manufacturers' Agents

Toronto

fS?^?S"
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A Reasonable Suggestion
An attractive and unusual fur and Thanksgiving display used last Thanksgiving season by H. Chevrier & Sons, Main St..

Winnipeg. The show cards are shaped to suggest a sheaf of wheat; neat price tickets are used on ovtvy article offered
for sale.

iMlMlMl^gg?lMiMll^gM!Mli-^2{IMIMI^JIMIJ^M^^^

E'a^fi^^iffi^r;f«!?r^f[?Mfrg^^

A Good Arrangement of

Underskirts
If there is one thing more difficult

than another, in the way of women's
apparel, to display attractively in the
average store window it is staple types
of Fall underskirts. Not long ago in
a town of 7,000 population DRY GOODS
REVIEW noted in the fine, wide win-
dows of a new store, bright and well
constructed, a display of underskirts
similar to those shown above. They
were laid flat on the floor of the win-
dow and hung flat on single rods across
the background and sides—the essence
of the uninteresting. The only com-
ment overheard by passersby was, "He
doesn't know how to use a modern
store now that he has one I" There
was no invitation or suggestion to buy.

Quite different, indeed, is the window
illustrated here. llnderskirts are
hung flat, draped, spread out and hung
sideways. The centre of the window
as well as the foreground and back-
ground are occupied by underskirts and
they fairly speak. Can't you hear them
say, "There is a variety of us here and
there are more inside. Don't you want
to come in and select one of us?" The
show card does the rest when it gives
a message of "quality and value." Do
you notice, too, the circular and well-
balanced arrangement of the topmost
numbers? This display was one used
last year by II. (". Purdy & Co., at

Dauphin, Man. Underskirts are a good
line to keep in view for Christmas
giving.
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A Selling Card

The illustration on the left shows a

framed show card of novel conception

used by Roy Cousins, display manager

for Thomas C. Watkins, Limited, Ham-
ilton, Ont. The bathing suit card was
drawn on cardboard and then trimmed

with the real bathing suit silk, the pat-

tern being taken from a fashion book.

It showed how the goods looked made up

and besides helping to sell the goods it

proved a good drawing card for the win-

dows and was afterwards displayed in

the silk department.

At the right are two descriptive tickets

which Mr. Cousins uses for general dis-

plays. The letter is white on a mottled

brown board and then air brushed.

Special Card For Opening
Something exceptional in artistic window

display cards is shown here. The frames,
of Oriental inspiration, and suggesting open
portals, were especially designed in New
York for the Robert Simpson Co.'s Fall
openings last month. The cards used in

them carried out the rough copper color-
ings of the frames and a suitable design.
Plain lettering with a concise message had
the desired effect. These cards were com-
mented upon by hundreds of people who

stopped to look at the windows.
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Peterborough Stores Make Creditable Displays

THE Peterborough Fair was one of the most successful events of the kind held this year. A great
deal of interest and enthusiasm was displayed by the city's business folk and an exceptionally
hig-h order of display characterized the exhiibition throughout. Among Peterborough's many pro-

gressive businesses it is perhaps not over-estimating matters to state that its department stores are

the leaders. Certainly they took a
leading place in this event, as is shown
by the accompanying illustrations.

The one shows the handsome living-

room display of Richard Hall & Son.

A pretty bay window is draped in

Radio velvet, trimmed in Egyptian
edging in gold to harmonize with the
blended walls. There is also shown
a cosy tapestry brick fireplace, com-
plete in every detail.

Just three pieces of furniture are
showTi—a Chesterfield and two big
arm chairs, which were made and de-

signed throughout by employees of

the firm. Two of these pieces are
covered in a very fine-toned black
ground tapestry, with all over floral

design, with soft effects of old blue,

old gold and Persian rose. The odd
chair in the room is covered in a two-
toned Radio striped velvet. The floor

coverings are fine samples of Wilton
rugs, in Persian efltects, and harmonize with the shades of the room. Two artistic floor-lamps were
used. What appeared to be quite a new revelation to the ladies were the unique cushions. In shape,
material and colorings they are novel, having been evolved especially for the occasion by the firm.

The pictures selected for the wall decorations bespeak the connoisseur's taste. Some of them are
reproductions of world-famous paintings, specially framed.

The other illustration shows the first prize float in the exhiibition opening parade. This was a
most creditable arrangement depicting the great event of the past year—Peace—and was the work
of the Cres'sman Co. The color scheme was gold and white. For the drapings throughout cheese cloth
was employed. The ball representing the globe Was of White plaster and the map is done in gold to
match the cheese cloth. The young lady posed at the back was garbed as an angel. Unfortunately
in the photograph the wings that spread from h"r shoulders are not in evidence, but it will be seen
from the illustration that the work was executed with the utmost care and was well worthy of being'
the city's first choice.
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Abuse of the Comparative Price

A Summary of the Experiences of the Writer in This Perplexing Problem.

By JAMES BURT MALETTE, Advertising Manager F. R. MacMillan, Ltd., Saskatoon, Sask., author of "Post
War Adivertising Problems," etc.
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6i \ fN amazins: sale of women's
boots, regular $10, $12, $15, $18

'•and $20 models, special to-mor-

row $8.75."

This headline met my eye in one of

last Saturday's papers. Monday I went
to that store and asked to see the

boots. I went through 28 pairs and
found 1 pair $20 boots, 2 pairs of $18,

and 5 of the $15 grade! Here was a

case of a deliberate attempt to hood-

wink—for the pair of $20 boots were
8Ds, and 4 pairs of the $15 grade, 7Ds.

How many women could obtain satis-

faction from responding to this ad., do
you think? Especially with nine-tenths

of them looking for the $20 boots in

their own sizes?

Now, on the other hand, we'll say the

merchant published his announcement in

this manner:

300 PAIRS OF FALL BOOTS
72 pairs marked $10

210 pairs marked $12

5 pairs marked $15
and one or two pairs even higher^

Your choice of the lot, $8.75.

But will the average merchant do
this? It has been my experience that

he will not! Then here is a flagrant
case of the abuse of the comparative
price. It gives a dealer "too much
rope," and we might continue the story

about the hanging, for as surely as
such methods are persisted in, just as

surely comes the final reckoning with
tire sheriff. Speaking from my stand
in this store, I will say that Mr. Mc-
Millan has always been insistent upon
the point. If $10, $5 and $3 merchan-
dise at $1.25 is advertised, there must
be a fair quantity of both $10 and $5
goods, otherwise the advertisements
vrould feature only the $3 regular pric-

ing.

A Reason Must Be Given
Another point that many merchants

overlook in the pricing at sale times is

this: An announcement of $40 lines

celling at half price is apt to engender
this thought in the public mind—"Well,
i-f their sale price pays tbem a profit,

what must their regular pricing bring
them?" An example was furnished me
recently in some all-wool serge, bought
rn,ther low by a Calgary store. They

placed it on sale
—

"$7.50 British soap
shrunk serge (all wool) special, $4.75."

The point immediately arose, "There is

no reason for such a sale—they must
be making a profit at $4.75. Think what
they'll gather at $7.50!" Then the train

of thought goes further, and says, "If

they make this huge profit on piece

goods, of course the rest of their mer-
chandise must be high!" So that thought

sticks and will not be dismissed, and is

generally pretty well founded by an

The accompanying article was
written for DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW by a well-known Western
Canadian advertising expert.

It is the third of a series of

very important articles on re_

tail advertising by different

authorities.

In this article Mr. Malette
deals in a very able and prac-

tical manner with one of the
most widely discussed topics in

advertising circles, namely, Does
the use of comparative prices

increase sales?

Read what Mr. Malette has to
say about it and if you disagree
with him send the editor a letter

stating your experience in the
matter.

Send a letter anyway if you
have instances to confirm this

point of view.

abnormally high mark on all that deal-

er's merchandise.

Public Has Been Educated

Now we come to the merchant who
says, "But how am I to explain to the

public just how good this value is, save
by the use of comparative prices ?

They've been so accustomed to seeing
regular prices on all merchandise that

my appeal will fal! short if I do not
quote them."

I agree with him that the public has
ibeen educated to comparative price

quoting, but I maintain that a further
education can and will shortly be insti-

tuted to wean them away from this per-

nicious practice.

In the first place, your average man
or woman is a pretty fair judge of value.

You cannot tell a woman that a silk

blouse at $25 is a real snap unless the
blouse is actually worth more. You
cannot sell a man a necktie for $3 when
he can get as good a one elsewhere for

$1.50. Thus it will be seen that people
"stand on their own legs" as far as
values are concerned.

It all comes down to a matter of

iiiark on. If your merchandise is priced

too high, the absence of sales on regular

lines will soon show where the shoe is

pinching. No merchant has any excuse
for being greedy in this respect. All are
certainly aware of their "maintain" and
a fair profit over and above should com-
pensate any man for his investment.

A Pleasant Surprise Gives Confidence
Now, here is a further angle in favor

of the abolition of the comparative price.

Your sales bulletin one day reads:

ANNUAL HARVEST SALE OF
ENAMELWARE

Saucepans, Spiders, Frypans, Preserving
Kettles, almost 1,000 pieces, very

special, $1.05!

Madam reads your announcement—

•

knows it's a sale and at a price less

than she's been paying. Mind you, it

isn't necessary to tell her this much

—

she knows it!

She attends your sale, and during in-

spection of the stock involved discovers

several dozen prices marked $2, and not

one less than $1.75.

Think of the impression you've made
on that woman. If you'd advertised,

"Regular $2 enamelware at $1.05," Mrs.
Shopper would have expected to get her
entire set of the $2 quality. Moreover,
she now looks at this merchant's ads.

in a new light. She knows he is truth-

ful, she was agreeably surprised, not
disappointed, and her entire transaction

was so satisfactory that she told dozens
of friends of her good fortune! Few
business men underestimate the import-
ance of this work of mouth advertising.

The very fact that several of the
largest and most conspicuously success-
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xul stores in the United States have

adopted the "No comparative price"

policy speaks volumes for its meritori-

ous character.

But to be entirely successful the store-

keeper must harness his mark on to run

side by side with this policy. This is

what gives women that most desirable

of impressions, "That store is always

lowest!"

All over the country people are sick

and tired of sales. Merchants are not

getting the regular "bread and butter"

business and the lavish and certainly

unwise use of the comparative price,

plus an abnormally high mark-on, has

practically all to do with it.

To-day women, living in a community

wherein one or more stores use the type

sticks to feature comparative prices and

48 pt. sale markings, lie in wait for

"sale days." To-day Mrs. Goodshopper

will price a washing machine, a boy's

suit or a tin of talcum powder and then

deliberately inquire, "When will this be

on sale?" She and her hundreds of

sisters have arrrived at a point where

they consider it a squandering of funds

to buy anything at the regular price,

preferring to wait until it is placed on

sale. Any merchant who thinks the

public does not have some inkling of

how he runs his business is walking

near a precipice.

Comparative Prices and Turnover

And in conclusion I would point out

how the use of comparative prices af-

fect the greatest asset any merchant

may possess—-turnover.

During sale times merchandise is re-

duced and sells freely. Once the sale is

* cff" the water of trade settles back in

the pool and can only be turned out

again by the further reduction of price

and the "big stick" advertising. Any
electrical engineer will tell you that it

is much better operation to maintain an

even load on your power plant than to

force a peak load at night and a "dead

run" in the day time.

Is it not better to maintain a good
sound consistent business, enlivened now
and then by special values, which give

the stimulus required, than to force a

sale at the public and then drop back

into a sitagnant conditijn the first mo-
ment after the closing hour of the sale ?

The following figures from an old

friend residing in a city of some 65,000

inhabitants in a Western State are ap-

proximate, but seem to show, not merely
the trend of merchandising to-day, but

the remarkable results fjllowing the

abandonment of comparative prices and
the reduction of the mark-on. In 1917

comparative prices were in order. On
Feb. 1, 1918, comparative prices were
abolished

:

1917 turnover $3,500,000

] 918 turnover 5,625,000

Cost of operating increase over 1917,

12 per cent.

Staff and advertising increase, 10 per

cent.

As an example of "mark-on" reduc-

tion, consider the piece goods section.

Silks laid on at $1.15 a yard had previ-

ously been marked $3.95 yd., and it was

costing this department only 26 per

cent, to do business! The reduction of

the mark-on in this instance w^as to 50

Der cent, on the profit maintained!

Women's suits bought on the market

at $20 were marked $55! In 1917 the

company did a fair business in the

mantle section. A reduction of mark-

on increased not m.erely their turnover

35 per cent., but their net earnings 15

per cent. The company spent $10,000

in remarking goods and advising the

public of its change in policy anent com-

parative prices.

In my estimation there is only one

good thing that may be said of com-

parative price quoting: It gives the

printer more money and the public

more to read.

A Thanksgiving Window
The background of tihe windows (A

the handsome new store front at W.
W. Wilkinson & Oo.'s, Gait, Ont., is

r)?.nelled in mahogamy somewhat similiar

in finish to that of Fairweather's new

store in ToiTionto.

On these panels are circular wreaths

of autumn leaves, with thddk chenille

cord arranged dn latt^!ced effect within

the circle, and draped artisticially from

same. Tall white wicker vases are

placed on the floors, with floral decoira-

tionis in autuimn tints. In tihe centre of

the large'sit window, they had a large

box of ar'tificial American Beauty roses

(unusually splendid imitations), bearing

:t lange card with the one word,

"Thanksigdving."

The merchandise shown in these win-

dows is high-class and artistically ar-

ranged, and tihe displays have been very

f.'i.vorably comimented upon.

A Unique and Artistic Trim in Black and Silver

The backjfround is of black farmers satin with hand-painted chrysanthemums in silver and the valance and drop
curtains are of silver (frey sateen. The floor is coated with silver paint to correspond with the chrysanthemums. The
furniture is Chinese in desijcn and manufacture. It is dark (inish, hand-carved teak wood and the chairs are elaborately
patterned with inlaid pearl. The wax fiffures are dressed in black and silver Kowns. The cushion and table runner har-
monize with back)<round, as they are black, relieved with silver chrysanthemums. The black and silver scheme was carried
throughout, the only exception beinK two bouquets of chrysanthemums in natural colors. Display men will be interested
in this unique trim, which is claimed to have been one of the most effective opening window displays in Canada this
year. It was arranged at the ("ressman store, Peterborough, Ont.



Some Dainty Show Cards
Many Firms Use the Small Neatly-Lettered Show Cards for Both Store and Window Dis-

plays—They May Be Easily Kept Seasonable and Changed Quickly.

By R. T. D. EDWARDS

THE show card writer, whether he
is a window trimmer or not, can

do a great deal in encouraging the

trimming of better merchandise dis-

plays by making show cards of such a

dainty nature as to compel the trimmer
to make better displays in order to

be in keeping with the cards. In fact,

better card writing- in the interior, as

well as the windows, encourages the bet-

ter displaying of the merchandise on the

counters.

It works vice versa also. If the cards

are inclined to be poorly made the win-

dow trimmer can make his displays

show up the poor show card so that it

is absolutely necessary for better show
cards to be made.

Use Small Cards

The modem method of display de-
mands small cards. Hardware can be

displayed in a very neat and attractive

manner in windows with small suitably

worded cards such as are illustrated.

The small cards may be used in a pro-

minent iposition in the display so that

they may be easily read by the cus-

tomer.

When you look at it in a common-
sense way it stands to reason that the

simall card is better than a larger one.

The smaller card takes up less room in

the display, therefore, you have more
room to show the merchandise.

Is Easily Read

The smaller card, when lettered neat-

ly, can be as easily read when close up
as the large card. Clerks never shout

at the customer, so why should a heavily

printed large card be used in a good dis-

play?
The small show card was first intro-

duced by the department stores on this

continent, and have become quite the

rule. In fact, large cards for good dis-

plays are uncommon and are often look-

ed upon as more or less cheap.

The large stores select a rather small

card with a design suit-ible for the sea-

son of the year it is to be used, and

[:,
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OCTOBER SHOW CARD
PHRASES

1-—Garments worthy of a day of

Thanksgiving!

2—It is clear sailing from now until

Christmas—Do your shopping
early!

3—Our new millinery is most suit-

able for the "Blue October haze
and the splendour of the days."

4—Now that the family is all off

to school, what about dressing
up mother and father?

5—Laces in black, white, ivory, gold
and silver. They're all in fash-
ion I

6—This is tilt' month to select your
needlework for Christmas giv-

ing.

7—A gift a day will cover a big list

early.

8—We have a fine range of woolen
underwear for all the family.

Remember—Preparedness

!

Try these designs for your Fall store

and show cards.

carry that card all through their win-
dows. Then when a change to another
variety is made, it is all done in a day.
Uniformity is the idea and so it can
be done in either hardware, grocery,

dry goods or men's wear stores just the

same. The small card has a great ad-

vantage over the larger one because it

can be carried out in the windows and
interior of the store very quickly on ac-

count of so few cards being required.

Are Very Attractive

The examples of small cards il-

lustrated on this page are exceptionally

good ones. They are very attractive in

design and the colorings are of fall hues.

Both designs are of a conventional or-

der and are illustrative of Fall flowers.

The shades used are red, orange, light

brown, blue and white, all in opaque
colors. These are only a few of the

combinations that may be used to pro-

duce effective results.

The colors may be changed around so

that you get a variety of effects, but

still have the same design.

If many cards of one design are de-

sired, make an outline drawing in pencil

on a piece of tough paper first. This

may be used with the aid of tracing pa-

per to draw as many as desired very

quickly.

The placing of the opaque colors is a

simple matter after the layout is mark-
ed out.

NOTIONS
Jewelry and Necklace Lines—Big Sellers

In Novelties—Needles Advance—Mend-
ing Yarns Still Very Scarce

NOTIONS.—Jobbers in novelty lines

report a big demand for jewelry and
necklaces. These lines are selling par-

ticularly well. Velvet bags, ranging in

price from $30 up to $90 per dozen are

selling well for the Fall and Winter

trade. In notions as well as in practi-

cally every other line, there is a grow-
ing scarcity of goods, amd production

cannot keep pace with the inquiry. Iln

many instances manufacturers won't

take orders at any price. Chinese hair

nets are difficult to get. Those that

were available are iselling to the trade

r<t $15 per gross, the figure that was
formerly asked, before the Chinese en-

tered the market and reduced the quota-

tion to $7.50 per gross. There has been

a very marked advance in needles in the

last month. The jump in quotations

amounts to 20 per cent., needles .now-

being offered at $7.30 per gross.

Knitting needles for knitting sweaters

are in demand, and are scarce. Hat pins

too, have advanced, and novelties in

them are hard to secure. There is a

brisk inquiry for hair ornaments, and

the prices of the same are exceedingly

strong and firm. A fancy Spanish

ccimb is quoted at $27 »pier dozen. Cas-

que combs are quoted at from $6 to $18

per dozen. Materials for art needle-

Kvork in the way of stam.ped goods i^re

aliTiost impossible to get. Anything in

the way of linen is almost unobtainable,

and prices are very high.

Mending yams show little improve-

ment in the way of increased supplies

and prices are steadily soaring. De-

liveries are months behind, and in fact,

or'ders are only accepted at prices pre-

vailing at the time of delivery.
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.^4-' Sectional Fixtures

This is the fixture that "gets the business/'

No high class dry goods store should be
without it.
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WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS
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ITH business rushed and extra salespeople crowded behind the counters,

the store equipped with a Lamson centralized system finds the increased

demands a simple matter to handle.

For the same carriers send money flying to the central desk for few or many
salespeople. Whether one or a dozen "extras" in the department, the carrier

system accommodates them all.

Any clerk uses any sending station. This feature makes it easy to shift clerks

from department to department, as business needs arise.

Dupuis Freres, Ltd., is one of many concerns whose holiday problems will this

year be simplified by the centralized system.

"We find," they say, "that we are able

^ .,,. .1, to give our customers excellent service;

and when, during holiday periods, our

sales force is increased by 'extras,' the

service runs as quickly and smoothly as

in normal times."

.4s.

s.i;

Lamson Wire Line, Electric Cable, or

Pneumatic Tube carriers make the bene-

fits of centralization available for scores

of any size.

J ST

?(xi(i a=/^M©®K]
136 SIMCOE ST. Xj^

©©(^(^^KIV
TOPONTO

General Offices at Boston,'Mass.
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Display Your Furs

on

DALE FUR
FORMS

To Get
the Best

Effects.

Two of our

most popular

Fur Forms are

illustrated.

Send for Cata-
logue, with
complete list
of Display
Forms and
Fixtures, for
every use in

your store.

No. 83 1-2 E.

The Name

DALE
always means

Distinction

and

Durability

that cannot be

surpassed.

/^

i

No. 90-E. Cape Form

Ca// in any time!

Dale Wax Figure Co., Ltd.

86 York Street TORONTO

Montreal : 150 Blcury St.

Vancouver : 501 Mercantile Bldg.

Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures
Scientifically designed to take care of every

item of merchandise handled by Clothing,
Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods, or De-
partment Stores.

Buy as you like.

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones Bros.^Co.B!^
cTtore Fitters'

Eastern Branch: Head Office: Western Branch;
VJ Bleury Street 29-31 Adelaide StVest. 437 Main Street

Montreal. RQ. Toronto. Ont. Winnipeg. Man.
In BffiltAtion with and manvfactunn^ in Canada, under the patents of

Tne Grand jtapids SAow Case CompBrry

We Specialize in

BIRLEY
Patent Folding Suit

and Costume Boxes

We also manufacture all

kinds of Folding Boxes

QUALITY and SERVICE

Dominion Paper Box Co.
LIMITED

Toronto Ontario
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Up-to-date labor-saving machinery will

take the drudgery out of keeping store

A man should never do the wor
chine can do quicker, better, chea

records

A man should never do the work which a ma-
chine can do quicker, better, cheaper and easier.

Let a National Cash Register and Credit File do your work

—

Put these two labor-saving devices in your store.

They will help you to do business in business hours.iney win neip you to ao Dusiness in Dusmess nours.

Your time and money are the very lifeblood of your business-

Protect them with a National Cash Register andProtect them with a National Cash Register and
N. C. R. Credit File. There is no need of risking

business failure when safety is so easy and certain.

Labor-saving machinery offers you a great opportunity

Thousands of your fellow merchants in Canada can
tell you that a National Cash Register and N. C. R.

Credit File put them on the road to greater profit

and less work. You have the same opportunity!

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

BRANCH OFFICES

:

'X;algary 714 Second Street W. Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg. Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Halifax ^ 63 Granville St. Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue S.
Hamilton 14 Main Street East St. John 50 St. Germain Street

-London 350 Dundas Street Toronto. . 40 Adelaide Street
Montreal 122 St. Catherine Street W. Vancouver. 524 Pender St. W.

' Ottawa 306 Bank St. Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue

FACTORY: TORONTO. ONTARIO
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Our Vanity Girls
The Cutest EverTin Miniatures

JANET
Flat effects in wood, hand painted. Arms move at the

shoulders and elbows. Each model 13 inches high.

Write for circular containing

more figures and list of prices.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS, INC.
63-65 WEST 36th STREET, NEW YORK ^"i

BOSTON CHICAGO BALTIMORE ''*

26 Kingston Street 204 West Jackson Blvd. j 108 West Baltimore Street

^

$

If it' s a

DISPLAY
FEATURE
we have it or can

make it.

We make it a point to

keep in touch with

all the latest in

WAX FIGURES
BUST FORMS

and fixtures of every

kind.

Our latest folder il-

lustrates new fea-

tures for up-to-date

Guaranteed Flesh Enamel Form mCrChantS.
"Won't Crack"

"

DELFOSSE & CO.
247-249 Craig St. W. Factory, 1-19 Hermine St.

MONTREAL

J

Is There Any Other System
Giving a Double Check on

All Sales?

^

Gipe- Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach'St.
Toronto, Canada

fete-
til —'— 1^

—

\\ ^Is there another affording
means for the saving of time
and labor by obviating running
—as it does ?

Is there another placing the responsibility for the pi"oper care of all

money and charges on the custodian in your office—where it properly
belongs ?

Have you thought the matter over and considered how best these
queotions may be answered?
Our four-page leaflet tells cx-isply about it. A post card wiHl bring

one to you.

Manufacturers and Dealers:

Our
for any

Inquiry Department is
"

new lines or old ones?

for you.

Write

" Are
us, we

you looking

are at your

service.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 University Avenue

TORONTO
Inquiry Dtpartment
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Where to Buy Store Equipment for Christinas

A Classified Directory of Equipment and Fixtures

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Botanical Decorating Co., Chicago, 111.

Clatworthy & Ston, Toronto.
Diale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

ARTIFICIAL PALMS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

AUTOMOBILES
Ford Motor Co., Ford, Ont.

BRASS RAILINGS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

BUST FORMS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

CASH CARRIERS
Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Toronto.
LamsoTi Company, Boston, Mass.

CASH REGISTERS
National Cash Register Co.. Toronto.

CHARACTER WAX HEADS
Clatworthy & Ston, Toronto.

CHILDREN'S WEAR CABINETS
Jones Bi'os. & Co., Toronto.

CLOTHING HANGERS
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.

CLOTH MEASURING CHARTS
A. E. Putnam Co., Washington, Iowa.

CLOTH MEASURING MACHINES
Clothometer Sales Co., Winnipeg.

CLOTH SHRINKERS
Spotless Shrinker Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CLOTHING WARDROBES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

COAT HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

COLLAR STANDS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS
Ford Motor Co., Ford, Ont.

CONVEYING SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

COSTUME CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

CREDIT REGISTERS
National Cash Register Co., Toronto.

DECORATIONS
Botanical Decorating Co., Chicago, 111.

Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

DELIVERY ROOM SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

DISPLAY FIXTURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kitchener.

DISPLAY FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., New York, N.Y.

DRESS FORMS
Adjustable Dress Form Co., Toronto.

DRY GOODS FIXTURES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

"DUR-ENAM" WASHABLE DISPLAY
FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

ELECTRIC CABLE SYSTEMS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

FLORAL DECORATIONS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

GARMENT RACKS
Dale Wax P^igure Co., Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

GIRLS' FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

GLOVE CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

HAT STANDS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

HAT CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

HOSIERY CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

INTERIOR WOODWORK
Kent-McClain, Ltd., Toronto.

LACE CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

LADIES' WEAR WARDROBES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

LIGHT ELEVATORS
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURERS' FORMS
Clatwo thy & Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

METAL DISPLAY FIXTURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmlenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

MILLINERY CABINETS
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

MILLINERY TABLES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

MIRRORS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

NECKWEAR CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

PARCEL CARRIERS
Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Toi-onto.
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEMS
Lamson Comipany, Boston, Mass.

REVOLVING CLOAK RACKS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

REVOLVING WARDROBES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

RIBBON CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

SHIRT CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.

SHOE FIXTURES
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
J. R. PalmenbeiTg's Sons, Inc., New York.

SHOW CASES
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.
Kent^McClain, Ltd., Toronto.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kitchener.

SKIRT HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

SPIRAL CHUTES
Lamson Company, Boston, Mass.

STORE DECORATIONS
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

STORE EQUIPMENT
Jones Bros. & Co., Toronto.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Kitchener.

TEE STANDS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

TRIPLICATE MIRRORS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

WAIST FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

WAIST HANGERS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.

WASHABLE ENAMEL FORMS
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., New York.

WASTE PAPER BAILERS
Climax Baler Co., Hamilton, Ont.

WAX FIGURES
Clatworthy & Son, Toronto.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
J. R. Palmenberg, Inc., New York, N.Y.

WINDOW VALANCES
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
L. J. A. Derome, Ltd., Montreal.

Do you want a good

Canadian, British or American Agency?
If so put a card in the

Manufacturers' Agents Page in

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Only $2.50 per month or a yearly order



Fashions for Mid-Winter in New York
Late Style Shows Continue to Emphasize Variety—A New Blouse-Dress Offered—Luxurious

Fabrics and Accessories for Social Occasions.

NEW YORK, September 29, 1919.—
The fine weather of the past
month has made the planning and

selection of the Fall- wardrobe a matter
of much excitement among New York's
fashionable women. Fashion shows and
dictates from the stage have been watch-
ed most keenly. Paris has intermingled
so much with New York that thcTe is a
style for everyone, which makes the
seeking of it all the more interesting.
Fashion shows by the leading designers
have been well attended and studied and
the seal of approval has been set upon
a number of outstanding earlier intro-

ductions of the season. For instance,
Hickson sponsors hoth the straight line

silhouette and the side fullness. However,
the small waistline with girdle or belt
drawn absolutely tight with tunic or
side peplum on the skirt receives the
more marked attention. This follows
the silhouette brought out by this same
designer early in the Spring, when the
tight-fitting ibodice and full gathered
skirt were emphasized. The change from
the full skirt to that having fullness at
the sides, maintaining the small waist-
line, introduces a silhouette quite dis-

tinct from the loose fitting lines which
have been in vogue and from the natural
lines of the figure which prevail largely
in Paris.

Youthful Frocks Liked

At Heimberdinger's and others of the
large houses, a wide variety of designs
were shown—the most noticeable fea-

tures ibeing the youthful-looking round
neck and short sleeves edged with fur.

One outstanding gown of black satin

'brocade was entirely lacking in trim-
ming. It depended for its "chic" entire-

ly on the cut of the short kimono sleeves,

round neck and full drapery at the back
of the narrow abbreviated skirt.

One pleasing and unusual combination
in an afternoon frock was brown and
gold metal brocade with brown chiffon.

The latter material fashicned the waist

with short kimono sleeves. It was also

used for a French ruff about the neck.

The front of the waist was of cloth-of-

gold. The skirt was of brocade with

chiffon panels at each side finished by
large brocade rosettes.

Franklin Simon & Co. featured recent-

ly a new dress called the "Bretagnaise."

It is described as a blouse-dress, suitable

for all the Autumn affairs and the first

of the Winter ones. It is made up in

various fashionable materials and trim-

mings. Long lincG are maintained with

a low waist, long and rather full tunic

on a strais'ht skirt, pointed elbow sleeves.

It is a graceful style adaptable to most
figures.

Uncpftainty Still As to Skirt Lengths

The length of skirts is still a matter
of dispute. Afternoon gowns, as dis-

played in the fashion shows, were 8 and
10 inches off the floor. Evening gowns,

Featured At Franklin Simon s

The new "Bretagnaise" blouse-dress described in New
York letter as a style adaptable, in various fashionable
materials, for practically all occasions. Sketch by

courtesy of Otto B. Shulhof, New York.

barring of course dance frocks, exhibit-

ed longer lines.

In "Civilian Clothes," a very popular

and well-dressed play, the actresses wear
only the longest skirts, very narrow at

the bottom. There are those in the trade

who detect Paris taking to longer, room-

ier skirts, and a tendency in New York
towards skirts of Parisian scantiness;

and in footwear Paris wearing longer
vamps, while New York's become more
blunt. So far, however, the turnover is

by no mean accomplished.

Sports Clothes Meet With Approval

A most unique fashion show was stag-

ed for the benefit of the Itntematioanl

Conference of Women Physicians, when
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gowns were exhibited which had been

selected not only foi* their beauty of

design but their hygienic perfection, the

aim being to show that women may dress

smartly as well as healthfully.

Sports outfits and afternoon dresses

predominated. Of the former, the most
striking was composed of a bright red

plaid skirt pleated at the sides; a heavy
white silk shirt waist, a brown Shetland

wool sweater with narrow tan belt, and

a brown velour tarn.

An interesting afternoon model had

for its foundation an accordion-pleated

skirt of dragon-fly blue crepe silk.

Over this was worn a long tunic blouse

of cafe au lait Georgette, embroidered

in Itrge dots of the same blue. The
round neck and short sleeves, as well as

the bottom and slashed sides of the

tunic, were banded with brick coIot satin

heavily embroidered in iblue and henna.

A loosely-tied Georgette girdle indicated

the waist line.

No evening gowns were shown because,

they explained, none could be found
which would satisfy the "safety first"

criterion.

Circular and Pleated Skirts

An important place in the ward-
robe of the well-dressed woman of to-

day is given to the separate skirt. For
this, plaid has ibeen the rage for Fall

and promises to continue so for mid-
Winter wear, particularly when the skat-

ing season is on. The best lines as

shown by Fifth Avenue shops are in

circular skirts and accordion-pleated

models.

The latter style is much in evidence,

too, for plain materials. There is a

stunning suit of tricotine designed for

next Spring, having- an accordion-pleated

skirt with a rather tight fitting coat,

collarless, tab and button trimmed, and
braid bound in a most fetching manner.

Independence Among Blouse Styles

The common charactexistic of the new
blouses is that they are all different;

some are long tunics, some are "Rus-
sian," some have oiily a short peplum,
some have a front apron, some a back
one, some have a long, straight line end-

ing at the hip, some disappear at the nor-

mal waistline. Trimmings are largely

composed of ribbon, metallic jaces and
embroidery. There are few collars but
many ruchings of chiffon.

Goats and suits show little change.
Tilie latter have hip or finger tip length

jackets, with some rippled effects. The
former are cape-like—many dolman
models still being shown.

For underwear, the trend seems to be
towards utility as well as attractiveness.

Thas, satin and glove silk are enjoying
more favor than crepe de Chine or

Georgette. A new interesting develop-

ment of glove silk was shown in a Fifth

Avenue shop by the introduction of wide
Irish lace insertion to the . vest and
bloomers.

Neckwear is Important

Prevalent neckwear continues to be

frilly and lacy in jabot and vestee styles,

with a growing demand for the bertha

and fichu.

Silk scarfs, gay-colored and fringed,

as well as the woollen variety, are having

a ready sale.

Fur neckwear is not so popular but

this is probably due to the increased

vogue for fur coats, it seems, though,

that animal stoles are giving place to the

flat collar effects.

Among modish accessories, hair or-

naments have a leading position. Carved

and hand-painted designs are shown.

Some are set with rhinestones, others

have wooden backs displaying hand-

painted flowers. Altogether it is a

season of interesting mtrchandise in

department store lines.

DESIGNERS DISCUSS DRESS
The Canadian Women Designers' Club

held its second meeting of the year on
Wednesday, October 18, when there were
eleven members present. The new con-

stitution was read and approved with
some slight alterations, good fellow-

ship and an improvement in the costum-
ing of Canadian women being two of the

chief purposes of the organization. The
name of the club was also decided upon.
Arrangements were completed for a lec-

ture to be given on October 27 in the

Heliconian Club rooms, by Miss Trapha-
gan of New York, a noted authority and
teacher of design.

When the business was completed, Mrs.
Bilford, the new head of the educational

department of Murray-Kay, gave an in-

teresting little talk on some unusual
features of designing. She advocated
that no designer should attempt to con-

struct costumes for women improperly
fitted with underwear or corsets; that

they should first seeik to develop the

human ibody along natural lines. Briefly,

she explained a few simple methods for

attaining the proper proportions of the

figure.

A Convertible Dress Discussed

Anohter idea which Mrs. Bilford
brought up for discussion was the de-
signing of a business woman's dress
which could, with a few slight manipula-
tions, be transferred into an evening or
afternoon gown. Especially is there a
need for this among the many women
whose business requires a certain amount
of travelling. Such a convertible, three-

in-one model has its practical possibili-

ties, it was admitted, but the vital ob-

jection is that few women would care
to appear in an evening gown, no matter
how correct, wearing the same lingerie

they had worn all day.

Merchants in Gait, Ont., unanimous-
ly experience that business is increasing
every month, and is exceedingly good
at present, although if cooler weather
would come it would greatly improve for

Fall selling. Last year was even bet-

ter as far as sales went, hut the turn-

over at present is good on all lines.

There is a noticeable demand for quality

goods; prices seem to he of secondary
importance. (This is a Scotch tov^m,

too!). It is really quite remarkahle the

way people are demanding what they
want, no matter what it costs, say the

leading retailers.

Sam Kassire, Port Colbome, Ont., has

secured the entire second floor of his

store and opened it Sept. 19 as a wo-

men's wear department.

A Novel Design
Novelty does not mean the extreme in this

new serge gown. It is thoroughly fashion-
able, very pretty and wearable. The back
is especially original with the belt passing
under the tunic-panel effect, and over the
front. Braid and buttons provide the trim-
ming. By courtesy of Dresses, Limited,
Toronto.

Kennedy's, Limited, 117 Granville St.,

Halifax, N.S., formally opened their new
women's wear department last month.

They carry a fine range of dresses, suits,

coats, sweaters, skirts, blouses, rain-

coats and the other essentials for the

apparelling of women.
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Points of Consideration for the Dress Buyers
The Robert Simpson Co. Have Buih Up a Large and Successful Dress Department—Much

Thought Has Been Expended Upon Styles for Certain Sizes—A Magnificent Pre-

sentation to Ontario.

SOME six months agj the Robert
Simpson Co. placed all its dresses

(women's and misses) in one depart-

m.ent under the management of Mr. W.
D. Robertson, and on Augiast 15th last

the "French Rooms" were opened. These
are arranged along one wall of the dress

department, the partitions all consisting

of long glass cases well filled with high-

grade afternoon, evening and tailored

gowns priced at $50.00 and upwards.
There are more cases, a few individual

stands and comfortable chairs insidp so

that one's first impression upon entering

these rooms is that just the right gown

is surely obtainable from all those hun-
dreds from which to choose. There are
between 5O0 and 1,000 of them there!

"You've got to keep turning your stock in

reiady-to-wear if you are going to make
a success of it," said Mr. Robertson, "and
therefore, you must keep a range of
styles and sizes at prices within the

means of tho average purchaser. It is

very necessary that the price range es-

pecially be complete. You must be able

to give a customer a dress at a certain

price when she asks for it."

While women's and misses' dresses are

all sold in the same department, they are

still kept in two sections. In the French
room, too, they are marked to indicate
whether they are misses' or women's
models, and this mark appears on the
sales check books so that an exact record
is kept of the number of misses' and wo-
men's models which have been sold each
day.

Much Care Required in Selection of Sizes

The matter of sizes is one of the most
important concerns of a dress depart-
ment. Discussions on this topic have
appeared in these columns in previous
issues, but the problem is by no means

Gorgeous ILvenins Gowns From Simpson's
On the left is the back view of a model which shows a scarf-like drapery of rose tulle, embroidered with silver over silver

brocaded rose faille taffeta.

Next is one of sapphire blue charmeuse with overdress of sapphire sequins and corsage ornament of a jet and bugle bead
butterfly. More jet is used for the tansels; the shoulder drapes are of blue net; and the square train is lined with georgette.

A dinner gown fashioned from Copenhagen (Jeorgette, heavily embroidered with jet over black charmeuse and adorned with a
jet tasselled girdle is the subject of the third photograph from the left.

At the right is another evening gown of emerald green charmeuse, having sequin panels front and back, decorated with gold
tassels. A black satin corsage rose and emerald net hip draperies complete the costume.
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settled for a great many buyers. In the

large department stores where there is

a buyer solely for dresses, there is per-

haps no problem upon which he spends
n^ore thought than that of deciding which
are the correct sizes to buy in certain

styles and colors of dresses, and which to

classify as "Misses' " and which as

"Women's."
Mr. Robertson is known to the trade

as one of the most careful and success-

ful buyers in Canada. In an interview

with DRY GOODS REVIEW, he remark-
ed that he had spent more time in ar-

riving at proper sizing than upon any
other subject in this department and he
feels that the results justify his conclu-

sions.

Mr. Robertson has found in his experi-

ence that selling misses' sizes to women
is not satisfactory business. There is

not so much difference up to size 34.

Misses' 16 and 18 sizes will correspond
very well with the women's 32 and 34,

so that either might be sold according to

the suitability of the style. But for wo-
men of 36, 38 and 40 measurements, the

larger misses' sizes are quite unsuitable,

lyonger lines to the waist are necessary
for women of 36 or larger than are re-

quired for misses' sizes, and if a woman
of 36 wears a misses' size 20, for in-

stance, it is sure to give her a "bunched
up" anpearance. To obtain a graceful,

dic-nified effect, a longer line must be in-

troduced and it changes the whole style

of a garment. The waist line in all the

]qr"-er sizes. Mr. Robertson finds, must
be regulated according to the size, and
unless that is done, the effect is spoiled.

More Stout Sizes Selling

Since this attention has been given in

his buying, Mr. Robertson has found that

his department has gTown enormously.
In addition to 3€, 38 and 40 being the
leading sizes for women, there has been
a noticeable increase in the sa'^js of stout

sizes. Women of the larger sizes who
used to depend upon their dressmaker
or tailor, are now coming to Simpson's
to get their dresses in both tailored and
more dressy styles, and frequently they
comment upon the marked improvement
in ready-to-wear styles. This is due in

large part, Mr. Robertson thinks,, to his

careful selection of sizes.

The Simpson "French" dress salon con-
tains everything from little dark serge
and tricolette street dresses to gor-

geously colored satin and tulle creations

for evening wear. Four of the new im-
portations of this Fall are illustrated in

this issue, and they bespeak a very dif-

ferent class of customer for a modern de-

partment store than frequented it in the
days of less scientific methods of mer-
chandising. A fashion film at one of the

Toronto theatres depicted several of the

most exclusive of the Simpson models
during September.

Style, Material, Workmanship, Prime
Factors

The greatly increased business being
done in dresses is not the result of a

whim of fashion, Mr. Robertson be-

lieves. It is due to general conditions
- »nd changing habits^of livin'^. "']

tasliionable Costumes
Left—Tea frock of black tricolette with Hawaiian drapery of knotted fringe,

beaded with relief embroidery. Right—A suit dress of navy tricotine and
sand-colored brushed wool. Shown on New York models at Almy's Fall

Fashion Opening, Montreal.

time a Ford car is sold there are at least

three dresses sold to members of the
purchasing family, and in a very few-

months three or four more to the same
people," said Mr. Robertson. The tre-

mendous sales of automobiles every yep
must assuredly mean dresses and coats

accordingly. "The success or failure of

a ready-to-wear department to-day,"

added this buyer, "depends upon three

things: first, style; second, material;

third, workmanship. If you have those
to a satisfactorv degree you can sell

ready-to-wear. The price itself is se-

condary, though as I said before, you
must have a price range."

the color blending, the exquisite work-
manship and the infinite care that went
mto their construction and preservation.

A neat 15-page illustrated booklet giv-

ing short sketches of the historical sig-

nificance attached to many of the de-

signs was distributed at the door. It

also stated that "the entire collection has

been presented to the Citizens of Ontario

by the Robert Simpson Company, Limit-

ed, as a permanent exhibit to be placed

in the Royal Ontario Museum, City of

Toronto."
'

These roibes were purchased on the oc-

casion of the overthrow of the Manohu
Dynasty in 1912.

A MUNIFICENT GIFT
Speaking of Simpson's and gowns,

there is another interesting event at the

store this month. Nearly 200 garments,
the state robes of the late Imperial

Court of China, were exhibited in a spec-

ially arranged section of the store.

The exhibit was arranged on the fifth

floor amongst suggestive surroundings.
The approach was through a covered
fliagonal passageway decked with Chin-
ese lanterns and flowers, leading past an
orchestra which played during the great-

er nart of the dav.

To attempt a description of the gar-

ments themselves would be quite out of

the question. One can only marvel at

Bright shades are to prevail for

Spring, 1920, say Paris authorities.

The real jade green is spoken of

as the one of leading importance.

There is a growing vogue for

ivory novelties of aF. sorts. Beaded
bags continue very fashionable but

with less gaudy colorings than

heretofore. Velvet ibags at pre-

sent are characterized by largo

tassels and jet effects, som.etimes

combined with color. Skirts are

still very short. Tunics are not

coming back, says one authority.
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(0uter anb JWore Sntimate Apparel

A New *'Burberry'*
The material is royal blue ve-

lours, lined with Kold hazel silk.

The collar forms a novel scarf
or can be fastened across the
top with Kold loop tasaiel. For
either town or country wear.
The hat is blue and ,<old shot
hazel silk.

Dainty St Ik Wear
A neffligee of decided charm is this one

of heavy turquoise crepe de Chine, with
white (Jeorgette and ecru silk lace tunic.
Most interesting are the beautifully made
ribbon garlands on front, back and sleeves.

The envelope chemise is of white crepe de
Chine with insets and edging of guipure
lace and the inevitable touches of ribbon.
These lines will no doubt live up to their

records of being especially good Christmas
merchandise. Hy courtesy The Ideal Gar-
ment ("o., Montreal.

A French Toilette

A charming French creation

for Winter. The material is

knitted wool in blue and yellow.

The lines are of Scotch descent

even if the stripes ar« not.

'

V//////////y//yy/V/y/y//y//^^^^
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Blouses in the Limelight
Always a Big Christmas Item, They Are Now Assuming

Importance—Orders for November and December

Deliveries Should Include Good Representa-

tion of Dark and Fancy Colorings.

THERE appears to be more indi-

viduality of style in the more ex-

clusive blouses this year than for

some seasons past. Of course, the prices

placed on them allow^ scope for almost

any development of individual design and
art work. The most exquisite hand-

made laces are being' used on ready-to-

wear blouses, whereas a few years ago
these laces were only seen on state oc-

casions. Consequently blouses selling at

$35, $40, $50 and $75 are at least re-

corded, if not frequent, :n the average
sized store.

It would take a great deal of explana-

tion and a great deal of description to

give an impression of the many types

of blouses which are considered "good"
this season. There are, nowever, a few
oustanding features which have develop-

ed rather strongly. One of those is the

casaque waist. This is the one worn out-

side the skirt, coming well down around
the hips in length and caught loosely at

the waist-line with a cord or fancy girdle.

It is worn slightly ibloused and usually

has a round neck and three-quarter or

full length, rather loose sleeve. Sleeves

made with the very deep armholes sug-

gestive of the popular dolman coat are

selling well so far as novelty business is

concerned. While these sleeves are short

they do not look it when worn. In ma-
terials, the new item of popularity is

net in both white and ivoiry. It is selling

especially in the finer nets, which are

less transparent than the coarser meshes.
These are frequently self-trimmed,

though the most of them have many
rufflings of narrow Val. edging.

New Color Effects

As to colors, all the high-class shops
and "French" departments are including

several models in cafe au lait Georgette.
Flesh, white and maize continue strong,

but for the Christmas trade brown and
navy Georgette are promised an unpre-
cedented importance. Navy lined with
gold is a noticeahle feature, and a great
many navy and brown models are
made up on fancy linings. Ninons are
used in this way as well. Simpson's had
a window display recently, and also a
department showing, of dark, richly-

colored camisoles made of wide, fancy
ribbons and satins especially to be worn
with these dark-colored blouses. Even
some flesh and white blouses were shown
worn with maize, sky, and lavender
camisoles. Blouses of printed allover

patterns on Georgette are also meeting
v/ith favor. This color assemblage is the

outstanding feature of the month in

blouse fashions and promises to charac-
terize Christmas merchandise.

A new line of tailored blouses at

Murray-Kay's chows white Georgette
with very narrow crinkled satin stripe

in gold, mauve, blue, etc. Another tail-

ored style of plain white crepe de Chine
had set-in folds of salmon color; t!ny

pearl button trimmings. A navy blue
Georgette slip over model had black satin

for the lower part from below the bust;

the upper part was embroidered in black
with touches of red.

The "French Shop" shows a handsome
cafe au lait slip-over model of Georgette

embroidered in large black flowers. A
good deal of real filet lace is used on

other models both here and in the other

Yonge Street stores.

A Dressy Fall Blouse

One of the new navy and gold combinations. This blouse is made
of navy blue Georgette, beaded and embroidered back and front
in navy blue. Collar, over-cuffs and the blouse itself, except
the sleeves, are lined with a sheer gold silk which is very effec-

tive. From Modern Waists, Ltd., Toronto.



New Ready-to-Wear Store in Montreal
Stober's Limited Have Some Original Ideas in Layout and Displays.

The "Island" front. Stober's new store, Montreal.

OUITE a stir was created in the

city of Montreal, with all its var-

iety of specialty stores, by the

opening the last Saturday in September
of a ready-to-wear establishment on St.

Catherine Street on a very elaborate

scale, Staber's, Limited. The illustra-

tions shown herewith give a very good

idea of the layout of this new store, with

its handsome fittings, its roomy appear-

ance, the sub-division of departments in

the form of elegant little alcoves chiefly

for accessories such as gloves, silk un-

derwear, but also blouses and other

lines; the numerous fitting rooms, the

side cabinets with their velour curtains,

and the admirable lighting features.

One of the outstanding points in con-

nection with the display of goods may be

seen from illustration D. This shows
one of three devices that will commend
themselves to hosts of merch.antft

through the easy application of the same
idea: located on the ledges on top of the

cabinets, about twelve feet across, with

room for a couple of blouses or small-

er lines of apparel, and with a soft yet

clear lighting that is shaded from view

along the top. These three brightly

lighted groups stand out prominently

from the dark-wood furniture, on enter-

ing the store, and as a means of display-

ing merchandise are among the most

effective methods DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW has come across. Being complete

units, each by itself, they are much more

noticeable than if the same goods were

shown along the top without any confin-

ing divisions. Then the curtains them-

selves add a bit of color and softness

that the bare display along the top, such

as is ordinarily seen, would not secure.

This device is one of the gems of this

new store and is adaptable in a variety

of forms to display of the smaller g^ar-

ments.
Cabinets Along One Side

The architect's drawing indicates the

general plan of the store, with the wait-

ing rooms, the various sub-departments

on the right of the store as one looks

to the back; the work rooms, etc. Down
the centre space are several small tables

whereon there are shown some of the

newest goods, such as blouses. These
will be used from time to time also for

special offerings of goods that are mark-
ed with a special sale price. At the left

side of the store are narrow cabinets

with draw curtains. Here, in order from
the front to the back, are the following

lines:

Blouses,

Evening gowns.

Afternoon dresses,

Serge dresses.

Suits.

On the right side of the store are the

alcove departments referred to before,

with the following goods each with an

alcove to itself:

Sweaters,

Gloves,

Neckwear and handkerchiefs,

Crepe de Chine underwear.

Skirts,

Coats.

Accessory furnishings are handsome
vases of flowers here and there on top

of the mirrors that front the entrances

to the sub-departments, and the cabi-

nets, and baskets of flowers on top of

the show cases.

The Island Front

The view shown here of the store

needs little definition. It is of an ap-

proved form of "Island" front, with two
entrances facing the street and a large

centre window standing as an "island"

with a thoroughfare behind it for the

public. The entrance to the store it-

self is behind this, so that the public has

a natural promenade of which it avails

itself, permitting the store a double dis-

P|la^1 in tlie rear as well as at the ex-

treme front. The excellent lighting ar-

rangements are carried out in connec-

tion with these windows as well as inside

the store, so that the advertising of the

merchandise works at high pressure

night as well as day, and at night ies-

pecially. The general layout of this

"Island" front is shown in connection

Showing the sub-departments in alcoves. From rijiht to left, gloves, neckwear, handker-

chiefs, underwear.
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with this article from the architect's

pjlians also.

This store is the fourth of a series that

Mr. Stoiber has opened up in Montreal,

.but this is the most elaborate of all. The

aim of the store will be to cater to a

medium class as well as exclusive trade,

and a well-assorted line of merchandise

will be carried.

There is one interesting point bhat

might be mentioned in connection with

the marking of the godds: each one has

a special number corresponding to the

number in the stock boow. This is illus-

tirattij by the sample sthown here. On
each garment is a ticket with the name
"Stober's" at the top, and below a line

for the number, the maker's number for

reference, the price, the size and color.

Then there is a perforated portion where
the clerk's number is given who fmade
the sale; the number of the garment, the

price, and the date of the sale. When a

sale is made the lower part of the ticket

is cut off and sent to the office, and this

contains all the record required to give

iihe history of the garment. The icost

price is known, the date of purchase or

rather the time the goods Avere taken in-

to^ stock, and with the date of sale \aTiid

the selling price, the whole transaction

from first to last is set down. This is a

convenient method of keeping track of

all the merchandise that comes into the

store.

Dundas and Flavelle, Lindsay, Ont.,

Stanley Mills & Co., and The Arcade,

Hamilton, are among the numerous Can-

adian stores who are reserving a corner

of their daily advertising space for the

"store editorial," dealing briefly with

commercial philosophy. It has been a

habit fors ome years with John Wana-
maker—these little heart-to-heart talks

with the public!

"D"—showing the unique top display.

STOBER'S
292 St. Catherme St. West

No. .. . 38,641

Maker 36 398

Price $69.50

Size . ....18. Color

Clerk

No. .

16

. 38,641

Price . $69.50

Date . .. Oct. 4, 1919

Plan of Entrance to the Stober Store

RECEIVES NEW APPOINTMENT
Mr. W. G. Rook, who has been presi-

dent of the Canadian Home Journal Co.
for the past eleven years, and has just
completed two years as vice-president of
the Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, has further extended his broad
field of usefulness, having been appoint-
ed managing director for Canada of the
Canadian H. W. Gossard Co.

View from front to rear.

Former Paris Correspondent of Dry
Goods Review Visits Canada After 3

Years' Fighting

Mr. H. B. Gagnereau, of Albert Godde,
Bedin et Cie., Paris, France, was a visi-

tor at the ofl'ice of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW early in October. M. Gagnereau
spent some three years fighting for his

country and is now renewing acquaint-
ances in Canada and the United States.

M. Gagnereau reports that French fac-

tories are all extremely busy, but, owing
to the extreme activity throughout the
silk trade there is no telling when prices

are going to be lower or when the output
will be sufficient to guarantee delivery

of all orders. France is very rapidly

turning all her energies into productive

channels, but it will take some time to

catch up with the enquiry.

Readers of DRY GOODS REVIEW
will remember M. Gagnereau as having
been our Paris correspondent before the

waf.
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From the time the blinds were first

raised each window attracted a constant

throng whose comments left not the

slightest doubt that the windows are an

important feature in attracting custom-

ers to a store.

The J. F. Cairns department store

windows presented a beautifully blend-

ing of soft toned colors, one color out-

standing in each of the different win-

dows. Furs occupied a prominent posi-

tion, and, of course, the millinery for

Fall wear was sho\vn to the best advant-

age by the rich drapings and handsome
rugs that were used as a background.

A blaze of bright lights and brilliant

colors characterized the F. R. MacMillan
displays of millinery and furs. Front-

ing on two streets as the store does, one

suite of windows was given to hats and
gowns, set off by hangings and decora-

tions of appi'opriate shades, while the

second suite, with its rich-toned drap-

eries, made a striking background for

the handsome furs that were featured.

Much favorable comment was given

to the McGowan store, the windows of

which bad as a background hangings of

crimson velour, showing life-sized fig-

ures draped in the season's latest styles.

Barrie's, Limited, confined their win-

dow space largely to the newer furs,

each one of which was a masterpiece,

both in the blending of colors and the

quality of the fur.

Even in the smaller stores, where pro-

fessional window trimmers are not em-
ployed, the effects were very creditable.

It is easily seen that the old idea of

crowding a windot^v full of "a little of

everyithing" has passed. Instead, sim-

plicity appears to be the keynote. Every
effort is made to concentrate upon one

or two articles. Just as modem sales-

manship demands that the customer's
attention be not allowed to waver from
tlie thing being shown, so modern win-
dow trimming does not permit any dis-

traction from the main feature—all the

settings being carefully £liought out to

give extra prominence to it.

Plan showing layovt of the new Stober
store, Montreal.

Saskatoon Store Windows
Attract Admiring Crowds

Displays of Fall Fashions Prove the

Store Window to be Important
Advertising Medium

As a practical illustration of whether
it pays to spend time in wind )w trim-

ming the exhibits of FaH styles shown
ir the beautifully trimmed windows of

Saskatoon's leading stores place the

question beyond dispute.

It is believed that the railway
disturbance in Great Britain may
have some eifect on the supplies of

certain lines in the coming season,

lit is time that these shipments
were being arranged in the Old
Country, and even with the adjust-

ment of the railway trouble there

will be considerable dislocation and
disturbance, with results that will

be felt here when Santa Claus is

making his rounds.

The prices which were received

for the diflfefrent grades of wool
sold by the farmers of New Bruns-
wick through tlie Co-operative

Wool Growers' Association have
been announced by the Department
of Agriculture of that province.

There were about 65 tons sold,

of which 30 tons was medium
combing, and 30 tons low medium
combing. There was about two
tons each of low combing and
coarse, and the remaining ton was
made up of burry and seedy, cotts,

dead, mohair, black and tags.

The average price which each
man received for bis wool ranged
round 64 cents a pound.

Col. F. Vernon Willey, Govern-
ment controller of wool supplies

for Great Britain, arrived in Bos-

ton early in October, to supervise

arrangements for the first pulblic

auction there of British-owned

wool. He is a member of Parlia-

ment from South Bradford, Eng-
land, a leading avooI manufacturer
of England and also a member of

tho Boston wool brokerage firm of

Francis Willey & Co. He says that

the success of the auction would
redound unquestionably to the ad-

vantage of the Boston wool trade.

U-

Looking to the front at Stobet-'s
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The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish.

HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

Prima Skirt Company
520 St. Lawrence Blvd.

Montreal

Manufacturers of

"FIDELITY BRAND"

Dresses and Skirts
from

Serges and Silks

Samples and prices on request,

Silk Muslin
Under^vear

Manufactured by

LONDON
LADIES' WHITEWEAR

Also complete range of

Children's Dresses for

immediate shipping.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
41 Craig St. East, Montreal

WEDDING, PARTY and

STREET

DRESSES
Stocli on Hand.
Immediate Delivery.

L FRANK & SON
6 & 8 WEST 32nd St. NEW YORK

M. WITTAL
Manufacturer of Ladies' and
Children's wear, is now estab-

lished in his new and larger

premises,

246 St. Andre Street
(Cor. St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New SprinpT ranpre is now being sub-
mitted for your inspection

Showrooms :

Toronto, 306 Kent Building^.
St. John, 127 Leinster Street.
Winnipeg, 313 Fort Street.

If our travellers do not call on you
droip us a line, it will pay you.

Star Skirt Company
436 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal

Skirts
WELL WORTH SEEING

OUR FALL LINE OF

Cloaks and Suits

Better Garments also
Popular Priced

605 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal

Children's

Dresses
In all the latest styles and newest
materials, including fine English
Ginghams.

Samples and prices on request.

Ideal Dress Co.
1488c ST. LAWRENCE BLVD.

MONTREAL

TO
READY-TO-WEAR
MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

Ladies' Serge
Dresses

on the rack to pick from
For Immediate Delivery

STYLES THAT SPARKLE
PRICES THAT ENTICE

also

Silk, Satins, Georgette Dresses

New York Mercantile Co.
24 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

THESE
ADVERTISING SPACES

FOR SALE

AT
$5 PER INSERTION

BY THE YEAR.
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Front Lace

Back Lace

White and Flesh

$. C.

Corsets
is synonym of

—

Pleased Customers

Because it represents

Peerless Corsetry

Preferred Corsetry

Popular Corsetry

Profitable Corsetry

Offering to the Wearer—

Parisian Creations

Perfect Comfort

and to be

Perfectly Corseted

Could more be required ?

Parisian Corset Mf^. Co.
]>iniitcd

QUEBEC, QUE., CANADA
BRANCHES :

Toronto: 76 Bay St. Montreal: 329 Craig St.W.
Western Representative : C. H. WILSON, 24 Sylvester Wilson Building.Winnipeg

^
\^^^f^ -6 »-
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The Prince's Visit

is creating an unusual

demand for

EVENING
AFTERNOON

AND

STREET DRESSES

Remember, we specialize

in these garments and the

Exclusiveness, Style,
Quality and Value of a

De Palma Dress make it

a leader always.

And we have them for every

occasion, street, afternoon, din-

ner and evening wear.

Order now for Christmas and

Winter selling.

The

De Palma Dress Company
46 St. Alexander Street

Montreal

Tkis Trade Mark
IS your guide to all tnat is

—

Smart

Distinctive

anc

Dependable

in

WAISTS
A multitude of dainty, deligKtful

designs in tne wanted shades 01

—

Crepe de Chine

Georgette

Fancy Striped

Flannelette, etc.

NOW IS THE
TIME TO ORDER
FOR CHRISTMAS!

Tne Atlas Garment
Mfg. ^Trading Co.

46 St. Alexander Street

MONTREAL
m
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COATS IN STOCK
We have a number of Coats in Stock in Velours, Silvertones, Plushes and other

leading materials.

Buyers will do well to make a selection from these lines.

Prices on request.

THE REGENT CLOAK CO.
CLOAKS AND SUITS

243 Bleury Street MONTREAL

SPECIAL VALUES
Direct from Mill to the Trade through

Commission House

Grey and Fancy AVorsteds
Blue and Black Serges

Pure Wool Scotch Tweeds
for Men's Wear

Also
Botany Wool Serges, Gabardines, Etc.

for Women's Wear

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
Importers and Commission Merchants

Mappin & Webb Building

10 VICTORIA ST. MONTREAL
Tel. Uptown 8553

OUR SPECIAL
APRON DRESS

As Illustrated
From $11.00 to $14.00

Children's Dresses $7.00 up
Rompers 6.50 "

Creepers 5.25 "

Aprons 7.95 "

Send in a letter order—prompt
shipment.

D. Ginsburg & Company
515 College St., Toronto

Unusual Charm
is always found in CIRCLE-CROSS gar-
ments, derived from the careful selection of
sturdy materials and clever color effects

that are dependable.

Added to this our designs are always up-
to-the-minute and always appreciated for
their distinctive smartness.

See our Samples.

Smocks

Middies

Sport Skirts

Nurses'

Regulation Uniforms

CIRCLE

CROSS
REGISTERED

Cole-Whitaker, Limited
292 St. Catherine St. West Montreal
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising i>ages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are gl ad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
just a few of the enquiries received during the past month

:

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, eontains many addresses of use to you.)

Hair Switches and Pads
Kelouma, B.C.—Please tell me where I can procure

hair svntches, pads, etc.?

Ansiuer—Addresses were sent.

Men's Made-to-Order Clothing
Merrickville, Out.—/ am thinking of taking up

one or two agencies for men's made-to-order wear.
Would you kindh) give me iMmcs of a few of the best

firms for both high-class and medium grade goods?

Answer—List of addresses vtas sent.

Tricolette

Edberg, Alta.—Please tell me where I can procure
silk tricolette by the yard -in Canada?
Answer—Names of makers were forwarded.

Dictionary
Orillia, Ont.—We were interested in your account

of the Eaton Research Bureau. Can you advise tis

where tve can obtain a dictionary of explanatory
terms similar to those given in the answers to the
hosiery department questions? We would like to get
one that would cover all dry goods depart^nents.

Answer—This is a frequent enquiry but there is

no such dictionary available. The best we can do
is to provide as nuich information as possible in the
regzdar issues of Dry Goods Review and thereby
keep abreast of the neiu terms as they come into use.

Ladies' Neckwear
Yarmouth, N.S.—Kindly advise us where we can

buy ladies' neckwear for jobbing trade?

Answer—Nam.cs of mavufacturers were sent.

Rag Rugs
Alexandria, Ont.—Please tell me where I can pro-

cure rag rugs in special sizes?

Answer—Manufacturers are filled up so far ahead
ivith orders that they cannot attend to special order
business. You viiglit write the carpet departments
in the large jobbing houses jvho may have some odd
sizes in stock.

Shirts, Collars and Neckwear
Toronto.—Please tell me where I can procure

m.en's and boys' shirts and collars and men's neck-

ivear?

Answer—List of firms was sent.

Choir Gowns
St. John, N.B.—Will you kindly send me addresses

of houses manufacturing choir gowns?

Answer—Try Harcourt & Sons, Ltd., 103 King
St. W., Toronto.

Babies' and Infants' Coats
Midlaitd, Ont.—Would you please forward me

addresses of firms who make babies' and infants'

coats?

Answer—Several names were sent.

Cost Mark System
Portage la Prairie.—Will you please give us what-

ever information you may have regarding private

cost mark systems?

Answer—No one system is in use as a standard.

An article on page 98 in this issue deals tvith sugges-

tions in working out a system.

Display Fixtures

Victoria, B.C.—Will you kindly hand this letter to

a fir-m that sells the interchangeable wood window
display fixtures?

Ansiver—Enquirer ^vas placed in touch with firm.

Skirts

Meyronne, Sask.—Will you be good enough to give

us the address of the Cooper Skirt Co.? Also require

catalogue of luomen's ready-to-wear?

Answer—Information was forwarded.

Underwear
Regina, Sask.—Please tell me where I can procure

silk topped underwear as referred to in your August
issue, page 77; also knit and balbriggan bloomers?

Ansiver—Addresses were sent.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE

NAME
ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

GERSTENZANG BROS.

Popular Priced

Flowers and Feathers
670-674 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

• H'« are Specialists in these lines

YL L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

93 to 99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
Makers of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

f
"EVERYTHING IN SILKS"

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you,
write for samples.

ROYAL SKIRT COMPA MY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.—New York—
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 388. Covering all Provinces

APRON SPECIAL
Women's kimono aprons, made in full

sizes. Good assortment of prints.
Packed in dozens. Sizes .36-42. Special
for 80 days only, $7.95 doz. No orders
less than 10 dozon. Write for .samples.

A. E. Wegenast, Qyde Block, Hamilton, Ont.

Newer even than metallic bro-

cades for evening gowns are the

exquisite cut velvets on Georgette
grounds. These are shown in all

the large shops in stripes, scroll

and floral allover effects and are

to ibe had in white, ivory, pastel

tints and the more dazzling hues
like Italian green, British red,

cerise, jade, turquoise, orange,
sunset, lemon, orchid, etc.

AUover printed voiles in the

darker shades are mentioned as

being the most popular line of

wash goods next Spring, according
to present indications.

* * *

At the recent sale of the New
York Fur Auction Sales Corpora-
tion, prices continued their upward
grade. They are quoted as 10 to

GO per cent, higher than the April

sale, and with a few exceptions,

averaging 10 to 15 per cent, above
the recent sale of the Funsten
Bros. & Co.

* * *

The double-faced cotton slipper

cloth which was brought out by a

Canadian manufacturer last sum-
mer, did not measure up to expec-
tations when put to the test of ac-

tual wearing. It would bulge and
stretch when dampened. The firm
is now developing a wool slipper

cloth which they intend to have
satisfactory.

* * *

One New York distributor is

confident that unless something
changes the situation, taffeta will

be worth $5 a vard by Spring and
perhaps, will be unobtainable at

that figure. It is selling now for

almost record prices. Some sales

have been made as high as $3.25 a

yard, and it is probably impossible

to io-et anything below $2.50 to

$2.75.
* * *

Weavers are declaring that they
won't weave taffeta, since they
?an't make as much on it as they
?an on crepe or some other weave.
And when a taffeta warp is nut on

their looms they either refuse to

weave it; or, if the management
insists that the taffeta must be
woven, they leave and go to a mill

where they are weaving Georfrotte.

or some other soft silk which en-

ables thom to make more money
md make it more easily.

Aside from stocks held by job-

3('rs, thr' market is virtually bnre.
* *

In the St. Louis fur sales. Sent.

1(5. a lot of 400 TOUskrat pelts

brought $5.10 each—an unprece-
1 en ted ficrure.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montreal

IVrilc for our latest

3 Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only,

i^^^^ jo}m\JfaTwe\\ CompanyCHICAGO

Wholisale Dry Goods an<f Central MerchanJisc

__ Pyj amas
(•?^5«i4) for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. GO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, Englan d

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Prices

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton, Ind.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Ohinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Bushes. Write for our Catalogue. It's

free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
I Incorporatrd)

208 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

BALLOONS
Printed with your ad-
vertisement at small
cost. Brings the
mothers and children.
How about a thou-
sand for your Fall
rair?

L. G. BEEBE,
r^3 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special light-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stomoway, Scotland
Slate shaie Jeiired and whether for Ladies' or Gents' wear
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KENT-McCLAIN AGAIN
M«ssr9. Kehoc & vSlatterj', of Pembroko,

in making recent ohaaigcs in tlieir store.

have instiaJ]«d several n«w fixtimes of Rn

iip-to-d'ate tjn>e. These include the "Min-

ion" design Silent Salesman a.s max]« only

by Kent-McClain, Ijimiittil (Toronto Show
Ca^ Co.)

Advertised for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewere

Everywhere,
'W&N", Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
scams opened and preseed,

""

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., A^frs.

1315-317 Church Street New York

SPOTLESS SHRINKCRZ^ FlNISHEl^

Shrinks and finishes Woolens, Wash
Goods, Silks, etc.

Remnants, window and ledge displays
are made saleable at full price.

Write for De Luxe Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND, 0.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
"J-C" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.

"SATIN DE LUXE"
"TROUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"SANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DEMOCRACY"

JOHNSON, OOWiDIN & CO., 40 E. 30th St.
New York. N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

GET IT RIGHT
Get correct name and address
from the Buyers' Market Guide.

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

. "
Inventory

Without

Unrolling ^

—

-^^^^™ mi' ^^mm^^^—^i^^^^^ No book
to refer to.

Write ^ Nofiguring
to do.

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

500%] Profit
can be made covering
buttons to order of same
material of garment with
a Menkin Counterbal-
anced

,;
Button - Machine

which is easy to operate.

S. MENKIN, Inc.

141 W. 28th St., N.Y. C,
U.S.A.

Prices on bath towels from one
Canadian mill have been with-

jraw^n until back orders can be
filled. In a few days' time they
tvill send out a list to the whole-
sale trade showing a tatjle of de-

liveries for each particular num-
ber, which in some instances is

four months' time. One whole-
saler, on ibeing informed that he
would have to wait until February
for his order, placed even heavier
orders, satisfied to get the goods
then.

* *

Cotton yarns have recently ad-

vanced, so there will be a further

advance in cotton goods very
soon.

* *

Forty- inch crepe de Chine in

what is known as a "3-thread 68

count," and cotton back satin are

said to be practically "out of the

market" at present. Manufactur-
ers in some cases are sold up until

next June and July deliveries.
* S}J ^

The manufacturer of ?ilks still

continues to be limited. One mill

owTier states that he is producing
only GO per cent, of normal. And
'his is in the face of an unprece-
dented demand for the product.

The scarcity cannot be traced to

any one definite source, but seems
to be due simply to labor unrest
and the abnormal demand.

* *

Wool jerseys and tricoletes are

likely to be leadin.g fabrics for
suits, coats and tailored dresses.

Duvetyn will be a feaurte fabric.

Plaids in woollens and silks pro-

mise to he extremely good.
* *

Very shiry effects in straw with
not a great deal of trim.min.g are
spoken of for Spring in Paris.

Skunk, bringing $0 a skin, and
showing an advance of 25 per cent,

over Snring prices, led on the fifth

day of the fur auction in New
York. Sales en October 10 total-

led $1,200,000, bringing the grand
total to $5,500,000. The ordinary
house cat provided another feature.

The best lot sold for $1.50 a skin
for export to provide war-im-
poverished inhabitants of Europe,
now threatened wnth coal famine,
with cheap "fur" sets.

* *

The E. B. Crompton Co., Brant-
ford, Ont., have reopened their

afternoon tea dances which proved
so very ponular when in force last

season. They began on Saturday,
October 4.

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better

grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

ERASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office, 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS — WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches ot

the General Dry Goods trade.

Also Directories for many other Trades.

rheGeiwoftheWotiom

D B. Fisk&Co.
Chicago

MPRC HANOI ;•£

New York Salesroom:
Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours. Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies.

Ac, Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road,

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufactui ers

329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufacturers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notion*

Babies' Hand.Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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KENT-McCLAIN AGAIN
.Mfssrs. Prowse Bi'ok. , Limited, of Cluij--

lotteiton-n, iP.E.I. , bave greaitiy ©iiliaiiiced the

appearance am'd the selling efficiency df thtir

store by the matallaiticii of new fixfaires.

These comprise a line of Siient Sa/lesmen

and a eiieoial Shirt Oasuig, and aire in

ciuarter-put oak. Tliey were supplied by
Ken't-McC'laiin. Limited (Toronlto Show Case
Cmnpaiiy.

)

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business

building problems; we are solv-

ing them daOy for tbousands of

live merchants with our trade

pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustrations, events, etc.

Full particulars upon request

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St., New York City

CHILDREN'S
GARMENT

n DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTING

PATENTED
Write for Circular

No. 51

J. B. TIMBERLAKE
& SONS, Mtrs.

Jackson Michigan

"Silk and Mesh combination Bags,
Mesh Bags, Mesh Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses.

"An early placing of orders for
Fall delivery is advisable."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

iFtlhltKDP
a.Ticl

Oie Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS s^merica
eheL-N-erROSSC?> Cleveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be
had froin

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are SpecialittM

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAME.S ST. N. HAMILTON

The Canadian Pacific Ocean Ser-

vices has .been extended to include

both passenger and freight ac-

commodations to Havre. The first

of these services will be from
a Canadian port direct to Havre,
thence to London, and back to

Canada. This will be inaugurated
by the sailing of the Tunisian for

the first trip only, after which the

Grampian and Corsican will alter-

nate. The other triangular route

to Southampton and Antwerp will

be commenced by the Scotian on
October 23. The Tunisian will be

the other boat to engage in this

service. The Sicilian and Pretor-

ian will run on the Glasgow ser-

vice, starting November 1.

* * *

A company was formed by re-

turned soldiers at New West-
minster under the name of the

Canada Western Cordage Com-
pany, and they were granted a free

site as a result of endorsation of

a by-ilaw submitted to the rate-

payers. Tenders have been receiv-

ed for buildings, which are esti-

mated to cost about $80,000, and
machinery to the value of $80,000

to $90,000 is on order. Between
eighty and ninety men will be
given employment when the plant

is operating at the full.

* * *

The inflow of German manufac-
tures to Great Britain has caused
excitement in trade and political

circles in Australia. The Federal
Government is being ur8:ed to

hasten the passing of a Bill de-

signed to prevent dumping and
also to introduce an amended tariff

at the earliest date with conditions

which will dissuade importers from
drawing supplies from Germany.

* * *

"Thousands of German circulars

are finding their way into Lan-
cashire and also into the waste
paper basket," says a Manchester
despatch to the London "Times."
"They solicit quotations and orders,

and have two characteristics; thoy
are in lavish and expensive type,

and are frequently addressed per-

sonally to one member of the firm.

They show that Germany is in dif-

ficulties regarding raw materials,

but business in export goods from
Germany is especially asked for.

So far in most lines, prices are pro-

hibitive, even if the Lancastrian
firms were keen on doing busi-

ness."
• * *

A new mill for the manufn^'turc

of fine thread is to be established

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W;, TORONTO

AWNINGS
FOR

Stores, Offices, Factory, or Residence.

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

C. H. FETCH
Successor to

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Ottawa Canada

.Sm/illw/ires
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq ifttn^p

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

IDEAL
GARMENT COr

Mamifacturars ci

DRESSES

" ' ••
'
-"

GOLDFINE^S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET- PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

HATS
CASH FOR OLD STOCK
Fur, Stiff Hats, Black or Colored

Dubrule Mfg. Co., Ltd.
164 McGill St., Montreal

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that will

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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KENT-McCLAIN AGAIN

Mr. D. ,Nas;--ar, Pictou, N.S., is an-
oCher dry goods merchant who has
recognized the importance of proper
display. Mr. Nassar has installed a
line of Show Cases in Minton design
as made only by Kent-McClain, Limited
(Toronto Show Case Co.)

CLIMAX BALED PAPERS
ALL STEEL -FIREPROOF

"Turns Waste
into Profit"

12 SIZES

Climax Baler Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Closs
Only With Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

FOR SALE
1461 Spools Beldings White Silk
Tliread; 1329 Spools Beldings Khaki
Silk Thread : 1 ounce spools, 9.50 yds.
per spool. Liberal discount for quick
sale. Apply

Curtiss Aeroplanes & M»t»rs, Ltd.,
16.3 DulTerin Street.

Toronto.

MkooooaoAO««ooa»aOOOOOOO

^ merican Bead Co. inc.
IMPOaTER, AmO MAklUf act U rXE n.i O*

BEADS AND NECKLACES
485 PIPTH AVENUENEW VOri.Kj CITY

STUyVES.^NT 3619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Import-
ers of Human Hair Goods,
Hair Oma-meuts, Sundries,
Real Human Hair Nets,
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Fraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the only Dolls' Wigs
ManufacttiTers in the Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

Tell us your needs.

ART METROPOLE LTD.
14 Temperance St. Toronto

in Shanghai, China, with a capital

of $1,600,000. Chinese owned
spinning and weaving plants are al-

so taking steps to enlarge their

present facilities.

Large transactions in nitrate of

soda have taken place in Chile I'e-

contly amounting to about 500,000

tons, and it is believed that if other

negotiations which are in progress
are satisfactorily completed, the

total will be increased to

aibout 1,000,000 tons, according to

a report from London, which adds:
"The sales have been effected on
the basis of about 9s. per quintal,

f.o.b. Chile. No shipping difficulty

will arise in connection with these

sales, for it is reported that the

freight space lias already been pro-

vided for."
* * *

Reports from Western Canada
are to the effect that there will be
a very active demand for Christ-

mas goods of all kinds. !t is little

more than two months to the holi-

day season, and much less than
that period to the time when
Christmas shopping will he on in

earnest. There is every proibabrlity

that there will be shortages in

some lines with as keen dem.and as

the West has ever knowTi.

According to information received

from a glove manufacturer in the

State of New York, who has just

returned from aibroad, the English
glove industry is suffering from a
lack of cutters and operatives ot

all kinds, also raw skins and tan-

ned leather. They are in the mar-
ket for both leather and leather

gloves, esp6cia.lly for America.
Nottingham is producing unlimited

quantities of glove cloth from
Egyptian yams, and the city of

Yeovil is making large quantities

of fahric gloves. He states that

there is not a single leather glove

factory of any considerable capa-

city that is not making and selling

fine cotton fabric gloves. In

France he only found one manu-
facturer who had a good quantity
of raw stock and white glace lea-

ther, and his prices were very high
indeed, with an indifference to part
with his holding-s. The glove

manufacturers of France are in a

dilemma due to constant strikes for
shorter hours and higher wage
schedules.

FLOWERS
DISPLAY FORMS

FIXTURES
Art Panels for Window Backgrounds.

Send for Catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.

44-46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
Regardless of what your pattern experience

may have been it will pay you well to investi-

gate our new pattern proposition. 100% profit

—Patterns not sold rottmiable for full credit

lilce cash—Fashion Sheets free.

Home Patitcms are illustrated in The Ladies'

Home Jounval and will outsell any other pat-

t*-ni on the market.
Write t'o-flay for samples of our beautiful

Fiushion Publications and full details of our

new plan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
116 Fifth Ave., New York Toronto Factory: 2ir, Victoria St.

"GARRITY'S PERMANENT
WAVING FLUID"

Keeps the Hair in Wave or Curl for Days

Manufacturers of

Garrity's Silk Hair Wavers and Binders

L. M. GARRITY & COMPANY
31 Bedford St. Boston, Mass.

Trade Mark Reg. L'.S.X. Pat. Oft.

IVERALLSKeeo HicJs Klean
Copyright name for one-piece

garments for children I to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO,, San Francisco. Cat.

1021 Medinah Bldg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New York

The American Cloak
Co.

llamifactureis of OO.iTS AND SUITS.

We have a large a-si^oi'tmieiiit of clwHi and
plush coaitis on the racks for immediate d<>-

iiveay. It pays you to see our all-wool

veloiir coiat with fur collar at $19.50.

92 PETER ST. TOROXTO

TOYS

and all other world famous Gilbert Toys made in

Canada. Visilors Welcome

THE A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LIMITED

439 King St.W. Toronto

Embroidery Foundation
Forms

"TICO" Standard of the World
Samples and Catalog on Request

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
Wytheville, Virginia, U.S.A.

New York Chicago Los Angeleft
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MANUFACTURERS' AGENT
403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond BIdg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wit/i Staff^ Covering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

WE ARE OPEN TO REPRE-
^^ sent British or French and
Canadian manufacturers of dry
goods and kindred lines through-
out the Province of Ontario.

EUROPEAN AGENCIES
29 COLBORNE STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

614 New Birks Building
MONTREAL

Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers* Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

EsUblLshed 1»18

P. DAVENPORT, Silk Manufacturers

Bridge Street Mills, Maccle&field, Eng.

London, Luton, Manchester, England.

Agent for Canada:

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Building, 34 Front Street Weal, Toronto.

E. A. PALMER
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

925 Ossington Ave., Toronto, Ont.

With a Kood connection in the Wholesale
and Retail Trade, wislhes to represent
Manufacturers of Ladies' and Children's
Wear and other lines of Dry Goods in

Onbirio.

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

AGENCIES WANTED FOR
WESTERN CANADA

We are open to give thorough repre-

sentation from Winnipeg to the Paiciflc

Coast, to manufacturers of men's wear
lines.

MACLEAN & CUYLER
210 Anderson Apts. CALGARY, ALTA.

T. WHITEHEAD
Dry Goods Commission Agent

834 Grosvenor Avenue - - WINNIPEG

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast. Est. 1897.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario
Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods
trade in Cana'da, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto, Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Address: "Herbinson" A.B.C. code, 5lh Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

Canadian Made Underwear
Commission firm with sample rooms and

offices in Monti-eal, Toronto anid Winnipeg
desires the agency of a Canaidian manu-
facturer of Woollen Underwear.
Long connection with the trade. Whole-

sale only. Write care of

BOX 182, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
14.3-15.'? University Ave., Toronto

AGENCIES WANTED FOR CANADA
Fonngn manufaoturers would find, in using
our long experience and good connection, a
firsit-clasa medium to (l*"velop an extensive
trade with Manufacturer.^, Wholesale
and Departmental Stores. Our firm, since
\'Mi, specialize in mediium and high grade
Clotlhs, Dress Goods, Siilks, Velvets, etc.

Notable firms only .should aToply at

AGENCE I)E NOIIVEAUTE.S.
Oandurand Building, Montreal, Canada

Manufacturers
Wf have (ii'st-<ilaM3 omiiiicotionw with tiie I>ry
Ocioils and OlollliinK tra<!<« in Hritish Oolumbia,
AilbiTtia and Siask'ail<;h<'waji. Ofl'icm at Vanomiv«T
aiwl Halffary. Oam liaJulJo affciw-y for tlh<; fal-

ImvinK limes

:

CJoliliiint. PaMt.'i. Shirts. IIoKicry, Blankets, Piece
G<»i)«l«. Knit GoixIr. .Shrx'S, i-tc.

McK. .SINCLAIR COMPANY
401-406 Crown Bldg. - Vancouver, B.C.

Manufacturers—Attention

!

Ave .WMi gicttiug all tlie busdiiess yoii s^iouad

fiKan Wtwteni Oannda? Mamifaoturers' agent
witlli hc-adquai-teis in VVimupeg, oailling on
the diiT goods tiiade, woidd represent firms

maniifact.uiiiiig suitable lines of diildren's

wear and laxWes' I'eadj'-to-wear. Apply Box
1&4, Di-y Goods Review, 143-153 Univereby

Ave, ToiXHito.

"There is a tide in the affairs of mem, whioh.
Taken at the flood, leads on to fortune."
Well-established hosieiT ageoit requii'es repre-
sentotions of manirfaotuTere of 'WOOL, COT-
TON, LISLE, ARTIFICIAL SILK AND
PURE SILK HOSE, HALF-HOSE. %-HOiS)E
and SOCKS. Fine and medium flait under-
wear; women's and mien's gloVes (not working
gloves); women's sports coats and scaj^es;
boys' jersersTs. Cotmmmdoataans inivibed' from aill

emterprisdng maUowners who desire to do
British trade direct witih whioJesaile houses
(jobbers). Absolutely in close toaidh with
all buyere of above goods. Address "Hosiery,"
c/o Stn-eets's. 30 Cbmihill. Loindon, Englaaod.

Manufacturiers' Agent at Vancouver,
B.C., well estalblished and thoroughly
equitxped, dlesires to represent an Eastern
Canadlilan manufacturer for that terni^

tory, pliaoiug businiess exclusively
tihrough the wholiesaile trade. Adiver-
tiser's name, address and bank refer-
ence may be secured by applying to Box
1«3, Dry Good's Review, 14Qi-im Uni-
versity Ave., Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS!
DO YOU WANT BRITISH TRADE?

Britisher—Manufacturers' Agent returning
to England fhortly. Canadian Experience
and influential connections in British Isles.

Will place your Goods on British Markets.
Established 40 years

S. L. FOWLER, 1107 DAVENPORT RD..
TORONTO
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1952 ST. LAWRENCE

Matters of

Crepe de Chine, Georgette and Wash Silk Blouses

Blouses

!

We cannot emphasize
too strongly the im-
portance of selecting
your Christmas stock
early, in order to have
WHAT you want
WHEN you want it.

We need not empha-
size the superiority
of our Blouses. They
speak for themselves.
See them!

Georgette

Crepe de Chine

Wash Silk

Say you saw it in

DRY GOODS REVIEW

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

Two cents per word per insertion. Five cents extra for box number.

pACTORY SITE, 5»' x 250', FACING MARKET SQUARE AND
Peel Street ; high, dry ; specially suitable far light manufacturing

plant employing female labor where perfect light, ventilation and

drainage essential. Town advantages, low cost factory construction,

housing and living ; dlean health record ; reduced overhead expenses ;

Hydro power. Bargain for quick buyer. Box 245, St. Mary's, Ont.

) M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET STREET,
OXFORD CIRCUS, W. I.,

LONDON, ENGLAND

Telegrams or Telephones:

7214 CENTRAL

MASCOT"
Dinner gown
lace and bead
fringe.

Dainty

Distinctive

SILK

UNDERWEAR

and

NEGLIGEES

to delight

your most

fastidious

customer.

?ilk Underwear should
be one of YOUR best

sellers. It is prac-
tical and economical.
No Ibnger consider-

ed a luxury. See our
unusually attractive,

smart designs of
highest quality.

IDEAL GARMENT CO.
Coronation Bldg. MONTREAL Bishop Street

^
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Acme Glove Works ftO

Agence de Nouveautes KJG

Ainscow, John 113

Allen Bros. Co., Ltd 128

American Bead Co., Inc Ii65

American Cloak Co 1'65

American Pad & Textile Co 4.5

American Plush & Velvet Pres:board

Company 16'5

Anderson & Co., Wm 63

Anderson, D. & J 12

Art Button & Novelty Co 165

Artists' Supply Co 164

Art Metropole, Ltd 165

Ascher Silk Corp., M 162

Atlas Garment Co 150

Avon Hosiery, Ltd 74
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Ballantyne Co., Ltd., R. M 76

Bartell Patent Pocket Co 164
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Birks, Fred 162

Birmingham & Co., T. H ftl. 162
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Dent, Alleroft & Go 105

De Palma Dress Co 1519

Dods Knitting Co 70
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Dominion Paper Box C5o 144

Dominion Textile Co 53
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Now is the Big Time for

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

"Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

The cold rains of Oc-

tober and November

make Raincoats ne-

cessities, both for

health and comfort.

Whatever you need to

complete your assort-

ment of styles and

sizes can be had from

our nearest service

branch. Remember
that "DOMINION
RAYNSTERS" are

absolutely waterproof

and bear the "Rayn-

ster Label" as an as-

surance of style, fit

and workmanship.

Write to our Nearest Branch for Price Lists

Dominion Rubber System
Branches located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria
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Are the standard of

Rug value through-

out the world. These

famous, all wool
fringed travelling

Rugs are the outcome

of more than 30 years'

experience and have

stood the test of time.

Manufactured in a

large range of beauti-

ful colourings and de-

signs they afford the

finest Rug value in

the world and the de-

mand for

"EMPIRES"

is ever increasing.

But be sure they are

"EMPIRES." Look
for the mark on every

Rug.

f„y/,,MM/;///////////M/M;/////////////^y/M^///.

SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY.

IS 2 ADDIE STREET, WOOD STREET, LONDON EC

2

(Established 1885)

Reserve Warehouse:

80, Wood Street and 8-10, Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C. 2

Cables: Leopoldini, London. Code: A.B.C., 5th edition
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Always regarded with favuui L

BLACK STOCKINGS
This is the Hne of women's wear that is ever seasonable. You can
always confidently place substantial orders for Black Stockings

—

the only part of my lady's outward attire that retains the unswerving favour of
Dame Fashion.

Hawleys
Hygienic

Biacic
British Dve^

FOR COTTON & THREAD HOSE & SOCKS

T]ds Brand of the Dyer

,^()miv5ffto^,^

WARRANTED

is stamped on all Hosiery Hawley-
dyed-Black.

Hawley's Hygienic British Black
Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings
and Socks is guaranteed by Hawley's
of Hinckley to be permanent, stainless

and perspiration-proof.

Telegrams: HAWLF.Y, HINCKLEY
Telephone - - 31 HinckbyA. E. HAWLEY & CO. LTD., ^l^f^l^'rEv^^^:;^.!

Enquiries Invited Sole Dyers: for the Trade only

THK AlALLiiAN PUKLISHINC, LUMIWW . LIMliED. 143-153 I NU ERSITY A\ K., I'ORONK

DRY GOODE REVIEW, November 7th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $2.00. Entered as second-class
matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd. 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office De-
partment, Ottawa.
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¥11 & Winter Coats
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TERMS NET 30 DAYS NO DISCOUNT
Style 12511—Fancy tailored coat of heavy weif?ht cheviot coating. Yoke back, and pleats with ripple effect.

$18.50 Lined to the waist and sleeves with Sol Satin. Square pleated tucks, extending the hip line.

TfjO brown, 723 taupe, 701 green.

Style 12509—Mannish coat of heavy weight cheviot velour. Raglan shoulders. Inverted pleat. Convertible
$19.50 lapel collar. Lined to the waist and sleeves vv^ith Sol Satin. 816 brown, 817 navy, 818 burgundy,

819 green.

C. KENYON COMPANY, INC.
NEW|YORK, 5th Ave. Bldg. 5th Ave. and 23rd St. CHICAGO, Congress and Franklin Sts.
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GREENSHIELDS
LIMITED

For

House

Furnishings

WILTONS BRUSSELS AXMINSTER
AND TAPESTRY SQUARES

These HIGH CLASS FABRICS have been developed to the utmost perfection, and their

use solves the most intricate problem that m ay confront the dealer or decorator.

In Rugs, Mats and Runners, we offer the above qualities, any size, color or design.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED are Specialists in House Furnishings.

An institution built upon quality: Quality in Carpets, Rugs, Mats, Runners, Comforters,
Quilts, Blankets, Pillovv^s, Cretonnes, Sateens, Marquisettes, Lace and Novelty Curtains,
Upholstery Fabrics. Our range represents earnest thought, intelligent efforts and the
utmost care in selecting merchandise suitable for the Canadian trade.

All Spring samples are now on the road, and we take pleasure in advising the
trade that we will hold our Spring Opening of House Furnishings the 1st January.

GREENSHIELDS
LIMITED

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

of

CARPETS AND DRAPERIES

17 Victoria Square - Montreal
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S, ^. ^ing ^ilfe Company, %th.
THE SILK HOUSE OF CANADA

l^oronto

When 1 ou Buy Silk
Your '"'Duying sense searcnes for sometning more tLan

]ust Tine appearance, i ou invariaoly "w^ant tne outstand-

ing qualities that represent value and long -wesr, in

order to maintain the reputation or your OAvn house.

We nave cnosen our stock carerully to Till your needs.

We nave all the wanted lines in tne snades or tne hour
—for immeaiate aelivery.

NV^rite for samples.

Charmeuse Satins

Georgettes

Fancy Xrimming
Silks

Ducnesse Satins

Crepe de Cnmes

Fancy Stripes

and Plaids

Japanese and Chinese Silks

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. West

FOREIGN OFFICES:

TORONTO /.

Zurich, Switzerland
Yokohama, Japan

Lyons, France
Chetoo, China

-i.\
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aAIREDALE"
REGISTERED

RIBBED WOOLEN
UNDERWEAR
FOR MEN

Made in Four Qualities—Each a

Leader, in its Class, for Comfort,

Warmth and Wear.

A
Sole Agents

John M. Garland Son & Co.
LIMITED

OTTAWA CANADA

Wholesale Dry Goods
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Blue Star Vogue
The Blue Star line invariably

represents the smartest and
newest fancies with which
Fashion is infatuated.

Our buyers on the continent

are closely allied with the

authoritative European cen-

tres and are constantly on the

alert for the very finest produc-

tions on the market there.

Quality always reigns supreme
in Blue Star Goods.

LACES
EMBROIDERIES

DRESS TRIMMINGS
GEORGETTES
CHIFFONS

WASH GOODS
RIBBONS
HOSIERY

BRASSIERES
HANDKERCHIEFS

We are manufacturers and

importers of Laces, Dress

Trimming and Embroideries.

Importers of Fancy Dry
Goods.

Look for the Blue Star

ilusier Protfjersi (Canada) Iimiteb
12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL

New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco

London Nottingham Paris

Caudry LePuy

Calais

St. Gall
c^
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NOVEMBER
is our semi-annual

Stock -Taking Month

and the last Month of our busi-

ness year for

^^^
1849 to 1919

Every department is doing its

utmost to clear out broken

lines and all odds and ends not

later than the last day of

THIS MONTH

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., LIMITED
TORONTO

I
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DISH Linen

IS
your stock

of Damasks,

Embroidery Lin-

ens, and Fancy

Linens ready

to meet the

extraordinary

demand for

Tlianks^ivin^

and

Christmas ?

The Irish Linen Society's tremendous advertising cam-
paign in the consumer field is now being directed
towards the Holiday Season, reminding your custom-

ers-factual and prospective—that their stock of linen

for formal use must be completed.

In addition— emphasis is being laid on the desirabihty

of Linen for Gifts.

mill
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r

-or PRESENTATIONS

/
This year— after the shortage of the

past two years— linen make^ the most
acceptable kind o? ^ift.

The extraordinary deairability of IrMh
Linen ha« created an unusual demand
which only the most careful buying and
completing ofatocks can meet.

Use every effort to have your stock brought

up to its most efficient state, and complete

your avrandements for comprehensive win-

dow and store displays, to brin^ home
to your cuatomers thatj/'Oiz are itx, a
position to ^supply their needs.

The time is short and quick action is both

advisable and necessary.

^^IRISH LINEN SOCIETY

New York Office, 231 West 39th Street

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllll^
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I

Made
in

Four

Sizes

000
00

I

»»»»»»»»<»».»»<»^<@<^^»^^»<»^0»»»»<»^4»<»»»»^0»»».»»^.»»

COLONIAL MAID

f WILL '^

I
NOT ^

^ RUST ^

DRESS

^
I SIZE I

^ 1 ^

^^^<^^<i^<^

MADE IN CANADA
FASTENER

It's all in

the Spring

Strong

—

Durable

Made of

Brass

ii»-.

It's a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada

C B

HIS IS NOT A
FRICTION FASTENER

^^^ • MADE
U t IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING ii m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

AUSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SI7ES: 00-0-1

BRASS-
will not

rust

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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a

"None Better''

than

SHAMROCK" BRAND LINENS

and

^^ COLLEEN" BRAND COTTONS
for

Lustrous beauty

Excellent finish

Lasting service

Each trade-mark is the hall mark of

excellence in its particular line.

Our immense stock includes many
before-the-war values in

—

HOUSEHOLD LINENS,
COTTON DAMASKS,
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES,
TOWELS, QUILTS,
HUCKS, CRASHES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, etc.

Write for sample assortment!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TRADE MARK

John S. Brown & Sons^ Limited
LINEN MANUFACTURERS

Belfast .'. Ireland

STOCK WAREHOUSE
80-82 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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Special Information Bureau

For the Dry Goods Trade

We have lately organized a special bureau

composed of experts for the work of gathering

together market information. We feel that this

is in answer to a definite need owing to the

unusual trade conditions.

This organization is at the entire service of

our numerous friends. It will secure for them the

latest information on general market conditions,

prevailing prices, prospect of deliveries, etc. In

a word it will supply any information regarding

the general conditions of the dry goods trade.

This new organization does not replace our

present -department, but only add to, and in-

crease its already many uses. Why not avail

yourself of our 75 years' experience? It's at your

disposal.

P. P. MARTIN & CO.. LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. E., MONTREAL, QUE.

Quebec: 7 Rue Charest
Sherbrooke: 103 Wellington St.

St. Hyacinthe: 229 Cascade St.

Ottawa: 166 Sparks Street

Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

Toronto: 152 Bay Street

IJ
D ^
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DRESS GOODS
Don't fail to see our range of Dress Goods and Muslins for next Spring,

samples of which our travellers are now showing.

English Printed Organdies, 25c to 50c yard

English Printed Voiles 50c to $1.35 yard

In all the dainty new printing, fast dyes, the very latest designs from the

Manchester looms.

HODSUM
A great shortage of Overalls and Pants is expected next Spring. We advise

our clients to fill their requirements now. We have a complete stock of the

famous "Hodsum" brand Overalls and Men's Tweed Pants, noted for the

sound material from which they are made, the good fit and finish.

Our range of "Dorothy Frances" waists in Voiles, Crepe de Chines, Silks and
Georgettes is complete and worthy of your consideration.

Dept. U. Special—500 doz. Men's un-
lined short gloves, No. 1 mule, $4.50
per doz.

Dept. H.—Our stock of Wool Hose and
Half Hose is still complete in spite of the
great demand made upon it. We advise
immediate buying in Woollen Hosiery, as
these lines cannot all be repeated and
those that can be repeated can only be
done at much higher prices. We have
also a full assortment of Golf Hose at
popular prices.

Depts. A. and C.—Cotton staples.

Dept. F.—Complete range of Hair Nets
from $4.25 to $24.00 per gross.

Dept. W.—Mohair Sealette, 48 in., at

$6.00
,
yd. Ask our traveller to show

vou our range of Suitings for Spring,

1920.

Dept. L.—A splendid range of Gent's
White Handkerchiefs, all boxed in doz-
ens. Soft finish, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25 doz.

;

Linen finish, $1.85 to $2.75 doz.
Gent's Hemstitched Pure Linen Hand-
kerchiefs at $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 doz.

Dept. M.—Window Drapery.
Complete range of Shawls—Knitted
White Woven, in different colours.

Men's Silk Neckwear.
Wool Mufflers from $6.60.
Knitted Wool Sets.

I" We give special attention to letter orders, telegrams, and long distance telephone orders.

J If our traveller is not calling on you, kindly notify us and we will have him call.

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
83-91 St. Paul St. West 21 St. Sulpice St.

MONTREAL
84-92 Le Royer St.

SAMPLE ROOMS: Metropole Building, SHERBROOKE. 7 Charest St., QUEBEC. Windsor Hotel,
OTTAWA. Carlaw Bldg., 28-30 Wellington St. West, TORONTO. 503 Mercantile Bldg., VANCOUVER
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CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping
Cartons
or in

Bales

The best
value for
the price.

Can be had
in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50

rolls to the

bale or 124,

96, 80, 64 or

48 to a lot

of four car-

tons.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

Vj£

SHEET MUSIC
added to your various lines will attract more cus-
tomers to your store than any other medium you
could employ. This with a liberal profit in addi-

tion, should warrant you in making immediate ar-

rangements to take on a line.

T/ie McKINLEY EDITION
OF TEN CENT MUSIC

is the best line as a foundation for your sheet music
department. It is the most popular line of Standard,
Classic and Teaching Music. It is universally en-
dorsed by teachers, students and the general music
loving public. Each selection is placed in a heavy
manila stock cover bearing name and number of the
selection, 20 substantial stock boxes and 500 cata-
logs bearing your business imprint. The sale of
McKINLEY MUSIC affords you

150% PROFIT
The McKinley Edition (revised for Canadian trade)
conforms in every detail with Canadian copyright
laws.

Our Jobbing Department is the largest and most complete in
the country. We can take care of your wants for anything in
sheet music.

iWc^inlep Jdlus^ic Company
TiiK lar(;kst siikktmusk; housk

IN THE WORLD
CHICAGO, ILL

1501-13 E. 55th St.

NF.W YORK
145 \V. 45th St.

For Bigger Business in 1920
You Need

Tan-Zola Advertising Service

It will make your advertising 100% effective.

It will give you IDEAS that will make your
advertising overshadow that of your competitor.

It will give you STORE-PROMOTION ideas

that are sane, sound and full of meaning.

It will furnish you with "copy" that will bring
RESULTS.

It will furnish you with illustrations that are

artistic, original and fashionable.

It will furnish you with layouts that will make
your ads. attractive and distinctive.

WINTER QUARTERLY BOOK NOW OUT!
This coupon will bring you full information FREE.

TAN-ZOLA AD. SERVICE, DR, 1270 Broadway,
New York

Send Us full details for Proposition checked below:
No. 1—All your advertising literature and a small

number of illustrations.

No. 2—All your mats or 312 cuts and Proof Book
of illustrations.

No. 3—Your complete Advertising and Sales-Pro-
motion Service.

Mats or Cuts ? One Year or 6 Mos ?

Name

Address

Ill1lll!lllll1lllllllllll1lllllllllllllll!lllllllllllll!l!lllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllll1iy^

INFANT'S FOOTWEAR, LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND

Caoiadian Branch:

GREENE-SWIFT BLDG.,
LONDON, ONTARIO

Soft-Sole Shoes, in Kid, Silk, Poplin,

Wool, Etc.,

Hard-Sole Shoes; Children's Woolly-Wear,
Bonnets, Gaiters, Mitts, Etc.

OUR SPECIAL
APRON DRESS

As Illustrated
From $11.00 to $14.00

Children's Dresses $7.00 up
Rompers 6.50 "

Creepers 5.25 "

Aprons 7.95 "

Send in a letter order—prompt
shipment.

D. Ginsburg & Company
515 College St., Toronto
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Christmas Gifts

DEPARTMENT ''K''

Fancy Goods
Ribbons

Ladies' Purses
Handkerchiefs

All That Goes to Make

A Wide Range of Gifts for Men and Women
For Xmas Shopping

Nowhere will you find a
more complete or better

selected assortment of these
ever- popular Christmas
lines.

The extensiveness of our
range warrants our confi-

dence that we can
meet any or all of

your requirements.
RACINE style,

RACINE quality,

RACINE value
—throughout.

Use our Mail Order
Dept. Prompt, effi-

cient service.

14 DEPARTMENTS
A—Cotton Staples
AX—Flannelettes.

B—Wash Goods.
C—Woolens, etc.

D—Linens.
E—Dress Goods and Silks.

F—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.

G—Home Furnishings.
H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.
I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.

J—Ladies' Ready-to-wear.
K—Smallwares and Notions.

L—Men's Fine Shirts.

M—Working Men's Wearables.

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
"The Staple Dry Goods House of Canada"

60-98 ST. PAUL ST. WEST, MONTREAL

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

SAMPLE ROOMS:
HAILEBURY SIDNEY, N.S. OTTAWA QUEBEC

Matabanick Hotel 269 Charlotte Street 111 Sparks Street Merger Building

SHERBROOKE
THREE RIVERS

TORONTO
123 Bay Street
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New Colour

^Pii

D e s 1 g n s

To create an effect at once arresting, pleasing
and inviting is the essence of good salesman-
ship, especially at the opening- 'of a fnew
season. To pull up the casual shoppers Avith

a delighted exclamation is to get your business
talked about.

There is no line of goods to-day more effective
for this purpose than "Vigil" Silk. It is a
draw—and a big seller. It is known the
world over as the Pure Silk with the maker's
guarantee of purity, quality and fixity of colour.
It is the silk that outwears at least four
present-day Crepe de Chines, yet can be re-
tailed at a reasonable price even in these times.

The demand in England for these new "Vigil"
colours is enormous. We strongly advise you
to cover your needs at once and to mark your
order for "earliest possible delivery." By so
doing you will not only ensure getting the
best prices and a better chance of complete
delivery, but also obtain the prestige which
follows from an early display of goods in
great demand.

Walker Bros.
Ravensthorpe Mills, Dewsbury, YORKSHIRE

and 56-57 Aldermanbury, London, E.C.

Telegraphic and Cable Addresses, Yorkshire:—"Vigil,
Dewsbury." London: "Vygilsyl, Cent."

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: George Peterson &
Co., 517 Coristrne Building, Montreal.

Illllllllll

1.-^
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G;E0;RGE a. THOMAS
j^anufacturer ana vvarenouseman

BERKELYiHOUSE, HALIFAX, ENGLAND
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Spinners oj

every description of yarn
forHosieryManufacture

Telephone Telegrams
2470,
247/ LEICESTER

Leicester

izfu Vada/c \Stanningley
89 StANNINCLEY lAKn/d li^cirui rw
24 KeICHLE Y \i\tiOHLL Y

3464 Fort Hill Boston [BOSTON
Codes- ABC 5''Ed Western Union.

m

3Stamford Streets
^ 3&

.^^^ AMERICAN OFFICE:- 184 SUMMER STREET \$J^^^ BOSTON. ^^
COMBING & SPINNING

SPRINGFIELD MILLS, KtIGHLEV and SWINNQW MILLSMRAMLEY,YORKS.
.s

iiita
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BATISTE
LUMINEUSE

White and Colours

for

Fine Camisole and Lingerie Wear

40 inch. 30 yd. pieces.

In all the Newest Shades

for

Blouses and Evening Wear
46 inch. 30 yd. pieces.

ALEXANDRA
MERCERISED

CLOTH

The Queen of Cloths

for

Nurses Wear
In Plain and Striped Designs

29 inch. 45 yd. pieces.

CROCKERS LTD.
FRIDAY STREET

LONDON ENGLAND

1

llllfMltlllllll
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E,C. 4, ENGLAND

A.B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams: "Subdue London"

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies^ Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and

Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES TARTANS SHEPHERD CHECKS ARMURES
CHEVIOTS SUITINGS SPONGE CLOTHS FANCIES
TWEEDS COATINGS EOLIENNES

Our new ranges for Spring and Summer, 1920, are now in the hands of Mr. H. D.

Marshall, Stair Building, Bay St., Toronto, to whom all enquiries should be

addressed.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation to

visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.

KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

EcublUhed 1775

CanadUn ReprccnutiTM : CAMPBELL. SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO
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RIBBONS, LACE GOODS, NECKWEAR, MILLINERY and Millinery Materials
Canadian Buyers invited to call when in London, or write for samples

r:

c^/i »

FACTORIES 10 & 11 Warwick Lane, E.G.
29 to 33
And Paternoster Buildings, E.G.

St. Paul's Churchyard
LONDON
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Wholesale and

LADIES' WEAR

Export Only

All Wool Serges
Union Serges
Cotton Serges
All Wool Dress Gabs.
Union Gaberdines
Cotton Gaberdines
Figured Dress Cloths

Voiles

Artificial Silks
Dress Poplins
All Wool Checks
Union Checks
Cotton Checks
Rainproofings, etc.

MEN'S WEAR
Serges

Fancy Suitings

Overcoatings

Trouserings

Rainproofings

Colonial Suitings, etc.

FURNISHING FABRICS
All Wool Casements Figured Cabinet Linings

Figured Damasks
Figured Poplins
Silk and Wool Casements
Roman Satins
Curtain Linings
Printing Cloths, etc.

Union Casements
Cotton Casements
Cotton Poplins
Cotton Repps
Figured Repps
Figured Cotelines

TELEGRAMS
'VITALITY
BRADFORD"

A. B.C. Code
5th Edition

BROWN, VICKERS & CO.
Proprietor—5. H. Vickers

Manufacturers of Dress Goods for Men's and Ladies' Wear
and Furnishing Fabrics

CARTWRIGHT MILLS, INGLEBY ROAD, BRADFORD, ENG.

TELEPHONES
4332

Counting House
4980

Other Depts.

P^-ffiT^ffi^lJT^Ijyrtlty^ltT^lg^lff^irT^lgrTl^frTltTTtlrT^lr^ J^

TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A. B.C.

5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO.
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTTRERS

Ecru and Colored Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo-Swiss and Broche Muslins,

"Wilsco" Lawns, "Zelette"

LACE CURTAINS
LACE NETS

Cable Address :

"Currie Stewarton'

John
Currie

Son & Co.
Bridgend Works

STEWARTON, Ayrshire, N.B.

Makers of Scotch Knit Woollen Goods
Including

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy

Scarves in self and
striped effects

Gents' Viator

and Aviator

Caps

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit
Caps and Tarn O'Shanters.

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada

G. B. OLIVER
116 Mail Buildings 106 Bay Street

TORONTO
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FAIRE BRO^ & CO., LTD.,
Manufacturers

Rutland Street and St. George's Mills, Leicester, England.

WASHINGTON MILLS,
BORROWASH.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS.
RUTLAND ST.. LEICESTER.

ST. GEORGE'S MILLS,
LEICESTER.

THE LEADING BRITISH HOUSE FOR

HABERDASHERY & SMALLWARES
Including:

—

SUSPENDERS—Our well-known SPHERE varieties,
for Ladies and Children, also Men's Garters, all

made with the fine SPHERE elastics, fittings,
and rubber grip—"the grip that grips and never
slips."

BRACES—Our production, hitherto almost mono-
polized by the British Government, will now
be available for civilian trade. The SPHERE
quality in Mikado and ordinary styles is a
guarantee of excellence.

ELASTICS—We make Elastic Braids, Cords, Loom
Webs, Garter Webs, Surgical Webs, etc., in all

widths and great variety. Ask for our "Violet,"
"Iris," "Lily," "Rose" qualities.

SHOE LACES—Our high-grade HURCU-LACES, in

a variety of choice, for Ladies' and Men's wear.

Also Rifle Laces, Tubular, Flat Braid Laces,

Artificial Silk Laces, etc., etc.

MENDING WOOLS—The ST. GEORGE three-fold

fine woollen mending yarns have a fine reputa-

tion. Their qualities justify it.

SKIRT BELTINGS—We lay ourselveg out to cater

for this trade. Single Beltings, Duplex Webs,
Petershams, etc. Ask for the CRUSOE brand.

BINDINGS AND WEBBINGS—Every variety of

cotton and glace narrow goods are in our line,

Empire Bindings (formerly known as Prus-

sians), Tapes, Stav Bindings, Hat Bandings,

etc., etc. Also NAME LABELS, HANGERS,
and LOOPS for Coats, Shirts, Mantles, etc.

ERE Prices and full particulars gladly furnished on request.

Enquiries welcomed and orders executed through London
Houses or direct,

WHOLESALE ONLY

SI. GEORGE

= TRADEMARK TRADEMARK =FAIRE BROS & CO., LTD., Leicester, Eng.

19, Fore Street, London, E.C.2. 32, George Street, Manchest er
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The Canadian Wholesale Houses have
made liberal provision for supplies of

Wm. Anderson Zephyrs for 1920

f^Win. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW New York
43 Scott St. 48 White St.
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Lister & Co. Ltd.
SILK SPINNERS. MANUFACTURERS

DYERS AND FINISHERS
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Manufacturers and Merchants

119 Wood Street, London, E.C. 2, England

Comfort and Durability

combined in

OBERON UNDERWEAR
Mave earned for it a world-wide reputation. The
demand for OBERON Underwear is enormous
and ever-increasing, and is constantly compel-
ling us to enlarge our factory in size and staff.

"OBERON" Underwear is made in all gar-

ments and all sizes for ladies, children and men

;

it represents excellent value—the kind that gives

complete satisfaction and secures repeat orders.

NOTE THIS LIST OF OTHER
"OBERON" SPECIALTIES
Hosiery, Underwear, Sports Coats, Knickers,

Knitted Scarves in Silk, Artificial Silk and
Wool, Ladies' and Men's Pyjamas, Towels,

Quilts, Rugs, Blankets, Sheets, Uinens, Haber-
dashery, Men's Shirts, Dressing Gowns, Ties,

Braces, Collars, Caps, Ladies' and Men's Rain-

coats and Waterproofs.

ASK TO SEE SAMPLES AT OUR CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES^ OFFICES:

Eastern Provinces Western Provinces

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, Mr. G. E. Ledder,

Stair Building, Grace Court,

Cor. Bay and Adelaide Streets Cornox Street,

Toronto Vancouver, B.C.

GEORGE BRETTLE & CO., LTD,

119 WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2, ENGLAND
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Telegraphic Address: "Cyrus" Bradford
Code used, A.B.C. 5th Edition

Cyrus Brook & Sons, Ltd.

Offices: 5 Union Street

Bradford England

Manufacturers of

—

Buntings, Serges,

Shalloons, Coatings,

Scarfs, Gabardines,

Tammies, Custom Cloths

and

Silk and Wool Casement Cloths.

Manufactured at St. Dunstan's Mill,

Mill Lane, and Shuttleworth Works,
Fairweather Green, Bradford, Eng.

Canadian Agents;

Arthur H. Parks, 77 York Street, Toronto

William Parks, 43 St. Sacrament Street,

Montreal

Viixuunmiuiiutunjuii; i.iiJAiiiJiiiinnunnnui iUiiJ ut

Maximum Comfort arid

Durability at Minimum €ost.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL LEADING. ^

Manufactured on THE GRADUATED
PRINCIPLE, and Commencing with TV/0
THREADS in the TOP, it mcreases in

WEAR-RESISTING PROPERTIES as it

descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR,

and the HEEL and TOE FIVE,
making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY SEAMLESS
PERFECT IN FIT

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

/•TftT ; TT H T M lTl ti n ri irrtlTlTTm il M ttTrM TMU TTTTTTtTmH TM lTT

M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET ST,

OXFORD CIRCUS, W.l.

^ Telegrams or Telephones:

7214 CENTRAL

DAY&
EVENING
GOWNS,
COAT
FROCKS

IN SILK, &
WOOLLEN
JERSEY,

COSTUMES.

**CRAIG"
Djersador Jersey,
Plain or Figured.

YOUR NAME
is dependent upon the names of the

goods you sell.

HORROCKSES'
for more than a century and a quar-

ter has stood for all that is best in

FLANNELETTES
In handling Horrockses' fabrics there

is more than actual cash profits. The
prestige of their years is shared by
you.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Coi, Limited
Cotton Spinners and Manufactui'crs

Manchester, England

John E. Ritchie, Canadian Agent, .51)1 St.' .Catherin St. W..
Montreal. •

Branches—Toronto and Vancouveii
United State.5 Agents: Wright & Graham CdiljyilO Franklin

St., New York City. •' "i^f f '
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EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS

" SPERO " GOODS ARE MANUFACTURED AT THESE MILLS

"SPERO"
ON SELVEDGE IS OUR GUARANTEE

BRITISH MAKE

SUPER-STANDARDISED QUALITY

IN COTTON GOODS

Tht Bat In tht WorU"

l«—«
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SALE OF
MILITARY STORES, ETC

DRY GOODS, HOSPITAL FURNITURE,
BEDDING, HARDWARE, LEATHER

GOODS, JUNK, ETC

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDER

Persons desiring to tender are requested to register their names and addres-

ses with the

Secretary of the War Purchasing Commission, Booth Building, Ottawa,

Stating the class of goods in which they are interested, whether new or

second-hand or both.

Tender forms with full details of the goods and places at which sam-
ples may be seen, will be mailed when ready to those who have registered

as requested above.

Special Terms to Hospitals, Etc.

Dominion, Provincial and Municipal departments, hospi-

tals, charitable, philanthropic and similar institutions which
are conducted for the benefit of the public and not for profit

may purchase goods without tender at prices established by
the War Purchasing Commission.

Returned Soldiers and Sailors and Widows and Depend-
ents of Soldiers and Sailors killed in the War may obtain

supplies for their own personal use and not for re-sale,

through the nearest branch of the Great War Veterans Asso-
ciation who will combine individual orders and forward to

the War Purchasing Commission through the Dominion
Command of the Great War Veterans Association. These
services are rendered by the Great War Veterans Association

to all parties in the classes named, whether members of the

Great War Veterans Association or not.

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War Pur-

chasing C.ommission. Booth Building. Ottawa, who will be glad to supply

lists and further details to those interested.
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HOLIDAY SALES
The Outlook for Holiday

Trade is Good

Wages are high—wage earners

are looking for the best—are you

prepared?

Thoughtful MERCHANTS fore-

see that their stocks must be well

assorted.

Selection from the large stock of

The W. R. Brock Company, Lim-

ited, can help you—make use of

the service of our Mail Order

Department.

W. R. Brock Company
(Limited)

MONTREAL
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CHRISTMAS
HANDKERCHIEFS

The trade will find us well assorted and prepared to make
immediate deliveries of Handkerchiefs for the holiday sea-

son. It is an advantage to order early and avoid the usual

disappointments of later on. Every order will receive our

best attention and satisfaction assured.

LADIES* HANDKERCHIEFS MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
"Plain Lawn" 55c to $1.40 Plain "Lawn" $1.00 to $3.00
"Linen" $2.25 to 6.00 -Linen" 4.25 to 6.50
"Mourning" 75c to 4.80 urp^pg

Bordered" 3.75
Lace Edge 90c and 1.10 pointed Border Hemstitch 3 75

"Initial Cambric" 85c doz. f,[f f, ^^i, ri":" t.r.
5 doz. to box of 10 Initials.

Mourmng $1.25 to 3.50

"Embroidered Cornersff
"Initial Cambric"

$2.50 box of 1/2 doz.
We have a larger range han ever

.Excelda," White and KhaM
shown before. "Good values.

^^j^ ^2.25 doz.
80c doz. to $8.00, white or colors, uj^haki" $1.40 to $2.25

"^!lJ^''
•"•••; : -••••;$2.25 to $9.00 ugjjj^ ,, ^j^.^g 40Q ^^ ^^^^

Silk, Colored Border
"Silk Khaki" 4.50 to 15.00

$2.25 to $4.00

Fancy Xmeis Boxed Handkerchiefs

A very large range for select trade.

$3.25 doz. boxes to $18 doz. boxes.

Children's Picture Handkerchiefs.

60c doz. to 90c.

Imitation "Excelda" in two Al patterns $1.65 doz.

"Bandanna," "Special" $1.35 doz.

Try a 10 doz. bundle of our "Veri-

best" Gent's Lawn Hemstitched,

large size and good heavy quality,

$9.50 Bundle.

We carry the "Mannequin" for the children.

Packed 1/12 Doz. Handkerchiefs to Folder. Special Design to

Elach Folder. 36 to Box. Price, $4.00 Box.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (LIMITED)
TORONTO
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An evening gown typical of the

fashions of the hour and withal in the

best of taste. The extended hip line of

Spariish influence is accompanied by as

dose-fitting a bodice as is becoming and

comfortaMe. The round neck and, un-

usual sleeves are sponsored in Paris. A

vnique trimmi^ig effect is attained by

bands of fur and knots of picot ribbon.

This is an original design especially

vmde for Dry Goods Revikw.



Should Wholesaler Be Eliminated?
The Points Are Many And Important as to His Essentiality in Canadian Trade—Despite

Some Press Reports to the Contrary.

DURING the past few months
there have been frequent finnicky

and foundationless articles of

various lengths and descriptions appear-
ing m the public press to the effect

that the wholesaler is a useless cog in

the wheel of commerce. So far as tht

dry goods trade is concerned, and we
venture to say so far as every line oi

legitimate retail merchandising is con-

cerned, the authors of those articles dis-

play singular lack of actual experience

in the commercial fabric of our country.

No doubt the abnormal conditions

which have arisen owing to the war
were responsible for a great deal of

speculating in the lines of merchandise
which were consumed in such huge
quantities for war equipment. It is well

known that in the woollen goods alone

there was a tremendous amount of

speculating being done. Middlemen in-

creased almost daily until the end of the

war, and readers of DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW will recall that upon various oc-

casions it was recounted how one piece

of goods would pass through many
pairs of hands before it reached the con-
sumer. This fact, however, is not suf-

ficient foundation for condemning legi-

timate wholesalers. While these people
too had to secure their stock in the face

of unprecedented conditions and thereby
had to resort to methods, which, if not
customary, were at least legitimate,

this is no reason for confusing the
recognized wholesaler with the specu-
lator who went from almost every other
line of business known on this contin-

ent into dealing in textiles.

The legitimate, recognized wholesaler
is a distributor, and as such no dry
goods man who understands his busi
ness himself and the accepted principles

of trading will, upon thinking the mat-
ter over, conclude that the distributor

is an unnecessary party to the supply-
ing of the consumer with his daily

needs.

"Manufacturer, distributor, retailer,

this is a trinity which cannot be broken,"

said a gentleman of long experience in

the wholesale business in both the Old
Country and Canada. "Some years ago,

along about 1860, the Old Country
manufacturers got it into their heads
that the wholesaler was not a necessary
factor to the commercial fabric of the

country. They decided that they would
go direct to the retail trade. But they

found that the expense of selling goods
to the retail trade was much greater

than by selling it to the wholesaler,

that the goods got to the retailer at

the same price or less, through the

wholesaler, than by the manufacturer
going to the retailer direct."

Reduce Costs of Selling

Here in Canada the same conditions

would, no doubt, result, were there any
attempt made to eliminate the whole-
saler. For one line of goods the re-

tailer would have to pay the same
freight, express and traveling expenses
as for several different lines.

The most patent advantage of the

wholesaler to a very wide circle of

manufacturers is that the costs of sell-

ing the goods is greatly reduced. That
is, a traveler for the wholesale may go
out with 500 lines, and often more, and
the cost of selling is distributed over

the much larger quantity of goods that

are sold iby the individual. With the

limited number of lines a manufacturer
carries, the cost of covering Canada
would, in the majority of cases, be pro-

hibitive. In the case of simallwares, for

example, the cost of going to the retail

trade for comparatively small orders

would mean a doubling or trebling of

the cost of the article, and in most
cases would prevent it being sold in this

way at all.

In Western, Not Eaistern, States

This theory applies, of course, much
more aptly to a country of scattered

population, such as Canada, where the

centres are widely separated, and there

are only a few districts where popula-

tion is at all dense. In New York and

the New England and other States, the

jobber, as he is known in Canada, does

not thrive. There the customers are so

close together and serve so large a

population that the output of the aver-

age mill can be disposed of within a

small area. Hence, instead of the jcxb-

ber who carries a large number of lines,

there is rather the jobber who special-

izes in a few, or often one line, and

acts as the sales agent for the product

of the mill. In Chicago, serving the

more sparsely populated West, the job-

ber, as in Canada, flourishes. So it is,

in the main, a matter of local conditions.

Costs Smaller

Another obvious advantage of the

wholesaler, it will be admitted, is that

he absorbs a number of other costs that

would fall heavily on the single or lim-

ited number of lines of the manufac-

turer. One of these is the larger staff

required to take care of the shipment of

small lots. Where the mill sells hun-

dreds of dozens of one line to the job-

ber, the individual retailer might have

to content himself with an order of one

or at most a few dozen. Thus extra

staffs and other incidentals to small

shipments would be necessary. This

would include the need in many cases

of shipping small lots by express in-

stead of by freight, the relatively higher

cost of packages, etc.

Would Have to Carry More Stock

Then there is the additional cost in

carrying large quantities of merchan-

dise that falls on the jobber. There is

insurance; there is interest on bank
loans. And there is a very serious

item, the increased warehouse accom-

modation that would he necessary for

the mill, if the "middleman" were elim-

inated. Under the system of wholesale

buying, the mills, as a general rule, take

large stocks as soon as they are turned

out, and hold them for the retailer. The
goods are siold and delivered often

months in advance of the retail delivery.

"The country merchant could not do

business without buying from the

.inDnnnni ]nnn[
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wholesale trade, for it would mean too

great expense for him to have goods

coming dn separate shipments from all

the manufacturers whose lines he must
necesisarily carry.

Continuous Pnoduction

There is the standpoint also of the

jobber permitting more easily of a con-

tinuous production from the mill. That
is seasional needs do not bother the

manufacturer so much as they would if

he were depending on the retailer or-

dering months in advance of his re-

quirements. The mill, as a rule, can

depend on a few houses, jobbers, to take

his output, and he can go ahead on the

production early, far in advance of the

season, leaving to the wholesaler to take

the trouible, time and responsibility of

finding an ultimate market for his

goods. Serious delays in the mill's

operations would ensue if the mill had

to await the receipt of sufficient orders

from the retailer before starting up to

capacity.

Limits Lines; Gets Maximum
Production

Thiis leads natur.Hlly to one of the

fundamental questions of production,

the limiting of the number of lines and
the m(aximum of production in each
one. The wholesaler does a lot of ex-
perimenting for the mill. The whole-
saler, covering as he does, perhaps hun-
dreds of mills in a single line, is in
a position to choose from among a
variety of samples submitted to him
the ones that are most suited for the
trade of the country: that is, the sam-
ples that stand out by themselves, above
others in a similar line, in quality, style,
value, etc. Often a few jobbers have
decided, through the orders they have
placed, just what lines the manufac-
turer shall choose out of a large num-
ber he submits. Going around here and
there to the retail trade himself he
would be more likely to get a scattered
'sprinkling of orders of far more lines

than the jobbers, who are in touch with
practically all the lines offered by a

vast number of mills, and are thus in a

posiition to advise the mill as to what
line of his is most worth while to con-

centrate his attention upon. The sug-
gestions of the widely experienced job-

bing buyer have been found invaluable

in limiting the variety of output of

mills, and thus materially cutting down
the cost of production, and thus the cost

to the consumer.

Helped in Scarcity

The scarcity of goods during the war,
and the greater scarcity to-day in many
lines, has served to emphasize the un-
doubted advantages possessed by the

existence of jobbers. The wholesaler
has a much wider survey of sources of

procuring materials than the average
retailer can hope to have. Shortages of

goods have been avoided, and a wider
distribution been assured throughout the

country through the wholesaler having
stocks on hand that he had procured
through scouring the country far and
wide. Importers came back to him for

the first time in years, and were glad

of the chance his well-filled shelves pro-

vided. The wholesaler, as is now being
done in the case of cotton, knit goods
and other products to-day, can send his

buyers all over the States and Europe
to search out the merchandise, that

otherwise would not by any chance find

its way to this country, for domestic

demand would naturally be satisfied

first in the absence of the insistent

buying proclivities, and ready cash of

the wholesaler.

One of the most convincing proofs at

the present and during the whole war
period of the benefit derived from the

wholesaler is the extent to which the

large departmental stores, mail order

houses, and manufacturers of various

classes of goods have looked to him for

supplies.

The Retailer's Banker

Were it not for the jobber, the manu-
facturers, as a whole, would be com-
pelled to revolutionize their systems of

credit, and their prices would be forced

up materially. The jobber of to-day, as

in years past, constitutes himself in

many respects the banker of the retail

traders, who are his customers. As the

retail trade in the agricultural districts,

and in the centres of the West are

forced to extend long credits to the

farming community, so, to accommodate

the merchant, the wholesaler ships the

goods and allows both dating ahead and
terms. Where the average terms al-

lowed the retailer by the wholesaler run

to five, six, seven and even eight .months

(for early deliveries of Spring goods,

for example), the average terms of the

manufacturer extended to the jobber

run, as a rule, from two to three months
only, and in a large proportion of cases

the terms are net, and where they are

not, the manufacturer gets the advant-

age of cash payments by the wholesaler.

Indeed, the common theory underlying

credits to the retailer is that he shall

have time sufficient to sell the goods

before he is called on to make payment
therefor.

Three Distinct Specialists

There is more need than ever for a

thorough system of distribution in

operation between the manufacturer and

the retailer; not ,so many years ago the

manufacturer had comparatively few
troubles in connection with turning out

his goods. Now it is different. It is

"one man's job" to make the goods and

equally true another man's work to

carry stock for distribution to the retail

trade. The manufacturer can no longer

comfortably take care of both manufac-

turing his wares and selling them, too,

over a vast territory like Canada.

The triumvirate mentioned in the be-

ginning, that is, manufacturer, distrib-

utor, retailer, must work together for

the general public. Each hpr- a v^^ry

definite and legitimate place ^ service.

The public is better served under that

combination than under any other sys-

tem of merchandising that has ever

been tried.

Competition forced manufacturers to

seek the cheapest means of distribution,

hence the place of the wholesale. Should

the manufacturer make any serious at-

tempt to go direct to the retailer, not

the wholesale, but the general store

would be the institution which would

disappear.

Perhaps' the most crushing rejoinder

that can be made to the attacks of

sundry Board of Commerce lawyers

against the wholesaler in Canada is that

he exists with the support of intelligent

retailers—and flourishes.



Guide Posts for Christmas Retailing
Give Customers a Real

November Rather Than
Hints from Last

Reason for Buying in

in December—Some
Year's Successes

?4

THERE s'hould be little need to

stress the value to merchants of

urging on their customers early

Christmas shopping. But, it is pointed

out by a well-known advertising man-
ager that the old and most generally

used methods of achieving this aim, ex-

hilbits too easily the merchant's own
selfish end. In fact, he says, they just

seem to say between the lines, "Dear
public, buy youu gifts now so our No-
vember business will be (bigger than last

year, and so we can get that much more
in the last rush." Perhaps, honestly

speaking, that is what results even when
the "Shop Early" idea is actually "put
across." One can never hope to elimin-

ate crowds at Christmas. There are

always gifts that customers think of at

the last minute; and there are always
people who "just love a crowd."

The problem is to put the matter be-

fore people in such a way as to convince

them that November is the time to buy
to their own very special advantage, and
to keep in the background the benefits

accrued by the merchant.

One of the effective ideas employed
last year by prominent stores may pos-

sibly be the very thing you are looking

for this holiday season. Here is an excel-

lent plan from which both store and
customers gained.

A Washington, D.C., store put a little

notice in its December first statements

to charge customers. This read: "All

purchases made prior to December 15

will be included in February first bills;

all purchases from December 15 to 31

payable January 1."' How simple! What
father of a large family would not want
to defer half his Christmas bills to the

first of FeTsruary, and what bookkeep-
ing department would not like a little of

its Christmas rush deferred to the same
date ?

Somewhat unusual advertising meth-
ods were used for a similar purpose in

New York. One was the use of short

paragraphs included in Christmas dis-

play advertisements which described the

special holiday features of the store.

One paragraph took the form of a con-

versation carried on between shoppers,

which touched on the delight of using

the stairways rather than the crowded

elevators. Another was a personal ap-

peal from the store to its customers who
were able to shop in the morning to do

so then, so that the late afternoons and
Saturdays would be relieved for those

who could shop only at such times.

Many large stores stimulated Novem-
ber trade by having special stock-reduc-

ing sales well advertised for the ostensi-

ble purpose of making room for fresh

merchandise and holiday goods. When
these included hosiery, gloves, or other

articles appropriate for gifts, the sug-

gestion was added that herein lay an
opportunity to save on Christmas ex-

penses.

One firm made a special buy of some
silk underwear and turned over $800
worth in one day as a result of stating

that the garments might be purchased
in holly boxes.

The Gift Plan Bureau, used by John
Wanamaker, New York, all the year

round is pressed into extra service at

Christmas time. The store encloses in

its packages little form cards on which
an inquirer may fill in the name of a

friend above the request that the Bureau
shall ascertain what gifts would l>e ac-

ceptable by him or her. The Bureau
then sends to the friend another card to

be filled out, of course, without disclos-

ing the identity of the inquirer. The
latter is informed as soon as this card

is returned and may then make his selec-

tion. The result is a direct and unique
service to customers; valuable advertis-

ing and a noticeable saving of expense
in connection with Christmas returns.

To these larger stores, also, one may
look for inspiration in the way of

Christmas "shows." Last year Lord &
Taylor's featured "Mother Goose Land,"

inhabited by all the fascinating little

folk that belong in her entourage. The
entrance was thi'ough Candy Lane, com-

posed of candy sticks larger than any

child could dream about.

John Wanamaker, New York, pro-

vided for the children's pleasure the

"Witches' Forest," introduced by a

pageant that seemed to have walked
right out of Grimm's Fairy Tales. This

"Witches' Forest" itself was a mechani-

cal contrivance, exhibiting actual giants

that could grow larger or smaller,

fairies dancing across a stage, moving
trees, and other fearful delights. In fact,

everything in the show moved—even the

moon and the stars and lights. "Every-
thing moves," was a slogan of the show.

To be sure, such elaborate displays

are out of the question for a retail store

of moderate size, but some of the ideas

embodied therein might easily be

adapted by an enterprising merchant to

suit his own space. For instance, small

sections of a show case devoted to rep-

resentations of stories like little Red
Riding Hood, Goldenlocks, and the Three
Bears, or Little Boy Blue, would prove

attractive and would also be helpful in

selling character dolls like those dis-

played.

"First come best served," is the slogan

which the New York stores are spread-

ing broadcast on display posters to the

number of 5,000 throughout the city

just now. At Lord & Taylor's wild ani-

mal cages and gabled gnome houses are

taking the place of booths in the toy

department. Windmills and lighthouses

are all decorated with fairyland char-

acters, and a model nursery is arranged.

The auditorium of the store has been

turned into a 'huge doll house. A big

pirates' galley has been erected on the

stage, with a gangplank leading down
for the children to ascend.

An official of the Wanamaker store

stated that no German toys of any kind

would be offered for sale there this year,

despite a number of attractive offerings

made to them.

Gimbel Bros, have Santa Claus swing-

ing on colored hoops, which are sus-

pended from the ceiling throughout the

toy department. Little booths carrying

pictures of characters from fairy tales

are used by demonstrators to aid the

sale of novelties. "Little Miss Muffet,"

"Jack Horner," and others, are in life-

size representations on the canvases en-

circling the columns.



The Salesman Analyzed
This Article is Not a Sermon—It is Facts of Importance Which Concern Every Sales Person

—How to Improve in Essentials—An Analysis by an Expert.

Tar 1^ HE Salesman"—how he can
learn to analyze his a:bilities,

and his own needs, and how,

by such means, he can improve his

methods, increase his earnings and give

better backing tj a firm's advertising—
was the subject of the discussion at the

retail division of the advertising con-

vention held in New Orleans recently.

Frank E. Fehlman, of New York, a

recognized expert in better merchandis-

ing methods, was the speaker. Mr.
Fehlman's talk follows:

"The modern salesman is finding it

a little bit more difficult to increase his

income than the average union laborer.

This is because many stores are now
basing salaries on net returns.

"Some stores sell on a 4 per cent,

basis, some as high as 8 per cent., while

many pay only 2 per cent. Regardless

of the commission, the salesman must
sell more merchandise if he is to in-

crease his income, and the only way
that he can make these increases is

carefully to study the four general

divisions which thousands of other

salespeople have studied in the last ten

years. They are:

1.—Appearance.
2.—Language.
3.—General intelligence.

"As to appearance, almost every

large department store now has a

standard for their saleswomen. Why
they have never studied the appearance

of their salesmen is something I have

never understood. In the clothing and
shoe fields a great deal of progress has

been made in the general appearance of

the salesman.

"I have always believed that these

things should be carefully considered by

a salesman—first his haircut, then the

collar, shirt, clothing, shoes, and the ap-

pearance of his face and hands.

"Out of a group of a hundred sales-

men, you will seldom find more than

ten men who are well groomed and

who have a clean appearance.

"A sales conference in New York at

one time analyzed more than 100 men,

having other men pass on the men ex-

amined. Eight men bad haircuts' that

passed; twenty had collars that were

the right size and right style; ten had

neckties that harmonized with their

shirts; fifteen had s-hirts that fitted and

were of the right sleeve length; twelve

had suits that fitted and were pressed

and clean; while only eighteen had shoes

that fitted, with heels that were not run

down.
"It is a hard matter to criticize a

salesman's appearance, but if the sales-

men and saleswomen are not carefully

groomed, absolutely clean from head to

foot, and trim in appearance, they lose

greatly as the customer approaches
them.

"Any salesman can dress better for

the same amount of money. The trouble

with most salesmen is that they comipro-

mise and buy cheap things. They do

not study colors, and almost invariably

they are too 'flashy.' If their appear-

ance is right, customers sense it very

quickly, and the customer unconsciously

buys more readily.

"Now, as to language—there are more
than 600,000 words in the English lan-

guage, but the average salesman uses

less than 5,000 in his daily selling.

"There are four simple ways of im-

proving his English.

"First, study grammar, using a sim-

ple bjok entitled 'Business English for

Evening Schools,' published by the

American Book Company, by William
E. Chancellor. I selected this book out

of 700 grammars. I had a school

teacher spend seven months checking up
every grammar published, and found

this one to be the best. The book can be
digested in four to six weeks, and will

give any sales person an entirely new
idea of business English.

"Another method of improving your
language is to read books rich in de-

scriptive matter, such as those which

Dickens wrote. Dickens was an artist

in describing things. Of ourse, the

stories are good in themselves, but the

idea is to learn how to describe things

accurately, and create mental pictures

for the customer.

"Another way to improve your English

is to write continuously. Sit down every

night and write two or three advertise-

ments on the merchandise you are sell-

ing. Show them to your wife or to your
associates in business, and get them to

criticize them. Writing six advertise-

ments a week, of 100 words each, means
that you have written 600 words each

week, and if you continue it every week
for a year, you will write oO,000 words

in a year. This would show how meagre
is your vocalbulary.

"Another method is to cultivate the

acquaintance of lawyers, preachers, men
with college educations. Spending a

half hour or so with such people, will

show you the importance of clean, pure,

business English. These people were

compelled to study good English. They
had t ) go through college to get their

degrees. They associate with people

who talk pure English.

"If a salesman's appearance is 100 per

cent, and his language is accurate,

clean, and free from slang, he has an
advantage over the other salesmen who
are careless about their appearance and

pay no attention to their vocabularies.

"By general intelligence is meant that

the salesman must study merchandise.

"Salesmen selling men's underwear
would never attempt to sell a man from
ten to twenty suits at the beginning of

the season. Yet there are thousands of

men who don a clean suit every morn-

ing. A salesman who uses two suits

during the week, can't understand how
anyone could be so extravagant. You
have got to live the lives of other

people, mentally, if you are going to sell

them large quantities of merchandise.

"Women think nothing of buying

three or four hats, or as many as a

dozen, during a season, while many men
never think of buying more than two

hats during the year; straw for the sum-

mer and soft or stiff for the winter.

"If you get out of your own environ-

ment, and improve your general educa-

tion regarding people, you will find that

there are hundreds of reasons why a

man should buy four hats a year instead

of two.

"You will find the importance of selling

women a full case of canned tomatoes

instead of two cans.

"One of the reasons why the salesman

in the average store is so far behind in

his selling education work is, because

schools have never been established for

him. Manufacturers pay little attention

to him, while the average employer is

always afraid he is going to ask for

more money.

"In the more progressive stores, the

employer is glad to encourage his sales

people to expect more, based on their

actual sales.

"I know one store in Chicago which

used to pay as an average of $30,

which is now paying an average of $70,

on a three and a half per cent basis.

"There are hundreds of books now
published and many courses in salesman-

ship, which are designed particulariy

for the retail salesman. They are being

used by thousands of salespeople in all

lines of business.

"The salesman of the next generation

is going to lift himself entirely out of

the groove of presont-day salesmanship,

and I think he will do it largely by

studying his own appearance, his own

language, and his general intelligence.

Improvement must, and will come,

througb his own efforts."



I Keeping Up With the "City Fellahs"
1 Jn the Spring Days Si and Lije, of the Beeville Emporium, Adopt the Pohcy of "Unspansion"

J —The Baby-in-the-Home Sale Achieves Amazing Success—Lije Finds It All

g Romantic.

J A short story by Emmy Matt Rush
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SPRING was here with its soft
greens and its dainty trio, trillium,

hepatica and violet. In the bright
May sunshine, Wilkinson's Dry Gjods
Emporium loomed fadedly yellow of
front and more decidedly dull of interior
and the withering aspect of this old land-
mark of Beeville was only intensified by
the antique iblue curtains in ths show
windows.
The igrey days of Winter had been

more kind in this regard, shedding an
atmosphere of drab respectability over
the Emporium yellow front. If age was
any factor of respectability, the Em-
porium demanded respect, for it wa*
Cyrus Wilkinson's boast that he "hadn't
changed a nail f^r nigh thirty years,
come next Spring."

But this morning Cyrus was dis-
turbed. Even the radiant sunshine failed
to take the crimp out of his furrowea
brow. He was reading a letter.

"Dere Cy," the letter said, "I come
past your store with Maria yisterday
and Maria sez, "We won't stop by Cy
'Wilkinson's Emporium to-day, 'cause,'

says she, 'his show windahs never show-
wot he's got for sale, and it does take
him and Lije ferever to git their stuff
outa the boxes.'

So, Maria and I goes over to Peter
'Jensen's and Pete! my sakes, Cy., y'

should go to Pete's! Pete's got some
show windahs and he sez he gets a fellah
from town, one of them city chaps, to
dress 'em!

Take my advice, Cy.! Go dress your
windahs!"
No name was appended to this ciueer

document. In sheer bewilderment Cy.
scratched his head, muttering, "Gjsh!
'Whats he mean, 'dress my windahs'?
Them windahs has been dressed for naar
five years now, come next Spring."

Turning the letter over, he discovered
a postscript on the other side, which read

:

"And all Maria done was to walk be-
fore them windahs of Pete's and find
just what she wanted. Some place,
Pete's! Some place! And Maria says
to me, 'Some place of Peter's.' "

Get a City Fellah!

Chewing laboriously at the slippery
elm bark, as was his habit, he went to
look for Lije, his younger brother, who,
according to Cy., knew nothing of the
dry goods or any other business. Lijo
had been to the city twice and w )re cel-

luloid collars and a movable white shirt

front, for which Cy. disdainfully termed
him too stylish. Cy. never having left

Beeville, permitted no celluloid collars

nor white shirt fronts in his wardrobe!
Finding Lije, he handed him the letter.

Lije read it. He expectorated; and
then he slapped his knees and laughed.

"Alius tjld ye, Cy. Git a city fellah to

dress them windahs and we'll git the

business of Beeville." And turning his

quid, he added dryly, "Once ye'll let ms
git some new city stock!"

A long discussion followed, which was
ended by Cy. slapping Lije on the shoul-

der affectionately and saying, "Hang it

all, Lije, we gotter do somethin'—can't

let Peter Jenson git the better of us,

kin we?"
"No, but yi will, unless yi unspand

some."
Convinced at last that only in the

"unspansion" policy was success to be
found, Cy. consented; and there followed

such a cleaning and weeding out pro-

cess as the Wilkinson Emporium had
not seen f jr thirty years. Hoop skirts

were dragged from their dark resting

places in the attic; crinoline, by the

bolts, was rescued from deep recesses

in the walls; bustles in such quantities

that the wire used in their manufac-
ture, outstretched, would have covered
many miles; fringed three-cornered

shawls, switches for water-falls; old-

fashioned basques, wonderfully figured

and rarely colored prints that wjuld
have made a war-time dye-merchant
green with envy; long, full skirts of

alpaca; Dolly Varden parasols in splash-

ing gaiety of color and ruffle; little

pantelettes, trimmed with fluting and
quaint little black bonnets of the mid-
Victorian period. These and many of

their confederates once more saw the

light of day. During this reconstruc-

tion period Cy. masticated more slippery

elm bark than was customary, even with

such a long acquired habit as was his,

and his chin bristle worked overtime.

The Windows Get Dressed

It happened, strangely enough, just

at this particular time in the Empori-
um's history that a "city drummer" ap-

peared in Beeville, and Lije contracted

f)r the drummer's entire consignment,
and himself engaged the drummer to

"dress" the window of the Wilkinson
Emporium.

Strange things happened and many.
The entire mid-Victorian stock of wear-
ing apparel was given away, the new
stock arrived; a new front appeared over

the old blue and faded yellow one of the

Ad Emporium; new window dressing ar-

rangements appeared and Lije and the

"drummer" made careful plans for a

big "Baby in the Home" sale.

The windows duly "dressed," the day
of the big sale arrived.

A Baby in the Home sale!

Wilkinson's New Emporium!
Enlargement sale!

Flowers for the ladies! And a pres-

ent for every tenth baby!

Fiddler Joe will perform overtures

from the operas!

Such were the facetious announce-
ments which the drummer had scattered

throughout Beeville. and the adjoining

counties. Of course, every one came,

every baby's mother came, and mothers

without babies borrowed other mothers'

babies for the sale. Baby buggies as

old as Noah's proverbial ark, baby car-

riages more modern of type and per-

ambulation, go-carts and little express

wagons of the baby's brothers, all helped

to make the Wilkinson "Baby-in-the-

Home" sale the tremendous affair that

it proved to be. These miniature con-

veyances lined the road from the Em-
p )rium down to Connor's Creek on one

side, and back again upon the other to

the County Building, encircling it. The
portals of the County Building and all

other buildings in the vicinity were

filled with baby carriages and the

mothers with babes in arms, formed a

veritable battalion against the new
front of the Wilkins )n Emporium.
The ladies of the Beeville Literary

Society arrived in a body—^every mother

of them came.

The Presents Run Out

Presents were awarded, as advertised,

to every tenth baby, until the supply

was exhausted, and then the city drum-

mer conceived the idea of awarding cer-

tificates to every tenth baby to present

when a later consignment of gifts had

arrived!

"Ladies," called the stentorian voice

of Lije, "Ladies, attention. The pres-

ents have run out. More is follerin' and

we'll give to every tenth baby a certifi-

cate for a fine gift when said gifts ar-

rive from the city."

Amidst general excitement the sale

continued. For the first time in his life

Cyrus forgot his slippery elm bark, and,

disappearing for a moment during the

afternoon, he donned a shiny, new cel-

luloid collar and a white shirt front,

confiscated from the new stock of the

Emporium.
Continued on page 46



Toronto Man Travels by 'Plane
A Daily Air Service is Established Between London and Paris— Commodious Passenger

Cabin—Mr. E. C. Thompson Approves of Modern Methods.

MR. E. C. THOMPSON, of the

Thompson Lace and Veiling

Company, Toronto, has been
having a most interesting trip abroad.

On this most recent trip—the second
this year—^Mr. Thompson has met with
some interesting experiences, which in-

clude more than new productions and
French fashions. Extracts from a let-

ter dated October 19 follows and tells

something of the story of the new era

in commercial enterprises:

"Have just arrived in Paris by daily

Handley-Page Paris-London Express
aeroplane, "Flamingo," doing 370 miles

in three hours. There were ten passen-
gers carried, together with 300 pounds
of baggage and 300 pounds of package
express at 60c a pound. It was a most
wonderful trip and for convenience and
comfort could not be equalled.

"I was able to work in London until

11 a.m., when a Napier car called at my
hotel in Piccadilly. This car took the

passengers ten miles out of London to

Hounslow, arriving there at 11.50; cus-

toms, baggage and passport inspection

at 11.55; all aboard at 12.00 sharp, when
the giant twin RoUs-Royce-engined ma-
chine leaves daily.

"The baggage weighed 30 pounds to

each passenger, was put in the baggage
room. Two passengers sit in the open
behind the mechanism and pilot. Two
other passengers are behind them in a

semi-open cabin and six more in the en-

closed cabin, which is finished in rose-

wood and satin brocade. This is in the

tail of the machine. Glass windows,
easy chairs, observation platform and
lunch baskets (at three shillings ex-

tra) are all there, and outside the

noise of the engine this method of trav-

eling is quite as comfortable as any
Pullman car.

'Flamingo"—the Handley-Page Paris-London express aeroplane.

"Having engaged my passage some
days before I had a most comfortable
seat in the aft cabin with five fellow pas-
sengers, including one lady and\ one
hardened traveler, who was making his

fifth journey. He slept half the way
and estimated his London orders on the
window sill for the balance of the jour-

ney.

"We left sharp on time and for the
entire trip had no more motion than an
ocean liner fjrst striking the swells of

the Atlantic. Flying was about 3,000

feet high for the whole distance. There
is a feeling of immense security the

whole time and outside the tremendous
roar of the twin engines, which makes
conversation possible only by paper and
pencil, is most interesting.

"The journey takes three hours ex-

actly—one hour over England, twenty
minutes across the Channel to Bou-
logne, down the French coast to Etaples
and over Amiens and to Le Bourget
flying field, six miles from Paris. There
the French Customs examined baggage
and passports. Motor cars meet the

- ^isaaai

The interior—"as comfortable as any Pullman car.

passengers and in 20 minutes you are
at your hotel in Paris.

"The fare is $75.00, which is about
$40.00 more than the regular journey by
boat and train. By the old route we
make three changes, and it takes any-
where from ten to fifteen hours, with
chances of missing connections on ac-

count of fog in the Channel. We flew
high above the fog and clouds, through
rain and sunshine without the least

hesitation, and landed at 3.00 p.m.
sharp, schedule time, and by 3.30 I was
in the stores in Paris going about my
business. Absolutely no inconvenience
whatever is experienced and it surely

is the modern way to travel. I expect
to engage my return passage imme-
diately. The Handley-Page Aerial
Transport Company have advertised 106
starts, made 105 departures on schedule

and 103 arrivals, descending once from
fog and once from engine trouble. They
are now extending their services to

Holland, Belgium, Italy, South of
France, and Spain. It is the only way
to travel now."

In addition to this interesting story

of his trip, Mr. Thompson enclosed with
his letter a number of photographs,
taken during October at the races in

Paris. He saw that the women were
wearing elaborate furs of all descrip-

tions, embroidered gowns, coats, suits

and wraps, which emphasized width and
bulk, rather than length. Some of the
illustrations given herewith remind one
very strongly in silhouette, of pictures

we have of Henry VIII. The short

skirts, short sleeves and luxurious ten-

dencies of the people generally are de-

veloping many novelties in accessories.

Slippers are jewelled in many instances:

and have from one to three or four
straps. Anklets, bracelets, necklaces,,

girdles, are all unique and jewelled.

Quite a fad has developed for "arrow''

hat pins. These pins are but 4% in.

long, but are worn as ornaments on the-

front of the hat. They are especially

suited to the hat of black velvet which
flares upward from the face.



N.B. Merchants Convene at Moncton
Interesting Sessions in Which the Board of Commerce Comes in for Much Unfavorable

Attention—Dominion President Urges "Get-Together" Spirit. ^

MONCTON, N.B.—The fifth an-

nual conyention of the New
Brunswick Retail Merchants'

Association, held this week in Moncton
with a clo'simg' banquet in St. John, was
regiarded as being- the most successful

gathering- of its kind yet conducted hy
the memibers. Included among those at

the meeting's were: J. A. Banfield, Win-
nipeg, Domdnion president; E. M. Trow-
em, Ottawa, Dominion secretary, and
W. M. Banfield, Toronto. Speeches of

different meimibers indicated much dis-

satisfaction with the wiork of the Do-
miinicn Board of Commerce, which they
said "wouM not be imiproved until com-
petent com:mercial men were given re-

presentation in its dealings." A reso-

lution was pasisei'l to this effect.

The delegates were welcomed by the
retiring president, A. O. Skinner, of St.

John, N.B.: His Worship Mayor Price,

of Moncton; H. S. Beil, president of the
Moncton Board of Trade, and R. P. Dick-
som for the Moncton fcranch of the

R. M. A. Mr. Skinner referred to the
high cost of livinig and to profiteering,

and said that the Retail Merchants' As-
sociation should condemn this practice

through the press.

Condemns Methods of Board of Com-
merce

J. A. Banfield g^ave a forceful address
-in which he' complimented the New
-Brunswick branch upon its work. He
'empJiasized the need of honest dealings.
'^'Service is satisfaction," he said, "and
3i followed up wiU mean success. Don't
knock. Don't try to cover up knowledge.
The R. M. A. has no need to do that. It

stands for honest weights and measure,
no misreiprescntation of goods bought
and sold, no false advertising, and to

help others." With its estimated one
thousand members the association, work-
ing in the right channels, could do a
vast amount of good for Canada. Mr.
Banfield criticized the work of the Do-
minion Board of Commerce, stating that
those probing the cost of living should
be mjen with practical business expei'i-

once. Business men as well as labor
should be represented on Governiment
<>ommi&sions. He thought that Mr.
O'Connor had no right to go on a "ram-
bling co'mmission," taking the position
that at least two members of the board
should sit at every hearing.

Mr. Trowem was heard to advantage
in an address dealing with similar mat-
ters. Later, at the banquet in St. John,
he said that the convention had been
a. diistinct success and that the R. M. A.
was merely on the threshold of its work.
All retailers should .join it as it had
proved of such benefit to those who
•belonged. "Get to kn'i>w one another
i>etter." he said, "and help educate the
|)eople in the proper chiannels. The a,s-

sociation needs support and must get it

from all it3 members."
He and the secretary .jf the provin-

cial organiization. Miss Frances P. Al-
ward, of St. John, who was re-elected,

were warmly corniplimiented upon their

g-ood work in the interesits of the

R. M. A.

A coimimiittee was appointed to enquire
into the matter of a fire insurance de-

partment similar to that of the Sas-

katcnewan branch.
A resolution was pased favoring

Thanksgiving Day as a permanent day
for the celebration of peace, and that it

and Armistice Day be observed on Mon-
day.

Ask Dominion Board Literature

The question of educating the public

to the importance of the retail merchant
in any community was urged in a reso-

lution asking the Dominion Board to

?ur)ply to the branches literature in the

nature of bulletins to be placed in the

parcels of customers, explaining this

matter.

Parcel Post Methods Condemned
A condemnation of the parcels post

system was voiced in another resolution

passed, and also of the manner in which
the Dominion Board of Coimimerce was
ronductinff its enquiry into the cost of

living. This resolution said the enquiry
was not produo'ng the results intended,

and advocated that the board be placed

under the direction of competent business

men. A special committee was appoint-

ed to consider the matter of adding cer-

OFFICERS OF N.B. RETAIL
MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

President — Percy L. Higgins,

Moncton.
Vice-President—F. W. Daniel, St.

John.

2nd Vice-President — W. G. De-
wolfe, St. Stephen.

Treasurer—Allan A. Mclntyre, St.

John.

Provincial Auditor—H. W. Rising,

St. John.

Provincial Secretary— Miss Al-

ward.
The advisory committee appoint-

ed by the Association for the com-
ing year consists of Wm. Hawker,
P. M. Rising, J. H. Vaughan, T. F.

Drummie, G. M. Ross, T. A. Ar-
mour, A. N. McLean, A. E. Everett.

C. H. Burtt. J. J. Weddall, R. P.

Dickson, G. E. Ford, T. P. Price,

Robert Strain, James Staples, H. E.

Ruck. L. W. Smith, A. E. Mc-
Sweenev, S. E. Fisher, A. Skeene,

J. P. McBay, W. Jennings, J. T.

Carr, F. S. Creed, A. Archibald,

and R. G. Innis.

tain features to the credit reporting de-
partment with an idea of improving this

end.

Prior to the banquet in St. Jobn the
executive held a briejf meeting at which,
among other matters discussed, were the
early closing act and its application to

rural corn'munities. This was left to the
incoming legislation committee to deal

with. The banquet proved a splendid

success, being enjoyable, entertaining,

and educative. F. W. Daniel presided,

and made a neat address in which he
said that never in Canadian history was
there a time in which the R. M. A., was
meeting such conditions as existed to-

day. There 'had been a greait inspiration

to all who had attended the convention
because of the spirit prevailing and the
mianner in which the sessions in Monc-
ton had been conducited. He wished the
newly-elected president all successs, and
said he had been glad that the assooia-

tion had been able to come to St. Jobn
to close it.=; nri'^ctin'x.

His Worship Mayor Hayes addressed
the gathering, expressing his pleasure at

being present, and extending a hearty
welcome. R. B. Emerson, president of

the Board of Trade, was also heard in

an address of welcome, and promised the

association any aid which the body he
represented could give to its work.
57 Questions to Present to Legislature

In reply to the toast of the visitors, J.

A. Banfield was heard in an able speech.

He said that the R. M. A. was a body
which would care for the trials and tri-

bulations of retail merchants and lay

them before the powers at Ottawa.
There were fifty- seven subjects for set-

tlement affecting the R. M. A. to be ta-

ken up at Ottawa. The question seemed
to be whether the retailer was to be al-

lowed to run his business or to be told

by outsiders what he must do to run it.

"Never mind your prices—we'll regulate

them"—this was the cry being given to

retailers in Canada, and their response

should be: "Here are my keys; you run
my business, but I'll hold you respon-

sible."

The Question of Sugar

Referring to the question of sugar,

Mr. Banfield read a letter which he and
Mr. Trowern had sent in protest, saying

that the recail merchants thought they

were not receiving- proper consideration.

The refiner was allowed 40 cents, the

wholesaler five per cent., but the re-

tailer was given one cent. Then came
the Kavanaugh case, where a respect-

able retail dealer was • prosecuted.

"Someone had to be made the goat, and
I suppose this firm was selected," said

Mr. Banfield. Touching on the milk
situation, he said that despite the action

of the Board of Commerce it was still

Continued on page 56
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Specialty Shop in New District
lOO People Stand in Rain for Doors to Open—Toronto Merchant in New Premises Has Ideas

as to What Makes Business Active—Representative of Dry Goods Review^ Pays .

Visit to New Store of A. Palmer on Danforth Ave.
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TO have 100 people at his opening

sale within ten minutes after the

doors were opened, was the good

fortune of A. Palmer, who recently

opened his new store in ladies' ready-to-

wear at 325 Danforth Avenue, Toronto,

after having ibeen forced through lack

of space t) leave his former premises

on Pape Avenue. The sale was adver-

tised to begin at 10.30 a.m., but people

were already waiting in front of the

doors by 8.00 o'clock and even a driz-

zling rain did not dampen their enthusi-

asm. Umbrellas were put up—and the

crowd kept on waiting. Particular in-

ducements were offered in special

waists, but these were soon sold and

regular stock was disposed of at special

rates. Mr. Palmer sold about four

times as many dresses as he had hoped

to that day and business in other lines

was correspondingly "brisk, but, of

course, he attributes it purely to his be-

ing able to get the crowd there. Hav-
ing them once there, the goods were

seen to be attractive and selling was
an easy matter. Tradespeople of the

district state that they did a consider-

aibly bigger business on the morning of

Mr. Palmer's sale than usual, because

people had an inducement to come out

in the morning and did general buying.

An ExcelUnt Store Front

The store, which is just completed,

was planned by Mr. Palmer, who has

spent all his life in the dry goods husi-

ness and who based his plans upon his

own personal experience. His greatest

effort and achievement was to secure

all the window display space possible.

One observer in his enthusiasm was
heard to remark: "It is as fine as any-

thing down town." There are really

five show windows, the two street win-

dows being narrow—4 ft. 6 in.—a longer

one at each side in the entrance, and one

in the middle between the two entrance

doors. The side windows measure 9

ft., sbping towards the doors and allow-

ing a background for the front windows

of 6 ft. The middle is a bay window

effect with a (background of 8 ft. This

arrangement allows easy access to the

doors at either side of it. The floor

entrance space between the windows is

finished in tile in an attractive design.

The glass in the windows extends to the

top without a transom, which makes the

windows appear to splendid advantage.

The windows are finished with French

grey background panels, in which are

scenes representing Autumn, painted 'by

Mr. Palmer himself. These paintings
will be in the window for about six or

eight weeks, when they will be replaced

by others more suitable t) the Winter
days. The floors of the window are

carpeted in French grey Axminster and
the windows are made more attractive

by tan valances trimmed with heavy in-

sertion and tassels, and large, quaint-

finished jardinieres filled with Autumn

ing windows in only one line of goods

was new tj our customers at first and

very often after a display of corsets we
would have many customers tell us they

thought we kept nothing but corsets,

and so with blouses, but it certainly has

made an increase in our sales to dress

our windows in this way."

Mr. Palmer favors the use of de-

scriptive tickets on his blouses, telling
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They waited in

a drizzling rain
for Palmer's
doors to open.
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leaves and 'mums. The side windows

are kept for regular lines and the centre

with its French figure, is to be reserved

for dresses and week-end specials, which

latter Mr. Palmer intends to feature

particularly. He aims to change the

window display once every week at the

least, and possibly oftener.

For fixtures he uses glass plates on

brass stands for holding different arti-

cles, rods for blouses, regular corset

figures for corsets and large figures for

dresses. "We do not believe in over-

crowding display windows or in placing

many lines of goods in one window at

once, but have had much better results

by keeping one window f )r just one lino

of display. However, we do arrange

neckwear and dresses for corsets and

underwear together. This idea of dress-

somathing about the article offered. He
uses price tickets on dresses on display

in the windows, but so far has not done

this with blouses, principally because it

is rather difficult t) keep a complete

range of price cards. "But we do not

mind people seeing the prices in the

window, for we think our values com-

pare favorably with anywhere."

Drawers Instead of Boxes

The interior of the store measures 95

feet by 28 feet. The right side of the

store with the counter and selling space

is finished in oak, while the left side,

where the blouses, dresses and fine

underwear are on display, is finished in

French grey, as bettor suited for show-

ing fine goods. A unique feature of the

counter space is a section made up of
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The attractively arranged new store of A. Palmer, Danforth Ave., Toronto. Towards
the back and centre of the store the wicker seats, described in the accompanying

article, will be placed.

about one hundred small oak drawers to

be used for holding underwear. These
are a decided improvement upon the

common system of keeping underwear
in cardboard boxes of all shapes and

sizes, piled one upon another. As well

as keeping the store tidy and attrac-

tive in appearance, these drawers greatly

assist the salesipeople in locating the

goods, as each drawer is labelled as to

price and size of garments which it con-

tains. This system is also applied to

the fancy stamped goods farther back in

the store, a department which Mr.

Palmer is developing. All the stamp-
ing of fancy go:)ds is done on the

premises with designs from New York.

In this way the quality of the material

is assured and unusual designs are

possible. The store specializes in chil-

dren's dresses and rompers in this de-

partment, at present carrying about 15P

different designs. Mr. Palmer also

handles centres, towels, etc., and stamps
work for customers, who provide their

own material.

Customers Examine Dresses and
Blouses

About half way back on the left side

as one enters, is a high show case, 18

feet long by 4 feet wide, finished in

French grey, daintily arranged with

silk underwear and better corsets. Be-

tween this show case and the front of

the st:ire is the section for ladies' ready-

to-wear dresses. These are arranged on

hangers on a long rod, so that customers

may look over them at their leisure.

Mr. Palmer is carrying a large, well-

selected stock in this line and aims to

make it one of his most important. Be-

yond the show case are the blouses.

These, like the dresses, are on a long

rack and may be picked out and looked

at as customers wish. Mr. Palmer

added in this connection, "We want our

customers to feel free to come into our

store and look over what we have, in

comfort, without officious salespeople

worrying them to buy. Whether they
buy or do not buy, we like to have them
come in. We have had a number of

people just call to look around to see

how we are settled in our new store,

and we try to make them welc )me. Then,
when they do want to purchase, they
will know us and what lines we are

carrying."

The blouses include Georgettes, crepe-

de-Cihines in a good range of colors and
styles, and also a variety of white wash
lines. Mr. Palmer hopes to avoid poor
grade Georgettes entirely. He plans

buying as much as possible from Can-
adian manufacturers, but also to carry

a stock of imported goods, buying
directly from the New York dealers in

pers )n at least every six months, and
possibly oftener.

Corsets of all the styles made by one

manufacturer is one of the lines in

which Mr. Palmer is specializing and at

present he has about thirty models with
prices up to $15 00. For the conven-

ience of his customers he has had two
fitting rooms ibuilt at the rear of the

store, which are now ready for the use

of the corset section. A corsetiere visits

his store every once in a while and in

addition, Mr. Palmer is fortunate in hav-

ing a wife who thoroughly understands
the corset business and is able to give

valuaWe assistance in that way.

A Baby Goods Section, Too

There is a balcony at the reiar of the

store, which is used as the office, and
underneath it is a medium-sized room
called "The Baby Section," with the

slogan, "Anything and everything for

baby," which Mr. Palmer is trying to

make the section live up to. Here will

be carried a full line of goods for the

baby and for children up to six years

of age. A feature of this dainty section

is a scale for weighing babies, and here

mothers may bring their children every

week to keep close watch over their

development. Mr. Palmer does not in-

tend to carry lines for children over six

years at present, because he is fully

convinced that it is much better to

specialize with a certain limit than to

carry a poorer selection with a wider
range. However, at the end of a yeai

or so, when the baby section is in good
shape, he will increase the range pos-

sibly from six to seven year sizes, and
each year add the sizer of another year
or two.

Because this section is at the back of

the store and may not be noticed by
every shopper, Mr. Palmer has placed

a show case of 4 ft. 9 inches by 2 feet^

quite near the door and filled it with

dainty, fluffy baby things, just as a sug-

gestion of what may be purchased in

the section.

That Something Extra

An attractive spot in the store, which

adds greatly to its appearance is a

wicker base placed a little more thar

half-way -back from the entrance, with

little seats all around and in the centre

a palm. This is to accommodate shop-

pers who may be weary or mothers hold-

ing babies and will enable them to sit

down, while a saleslady shows them the

articles in which they are interested.

The interior is decorated with rustic

wicker baskets artistically fitted with

Autumn leaves and flowers and arranged

at intervals throughout the store. These
add charm and at the same time, in an

unobtrusive way, suggest the cool days

and the need for new warm clothes.

In building up his business at his

former store, Mr. Palmer advertised

locally on the bill boards; three times

yearly, in Spring, Autumn and at Christ-

mas, he issued an eight-page booklet in

attractive form describing his goods.

About 10,000 of these were printed and

distributed in the district around his

store and were used prior to the open-

ing of the new building. He is now pub-

lishing his Christmas booklet, and this,

with artistic decorations for his store,

will comprise his special Christmas pre-

parations.

Specializing Brings Success to Smaller

Stores

Mr. Palmer aims to specialize more
and more in blouses, dresses, silk under-

wear, corsets, hosiery, stamped goods

and babies' wear. "Our idea is to keep

only a few lines, but to specialize in

those lines and keep a large, carefully

selected assortment, and we expect grad-

ually to do this to a much greater extent.

Specialty shops are something new for

sections of this city other than down-
town, but they are bound to be. People

want them. The reason people shop

down-town is because they have a wider

range from which to choose, but if

smaller shops furnish the range and

keep prices as they should be, they

will get the trade. People are not

anvious to go down-town if they can he

suited nearer home, as we know, by the
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interest people of this district are taking

in our new store. Specializing is what
will spell success for the smaller stores."

Asked by DRY GOODS REVIEW as

to exchanges, Mr. Palmer said, "We
have always been willing to exchange
and refund. We would much prefer tj

give a customer her money back rather

than to have her go away dissatisfied.

Satisfied customers are our best adver-

tisement. I might say that we carry

only guaranteed merchandise; pradti-

cally every article we have is guar-

anteed." And he added, "We have the

store—and the district, so if we fail, we
shall have only ourselves to blame."

If experience in the dry goods busi-

ness with energy, intelligence and an at-

tractive personality can supply what is

necessary along with the store and the

district in order to achieve success, DRY
GOODS REVIEW can see no reason why
Mr. Palmer and his new store should

not splendidly "go over the top."
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EXTREME interest centres around
the recent deal whereby the United
Retail Stores' Corp. has gained

control of the hugo Chicago mail order

house, Montgomery, Ward and Co., Inc.

One hundred and fifty thousand shares

of the new Montgomery, Ward and Co.

of Illinois have ibeen secured for sale to

officers, directors and employees, active

in its management and direction.

Robt. J. Thome and his associates

will continue as directors and managers.
Up to the present the activities of the

Whelan-Duke interests have been prac-

tically confined to the tobacco and candy
business, so that gaining the control of

the Montgomery, Ward Co. is a most
important expansion. Montgomery,
Ward is the second largest mail order

house in the U. S. Its originators were
the first concern to engage extensively

in catalogue and mail order business.

HOLT, RENFREW EXPAND
An important development in the

Canadian fur trade interests took place

during September when the Redmond
Co., Ltd., of Montreal, was taken over

by Holt, Renfrew & Co., Ltd. Both of

these big companies have been in close

touch with Canadian fur resources, hav-

ing representatives at the various trap-

ping points in the Dominion. By their

uni m it is expected that a greater per-

centage of raw furs and pelts will be

conserved to the Canadian market. The
two concerns will continue to be oper-

ated under their established names.

HOTELS TURNED INTO SHOPS
A New York report states that a num-

ber of the well-known and finely-built

hotels throughout the States will very

probably be utilized as sites for retail

purposes, since the prohibition enact-

ments have come into force. From
Philadelphia comes the report that J. M.
Gidding & Co., one of the best-known
and exclusive sipecialty shops of New
York, Philadelphia, and also in the

Middle West, is likely to take over about
the first of the year the Ritz-Carlton

Hotel in Philadelphia as an ultra-fash-

ionable shop. Extensive alterations will

be made, of course, and it is said that

decorations in a beautiful color scheme
with a base of cameo lolue grey is being

planned.

A MANNEQUIN PARADE IN ENG-
LAND

Conservative old England is also

branching out into new manners in re-

tailing. Messrs. Arnolds, the large

Lowestoft drapers, recently held an open

air mannequin parade on the lawn in the

rear of the establishment. Afternoon

and evening gowns, coat dresses, wrap-
coats and tweed costumes, also millin-

ery, bags and other accessories were
displayed to a large audience. There
were even two juvenile mannequins
showing children's goods. Tea was
served and a musical programme ren-

dered.

A BRIDE'S BOUDOIR
Hutzler Bros, and Co., Baltimore, Md.,

have recently enlarged their department

Btors. One of the new features is a

bride boudoir, decorated in grey and

rose, on their third floor. In this de-

partment the ibride may go direct and

purchase everything she requires in the

way of lingerie, in sets and all the fluffy,

frilly, lacey items that go with it. The
store already finds that the demand for

boudoir articles has increased very ma-
terially since they have been concen-

trated in the one spot compared with

when they were scattered among de-

partments on different floors.

UNIQUE HARVEST DISPLAY
One of the most striking and original

store displays in the way of Thanksgiv-

ing and harvest festivities was seen in

the Toronto stjre of the T. Eaton Co.

The showing was arranged on the fourth

floor in the space recently vacated by

draperies, paints, varnishes, etc., which

were moved to the furniture buiilding, as

reported in last month's DRY GOODS
REVIEW. In this special showing were

hundreds of boxes of apples banked
high, forming walls between the sec-

tions, and counters bore choice speci-

mens of fruit and vegetables with

names, in "Fall Fair" style. A plat-

form was arranged with painted back-

ground of Autumn leaves, fruit, vege-

tables, grain, etc., and an orchestra pro-

vided music. Several huge pumpkins
were built on the floor having been ar-

ranged, lighted and painted in realistic

style. These formed booths wherein

special saleswoman dispensed apples

and other Autumn goodies to pur-

chasers. Several heavy farm wagons
were placed about the floor; these were
loaded with garden products, the whole

having the appearance of having drop-

ped off on their .way to market. They
were used as booths also for vegetables

being sold to customers. One of these

large wagons was headed by a handsome
looking team of artificial horses, wear-

ing the latest fashions in harness. At
one side of the floor was a tea room
artistically arranged under bowers of

Autumn leaves and gaily colored season-

able backgrounds.

This display has since been cleared

out and the whole floor is being re-ar-

ranged for the ready-to-wear section on

quite a new and different scale to what
has been seen in Toronto. Coats, suits,

dresses, skirts, knitted goods, etc., will

be sold on this floor and dozens of new
glass cases, fitting rooms, etc., are be-

ing built in.

NEW STORE FOR BRAMPTON, ONT.

Under the name of "G. R. Anderson's

Sons," the three sons of the late G. R.

Anderson, all recently returned from
service with the C.E.F. overseas, on

September 20th last opened a new dry

goods and grocery departmental store

in Brampton, at the location formerly

oocuipied by their late father for over

fifteen years at a period terminating

some years ago. Their immediate pre-

decessor was the late T. H. Shields. The
three brothers are A. G., N. J., and T.

R. Anderson, all of whom have lived in

Brampton practically all their lives.

J. S. Needham is manager of the dry

goods department. Mr. Needham has

had aibout twenty years' experience in

this field, in Ottawa, Smith's Falls, and

elsewhere, and is himself a Bramptonian.

His extensive practical experience will

no doubt be a very important factor in

the success of this new establishment.

Brampton Fall Fair day was the op-

portune date which the Anderson broth-

ers chose to open their establishment,

and at the same time renew a large

number of old acquaintances. Decora-

tions of Autumn leaves, potted plants,

etc., combined with the new and attrac-

tive interior decorations throughout the

store, made a very pleasing appearance

for opening day. The freshness of the

stock and the well-chosen lines exhibited

made a strong impression on Bramp-
tonians, as evidenced by the great suc-

cess which has attended the first month

of business in the Anderson store.

Continued on page 46
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MARKETS AT A GLANCE

TORONTO, Nov. 7—The difficulty in secur-
ing deliveries of goods already under
order is a matter of great concern to

importers of dry goods lines on this side. Trans-
portation facilities are inadequate for the heavy
demands that are made upon them and this con-
dition accentuates the scarcity that is felt in

merchandise generally. There is little to indi-

cate that lower prices will prevail up to any
time within present reckoning as markets in

Great Britain and Europe are very unsettled
and the greatly curtailed production of the past
year shows little improvement. It is very hard
to place orders in the Old Country, as the output
is well sold up ahead and even if orders are
accepted, more difficulty is experienced in get-
ting them delivered.

The market for woollens shows very little

change from a month ago. Buyers of Cana-
dian houses are over in England endeavoring to

buy materials, but without much success. There
has been a big demand for dress goods and
cloth for heavy coats. Stocks in wholesalers'
hands are beginning to show depletion and the
matter of replacing them on either the British
or American markets is not an easy one to fill.

Prices are at very high levels. The demand for
Canadian goods, too, is so strong that mills in
many instances are working on Fall goods,
where usually at this time they are on Spring
stuff.

No changes are reported in quotations on
cottons, for the reason chiefly that the mills are
all sold up. However, wholesalers state that if

goods were available to buy, present conditions
would warrant very much higher prices. Some

lines in cottons are cleaned right out and cannot
be replaced. Canadian goods are in favor,

because of the lower prices on them than on
either American or British goods and conse-
quently there is an abnormal demand for them.

Linens, too, are much the same as a month
ago. Prices show no change as far as the spot
values are concerned. Primary markets report
a great scarcity and higher values here are not
unlikely.

In silks as much as any lines of merchandise
is the scarcity of goods pronounced. Dealers say
that the statement that silks are scarce was
never so justified as it is at the present time.

There are no cheap silks on the market and
prices are steadily advancing. Many manufac-
turers have no goods to offer for 1920. Some
quotations now being asked in New York are
higher than the present selling prices here.

In laces and embroideries there is a brisk
demand for gold and silver flouncings for even-
ing dresses. Overlace for dresses has also a
brisk inquiry. Camisole lace is very active for
the Christmas trade and Valenciennes, too, is

a big seller.

The market for carpets and rugs is steady.
British quotations on goods for Spring hold until

March 31 next. Deliveries are very poor.
There is an abnormal scarcity in practically

all lines of notions. It is very hard to get Eng-
lish mending yarns and prices are very high.
Elastics are also very difficult to obtain and quo-
tations show a wide variance.

Among both merchants and wholesalers the
current prices depend upon when goods were
bought and delivered. The same grade of

article may have as many different figures as
there are houses carrying it.

WOOL
Market for Woollens is Still Very Strong
With Scarcity of Yarns and Fabrics

Pronounced

WOOL.—The situation in woollens
presents little new as compared with a
month ago. There is still a good deal
of difficulty in placing orders in the

OM Land, and added to this, the slow>
ness of deliveries, of materials, already
under order, aggravates conditions gen-
erally. Representatives of Toronto
wholesale houses are now in England,
endeavoring to buy goods, but advicea
from them are to the effect that they
have not been very successful. Produc-
tion is still far inadequate for the de-

mand. Supplies of wool are ample for
manufacturer's needs, but as has bepn
previously stated in these column«, the
unsettled labor conditions previilmg in

the textile centres, are the most disturb-

ing circumstances. Then, of course,

there is a very abnormal demand for

materials of all kinds, that the mills are
absolutely unable to meet. Now, a year
after the signing of the armistice there

is still greatly curtailed production, and
a very pronounced scarcity of woollens,

to say nothing of the higher prices that

are prevailing as compared with t'.volve

months ago. With the settlement of the

coal strike in England and the dwind-
ling of the war allowances, it is felt

that labor troubles will readjust them-

selves, and men and women will be pre-

pared to take up their indu^.triai pur-

suits again. But the shorter hours of

work operate against any great volume
of output, as compared with pre-war
days.

In Canada, woollen mills are still fill-

ing Fall orders. Even during a com-
paratively mild Autumn, there has been

a very active demand for Winter ap-

parel, and many manufacturers find

themselves very much behind in deliv-

eries. Some mills are operating on Fall

stuff, to the utter disregard of Spring
business, that usually occupies them at

this time. There is some difference of

opinion as to what prices will do for

Spring, some maintaining that values
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will be stationary, believing that the
pinnacle has been reached, while others
ibelieve that there will be further ad-
vances. The Canadian wool clip is be-
ing freely absorbed by American manu-
facturers. The demand is chiefly for

medium grades. In the Bradford mar-
kets tops have been in great demand,
with, of course, top-makers unable to

take many orders. The scarcity of tops

is hampering spinners, advices state,

and yams are booked for a considerable

time ahead. In the piece goods section

over there, Germany is reported as en-

deavoring to send orders, but payment
difficulties are restricting such busi-

ness.

Toronto wholesale houses report an
active inquiry in the way of sorting

orders for dress goods, also for ma-
terials for heavy coats. Some houses
have greatly depleted stocks. They are
forced to dole out supplies very spar-

ingly to customers, as great difficulty

is experienced in securing repeat or-

ders. Fine botany serges of a dress

weight, 54 in. wide, are quoted at $3.75

per yard, as compared with i?2.75 a
year ago, and $1 per yard in pre-war
days. Navy blue serge has been very
popular this season. Gabardines and
tricotines have also been very big sell-

ers. A gabardine, 54 in. wide, is quoted
at $4.50 per yard, as compared with
$1.25 per yard, as the old price. Trico-

tine of a twelve-ounce weight is quoted
at the same figure. Broadcloths are al-

most prohibitive, and it is practically

impossible to replace them. Of the finer

qualities, that is, a 12 ounce weight, the

price quoted is as high as $€ per yard.

In heavier materials for overcoatings,

values range from $10 to $14 and
slightly over.

LINENS
Prices of Linens Are Still Very High

With Supplies Scarce and Stocks
Showing Depletion

LIN'ENS.—As in a great many other

lines of merchandise in the dry goods
trade, the demand for linens on the Old
Country markets greatly exceeds the
supplies. Conditions abroad are still very
unfavorable, and some of the mills are
not operating full time because of the

shortage of flax. In view of the fact

that one-third of the flax spindles of

the worM are operated in Ireland, it is

seen at a glance that Belfast conditions

are the guiding influence of all the

manufacturing centres. Demands for

linen in the piece, table and bed stock
are increasing continually, and advices
from New York state that buyers there

in large numbers are endeavoring to

place orders, but without much success.

Mercerized and plain cottons, it is

stated, will have to be used as a substi-

tute for at least nine months.
Some Canadian importers state that

they have had advices of further ad-
vances in the Old Country, in some in-

stances as much as ten per cent, for
new buying. Stocks in Toronto are not

at all heavy, and in fact some dealers

have withdrawn their prices on linen

sheetings, because of their inability to

get any. Pure linen table cloths, in the

Rose and Shamrock patterns, sizes 8x8,
8x10, 8x12, are quoted to the trade all

the way from $15 to $25. Pure linen

serviettes of the same quality as the

above, are selling at from $8 to $15 per
dozen. Other qualities in cloths are

quoted somewhat lower at from $8.75 to

$15. Embroidered linens are unchanged
from a month ago, ranging from 85

cents to $1.35 per yard, according to

widths.

Bleached tablings, damasks, (unions),

64 in., are selling at from $1.25 to $1.35;

72 in., $1.35 per yard; 72 in. unions,

$1.50 to $2 per yard.

Brown art linens are also unchang!t<l

at from 35 to 45 cents for 18 in.; 22 in.,

45 cents; 20 in., 50 cents: 24 in., 55

cents; 27 in.. 65 cents; 36 in., 11V2 cents.

SILKS
Goods Very Scarce, and Prices Show
Stdady Advance— Cost to Import
Goods Is Now Higher Than Pre-

sent Selling Quotations

SILKS.— Dealers state that there

never was as much justification for the

statement that merchandise is very

scarce as there is at the present time.

One importer told DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that the earliest delivery prom-
ised on goods purchased now, is next

July. Manufacturers have practically

no goods to offer for 1920. There are no

cheap goods on the market. September
quotations shjwed marked advances

over prices of last April and May. It is

true, in a good many instances, that the

cost prices to import are higher than

the selling prices to the trade at the

present time. For example, a plain

poplin will cost $1.40 per yard, laid

down here. Present stocks are selling at

$1.35, but it is evident that new goods

will cost very much higher. A buyer of

a Torontj house, just returned from
Europe, states that European manufac-

turers are all sold up until next Fall.

Prices are so high, that many lines are

practically prohibitive. Some of the new
goods being shown in Paris are in printed

effects, stripes and plaids. All American
quotations are very strong. Production

of Italian silks is proceeding slowly, the

whole difficulty in Europe being to get

people back to work. It is the 'after-the-

war' relaxation that is operating against

a return of normal conditions. The mar-

ket in Japanese silks shows sharp fluc-

tuations, and the slowness in getting

cables through prevents importers keep-

ing in close touch with the situation. It

takes as much as six and eight days to

get a cable message.

Crepe de Chines and Georgettes are

still very popular sellers. A medium
crepe is selling at from $1.85 to $3, but

the biggest inquirv is for a crepe selling

at from $2 to $2.25 per yard. In Georg-

ettes the demand is chiefly for a line

selling to the trade at $2.

Taffetas promise to be active sellers

for the Spring trade. They are quoted
at from $2.25 to $3.50 per yard. Habutai
silks show a wide variance in price. In
satins, there is an active inquiry for
charmeuse, at from $3 to $6 per yard.
Duchess satin shows heavy advances. A
certain quality that two or three years
ago cost 75 cents per yard to import, to-

day is quoted at $2.16. Toronto houses
are quoting present stocks of Duchess
satin at from $2.35 to $3. Wash satins,

of good quality, are selling to the
trade at from $1.75 "to $3 per yard.

There is some demand for chiffon

velvets, but prices are very high. It is

quoted at $6.75 per yard.

NOTIONS
Jump of 20% in Sewing Silk—Scarcity

of Supplies in the Face of a Heavy
Demand Marks the Trade in all

Notions and Novelties—
Prices Very Strong

NOTIONS.—The predominating feat-

ure, as far as the market for novelties

and smallwares is concerned, is scarcity

of supplies. Prices show advances on
new buying, and the matter of deliveries,

especially from the Old Country, is giving

importers much concern. Buying is

active, from the retail point of view, and
there is a big inquiry in the way of

sorting orders for Christmas goods.

Beads are still very popular, and are

selling well. Something comparatively

new is being shown in what is called

shoe string belts, in patent leather, in

%in. and %in. widths. These, as de-

scribed a few months ago in DRY GOODS
•REVIEW, are chiefly for beltjing

sweaters, and are quoted at from $4 to

$4.50 per dozen.

Elastics are extremely hard to get,

and very high in price. A recent ship-

ment, received by a Toronto importer,

that cost $5 per gross for 12-cord elastics,

would cost, laid down here to-day, $8 per

gross. These were ordered in June, and

only reached here a fortnight ago. They
are quoted to the trade at $8.40, but on

the basis of the new price, would be

nearer $12. No two houses are quoting

alike, as the prices depend almost entire-

ly on when the goods were purchased.

Needles are selling to the trade at

$7.20 per gross, for standard packages

of 15 needles to each. They are costing

in the neighbourhood of $5 per gross t)

import.

Mending yarns, that is of English

manufacture, are almost impossible to

oibtain. Travellers won't quote them, and

shipments ordered last July have not yet

arrived. Some Toronto houses are quot-

ing 2% gram skeins at $9.60 per gross.

Canadian mending yarns are replacing

the English goods to some extent. They
are quoted at $7.20 for the skeins and

$4.50 for the cards.
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Hooks and eyes are at strong figures.

Very few are coming from the other side.

Supplies available are chiefly of Canadian
manufacture. They are selling at $3 per

grjss cards. Dome fasteners are quoted

at $4 per gross, and the roll hack and
hand selected design in dome fasteners

is selling at $8.40 per gross. A new line

in "forget-me-not" shape, with bevelled

edges, is on the market. It retails at

10c. a card, and in 6 sizes.

All celluloid goods are quoted much
higher for Spring. The lower-priced lines

are not offered. There is a very wide

range of values on celluloid lines, all the

way from $2 up to $27 per dozen.

Scarcity is possibly as marked in tapes

as in any lines in notions. Rick-rack

braid and lingerie tape are ridiculously

high. Manufacturers are quoting an

advance of 33 1-3 per cent, over the

present selling price to the retail trade.

The present quotation on lingerie braid

is $9 per gross. White block tape is

$4j50 per gross.

Knitting needles in steel are almost

impossible to obtain. Stocks are abso-

lutely depleted in some houses. They
are largely replaced by celluloid and
wooden needles. Celluloid needles for

knitting sweaters, 12in. to 15in., are sell-

ing at from $2.25 to $3 per dozen pairs.

Large sizes in wooden needles, are from
$1.75 to $3.60 per dozen pairs.

Wire hairpins are very high in price.

Dealers are quoting them all the way
from $4.50 to $15 per gross, in boxes,

according to the quantities contained.

iSilk threads show an advance of 20

per cent, in the past month. Quotations
on silk spools are now 85 cents per

dozen, necessitating them being retailed

at 10 cents ' each. Cotton threads are

steady at 82 cents per dozen. Crochet
cottons are very strong, and dealers

state higher prices are not unlikely.

Stamped goods in linen, 36in. wide, are

quoted at from 50 to 60 cents per yard.

Increasing difficulty is being experi-

enced in obtaining hair nets. While prices

show no changes, as compared with a

month ago, values are very strong.

CARPETS AND RUGS
Quotations on British Goods for Spring

Hold Up Until March 31st of Next
Year

CARPETS AND RUGS.—The com-
plaint of wholesale houses in regard to

the situation in carpets and rugs is the

very poor deliveries. Great difficulty is

being experienced in getting shipments
through in anything like good time.

Conditions are somewhat improved in

England, and orders are being accepted,

but no stated time can be promised as

far as delivery is concerned. There are

no changes in quotations as compared
with a month ago, when it was an-

nounced that prices for Spring would be
higher. Some Toronto houses have
stocks very much depleted, and deliveries

are so bad that it is difficult to replace

them. Wilton rugs, 3x4, will cost $125
in the Spring. The same size in Axmin-
ster is quoted at $55. Wilton rugs,

3x3%, are quoted at $48 for the Spring
trade. Seamless tapestry squares, 3x4,

are quoted at from $28 to $29, and the

seamed tapestries are selling at $21.

Floor coverings in linoleums and oil-

cloths are in good demand, but stocks

are not at all heavy. A two-yard width

linoleum is quoted at 96 cents a yard,

and a four-yard width is selling at $1.08.

The fact that there is such a heavy de-

mand for all kinds of carpets in Europe
is likely to keep the market very strong.

All British goods will sell as quoted

above, up until March 31. The balance

of Spring shipments are expected on the

last boat up the St. Lawrence, but goods

purchased in June for delivery in Sep-

tember are not here yet.

AND
LACES

EMBROIDERIES
Heavy Demand for Camisole Lace for

the Christmas Trade—All Laces at

Very High Prices

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES. —
Importers of laces report an excessive

demand for practically all kinds of

laces. The markets in laces, as in most
materials, are exceedingly strong, and

prices are all siibject to conditions at

time of delivery. Paris houses are

flooded with orders, and it is almost

impossible to get any promise of def-

inite delivery. There is still a tremen-

dous inquiry for silk nets for evening

dresses. These are quoted high, but are

selling well, nevertheless. These are

selling at from $1 to $1.50 per yard.

Valenciennes lace in narrow widths is

exceedingly active, at a wide range of

prices. Fillet lace, a half inch to an

inch in width, is quoted at from $1 to

$1.50 per dozen yards. Torchon laces,

chiefly for centre pieces, are much
more active than they were a while ago.

Importers are quoting them at from $2

to $3 per dozen yards. Buying of cami-

sde lace for the Christmas trade is very

brisk. It is quoted at from $2 to $5

per dozen yards. There is practically

no demand among retailers for Oriental

laces, and shadow laces are also not par-

ticularly active.

In embroideries, the 'biggest demand
is for children's wearing apparel. These

range in prices from 85 cents to $1.50

per yard. There is no scarcity of Swiss

embroideries now, but prices are very

high, and deliveries of goods are very

slow.

COTTONS
Canadian Mills Are All Sold Up for

Months to Come and Are Not Now
Quoting—Raw Market Very Strong

COTTONS.—The situation is more

accentuated as far as real shortage of

materials is concerned. There have been

no changes in prices since last month,

the principal reason being that the Can-
adian mills are all sold up for some time
to come. But if they were quoting,

values would be 20 per cent, higher. In

the United States, where they are quot-
ing on anything at all, unheard of prices

are being asked. According to reports

from the United States, the advancing
tendency is very much to the fore, head-

ing to no one knows where. Quite a
few houses withdrew goods from the

market on the basis of the spurt in raw
cotton, waiting for developments. Sev-

eral buyers, following the sensational

rise in raw cotton, endeavored to get

January-February deliveries of 64x6'0s,

5.35 yard grey goods, at 19 cents. One
American house offered shipment for the

first six months of next year, hut offered

January-February-March at 19 cents,

only on the provision that April, May,
June be taken also at 18% cents. In

other words, this house would sell only

to those who were willing to buy right

through the six months in question. In

gray goods, for 64x60s 5.35 yard spots,

the market was considered 19% cents,

with some holding November goods at

19% cents.

In Canada, staples show the greatest

shortage. There is scarcely a single

piece of white flannelette to be had in

some wholesale houses, whereas ordinar-

ily there are ten or twelve varieties.

On account of the discrepancy in prices

between Canadian and imported cottons,

Canadian supplies are inadequate, and

this fact, coupled with the demand from

the "cutter-up" trade, renders the sihort-

age very acute.

Prices to-day are not an actual cri-

terion of the situation, and if values

were based on mill quotations, if goods

were to be had, they would he very

much higher. Raw cotton, November
7th, is quoted at approximately 40 cents,

the highest on record.

A No. 3 print, class A, light, is quoted

at 20^/4 cents; class B, medium light,

20% cents; class C, covers, 21 cents;

class D, cadet or blue greys, 21 Vz cents;

dass E, navies, 22% cents.

• No. C print, class A, lights, 25 cents;

class B, medium light, 25 Vz cents; class

C, oovers, 25% cents; class D, cadet or

blue greys, 26 Vz cents; class E, navies,

27% cents.

Steelclad galatea is offered at 29 ^^

cents for lights and SOVi cents for

darks.

In flannelettes, 27 in. striped flannelette

is quoted at 23% cents; 35 in. striped

flannelette, 30 cents; 35 in. heavy flannel-

ette, 36 cents; 27 in. white Saxony flan-

nelette, 25% cents; 34 in. white Saxony

flannelette, 25% cents; 34 in. white

Saxony flannelette (cheapest line), 31%
cents.

Colored sateen, 27 in., is quoted at 30

cents; No. 2 percaline lining, 27% cents;

25 in. foulard lining, 20 cents.

ACA ticking, 32in., is selling at 59%
cents, and TSO ticking, same width, at

53% cents.
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SHEETINGS.—The best plain sheet-

ings, 2 yds, wide, are offered at 871/2

cents; No. 50, 2 yds., at 72 1/2 cents; and
No. 33, 2 yds., at 60 cents.

GREY COTTONS.^No. 80, 36 in., is

selling at 25 cents, and No. 75, 36 in., at

IdVz cents.

SHIRTINGS. — Colored, 28 in., 45
cents.

Circular pillow cotton, ranging from
46 in. to 40 in., is quoted at from 37 1/^ to
blVz cents. Nainsook is from 25 cents
to STVz cents, according to quality. Cam-
bric is bringing from 25 cents up to

411/^ cents.

Cheesecloth is quoted at dVz cents per
yard, and longcloth at from 191/2 to

42% cents.

In cotton dress materials, plain voile

is quoted at from S7y2 cents up to 85
cents, and in colors from 45 to 70 cents.
Fancy voiles range all the way from
25 cents to $1.50 per yard. A fancy
batiste is selling at from 35 to 60 cents.
Plain organdie is bringing from 30 cents
to $1.20 per yard. Fancy organdie is

quoted at 70 cents. Chambray is selling

at from 20 to 50 cents. Canadian ging-
ham is quoted at from 241/^ to 35 cents,
and English gingham is selling at from
321/2 to 571/2 cents.

DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Active Inquiry for Draperies and Cur
tain Materials This Fall—.Some Fine

Effects in French Goods
DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS. —

The demand for all draperies and cur-
tains has been very active this Fall,
even at very strong values. The situa-
tion shows little change as compared
with a month ago, and difficulties in
securing goods abroad are as much to
the fore as ever. Some houses have
been successful in placing orders with
European manufacturers, and with tha
arrival of these stocks, some very fine
effects will be shovm for the Spring
trade. Buying, of course, has been
somewhat limited, because of the light
offerings, due to the fact that many of
the French mills are only producing to
the extent of forty per cent, of their
capacity. French velvets, tapestries,
damasks, and brocades should, however,
be available again for the Canadian
trade. One wholesale house is expect-
ing a shipment of English tapestries
early in December. These will sell to

the trade at $7 per yard! Canadian
mills are very busy, and are behind
with orders. Some quotations on cur-
tain materials are:

Scrims and marquisettes, 25 to 75
cents per yard; Bungalow nets ranging
all the way from 27% cents to $1 per
yard; voiles, $3.50 to $10 per pair; fillet

nets of various qualities from $1 to $2
per yard.

Curtains in colored effects show a
wide range of prices. Madras is selling

at from $1 to $1.50 per yard; chintz and
cretonnes from 371/2 cents to $1.25 per
yard.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Rubbers Are Quoting Slightly Higher

—

Sorting Orders Heavy—Prices on
Boots and Shoes Firm and

Unchanged

Quotations on rubbers show slight

advance over last year at this time, and
the demand is very great. In fact there

is a universal shortage in rubbers, and
deliveries are fully thirty days behind.
It is not the cost of rubber that enters

into any increase in values, but rather
the" quotations on linings in England,
and the high cost of producing. All

women's rubbers are selling to the trade

at 78 cents per pair, and men's rub-
bers are quoted at $1.13. On
boots and shoes, prices are very firm,

with no changes as compared with a
month ago. There is a brisk demand
for heavy shoes for Winter wear. It is

felt in the trade that the pinnacle of

high prices has been reached, but there

is nothing to indicate that lower prices

will prevail in the near future. There
is a big inquiry for shoes from Australia

and also for European account. This
factor will have a tendency to keep
values very strong. Best lines of men's
boots are quoted at from $8 to $10 per

pair, and women's shoes are bringing
from $7 to $10 per pair for high grade
stuff. The sale of children's shoes is

active and prices continue at strong

levels.

It was war time and the new city

drummer was a woman!

KEEPING UP WITH THE "CITY
FELLAHS"

(Continued from page 37)

Nothing succeeds like success.

It was nearly midnight when the Wil-

kinson brothers emerged from the new
front of the Wilkinson Emporium, tired

and hot, but jubilant. Success was
marked on their happy faces and the

new window dressing of white and gold,

replacing the faded yellow and old blue,

beamed success. The wax figures, in

garments becoming and modern, smiled

modestly at the Brothers Wilkinson.

They stood for a moment in silence be-

fore the new front. Then Cyrus, with

customary frugality, approached the

item of cost.

'Dije," said he, "Lije, yi know what
all this new front is costing us?"

"Cy.," answered the younger brother,

taking the older man affectionately by
the arm, "Cy., sure thing I do. But yi

know what the profits was to-day

—

just to-day? Eight hundred and fifty

dollars!"

Who Wrote the Letter?

As they were about to separate, Cyrus
scratched his head, then coughed and
stammered like a school boy.

"Lije," he said, "Lije, I wonder who
wrote me that letter any way?"

"Shucks, I did, Cy.," and it was Lije

who now scratched his head and stam-
mered like a school boy, as he continued,

"Cy., we got a new partner—I married

the city drummer this morning."

IMPORTANT HAPPENINGS AMONG
THE STORES ALL OVER
Continued from page 42

The lines handled by this store are

staple dry goods of all kinds, millinery,

boys' clothing, men's and boys' furnish-

ings, house furnishings and draperies

and groceries. The millinery parlors

are on the second floor. Arrangements
are being made to open dressmaking
parlors at an early date. The manage-
ment intend specializing on ladies'

blouses, camisoles, hosiery and under-

wear.

Throughout every department Quality

is paramount, as owners intend founding

the business entirely on this basis. It

would seem a wise course, too, in view
of the continued tendency of the buying
public to purchase high-grade goods.

Each department has its own manager.
The plan has been adopted of adver-

tising specials for Friday and Saturday,

and displaying the advertised goods in

the windows—always linking the two up.

This has been found very successful so

far.

As has been stated above, business

for this new enterprise during the first

month of its existence has been most
gratifying, even exceeding all their ex-

pectations. Great hopes are, of course,

held out for Christmas business.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
Lennox Knitting Mills, Limited, at

Lennoxville, Que., capital $75,000.

Independent Silk, Limited, at Mont-
real, $500,000.

British Pacific Paper Bag Co., Lim-
ited, Vancouver, B.C., capital $50,000.

Bon Marche Manufacturing Company,
Limited, of Peterborough, Ont. Capital

$100,000, divided into 2,000 shares of

$60 each.

The Smith Doll and Toy Company,
Limited, Dunnville, Ont. Capital $150,-

000, divided into 1,500 shares of $100

each.

Dominion Oil Cloth and Linoleum Co.,

Ltd., of Montreal, Que. Capital $5,000,-

000, divided into 50,000 shares of $100

each.

Dominion Stores, Limited, of Toronto.

Capital $375,000.

Deltex Hosiery, Limited, of Toronto.

Capital $50,000, divided into 500 shares

of $100 each.

Mineral Dye Products, Limited. Capi-

tal $500,000, divided into 5,000 shares of

$100 each. Chief place of business,

Trenton, Ont.

Manhattan Shirt Co., Ltd. Capital

$50,000, divided into 500 shares of $100

each. Chief place of business, Mont-

real.

Parkhill Bedding, Limited. Capital

$200,000, divided into 2,000 shares of

$100 each. Chief place of business, Win-

nipeg.



Cut In on Styles and Colorings
Suggestion That Might Help in Reducing Cost of Men's Clothing Offered by A. M. Hob-

berlin to Board of Commerce—Competitive System Failing to Keep Down Prices

—Donald McKinnon, of Robert Simpson Company, Would Curb Ex-
ports to Roumania and Serbia.

CONSIDERABLE beating about

the bush with results in the nega-
tive column has been done during

the past month by the Board of Com-
merce in its so-called investigation into

the clothing situation, but since the out-

set few, if any, of the men engaged in

this business looked for anything start-

ling in the way of a real remedy from
this investigating body. That manufac-
turer and retailer alike, however, have
been endeavoring to assist the Board to

"get somewhere" is not to be denied, as

there has been no dearth of suggestions
offered by experts called upon to testify

at the sittings held in the City Hall, To-
ronto. A. M. Hobberlin, head of the

House of Hobberlin, Limited, was one
witness who did what he could to give

the Board something upon which to

work. Mr. Hoiblberlin did not go intj

the details of his idea, but what he sug-

gested was that a reduction in prices

might be effected by the elimination of

some of the host of styles and colorings

which the clothing manufacturer of to-

day has to be in a position to furnish.

The competitive system, he said, was no
longer keeping doAvn prices, and, con-

sidering the cost of labor and material,

he could only say that price-cutting

could be effected by some workable sys-

tem of standardization.

It was brought out when Mr. Hobber-
lin and Donald McKinnon, of the cloth-

ing department of the Robert Simpson
Company, were on tbe stand, that there

had been startling increases in the cost

of lalbor and materials. Cloths, both

witnesses admitted, had doubled in price

since the war, some having tripled and
some having even quadrupled, and the

increased cost of labor they estimated
at from 75 to 100 per cent. The general
increase in manufacturing costs they
placed at about 100 per cent.

Would Cut In On Exports

The idea of manufacturing a standard
cloth was not favored by Mr. McKinnon,
who pointed out that this plan had been
tried by the British Government during
the war and had proven a failure, the
public refusing to adopt the idea. Pur-
chasers, he explained, desired "individu-

ality," and if there should be any at-

tempt at standardization, he suggested
that it should be along the lines of styles.

Increased production he gave as the
only real solution of the present-day
probleim, nor could he see any remedy
until the shortage of both labor and ma-

terial should be relieved. Mr. McKin-
non also held to the belief that Canada's
condition was such to-day that there

should be a severe check on the exporta-
tion of clothing to Roumania and Serbia.

To the manufacturers of Canadian cloth

he also paid tribute, saying that in me-
dium grades their product was better

than that secured in England and that

Canadian clothing manufacturers would
be glad of the opportunity of using the

whole Canadian cloth output.

T.hat all firms appeared to follow the

principle of arriving at a selling price

by adding thirty-three and a third per
cent, to the manufacturer's cost was an-

other piece of information gleaned by
the investigators who were reminded,
however, that while this margin might
be secured on the majority of the articles

in a certain lot, yet there would likely

ibe a number which would have to be
sold at reduced prices, thus cutting

down the margin on the entire assort-

ment.
Mr. Hobberlin's Points

During the course of his evidence the

points brought out by Mr. Hobberlin
were as follows:

Increases in the costs of materials

since 1913 ran from 100 to 300 per

cent., the advance in wages over the

same period being from 75 to over 100

per cent, and the hours per week being
cut down to forty.

Hobberlin employees appreciated the

Saturday half holiday and made up in

extra production something of the four
hours conceded to them.

Competition was keen between the

manufacturers and dealers, there being
no arrangement as to existing prices,

the Clothiers' Association having been
fonmed to negotiate with the unions,

the matter of prices not being touched
at all.

Advertising represented a cost of

about a dollar a suit and travelers' ex-

penses about fifty cents to the suit, it

being pointed out, in reply to a question

as to the advisability of having the Gov-
ernment advertise the goods in a book
issued periodically, that the average
business depended on the ability of its

travelers and the cleverness of its ad-

vertising.

The total Hobberlin profit on manu-
facturing garments would be from 10

to 15 per cent, gross, the average of

thirty-three and a third per cent, on

retail sales being aimed at, but seldom
realized.

In the years 1915, 1916 and 1917 the

clothing business went down, picked up
at the end of 1917 and was large in

1918, in comparison with previous years.

The Board of Commerce would have
to go deeper than the question of over-

head expense if it expected to do any-

thing, this being but a small side of

the whole thing.

Prices Expected to Rise

W. J. Burns, secretary-treasurer of

the House of Hobberlin, produced cer-

tain statements asked for by the Board
and Mr. McKinnon then took the stand.

He did not expect the market to come
down for some time. Clothes would, if

anything, cost more, not less, because

there was a decided shortage which had
to be reckoned with. Between Septem-
ber, 1918, and September, 1919, wages
had gone u,p about fifty per cent, in the

Simpson factories; the factory expense

was about fifty per cent, higher and
the output from 20 to 30 per cent, lower.

There was about the same number of

employees this year as last and the

hours were about the same.

According to Mr. McKinnon, Canadian
manufacturers have been rationing their

goods out to their customers, as in all

the markets manufacturers could get

only about fifty per cent, of the goods

really required.

It was also brought out by Mr. Mc-
Kinnon in his evidence that in 1913 the

company manufactured goods to the

amount of $100,000, this being increased

to $200,000 in 1918; that the increase in

medium lines of English goods would

run about 200 per cent., the trimmings

in the cheaper lines having advanced

more than those in the dearer lines;

that there is a shortage of cloth of-

fering on the British market and has

been during 1918 and 1919 whereas there

was no such shortage in 1913; that the

Canadian manufacturer, on account of

the shortage, allowed his customers

goods according to the proportion they

bought before the war and to-day would

not put new customers on his list; that

in the Canadian, English and American
markets only forty per cent, of what
was wanted could be secured; and that,

generally speaking, the manufacturing

cost had increased about 100 per cent.

Mr. McKinnon stated further that it

cost 100 per cent, more to-day to make
a garment than it did in 1913, also that

just straight salaries, no bonuses, were

paid to factory employees.

T
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MANY MERCHANTS CLAMORING IN
VAIN FOR CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR
Manufacturer, Unable to Get Goods, is Besieged
on All Sides by Retailers—Strikes in Silk Mills

Hold up Production — Hardships of Trade Are
Aired by Head of William Milne Company.

HARASSED on all sides, by manu-
facturers' agents and retailers
clamoring for goods and unable

to get either lining, silks or even boxes,
the manufacturer of neckwear is to-day
in a sorry plight.

•'Our entire mail nowadays," says
William Milne, "consists of polite but
curt refusals from the men who handle
the material we need and pleas for re-
cognition from the man who comes be-
tween us and the consumer."
And what Mr. Mi'ne says is borne out

by others in the same line of business;
the conditions affecting ?iis business are
applicable to all other firms supplying
necl^ties and mufflers to the retail trade.
Neckwear cannot be miade up owing

to a shortage of raw material, and any-
thing that is ready for shipment is held
up by paucity of boxes. As a result,
there Avill be not a few m.erchants with-
out neckties to show their customers
this year. Some firms are cleaned out
entireV and others have such small
stocks on hand that variety is impossible.
Retailers throughout the country are
taking anything and everything and are
only too glad to get it.

Strikes are Responsible

"Some merchants who cancelled or-
ders are now sending out S.O.S. calls for
reinstatement," declares Mr. Milne, "and
nothing is sent back. The most particu-
lar customer is glad to get his hands on
anything now."

Strikes throughout the world—in the
Old Country and in the United States

—

are responsible, according to manufac-
turers and retailers, for the whole
trouble. In the United States the strike
agitators have had their way to such an
extent that some of the manufacturers
are said to be looking towards Canada
as a possible solution to the problem in

the erection of mills and factories here.
Since early in May there have been re-
peated strikes in silk mills, especially
those around Paterson, N.J., and some
manufacturers in that town have opened
branches in other districts.

It is considered probable that many
projects for new mills are held in abey-
ance at present to see how the present
labor difficulties will turn out, and until

something definite can be determined it

seem? certain that these mills will not
be erected.

Trouble in Pennsylvania

One silk m.anufacturtr, however, is

quoted as saying that if he were to erect
a new mill now he would come to Can-
ada before deciding on a site. Hereto-
fore Pennsylvania has been free from
the labor troubles which have caused so
much loss in Paterson, but there have
been strikes lately even in Pennsylvania.

Something Natty

This is a good sample of the new
Jacquard Weave Tie being featured
this Christmas.

The labor unions there have begun their

agitations for shorter hours and higher
wages, and it would appear as if they
have succeeded in developing a situation

which is going to cause manufacturers
a good deal of trouble. Neither the na-
tional nor the state laws below the bor-

der provide means for controlling the

situation when an agitator begins his

operations, and manufacturers therefore

are casting about to see if they cannot
find some place where they will be bet-

ter protected in their effort to do busi-

ness.

"And the news we get from across the

border is mild to what the situation

really is," stated Mr. Milne to ME'N^S
WEAR REVIEW, adding: "Last January
they worked fifty-five hours a week down
there. Then they struck for a forty-four

hour week and higher wages. They got

forty-eight hours and a substantial raise.

But what did they do then? They were
tied down to an agreement, so, being
•nearly all polacks and Italians, or
anai-chists of some kind or other, they
decided that they might get a little more.
They had signed an agreement for a year
but they saw a way out in the formation
of a new imion. They then went with
furtlier demands and told their em-
ployers that they were doing business

with an entirely new organization."

"Bolshevism," added Mr. Milne, "is be-

hind it all. And it is here that it catches

us, for, owing to the numerous strikes

that have been staged and the consequent
backwardness of production we cannot
get supplies for Spring. We have lately

been buying against speculators' prices

in New York. I was down there three

weeks a^^d and Ti could not get a yard of

silk. My samples, therefore, are all off

the road.

Strikes Appear Fashionable

"We have orders enough," he went on,

"tc s'nk a ship, and our own employees
are doing everything in their power, but
what's the use? We cannot get the

goods. The Old Country strikes are af-

fecting us, too, and goods we bought at

forty cents a yard we cannot get to-day

for less than .$1.50. Retailers and mami-
facturers' agents write us tihat tiheir

shelves are cleaned right out, and the

silk manufacturing companies write us
that production is away below what it

ought to he and that they cannot send

us anything.

"Some of the latter," he added, "even

tell us that they have done too much for

us now. Ask any person who knows the

reason for all this and he will tell you
that strikes are fashionable."

"It all boils down to this," concluded

Mr. Milne, "that production is slipping

and is not nearly equal to the demand.
The world is not producing what it needs

and consequently the stuff is not to be

had."

The belief was exroressed, too, that

conditions would be little better in the

Spring, and that, unless there was a big

change for the better, prospects for the

Easter trade would be no better than for

Christmas.

Under the circumstances it is not an
uncommon thing for local neckwear man-
ufacturers to turn down old customers.

Every effort, of course, is made to pro-

tect the men with whom they have been
doing business, but such is the shortage

that some are bound to be left in the

lurch, and it is the latter who are the

most "panicky" over the situation.

As a matter of fact, lucky is the mer-
chant who has plenty of neckwear on his

shelves.

Mr. R. C. Wickware, of Lace Goods
Limited, Toronto, is on a trip to Eng-
land, France snd Switzerland.

Mr. A. E. Giles of Dehenhams, Can-
ada, Toronto, sailed on the Mctagama
November 1 for Eniiland and France.

He expects to return about Christmas

time.



Barber Shop for Kiddies and "Draw Slide"

are Features of StoUery's New Emporium
Installation of Latest Word in Fixtures Shoves Big Men's Furnishings

Store Well to the Front for Canada—Passing of the Dust-collecting

and Prosaic Box is Noted in the "Heart of Toronto"—The Show Cases
on the Main, Floor Being Conspicuous by Their Absence.

^'^ HE elimination of boxes of all

kinds and, in fact, everything^ that
- is unsightly and calculated in any

way to detract from the bright and up-
tj-date appearance of the store is the
idea embodied throughout in the fitting

up of Frank Stollery's big establishment
at the corner of Bloor and Yonge, in the
"heart of Toronto." Mr. Stollery, who
has branched out into handling children's

apparel after eighten years in men's fur-

nishings, had faith in the Bloor and
Yonge corner even in the days when it

looked as though the public would do
the bulk of its buying in the King and
Queen district, and that he still believes

his corner will be the coming business
section is evidenced by the elaborate
manner in which he has enlarged and
arranged his stJre, all the latest touches
in fixtures and suggestions being utilized

even to the installation of a barber shop
for children—an innovation for Toronto,
and something which until just recently

has been almost monopolized by live mer-
chants south of the forty-ninth parallel.

"Very Latest" Installed

C. W. Hunter, for Jones Brothers,
dealers in store fittings and barber sup-
plies, with headquarters on Adelaide
street, Toronto, supervised the altering

and planning of the new store, as well as
the installation of the fixtures and trim-
mings. And, it can truthfully be said,

that no city in Canada boasts of a finer-

aippearing haberdashery. On the main
floor, where men's furnishings hold sway,
showcases have been done away with en-
tirely, only the "draw slides" being used.
Time was, and that not so very long ago,
when showcases were the "whole thing,"

but the "dernier cri" at the present time
is the slide effect, which is used by the
clerk to both show and sell what he has
in stock.

"I don't know of a finer or better
equipped emporium any place," said H.
Teasdall, who looks after the buying of
men's and children's clothes, also the
advertising. "Nor," he continued, in

conversation with MEN'S WEAR RE-
VIEW, "do I know of a store that is

better able to handle the trade of men
and children who like to be faultlessly

dressed."

Entering from Yonge street, between
two large display windows, the prospec-
tive purchaser finds himself in a men's
furnishings section, which has all the
appearance of a veritable palace. There
is just the one entrance on Yonge street,

but there are two from Bloor, three
display windows on this side setting off

the exterior of the store to excellent ad-

vantage. The opposite side of the store

inside is taken up with hat cases and the

fourth boundary is taken up with a

broad staircase, flanked on each side by
exhibits of underwear and hosiery.

Shirt Units in Centre

Gloves of all kinds brighten up the

right-hand side of the big store on en-

tering and next to this section is the

one for collars, underwear coming next
in order. Then there is the main stair-

case, on the other side of which is a
long case for hosiery and display. At
the front on the left are three hat
wardrobes, a big array of caps being in

close proximity with a triplicate mirror,

which is meant to be highly useful as

well as strikingly ornamental. Taking
up the entire centre of the store are

two sections of shirt cases, or, to be
correct, "shirt units." In the same sec-

tion are cabinets for displaying neck-

wear and miscellaneous goods for men,
there being four on each side and two
for the accommodation of umbrellas,

cravats and headgear. Shirts, too, oc-

cupy a prominent place in the heart of

the store.

The boys' and men's clothing, over-

PUTS EMPHASIS ON
"PERSONAL TOUCH"

One Merchant Believes in Thanking
Every Man Who Buys

A Suil

"Thank you for this purchase,"
is the first thing a man sees when
he turns out his pockets after buy-
ing a suit of clothes from Stollery's,

Toronto. In the inside pocket of
every suit he sells, Frank Stollery
has a card on which is printed in

bold type the above expression of
gratitude and the following advice:

"Should this garment prove un-
satisfactory in any way, kindly re-

turn same and we will rectify mat-
ter to your entire satisfaction

—

STOLLERY'S."
Below is a line for the salesman's

name and before he sends out his
"sale" the man responsible is

obliged to aflix his signature.

It is just the introduction again
of the "personal touch" and it is

the "personal touch" that counts
when it comes down to a question
of successful salesmanship and the
establishment of a worth-while con-
nection.

coats and suits, are all upstairs, each
being handled separately in different

ends of the store and on this floor some
new "wrinkles" have been introduced.

For instance, when departments like

these are located aloft, it is a common
thing to see the stairs branch off at
the top, one sub-stairway to one section

and a twin to the other. But this plan
has not been followed out in Stollery's.

There is just the main stairway, but,

as might, perhaps, be expected, the vis-

itor or customer is not faced after his

climb with a blank wall. Instead, at
the upstairs entrance there is a huge
mirror, which not only gives the person
coming up a chance for personal inspec-

tion or admiration, but also tends to

reflect the two departments. In this

way the "dead wall" effect is avoided
and the first impression is distinctly

favorable.

Barber Shop Popular

Clothing of all kinds for the kiddies is

housed c >mfortably and neatly at the
one end and in the corner facing Bloor
street is an up-to-date barber shop in

charge of a competent barber, who- is

rapidly becoming a favorite with the
little ones and their mothers. The idea

of this shop is to give the mothers a
place to put their offspring while they
wander around the store. Particular at-

tention is paid to the trim or "cut" tbat
is wanted by the fond parent, and three
weeks after opening ninety hair-cuts

were registered for the six-day period.

Boys' clothing occupies the shelves
and cases along the walls and in the

centre small suits for the very young
are displayed in open cabinets. The
toilet rooms are in the centre of the
floor behind the stairs and in the rear
of the kiddies' kingdom are the general
and private offices, also the bushelling

room. There is also a commodious fit-

ting room on this floor, a special cabinet

for "will call" merchandise and a wrap-
ping alcove.

Many Triplicate Mirrors

In the men's department, facing out
on Bloor and Yonge, men's overcoats
and suits are ranged along the wall with
several triplicate mirrors, and so that
the appearance of the floor might not
he marred in any way the mosts in the
centre are all enclosed, cabinet? filled

with men's apparel be 'no: tastefully ar-

raved on each side. Light and display
windows take up two walls and one end,
giving what is termed a "T>pr''p'ct day-

( Continued on pshge 125)
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Dry Goods Review

Is your stock attractive and complete
in

Your Men's Department?
In the different lines we offer you, you will
find genuine value that cannot be surpassed
elsewhere. Our goods always appeal to the
careful buyer. Order early to ensure best
selection at lowest prices.

Working and Outing Shirts
Flannels, all Shades
TAveeds, Sateens
Drills, Oxfords
Flannelettes
Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waists

Ouf travellers are now on the road with our range
for Spring 1920.

m Why do the Kiddies all like

I HAUGH BRAND KIDDIES' GARMENTS?

!• Because mother need not

1 warn them to be "careful"
1 when wearing them. The
1 sturdiness of this garment

—

I the ORIGINAL one of its

1 kind—allows for all kinds of

1 boisterous games.

1 Hence the great popularity

g of "Haugh Brand Garments"
1 with the Kiddies.

1 Every wee boy and girl in

M your town should be a cus-
= tomer if you stock them.

I FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

1 2 to 7 years

I THE J. A. HAUGH MFG. CO., Limited

I TORONTO

= Manufacturers of

I THE FAMOUS "ARM & HAMMER BRAND"
= Shirts, Overalls and Trousers

To the

Manufacturers'
Agent

Probably at this very moment, a
manufacturer is reading the Manu-
facturers' Agents page, looking
for a firm to take charge of his

_

line in a particular territory.

'

The chances are that it's in your
territory and just the kind of
goods you can handle. If only
your name were amongst the
others in that section!

Well, it can't be helped this
month. But prepare for the No-
vember issue. The cost for an
inch space is only two dollars and
a half per month on a yearly
order. Better write now for par-
ticulars to

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-1,S3 University Avenue

TORONTO
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Are You Selling This
Kind of Glove?

In work gloves wear is the all-important requirement. They get hard
use—and they must be made to stand that kind of use—in order to satisfy
and bring people back for "more of the same brand." A ripped seam the
first month of wear means trouble for the dealer who sold the gloves
and the manufacturer who made them. We avoid that kind of trouble,
first by using machinery that stitches seams so they stay stitched ; secondly,
by a system of rigid inspection, whereby a glove that may have been care-
lessly handled is promptly thrown into the discard. Thus wearers of
TAPATCO gloves always get perfect seams—the stitching lasts as long
as the fabric. When a pair does wear out, the wearer of them has had
such splendid satisfaction that he asks for "another pair of the same
good brand."

Are y»u selling this kind of gloves—if you value your customer's good
will and aim to get all the toig glove trade in your town, you need this
line.

GLOVES AND MITTS
STYLES^<5auntlet, Knit Wrist and Band Top.

WEIGHTS—Heavy, Medium or Light.
Jersey Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate and Oxford.
trimmed gloves.

Also Leather

THE AMERICAN PAD & TEXTILE COMPANY
CHATHAM - - - ONTARIO

The ^'Carhartt
>5

Not Like Other

Gloves

Sewed with Wax
Thread

5^*V« PROOF

No Outseams

To Rip

Good as the

Carhartt

Overall

Patented

Reinforced Where the Wear Comes. The Service off Twa
Pair for the Price of ONE.

GLOVES
for immediate delivery

SEND in your sorting orders for
horsehides, combination horse-

hides, splits and full splits. It will be
filled and shipped at once. Think
what this means to you. No vexatious
and expensive delays; no resorting to

that tiresome excuse, "Just out, we
expect them in a day or two." In-

stead your supply is delivered just

when you want it. And the quality is

still the same good old Carhartt kind.

Even in these days of shifting values,

when standards seem as variable as
the weather, you can offer your cus-

tomers Carhartt Gloves with the same
serene confidence that you offer them
Carhartt Allovers and Overalls.

The Hamilton Carhartt Cotton
Mills, Limited

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver



Paris, Sept. 28, 1919.

Editor, DRY GOODS EEVIEW:

THIS month I have to tell you
mjstly about the materials that
are toeing used this Winter:

In the first place, we have a duvetyn
made of wool and silk. In many cases,

both the wool and the silk are of the

same color: chocolate, rust, purple, light

grey, tolue (the marine shade of blue
is the most in favor this year), taupe,
etc., but in other cases the silk is dif-

ferent. In one instance the silk is yel-

low, while the wool is brick red. (You
can see this plainly on looking at the
wrong side of the material).

Then, we have velour delaine, and wool
ratine. There is the regular velourde-
laine, only somewhat thicker; also a

similar material with a narrow stripe

effect in the same color that makes it

look live very fine "cote de cheval." An-
other has the same effect, but the
stripes are wide apart.

You can devise some very nice coats
and tailored costumes made of these
materials, which are remarkably neat
and smart. For ladies, and even gentle-

men, they will do very well.

There is the rougher ratine with which
all kinds of garments are made, and
especially overcoats for boys. Those
for gentlemen are made of a similar ma-
terial, but a bit rougher.

Serge of Prime Importance

For Autumn tailored costumes and
dresses, we still have the staple serge

(tricotine and gabardine are out of

fashion just now), and the matting
cloths that were offered already in the

previous season.

A grey cloth of this kind, for instance,

will make a nice walking costume to be

trimmed with a little fur. Another piece

in medium light blue, although coarser,

will be nice. The weaving is similar,

but not so loose as the above. The sand

colored suiting enclosed is not exactly

what one might call reversible cloth, yet

it looks very pretty one way or the

other. One side is soft, with a slightly

brushed effect; the other shows up the

weave more distinctly. The same applies

to another piece in dark red, although

it is more like duvetyn. This shade

(dark red) is very fashionable this

year.

The light brown sample is decidedly

a reversible cloth, with velourdelaine

appearance on one side, and a regular

matting look on the other. It is very

pretty and will be found ver^' usofu &;

,

SUMMARY OF PARIS STYLE
NEWS

Fashionable materials— Duve-
tyn, velour-delaine, ratine, serge,
matting, reversible cloths, fillete

cloths.

New bias weave with bias pat-
tern featured.

Plaids replace checks. Striped
and crossbar eflfects in strong color-
ings used for trimmings, such as
draped collars, cufifs, pockets and
sport skirts and children's wear.

Marine blue, dark red, browns
both light and dark.

The mode calls for skirts 12
inches from the ground; extremists
wear them shorter.

Silhouette is long and narrow
with normal waistline. Front and
back flat; fulness at sides. Accor-
deon pleating is very fashionable.

according to the way it is used, it may
become a trimming.
A specimen of the most staple re-

versible cloth is enclosed in crimson and
white mixture; it will make nice Winter
coats, mufflers, traveling cloaks, and all

the warm wrappings needed in cold

weather. This shade is a very conven-
ient one, as it is unlikely to be soiled

by water or dust.

Fillete cloths are still favored, as you
may see by the enclosed patterns:

The black and white ipattem is most
suitable for mourning ware. Here we
generally use this class of stuff as trim-

mings, striped or checked, and have the

costume made in black; however, it

might as well be used for whole cos-

tumes in stripes especially, with either

the trimmings in black or in white.

Checks and stripes together would not

look bad either, particularly if th«k

checks were worked so as to make
lozenges. The same thing, but with

green stripes, is suitable for fair ladies,

or even young girls' schools dresses. In

rust and black it will suit dark ladies

to perfection.

Plaids Have Replaced Checks

Plain materials are seldom used alone,

and fancy tartans, Scotch plaids, are

extremely fashionable this year. They
have replaced the checks which we have

seen for several seasons.

Neutral mixtures of thick broadcloth

will be found handy for Winter over- -

coats, as they are very warm, and prac-
tically waterproof. In that line, 1 migh\
point out the ever extending use of
waterproofed cloth. Everybody here
now wears overcoats made either of
rubber lined cloth or in waterproofed
woollen or cotton gabardine.

A nice samiple of verlour de laine of a
brown shade with green and tan stripes
is enclosed. It will make either whole
garments, since it is not very showy, or
will be used in connection with plain
brown cloth, the one or the other con-
stituting the trimming.

A good specimen of Scotch plaid-

worked slanting is shown; it will come
useful as we go along, for, according
to what I saw at the couturiers, there

seems to be a tendency towards work-
ina: materials "en biais." I saw a cos-

tume made of cloth like this one, whose
skirt was composed of 3 frills cut slant-

ing, and the jacket was a loose coat,

cut similarly. This novelty will, be ap-
preciated by stout ladies, whose figure

was not improved by checks.

Until this comes out more fully, they
will find in the stripes enough varieties

of styles to suit their fancy:
For instance, here is a mixture of tan

and green with brown stripes, which will

find many adepts for country wear, in
hunting or sporting garments especially.

For ladies' costumes or children's coats

a dull stripe mixture on navy ground
will be found neat and suitable for town
wear. It will make nice trimmings, but
I can see very well some whole coats in

this material.

Unless used for children, I would only
have the bright green checked in yello\\

piece used as trimmings, except, per-

haps, for country wear. This is an in-

stance of fillete cloth in squares.

The same applies more strongly still

to a yellow cloth with igreen stripes,

which, however, if used in small quanti-

ties, will greatly brighten up a dull gar-

ment.
Blue and green stripes will be used to

great advantage for coats mostly. One
shade or the other could make the gar-

ment, with the stripes as trimmmgs. or

exactly the contrary quite as effectively.

The staple sample of black and green

fillete cloth is a good specimen of trim-

ming on black costumes that are not

worn for mourning purposes.

Of course all shades can be had, but

I have chosen those which I thought

were the most fashionable this year.
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A Few French Fabrics
1. French blue matting cloth; 2, 3 and 4 (sand, dark red and light brown), the double
faced cloths, one side of which is used for trimming, as described in Paris letter.

5 and 6, the checked and striped materials to match, used together. 7. Nigger brown
coating with indistinct fancy stripes in brown tones. 8. The new bias weave with bias
checks, in navy, green and black. 9. Heather mixture suiting with brown stripes. 10.

Navy ground with dull stripes in dark green, with lines of amethyst and yellow. 11.

Shamrock green fillete cloth with yellow lines. 12. Black and dark grey plaid fiUete

with grass green lines. 13. Blue and green stripes in silvertone effects. All of

these samples were sent direct to DRY GOODS REVIEW from Paris, Franc.

Long and Narrow Silhouette

As to the styles, I ought to say little,

for there are many tried and many
people have objected to some.

I should say that, for France at least,

the figure will be as follows: Long and
narrow silhouette, with a skirt about

twelve inches from the ground (exceed-

ingly short skirts will not be worn by
real ladies).

The waist is at its place, emphasized

or not by a very narrow patent leather

belt.

Front and back will be absolutely flat;

the sides we shall have: a few gathei-.

ings to give some fullness, for the real

tailored costumes with a pure line.

For fancy costumes, we shall have

two different styles: either the skirt will

be narrow at the bottom and have some
"godets" at the hips on each side, to

give the pannier effect, or it will be, as

mentioned before, flat, front and back,

and on each siide, have a "godet" going

down from the waist to the bottom s^

as to give a wide skirt. In that case,

we shall have a loose jacket very wide.

Long Tailored Jackets

Many specimens of such tailored cos.

tumes were thus devised: the bottom of

the skirt was in fancy tartan, as per

samples 'heriewith, while the top was

plain and continued into a blouse of the

same material. The jacket was plain

with trimmings of fancy cloth. Although
s )mewhat eccentric, the effect was not

bad.

The real tailored costumes, however,

are composed of a long plain packet

with the bottom of the skirt similar,

the remainder of the dress being made
of the charmeuse that lines the jacket.

Whether plain or printed, it looks very

nice indeed. This is a feature of the

season.

Accordeon pleating is very fashion-

able this year: in many cases, we see

it on the sides of jackets instead of

flounces, or we have it on dresses: serge

mostly, in frills all around the skirt, or

only on the sides: 3 frills, one on the

top of the other, with flat panels front

and bottom, to save the line at present

adopted.

I will take up this question of style

more fully later in the season, for, s)

far, there is nothing decided yet, and

we shall see the change really only in

the Spring fashions.

Next month I will tell you about furs.

Yours very truly,

FRENCH WORSTED FACTORS
AMONG ADDITIONS TO PETER-

BOROUGH PLANTS
The Canadian Woollens, Limited,

Petenborough, Ont., have begun the erec-
tion of a French worsted factory and a
general office building on former Bon-
ner-Worth property and are preparing
plans for a twenty-loom extension to the
weaving plant at the Auburn Woollen
Mills. When completed these enlarge-
ments will give employment to an ad-
ditional hundred persons, about twenty-
five at Auburn and seventy-five at Bon-
ner-Worth brancih.

The French worsted factory was pro-

posed during the war, but its construc-

tion was deferred because of the ship-

ping difficulties that prevented the com-
pany from obtaining the machinery they
had ordered. Some time ago Canadian
Woollens, Limited, were notified that

the machines would be shipped in Janu-
ary. Ground has already been broken
for the worsted building and the office

headquarters of the new company, and
these units will be rushed to completion
as soon as possible.

Of the same height as the rest of the

establishment, the new buildings will

complete a compact group.

For the annex to the Auburn factory

a 20-loom weaving "shed" will be pro-

ceeded with at once.

PLANT BEING ENLARGED
The Waliter Blue Company, who pur-

chased the property of the Coaticook

Woollen Mills Company some time ago,

has been making quite extensive repairs

and additions to the plant. Some of the

improvements made include the building

of a new boiler house in which has ibeen

installed a new eighty horse-power

boiler. The company is now engaged in

installing a considerable amount of new
machinery whidh will give employinent

to a number of new hands and double

their output. It is also the intention of

the company to start immediately the

erection of a two-storey brick office

building and warehouse combined.

During the year 1917-18 Australia

imported from Japan textiles to the

value of £2,078,000. British manufac-

turers expect that a good deal of tliis

lousiness will revert to them as soon as

they are in a position to take care of it.

NEW COLOR CARD
J. A. Migel, Inc., have issued a strik-

ing new color card for 1920. It is done

in a creist of bronze amd gold on a very

heavy board stock with a wreathed
circular panel upion which are mounted
twenty-five gemerous swatches in a

charming color harmiony.

lit is so constructed that it may be

«<^ood on a table or hung conveniently.



Broad Silks Scarce—There's a Reason
Phenomenal Advances Disturb Manufacturers—A Review of Sources of Supply—Buyers

For Next Fall Delivery Will Find Heavy Advances Over This Spring's Quotations.

IF raw silk keeps on advancing,

manufacturers say they will have to

make some sharp advances in their

product, states "Women's Wear," New
York, on Oct. 16. It goes on to say:

"The phenomenal advances of the past

two weeks have emphasized a situation

which some of the far-sighted ones fore-

saw and undertook to provide for as far

as possible. But even with liberal buy-

ing of raw material some time ago, when
the uncertainty was greater than it is

now, had hardly sufficed to make these

manufacturers safe and they will have

to buy further supplies at the higher

levels.

"Every dollar that silk advances, sends

up the price of broad silks albout 20

cents a yard, or thereabouts. The ad-

vance the past week has been fully one

dollar a pound, and to keep his profits

up, the manufacturer will have to add

at least 20 cents a yard to his finished

product when he uses the raw silk which

is now coming through. That will be

some time within the next four months.

In other words, raw silk bought now
will be used in the mills some time next

Spring. It will get here within three

or four months and will be distributed

to the mills, so they will be weaving it

in March and April.

"When buyers come into the market

next Spring to look at the silk then

coming from the looms for next Fall de-

livery, they will be confronted with

fabrics made from the raw silk which is

now priced higher than has ever before

been known. Sinshui No. 1 is held at

$10.00 in this market before it is thrown,

and add two dollars a pound for throw-

ing, which is about the price asked now,

and some other expenses, and even as

low a grade as Sinshui comes danger-

ously near $15 silk. The better grades

will naturally cost much more than that.

"This season some buyers have

thought that manufacturers and others

were trying to profiteer when they asked

higher prices for their goods, but they

were based upon the cost of raw silk

bought months ago. The same buyers

should not forget the price of raw silk

now when they come to New York to

buy finished goods next Spring. If they

do remember, the situation will be im-

proved for them. If they forget, the

same charge of profiteering may pre-

vail again.

"The statistical position of raw silk

is strong. It is useless to undertake to

deny that. Roughly, the figures are

something like this: France had a crop

of 30 per cent, or more Ibelow normal.

Everything available has been sold and
distributed. Italy's crop was not more
than 65 to 70 per cent. The Government
took the best grades, guaranteeing 150
lire for them. When they were thrown
on the market, American buyers and
French buyers took hold so freely that

every available pound was speedily sold

out and the only business there now is

transfers between holders. The price

has advanced to 230 to 235 lires and is

still advancing. The entire crop is out

of first hands.

One Provides for Many That Take Away
"Syria and adjacent territories will

produce about 1,000 bales this year. It

is the first since the war, and is indi-

cative of better production in the

future, but the 1,000 bales will make
little impression on a anarket in the
position the present raw silk market
finds itself. Nothing is coming from
the Balkans and nothing from Russia.

India is not exporting anything. As a

matter of fact, it is importing from
both Japan and China.

"The situation in China is always a

guess. The output in both Canton and
Shanghai have been larger than last

year, but not large enough to compen-
sate for the losses in either France or

Italy, not to mention the failure of all

crops in the Balkans, Russia and other

similar territories. The Canton fourth

croip was 11,000 bales, an increase oi

3,000 bales over last year. The fifth

crop is reported at 5,000 bales or there-

abouts. Shanghai will send out a littU

additional silk this year, but hardly

enough to make any appreciable differ-

ence.

"Japan shipped 241,000 bales last

year. The estimates on this year's crop

have varied. Some say that the output
will be normal, while others say that it

will be ten per cent, below. Ten per
cent, reduction in the Japanese crop

would be a serious loss this year. Every
bale is needed. Moreover, no other pro-

ducing country has anything left. Prac-

tically everything in raw silk must in

the future come from Japan. And with

a short crop, the situation doesn't look

any too promising. Perhaps it isn't,

short, and the statements that it is may
be intended to keep the market active,

or help keep it active.

"It is a fact, however, that the visible

supply is now not more than 14,000

bales, while last year at this time it was
21,000 bales or more. Reelers are oper-

ating their filatures as fast as they can,

but sales have been so heavy during

the past few weeks that the vis-ible sup-

ply has steadily declined. Unless buy-
ing declines it will hardly be possible
for the visible supply to catch up with
the distribution.

"One set of figures shows that the
total quantity already sold is close to

170,000 bales. If that is true, though it

seems large, the remainder left for dis-

tribution cannot be over 75,000 at the
outside. What the market will do under
those circumstances no one can say. But
it looks as though prices might be
higher even than they are now.
Demand Greater and Supplies Less

Than Before the War
"The total raw silk output of the

world before the war was 24,000,000
kilos. That was about sufficient to

satisfy requirements as they were then.

But demand for silk has grown and 24,-

000,000 kilos would not be sufficient to

satisfy demand now. But to make mat-
ters worse, it is pointed out that the

total output now won't run more than
22,000,000 to 23,000,000 kilos, perhaps
not as much as that. These figures are

approximate, but they are suggested by
a good authority. Assuming that this

estimate is true, the situation is pass-

ing into a phase which will worry manu-
facturers more than it has yet.

"Nothing herein is intended as a bull

argument for raw silk, but it is a com-
pilation of information collected from a

number of different sources and accord-

ing to one authority it is substantially

accurate, or enough so to make the fig-

ures somewhat disturibing in view of

the steadily increasing demand for broad
silks, not only in this country, but all

over the world.

"If broad silks were the only source

of demand it wouldn't be as bad, but a

dozen other sources are developing all

the time. Take the insulated wires in

telephones, parts of the telegraph sys-

tem, automobiles and half a dozen other

fast expanding industries require an

ever increasing quantity of silk for in-

sulation purposes. And this is only

one. Clearly the raw silk situation

should be a source of some apprehension

to manufacturers.

"Reciognition of the substantial facts

as presented in this review shows why
manufacturers and others interested in

silks are so earnest in their effort to

develop the business in China and to en-

courage the founding of new sources of

raw silk supply. Even Japan, though

she controls the situation now, will

hardly be able to satisfy requirements

much longer if the need for additional

supplies of raw silks continue to grow."
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Low Production the Bugaboo for 1920 |

1 Some Woollen Mills Have Not Yet Sent out Spring Samples—Orders so Far Show Preference 1
1 for Bright Colors. 1
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IT
has not taken very long for the

results of the shortened hours of

labor to Ibe felt throughout the coun-

try, and especially dn lines whic'h were
already short, owing to war consump-
tion. Each of the last five years has
had its own problems Which made the

outlook gloomy, but somehow the indus-

trial machinery has kept running and a

good year's business has resulted. This

is no doubt due much more tj the con-

centration of effort to make the best

of the obstacles rather than to any un-

due pessimism. The present bugaboo
in every line of textiles, wool, c )tton,

silk and all, is the curtailment of pro-

duction. A few years ago when aQ:i-

tators talked of s^hortened hours for th?

working classes, it was argued that fit

consequent better health of laborers

would unquestionably mean better work
and even greater production. Whether
there is a flaw in the present system ag

compared with what was anticipated, the

result has been a general serious les-

sening of output and investigations up
to date have shown in many cases that

even the productijn per hour is less than

it used to be. Workers are so beset with

the idea of play, ease and luxury that

they are not inspired even to live up to

their past record, hour for hour, for the

time they work.

One hopeful outlook for the forthcom-
ing year is that with a regulation of

hours of work in the large manufactur-
ing centres of the world, staibility of

production will be attained. Small
though it may !be, it will result in more
regular output than the past year, re-

plete with strikes of all kinds and of

varied duration, has allowed. Until some
stability of production can be assured,
there is uncertainty of price and de-
liveries inevitable.

Repeat Orders Cannot be Filled

All of which, as stated above, is just

as applicable and perhaps more em-
phatically so, to the woollen trade as to

the other textiles. While the Fall

weather has been mild for the most part
and thereby lessened the onrush for
Winter apparel to some extent, retail-

ers were unable in the first place to pro-
cure delivery of all the merchandise
which they required for the season.
Many of them are asking for repeat or-

ders already in the more popular ma-
terials, such as silvertone, velours and
Bolivia cloth, but when they remember
that it took from seven to eight months
for the first pieces to reach them repeat

orders sent in now will be of little use

for this season's business, even if they

could be accepted by the wholesalers.

Reiports from practically all the large

Woollen mills are to the effect that they

are still working on Fall orders and that

their Spring ranges are very much de-

layed. Some samples of Spring gods
have been sent out, but wiholesalers are

selling from small clippings of these.

quite willing to take up all the wihite
and cream woollen goods and make it

a feature for Spring, but mills are un-
able to comply. "There is absolutely no
white broadcloth to be had," said one
of the leading wholesalers to D7'

GOODS REVIEW. This house is show-
ing a few samples of cream serge with
black hairline stripes, which are proving
V2ry popular, but the mills will not make

Some Spring
Samples

1. French blue and grey
stripe. 2 and 3. The coveted
hairline stripe, white serges.
4. An inconspicuous stripe
on velours finished broad-
cloth weave. 5. Light blue
and grey plaid, a light, soft,
English sport cloth. Nos. 1,

4 and 5 all have soft velours
finish. 6 and 7. Rather high
colors in the single and
double hairlines on khaki or
other subdued grounds. 8. A
combination of single and
double check lines on light
grey ground. 9. Blue stripe
one way and green the other
on a grey ground give a
Spring-like appearance to
this cloth. These are a few
interesting exceptions to the
rule of "Nothing new for
Spring, 1920"— in woollen
fabrics. Shown by Nisbet &
Auld, Toronto.

Trade Taking Bright Colors

Mills are sending out these samples

only on nine months delivery in many
cases; and some are not prjmising any
definite delivery and some are not send-

ing out Spring samples at all. Certain

lines show advances of from 15 cents

to 2 shillings, and in both imported and
domestic goods the possible production

in some cases are already all sold up.

Dame Fashion and the retailers are

that material. It requires too much care
in handling and is slower to produce
than the darker fabrics.

Among the new things being shown
are several fine fabrics whic*h ressmb
both tweed and flannels and have a soft

velour finish. The fine blanket cloth

effects are good, also both fine and
coarse basket weave materials and
broadcloths. The Canadian mills are
showing all of these materials in a new
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color range, including fine cross bars,

stripes, and large plaids. Donegal
tweeds promise to be extremely, and in

deed already are, good sellers for
Spring. Bright colors sucih as purple,

mauve, green, and medium blues, and
even some with contrasting threads, are
all being taken up surprisingly well

throughout the Dominion.
It is quite evident from the state of

affairs as set forth at the beginning of

this article, that orders for 1920 deliv-

ery will ihave to be placed early if one
is to have any assurance of getting the

merchandise. Mills can estimate their

output mjre accurately now than they

could when the supplies of raw wool

were more precarious, and naturally or-

ders will be filled according as they are

received and given a place within the

limit of production.

Are You Short of Linens ?
1920 Situation Will be Worse—All Indications Point to

Continued High Prices And Even Advances For
at Least a Couple of Years Yet.
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HE trade will begin in 1920 to

feel the linen shortage," said

one of the largest Canadian
linen buyers to DRY GOODS REVIEW
recently, and the opinion was confirmed
by several other authorities in the trade

"While there are no stocks of linen such

as used to be carried by manufacturer,

wholesaler, retailer and consumer before

the war," he added, "nevertheless we
have been able to procure enough sup-

plies to keep a satisfactory assortment

and supply pretty largely what the

public wanted." This year, however,

France and Belgium are buying up the

Irish yarns. Those countries have no

crops fjr producing their own supplies

Practically nothing is available from
Russia. The Irish crop this year was
spoiled by heavy rains. The Irish man-
ufacturers completed their Government
contracts after the armistice was signed

so that there is only a smattering of flax

and yarns from crops to supply the huge
consumer wants for next year, and no

new crops can possibly be made into

yams until 1921. For the manufactur-

ing of linens at present, the world is

depending upon the Irish crop There

will probably be a Belgian crop next

year, but goods manufactured from it

cannot reach the market until 1923.

Of course, the fact that France and
Belgium are buying the Irish yarns will

mean that those countries will supply

their own demands to the extent to

whidh they can procure yarns and thus

relieve the Irish market to that same
extent.

With the depletion of stocks the world

over which has been pointed out fre-

quently in DRY GOODS REVIEW, and
the supplies of flax as described, it is

quite evident that the retail trade can-

not expect anything less than a more
serious shortage and higher prices for

1920 than it has yet experienced. It

must be remembered too, that in order

to procure satisfactory flax fibre and

seed the same fields cannot be used for

flax crop oftener than once in seven

years. While this flax growing is pro.
vided for in the usual way in Ireland,
it is going to mean that for a few years
at least, France and Belgium cannot be
depended upon for anything like a pro-
duction of any importance.

Therefore Cottons Flourish
The natural result of all this serious-

ness in the linen situation is that the
bulk of business is being done in cot-

tons. Cotton damasks are really the
main product of the large Irish linen

manufactories, where formerly only fine
pure linens were made. There is this

compensation, however, that a finer

range of patterns and a finer finish is

to be had in the cotton output than wa.3

known before the war. These are man-
ufactured, of course, on the linen looms
and with the linen designs. Another
natural consequence is that orders placed
by importers this Fall for 1920 delivery

are placed at an advance of 25 per cent.

In looking over the orders which have
been placed for next year, one notes
that there is quite a tendency to favor
patterns that have a good deal of plain

space in them, especially in the bette*

lines. One sees frequently a cloth de-

sign for a round table, having a space

of from 8 to 10 inches between the

round border at the table edge and the

narrower inner circle with the centre

piece itself perfectly plain. All this

plain space used to be filled up with

dots, or some fine allover background
design. Some of the newer borders also

show bands or centre parts of a moire

pattern.

There are some interesting revivals

of designs in towels as well. The vogue
for things Oriental is responsible for a

fine linen buck towel with a decip

Chinese border at the ends. It is hope-

ful to note that even under the present

handicaps there are some of the more
recent output which indicate the efforts

of the manufacturers to increase their

rangie of patterns and pr )vide theit

customers with omens of better things.

As to sheer linens for blouses, their

exclusiveness was exemplified in a dis-

play at Simpson's recently, when a case
showed several numbers priced at $10.00
to $37.50 each. These were exquisitely

hand-emlbroidered, of course; some had
real Irish crochet or filet lace, also

hand-drawn work and hemstitching, but
the whole atmosphere surrounding,* real

linens these days is one of super-ex-
clusiveness—and the shortage is to be-

gin next year, they say!

N. B. MERCHANTS CONVENE AT
MONCTON

(Continued from page 39)

of the Board of Commerce it was still

being sold at 15 cents.

The retail merchant danced to the tune
played by the manufacturer, the speak-
er said; the latter to raw material, and
all danced to labor. This was an un-
healthy condition of affairs. The peo-
ple were the hardest task-masters to

meet, but they were the ones the mer-
chant had to deal with. Thanks to the

fact that the R. M. A. had been organ-
ized, he said the small dealer had been
protected at the recent Industrial Con-
ference in Ottawa, as their organization
helped materially to stop the adoption of

the eight-hour day. Mr. Banfield con-

cluded with references to Canada's fin-

ancial standing, saying that the last

estimate showed the Dominion to possess

$2,375 in natural wealth for every man,
woman and child, the richest country in

the world in regard to per capita wealth.

He recited from Chapman's poem:
"Where Does the West Begin?" in clos-

ing what was a fine address and which
made a telling impression upon the gath-

ering.

A pleasing programme of entertain-

ment numbers was given, in which W.
H. Banfield of Toronto, was heard in

several humorous and instructive selec-

tions, and ot"her contributors were
given by Mr. Guy, Mr. Cochrane, Mr.
'Smith and Mr. Carson. They were given

a vote of thanks at the close of the din-

ner, whic hafforded much pleasure to a

gathering of about one hundred mem-
bers.

A wool industry is being established

at Matane, Que., where a carding, spool

and weaving mill to turn out wool fabric

is under construction. Quebec (City)

interests promoted the enterprise, it is

reported.

The West of England Co. has recently

opened a store in Saskatoon, on 21st

Street. It will be one of a chain estab-

lished throughout Brandon, Regina, and
other Western cities, where Old Country
dress goods will be handled exclusively

and displayed after the Old Country
manner, without the use of shelves.

The Hamm and Riley Silk Company,
Limited, has been incorporated in To-

ronto, w"ith a capital of $100,000, divid-

ed into 1,00'0 shares of $100 each, with

head office in Toronto. Messrs. Hamm
and Riley are both late of Silks, Limited.



British Mills Plan for Canada's Needs
Radical Change in Attitude Induced by the War—Realize Need for Meeting Customers'

Viewpoint in Face of Competition—Cotton Prices Going Higher.
An interview by DRY GOODS REVIEW with E. Davies, touring- Canada for Calico Printers' Association

THE ^eiat quesition with cotton
fabrics, and many other lines of
manufacture in Great Britain to-

day is one of supply; supply of the raw
oottoon, the yam, the coal, the labor.

When the British cotton representa-
tives, our leading lig^hts, went to the
conference at New Orleans, their cry
was: "We want more cotton." The es-

timates of this year's crop run between
10,000,000 and; 1 1,000 ,OiOO', Ibales, more
nearly the former figxire, and this will

not beg-in to satisfy the world's de-
mand; it would take 15,000,000 bales at
least. The present position in the cotton
world will not cease to exist until the
countries that are starved and down to

the bone in supplies fill their require-
ments, and are aible to set aside a re-

serve supply.

When we come to talk of prices we are
face to face with this world scarcity.

Add to that the recent increase in the
price of coal of 6s. a ton, which enters
into everything, the raw materials, the
dyeis, the freight—every link in the
process. Prices cannot come down, nor
indeed, stay where they are. When I

was over here on my last visit the job-

bers were selling our goods at a lower
price than we could deliver them in

Manchester; the public are only begin-
ning to get a taste of high prices. How
far can they go? And how far will the

public follow them before ceasing buy-
ing? It is my opinion that so long as
the workingmen receive the wages they
are getting to-day they will demand the
high quality of grades they are de-

manding to-day, and be willing to pay
the prices that are asked. There will be
little drop in prices, however, until we
can see daylight; until v/e reach more
stable conditions.

So far as the British mills are con-
cerned, there is no definite policy in re-

gard to an allotment of their produc-
tion—so much for Canada, so miK-.h for

the States, and so on. The mills, of

course, cannot begin to prodxice any-
thing like the demand from Canada and
the States; from Europe generally,

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Balkans
and other countrieis. But there is a

well defined policy that is being im-
presisod on the manufacturer in Eng-
land that he must expert all he can,

that England must get back to her place

as an exporting country; that her very
existence as an island nation depends
on her exports.

Hence she is sendin<r men out with a
view to studying conditions in different

countries; to get familiar with the

points of view and the reauirememts of

these countries, th^t she may be a'ble to

cater to their needa.

Tr.i'S is a great change the war has
wrought in the attitude of the average
British manufacturer. He was wont to
say before: "Here is our production:
you can take it or leave it." Biit Brit-
ain realizes the keen competition ishe

will -henceforth be up against, from Ja-
pan, from America, and other countries.

Speaking genei-ally, she cannot object to
this, if it is fair, competition is a healthy
thing for it produces the best that is in

us; it stimulates the survival of the fit-

test. The only comipetition we do not
want, and the only kind that is unfair is

"dumping." and the only protection from
this is by tariff legislation.

But when it comes to m.eeting compe-
tition, the war has taught us that the
German idea was the correct one; they
found out what other countries required
and made preparation to meet their de-

sires.

That competition from Germany we
are bound to meet again. No nation is

kindly disposed towards Germany, but
as a cold business proposition Germany
must be supplied with raw materials.

We cannot throttle her; for if we do not
let her have the raw materials and do
not let her trade, how is she to pay us
back the indemnity we have imposed on
her? There are, of course, certain re-

strictions to this trading; we would not
be willing, for instance, to let her con-
trol the drug trade of the world as she

did before the war.
There are indications that the move-

ment for shorter working hours will put
us in a position where we cannot com-
pete with the Germans in many linens;

they are working 14 hours a day in

some industries, while our movement is

do^ATn to 8 hours a day and less than
that. We may find the movement has
gone too far for our own best interests.

A NEW CLOTH FOR MEN'S WEAR
A new textile fabric, which, it is

claimed, will tend to lower the present

high cost of men's clothing, is being

placed on the market by a Pudsey
(Yorkshire) manufacturer. The Lon-
don agents of the manufacturer state

that the new c^ofch is made entirely of

silk noil (or short fibres), and that,

while superior in wearing properties to

a pure worsted, it can be sold at the

price of shoddy cloth, or one-fourth the

price of the best wool fabrics. It is

said to be strong and almost untearable,

very suitable for hard wear, and can be

obtained in greys, browns, and blacks.

The new fabric is claimed to be a Brit-

ish discovery, and is at present manu-
factured by only one firm.—^The Weekly
Bulletin.

PILE FABRICS
A Vogue for Velvets and Velveteens

Promised for 1920-21

Velvets, velveteens and iplushes are

selling fairly well throughout Canada
as was predicted last July. In New
York, however, these materials, espec-
ially high-grade velveteenis. for street
dresses, are decidedly popular. Rich
chiffon and panne velvets both there and
in Canada are, of course, favored for
evening gowms in spite of the steady
increases in price. Such chiffon velvets
as are procurable on the Canadian mar-
ket (which are, of course, almost entire-
ly French) are selling to the retail trade
in the neighborhood of $8.25 a yard,
which means that velvets are for the
exclusive trade.

With the pronounced scarcity of
everything in the way of fine woollen
goods, it is quite likely that velveteens
will be more readily taken up by the
Canadian trade for the Winter of 1920-

21 than has been the case for some sea-

sons. Indeed, the cutting-up trade as
well as wholeisalers are already talking
velvets for dresses for a year hence.
Just now one of the latest arrivals

from New York is a velveteen skating
costume. It is in two-piece effect,

straight and sirriple of line, trimmed
with bands of "angora" (angora is

really soft brushed wool) in color to

harmonize with the velveteen. A navy
blue costume is trimm.ed with "angora"
in the new royal blue, and a taupe model
has tan trimming. Another new ar-

rival from New York is of black vel-

veteen in blo'used panel bound and trim-

med with silk braid. A silk girdle with
tassels is worn vv'ith it. Rich chiffon

velvet afternoon gowns are handsomely
embroidered in self color. These are

ju53t instances to show what is g-oing on

in New York in the v/ay of dress ma-
terials and what the Canadian trade may
expect.

.4. New Dress Velveteen

There is on the market a rich new
velveteen being manufactured in Man-
chester. It appears to be quite the fin-

est in its line that has reached this

country for some time. It is given the

name of "super velvet," is 43-44 inches

:n width, and, in addition to having ex-

ceedingly close pile, so close in fact tliat

't can scarcely ba seen as ipile, it is of

desirable sunplcness required for dress

purposes. This new velvet is being made
in mole, amethyst, brown, navy, and in

'ct a biq- ranee including all the fash-

ionable dress shades, and will no doubt

come in good time for the velvet vogue.
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New silk ideas are shown

monthly to keep constant

the demand for

MALLINSOISC
1 1 Silks deluxe O

So unusual, unique and genuinely

new are these monthly design and
coloring originations that fashion

creators continually obtain design-

ing inspirations of a nature im-

possible elsewhere.

This constant, fresh appeal assures

a profitable opportunity for re-

tailer and manufacturer.

There is always a demand for

Mallinson's Silks—there is always

a Mallinson Silk for every silk

demand and new ideas shown
monthly to keep this demand
constant.

The December display is ready.

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY, Inc.

The New Silks F rjf"

New York—Madison Avenue—31st Street

Chicago— 923 Postal Telegraph Bldg.

Montreal—516 New Burks Bldg.
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Byjss's^?

STEELCLAD GALATEAS
STAND THE RUB OF THE TUB
For Smart Dresses, Frocks, Middies, Rompers and Play-Suits.

Distinguished for Strength and Durability—Guaranteed^ Fast

Colours.

The Dominion Textile Company, Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Setob
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L.

WINDSOR PRINT WORKS
86-88 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED and DYED COTTON FABRICS

FOR JOBBING AND CUTTING-UP TRADE

PERCALES, FLANNELETTES, WASH FABRICS
CANADIAN AGENTS:

John Paterson, 309 Coristine Bldg., Montreal; Wilson & Patcrson, 510 Empire Bldg., Toronto

SPECIAL VALUES
Direct from Mill to the Trade through

Commission Merchants

Grey and Fancy Worsteds
Blue and Black Serges

Pure Wool Scotch Tweeds
for Men's Wear

Also
Botany Wool Serges, Gabardines, Etc.

for Women's Wear

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
Importers and Commission Merchants

Mappin & Webb Building

10 VICTORIA ST. MONTREAL
Tel. Uptown 8553

MITCHELL WOOLLEN CO.
LIMITED

MITCHELL - ONTARIO

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE

JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS
TWEEDS AND ETOFFES

ETC.

Satisfactory Values and Prices

Send for Prices

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER

Canadian Agent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,
45 St. Alexander St., Montreal

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

KNIT SPORTS COATS AND SCARVES
Boys' and Men's Knit Jerseys

Men's Cardigan Jackets

Aviator and Balaclava Caps
And Tam O'Shanters

RUSSELL & CO.
Scotch Cap and Hosiery Manufacturers

ROBERTLAND MILLS
STEWARTON, SCOTLAND

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

[

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrlnkers. and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Fi

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLA
WHEN OKDERINC ENGLISH CLOTHS, SAY "'TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO.. Ltd.*

Finish 1

ND. f
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Your Greatest Asset

MOODieg pEERLESS Un-
A derwear always
means satisfied
customers, and sat-

isfied customers
are your greatest

asset.

Be sure your customers will be satisfied. Recommend
Peerless Underwear. Dis- .

t t i

play it prominently. There Peerless Underwear
is no underwear quite so Company, Limited

good as Peerless.
Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

Satisfaction
Business for you and for ourselves grows
only to the extent that we give SATIS-
FACTION in our goods.

You can recommend to your customers

—

"Maple Leaf" Brand
and

"Dr. NefFs" Sanitary

Underwear for Men
Their satisfying qualities have been en-
sured by us.

Made in union and two-piece suits.

See our line of Directoire Drawers for Ladies
and Children.

Send in a trial or sorting order TO-DAY!

Thos. Waterhouse & Go., Ltd.

Ingersoll, Ont.
Representatives:

WM. R. BEGG & Co., 20 Wellington St. West,
Toronto, Ont.

C. E. HOWARD, Coristine Bldg., Montreal, P.Q.
O'BRIEN & ALLEN, Phoenix Block, Winnipeg, Man.

Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only.

im.i.iMj»Mmjni]nij»



Scarfs are Leaders for the Christmas Trade
Ripple Tail Pull-Overs are Good and Knit Underskirts.

FOR the holiday trade in particular

scarfs are the most important item

in knitted goods. A great variety

is seen on the market and all kinds are

having a good run. There are the cap

and scarf sets for children's wear in

(bright colors, with white or contrasting

stripes. There are the large wide scarfs

made or trimmed with angora in big grey

or buff plaids. These are made with

pockets and a matching or narrow
leather belt; some of them are wide

enough to reach almost to the wrist.

Women find them comfortable for

motoring. Prices range from $12.50 to

$20.00.

Another good line for the better class

trade is that of brushed silk scarfs sold

retail for prices ranging around $10.00

apiece. The colors are browns, purple

or blues; and their light weight and
silky smoothness make them attravtive

bo the woman of taste.

Rippled Pullover Best

Business in the common or garden
variety of sweater coats is rather quiet.

A few wool ones are sold, made in

conxbinations of fancy stitches, with

sailor, Dutch or full Tuxedo collars. Silk

ones are even less in evidence, but that

is largely because they are more for

Summer wear.

The sleeveless pullover, too, seems to

have gone quite by the board. Instead,

women are asking for the pullover with

sleeves done in a fancy stitch with a

ripple tail, a flared or puffed cuff and

a ribbon gathering at the waist and

neck. Last Summer the ripple tail

sweaters were seen only in the hand-

knit variety, but this season the manu-
facturers are turning them out in large

quantities, which are just as quickly

sold. The ripple, of course, is just a

season's fad accompanying the vogue
for the distended hipline, and the trade

will, in all probability, swing back in

the Spring to the plain or fish tail pull-

over, which is the staple style.

A Wide Range of Colors Prevails

Colors in sweaters are innumerable,

but those most fancied are American
Beauty first, then begonia, rose, paddy,

buff, tan, and blues—turquoise, saxe,

and peacock. The remarkable run

which yellow enjoyed last season has

not been duplicated.

Prices of these lines have not altered

much recently, but deliveries are hard

to get, and the present scarcity augurs
the certainty of increased prices for

Spring.

Actual sales of wool knit goods for

outdoor wear are largely controlled by
the weather. A cold day will mean brisk

business, followed by slack trade dur-

ing the warmer days. But dealers are
confident of a good season and the
frosty days should be prepared for well
in advance.

Scarcity in Yarns

Mills are just now sending out travel-

ers for underwear and hosiery with their

samples for Fall, 1920, delivery. The
prospect is for nothing higher in prices,

due to the increased cost of wool and
cotton yarns. Moreover, they say, there

is liable to be an absolute scarcity, so

that nothing but orders placed early

can be sure of being filled.

In women's underwear, there is a

Tan and Brown Set

One can slip these shawl scarfs on so easily and, with
the cap to match, they are so smart and comfortable
looking that popularity is growing for them. They

are promising well for Christmas selling.
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strong demand for nothing but the best

qualities. Swiss wool goods are begin-

ning to come into the country again

and are speedily disposed of.

An item which has received probably

more attention already this season than

for any whole season before is the

knitted petticoat in cotton or wool. The
former retails at prices from $1.45 to

$1.85, and the latter, $2.45 to $5.00.

Colors are mostly grey or navy, but
stripes of many hues adorn the bottom
portion. From first appearance these

are suggestive of one's grandmother
and her fear of bronchitis; but a sur-

prising number of smartly-gowned wo-
men are buying them for sport wear in

the chilly Fall days.

HOSIERY
Winter weather is bringing into the

limeligbt heavy wool hose and silk and
wool mixtures. Cashmere in mottled or

heather mixtures, and also heavy ribbed

lines, which look so well with tan ox-

fords, are selling. Cashmere stockings are

gojd, too, and strange to say, the

chances are that this line will not in-

crease in price next Spring. Buyers
who have placed their orders for next
year—and most of them did some time

ago—sr.y that the prices on cashmere
lines will not be higher next year than
this. No doulbt consumers will be glad

to knjw that something is not going up.

In other lines, the high price of silk

has meant increased business for mer-
cerized lisle and fibre hose.

Lace and drop stitch effects are popu-
lar and promise to be more so in the

Spring. A large number of hose adorned
with clox are also being sold.

And, by the way, do you know how
clox on hose originated ? In the time
of Queen Elizabeth, stockings were made
of two pieces of fabric stitched at each
side. Fashionable ladies, therefore, at-

tempted to cover up the seams as far

as they were noticeable with fancy em-
broidery.

There is a large inquiry in the stores

for silk hose in all sorts of evening
shades, which, unfortunately, cannot be
obtained. Full-fashioned hosiery, tjo, is

another item which customers must
often Ibe refused. Glove silk hosiery is

appreciated by a growing number of

consumers and will doubtless be wanted
in quantities for the holiday season.

The Latest in Hosiery
Fashions and fads in New York

hosiery are thus reported by the "Daily
Garment News," of that city:

"Franklin Simon & Co. is showing
some beautiful importations in black

hosiery that have elaborate insets of

lace. A favored stocking this year is

the jet-trimmed one, and these are most
effective when jetted sprays are shown

on white silk. Hand-embroidery in col-

ors on white or black is used largely for

evening wear.

One of the most elaborate stockings

that Stern Bros, show is a black silk

with inset of lace on the front of the

foot and reaching well up the ankle. In

the centre of the lace inset is a tiny

A KNITTED BLOUSE
In New York is seen for sports wear

a knitted blouse of fibre silk which

should appeal to the Canadian trade in

time. It is made simply with short

Tuxedo collar and cuffs in fancy stitch

and an elastic gathering at the w^aist. .

Knitted Things

For Christmas

Trade
Illustrated is a baby's jacket
in white with blue edgings
and striped ribbing; also a
scarf pullover for big sister

in rose and white.
Shown by courtesy of

Henry Davis & Co.

panel of taffeta, handpainted with mini-

ature roses.

The craze for sequins has found iti

way to hosiery and many of the evening

stockings that have the lace panel are

further enriched with a border of sequin

trimming around the panel.

The vogue for woollen stockings for

street wear which we have borrowed
from the Englis^h has found considerable

favor with smart American women, and
most of the low tan walking shoes that

one sees on Fifth Avenue, have their

complement in ribbed wool stockings

—

mostly in grey or heather shades."

A NOVELTY SWEATER
A smart and rather unusual sweater

was noticed in a Buffalo store by repre-

sentative of DRY GOODS REVIEW
when in that city recently.

The sweater, one of the rippling skirt

variety, was of fins reseda green wool.

The V neck opened to the waist line,

with a vest of white wool attached. The
vest was finished at the top with a
border of many colors, in rainbow ef-

fect, knitted in deep points. The sea-

son's brightest and prettiest shades were
well represented in this border, perhaps
two or three rows of each color being

used. The colors were skilfully and
harmoniously blended, and the effect

very pleasing.

DEATH CALLS THOMAS FISHER

The death occurred suddenly, in Tor-

onto, on Nov. 7, of Thomas Fisher, who
was born 69 years ago, near Bradford.

For a number of years the late Mr.

Fisher was a prominent merchant in

Bolton, Ont. Twenty-three years ago, he

went to Toronto to accept a position

with the T. Eaton Company, Ltd., and

until the day of his death he had been

actively engaged in business. At the

time of his death he was a Departmental

Manager. His wife, two sons, Herman
S. of Toronto and William A. of Buffalo,

and one daughter, Mrs. (Dr.) Clark of

Kingston, survive him.

The sympathy of the trade is extended

to 'Mr. Geo. W. Booth, manager of

George Borgfeldt & Co., Toronto, in the

death, Sept. 28, of his aged father. The

late Mr. George Booth was born in

Mancbester, England, 96 years ago and

had lived in Toronto for the past 60

years.

The splendid new building of the

Holeproof Hosiery Co., London, Ont., is

being rushed to completion for early oc-

cupancy. It is directly opposite the

Grand Trunk station, affording excel-

lent shipping facilities.
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WHEN finer wool can be secured

;

when better spinning and knitting

processes are devised, it may be

possible to excel the quality in these

wonderful children's stockings.

But it is not possible to-day.-

"Little Darling" for infants, and "Little

Daisy" for children up to 12 years, are the

best that can be made- a bold

claim, but one that thousands

of women wi 11 grant. Your own
judgment will affirm it.

Only fine Australian lamb's

wool is ever used to make these

soft stockings. If. mothers have ever found
it liard to procure " Little Darling " or
" Little Daisy " hosiery, there was a good
reason. Whenever there was a shortage
of the proper wool,we had to make fewer of

these wonderful stockings. No substitute

has ever replaced that wonderful wool.

LITTLE DARLING HOSIERY—for babies

and tiny tots up to seven—has silken toe and heel.

LITTLE DAISY HOSIERY—
foT children up to twelve—has extra

strength in heel and toe

Many dainty shades and black.

TIN Chl|>niao.Holton Knittlat Ga^ limlnd

"LITTLE DARLING"
"LITTLEDAISY"
HOSIERY FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN

iQSKllR8S»4^^ «&wS^(a'J«affirn

will be printed and

I
distributed in the

I best homes in Can-

1 ada in the next four

I
months. The tre-

i mendous selling
I force of this great

j
campaign will be

I
felt in every live re-

i
tail store in every

I
province of the

1 Dominion. They
I

have an appeal to

I mothers that must

I
result in a strong,

I
profitable demand

I
for Little Darling

I
and Little Daisy

f Hosiery. You will

I be asked for them

1 shortly. Order a

I
good supply from

I your jobber.

I The Chipman-Holton

j
Knitting Co., Limited

1 HAMILTON, Ont.

7re/gi/st£red

"LITTLE DARLING"
"LITTLEDAISY"

HOSIERY FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN
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Silk - Si-ling

-

andsTocKiNGs!

HISTORY'S first record of silk dates

back to 2640 B. C. At that time, so

Chinese tradition has it, the empress

Si-Hng first gave encouragement to the

cuhivation of the mulberry tree—the rear-

ing of silk worms and the spinning of silk.

Strangely enough, not even in 4559 years

have men been able to equal the humble

artistry of the little silk worms of far off

China and Japan.

So until something better is discovered

Monito Silk Stockings and Silk Socks will

continue to look to silk worms as the only

originators of the silk from which they are

knit.

To sell Monito silk hosiery is to know that

you are selling hosiery of purest silk—all

silk and nothing but silk.

Moorhead Knitting Co., Inc.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Monito selling service radiates from
the jollowing offices :

NEW YORK
200 Fifth Ave.
(428 Fifth Ave. Bldg.)

BIRMINGHAM
12 Potter Bldg.

BOSTON
31 Bedford Street.

ST. LOUIS
520 Wainwright Bldg.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
260 Thirteenth Ave.

ATLANTA
225 Peach Tree Arcade

KANSAS CITY
506 Ridge Bldg.

DALLAS
1019 Commerce St.

PITTSBURGH
3043 Jenkins Arcade

DETROIT
63 University Bldg.

READING
1416 Perkiomen Ave.

NEW ORLEANS
314 Hennen Bldg.

CHICAGO
1000 Republic Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS
319 Occidental Bldg.

Pronounced "Mo-knli-lot"

STOCKINGS /or WOMEN
SOCKS for MEN
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Circle-Bar Hosiery
Seamless

Reinforced

. Sure to give

Perfection in Fit

and

Satisfaction in Wear

FOR WOMEN
In Cashmere, Mercerized Cotton

or Silk

FOR CHILDREN
In Cashmere or Cotton

FOR MEN
In Cashmere, Silk

or Cotton

THE CIRCLE-BAR KNITTING CO.
LIMITED

KINCARDINE. ONTARIO

The "CEETEE SHEEP" trade marK is

what your best customers look for when
buying wool underclothing—there is only
one grade and that the highest.
Turnbull's underwear, which competes with every other manufactured in
Canada, sells on merit and every garment is backed by 60 years' experience-

, .,„ .
it is made in all weights— sizes and prices to suit every require
ment—and bears the diamond-shaped label as illustrated.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Ontario
Also Manufacturers of Turnbull's Ribbed Underw»-ar for Ladies and

Children and Turnbull's " M " Bands for Infants.

THE PURE WOOL
UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK

THIS
TRADEMARK

CEETEE CEETEE

Children's Woollies Are Now in Demand
And when you offer your customers such a perfect all-round line of kiddies' woollen

garments (a choice of hand knitted or machine made) as

PRISCILLA QUALITY
^

you are sure of having large and easy sales, because these garments speak for

^^ themselves.

So great has been the demand for Priscilla Brand children's garments that we have

found our productive capacity over-taxed. We are doing our best to keep up with the demand, and

wish to thank our dealers for their patience and co-operation.

HENRY DAVIS & CO., LIMITED 259 SPADINA AVE., TORONTO
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Two of our newest

styles that are
proving immensely

popular.

OXFORD KNIT
Ladies' Underwear

Illustrated are two Opera Vests, representing

two of our best selling lines. The upper one

is a Spring needle knit with double shoulder

straps ; the lower one has a drop-stitch pattern

with machine-made straps.

The great demand for these two lines ensures

their popularity in YOUR Underwear Depart-

ment.

"OXFORD" Underwear comprises a complete

range of ladies' Summer or light-weight garments,

—vests, drawers and combinations. Your jobbers

can supply you. If their stock is not complete,

write us direct.

The Oxford Knitting Company, Ltd.

r7=:\

Woodstock Ontario
Western Representative: T. H. WARDELL, 102 Hammond Block, Winnipeg

@ a fen
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We Can Make Immediate Delivery

We have stock on hand of the Ballantyne Glove (Scotch-

knit) from which we can fill orders up to a certain extent.

Anticipating a greater
demand than ever for

the Ballantyne Glove
(Scotch-knit), on ac-

count of the advertising
now appearing in lead-
ing Canadian maga-
zines, we have kept our
production ahead of our
orders so that we have
accumulated a reserve
stock for the use of our
customers during the
selling season. This re-

serve stock will, up to a
certain point, fill out
broken lines and help
out retailers who did not
provide for their full

requirements in their
placing orders, but it

will not last long, so we
advise immediate
orders to secure your
share of this stock.

We have in stock the
Ballantyne Glove
(Scotch-knit), in Hea-
ther, Oxford, Grey,
Black and Khaki.

rrices

:

S. K. 3 Leather binding
with dome fastener

$12 doz.

S. K. 4 Elastic ribbed
cuff $10 doz.

R. M. BALLANTYNE, LIMITED
Stratford, Ontario
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Right NOW
is the time to display

prominently Canada's

best hand- knitting

yarns

—

MONARCH
FLOSS

DOWN
DOVE

Women everywhere are knitting

things for Christmas Gifts. By featur-

ing Monarch Floss, Down and Dove,

you can make a record season in the

yarn section. Thirty-four beautiful

and popular shades. Superb quality

every inch of every ball. Experience

proves that ONCE a woman uses

Monarch yarn, she will be satisfied

with no other.

Rush in your sorting orders so you
can have a full assortment, and thus

get ALL the business that offers.

THE MONARCH KNITTING CO., LIMITED
Head Office : DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Manufacturers of Ladies' Silk Knitted Coats; Men's, Women's, Children's Worsted Sweater
Coats, Fancy Knit Goods, Hosiery, etc.

Factories at Dunnville, St. Thomas and St. Catharines, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.
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BEAVER

UNDERWEAR
—Fleece Lined

—

For Men and Boys

Combinations and Two Piece

Children's

Ribbed Underwear

GUARANTEED
for

Quality, Size

and Workmanship

BEAVER KNITTING MILLS, LIMITED
ALTON ONTARIO

Selling Agents.
Ontario and Western Canada

R. R. DAVIS
33 Melinda St.

Toronto

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

WM. C. FORSTER
43 St. Sacrament St.

Montreal
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OTTAWA. VAJ.I.EY

Is manufactured by Bates & InnesXimited. Carleton Place.

And sold only through theWholesale Trade.

Bates ScInnesXimited- Carleton Place,Ont.
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PETER SCOTT (Sb CO.
Limited

HAWICK /^/^ SCOTLAND

Manufacturers of

Underwear and Hosiery
For Men, Women and Children

FIRST SHOWING AFTER THE WAR
P E S C O means All Wool or Silk and Wool. Full Fashioned, made on Canadian models to suit Can-
adian Trade.
Do not place any order for All Wool or Silk and Wool underwear for Fall 1920 until you have seen
''PESCOr

Canadian Represen ta fives :

C. & A. G. CLARK, 35 Wellington St. W., Toronto.
R. C. POYSER, 214 Drummond Bldgr., Montreal.
HANLEY & McKAY, Winnipeg and Vancouver

Cne of the

interesting sights at the Canadian Natioraf

Exhibition, showlrg low Fob Long is assisting returned men back

to civil life learning to make the famous bran Is of overalls.
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FAULTLESS

®[nberbjear

FOR MEN

Exceptional

for

its

Quality

Comfort

and

Moderate

Price

ii'^.

*m
Sg^i^-rrms^ '

iUNDERWE.
,FOR>IEN;

Dependable

Merchandise

for your

Men's Department

Sure to make

Satisfied

Customers

Combinations

and

Two-Piece

Scotch Knit Fine Elastic

Heavy Wool Ribs

The Schofield Woolen Company
Limited

Oshawa - - Canada



Malines With Furs the Newest Development
Mid-Season Models Show Furs, Velvets and Rich Materials in Soft Shades With Little Trim-

ming—Activity Continues Throughout the Trade—The Sunny South to be Considered Next.

Fr^ffiT^itf^fe'^^fe^itf^ifr^^iryrfifr^liaiaaifasJi^

THE sun is shining on the millinery

trade and they are all busy "mak-
ino' hay." Everyone is cheerful.

The mid-winter openin'^^s were, m most
cases, unusually suceesisful. "Business

couklnt be better," they say, both in

the wboleisale and large retail houses;

and this while the height of the season

was stil'l a few weeks off.

Malines and Fur

Falbrics have changed little since t^e

Fall numbers were announced. Panned
goods and brocades are still m the lead.

A fad of New York which promises to be

very good here is imalines, coimbined with

fur or velvet.

One smart model had a brim of fold

upon fold of nut brown malines, which
turned off the face in a Napoleonic ef-

fect. The crown was of nigger brown
velvet.

Fur hats are comin > into the'r own,
the mokiskin being preferred with rab-

bit dyed in pastel shades as another
favorite. Later on, satin promises to

be popular when combined with either

fnr 01- velvet.

Niither have trimmings develoiped any
new features since lasit month. Ostrich
is still good, but is considered by some
to be not so good as anticipated earlier

in the season, and will probably not last

as long as the glycerined variety. Bro-
cades in themselves are a trimiming so

that little is needed on these hats. Metal
flowers and jiet ornamients lare ^uch
used on velvet and fur shapes. A new-

idea in .facings is to make them of beav-
er hnjished so that it will stand out
stra-ght.

One house has been doing a good

For IQ20

Smart new straws

for next Spring.

Shown by Peerless

Hats Limited,

Montreal.

business in small beaver and duvetyn
shapes trimmied, with high flower
mounts. These hats look well worn with
fur coats for they add an 'attractive*¥buch

of color. W
Black and Brown Still Lea(^|

Black seems to be the most wianted

shade. One dealer claims that ^ per

cent, of their business has been inblack.

Brown is still selling freely with navy
and sand following closely.

Hand miade shapes and ready-to-

A
Mid-seas 071

Model
Henna Cssowary feath-
ers encir.'le this duvetyn
turban in a charming

manner.

wear are more in evidsnce than untrim-
med or buckram shapes, although the
latter are selling better than usual.

The small hat with a soft draped
crown is by far the most fashionable.

Crowns even on large drezs affairs, are
soft and in crush effects. The larger
hats stilil feature upturned brims, some
tending towards the Napoleonic tjnpe or

its variations.

One model that proved attractive at

the recent mid-winter openin.g was of
panne velvet in black. A narrow brim
turned un at one side was finished with
wide black satin ribbon. Above this,

and set about an inch br.ck was faille

ribbon in the beaver shade; and above
that, an inch back, but reaching the

base of the crown, was a soft frill of

csrise velvet. This would be a smart
stvie easily developed by the average
milliner.

In a very short time now, houses cater-

ing to the Southern trade wiH be intro-

ducing^ the early Summer modes. Ther"
is I'ttle information regarding these to

be had so far, but it is quite to be ex-

pected that rather strong colors, fine

fabrics and a good deal of hand work,

even on sport models, will be parf'mount.

Mr. H. E. Mitchell, buyer for John
D. Ivey & Co., sailed for Europe at the

< nd of October and expects to be gone

about six weeks.
(See page 78 for "Advance Hints")



Embroidery Days Here
Now, if Ever, is the Art Work Department a Paying Proposition — Let Displays Have Full

Sway—Make the Very Most Out of Your Stock for the Shadow of Scarcity is

Upon Us.

THROUGHOUT November and De-
cember, the hands of both novices

and accomplished needlewomen
are as busy as can be fashioning the

hundred and one fanciful and luxurious

items of personal and household import-

ance, for which the Christmas season

calls. Almost every village and city has

from one to innumerable Christmas
bazaars at this season of the year, and
the observant merchant has long ago
learned that the "fanc>"work booth" is

always the money-maker—the feature

—

of the event. There is many a gift

which the men folks look upon as utterly

wasteful, but which the receiver cherish-

es throughout the year, for its daintiness

and careful stitches, and which she

knows she would never possess if it

were not for this very season of giving.

And so the dear womenfolk flock to the

shops in searc'h of "something to make
for Tom's wife," something that Mary
wants that the other girls are wearing,"
"a new sofa pillow for Nell's blue room,"
"another piece of Madeira to match Mrs.
Jones' pieces," etc.

Rearrangements Suggest Sales

All the shop keeper has to do, is to

show 'his goods! Even if his shipments
are coming along tardily, he must keep
his customers coming along happily, so

that they will be eager for every new
lot. This cannot be accom.plished by ar-

ranging, a display "once and for all"—
even the same goods re-arranged daily

will cause customers to notice lines

whioh escaped them before—the color

scheme, the designs, the suggestions are
surely numerous enough that totally

different effects can be obtained' by
thoughtful displays.

Tidiness and Cleanliness Insure Values

And, above all, the counters, shelves,

special sale tables, etc., should be kept
tidy. There is no department which
assumes an appearance of "junkiness"
more quickly than the fancy goods de-

partment, when it is allowed to get un-

tidy—with its muss of color, smallwares
and unfinis'hed edges of stamped goods!

More than that, art work of all kinds

soild in these departments deteriorates in

value immediately when it looks "much
handled." Salespeople themselves can
do much in their regular movements to

maintain values by themselves handling

their stock with respect.

Advances an the Way for 1920

Dealers in the finer grades of wool for

art needlework purposes, report an in-

crease of 15 per cent on the price of the

best Australian clip for next year. Med-
ium grades, such as Shetland Floss, will

probably remain about the same.

The pendulum has swung back to

knitting for fancy work purposes, after

the brief run in filet crochet, for sweat-

ers, pullovers, etc., during the Sum-
mer m )nths, The reason is that

sweaters and scarfs of the latter have a

summery appearance and not as much
warmth as the knitted garments.

Factories are booked until next July

with orders for art lines and other ma-
terials used in needlework. It would be

wise, therefore, for buyers to secure

their stocks just as soon as possible,

even for next year, for unless some un-

foreseen event occurs, there is liable to

be a shortage. Although deliveries are

uncertain now, the indications are that

they will be worse next Spring.

Troubles in the fancy goods trade are

just as plentiful as elsewhere. Labor

unrest in the United States has brought

the production there down below normal;

and a greater burden—for, in most cases

nowadays, an increase in business is con-

sidered a burden—has been placed on the

Japanese manufacturers. Then, when
deliveries are eventually made, there is

a shortage and insecurity of help to con-

tend with in the whoilesale and also the

retail houses here. NevertTiele^s, the

public continues to clamor for m )re and

more tovs. notions; in fact, everything

of every kind.

The result is that little time can ibe

devoted to the creation of novelties,

when all energies must Ibe bent towards

producing a sufficient supply of goods

already on the market to satisfy the

growing demand. Prices arp >^i<?h, of

course, but people "have learned to accept

this condition with very good grace, and

have almost cea=ed to speculate on when
they will come down.

Some Good Sellers

Colored embroidery on white linen

does not sell generally as well in Canada
as in the States—natural color linen

being Toetter here. But there i s a

centrepiece now being shown of white

Mnen embroidered in colors, wliich seems
to be attracting good business, not only

on account of its design but of the ease

and quickness with which it can be

worked. White coronation braid forms
the greater part of the pattern, while

colors are introduced in the flowers and

leaves by means of Frencb knots and

satin stitch.

Another line, not so new, but still very

good, is the long narrow cushion-top,

made of mercerized poplin embroidered

in a variety of shades in a single large

design and finished with fringe.

Philippine Goods Coming Along Better

Owing to the cessation of floods in the

Philippine Islands, early deliveries are

insured on Philippine hand-made, hand-

embroidered under-garments. The only

lines on the market at present are night-

gowns and envelopes, which retail at

prices ranging from $5 to $25 apiece, and

are, of course, interesting only to the

m)st high-class trade. The prospects

are, however, that considerably better

quantities of this merchandise will be

available early next year, and that it

will have better sale than ever before,

owing to the fact that these high-grade

lines are in accord with the public idea

of what it wants now.

High Class Baskets Begin To Arrive

Owing to excessive freight rates and

the fact that they are charged on sipace

rather than on weig'ht, Japanese basket-

ware, which has been a big Christmas

item of recent years, has not been im-

ported into thir, country in any great

quantities this year. Mo^t of our baskets

are coming from England once more, but

deliveries are fomewhat delayed, and

even then orders can only be filled in

part. One of the leadin?: department

stores stated that its English goods

were ordered last Feibruary and only

began to be delivered the second week in

Novemlber; at that, only one-fifth of the

order was coming. The prices of fancy

baskets, $8.00 to $25.00, put them in the

class of articles for exclusive trade only;

that is, for the English baskets which in-

clude some fine ones of Egyptian make.

Indian baskets, made of sweet grass,

are more popularly priced and are fea-

tured the year round by some stores, in

a special section devoted to Indian work.

Fancy moccasins, for both children

and grown-ups, have been selling well in

these departments.
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NOVELTY DOLLS
You have been made acquainted with

"Splashme's" close relative—"Tissme"

—

of the coquettish eyes and puckered
rosebud lips. But another member of

the same family has just arrived from
New York in time for Christmas. Her
name is "Winkie," and she has one eye
completely shaded by a drooping lid in

a manner more suggestive of Mickey
than of a "perfect lady."

A new Kewpie, too, is expected to

make his appearance soon. His chief

attraction is an electric light bulb hidden
inside his celluloid "tummy." The wire

comes out at the feet, where a little

stand is ready to be screwed onto some-
body's bedroom light.

A ONE-PIECE DOLL
A doll invented by the Brooklyn wo-

man is formed of a single narrow strip

of fabric so wound and sewed upon itself

as to form the body, arms, legs and dress

of the figure.

A new top for New York kiddies is

made of wood, in shape resembling a

little peasant mannequin. It is nicely

finished and painted, and sells over there

for $1.00.

A novel paper weight of wood stands

as a demure tot, in flaring frock,

shiny black hair and slippers. It is

priced in New York at $2.75.

<^

-y^

Safety First

All objections to the hat pins on the
grrounds of their deadlines^ appear to have
been overcome by this clever contrivance.
The point may be pushed out and turned
down when the pin has been adjusted; and
likewise restored to its normal position by
means of the disc under the head when
the pin is to be removed. Shown by court-
esy of the Thompson Lace and Veiling Co.

STIMULATES ART NEEDLEWORK
Splendid Results from Needlework

Classes in Retail Store

Stimulating interest, and incidentally

sales, in the art department of the

Smallman & Ingram store at London,
Ont., is receiving special attention this

Fall, and, so far, with splendid results.

Situated on the house-furnishings floor,

it occupies a prominent place near the

elevators, and in such a position as to

attract shoppers in this section. A
feature that is being taken advantage
of, to a very large extent, by the women
of London, are daily lessens given in art

needlework in the department. These
are in charge of two competent teachers

and women are invited to come and
bring their fancy work, and receive in-

structions, and suggestions as to the

Good Christmas Numbers
In table mats, scarfs, and centrepieces, a new and popular

item is the "Levant." It is of imitation leather in soft dark
shades of red, blue, and brown decorated with raised designs
in self color or gold. Shown by courtesy of Jennings &
Wilson.

The work basket illustrated is of braided grass—a new
feature in Japanese ware. The color is cream with pink for
the sateen lining. This number is for next season's delivery.
Shown by G. R. Gregg & Co.

newest ideas. Classes are held from ten

to twelve o'clock in the mornings and
from two to four in the afternoons. The
number of women, availing themselves

of the opportunity to perfect their

needlework, under expert direction, is

very large, and the management of the

store has found the classes a splendid

method of increasing sales in this de-

partment. The newest designs for em-
broidery, and all pattern work are at-

tractively displayed, and any informa-

tion in regard to the same is readily

given. A fine assortment of fancy

baskets and vases showing novelty of

coloring is to be seen. Sales of the same
have been heavy since the inauguration

of the classes.

ADVANCE HINTS ON SPRING
MILLINERY

Roomy Crowns and Shiny Straws Fea-

tured Again

No definite style has been decided on

yet for milady's "Easter Bonnet." It

will, however, be neither large nor

small, but of medium size and may be

selected from a variety of shapes ran'j:-

ing from Napoleonic effects to straight

drooped brims. The crown, though, will

be high and roomy. The straw will be

fine and shiny and may be chosen from

a gorgeous array of colors: purples,

blues, roses, greys. And it is equally

liable to be black. This is judging from
the advance styles in straw shapes be-
ing made up now.
The supply of straw braid is quite

secure at present, but dealers are ex-

pecting a shortage by the time the sea-

son opens. Therefore, they say, let your
motto be that of the Boy Scouts—"Be
prepared."

Since June last, straw braid has in-

creased from 50 per cent, to 60 per cent.

in price. The labor required for its con-

struction intj hats is now being paid

60 per cent, to 80 per cent, more for

a shorter week's work. Consequently,

the consumption of prices is going to be
a matter of addition and multiplication

only.

Ribbon bands and ornaments promise

to be as good as ever on the early Spring
ready-to-wears. And ostrich, too, seems
to be going to outlast its Winter popu-

larity and lend its bright hues to the

next season's millinery.

The Fiberloid Corporation has issued

to the trade a most artistic catalogue

of its various "Fairfax" lines of ivory.

It is a 6 in. X 9% in. book, printed

throughout in two colors and profusely

illustrated.
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Troubles in Wheeled Goods
One department in which late buyers

this year are find'ing^ a considerable ad-

vance in prices, is that of baiby car-

riag'es, go-carts, etc., lines that seem to

gravitate to the toy department of most
stores. One buyer for a large city

store, who placed his orders nearly ten

months ago, reports that present prices

are running at least 20 pei cent, over
last year's, and repefvt orders will be

higher still.

There are also advances on wheeled
goods, tricycles and bicycles, in which
Tsuying has been very £icti\'e the last

few months. Indeed, one buyer told

DRY GOODS REVIEW that he was al-

most ashamed to tel! customers the

priccis these goods would carry; some of
his tricycles running ovci $35.

The steel strike in the United States

is going to have a serioius effect on de-

liveries of these g'oods as large quanti-

ties have still to be manufactured for

jChristmas trade. Not only did the mien

go out in the basic trades but in various

plants where these goods are manufac-
tured. This is curtain to cause a short-

age in these goods, and miany retailers

are likely to go without a large portion

of their expected Christmas stocks.

Buyers who have been over to the United
Staites report that it is almost impos-
sible to get repeat orders filled, and they
must content themselves with what they
have already secured. Conditions due to

the strike may mean that no further
parts can be manufactured in time to

make delivery of the completed goods
possible for the Christmias trade.

But all along the line reports are com-
ing of disappointments in deliveries as

the result of the serious curtailment of

production. A manufacturcT of stuffed

animals of the plush variety has just

written to a Canadian importer from the
United States that his factory, which
one year ago was working with eighty
employees, was now reduced to thirty.

This is a commion storj- from across the
border and will account for dtllays in de-

liveries that will be serious thi-s year.

One large manufacturer wais forced lats

in September to write his Canadian cus-

tomers, telling thtim that he could not
guarantee delivery until Dec. Ist for

Christmas goods. In some cases wires
went back cancelling the orders and
there was a shuffle trying to repeat else-

where or to arrange a substitute.

NOVELTIES FOR THE FANCY
GOODS DEPARTMENT

A washable powder puff handker-
chief. It is a dainty colored handker-
chief with a powder puff attached in

the centre and a draw ribbon around
the ipuff, so that it need not be seen

when not in use. In fact, even when
in use the kerchief obscures the puff.

Trimming rings, used on blouses,

hats, sports coats, needlework, etc.

When ribbon is laced through them, or

fancy buttons slipped into them, the

trimming effect is good.

Foot muffs for automobiles. Made
in suede, imitation leather, plush or

cloth.

"Fums Up"—a kewpie-like little doll

who turns his eyes and thumbs up, and

his head slightly down. He is made of

India rubber and squeaks.

f4 I

Tivo New Designs in

Earrings
On the left is a pair illustrating the use of

the imitation antique metal green finish.

The bead in the drop section is of robin's

egg blue dotted in black. Pearls set in imi-

tation onyx are shown on the right.

By courtesy of Carl Austen & Co.

A Spurt in Beads—Earrings Good

—

Bracelets in Paris

Beads are showing a noticeable ac-

tivity on account of their attractiveness

as a Christmas item. Although not as

popular as when the fad was really in

vogue at the beginning of the year, they

are as fashionable as they have beeii

any time since, if not more so at present.

Better qualities are being shown, and

the average retail T>rice for a bodice

length string ranges bttween $5 and $10.

The glass beads are best of a medium
size, in almost all colorings, strung on

plated chains.

Pearls Revive

Pearl necklaces, too, are stronger than
they have been for some seasons. Prob-

ably the ibeist seller is the short necklet,

priced about $8 or $9 retail.

A novelty on the New York market is

caled the Zulu beadlove necklace. Each
bead has a particular meaning which is

explained in a verso accompanying the

article. Naturally there are no two
beads al'kf in it.

Earrings, too, are quite important.

rkun, close ones of peari appeal to the

m-cre consi^rvative trade, hixt their size

often approximateis the cii'cumference of

a 10 cent piece. Next to these in favor

pre earrings of jet. They are all so much
in demand that one im:porter recently

disposed of a lot of 1,000 pairs in less

than two weeks.
More novel earrings of what might

be called a "vampish" type are just now
neing used. They are in the drop style,

a colored glasis bead (size of a marble)
?-,vered, or partly so with filligree work
in antlique green finisfe is attached by a

1%-inch chain to a smaller bead of the

same work at the top. Beaded girdles

in b^ack metallic effects and colors are

on the I'liarket. Some of these are in

Pugh Specialty Co. Ltd.
38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto, Canada

Manufacturers and
Manufacturers' Agents

We own or control 5 Canadian Factories.
Some of our lines are
French Ivory,
Pennants, Cushions and Textile

Novelties,
Post Cards and Booklets for all seasons
and occasions,

Ladies' and Men's Purses, Wallets, etc..

Souvenir Novelties (biggest range in

Canada).
Our Catalogue is worth having.
Our travellers cover Canada.

rope style with long fancy taisisels; some
are woven on the loom and have fringe

trimming. Everything for which beads
can be utilized is considered saleable this

year.

Bracelets on the Way
The new short-sleeved gowns are pre-

paring the way for many novel conceits

in bracelets. Especially are these being
worn with evening gowns by women in

London. Paris and New York. The new
lines are frequently of carved jet or of

some precious stone or carved platinum
to correspond with one's costume. Bands
of black %-inch or %-inch grosgrain

with Oriental jewelled or carved slides

are auite new. Upon occasions the debu-

tante fastens a tiny ostrich plume in her

bracelet. This iscason braicelets are worn
from three to five inches above the

elbow, sometimois with an additional one
at the wrist.

New Arrivals in Notions
There is a new snap fastener on the

market which will retail at the usual
price of 10 cents v nard. It is called

forget-me-not shaipe. How near it ap-
proaches that design may be estimated
from the accompanying sketch. The
feature of these new fasteners is that

that they have larger holes than usual

type and rolled edges. They are spring

snap? and are made in six sizes.

A new detachable buttoni is featured

by a Toronto wholesaler. It is a black

piush-covered button and has a push

stud which pierces the cloth. The but-

ton is then squeezed on to the stud

firmly and cannot come off unless un-

scrpv/ed. The stud is about % of an inch

deep.

Mr. Cope, late Secretary-treasurer

with the Daly Company, Ltd., Sparks

Street, Ottawa, has removed to Toronto,

while Mr. Franks becomes merchandis-

ing manag-er with the Daly Company,
coming to Ottawa from the Western
provinces.
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Smartly correct in style, and ob-
viously superior in finish, you will
find

BAKER HATS
the ideal line for your Millinery De-
partment.

Increased sales are sure to be yours
after introducing to your discriminat-
ing clientele BAKER HATS.

Now sold direct to the Trade in-

stead of through Jobbers as hereto-
fore. Write for samples and prices.

Elmbossed Satin and Fur Hats now m
stock.

Millinery's Newest Touch for
Mid-Season.

Toronto Hat Co., Ltd.
76 Wellington St. West

TORONTO - ONTARIO
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DYNAMO BRAND

By this Mark you are enabled to

recognise MALINES which can-

not be equalled in Quality—absolute

Exclusiveness and Economy.

^^Dynamo Brand ^^ Malines
Are guaranteed Rainproof. They resist Rain—Dampness

—

Snow—Sun and Perspiration.

They excel where others fail, and they naturally become the

ideal Maline for Millinery and for Maline Scarves, so appro-
priate for evening wear. They are economic, because one
yard of Dynamo Maline offers more advantages than two
yards of any other make. Buy Dynamo Maline, it is the

Original Guaranteed Rainproof Maline.

MONTREAL
Room 705

Read Bldg.
Tel. Main 6524

CHAS. MOUTERDE {United Makers]
The only selling agents ior Gros Million & Co. of Lyons (^ France ) for the

Dominion of Canada. We only sell to the Wholesalers.

80 Wellington
St. West.

TORONTO
Tel. Adel. 4184

UTTON
Spring 1920

Latest Designs are now in

hands of our Travellers.

Wait to see our range.

j^Weyerstall & Co.
Head Office: TORONTO

"Canada's Exclusive Button House"

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystal"

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS anrf HANDKERCHIEFS

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory :

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

Furs Dyed in All the
Newest Shades

FOXES

WOLVES and WHITE FOXES
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP GREY

SQUIRRELS
DYED TAUPE and BATTLESHIP

GREY

RABBITS DYED KITT, MOLE

The Hollander Fur Dyeing

Co., Limited
645 St. Pan! St. Montreal
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Island Spinning Co., Ltd.
LISBURN, IRELAND

Manufacturers of

Pure Irish Linen Threads
for

Founi.ain Brand

Si

Glotbind Manufacturing

r

Try ''FOUNTAIN BRAND" linen thread. It will convince you of its superi-

ority over ordinary brands. Yet it costs no more! Why be satisfied with
anything else but the best?

Suitable for manufacturing all classes of clothing and leather products.

1/2 lb. and 1 lb. Patent Wind Caps. 1, 2 and 4 oz. spools.

COLORS—Black, White, Whitey Brown.

Sole Agents for Canada.

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.
508 READ BUILDING, MONTREAL 20 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

lllllllilllllllllllllllllllll

Fashion Dictates
that Madame must have

AN OSTRICH FEATHER FAN
for each Evening Gown

We have them in all the season's

popular shades, and can supply

them to match any gown. All

the smartest effects will be

found in our range, including

—

THE "PRINCE OF WALES" FAN

and

THE "DEBUTANTE"

Specially boxed for Christmas

selling.

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co.
Limited

78 Wellington St. West

TORONTO

Infants'

Bootees

Hoods
Jackets

Bibs

Mittens

Leggings

Toques
Feeders

Also

a large range of celluloid rattles,

novelties, comb and brush sets.

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Art Needlework, Wools, Knitting
Pins, Crochet Hooks, Embroidery
Threads.

Instruction Books on Knitting and
Crocheting.

HAMBLY & WILSON,
LIMITED

Wellington Street West TORONTO
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U

No. 3564

DC 3C DZ

1

SPLENDID
SELLERS
We have a complete assortment

of both Cotton and Silk Velvet

Bags ranging from $5.00 to

$8.00 each.

ft

Full Assortment of

BEADS
SEED BEADS

' In Bottles

PEARL BEADS
All sizes— 14 to 54 inches

JET BEADS
-J FANCY BEADS

l^ishing Our Many Friends the Seasons

Compliments and a Prosperous New Year.

WRINCH-McLAREN, LIMITED
77 WELLINGTON STREET WEST

TORONTO

3C ">t >«- —-—^( ^.; jf- DC 0< >C



Accessories for the Holiday Season
NECKWEAR

The fact that women are laying aside

their suits for the modish one-piece

dress has meant the replacement of the

long vestee Iby the shorter mjdesty gilet

with a narrow matching collar. These

are made chiefly of net and laces—real

laces to a great extent. Some satin and

Georgette is used also, but there is a

tendency for them to be falling off.

Some pretty sets are shown in lace

and net; the later ones have rather deep

cuffs to give a dressy effect and some

are wide in the cuff measurements in

order that the cuffs may fit under the

edge of the popular elbow or three-

quarter kimona sleeves of the fashion-

able blouses.

For separate collars or sets, the plain

flat styles are selling well. Some for

tailored garments are rjund and some

are in a short Tuxedo effect. Sailor-back

collars for frillings are being shown

scarcely at all.

Although large jabots with high col-

lars in net or lace are not being worn

extens-ively at present, retailers are get-

ting in a generous supply, as they are

anticipating brisk business in this line

when the colder weather is more general.

Many women find them a dainty neces-

sity for wearing with fur coats.

The neckwear trade, as a whole, is.

rather quiet just now, but manufac-

turers of neokw-ear alone are put to it

to make deliveries and keep up w4th

their orders when help is so hard to

secure.

Another novelty wthich has come out
with the rush of the social season is

the "Jazz" fan. This m?.j be construct-
ed of one single feather, uncurled usu-
ally, or of Irwo or three feathers fast-

ened into one single holder. In any one
case the handle is iisually of ivory or
tortoise. There are some which have
mottled handles to match the feathers.

Turquoise blue and black are the best
sellers in feather fans, though a con-
siderable nuimber of capucine (nastur-
tium), rose, canary, salmon pink, coral,

sky, lemon, and peacock are ^old also.

OSTRICH FEATHERS
I'opularity of Fans Brings Out Two

Novelties

While the millinery trade has not

taken up ostrich trimming to the extent

which was anticipated by some earlier in

the season, ostrich has nevertheless

come very prominently into vogue. For

evening gowns it is esjpecially pop^'.lar,

a great variety of bandings and fringes

^>eing shown as well as fancy mounts.

Perhaps the greatest constvmiption of

ostrich for this year, however, is for

fs>ns .\s already described in previous

issues of DRY GOODS REVIEW, both

the curled and straight feathers make
fashionable fans, and they are seen at

every ball ami many informal dances and

parties. With this to go on, the Prince

of Wales visit has proved the inspira-

tion for novel uses of ostrich, and so,

during the lasit month, while his popii-

larity has spread from coast to coast,

the "Prince of Wales" fan has developed.

Naturally this fan is fashioned after the

Prince of Wales crost, bet.ring the three

plumes. This newest fan has the throe

curled plumes of the longest and most

luxurious tyop procurable.

UMBRELLAS
Little can be said regarding umbrella

fashions, for no decided change is notice-

able either in handles or covers. For
handles, bakelites and cords are still

used; also dainty silver tops, having
silver chains for the wrist.

The demand for colored silk covers is

very strong, but these materials are in

most instances difficult to procure. Navy
seems to be the most popular, though
some reds are asked for. New York
reports state that red is very much in

demand, in keeping with the prevailing

vogue for that shade.

Children's umbrellas are having a

good run just now and are found to be

attractive for holiday giving.

No doubt, the next few weeks will

see some novelties develop in fancy

parisjls for the Southern trade, but Can-
adian manufacturers, as yet, are busy
filling orders for the holiday season.

HANDBAGS AND
PURSES

An Increase in Price Promised for Near
Future

Nothing has yet been produced to

supersede in fashion's favor the velvet
or brocade handbags with silver or tor-

toise shell frames and chain handles.

The T. Eaton Co. are showing some
rather novel designs made of painted
ribbon picturing two little birds on a
limb, and also cameo effects. Big busi-

ness, however, is still done in the plain

black velvet, moirees and in broaches
that match the gowns or wraps with
which they are worn. Of late there have
been several numbers shown in flat

purses and canteen bags, made of bro-

cade, used similarly to leather. This
may (be due to difficulty in securing the

fancy fine leathers, or to the vogue for

brocade, but so far it remains for the

pulblic to decide whether these will be-

come sellers of anv importance.
All these fabric bags, th )Ugh, are sold

for dressy wear, and their vogue does
not interfere in the least with the vol-

ume of trade being carried on in flat

leather purses, having numerous com-
partments and top or side straps and
ng^el gift bags developed from the can-

teen idea. These are all still being

turned out in large quantities, but—as

the Tommy said when toM that 5,000

Turks had been massacred—" 'Taint

enough."

One manufacturer with a staff double

that of last year and working overtime

is continually having to refuse orders.

"What's the use," he said to DRY
GOODS REVIEW, "of working our de-

sign department and trying to introduce

new styles at a loss when we're not able

to fill our orders for staple lines? It

would be absurd."

Under such conditions, prices are

bound to be higher, and dealers may
look for an early advance in the cost

of the finished article when, added to

this state of affairs, even the little

metal trims have increased 66 per cent,

during the past month.

^ Last Miflute Novelty
The .Jazz fan showing three uncurled os-

trich plumes held into the new stationary
holder with ring handle.

LACES AND
EMBROIDERIES

Laces are having the biggest run they

have had for some time. Some firms

are doing about five times their norinal

business. All lines are good and tne

better the laces, the bigger the business
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they command. Embroideries are mt
so good as they should he.

Irish, cluny, filet, in fact, all the best

laces cannot be jbtained in sufficient

quantities to satisfy the inquiry. Peoplo

are wearing them on all sorts of gar-

ments and accessories; narrow laces

for neckwear and lingerie, wider ones

for camisoles and evening gowns. It

the rage continues and increases, it is

possible that men may revert to the

garb of chivalry and wear dainty edg-

ings on their cuffs and revers! One
never can tell, can one?

Buyers from Nottingham state that

the makers there are simply swamped
with orders. There is no real scarcity

,

however, and dealers are generally able

to fill their requirements if they can

pay the fprice—often two or three times

what it was in normal times The in-

dustry in France and Belgium, of course,

is only just .picking up after the crip-

pling it received from the war. China,

it seems, is supplying the bulk of the

world trade.

Amongst the dheaper grades there is

a new lace on the market made in imi-

tation of hand crochet. It :s mad'; in a

wide, pointed design with narrow match-

ing insertion fjr shoulder straps.

Metallic laces are being sold just as

fast as they can be made or imported,

but this is not very fast on account of

the S'Txb-normal capacity of the manu-
facturers and the extent to which me-
tallics are being used for hats and

dress trimmings.

Both isilk and cott)n nets are good.

Some claim that they are better than

they have ibeen for ten years. One firm

is booked up until next May for malines.

Their price, too, has advanced with the

demand. A line of colored nets which
were -being sold at 85c a yard by a cer-

tain wholesaler, was increased to aim ;st

that price by the manufacturer less than

two months after the first lot had been
purchased.

Even albver laces are coming in for

some business after a long rest on the

back shelves; and, for the best trade,

Spanish lace scarfs are good, priced as

high as $20.00 to the retailer.

And, speaking of laces, there has re-

cently Ibeen an interesting exhibit of

ancient and modern laces shown in the

Bush Terminal Sales Building, New
York. All the pieces are exceptionally

beautiful, but many are also important
for their historic significance. Rare ex-

amples frjm all countries were to be
seen, made not only in this century, but
in .past ages also. $3,000 was the value

set on one piece from Flanders. It was
the most valuable piece for its size, be-

ing only a small square in the "quatre
tetes Casquees"—an intricate desdgn

which, under the microscope, reveals

four heads in profile.

Another remarkable piece was a long

coat made of "Irish" by Miss Mary
Hakim in Syria. The pattern represents
various birds, animals, flowers and

Exquisite Intimes
Burdened with a luxury of silver thread embroidered on black

chiffon, this daintily fashioned underskirt has an appealing
loveliness which should maJie it a ffood Christmas seller to the
exclusive trade even though it had not its high rank in present
fashions.
The camisole of flesh crepe de Chine derives much of its

charm from black Spanish lace veiling.

trees. It took seven years in the mak-
ing and is valued at $20,000.

There are many fine specimens of

hand-made laces of various types and
dates in our own Royal Ontario Museum,
and it would be time well spent if buy-

ers and salespe )ple visiting Toronto al-

lotted as much as they could spare of

their time to studying the treasures in

lace, fabrics, trimmings and designs

which that museum contains.

GLOVES
The most popular design in gloves,

both fabric and kid, have gauntlet

wrists. Kid gloves, however, have be-

come so high-pri?ed that an exception-

ally large volume )f business is being
done in fabric lines.

Silk, especially, has jumped into

prominence and the price has jumped to

an equal degree.

Long white kid gloves, which were
practically off the market during the

war, are now becoming a ,big item for

evening wear. Old stocks have been

cleared out, but when buyers attempt to

make replacements, they find that a 16-

button length which they had been re-

tailing for $2.50, will now have to be sold

for $4.75.

Short sleeves are in vogue this

Winter for afternoon wear, and it is

highly probable that they will continue

to be worn on into the Spring and Sum-
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mer. Wherefore, it behooves the mer-
chant tj make preparations by providing

himself with a suitable stock . of elbow-

length gloves. This requires some fore-

sight, when one rememibers that it is

necessary to place orders about 4

months longer in advance than formerly.

A Canadian glove man, who has re-

turned after a trip to England and the

Continent, declares that those who are

in a position to know, state that it will

be two or three years before the top in

glove prices is reached. The shortage of

suipplies is greater than most people

have any conception of. In Brussels kid

gloves were selling at $5 a pair.

RIBBONS
In ribbons, as in almost everything

else, buyers are experiencing difficulty

in procuring anywihere near enough mer-
chandise to satisfy the trade. Factories

to-day can produce only about one-half

the amount produced two years ago. And
business is just about twice as active.

Wide ribbons embroidered lin silver

or gold thread are selling well for bags,

hats and dress trimmings. The price

varies from $10.00 tj $22.00 a yard re-

tail. Half and three-quarter-inch widths

in similar ribbons are good also for trim-

mings.

All sorts of lingerie ribbons and made-
up novelties are wanted this month and
next, of course. The Robert Simpsion

Co. are showing a neat duplex handbag
made of black faille, having a carved

silver frame. The ends of the chain

are fastened on opiposite sides of the

frame to prevent the sides from falling

open when unfastened. It is really two
bags, pear-shaped and joined together

at the bottom so a,s to provide a com-
partment for cai:rying gloves or a hand-
kerchief.

Eaton's have wide black velvet riblion

with painted patterns in simulation of

bead work. The designs are various.

One represents a lady's head, framed
much after the fashion of a cameo.

Others are of birds or flowers. The
motifs are far enough apart that one

is used for each side of the bag without
any waste of ribbon. They also have a
clever little tam made of two-inch apple

green velvet ribbon seamed in rows and
slightly shirred on top. At the very

centre of the crown is a piece of the

ribbon 3 in. long, reaching over to one

side where it is finished by a 8 in. silver

tassel.

C. P. Pearce, who has control of Dent,

AllcToft & Co. interest in Canada, has

returned after a four months' trip to

various rlove and leather producing cen-

tres in Europe.

A by-law at Pickering, Ont., will be

consider'^] on Nov. 17, whereby among
other projects aid will be given to the

Sunny Dress Company, a new industry

in that town.

An Attractive Set

No gown would look plain
with this dainty shirred
bertha and cuffs of white
Georgette crepe trimmed
with hemstitching and A^al-

enciennes lace. Made by A.
Bruce Finnie & Co.,

Montreal.

VEILS AND SCARFS
Veils continue to play their prominent

part in milady's millinery. Wherefore,
the effort being made by the New York
Association towards popularizing veils

as Chriitmas gifts, should meet with

strong approval and support by all re-

tailers. There is truly no reason why
these handy little accessories should not

be appreciated as much as gifts of hand-

kerchiefs, neckwear, gloves, etc., and
last year a number of merchants real-

ized Ibig returns from featuring smart
veils as gift articles.

The wide hexagon mesh in the Shet-

land variety is by far the most fashion-

able' in both large and small veils. Drape
veils in this mesh are especially good

when finished with a plain woven border

abjut two inches in width.

In a close-fitting veil, the "Mitzi" is

well liked still for it combines service-

ability with a chicness derived from a

one and a half inch border of silk which

passes around the neck and ties at the

back of the hat in a bow with streamers.

A Novolty Offered

A new design in veils known as the

Small Hat veil is attractive because of

its extreme neatness. A band of silk

sewn on at the ceaitre fits snugly around

the neck and fastens at the back with

a dome. The veil, being thus correctly

adjusted over the face, can now be car-

ried across the hat, covering it com-

pletely, and tying at the back.

The richness of the brown shades

keeps them in demand along with blacks,

navy and some taupe and grey tones.

Sequins Prominent

The newest evening scarfs are of net

pmibroidered in sequins in a variety of

fanciful designs, and these are selling

quite freely along with the sequin em-

broidered net and also tinsel lace

tunics. Sequins in black, deep blues, the

irridesccnt "fish scale" shades and pinks

are a'T seen a great deal at the dances,

dinners and parties which are now in

full swing. Scarfs of Spanish laces in

both ivory and black are also worn a

great deal by fashionable folk and, no
doubt, all of these will be good holiday

numbers for the majority of merchants.

BUTTONS
Ci?ttons Are Losing None of Their Im-

portance for the Mid-Winter and
Advance Spring Fashions

For Spring, celluloid, glass and pearl

are the leading numbers again, with
glass and pearl of chief importance.
Naturally, for the dainty summery
gowns and silk blouses, the small type
of button is preferred for trimming.
Many of the new lines are shown in

bright colors, which is quite a feature.

These are made up in oval, round and
square shapes, frequently trimmed with
gilt. All light shades are selling well

again. The prevalence of braiding, em-
broidery and beading on blouses and
dresses, always gives place for trim-

ming-buttons as well. These, in tiny

sizes, are used in rows close together.

Good business is being done, too, in the

more subdued types for suits. Spring

suits will have quite a good represen-

tation of buttons throughout.

Just now, plush buttons are reported

as very active, and it is expected that

demand will be steady until January or

February for these. Sizes from 24 to

60 lignes are the most active at present.

A RAINY DAY NOVELTY

A Chicago firm is featuring a "hat

shield," made of slate grey rubberized

cotton. It drapes from under the brim,

out over the edges, covering the entire

top of the hat, and button's in scarf ef-

fect, either at the back or under the

chin.

A fire of unknown origin completely

destroyed McNeill's dry goods and gro-

cery store art Haileybury, November 3.

The building was insured for $1,000 and

the stock for $2,000.
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IMPORTER MEETS DIFFICULT
CONDITIONS IN ENGLAND

Mr. F. R. Turner, of Ladies' Wear,
Limited, Torjnto, has recently returned
from Europe with Mr. Goforth of the

same company. Mr. Turner found buy-
ing a very uncertain business when
prices were so unstable and liaWe to

increase 10 per cent, the day after plac-

ing an order. It was necessary to buy
at open prices and with most indefinite

promises of delivery. The English Gov-
ernment's system of paying the unem-
ployed, Mr. Turner told DRY GOODS
REVIEW, was certainly a bad thing for

industry. If a lace worker in Notting-
ham, say, earned only 26 shillings a

week when employed and could get 25

from the Government when unemployed,
it was certainly not in her interests to

go to work.

The rai'way strike and consequent
difficulty in getting transportation con-

trived to make the trip rather unpleas-

ant at times.

NOVEMBER 1 NOT TOO EARLY
Smallman and Igram, London, Ont

,

make it a point always to have Christ-

mas goods displayed during first week
of November, readjusting other depart-

ments -accordingly.

Early preparations for the Christ-

mas trade are always the rule in Small-
man and Ingram's departmental store in

London, Ont. "Our Christmas trade
really opens the first week of Novem-
ber," Mr. J. T. Doherty, of that store,

told DRY GOODS REVIEW, on the oc-

casion of a recent visit. "Of course,

there is not a great rush at so early a
date," he continued, "but by getting the
stuff out where people can see it, we
start them buying, and by the middle
of iNovember there is usually quite an
activity in Christmas lines."

Various departments are rearranged

to provide accommodation for Christ-

mas goods. Dress goods are generally

crowded into half the usual space t)

make room for novelties. Dress goods

are not usually big sellers in November
and December, as they have been pretty

well bought for Fall and Winter wear,

at an earlier date. All sorts of novelty

lines sell well at Christmas, and they

are given the f jremost position at this

season. Fully fifty per cent, of the

linen department is given up to the sale

of such articles as manicure sets, hand-

kerchiefs in fancy designs, etc, The store

throughout is always decorated with

the colors of the festive season, and the

spirit of Christmas is uppermost in

every department for several weeks 'be-

fore the day. This policy of starting

early, Mr. Doherty states, is one that

has worked with great success in the

Smallman and Ingram store.

Toytown in the basement of the store

is the mecca f>r hundreds of bovs and

girls during the Christmas shopping

season. The bazaar of evervthing con-

ceivable in the way of toys, is a feature

that is always attended with great suc-

cess. It is also ready six weeks before

Christmas, and all the boys and girls

in the town are invited to come and
see it. In the way of business, it is a

big revenue producer.

The Latest

in Gloves

Gauntlet wrsts fin-

ished with a strap
and pearl fastener
are the f.-'shionable
fertures of these
soft cape gloves^
Shown by the Acme
Glove Wor? T .Mont-^

Fashions in Paris
Note the arrow pin in the hat at the left.

Turner & Ward, 2790 Dundas St. W.,

Toronto, have put in a line of dry goods
and m?n's furnishings.

A Striking

Costume
Luxurious fur coat worn by
P <;m-ij,f; p.-ir'sipn over bl-^k
volvft hr.".vlly eir.b-o'de" f d.
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This Trade Mark
is your guarantee
and the name Perrin is one of your big sales

assets. To tell your customer that the glove he

is trying on is a Perrin glove is all that is neces-

sary to close the sale. Are you running your

business without this asset?

LOVE
RealChamoisette

MADE IN CANADA ^

That trade mark is the symbol of elegance and

dependability in gloves of the Chamoisette

variety. You give your customers their money's

worth when you sell them the **Kayser" Glove.

You cannot afford to offer them less.

P. K. Company
Successors to

Perrin Freres & Cie
Sommer Bldg. Montreal
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Constance Binney

star in "39 East"

wearing hfternoon frock of Satin

with trimming and overskirt

of "J. C." Democracy

Gros Grain Ribbon

Only the unusual and unexpected touches of style capture the attention of

discriminating buyers. No other trimming produces these deft touches so

readily and richly as ribbons — as witness the illustrated dress creation

trimmed with
^

"J. C." RIBBONS
AMERICA'S BEST—There's one for every dress need—buy them by name

—

LADY FAIR TROUSSEAU SANKANAC
SATIN DE LUXE VIOLET DEMOCRACY

(All registered trade mar^^ names)

JOHNSON, COWDIN;&:COMPANY, Inc.

"America's Best Ribbons"

40 East 30th Street m New York

L... ^_.. L^
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Christmas

Neckwear
tnat IS

deciaealy ' airrerent

in

Style, Quality and Finish

LACE TUXEDOS

SCALLOPED EDGES
(For Rounding Necks)

JABOTS

GILETS

SETTS
and

all popular Neckwear

Lines

iV;P

y

cS^^
TORONTO

154 Pearl Street

"%
^̂ci»:x
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MADE IN CANADA

fciij
'-*^»*fe*W^-7^-l

Griffin Gloves
for Christmas

Here is a line quickly appreciated by the buying

public. A pair of GRIFFIN GLOVES represents

the feat"res of an ideal gift smartness, useful-

ness and durability.

Feature them in your

GLOVE DEPARTMENT
this Christrr.as

CHAMO SUEDE DUPLEX CHAMO SUEDE AND SILK

Griffin Gloves Limited
TORONTO

Sole Selling Agents :

Richard L. Baker & Company
84 Wellington Street West, Toronto

^lll.llillllM

Dry Goods Review
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BUTTONS I

Tailors' 1

Small Wares |
and g

Fancy |

Trimmmgs |

Our stock is always
complete, and repre-

sents the best sellii^

lines you could han-
dle. Send for samples.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON CO. I
LIMITED m

KITCHENER - - ONTARIO 1

lllilllilililllililililii llli!i;,;l|ii!lt[i|itl!il|i'nii-

Last Minute Needs
can be quickly filled

from

wm

Our vs^ell assorted stock of

HANDKERCHIEFS
Plain—Fancy—and Boxed

Also other lines we carry such as

NOVELTIES
EMBROIDERIES

VEILINGS
LACES. ETC.

Westlake Brothers, Limited
24 Wellington Street West, Toronto
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Successful Corset Departments

''There are three reasons why we stock

Gossard Corsets''
writes

ANGUS CAMPBELL & CO., Ltd., of VICTORIA, B.C.

Corset Dtpartmenljif AngusJCampbell & Co., Lid., VicloTia, B.C.

1st. Because they are "The original and unequalled
expression of front-lacing Corsets."

2nd. On account of the ever increasing demand, they give a
substantial turnover for the stock carried.

3rd, They are the means of bringing scores of satisfied
customers to our Corset Department and Store.

The "front-lacing effect of Gossard Corsets" gives
comfort and the correct support that nature demands—this,
combined with perfect style, and the excellent material used
in their fashioning, permits us to give our customers an
unequalled Corset Service.

We find Gossard Corsets and Brassieres a valuable asset
to our Corset Department.

ANGUS CAMPBELL & CO.

,

LTD.

The Canadian H. W. Gossard Co., Limited

2§^4-286 West King Street TORONTO, CANADA
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Sa\^iss Ribbons m Stock

With the arrival of complete con-

signments we are now able to offer

the trade Swiss Ribbons in all the
popular numbers which have been
so long off the market.

Now Is J he Time

to ge t your supply ox up-to-aatc, rresn

SWISS RIBBON
Buy wnile our stock is complete.

Every imaginable color ana quality.

Prices are low in comparison to

most goods. There is every indi-

cation, however, of an early ad-

vance. Those who buy now will

obtain the best prices as well as the

best assortment.

Samples gladly submitted.

Ribbons, Limited
TORONTO

100 Wellington St. West
WINNIPEG

McDermott and Arthur Sts.

^^€^ <i »-
¥)
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VANRAALTEH^h

The demand for veils will be unprecedented this

Winter—the gayest veil season of history. Particu-

larly Van Raalte veils with all their distinctive new
patterns and their dependable meshes. Write for

samples or have your New York representative call

upon us.

E. & Z. VAN RAALTE, 5th Ave. at 16th St., N.Y.C.
Chicago Office: 105 South Dearborn Street
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SPRING 1920

KNITTED

GOODS

Many merchants who find

themselves short on knitted

goods to-day are making sure

of Spring 1920 deliveries by

placing their orders with us

NOW.

We strongly urge every mer-

chant to place immediately.

Our salesmen are at present

showing stylish Acme models

for 1920.

Acme Glove Works
Limited

MONTREAL

"^
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Ne^vest Parisian Novelties

Gold and Silver EmDroidered Georgette Crepes

For Evening Wear

X

REPRESENTATIVES ARE NOW SHOWING :-

Embroidered v oile Flouncing

Embroidered Voile Allovers

Metallic Laces, Flouncmgs and Bandings
— In Gold and Silver —

FOR JANUARY AND SPRING DELIVERY
We advise placing orders early to insure aelivery

Manufactured by

H. P. RITCHIE ^ CO.
38 CLIFFORD ST., TORONTO
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The "PERFECT" Sport Veils

m naif gross cabinets

Hanakercniers
>Ve nave now m stock an excellent assort-

ment tor tne iloliaay Season.

Georgette Crepes
AA/^e have a -w^onaerrul line of tms extremely

scarce article, in tne ne-west evening snades.

AlsoBLACK anJNAVVend of November.

Dress i rimmings
We nave just oeen aavisea or a new snipment

direct rrom Europe, or tne latest trimmings

Tor evening gowns.

>iV^e -will De pleasea to send a small shipment

on approval.

Mail orders promptly attenaed to.

Xhe 1 nompson Lace fe? v eilmg

Co., Limited
YORK and WELLINGTON STS. TORONTO

I.*

•

Le:

®.
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The Useful Gift Par Excellence

The Famous Dent Gloves!

If you handle the right merchandise you can be sure of your

share of Xmas trade and profits.

**Useful Gifts" will be the slogan this Xmas, and Dent

Gloves are famous the world over for utility, quality and

good value.

Let Dent's solve your customers' wants in the glove depart-

ment this Xmas.

Our travellers are now showing samples of the following

goods for immediate delivery. Kids, Suedes, Capes, Wash-
ables, Mochas, etc., and in Wool and Fur-lined Capes and

Mocha Gloves and Mitts ; and Fabric and Woollen Gloves.

Anticipate your sorting requirements from our present

range—many lines it will be impossible to duplicate.

Prompt attention to mail orders.

DENT, ALLCROFT & CO.
128 Bleury Street

MONTREAL

Factories: Loretteville, Que. London, Ont.
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SLIP-ON VEILS
Wide range of popular
meshes, with many ex-

tremely smart and becom-
ing designs in Chenille,

Silk, etc.

Unexcelled for long
wear, neat appear-
ance, and soft finish.

HAIR NETS
Silk and Human Hair.

With or without elastic.

Fringe and cap styles.

Sturdy and neat.

Large Stock always on hand

THE BONNIE-B COMPANY
TORONTO— 156 Yonge Street NEW YORK—222 Fourth Avenue

^llllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllM^

REMOVAL NOTICE

Independent Silk Co., Ltd.

formerly on McGill Street, is now
located in their new factory and

office

350-360 St. Paul St. East, MONTREAL

The larger facilities of the new
factory will enable us to supply a

still greater demand for Canadian-

made

SHOE and CORSET

LACES
SILK COTTON MERCERIZED

$

^/wwwww^y/y/y^/^^^^^^

How Is Your Stock of

TRANSFER POINTS

AND SINKERS ?

I am in a position to make
immediate delivery as I

have a large stock on hand.

Quality Guaranteed Prices Right

CHARLES B. PAULUS
1516 68th Ave.,

OAK LANE, PHILA., PA.

Correspondence Solicited.

Excellent Idea!
Just the thing for that assistant

of yours, whom you would like

to remember at Christmas time. .

A subscription to DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Only
two dollars for the whole year.
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ESTABLISHED IN 1852

Moose Head
Brand

FURS
Far Famed For

Distinctive

Smartness

and

IrreproacnaDle

Quality

Send for Catalogue

.A^

H

L. Gnaedinger Son & Company
90-94 St. Peter Street, Montreal
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Among Toronto Furriers
A Record Catch, a Record Season and a Record Shortage

Seems to Characterize the Fur Trade of the Present

reason—Prices to be Higher a Year Hence.

IN spite of the prolonged warm
weather which has retarded the re-

tail fur business to some extent, and
even though observers of the chipmunk
predict an open Winter, wholesale deal-

ers are anticipiating a long ccld snap
later on to judge from the way orders

have been piled up around them. The
demiand is the biggest in years. One
wholesaler and manufacturer is six

weeks hohind with his orders and has
refused to accept any for Hudson seal

coats until after Christmas, and others

are in a similar position. The scarcity

of help is the biggest problem to be

faced. Next to that is the scarcity of

skins.

Hudson seal is easily the leading line.

And the most fashionable style in coats

is the short sports jacket made with a

decided flare and ihavfing a gajtherefd

shawl collar which fastens up snugly
under the ears. Most models are trim-

med with contrasting fur, mole, beaver,

grey squirrel, opossum, skunk or sable

on the collar, cuffs and hem banding.
These latter furs are also found made
into complete garments.

Of course such a style is only a fad
of the season, and its utility is appre-
ciated most by women that can afford

a longer wrap for more formal occas-

ions. Conservative customers are buy-
ing a loose-fitting, standard design vary-

in? from 30 inches to 36 inches in

length and made of the Hiidson seal.

Such a coat is appropriate for almost all

needs and may be Avorn more than one

season without remodelling.

Next to coats, most attention is 'being

paid to long scarfs made straight or

with a cape back, often finished with
j-iockets and beH. Opossum, seal, sable,

or beaver are all good for this purpose.

Stoles of Canadian fox, both cros^ and
silver, ure selling well in animal sityle,

with melon-shaped muffs.

Linings both on garments and pieces
are very gay, brocaded silks and printed
pussy willows being best.

The fact is that every sort of fur
available has a ready sale, and the in-
dustry is being put to much trouble to
begin to satisfy tlie demand. The finest
qualities are going best, as is noticeable
in pr.ncticaily all lines of merchandise.

The rabbit breeding industry has been
flourishing excessively lately and pro-
mises to be a fine thing for Calfornia
owing to its climatic conditions and its
facilities for growing barley and other
necessary grasses all the year round.
And yet, so great is the scarcity of pelts
that buyers returning from Paris have
remarked on the fact that skins of dogs
and cats have appeared in exclusive
shops, well dressed, of course, and
cleverly made up.

Upheavals in Russia which have out-
lasted the war are to some extent re-
sponsible for this scarcity. An abnormal
demand, coupled with the shortage of
labor, are additional factors. So long as
Persian lamb is practically off the mar-
ket, other furs will be in slightly greater
request and the prices consequently
higher. When the Russian market is

opened prices will probably be reduced
to a similar degree even thou2-ih other
conditions are unchanged. So far, how-
ever, no hope can he given of any re-
ductions in furs.

It is stated by a prominent dealer in
muskrats that we will face a shortage
of these skins before the end of the
year. Five years ago, in the States there
was a surplus of thirty to forty million
rats—^to-day, this is entirely gone. The
catch last season was a record one, and
yet it too has been consumed. Even if

the catch next season is equal to this
one there is bound to be a further short-
age owing to the fact that this conti-
nent must supply the European market—^formerly limited by the war—^and, un-
aided, too, by Russia. "Without the use
of ponies, sealines and marmots, furs
would be at a premium, csipecially good
furs for coats," said this dealer.

COMPLETES .50 YEARS' SERVICE
Mr. Edwin Farrow, one of the direct-

ors of Richard Haworth & Co., Ltd., has
just completed ')0 years of service with
the firm, and the staff presented him

with a silver • tea and coffee set and a
silver tray. The presentation was made
on Friday, September 12th, where, at
the special request of the staff, Mr.
Haworth took the chair.

He referred to Mr. Farrjw's and his

own early days with the firm, and to the
half a century of faithful service Mr.
Farrow had rendered to the firm. He

MR. EDWIN FARROW.

also spoke feelingly of the b'ow which
had befallen Mr. and Mrs. Farrow in

the loss of their two sons in the war.
Mr. Chester Haworth, in making the

presentation, asked Mr. Farrow to look

upon the gifts, not only as marking the

staff's appreciation of his honorable

service, but also as a token of gjod fel-

lowship.

In response, Mr. Farrow said that

with one exception he was the oldest

worker of the firm. He could remem-
ber how, as a lad, he felt proud that the

firm had for its head so fine a man as

the late Mr. Richard Haworth, who had
given him his start in life. He ex-

pressed his gratitude to Mr. Haworth,

their present chairman, and to Mr.

Che.'^ter Haworth, and the other direct-

ors, and to the representatives from far

and near, many of whom had thought

that the celebration of his jubilee worthy
of their attendance, and indeed he was
grateful to all the members of the staff

whose presence and interest in his

jubilee touched him deeply.

After the presentation, Mr. Haworth
announced that in celebration of the

event, the c )mpany were setting aside

the sum of X'1,000 as a fund to be known
as "The Richard Haworth & Co. Ben-

evolent Fund," the object of which would
be to help members of the staff in cases

of sickness or distress. The fund would

be administered by a committee, and Mr.

Haw.)rth intimat.Hl that from time to

timf he hop.>d to make additions to the

fund.
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WITH THE RETAILERS
L. L. Brown, of Murray-Kay's Ltd., in

outlining' the present situation, stated to

DRY GOODS REVIEW that during the
past thi-ee years the fur bus-iness, as a
whole, has been exceptionally g'ood, but
this season bids fair to be the banner
one m the history of the trade. As it

appears now, the only obstacle in the
way is the shortage of skins which is

very evident in every class from all the
fur-producino: countries. The vogue for
furs the world over has taxed the source
•of ^jpply to soich a deg-ree that there is

r.o surplus of raw skins. Conditions in

Russia have hindered, rather than help-

ed this situation.

Prices, on account of the demand,
coupled with the prevailino: shortage of
polts, are going higher and higher. Tin

the last siales hold in St. Louis and New
York, increases varying from 75 ner
•cent, to 250 per cent, over last year's
quotations were realized (as was report-
ed in last month's DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW).

All furs are finding fa\or, with spec'al
attention being paid to Hudson seal,

beaver, and moles'kin. In these short-
haired furs the shawl scarf in various
widths and lonp-ths finisihed with pocket?

A Standard Style
This fo.m-fitting, full bcx coat in Persian
Lamb is a model that appeals to women of
conse:v. tlve taste. Shown by Cummin; s &

Cummings, Mcntreal.

A Dictionary of

Dry Goods Terms

HAND-MADE LACE is of three kinds—

1. Needlepoint.

2. Pillow lace.

3. Crocheted.

1. Needlepoint lace.—Single thread and
needle alone used to form the pattern.
Method : Pattern is drawn upon piece of
parchment. Parchment then stitched to
two pieces of linen. Upon the leading lines

drawn on the parchment thread is laid,

and fastened through to parchment by
stitchej, thus constructing skeleton thread
pattern. This skeleton is then filled in with
a single thread and needle and the various
parts are wrought on to the face of the
parchment pattern reproducing it. A knife
is passed 'between pieces of linen at back of
parchment, cutting stitches which have
passed through the parchment and linen,

and so releasing the lace. Buttonhole
stitch frequently used.

2. Pillaw or bobbin lace. Pattern is ob-
tained by twisting and plaiting threads.
•Process : Pattern is first drawn upon piece
of paper. Then pricked with holes by
skilled pattern pricker as to where prin-
cipal pins shall be stuck for guiding the

threads. Pricked pattern is then fastened
to the pillow. From upper part of pillow

hang the threads from bobbins. The bob-
"bin threads thus hang across the pattern
and these are twisted and plaited around
the pins to form pattern. These laces

usually made in small separate motifs,

joined together afterward;. Buttonhole
stitch not producible by this method.

3. Crochet—made with crochet needle
and one thread. Looped thread work.

The following terms applicable to lace

made with needle, pillow or machine

:

Toile or clothing— solid part of the pat-

tern.

Brides— links or ties.

Reseaux—mes'hed grounds ; finer ground-
ing.

Remple—solid buttonhole stitch.

Cordonnet or brode — outline to the

edges of a pattern.

Modes—the insertions of fanciful devices.

Pico's— little loops.

Leavers— lace machine that is generally
used in Nottingham and Calais. Does not
make either a buttonhole stitch or a plait.

The threads are twisted together as in

stocking net. Number of threads used in

this machine is regulated by the pattern
to be produced. Threads of two sorts, beam
or warp threads and bobbin or weft
threads. Upwards of 8 800 threads some-
times used, 60 pieces of lace being made
simultaneously. Each pi'-ce requiring 148

threads, 110 beam threads and 48 bobbin
threads.

Weft threads go across the lace.

Warp or beam threads are the threads
running lengthwise.

Beam or warp threads held upon reels.

Bobbin or weft threads held in bobbins.

Varying degreei of tension can be im-
parted to warp and weft threads. As the

bobbin or weft threads pass like pendulums
between the warp threads the latter are

made to oscillate, thus cau-.ing them to be-

come twisted with bobbin threads. As
twistings take combs passing through both
warp and weft threads compress the

twistings.

16-point machine is one in which the
bobbin is carried across thirty-two times
to the inch.

If the bobbin threads are made tight and
the warp threads loose, the warp threads
will twist on the bobbin threads, and v c

Macrame lac? is made by knotting warp3
left unwoven at the ends of a cloth.

(To be continued.)

i.s very much in demand. Foxes dyed in
the brown shades are selling fairly well,
while raccoon of the finest qualities made
up in the double animal scarf is selling
well in the medium ^priced class.

In coats, the Hudson seal continues to
be most popular. The preference for the
shorter jacket seen>s to be more indi-

cated as the season advances. No doubt
this is due to the fact that the.se jaunty
models elaborated with huge collars and
c'utfs of contrasting furs such as beaver,
opossum, .A.laska sable or squirrel, are
so much smarter locking than the longer
coats. However, the 40-inch length is

considered the staple garment. For the
higher-class trade, the dolman in lengths
of 36 to 48 inches is in demand in mole-
skin and Hudson seal. In so'ne cases
they are made with krge crush collars

of self or trimmed with fine dark mink,
Hudson Bay sable, taupe fox, or black
lynx. Hudson seal and chinchilla is also

a good combination, though little ohin-
chiila is on the market.
Fur buyers for the larger stores are

finding it difficult to gist the finer
grades of furs, and by all appearances it

would seem that this feature will be-
come more pronounced towards the end
of the season, when the shortage will

be keenly felt and when numei'ous con-
sumers aim to buy.

A Natty Fur Coat
Persian Lamb in the Sport Style so much in
favour this winter. Shown by Cummings

& Cummings, Montreal.



A Future For Canadian Fur Trade
Business Done Warrants Annual Fur Auctions in This Country

—

Charter Has Been Secured.

AVERY important step will .be

taken by a number of leading' fur
manufacturers and pelt buyers of

Canada to establish a fur auction in this

country and a charter for this has al-

ready been secured. DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW understands that there are two
separate groups arranging, one without
the knowledge of the other, to start a
fur auiction here and that at the present
time the interests are beine;- merged, so
as to strengthen the undertaking. The
estabMshment of the fur auction in

Canada, which will proba'bly be held at
least three times a year, will mean that
millions of dollars' worth of furs will he
disposed of here, which otherwise went
to London or Leipzic before the war and
more lately has gone down to New
York and St. Louis. This will be one
more instance of Ca'iiada handling her
resources from the initial stage, step
after step, and the profits that would
accrue to outside dealers will now re-
main in Canada.

The situation in regard to Canada's
handling of her very valuable fur pro-
ducts, such as beaver, mink, muskrat,
fox, etc., is that before the war a great
many of these skins went to London and
markets in Europe, the London and Ger-
man markets being the main world ex-
changes for furs. The United States
bought there as well, but when the war
cut off Germany entirely and lack ol
shipping and business made it inadvis-
able or impossible to ship furs from
this country and tl^e Jfj'nited States, to
London, fur auctions were started in

St. Louis and in New York. In the last
tw(j years these have grown to large
proportions. Sa^.es at auction in New
York now amount to about $10,000,000,
and St Louis as well up to that. Can-
adian skins naturally have found their
way to both places, and in £ome ca-er,

have been bought 'back by Canadian
manufacturers at a large advance on
this price. The time hari come when
the fur trade of Canada, both those who
gather the pelts from the trappers and
those who manufacture them, believo

that the volume of trade here is suf-

ficient to draw buyers not only from
the United States, hut from England
and France and other countries as well,

hence, the plan to establish fur auctions
in Montreal, the real centre of the fur
manufacturing trade in Canada.

Some idea of the real volume of busi-
ness that lies before this new enterprise
may be gathered from figures showing
the exports of Canada of undressed
furs. For the year ending March 1.

1917, the value of undressed furs ex-

ported was $5,684,720, the next year
this had increased to $8,024,000; last

year, that is, up to March 31, 1919, the

value was $13,499,000. It must not be
taken for granted that the volume of

furs that was exported by Canada
doubled, or more than doubled, be-

tween 1917 and 1919, because the prices

ran up to probably more than double
on the average, but the volume at

least was up and probably was slightly

greater. Coming down to the latest

figures issued by the Department of

Trade and Commerce at Ottawa, it is

seen that the export of undressed furs
for the five months ending August 1917
were $1,711,000, whereas the following

year this was more than doubled to

$3,825,000, and for the five months
ending August 31st. 1919, amounted to

$6,828,000, even allowing for the heavy
advance in prices. It will be seen that,

compared with 1917 and even 1918,

there was a large increase in volume of

furs and undressed furs that went out

of this country.

In the fiscal year period, it will be
seen from the official figures, that
for the past year the exports of the

United States were almost three times

those of Great Britain, and in 1918 the

exports were four times as much, and
in 1917 nearly six times as much. Dur-
ing the five months' period, the exports

to Great Britain were $1,445,000, and
the United States $5,313,000, as com-
pared with $830,000 in 1918 and
$2,985,000 in 1917 and $188,000 to Eng-
land in 1917 and $1,520,000 to the

United States the same year.

Included in theso large exports are

the collections made by the great fur

trading company of Canada, the Hudson
Bay Company. Before the war, and for

several hundred years, this company
gathered furs all over Canada, and ship-

ped them to London, where they held

sales several times a year. During the

past two or three years, some of these

skins had been sent to the United

States, where they were sold at St.

Louis or New York. While those behind

the new fur auction do not believe that

the Hudson Bay Company will begin to

sell all their furs in Canada, they hope

that they will be able to secure a fair

portion of them, and an increasing por-

tion, as the year's go on.

Paris Laughs at Cold Weather
It is merely an excuse for a sumptuous showing of furs.
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The plan of operations of the auction

will be along the lines sent by the Lon-
don management, one to be recognized

as the fairest in the world. There, for

instance, a green ticket is used, if furs

are being re-sold; that is, if they are

furs that have been stored between the

preceding auction and the current one.

Then, if an auctioneer here has a bid of

his own or has a bid that he wishes to

make, he announces it definitely. In

this and other ways, those behind the

fur auction schemes of Canada, plan to

develop it along lines that will induce

confidence amongst 'buyers all over the

world.

TRAPPERS ARE BUSY
Newis of the e.xtremely high figures at-

tached to all kinds of furs at the sales

in New York and St. Louis is not lost

on Ontario trappers—^those modem
"gentlemen adventurers trading into

Hudson's Bay." They are already pre-

paring for a profitable season in the

capture of 'beaver, marten, mink and
muskrat. Manui'acturers as well as the

public will wish the trappers every suc-

cess in their enterprises, for those skins

are wanted everywhere.

Work has begfun on the new fur

warehouse of Revillon Freres, at Sud-
bury, Ont. The building will be two
S'toreys high, 50 x 20 feet, and will be
of brick with, concrete foundation and
pressed brick front.

M. J. Isaacs, Limited, have opened a

fine new store in the Russell House
Block, Ottawa, in the premises formerly

occupied by the Canadian Northern
Railway Co. They will operate as ex-

clusive furriers.

There passed away at 29 Powell Ave.,

Ottawa, on November 13, Mr. John
Brown, one of the pioneers of the wool
industry in Ontario. Mr. Brown lived

in Ottawa during the last twelve months,
previous to which he had lived some 44

years in Carleton Place, being 40 years

in the wool 'business there. He was 75

years of age, born in Scotland and
leaves a wife, one son and four daugh-
ters.

The drug department of the Daly
Company, Sparks street, Ottawa, is be-

ing closed out. Owing to the great in-

crease in the toilet goods section, the

drug department's space is to be de-

voted to this line.

Mr. J. J. Tetterson, formerly of the
carpet section at the McLaren store, St.

Catharines, Ont., is now with the Ro-
bert Simpson Co., Toronto. Before leav-

ing St. Catharines Mr. Tetterson was
presented (October 11) with a hand-
some club bag by his feillow employees.

Mr. E. C. Budd, buyer of carpets and
rugs for the Robert iSimpson Co., Ltd.,

sailed October 30 on the Metagama to

visit the British market. He also ex-

pects to go to Belgium and other areas
of interest to his departm.ent.

FRENCH IVORY
A really important feature of the

trade in French ivory is the tendency
among manufacturers, and among those

retailers who realize the biggest returns

from that line of merchandise, to do
business in a remarkably good quality.

Very little cheap goods in this line is

on the imarket, and it would, no doubt,

be to the advantage of the merchant
who has not yet made French ivory a
paying proposition, to consider this fact.

Wholesalers state that, even though
buyers who deal in the better grade
goods find it selling very actively, there

are merchants who continually ask them
for cheap goods, such as the flimsy cel-

luloid which was on the market before

the war, chiefly in rattles, toys, floats,

and things of that sort. French ivory

has gotten to be a line of merchandise
of quite a diff'erent calibre. It is a toilet

article considered almost essential to the

debutante, the bride, and, in fact, any
young lady who now requires her seal

coat and silk lingerie. Surely she is not
going to be satisfied with celluloid and
similar lines of accessories for her bou-

doir when she knows there is available,

somewhere, the fine quality and big
range of French ivory. Moreover, that

class of young lady is not essentially an

urban girl. She is found in every ham-
let and good farming district in the

Dominion.

This is the season of all in the year

when the merchants have an opportun-

ity to instal a line of ivory of the type

that will appeal to his customers who
are living on this new level of "quality

goods" throughout all their require-

ments.

As a result of this tendency for finer

finish and workmanship, even the manu-
facturers who prided themselves on

high-class goods since their beginning,

are expending limitless attention upon
improving the finish, workmanship, color

and whole quality of the lines which
they are producing. Some toilet articles

are toeing made with firm bases almost
1% inch thick. This base does not seem
clumsy as one might think, for it may
be carved into artistic shapes, and the

result is a very substantial article, far

from unattractive. Other lines which
were considered staple in light weight
articles, such as soap dishes, buffers,

etc., are now being made also in heavier

finish, so that, while the price is higher
for these newer articles, they are worthy

A French Novelty

Ornamental pins set with
brilliants seen in illustration

on page 87.

Shown by courtesy of the
Thompson Lace and Veiling

Co.

to be considered part of a set of the
better goods. The new soap container
may retail at about $2.00, but that is

not an obstacle in the way of its sale.

Formerly, the purchaser of ivory toilet

sets had to be contented with a frail
celluloid receptacle liable to become
damaged on the slightest provocation,
and so unsteady in its attitude, that a
well-Jbred canary has been known to re-
fuse to accept it as a bath-tub!

Prices, naturally, will show an in-

crease, along with the increase in qual-
ity, but an advance of 20 per cent.
during the last six months seems little

to the wholesaler, as long as he is able
to secure the goods and people are in a
position to fpay for nothing but the best.
One fine quality brush, which costs the
trade $9.00, and is about to be advanced
to $12.50, is a very good seller. Large
bonnet-shaped hand-mirrors, with long
handles, cannot be obtained in suf-
ficient quantities to meet the demand.
Manicure files are being made with
silver-plated blades.

Sets Make Sales

While sets of ivory in showy cases
may not be regular sellers throughout
the year, they are no doubt drawing
cards during the Christmas season. A
young man comes into a toilet goods
department and selects two or three
high-grade pieces as gifts for some par-
ticular person. The saleslady shows
him these, and also displays one or two
cases of sets comiplete, with the sugges-
tion that it makes a much more im-
pressive gift. In many cases, the young
man is only in need of the suggestion,
for he immediately concurs that the dis-

play in the case is attractive and com-
plete. While the case itself may not be
of very great value, it serves as an
attractive package for the nice pieces

within, and retailers who really appreci-

aite the possilbilities of a good line of

French ivory are prone to make the

most of these effective displays at the
gift-giving season. It looks like a

pretty sure bet that Santa Claus is

going to leave a good many pieces of the

better-grade ivory in this year's Christ-

mas stockings.

The De Long Hook and Eye Co., St.

Marys, Ont., are planning to move to

Montreal early in the new year, where,
it is hoped, the labor problem will be
less stringent.
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Hudson Seal Mink

Persian Lamb
Alaska Sable

Trimmed

Alaska Sable

STYLISH
NEW MODELS
DELIVERY AT ONCE

We have on the floor a wide range

in all popular furs—coats, sets and
separate pieces.

Our Persian Lamb assortment is, as

always, the largest in Canada.

SKIN
DEPT.

We are offering Persians in original bales and
matched bundles. Also choice Minks, Labra-
dor Otters, Beavers, Skunks, Australian Opos-
sums, Squirrels, Moles, etc.

Write for Catalog.

CUMMINGS & CUMMINGS
St. Paul and St. Sulpice Sts.

MONTREAL
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3983. Natural Australian Opossum.
Shawl $42.50

3986. Natural Australian Opossum.
Muff $24.00

5568B. Hudson Seal Sport Jacket,

36" long. Skunk Collar and

Cuffs, $375.00.

3815. Natural Coon Shoulder Cape,

$30.00.

3809. Natural Coon Muff $22.5«

Now in Stock Ready for Prompt Delivery

Catalogue Mailed on Application.

James Coristine &^Company, Limited
Montreal
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SnL¥ ra ^1S

Exclusive Furs

PARIS AND NEW YORK MODELS

37 Mayor Street

Sommcr Bld^.

MONTREAL, Que.

Winnipeg Show Rooms,

E. B. Mendelssohn,

Curry Block,

Winnipeg, Man.

London, Kng., Show Rooms,

Arthur J. Sketchley,

22A Margaret Street,

London, Kng.
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Your Reputation

is at Stake!

Therefore, why not confine

your fur business to reput-

able people.

We have made a life-long

study of manufacturing
furs which will stand the

test from every viewpoint.

And our warehouses both

in Montreal and Winnipeg
are now well stocked with

furs of superior quality.

Take ad\ antage of our

ofiferings b} ordering to-

day.

Catalogue mailed upon request.

The Redmond Co. Ltd.
MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Style No. 2720

Length 40 Sweep 75

A full belted model with Hudson Seal
collar, cuffs and border, which can safely
be relied on for comfort, style and dur-
ability. In view of the high price of
rats skins, you will find this garment ex-
ceptional value.

Price $238.
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Fur Manufacturers !

We give you all the latest ideas in fur dyeing and
dressing

Become acquainted with HOLLANDER Service

and HOLLANDER Products

Every product from our plant con-

firms our long established reputation

for reliability.

Hollander Seal
has proven its merits and won a firmly

established reputation as the finest

obtainable.

Hollander Sealine
is our latest production, the result of

the combined efforts of our laboratory,

plant, and efficient staff of expert

trained dyers and dressers.

It will interest YOU !

We will be glad to answer your enquiries

A. Hollander & Son^ Limited
64 Queen Street :: Montreal

N. Y. Office: 129 West 30th Street
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Cosy Furs for Cold Winter Days

Wehave
Furs of highest quality

replete with effects

which foreshadow next
year's fashions this
year.

Wehave
all the wanted Furs in

ultra-smart effects, to

please your most fas-

tidious customer.

Our Trade Mark is

YOUR protection as to

dependability of work-
manship and finish.

For your own peace of

mind why not let our
Trade Mark be your
guarantee to your cus-

tomers of genuine value
and satisfaction?

Catalogue Now Ready

LABERGE, CHEVALIER & CO.,
LIMITED

MONTREAL
TORONTO

John Maitland, Rep.

WINNIPEG
Martin Williams, Rep.
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A.B.C.

HOSIERY

The Ideal Hosiery

for Children

Made in all sizes

4 to 10 inches

1 and 1 Rib

Write for Sample Assort-

ment. For Men, Women
and Children.

Allen Bros. Co., Limited

883 Dundas St. East Toronto

"CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER-

COLORS

Winsome Maid

Hosiery

Made to give unusual wear.

Fashioned to please the most discriminating.

Send in a trial order.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard St. East Toronto

CANADIAN GOODS ARE BEST"
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These two

Bonworth

Brands

will meet your re-

quirements for

Better Yarns

"SUPER"
2-ply Floss, spun from fine Australian

wool. Sold in balls.

"ELECTRA"
4-ply fingering, with a special twist in-

terwoven, to prevent splitting. Sold in

skeins.

Either of these two brands lend them-
selves admirably to the fashioning of un-
usually smart and distinctive knitted
creations. The splendid reputation they
have won, for softness, elasticity and fine

quality, is their strongest recommenda-
tion to you and your customers.

36 COLORS

CANADIAN WOOLLENS, LIMITED
IVorsted Yarn Spinners and Dyers

PETERBOROUGH >^^S^^^5^ ONTARIO

-TRAOK HANK,
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To The Trade

We regret that, on account of the

particularly large volume of busi-

ness received by us for our

8 and 10 oz.

Hawthorn
Jersey Cloth

for the present we are compelled

to refuse any further orders for

Early Spring Delivery.

However, we are still able to take

care of orders entrusted to our

care for

No. 10 Jersey Cloth

which comprises our mixtures in

14-OZ cloth, on which we can pro-

mise fairly prompt shipment.

The large busines booked for

Spring is conclusive proof that

HAWTHO R\ JERSEY
CLOTH through its high stand-
ard of quality and value has re-

ceived the recognition and ap-
proval of the Manufacturer,
Merchant and Consumer alike.

Hawthorn Mills Limited, Carleton Place, Ont.

Toronto Little & Little

152 Bay Street

Selling Agents:

Montreal Luke F. Moore
Coristine Bldg.

Winnipeg Fred Rumble
506 McArthur Block
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^^^^^^^H ^ l^^^^^^l

"WABASSO"
Good as Gold— White as Snou

3S

Our Cottons have stood the test,

and the Canadians know to-day

that they can buy a Home-made

^^HK^^^I

^^HQ^^H article the Equal of the Best made ^^V^^l
^^^r ^B^^^^l

in the WORLD. ^^^^^Km ^^^^^M

See that a full range of our

Lawns, Nainsooks, Mada-
polams, Bridal Cloths, Cam-
brics, Longcloths, Sheetings,

Sheets, Pillow Cottons, Slips, H
^^^^^r ' ^^^^^^^1 etc., etc. occupy a prominent ^^^^^^^F^ ^H^^^^^^H

^^^^^^^m ^V^^^^^^^^l place in your store.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^B ^^1 1 he Wabasso Cotton Co., Ltd ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

^^^^^^^^^^^^^K ' ^dH^l^l

Three Rivers, P.Q. ^^H
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r** ^^^^^^^^^^1

^^1
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#

In spite of the scarcity of goods we are well stocked

yet to supply a large demand, TRY US.

Most lines will be higher and scarcer for Spring.

SPECIAL VALUE in FANCY VEILS
1/3 off.

Regularly $6.00 to $12.00

All colors.

REAL HAIR FRINGE NETS
Large size—Mid., Dk. Bro., Blk.

5 gro $7.50
10 gro 7.00
20 gro 6.50

Immediate delivery only.

These are items worth considering
for January sales.

LACES
CAMISOLE POINTS, STRAPPING, READINGS,

FRENCH and ENGLISH VALS.,
LACE FOOTINGS

For Fancy Work, Sleeves, Waists.

HEAVY LACES, etc.

NETS

METAL LACES
Narrow, Medium and Wide.

BABY VEILS

EVERYTHING IN VEILING

AT YOUR SERVICE!

'''WELLINGTOI^;,

\ ST.W. / P^ADAVnUNG CO
LIMITED

TORONTO
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CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896

No. 265. Rack.

TORONTO
Manufacturers of

Dur-Enam Display Forms
anc

the most complete line of DISPLAY
FIXTURES AND ARTISTIC WAX
FIGURES made in Canada.

DUR-ENAM
The Synonym of

DURABILITY and

PERFECT FINISH

in

DISPLAY FORMS
Manufactured by a special process. Always

up-to-date in conforming to the dictates of

Fashion. Entirely irreproachable.

Incorporated 1908

No. 264. Skirt Rack.

a

AGENTS:

M.E.Hatt & Co., Mercantile Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

O'Brien Allan Co., Phoenix Block, Winnipeg, Man.
E. O. Barette& Co., 301 St. James;St., Montreal, ^Que.

D. A. Gorrie.'Box 273. Halifax. N.S.

1-. iBs^

No. 1589
.Bxtended shioulder
model, mounted on
black enamelled base

and standard.

No. 5151

No. 1574.
Venus de Milo Form

—

with Dur-Enam bust
and limbs, white Jer-
sey covered body.
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Christmas
Novelties

tn

Ladies' Black and Colored Silk Umbrellas
Solid Gold and Sterling Trimmed Handles.

Fancy Designs in Bakelite, with Assorted Colored Rings.

Also Large Assortment of Gents' Umbrellas and Canes

for Christmas.
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^.
S ^<.

7^'
O^

^' Sectional Fixtures v
Every unused space in your store may be

turned into a revenue-producer by install-

ing the appropriate fixture.

WRITE us FOR PARTICULARS



A Survey of English Drapers' Windows
Concentration Usually Lacking—Some Interesting Displays From Various Towns Described

By ERNEST A. DEiNCH

IDG not question the Engilis'h

draper's ability to dress windows.

I have seen many excellent examples

since coming here, but they nearly all

lack that one asset—concentration of

merchandise. There is, perhaps, more

excuse for the draper here throwing

everything from hats to stockings in his

window when a solitary show window

constitutes his one and only sales

medium. But I have no patience with

the drapery emporium provided with

four or more different show windows,

that sees fit to mix up different lines of

merchandise.

Partly shutting out the interior from

view, gloves are frequently displayed on

straight lines down the front of the

window pane. On the window floor,

draped over wax models, may be waists.

Suspended from the ceiling above may
be hats.

The Overcrowded Window Confuses

Every bit of window space should be

made to pay the rent, only the English

draper does it in an entirely wrong

way. The English draper chooses the

lines of least resistance by not leaving

an inch of space unoccupied. He seem-

ingly fails to take into consideration the

significant fact that an overcrowded

window—particularly when he mixes

bats with waists and gloves, and possibly

underwear—is liable to confuse the pros-

pective buyer. Let him show the least

number of articles in his window of the

same kind and the all-important point of

selection will be an easy matter. Display

gloves in one window, hats in the next,

waists in the third, underwear in the

fourth, and the English draper will find

his sales soar in proportion to the addi-

tional effort. If he argues that it can

only be gotten away with in Canada

and America, let him pay a visit to

London some time and study the win-

dows of Selfridge's and a few more pro-

gressive London department stores.

Windows Based on Central Idea Are
Best

His windows need not be full of empti-

ness if he spends the time that would be

devoted to filling the trims to their ut-

most capacity, to planning how the single

line of merchandise should be arranged

to the best advantage. Dresses or

blouses, for instance, offer an opportun-

ity to arrange an informal tea-party

window- setting, with full-length wax
models dressed in the latest charming

waists or dresses and toying with cups
of tea.

In brief, the best way for the English
draper to trim a window without the

scanty stock seeming bare, is to build

the window around a central idea. The
public will not then be so inclined to

criticize the window because it seems to

be empty; they will linger awhile to

admire the tea-party fashions that have
been arranged for their particular

benefit.

While travelling around London and
the South of England, I have kept my
eyes well peeled for displays that are

of practical value both to the English

draper and the Canadian or American
dry goods man.

Good Waist Display Examples

Sutter, Bexhill—a south coast resort

— devoted a window to white lawn
waists, which were hung on hangers

down the sides and draped over pedestals

on the floor to the rear. A sheet of

purple paper was placed inside each

A Selling Window For
Linens

stocky Enclish window. A trood examnle
of how overcrowdedness may be avoided at
sale times, and yet a goodly amount of mer-
chandise is displayed. Note how the larRer,
opened-up pieces occupy the upper part of
the window and the smaller pieces are closer
to the observer's eye. This store appreciates
the value of price tickets, also.

waist to keep its shape, and, besides
doing this, the white and purple combin-
ation presented an attractive color con-
trast.

To finisb off the display of waists
dressed on bust models, the Claremont
Blouse Shop, Hastings—a fashionable

watering place near Bexhill—inserted a
small artificial flower into the top button-
hole of each blouse. Roses and carna-
tions were the seasonable flowers that
were used.

Westgate, Limited, Leytonstone, Lon-
don, while employing bust models, those
containing the waists were suspended
from the ceiling in rows of the different

colors. The space was occupied by hats
displayed on pedestals.

Millinery Trims Observed

Emilie Jarrett, Bexhill, gave over a
window entirely to white and rose-

trimmed hats, which were arranged on
pedestals alternately.

From the chandelier in the centre were
fastened folds of crepe de cTiine of

white and rose shades to correspond with

the hats. The crepe de Chine lengths

extended to the floor, where they were
draped around the pedestals containing

the hats.

J. Sainsbury, Lewisham, London, has

a unique millinery Avindow. It is located

in a corner at the end of a hallway, by
which the store is reached. At the time

I viewed the trim, it resembled a beau-

tiful garden more than anything else.

The w-all-board at the back was covered

with clusters of seasonable flowers,

while hung from all parts of the ceiling

were fancy baskets filled to their utmost

capacity with pretty summer blossoms

of all kinds. On the floor down in front

were pedestals containing 'both trimmed
and untrimmed hats, so that women could

see for themselves the great difference a

few sprays of flowers make to a hat.

Cheeseman's, Lewisham, had at the

front right hand side of their window
two baskets filled with pansies and

daisies. The baskets were suspended

from the ceiling by means of dainty

strips of pink ribbon. At the front left

hand side was a large vase filled with

artificial roses and forget-me-nots.

George Stroud, Lewisham, recently

devised an attractive gingham window.

The pillar propping up the building in

the centre was draped around with

several short lengths of different ging-

ham cloths. At each side was a bolt
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laid slantingly against the glass of the

window, with a ruffled gingham length

on top of each bolt. More gingham was
draped over pedestals in other parts of

the trim.

White Goods Sale Methods

Vernon Smith, Leyton, London, draped
his fancy afternoon table-cloths over

pedestals in the body of the window.
Space was reserved in the center for a
small table covered with a fancy table-

cloth and set with a tray containing

tea thirigs. At the side of the tray was
a napkin in a ring, while a silver sugar
bowl occupied the other side.

The trim arranged by J. D. Mackay,
St. Leonards, near Hastings, differed in

that table-cloths were laid out to their

full length on the floor at each of the

four sides. On the floor not occupied by
the four table-cloths, pedestals were
placed and covered with neatly folded

table-cloths. In the middle was a

small table set like the foregoing
window.

New Ways of Selling Cretonnes

Sainsbury's, Lewisham, draped their

cretonnes from the ceiling to the floor

down by the window panes. The cre-

tonnes were fully a foot apart, and were
tied in the centre with white ribbon.

Quite a homely appearance was im-
parted to the windows by the simple
and effective method of draping them
like windows in homes. More cretonnes
were arranged on pedestals to the rear.

Cheeseman's, Lewisham, had a slight

variation of the same idea. Down the

centre panes of two of their windows
cretonnes were draped exactly as in a

A Window From Old London
Artistic dancing shoe trim arranged by the New Bond St. branch of the
London Shoe Co., Ltd. One gets a glimpse here of the ornate woodwork
which typifies the English shop. In several cases here it will be noted
that the last is covered with a fashionable silk stocking to suit the shoe

on it, making the display the more effective.

home. In lieu of ribbon, the bunching
effect was achieved by a tassel near the

bottom of the curtains.

Venables, Aldgate, London, did not

employ their window panes, but instead

hung cretonnes from the centre of their

window bunched with ribbon. On the

floor to the rear and to the front were
fancy table covers draped over pedes-

tals. The pedestals on the outer left

**Anticipating a Gay Social Season"
So ran the show card in this attractive window display of exclusive evening gowns, trimmings and accessories, recently
shown in the store of John White & Co., Woodstock, Ont. Its tnsteful and decorative arrangement was the subject of

much admiration.
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The Merchant and Farmer are Teammates
During the interprovincial plowing match and tractor and farm machinery demonstration at Ottawa, last month, the spirit of the
hour was nicely expressed in this unique window display at Bryson-Graham's departmental store. In addition to showing the
latest fashions in grain, fruit, harness and overalls, there was a splendid pastoral scene for the background. The plump little
figure in front was accompanied by a card which read: "Daddy uses a plow but when I grow up I'll use a tractor." The trim

was the work of Fred Ashfield.

row were occupied by cushions, with
cushion covers on the outer right row.
Boardman's, Stratford, London, ar-

ranged a conventional cretonne display
which was offset by a pertinent window
card, which was as follows:

"It has been well and truly said,

that a home is judged by its

curtains."

Windows Trimmed by Poorly Paid Sales

Girls

I have noticed that in a great many
EngCish drapery shops the windows are
trimmed by the salesladies. The windows
are turned out practically every week
or so, and vary but little from time to

time. It is a weekly job, to be done

somehow; but the English draper would
find it well worth while to encourage his

sales force to take an enthusiastic in-

terest in window trimming, by offering

bonuses for the best dressed windows.

The author of this article, Mr. Ernest A.
Bench, is a window trimmer- and display
man of considerable repute in New York
and other important centres. He has been
spending the past few months travelling in

England studying merchandising and display
methods of the older centres in that coun-
try and from his own observations wrote
this article specially for DRY GOODS
REVIEW. Naturally, he found the English
draper doing business on quite different

plans from those employed in newer coun-
tries. His points are well worth the study
of the Canadian dry goods man.

NEW SECTION AT ALMY'S

Almy's, Montreal, have opened a new
department where women of over aver-

age weight may procure specially de-

signed v^rraps, gowns and suits. A num-
ber of these new creations were shown
ai; the store's fashion pa]:ade of living

models Sept. 20.

Mr. Louis Mouterde, of Lyons, France,

who was with the first French army until

April, 1918, has been recuperating in

Canada. He was wounded at the battle

of Kemmel Hill. Mr. Mouterde is a son

of Chas. Mouterde, the silk manufacturer

of Lyons.

There is a Huge Audience Every Day
The platform for the toy show in the toy department at Eaton's. A background imitating shelves filled with books

has several giant "books" for children—Buster IJrown, Little Red Riding Hood, Mother Goose Tales, Tom Sawyer, The
Wizard of Oz, etc. The fairy waves her wand, the cover opens and out steps Mother Goose herself, the Straw Man,
Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella and all the old friends. They have each a story to tell twice a day. The photo was

taken after one of the performances.
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SOME LIVE CHRISTMAS ADVERTISING

A page used by Almy's,
Montreal, Nov. 15, 1918, to
announce the "formal par-
ade" of Santa Claus. Note
the arrangement of boxed
spaces and their effective-
ness in holding the reader's
attention though the matter
is quite solid.

Scroggie & Clarke, Samia,
Ont., used the 5-column ad.
at the upper right, on Nov.
1. 1918, announcing the
opening of their toy depart-
ment.

From an artistic stand-
point as to balance and dig-
nity the Bon Marche 6-

column ad. (Calgary, Alta.)
is perhaps the best example
shown. This ad. was used
Dec. 21, 1918. The depart-
ments are clearly defined
also.

Ogilvy's (Montreal) 6-

column ad. of Nov. 16, 1918.

is also a good example of
seasonable and holiday sug-
gestions.
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Good Showcard Writing Takes Time
To Get Theory and Practice Student Must Go Over Each Step Thoroughly

IN THE daily papers there appear at
times advertisements soliciting

show-card students. Great possi-

bilities are pictured as to the incomes
to 'be derived by show-card writers, and
it is also pointed out that big money
can be made while learning, absurd
sums being mentioned—absurdly high
even for the best in the business. Of
course such advertisements are but bait

held out to attract correspondence which
gives even more glowing accounts of the

possibilities of show-card writing. These
results, thouo'h, it must regretfully be
stated, are only obtainable through their

^'teach 'em quick methods." At least

this is what they claim.

The absurdity of these advertisements
is so apparent that it is to be wondered
at that so many are taken in by them.
In the first place these courses are sup-
posed to put the stiident through from
start to finish in a few weeks. But who
ever heard of a man being taught in a
few weeks what it has taken others
years to accomplish?

Where are the Positions?

In the second place, where are the po-
sitions for exclusive card-writers to fill?

They are not to be had. If all the stu-

dents taken on were to become card-
writers the market would soon be so
deluged with "free lancers" that few
would make even an existence at it.

These remarks, be it remembered, are
aimed only at those who have these "get-
rich-quick" ideas, not at the correspond-
•ence schools that are running straight-

forward business propositions.

It is true that some people learn things
more quickly than do others, but gener-
ally speaking, one must take a reason-
able length of time to learn each step
in card-writing to get the theory and
the practice, the latter being the main
essential to give the writer speed and
fluency in the work.

So, rather than take those so-called

<iuick courses, let the student find out

the proper kind of brushes and get a
set of three red sable writers, Nos. 5, 6

and 7, and if he cannot get some good
man to give him a few pointers, let him
observe the work of an accomplished
man. He can learn a great deal by this

observation. Then it remains for him to

practise and keep on practising. He can
get all the show-card colors he needs at

stationery or art supply stores.

The person who can put his work into

actual use is the one who will advance
the quickest in the work. For instanct,

if the student is a salesman he can ob-

tain practice by doing the small price

cards of the store, gradually working
into the larger work. If he is a window-
trimmer or an advertiser, the opportuni-

ties are right with him. Stick to plain

work at first and employ the use of

bright colors very sparingly, Mr. Stu-

dent.

By R. T. D. EDWARDS

Attract the Eye

Show cards that demand attention are
those reproduced above. They have about
them a stylish simplicity that is not to be
overlooked.

A word here as to brushes might be

quite timely. All during the Avar good
brushes were more or less scarce owing
to the unsettled conditions of the Euro-

pean market, but nov/ the question is

even more difficult. France makes the

best cardwriters' red sable writers, and
only a fraction of the former shipments
are coming through, so when the student

is able to get good brushes it is advis-

able to keep them in good shape, Well-

cared-for brushes will last the card-*

wi'iter who has not a great amount of

worl to do, for years. There are three

points which should be observed in the

care of brushes.

First, don't allow the color to dry in

the brush while still on the pallet. If

this ever does occur, make sure that it

is thoroughly softened before trying to

remove it.

Second, always wash the brushes
thoroughly in plenty of clean water,

making sure to remove all the color.

Third, never allow brushes to stand in

a pot of color or vessel of water for any
length of time. This ruins the points

quicker than anything else.

Get Ready for Christmas

We are now well into the Fall season

and the Christmas trade is not far off,

so you who have Christmas cards

to prepare should be getting out

decorative designs for the show cards.

Many things can be done. Get the
various Xmas ideas together, work up
various suitable designs for the different

sizes of cards to be used, and make lay-

out stencils in advance. Prepare various
Xmas colors, too, such as greens, reds,

gold, etc. Gold plays an important part

in the decorating and should be ready
and mixed at all times. Tt can be
bought ready mixed, but can be mixed
if desired in the following way:

Get the finest groimd powder possible.

Mix in a sm.all open dish such as a sponge
glass. To a teaspoonful of dry gold

put about three or four teaspoonfuls of

wood alcohol. Max thoroughly, then add

plenty of size and mix thoroughly again.

Add water to the right consistency. Gold

will never stay mixed, and more size

will have to be added as the gold is used.

Use plenty of water with it and mix
just before using.

SUGGESTIONS OF
WINDOW DISPLAYS

"Smart, stylish clothing foir men," was
the simple, but pointed, designation of

an attractive window displayed credited

to the Robert Simpson Company, To-
ronto, for mid-October. Ranged behind
the card were several overcoats on
frames, a numiber of canes, hats, gloves

and shirts, one or two suits being thrown
in for g^ood measure, and the whole be-

ing set off with ferns. "Pyjamas for

cool weather" and "Tru-knit underwear
for men," were the only signs in view in

the other three windows. There were
not more than a score of pieces in any
one of the four big windows.

Fitzpiatrick and O'Connell, Yonge
street, showed Toronto something classy

in window dressing in diisplayinig Winter
overcoats. About a dozen garments were
put up on stands or racks, the neck of

each being filled out with a sicarf,

through which a smart cane was pierced

at a rakish angle. The canes gave such

a tone to the simple display that the

passer-lby was invariably prompted to

stop a minute to take in the view.

Five nifty windows in one, this effect

being arrived at by divisions into com-
partments, were achieved on one occa-

sion last month by Iimrie Brothers,

Yonge street, haberdiasbars, Toronto. In

one compartment half a dozen suits of

underwear were displayed on forms ami

models, while in the others were the

"latest ai-rivalis" in shirts, with collars

and knotted tie.s attached, some four-

inch knits at $2, and other small articles

of men's wear. Above the displays pro-

per and on a shelf running all around

the back of the five-piece window were a

number of smart cravats, while on an-

other tier above, pyjamas were attrac-

tively arrayed.
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BARBER SHOP FOR KIDDIES

(Continued from page 49)

light store." Display shelves are ar-

ranged under each window and so posted
as to show on the street and at one
break in the Bloor street wall is a cab-

inet for the exclusive accommodation of

dress siuiits and morning clothes. Dis-

play and sales taibles are prominent on
the centre of the floor, and on the Bloor
street side two triplicate mirrors en-

hance the general effect.

The "New Way" revolving wardrobes
and units are used throughout.

Referring to the department for which
he does the buvin?, Mr. Teasdall siaid

to DRY GOODS REVIEW: "We think
this the finest clothing room in the
country. Personally, I never saw one
better. Everything is the latest, even
to the racks, which are so placed that

the man intending to buy a suit or over-

coat does not have to throw down his

olid one in any comer or on any taible

or shelf that might be handy. The
lighting system is a peach and that 'en-

trance mirror' at the head of the stairs

is a real improvement on the general

run of stores and far better than the

divided staircase."

The men's department is fifty-seven

by thirty-four feet and the children's

measures out at thirty-five by thirty-

fivft.

Speaking enthaisdastioally of the man-
ner in which the barber shop pllan had

"caught on," Mr. Teasdall referred to

the fact that Franlk iStoMory would rank
as one of the pioneers in Canada of this

idea, dayman's in Vancouver carry
such a feature and Ottawa and Montreal

each boast of one. A straight charge
of twenty-five cents is made, and on the

opening day, just to "wise up" the par-

ents, five hundred tickets were distrib-

uted gratuitously.

At the present time, Stollery's are not

specialiainig in any particular line, all

goods being bought in the open mark€.t.

"Anything that is good and up to the

standard is acceptable," explained Mr.
Teasdaill, adding that a good deal of the

men's wear was being purchased this

season from Canadian firms.

"All their clothes are pressed to per-

fection and that counts a igood deal

nowadays, especially in the matter of

children's apparel," stated the ibuyer,

w*ho was formerly with the Hudson Bay
Company in Vancouver, havinig had
charge of their clothing department
there for two years and a half before

cominig to Toronto. He was also with
the same company in Edmonton for five

vears before that.

W. H. Shaw, of Stouffville, has taken

over J. S. Huntley's store and stock. Mr.
Huntley is retiring from business. Mr.

Shaw is moving into the Huntley store,

where he will have considerably more
space; he will increase the stock in his

various departments and also add bojts

and shoes.

Mrs. J. M. Buyers, 933 Lansdowne
Ave., Toronto, has opened a ladies' and
children's wear store.

PUNCH AND JUDY AT SIMPSON'S
For some people. Punch has dropped

quite out of existence. But he has been
brought to life again on the sixth floor

of the Robert Simpson Co. as a part of

the annual Christmas show. In a minia-

ture theatre Punch laughs and kisses

Judy, throws the baby downstairs, Judy
too; then Imocks the policeman and doc-

tor on the head, hangs the sheriff, folds

him up in the coffin, throws Sambo
downstairs, and finally is choked to

death by the devil every day to the

chuckliTig dieliigiht of several hundred
childrcTi. Here, too, a little marionette

performance is staged at alternate hours.

The Christmas show itself contains

innumjerable toys for sale as well as

other articles such as handkerchiefs and
ivory, suggestive gifts for the children's

parents. There is also a booth where
popular music is being sold, and an ice

oream stand. But best of nil, Santa

Olaus himself is there to receive his little

visitors in a cosy siitting-room with a

big fireiplace. Just outside the room is

a real roof, and now and again Santa

demonstrates how he is going to climb

the roof and come down the chimney
next Christmas Eve.
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Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures

Scientifically designed to take care of eyer)^

item of merchandise handled by Clothing,
Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods, or
Department Stores.

Buy as you like.

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones Bros4Co.Ii5nM
cPtore Twitters-

Easterrx Branch: Head Office. Western Branch:
71 Blaury Street 29-31 Adelaide St-West. 437 Main Street

Montreal PQ. Toronto. Ont. Winnipeg. Man.
tn affUtatton v/itA and manufacturing in Canada undar Vie patents of

TTie Grand Rapids ^^ow Casg (Company

Christmas Decorations

For show windows

and store displays

use

Artificial Flowers

We carry in stock all

classes o f blossoms,

vines, plants, etc., etc.

Prices and samples on request

Dominion Flower & Feather

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

39 Dowd St. Montreal
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Photo Courtesy Robt. Simpson Co., Ltd., Toronto

The Dale Nature Camisole Form
Camisoles are one of your best sellers; they combine Utility, Daintiness
and Charm. The garments you show are the garments you sell.

The Most Perfect Life-like Form on the Market

Manufactured by

Dale^Wax Figure Co., Limited, Toronto
86 York Street

"Canada's Leading' Display Fixture House"

MONTREAL -- P. R. Munro, 150 Bleury St.

VANCOUVER - E. R. Bollert & Son, 501 Mercantile BIdg.

Try This Form of

Advertising!
When a customer purchases a garment, slip

in one of these hangers, with your name
and greetings PRINTED thereon. It will be
in use long after other advertising mediums
are worn out and forgotten.

Ad-Form Hangers
are made of heavy fibre board, and tinned

steel wire.

Write for prices at once.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Dept A MANUFACTURED BY

A. D. F. CO., LIMITED
14 Millstone Lane. Toronto
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COUNTER space, fixture space, floor space—all have a definite

value.

Used rightfully for the display and sale of merchandise, each bit

produces its share of the revenue that makes up the profit of the

house. Cut down the space and you cut down the revenue.

So fully is this realized that the efficiency of a store is frequently

gauged by its sales per foot of space.

The Bon Marche (Letendre, Ltd.) at Montreal appre-
ciate the importance of this in their use of the Lamson
Electric Cable Carrier System. For with this method
of handling sales, counter, floor and fixture space are
free for revenue-producing purpose. The carrier
works overhead, in space otherwise unused.

Their experience is indicated in their statement that
"this system is an important factor in efficient con-
duct of our business."

Many oilier advantages are in-

sured by use of the Centralized

Carrier System.

VMS (LAC^SOM i4 [?)A(?3V

(General Offices at Boston, Mass.
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Prompt
Delivery
on Blouse, Costume,

Men's Coat and
Children's

FORMS
WE CARRY A LARGE STOCK
AND CAN USUALLY GIVE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Latest Shapes—Best Quality

Send for our New Folder
of Forms, Metal Fixtures,

Racks, Hangers, Valance,
etc.

We guarantee our Flesh
Enamel Waist and Dress
Forms. Will not crack
nor peel.

DELFOSSE & CO.
M 247-249 Craig St. W. Factory, 1-19 Hermine St.

MONTREAL
>.//////////////////////////y>y>^MM///MM/j'/M^^//////////////////yy///y^/y/yy/////y^^^

We Specialize in

BIRLEY
Patent Folding Suit

and Costume Boxes

We also manufacture all

kinds of Folding Boxes

QUALITY and SERVICE

Dominion Paper Box Co.
LIMITED

Toronto Ontario

The Season's Rush Proves the

Necessity of Gipe-Hazard
Service in Your Store

Gipe-Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

113 Sumach St.

Toronto, Canada

Time and labor saved is money
earned.
Absence of salesmen from

their posts when customers re
waiting diverts many of the latter to other stores where service is

better.

With Gipe-Hazard service you will have the satisfaction of knowing
that you have the best, and it will enable your staff to remain at
their posts instead of running for change. Watch your out-of-date
system during the busy season, and you will be convinced.

J. J. TURNER & SONS, LIMITED, Peterborough, Onl.

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Calgary, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.
Halifax, N.S.
London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa, Ont.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

deputation gained by long years of vigoroue
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Manager
Western Canada

TORONTO, CANADA.
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The needs of merchants have guided

National Cash Register improvements

ttTirHAT the merchant needs" always
^V has been—and always will be

basic idea in making cash registers.

our

This business, as it stands to-day, is the

result of constant study of merchants' needs.

Every suggestion that we receive is investi-

gated. The practical ones are adopted and
given very exacting mechanical tests before
they are manufactured.

During the past 10 years we have made
6,508 improvements in our product.

These improvements were added so that

National Cash Register users could be sup-

plied with machines that would give them
the utmost possible service.

Modern National Cash Registers are prac-

tical, useful, accurate and durable—^the

best we can make.

Nationals are now used in 296 lines of business

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

BRANCH OFFICES

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax 63 Granville Street
Hamilton 14 Main Street E.

London 350 Dundas Street
Montreal 122 Catherine Street, W.

Ottawa 306 Bank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street

Vancouver 524 Pender Street, W.
Winnipeg .... 213 McDermot Avenue

FACTORY: TORONTO. ONTARIO
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An Active Infants* Wear Department
The infants' wear department in Smallman & Ingram's store at London, Ont., carries complete lines as well as play-
things and nursery accessories for children up to three years of age. Note the neatly labelled boxes on the shelves.
The arrow points to the weighing basket where babies are w eighed regularly. London mothers appreciate its service.
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Comforts of all Sorts
Infants' Department One of the Best Revenue-Producers in

Smallman and Ingram's Large Departmental Store at

London, Ont.—Everything for the Infant Up to

Three Years of Age.
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A
VISIT to the infants' wear
department of Smallman and Ing'-

ram's big store in London, Ont.,

reveals an equipment and stock that

represents a service that would be hard
to excel. Everything for the Ibabies is

to be found there, and the mothers of

London should find outfitting their chil-

dren up to three years of age an easy

matter in this store. The department
has been in existence now for some time,

and the service that it is rendering, ac-

cording to the management, is much ap-

preciated, as is apparent from the liberal

patronage that is extended.

Display is Big Feature

Occupying a corner section of the

housefurnishing floor, there is ample
space for the proper display of goods,

and one is immediately struck with the

fine arrangement of the department, and
the way in which the various lines are

shown tD advantage. Even the wall

paper suggests the nursery, for upon a

background of light grey, are depicted

in small, but striking figures, the quaint

old Mother Goose pe)ple, with whom
every child is familiar. Everything in

the way of furnishings is in white;

handsome silent salesmen, compart-

ments for various articles, and in fact

everything in this section is white. Com-
fortalble easy chairs, where the mothers
may sit down and rest, are situated here

and there about the department.

Everything for the Babe

"We have provided everything neces-

sary for the child's well-being with the

exception of food," one of the directors

of the store told a representative of

DRY GOODS REVIEW. "Having a

separate department for the sale of in-

fants' wear has greatly increased the

business in these lines. Mothers now
know where to come direct to buy their

baibes' clothes. They appreciate the

service we are giving, and having be-

come well established, our infants' de-

partment is now the headquarters for

the mothers of the city. Inviting them
to visit the infants' section, where they

can, as frequently as they like, and
weigh their babes, has been a great in-

centive to business. Coming in just to

weigh their infants, they are often at-

tracted by the display of something in

wearing apparel, and before they leave

the store, they are purchasers of dif-

ferent articles that caught their eye.

Hundreds of mothers in London weigh

their babies weekly, watching their

growth very carefully. In this way the

basket scales in the infants' wear de-
partment have proved a real service, and
incidentally created business for the
store."

Devices for Amusement

In the whole category of infants'

needs, by way of clothes and devices to
amuse, there does not seem to be any-
thing lacking in the Smallman and Ing-
ram's infants' wear department. All the
very modern ideas of nursery furniture
are displayed. Kiddie coops, cribs, play
yards, walkers, bassinettes, bubble
sets, and every other known contrivance
for the amusement of very young chil-

dren are shown. In the silent salesmen
are arranged boots and slippers, play-
things in celluloid, powder boxes and
fancy ribbons.

An Unrivalled Service

"We seek to give an unrivalled ser-

vice in this department," the manage-
ment remarked to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, "and after all, that is the best

possible advertisement we can have. The
infants' wear section is in the hands of

a capable woman, with two or three as-

sistants, "who are untiring in their help

and advice to customers. By directing

special attention to service and accom-
modation, we have greatly increased our

revenue in infants' lines, and our in-

fants' department is one of the best for

sales producing in the store."

Miss Sarah Woods, of the skirt de-

partment of the Robert Simpson Co.,

Toronto, was married recently to Mr.
George James, a newspaper man of

Bowmanville, and formerly a major in

the overseas forces. Miss Woods' as-

sociates bade her farewell in a surprise

party and shower.
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A Store for the Home-Maker
E. J. Coles, at Woodstock, Ont., Adopts the Slogan, "Everything for the Home"—Has a

Record of Over a Quarter Century's Success.

FROM a very small

beig-inndng, 26 years
ago, when he first

opened a store in Wood-
stock, for the siale of

crockery, until the pre-

sent day, with his well-

eqiiipped d e p a r t m ent
store, ranking among lihe

finest of its kind in West-
em Ontario, the biisiness

of E. J. 'Coles represents

a istory of progresis. His
Ibu'sinies's in the town of

Woodstock to-day is the

outcome of a steady

growth and expansion,

down through the years of

over a quarter of a cen-

tury. Mr. Ooles hias or-

ganized a store that is not
only known in its imme-
diate vicinity, but a con-

cerTi that sells to places of

mucih greater size than
Woodstock itself, and he
hIas etsta;bliished a reputa-

tion for a high-clasis trade
that hais meant splendid

achievement in the way of

business endeavor.

"Everything for the

Home"

"Everything for the

home" is now the slogan
of Coles' store. Nothing is

carried in the way of

wearing apparel nor dress

goods, but from a well-

stocked grocery de^part-

mient, to fumituire, oar-
pets, rugs, housefumish-
ingis of all kinds, wall-

paper, hardware and
stoves, china and crock-
ery, the Coles store has it.

Occupying three floors, the business
has been enlarged from time to time, ^o
take in siome new department, all com-
bining for the coTnplete furnishing of
a ho-me, and the supplying of the daily

needs in the way of food. People are

usually glad to buy them all in the one
place. It facilitates shopping andi de-
livery."

Mr. Coles has been in his present busi-

ness premises seveniteen years, but in

that time, and at a comparatively re-

cent date, he has had his store remodel-
led, and the front, as it now is, presents

a modem city place.

Serves a Wide Area

The Coles store serves a- large com-
munity. With Woodstock tne centre of

a rich agricultural district, there is

wide scope for the buildir^g up o^ a

mudh in tlie way of in-

creasing trade for the
Coles store.

Mail-Order Houses
Worry

No

The fine exterior of the E. J. Coles Departmental Store, Woodstock. Ont.

large clientele, and the Coles store has

made the best of the opportunity. The
buying public of this department store

includes not only Woodstock itself, but

extends for a radius of twenty miles in

each direction. The tovirns of Ingersoll,

Tillsonlburg, and Norwich are within

easy distance of Woodstock; every effort

is made to reach people in these places.

The fact that automoibile owners are on
the increase has foeen a stimulus to busi-

ne?js, and the extension of the good roads
system is G;oing to be an imTsortant fac-

tor, Mr. Coles believes, in the enlarge-

ment of the territory that he can cover.

The majority of farmers have cars, and
likewise many of the citizens in these

small places. Combining (business .with

pleasure, they come to the larger centres

for a drive, and in nine cases oiit of ten

do their shopping in the bigger towns.

The popularizing of the car has meant

Competing with the big-

city mail-order houses is

not a matter for worry
with Mr. Coles. "I am not
a bit afraid of the city

houses," he told the rep-
resentative of DRY
GOODS REVIEV/. "You
can't buy goods from a
catalogue as well as see-
ing them at first hand,"
he added, "and the peo-ple

in the country are finding
they can buy just as good
an article and at just as
good a price in the towns
as from the mail-ordeir
housjes. We comipare our
prices with catalogue quo-
tations, and in nine cases
out of ten our figures are
just as low as, if not
lower than big miadl-order
houses. The main essen-
tial is to ha'V'e the stock.

You can't do businesis

without a fine assortment
or gioods, and we pay
sitrict attention to the
choice and qxiality of our
lines." As an indication
of the guccessful way in
which this store is meet-
ing competition with lar-

ger places, Mr Coles
mentioned the fact that
every week they were sell-

ing furniture and other
house-faimisihings to .peo-

ple in such cities ais

Hamilton and London.

Changes Ads. Daily

Mr. Coles lays groat stresis on the

importance of his daily advertisements

in the Woodstock paper. This adver-

tisement is changed every day, never

allowing it to appear the second time.

This newspaper enjoys a wide circula-

tion, going to ninety per cent, of the
homes in the country, and is a valuable
medium in which to talk to the buying
public. In addition to the regular news-
paper advertising, Mr. Coles siometimes
circularizes the country with announce-
ments of special offers. He also sends
out a wall-paper catalogue, but very
little mention is made in it of other
departments. For the first time in the
history of the Coles store, and an inno-
vation as far as Woodstock is concerned.
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was the presence of an orchestra and
singers at the Fall openings this year.
The pulblic w':as invited to visit the var-
ious departments, from the attractively
arranged grocea-y section on the ground
floor, to the furniture department on the
third. This extra ^^___^^^^_^
feature in the way ^^^tm^^^^^^
of a novel opening,
bringing hundreds
of people from the

surrounding coun-
try, did a gi'eat deal

to advertise the

Coles store as the

correct place to buy
"everything for the

home."
'In a small town

such as Woodstock,

and in a store -ike ours," Mr. Coles

stated, "departmentizing is a very im-
portant matter. One section helps the

other, and customers coming to ibuy in

one departmcTit see something they
never intended to purchase, in another,

Tliei'e are many merchants who fear the automobile as a factor in

drawing trade away from the home town. That the automobile has
been a large factor in the distribution of trade is indisputable, but Mr.
Coles is confident thai it is a factor that can work for you as well

as against you. Woodstock unquestionably draws business from some
of the smaller towns around, [but it draws also from far larger

centres as well. It depends on his methods, whether the merchant finds

the automobile a blessing or a curse.

and do not go without it. Then in the

matter of help, economy can he practis-

ed, and a saving of expenses accomplish-

ed iby using employees in different de-

partments. For instance, on Saturday
we are al'ways very busy in the grocery

^^^^^^^^^^^ department, and it

is generally quiet

on the furniture
floor. We transfer
our furniture help
to the grocer sec-

tion, and in this way
are able to give the
very best possible
service vi'ithout in-

curring th added ex-
penditure of perma-
nent extra help for
the grocery depart-
ment."

Rugs Active
Larger Sizes Wanted Again—Genuine Chinese Rugs, Also |

Those of Chinese Design, are the Active Sellers |
at Present—Stocks Everywhere Depleted. 1

iiiiiiiiii a?

WHETHER it is cause or conse-

quent of the present vogue for

things Oriental, the carpet deal-

ers find that everything 'Chinese is in

strong favor and the popularity is hold-

ing well. Persian and Turkish rugs are

quite out of reach and as a result

Chinese carpets either in design or the

genuine hand-made article are being pur-

chased as extensively as they can be
procured. The price is about one-half

that of the Persian rugs for the

made goods and a number of buyers
state that, value for value, the Chinese

rug is almost as good as the Persian.

Only comparatively few in either the

retail or manufacturing trade antici-

pated the huge demands which have de-

veloped this year in all lines of house-

furnishings. Consequently stocks are

low all over. "Everybody is fighting for

stock," said one of the Toronto retail

carpet buyers to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW. There is a trend to an increased

demand for the larger sizes in rugs

again; 8 ft. by 10 ft. and 9 ft. by 12 ft.

sizes are the ones which are selling

most readily. IVo or three years ago,

even the large houses were scattering

rugs about their rooms, but these have

not been found to be satisfactory, and

larger ones are asked for now.

Supplies Away Below Normal

The carpet outlook is quite as serious

in the United States as it is elsewhere.

Production c )ntinues away below nor-

mal. The situation is set forth by The
American Carpet and Upholstery Jour-

nal as follows:

"Every effort is being made to

speed up production which, by reason

of strikes among the mill hands and
the shorter working day, is now from
25 to 40 per cent below normal.

When it is considered that during the

ply and demand will cause a lov/ering

running below normal and the re-

tailers' stocks gradually dwindling

throughout this period, it becomes
obvious that many months must
elapse before an equalization of sup-

ply and demand will cause a lowering
of prices.

While, in the opinion of many in the
trade, prices have now reached their
limit, there are those who predict that
the worst is yet to come. Sooner or
later, however, the price limit will be
reached, and the retailer or jobber
must then be prepared to face a loss
in value of goods on hand. Apropos
of this matter, there is much food for
thought and guidance in the following
remark of a well-known and broad-
minded carpet merchant, that he
would prefer to have his store kept
well stocked and take a loss through
price decline, than to run it under-
stocked in anticipation of such a crisis,

and in the meanwhile lose both his
customers' patronage and their money
to a competitor."

English Shadow
Cretonnes

These designs in tapestry cre-

tonne are dyed in the warp
with a gold ground. The
patterns are in shades of

blue and brown. Shown by
W. R. Brock & Co., Montreal.
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U.S. MARKET ALSO DEPLETED
The ruig and carpet situation is get-

ting nioTe serious month bv month.
Some time ago DRY GOODS REVIEW
stated that the canpet manufacturers of

Canada were all sold up for a long time
ahead and that a scarcity of goods was
almost certain to show itself in an acute
fonm. A buyier of one of the largest

ihiouse furnishing departments in Canada,
in a wholesale house, told DRY GOODS
REVIEW ear^ly in November that he had
just returned from a trip to Boston,

New York and Philadelphia, and found
prices higher than in Canada. This
scarcity aipiplies to cretonnes, and one of

the larg'esit firms in the United States

told him that they could take no further

orders as they had withdrawn all their

onen from the road and wore greatly
oversold. He had visited a dozen con-

verters there and could not get more
than a hundred lines between them
aXl. Marquisettes were also very scarce

and the prices of these as well as

cretonnes have gone up between 25 and
30 per cent, in the last few months.

All reports agree that prices of rugs
and carpets for the Fall of 1920 will be

much higher than ever before. One firm
is asking $3.75 a yard fx>r what cost

$2.85 this Fall. Prices on domestic as

well as imported goods are soaring rapid-

ly, and on many lines there will be an
advance of 30 to 33 1-3 per cent, for next

|

season. The reasons assigned by the

manufacturers are partly labor and part-

ly imuch higher prices of yams, which
I

have now reached the top level since the

war started.

Iin spite of the high prices for rugs
and carpets, jobbers say that the demand
from the retailer continues good', and
that in most cases as large a quantity

is being ordered as for some years past.

DOMINION OILCLOTH CO. CHANGES
NAME

The above firm 'has sent the following

letter to DRY GOODS REVIEW under
da'te of October 31:

"Gentlemen:
"The present is to advise you that

this company has this day sold and
transferred all of its undertaking,
property and assets to Dominion Oil-

cloth & Linoleum Co., Limited, which
also assumes all liabilities of the old

company.
"The management, organization and

control of the company remain as
heretofore, and the business will be
conducted under the new name after

this date.

"On the occasion of this reorganiza-

tion, we desire to exoress our thanks
for past businesis and appreciation of

the cordial relations which have exist-

ed between us for so many years. It

is our hoDe that these conditions may
continue in the future, and that in-

creased business will result to our

mutual advantage."

Fashionable Fabrics For Windows
1. Block backgrounds are always good sellers. This latest design in cretonne has

the blocks in the form of bricks in tobacco brown and black, outlined in white. The
birds and flowers feature blue, grey and rose tones chiefly.

2. A fine filet lace with the very acceptable peacock and urn in delicate all-over
design.

3. The ground work of this cretonne is buflf with check lines of yellow and black.
Dark greys and dull rose tones give a dignified color effect.

4. Fruit and heavy foliage in delft blue, olive greens and amethyst look attractive
on the natural background of this chintz.

5. Another fine piece of filet net with artistic French design.
6. This chintz is striking in black and white, but you should see it in its deep color-

ings of red, tan, mustard, cornflower blup and rose and its congenial cockatoo.

From the Spring arrivals at the Lace Goods Company, Limited.

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES
The story that is told of woollen

froods, knitted goods and silk goods will

bear repeating with relation to cotton

goods of all kinds, i.e., that not so

much shortaofe of raw materials as cur-

tailed production is the chief factor in

keeping back deliveries this, of course,

together with the demand which exists

everywhere. The past nine months
have seen almost an orgy of redecoration

and refurnishing of homes. These
factors are responsible for the increases

in the price of every kind of textiles.

For instance, scrims and marquisettes,

which sold at 8% cents before the war,

sold in December 1917 at 14^/4 cents, and

are quoted to-day at 30 cents, with very

little to be had even at that figure. One
line which sold in 1917 at 17% cents is

now 3'5 cents, but there is none of it to

be bought to-day at all. Conditians are

worse, so far as getting merchandise is

concerned, than they were a year ago,

and one can never depend upon eetting

general repeat orders filled. English

mills are doing their best to meet the

calls upon them, but in the face of

everything they can not begin to take

care of the orders that are wanted. They
are making every endeavour to hold their

old custom to the best of their ability,

and are slowly increasing: their range of

designs. One firm, which had three at

tractive pieces of madras delivered this

Fall, sold up everything they could get

of two pieces, and when they tried to

place repeat orders, they found that the

price had advanced 3 shillings 1 penny

per yard, which made it too high to be

of use.

Chintzes and cretonnes are selling in

all the variety and riot of color which

the past year has emphasized—^birds,

foliage, plumage in striking contrasts,

and rich tapestry effects fulfilling their

purpose of brightening up old rooms and

of conforming to new ones.

The only thing that can relieve the

situation as to both supply and price,

is a period of hard times, which will

induce people to work harder and buy
less, remarked more than one wholesaler

during the past month. This is not a

desirable state of affairs, of course, and

what is more, is not likely to come very

soon, but with every one anxious to buy
and few keen on producing, the result is

evident. For another year, at least, re-

tailers will have to expect to pay high

prices and to place their orders in good

time in order to get deliveries. And so

the "vicious circle" remains unbroken:

buy early, or you won't have your goods

to sell, and if you buy, the supplies re-

main short and prices high!
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<Datipor Drapery Fabrics

There is a demand for plain materials. Have our traveller show you
these lines:

Poplins, 50" wide, colors Light and Dark Green, Light and Dark Rose,

Blue, Mulberry, Cream, Putty, Brown.

Casement Cloth, 40" wide, colors Cream, Brown, Rose, Light and Dark
Green, Putty, Blue.

Casement Cloth, 50" wide, colors Blue, Putty, Rose, Cream, Green.

Plain Satin, 50" wide, colors Cream, Blue, Green, Brown, Light and
Dark Rose.

Velours, 50" wide, colors Blue, Green, Mulberry, Light and Dark
Rose, Gold, Red, Brown.

Daly & Morin, Limited
Lachine, Montreal

Sample Rooms at Vancouver, Winnipeg, Halifax

^ai7^'}r^,\^i\\7^,\^,\^i\^i\r^i^^\>rr^^

Children's

Dresses

You will be delighted with our smart

styles, attractive materials, and the

general utility shown throughout in

our different lines— sales-inviting fea-

tures that are sure to mean more

business for you.

G. F. Raid & Company
Brampton, Ontario

The Trade Journal

Its place in the Business of

The Subscriber

The retailer must
keep in touch with

what other mer-

chants in his line of

business are doing

to capture trade

and to conduct

their stores intelli-

gibly, and the only

way of doing so, is

to read the trade

p a p e rs specially

devoted to his line

of endeavor. That
is why practically

all merchants make
a close study of the

trade press.

The Advertiser

A subscriber to a

trade paper natur-

ally expects to find

therein the ad-

vertise m e n t s of

houses which cater

to such business as

the subscriber rep-

resents. In fact the

trade journal is the

one medium manu-

facturers cannot

afford to omit, be-

cause it precedes

the salesmen and
makes national dis-

tribution easier.

-From "Publicity."
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CANADIAN
LINOLEUMS

AND

OIL CLOTHS
LINOLEUMS FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
TABLE OIL CLOTHS STAIR OIL CLOTHS

ENAMELLED OIL CLOTHS
And FELTOL FLOOR COVERING

Designs, Quality and Prices

Our goods are
made to suit the

requirements of

the Canadian cli-

mate and trade,

and their ever in-

creasing popular-

ity is proof that

they give satis-

faction.

are

Right

SEE
OUR

SAMPLES

Spring
Samples

of our various
lines are now
in the hands
of all

Wholesale
Dry Goods
Jobbers

Manufactured by

Dominion Oilcloth & Linoleum Co.
Limited

MONTREAL
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NOVELTY CURTAINS

CANADIAN

DRAPERIES
LIMITED

extend to you a cordial

invitation to visit them

when in Toronto.

When you are in the

market for

Marquisettes

and Scrim

Novelty Curtains

it will be to your ad-

vantage to look at the

wide selection of un-

usual charm and

values as shown by

our travellers now on

the road.

CANADIAN DRAPERIES LIMITED

145 Wellington St. West - TORONTO

NOVELTY CURTAINS

4^=:f=' 4=#«

Advertise for Good-Will

"The last twenty years have
witnessed a great development of

advertising as a selling force,"

George Frank Lord, advertising

manager of the E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., told the Pittsburgh

Advertising Club.

"I venture to predict that in the

next five years advertising will be

recognized chiefly as a great buy-

ing force. Instead of using adver-

tising to sell merchandise we will

use it to buy customers. For the

purchase of good-will it will be

classified, even by accountants, not

as current expense, but as a long-

time investment; a sort of bond that

yields dependable interest annually

and amortizes itself in ten years,

but keeps on returning interest

indefinitely.

"If advertisers and advertising men -will

keep their minds fixed on this idea of buying
good-will, or buying satisfied customers, in-

stead of selling merchandise, many of the

most difficult problems of advertising will

disappear. Appropriations will not be based
on last year's earnings, the current year's

estimate, the sales department's gross mar-
gin, or the tentative impulses of the board
of directors, but on clear analyses of the

amount and kind of good-will needed for

the ideal future of the business, the time
required or available to develop it, the total

amount it will be worth, and how the ex-
penditure of that total will be made in

various years.

"The advertising policy will not be shifted

by the weather, the crops, temporary trad-

ing conditions or changes in organization.

The business itself will have a definite,

enduring policy, and the advertising will

express it.

"There will be no lying copy, nor mer-
chandise that is made only to sell, and not

to use; because such things do not buy
customers and are destructive of good-will,

the great asset the advertiser is seeking.

"Whether an advertiser formally adopts
the policy of buying good-will or not, the
good-will value of his advertising is all he
really gets for his money. The advertising

that buys satisfied customers adds to his

good-will, and that which creates dissatisfied

purchasers subtracts from his good-will.

"Success is merely the result of having
more plus than minus in the good-will
account. Since the whole history of adver-
tising proves this is true, why should wq
not recognize this truth and consciously
get in line with it?"
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Th. LACEGOODS CO.,Li.u.j
" The Hanakercnief House of Canada

HAT^DKERCHIEFS Keep us m mmd for your

immediate Cnristmas Sorting. NV^e have the stock!

i

TKe LACEGOODS CO., Limited

64 Wellington Street West TORONTO TKird Floor Empire Building

IM'PORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
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Jf'agj^ions of tJje ilour

Gold and black brocade is used in the graceful wrap at the right. A
luxurious shawl collar of fitch fur makes the whole most desirable.

The evening gown
is a Jean Paton

model of black and

gold stripe; black

net draperies; jet

bands over should-

ers and a large

purple velvet
flower on the belt

in front.

In the lower cor-

ner is an exquisite

Rolf gown of black

velvet and chiffon

embroidered i n

emerald green and

gold.

The small black velvet hat to accompany the velvet gown has straight

emerald green ostrich drooping over the brim.

A page from the Kurzman exhibit last month.

New York especially for DRY GOODS REVIEW.
Photographed in

:d= n
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• Gotham Will Have Straight Lines
Distended Hip is All Very Well for the Debutante, But is Not Promised a Lengthy Vogue

—Queen of Belgium Wears Beautiful Gowns, Wraps and Hats—Her Turban Styles

Are the Fad of the Moment.

NEW YORK, October 31.—It seems

as though the wide hip line which

has been trying to install itself

in favor durimg the fpast few months is

destined for a very short run. The

sitraight line effect is still considered

best by the smartly-gowned New York-

ers even though many pretty dance

frocks in pannier and bouffant construc-

tion are popular with tlie debutante on

whom they seem to look particularly

(Charming.

Several are the reasons why the dis-

tended hip idea cannot be definitely

adopted. Most women, you know, are

very careful not to accept any style that

is going to give them a suggestion of

stoutness, while those who are already

dieting and exercising for this malady

know better than to depart from any

but the slimmest effects. Another ex-

planation is that the pamiiers and wired

hips being adapted from the historical

paintings of Velasquez, are bound to

bring with them the small tig'hit-fitted

waist, which requires a most uncom-

fortable corset compared with the easy-

fitting low-busted stays which w^omen

have been wearing for past seasons.

The straight line was rather strictly

adhered to by Ilickson in the fashion fete

held in the Selwyn Thentre in aid of

Greenwich House. At this novel display,

in which a number of actresses acted

as models and Raymond Hitchcock

provided the entertainment, the skirts

were mostly narrow even thouc:h pleat-

ed, and in some oases the fullness was

held in by a narrow banding at the bot-

tom. However, the straight idea in the

evening dresises was considerably soft-

ened by skirt draperies anc^ folded

bodices. Sometimes the draperies ap-

peared only on the left side.

Velvet and Lace in Vogue

Velvets of all kinds are prominent in

evening dresses, but black velvet seems

to be the leader in afternoon gowns. The
round neck occasionally gives place to

a square cut, but sleeves are short.

An interesting feature to note in all

dresses and accessories is the lavish use

of lace. Evening gowns especially par-

take of this form of adorrmenlt to a

great extent. A ismart, youthful model

shoAvn by Altman's is of Alice blue satin

adorned with a knee-length circular

apron edged with silver lace. Em-
broidered roses outline the edge of the

apron and a spray of satin flowers forms

one of the shoulder straps.

Many sprays of satin fl-owers are also

noticeable on dainty evening frocks. They

arc repeated in wreaths by way of hair

omam_ents for girls and young matrons.

A miost striking creation in black and

white was of white chiffon embroidered
in a large spray design with black se-

quins. One-inch velvet ribbon edged
the skirt and deep armholes, and a black

velvet girdle ended in a long, wide, sash

end.

Coats have changed little since last

month. Fur collars and cuffs appear on

practically all of the modish wraps un-

less they are made entirely of fur. The
collars are in gathered shawl effects and
in most cases coone up above the ears

when fastened. For evening wear,
chinchilla and sable are prominent in

dolman styles or capes.

Suit Coat« of Uncertain Lengths
Suit jackets are developing a very

eccentric line at the bottom. Their

length is by no means certain, and many
models have the front longer than the

back, or vice versa, or perhaps side

panels extending below the front and
back. A few novelty designs have tried

to introduce wide hip effects with large

distended pockets.

Fashions Follow Queen of Belgium's
Taste

One of the most gorgeous gown and
v^rrap displays of the season was seen

tihe other Saturday night when society

accompanied the King and Queen of

Belgium to the Meitropolitan Opera. The
royal box directly facing the stage was
ornamented with American Beauty roses

and red and gold velvet draperies. The
Queen wore white, of which she has

shown herself to be very fond. Her
gown was of plain white satin with a

sequin bodice. Her only je^velry consist-

ed of a string of pearls and a narrow

diamond bandeau tiara. She entered
wearing a cape of brilliant green velvet.

In the orchestra one noticed a num-
ber of head-dresses of jet, tulle, silver
or gold cloth, which looked much like
the close fitting turbans in which the
royal visitor is often seen, except that
the top of the crown was missing.
Wherever she has gone the Queen has

inspired the adoption of her Mttle toque,
particularly when made of gold cloth.
Her gowns and wraps, too, have been
much admired for their simplicity and
becomingness. On arriving at Wash-
ington, she was dressed in a one-pieice
gown of grey beneath a grey^blue wool-
len wrap. For her visit to the Senate
and House, she chose a red velvet wrap
over a white satin dress.

At the Empire theatre, Ethel Barry-
more is making her appearance in "De-
classe," in which she wears several very
becoming dignified govims. Most
charming among them is the dinner
gown worn in the first act. lit is of
flame-colored velvet made on princess
lines. The richness of material is em-
phasized by the severity of outline,

which is relieved by a panel back loop-

ed up once at the hips. Sable fur bands
the hem and forms the shoulder straps
rising from a square neck to form a V
in the back. There being no sleeves,

heavy lace is used to fill in between the
fur and armhole.

Dyed Laces Worn
The newest waists seen in the shops

show as much variety as they did earl-

ier in the season. Franklin Simon & Co.
are featuring lace blouses, particularly

those made of dyed laces. One has filet

colored a brilliant orange and combined
with broAvn lace and net.

At Macy's sash "blouses are most no-
ticeable. These come do'W'n over thie

top of the skirt and trie at the iback in

a large bow.
Some smart accordeon pleated waists

of crepe may be seen at Gimbel's. They
reach to the hip line and have a narrow
girdle trimmed on the left side with
dainty ribbon flowersi. The sleeves are

short and the necks round.

The way of novelty, Bergdorf &
Goodman Co. are showing a Russian
blouse of mahogany chiffon adorned
with small velvet disks the size of a five-

cent piece (American) pasted on in

groups around the neck, sleeves and
skirt hem. Here and there is a disk of

white among the others.

Grand Maison de Blanc has a rather
unique blouse in a tailored style. It is

made of white satin Mrith a tucked front,

plain back and sleeves. Collar, cuffs,

and vestee are made of fine white or-
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gandie delicately embroidered and edg^ed

with liace.

Black Trimmed Underskirts

A new color in silk undergtarments
which demands attention is yellow,

while for lace trimming, bandings, and
embroidtery, black is being used profuse-

ly both with this shade and others. Best's

are showing connbiniations, camisoles and
chemises of pink silk veiled with black.

In the trimmings are employed Chan-
tilly lace, net ruffles, bands of blue rib-

bons, rosettes of ostrich fringe with
ribbon button centres.

Although most neckwear is created

from net ruffles, lace, and Georgette,

heavier materials are receiving some no-

tice. These include duvetyn, satin and
brocades. Lord & Taylor have had a

window displaydng gilets of metal bro-

cade with thandsome bags miade of the

same ribbon and more of the pattern

used for backg-rounds as a suggestion

for women who fashion their own acces-

sories.

Innovations in Millinery

Fur, maline and gold lace continue to

make millinery a charming object for

contemplationi. Kurzman's were ex-

hibiting a roll brim sailor made com-
pletely of ermine. Two tails were at-

tached to the top of the crown and a
mother of pearl spear was the sole orna-

ment at the front of the brim. Another
model of Kurzman's which is worthy of

note had a tarn crown of brown velvet.

The brim was of skunk and over it ex-

tended a wired brim of gold lace.

Some small white hats are making an
appearance partly due to the royal visi-

tor's penchant for them and partly in

anticipation of the snowy days expected

in another month's time.

Ostrich still holds sway on many (hats

but it is maintaining even a more promi-
nent position on growns and even on
wraps. One dance frock had an entire

skirt of oatricb arranged to represent

ruffles. And one velvet evening wrap
had simply a group of curled plumes by
way of a collar. Ostrich fans, of course,

are plentiful in a variety of designs.

Fringe, too, is seen in abundance on all

sorts of garments. The width may vary
from 3 in. handings on neck and sleeves

to whole overskirts of silk, bead or chen-

ille fringe.

Sports clothes are growing brighter

than they have ibeen for some time past.

Gidding's are showing an attractive

suit whose skirt is of bright red chev-

iot and jackett of black velvet. Leather
ooats. featured by Franklin Simon &
Co., in tan, brovim, and black, priced

from .'';45 to S55, also seem to be well

liked for outdoor wear because of their

serviceability and the warmth derived

from their sunde lininTS. Reds of many
tones are extremely popular at the pres-

ent moment.

A Modern "Pierette"

Underneath thefse fashionable tog's are
worn the new "oorsetettes" known as
"Pierettes." Thev are simply mercerized
bands over the hips with a laced satin-

bound opening in front and satin rein-

^^

For the Out-door
Girl

In accordance with the ris-
ing popularity of velveteens
and cold weather sports, we
have this skating costume of
taupe velveteen with trim-
ming of tan "Angora" and
buttons. It is a costume
simple of design but appro-
priate and smart. The color
combination may be varied,
of course. Shown by the
New York Mercantile Co.,

Toronto.

forcement on the giar'ters. They are
pulled on by strong satin straps after
the manner one pulls on riding boots.
Wanamaker's sell theim for $8.50, $10,
$15, or $19.50.

FIRST TEA ROOM IN PETERBORO
In Cressman's store, Peterboro, alter-

ations in w'hich were intimated in an
earlier isisue of DRY GOODS REVIEW,
two new departments have been opened
during the past month. The first of these
was a hairdressing and manicuring par-
lor, composed of 3 sections for hair-
dressing and one for manicuring, com-
pletely fitted with most modem appli-
ances. The wood is white enamelle-di, the
curtains at the doorways are of Copen-
hagen blue, the linoleum has a Mue and
white checked pattern. Immediately ad-
joining is the millinery department.

More recently, they opened a tea room—the first of its kind in the city. On the

third floor, removed from the noise and
rush of the busiest shopping sections^
customers may have a cup of tea or cof-

fee with sandwiches, toast or hot bis-

cuits amid most artistic surrounding's.
The tables, chairs and woodwork are
enamelled in grey, while the windows
and novel lighting fixtures are shaded in

rose cretonne. The floors are ipolished

hardwood, adorned with rugs in harmon-
izing colors. A small bouquet decorates

each table.

Off the tea room itself is an all-white

kitchenette wherein nothing b'Ut elec-

tricity is used for cooking and heating.

The outside of the enclosure is paint-

ed a deep cream and ornamented with a

simple desiign in relief work. A display

of Chesterfields and easy chairs is ar-

ranged near the door, which give a

wordless invitation to customers to test

their comfort while waiting for friends.
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Variety of Style and Price in

Blouses
They Are Important in Both Tailored and Very Elaborate

Designs—Some Blouses Are Almost a Whole Dress.

In all lines, suit shades vie with the

pastel hues for popularity. In the mod-
erately priced tucked-in-at-the-waist

variety, white, flesh, navy and brown
seem to be leading-. Some are made with
short kimono sleeves, but that fashion

has not yet really taken hold in this

country.

Simpson's are showing some exquisite

hand-embroidered and hand-drawn-work
blouses, some with real filet or Irish

crochet lace. These vary in price from
about $9.00 to $37.50.

JUST about this time of the year,

blouses play an important part in

the retail ready-to-wear trade. To
this end manufacturers and retailers all

over the United States are concentrating

on the week of November 9 to November
15 in an effort to boost the sale of

blouses. This National Blouse week
has been talked of and advertised for

the past two months by practically all

dealers and should prove a direct benefit

to all concerned.

In this country, blouses are experienc-

ing g^ood business, but the attention paid

to them is due largely to their own at-

tractiveness, rather than to any special

motive on the part of dealers to stimu-

late their sale. Seldom have they seemed
so varied and beautiful, to say nothing

of high-priced.

Silk waists, in spite of their high

prices, are the most popular. Of course,

this is customary during the Winter
months, but cjtton waist manufactur-
ers are expecting' that their lines will

become more in evidence as the price of

silk advances. Cotton is exceptionally

expensive also, but it is still true that a

good cotton blouse costs less than a

good silk one, and is more serviceable

than a poor silk one.

Tailored blouses of crepe de Chine

are selling well in styles with convert-

ible collars or square necks, trimmed
with pearl buttons and pin tucks. These

lines retail at from $5.00 to $10.00.

Dressy blouses in a go )d quality Georg-

ette sell for prices ranging from $10.00

to $75.00, varying according to the elab-

orateness of the embroidery or other

handwork they bear. Stitt & Co., To-

ronto, are showing a very simple, but

dainty model in sand Georgette, having

a long, narrow collar braided in self

color soutache. It is priced $19.50.

Peplum Blouses Command Biggest

Prices

The biggest prices are paid for

blouses of the Russian type, with long

peplums, sometimes finished with fringe

reaching almost to the skirt hem. Such
a blouse trimmed with embroidery of

silk beads, or woven braid and orna-

mented by a jet or silk tasselled girdle

becomes practically a whole dress when
worn over a plain satin or accordeon

pleated skirt, or a slip with a deep satin

band around the bottom. Shoe string

braiding is also popular just now. This

silk braid is used on cloth, as well as

silk dresses and blouses, evening wraps,

etc.

The color comlbinations as described

last month hold good and sales are in-

creasing' in fancy satin camisoles to

match the blouses.

The A. A. Foumier Co., Ltd., Ottawa,
has added a grocery "cafeteria" to its

numerous other departments. For the

present it will include only package
goods or canned and bottled lines.

£^%m.

Two Fashionable Styles
Flesh colored Georgette blouse trimmed with Val. lace on neck

ruffle and cuffs. The little black velvet tie is finished with tiny silk

flowers.
The tunic blouse is a handsome one of flowered silk chiffon trim-

med with soutache braid. Small black silk buttons are tied with

black silk cords.
These two numbers are original designs made exclusively for

DRY GOODS REVIEW.
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CORSETS
Advance of 10 Per Cent. Likely to be

General Early in New Year—Manu-
facturers Not Worrying Over

Corsetless Fashions

The general imipression among fashion
experts is that the vogue for a silhouette

"wiith distended hiip and pinched-in waist
is nothing but a passing whim. Women
are loath to abandon the free comfort-
able lines of low-busted, silightly boned
corsets used for the past few seasons.

Neither is the corsetless figure going to

attain much popularity. Women workers
of all classes have learned that they can-

not work all diay in comrPort Mathout a

certain measure of runresitraining isaip-

port for the figure.

Thus, the common sense ideal in cor-

sets is going to continue for another
season; and it is altogether douibtful if

it will ever be abandoned except by a
minority of extremists. Of course a

few variations may be evident in boning
in some desi\gns, but these are chiefly to

adapt them to the needls of varying
types.

Manufacturers are really so busy en-

deavoring to keep up with orders for

patterns already om- the market that they
have no time for bringing out innova-

tions. Some even are dropping cer^tain

lines, making one style do for two close-

ly similar ones in order to catch up with
production.

The demand for brocade corsets is big,

but makers are experiencing consider-

able trouble in oibtaining the fabric, since

it is American and therefore suibjeot to

aM the trade disturbances now affecting

the United Stateis. Deliveries on Can-
adian coutil are about four months be-

hind, but this is one of the Idast of the

maniifacturers' worries.

His real trouble is the scarcity of

help. A hundred dollars' wor*th of ad-

vjeittising in the daily papens in one

month will bring scarcely half a dozen
applicants, and operators already em-
ployed must be petted and coaxed with
shorter hours and longer pay envelopes

to keep them at their machines. An ini-

crease in price at the beginning of the

year is the inevitable result. It will not

affect some lines that are booked up
until March, and in others will probably

be only about 10 per cent., which, com-
paratively speaking, is not to be grum-
bled at.

UNDERGARMENTS
New Fabrics as Substitutes for Silk

—

Laces of Growing
Importance

Charmeusettte is the name given to a

new silk and cotton mixture which is

being brought forward for Spring trade

in underwear in the Uni.tpd States. It

has a satin finish and combines the dur-

ability and cheamness of a cotton gar-

ment with the soft silky texture of more
expensive mater'als. Bloomers, petti-

coats and Billie Burkes are being made
in flef'h and wlhite. The manufacturers

hope that these garments will make an

appeal to women who cannot afford silk,

but like its comfort.
For the better class trade in Canada,

satin is the leading miaterial. In flesh

or white, trimmed lavishly with lace,

boxed or straight tucking and dainty
ribbon flowers; camisoles, bloomers,
Billie Burkes, step-inis, nightgowns, and
two-fpiece pyjamas, are all very good in

this fabric. Crepe de Chine is sold, too,

but many women are finding that it is

not so duralble and does not retain its

color as well as the satin.

One of the best lines in camisoles is

that of dark Dresden ribbon with no
trimming excejpt shoulder straps in a
plain matching color. They are much
worn under dark (Georgette blouses. The
best colors are navy, brown, and rose

shades. Some of these camisoles are

made of the richly colored satins in

"comfy-cut" designs instead of the

straight tops necessary when ribbons

are used.

Georgette in various hues and strik-

ingly trimmed are shown in the shops
and will doubtless be sold as girt articles,

but for the most part these unusual
ideas find their chief value simply as

show pieces.

Lace flouncing is finding a rapidly

growing place once more on dainty un-
dergarments. While the average lines

selected are by no means so elaborate

ais those illustrated in this issue, the ten-

dency for the use of wide laces is never-

theless quite strong.

N.

Practicability Prevails

Y. Design Authority Has No Fear of

Fashions Which Are "Physically

Unfit"

That "there is nothing new under the

sun," was the keynote of a lecture given
by Miss Ethel Traphagen of New York,
teacher of design at the Cooper Union,
the School of Fine Art, and who has lec-

tured at the Metropolitan Museum and
many other artists' haunts. This time
her talk was given to the Canadian Wo-
men Designers' Club, Toronto, on Oc-

tober 27, at the Heliconian Club Rooms.
By means of colored slides. Miss Trap-
hagen demonstrated the origin of most
of the present-day styles considered by
some to have been originated by the

Parisian or New York designers. What
has made Paris designers great is th^ir

careful study of books and models and
history, and their readiness to recognize

a good suggestion when they see it, she

remarked.
Consequently, Miss Trap'hagen in-

structs her pupils to go to museums apd
historical paintings for inspection in th6ir

work and for novel ideas. Many are the

adaptations of ancient Greek and Egyp-
tian dress that are included in the most
"original" creations of modern fas'hion

artists.

"Men," Miss Traphagen remarked,

"Ihave always demanded the best quality

in fabrics for their clothes." Therefore

it is to be noted that the finest laces

were wrought when m^n wore ruffles,

and the most lustrous velvets were
woven when men wore gay-colored

breeches and vests.

Designers of Toronto have a wonder-
ful opportunity to get inspiration in the
Royal Ontario Museum, wHiich had fas-

cinated this speaker immensely during
the few hours she had to spend in it.

There was, she said, abundant material
for new ideas in dress in the Indian and
Esquimaux costumes on exhibition there

as well as in the splendid specimens of

armor, Grecian statues, and old paint-

ings which, have always been a source

of design to fashion experts.

Miss Traphagen pointed out that the
most recent fancy in fashions for even-

ing wear—the distended hip-line—is

really of Spanish inspiration, sponsored
in the Valasquez paintings. "Always,
such a silhouette has been followed by
long, tight bodices," said the speaker,

"but present-day designers are aware
that modern women are too well-pleased

with the practical, comfortable and hy-
gienic modes to which they have become
accustomed, ever to submit to the metal
stays of the earlier period." She does
not anticipate that designers will make
any attempt to force women into ac-

centuated curves, even though the ten-

dency may be to effect a tight appear-

ing bodice.

EATON'S READY-TO-WEAR
Continued from page 48

access to which is through a door at the

rear from the passage by the windows.
At the front of these fixtures are dis-

play cases, showing figures govraed in

the newest and highest class garments.
New, highly-polished gumwood floors

provide an improved background, and
the lighting is after the "trough" sys-

tem. The result, looking from one end

of the store, is an appearance of a long
row of display windows, between which
customers and salespeople are moving.

In the coat and suit sections, the 'sell-

ing cases are open to examination by
the customer. In the dress and skirt

sections, the higher grades are kept

under glass. One attractive feature in

the coat section is the three fitting

rooms and a larger room for the re-

ception of a group or family party.

Revolving Wardrobes Adopted

Other new ideas are seen in the re-

volving wardrobes, which are generous-

ly supplied throughout the floor, the

misses' section alone containing twenty-

eight. These are double racks, enclosed

in glass cases, the doors of which may
be swung out of sight during the day-

time. Then the racks can be pulled out

and swTang around, making either side

accessible to the saleswoman.
Each section has its own department-

al office, stock rooms and exchange office.

Access to these departments is by means
of twenty-two elevators and three es-

calators.
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Paris, as a Buyer

Saw It Recently

Miss Lytle. of the T. Eaton Co., Tells of

Interesting Customs and Fashions
"Across the Pond"

Alt the re(gru'lar meeting- of the Wo-
men's Designens' Club, Toronto, held

November 12, Miss Lytle. of the T. Eaton
Co. French rooms, igave an informal little

talk on her recent buying trip to Europe.
Imi referring to Paris, she spoike chiefly

on the various great designers and the

imipiressions received during her visits to

their houses. As her stay was in August
s-he missed iseedng much of the gowns
actually worn in French society, for

fashionable Parisdanis were mostly at

Deauville or Trouville, or at watering
places, and the opera was closed on ac-

count of the warm weather.

On the Avenue, however, Miss Lytle

siaw many very interesting costumes.

A Good Gift Feature
One of the season's dainty negrlisees in two-
piece style with embroidery and novel sash.

Shown by the Kassab Kimono Co.

Very short skirts were worn, and a num-
ber of women were without stockings,

their legs being tattooed in yari&us ar-

tisitic designs. These really Weren't as

noticeable as one might suppose, for,

said Mis® Lytle, "until you are quite

close to the wearer you would suppose
her to be wearing embroidered flesh-

colored hose." On the istockingless foot

is worn a sandal aflfair with high heel.

At the fashion shows Miss Lytle was
not much im^pressed with the (superiority

of French designs over American. Of
course they were ail charoterized by little

touches which gave them their Parisian

individuality, but the prices were abso-
lutely exorbitant. In the house of Made-
laine and Madelaine there was nothing
under 2,100 francs, or a little over $400.

And although the Frenchman lost to

some extent on account of the deipreciat-

ed value of the franc, yet the American
had still to pay duty.
The general idea amongst buyers was

that Paris thought they weo-e absolutely

dependent on her for their styles and
would therefore pay any sum to secure

them. In consequence it was thought
that buying trips would fprobably be less

frequent until m.ore moderate prices

could be obtained. Aimerica to-day does
not look to Paris to nearly as great a

degree as fonnerly. The popularity of

her garments now, it seems, is largely

founded on tradition.

Miss Lytle found that the new house of

Madelaine and Madelaine seemed to cater
more to the American trade than did the
others. Here alone were seen long
skirts and long waists. Elsewhere short
skirts full and with panniers were the
rule. Jenny's serge frocks were the
most attractive in that line, although the
fabric used was a war product and not
nearly as fine as the pre-war ser^e.

Paul Poiret's gowns were marked by
their pantelette effects. The speaker
was much amused by the appearance of

M. Poiret himself in a high-crowned hat
which rested on his ears, and by the
manner in which his models appeared.
One stood in a sort of courtyard while
the mannequins entered from numerous
doorways and staircases at unexipected
intervals. At Rene's were the most
beautiful evening igo^wTis, "all spangley
sa\i\ with trains." They were entirely

backless to the waistline, and the front
of the bodice would be generally just a
fold or two of chiffon upheld by a strins-

of pearls around the neck. Wherefore if

the string should break, said Miss Lytle,
" 'twould be a very sad story." In all

the houses except that of Madelaine and
Madelaine the mode'ls wore no stockings
and bad painted legs.

The best color for evening frocks was
V^ade green. For other gowns, navy,
brown, taupe, iblack, and all shades of

red were used. Mtich black "velvtt was
shown veiled with Spanish JSeGe''.' To tell

the truth, laces of gilJ^'W^s were very
evident. It see4*lf9 as though a decided
effort was beinq- put forth to revive the
industry in France.

Theatres Observe Dress Etiquette

In London, Miss Lytle was much im-
pressed by the beautiful show windows.

A Natty French Model
This navy dress with its youthful collar and
cuflfs illustrates the vogue for accordeon
pleated skirts. The French Demoiselle likes
a coy kerchief too.

particularly those of the furriers. And
the salesladies in the large stores iseem-

ed to her remarkably attentive and pro-
ficient. The theatres there seemed
especially enjoyable because the people
wei-e so appropriately dressed, according
to the section of the theatre which tliey

occupied.

Travelling in England was being very
much discouraged by the high railway
rates. In Ireland it was discouraging
because of the poor telegraph service and
hoteil accommodation. Belfast presented
a very enterprising business appearance
and showed little evidence of political

disturbance. Food was plentiful; in fact
butter and bacon were in abundance com-
pared with England. And, strange to
say, they did not allow these foodstuffs
to be isent acropis the Irish Sea;

Miss Lytle/s talk broiught to a close
another of the extremely interesting
evenin''-s of the Desi"Tt'er«?' Club. Others
are being arranged for during the Win-
ter which will be of vital concern to the
women designers of Toronto.
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Coats and Suits
1920 Suit Skirts to Be Shorter and Wider Than Last Spring—Some Fitted Jackets-

. Length Around 24 Inches—Points Make Uneven Line

—

Sport Fashions for the South.

-Suit Coat

THE first Spring suits are now
under way. As usual for the first

month of this work, manufactur-
ers are sticking- pretty much to some-
what staple designs. Nevertheless, they
are very careful as to the little fine

points, finishing touches, which they put
into these staple designs, in order to

make them really this Season's product

rather than obviously what has been out

before.

Jackets for Spring suits are always
somewhat shorter than those for Fall,

but the 1920 products promise to be
short and snappy, as compared with
last Spring. Coat lengths will vary, of

course. So 'far, no definite length has
been decided upon amongst designers,

consequently some models will no doubt

be brought out in the 24-inch length,

and others will be shown all the way
down to 30 inches, possibly 32. There
is a feeling, however, that the 28-inch

length will be the average. Unevenness
of length is characteristic; points,

rather than panels, however, are fea-

tured. ''Smart styles for Misses will in-

clude two distinct types," said one

manufacturer to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW. "There will be the straight

lines following the box models of last

year, and also those that are fitted as

far as the waist and flaring ibelow.

These will be the ones that will have

points in front, back or side. They
have many little straps and belts cross-

ing and overlapping. Waistcoats and

vest effects will very probably be quite

as strong as last Spring, if not more so,

say advance reports. Tight sleeves and

convertible collars will also be shown
extensively. Skirts will be shorter

than last Spring and of a medium
width.

Almost No Novelty Suitings for Spring

While there is practically nothing

procurable yet in the way of new ma-
terials for street suits, the tricotine,

serge and gabardine models will have

to bring prices higher to quite a degree

than last Season. As nearly as one

can judge at this time of the year, the

class of consumer who looks for goods

at a price, and feel that they cannot go

beyond the medium-grade garment, will

be paying from $40 to $50 for their

Spring suits. The prevailing price,

however, is fixed at about $60 to $75.

For these figures, one will ibe able to

procure a good serge or gabardine suit,

nicely lined with silk or poplin.

The fact that the extended mild

weather this Fall has provided an op-

portunity for people to wear out their

Spring suits, and also the development
of the new silhouette for Spring, augur
well for an unusually 'big season for

suits for the coming year. Fall suits

have not brought in even as good a
return as was expected in Canada, 'but

people have bought keenly of Fall and
Winter coats. They are going from
their Spring suits, worn in September
and October, into their Winter coats

with elaborate trimmings, and there is

little doubt that the Spring will see

them quite ready to go back into a suit

again.

As to Sport Suits

Tweed suits promise quite a run for

the Spring. Good all-wool tweeds are

procurable in a nice range of shades,

and these, made up in smart, practical

lines for walking, will be procurable to

the consumer at $35 to $37. That
is about the nearest offering on the

market, so far, in the way of sport suits

for the Spring for the Canadian trade.

Already, in New York, designers are

vying v^ith one another for prominence
in ranges for the Palm Beach trade. A
very outstanding feature, so far, in the

New York offering, is the use of so-

called "angora." This is really a soft,

close, thickly-Jbrushed wool. We have

seen it used to a considerable extent in

Canada in previous seasons for sweater
coat trimmings, sport and motor coat

trimmings, and now it is to be worn,
we are told, for whole sport suits. That
is, the suit consists of a skirt, a sleeve-

less sweater or comfy scarf, and a

jaunty hat, all of this "angora." It is

shown in Siporty colorings and designs.

A skating suit for Winter is already

being shown in Canada, made of vel-

veteen trimmed with angora, one of

which is illustrated in this issue.

Silks for the South

Marvellous new heavy silks for the

Southern trade are being featured also.

They include two-tone heavy cord ef-

fects, two-tone satin plaids, etc., devel-

opments of the heavy novelty silks of

last Summer, which proved quite popu-

lar. In Canada, of course, these have to

command very high prices, but in com
munities where people travel south in

the Winter, and east, west, south or

north in the Summer, and want to wear
the fashionable costumes of the Season,

suits, gowns, skirts, hats, bags, scarfs,

parasols and jumpers will all call for

some of these new silks.

Miss Janet Greig has opened a Ladies'

and Babies' Wear shop at 316 Danforth
Avenue, Toronto.

Fashionable Fabric
For evening wear, materials
must either glitter or be ex-
tremely delicate of design and
color. The two chiffons at the
top of the illustration are black,

one with mysterious blues glist-

ening from its floral pattern,

the other is all black. The de-
sign appears to be developed in

some kind of black paste com'
position into which are sunk
myriads of the little shining
particles of sequin.
Below is an artistic piece of

Georgette whose design looks
even more delicate in the piece

than in the picture, since it is

printed in rose and hair lines

of gold. Shown by Chas. Mon-
terde & Co., Toronto.
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The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish
HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

WAISTS
Voile, Silk, Crepe de
Chine, Georgette.

Samples on request.

1187 Mt. Royal Ave., Montreal

Silk Muslin
Underwear

Manufactured by

LONDON
LADIES' WHITEWEAR

Also complete range of

Children's Dresses for

immediate shipping.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
41 Craig St. East, Montreal

TO
READY-TO-WEAR

M. WITTAL
Manttfacturer of Ladies' and
Children's wear, is now estab-
lished in his new and larger
premises,

246 St. Andre Street
(Cor. St. Catherine St.)

MONTREAL
New Spring range is now being sub-
ntvitted for your inspection

Showrooms:
Toronto, 306 Kent Building.
St. John, 127 Leinst«r Street.
Winnipeg, 313 Fort Street.

If our travellers do not call on you
droip us a line, it will pay you.

WELL WORTH SEEING

OUR FALL LINE OF

Cloaks and Suits

Better Garments also
Popular Priced

605 St. Catharine St. W., Montreal

THESE
ADVERTISING SPACES

MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

Star Skirt Company
436 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal

Skirts
Ready for

Immediate Shipment

Misses' and Ladies'

DRESSES
Garments with the punch

that get the business

$6.50 to $42.50

New York Mercantile Co.

24 Weilinfiton St. W., Toronto

FOR SALE

AT
$5 PER INSERTION

BY THE YEAR.
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**The Art of Corsetry"
is only given full expression in a Corset
that presents the ideal combination of
correct

STYLE that truly beautifies the form
of the wearer

—

COMFORT, that means such permanent
satisfaction, and -

QUALITY, ensuring long, hard service.

In the

P. C. CORSET
these features are paramount.

White and Pink.

Front and back lacing,

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.
LIMITED

Quebec Canada
BRANCHES:

Toronto: 76 Bay St. Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.

Western Representative:

C. H. BUTLER. 24 Sylvester Wilson Building, Winnipeg rX.

Blouses
that are "different'

in

Style

Quality

and

Finish

Georgette, Crepe de

Chine, Wash Silk

1952 ST. LAWRENCE

m

For Brisk Christmas Selling!

VOGUE DRESSES
of distinctive charm and individuality, in

the smartest of styles, shades, and fabrics,
including GEORGETTE, CHARMEUSE,
DUCHESSE and TAFFETAS.

VOGUE WAISTS
in extensive assortment of smart, sure-to-
please designs in GEORGETTE, CREPE DE
CHINE and VOILE.

All in the quality that ensures satisfaction.

VOGUE WAIST CO.
207 St, Catherine St. W.
Blumenthal Building

MONTREAL, QUE.

im.
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V^ \y >y

For All Kinds of Weather

2 in 1

JACKETS and COATS
For Ladies and Men

Suitable for all outdoor wear, these coats

with their neat, swagger lines, give a real

dressy appearance. Yet they are weather-

proof, absolutely.

Our Spring range includes many interest-

ing, snappy models in

FANCY TWEEDS
and

LEATHERETTES
and all other standard materials. Our usual

high quality is shown in each and every gar-

ment.

If one of our travellers has not called upon
you, we will be glad if you will drop us a line

to have him do so. ^"!
V-^'

lU II

THE

Montreal Waterproof & Clothing Co., Limited
The Largest and Oldest Waterproof Clothing House in Canada

MONTREAL, CANADA
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Eaton's Ready-to-Wear Department
Improved and Enlarged

More Space—More Light—More Fitting Rooms—New Fixtures And More of Them.

THE fourth floor of Eaton's main
Ibuilding, from which the draperies

and carpets were removed two
months ago, has now become a large

ready-ito-wear department, exhibiting

numerous new features.

On this floor, covering two acres of

floor space, are segregated all women's
outer garments: coats, suits, dresses,

skirts, sweaters, furs and misses' wear.

The third floor, two and a quarter acres

of floor space, will then be devoted

solely to women's undergarments: cor-

sets and waists; children's coats and
dresses; infants' wear; millinery, art

needlework and wools; and the optical

parlors and scientific instruments. For
the Christmas season, however, a large

portion of this floor is being occupied

by the toy department. After Christ-

mas, the second floor will be given over

to dress materials and silks, cottons and
prints, household linens and bedding,

men's and boys' clothing, and the ex-

ecutive offices.

Biscuit Tinted Walls and Buff PaUern
Carpets

But to return to the fourth floor.

Here a complete rehabilitation has taken
place, with soft biscuit tinting on ceil-

ings and walls, which harmonizes equally

well with the grey enamel of the French
rooms and the rich warmth of the ma-
hogany prevailing throughout the rest

of the floor. The main aisles, which
separate the difFerent sections, are

covered with brown battleship linoleum;

the rest of the floor being covered with
a luxurious buff-patterned carpet, except

for certain of the French rooms and fit-

ting rooms, where the carpet is a plain

taupe shade. The windows have case-

ment sash in grey and mahogany, glazed

with obscure glass in small oblong

lights, and draped with delicate rose-

tinted curtains; walls panelled.

The floor space allotted to all the de-

partments on the fourth floor is about
fifty per cent, more than formerly occu-

pied. All the sections have received

about fifty per cent, increase, except the

coat section, which now has one hundred
per cent, more floor space than former-
ly. On the third floor, the increase is

about forty per cent, to each section.

Each Department Has a Different

Treatment

An important feature is that the

treatment throughout the fourth floor is

not the same for all sections, as regards

fixtures, and their arrangement, but

each is accorded the treatment nmost

suitable for the garments displayed;

thus, the dress department, situated in

the Queen Street section, possesses

twenty-four new fitting rooms and

French rooms—the French rooms are

finished in grey enamel, and are made
by showcases set in large squares, with
connecibing passageways between. Here
and there are "costumiers"—enamelled
stands having rods on which garments
may be hung while the saleswoman is

displaying them to the customer.
One room, having a domed ceiling, is

devoted solely to evening gowns. Here
the lighting is entirely artificial, so as

to show the gowns in the exact shades
they will appear when actually worn.
The next room is for afternoon frocks,

and the third for street dresises.

Along the Yonge Street (centre)

section is the skirt department, having
its own fitting and show rooms. The
centre is occupied by sweaters, skdrbs

and children's furs.

The misses' department covers the

Yonge and Albert Streets section, and
followis the same layout as the coat and

suit departments, although it is not as

near completion.

Fur Coats Are Kept Behind Doors
At the comer of James and Albert

Streets is an open section, surrounded
by counter case's devoted to fur pieces.

Next is a showroom for fur coats alone.

Here the stock is kept wholly behind
closed doors, to protect it froim light and
dust. The rest of the James iStreet

section is given over to coats and suits,

which have four and two showrooms re-

spectivelly, where the fixtures are some-
what similarly treated. A continuous

expanse of windows sheds light over the

two departments.

At convenient intervals, are double

rows of showcases, which, in themselves,

are unique. On both sides are forward,

or selling cases, from which the 'sales-

women show garments. In between are

covered racks holding the reserve stock,

(Continued on pafije 142)

New Linen Towels
Some high grade linen towels showing interesting designs. The gueet
towel above has a space for a monogram to be embroidered and has a woven
border as well as a tiny all-over motif and hemstitched ends. Below it is

a design which follows up the vogue for Orientalism. It shows a deep
border in Chinese scenic effect with narrow border down the sides.

Below are two handsome numbers with oval patterns and artistic comers.
These are fine, pure linens from the most recent "Old Beach" linefl.
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW. We have facilities for procuring information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
iust a few of the enquiries received during the past month

:

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next "page, contains many addresses of use to you.)

Button Covering Machine
Three Rivers, Que.—Please tell me where I can

procure in Canada a button covering machine and
the moulds to fit?

Answer—Addresses were sent.

Sanitary Sleepers
Kincardine, Ont.—Would be greatly obliged if you

could advise us ivhere we can buy Dr. Denton's Sani-

tary Sleepers?

Answer—Try Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, 38

Wellington W., Toronto.

Terry Towelling
Brantford, Ont.—Will you be kind enough to in-

form us ivhat mills manufacture Terry Towelling

{in Canada) ?

Answer—Several addresses were forwarded.

Music
Drayton, Ont.—Please tell me where I can procure

music at popular price in Canada. Is it compulsory

for all standard or classical music to be sold for

stated price?

Answer—LAst of addresses was sent. While it is

not compulsory for music to be sold for a stated

price, publishers would not care to deal with a firm
that cut rates below a reasonable profit in order to

get trade away from other dealers.

Show Cards and Window Trims
Millertown, Newfoundland.—Will you please for-

ward me information about practical books on "How
to Make Show Cards," and "One Hundred Easy Win-
dow Trims?"
Answer—Prices on the two books named were

quoted at $1.00 and $1.10 respectively postpaid. A
further list of other books along siTnilar lines was
mentioned.

Fine Combs
Ste. Marie, Que.—We would be obliged to you to let

us know the manufacturers of fine combs in United
States.

Answer.—A long list of addresses was sent.

Dictionary
Barrie, Ont.—It was in Dry Goods Review (1916)

/ saw what you might call a Dry Goods Dictionary.
I would like to have a copy of the number containing

it. Has there been a book published on this subject?

Answer—The desired copy was forwarded. As
there is no book published that we know of contain-

ing such matter, in any general way, the best we can

do is to provide as much information as possible

along these lines in the regular issues of Dry Goods
Review. A "Dictionary Cobann" appears in this

issue.

Colored Nainsook
Toronto, Ont.—Where can I buy colored Nainsook

or Lawn?
Answer—Address was given, but these fabrics in

colors are very scarce.

Revolving Stands
Lethbridge, Alta.—Kindly advise us where we

could procure revolving stands for measuring skirts?

Answer—The firm in Guelph that used to manu-
facture these stands has discontinued the line; but

they may be made to order by Clatworthy and Son,

Ltd., 161 King St. West, Toronto.

Tricolette
New York, N.Y.—Would appreciate your giving us

the names of makers of silk tricolette in United

States and Canada.
Answer—Addresses ivere forwarded.

Millinery Publication
Empress, Alta.—Do you publish a Millinery

Monthly or if not would you advise us of someone who
does?
Answer—We do not publish a separate millinery

monthly apart from the Millinery Department in

Dry Goods Review. A number of Canadian millin-

ers subscribe to "The Illustrated Milliner" published

in New York.

Stickers
Napanee, Ont.—We would thank you to tell us

names of firms in Canada who make stickers as pe

enclosed sample.
Answer—The name of a firm who may be able tt.

satisfy the inquiry has been sent, though lithograph-

ers are all busy on Christmas orders now.

Advertising Cuts
Midland, Ont.—Kindly advise us where we might
procure electro cuts for newspaper advertising?

Answer—Addresses were sent.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE
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The Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes, Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto. Canada.

Kent-McClain Again
Mr. A. G. Kingdon, of 142 Granville
St., is another Halifax furrier who
has greatly improved the display effec-
tiveness of his already handsome store
by the installation of new fixtures.
These are in mahogany finish and were
supplied by Kent-McCIain, Limited (To-
ronto Show Case Company), of Toronto.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

W-g are Specialists in these lines

H. L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

TORONTOqJJj 93 to 99 Spadina Ave.,

yflj Maker, of

^f^ Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

"EVERYTHING IN SILKS'*

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

:| TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you,
write for samples.

'/^ ROYAL SKIRT COMPA VY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.—New York-
Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.
Tel. Up. 388. Coverinit all Provinces

GERSTENZANG BROS.

Popular Priced

Flowers and Feathers
670-674 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Prices of ladies' clothing were
recently under investigation by
the Board of Commerce ift Regina.

Samples of ladies' clothes were
selected from the stores in the

City, and were placed on exhibit.

J. F. Bole, of the Regina Trading
Co., testified that the profits made
by the Company during the we
were only one-seventh of one per
cent, on the turnover, and only

two per cent, on the capital in-

vestment. He suggested that a
net profit of five per cent, be
fixed on the turnover in various
lines. He believed that, for the
purpose of fixing an average of

profit, the turnover should be'
figured on, and not the capital

invested, as profiteering consisted

of only excess net profits.

According to reports emanating
from the Department of iCbm-
merce at Washington, no reduc-
tions in British woollerts can be
expected for at least two years.

The woollen situation in England
is more serious than it has been
for years, according to infor-

mation received by the American
department.

Fine cotton goods are reported
very scarce, and eager bidders are
unable to purchase a fifth of what
they are trying to get. One buyer,
who tried to get 5,000 pieces of
fine lawns, had to content himself
with 1,000 pieces, and the earliest

deliveries granted were beginning
in January.

Reports from the Manchester
market state that cotton yams are
in brisk demand, with prices ad-
vancing and quick deliveries diffi-

cult to secure, the bulk of business
for forward deliveries extending
to April. Piece goods are strong,
and manufacturers independent.
Demand was reported broadening,
with China a free buyer, placing

• important orders for a variety of
fabrics, extending well into 1920.
From India inquiries developed,
notably with Calcutta coming in.

The fur business in the season
1919-1920 promises to be a very
active one. High-priced fur, such
as beaver, mink and fisher, are re-

ported plentiful in the North,
and a good catch is assured every
trapper. The following is a list

A prices being paid the trapper.

For each kind of fur the highest
and lowest price is given.

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montrea

IVrilc for our lalesl

^ Special Catalogs
C 1919

To Dealers only.

fohnU Farwell Companu-
CHICAGO *

Whohsale Dry CooJs anj Ctneral MerchanJlse

Pyj amas
for

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. CO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

j^
Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Price*

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St. West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton, Ind.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Clhinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Busihes. Write for our Catalogue. It's

free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Inc"rpc)ratf<ii

208 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

BALLOONS
Printed with your ad-
vertisement at small
coet. Brings the
mothers and children.
How about a thou-
sand for your Fall
'air?

L. G. BEEBE,
53 Yonge St., Torcnito

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Soeeial light-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stomoway, Scotland
State thaJe JalrcJ anJ whdhtr for LaJles' or Ginlt
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Kent-McClain Again
Mr. W. Covert, of Queen St. West, To-
ronto, has greatly improved the ef-

fectiveness of his store by installing an
outfit of glass front display drawers
and all glass hanging collar cases.
These were supplied by Kent-McClain,
Limited (Toronto Show Case Company),
of Toronto.

rS)

Advertised for 20 Years
Known to Home Sewere

Everywhere.
' *'W&N", Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cut on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs,
1315-317 Church Street New York

SPOTLESS SHRINKCRZEs FlNiSriEl^

Shrinks and finishes Woolens, Wash
Goods, Siliks. etc.

Remnants, window and ledge displays
are made saleable at full price.

Write, for De Luxe Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND, 0.

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
J-'C" Ribbons have peculUr
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.
"SATIN DE LUXE"

"TROUSSEAU"
"LADY FAIR"

"SANKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DEMOCRACT"

JOHN.bo.s. OOWiDIN & CO., 40 E. SOth 8t,
New York, NY. Made in U.S.A.

GET IT RIGHT
Get correct name and address
from the Buyers'Market Guide.

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

Write

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY, Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in

COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITY

500% Profit
can be made covering
buttons to order of same
material of garment with
a Menkin Counterbal-
anced Button - Machine
which is easy to operate.

S. MENKIN, Inc.

141 W. 28th St., N.Y.C.,
U.S.A.

Marten—extra dark, fancy,

to $10; mink, extra dark, choice,

$20 to $4; mink, extra dark, choice,

Manitoba, $18 to $3.50; black bear,

fine, choice, $35 to $6; brown bear,

fine, choice, $25 to $5; beaver,

black, choice, $45 to $6; prairie

wolf, fine, $45 to $10; brush wolf,

fine, $25 to $9; timber wolf, $22

to $4; red fox, perfect, extra,

dark, $150 to $25; silver fox, dark,

$1,000 to $35; weasels, white.

Winter caught. Eastern, $2 to 40

cents; lynx, perfect, Western, $55

to $18; lynx, perfect. Eastern, $45

to $12; fisher, extra choice, $200

to $25; skunk, black, $12 to $4;

skunk, short stripe, $8 to $2.60;

skunk, narrow stripe, $6 to $2;

skunk, broad stripe, $5 to $1.50.

Figures showing British exports

for the month of October give

striking evidence of the revival of

trade. They show a record of over

£79,000,000 sterling, despite the

fact that the railway strike had
an adverse effect in the opening

days of the month. Compared
with October, 1918, the month's

reports for 1919 are nearly £36,-

000,000 higher. On the other hand,

the imports during the same
period show a record of nearly

£153,500,000, being nearly £36,-

000,000 higher than October, 1918.

It is regarded as an encouraging

feature, however, that the imports

of raw materials increased by
over £20,000,000.

G. R. Gregg, of G. R. Gregg &
Co., Toronto, has recently returned

from a visit to the Orient, where
he was making purchases for the

firm. Raw silks, Mr. Gregg states,

are being boosted on every pre-

tence. Visits by distinguished per-

sons have had the effect of com-
pelling the public to indulge in

fancy goods, and the Japanese had
accordingly raised their prices.

Despatches from London, Eng-
land, state that British children

will play with Canadian toys this

Christmas. An order for £1,500

worth of unbreakable toys has

been placed by Harrods, one of

London's largest departmental

stores, with a Toronto firm. Other
firms have also been stocking

Canadian toys.

No German toys, it is under-

stood, have been bought for this

year's trade in England. Another
Toronto firm has shipped over 13

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the better
grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

PHASER'S
CANADIAN TRADE

DIRECTORIES
Head Office, 222 Craig W., Montreal.
TEXTILE PRODUCTS — WOMEN'S

WEAR — MEN'S WEAR
Give complete lists of all branches o/

the General Dry Goods trade.

Also Directories for many other Trades.

rheGem oftheWotionx

Columbift ^sIcnOT
Company
CHICAGO

J^D B. Fisk&Co.
J:l^^^^o Chicago
M EJJj: H A N D I cT E ^

New York Salesroom:
Open Throughout the Year

411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Canada (Dep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours, Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies.

jtc. Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road,

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturers
329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufaclurers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notions

Babies' Hand Knit Goods NoveJtios

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
Mr. W. M. Sanborn, of Halifax, N|S.,

has recently Installed an outfit of fix-

tures to take care of the display of his

Fur Muff Department. The fixtures

are in mahogany finish and were sup-
plied by Kent-McClain, Limited (To-
ronto Show Case Company), of Toronto.

PERPLEXED!
Then let us solve your business
building problems; we are solv-

ing them daily for thousands of

live merchants with our trade
pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,
letters, illustraitions, events, etc
Full particulars upon request

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
s:i 231 West 39th St., New York City

CHILDREN'S
GARMENT

DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTING

PATENTED
Write for Circular

No. 31

, J. B. TIMBERLAKE
* & SONS, Mfrs.

Jackson Michigan

"Silk and Mesh combination Bags,
Mesh Bags, Mesh Purses, Gun Metal
Mesh Bags and Purses.

"An early placing of orders for
Fall delivery is advisable."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue which will tell you
wha t you need . Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

' Oie Standard PopularPriced
'WAISTS s^merica

QieL-N-GrROSSd> Cleveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be
had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
Wm ar» Spmciallwt*

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

tons of construction toys to Eng-
land and is making additional

weekly express s'hipments to Lon-
don.

Advances that have taken place

in prices of furs since last Spring
are sensational as revealed in the

following instances: Alaska seal-

skins have jumped 30 per cent.,

blue fox from 100 to 135 per cent.,

Russian squirrel, 20 per cent.;

moleskins, 10 per cent.; and Ibear

pelts, 40 per cent. These all rep-

resent the percentages of increase

over quotations of last April.

According to statements of Can-
adian business men passing
through London, Canadian trade is

now beginning to play a large
part in Belgian reconstruction.

Several large orders have already
been placed with Canadian firms
for delivery in both France and
Belgium. A proposal has also

been made to Belgian capitalists

to establish a linen weaving indus-
try in Canada similar to that at
Courtrai and other centres.

The following letter has been
received by DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW from S. P. Ciclitira & Co.,

of Patras, Greece, dated October
16:

Gentlemen :—Having read in

your August number that you are
ready to furnish your readers
with any information they may
require, we beg to state that we
are exporters of all products of

our country, viz., currants, sul-

tanas, figs, citron, oil, olives,

wool, tobacco, and valonia nuts,
and are also importers from the
United Kingdom of England and
from America, of any material
suitable for our market.

We have a large inquiry from
our customers for the following
articles of your line, viz.: Panama
straw hats, hosiery (socks, shirts,

etc.), cotton underwear in general
(woollen, etc.), neckwear, gloves,

etc.

Will you please olblige us by
recommending us to any well-
known factories of such articles,

.so that we may pass them our en-

(luiry? Thanking you, etc.

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W;, TORONTO

AWNINGS
FOR

Stores, Offices, Factory, or Residence.

Write for Price Lists and Measuremerxt
Charts. Address

C. H. FETCH
Successor to

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Ottawa Canada

5M/lLLVyflRES
AND

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cp v.^*^mp

HAMILTON.ONTARIO

GOLDFINE'S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particular*

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO

Montreal Winnipeg VancouTer

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

Choir Gowns
The Best in Design
The Best Made
The Most Reasonable in Price

HARCOURT & SON, LIMITED
103 King Street W., Toronto

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that will

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
Last August Mes-srs. Moore & MoLecxi,
Limited, of Charlottetonn, P.E.I., made
a mimiber of important changes iti tlit lay-

out of their store. HanA-jome new fixtures

comprising w-all cases. iKUK-lling. and rflemt

sale.'^miii have been in-s'talled and mucfli en-

hance its appearance. Tlie tini-sli irt in ma-
hogany. These were supplied by Kent-Mc-
Clain, Limit«>>i (Toronto Show Oase C»«n-
pany), of Toronto.

CLIMAX PAPER
BALERS

all:STEEL-FIREPROOF
Turns Waste

into Profit"

12 SIZES
Send for Catalog.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Without a Shine or Glos

s

Only With Our
Famous Patented Wire Boards

THE AMERICAN
PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

ESTABLISHED 1872

Knitting Machinery
Power and Hand

MAY WE HEAR FROM YOU ?

CREELMAN BROS.
Box 737, Georgetown, Ont., Canada

OOOOOOOOC )aoaoaaa0«9Ooo»

^ merican Bead Co. inc.
IMPOriTEn. JkNO MAMCIF ACT O (VE ni 0*

DEADS AND NECKLACES
4-85 FIPTH AVENUENEW VOriKj CITY

STUYVESANT 3619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Import-
ers of Human Hair Goods,
Hair Ornaments, Sundries,
Real Human Hair Nets,
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Fraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the only Dolls' Wigs
Manufacturers in the Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

Tell us your needs.

ART METROPOLE LTD
14 Temperance St. Toronto

One of the many interesting

facts revealed at recent sittingis

of the Board of Commerce, investi-

gating the wooJien goods situation,

has been, that wheroas in 1913,

73 per cent, of the woollen goods
used were bought in England,
about 60 per cent, are now pur-

chased in Canada. Exipert wit-

nesses testified that it was now
possible to purchase woollen goods
in Canada of as good a quality as

in England and at lower prices.

In actual value, of course, Can-
ada's imports of wool and arti-

cles manufactured therefro^m are

of larger amount than in pre-war
times. In 1914, for instance, the

value of the Dcin in ion's wool im-

ports amounted to 5-31,500,000, and
the end of the last fiscal year to

?40,200,000, while for the current

fiscal year, the value of the im-

ports is approximately the same as

last year. There has been, of

course, on account of much high-

er prices, a falling off in quantity.

In the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917, 2,895,787 yards of tweed
were imported from the United

Kingdom, as comjpared with 571,-

732 yards in the year ending

March 31, 1919. This condition

necessitated greater reliance <m
the Canadian mills, and it has ef-

fected a marked change in the po-

sition of that branch of the Can-

adian textile industry.

The fine wool situation is be-

coming tenser, state reports, and
when choice Australians are of-

fered at the Government sales, re-

cord prices are anticipated. Manu-
facturers are threatened with a

serioius shortage of fine wools, but

under the cover of this scarcity

there is good buying of medium
wools tinder the impression that

finer grades will be limited in

amount for an indefinite period.

The supiply of piulled wools is also

said to be limited in amount to

such an extent that one of the

leadiingi ipulilerls is contemplating
making allotments to its clients so

that eacTi will be treated fairly.

London, Nov. 11.—^Excellent re-

sults were obtained to-day in the

fur auction sales which are being

conducted by C M. Lampson &
Co. -

I

The following advances in mus-
quash, in comparison with May
prices, were noted: Brown, 100

per cent.; black, 50 per cent.;

Southern, 50 per cent.

Kent-McCIain Again
Mr. T. J. Jackson, of 40 Spring Garden
Road, Halifax, N.S., in making recent
store improvements has installed very
handsome cabinet fixtures in mahog-
any finish. The cabinets were made
by Kent-McClain, Limited (Toronto
Show Case Company), of Toronto.

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.
44-46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
Regardless of what j'our pattern e.xperience
may have been it will pay you well to investi-
gate oiu- new pattern proposition. Wx^o profit
—Patterns not .sold retrmiable for full credit
Hk« cash—Fashion Sheets free.

Home rattenis are illustrate<l in The Ladies'
Ilo.iH' Journal and will outsell any other pat-
tern on tile market.
Write to-day for samples of our beautiful
Fashion I'ublications and full details of our
new plan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
nfi Fifth Ave.. Nfw Yc.ik Toronto Factory: 215 Viiloria St

"GARRITY'S PERMANENT
WAVING FLUID"

Keeps the Hair in Wave or Curl for Days

Manufacturers of

Garrity's Silk Hair Wavers and Binders

L. M. GARRITY & COMPANY
31 Bedford St. Boston, Mass.

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.A. Pat. Off,

IVERALLS
Kee!i3 KidsKleart
Copyright name for one-piece

garments for children I to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO., San Francisco. Cal.
1021 Medinah BIdg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New York

FLOWERS
DISPLAY FORMS

FIXTURES
Art Panels for Window Backgrounds.

Send for Catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

TOYS

and ail other world famous Gilbert Toys made in

Canada. Visilors Welcome

THE A. C GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LIMITED
439 King St.W. Toronto

Embroidery Foundation
Forms

"TICO" Standard of the World
Samples and Catalog on Request

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
Wytheville, Virginia, U.S.A.

New York Chicago Los Angeles
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MANUFACTURERS' AGENT
403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
I02 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

Wtt/i Staff Co'-uer trig Ttriitory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

VyE ARE OPEN TO REPRE-
^^ sent Britisih or French and
Canadian manufacturers of dry
goods and kindred lines through-
out the Province of Ontario.

EUROPEAN AGENCIES
29 COLBORNE STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

R. J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and

Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

614 New Birks Building

MONTREAL

Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Established ISffl

P. DAVENPORT, Silk Manufacturers

Bridge Street Mills. Macclesfield, En«.

London, Luton, Manchester, England.

Agent for Canada:

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Foy Buildinf;, 34 Front Street We»l, ToronI*.

E. A. PALMER
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

925 Oftsington Ave., Toronto, Ont.

With a good connection in the Wholesale
and Retail Trade, wishes to represent

Manufacturers of Toadies' and Children's

Wear and other linee of Dry Goods in

OnUirio.

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

AGENCIES WANTED FOR
WESTERN CANADA

We are open to give thorough repre-

sentaition from Winnipeg to the Pacific

Coast, to manufacturers of men's wear
lines.

MACLEAN & CUYLER
210 Anderson Apts. CALGARY, ALTA.

Advertiser, bajck to business after 3 jiears'

service c^ei'seas, wfeihes Caimilian, Ameri-

oan or Biiitiisii agencies for dry goods or

men's wear limes for Western OanaJ'a. Well

ooimected witii both retail and wiholesale

diy goods and men's wear trad&s in the

.Vest. Address Box 185, T>iy Goods Review.

'JV>ronto. Cajnada.

Agencies Wanted for Ontario

Manufacturers' agent, who has a good
connection with the wholesale dry goods

trade in Canada, would like to repre-

sent British, American or Canadian
firms in Province of Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters in Toronto. Communicate
with D. Jones, 15 Lynwood Ave.,

Toronto, Canada'.

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave. Winnipeg, Manitoba

Cable Addrus: "Herbinson" A.B.C. code, 5th Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

Canadian Made Underwear
Commission firm with sample nooims and

offices in Montreal, Toronto anid Winnipeg
desires the agency of a Canaxi'ian mianu-
facturer of Woollen Underwear.
Long connection with the trade. Whole-

sale only. Write care of

BOX 182. DRY GOODS REVIEW,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

AGENCIES WANTED FOR CANADA
Foreign manufaoturers would find, in using
our long experience and good connection, a
firsit^class medium to develop an extensive
trade with Manufacturers, Wholesalte
an<l Departmental Stores. Our firm, since
I'.lO'l, specialize in medium and high grade
CloUhs, Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, etc.

Notable firms only should aT)ply at

a(;en(;e oe nouveautes,
Dandurand Building, Montreal, Canada

Manufacturers
We have flrst-olflBa connoot.ionfl witJi the Dry
G-nWiLs and CAotiung Iraxlcs in Hritisli Ooliimbin,

AJbortia mvl Saj^katchcwan. OfTices at Vanooiivx-r

and <W({ary. Oam hamdJo ««on]cy for tiie fod-

lowinK limcfi:

CJothing, PaiDtt, Shli-tn, Horaory, Blajnkefts, "^ece
Goods, Kndt G<X)dB, Shoes, eta.

McK. SINCLAIR COMPANY
401-406 C;rown Bldg. - Vancouver B.C.

Manufacturers—Attention !

Are you getting all the business you sliouM
from Western Oanada? Mannfaoturers' agent

wirtlh headquarteis in Winnipeg, calling on
the diy gooda tradie, wo^ild represent fii-ms

mianiifactuiiing s^iitalble lines of ohiMren'u

wear and laxlies' reajclj'-to-weaa'. Apply Box
184, Dry Goods Review, 143-193 Univemty
Ave. , Toronto.

"Theie is a tide ui the attaiis of men, wliioh.
Taken a't the flood, leads on to fortune."
Well-established hosieiy agent requires iiepre-

sentatioufi of mamifacturei-s of WOOL, COT-
TON, LISLE, ARTIFICIAL SILK AXU
PURE SILIv HOSE, HALF-HOSE, %-HO:SL
and SOCKS. Fine ajid medium flait under-
wear; women's and men's gloves (not working
gJoves) ; women's sports eoaits and scajwes;
bo>'s' jersejis. Commuuications invitied from all

enterprising milLowneiis who desii'e to do
British tiade direct with wholesale houses
(jobbers). Absolutedy in dose toiidh with
all buyers of above goods. Address "Hosiery,"
c/o Sifcreets's, 30 Oomihill, London, Engiland.

Mamifacturiers' Agent at Vancouver.
B.C., well estaJbliShed and thoroughly
equipped, diesires to represent an Eastern
Canadian manafacturer for that terri-

tory, P'laoing businiess exclusiively

thipongh the wlholiesalle trade. Advert
tiser's name, address and bank refer-

ence may be secured by applying to Box
li83, Dry Goods Review, 14a-16S Uni-
versity Ave., Toronto.

Salesman for Canada wanted by a

high-class New York importing novelty

jewelry house ; live wire and best of

references required. Good opportunity

for right man. Apply Box 186, Dry

Goods Review, 143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto.

WANTED — Agency of Specialties

for Quebec City and District. Best

connections and references. Reply

to G. A. VANDRY, 28 St. Joseph

St., Quebec.

AGENCY WANTED
For Quebec and District

Box 187

Dry Goods Review

143-153 Universit yAve., Toronto

CHARLES W. BAKER
Buying Agent

24 Silk St. and 42, 44, 46 Whitecross St.

LONDON, E.G. 1, ENG.
is in toucJi \vitih the betst markets for general
mei'chan<lise, raw maJterial ami products of

the Unite^l Kingd'om and Europe, and in

vites caiquiries.

CABLES: TeJediawba, London
OODB: A, B. C 6M1 edition
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REMOVAL NOTICE
MONTREAL^^^^^ CANADA.

We beg to advise our Customers and Friends that

on December 1 st next we will take possession of

new and larger premises in the UNITY BUILD-
ING, 46 ST. ALEXANDER STREET. With im-

proved facilities we hope to be able to give our

patrons a still better service than in the past.

OPERA SILK WAIST CO
Manufacturers of Silk Waists of Highest Quality

28 Jacobs Building, MONTREAL
GREGORY SANDERS, Proprietor.

Get the

Habit of Selling

Our
Guaranteed

Thistle Brand
Raincoats

Need a Stock of

Men's and Ladies' Waterproofs ?

Our Salesmen are now showing as nice an
assortment of

Waterproof Motoring and

Top Coats for Ladies and Gentlemen

as you could possibly wish to see.

These Coats excel in Fabric, Style and
Workmanship. Write for samples
Prices.

The new management guarantee
smart, courteous service.

Get the

Habit of Selling

Our
Guaranteed

Thistle Brand
Raincoats

THE SCOTTISH RUBBER CO.
LIMITED

3 1 6 Notre Dame Street W. MONTREAL
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DOMinioMO
RUBBER

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

"Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

Raincoats of
recognized

merit
Dealers who carry

"Dominion" Rayns-

ters" are showing the

handsomest coats of

the season.

They have these de-

pendable coats in a

wide assortment of

styles and patterns for

men, women and
children.

If you are in the mar-
ket for a line of abso-

lutely waterproof
Raincoats, that carry

a guarantee for qual-

ity and workmanship,
write for our Raynster
Style Book and price

list.

Dominion Rubber System
Branches are located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria
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Always regarded with favour L.J
BLACK STOCKINGS

This is the line of women's wear that is ever seasonable. You can always
confidently place substantial orders for Black Stockings—the only part of

iny lady's outward attire that retains the unswerving favour of Dame Fashion.

This Brand of the Dyer

WARRANTED^

is stamped on all Hosiery Hawley-
dyed-Black.
Hawley's Hygienic British Black

Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings
and socks is guaranteed by Hawley's
of Hinckley to be permanent, stainless
and perspiration-proof.

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British Dve

FOR COTTON & THREAD HOSE & SOCKS

A. E. HAWLEY & CO. LTD., ^^C^t^U^^,^l.l
Works
and.

Telegrams: HAWLEY, HINCKLEY
Telephone - - 31 Hinckley

Enquiries Invited Sole Dyers: for the Trade only

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, 143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO

DRY GOODS REVIEW, December 8th, 1919. Volume XXXI. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $2.00. Entered as second-class
matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office De-
partment, Ottawa.
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Jersey Suits
Purchases made prior to recent advances, make these offerings possible

Illustrated and described without exaggeration

Left—Style 716, $28.50. Novelty Jersey Sport Suit. Note smart stitching on collar, pockets, belt and

cuffs. Inverted pleat. Plain skirt with fancy trim pockets to match coat.

Centre—Style 093, $27.50. Jersey Sports Suit, decorated with yoke and pinch tucks front and back.

Coat enhanced by nickel buttons and buckle at belt. Inverted pleat at back below yoke. Plain skirt

with pockets to match.

Right—Style 807, $23.00. Plain, strictly tailored, full front Jersey Sports Suit. Elongated collar, form-
ing deep pleated front. Plain back, with inverted pleat below belt. Adaptable for fur neck piece or scarf.

Two-piece skirt with inset pockets to match coat.

NEW YORK ^^ lAT-XTA/y'XVT y-^y'^mj-T^AVTAZ t-vt/-> CHICACO
Slh Avenue Huilding C. KRNYON COMPANY INC. Con«res« and

Sth Ave. and 23rd St. .\i:UM)KK Franklin Streets
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WOOLLENS
We have a large and well-assorted stock on hand of all the latest fabrics

for Ladies* Wear in—
SILVERTONES
GOLDTONES
BOLIVIAS
ARGYLES

and other new fabrics for Spring wear in all the new colorings.

Our Men's Wear range is also complete. We have a splendid line of

FANCY WORSTEDS and

SCOTCH TWILL EFFECTS
For Spring delivery

Samples sent on request. Shipments made same date as order is received.

Patronize our Mail Order Department

"EFFICIENCY" is our Motto

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
17 Victoria Square, Montreal

*'Everything in Dry Goods '
*
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^.^.Eing ^ilfe Company,i^imiteb

THE SILK HOUSE OF CANADA

Toronto

reassfcrt tfjcir claim anb once

again tfjt Jfesftibe Reason
prompts: a fj^artp Wiiai) tor

^ Mtvvp Cfjrisitmas; anb manp

of tfjcm.

Ŝi^

Charmeusc Satins

Georgettes

Fancy Trimming Silks

Japanese Silks

Duchess Satins

Crepe de Chines

Fancy Stripes and Plaids

Chinese Silks

A. S. KING SILK CO., Limited
59-61 Wellington St. West TORONTO

FOREIGN OFFICES:
Zurich, Switzerland Lyons, France
Yokoliama, Japan Chefoo, China
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Greetings from The House of Garland

May Good Fortune, Health and

Happiness be Yours this Christmas

and throughout the Coming Year.

John M. Garland Son & Co.
LIMITED

OTTAWA CANADA

Wholesale Dry Goods
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The Wise Buyers of To-day

Look for the Blue Star

Muser Creations

To Our Many Patrons

who have appreciated our

efforts to give only the very

best in Muser Creations, we

extend

Our Heartiest Wishes

^ Old FatherTime again makesclear

The passing of another year

May he for you this Christmas bless

With most unusual Happiness

!

.^^

Mn&tv protfjers! (Canaba) limiteb

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL
New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago London Nottingham Paris Calais

Baltimore Los Angeles San Francisco Caudry LePuy St. Gail

M
M

iTr=^3 fHnmrH^; ^ iiT r: ^'. i>-lll m^j f^XCCEi Dmnr^a^iHEH^iiiizi
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Message
to

Our Friends

Christmas Greetings
"Rivers rolling to the sea

Lose themselves in Ocean,
Bearing on their bosoms free

Noble ships in motion.

"Such is life a constant change,

Still from small to greater;

Let us learn the lesson strange,

Taught by our Creator:

"Life is given for noble ends.

Lofty thoughts and actions,

Winning to our bosom friends

Gain'd in life's transactions."

John Macdonald & Co.
Limited

TORONTO

PRESIDENT
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Made in CANADA, by

An Announcement
to the

Leading
Merchants

0/ CANADA

C^6 H
ELECTRIC SUCTION

4em
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CANADIANS, for CANADIANS

^nr^HE Hoover, the largest selling

^ electric cleaner in the world, is to

be manufactured complete in Canada,

by Canadians, for Canadians.

The big new Hoover factory at

Hamilton, Ontario, will be utilized

in its entirety for the manufacture—
not the mere assembly—of Hoovers.

Quantity production commences as

soon as the installation of equipment
is completed.

This factory affords us some 30,000

square feet of floor area at the out-

set, with provision for third and
fourth stories as soon as your sales

require our expansion.

rhis represents the culmination of

plans which were compelled to await

the armistice. Canada has been
ready a long, long time for this step.

The Hoover is leading in world sales

and popularity because it is three

cleaners in one, at the price of one.

It is an electric carpet-beater, an
electric carpet-sweeper and an elec-

tric vacuum cleaner.

Only The Hoover heats ... as it

sweeps as it suction cleans.

The Hoover is now well and favor-

ably regarded here. Publications

have for years circulated throughout
Canada telling of The Hoover.

Leading Canadian magazines will

increase this regard for The Hoover
in 1920.

Dealers will be liberally provided
with publicity helps for their use.

We are now arranging for factory-

to-dealer representation on the fa-

mous tried and proved "Hoover
Plan" which has made millions for

other dealers. Send for particulars.

The Hoover Suction Sweeper Company
of CANADA, Limited

Factory and General Offices: Hamilton, Ontario

as it Sweeps
as it Cleans

SWEEPER
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If You Value
a DOLLAR

and contemplate buying a measuring machine

Get a

Cl.ofHoH(f(R
(CLOTH-OM-ETER)

-Meastires material or any width or weight.
Accurately computes every sale.

Stops all Avasta.ce or. your piece goods.

Prevents errors in

figuring sale.^ checks.

Saves time and money.
(nves customers confi-

dence in your store.

COSTS 30', LESS

than any other ma-
chine on the market.

TF/Z/e for dcscripflve

folder

Distributors for Canada

Clothometer Sales Co., Ltd.
44 Princess St.

Winnipeg - - Canada

CANADIAN-MADE

COTTON BATTING
Order VICTORY BATS, NORTH
STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

Packed in

Shipping
Cartons
or in

Bales

The best
value for
the price.

Can be had
in 125, 100,

80, 67 or 50
rolls to the

bale or 124,

96, 80, 64 or

48 to a lot

of four car-

ton.s.

ANY
WHOLESALE

HOUSE

g Retail Dry Goods Merchants

I We can save you at least

j 50% on your illustrations

I That's because TAN-ZOLA AD
i SERVICE IS sold entirely by mail

P TXT"^ presume that you are a progressive mer-

g VV ^^'^"t and want to increase the effective-

M. ness of your advertisins:. The pulling

^ power of illustrated advertising is admitted by

^ the most successful storekeepers, but when you
W can combine artistic, clever and distinctive pic-

g tures with well-written merchandising copy, you

g cannot afford to overlook the advantages that the
= exclusive use of the TAN-ZOLA AD. SERVICE
^ offers you in your own city.

I {{Mail Coupon for full details)

I TAN ZOLA AD. SERVICE,

J 1270 Broadway, New York.

M Please send full information regarding your
M Advertising and Sales-Promotion Service for Re-
^ tail Dry Goods Stores.

Name

Address

Do you use Cuts or Mats?

il!

D.G.R. Dec.

Illllllllllllllllllllllll

OUR SPECIAL
APRON DRESS

As Illustrated
From $11.00 to $14.00

Print House Dresses. $19.00 up
Children's Dresses .... 7.00 "

Rompers 6 . 50 "

Creepers 5.25 "

Aprons 8.35 "

Send in a letter order—prompt
shipment.

Travellers now out.

D. Ginsburg & Company
515 College St., Toronto

INFANTS FOOTWEAR, LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND

Canadian Branch:

GREENE-SWIFT BLDG.,
LONDON, ONTARIO

Soft-Sole Shoes, in Kid, Silk, Poplin,

Wool, Etc.,

Hard-Sole Shoes; Children's Woolly-Wear,
Bonnets, Gaiters, Mitts, Etc.
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/
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Georgette Crepes

Chiffons Ninons

Fancy Georgettes

Crepe de Chines

French Voiles

Plain and Fancy

Satins

A
Merry

Christmas

and a

New Year

Full of

Prosperity

BeYours

Albert Godde, Bedin & Cie.
PARIS
TARARE
LYONS

Empire BIdg. 64 Wellington St. W.
Telephone : Adelaide 3062

TORONTO
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COLONIAL MAID
t^^^^<^ <^^<^i(^<^^^i^<^^^^

SIZE Z

^^^^^^^

DRESS V^ FASTENER
MADE IN CANADA

//'5 a Snap to Snap This Snapper

Colonial Maid
Wire Spring Dress Fasteners

Made in

Canada
B

HIS IS NOT A
FRICTION FASTENER

, . • MADE
U L IS WITH

HIGHLY TEMPERED
WIRE SPRING m m

KNOWS WHEN TO HOLD
AND WHEN TO LET GO

ALSO PUT UP IN ONE GREAT GROSS
CABINETS ASSORTED 24 CARDS EACH
WHITE AND BLACK .-. .-. SIZES: 00-0-1

To he had of all leading wholesalers.

Manufactured by

Colonial Fastener Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.
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I
If

\A

Hearty Wish

May
Good Fortune

Health

and

Happiness

be Yours

This Christmas

and

Throughout the Coming Year

w

I

m ^^^

HODGSON SUMNER & CO., LIMITED
St. Paul St. West 21 St. Sulpice St.

MONTREAL
84-92 Le Royer St.

SAMPLE ROOMS : Metropole Building, SHERBROOKE. 7 Charest St., QUEBEC. Windsor Hotel,
OTTAWA. Carslaw Bldg., 28-30 Wellington St. West, TORONTO. 503 Mercantile Bldg., VANCOUVER

%
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Introducing to^thejTrade

OUR

New Linen Department

We h a ve just
opened a large de-

partment for

LINENS only,

where we have col-

lected an interest-

ingly varied and
extensive range of

fine Linens, repre-

senting the best

lines on the mar-

ket.

(^JSM^^Sfc^JfJ:^

Excellent Quality and Good Taste

characterize our linen stock throughout. Our
lines have been carefully selected, with a view

to richness, artistic designing and solid value.

TRY OUR LINEN DEPARTMENT!

SPECIALS
No. SSll—Pure Linen Towellings, 16", with red border, 35c

No. S308—Pure Linen Towellings, 16", plain i2VzC

No. SD—LTnion Linen Towellings, 16", red border, 27 '/zc

No. SUT—Teacloth, 23" 48>/2C

No. SJIO—Teacloth (Union), 23" 55c

P. P. MARTIN & CO., LIMITED
50 ST. PAUL ST. E., MONTREAL, QUE.

h

^

Quebec ; 7 Rue Charest

Sherbrooke: 103 Wellington St.

St. Hyacinthe: 229 Cascade St.

Ottawa: 25 Sparks Street

Three Rivers: 82 Royal Street

Toronto: 152 Bay Street
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^^Ring Out the Bells of Good-will"

FOR 1920

We have, indeed, more reason

at the present time for opti-

mism than we have ever had at

the threshold of any other New
Year.

The uncertainties which were
felt at the termination of the

Great War have all been dis-

pelled by the unprecedented
business record of the year
that is just past.

We look forward to another
year that will by far surpass
the splendid business year just

closing.

GREETINGS
We take this opportunity to

extend to all whom we have
been privileged to serve, our
Heartiest Wishes for Christ-

mas and the New Year.

The name RACINE has long
represented the unusual—in

efficient service, in unfailing

protection to the Trade, and in

superb lines of merchandise.

We hope to know you even bet-

ter in 1920. Your interests

will at all times be our first

consideration.

Everything in Dry Goods

14 DEPARTMENTS

A—Cotton Staples.

AX—Flannelettes.

B—Wash Goods.

C—Woolens, etc.

D—Linens.

E—Dress Goods and Silks.

F—Men's Underwear and Sweaters.

G—Home Furnishings.

H—Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear.

I—Men's Fancy Furnishings.

J—Ladies' Ready -to-Wear.

K—Smallwares and Notions.

L—Men's Fine Shirts.

M—Working Men's Wearables.

Alphonse Racine, Limited
60-98 St. Paul Street West, Montreal

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

PERMANENT SALES OFFICES:

OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO HAILEYBURY
11 Sparks St. Merger Building 123 Bay St. Metabanick Hotel

SHERBROOKE and THREE RIVERS
Factories:—Beaubien St., Montreal; St. Dennis, Que.; St. Hyacinthe, Que

SYDNEY
269 Charlotte St-

nr.nr.nr.-ir.-ir.nr.-ir.-
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80
New Colour
Designs

To create an eflPect at once arresting, pleasing

and inviting is the essence of good salesman-
ship, especially at the opening of a new
season. To pull up the casual shoppers v/ith

a delighted exclamation is to get your business
talked about.

There is no line of goods to-day more effective

for this purpose than "Vigil" Silk. It is a
draw—and a big seller. It is known the world
over as the Pure Silk with the maker's guaran-
tee of purity, quality and fixity of colour.

It is the silk that outwears at least four
present-day Crepe de Chines, yet can be re-

tailed at a reasonable price even in these times.

The demand in England for these new "Vigil"
colours is enormous. We strongly advise you
to cover your needs at once and to mark your
order for "earliest possible delivery." By so
doing you will not only ensure getting the
best prices and a better chance of complete
delivery, but also obtain the prestige whicn
follows from an early display of goods in

great demand.

Walker BroSo
Raven-.lhorns Mills, Dewsbury, YORKSHIRE

and 56-57 Aldermanbury, London, E.C.

Telegraphic and Cable Addresses. York hire:—"Vigil,
Dewsbury." London : "Vyjri'syl. Cent."

CANADIAN
Co.,

REPRESENTATIVE: George Peterson &
olT Coristine Building, Montreal.

=.:i'll|i|:lllilll!N!l>l>|i|i|i|i|>l'l'l'l>lll';ilil'lll'l!l'llllll|ll
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"%jy# ^MBPfCAN OFFICE:- f84 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON,

COMBING & SPiNN/NG
SPRINGFIELD MILLS. KEIGHLEV and SWtNHOW MiLLS,BRAMLEY,YORKS.
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ROBERT WHITTAKER & Co., Ltd.
5 BREAD ST., LONDON, E.G. 4, ENGLAND

A.B.C. Code, 5th Edition. Telegrams: "Subdue London"

SPECIALISTS IN

Ladies' Dress Materials and Cotton Dress Fabrics

We hold a large and varied stock of every description of Wool Dress Goods and

Cotton Dress Fabrics at prices suitable for the Canadian Market and ready for

immediate delivery. Our stock comprises wide ranges of the following:

—

SERGES
CHEVIOTS
TWEEDS

TARTANS
SUITINGS
COATINGS

SHEPHERD CHECKS
SPONGE CLOTHS

EOLIENNES

ARMURES
FANCIES

i"

Our new ranges for Spring and Summer, 1920, are now in the hands of Mr. H. D.

Marshall, Stair Building, Bay St., Toronto, to whom all enquiries should be

addressed.

To Canadian buyers visiting the English Market we extend a cordial invitation to

visit our warehouse, which is situated in the Heart of the London Dry Goods
Trade.
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The Canadian Wholesale Houses have
made liberal provision for supplies of

Wm. Anderson Zephyrs for 1920

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills and 12 Princes Square

Toronto GLASGOW New York
43 Scott St. 48 White St.
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T.~<^ !i St. James's Buildings Oxford St.. Manchester.

The Head Offices of the C. P.A—Ltd

Mr. Edward Foster-
direct Canadian Repre-
sentative of The Calico Printers

Association, Limited, Manchester,

England- the HOME of BRITISH
PRINTS— draws particular atten-

tion to the popular specialities

enumerated below.

Cretonnes
and

Shadow Tissues
Featuring new designs and colorings.

You are reminded that samples of al

C.P.A. brands can always be seen, and

that enquiries addressed to

10. Coristine Buildings,

20, St. Nicholas Street,

MONTREAL,
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KING'S CELEBRATED
SCOTCH WINDOW HOLLANDS

have been made for one

are recognized throughout

most saleable shading. They

are unshrinkable, fast colors

and widths. To insure get

ers are advised to Examine

Also inside Holland Tab on

that each bears name of

hundred and forty years and

the world as the best and

are unequalled for quality,

and made in all colorings

ting genuine goods, custom-

TiCKETS and Paper Bands.

end of each piece and see

"John King & Son."

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WINDOW SHADE JOBBERS
Made by

JOHN KING & SON
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Established 1775

Canadian Representatives: CAMPBELL, SMIBERT & CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

Telegraphic Address: "Cyrus" Bradford
Code used, A.B.C. 5th Edition

Cyrus Brook & Sons^ ud.

Offices: 5 Union Street

Bradford

Manufacturers of-

Buntings,

Shalloons,

Scarfs,

Tammies,

England

Serges,

Coatings,

Gabardines,

Custom Cloths

and

Silk and Wool Casement Cloths.

Manufactured at St. Dunstan's Mill,

Mill Lane, and Shuttleworth Works,
Fairweather Green, Bradford, Eng.

Canadian Agents;

Arthur H. Parks, 77 York Street, Toronto

William Parks, 43 St. Sacrament Street,

Montreal

>xi-Lija.t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1 1 1 n i 1 J ix- i i i 1 1 i 1 1 1 i_uj^^ u i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 •:±j^i^^i__^

The Hall-Mark of

Maximum Comfort and
Durability at Minimum Cost.

FIRST IN THE FIELD AND STILL LEADING.

Manufactured on THE GRADUATED
PRINCIPLE, and Commencing with TWO
THREADS in the TOP, it increases in

WEAR-RESISTING PROPERTIES as it

descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR,

and the HEEL and TOE FIVE,
making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

ABSOLUTELY SEAMLESS
PERFECT IN FIT

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

<*T V rt t T1T t TTIT H lt M r M rril M T n TTT11TTTTrrTTTTM TI H TTTTTTTtT T TTTTrV
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M. CUTHBERT
50 MARGARET ST.,

OXFORD CIRCUS, W.l.
Telegrams'or Telephone:

7214 CENTRAL

daX&
EVENII^
GOWNS, \
COAT \

FROCKS \

IN SILK, & I

WOOLLEN
JERSEY,

COSTUMES

"AIX'*

in Velvet

Cable Address :

'Currie Stewarton'

John V

Currie

Son & Co.
i,\'illl\ Bridgend Works

"^ STEWARTON, Ayrshire, N.B.

Makers of Scotch Knit Woollen Goods
Including

Ladies' and Gents' Fleecy

Scarves in self and
striped effects

Gents' Viator

and Aviator

Caps

Ladies' and Children's Machine and Hand Knit
Caps and Tarn O'Shanters.

Ladies' Spencer and Jumper Coats.

Sole Agent for Canada

G. B. OLIVER
116 Mail Buildings 106 Bay Street

TORONTO

GOOD TAILORING IS LABOUR LOST
IF THE CLOTH IS ILL SHRUNK

««/)/w>

MAKE SURE IT IS SHRUNK AND WELL SHRUNK AND KNOW BY WHOM

THERE'S LITTLE SATISFACTION IN SUCH A STAMP AS "SHRUNK," "WELL
SHRUNK," "LONDON SHRUNK," OR "SHRUNK BY LONDON PROCESS."
INSIST ON A SHRINKER'S GUARANTEE—ON THE STAMP OF A FIRST
CLASS FIRM OF LONDON SHRINKERS—BEST OF ALL ON THE STAMP OF

JENNENS, WELCH & Co., Ltd.,
Cloth Workers and Shrinkcrs, and Proprietors of the Famous "JENNWEL" Waterproof Finish

LONDON, HUDDERSFIELD and BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
WHEN ORDERING ENGLISH CLOTHS, SAY 'TO BE SHRUNK BY JENNENS. WELCH & CO., Ltd."

I

I

I

f-Vb*"^* »»'^/l^ - ' •* •Wl^*—•• »>VI/'**''**

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

KNIT SPORTS COATS AND SCARVES
Boys' and Men's Knit Jerseys

Men's Cardigan Jackets

Aviator and Balaclava Caps
And Tarn O'Shanters

RUSSELL & CO.
Scotch Cap and Hosiery Manufacturers

ROBERTLAND MILLS
STEWARTON, SCOTLAND

John Ainscow& Co., Ltd.

Spinners and Manufacturers

TURKISH TOWELS, QUILTS,

COUNTERPANES, &c.

Beehive Mills, Lostock, Bolton;

California Mills, Stockport;

34 Charlotte Street MANCHESTER
Canadian A^ent: Walter Williams, 508 Read Building,

45 St. Alexander St., Montreal
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Manufacturers and Merchants

119 Wood Street, London, E.C. 2, England

Comfort and Durability

combined in

OBERON UNDERWEAR
Mave earned for it a world-wide reputation. The
demand for OBERON Underwear is enormous
and ever-increasing, and is constantly compel-
ling us to enlarge our factory in size and staff.

"OBERON" Underwear is made in all gar-

ments and all sizes for ladies, children and men

;

it represents excellent value—the kind that gives

complete satisfaction and secures repeat orders.

NOTE THIS LIST OF OTHER
"OBERON" SPECIALTIES
Hosiery, Underwear, Sports Coats, Knickers,

Knitted Scarves in Silk, Artificial Silk and
Wool, Ladies' and Men's "Pyjamas, Towels,

Quilts, Rugs, Blankets, Sheets, Linens, Haber-
dashery, Men's Shirts, Dressing Gowns, Ties,

Braces, Collars, Caps, Ladies' and Men's Rain-

coats and Waterproofs.

ASK TO SEE SAMPLES AT OUR CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES^ OFFICES:

Eastern Provinces Western Provinces

Mr. Hugh D. Marshall, Mr. G. E. Ledder,

Stair Building, Grace Court,

Cor. Bay and Adelaide Streets Cornox Street,

Toronto Vancouver, B.C.

GEORGE BRETTLE & CO., LTD.

119 WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2, ENGLAND
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You can be assured of a most profitable New
Year if you handle "Arm and Hamme?
Brand" Shirts and Overalls.

Haugh's "Kiddy Garment," as illustrated on

left, is a splendid juvenile seller all the year

round, being an indispensable article in every

child's wardrobe.

The J. A. Haugh Mfg. Co., Ltd.
TORONTO, CANADA
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THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, LIMITED

Wholesale Dry Goods

MONTREAL

!"'"—; -.——w>«»»^Ji^-g™
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Our Wish forYou

A Merry

Christmas

and a

Happy

New Year

jpvURING this periodjof rapid
-L/ changes, and new ideas, it

is satisfying to know that the

sentiment above, and the sincere

wish behind it, has remained

unaltered.

The

W. R. Brock Company
Limited
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Advertising Forms Close Third of the MonthPublished Seventh of Each Month

Vol. XLI. Toronto, December, 1919 No. 12

EDITORIAL CONTENTS

Frontispiece 30 Christnius Find? Trade Smiling ... 43

January— Its .Merchandising Possi- Sprin*;- Odtlook Poor For Tie* .... 46

bilities 32 Dress Fabrics 48

"The Shopper"—A Monthly Store ^^"'-^ 58

Magazine 34 l<^nitted (^oods 66

The Cost of High Markon? 35 MiHineiy 4G

l^'ancy Goods 77

Dress Accessorie< 80

Equipment and Dis|)lay 90

House Fnrnishings —
Up By Costs 37 ii^f.^nts' and Ciiildrcn'- Wear —

Editorial 39 Ready-to-Wear —
Market Reports 40 buyers' Markd ( liiidc —

ITow To ^lark Mci-chaiidise Intelli-

gently 36

Ninetv-seven Cents ^)f Dollar Eaten

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President

H. V. TYRRELL, General Manager

Publishers of Dry Goods Review, Hardware and Metal, The Financial Post, MacLean's Magazine, Farmers' Magazine,
Canadian Grocer, Men's Wear Review, Printer and Publisher. Bookseller and Stationer, Canadian Machinery and
Manufacturing News, Power House, Sanitary Engineer, Canadian Foundryman, Marine Engineering of Canada,

Canadian Motor, Tractor and Implement Trade Journal-

Cable Address: Macpubco, Toronto: Atabek, London, Eng.

PUBLISHERS OF

DRY GOODS REVIEW
ESTABLISHED 1887.

ALEX. WALES, Manager.
MISS A. R. WHALLEY, Editor.

A. B. CASWELL, Eastern Manager. H. H. BLACK, Associate Editor.
W. H. WARAM, Toronto and Ontario Representative. P. A. CRANE, Associate Editor.
E. J. SHEARMAN. Montreal Representative. W. S. McCULLOUGH, Advertising Dept.
C. A. COLLINS, Western Representative. MISS H. E. CARTER, Advertising Dept
MISS N. M. EVANS, Associate Editoi-. ROY A. HUNTER. B.C. Representative.

CHIEF OFFICES:
CANADA—Montreal, Southam Building, 128 Bleury St., Telephone MaHn 1004. Toronto. 143-153 University Ave.,

Telephone Main 7324. Winnipeg, 1103 Union Trust Building. Telephone Main 3449. Vancouver, 39 Tenth
Avenue, West.

GREAT BRITAIN—London, The MacLean Company of Great Britain, Limited, 88 Fleet Street, E.G. E. J. Dodd,
Director, Telephone Central 12960. Cable Address: Atabek, London. England.

UNITED STATES—New York, Mrs. E. C. Gibb, 111 Broadway, N.Y.. Telephone Rector 8971. Chicago, III.. A. H.
Byrne, Room 1401, Lytton Bid., 14 E. Jackson St.. Telephone Harrison 9133. Boston, C. L. Morton. Room 734.
Old South Building, Telephone Ma'in 1024.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE—Canada, Great Britain, South Africa and the West Indies, $2 a year; United States.
$2.50 a year; Other Countries, $3 a year; Single Copies. 20 cents. Invariably in advance.
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m

Cfjarmins for ^fternoonfl;

The sirapUcltij and daintiness of

this robin's egg blue Georgette model

make it delightful to any ivoman.

Note the slightly low placing of the

girdle. Tiny rosebuds are placed in

each of the circlets of beads.

^^^^K^€^€^^€^^^€^€^€%^€Km€'^'^^^^^^^
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CKristmas would not be Ctristmas but for

tKe Happy Interckange of ^A' ishcs.

—DicKen«

To All Our
Readers and Friends

Q Dry Goods Review extends tKe best

of tbe Season's Greetings.

(\ In spite of some folks' gloomy fore-

bodings, tbe first year of Peace bas been

an unusually successful one for tne trade.

And in spite of all tbe difficulties tbat

just now beset industrial activities—and

tbere are some—all indications point to

still greater prosperity during 1920.

Q Prices are bigb, certainly, but from a

free circulation of money tbe dry goods

trade cannot belp but benefit.

Q Tbat all your labors may be crowned

witb success, all your ventures meet w^itb

good fortune tbrougbout tbe coming year

and tbat a spirit of co-operative good

fellowship will belp you over all bumps,

is tbe earnest w^isb of

DRY GOODS REVIEW



January-Its Merchandising Possibilities
How to Plan for the Year's Trade—Ideas That Have Brought Good Results for New Year

Sales—Making the "White Sale" a Big Event.

By WALTER ENGARD

AS soon as the Christmas rush iv

over it is time for the dry goods
merchant to turn his attention and

thoughts to the new year. All indica-

tions point to a big business in 1920

and all are looking- forward to the new
year as a record-breaker in the volume
of sales. The main problem with which
the retail dry goods merchant rrust cope
during the ,new year is that of "winning
trade,"-.pr in other words, "getting

people into the store." During these

days of keen competition it is up to the

retail merchant to "sell," not merely to

•have on hand what his customers may
call for, but to put up a strenuous fight

for sales, not because business does not
exist, but in order that he may get his

full share of the business. The energy
of every store is going to be directed

towards the selling end of the game
throughout the new year and this fact

makes it imiportant that the dry goods
merchant puts forth a good part of his

energy in the selling end of his business.

The maximum 1920 sales in the aver-
age dry goods store will be measured by
just two factors. First, by the extent
and class of merchandise on hand, and,

secondly, by the amount of advertising
and sales effort put forth by the mer-
chant to move his merchandise. Restric-

tions and non-essential lists are things

of the past, and a great deal of the en-

ergy that was turned in other directions

during the past year is now ready for

peace time pursuits, and these conditions

are ibound to make the task of securing
merchandise somewhat easier during the

new year than it has been in the past.

And on top of this we find everybody is

making more money these days than

ever before, and what's more, they are

spending more freely than ever before.

To the drv goods merchant this should

mean the largest sales during 1920 ever

in the history of his business.

• Mapping Out a Campaign

With these things in mind the dry

goods merchant should be mapping out

his sales campaign for 1920—a sort of

a plan of attack. The very first thing

to receive consideration is "what is it

that you wish to accomplish during the

new year; that is, what volume of bus-

iness do you wish to buiVl your business

to during 1920"?

One dry goods merchant has adopted

a method that has proven very success-

ful in planning his sales quota for the

new year. This m:.-rchant takes his sales

records for the year just closed and sets

'down the total volume of sales made
during each month of the year. He then

makes a decision a^- to what per cent,

of increase in salts he would like to

make during the new year. With this

percentage in mind, he then figures

just what volume of sales each month

must produce, in order to accomplish

this end.

For instance, he wishes to make a

twenty-five per cent, increase in sales

over the sales of last year. Then, if

his sales for January, 1919, were

$9,781.40, he will take twenty-five per

cent, of this amount and add it to this

figure, which would be $12,226.75, and

this is his sales quota for January,

1920. He then takes this figure, and

sub-divides it among the various de-

partments of hiis store, giving each

one its sales quota for each month of

the year. The head of each department

knows on January 1st, exactly what is

expected of his department during the

new year. The heads of the depart-

ments in turn pass this on to the sales-

people, giving each his or her quota for

each month .of the year.

In order to keep all interested in

meeting their quota, this merchant

offers monthly bonuses to both the de-

partment heads and the sales-people

who make sales during the month

equal to or larger than their quota. At

the close of each week, he notifies

each department head just what pro-

gress the department is making.

Finds The Wtak Spots

If for some reason any one depart-

ment is falling down badly on its quota,

he calls the department heads into a

little conference with him, and together

they plan out some method whereby
the sales in this fai'ing department
may be revived. It may be through
•some special sale or advertising stunt,

'but oftentimes the heads of the, other
departments will go back to , their

helpers and enlist their co-operation

in stimulating sales for the department
that is falling down on its quota, by
sugges'tiing various articles that,' are

'handled in this department to its ^cus-

tomers, therelby increasing the sales of

the failing department. This merchant
has found that by giving the monthly
•bonus in place of f. larige bonus at the

•close of the year, instead of acting as

•a stimulus to the help once a year, it

stimulates twelve times a year. As a
result, he finds the sales-people more
'alive to opportunities to increase the

•store's sales, and in but very few in-

stances, do the departments fail to get

their full quota of sales. While occas-

ionally a department or two may fall

dov^n in its sales one or two months
out of the year, the other departments
go far enough ahead of their quotas,

'that the sales as a whole usually exceed

•the quota set.

Under this plan, this merchant knows
where sales' are off and where the bus-

iness needs a MtltJe boosltinig. Under
his old method of setting the quota

for the entire store and not by de-

partments and all sales were kept to-

gether, oftentimes the sales would fall

short of the quota, and he was at a loss

to know just where the trouble lay.

A New Year's Sale

January, being the first month of the

new year, must show forth its ability to

uphold its share of the sales for the

new year. January is naturally a slow

month, and it is up to the merchant to

put forth special effort in stimulating

sales during January.

To give January a proper send-off,

one wide-awake merchant put qn what
he termed a "New Year's Sale," during

the first two business days of the new
year, January 2nd and 8rd. The fact

that the New Year comes in on Thurs-

day this year, makes these two days

especially attractive for a special sale

period.

On the morning of December 26th,

thiis merchant removed all Christmas
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v.ecorations and signs which he had used

during the Christmas season, holding

that "the sooner this was done the

quicker ibusiness would start in on its

normal routine."

He then had each tispartment head

go over his stock and make a note of

all Christmas stock that had not sold

during the Christmas season, entering

the name of the article and the quan-

tity on hand, also entering the cost price

and the regular sielling price. As soon
as he had these lists in hand, he went
over them carefully, and put a price on
each article that he felt would move it.

To this list was added other merchand-
ize whdcTi was seasonable.

He then 'bad a large circular printed,

upon which was listed this merchandize.
This circular was mailed out to a large

list of customers throughout the com-
munity. Along with this circular was
als,o enclosed a Letter, thanking all for

their patronage during the year just

closing, and extending to them the

store's best wishes for "A Happy New
Year," also calling their attention to

the enclosed circular, and expressing

the hope that thej^ would continue to

make this store their buying headquar-
ters diuring the New Year.

The Windows Helped

The windows of the store were attrac-

tively trimmed with those articles on

sale, and they were also given the choice

locations on the inside of the store.

The sale proved a big success, cleaning

up a great amount of odds and ends and
started January off -with a jump to-

wards its sales quota. This merchant *

states that rig'ht at this period is an
excellent time for a special clean-up
sale, for large numbers of people held

off purchasing certain articles, think-

ing that possibly they would receive

those articles for Christmas and that

as soon as Christmas is over they are

ready to buy those things which they
want and did not receive as Christmas
gifts.

This same plan may be followed out
by other dry goods merchants with
equal success, not alone ridding their

stock of Christmas merchandise, but it

will act as a stimulus for sales through-
out the month.

Whitewear Sales in January

January is also the month for the

great "White Sale" and the dry goods
merchant may use this idea with suc-

cess .if he goes after the business with
the right sort of material. One mer-
chant added spice to his "White Sale"

by decorating his store in white, with
blue ribfbons over the white. The pres-

ence of the iblue made the white look

whiter and created a splendid selling at-

mos;p'here. Corners and posts were dec-

orated in white, using white goods of

various kinds and handkerchiefs with a

blue ribbon run across them here and
there. The windows were decorated in

white and large blue show cards, let-

tered in white, were used. A big blue

banner, lettered in white, was used in

front of the store, announcing the

"White Sale." Blue price cards were
used on all goods. Circulars were dis-

tributed over town by hand, while

others were mailed out to the country

customers. A double-page spread was
used in the local papers, and the sale

went off with a "bang."

Suggested Home Sewing

During his " White Sale " drive,

another merchant trimmed one of

his display windows to represent a

sewinig room. In the centre of the

window he placed a sewing machine.

Ravelings were di.stributed over the

floor. A wire model used in dress-

makdm;? was standing near, over which
was a petticoat and shirt waist. At
the machine was sitting a wax model,

as if in the act of sewing. In the

window were dress goods of various

kinds and a large show card to in-

terest the home dressmaker. The win-

dow created much comment and was a

great stimulus to the sale.

In decorating his store for the "white

event," one merchant sent to the South
and purchased a lot of cotton balls on

(branches of the cotton plant. Large
sprays were used in the windows and
arranged around the posts and in the

show cases. These were a very appro-

priate emihellishment for the "White
Sale." Cotton goods were used as head-

liners.

Cleared Up Handkerchiefs

Finding that he had an unusual large

stock of handkerchiefs on hand after

the Christmas season, one live dry goods
dealer put on what he termed a "Hand-
kerchief Sale," offering his entire stock

of handkerchiefs at special prices. The
sale was staged for three days only and
all goods were offered in quantities of

three, six and a dozen. No special price

was offered on single handkerc'hiefs.

The windows were used to promote this

sale and they were piled full of hand-

kerchiefs of every description, with

large show cards calling attention to

the sale and prices. Space in the local

newspapers was used freely and every

sales person was talking handkerchiefs,

and as a result, the store sold an extra-

ordinarily large amount of handker-

chiefs. Not only cleaning up his stock,

but giving him a nice volume of sales

with a very reasonable profit. Twenty-
five cent goods were priced 3 for 65c;

6 for $1.25, and 12 for $2.40; ten-cent

goods were priced 3 for 27c; 6 for 51c,

and 12 for $1.00, etc.

Boosting the Corset Section

Another dry goods dealer in going
over his records for the year of his cor-

set department did not feel that the re-

sults of this department were as good
as they should be, nor as good as they

could ibe. He called in the young lady

in charge, together they tried to plan

out some way whereby the sales of this

department could be built up. As a re-

sult a larger stock of corsets was added

and a high-priced line was added. A
special demonstrator was secured for a

week during January, and invitations

were mailed to every woman within their

large territory to visit their corset de-

partment during this special week. The
corset department was moved from the

first floor to the second floor, where
much larger space could be devoted to

it and also a fitting room be equipped

therewith. This department was pro-

vided with a card index file and a name
and address was kept of every cus-

tomer. Upon this card was entered the

date of visit, the size of corset pur-

chased, also style and price. Thirty days

following the sale a little letter was sent

expressing the store's hope that the cor-

set was satisfactory and if it was not,

to call at the store and they would see

what could (be done. This card file a^.so

enabled the store to sell higher-priced

corsets, for wh'en a customer came in the

young lady in charge would look up the

customer's records if she had ever pur-

chased her corsets there before and the

card would show her this information.

A large numiber of women visited the

corset department during this special

week and the name of each visitor was

kept for future use. Each was given a

booklet advertising the store's line of

corsets. While the demonstration re-

sulted in a great many sales, it opened

the road to a much larger number, for

shortly afterwards each visitor received

a letter in which was eniclosed a small

card entitling the holder to a special dis-

count on any corset purchase made at the

store during a special 30-day period.

They have found their corset department

one of the most profitable of the store.

Monthly Booklets

The "End of the Month Sale," as

staged by a live merchant, proved so

successful that he has made it a perman-

ent feature of his store. This merchant

set aside the last two days of the month

as his "End of the Month Sale," at which

time he offers a wide selection of stock

at attractive prices. To advertise this

feature he uses a small booklet in which

are listed the various articles on sale

with a complete description and price.

These are mailed to a large list of cus-

Continued on page 45
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*'The Shopper"—A Monthly Store Magazine
A Regular Visitor to 5,000 Customers Conveys Points Descriptive of New Merchandise-

Takes Care of Current Events—Many Purchasers Ask to be Put on MaiUng List.

-It

o

[/_:

:some

eight

NE of the
new ven-

tures in the

Dry Goods trade

is being- produced
by James A.
Ogilvy's, Ltd., the

^}i departme ntal
^ store of Mont-

real. This is a
monthly booklet
called "TheShop-

-"- :;,;;----- L^. p,g^..— ^ Review
-•v.- iH:--£r^ of Fashion. The

book occupies
16 pages of about five by
inches, and goes to a selected

mailing list of some 5,000, which is con-
tinually (being extended by apiplication
from customers who have heard of this
little imagazdne. As stated to DRY
GOODS REVIEW by the advertising
manager, D. L. Weston, the aim is to
give its readers the latest modes in
fashion shown hy the store. That is, it

avoids ordinary staple Mnes of goods
that have been carried in stock for some
time, and looks to interest its readers in
the new things of the store. Reproduc-
tions of some of the material in "The
Shopper" will servo to give an idea of
the nature of the contents.

Various forms of publicity for goods
carried in stock have been tried 'by dif-

ferent stores, apart from the ordinary
newsipaper advertising, such as bills,

circulars and booklets of various kinds;
but so far, DRY GOODS REVIEW feels
this is a new idea in the particular form
in which it is being .produced. The idea
has appealed to New York and Phila-
delphia stores as well, it is understood,
and it is recognized there as something
distinctly new—something that gives
promiise of being a valuable idea in pub-
licity and merchandising. It is interest-
ing to note that already there has been
a definite response of fairly large pro-
portions to "The Shopper." In one case,
a certain line of necklace was mention-
ed in the monthly paper, and a lange
number were sold, by publicity that was
confined to this, and therefore a good
test of its effectiveness.

Prices Not Featured

Unlike the ordinary special literature

that is sent out by stores, "The Shop-
per" pays little attention to prices. This
feature, or absence of it, may at once be
challenged by merchants, but "The
Shopper" goes to a particular class in

the city of Westmount, Notre Dame de
Grace, and for the most part the En-
glish-.sT)eaking section of Montreal, to

regular customers of the store, not an
exclusive class altogether, but certainly

a very good averago class. The aim is

to interest them in the various depart-
ments and get them to investigate for

themselves. The aim, from the point of
vieiw of the material, is to pulblish inter-
esting matter that Avill appeal to women
and make "The Shopper" valued from
beginning to end, and read through in

every paragraph.
There is one exception to the price

idea, and the first and third numbers,
pages 8 and 9, giving a double-page
spread, were devoted to articles in

which prices were quoted. The October
issue had a line across the top of two
pages, "All Ready for the Prince." At
the left-hand side was an attractive

sketch in black and white of gowns worn
by three laidies descending the stairs fro>m

a ballroom. The figures were grouped
naturally, with others in the back-
ground, and there was a detailed de-
scription of each of the gowns given. In

this particular case, the price was not
mentioned, owing to the special quality

at $160, another at $135; then came a
sketch in the centre of the page show-
ing four coats that were featured, with
prices and descriptions in the reading
matter.

As a sample of what is given in "The
Shopper," there is one page devoted to

blouses. The heading of one paragraph
is "Bright Colors Predominate." The
next paragraph, "Styles Are Varied." In
both cases, the reader is given the
store's best information on both sub-
jects; another paragraph is headed,
"Printed Georgettes," with description

of the best lineS' lin this.

Another section deals with children's

wear, coats and hats, etc., with again a

description of new lines for the younger
ones of the family. Another section is

"Dress Trimmings"; another, "With
Rain or Shine Umbrella."Then there is

one page given up to "Live Fashion

Page Eight THE SHOPPER THE SHOPPER Page Nine

cyl GLANCE THROUGH OUR COAT SECTION
iy^E were recently inte

\|/ wearing their old cic

nterested in reading that some men in England were banding themselves together with a view'to

clothes this winter, in an effort to foij.:e down the price of suits. The correspondent drew harrowing

pictures of patched pants, shiny sleeves, and turned vests. W; have much sympathy for the new club, but know full well

that there will be no sorosis to keep it company. Women want new clothes, and have a right to them. It is one of the few

rewards they have for mothering their husbands during these troublous times.

And so we come to women's

Coats for the ensuing winter.

The new utility Coats show greater

width", set-in or raglan sleeves with

the deep arm-hole accentuated.

One of these models is a charming

coat made of chamelion cloth in

the new camel shade, with new
kimono sleeves, belted and gathered

across the back. A narrow belt

fastens in front. The slant pockets

are ornamented with tab and real

horn buttons; large convertible

collar. It has a fancy figured silk

lining.

Another graceful coat is made of

the new suedeine cloth in a deep

reindeer shade, lined throughout

with lovely brown silk. Small

gathers in the back are held with a narrow belt which fastens

in front; loose kimono sleeves; deep cuffs; large convertible

collar, and trimmed with real hom buttons. It is beautifully

tailored and is an exclusive model at $160-

We cannot forego referring to a lovely suit made of taupe

velour. It has the new flat back and flare front with beavc.

trimming on the collar. New side

button effect fastening enhances

the coat, which is lined throughout

with fancy figured silk. Each side

of the coat is slit about 18 inches.

The back portion is trimmed with

large fancy buttons and imitation

button holes. The skirt is plain

and of a medium width. It is

reglly very reasonable at $135.

A glance at the sketch on this

page will show three coats featured,

of which the following are short

descriptions;

—

Coatee of beaver Hudson Seal

Plush with deep cuffs; fancy figured

silk lining. One of New York's

latest novelties. $89,50.

Handsome coat in Dolman style, made of best quality Salt's

Plush; raccoon collar and cuffs, fully lined. $150.

Three-cjuarter length Coatee of Hudson Bay Sealette; lined

throughout with figured silk. This is a very beautiful coat. $125.

Also a Pekin Silvertone Suit: richly fur trimmed; highest class

.ailoring, $110.

How Ogilvy's talk to their customers about coats. Two pages from the November
issue of "The Shopper."

of the g-oods, but attention was drawn to

these three by the followiing" introduc-

tion: "There are great preparations for

the Ball, and -selected from our large

assemiblage of exclusive evening and
dinner gowns, we picture on our left

three very beautiful gowns that would
grace any lady honored by an (invita-

tion. " All this fitted in with the fact

that a military ball was given in honor
of His Roy^l Highne&s, The Prince of

Wales, on October 28th, The whole set-

ting for the picture and description of

these dresses made it very effective.

Information Is Definite For Each Line

In the November issue, a double-page

spread w^as used to describe "A Glance

Through Our Coat Section/' A general

descriiption was given of the new coats

for women. One model was mentioned

Notes." Another page deals with cor-

sets, but not so much the description of

any special lines as the fact that the

head of the department has a diploma

fro'm a corset istchool. The name of the

head of the department is given, and the

chief idea developed is the service an

this branch that the store has to offer.

Another page is given up to Negligees,

with an appropriate illustration.

Neatly Illustrated Throughout

Among other departments that are

taken up in the early numbers are

separate >skirts, fal^ millinery, tailored

suits, the lure of jewelry, dainty neck-

wear fashions, infants' wear, and so on.

The page next to the cover has a little

department, "Over the Tea-Oi:^ps," a re-

(Ciontinoied on piaige 38)
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The Cost of High Markons
How Excessive Profit Fixing Acts as a Boomerang to the Retailer.

By JAMES BURT MALETTE, Promotion Manager for F. R. MacMillan, Ltd., Saskatoon, Sask., Author of "Around
the Year With the Retail Store," 'Tost-War Advertising Problems," Etc.

WHAT is Markon? Strange to

say, hundreds of merchants DO
ask this question, just as num-

bers query: "What is a profit maintain?"
or "What are advertising rebates''" Un-
der whatever name you choose to term it

—a markon, or markup, is the increase

over the laid-in price of your merchand-
ise. Most stores, I ibelieve, land their

goods, add their fixed charges, and then
tack on their profits. But hovvr much profit

should a merchant demand over his cost

of doing business ? He will most likely

answer—"As much as he can get!" And
here is just the point. By a hogging
process, many an otherwise successful

merchant will kill the proverbial goose.

I know of one instance in a Western
city where the buyer for china laid in

cut-glass water sets for $10.25, and then
proceeded to sell them for $35!

Now, let us consider this case. He laid

in these water sets for $10.25. Let us
say his fixed charges were 26 per cent.,

or on this item $2.66. Why not be con-
tent with a 50 per cent, profit, which
would be $6.45, thus allowing him to sell

his sets for approximately $20.00? That
store sold about three water sets during
the Christmas season I was in that city,

just four weeks, and can you wonder?
One of this man's competitors marked
similar sets at $22.50, and actually sold
1'2 sets the three days preceding Christ-

mas!
Did you ever stop to consider the far-

reaching effect of such a conversation as
this:

"No, I don't go to Smith's—everything
in that store seems high!"—^and this one—"Yes, I really ibelieve Jones does as he
says—'I sell it for less.' Do you know,
I got a pair of " etc.

Has your store the reputation of
"selling it for less"? If so, you know
how easy it is to sell anything that is

really good—^how easy the ibusine&s

comes your way—how hard it is for

your competitor to get them to come to

him first—how much less you can really

afl'ord to spend in pulblicity channels.

The moderate markon is the best adver-
tising club I know cf.

And don't overlook the tremendous
advertiising possibility of the conservative
markon when pricing specially purchased
goods.

Big Profits vs. A Three-Hour Clean-Up
Recently, a certain store in Winnipeg

boug'ht 30,000 yards of Crepe-de-Chine

—

they picked it up for $1.60 a yard. What
did they do? Thov put it in regular

stock at $3.75 a yard, losing a valuable
opportunity to make a hig ad. for them-
selves, hundreds of satisfied customers,

and unlimited word-of-mouth advertis-

ing. Contrast this with another store I

have in mind, where a batch of 1,00'0

house dresses were bought at 60 cents,

and the firm made a "clean-up" at 98
cents, selling every dress in three hours,

making the store "the talk of the town,"
and doing a land-office business in other

parts of the house on the same day, Iby

virtue of this off"er.

Buyer Should Know Cost Details

There are still stores in the country
who cling to that old-fashioned ruling

—

"What a buyer does not know will not
hurt him." They never allow one single

peep of store records to reach him

—

keep him in the dark as to his overhead

—

and yet, if his tally on January 31 does

not show in favorable comparison to his

previous season's turnover, "up on the

carpet" he goes. And who can blame
the poor fellow? He works with his

hands tied—does not even know his cost

of doing business; he has a very vague
idea of his fixed charges, at the best. So
in what position is he to mark his mer-
chandise intelligently ? The man who
cannot trust his buyer with ALL the

knowledge pertaininsr to his department,

had better get rid of the buyer or close

up nis shop.

Robbing Peter To Pay Paul

I know many merchants will interrupt

here with "Yes, that's all right—a mod-
erate markon—^but I've got to have this

department pay big, in order to offset

the losses of such-and-such a section."

The moment a man makes that state-

ment, he judges himself guilty. Where
is the retailer to-day who has to wait
365 days to determine a losing depart-

ment? Where is the merchant who will

long tolerate a losing section? "Rob-
bing Peter to pay Paul" is no game for a

modern store to play. Admitting that

one, two or even more sections ARE
"weak sisters," the time to appoint the

physician and inject the remedy is when
sales BEGIN to fall, NOT at the end of

the year. The main purpose of the fair
markon is to bring people into every
nook and cranny of your establishment.

Customers Ask Questions

To give the impression that ALL your
merchandise is low—to induce them, by
sheer weight of moderate prices, to visit

your store FIRST, is essential. After
that quality and salesmanship must
suffice to "close your prospect."

True, moderate markons will not allow
shop stock reductions of giant propor-
tions at sale times, but, after all, do not
enormous reductions at these periods

"give your game away" to your custom-
ers, allowing them to see how you mark
your goods—"otherwise" they will argue,

"how can he afford to cut his prices so?"

And, after all is it not best to get
a steady, ever-increasing business, day
after day, than a "start-and-stop" alarm-
clock turnover, with the peak loads at
January and August, and the remainder
of the year more or less sluggish,

stirred up at interA'als by the stick of

"sinecial reductions?"

Not long ago, a large store here in

the "West underwent an operation that

removed a commercial cancer—a real

obstacle to greater business. The store

changed managers. The old manager
was a firm believer in "grabbing all you
can get." The enormous markon showed
that clearly. Stores began springing u,p

like mushrooms in the very shadow of

the big establishment. The new manager
solved the problem—the markon was far

too high. The buyers were given certain

specific instructions, merchandise prices

were loAvered, and a marked change in

business took place.

Moderate Markon Not Seriously Atfected

by Market Conditions

Clearly the process of marking mer-
chandise to gorge the public is rapidly

digging its ov^m grave, and many mer-
chants are going to wake up to this fact

very shortly, or be drawn into the same
ditch. When the bottom does drop out

of present high prices, those merchants
with the smaller markon will find it coim-

paratively easy to "unload," for the very

reason that their rapid turnover, by vir-

tue of lower markon, has been keeping

their stocks down, and further, that the

public having been accustomed to visit-

ing these stores—real reductions from
present prices will meet with a prompt
and ready response.
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How to Mark Merchandise Intelligently
Western Accountant Explains Details of a Successful System^—It Prevents Overlooking In-

voices and Shows Whether Old Stock is Moving—Essential Points Can be Adapted
to Various Businesses.

By H. W. HOPWOOD

DURING my experience I have seen
a variety of ways of marking mer-
chandise, the .most common of

which is to plaee the cost and selling

priceis on it and be satisfied with that.

This method of course is very good so
far as it goes, but when we stop to con-
sider the fact that our grandfathers
were doing the same, we do not come
to the conclusion that we have made any
advancement beyond their methods.

With this fact before us, we ishould at
once try to study out some method that
will give us more information with
about the same amount of labor, and if

we can do this we have accomplished
something.

Invoices Should Be Registered

One of the be^st systems I have found
is to start with an invoice register. For
thiis purpose just an ordinary rough
book will do, and as each invoice comes
In it is entered in this book under the
day received. The method of entry is

to use the date of the invoice, the shiip-

iper's name, and, if you have deipart-

ments, the* department letter and the
amount. Each of these invoices is num-
bered consecutively in the book and the
same number is placed on the invoice. It

is well to start with a serial or a season
.leitter and place this before the number
of each invoice, such as Al, A2, A3, etc.

After the following stocktaking, the
next letter is used and in this way it en-
ables you to go back to the small num-
bers, such as Bl, B2, B3, etc. At the
time of checking off the merchandise
with the invoice, it takes very little

longer to place the letter and invoice
number on the ticket or merchandise
above the cost and selling price. In this

way you can always identify the mer-
chandise with the invoice without hav-
ing to go through journals or ledgers,

as the invoices are filed consecutively
under their registered number. You
can also tell at a glance just how many
seasons any piece of merchandise ds in

Btock by use of the season's letter.

«A Check Against Outstanding Invoices

In entering the invoice in the journal,

the invoice numiber can be included in

the entry and in posting to the ledger

this number is used in place of a

journal folio. This enables you to go
direct from a wholesale account to the

invoice you desire, which is a very sat-

isfactory method, where a large number
of invoices are entered. At a certain

period during the month, say once each

week, it is well to check the invoices

In a recent issue of DRY GOODS
REVIEW an article appeared giv-

ing suggestions for systems of

marking and checking up merchan-
dise. Readers of DRY GOODS
REVIEW who are interested in an
adequate system will appreciate the
accompanying article which is writ-

ten by Mr. W. H. Hopwood, of the
W. W. Cooper Co., Swift Current,
Sask., one of the most successful
stores in Western Canada.

DRY GOODS REVIEW wishes to
thank Mr. Hopwood for this clear
and concise explanation of his
method.

entered in the journal back to the in-

voice register. This is readily done, as
the number is used as a guide and you
can see at a glance if there are any out-

standing invoices and ascertain the

cause. By doing this it ensures the
merchandise being charged to the de-

partment and eliminates the possibilities

of an invoice being overlooked.

Value is Great During Stocktaking

The greatest or most valuable results

are obtained through this system at

stocktaking. It being taken for granted
that stock is taken every six months, at

the end of two years the stock will be
carrying four serial letters; that is, the

stock that was purchased during the

first six months will be A stock, while

the next six months the stock will carrv
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the letter B, and the first six months
of the second year the stock will carry

C, while the last six months will be

designated with the letter D. It is cus-

tomary to use three column foolscap for

inventory sheets, and when calling in

the stock, designate the letter in each

case. In entering the stock, all D items

wil be put in the first column, while the

C merchandise would go in the second,

and the prior seasons would be placed in

the third column. The results, after

totalling the sheets, would show how
much merchandise is left from the pre-

vious six months' purchases and how
much merchandise is in stock from six

to twelve months old, and how much is

in stock over twelve months.

This information is valuable, as it

shows whether you are trading on the

new merchandise, and if it is only the

new that is moving, it is time for quick

action on your part, otherwise you will

be handicaiprped in your stock turns.

Of course, every business has certain

peculiarities, and what will work w^ell in

one business is not applicable in another,

although it is astonishing how a good

idea can be carried through a different

organization with a little modification.

The sympathy of the trade is extend-

ed to Mr. W. R. Smallpeice, director of

W. R. Brock & Co., Toronto, in the death

of his wife, on Nov. 20. The late Mrs.

Small piece was ill only a week. In ad-

dition to her husband, there are left

two sons, Mr. Norman A. Smallpiece of

Toronto, and Mr. F. S. Smallpeice of

Calgary.

The partnershiip of T. W. Gray & Son,

Woodstock, general' dry goods merchant,

has been incorporatofd undier the name
of T. W. Gray & Bryan, Ltd. Capital

$100,000.

The Contact Bay Fur Co., Ltd., has

recently been imeorp-orated with their

head office in Drydeu, Ont. Ga,pital

$40,000. They carry on both wholesale

and retail busiiness.

Supplementary fetters patent have

beien isseud, November 3, 1919, increas-

ing the capital stock -of Pemlbroke Wool-

len Mills, Ltd., from the sum of $50,000

to $1 no.000.



A Reply to Board of Commerce Charges of Profiteering

Ninety-Seven Cents of Dollar Eaten Up By Costs
An Analysis of the Actual Costs of Doing Business—Distinction Between Mark-up and

Profits—Important Bearing of the Mark-down—Actual Figures of Ready-to-
VVear Department Show Profits of Only 3.03'^f on Sales.

Paper by H. P. KENYON, of Fairweather's, Lim ited, Montreal, before Montreal Publicity Association

"MERCHANT MAKES 60 PER CENf."
FALLACY

A little while ago I saw a heading in

a daily paper, "Merchant makes about
'60 per cent, on clothing," and the article

proceeded to give the invoice and marked
selling price on an individual garment.
If the merchant had sold such a garment
at the price stated, the transaction would
have shown a gross profit of less than

87 per cent. No mention whatever was
•made of what it would cost the merchant
to sell the garment, nor was the percent-

age of such garments which the mer-
chant had to sell at a discount at the

end of the season, taken into consider-

ation.

The natural impression made in the

mind of the reader was that the mer-
chant made a profit of 60 cents out of

every dollar the customer paid for the

coat—that the retail merchant was the

profiteer, and largely the cause of the

high cost of living.

. In view of this very prevalent, yet

erroneous, idea in many minds, I want
to be very clear as to what profit is

and what profit is not. Soon after I

came to Canada, I was talking to the

manager of the ready-to-wear depart-

ment in a large store—it was around
November 1st,—and he was figuring on

his suit stock. A certain number of

garments had been bought, and a stated

percentage of them had been sold at a

mark-up of 50 per cent. The figures

showed that, if he realized his cost on

the remainder, his profit on the total

sales would be satisfactory. He said,

"We have a mark-up of 50 per cent.

We will sell what remains at 50 per

cent, off, and realize our cost." Let me
repeat: "We have a mark-up of 50 per

cent. We will sell what remains at 50

per cent, off, and realize our cost." His

idea Taeing that, as he had a mark-up of

50 per cent., he could take oflF 50 per

cent, and break even. Unfortunately,

this is not so. If you buy an article for

$1.00, and mark it $1.50, then take off 50

per cent., you sell it for 75 cents, or at

a loss of 25 per cent, on your invoice

cost. Again: An article costing $1 00

and retailing for $1.50, does not show
50 per cent, gross profit, but 33 1-3, be-

cause 33 1-3 is the difference between

the amount you get for the article and
the invoice price, This is very simple,

when explained, but it was computed by
the committee of one hundred American
experts who compiled the series of mer-

chandisiiT-;- and accourtin'a' systems for

retail stores, three years ago, that over

20 per cent, of the total retail failures

m the United States during the preced-
ing year, were caused by lack of the

knowledige of this simple fact.

What Profit Really Is

The percentage of mark-up on invoice

cost is not the percentage of profit. For
this reason. If your volume of business

is $100,000, and your overhead expenses

amount to $20,000, .t costs you $20,000 to

sell $100,000 worth of goods, not to buy
'.?66,666. Therefore, if you buy $66,666

'worth of goods at invoice prices, and

sell them for $100,000, your gross profit

is 33 1-3 per cent.

Jn other words, profit is not the amount

C()S1\S OF DOING
BUSINESS

Mark-up on goods 60^4 on cost, or

on celling price ZlV-z per cent.

Per cent.

Items of costs of sales

Overhead 9.95

Salaries 3.20

Advertising and gratuities 3.02

Buying expenses 1.55

Marketing, tabulating the
stock and keeping records
thereof—what is perhaps
best known as merchan-
dising 50

Loss from bad debts .47

Loss on alteration dept. . . . .03

Insurance and carrying
charges 1.60

Mark-downs 14.15

Total selling cost 34.47

Balance, net profit, on sell-

ing price of goods 3.03

That is, 97 cents out of every
dollar is eaten up by the mvoice
cost, plus the cost of doing busi- |

ness.

of your mark-uj), but it is the surplus that

reniains from your net sales after deduct-

ing the cost of making the sales, plus the

invoice price of the merchandise.
On different lines of merchandize the

mark-up varies very considerably. On
lines that sell quickly or on which the

turnover is highi—and the mark-down,
loss or depreciation is small—the mark-
lup need not be high; but on other lines,

the isale of which is slow, and the carry-

ing charges high, like jewelry or pianos,

or on merchandise on which the risk is

greater and style changes play a prom-
inent part, and on which the mark-downs
and depreciation are great—like ladies'

clothing—or perisha'ble goods, like fruit

and cut flowers, where losses are often

very great, the risks must be covered

and the mark-up be proportionately

higher.

Where Costs—and Charges—Are Made)

The percentage of mark-up of the dif-

ferent merchants on the same line of

goods varies but little. However, it

must ibe admitted that, if a merchant

aims to give better general service, em-

ploys a better class of help, with greater

teclmical knowledge, and in whose store

shopping can be done under less crowd-

ed conditions, in more congenial sur-

roundings, and in greater comfort, the

cost of doing business is slightly in-

creased, and the mark-up must be cor-

respondingly higher, but the percentage

of increased cost is so small, that, to a

great many people, it is more than offset

iby the extra advantages obtainable.

Where Does The Dollar Go?

Now, where does the dollar go? The

dollar, that is, that you pay the mer-

chant for the article. The figures I am
about to give you are actual, not theor-

etical. They are taken from the balance

sheet of a ready-to-wear department in

a real store. Further, the department

to which they refer is looked upon as

being a successful department, and I

know that there are many such depart-

ments that would be glad to make as

good a showing.

These figures would not work out ex-

actly the same in Montreal, because of

the extra selling staff needed here on

account of the two languages; they are,

however, truly typical of scores of such

departments throughout Canada.

Stock Carried Over

I have ignored the stock carried over

from the previous year, it being very

small. In women's suits, coats, dresses,

and sikirts, the styles change so quickly

that it is essential to sell the goods the

season in which they are bought, for,

whatever the loss may be on the clean-

up, experience has taught the merchant

that it will be greater if the goods are

held over to the corresponding season

next year—replacement values notwith-

standing. Women to-day are so splen-

didly posted on style values, that while

you might be able to tell truthfully the

prospective customer the next season

that if the suit was bought to-day it

would cost from 25 per cent, to 30 per

cent, more, as the case might be, that

would not reconcile her to buying a suit
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reason: showing "carried-over" mer-
chandise means loss of prestige, and
prestige for style values is absolutely

essential to the successful women's
ready-to-wear department.

For the same reason, the carry-over

from this year's trading is also ignored,

the percentage of depreciation made at

inventory alone heing included.

The volume of business in the de-

partment was $185,000.

The stock was marked to show an
average gross profit on the selling price

of 37 1-2 per cent.—the average mark-
up being 60 per cent.—less than this

on regular merchandise, but the average
percentage was increased by a larger

mark-up on merchandise bought at a
discount.

Costs of SelUng

Rather than burden you with an array
of figures which are not easy to grasp,
I have, for the sake of simplicity, worked
them out on a percentage basis.

The overhead expenses were 9.95
per cent, of the volume of sales.

Salaries, 3.20 per cent.

Buying expenses, 1.55 per cent.
Advertising and gratuities, 3.02 per

cent.

Marking, tabulating the stock and
keeping records thereof—what is per-
haps best known as merchandizing^

—

50 per cent.

Loss from biad debts, .47 per cent.
Los'S on alteration department, .03

per cent.

This loss on alteration department is
the difference between the amount cus-
tomers paid for them and the cost of
making them. Women's ready-to-wear
garments are cut to ideal proportions
for various types of figures known as
standards—stouts, small women's, mis-
ses'—ibut, unfortunately, these standard-
ized sizes do not fit every figure, in
which case an alteration must be made.
The cost of this work is a separate ex-
pense, not being included in the invoice
cost of the garment, and it can be taken
care of in one or two ways.

The Alterations Department

You may have lieard of stores that

for advertising purposes profess to do

alterations free. Such a store figures

on the cost of their alteration room and

adds that amount to their mark-up; in

which case the customer pays for an
alteration whether one is made or not.

The usual and equitable way is to make
an individual charge for each alteration,

based on a set scale, according to the

work done; but even then it is very dif-

ficult for any alteration room to break

even. While the loss in this case is

comparatively small, it must be classed

as a "selling expense," and deducted

from the profits as such—one thing,

however, is sure, that alterations are an
added cost and have to be paid for by
the customer in one way or another.

Insurance and carrying charges, 1.60

per cent.—a total percentage of cost on
the selling price of 20.32 per cent.

COST PRICE—Invoice price i^lus transpor-
tation charges, and if the goods are im-
ported duty added.

VOLUME—^The total sales during a given
period.

MARK-UP—The percentage of advance add-
ed to the cost price.

COST OF SALES—The total cost of doing
business plus the invoice price of the
merchandise.

OVERHEADS—The fixed charges of doing
business, for example, rent and taxes.

TURNOVER—Often confused with volume—
this is the number of times you turn
your average stock at invoice price
in a year's trading. If, for instance,
your average monthly stock is $35,000
and your net cost of sales for the year
is $122,000, your turnover would be
three and a half times.

PROFIT—The surplus remaining from the
net sales less the total cost of making
the sales plu'5 the invoice price.

Unfortunately, there is one other item
to be taken into the account—one which
more than any other, perhaps, is the de-

termining factor between profit and
loss in trading in women's wear.

MARK DOWNS.—Fall suits, for in-

stance, commence to arrive about the

10th of August, but the sale for them
does not really begin until about Sep-
tember 10. By November 1 prices must
be reduced to effect sales, as the wearing
season in Canada in the Fall is very
short for suits. With so short a season
any disturbance of normal selling, such

as unsuitable weather, financial disturb-

ance, or health conditions, such as ob-

tained in October last year—destroys

the normal balance, and a smaller per-

centage of garments are sold during the

period of heavy selling. The natural re-

sult is that a larger percentage of gar-

ments have to be sold at a discount. The
margin of net profit is so small that

Buch a condition is disastrous.

But, in a normal season, a percent-

age of all garments must be sold at a

'discount and this added to the depre-

tiation at inventory in the case before

us totalled 14.15 per cent.—making the
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THE SHOPPER

DAINTY NECKWEAR FASHIONS

AN outstanding characteristic of the late summer and early fall

fashions will be exceptional daintmess. Severe hnes arc gradu-

ally superseded by soft graceful effects which are so flattermg as

to have an extra selling appeal to the average customer.

Many of the most effective styles are so exquisite in hne and
material that they bring back memories of the quaint accessories

worn in our grandmother's day

Prominent in this category are the net fichus, which curl

about the shoulders, cross in surplice fashion at the waist and
frequently tie in the back. The majority of these styles arc

finished with o simple binding, cord, or narrow net edge.

When a lace edge is used, a very narrow fine Val is given pre-

ference, so as to preserve the exceedingly dainty effect. With a
frock of novelty cotton or of iilk, these fichus are the acme of

good taste and good style.

' With the dressy street frock, particularly of black satin, th«
lace bertha is the favorite of the hour. The bertha idea is spon-

sored by some of the leading dressmakers here and in Pans, aod
wherfit is mnde of a carjlMUy chosen lace or some fine soft matenal
It is de<1(WcH>-aitniGt*ve.

GUIMPES OP FINE NET AND LACE.

PERHAI^S the greatest skill in designing is shown in the new
guimpes In some of the handsonxst styles, fine net*, hand or

fine machine embroideries and laces are so cleverly combined
Ihat the total e^ect is one of simple richnesa.

total cost of doing $185,000 worth of

business, 34.47 per cent.

The gross profit on the sales beinig^

S7% per cent.—the net profit was 3.08

tper cent.

Practically 97c out of each dollar was
eaten up by the invoice cost, plus the

tost of doing business, 3c on the dollar,

only, remaining to the merchant in net

profit.

"THE SHOPPER"—A MONTHLY
STORE MAGAZINE

(Continued from page 34)

production of which Us given here. With

each item there is a small line cut to

illustrate it, such as a sweater, silk

hosiery, a beaded bag, new 'blouses, an

ostrich fan, pleated frills, and so on.

On the back of the cover. The Kiddies'

Hair-Cutting Shop, with an illustration,

is taken up, and on the back of another,

Lamip and Candle Shades, with appro-

pHate illustrations.

The Christmas Number was to deal

with Christmas goods, with a slight

variation, in one sense, from the ordin-

ary number. "A Review of Fashions"

is the sub-title, month by month, and

the editor makes the point that presents

are the "fashion" for Christmas, and,

therefore, anything in the line of pre-

sents is "A Review of Fashions''—

a

point that his customers will appreciate.

It is Avorth noting that different colors

are used for the cover and back pages

each month. For instance, the October

nuimfher was a Delft blue, and the No-

vember a warm green shade. This tends

to lend variety to the little visitor

month by month. This experiment is

sure to be watched with interest !by

stores all over Canada.

Arthur T. Little, of Robinson, Little &
Co., London, has been chosen to succeed

the late George S. Gibbons as president

of the London and Western Trust Com-

pany.

THE 'Shopper Page Eleven

, Oval and round neck guimp«3 of fine net ornamented with net

or lace frills are particularly well represented in the newer neck-

wear lines, but here and there a guimpe with a high neck is in-

troduced.

These new high-neck styles conform to the tlecree for dainti-

ness by having, as a finish, gracefully draped jabots of fine »oft

lace or embroidered net.

Separate collars in oval, rever and tuxedo effect are also fea-

tured in net. lace and organdy. Separate cuffs of matching de-

sign are a noteworthy feature.

THE LURE OF JEWELRY

THE love of Jewelery is as old as mankind'.

It reaches back into those prehistoric eras when
the mothers of the human race first responded

to the impulse for personal adornment, and
personal ornaments appear to have beet^

among the very first objects upon which the

ingenuity and invention of man were fir»t

exercised.

When in Paris last April our Jewelery buyer
was successful in obtaining a few necklace*

which were all the rage. The illustration given

atxive but faintly depicts their beauty, and a short description

of one o( them may be of interest.

The necklace consists of a varying number of strings-from

four to seven in a large number of self or alternate colored cut

leel beads At regular intervals there are solid sections of the

prevailing color with a design interwoven with the alternate

color or colors. The sides meet at the bottom of the necklace

forming a solid bead base, which again carries a design, and it

finished with either loose ends or laced bead effects.

When next in the store we shall be pleased to show thera to^

you, quite irrespective of whether you intend purchasing or not-

Two pages of interestinK reading on dress accessories, from the October "Shopper"
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JUST A SIGN OF THE TIMES

T N the daily papers of Montreal, a large "For Sale"

^ advertising recently appeared offering a completely

equipped manufaxituring plant for clothing. In-

quiry into the circumstances elicited the informa-

tion that the company was desirous of selling out

solely because a strike had been declared by their

employees. They preferred to close up the plant al-

together rather than go further in the matter of pay-

ing out increased wages. This proposed action is

significant inasmuch as it shows the spirit that is

coming over the clothing trade in regard to labor

problems. Nagged on one side by the public com-

plaining of profiteering and on the other by the

workers agitating for more money, the clothing m.en

have just about reached that point where they "don't

care whether school keeps or not."

RESU3IING TRADE WITH GERMANY
'npHE question of how to handle German trade is

*• assuming perplexing proportions. Not long ago

a Leeds firm of woollen manufacturers sent to Ger-

many a representative with the object of opening up

business connections. In his letters back he stated

that he found the financial position very bad. He
could have closed big business had it not been for

money diflSculties, but, he explained, the German

mark had fallen so low that it meant that the

(iermans had to pay nearly four prices for their

goods. The demand for clothes he found to be

enormous. The people, he added, were wearing

paper clothes and anything they could get. He
found himself confronted with awkward situations

everywhere. But the possibilities for doing business

were big providing the second party to the trans-

action was willing to overlook a lot of things to which

under other circumstances he would pay strict atten-

tion.

THERE should be a better understanding by the

])ublic of the difference between gross and net profit.

Not infrequently the man on the street has the wrong

idea when he reads the reports of the clothing in-

vestigations.
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MARKETS AT A GLANCE
TORONTO, Dec. 7—Dry goods markets gen-

erally show little tendency to decline. In

fact the trend is all the other way, and in

a number of instances this month, higher prices

are named. Difficulty in securing deliveries is

still one of the chief concerns of importing
houses and shortage of goods continues to be
pronounced. Hope of any lower values for some
time to come seems to be pretty well dispelled
and until production reaches a level, much
above the present rate, there cannot possibly be
any decrease in quotations.

Woollens show very little change as com-
pared with a^ month ago. Buyers who have
returned from a trip to the large centres in the
Old Country state that they were able to buy
only at excessive prices, and while they bought
pretty full lines of goods required, it is another
matter to get deliveries. Wholesalers state
that it is very difficult to purchase Canadian
goods and not more than two-thirds of the
quantity bought last year will be available this

year. All the Canadian mills are rushed with
orders and are behind in deliveries. Prices,
while showing no advances as compared with a
month ago, are fully 25 per cent, higher than
three months ago.

While market conditions warrant further
advances in cottons, spot quotations on cotton
materials are unchanged. The inability to
secure goods and the fact that the Canadian
mills are not accepting orders, all tend to make
the market very strong, but wholesalers state
that they have not put up their prices on pres-
ent stocks. The American market is very high
and raw cotton has reached a record for the
month of December. The English cotton mar-

ket is rapidly advancing to the world level and
any break in present values is not considered
likely.

The sharp upward movement that has char-
acterized the silk market now for some time is

still the feature in the silk situation. All Japan-
ese silks are from forty to fifty per cent, higher.
Raw silk has been as high as $12,50 per pound
and it is predicted that it will go to $20. The
wholesale trade reports a tremendous demand
for all silk dress materials and the high prices
are no bar to their sale. Habutai silks are very
high and possibly their sale is somewhat hin-
dered by the high quotations.

Canadian manufacturers of draperies and
curtain materials are taxing the capacity of
their plants to keep up with the demand. There
is a very heavy inquiry for these materials and
while prices are strong, the Canadian-made
goods have not advanced in the same degree as
has the American goods. Imported goods are
slow to arrive.

A ten per cent, advance is announced by
some linen manufacturers in Ireland and there
continues to be a very strong tendency to all

prices in the linen market. Stocks of good
linens are very light and many houses have very
scant supplies.

No changes are reported in prices of car-
pets and rugs, but the chief difficulty is getting
goods already ordered delivered. Deliveries
are very slow from the Old Country.

In notions, almost every article either has
advanced or shows a strong tendency to do so.

Pearl buttons show higher quotations and comb
manufacturers won't promise delivery of goods
until next August. All notions in cotton mate-
rials, such as tamped goods, are very high.

WOOL
Shipments of Australian Wool to Ameri-

can and Canadian Makers Expected
to Have Little Effect on Prices

WOOL.—The woollen situation gener-
ally is unchanged as compared with a
mionth ago. Thiis appliies to all' three
markets, EmiHish, Amerlican and Cana-
d'ian. AcicoTdini<r to adviices from Wash-
inigton, iinporbatioins of Australiian

Wools to he auictiomed at Boston will

have iittlie efFeiot on prices on this sidte

of the Atlantic. It was saii'd that the
Bostom auctionis mier'eily roplaiced the
Australian tr.snsiaictions of norma! times,
Canadian buyers are expected to take a
large portion of the 50,000 bales shipped.

Other shipments wil'l not be allowed by
tlhie British comiptroller until he has made
a careful study of market conditions

here. In any event, it was said, the

total amount sent will he less than nor-

mally imported. Should impiortations,

prior to next June, depress' pr'ilces ap-

preciably, thie report ipoiints out, the ex-

pected decline lin the p^rice of the 1920

clip, based on the aisisumed carry-over

of Australlaisiian wools, w<ill be smiaU'er

than if no importations were made. A
gradual rather than a sudden decline

sihould he desired by producers.

A buyer of a Toronto wiholesale hoiise,

who ha^ jn?l returned from a buying
trip in the Old Liaml, told a representa-

tive of DRY GOOnS REVIEW that he

had been &ble to buy pretty full lines,

aiecording to his requiremistnits, but the
c'hiief difficulty would ibe to get the goods
delivered. There v.'a^ no shortage of
wool in England, tbeTe being an abund-
ance to meet all demands, ibut production
was still much under normal, and ship-
ping space was at a premium. Prices on
the whole Vv'ere 25 per cent, higher than
they were three imonths ago. As an in-

stance of the advance in this period, this

buyer cited a iblue serge that from lasit

Septen.'ber until the present time had
advanced 8s. 6d. It would have to sell

to the trade now at $n.50 per yard. It

is almost imposisible to secure fancy
wofsterls as thicre are very few being
mianufa<'tured. Any availaible will have
to sell around $10.50 per yard. There is

scarcely any grey serge in the market,
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and nobody is making it. Scotcih tweeds
are being rationed and will be worth from
$7.50 ta $0 per yard. Overcoacings for

next year will all be very high, and pre-

sent buying shows advances of from ten

to twenty per cent. Goods shown are all

in plain weaves.

It is very difficult to purchase Cana-
dian goods. Wholesalers state that they

won't be able to buy more than two-

thirds of what they got a year ago. The
mills are all workinig to capacity and
can't bep;in to keep up with their orders.

Opinion seems to be pretty well resolv-

ing itself into the assertion thait there

will be no reduction in prices for some
time. While there are some w'ho believe

the pinnacle of high prices have been
reatahed, thiere wre few w^ho can see any
imimiediate decTinie litn values. Wlholesalers

are quoting Canadian tweeds at from
$3.75 to $5 per yard.

There is a very active demand in a

sor'bing way for dress goods, wholesalers

report. High prices that are ruling for

top quality dresis goods sure no barrier to

their sale. A good wool ?ierge is quoted

at from $3.75 to $5.50 per yard. Gabar-
dines and tricotines have been very popu-

lar this F:\ll and have been selling to

the trade at from $4.50 to $6.50 per

yard. \ beautiful French wool tricotine

for next Full is ibeing shown, and will

sell to the trade at $6.50 per yard.

Broadcloths contimio to be aimost pro-

hibitive in price. There is no change as

compared with a month ago and values

are so high that there is not a gJ'^^t deal

being boujiht.

The demand for knit goods is as strong

as ever, and wlholesalers and jobbers

have bad great difficulty in kieeping up
with the inquiry. Shipments of yams
from the Old Country are very slow, and
Canadian manufacturers are away be-

hind in orders. Some concerns are still

working to fill A(utumn orders to the

dirre'j-ard of their Spring trade. This
V'as been jvbsolutely neeesisary in order

to meet the present heavy requirements.

COTTONS
Market Conditions Would Warrant an

Advance of From 12'/2 to 15 Per
Cent, in Cottons, But Knit

Goods On Spot Show
Little Change

COTTONS.—If it were possible to se-

cure various lines of cottons, prices of

them would be very muab fWigber than
they are at present. Dealers, it is stat-

ed, on the basis of present miarket con-
ditions, would be warranted in advanc-
ing values from 12% to 15 per cent.

However, goods on spot show little

change as coimpared with a month ago.

No new goods are being received from
the Canadian mills as wholesale houses
and jobber!^ are only allowed their allot-

ments. There is no doubt, judging from
present conditions, a serioiis shortage of

a^l staples is inevitable. Many houses
are refusing- ibusimeiss every dav from
manufaoturers 'and cutters-uip, who are

in tbe market to ibuv all the goods that
they can secure.' The strength of tbe

market in the United States seems more

pronounced than ever. Those who were
looking for a break in the market in

December, feel that it will not take place

mow. The rapid revival of the market is

regarded as an indication of its strength.

The problem of reduced production is

also a mratter that is quite serious at

the present time. Unable to secure coal,

many of the mills in the South have
been forced to dlose down, and this fac-

tor, together with the increased wages
that are being ipalid, will undoulbtedly add
strength to the market. Selling agents
for several mills in the States are not
booking oiders ibecause they claim that

deliveries are so uncertain. The scarcity

in a good many lines is so pronounced
in tiie States as to occasion considerable

concern. Canadian mills have absolutely

no goods to offer.

The English mar*ket, that has been,

apart from the Canadian in Avhich to

buy, is rapidly advancing to the world
level. Wholesalers Who have bought
fancy voiles and wash goods in the Old
Country are anticipating good deliveries,

even though the prices do show stronger

tendencies. As an indication as to how
the English market is advancing, one
lire of British cottons was purchase J in

July last at dV^d. A repeat order of

this same material could only be hafl at

a price of 11%.

The American raw cotton market in

tlie first week of Decemiber reached a
record price at 39.65 cents for December
cotton, it ibeing the highest figure paid

for this month in a decade. Great ac-

tivity is reported in the trading fk)r grey
cloth, and on the New York market,
basis standard print cloth grey goods,
64-60 roomlt, 38% incfh width, was quoted
a few days ago at 19% cents. The other

standard much-oised grey cloth, 68-72;

39 inch width, 4.75 weig'ht, was quoted
at 23 cents. '

As far as the prices on spot are con-

cerned there has been very little change
in th.? past month. Imquiry amiong the

whole.falers find them quoting practically

the same figures for the staple lines.

Print.?, flannelettes, sateens, ticking,

shirtings, cheesecloth and cotton dress

goods are all steady in iprice. There is

a heavy demand for all classes of cottons

and large department stores and cutters-

up are buyin? wherever it is possible to

do so. While it is generally expected

that prices ^vill see further advances,

and as stated above, higher levels are

warranted, in View of the market trend,

tihe mills' output as practiioally all con-

tracted for at old prices. Fiiture buying,

however, musit neces^larily bie higher.

DRAPERIES AND
CURTAINS

Canadian Factories are V/orking Over-

time to Keep Up With Excessive

Demand for Hangings and Cer-

tain Materia!^

DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS. —
Canadian production of drapery mater-

ials fs being maintained at a very high

level at the ipresent time. Factories are

working Saturdteiv aftemO'Dns and three

nights a week in order to keep up with
deliveries. Thie greatest .shoitago is in

tapestries in the face of an umisually
heavy inquiry. Prices have not advanced
perceptibly and the chief difficulty is in
securing sufficient goods. Canadian
manufacturers have not taken advantaige
of market conditions to enhance values
to the same extent as has the American
concerns. There is a very active market
for a curtain material known as
"armure." It is sihowtn in lengths 40 in.

by 1'5 in., and in the solid colors such
as brown, rose and gireen. It sells to
the trade at from 75 cents to $1.10 per
yiard. An Egyptian cloth for hangings
is quoted at $2.35 per yard, and in cut
lengths at $2.50 per yard. It is ^hown
in blue, rose and green. Some very fine
lines in imported draipery mlaterials and
h&n?ings are ipromiised for Spring, but
deliveries of them, as in almost every-
thing else, ihave been very slow, and
prices promise to be very high. Cana-
dian velours in the toetter qualities are
$2.75 and $3 per yard, and in the lower
grades $2.50 ,per yard.
Some beautiful desligns in furniture

coverings of Canadilan iraanuflaic'ture are
shown, ranging from $2.25 to $4 per
yard.

Iin lace curtains there is a very fine
panel effect shovm in three widths, name-
ly 54 in., 72 in., and 90 in. Thelse fit

close against the window. They range
in price all thie way from $2.10 uip to
$10 according to quality and widths.
Lace nets are selling well from 45 cents
up. .Allover designs are from 50 cents
up to $2 and $3. Scr/ims are very popu-
lar, and tape ed?"e and Mochleno scrims
are ranging from 16 to 22 cents per yard.
Chintz continues to seM very freely, and
prices are uncliianged.

SILKS
Market Continues to Advance, With

Japanese Pongees From 40 to 50
Per Cent. Higher in the Past

Month—Big Demand
for Silks

SILKS.—Rapid advances continue to

mark the situation in silks. The trend

is very much upward, and Japanese
pongees are from forty to fifty per cent,

higher in the ipaist monthi. Japanese
silks are all very much stronger. Ad-
vices from New York are to the effect

that there are unusually heavy demands
for pongees. Some large sales have been
made for many hundreds of ipieces of
quality. Sales of standard grades have
been made in New York around $1.42%,
and heavier weights around $1.60. Manu-
facturers, it is reported, have been pay-
ing as high as $12.50 per pound for raw
silk, and it is predicted that it will go
to $20. Stocks are said to ibe very light

in New York, and Canadian importers
who have not silk merchandiise for Spring
will experience great difficulty lin main^
tainins their business in the New Year.
The scarcity of all silks is likely to be
very pronounced, and prices very muioh
hiigber. Values of Ihalbuitali silks are so

hiigh as to make these goodis almiost pro-

hibitive. Nobody wants to buy them at
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present levels, and an importer told DRY
GOODS REVIEW recently that where
he used to sell 1,000 pdeces of habufcai

siilk ihe does not sell ten pieces now.
Frenc'h isilks are propotrtioniately hig'h

with those of other icountrieisi. The scar-

city is extremely marked, as there is very
little stock over there. No more orders

are baing accepted, and shipment is net
promised in some instances until next
July, Augnst and September.

Georgettes and crepe de Ohines are as

popular as ever, and the demand is very
heavy for both. Sales of Georg^ettes are
reported in .New York, in the 40 inch
widths, at S2.10 per yard. Toronto
houses are quotimg a miedituon crepe at

from .?2 to $3 ^per yard, slightly hilglher

than ;'. mionth ago. Georgettes and
crepes bave both adtvanced abou.t 25 per
cent, in the past mionth. A popular
Georgiette is seilMng around .'^2.50 per

yard. The halbutai isdlks show a very wide
range of prices, varying accordimig to

the high and low quialities but of course
they are not selling at all freely. Taffe-

tas and me'ssalinieis are very active, and
are selling- to ithe tirade at from .$2 to

$2.75 per yard. Oharmeuise has been a

giood seller this Fall at from $4 to $6
per yard. Dudheisis isatin of a real igood

quality is selling at from $2.50 tO' ?'.4

per yard. There is not maieh call for

the wasli satins at the present tiime, but
they are quoted at from £1.75 to $3 per

yard.

There is practically no icihiffon velvet

on the Toronto market. Houses are

cleaned right out, and it is very difficult

to dbtain. Prices are proflhlibitive, the last

quotation being .$6.75 per yard.

LINENS
Ten Per Cent. Advance in Linens An-

nounced by Some Irish Manufac-
facturers

LINENS.—The story in Hnenis con-
tinues to be one of rapidly advancing
prices, and as one importer remarked to
DRY GOODS REVIEW, each new quo-
tation received from the Old Land seems
to sh'ow an increase over the preceding
one. Advices from the Old Country
point to somie of ithe Iriisfh imanufacturers
advancing their prices as mucih a;s ten
per cent., and this move is likely to be
followed by others. There is a Very
heavy demand for linens of good quality
aJt the present time, ^but they are ex-

ceedingly hard to obtain. The shortage
of flax in Ireland is curtadlimg produc-
tion, together with unsettled labor con-
ditions in the large centres.

According to a report from the United
States, the aeropHane linen purchased a
few months a?o. and some of which has
been taken by Amierilcan manufacturers,
can be used to advantage in the miaim-
fact'ire of dress goods, and by dyeinig into

various colors, sfhould sell very well. Tit

is considered too heavy for handikerchicf
linon, and it its too light for sheetings.

Wholesalers and importers generally
state that there is a very heavy demiand
for linens and that retailers in some
parts of the country are aibsoluteliy with-

out supplies. Ptrices on spot have not
been advanced in the past month, but
stocks of absolutely pure linen are ex-
ceedingly low, and consiiderable goods
now being offered are of union materials.

NOTIONS
Nearly All Lines in Small-.vares are

Higher—Price Trend is Steadily

Upward, and Scarcity of Sup-
plir.s is Very Pronounced

NOTIONS.—Almost every line in the
wtho'le category of notions and small-

wares either show advances' or a very
strong tendency to do so. Buyers re-

turning from the large American centres

report inicreasinig difficulty in securing^
supplies. Prices g'enerally show an up-
ward trend, and from month to month
quotations show cihangies. As an lini-

dication of the way values are increasing

?t might be mentioned that an eight

cord wide elastic will cost, laid down
here, $8; and it has never previously

sold to the trade above $!5. It would
have to sell at sometMuig over S8. There
are som^e 12 cord elastics selling to the

trade at $8.40 per gross, but on the basis

of the present advamoe would cost nearer

$12.

Needles continue at very strong levels,

being quoted at $7.20 per gross for

standard packag'es of 15 needles to eiach.

They are costing as bigh as $5 per gross

to import. Knitting needles in steel are

still very hard to obtain. The celluloid

and the wooden needles are largely re-

nlacing them. Celluloiid needles for

knitting sweaters, 12 in. to 15 in., are

selling at from $2.35 to $3 per diozen

nairs. Large sizes in wiooden needles' are

from $1.75 to $3.60 per dozen pairs.

In the large buying centres, pearl

buttons nartiicularly show sharp ad-

vances. They are at present ouoted; to

the Jtrade .'it $4.80 per gross, but they
couM not be boug'ht at that fis-ure at

the present lime. Buttons of all kinds

are very firm, and the scarcity of good
pearl buttons has forced the traitle to

supply the demiand w'th substitut'^is.

.All comb mawifacturers are i-usbed

with orders and are away beh'nd in de-

liveries. It is a^mosit imno9=;''iblp to p-et

supnlios, an'd deliveries are not promised
Tintil next August. There is nothing'

sihowing u'^i'i'^r fiftv cents, and rorices

raniTie a good deal highier on the better

qu^'litv combs.
0"Oi!:atioTi« on hooks and eyes are

prettv mnch tbo same as they were a

month ago. although advances are not
unlikely. Thev are selling at $3 ner
PToss cards. Doime fastpner=! are quoted

ta $4 per gross c^irds. witih the ro^ back
and the hand seleictpd design sellin,"- at

!''8.40 per rrros's. Safety pins are hi'^rhpr

this monith at $4..50 per gross a dozen to
f card. Th" mall brasis safety pins are

$9 rtpr "^ross.

Wire hiairnins continue at very stron^r

fii^iires, and d'fficultv is oxnorieni^od in

b'lVing thif> same. Thev rann-e all ti^p

way from .''!4..'^0 to SIt1'5 ner cross in boxes
ar>'">v^i'Pi"' f'^ th" mTifr|t'i*T''is ciontainied.

All .^r»**-ii«|V-.<3 jn f»of+nvi o*r»ir>,r?" shon^^ ^r(^r'''

mii^'h >.r"i-.>j,^r prv'-es this mohth. Like all

cotton materials they have heipt pace withL

the rapid upward movement in cotton.

Pillo'\\' cotton is now costing 46% cents
pea* yard at the mill as compared with
29 If; cents a short time ago. Repp that
used to cost 29% cents at the mill is now
quoted at 40% cents. There is an ad-
vance of 12 cents per yard in pique at
the mill, the present price being 37 '^

cents per yard. These advances consiti-

tute the bigigest fa'ctor in the very rauiclh

higiher quotations that are ruling on all

stamped ^oods. All crochet cottons are
very inmoh< hig-her and will cost the trade
25 cents per ball.

Mending yarns are very strong, but,

coimpared with last month are steady in

price. The Englisb mending skieinis are
still very difficult to oibtalin. Invo and
a half graim skeinis, EnigUsih yarn, are

quoted at $9.60 per g*ross. The Cana-
dian yarns are selliing freely. They are

quoted at $7.20 for the s'keins and $4.50

for tlie cards

All novelty articles have 'been sellirag

well for the Christmlas trade and sortinig^

orders h:ave been very acitive for t(he

same.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Prices are Steady in Boots and Shoes

—

Big Demand For Rubbers at

Firm Values

BOOTS AND SHOES.—Changes in

the market for boots 'and shoes are con-
spicuous by their 'ab'sence in the past
month. Valueis 'are very strong and
dealers do not look for lower levels for
s'ortie time. Ther(i is an excessive demand'
for boots and sihoes, and factories couM
export all they can 'make. The United
States is buying in thlis market, and'

Europe pro'misies to be a customer on
a large scale for a good wbile. Whole-
salers are quoting a fine calfskin high
sihoe for women au'd girls in black and
bnown at from $8 to $10. There aire

Biome, too. thiat are se'lling as hi;gh as-

iSll. Men's shoes in black are quoteid at

from $8.50 to $10.50, and in brown at

from $9 to $11.

Thpr° has been a very heavy inquiry

for rnbb'^'Ts. and supplies have been none
too p^ent'^ful. Prices show no cbiange as
conninared With a month 'aigio, but 'are very

strong at present levels.

CARPETS AND RUGS
Caradian Buyers Still Complain of Very
Poor Deliveries of Coods From the

Old Country

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Very noor
deliveries is still the chief cominlaint

from thie importers of carpets and rug's.

Some houses have very much depleted
stocks and are anxiously awaiting po'ods

ordered manv months 'ago. ProdtuctJon

in the Old Country is slow, and trans-
portation diifficultl'es are still vprv mucih
to the forp. Invoices "wiere received in

October, but there has been no rpcelpt
of tbp.iC! goods as vet. Buyers in Toronto
hou'ses state that it is alm-'OS't 'iiminoss'ble

to get v^Tit one wants. Business has
(Continued on pac:e 45)
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"(goob IJHiU to iWcn ' is Significant expression for iHanufacturcr anb l^etailcr—Jgotf) 3^eah>e Cljat

(Pfastaclrs Cncountereb Buring tf)r ©tar Coulb i^ot ^abe iSrcn Sboibeb

WITH Christmas in the offing and

the beginning of a new year not

far off, conditions in the men's

wear trade are in what might fairly be

termed an almost chaotic state, but it is

doubtful if manufacturer and retailer

were ever on better terms. Both have

weathered a strenuous year and facing

the gale together seems to have brought

them into closer relationship than might

under .other circumstances have been the

case. Throughout the year that is fast

drawing to a close the manufacturer has

had a trying time. What with scarcity

of material, unsettled la)bor conditions

and inadequate production, his life has

not been a merry one. Nor has the re-

tailer—the man who comes between the

manufacturer and the general public

—

avoided the thorns in picking the roses

of prosperity. On the one hand he has

been literally sitting on the factory steps

continually in valiant efforts to get in

enough supplies to meet the demands

that have been made upon him, and, on

the other hand, he has been trying to

explain to his customers that he haa

been unable to get the goods at any

price and also that, place the blama

where they may, his escutcheon at least

is clean of the charge of sending the

cost of living tj and beyond the Twen-

tieth Plane.

Regarding the cordiality that exists

between the man who turns out the

goods and the man who hands them

over to the public there can be no doubt.

The retailer realizes full well that the

manufacturer is doing all in his power

to stabilize the market, that, no matter

what measures he may take, he is unable

to bring his production up to what it

was in the days before the transforma-

tion of the labor world. He knows, too,

that the majority of the manufacturers

have, insofar as they were able, shiipped

their goods in accordance with the orders

taken, irrespective of whether or not

they lost money on the order. And that

very few of them escaped without being

burned at some time or other is known
to the trade, even though the public—

always skeptical, always suspicious

—

may have its doubts.

At the present time hundreds of suits

are being sent out and delivered to the

retailer at less than their cost of manu-

facture. When the manufacturer bought

his material he did so at a price which

has since risen, perhaps, enormously.

When he took his orders he did so on

the basis of what his cloth, his help and

his "overhead" cost him at that time.

But between the time of taking the order

and the time of delivery unforeseen dif-

ficulties may have arisen and unless he

altered his prices and treated his con-

tracts as "scraps of paper," the manu-

facturer stood to lose. This latter he

chose to do rather than "go back" on the

men with whom he had been doing busi-

ness. What is more, the manufacturer

in almost every instance did what he

could to protect the men who had bought

from him in the days when he solicited

their business. All the wants of his old

customers he may not have been abde to

fill, but he did what he could and ship-

ments were made proportionately with
those sent to these customers in the

days when supplies were more plentiful

than orders.

To these things the average retailer

has not been blind. He has had his

troubles, but that they were not more
laborious in their way than those of

the manufacturer he has understood.

And, understanding, he has taken his

rebuffs good humoredly. As the manu-
facturer has stood by him so now will

he stand by the manufacturer. The day
is coming when orders may again have
to be solicited and the men who have
played the game and played it fairly

will not lose. They will not be left in

the lurch.

For these reasons, therefore, there is

no lack of good will in the trade. "Peace
on earth" as an expression is more sig-

nificant than ever before, and "Good will

to men," as an exhortation, is, perhaps,

more potent and more far-reaching than

at any time since the world began.

FOUND TEXTILE CHAIR
That the University of Toronto would

dn the near future direct its attention

to the technical education of students in

the manufacture of textiles and woollen

goods, was the assurance given by Brig.-

Gen. Mitchell, dean of the faculty of ap-

plied science at the University of To-

ronto, before a gathering of memibers of

the Canadian Textile Institute and the

Canadian Woollen Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

General Mitchell stated that he would

personally take the matter up with Sir

Roibert Falconer, president of the To-

ronto University, and the Minister of

Education, and impress upon them the

great possibilities of instructing stu-

dents in this line. He also assured the

members that the faculty of ajpplied

science would lend its utmost assistance

and encouragement to those students

who were inclined towards this indus-

try, and would await with interest the

results of the efforts of the Canadian

•Textile Institute to evolve a scheme of

technical education.
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Spring Outlook Poor for Ties
Manufacturers of Neckwear Say Situation is Worse Than Ever and That Material is Not

to be Found Anywhere—American Houses Neither Taking Orders Nor Giving
Quotations.

THAT the situation, particularly

with reference to shortage of ma-

terial, is more aggravated this

month than ever is the opinion freely

expressed by the manufacturers of neck-

wear. American manufacturers are not

taking orders now at all, nor are they

giving quotations. And, to make mat-

ters worse, the Swiss houses are all tied

up with orders until the end of 1920.

It is generally admitted that unless

the tie-maker has goods on hand he will

be very much "out of luck." Unless

well covered ahead, the Spring outlook

for the man in the tie business is poor.

The lowest silk for this trade is now
quoted at about $10.50. There is no

doubt but that the retailer who has been

hanging back with his orders will be in

bad shape. If he has been waiting week
after week for the market to take a

favorable turn he will find out now that

conditions are even worse than before.

According to the manufacturers, the

man who has been giving and taking

and who has been willing to give and

take is the man who is going to come

out on top now. There have been some
retailers, of course, who have been

"pernickety" about their orders and who
would not accept goods unless they were

just as ordered. Among manufacturers,

too, there is not a little complaining over

this. Some of them say that clerks have

ordered goods and if their employers

did not like the "stuff" the aforementioned
clerks would put the onus on the manu-
facturer and say the shipment was not

what was ordered. In the opinion of

more than one manufacturer, there has

been quite a bit of this kind of work
going on.

"Nowadays, when the market is so

uncertain, a man has to give and take

and do what he can to help ease the

situation," is the way one man expressed

himself to DRY GOODS REVIEW.
"It must not be forgotten that we

have hundreds of customers all wanting
the same line and that every person can-

not be satisfied," stated the manufac-
turer quoted above, adding: "We placed

large orders in the American market

in June and we have not received any-

thing like 25 per cent, of what we or-

dered. We got the orders in good faith

and we carried on our plans accordingly

but there has been a big change since

then. We have to give and take and

so has the other fellow."

The reason for the increase in price

to-day is said to be due to the fact that

in the early part of the year there was
nothing doing in business. One house
had a big stock of ties at $10.50, but
they could not get them to sell. Nor
was there much of a demand created

either when they were reduced to $7.50.

At that time the firm should have gone
into the American market and bought
material for Christmas neckwear, but
they say business then did not warrant
such action and now every person is

going to suffer.

It is doubtful if there is any one
house with enough merchandise on hand
to fill a quarter of the orders that have
so far been turned in. The manufac-
turer consequently has had to readjust
his prices, and this is why the retailer,

and also the consumer, is paying higher
to-day, and is likely to pay even more
than has been the case.

Flashy Displays Catch Eye

;

Public Likes Noisy Clothes

Striking Checks and Plaids Appeal to Manager of Overcoat Depart-
ment at Fairweather's—Thinks Young Men Should Shun Black.

JAMES CRAIG, who has charge of

the overcoat department of Fair-

weather's, Toronto, is one who be-

lieves in decided patterns and colors.

"The louder they are, the better," is Mr.
Craig's idea. Checks and plaids in over-

coats are a particular hobby, as he be-

lieves that younig men should dress in

a manner consistent with youth. "I

would make it a criminal offence," .«aid

Mr. Craig to DRY GOODS REVIEW,
"for a young mian to dress in black or

sombre colors." This idea of color Mr.

Craig always trios to get into any win-

dow displays that are made of his iroods.

"Put in something particu'larlv flashy

in a window and see what happens," said

Mr. Craig." Two or three fellows will

come along and all kinds of comment
will be passed. "Isn't that a howler?"
one will say. and another will cry out,

"Who the dickens would ever wear a

thing like tbat?" And so it will igo all

day long. No iperson who looks in the

window wc/uld think of wearing a thing

like that. Oh dear, no. But, jinst the

samf^, you generally see the stuff that no

one would Avear go a whale of a lot fas-

ter than the stuff that the public will

hardly take interest enough in to look

at."

GARMENT MAKERS ELECT
OFFICERS

H. H. Peabody, Walkerville, Again
Chosen as President

The election of officers concluded the

convention of the Canadian Garment
Manufacturers' Association recently held

at the King Edward Hotel.
" The

officers elected were: President, H. B.

Peabody, Walkerville (re-elected) ; East-
ern vice-president, H. M. Levine, Mont-
real; Western vice-president, C. A. Gra-
ham, Edmonton; second vice-presidents,

F. S. Hodgins, Kitchener; J. A. Haugh,
Toronto; R. P. Sparks, Ottawa, and 'C.

E. Kitchen, Brantford; secretary, H. F.

Brooks, Ottawa; treasurer, W. B. Dea-
con, Belleville.

Reports of the chairmen of the dif-

ferent sections were also received.

"Hello! How's business?" used to be

the greeting exchanged by haberdashers,

but to-day it is "Hello! How|s de-

liveries?"
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MARKET REPORTS
(Contiriierl from page 42)

been very itctive this Fall, and racks are
practicall'y hare of stock at the present
timij. No further advances are reported
in carpet? and ru^is, and, as -was stated
Last month, all British goods --vill be at

steady values until the end of March.
Price sho'w tendencies to advance in

linoleums and floor coveringis. Limsesd
oil is very scarce, and quotations hiz'her,

and these advamces are reflected in the

market for oilclctlhs. A two-yard wklith

Idnol'suni is iiuiotsd at 96 ceTits a yard,

and a four-yard width 'is selling' at $1.08.

Floor coverir.irs generally ha\'e been sell-

ing well, and '^tocks in Toronto houses
at the present time are not at all haavy.

LACES
AND EMBROIDERIES
Demand for Silk Nets for Evening

Dre>rses Continues Unabated—Active
hiq.uiry for Embroidcrv for

Children's Wear
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.—The

very active inqiudry foir sdlk nets that
hjais J)een the feature of the market in

liaices and embroideries for some time
piasit cointinues unaibated. The demand
foir tlhese metis for evear'ng dresses is

enlhanced by reason of a piarticu'iarly

brisk siocii'al seiaision, and importers are
very buisy in kieeiping UiU witi'i the inquiry.

They are sellimT to the trade at from
$1 to $1.50 per yard. In fact all laces

have a very active sale at the .presenit

tfiime, and the Va'einciienneis lace in nar-
row widths is sell'inig freely, at a wide
raeige of prices. Filet liaice a half inch

to an inch in width is quoted at from
$1 to $1.50 per dozen yards. Inquiry is

increasing for Torchon laces at from $2
bo $3 per dozen yards. Gamiisol'e lace

has been very active at from $2 to $5
per dozen yards. OrienitaL laces and
s'hadow liaices are noit particularly brisk
sellers at this time.

The demand for emibrotideries for

children's wearing apparel is still very
active, and prices are steady with quota-
tions of a month ago. They range from
85 cents to $1.50 per yard. Prices of

Swiss e'mlbro:iderii9s are vei-y hig'h, and
while goods are freely offered, deliveries

arc very slow.

BIG SCARCITY OF
FINEST SHIRTINGS

During the past month there has been
little change for the better in the s'hirt

situation. The shortage is still acute

and the manufacturers are still at their

wits' end to supply the hungry retailers

with the "necessary." Prospective buy-
ers for the country's biggest houses have
returned from New York with the dis-

quieting news that there is nothing to

be bought in the line of material. The
situation, they say, is worse than ever

and allotments are being made as low
as fifteen per cent, of former orders.

In some cases buyers are being allotted

only 10
f;^^ of basis of former business.

The cheaper lines, of course, are more
plentiful, but it is almost impossible to

get the best goods. And this is what
the puiblic is clamoring for—the best.

Prices, in consequence, are still high and
are likely to remain so.

TOUCH OF SUMMER IN WINTER WINDOW

J. x-T*:r' KCr. T_?5,

^^-^liX,.

A big Panama hat in the centre of L. J. Applegath's store on King Street, Tor-
onto, was sufficient to draw big crowds every day and evening while the dis-
play was in. Italian velours in grey, black, green and taupe were shown with
the very latest in derbies, soft hats and caps and, thus surrounded, the lonely
Panama reposed bearing the significant card; "In the Good, Old Summer
Time." A big boiiquet of Chrysanthemums on a pedestal behind the panama
heightened the effect of the orange plush flooring and the green and orange
plush draperies at the back. Some of the Mallory hats in the window were lined
with shot silk, and some of the linings, all of 7vhich ivere fancy, were in two
colors.

SILK SHIRTINGS
SOUGHT IN JAPAN

Discussing the silk shirting situation,
the head of the Harry Berger 'Shirt
Company, New York, has exipressed him-
self as follows: "Events of the last two
months have l&d many shirt manufac-
turers to look to foreign markets for a
supply of silk shirtings. We have sent
a representative to Japan to purchase
certain silk fabrics which are not ob-
tainable in the American market to-day.
The pending situation has opened up
wonderful opportunities for Japanese
shirtings in the American market. While
we would naturally favor our home silk
industry, still, under present conditions,
we are virtually forced to look to Japan
for our supply. The first shipment from
that country should reach us before very
long."

COLLAR INDUSTRY OLD
Somebody has discovered that, in

celp'brat'ng many centenaries that fall
due this year, it should not be forgotten
that 1919 is the centenary of the detach-
able collar. Hannah Montague, the wife
of a blacksmith in Troy, New York, says
this student, made the first detachable
collar in 1819. Until that year, Mr.
Montague, and all other men, had worn
undetachable collars. Mrs. Montague
chaiiged all that, and now, it is said, some
200,000 yards of goods are used everj'
day for making collars by ft single fac-
tory in the town where Mrs. Montague
surprised her husband with the first
separate one. The Rev. Ebenezer
Brown, it appears, first piit Mrs. Mon-
tague's product on sale, and his enter-
prise was the forerunner of about seven
square blocks of collar and shirt fac-
tories within a mile radius.

JANUARY MERCHANDISING
Continued from page 32

tomers several days in advance of the
sale. No igoods listed are guaranteed to
last during the entire sale and if the pur-
chaser would be sure of an offering she
must come early. A good heavy cover
should be used on this catalogue with an
attractive design. The merchant may
have these covers made up in quantity,
thereby cutting the cost of same consid-
erably. The printed matter for the in-

side may be added each month. If pro-
perly managed this idea will prove a
wonderful trade winner the year round.
January also brings along with it the

"Pre-Inventory" and "After-Inventory"
sales, both of which have their place.

Other sales plans for January may be
used if the merchant will get back of
them with the right idea, not merely
holding his January sales because every-
body else is doing it, but because he
wants to give the new year a good start

and get back of them with increased en-
ergy and enthusiasm and get into them
originality—something different — that
will attract trade to his store as dry
goods headquarters. And don't forget
that if you want 1920 to be a record-
breaker make January carry its full

r hare of the load.
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To all our
Customers, *

present and
prospective,
we extend
the season's

heartiest

#reetinsfi!
HAMILTON CARHARTT COTTON MILLS LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

When Users Give Such Praise

Dealers

Cannot Hesitate to Stock

Merchants find a ready sale for

Tapatco line—netting them splendid
profits. Are you doing the business you
should do in work gloves? Many dealers

report immediate increase in glove sales

after introducing these goods to their cus-

tomers.

" Mon'hs of Wear in Every Pair

Styles—Gauntlet, Knit Wrist and Band Top.

Weight—Heavy, Medium and Light.

Material—Leather Tip, Leather Faced, Jersey.

Gloves and Mitts in Tan, Slate and Oxfords.

The American Pad & Textile Co., Chatham, Ont.
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INDIA LONGCLOTHS,
CAMBRICS,

NAINSOOKS
AND

MADAPOLAMS
will make your

January White
Goods Sales

a success, and bring you the prestige

of Horrockses' years of establishment
and reputation.

If your stocks are not as complete as they
should be, write our Canadian Agent.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Ltd.,

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.
Manchester, England.

/i/ John E. Ritchie, Canadian Agent \i\
591 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
Branches : Toronto and Vancouver

United States Agents: Wright & Graham Conripony

110 Franklin St., New York City

ll|i| III'M |l1:|1iill'll|ir7-\

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Througliout the Civilized World.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.

Edmonton, Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.
Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.
London, Ont. Victoria, B.C. Winnipeg, Man.

Hamilton, Ont.

deputation gained by long years of vigorous
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, ^ZX^l'^i:^ni
TORONTO, CANADA.

SPECIAL VALUES
Direct from Mill to the Trade through

Commission Merchants

Grey and Fancy Worsteds
Blue and Black Serges
Pure Wool Scotch Tweeds

for Men's Wear
Also

Botany Wool Serges, Gabardines, Etc.
for Women's Wear

C. E. ROBINSON & CO.
Importers and Commission Merchants

Mappfn & Webb Building

10 VICTORIA ST. MONTREAL
Tel. Uptown 8553

SHEET MUSIC
added to your various lines will attract more cus-
tomers to your store than any other medium you
could employ. This with a liberal profit in addi-
tion, should warrant you in making immediate ar-

rangements to take on a line.

The McKINLEY EDITION
OF TEN CENT MUSIC

is the best line as a foundation for your sheet music
department. It is the most popular line of Standard,
Classic and Teaching Music. It is universally en-
dorsed by teachers, students and the general music
loving public. Each selection is placed in a heavy
manila stock cover bearing name and number of the
selection, 20 substantial stock boxes and 500 cata-
logs bearing your business imprint. The sale of
McKINLEY MUSIC affords you

150% PROFIT
The McKinley Edition (revised for Canadian trade)
jonforms in every detail with Canadian copyright
laws.

Our JobbingJ)epartment is the largest and most complete in
tbe country. We can take care of your wants for anything in
sheet music.

ilcEinlep iWugic Company
THE'LARGEST SHEET MUSIC HOUSE

IN THE WORLD
CHICAGO, ILL

1501-13 E. 55th St.
NEW YORK
145 W. 4Sth St.

TELEGRAMS:
WAKEFUL

GLASGOW

CODE:
A.B.C.

5TH EDITION

WILSON & CO.
48 ALBION STREET

GLASGOW

MANUFACTTRERS

Ecru and Colored Madras Muslins,

Coin Spots and Figured Harness

Book Muslins Robe Muslins

Voiles

Anglo-Swiss and Broche Muslins,

"Wilsco" Lawns, **Zelette''

LACE CURTAINS
LACE NETS



Paris, France.

Editor, DRY GOODS REVIEW:—Al-
though fur has been very fashionable

'during the past years, I don't think its

vogue has ever reached such a high

pitch as this Winter. It is used every-

where, and in every manner, as we shall

'see below.

This can be explained by the fact that

practically everybody has money; either

it was earned during the war, or, as

the soldiers get a premium when de-

'mobilized, this amount is being spent

'freely, and fur is not only a luxury, but,

'if the present 'cold weather is to con-

tinue, a necessary article of clothing.

Therefore every woman wants some
furs, more or less expensive, according

'to her means, but she must have some!

If you consider that demand which is

exceedingly brisk in every country, and

on the other hand that half the produc-

tion of the world does not reach our

markets, since very little comes from
Russia and Siberia, you will not wonder
at the high prices furs fetch nowadays.

In France, moreover, we have to count

with the exchange, which is certainly

most unfavorable. Yet, as I said be-

fore, the fur trade is a very good busi-

nj3S at present.

Staple Furs

The best sellers are:

Skunk and skunk opossum, beaver an!
nutrias, ermine, mink, moles, sable-dyed

squirrel, Hudson seal and seal coneys—

-

all the varieties of dyed coneys (blue,

slate, beaver, etc.), which are used as

trimm.ings. All these are staple.

In the fancy lines, we have mostlj

monkey, dyed black, and Thibet, uncurled

and dyed, to imitate blue fox, grey,

brown, 'and sometimes used in white.

Foxes of all kinds and fishers are always
fashionable.

Monkey and thibet generally come in

as fringes. However I have seen some
instances where whole collars and big

gauntlet cuffs were made of thibet

skins.

Various new furs have been intro-

duced which were neglected when we

Lad everything we wanted, such as fly-

\nj squirrel used dyed, pahmi, etc. These
are not quite so expensive and find a
i ale among the dressmakers. Coneys
l.ave reached extreme prices on account
of the scarcity of the article and the

demand.

Fur Trimmings Abound

Furs are used everywhere, either in

fringes, in 'bands, in motifs (on evening
dresses, where they come in as flowers,

in mole, or knots in ermine).

Monkey fringes are seen edging velvet

hats, or on each side of a wide ribbon
which is fastened around the neck, or

made into a muff with the same ribbon

in the middle, ended with a big velvet

bow. These three articles would make
a very original set for a lady who wishes

to look uncommon. ^
The same band in any fur round tne

neck is very fashionable; it is but a

r3ctangular piece of thibet, mole, or

any other skin, folded and fastened by
a very long ribbon that hangs in several

loops down the back. Some great big

-'^A'"y-'^w^'mm gyi!»«ii»-,aT.waMtw!»T<T»awt.-^j»:'-gg.-.:TO>y.i!ai

Rich Novelty Silks Are Important For Linings

At least, they are in Paris, and so our correspondent has sent these samples to DRY GOODS REVIEW to give

our readers some idea of the interesting and unusual designs.

1. A novelty in striking patriotic colors. One can decipher a crown, a shield, a unicorn, an eagle, a chanticleer

on a cloudy ground of blues, greys and browns. (No. 4 in letter.)

2. A soft satin in rose pink used with light furs such as ermine or for evening cloaks. The motifs are I'/i in.

across and placed 4'/^ in. apart. They show deep blue, lemon, lilac, grey and other tones in their mixture. (No. 6 in

letter.)

.3. Suitable for lining sets in this black satin with .'i-inch motifs in cerise, blue and green. (No. 2 in letter.)

4. A striking combination of grey, white and light purple. (No. 1 in letter.)

5. Taupe ground with moons in various bright colors. (No. 3 in letter.)

6. Another fancy lining in dull shades with an outstnndng bright color—cerise in this case. (No. ^ in letter.)
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cuffs, narrow at the wrist and very
broad around the elbow, which they
cover, make a very comfortable set.

Such sets are generally worn with a
tailored costume, and very often we have
some fur on the skirt in several narrow
ibands on each side, either straight or

across the skirt, and a similar trimming
on the iacket. When the latter is very
long and slightly fitting, the fur is at

the bottom all around, and comes up in

front, as high as the neck, thus giving
the ensemble a somewhat oldish look not
unpleasant to see.

New Collars and Muffs

Collars are gradually changed into

stoles. They still cover the shoulders
which they imprison, but they have
longer ends in front, so that they begin
to look more like the ancient stole, al-

though still very different.

Muffs are no longer round and stiff.

There again, we return to the big flat

muff, very supple. Most of the new
shapes are barrel-like, hut big and some-
times flounced at the top, so as to have
a peculiar shape, oroad at the bottom
and narrow at the top. This, of course,

applies mostly to the supple fur muff,
made of mole, ermine, etc., but you could
have same in velvet with fur bands at
each opening.

Coats and Coatees

We also have fur coatees, which are
generally a band of fur with the skins
worked in the length, that go down to

the waist an;l are, as a rule, fastened
under the arms, with the armholes al-

lowing the hand to come through, but
very often they only open in front, and
closely cover the bust. There is a
turned-up collar, in the shape of a shawl,
or a muffler with one end hanging down
the back. Such collars are in another
fur, to make the coatee look more fanci-

ful.

outside or with the fur inside, like re-

versible coats.

Almost all the fur coats for evening
wear are capes with a big pelerine col-

lar closely fitting the shoulders, and a

wide band at the bottom, gathering in

the fullness of the coat.

When such coats are in satin or velve'

they may be fur-lined, the fur being
used in fringes one inch apart, so that

it be lighter. I saw an instance where
a nice blue velvet cape was thus lined

with white thibet fringes that came out

into a very wide shawl collar.

All fur coats are generally in mink,

which is highly in favor, or in dyed
squirrel, which looks very nice, too. A
few (on account of the scarcity of the

materials) are in broadtail, or Astrakan

strass beads crossing the brim in front.

Our little ones will also have some
fur, in small quantity, however, as it is

neither good for their health to have

SUMMARY OF PARIS
STYLES

Furs on the high tide of

favor.

Skunk, opo.>?^uni, beaver and
I'^rmine are 'best sellers.

Dyed monkey and Thibet for

fringes, bands and motifs in

trimming.-i.

Paris combines bands of vel-

vet ribbon with its fur<.

Muffs harrel shaped.

Large collars im{>rison the

shouldei's and broad bands c(m-

line the fullness at the hem in

new evening cloaks.

Fur toques with delicate em-
broidered veils for winter.

Fur-trimmed velvets for
children—no muflfs.

Elaborate satin linings en-

hance the richness of all furs.

I have seen some of these made of

kid skin and lined with a beautiful

checked velvet; they were thus devised

so as to be worn either with the fur

'(kid replaces it for cheaper garments).
•Ermine comes in fairly often with

sheared white coney for substitute.

Of course, Russi?.n sables are always
used.

The shapes are very much the same
as for cloth cloaks.

Traveling fur coats are of a more
staple shape, as a rule they are very
long, straight jackets, narrow, so as to

suit the fashion. Beaver, and its sub-

stitute, nutria, are often used, and we
have also the woollen cloth coats made
in one of the materials I sent you in

my last letter, and fur-lined with natural

grey squirrel, which comes also as trim-

ming. Another very fashionable trim-

'ming this Winter is natural raccoon.

Fur Toques With Veils

We have some fur hats, generally

bonnets of the Russian or Persian type,

or turbans.

Such toques will be very fashionable

during the Winter, with very fine em-
broidered veils, and a silver arrow with

too much, nor pretty. A nice scarf collar
will edge their velvet cape, with a band
arjund their bonnet hat. Stone marten
will do very well for such purposes, also
^^rey squirrel. Ermine always suits

youth to perfection in collars or in

mufflers, with the black tails for
'fringes. We shan't have our children
wear muffs to a great extent: it hinders
them more than it helps them.

Gay Linings in Abundance
Herewith are specimens of what we

mostly use.

As you see, plain materials, except
brocades, are still neglected, and the
vogue already pointed out last year,

still continues for elaborately printed
^materials.

Apart from velvet which is used iplain,

we have mostly satin:

1. Grey and purple big motifs, is

mtended for coats or coatees. It would
match mole very well in the shade of

sample. I would not advise using it

for sets, for which No. 2 is preferable.

This nice pattern might be used to great
advantage as a lining for a silk evening
coat. For fur garments, T-^vould choose

a ground in the shade of the fur. The
ground of No. 3, for instance, taupe, is

one of the best to match furs. The big

moons of all shades make it more lively

and look nice. You see by the attached

range that other grounds are also ef-

fective such as horizon blue, sand,

mauve. You notice that these shades

are somewhat dull. I prefer them, how-
ever, to No. 4, which I am sending for

comparison, rather than as a novelty. It

was shown early in tho season and had
colors of a somewhat patr.ot-c hue.

No. 5 is another specimen of fancy

lining in the same kind of dull shades

as above mentioned. It looks effective

and staple, almost, and will be adopted

by many ladies who are not extravagant

in the choice of their garments.

Last of all. No. 6, is a sample destined

to be used on light furs, such as ermine,

but I would rather have it for lining

who^e evening cloaks.

Next month I will tell you more about

Winter fashions and especially sundries.



Soaring Prices Continue
Some Swiss Merchandise is on the Market, but Dehveries are Slow—Navy as Strong as

Ever for Spring—A Thrift Campaign Might Reduce Prices—Velvets Scarce.

THE silk situation &o far as prices

are concerned is practically set-

tled for 1920. For ten months at

least thiere can be little change. Tbis is

due to the fact that a'limiost every mill

is sold up to that timie, and no deliveries

are promised ibefore April. To uisure de-

livery for riext Fall it is necessary to
'

have orders placed imimediiately. Even
Swiss houises are very much ibehi'nd. One
of the largest miills luas just this last few

weeks put back all January deliveries to

May and June. Canadian buyers are

paying very high prices in order to get

the goods from this miarket for delivery

for next Fall.

Some buyers are badly deceived in

their estimati'on of a few months ago.

They said t.hiat everybody was buying

wild, far beyond the possibilities of the

trade, so they would be wise and go

slow. Then, when the trade slackened

they would be in a position to snap up a

lot of odd lots whidh dealers were unable

to get off their 'hands. The contrary,

however, occurred, and -salks are at a

premium v.ith tboth retailers and job-

bers. Manufacturers, too, are in a

quandary as to where to secure enough

to keep their help going on. Dealers in

all lines are out to get any they can lay

their hands on anywhere.

Swiss Goods Coming In

The latest reports this month, how-

ever, are encouraging so far as S'>viss

goods are concerned, for the long-delayed

shipments are beiginning to come in. One
importer has just received the invoice of

goods from Zurich wihich were promised

for August. The labor situation in that

country appears to be growinig m.ore

furious and even approximating the sit-

uation in the United States. Tin the same

mail with the invoice mentioned above

this dealer received a letter from Zurich

in which the mill, owing to difficulties in

the labor myrl<et, was eonipelled to post-

pone delivery of certain goods expected

in December until July, 1920, "regrettmg

that this might mean the closing of an

old and valued account." .

The ever-increasing prices for such

foods as Baronette satin, Moonglo,

Kumsd-Kuimsa, and other heavy fancy

crepe silks, as well as heavy ribbed and

raw silks, seem to be no har to their ever-

increasing popularity. The stroncest

Vme for Spring, from ali present indi-

cations, win he taffeta. Great quantitie--

of this will mo doubt bo sold, not only for

dresses, but for numbers of suits. There

are those in the trade who look with

favor on tafTeta suits for later Spring,

but so iar the trade itself is taking chief-

ly to the heavy novelty silks for suits.

There is a strong revival of foulards

promised again. New and more varied

patterns are on the market in these some
introducing touches of the gold so fash-

ionahle this Wdiiter. iCbmlbinations of

black and gold are good and the figures

in the jiattemis can be had in medium and
small sizes.

Silk Serges From France

There are so'me beautiful heavy sillk

serges coming over from France. These
silks are of the same weave and texture

as the fine Botany senges, except that

they are all pure silk. Georgette, both
plain and figured, is expected to receive

quite as much attention as formerly.

Habutais are going up every day in

price. In fact, they have gone up 80 per

cent in the last two weeks. This is said

to he due in part to the fact that men
are all wearing silk shirts and also to the

feet that Japan herself is consummig
more siik than she was ever known to

do in previous years. Japan, with her

population of some fifty million, would
not find it difficult to make quite a gap
in tile supplies of her silk available for

foreign countries should they comsume
a larger ciuantity, which would be only

a small uerccntaige of an increase for

individuals.

Navy Strong

The call for navy blue silks of ai]

kindls is simply enormous for Spring.

This applies to the rural districts as well

as to the large fashion centres. Navy
is wanted for travelling, for street wear,

for house wear for sport wear and prac-

tically every wear. Next to navy, dark
ibrown, taupe and gray are in demand.
Copenhagen and sapphire blues too, are

very popular but considerably less so

than the navy. For trimming bright

oran("-e shades henna, etc., are (being

taken up for early Spring occasions.

Prices, as stated before, are practically

fixed for 1920, so far as tihe retailer is

Some of the

Newest Silks

1. A wide-ribbed two-tone
silk in purple and ecru. 2.

A fine crepe rib in rose and
silver grey mixture. 3. A
wide black satin face stripe
with peacock and golden
brown plaid stripe, ribbed.
4. A large plaid pattern in
flame and white. 5. \ rib-
bed plaid in turquoise and
sand. With the exception
of No. 3 these are all new
ideas in Fan-ta-si for 1920,
shown by A. Niegel, Inc.,
New York. No. 3 is from

Silks Limited, Toronto.

conccrnied, owing to thie mills being all

sold out. The sailccess of the recent Vic-

tory Loan camipaiign asisuresi that there

is plenty of mioney in the country, and
the freedom of its circulation cannot help

but increase the dry goods trade. There
is the possibility of an early check on the

soaring tendencies of prices in case there

should be a national thrift movement
such as that inanigurated during the war.
Should people be induced to decrease

their demandis for purely luxurious ar-

ticles there is lititle doulbt this wofuld

have some effect on prices.

A Veritable Spending Orgy

The spirit of conservation prevalent

thiroughout the war period seems to have
a'lfmost disappeared. In its* place has.

arisen a reckless extravagance and un-

restrained gaiety. Everywhere there is

dancing-, dining and entertaining. The
subsiding of this to siome degree would
bring people to a more normal and
serious state of mind, wlhiich would prob-

ably tend to reduce sliglhtly the cost of

living, but as it is there is no immediate
reason for such a state of mind, so you
have the vicious circle. The only ra-

tional solution of the problem seems to

be the increase of production. With a

little less of the spirit of spending in

both workers and entrepreneurs it would
seem that all our labor troubles would

be o^Tr. But this is only a pipe dream
and not of immediate concern to business

men. They have very little time for

analyzing or attempting to control the

psychological attitude of consumers.

Their immediate concern is to get the

goods the public is asking for and put

them across the counter at the lowest

price possible consiistent with profit. The

fact remains, however, that the price in-

crease? are the most persistent feature

of the present market. And often the

prices of repeat orders are found to be

higher than the original placing. For
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instance, a certain line of isiLk Ibeing sold

for $3.;35 a yard by the wholesaliers was
$3.65 when the wholesaler sent in a re-

peat order. Nevertheless, tihe g'oods had
to be secured at no matter what price.

One of this whoilesaler's icuistomers stat-

ed that he woxild be willing to pay no
more than $S a yard and would do with-

c^it it if he could not get it for that. The
dealer replied with the much-used
phrase: 'We wooild be sorry to lose your
account, but are no longer able to fill

your order even at $3.35." The result was
that the customer, now fully awake,
wired that he mxist have the order fill-

ed at any price.

Unbelievable Increases in Price

It is purelj- a seller's market that ob-
tains. Allmost unhelievalble increases

have taken place in the silk market in

the United Stiates. Some samples of

.American weaves were offered recently

to a Toronto dealer for prices $5 and $7
a yard more than that at which he was
selling to the trade in this country. With-
out doubt the Summer trade will be
forced to accept a certain amiount of

cotton instead of the silks wihioh mi^ght

turn over readily, ibut where people ihave

the m.oney and want the silk, the price

will no doubt be paid.

For next Fall some orders have already
been placed. In fact quite a goodly num-
ber, but those which have not been al-

ready accepted will not likely be placed
for somie time, beciaiuse mills are not
taking business beyond July. The ten-

dency so far is to take up the bright
evenin'i' colors of this season, and douibt-

less next season American beauty, royal
blue, jade green, etc., will all be seen in

abundance. Crepe meteors, brocaded
silks and metal woven chiffons are
spoken for.

Supply of Velvets Low
Velvets will be worn next Winter to

the full extent of the supply, but as re-

ported in previous issues of DRY GOODS
REVIEW, these lines, as well as vel-

veteens, are almost entirely sold up for
1920, and mills being rather unicertain

as to space do not even guarantee that
orders will be filled completely.

WOOLEN GOODS
Prices iligh and Goods Scarce—"People

Will Have to Take What They
Can Get"

Little additional can be said on fash-
ions for Spring in woollen goods. "People
will have to take just whatever they can
get," is the chorus of several dealers in-

terviewed by DRY GOODS REVIEW on
the subject. The remarkable scarcity

pertaining to so (many types of nier-

ohandise is very miuch to the fore in the
woollni cloth miarfcet.

About seven-eigthths of thesie goods
coming from England, the mlarket is

strongly affected, by the prevalent fad
for strikes for more pay and less woilc.

Canadian mills have not been so serious-

ly handicapped but they are not able to

turn out the fine Englisli serges which
people are demanding and which will

not, for a niTmlber of seasons, oease to

be the staple article amongst woollens.

As regards silvertones, tweeds and
velours, Canadians are producing some
fine materials, but they are not in a po-

sition to enlarge their plants at present
in order to cope with the increased de-

mands put upon them.

Orders Oidy Filled in Part

As an example of the utter inadequacy
of the output, one dealer stated that
when placing an order for velours with
a large Canadian mill, he was simply
informed that they could fill his order
to the extent of one quarter.

Nevertheless, it is not likely that there
will be a direct shortage as considerable
sujpplies are already on hand for Spring
business although at exceedingly high
prices—prices, in fact, that promise to

exceed themselives every few mjonths.
Serge, of course, will always find a
ready sale, the fine and medium quali-

ties 7 and 10 oz. weights being' considered
best, in the Botany and crossbred.
Then there will be tricotinos and ga-

bardines, while jersey does not expect
to lose any of its vogue. A few fancy
serge weaves are going to be shown, in-

cltading chevrons and heningbones. Two-
tone yarn dyed suitings are expected to

be favored as well asi many plaids and
stripes for separate skirts of the sport
variety. *

Navy Ten to One
As regards colors, navy will be as

mnich in fashion as ever. One dealer
stated to DRY GOODS REVIEW that
Jiie could sell ten yards of navy to one
of any other collor. That is for sei-iges,

tricotines and gabardines. In jersey the
favored shades are kangaroo brown, nut
broAvn and taupe. In velours—a fabric

very attractive for Spring separate coats
—Copenhagen and sand are in greatest
desman d.

Heavy Jersey for Next Fall

And speaking of coats, next Fall there
will be on the market a heavy weight
jersey cloth about 18 ounces, in fact
suitable for Winter rwrajps, and retailing

at about $8 per yard. It may take some
time for tliis material to he generally
adopted for this purpose, but there is

little i-eason why it sihould not prove
acceptable when consumeirs are educated
to its use, as are the ligthter weights for
suits, skirts, and dresses.

A NEW FABRIC FOR SPRING
MILLINERY

"London crepe" is a lustrous crepe
being imported from London by a New
York concern. The fabric is said to

resemble Georgette crepe, but has quite

a little body to it, 30 that one thickness

is sufficient in making brii'is. W'th
Georgette crepe several thi-'kuesses and
a layer of lawn are required. Hats of

this new v,'repe are shov/n with long

willow tassels which touch the shoulder.

Small shapes of the crepe are em-
broidered or trimmed in visca fringe,

and soft crush bands of the embroid-

ered crepe are said to make charming
trims for sport hats.

LINEN
A linen importer, who has recently

returned from a trip to the Maritime
Provinces, reports that the retail trade
there is all short of linen and in the
market to buy just as are the merchants
farther inland and in the West. "Mer-
chants everywhere have forgotten what
prices mean," said this salesman. "We
could sell three times as much stock as
we can possibly get," he added.
Another advance of 10 per cent, is

recorded by some of the well-known Irish
houses and they are accepting orders
only up to the first of July. They offer
no hope as to what will be available
after that time. The flax outlet is seri-

ous and yarns are unprocuralble except
at greatly enhanced prices. This means
that the prices of manufactured goods
will probably mount up higher and
higher indefinitely. One house may ad-
vance its prices one week, another the
next, and the third the next, but they
are all bound to go up in time it seems.
The situation as outlined last month and"
at previous intervals in DRY Gl)0D3
REVIEW remains, as indicated then,
with the shortage of all lines more seri-

ous next year than has yet been the
case. Especially with handkerchiefs is

it just a question as to hvw many will

be on the market next year.

Reports from a linen expert who has
been looking over the details of the linen

manufacturing situation in Ireland,

point out that there are greater possi-

bilities than have yet been realized, or
at least than have yet been experimented
with in Ireland for raising her own sup-
plies of flax. It is stated that at the
outbreak of the war Ireland put in 45,-

000 statute acres of flax. This was
nearly all in Ulster, 1,000 acres of it be-

ing in Munster. Prices did not then
average £45 per ton, and no precaution
was taken to preserve the linseed. In

fact, 65,000 tons of linseed was destroyed
every year, and so it was no wonder that

Ireland had to depend on Russia and
other sources for her seed. It was fur-

ther shown that south of the Boyne the

best flax in the world is raised and in

that area alone Ireland could plant as

much as 400,000 acres. When this is

fully realized there is no doubt that

steps will be taken so that Ireland will

not be so dependent on the foreign im-

portation of flax as she has been in the

past It will, however, take some time

before a sufficiently large crop can be
raised in Ireland, or supplies come from
Russia and points in 'Europe, to make
any material difference to the supiplies

of manufactured linens available for re-

tailers, but it is hoped that every effort

will be put forth to increase very ma-
terially the crops of the best qualities

possible in Ireland.

Earlscourt, Toronto, is the home of

two new factories. One is a skirt

factory, employing about ten girls, the

other is for manufacturing paper
boxes.
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England Will Give and Take
She Has Alread}- Secured Her Place in Fabric Glove Market—Will

Continue to Hold Foreign Markets for Quality Goods—Cheap
Trade Will go Back to Germany, so Says Authority Who

Has Been on a Trip to America.

MR. E. L. PAGET, of William
Hollins & Company, London,
England, piaid a visit to the

Toronto office of his company on his

way home irom the World Cotton Con-
ference in New Orleans. Mr. Paget
went across to San Francisco, north to

VancQUver and through Canada, sailing

back to England about December 10.

Mr. Paget, who was interviewed by a

DRY GOODS REVIEW representative,

is quite optimistic about the results of

the New Orleans Convention, not so

much because of any direct matters
accomplished this year, but because the

way was paved for a better one later

on. Naturally, this first ibig conference

had to go through a great many pre-

liminaries, and the many questions

brought up had to be sifted out in ac-

cordance with their importance. Another
conference will be held in two years, and
in the meantime the manufacturers of

Great Britain and the United States

will have gotten their own post-war
plans on a imore definite ibasis than they

have been able to do so far, so that

future conditions of the trade will be

more easily discussed after this is ac-

complished. While Great Britain before

the war was the greatest cotton manu-
facturing country in the world, manu-
faoturers there are awake now to the

competition from the United States, and
the very progressive methods which are

being put into action.

Mr. Paget is confident, hoAvever, that

the British manufacturers bave no fear

as to losing their prestige in foreign

markets, but are, nevertheless, ready to

adopt much more progressive methods
of maintaining their foreign trade than

they have exerted themselves to do be-

fore. For one thing, they are already

sending their staff out all over the

world, to s't'- in per?or!al touclh with the

various markets and their possibilities.

A Real Shortage of Good Wool and
Cotton

A.S to the situation in ro^'ard to raw
materials, and the hope of getting bet-

ter supplies from England next year,

Mr. Paget stated to DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that there fs really a great short-

age of good wool and cotton in the raw
state. Next year, he said, will be the

worst yet for supplies, and will call for

higher prices than we have, yet experi-

enced. The labor situation, he thinks, is

clearing in England People are begin-

ning to settle down, so that production

will, no doubt, be steadied within a year;

but it will be several years yet before

anything like a pre-war production can

possibly be accomplished.

Particularly with regard to hosiery

are orders much congested, Mr. Paget
states, and there will be no satisfactory
supplies for two years.

The British trade throughout is in a
state of transition with regard to its

opinion on trading with Germany. A
very few months ago the manufacturers
and retailers were very strongly opposed
to having anything to do with Germany;
but they are pretty generally beginning
to realize now that Great Britain will

have to trade with Germany if she is

going to exact the terms of the Peace
Treaty. "Without doubt, the Germans
will regain the cheap markets," said Mr.
Paget. "Germany will, too, regain he:
toy custom." This is possible, only be-
cause of the very nature of the carrying
on of that trade in Germany by methods
which have been found impossible else-

where. In democratic countries such a^
Great Britain, the United States and
Canada, there is such a thing as social

climbing, and most of the working
people devote themsen^'es to this pursuit
in their spare hours from daily labor.

In Germany, however, the day laborer
is very willing to stay at home at night
and earn a few marks extra by making
the eyes of dolls, cr the wheels of toy*
wagons, or the tails of horses, or the

other parts of toys which can be done
easily and quickly in the jiomes. This
will be possible just so long as the

classes in Germany are so distinctly

divided as they have been. British manu-
facturers have done remarkably well

during the war in producing a much
better class of toys than they did pre-

viously, and this may be said of the

United States and Canada as well.

Nevertheless, there are those depart-

ments of the toy trade which have not
been excelled outside of Germany, and
for theie the trade will go back to Ger-

many just as soon as conditions are fav-

orable.

English Fabric Gloves Secure

There is another line of manufactur-
ing in which Mr. Paget believes the

British have gained the market for

themselves permanently, and that is the

production of fabric gloves. In this de-

partment, English manufacturers are

able to compote with Austria and Ger-

many, whence most of those lines came
before the war, and English manufac-
turers of these goods are able to meet
anything in the way of price and quality

^"h'ch can ccv^q from the markets in

Central Europe.

There will be little resumntion of the

pre-war magnitude of the leather glove

industry in England until the shortage

of leather is relieved. Such tremendous
((uantities of leather of all types were

Dry Goods Review

consumed during the war that the mar-
kets are bare the world over. There is

no hope of any supply of leather gloves
available for some time, Mr. Paget
states.

Increased Production the Only Solution

Absolutely the only solution to the
high price problem, Mr. Paget believes,

is increased production. The world is too
short of supplies of all sorts for hard
times to come very early, and, therefore,

this cry of a period of hard times to

cause lower prices is quite impractic-
able. We simply have to get to work,
and work hard and long, if we want
prices to come down, and it will be quite

a few years before we can possibly pro-

duce enough to begin to fill up the gaps
which the war has caused in stock and
reserves everywhere.

A TRUE STORY
It Happened in Toronto Two Weeks Ago
—One of Life's Little Tragedies

—

Illustrative of the "Oppression
of l^abor by Capital"

The employer 'had spoken to one of

the girls whoan he had overhead talking
on the telephone and carrying on a tri-

vial conver.sation, and remanded her that
it was against the rules of the firm that

an employee should be called to the

'phone. Any necessary mesisages miight

be received at the office and thence given
to the employee. Whereat girl asked:
"Do you mean to say that this firm is

so mean it will niot allow its employees
to ta'k on tlie telephone?"

"Certainly," he answered. "It's even
meaner than that. If the emiployees wish
to use a telephone they may have one
installed at their own expense."

"I don't think I care to v/ork for a firm
that's as mean as all that."

"And the beauty of it is that you don't

have to work for this firm if you don't

want to," was the reply.

A few minutes later the girl had per-

suaded two of her chums to go on strike.

So they put on their hats and coats and
started out of the buiilding. At the door,

however they met the factory superin-

tendent, who listened to. their story and
;t:iersu.-^ded them to corns back. As they
enterod the workrowm they miet the em-
ploye? .

"Well." he asked, "have ^om decided

*^o quit vour foolishness and come back
to work''"

But one of the girls had her hand-
kerchief out by this time, and was be-

ginning to sob.

"I don't carp" she said. "1 loist one
boy b-becaiise I couldn't use the 'phcne,

and if I 1-Mse this o»"^ vou'^1 have to

keen me for the rest o^ my I'fe!"

Myers' Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Store,

of Halifax. N.S.. wn« damaged to the
extent of two or three thousand dollars,

by a sp'^'^re storm which occurred No-
vember the fifth. Only a few weeks
before, Mr. Myers had refitted with a

complete new stock of high-class gar-

ments.
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Up and Up Go Cottons
Every Yard Coming From Mills in Canada,^ England and the

United States is Quickly Snapped up—A Scarcity in

Every Department of the Trade.

THE situation in regard to supplies

of cotton, both white and colored

lines, continues to grow more seri-

ous. A buyer for a well-known Can-
adian wholesale house prophesied two or

three months ago in DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW that the prices then named for

the Spring of 1920 would, in his opinion,

mark the high level, has entirely re-

versed his oipinion. He now prophesies
much higiher prices for the Fall of 1920

than those for the present season. He
recagnizes the growing scarcity all over

the world of cotton goods, in Canada
and United States, as well as in Europe;
the difficulty of the labor situation, and
the likelihood of a further rise in raw
cotton influenced by the late crop fall-

ing below the average, as well as the

demand of Europe, where raw ootton

su(piplies have become so depleted during
the war. Conditions are worse in this

respect in England and United States

and worse there than in Canada. Even
in this country the production of the

loom is mot at all up to normal.

By the end of Novemiber the whole-

sales were geitting quite scarce of goods
for imimediate delivery and on many
lines which they Ivad been selling for

Sipring, 1920, they were refusing to ac-

cept any further orders. This was not

sio much that they had oversold the al-

lotment that the mills had made them a

few months ago, as that they recog-

nized that they were even uncertain of

the (curtailed amount allowed them.
While prices quoted iby the wholesale

showed little difference in white and
grey lines, prices on colored goods had
gone up in many cases. This was be-

cause the wholesiales had found that

they could not repeat orders and were
afraid that the goods they had ordered

would not "be given them, or else w'here

they attempted to repeat the price

quoted was greatly in advance of what
they had paid in placing their oniginal

order.

Manufacturers Also in Difficulties

The situation in regard to scarcity of

goods has been comiplicated by the fact

that the manufacturers, that is, shirt

makers and other converting companies,
came down on the wholesales ready to

pick up anything on which they could

make spot delivery. When orders for

Spring were given to the mills by the

converters their own stocks of yard
goods were very small, as they had been
exhausted during the previous months.
The converters, after starting out their

season, have found that their deliveries

were getjiing very slow and feared that

thiey -would not be able to secure nearly

all of their orders, 'so- that they w^ere

forced to go to the jobbers to supple-

ment. The jo'bbers, as a rule, particu-

larly in staple cotton lines, were fairly

well stocked and had ordered more
lightly for Spring than usual, but the

orders from the manufacturers cleared

up all they had and a good many now
'have lighter stocks than usual. They
in their turn are finding delivery slow

and are fearful of very slow Spring de-

liveries, and where they did not place

large orders for Spring they find that

they cannot repeat now, hut have little

expectation of getting delivery mudh be

fore next Fall. The usual experience of

the johiber in ordering from the mills

now is that he cannot get the promise

of anything withiin six months and some
cases longer. The m.ills themselves are

forced to go carefully and are not over-

selling as was the case in many inci-

dents during the war.

Buyers, who have been over to the

United States, report much the same
conditions. Not only has there been a

good demand from the public through
t.he retail stores and from converters,

but there has been a 'big export trade.

Deliveries are most uncertam in Eng-
lish lines and more so in tne \merican.

An increase of 25 to 50 per cent, in

prices is the general prediction through-
out the trade. Lawns and serges from
England are difficult to obtain, buc

serge garments, it is expected, will be

good for next Spring-.

Swiss muslins will be featured for

mid-season • frocks and their lainty

freshness will surely make an aipneal to

the trade. Not only are the plain and
white dotted lines receiving attention,

but patterns with colored dots are said

to be good. One fine material is shown
with a narrow white stripe separating

the rows of cadet blue dots.

Voiles vs. Georgettes

Then, there are many indications that

flowered voiles of the fine English
variety Avdll be wanted, even more so
than last year. This is due to the in-

creasing price of silk. Georgette, both
•plain and fig-ured, being practically pro-
hibitive, many women will find an ac-

ceptable substitute in cool, summery
costumes of voile. You see, when
Georgette is $3.00 a yard laid down and
a whole dress of it would have to sell

for around $50.00, it is much more pos-
sible to sell a dress made of a com-
bination of Georgette and voile in a
pattern almost identical with the more
expensive Georgette, w'hen the voile can
be had for $1.50 a yard.

Customers having the longest ac-
counts with the mills are faring hetter
than those smaller firms which are just
starting into the business. There was
a time when, American voiles could (be

had fior 20 cents and the majority of
manufacturers bought it for popular
priced goods. But the dealer that
bought the finer lines from the Englisih

mills, priced about 75 cents at that time,,

are enjoying an advantage now because
their accounts are of long s.tandinig.

Those others can scarcely get American
voile at any price now. Moreover, the
demand is for the best quality in all

•lines, for it does not ipay to put labor to
work on anything else. So that the time
is not very propitious for those who are
trying to get into the English market
for the first time.

On December 8, birthday of the T.
Eaton Co., a statue of the late Timothy
Eaton was unveiled in one of the main
aisles on the ground floor. It is somie-
whiat larger than life, done in bronze
on a green niar'ble ba.se. The figure is

seated in an armchair. To celebrate the
birthday further, most of tho stoi'e win-
dows contained models of the store as
it appeai-ed in 1S69. Asters and chrys-
anthemum.s»and talil candles on high
stands were arranged around the minia-
ture building, and gave the whloi'ne a
charming setting. In the Yonge and -Al-

bert wirjclow a huge birthday cal;e was
placed cont.nining layer upon layer of

a circular structure coverad with plaster,

each layer being ornamented with elec-

tric candVs.

The Peter McSweeney Co., of Moncton,

N.B., have recently presented each of

their employees with a life insiiramce

policy in tlie Metropolitan Insurance Co.

The married m'en were written for $1,000

and single em.ployees for $500. In the

case of the latter, the amount increase's

$100 every year for five years providing

the employee remains with the firm.

Upon- leaving- the Peter McSweeney Co.

the policy does not lapse if ^he employee

continues to pay the premiums formerly

paid by the firm. The whole insurance

totis^ls over $30,000 and is known as group

insurance, -whereby-^no medical examiinia-

'

tion is necessary.
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Mark Fisher Sons & Co.

Two New and Important Departments

LINENS
"Kingfisher"

Scalloped and hemstitched

TABLE CLOTHS and NAPKINS
TRAY CLOTHS

TEA CLOTHS, SCARVES
Finest quality, best selling designs and
sizes.

Staples

Crashes, huckabacks, terries, white and
coloured mercerized damasks, linen

damasks, linen table cloths, and napkins,
English bath towels, white and colors.

"Snowcrest"

Madapolams, longcloths, sheets and
pillow cases

Your Mail-order enquiries will receive immediate aileniion.

SILKS
Our range includes all the popular lines,

some of which are very scarce at present:

Just arrived! Large range of finest

SATIN METEORS

We can supply you with

CHIFFON TAFFETAS
Ivory, White, Navy, Black, and other

wanted shades

DUCHESS SATINS
All shades

CHARMEUSE SATINS
Navy Blue, etc.

GREETINGS

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS AND
FRIENDS A MERRY CHRISTMAS lAND A

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

MARK FISHER3 SONS & CO.
Fine Woollens, Silks, Tailors' Trimmings, Linens

28 VICTORIA SQUARE

70 Bay St.

TORONTO

231 HoIIis St.

HALIFAX

286 and 290 McDermott Ave,

WINNIPEG

93-99 Germain St.

ST. JOHN
Booth BIdg., Sparks St.

OTTAWA
Lister Chambers
HAMILTON

MONTREAL

420 Cordova St.

VANCOUVER

5 Duffield Block

LONDON, Ont.
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To the Silk Buyer-
With pleasure we announce the formation of The

Hamm & Riley Silk Co., Ltd.

Warehouse at 55 Bay St., Toronto

We will specialize in a complete line of

Broad Silks

of reliable qualities

Our salesman will be on the road after January
1st and will call upon you.

Hamm & Riley Silk Co., Ltd.
55 BAY ST., TORONTO

Is your stock attractive and complete
in

Your Men's Department?
In the different lines we offer you, you will

find genuine value that cannot be surpassed
elsewhere. Our goods always appeal to the

careful buyer. Order early to ensure best

selection at lowest prices.

Working and Outing Shirts
Flannels, all Shades
Tweeds, Sateens
Drills, Oxfords
Flannelettes
Night Shirts

Pyjamas
Boys' Waista

Ouf travellers are now on the road with our range
for Spring 1920.

Jieaccfv

'JS^Ul-exM^UO'ra^

VOU CAN SELL WITH CONFIDENCE
IF YOU HAVE THIS MARK ON YOUR

SHIRTINGS
There is an enormous range of fine designs, and
you are sure to find just the one you want!

The SHIRTINGS include Zephyrs, Cheviots, Silk
and Cotton, Fancy Mattes, Ceylons, All-wool and
Union Tafifetas.

The Dress Goods include the ORIGINAL SCOTCH
GINGHAMS and latest novelties in Voiles and
Crepes.

David & John Anderson, Limited
ATLANTIC MILLS, GLASGOW
REPRESENTED IN CANADA BY

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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MALLINSON'Q
Silks de Luxe " k_/

the silks for every purpose and occa-

sion that have eliminated the old

fashioned idea of Silk Seasons.

There is always a demand for

Mallinson's Silks—there is always a

Mallinson Silk for every silk demand
and new ideas shown monthly to

keep this demand constant.

The January display is ready

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY, Inc.

"The New Silks First"

NEW YORK—Madison Avenue—31st Street

CHICAGO—923 Postal Telegraph Bldg.

MONTREAL—516 New Birks Bldg.
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Big Advances on Trappers' Prices for 1920
Fur Dealers Offering lOO Per Cent, in Some Cases More Than Was Paid in 1919—Marten

Doubles—Muskrat, Mink, Fisher, Beaver, White and Cross Fox Very High.

IF
the new prices for the Winter

season of 1919-1920 that the raw fur

dealers in Canada are sending out to

the trappers are an indication of the

prices next year, there will (be little

chance of the hoped-for decline in furs

for the Fall season of 1920.

DRY GOODS REVIEW has secured a

corresponding' list of one dealer for 1919
and 1918 and in nearly every case the

prices promised the trappers show a

heavy increase during the year. The
catch covered 'by the new list will be the

material used by fur manufacturers and
sold to the retailers for the Fall season

of 1920. With such an advance in prices

paid to the trapper it would seem almost
impossible under any ordinary condition

to look for a decline; the national expec-

tation would ibe that prices will be higher
than ever for next Fall.

In a special message urging the trap-

pers to start their work, this dealer

states that, "This year, by all appear-

ance, will be the most prosperous one
for all trappers. Furs have reached a

most abnormal level and certain lines,

such as minks, rats and skunk are bring-

ing prices where it is possible for every-

one that can bandle a trap to go out and
make some real money. Therefore, it is

up to you to get busy and catch all the

furs you c?v., and ship them in to us as

soon as the/ are dry. By so doing you
will take advantage of these extreme
prices."

One year before, this dealer had urged
some of the trappers to get as many furs

as they could, telling them that "the

trappers will be able to make more
money than ever before." With the big

advance this year this advice to them ap-

plies more than ever.

In a special table in connection with
this article a comparative list is given

of prices that are offered for Canadian
skins for this coming Winter and for

last year. The division of one of the

price lists that has been sent out to trap-

pers and other dealers in pelts has been
followed, giving prices for extra large,

medium and small. Some of the ad-

vances are very large. For instance,

extra large beaver Vv-^hich last year would
bring from .$24.00 to .$28.00 are up $7 to

$8 a skin. The large which were $25 to

$27, are $28 to $30. No. 2 last year, $5
to .$15; this year, $8 to $25.

Mink shows a large proportionate ad-

vance, the dark last year being $10 to

$12, and this year $16 to $17, ninning
about 35 to 60 per cent. Pale was $6 to

$8 last year; this year, $11 to $12, that

is from 50 to 80 per cent, advance.

White fox was $40 to $45 last year;

this year it has advanced from 33 1-3

per cent. up. Silver and black fox ran

uip to $700 last year, and this year up to

$1,000, according to beauty and quality.

Red fox $30 to $35 last year, this year
$35 to $40, this being the smallest ad-
vance so far noted.

One of the biggest demands, of course,
is for muskrats, owing to the tremendous
popularity of Hudson seal coats. Last
year the quotation for extra large East-
ern was $2; this year there is an advanice
made of 50 per cent., from $2.75 to $3.

Medium Winter last year was $1.10, this

year $1.75 to $2.00. Small last year, 80c;
this year, $1 to $1.25. Last year Fall'

muskrat could be bought from 40c to

$1.25; this year for the large ones, $2.10
to $2.25; medium, $1.50 to $1.75, and even
for the small ones 50c to $1.00. So that
in many cases douWe the prices are of-

fered this year.

In skunk there is not so much advance.
Extra large black last year were $8 and
the same is offered this year. The same
applies to the larg» at $7 this year; $6
is offered for medium in place of $5.60

this year; $5.00 in place of $4 for small.

The long stripe this year runs from $2.00

to $3.50; and the broad stripe runs ex-

actly the same as last year; $2 and $1.75

for the extra large for both years; $1.50

for the medium this year in place of the

$1.25 last year.

Prairie wolf also remains much the

same, $22 to $25, both years, for extra

large; $18 to $24, large; $12 to $15 for

medium, as against $13 to $15 this year;

and $8 to $10 last year for small against

$10 to $12 this year.

Coming to fisher, however, there is a

large advance. The darker skins, for

which $50 to $7'5 was paid last year, are

$80 to $90, and where the price was $40

to $50 for large last year, this year it

has gone up to $60 and $80, an increase

of over 50 per cent. For the medium, $35

to $40 last year, $.50 to $60 this year,

running far above 60 per cent.; for the

small, $26 to $35 last year, $40 to $50
this year, running over 60 per cent, a
head.

Raccoon remains much the same this

year. The dark, $10 to $12 for the

extra large, both years, and $7.60 to $9

for the large. Medium this year are a
trifle less, $5 to $6; last year were $5.50

to $6.60, and small, last year, $3 to $4;

this year $4 to $6. This is practically

the only decline in the whole list.

Black bear this year and last year re-

main about the same, $25, a slight ad-

vance for the large, .$18 to $20 in place

of $16, and the medium are now $14 to

$16 in place of $12 to $15, and the small

$10 to $13 in place of $8 to $11.

Lynx shows a fair advance, about 15

per cent., the western for the extra large

last year being $36 to $40; this year, $40

to $45; large varieties going up to $26-

$30, and $30-$35, the two years; and the

medium that were $15 to $20 last year,

advancing to $20 to $25.

A marked advance has taken place in

marten, running over 60 per cent. Last

year the dark extra large paid $50 to $75;

but this year the prices have been ad-

vanced to $80 to $90. For the large, the

price last year, $35 to $40; this year $60

to $70; an increase of about 76 per cent.

The medium last year, $26 to $30; this

year $40 to $50; 60 per cent, to 70 per

cent. Brown last year, extra large, were

$30 to $35; this year $65 to $75; an ad-

vance of over 100 per cent. The same

applies to the large varieties, $22 to $26

last year, and far more than 100 ner

cent, this year, running to $60 to $60;

over 100 per cent, advance is shown in

the medium; last year, $18 to $20; this

Advances in Trappers' Prices for 1920

No. 1 Prime

Extra large Large Medium Small
1919 1918 1919 1918 1919 1918 1919 1918

Beaver $32-35 $24-28 $28-30 $20-23 $18-20 $12-15 $10-12 $7-9
Mink (dark) 16-17 10-12 14-15 7.50-9 11-12 5.50-6.50 8-9 4-5
Skunk (black) 8 8 7 7 6 5.50 5 4

Muskrat (Winter)) 2.75-3 2 1.75-2 1.50 1-1.25 .80

White Fox 60-70 40-45 45-50 30-35 35-40 20-25 25-30 13-18

Red Fox (Western).. 35-40 30-35 27-30 25-27 20-22. 18-20 15-17 14-16

Raccoon 10-12 6-7 8-9 <- 5 5-6 2.50-3.50 3-4 1-2
Fisher (dark) 80-90 50-75 60-80 40-50 .50-60 35-40 40-50 25-35

Lynd (Western 40-45 35-40 30-35 25-30 20-25 15-20 15-18 9-12

Marten (dark) 80-90 50-75 60-70 35-40 40-50 25-30 30-35 15-20

Marten (brown) 65-75 30-35 50-60 22-25 3,5-45 18-20 20-30 12-15

Wolf (prairie) 22-25 22-25 18-20 18-20 13-15 12-15 10-12 8-10

RIack and Silver Fox Up to $1000 Up to $700
Cross Fox (dark) 100,125 75-90 75-85 50-60 50-60 30-40 30-40 20-25

Cross Fox (pale) 45-50 40-45 35-40 30-35 25-30 22-27 15-20 15-20

Otter (Eastern) 35-40 30-35 30-32 25-27 22-27 17-20 15-18 10-15

Bear (black) 22-25 20-25 18-20 16-18 14-16 12-15 10-13 8-11

Weasel 1.75-2 1.50-2 1.25-1.50 1-1.30.80-1.00 .70-. 90 .50-. 70 .40-. 60

Wild Cats Up to $10 Up to $12
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year '$35 to $45. This is the heaviest ad-

vance in the whole list.

Weasel show pretty much the same
range as last year, the extra large being

$1.50 to $2, and the large $1 to $1.30 last

year; $1.25 to $1.50 this year.

Wild cats run up to $10 this year, while

last year they ran up as high as $12.

$5,000,000 Company Formed
For Fur Auctions in Canada

Arrangements Made for Three Auctions a Year, Probably

Starting Next March—Stock Offered to Fur Trade.

J. H. Reid, of Prince Albert, Sask.,

has just been ap'pointed agent for the

fur-^buying firm of Lamson & Hubbard
Canadian Co., Ltd., of Boston, New
York and Brooklyn, capitalized at

$5,000,000. His headquarters will toe

Prince Albert.

BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR

The prospectus of the British Indus-

tries Fair, to be held in Birmingham
from February 23 to March 5, 1920, has

been issued. The exhibition, which is

under the auspices and support of the

Board of Trade, will be held concur-

rently with those in London and Glas-

gow, and the essential feature will be

that the inspection of samples will be
open only to approved buyers, every ex-

hibitor being given the right to permit
or refuse entrance to his sample-room
in regard to any visitor.

Mr. Cooper, formerly of the Toronto
Feather Works, is opening a plant in

Sarnia for the purpose of converting
old feather beds into sanitary mattress-
es, pillows, etc. It will be known as the

Sarnia Feather Works.

GOOD progress is beiing made in

connection with the fur auction

which, as wais anniounced in the

last issue of the DRY GOODS REVIEW,
will be organized shoirtly. A meeting
was held early in December of one 'hun-

dred fox breeders at Stiimmerside, P. E. I.

and' a resotliution passed favoring the

holding at Montreal of a pulblic atictiion

sale for raw furs. At that meeting Lome
Webster of Montreal, who is closely con-

nected with Holt, Renfrew & Company,
and one of the leaders in the effort to

ora^anize this fur auction for Canada,
submitted a proposal of a number of

capitalists of Montreal, including Lord
Shaughnessy, Sir Herbert Holt and
others, to form a $5,000,000 Company
for the sale of furs. It was suig'c.'^sted

that thosie who handled furs would in

a large measure hold the stock of the

company and in a sense the auiction

wouM be a co-onerative orve. The pro-

posal created a deep interest in the Isl-

and a? a large nercentage of silver fox

furs come from Prince Edward Iisland.

It is announced that the company will

be capitalized at $5,000,000, and be

known as "the Montreal Fur Auction

Sales Company." The majority of the

shares, it is expected, will be offered to

th? fur trade. It is proposed to hold

A Charming
Neckpiece

Ermine is most suitable
for the large, snugly draped
neckpieces which are ap-
pearing in polite society.
Each little tail in the trim-
ming of this pleasing model
is fastened on with a silk

crochet ball. The hat is

black panne velvet with
paradise.

auctions about three times each year to

dispose of Canadian furs, and the saleis

will last from one to two weeks accord-

ing to the amount on hand and the time
that is necessary to dispose of them.
Prdbably the first salie will be arraniged

for March of next year. An estimate

has been made of between fifteen and
twenty million dollars' woi'th of furs

shipped from Canada to other centres

to be sold each year, and it needs little

argument to show the advisability of

keeping this business within Canada.

Under present conditions, a large pro-

portion of the furs that are made up in

Canada are brought back after they
have been sent to various fur centers in

the United States. Before the war the

majority of the furs were sent to Lon-

don and the Hudson's Bay Company, of

course, ship a large portion of their

catch there now.

CATTO'S TO HAVE NEW STORE

John Catto & Son, Toronto, have

leased the site on the south-east corner

of Yonge and Shuter Streets, now occu-

pied by the Griffin Moving Picture Com-
pany. The rental terms are $17,000 a

year, with taxes amounting to $6,000.

There is a frontage of about 42 feet by
110 feet. The new holders will have to

install at least $30,000 improvements in

the building. When these are completed,

they will move their business; the pre-

sent site of which, on King Street, has

been bought by the King Edward Hotel,

and was the original site of the store,

which was founded 55 years ago. Al-

though 86 years of age, Mr. Catto is at

his place of business every day, and has

just completed plans for the erection of

a modern dry goods store at the Yonge

Street address. His establishment will

be the biggest Scottish shop in America.

A pleasing event took place on Nov.

5 when the managers of the different

departments of the Bryson-Graham

store, Ottawa, were entertained to sup-

per by the directors, who took this op-

portunity to spend a social evening and

to present the prizes to the winners of

the recent "Manager's Sale Contest."

The public responded well to the adver-

tised competition between the managers,

the result being that Mr. G. Pellatt won
the first prize, a gold watch; Mr. G.

Cote won the second watch, while the

third prize was divided between two con-

testants, Mr. W. Stewart and Mr. A.

Legault.
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This

Season

Our styles

are the
most fascin-

ating and
w o n d erful

the House

has ever
presented

—

superb fur
g a r m ents,

b e autifully

finished and

designed to

appeal t o

popular de-

mand.

(ireetingsi

totfje

Cralre

We Wish You One and All

A Merry Christmas and
Even More Prosperous 1920

LABERGE,
CHEVALIER & CO.,

MONTREAL
LIMITED

TORONTO
John Maitland, Rep.

WINNIPEG
Martin Williams, Rep.
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%
Fur Manufacturers!

D^g

We give you all the latest ideas in fur dyeing and
dressing

Become acquainted with HOLLANDER Service

and HOLLANDER Products

Every product from our plant con-

firms our long established reputation

for reliability.

Hollander Seal
has proven its merits and won a firmly

established reputation as the finest

obtainable.

Hollander Sealine
is our latest production, the result of

the combined efforts of our labora-

tory, plant, and efficient staff of expert

trained dyers and dressers.

It will interest YOU. ;-"

We will he glad to answer your enquiries

A. Hollander & Son, Limited

64 Queen Street :: Montreal

N. Y. Office : 129 West 30th Street
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Doubling the Manufacturing

Facilities of

SILVER BROTHERS
Manufacturers of

HIGH-GRADE FURS

During the past, the demand for our furs has grown to such

proportions that expansion lias been made necessary.

We have therefore taken a complete floor in tJie new wing

of the Sommer Building.

We wish to take this opportunity to thank those many cus-

tomers whose good will and appreciation of our STYLE
AUTHENTICITY, SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP
and SUPREME VALUES have helped promote this en-

viable success.

By this addition our facilities for production will be so in-

creased that we shall be able to extend to all old patrons and
NEW customers that full measure of service and co-oper-

ntion which has always attended our organization.

SILVER BROTHERS
37 MAYOR STREET, SOMMER BLDG.

MONTREAL, QUE.

Winnipeg Show Rooms, London, Eng., Show Rooms
E. B. Mendelssohn, Arthur J. Sketchley,
Curry Block, • 22A Margaret Street,

Winnipeg, Man. London, Eng.
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Why Worry About the High Cost of Clothing

"-

.

when you can buy an excellent

Yul^on Beaver Coat

No. 4014—Yukon Beaver Coat.

Price $35.00.

We also stock the above coat
in a very light brown shade
under No. 4039, at $85.00, and
in Black Goat (lonj^ hair), at
$38.00.

Fur Coat
the most substantial

on the marl^et and

the warmest in the

world

/<or

$35-^

Two of

Our Leaders

Black Dog Coat

No. 4022—Black Dog Coat.
Price $29.75

No. 4026—Extra quality $35.00.

The Redmond Co., Limited

Winnipeg Montreal
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FURS DYED
in all

The Newest Shades

Foxes

Wolves

White Foxes

- DYED -

Taupe and

Battleship Grey

Squirrels

- DYED -

Taupe and

Battleship Grey

Rabbitts|

DYED-
Kitt

• and

Mole

Prompt, Skilful Service

The Hollander Fur Dyeing
Co., Limited

645 St. Paul St. Montreal

BRITISH FOUNDED
1883"

Doing Our Best

Under Difficulties

The year 1919, though relieved of

the anxieties of the great war, has
been beset by many new and diffi-

cult problems in the commercial
world.

The great shortage of goods has as

yet by no means been remedied
nor does it promise to be so for

some time to come.

Notwithstanding almost insur-

mountable difficulties we have
been able to "carry on" with

remarkable success, and the num-
ber of letters of commendation
received from Jaeger agents all

over Canada, on the service we
have tendered, shows that our
efforts have not been entirely with-

out appreciation.

Though the outlook for 1920 is still

clouded, we can assure you we are

doing our very best to meet every

reasonable demand and trust that

our future service may still further

improve.

We send all Jaeger supporters our heartiest

good wishes for Christinas and the

New Year

Dr. Jaeger's l^^lfen System

Company, Limited
Head Office and Wholesale Warehouse

243 Bleury Street

Montreal

aaasMmisSBam
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Big Advance in Knit Goods for Fall 1920
All Fine Wools, Tops and Yarns Scarce—Men's Trade Cuts Into Supplies for Women and

Children—New Line of Children's Bathing Suits Under Way for Spring—Hopes
of Labor at Mills Growing Steadier Through Cold Weather.

THE knit goods situation (becomes
more serious month by month.
The early expectations of a de-

cline in prices and an increasing quan-
tity of goods available for the trade have
long since been dissipated. The position
now is, even more than last month, one
of some anxiety on the part of buyers,
both in the wholesale and retail depart-
ments, as to how they are going to get
sufficient goods to satisfy the demand.
As was pointed out in the DRY GOODS
REVIEW some two or three months
ago, a scarcity has developed even for
the present Fall and Winter. Deliveries,
both in domestic and imported goods, are
far behind, and many that were du9 in

the miiddle of Sepitember had failed to

come to hand well on in November. For-
tunately, stocks were fairly large on
hand, or the falling off of deliveries

would have created a rather crude situ-

ation even at the present. However,
some of the Canadian mills were able to

hurry along goods so that, on an aver-
age, between 80 per cent, and 95 per
cent, of orders, with the exception of
hosiery, were delivered by the early
part of December. Prices have ad-
vanced for sorting business, and, in

many cases, lines have been withdrawn
entirely.

Only Higher Prices In Sight

Pretty much the same condition of

affairs applies to the late Spring buying.

As was announced months ago, there

was a slight reduction in the coarser

lines of underwear for Spring and Sum-
mer of 1920, and a slight increase in the
finer lines. At that time, the majority
in the trade held the opinion that the
summit of prices had been reached, and
the Fall of 1920 would see the first real

reduction. This hope was blasted almost
before it took definite form. Not only
will prices for Fall 1920 be higher, but
very considerable advances have been
made in prices since they were opened
for Spring 1920. The coarser lines that
were slightly below the prices set for
Spring 1919 have passed over that limit,

and the finer lines that were slightly in

advance have gone up 15 to 20 per cent.,

at least. In a large number of cases, the

mills, both domestic and outside, have
withdrawn many lines, and these are off

the market perhaps permanently; at all

events, for months, until the mills may
improve the labor situation and get a

little ahead of the orders they accepted

for next season. With the advent of

cold weather, a portion of labor showed
a tendency to return to work, and it is

hoped they will be willing to continue

steadily throughout the Winter.

England and the U.S. Can Help Little

In regard to the new lines for Fall

1920, in so far as they have been sub-

mitted to the trade, prices show a very
heavy advance over those for Fall 1919;

15, 20 or 25 per cent, are common in-

creases. This will mark a new high

summit in prices, and it is not at all

certain that the Spring of 1921 will not

be further advanced. Everyone in the

trade, from manufacturer to the retailer,

hopes that this will not be the case, as

long ago it was felt that the high limits

had been reached for the welfare of all

concerned; but little hope comes from
England or the States, and the scarcity

there intensifies the scarcity in Canada.

So far as the mills report, it is rather

a case of labor conditions. They report

that they have been unable to increase

the output to any great extent. There
seems to be a feeling against increas-

ing production, due, to some extent, to

the higher wages that are being paid.

The hours are shorter with wages as

high, or usually higher than they were
for the longer time of last year, and
unless there is some effort to speed up,

the output falls behind in exact propor-

tion to the decrease in the hours. This

is what has occurred, and the result is

thqt many of the mills are finding their

output falling behind what it was before

the men began to return from overseas.

The same condition is causing a

scarcity of goods in the United States

and England. Importers state that de-

liveries from overseas are very slow,

and that few of the mills are willing to

accept contracts at a definite delivery

orice unless they have the yarn on hand.

If they have not, it may take months to

<?©t it to fill the order, and prices rush up
in consequence.

Retailers Placing Big Orders

In addition to the shortage of labor

and increase in the price of yarns, the

dyed tops are seriously scarce, and
about twice the usual orders are antici-

pated for January to May deliveries.

One Ontario mill alone has already

booked $50,000 of orders for 1920.

Spring lines in bathing suits and
jerseys are now pretty well under way.
Travellers will be out with them the

first of January. One miW is showing a

line which is new with them. It is

these jersey bathing suits made for girls

and boys; they are made in one-piece

style, circular knit. Some of the mills,

too, which were not able to produce
much in the way of novelty in fine wool
sweaters and pullovers, are now taking

up the flared styles which the trade is

clamoring for, and including it in their

Spring lines. They have only a certain

quantity of fine wools, however, but
will endeavor to allot it to the orders as

received, so long as it lasts.

So urgent has been the call for every

kind of apparel for men, that the mills

had to set aside a good deal of the busi-

ness ready to be placed in women's gar-

ments, and this has been partly respon-

sible for the shortage of them.

Every pair of gloves, mitts and all

caps and scarfs, have been cleaned out

of the warehouses for the holiday sell-

ing, and the jobbers, too, have only a

smattering of lines for late sorting

business.

HOSIERY

The demand for silk hosiery continues

to decrease the supply very greatly. The
world scarcity remains as great as ever,

and a large proportion of the orders

that have been given for Spring will

never be filled. Prices, of course, are

following the natural bent of all silks,

but silk fibre is showing an even greater

advance. The supply of the fibre silk

has now come down to be controlled by

three large syndicates in England, Bel-

gium and in the United States, and there

is little hope for relieving prices as long

ais the scarcity continues and the de-

mand holds up. This demand remains,

in spite of the tremendous increases

there have been in prices in the last year

or two.

So far as the colors are concerned,

jobbers report a falling off in the de-

mand for the fancy colors which were

popular some time ago in matching var-

ious shades of silk costumes and shades

like gold or silver. The four staples

now are black, white, brown and grey.

There is a certain demand for navy, but

the supply is soon satisfied, and it does

not begin to compare with the call for

any one of the four colors mentioned

before. White will continue to be the

strongest seller for Spring and Summer,
as far as present indications are con-

cerned, with black, of course, the leader

for Winter. Browns and gi'eys are also

very much in demand. One line of silks

selling now to $60 a dozen, were $152.50
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a couple of years ago—and so the thing
goes.

Wanted—Good Medium Grades

The dealers are everywhere finding

women buying the better-class lines, 'but

not, as commonly explained, due to the

fact that they won't take the medium
class goods. The real reason is that the

medium class of lines are too poor
quality and they don't possess the value;

that is, in paying about three-quarters

of the price, the quality is about half as

good. Many shrewd buyers are confi-

dent that when the quality of medium-
priced lines come up again, the public

will take them, and not ask for the more
expensive ones, or what might he called

the "luxury line." At the present time,

in almost every line, they cannot do
anything else, 'because they would be
wasting money taking the medium-class
goods.

One of the scarcer lines at present is

cashmere hosiery. Canadian mills are

finding it impossible to cope with the

demand, and the imports are very limit-

ed. A manufacturer who has just re-

turned from England, declares that the

production of woolen yarn there is now
less than 50 per cent, of normal. He
says that a great many of the spinners
in England are sending the raw ma-
terials to Germany to be spun, to fill out
their own orders, for there is a great
scarcity of wool in Germany.

AN INTERESTING SWEATER
On the market for Fall 1920 is a

sweater coat done dn lavender wool. The
collar is a full Tuxedo with a full-length
vestee; the sleeves are sihort in ibell style;
small "tuicks" at the back waistline
gather the toodiy into the narrow belt.

Bamds of white brushed wool one inch
.wide ornament the collar, vestee and
sleeves.

The Clinton Knitting Co. have decided
to open a third branch at Owen Sound,
and Frank J. Libby, who has had
charge at Wingham, will assume man-
agement In Owen Sound. The scarcity
of help has been responsible for the firm
opening up another branch. Alex. Mc-
Intyre, of Clinton, will take charge of
the Wingham factory.

The Regent Knitting Mils are adding
another storey to their mill at St.

Jerome, Que., and instaHling a lot of
neiw machinery there and also in their
Morutroal factory in order to keep up
WTith the (grow'thi of thelir businesis.

The Toronto office of William Hollins
& Company, of London, England, are
moving January 1 to the Wilson Build-
ing on Front Street. This will aiTord
more than double the space which the
comipany now has at 28 Wellington
Street, and will provide for the increas-
ed range of samples which the office

carries.

Eliminating Hosiery Returns
Some Facts Pointed Out by Boston Stores, Which Should be Used

Wherever Silk Hose are Sold—Public Must be Taught
How to Wear Silk Hose.

The Daily Garment News, New York,
points out that a large majority of silk

hosiery returns received from customers
are due to the customer's carelessness

and lack of knowledge in handling mer-
chandise.

The big retail stores in Boston, it

says, have an organization to eliminate

complaints and standardize adjustments.
The Adjusters' Club was formed by the

Retail Trade Board of the Boston Cham-
ber of Commerce, to give more thorough
attention to the adjustment problems of

the retail stores. Meetings are held on
the first Wednesday of each month, a

special subject being assigned to each
meeting.

The first two sessions were devoted to

hosiery complaints and adjustments, and
as a result, a pamphlet with illustrations

was pulblished, to be distributed by the

Boston stores.

Under the title "Facts About Silk

Hosiery That Every Woman Should
Know," the instructions given are as

follows

:

Silk hosiery cannot be guaranteed
when damage results from failure to

observe the following simple rules:

The chief enemy of silk hosiery is soil

from perspiration and dust—also leather

stain from shoe lining. Therefore, they
should not be worn a second time with-

out washing.

In order to ensure long life, silk stock-

ings should be washed shortly after re-

moval. For washing, use warm water
and ivory soap. Dry indoors away from
strong daylight, to avoid fading of

colors. Do not dry on steam radiators or

with artificial heat.

How To Put On Silk Hosiery

Stockings shou4d be rolled down to the

heel. Avoid undue =train in pulling over

the foot.

Silk hosiery is ruined by inserting the

hand while wearing rings which catch

and cut the fine silk threads. If rings

cannot be removed, the stone should be

turned to the inside of the hand and
covered by the thumb, so that silk

threads will not be caught.

Supporters should be fastened to the

garter band only. If fastened below the

garter band threads will almost certain-

ly be broken. If fastened too tightly,

threads may be broken by strain when
the knee is bent in walking or in climb-

ing stairs.

Shoes with rough spots or arch sup-

porters will wear out silk hosiery quick-

ly. Be careful that eyelets, lacings, and
buckles on shoes do not tear the threads.

Silk hosiery, especially with clocking,

is quickly worn out by friction with tight

skirts.

Silk hosiery cannot be guaranteed
against toe and heel wear.

Purchase proper size—it is usually ad-
visable to buy silk hosiery one-half size

larger than lisle or cotton hosiery.
Own several pairs, and wear them in

rotation.

Pansonis & Percival have moved their
business from 11th and Main Streets',

Vancouver, B.C., to larger premises at
8th and Main Streets. The new store has
been thoroughly remodelled and the
large windows are being used to the
fullest advantago.

All work and no play is not the motto
of The Daly Company Ijimited, Sparks
'Street, Ottawa, and so recently, they
invited their staff to an "At Home"'
in the spacious dining room of the new
store. Mr. Daly was present with Mr.
W. P. Grant, the popular manager, and
Ml, J. L. Stranks, the new merchandis-
ing manager. Dinner, dance and musical
entertainment were all first class and en-

joyed to the limit and the suggestion by-

Mr. Daly that the meeting be but the
first of a series of monthly gatherings
was certainly voicing the wishes of all

present.

("ant. R. G. W. Burbidge, son of Sir

Woodman Burbidge, owner of Harrod's,

London, where over 6,000 persons are

emp^.oyed, is now working behind the

counters at Wanamaker's, New York.

His purpose is to gain experience in all

departments, thus facing merchandise
problems in a way which is not to be
had from text-books. Capt. Burbidge
will also spend some weeks at Filene's,

in Boston, and Marshall Field's, in

Chicago. Sir Woodman Burbidge is on

his way to America for the purpose of

studying conditions here.

Lord & Taylor's iiad a window display

showing three velvet tea gowns. Two
were in black chiffon velvet, girdled

in jet, one hanging straight from the

neckline with a panel train at the back;

the other was draped to the side front

near the bottom. In striking contrast

was the third, a gown of rose-colored

brocade, without girdle, designed to

follow the lines of the figure, and draped
well to one side of the back. It had
also edging of fur over the shoulders.

All have long chiffon sleeves.

D. A. Martin, manager in Yokohama,
for R. S. Ford & Co., Ltd., sailed for

Canada, on the fifth of December, on
the "Asia." After the new year con-

ference of salesmen, Joe M. Ford will

leave for Japan to manage the office

there.
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For Winter Selling

—

Buster Brown Stockings

IJERE'S welcome news for your customers.

They can get boys' stockings this winter at

a considerably lower price than they expected

to pay. That is, if you carry Buster Brown
Stockings.

For Buster Brown Stockings are cold weather
stockings, closely knit to keep out the cold.

Knitted with three-ply heels and toes and two-

ply legs and feet—they'll stand the strain of the

skating rink and toboggan slide, and save

mending. They'll lower the boys' clothing bills

because they wear longer.

Your customers will appreciate Buster Brown
durability and reasonable price, especially when
clothing prices are still soaring. You can present

no stronger selling points than these. If you do
not already stock Buster Brown Stockings, order

from your wholesaler without delay.

The Chipman-Holton Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont.
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"DODS KNIT" BRAND
UNDERWEAR

For Men and Boys

A Sure Selling Line of

Combinations and Two-Piece Suits

for 1920 Season

Elastic Knit Merino Scotch Knit

MR. WHOLESALER:
The exceptional sturdiness, warmth and
durabihty of this Made-in-Canada
Underwear will make a certain appeal

to your customers.

The splendid wearing qualities and the

reasonable price are a combination hard

to find at this time.

Combinations and two-piece. Flat knit

and heavv elastic.

To Wholesale Trade Only

Dods Knitting Company, Limited
Orangeville, Ontario

SELLING AGENTS :

Ontario and Western Canada: Quebec and Maritime Provinces

R. R. DAVIS WM. C. FORSTER
33 Melinda St., Toronto 43 St. Sacrament St., Montrea
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One of the

interesting sights at the CniJian National

Exhibition, showing how Bob Long is assisting returned men back

to civil life learning to make the famous brands of overalls.

Peerless Underwear
\/0U can honestly recommend Peerless—know
^ it will back every statement.

Put Peerless Underwear to the front in your
store. Tell your customers about its superior qual-

ities. They will appreciate this really good under-

wear and voor sound advice.

MOODlE'g
Peerless Underwear
'Company, Limited

Controlled by

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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* PETER SCOTT ®» CO.
Limited

HAWICK

Manufacturers of

SCOTLAND

Underwear and Hosiery
For Men, Women and Children

FIRST SHOWING AFTER THE WAR
P E S C means All Wool or Silk and Wool. Full Fashioned, made on Canadian models to suit Canadian Trade.
Do not place any order for All Wool or Silk Wool underwear for Fall 1920 until you have seen "P ESC O."

Canadian Representatives :

C. & A. G. CLARK, 35 Wellington St. W., Toronto.
R. C. POYSER, 214 Drummond Bldg., Montreal.
HANLEY & McKAY. Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Maintaining a Standard
The soft, woolly thinofs needed to keep a baby or small child warm and happy
must be made of the best materials and finished with care to stand the strain of

youthful vitality.

PRISCILLA QUALITY
kiddies' garments are made only of the purest wool, and whether knitted or hand-
made are perfect in design and finish.

We will maintain this standard, while speeding up as much as possible. Our Western travellers are leaving

shortly; and we would ask both Western and Eastern dealers to co-operate with us by anticipating their needs,

so that we may plan early for the coming year.

HENRY DAVIS & CO., LIMITED 259 SPADINA AVE., TORONTO

The Season's Rush Proves the

Necessity of Gipe-Hazard
Service in your Store

Gipe- Hazard

Store Service
Co., Ltd.

-Ji~\s,

113 Sumach St.

Toronto : Canada

Time and labor saved is money
i ! 1 \

earned. '^XJ-iiskyj
Absence of salesmen from

their posts when customers are
waitinK diverts many of the latter to other stores where service is

better.

With Gipe-Hazard servic? you will have the satisfaction of knowmir
that you have the best, and it will enable your sUilV to remain at

their posts instead of runnins for change, Watch your out-of-date

system during the busy season, and you will be convinced.
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MR. MERCHANT
A successful busi-

ness is not judged
by the balance

sheet alone, but

by the wide range

of friends it also

makes.

You—if you wish

an increase of busi-

ness and at the

same time a con-

tented patronage
—can secure both

by loyally co-oper-

ating with those

who are giving you
National Advertis-

ing Support.

We are now adver-
tising in leading
Canadian n e w s -

papers and maga-
zines.

"CEETEE"
Underclothing

Do you want to de-

rive your share of

the profits and
benefits from this

advertising?

If so, link up your
store with it by
putting in window
displays from time
to time. This is the
closing point in the
people's minds.
They read the ad-
vertisement and
see the goods in

your window and
go in and buy. It

is team-work like

this that will make
you smile when
balancing time
arrives.

THIS
IS THE
NAM£

VVOot

-ax,''

^hec.

•SH3,
">->D,

r TRADE MARK ON

CEETEE
THE PURE WOOL

' UNDERCLOTHINC/
THAT WILL NOT

SHRINK i

Ask to seeib

_,^a TURN BULL Compcou
y^^S. of GoltAiri|it»<t ''

Where Manufacture ^-XjHy^^N^^^ -
^e'^'V

Become an Art
,«'

No haphazard, no gutsswork, in the produc .\,«'*^Vc^l"" , „irt

Turnbuir. Unshrinkable All Wool Un1"w» ^^4^«;.„„ .»'»
^^,„

o.l;'^,^

the light of over sixty years experience
"cttTY-f.."*'* ' w »«*?>«•",'«« '"

'

., every step, the t^po"-^" <>'

,»<--r.^. <-'C>*'.:r/-^':'«» . ,. .0'
"<.>»"«

:-[£«''
both in the knitting and finish. - ^^A«'

A record of unvarying quality n.
,„4«'*!^i.. _

Turabulllabel. v.«»';'„or« •°^^., t»»'
. i,(te«««'

This proven worth has won ever > «"' £»««•' J.c""' l^« 'I

*"

ciatlon each year, unchallenged in the v
^o,

„, <^.i'<^'^^
underwear. t*« »"oo'" '*«»«"""«.'*

'

i t«*", .
Vou will never be permanently satii ^^c"'''"',^''^! «»'"' ..!«•" *I "^

thing else, once you have worn TurnbuU'.Y.o»**„^»'° ^
(,»«•>;, us** ,,«

Not one year out of the many years, I oV* .w> !'„o
«'"''

'

^, ..<»^1' i
"^

aacrificed by reducing quality. tS^'T^' „.'**,r>''K^'°'"
Good appearance, wonderful softness„ c»» ... oo "l^e »"^,4,o*'' * ^t £»'•'"

comfort in fit, with quality always first, the ^«" * •«";„»•''"
eoi-.s*"" ^^

the most modem process of manufacture is ^e ''';.^<>' ",-£• «»'"
. .wo"*!,,!.!?

in Turnbuir.. w*'* ^ .Ct^^ ,»eO«.«j » **

It has taken over 60 years to make each . ^v*1^^f' «!' o»'"°*

its fhare ID the long record of progress '>>» 6'%* ^^f.' ^ .rtS^^\^l»

^!^,
•^i:;.*^'^'

TERFECTFimNG
UNDERWEAR

M«auf«4.cur«d b^™-
,, co^?^^

The C. TURNBULL COMPANY of GAIT. Limited .^ijjftVjU'

^

GALT, ONTARIO,

All. •.!. ..ri.a.r.t.dlt.l...^ 'CEETEE • ..J.rcUtUii ..< Id.n. "M" t^J.

filiiiilffiliifiHiillllillllllllilil

The above are reduced illustrations of some of the many adver-
tisements now appearing all over Canada.

If you wish any of these advertisements we will be glad to supply
you with Stereos, FREE OF CHARGE, for your own use in your
local paper.

The C. TURNBULL CO. of Gait, Limited
Gait, Ontario
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Announcing

the Monarch-Knit Range for

Fall 1920
PLEASE anticipate a visit from our travellers

with the new Monarch-Knit lines for Fall, 1920.

These comprise the very latest styles in Women's and
Children's Slipovers; Worsted Sweatercoats for men,
women and children and Fancy Knit Goods; Men's
and Women's Hosiery in silk, lisle, mercerized and
cotton, also Hand Knitting Yarns—Monarch Floss,

Monarch Down and Monarch Dove.

The range includes many unusually attractive novel-
ties fresh from the world's fashion centres, adapted
to Canadian demands by our own designers.

This is the line that will win your customers' entire

approval. Make a point of seeing the Monarch-Knit
man before you place Fall orders.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited
HEAD OFFICE: DUNNVILLE. ONT.

Factories: Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ont., and Buffalo, N.Y.

/

\ -V

^
^ #<
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\v.j'.'^-j"«^^:

Jwivl^^^S'teiii
Two Hundred

Unit Sectional Fixtures

Scientifically designed to take care of every

item of merchandise handled by Clothing,
Gents' Furnishing, Dry Goods, or
Department Stores.

Buy as you like

Add when required.

Catalogue and particulars on request.

Jones Bros.dCo.My
cPtore Fitters'

437 MirtB StTMt
ChAtcrn Branch:
^J Bl«\«y Sbr»< _ __.

Montreal. RQ, Toronto. Ont. Winnip*A Mm\
b> ffOUa<*\ WUA mxl WM/mcturlng m Canada mfar Utt pmtAs «r

771a Orwt JcapJd« SAaw Car* Gcmfmy

Haad Orrica:
2931 AdalaldeStWut

Toronto. Ont.

Satisfaction
Bu "iness for you and for ourselves grows
only to the extent thai; we give SATIS-
FACTION in our goods.

You can recommend to your customers

—

"Maple Leaf" Brand
and

"Dra NefFs" Sanitary

Underwear for Men
Their satisfying qualities have been en-
sured by us.

Made in union and two-piece suits.

See our line of Directoire Drawers for
Ladies and Children

Send in a trial or sor.ing order TO-DAY!

Thos. Waterhcuse &. Do., Ltd.

Ingersoll, Ont.
Representatives:

WM. R. BEGG & Co., 20 Wellington St. West,
Toronto, Ont.

C. E. HOWARD, Coristine Bldg., Montreal, P.Q.
O'BRIEN & ALLEN, Phoenix Block, Winnipeg, Man.

Sold to the Jobbing Trade Only.

MITCHELL WOOLLEN CO.
LIMITED

MITCHELL - ONTARIO

ELASTIC RIB UNDERWEAR
FINE CASHMERE

JERSEYS AND SWEATERS
HEAVY WOOL SOCKS
TWEEDS AND ETOFFES

ETC.

Satisfactory Values and Prices
Send for Prices

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

Five cents per word per insertion. Ten cents extra for box number.

pOR SALE—GENERAL STORE BUSINESS, STOCK $20,000, TURN-
over $75,000 per annum. Good building. Will rent or sell premises.

J. M. Eiastman, Kinburn, Ont.

Say you saw it in

DRY GOODS REVIEW
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The Shape's the Thing
Little Trimming Used on Between Season Millinery—Scarcity of Straws Means Greater Use

of Fabrics—Furs and Malines Still Strong.

JUST at this ti'me, there is consider-
able (unicerbainty in mdllinery circles

as to what is wihat; a little anixiety
as to what of last seasion's features are
going- to continue, what novelties are go-
ing to ibe created lamdi what of old is go-
img to be revived. Things are just a
little behind this year, anyway, as re-
gards the settlement of early Spring
styles and the difficullitiles recently re-
counted (by New York milliners have
helped to defer marked activity.

Nevert-hel ess people continue to want
hats in increasing nuimbers and they con-
tinue to demand new styles as well.
"Give me siomething different" say the
•buyers nowadays, and in satisfying this
request designers are following only the
vaguest of modes which could be called
common.

Trimming Less Prominent

Trimming seeons to have been relegat-
ed to a position of lesser importance for
early Spning models but great care is

being given to the development of unique
and graceful shapes; Medium sizes

are stili the rule; miuch indlividfaa'Mty is

oibtained from the irreigularity of the
brim lines pr.d the soft folding of the
crowns.

A somewhat daring shaipe which would
look decidedly chic on the raght wearer
was made of antique gold faced with new-
blue velvet. The crown was small and
round, the brim was cut in four points
resem.bling rose petals in shape. There
was no trimming whatever, but one point
alt the side front was turned back off the
face in a most nonchalant manner.

Soft folded crownis are still seen, but
the newest designs are featuring sec-

tional crowns containing any number of
sections up to 12 or 14.

For fabrics, velvets, brocades, and
satins are still stronig, and there is a hint
of taffetas coming back for SpriiWg.

Ostrich is not being used so much as
formerly althougih it is^ probable that
glycerjnied' lines will be a little stronger
liater in the season. Sbme hats, however,
are being made with small brims of un-
usual shape made entirely of vulture.
With a crown of satin or malines, no
other trimming is necessary or becoming
on such a hat. What trimming as is

used in general is perhatps only a bunch
of bri'>-ht flowers, a cluster of fruits, a
band of fur, a bandeau of feathers, or
perhaps a few touches of tinsel.

A Fur-Trimmed Model

One of the new miodels made for lun-

cheon or afternoon wear was of black
satin in a small mushroom shape. A
seictional crown was circled at the base
with a narrow band of sikiunk. The brim
was "^f "-ohl. edfred black malines and a
few handmade flowers peepinig out from
under the fur gave a pleasimg touch of

For the up-to-date Junior
This close-fitting little turban of chinchilla cord is

jaunty with its long tassel falling to the should
is very

color. Furs used with brocades are well

liked.

In the matter oif color shades, brown,
wlhich has ailiready enjoyed a remarkably
long run is still muich in evidence. But
navy will probiably be seen more towards
Spring. Brown, taupe and peacock blue

were the hues coimbined in a clever little

turban for mid-Winter wear. The top

of the crown was brown velvet and' the

sides were covered with row upon row
of two-tone ribbon in* taurte and peacock.

Straws Must be Conserved
A scarcity of straw during 1920 being

the predictioms of mianufacturers, mil-

liners are being careful to use it spar-

ingly in combination with fabrics for

between season hats. Pretty, too, are

some of the models which feature just a

few touchies of straw braid. Soiuta<'Jhe

straw in an a^Hlover pattern srivps a

charming finish to one jaunty shape.

Another little brown Chin Chin design

deserves i'omment, not fo muich because

of the faciri'i' of fancv straw braid on thc

brim, but because of th" elongated bow
of bro^vn jj'TOS-grain ribbon perched on

the .side b-'fk and finished with a tassel,

whicb ends about the middle of tho

back..

Spring color cards now out indicat" n

nre-valence of bright shades for 1820.

Yellows come first, then greens of the

turquoise tinige, then coral to cherry,

azure blues, mahogany and jade greien.

Prices show absolutely no sign of re-

duction. With silk increasing $1 to

'$1.75 a yard in the last six months on
every piece, and straw braid promising
to be scarce, there is no douibt that the

high prices of this season uMU become aJ-

miost popular prices next Spring.

NOVELTY "STRAWS" FOR 1920

"Cellophone"—mentioned before in

DRY GOODS REVIiEW—used last sea-

son to some extent in the rmost exclusive

millinery trade in New York.
"TaiTtaphane"—^of a similar fibre but

exhibiting a tiny rib—four rows sewn
togellier to make the braid, which is

about % in. wide.

"Lisophane"—^A ribbed braid with a

bias effect—^^scarcely distinguishable from
lisere straw when sewn on a hat.

"Ohanyre"—a straw fabric resembling

hemp cloth.

The Van Raalte Company, Inc., New
York City, has been formed by the merg-
ing of F. Si L. Van Raalte, Glonersville

Silk Mills, Niagara Silk Mills, Boonton
Hosiery Co., and the Clark Textile Com-
panv; under the control of the executives

of the F. & L. Van Raalte and Niagara
Silk Mills.
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CHINAWARE AND
POTTERY

An unprecedented scarcity is reported

in the china trade. This is due to a

large e>tent to the rapid igr-owth of the

demand -since the wiar ceased. Peoipie,

it seemis, were doing-' without a certaiin

aTOjoa.int of the lehrima that they w^ould nor-

mally use, partly Ibecauise it is a luxury

to sionie degree and little social enter-

taining was -being done. Ma-ny, it seems,

endeavored to get along wtith as little

as possible while ti-mes were abnormal.

Consequently stocks in private houses as

well as in hotels and institutions were

pretty low at the beginning of this year.

Replenishing Has Been General

Now the situation is revensed. The

public in genei-al is indulging in all sorts

of luxuries, beautiful and expensdve c'hina

included. Then, too, an -epidemic of

social entertainments is spreading with

ra,pidity.

Add to this the fact that production in

practically everything is subnormal,

chin-aware no excluded. Some or-

ders placed in 19 16 have not yet

been filled, althougfh notification of .i

10 ijer cent, advance in price had been

received over a year ago. Popular-

priced goods such as Haviland and

Limoges china ars "as scarce -as ihens'

teeth," and one -can be sure that mer-

c'hants and dealers are taking extra pre-

cautions againist los'ses (by breakage.

One buyer went to the States with

what he considered a largo order even

for his firm; he also had instructions

almost to purchase the pottery o-utright

in order to obtain his requirements. But

the manufacturer—a pers^oTial friend

—

just greeted him with a wry -i-mile and

showed bim an order over twice as big

as his for a New York botel whicb they

were working niigiht and dav to conwlete

but could not deliver inside of several

months.
Orders Are Apportioned

Fine ehina is being apportioned just

as a great many clothing and fabric

dealers are comipelled to divide their

stocks with their -eu'sitamers. It sounded

almost like a jok-e when the Toronto

agent for Cro-wn Derlby announced joy-

fully to a firm that be had received a

sihipment and was going to be able to

supply bis best customers, nuimlberinig

less thian a half dozen, with an equal

number of pieces, namely, one cup, three

plates, and one teapot each!

In. the face of this serious situation

dealers are well niilglh frantic, and some
of the largest china retailers in the city

adimit tbat they will hiave to go out of

the business if the outlook does not im-

prove before Spring.

Art Pottery Novelties

In, art -potteiry the demand is not so

great, and altbiou(g!h busine-ss is splen-did

and deliveries slow,? matters are not near-
ly so -grave.

Staffordish'ire in Englland appears to

have been ratber hard hit during the war
as regards ca'sxialtiesL Addedi to the con-

sequent shortage of men, labor difficul-

lie-s prev-ailin^' th-ere as elsewhere, and
the unemployment dole, aboliished to a
certain extent within the • last miomth,

kept the potteries operating below nor-

mal. Just imagine the conditions in one
small town where a pottery fairly cried

for help, when fomr hundred pople who
might hcive been at work were -counted

recently lined up out: id: of a motion
picture house waitinig to see a Charlie

C-'tanlin movie!

Fancy Goods and
Notions Advancing

A buyci' of these line* now m the

States writes that fancy goods and no-

tions are almost being- given away in

th,is country at present, considering the
figures asked for new goods. Celluloid is

Pugh Specialty Co. Ltd.
38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto, Canada

Manulacturers and
Manufacturers' Agents

We own or control 5 Canadian Factories.
Some of our lines are
French Ivory,
Pennants, Cushions and Textile

Novelties,
Post Cards and Boo-klets for all seasons
and occasions.

Ladies' and Men's Purses, Wallets, etc..

Souvenir Novelties (biggest range in

Canada).
Our Catalogue is worth having.
Our travellers cover Canada.

beads will be an- important item in the

fancy goods trade for 1-920.

Beaded bags at prices up to $2'50 are
selling at preisent, while $25 is q-ui-te a

An Attractive Group
Very chintzy looking is this pottery with its nink roses and black bandings. Shown by

Geo. Borgfeldt & Co., Toronto.

particularly scarce and high-priced, and
several o-ther -chaniges will be noticed in

prices at the beginning of the year.

A further advance in fingering yarns

is promised, but there is no si'srn. as yet

of advance? in the finer art wools s'uch

as Shetland. Judging from the sale of

books of instructions, knitting is prov-

ing itself more popular at present than

crochet wori<. The Obristmais season,

though, has seen a considerable volume
of trade done in both lines. Gran:i-

mother has been knitting mittens for

the children, mother has been making
father a scarf, and siister has been

crocheting a filet puBover for her girl

chum in a good many Canadian homies.

Embroidery work on tan and natural

color linens in colored silks is still a

bigger item, in the opinion of dealers,

than white emjbroiideiry on Vv''hite linen.

The most popular palttems in this color-

ed work seem to be butterflies and bas-

kets—Old-time favorite? that people

never seem to tire of- A newer desio-n

which should prove attractive for next

season is a cornucopia from which flow-

ers and fruits tumble out in gay pro-

fusion.

Seeds and beads are still selling in

enormous quantities. Since the vogue

for bead trimimin'^s on -gownis is receiv-

ing a new incentive in Spring models.

popiular price to pay for them. And now,
.fust while bead-s are -so prioiminent, out
come-s a new fan of painted chiffon with
intricate nidtifs of ibeadwork enhameing
th-e luxuriouisnesis of it.

A New Item for the Notion Counter

On th-e notion counters of a num.ber of

leading .stores ih Charllo-ttetown, P.E.I.,

is a new labor-isaving devi<5e for dress
makers. Fitted drelsis linings miay now
be had ready miadle in -stanldsrd sizes.

The saving in time amd imaterial for

professional dressmakers and the con-

venience to thoise who sew at home will

no doubt give th-ese linings a strong ap-

peal. They are made of different mia-

ter'als -and finished with rustproof tape,

hooks -and eyes.

The firm name of Messrs. Reiling &
Schoen, Inc., New York, has been chang-

ed to Carl Schoen Silk Corporation.

Mr. Gordon Ingram, of Smallman &
Ingram, London, Ont., has been elected

director of the London Chamber of

Commerce.

Mr. Jean Million, of Million & Co.,

makers of dynamo malines, Lyons,

France, is paying a visit to his Canadian
friends.
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GAGE HATS

T"

LELIE
GAGE

Our Decemher Displa^p of Millinerp
for the Winter Tourists is designed to

meet the requirements of the lar^e

numher of Women who Will ^o to Cali"

fornia and the southern Winter resorts.

Mats for travel, sports and dress Wear.

We invite -gou to visit us and see this displa-g.

PRODUCERS
OF CORRECT
MILUNERY

Chicago Neii'^ York Paris

DYNAMO BRAND

Wholesalers

!

This Trade Mark is your

guide to

—

''Dynamo Brand" Maline
The Original Guaranteed

Rainproof Maline

Ideal for Millinery and Scarves.

Resists rain, dampness, snow, sun, and
perspiration.

Exceptional quality

Guaranteed

Economical

We are the only selling agents for Gros
Million & Co., of Lyons (France) for the
Dominion of Canada.

CHAS. MOUTERDE
(United Makers)

80 Wellington St. West Tel. Adel. 4184

TORONTO
Room 705 Read Bids:. Tel. Main 6524

MONTREAL

IMPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS

Art Needlework and Fancy Goods
"Peri-Lusta" "Crystar'

Mercerized Cottons Artificial Silk

Embroidery Materials

Fancy Linens and Piece Goods
MADEIRA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINENS andHANDKERCHIEFS -

Campbell, Metzger & Jacobson
932-938 Broadway = NcW York Cor. 22nd St.

Canadian Showroom and Factory-:

Bay and Wellington Sts., - Toronto, Canada

UTTON
To the Trade

WE EXTEND
our heartiest wishes for a

Bright and Joyous Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year.

Weyerstoll & Co.
Head Office: TORONTO

"Canada's Elxeliuive Batton Hoaaa"
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ISLAND SPINNING CO., Ltd.
LISBURN, IRELAND

^^Fountain Brand''
Linen Thread for All Purposes

What's in a name?—years of experience

backed, too, by the best workmanship and
material. From the growing of the flax to

the finished spinning, the utmost care is

taken to assure the highest quality product.
Why, then, use an inferior quality when the best

is available—large stock on hand ready for

immediate shipment.

Black —White Whitey Brown
All Numbers

Patent wind cops 1 lb. and 1/2 lb.

Spools 1, 2 and 3 oz.

Sole Agents for Canada
FOLNIAIN BRAND

Walter Williams & Co.
508 Read Building

MONTREAL
20 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

Infants'

Bootees

Hoods
Jackets

Bibs

Mittens

Leggings

Toques
Feeders

Also

a large range of celluloid rattles,

novelties, comb and brush sets.

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Art Needlework, Wools, Knitting
Pins, Crochet Hooks, Embroidery
Threads.

Instruction Books on Knitting and
Crocheting.

HAMBLY & WILSON
LIMITED

1 1 Wellington Street West - - TORONTO

How Is Your Stock of

TRANSFER POINTS

AND SINKERS ?

I am in a position to make
immediate delivery as I

have a large stock on hand.

Quality Guaranteed Prices Right

CHARLES B. PAULUS
1516 68th Ave.,

OAK LANE, PHILA., PA.

Correspondence Solicited.
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Handkerchief Outlook Bright
Ranges for 1920 Now Being Prepared in Europe are Interesting and Novel—Prices no Higiier

Except for Linens—Some Lines to be Lower—Colored Prints Very Popular.

Report comes to DRY GOODS REVIEW from buyer who is "on the spot"

Mr. R. C. Wickware, of Lace Goods
Co., Ltd., Toronto, who has been touring

Europe for the past couple of months,
writes from Paris, France, to DRY
GOODS REVIEW the following inter-

esting outlook on the handkerchief situ-

ation for 1920.

"The three sources of supply of hand-
kerchiefs for the Canadian buyer are

England, Ireland and Switzerland, or, to

localize, Manchester, Belfast and St.

Gall. Manchester produces only staple

lines, such as plain lawns, mercerized

and printed borders. Belfast rivals

Manchester in the same lines, also

specializing in linens and hand-embroid-

ered goods, !botli on lawns and linens.

The St. Gall article is confined to fine

machine embroidery, Venice lace goods

and many novelties, which I will detail

later, nearly all being made on s'heer

lawns and mulls.

Buyers Will Revel in Cottons

"The 'buyer for the coming year need
have no fear concerning either the price

or variety that will be offered early in

1920. Owing to the great scarcity of

linen, the more popular-priced lines are

being produced on cotton fabrics, which
are shown in such a variety of styles

and designs that they are sure to com-
mand' ^''

" ^""ding place on the handker-

chief counter.

"Colored prints are much in favor, and
all manufacturers are featuring these

lines. They are made in dainty color-

ings, with band-embroidered corners.

Others in all-over designs in every color

from the delicate blue, pink and mauve,
to the very dark tones in grey, taupe,

marine, brown and even black, to match
the same colors prevailing in dress

voiles which wiW be one of the leading

fabrics for smart Spring and Summer
wear.

"Linens of all kinds will be higher

than last season. The price of flax to

the farmer has been fixed until next
October, the same as last season, name-
ly, 45 shillings per stone. Wages and
bleaching are 75 per cent, higher than
in 1918. lit the counts of linens from
2,000 upwards, there is practically none
to be had. These finer counts are made
from Belgian yarns, which have been off

the market since 1914, and any fine

sheer lines in these higher counts we
have been successful in securing, are

only small lots which have been carried

in stock since before the war.

Good Ranges for Men

"In men's lines rparticularly, the

manufacturers have produced such fine

weaves in cotton, both in white and
Diinted borders, and in such varety.

that the popular-priced linens of pre-

war days will not be niisised, and the
men's departments will be able to show
more attracibive styles than for many
seasons past.

"Being one of the first buyers to visit

St. Gall, we found there, as in Belfast,

that the manufacturers are very opti-

mistic regarding the outlook for next
sisason. In this market, prices are con-
siderably lower than last year. This
reduction is due solely to the lower
price of cloth. In November, 1918, when
the armistice was signed, the price of

cloth dropped suddenly, and' continued

rroing- down until the month of April.

These proved hard times for St. Gall.

Business iwa.s almost at a standstill, and
it seems as though the whole embroidery
industry, on which the district of St.

Gall practically depends, was driving to-

wards a catastrophe. However, in the

early Summer business began to recover.

The change came almost in a night, and
in a short time St. Gall was again in full

activity. Many of the manufacturers, of

course, procured plenty of cloth d'uring

the depressing time, and are now able to

offer for the coming year their product

much below last year's figures, and here

I found a most extensive range.

Scalloped Borders and Novel Corners

"The hemstitched corner-embroidered
goods are still leading. Patterns are

small and dainty. They are embroid-
ered either in white or in a light grey
shade, wihich produces an effect very
similar to real Appenzell hand embroid-
ery. We are confident that colored em-
broidered handkerchiefs will continue in

favor, and there are many beautiful and
new combinationis in soft and dainty

colorings. Shadow and block effects are

extremely tasty and novel-looking. A
leading firm is bringing new combina-
tions in raised Pompadour effects, such
as rosebuds, marguerites, 'baskets, 'but-

terflies, etc., which are applied by hand
and worked up with the machine in a

most clever and attractive way.
"Scalloped handkerchiefs with corner

embroidery, which have been somewhat
neglected in the past few years, are

coming forward again and are shown in

good assortments, both in Madeira blue

and in colors.

"Much attention has been given to the

mull and linen handkerchiefs with Ven-
ise lace borders. This most important
line is being shown in an extensive va-

riety of new patterns, both in all-round

and corner effects, from the cheapest up
to the best. A very striking novelty has
been added to this range. It is a com-
bination showing colored medallions in

various shapes worked up in white lace

corners, which make an exceedingly
pretty handkerchief.

To Sum Up
"To sum up the situation, linens will

be higher; plain staple lines in lawns
and men's prints, practically the same
as last season; many novelty lines
lower; ladies' and men's colored prints
very much in favor; and I predict a
big season in these goods for Easter
and early Summer businesis. Altogether,
a more attractive and varied line has
not been shown heretofore."

This comprehensive and deffcailed re-
port on the handkerchief situation in

Europe comes very timely for the Can-
adian buyer, and provides many points
for him to keep in mind when p'laoing

his orders for next year.

LETHBRIDGE STORE REMODELLED
A distinctive addition to the store

itself, and to the appearance on 5th

Street, on which it is situated, is the

new frontage of the dry goods estab-

lishment of Rylands & Co., at Leth-

bridge, Alta. This frontage is larger

than formerly, owing to the firm having
acquired the store adjoining.

There is considerable space added to

the interior of the store, with many al-

terations, making it an ideal daylight
store. It now measures 50 x 100 feet,

and contains 65 square feet of plate
glass. The glass is surmounted by
prisms, which diffuse the light within.

Marble and copper also enter into the

scheme of the frontage. There are two
main entrances to the store, and an
additional one leading to the offices, all

approached from the main street. These
entrances are paved with tiled mosaic,
and relieve the fine display fronts on
either side.

The interior of the store has been
altogether renovated, giving it an im-
posing spaciousness and serving to dis-

play goods to the best advantage.
Show cases are mirrored. The interior

will be further beautified by a metallic

ceiling and electroliers.

Ladies' Rest Room
On the first floor are the offices of

the company, and here the comfort of

customers has been regarded by a well-

appointed ladies' rest room. The pillar

arrangement of the main floor of the

store is so made that it does not in any
way interfere with the movement of

customers, and at the same time accen-

tuates the wide space, and affords easy
access from one department to the
ot^er.
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Onlv Fine Neckwear \¥anted
Several Novelties in Medici Style Shown—Ostrich Appears

in Various New Designs—Ecru Nets and Laces the

Newest Fashion—Frillings Likely to be Used
Again For Spring.

THERE is a slight lull in neckwear
at the present moment, tout it is

e.cpected that in a week or so a

big- volume of Christmas trade will be

turned in this direction.

Net and lace collars in Tuxedo and

round styles continue to 'he the staple

article. There are, though, some gilets

and high collars appearing in colored

satins or silks wirh ostrich trimming.

A dainty ostrich boa albout to be put

on the market is made of King's blue

in a simple round effect—two rows of

curtled ostrich joined by inch-wide silver

ribbon with streamers and tassels of the

same. Brushed silk in smart colors is

being shown in some of the Toronto

shops. These are in flat collars or

vestees with cuffs to match, sometimes
with little black satin revers.

The vogue, for some time noticed in

New York for high Medici collars, is

just (beginning to reach this country.

Some are seen fashioned coniplete-

pletely of fine lace wired at the back
and ending at the throat in front, or

maybe finished with tiny revers. Others

are merely a square piece of shirred net

and lace slightly wired, which stands

uip at the back of the neck. With fur

collars these Medici effects lend a

pdeasing soft finish and the prices

rang2 from about $2.50 to $5.00 apiece

retail.

It is the opinion of some dealers

that pleatings and frillings will come
back into favor in the Spring, yet they

r.re bein? shown very little at present.

Although about 90 per cent, of well-

dressed New Yorkers are wearing ecru

neckwear, the bulk of Canadian trade is

in white. A great many people do not

seem to appreciate the softer finish and

richer appearance that is given by a

collar of ecru net or lace on a dark

serge dress than by one of white. Just

as an experiment, take two collars, one

of white and one of ecru, of the sani'j

value, and, if possible, of the same de-

sign, and see which you think lends the

smarter touch to a dark dress.

Practically nothing but neckwear of

the better sort is being sold to-day.

Very fine lace and real lace are more
fashionable than cheaper, coarser stuff.

One manufacturer cent out a number—
a simple neck finish at $2.95 a yard, and
the traveller brought it back with the

message that the trade considered it too

cheap. So the maker followed up im-

mediately with another design at $4.00

a yard, and the sample returned from its

''r t trin with a large order.

Christmas Neckwear From Toronto Stores
1. An importation from France of nut brown satin with machine-silk ostrich edging

and touches of hand embroidery in bright colors. From T. Eaton Co.

2. Just imagine this neck piece on a black velvet dress! It is of white brushed silk

finished with black ostrich and small black buttons. Shown at the Robert Simpson Co.

3. Of white Valenciennes insertion and lace is a flat collar with unusual outline. From
Murray-Kay.

4. Here is a collar and jabot that should add a smart touch to the throat of some fur-

coated person. It is of cream net and imitation filet. Shown by Fairweather's.

A Dictionary of

Dry Goods Terms
LACE—MANUFACTURED

Barmen Machine.—So named from "Bar-
men" in Germany, where it was principally
made. It is a development of the "dolly"
or braiding machine and produces a clever
imitation of "Torchon" lace. In its latest
improved form the production can scarcely
be distinguished from the "real" article.
Manufacturing centre, Nottingham.

Bobbin Net.-—This is made upon the twist
machine as invented by John Heathcote,
180'.>-11. It is a hexagonal shaped net in
imitation of Brussels and has one system of
threads traversed diagonally in both direc-
tions, with the result that it does not run
when cut. Centres of manufacture, Not-
tingham, Tiverton. Chard. (Sometimes in-
correctly spelled "bobinette.")

Brass Winding.—A term used for brevity
and signifying the process of winding brass
bobbins, 60, 80 or 100 at once.

Breadth.—Any width of lace less than a
"web" that is complete in itself.

Brussels Lace.—Also called Point d'Angle-
terre— Perhaps the most representative of
all laces for quality or beauty of design
which changes with the fashion and always
keeps up to date. It was first made in the
fifteenth century and about 1626 the city
of Brussels had attained such proficiency
in the manufacture as to be the envy of the
concerned districts. Nearly every known
stitch or method may be embodied in Brus-
sels lace, as the principle of manufacture
lends itself to distinctive treatment and the
various objects in filling the difl^erent

varieties of ground are made separately,
each by the worker most skilled in her
particular department, and afterwards com-
bined.

"Burnt Out" Lace. — Imitation guipure
and similar lace made upon the embroidery
machine. A woollen foundation is used to
build the lace upon, this foundation being
afterwards burnt or dissolved away in a
solution of caustic soda or other chemical,
leaving the lace design free.

Combination.—A term used in the manu-
facture of lace curtains signifying that a
more complex movement of the threads has
been necessary than in the case of ordinary
curtains.

Curtain Machine.—A twist lace machine
especially adapted for the production of
lace curtains. The particular feature is

its capacity for the reproduction of de-
s gn on an extensive scale.

"IVORY"

White Ivory—^It is really celluloid. Called
ivory, ivorine, ivoroid, etc. Comes to the
manufacturer of ivory in sheets and in
tubing for round articles.

Rod.—Thick round solid pieces of this
material used for solid parts of the manu-
facture. This depends upon the day for
making. On a bright day the ivory will

be white. The ivory made on a dull day
is not likely to be so clear a white.

The celluloid is made of cotton chemi-
cals and a large amount of camphor. This
comes mostly froni Formosa and is con-
trolled by Japan. It is aifficult to obtain.

Synthetic camphor is being manufac-
tured here as a substitute for cam:phor and
keeps the price of camphor regulated.

Many manufacturers are trying to do
without camphor at all. Ivory has been
made without it and looks ju=t the same
as the other article, but it has not yet
been tested out as to how it will wear.

(To be Continued.)
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Veilings are Selling
Demand is Steady—Spring Prices Likely to be Higher-

Novelties Come From Paris and New York but

Goods by the Yard and Scarfs Are

Wanted Most.

will have a particular run, but since veil-

ings, and lace and draperies of all sorts

are fashionable, and are likely to be for

another year at least, there is every rea-

son to expect that next year should roll

up a good turnover in veilings of what-
ever kind is procurable.

RIBBONS

VEILINGS by the yard are said to

be leading in this line of mer-

chandise nowadays. Large mesh-

es are still good, either in octagon or

hexagon style, so say the Canadian

wholesalers.

The two best designs seem to be the

all-over dotted pattern of chenille and

embroidered scroll desigii, almost com-

pletely covering the face. The border

veil and plain mesh with a single spot

design are not quite so good as formerly.

A number of novelties are selling which

show a scroll pattern over the lower

part of the face or with a dot design,

but with the upper section over the eyes

quite plain.

In New York there is a noticeable

tendency reported for the veilings with

fine mesh and a tiny little French dot,

and there, too, the veiling is more active

than the made-up numbers. Taupe and

brown meshes are in particular demand.

In Canada, these two shades, together

with navy blue, are also popular, though

navy, on the whole, is perhaps a little

less in evidence than it 'was a season ago.

Some novelties shown in New York have

the broken mesh lines with colored dots.

Some of these dots are quite bright, in-

cluding jade, American beauty, rust,

royal blue and Alice blue; the last-named

being quite noticeably popular. A large

mesh, called the dash, which is irregular,

iis considered very smart. The radio

also has quite a large mesh and a novel

pattern to it, while the wireless veil has

little wheels scattered through it on an

octagon mesh.
A Gift Suggestion

Separate veils at-i ready sellers in the

large Canadian ' shops—^as compared

with previous seasons—for gift pur-

poses. The Canadian trade, as a whole,

has not yet taken up veils as a pro-

minent Christmas gift line of merchand-

ise. One merchant, however, cuts off

veiling lengths of the goods by the yard

and ties four or five of them together,

with dainty Christmas ribbon, into a

little packet, and puts them in a box

with a greeting card, thus making a

very neat suggestion to the customer

looking for a gift for women friends.

There, doubtless, are' many possibilities

at the veiling counters for suggestions

for this season of ihe year, and especi-

alHy do they appeal as "last-minute"

articles.

A certain number of the novelty veil

scarfs are selling in some quarters.

These have been described from time to

time in DRY GOODS REVIEW, and new
novelties are continually appearing.
These combined veilings or whole veils

with malines or lace or even sometimes
with ninon, chiffon. Georgette, or taf-

feta, form scarfs for automobiling or

maJ-ie ilov. ing drapes for the hats.

There is no prospect of anything olh-^-

than higher prices for veilings in the

Spring. The reason is not only the

higher w^ages paid to labor in France,

due to the decreased purchasing power
of the franc, but also the coal shortage

makes it difficult to run the factories.

Buyers from all over Canada and the

United States are going over to France
every few weeks and picking up what-

ever is available, and with this increased

traffic there is no doubt that a certain

number of novelties will be shown in the

Spring. It is unliktly, of course, under

these circumstances, that any one style

The big call which has come to the

ribbon trade for making fancy goods of

all kinds has resulted in a real shortage
in a great many quarters of sufficient

supplies to carry through the holiday

season. Especially are those houses
which make up the ribbon novelties

chort, since the demand for these goods
has been very keen this season. Ribbon
jobbers, too, have scarcely been able to

get enough goods of the popular type
to supply the immediate demand.

Swiss manufacturers have suddenly
seemed to come to life and deliveries are
beginning to c&me m this month, both in

broad silk and ribbon merchandise, in-

eluding moires, taffetas, and satins. Yet
these no sooner reach the wholesaler

than they are ^gobbled up by his anxi-

ously waiting customers. Inside of a

day after the delivery of a large ship-

ment of Swiss ribbons, one dealer was
unable to fill a single order in full.

A New Utility Ribbon

A new item is a ribbon specially de-

signed for fancy work having what is

Dainty Ribbon Conceits

A novel flat boudoir cap is shown here inado of ribbon and lace with

lonK streamers. There is a dome fastener which secures the bandeau
around the head.

One of the new sachet pillows is also illustrated. Note the dainty

shirrinK, lace edffinK and tiny flowers. These are all hand-tinted.

A camisole of white (JeorK^tte made simply with narrow shirred rib-

bons and four shirred bow knots and posies cannot be beaten for daintiness,

as this one aho>e indicates.

From the new lines featured by the Ribboncraft Co., Toronto.
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called an "Oriental" edge—a cord edge
which may be caught in the fingers and
the ribbon shirred to any desired full-

ness without the use of needle and
thread. This comes in a wide range of

colors and widths and should prove a

boon to women iwho make many little

"fussies," as well as to the professional

makers of ribbon no\elties and trim-

mings.

Whites and pinks seem to be rather

difficult colors to obtain and to a lesser

degree pale blues and lavender shades.

The probable reason is that buyers were
timid of departing from these "bread-

and-Jbutter" colors during the uncertain

times of war and the supply has conse-

quently been absor'bed.

Among the European novelties prom-
ised us this Spring is a ribbon which

looks so much like ostrich that when it

is placed beside a feather on a hat it

can scarcely be distinguished from the

feather.

Some buyers who have recently re-

turned from Europe speak favorably of

a vogue for velvet ribbons for Spring.

They will include a pretty full range of

colors and widths, though narrow lines

are given some preference. Narrow,
shiny ribbons will doubtless continue,

though metallic effects will not likely

outlast the Winter to any important

extent.

Metallic ribbons are still stocked to

advantage and from all indications hand-

some bags of a combination metallic

ribbon and velvet, and camisoles of

heavy dark flowered satins and taffetas

are going to be unfolded from many
hoUy-decked parcels this coming Christ-

mas morning.
High-Priced Gifts Sell Readily

There is a mo'st interesting range of

ribbon novelties featured this season.

Continued on page 114

Bags For Christmas
As a holiday number, bags are proving

very strong this year. All the varieties

descrilbed in earlier issues of DRY
GOODS REVIEW this Fall are having
their "day." Stocks are already being
reduced in the stores with remarkable
rapidity. The cretonne variety does not
seem to be so much in demand as the

fancier bags of silk or velvet with
celluloid handles. Bags of imitation

patent leather are also disappearing
from the counters. The probable reason
that the useful cretonne bag is being
ousted is because women this year are
.not as much occupied with knitting

socks as with going to receptions. Sister

Susie is no longer sewing shirts for

soldiers, tat is more interested in hav-
ing a fussy bags for some war vetei'an to

carry her dancing pumps in.

New (bags from Japan, shown at
Eaton's, are made of shot taffeta in a
large square design caught up at the
domers and ornamented with an Oriental
-emhroidery.

Novelty and fine leather goods are
exceiptionally good.

An Evening Confection
Made in coral faille ribbon with matchinj;
ostrich, silver tassel and cord. Shown b>

the Dominion Ostrich Co.

FANS
Cstrich fans in all the most gorgeouj

of this year's evening colors are Bering

almost as fast as they can be delivered.

American beauty, turquoise, sand jade,

flame, sapphire, and coral are some of

the shades most quickly picked up. The
vogue seems to be even stronger than
was predicted at the beginning of the

season. Probably the notice given by
the press to the ostrich fans of several

of the favored debutantes who danced
with the Prince has had somethinp: to

do with their popularity.

These fans are good both in the small

single plume variety or cluster of plumes
on single stick of celluloid with a ring

finished as described last month, as well

as in thi3 larger kind with perhaps five

or more feathers each on individual

stems.
Ostrich, however, cannot be said to

have increased to the siame exitent by any
means as have other accessories. Dur-
ing the war, of course there was a slump
and goods that cost $15 a pound then are

now being sold for .$125, yet the general

price level now is just about the same
as that maintained in 1913, and when one
considers the decreased purchasing
power of money, values are even less

than at that date. Individual fans are

now being ^old at prices ranging from
about $jO tn $150 retail.

In New York ^-
.-^s seen a fan of rare

beautv made of blue chiffon with a deli-

oat" hnrid-paintpd desipm of a s-a^'lart

crent'ermn and lady, the design being
outlined with heads, in matching, colors.

LACES
AND EMBROIDERIES
Laces are continuing to hold their re-

surrected place in the realm of essential

dress trimmings. The demand for gold
and silver laces in all widths has not
abated, and deliveries are reported fair,

vjome mere men consider it remarkable
that women will pay $1 to $10 a yard for

a bit of narrow gold lace to encircle a
fur hat or edge a simple evening gown;
but women know that this same bit of

lace must be bought at any price when
Fashion adds her seal to its own intrin-

sic beauty.

An extreme shortage is beginning to

be felt in nets. This was noted in last

month's DRY GOODS REVIEW, hut the

scarcity is growing worse instead of

better. Dealers are out to get nets any-
where, at any price, and yet customers
are turned away dissatisfied almost
daily. Prices, too, are advancing, and
manufacturers of embroidered nets are

in a quandary as to what to try to offer

next, for no repeats can be replaced at
original prices, nor can they depend
upon getting similar materials a second
time.

Quite a range of embroidered voiles is

being placed on the market for Spring.

These include colored effects, as well as

all white, and some with motifs of lace

inset. It is found that the rural trade

in certain districts—especially Quebec
province—take these up readily. The
daintily colored lines sell exceptionally

well for Summer frocks when consumers
have not yet given in to the ways of

Georgette crepe and the other high-

priced sheer silks to which the Fashion
centres are addicted.

Nottingham laces are coming over in

fair quantities, and yet the shortage in

these is felt everywhere—so keen is the

call for them. Shipments are irregular,

but yet they are welcome whenever they

arrive. Prices are extremely high.

There are almost none of the heavy
linen laces obtainable,* but these are not

wanted so much for dress and lingerie

trimmings as are the finer silk and imi-

tation filet and Valenciennes laces.

Arrivals of laces of various sorts

from the United States are reported

a little improved during the past month,

but the coal situation is liable to inter-

fere again with the production from that

source.

Buyers who are able to get any orders

accepted for Swiss laces and embroider-

ies, consider themselves fortunate, and
buying in that market is advantageous

just now, owing to the exchange situa-

tion. The difficulty again, in Switzerland,

is the curtailed supplies. A number of

the Swiss manufacturers are thought to

have disposed of practically all their

output to the very eager German pur-

chasers. There is, too, a smaller number
of small manufacturers in that country

than before the war, owing to the fact

that many of them had to go out of

business when they were unable to dis-

pose of their goods during the war.
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OOCIETY Sport Veils— sell on
^^ sight. Because their meshes are

flattering — their prices reasonable —
their uses many—and because they are

packed in a unique "self-selling" counter

cabinet.

And then—to add to their already easy

salability—they are nationally adver-

tised. Four color, full page newspaper
messages — and compelling insertions

in the leading magazines the year

around—will bring new, quick profits

to "Society" dealers.

Here's a ready-made business for you.

Sold through wholesale distributors

only.

vb 8 HERBERT B. LEDERER CO.
A CORPORATION
Manufacturers and Importers
91-93 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Evening Gown—Purple Satin
and Net, trimmed ivith "J. C."
Butterfly Pattern Jacquard
Tinsel Brocade Ribbon.

Designed by C. May Bossier.

The illustration tells the story of

the amazing and varied design

possibilities of ribbons—in par-

ticular of the widely preferred

"J. C." RIBBONS
Their original and highly distinc-

tive design and color conceptions

give strength and individuality

to all dress creations. Their last-

ing beauty and unusualness help

to create a profitable desire of

ownership.

"JC." are AMERICA'S BEST RIRRONS th...' +• ^ i

them by name
^^^^^ i\n:>nKJi\^—there s one tor every need—

b

VIOLET
Ideal lingerie ribbon [in*pini blue
and white.

LADY FAIR
A new double-faced Satin ribbon. There
is only one genuine Lady Fair Ribbon—
"J.C." LADY FAIR. Be sure the name
appears on every bolt you buy.

SATIN DE LUXE
Best Satin and Taffeta Ribbon.

(All registered trade mark names)

TROUSSEAU
Rosebud and Polka Dot lingerie
ribbon.

SANKANAC
Popularly priced Satin and Taffeta

rib on.

DEMOCRACY
A grosgrain ribbon " For the

people."

JOHNSON, COWDIN & COMPANY, Inc.
.- „ "America's Best Ribbons"
40 Ea,t 30.h Street ^ow York
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Evidence

m
Glovedom-

"PERRIN'

and

KAYSER''

The ever-increasing popularity of

these two well-established brands
of Gloves is certain evidence of

their superiority.

Everywhere these names are

known to be synonymous of

genuine value and ultra-smart
effects.

Dealers from Coast to Coast are
recognizing the many advantages
in stocking these reliable lines.

The name in each case speaks for
itself. Every sale means a satis-

fied customer.

LOVE
RealChamoisette

HADE IN CANADA

P. K. COMPANY, UMITED
Successors to

PERRIN FRERES & CIE

Sommer BIdg., Montreal

e4
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Ostrich Feather Fans to Match Every Gown
QUITE THE SMARTEST THING THIS SEASON

In a large variety of irresistible designs and a perfect galaxy of beautiful

colors. "THE PRINCE OF WALES" and "THE DEBUTANTE"
Fans are particularly in favor. They make an instant appeal.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW DANSANTE HANDBAG?

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY LIMITED
78 Wellington St. West TORONTO

n
Cfjrtstmasi (greetings

We cordially extend to our patrons and

friends a most hearty Yuletide greeting and

a sincere wish that the New Year will bring

with it unalloyed prosperity, good health and

a full measvire of happiness.

/84-86
,

((wtLLINGTOHi'l

I ST.W. / P^NADAVEILING CO-

TORONTO
LIMITED

Braids

Soutaches

Tinsel

Tassels

MOULTON MFG. CO. LTD.

4 Inspector St.

MONTREAL

Girdles

Cords

Buttons

Ornaments

To Our Clients: Wishing You a Prosperous and Successful 1920
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Only The Early Buyer Will

Meet The Demand
THE merchant or manufacturer who gives his

order now for a full assortment of our Silk

Threads and Laces will be acting wisely as the de-

mand is increasing very largely for our products.

Our plant is working on double shift to keep up with

the greatly increased call for our lines.

We are showing new colors in the various lines.

Independent Silk
Limited

350-360 St. Paul Street East, Montreal

^^* ^^^^
I? ^
f Greetings To Our Many Friends

*

May your Christmas Day
be merry,

All your New Year

happy, very,

January to January

This is the earnest wish of

\ \^ TORONTO ^ "^2^^ J^ 154 Pearl Street ^
P^^ ^fi%
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GIRDLES
The Latest
Novelty

You will find us first

always with new
effects in

Girdles Fringes
Braids Tassels

Cords, etc.

Our range of Furriers' Supplies also includes:

Buttons, Crochet and
Celluloid Chains,

and all fur novelties.

Samples and prices on request

Canadian Braid and Trimming

Co.y Limited
39 Dowd St., MONTREAL
Toronto Branch—96 King- St. West

L, B. Ellis, Representative

We Specialize in

BIRLEY
Patent Folding Suit

and Costume Boxes

We also manufacture all

kinds of Folding Boxes

QUALITY and SERVICE

Dominion Paper Box Co.
LIMITED

Toronto Ontario

Distinctive

Made in Canada

Griffin Gloves

They speak for themselves

!

See them !

The Season's Greetings
— To You —

Griffin Gloves Limited
TORONTO

Sole Selling Agents:

Richard L. Baker & Company
84 Wellington Street West, Toronto

&i
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Windows That Sold the Goods
Mary Goes a-Shopping and Succumbs to Displays Based on Economy, Reverence, Chinese

Philosophy and Contrast.

MARY was oat to buy a dress. In

front of a department store win-

dow she stopped, for there was
just what she wanted. It was a mid-
night iblue taffeta, with rose-lined cuffs,

a soft vest of the same colored Georg-
ette, and lots and lots of tiny buttons.

The dress was marked $40. It was
the onlv one in the window, but there

were other things, now that Mary could

get her eyes from the dress, and notica

•them. Why—for goodness sake! A
sewing machine! Well, what is the idea?
Then she looked again.

On the floor, about the machine, lay

the different portions of a dress, cut

from taffeta exactly like that in the

'dress that she so much admired with the

pieces of pattern pinned to them, just

as the scissors had left them; the front

and back of waist, two skirt portions,

'Cuffs and rose linings, and a piece of

rose Georgette, tucked in the form of a

vest. On the machine in the sewing
basket, were several cards of buttons,

the exact counterpart of those on the

dress.

Why Not Save a Pew Dollars

A large card stood beside the basket.

It read: "Blue taffeta, $3.50 per yard;

five yards, $17.50. Rose taffeta, $2 per
yard; ons-half yard, $1. Georgette $3
per yard; two-thirds yard, $2. Buttons,

75 cents per dozen; two dozen, $1.50.

Thread, 20 cents. Pattern, exact size,

25 cents. Total $22.45."

Mentally, Mary deducted $22.45 from
$40 and found that she would save

$17.50 by doing the work herself. That,

if accomplished in twelve hours, would
be paying her $1.45 per hour, or about
$11.60 per day. Figures have a fascina-

tion for Mary, so she just went ahead
to figure out that the woman with less

ability than she had might consume
twice the time in making it, and still

be earning $5.80 a day. This was in-

deed a case where "a dollar saved is a

dollar earned," as the merchant pointed

out with his show card.

Mary went in and bought the goods
and pattern. The man who arranged
that window had helped her a little way
in solving the problem of the high cost

of living, as well as successfully adver-

tised his yard goods, which was his

specialty.

A Bible Scene in the Jeweler's Window
Walking on, Mary next stopped in

front of a jewelry store. She wanted

A Seasonable Display
The backjrround is the most sfrikinK feature of this window of .1. H.
Gould, Ltd., St. Thomas, Ont., and is quite in keeping with the studied

arrangement of jfarments.

to make a present of jewelry, but every-
thing was so high. It must be a really

good present, and to spend so much
money on a bauble made her feel guilty.

But, at Christmas— well, let's see what
they have here. But Mary had to look
twice to see the jewelry on display.

Instead, the window looked like a
miniature scene from a Bible play. The
floor was covered with fine, white sand;
in the centre was a tiny bark stable,

while about it grew palm trees.

The front of the stable was open,

showing the wee Christ Child in the

hay-filled manger, with Mary and
Joseph kneeling beside it. Just before

the stable knelt the seven Wise Men
each bearing a gift of jewelry. Above
all was the Star.

Other than the pieces presented by
the Wise Men, no jewelry was shown
save a single tray of rings, hrooches,

crosses, etc., and this was set aside, in

full view, but apart from the picture

So much ingenuity and tact had been

used in the display that despite the fact

that the figures were of china, a wave
of reverence enveloped one. It seemed
the only rig^ht tpin? to do, to mak?
presents at this time. One did it, of

course, not because it was the custom,

ibut because it was the only right and

natural thing to do.

So that is how the jeweler reached

at least one customer.

A Dutch Girl Displaying Flowers

Some friends were pausing here, and
they walked on together to the next
"Corner. There they stopped in front of

a florist's to drink in just a moment of

the wonderful array of bloom. Not that
they intended to buy, for flowers were a
'luxury, and it happened to be a time
that ithey were not indulging in luxuries.

The colors featured in the window
were gold and green and blue, in hya-
cinths, tulips and jonquils. Nothing is

more effective in giving a window "life"

than a really fine model (and nothing

imore detrimental to results than a poor
lone), and the one shown in this window
'was of the best. It represented a Dutch
'girl, with pink cheeks and flaxen hair,

iHer voluminous dress was of crisp blue

print, her kerchief of rich, warm yellow,

'with cap and apron of white. Wooden
ishoes were on her feet, of course.

Across her shoulders was the bar or

handle supporting two huge copper pails,

which hung on each side of her, the

old Dutch custom of water-carrying.

But in the pails was not water, but

flowers; great masses of blue hyacinths
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An Excellent Handkerchief Display
Here we have a window which cannot fail to barli the message of the one show-card which reads in neat lettering,

"Headquarters for Handkerchiefs Men's, Women's and Children's." Note the novel decorative effect achieved by rolling
the kerchiefs from corner to corner into long fingers. Fancy hexes, embroidered corners rnd ropes of evergreen and holly
provide color relief. For a small store one section of this display could be used to good advantage.

and yellow jonquils that just cooled ons's

very soul to look at.

A frame for the window picture was
made toy a stiff row of blue hyacinths,

then yellow jonquils, and back of them
white tulips.

' Even then they might have gotten

'by, Mary affirms, tout what made them
succumb to the temptation of buying
was the little, unobtrusive sign down in

the front of the window: "If you have
two loaves, trade one of them for a hya-

cinth—'Confucius."

From there Mary set out to buy a hat

and suit. Her shoes would do. She
decided they were not really new, tout

good.

At length she found just what she

wanted in a tailored suit, with hat to

match. These she ordered sent home,
then strolled along looking into the

windows, satisfied with herself and the

world and seeing nothing shown in the

windows that suited her toetter than
what she had chosen.

Contrast Sold These Shoes

She stopped casually in front of a
shoe store. But her interest was in-

stantly aroused. There was a wax model
in this window, and she had never seen

that in a shoe display toefore.

But there she was, a smiling model
In the latest and niftiest of tolue sersje

'suits, with a tailored black hat to match,
and on her feet—shoes that were neither

late nor nifty; good shoes it must be

admitted, but used, rather loose looking.

You couldn't tell exactly what it was,

tout they just didn't fit in with the suit

and hat at a'l. In fact, the whole out-

fit was ruined, while the window was
filled with footwear that would have
redeemed it and given it the note of

ijrfection.

The originator of the window had been
wise in sensing the fact that showing

the wrong thing to people, in contrast

with the right thing, would incline them
to the latter and letting results take

care of themselves.

So Mary went in and bought a pair

of shoes—^and again a wise merchant
scored.

Misleading Statements Invite Dissatisfaction

AN advertising practice, which is

so destructive of iputolic confidence

in retai'l stores that it is remark-
able that it should still be prevalent,

was described in a recent bulletin of the

Better Business Bureau of Detroit, says
the National Vigilance Committee of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the

World, with which the Detroit bureau is

affiliated.

"One purpose of advertising," says
this Committee, "is to sell goods, to toe

sure, tout it must go further than that

before it can pay as it should. It must
also be an influence toward the building

of good will, and if an advertisement
helps sell goods to-day on such a basis

as to destroy confidence, it is a poor ad-

vertisement, whatever the volume of

sales created to-day."

The touUetin from the Detroit toureau

foPows:
"In the course of our work, we have

learned that it is a usual practice among
touyers to have small quantities of a

his^hly-desiratole article in a lot of mer-
c'^nndise, and in advertising this lot for

?:-]s mention the more desiratole articles

prominently in the advertisement, with-

out stating that there is a limited num-
toer to toe sold.

"This practice will destroy public con-

fidence in a store, because those pur-

chasers who call rit the store early on

the day of the sale and select the most
desirable varieties of a lot, will be few
compared with those who follow and are

disappointed at not finding the desirable

items as advertised.

"This should be avoided, and when ad-

vertising such a limited lot, this should

be plainly stated, so as to eliminate any
displeasure on the part of those who
call later in the day and find that the

items are exhausted."

Rudolph Schreiber, New York, wtho

specializes in the manufacture of jersey

cloths, has completed a new dye plant

which is expected to be in full operation

by November 15th. They claim that this

new asset will insure an output three

times in excess of that previously turn-

ed out and will also provide a more uni-

form quality with qu'cker deliveries.
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Merits of the Comparative Price
Advertising Manager of One of the Largest Department Stores in Canada is Strongly in Favor

of the Use of the Comparative Price—Discretion Must be Used in Order to Gain

Confidence of Customers—The Other Side of the Question Was Discussed

in October Dry Goods Review.

By JAMES A. ORR, Advertising Manager, The Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., Toronto

I
HAVE ibeen asked by the editor of

the DRY GOODS REVIEW to say

a word or tiwo anent connparlaitive

prices in retail advertismg.

I favor the coniiparative price—the

pllain, unadorned truthfiul, comparative

price. At the same time I am wlidely

a/wtaike to the nuimerous albuises of the

policy which pcrovide opportunities for

rebuttal in arguments for and againist

the use of compairative prices. Wfhen

you go to the founidation of the relation

between comparative prices and reduced

prices, you find yourself oiMiged to con-

cede the wisdom of the policy which ad-

vocates the oompaTialtdve price.

As long as the cardinal virtues of ad-

vertising are attractinig attention, arous-

ing interest and icreatinig desire, just so

long will the genuine comparative pric-

ing of nierchandise' hold a place in the

advertising pas'&s of retail stores.

Misrepresentation

The cussedness and carelejsisneBis of the

occasional adver^tiisier who does not hesi-

tate to make a siport of veracity when
usang co'mparative i>rices does not dis-

prove the rule that comparative prices

are beyond criticisim as a w'hole. The
advertiser who puts comlparative pi'ices

in his ads. like so much sup'ar in coffee,

has purchased a one-way ticket to the

pi^'ace General Sherman comipared with
war.

One cannot impeach the means and
mefthods of successful stores. And it is

pretty generally known that the greatest

and most succesisful storeis on the con-

tinent have real reasons why comipara-

tive prices are heing used in their ad-

vertisements.

Here in Toronto, all of the big stores

favor comparative prices. And Toronto's
stores are managed by men possessed of

keen business capacity and s^ound ethical

principles. One couldi not dcisire more
carefully-planned and truthfully-told ad-

vert!spments than the work of Toronto
advertisers.

The store which is interested beyond
the original purchase of a cuslfcomer, and
which realizes that its permanent isoic-

cess depends upon future patronage, will

adhere strictly to the facts when quloting

comiparative prices.

Soniri advertisers take an implacahlo

stand against the usie of comparative
prices, hut continue to suggest the

cr'g'inal values amdirectly. But what is

the generic difference ibetween

"WOMEN'S $50.00 COATS AT $25.00"

and
A SPECIAL HALF-PRICE OFFER-

ING OF WOMEN'S COATS
AT $25.00"?

A ceritain advertiser who is averse to

using comparative prices says: "Many
are taken from our oiwn regular stocks
and reduced." lit would ill become that
advertiiSer to disparage the comparative
price policy. The tone of hiis advertise-

ment i^s pitched to create the same im-
presisiion as if the comparative prices

were quoted. To bopjst of never using

I

A detailed discussion upon the ques-
tion of the place of the comparative
price in retail advertising was taken
UD in the October issue of DRY
GOODS REVIEW by one of the best
known advertising men in Western
Canada. Mr. James Burt Malette, of
Millan's, Saskatoon.

This month, readers are privileged
to leruss the views of th^ advertising
m^'nasrer of the Robert Simpson Co.,
Ltd, Toronto, Mr. James A. Orr, who
differs from the opinion of Mr.
Malette.

Mr. Orr substantiates his arguments
•'th f.Tcts ?s to the success of the
'"'•'->»'.^f>n methods and points out the

"fj^lls of careless advertising in any
form.

Th = '- is the fourth of a series of

?pec'"l articles on nroblems for the

retail store's advertising prtliy.

comparative prices while resorting to

such statements is somiething to wMch I

:Tusit decline to siuibiscribe. Then a'gain,

"18,000 WOMEN'S VESTS AT 39c

Regularly 65c, 75c and 85c."

iis perfectly correct, when upon actual

Qomiparison, based upon cost of produc-
tion, the vests are really worth the com-
parative prices. Chances are the vests

were miade in the store's own factory

froim imiaiterialls purchased miost ad-

vanitagieously. Isn't it good business to

state the quality of the garments
throuigih the medium of comparative
prices, knowinig' what women have been
accustomed to pay for vests of siimilar

gnades ?

Since it lis part of the exigiences of

business to isiell dependlahle merchandi.«e

as cheaply and efficiently as possible,

it devolves upon advertisers to use every

praiiiseworthy emdeavor toward that end.

And if, through the judicious use of

legitimate comparative prices he can ob-
tain better results, it would seem un-
businesslike to forego this prerogative.

The discriminating shopper can "spot"
the questionable advertiisement as easily

as "Shag" can "spot" a natural ball

player. Thie advertiser who oversteps
the mark and imlisrepresents values
makes a pitiful attempt to get business
whiteh cannot Ibe gotten that way.
The comparative price is a good thing.

It enables the loustoimer to associate re-

duced merchandise with goods at regular
prices prevaiildng, and to form some idea

of the style, quality and genuineness of
the article.

The Simpson Store
In Simpson advertisements, compara-

tive prices are used with the utmost dis-

crimiination. and customers are assured
they wlill find values ais reprcisented. The
store's sales policy printed on the back
of every sales check is the customer's
guarantee of entire satisfaction in every
purchase

:

"Our intention is that this bill

shall record a transaction so satis-

factory in all respects to the cus-
tomer that confidence in and friend-

ship for thfe store may he establish-

ed.

"If, for any reason we have not
succeeded we will thank you if you
call our attention to the shorbcom-
ing. Please foe assured we will

proiinptly re^tifv any error or omds-
sion on our part."

Clearance Sales

At certain periods of the season, cliear-

aways of merchandiise must he effected.

This is 'most siatisfactorily accoimiplished

through radical reductions from regular

prices. Goods which have romained in

stock their allotted time are t'cketed

with prices sufficiently alluring as to

conDpel innmedliiate dispergial. It is the

only way. and it almost invariahly means
the use 'if comparative prices.

The Utility Standpoint

Some advertisers take exiception to

comparative prices and miake the strange

coniimentary that as soon as an article

is rc<duiced it is no longer worth its ori-

ginal price—that a $100 coat selling for

$75 is no longer a $100 coiat. Perhaps

if judged from the standpoint of dimin-

ishing utility the coats mlight not be

worth $100 to the adverltiser if the sales

wore held near the end of the sea'son.
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But the coats (unlesis daanag-ed ) , would
sitiill contain the nuaterials and findings

vvhich oomiman^ded the former pricing of

$100, and they wouM ibe oorrectly rep-

resented if 'advertised as "$100 coats at

$75."

Exanuples withiout number could be

cited to illustrate the universal practi-

cability of the coimip'ariative price. In

fact, the prevalence of the policy in ad-

vcTtiisements of the leadimg stores is

overwhelnrine; testimony of their worth.

The subject is mot wanting in arguimient^

to tip the beam the right way.
lit is my own opinion that the average

advertiser i« doing his utmost to insii:ire

the public v/ith confiidence in his offer-

inigs. One meets with an occasiional an-

nouncemi?nt which seemingly errs on the

side of unibelieveaiblenesis, but the mja-

joriity know for theimselves the v.-onder-

ful advantage in truthful ladvertiising.

The advertiser w^o si?ts ouit on the ad-

vertising sea ri9^?:&d wit.h sells of sour.d

plans, sincere coipv and good m^rchan-
disie, coupled wi+'-i ir t?lli;gcnt service, has
everything to w in and nothing to lio-o.

On the o<her h^ri'' '-^ ""'"lo f'^'^ls '"t n""'' —
sary to throw unwarranted sal'^ anoivic^-

ments into relief bv the fif^m'-^"' t^-»"-'i

of "fa'-c" com "'1 rati''"' ri-.--.->-. j-.^-^ oiH'

himself to thank fcr flit fail'vj.

Und-^rstate Values When Advi-sable

The dependaible store of to-day—the

store that is forging ahead, is the store

that in servmg the UTjibliic. And that is

the kind of store which will undcirs'^ate

its values rather than attem,pt to make
its patrons !>;' ie^o something almost in-

credible, although really true. For in-

stance, in thp gr'"at s"i"cial c--n1]" -.•• r."

.4 Small Hindow Well Arranged
Here is a neat, uncrowded display of fancy Roods in the window of Donald D.
Fraser, Stratford, Ont. The store, also, is small, but is commendable for its

orderly appearance throii) hout.

linen napkins at — nor dozen, th? store

knowr, t>at th":? na";kins could hot be

bought in th:; market at anything like

the rale price. But if this fact were
stated in the alvortisL'tnent, many wou'.d

feel inclined to dowbt it. Tliat clement
of doubt is something the advortistr has
to reckon v;ith—he must P.peak in plaus-

ible terms and under tate where the

matter waiTants it.

A prominent advtrti^in''- man is ."u-

thority for the folov.ing:

"Advertisements are like men. Ex-
ternal a.p'pearance telh you what they

are. When I see a fake advertisemsnt
it reminds me of the coupkit:

"The lightning bug has brilWancy
but he hasn't any mind,

"He struggles through existtence

with his headlight on behind."

In concAi'sion I say again that genuine
comiparative prices ane a good thing,

both for the advertiser and the customer
and are in strict acord with good busi-

ness .sense.

FoUov.'ing on t^^ recent talk about
leather gowns and trimmings in Paris

and New York, leather substitutes are

appearing in a great variety of weights

and colors. Of course, the cost is con-

siderably less than for real kid or

leather.

A Large Window of Merit
So careful is the arrangement in this window of Cha.^:r"a^'J; Lcndcn, Ont, th t in : p Ite of the quantity of

ca !;~cnt3 chr.wn an inpTcssrcn of Gpa.i.usness prevails.
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fhai-fxmAWLP
With the approach of Christmas, ''extra" sales-

people and cashiers are added to the force.

To tlie merchant who^e store is equipped with

a Lamson centralized system

(whether u'ire line, electric cable\

or pneumatic tube carrier }

caring for their sales transactions brings no
perj^lexity — handling their cash develops no
vvorr}^ 1 •

P*^

For those extra clerks — untrained as . they
usually are—do not make change nor store the
money from their sales. Cash goes as it come:;
in, to the central desk, closely controlled. Sales
transactions are itemized. Extra cashiers are
located at the central desk beside the regulars.

The tight control of charge sales that exists iu
normal times is maintained during the most
cAcited rush.

Clerks are shifted easily around—for the same
carriers serve few or many people, and any clerk
u^es any station.

As an example of the centralized svstem's effi-

ciency. La Maison Normandin, Inc., of Mon-
treal, say: "The carrier system is certainly the
bestJor a store of our kind. It saves tim.e. and
'arinfj holiday seasons enables vs to concentrate

rrspnnxihiUfii for our cash." • •,

General Offices at Boston, Mass,
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Our business doubled this year

WE did twice as much business this

year as we did during any other year

in our history.

This shows that merchants realize more

than ever before that they should get their

store records quickly and economically by

machinery instead of by the slow, expensive

hand method.

It shows in the best way possible that up-

to-date National Cash Registers are helping

merchants solve their problems most satis-

factorily to themselves, their clerks, and

their customers.

It is the very best evidence that our efforts

to build a labor and time-saving machine

are appreciated by merchants everywhere.

It shows that up-to-date National Cash Reg-

isters are meeting the needs of retail stores

in every country in the world.

Up-to-date National Cash Registers are a business

necessity

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

BRANCH OFFICES:

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax 63 Granville Street

Ifamilton 14 Main Street E.

l>ondon 350 Dundas Street

Montreal .122 St. Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 ^ank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street

Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street

Toronto 40 Adelaide Street, W.
Vancouver 524 I'ender Street, W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue

FACTORY: TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Sectional Fixtures
It is nearly, if not quite true,

that a business is what
its fixtures make it

I^-tCjaiii
(7djio//roSM)}vCks'^Cb) Lnut^

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

y%
<>.
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CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
Established 1896

No. 265. Rack.

H^'

r

No. 1589

Extended shoulder
model, mounted on
black enamelled base

and Htandard.

TORONTO
Manufacturers of

Dur-Enam Display Forms
and

the most complete line of DISPLAY
FIXTURES AND ARTISTIC WAX
FIGURES made in Canada.

To Our Customers

and the Trade

We wish a

Very Happy Christmas

and

Prosperous New Year

Clatworthy & Son, Limited

AGENTS:

M. E. Hatt & Co., Mercantile Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

O'Brien Allan Co., Phoenix Block, Winnipeg, Man.

E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St., Montreal, Que.

D. A. Gorrie, Box 273. Halifax. N.S.

No. 5151

Incorporated 1908

No. 264. Skirt Rack.

No. 1574.

Venus de Milo Form— with Dur^Enam
bust and limbs, white
Jersey covered body
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(consumer Advertising

During the coming year the Irish Linen Society's Ad\ ertising

will deal with merchandising, rather than general publicity.

The various forms of household articles and wearing apparel

in which Irish Linen reaches the consumer will be featured,

both pictorially and in copy.

Seasonable thoughts will be employed— Fashion elements stressed, and

throughout the campaign a basic theme, that for these various stated pur-

poses there is no substitute for the True Irish Linen.

This campaign will have an effect of sending customers into your depart-

ments asking for specific articles of true Irish Linen. Your stocks should

be prepared with this in view.

In our trade advertising announcements, notice will be given in advance

of each new consumer message, and the merchandise emphasized.
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tho Irish Linen Society^

19QO PROGRAM
\^/ I LL HELP

VOU

Watch these and take the opportunity of linking up this national adver-

tising with your own particular department by local advertising and win-

dow displays. In this manner you will concentrate the selling force of the

general linen campaign on your store, insofar as your locality is concerned.********* * C *

Unfortunately the flax shortage still continues to exist. This results in

great restrictions in manufacturing, making it practically impossible to

increase the production of True Irish Linen commeasurate with the con-

stantly growing demand. This in turn, makes it highly advisable to make
arrangements, with all possible speed, for next season's supply of True

Irish Linen for the various departments interested.

^^IRISH LINEN SOCIETY
\-\ ---^^^ RfTTc-Ag-r IRELAND ^<^{

AMERICAN OFFICE AND INFORMATION BUREAU
231 West 39th Street New York City

^^Hi! SiiilBmm^^^^^^^^^H :l i:liU:lU::i:::i sli^^^^^m

^^^^^^^sh&2r-Mrii>Kinili^B

^^H|KBiiHlli^H
^^^^H^i:iiiiiiWi"HH^H

^^^^^B^^BH(''

^

IIIH^
'M¥mmm-,^^
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PRIME AND RANKIN, LIMITED

To our many customers throughout Canada,
we express our hearty appreciation of the

generous business entrusted to us during
1919—and extend our

Best Wishes
For Christmas and]the NewYear
And may we here state that in the New Year
and for many more to come, we hope to

serve you even better than in the past.

Selling Agents in Canada for

McLintock's Unrivalled Down Quilts

One of our good lines and well known to the
best trade for Style, Values and Satisfactory
Deliveries.

John Brown & Son, Limited

Madras Muslins

A complete new range of these desirable lines
will soon be here to take care of the increasing
demand for Madras Muslins.

PRIME AND RANKIN, LIMITED
74 York Street -- Toronto
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Christmas

Greetings!
Never have the Christmas chimes pealed out so

joyously, so exultantly as now. Never has Christ-

mas seemed so bright with hope and promise for

the days that are to come.

This season will indeed be a festival of peace and
good-will, finding deep echo in the hearts of all

of us.

In true sincerity we extend to you and yours all

good wishes for the approaching season.

1919

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., Limited

Wholesale Factory and Sample Rooms

600 KING STREET WEST

TORONTO
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CANADIAN
CONVERTERS

COMPANY
Limited

MONTREAL

Merskirt

No. 4901

Our stock of Silk Underskirts for

Immediate Delivery, for Xmas
trade, is Now Ready.

We specialize in Taffeta and Jap
Silks, comprising all shades in a

large range of ''up-to-date" styles.
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To Our Many Friends

We Extend Our

Heartiest Wishes

for

The Best Christmas Ever

and

Happiness and Prosperity

throughout the Year 1920!

THE CIRCLE-BAR KNITTING CO,
LIMITED

KINCARDINE - ONT.
Manufacturers of

Circle-Bar Hosiery
Lfor]

Men, Women and Children
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Christmas ^^ ^ 1919

Circle

Wishing You

A blessing-bearing, gladness-sharing

CHRISTMAS
and a

NEW YEAR
full of health and happiness

Cole -Whitaker, Limited

292 St. Catherine St. W.
CIRCLE

Middies

Sport Skirts

Smocks

Montreal

Nurses/and Maids'

Regulation

Uniforms

CROSS
REGISTERED
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The

Wabasso Cotton Company

^^^^^Kat ^^^^^^1

^^^v^^^H Limited ^^^^^^^^v^ ^^^^^^^^^^H

^^^V ^^I^^^H Three Rivers, Que. ^^^^^Hb. ^^^^^^1

^^H' 'u^^^^H ^^^^H
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W

A. B. C. HOSIERY
FOR CHILDREN

Made in all sizes.

4 to 10 inches.

1 and 1 Rib.

complete range

for

MEN
anc

WOMEN

BEST

For Children

BEST

For All

IVe cordially wish you

"The Compliments of the Season"

Allen Bros. Co., Limited
883 Dundas St. East - - TORONTO

"CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER"

Silk Ifosieny

All "''^*«*^ ^^'^^ Colors

To Our Friends Everywhere

—

We extend our very best wishes
for a Happy Christmas and a
Bright and Prosperous New Year.

The Wilson Mfg. Company
934 Gerrard St. East Toronto

'CANADIAN GOODS ARE BETTER"
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Better Deliveries of Rugs and Linoleums
Conditions Improve in Canada and in Import Trade— Prices at Peak? — "Specials" Take

Year to Deliver.

CONDITIONS are a little more
promising' in regard to supplies of

rugs and carpets, as durinjg the
past month w<ord has come over from
Scotland of an improvement in produc-
tlion. One importer flor a large depart-

ment istore showed DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW a large shipment he had just re-

ceived from overseas, all of them goods
that had ibeen ordered since the first of

March last. He said he looked for

regular deliveTies friom now on in the

case of a number of firms. As to prices,

he said that he did not care to menition

"such a thing." The subject had better

be considered as "taboo." Indeed, for

some little time p'ast it had been a sort

of "gentleman's agreement" not to re-

fer to the matter of price. He could

sell the goods provided they were the

right quality, no matter what the price.

Improved Colorings

Buyers are noting an improvement of

late in the colorings of the carpets that

are being turmed out in Canada, Great
Britain and the limited States. In a lot

that came from overseas a few weeks
ago, one buyer declared that the colors

were the finest he had seen for several

years. He was willing, he said, to stake

his reipiutation on their being equal to

the best that Germany ever turned out.

He know that the dyes used were the

product of British dye works, and be had
come to believe tbat from now on—-for

evermore—there would be as goodi dyes

made in England as ever were turned

out in Germany. He had been over to

the United States recently and had come
in contact with South American dyes
that were held now in high favor there.

A buyer who has a number of orders
to fill for special rugs for wealthy cus-
tomers, tried to get an order filled early
in December and cabled his order to a
hoiuse in Scotland. The reply came
within a week—not so slow for a con-

gested caible service—that they could

not guarantee delivery until November,
1920. Almost a year, this was, but when
it camie to send over staple lines this

same mill wais ready to deliver within
a couple of montlis at most, and had
sent some goods in less.

Special Patteims for Canada

There is a feeling among the trade
in Canada that the British manufac-
turers have come to a rather different

view of the Canadian market and its re-

quirements. On a number of occasions
ilt has been pointed out in DRY GOODS
REVIEW that efforts were being made
by Canadian importers to persuade
British houses to pay special attention

to the needs of this market; that is, to

recognize that what takes in England
does not necessarily suit the people of

Canada, where fashions in the main
come much closer to New York than
London. In the matter of linoleums one
buyer received word this month from
overseas that some fifty new lines had
been designed for the Canadian trade,

and that these would be available in a

few months for delivery. This condi-

tion will be welcomed by the trade in

For the

Traveller

Cosy rugs in tartan,
plaids and plain
colors, such as grey,
blue, srreen, camel,
navy, silver and helio.
Shown by Green-

shields, Ltd.,

Montreal.

Canada as one of the best pieces of news
that has come overseas in years, for in

almost every line in the dry goods store
Canadian buyers have been striving to
persuade the mills over there that a
distinct set of patterns in some lines is

required for this market. This, of
course, does not mean that nothing that
is sold for the British trade is accept-
able to Cianadian stores, but that certain
lines are not acceptable and that sulb-

stitutes would be a good business move
on their part.

Big Strides in Canada

So far as the Canadian mills in car-
pets and linoleums and oilcloths are con-
cerned a growing optimism exists among
buyers. Credit is given the domestic
manufacturers for great strides in ad-
vance during the war, and an intelli-

gent and persistent effort to cover the
needs of this country as fully as pos-
silble by improving the quality of the
goods and the smartness and attractive-

ness of patterns, and so on. This ob-
just has been achieved to an extent that

is surprising those who often held the
view that influenced them to buy out-

side and scorn Canadian-made goods.

Prices?

When it comes to a prophecy as to

prices in rugs and linoleums, few are
willing to venture to make any predic-

tions. The general feeling among buy-
ers, so far as this could be learned, was
that there would not be much further

advances in either; that the peak had
just about been reached. There is little

disiposition to expect any reduction, on

the other hand, during the year 1920 or

the earlier part of 1921. After that

—

well, in these days prophecies are very

dangerous affairs with which to experi-

ment.
Meantime, the housefurnishings de-

partments as a rule are reportima; very

satisfactory sales in spite of high

prices; some are running exceeding^ly

high, and the outlook for next Spiring

at the present time is quite promising.

The ,S. & D. Dress Company, Montreal,

has dissolved partnership, the business

being taken over by L. S. Daniels, a

former member of the firm, Who will

have associated with him his son, J. J.

Daniels. Commodious new factory and

warcrooms have been secured at 142

Peel street.

*•'«" *"~':".4..y.- «i.MJS

'^"1 .'uv.iH, wni HM]^X- i'.\^ 'fc

To celebrate the completion of their

new fur department, Nolan's, 122 Kideau

street, Ottawa, have made a special sale

featuring furs. This business was estab-

lished in 187.*? and has kept well to the

front ever since.
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Wallpaper in the Making
A Visit to a Modern Factory — Finishing Processes Add

Lustre or Dim Colorings.

A REPRESENTATIVE from DRY
GOODS REVIEW was recently

given the privilege of a short trip

through one of the most up-to-date wall-

paper factories in Canada and saw the

various processes whereby wallpaper is

prepared, printed, and embossed.

The paper, coming from our own
•Canadian pulp mills, is first "grounded"
with a preparation made from real Com-
isih clay. Thds is the same,material used

in diinaware and is necessary to protect

the paper from heat and moisture. The
paper is carried over rollers and the

preparation is applied and rubbed in with

a series of brushes. Then the paper is

caught up in loop^s by wooden sticks and
dried.

Thence it is carried back to the print-

ing machine where the pattern is ap-

plied. All the colorings, numibering

sometimes as many as 12, are put on in

one iprocess. The desdgns, one for each

color, are made by coipper markers ham-
mered into rollers. These markers are

keipt at an even height by covering the

roller first with several thicknesses of

paper, hammering the markers tight to

the surface of the paper and then tear-

ing it away. The same machine that

prints the paper cuts the edges so that

they may be trimmed by the paper-

hanger by just knocking the roll against

a hard surface, and also cuts out border.

Designs are purchased from artists in

several centres of art, so that great

originality and variety is obtained.

Paris, possibly, provides most of the

high-class patterns used on Canadian
papers.

After the paper has been printed and
again dried it is examiined for defects

as it passes to the machine which, in

the case of cheaper qualities, rolls and
binds the paper for ishipping.

Better papers are emibossed and
treated maybe with a gilt, "intaglio," or

"over-print" finish. The emibossing is

done on rollers, one twice as large as the

other, the smaller one measuring from
17 to 28 inches in circumstances. This

is the upper one and is made of steel,

on which the design to be embossed is

made in relief. The lower roller is made
of a disc of manila paper strung on a
steel cylinder and pressed down with
hydraulic 'power. This paper is mois-

tened so that as the paper passes
through the pattern is indented into the

surface and makes a counter die.

In the case of ombossed wallpapers,
the cutting of borders is not done until

the emibossing is completed, but the

necessary appliance is, in such cases, at-

tached to the embossing machinery. The
paper is then drawn up over rod, from
which a light is hung so that the oper-

ator can see at all times if the cutter is

working accurately.

Some Modern Finishing Touches

To give what is known as the "in-

taglio" finish, coloring matter, care-

fully selected according to the pattern

of the paper, is applied by a cylinder

into the minute crevices of the embos-
sing. This tends to heighten the colors

and also to blend them into each other.

According to "Gilt and Glimmer." the

house organ of Staunton's, Ltd., at the

Toronto Exhibition, a woman was over-

heard to remark when looking at a room
exhibit showing paper with the "in-

taglio" finlish, that it was not wallpaper
at all, but French cretonne stretched

tightly over the wall in one piece, for,

she claimed, she could see the weave.

Another method is the veiling of the

pattern by an "overprint" which softens

the colors, subduing them to such an ex-

tent that two papers, one with the over-

print and one with the "intaglio" on the

same design, when placed side by side,

look almost like different patterns.

This over^printing, which, by the way,
can now be done by one miachine, where
formerly three were necessary, was orig-

inally created to tone down the designs

on papers for home consumption. The
bright colors, it was found, sold better

on the export market, because the damp,
misty atmosphere of England required

that rooms should have as light wall-

paiper as Ciossible, Strange to say,

though, it has been found recently that

the home market has begun to take con-

siderable interest in the brig*hter color-

ings and papers of the "intaglio" finish

are having a ready sale.

Wallpaper in the 21 -inch width have
recently been introduced in Canada and
is being manufactured along with the

standard 18-inch variety. The 21-inch is

new in this country, but has been stand-

ard in England and France for some
time. With this paper, 1-7 less is re-

quired for a room than w^ith the 18-inch

and a consequent reduction in the paper-
hanger's time is noticeable.

NEW MANUFACTURING PLANT
Canadian Linoleums and Oilcloths, Ltd.,

Organized by R. E. Kingsley

A charter was granted during the

latter part of November for a new com-
pany to be called Canadian Linoleums
& Oilcloths, Ltd., with a capital of

$1,000,000, to manufacture in Canada.
The company is being organized by R.

E. Kingsley, who was formerly comp-
troller of Dominion Oilcloth Co., Ltd.,

now the Dominion Oilciloth & Linoleum
Co., Ltd. Mr. Kingsley has had a wide
experience in the manufacturing line,

and has been associated with the Dry

R. E. KINGSLEY

Goods trade for some twenty-five years.

He was with the Dominion Oilcloth Co.

for over 15 years, and previous to that

was engaged in the cotton manufactur-
ing business, both in Canada and the

United States. Plans are under way
to build a plant for the manufacture of

oilcloth and linoleum in Montreal, and it

is hoped to get production in these lines

in a few months. The company has
opened up an office in the Southam
Building, Montreal, in charge of Mr.
Kingsley.

C^

Mr. Robert Kennedy, who has been
covering the West to the Coast for the

late Allen Mfg. Co., Ltd., of Toronto,
has joined the Ideal Whitewear Co. and
is covering Western Ontario, his old

territory.

TRADE PROSPECTS GOOD
British Manufacturers Interested—In-

vestigate Cotton Plants

British business men are said to be
turning to Canada for trade openings
and for several mjnths the nurnber of

industrial representatives from the

United Kingdom, investigating the mar-
ket in the Dominion, both as buyers and
sellers, has been noteworthy. Among
those who visited Canada recently was
a party of six members of the Managers*
and Overlookers' Association of Bolton,

Lancashire, who are interested in the

cotton industries. They visited the plant

of the Montreal Cotton Company and
were in Toronto for a day. They are

now in the United States. Their trip

was made under the auspices of Lord
Lfvehhu'me, head of Lever Brothers,

Limited.
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CANADIANDRAPERIES LIMITED

NOVELTY CURTAINS

MANUFACTURERS OF

Scrim and Marquisette Curtains
Buy Canadian Draperies made in Canada. Quality and satisfaction
guaranteed.

The art of choosing- artistic draperies will be easily acquired if

you select from our lines of irresistible charm and beauty.

See our traveller and let him show you our range. They are
sure winners.

145 Wellington St. West
Toronto

Telephone: Adelaide 4708

A Special for Your Spring Trade

From the ^JJalipor Hardware Line

Extension Rod, No. 72—24 to 44 inch extension, 7 16 inch brassed tubes,
polished brass ends, i incli in diameter.

Weight, 40 lbs. per gross.

I Dozen Lots, ^1.25 per do/en. 3 Dozen Lots. ^1.20 per dozen.
I Ciross TvOts, ^13.75 per gross. 5 (]ross Lots, ^13.20 per gross.

DRAPERY, UPHOLSTERY, CABINET AND CARPET
HARDWARE

Daly & Morin, , Montreal
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TRAOr. MARK

High Grade

KNIT GOODS

You have but to see our

Spring, 1920, samples to rea-

lize that we are showing

goods you will want to have

early and in quantity.

We urge immediate placing

that you may not be disap-

pointed.

FINE GLOVES

ACME GLOVE WORKS, Limited

MONTREAL

Operaling: Five Factories—Two Tanneries

5H

^%
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Spring Lines for Tots Almost Ready
Prices Go Up But Qualities Are Good—A Bit of Color Characterizes Even Infants' Dresses-

Few Long-waisted Designs Used.

SPRING lines in infants' and chil-

dren's wear are just a'bout ready and

becomingly pretty are the garments

designed for the small girl, smaller and

smallest.

Prices are noticed to be about 50 per

ceint. higher than last year, but nothing

but material of good quality is used and

a quantity of hand embroidery brings

the cost of making higher. In girls'

sizes fine voile and muslin numbers will

retail from about $5.50 up. The plainer

school dresses of ginghams and cham-

brays will sell for $4.00 up. Smaller

sizes will be priced slightly lesis.

English lawns are seen in some num-
bers, but the supply of this fabric is very

low and manufacturers are going to have

to curtail their orders to some extent.

Large sihipments of Swiss musliins are

coming in and numerous dainty gar-

ments are seen both in the plain ma-
terial and the dotted. Dotted Swiss was
worn considerably at Southern resorts

last season and for this reason it is

expected that it will be much in fashion

for 1920. Voiles are good, both white

and colored, the soft material lending it-

self admirably to smocking and fancy

colored stitching. Ginghams and cham-

brays, of course, can not be replaced for

neat and serviceable school dresses.

"Chateau" Suiting New

A new material being adapted to

dresses for this coming season is

"Chateau" suiting, a coarse weave, but

not so coarse as pongee or repp. It is

of light weight and dyed in such a man-
ner as to give a sort of mottled effect

of light and dark. Blue, grey, and sand

shades appear to advantage in this

fabric; and it promises to be attractive

to the trade on account of its durability.

As mentioned above, a great deal of

hand work is being put on these little

dresses and rompers. There are quanti-

ties of French knots and smocking and
running stitch designs and darning stitch

on the pique collars and cuffs which are,

by the way, about the only form of trim-

ming outside of the hand work. Gen-

erally, the embroidery alone in harmon-
izing shades of silk gives all the orna-

mentation necessary.

A new stitch was noticed resembling

slightly the chain stitch, except that the

chains are about a quarter of an inch

apart and joined by a single strand of

silk. This stitch in white, with a knot-

ted pink centre in the chain and little

touches of green between, makes the

rose wreath design, and truly does look

like a tiny rose wreath in miniature.

Yokes and Straight Lines

As regards styles, there is little to

remark. Few long waisted effects are

shown. Most of the models are cut on

straight lines, with the skirt banging
from a yoke. Fullness is often added
under the arms, which does not mar the

straight line. On older girls' dresses,

coatees are very good and pleated skirts

are shown largely on the gingham and
chambray models. Sailor dresses and
middy suit styles are staple and always
find a ready sale.

A few lace-trimmed dresses are sell-

ing, but mostly in the one and two-year

sizes. In these sizes, too, organdies

seem to be best. One dainty little frock

was of flesh colored voile with a white

pointed collar edged with Valenciences

and blue French knots. A high waist

was joined to the skirt by an inch-wide

hemstitched beading, oirnamented wiibh

the same blue knots and run with blue

satin ribbon. Another of blue chambray
had a three-quarter narrow belt finished

with large pearl buttons and joined in

the front by a band of heavy smocking
and colored embroidery.

Pin tucking is seen to advantage on a

number of igarments. One good effect

is obtained by having the tucking made
into one large two-inch tuck on the skirt

on a junior dress.

A Touch of Color for the Baby
In baby clothes, flouncings and scal-

loiped hems have always been good and
should continue to sell well by reason of

the many attractive designs now being
offered in them.

"Surprising, isn't it," said one doaler

to DRY GOODS REVIEW, "a few years
ago, little girls' white dresses had to be
all white, except for the sash? Now,
even in baby clothes it is often just a

touch of color in silk emibroidery v/ork

that sells the dress."

The sash, though, is still prominent
and is sometimes matched by a narrower
ribbon run through the collar of the

dress, and the sleeves, which are usually

short, with bell or frilled cuffs.

In rompers, ,the skirt style is igood,

with big pearl buttons around the wai3,t-

band and darning stitch on white pique

collars and cuffs, or maybe a tiny frill

of the hemstitched lawn. Embroidery
touches are seen here, too, so that even
children's play clothes share that touch

of distinction which is given their 1920

clothes by the profuse hand-work just

described.

One smart little rom^per has ipatch

pockets shaped like ducks, each facing

towards the front. Another has flower

pots for pockets, and so on. The touch

of hand embroidery outlines these

pockets, of course.

RIBBONS
Continued from page 83

They include many things for babies

and nurseries, but makers of this claiss

of merchandise state that almost their

whole time is taken up just now with
supplying hdgh-tpriced gift articles. Con-
sequently, we see in the shops, sachet

pillows retailing at $5.00 each; camisoles

at $7.00 and $8.00; opera bags at almost
any figure, and so on, These articles,

of course, are very daintily fashioned

and handi-tinted, but then, "people who
buy these things don't care what they

pay for them," one "wnas heard to remark,
and so retailers who make a good show-
ing of .these goods are finding them
quickly taken up.

For the Little Girl Goings

South
Frock of white Unon embroidered with

pale b'ue flf^wers. Belt oasses throiirh

KlaHhes at fr-nt .'nd \r\ck, fastening behind
i n a how.

The 1920 World Convention on adver-

tising will be held in Indianapolis, June
6 to 10. Preliminary plans have already

been submitted. The officers of the ad-

vertising association plan that "brass

tack" diwussions of advertising and
selling problems shall be the subject of

every address at the Indianapolis con-

vention. The contention, both in its

general sessions and its departmental

meetings, will get down to the problems

of di'^tribution and study them inten-

sively for the four business days of the

meeting.
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Midwinter Styles For Girls

Winter winds will not weaken the joys of girls so se asonably clad in warm and stylish coats and becom-
ing hats. The beautiful white beaver at the left has a band and streamers of grosgrain ribbon; next is a
bright green broadcloth hat with velvet top; a stunning little black and white tarn and one of white
Worumba chinchilla are both fascinating; at the right is a more dressy plush and velvet model.

Children's Millinery

For small ladies, Tniilliners are prepar-

ing some very charming styles to be
worn whien they put away their woollen
toquieis and isleiigihs and hoinlt oait their

roller skates.

Girlish faces in Spring 1920 are going
to be framed in poke shapes; rot the

poke of the Victorian era, with a high
stove-pipe crowm and a. three or four
imeh windshiield almost conoeailing thie

countenance, but a shape with a rnedium-
siize domie-shapcd c^o^^^l aimd just a
"pokey" sort of droon to the brim.

Trimmings are going to be far from
elaborate, generailly a band of gros-grain
or taffeta rihbon with a tailored boiw at

the back and verj', very long streaimers.

Perhaps a tiny c^slter of ribbons will

add a to\ich of color to the iside fronlt.

Black continues to be the favored
sihade for school-girl millinery, ailthousih

there are numero^is of the seasons'

brightest shades found in the straw hats
that are on the market.

Straws Demand High Prices

The scarcity of straw braids is going
to send prices up still higher for the
comi'ng season. There is a shortage, too,

of help, and when there is a demand
for in-creased nuimb°rs of the hand-made
sihapes of fancy braids another factor is

added to kee'yj prices high.

Some of these latter shames are very
pretty when made in an inteillaced eiTect.

Made of rilsbon and sitraw braid inter-

laced, the result is quite pleasing and a
Slaving of straw is also effected.

For two anid three-year-olds, fancy
braids are used a'moist exclusively in the
straw hat line. They are created mostly
in exaggerated bonnet shapes and triim-

med with sartin rosettes and hand-made
flowers of satin.

Babies' bonnets will change little from
their usuxal lines. Lawn and lace, or-

gandie and embroidery, piique with color-

ed piping, and silk poplin are all good.

xNEW YORK HATS AS SEEN BY A
BUYER

Mrs. Allan J. Smith, 7441/2 Yonge St.,

Toronto, upon her return from New York
recently, stated that the quantity of
brown hats being worn was really re-

markable. The same color was seen,

too, in e%^ening dreisis, a,nd many of the
hats, of course, were theatre hats or tea

hats depigined to be worn at informail

eveninq: and afternoon affairs. Navy
and siilver, or bV-ick and silver were other
good coJor isicihemes noticed.

These tea hats are^ very much worn
and are created from tissue, gold lace,

and malinG. They are of a medium size

and are s^metiimies trimined with fur or

brocade. They are the nearest thing to

dress hats that is being worn. Large
hats ar-'^ sieen Fcarcely at all.

Another noticeable feature is the

quantity of paradise that is being worn.

It does seem as if there must have been
heavy supplie'S of these feathers in the
country, when the ordinance camie into

force forbiddimg its imiportation.

On the streets, Mrs. Smith remarked,
draped turbans were seen, and this soft

efl'ect, she believes, will continue
throu^^hout the Spring in the folded and
sectional crowns.
When asked what she noticed of fash-

ions outside of hats-, Mrs. Smith ansiwer-

ed: '"Well, there wais tomato red for
instance, in waists and gowns, but out-

side of that I can tell you little. You
see, unless I aim lookinig for something
for myself, I realily dion't notice anything
but hats. The first thing- I see about a
woman is her hat, and I'll remomber it

when 1 haven't the faintest idea what
sort of a dress or suit she wore"—land"

so you may be sure she sees the right

thinig in 'hats.

BEADS
\''ery cluai^ming are the French neck-

lets which have apneared in Toronto
stores just in time for Ghrilstiuias trade.

They are of small colored beads Avov.en

in strands V'l to 1 inch in width and
finished with a woven pendant exihibiting

the saine d-^sion as is on the strand in

an enlarged form. The motifs are varied

and intricate, some of Chinese and
Eo-vntian origin. A card attached to

co-nie of thpsf^ ornaments gives the name
of the woimded soldier w^ho did the work,
also when and where he was wounded.
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It is thought in fashion circles that the close-fitting

flaring jacket with slightly flaring skirt will typify 1920
Spring suits, especially those for mioses. This one, already
shown in New York, is of covert cloth, tnmmed with nar-
roiv hroivn braid. The hat is of beaver.

Four separate flounces each, bordered uutJi, four fixe
fucks and satin piping, are a novel feature in flie attractive
iricoiine gown illustrated. The sleeve, too, is distinctive.

I
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Keeping Clear of Extremes
The Style Committee of the

National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manu-

facturers' Association at their meet-

ing in Cleveland, Ohio, on December

6, gave few arbitrary lulings in re-

gard to styles for 1920. This may
possibly be because they feared to set

the seal of their approval on any

fabric which they would be unable to

obtain later in the season or it may
possibly be an effort to foster indi-

viduality of style in every woman's
wardrobe.

Certain it is, that a wide choice

will be offered the women of America

during the coming season, so that

they may express their own personali-

ties in clothes without offending

Dame Fashion.

SUITS

For the conservative woman is the

strictly tailored suit with possibly a

ripple back or distended pockets on

the hips. For the debutante, sub-deb,

or flapper types, jaunty Eton suits will

be a la mode. Most of these shown

were of the practical navy or beige.

The sleeves are generally long,

and snug-fitting, set-in or raglan.

Often they flare at the cuff. On the

"foxy jackets" or Eton models, three-

quarter bell sleeves will be good.

Belts there were, of narrow lea-

ther and trimmings of fringe, stitch-

ery, braid or buttons.

The skirts of these suits are cut on

high bodice lines with often a sort of

bib in the front which simulates a

vestee under the coat and gives a

three-piece effect.

SKIRTS

Skirts will be short, but not scant.

The one outstanding tendency of the

whole convention was a desire to

avoid extremes. Thus, for misses,

skirts will be about 10 inches off the

floor and as a woman's years increase,

the number of inches decrease, mak-

ing it about 7 inches off for the mat-

ron. Suit skirts show an inclination

to follow the line of the coat. Peg

top effects were shown with wide

belts and some distended pockets.

The slightly bouffant hip was a not-

iceable feature, particularly in

misses' lines.

COATS

For sports wear the short hip or

three-quarter length jacket of woolly

material in particular has returned.

Some are tight to the hip line with a

ripple back. Many checks and plaids

were exhibited in high shades of rose

or blue. Taupes and browns were

also prevalent.

Redingote effects are vogue for

the woman who wishes a full length

dress coat ; but the Dolman wraps are

expected to continue in favor even

through the Summer months.

The keynote of the Style Com-
mittee's report was a desire to avoid

exaggerations and to emphasize the

motto—"A style for every woman
and every woman wearing her own
style."
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The Short Sport Coat Comes Back—Spring Ranges to Show Covert
Cloth and Tweed in New Separate Short Styles—Novelty

Silks for Southern Suits—Labor Conditions

Continue a Problem.

THE most important item of news
about coats is that the short

sports coat, which had such a tre-

mendous vogoie aibout five years ag'o, is

making its appearance again. This will

be doing its "bit" in reducing the H. C.

of L. to a fractional degree on account
of the smaller amount of material used
in comparison with the dolman effects of

recent seasons. These new coats will

^be made of covert cloth or tweed. More
conservative styles in the regulation

length will be created from those samc^

materials, plus gabai'dines, velours and
silvertones.

In suits the situation shows no change
from reports in the last issue of DH,Y
GOODS REVIEW. Skirts are to be
again 8 or 10 inches from the floor and
in straight line effect. Tailored styles

are best and button trimmings the most
noticeable. Jackets will be shown in

straight lines, in flaring effects, some
bloused designs and with plenty of pro-

vision for M'aistcoats.

"Prices have not yet reached their

peak," is the verdict of suit manufac-
turers, as well as others. Deliveries of

materials are poor and especially froim

Canadian mills, which are so small that

the unprecedented demand has simply
overwhelmed them. Owing to the short-

age of help, too, it is going to be neces-

sary for the manufacturers to appor-.

tion orders to their customers just as

the mills are doing to them; that is,

g'iving them each a certain percentage

of their order of the previous year.

Thus it behooves all concerned just to

take what they can get and be thankful

for it, which is rather unfortunate when
other conditions all point to a Siplendid

year in ready-to-wear apparel.

Labor Continues to be a Big Difficulty

The help problem continues to be just

as tinsatisfactory as ever in the coat

and suit, as well as the dress manufac-
turing business. By actual observation,

one maker claims that his help do no
more than 7 actual hours' work a day
and are getting more than double the

pay they received a year ago.

Moreover, the employer does not even

know how many employees he can count

on from day to day. One day there will

be five operators taking the day off;

the next day maybe only three will

argue, "Why should life all labor be?"
The day after pay day there may be
ten away. The manufacturer feels that

he is quite under the management of his

help.

Consequently the buyers wall be for-

tunate who are able to get their orders

in early and have them filled in time
for the first part of the season's busi-

ness.

Suits of Heavy Silk Popular

For Southern wear, buyers state that

silk suits are proving very favorable

and that they will be worn by fashion-

able folk next Summer. These silks will

be mostly the heavier, novelty weaves.
Silk serges and ribbed silk are shown in

practically every collection of suits com-
ing over from France and from New
York. Tricolettes, jerseys, tonkin (a

heavy rajah in oyster shades) are all

mentioned as good sellers for the South.

Just now there is a new brushed wool
fabric on the New York market. This
has a long pile and is toned to resemble
muskrat. It is made up with jaunty
short coats in the new styles, which have
loose sleeves of the dolman cast and a
6-inch band, which holds them in

snugly below the hips.

BLOUSES

Misses* Palm Beach Suit
IJlue linen is featured in this smart suit

for the Sunny South.- The fashionable flare

t«> the jacket and the simple straight lines

of the skirt pive a new and dignified sil-

houette which is liked in early styles.

In blouses Georgette oontinues in the
lead altlhouigh there is isioimie talk of net
coming- stronglly into vogue at the be-

ginning of the new sieason.. Ailneady this

Fall those mianufactuirers who have
shown numbers in net have found quite

a ready sale for them, but some tov^'nls

take them up more readily than others.

Nets in ecru with laioe are in especial

favor in New York just now.
In both Georgette and crepe de Ohime

the blouse mannfacturers are about at;

their wits end to proioure sufficient mia-

terial to work with. The w^holeslalers

and jobbers alike have nothing to show,
and only an accasiilonal few yards here

and there can be picked up for sorting

business. The llangest wthoHesale blouses

are flindimg' the siame difficulty in getting

sufficient quantities of silk to make up
the orders whiidh retailers require. For
this reaison it is quite likely that the

Spring ranges of lingerie blouses mil
be prepared a little in advanice of the

iisual tihTie.

Manufacturers of cotton blouses in

fine grades who use Swiss embroidered
fronts have been receivinig some of their

slhipments, and alreiady ranges of these

blouses are to be seen. Travellers wfho

sitart out in January wiltlh this new line

will have little to show in the wiay of

siilk blouses.

Some of the lingerie and the more
drossy silk Hne'S are featurinig the short

sleeve. Manufiacturers however differ in

their opinion as to juist what extent the

slhort sleeve will be taken up ^or Suim'-

mier. Some of those who cater to the

more exclusive trade are making almoiFt

all the) 7' Tuew^est designs with short

sleeves, while others vary froim just a

few short-sleeved models to 50 per cent,

in that style.

Tuckings, frillinigs, plo'fitinsrs, emi-

broidoyy', beads, and to an increasing

degree, lace, are the charactertistic trim-

mings.

NEW INCORPO'RATIONS
D'Allaird Mfg. Co., Ltd. Capital

$500,000, divided into 5,000 shares of

$100 each. Chief place of business,

Montreal (Private company).
W. J. Westaway Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

Capital $200,000, divided into 2,000

shares of $100 each.

Congoleum Co. of Canada, Ltd., Mont-
real. Capital $1,000,000, divided into

10,000 shares of $100 each.

Montreal Fur Auction Sales Corpora-

tion, Ltd., Montreal. Capital $500,000,

divided into 5,000 shares of $100 each.
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For the Dainty Debutante
Two-toned satin and malines make up the very modish dance frock at the left. It

is trimmed at the hips and over the shoulders with frayed ruffling. Silver grapes en-
rich the bodice.

In the centre is a distinctive new design in jersey cloth—a frock trim and pretty
for winter days.

Black taffeta, crisp and youthful, is used for the gown at the right. The ostrich
feather ornaments have old blue centres and the girdle is of jet.

These are three brand new Peggy Paige models from New York.

GLOVES
The situation in regard to leather

gloves still remains a difficult one, and

each month seems to create a greater

scarcity. So far as a supply of toid

gloves from France is concerned, Christ-

mas shoppers are finding a great dearth.

One Canadian importing house stated to

DRY GOODS REVIEW that they re-

ceived only 15 per cent, of the orders

that they had given for delivery this

Fall of goods for the Holiday season,

and their order given earlier in the year
had been cut down much over that of

last year. The reason for that was that

the strike lasted between eleven and
twelve weeks an France, and it was im-
possible, after it was over, to get the

goods through in time to make delivery

for the Christmas season.

The general oipinion is that falbric

gloves are havinig a very g*ood run, due
proibably to the price of kid. Silk is

good but does not quite keep pace with
chamoisette.

In both fabric and kid gloves the

voigue is for the lomg wrist, whether
straight or in gauntlet style. The
straight wriists are oimamented with
little pleated frills iplaoed in single or

double rows- -not a new desiign by any
means, but a very appealing one never-
theless. Then others are findished with
pin tucks, often stitched in a eontrastiinig

shade. Lace insertions, fagot edged, is

another trim. In chaimoisette bands of

contrasting color make an interesting

wrist.

A deep V inset in th-e gauntlet wrist
of either silk of chamioisette in a har-

monizing shade gives an attractive

touicih. For cold weather there is a neat
glove of chamoiisette lined with silk,

duplex sewn, new- appearing on the mar-
ket to be retailed at albout $1.75.

Favored colors in fabric igloves are

buffs, modes, sands, browns, and dhamois.

The Stanley Mills Co., Hamilton,
Ont., have purchased the Myles Build-
ing af. the corner of Main and Hughson
Streets. It is a 6-storey and basement
fireproof building, 70x70 feet, in the

heart of the city. It is the firm's inten-

tion, as soon a-s they get possession,

to rent the three lower floors for offices,

retaining the basement and three top
floors for their reserve stock of mer-
chandise.

Miss Grace Tryon, of the National

Cash Register Company, paid a special

visit to Bryson-Graham, Limited, Ot-

tawa, and gave an interesting lecture to

the managers upon "Salesmanship and
Store Service."

Harrison's, ladies' tailors, 389 Cooper
St., Ottawa, are going out of businecS

and are selling out their entire stock.
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New York's Social Season Well Away
Consequently a Gorgeous Showing of Fashions—-The Prince of Wales an Honored Guest at

the Metropolitan and Horse Show.

NEW YORK, Novemlber 29.^Sev-
eral important social events this

month have contrived to keep
everybody very miuich "dressied up." First

there was the visit of the Prince of

Wales, who won has similimg' way to the

hearts of New York and Washington
society just as easily and completely as

^ he captured the devotion of Canadians.
He was entertained at the Metropolitan
Oipera, Horso Show, the Hippodrome, and
ait numierou's siel'ect dinners and dances in

both cities. He himself giave a dinner to

hlis Amierican hostsi on board the

"Renown."
In his honlor, Lord and Taylor's

decorated a window shotwing a tableau

of President Witeon, King George, and
the Prince, the ibackgrtoumd being draped
with the Stars and Stripes and the

Union Jack. Huge crowds adimired this

display during its whole aippearance. Of
more particular interest to fashion de-

votees was another windo'w, in which
was shown a blouse named the "Prince
of Wales." It was miade of duvetyn in

"Prince of Wales blue," with hiis feathers
embroidered in the front with grey w;oolL

It had short kimona sleeves and round
neck edged with grey wool stitching'.

The narrow tie girdle was lined with
'grey Cleorgette and the short peplum
was finished with scalloipis.

Evening Togs at the Metropolitan

There was the Metropolitan Opera it-

self, of which the opeming night brought
forth a crop of gorgeous new evening
gowns and wraps. Green seemed to be
the prevailing shade for igowns in the

jade and peacock hue esipecially. Some
brown was also seen. Chantilly liace was
in evidence for trim-ming, and next to

it, jetted and pailletted effects prevail-

ed.

The gowns were out with 'long, tight

skirts, often draped up towar-ds the back.

Many had long, narrow trains trailing

perhaps a yard behind. FeW were the
hip draperies and bouffant effects, and
confined generally to the younger mem-
bers of syociety. Oistrich fans waved in

almost -Jvery box, but there v/as one fan
noted of black paradise, which looked
stunning carried with a dress of white
chiffon.

A N<*w Color Combination

And speaking of evening gowns, Alt-

man's had a window of charming models,

of which the miost worthy of note was
one composed of a delightful blending
of yellow and grey. Maize silk covered
with yellow net, in turn shrouded with
grey net embroidered -with steel beads
showed a delicate mingling of the two
shades. The front and toaek were
straiGfht panels w^hilie the sides were
formed by tiny puffs of net one above
the other, held in place by a string of

steel beads.

A si-nilar color scheme appeared in a

window of blouses at Best's which at-

tracted attention. One of the simpletst,

but nevertheless one of the prettiest, was
of grey crepe covered with crepe in a
mustard shade. It had a wrinkled girdle

which tied on in front, round neck and
kimona sleeve. »

Real Lace in Blouses

Irish lace, however, tends to be the
leading feature of blouses at present.
McCreary's had one on sale for $28,
made entirely of Irish lace in a neat de-
sign following the pattern of the lace

with round neck, elbow sleeves and iback

fastening.

Other waists w^ere seen made of com-
binations of real laces in almost a patch-
work efTeet. Dyed lace, too, is useid to
a great extent for bandinigs and inser-

tions. Franklin, Simon fd Co. showed
a model of black net edged with il>lack

lace about 4 inches wide and desi'gned to

sjimulate an elbo-w length cape coming- to

a V at the waistiine in front and fasten-
ing at the hack-.

Cverblouises are still being worn, many
coming below the hip-line but judging
from French models recently brought
over, the tendency is for the peplum to

become shorter and fuller.

The Mary Walls Shop

A neAv specialty shoip of interest was
opened this month by Miss Slary Walls,
for some years a buyer for Wanamaker's.
At her opening the many beautiful
models displayed were soimewhait in the
background compared with the interest

centred around Miss Walls herself, who
received innumierable oai'ls and floral

tributes from her friends and well-

wishers.

Colder weather has brought a rich ar-

ray of furs on the Avenue, and sable,

it seems, is the most popular. But there
is also an abundance of squirrel, beaver
and skunk. Coats are by far ahead of

sets in milady's favor, but some of the

snappier days siaw^ a igoiod many muffs
out takin'g the air. At the Ritz it was
noticed that liight^^^^eight suiits are being
worn under the fur coats. Navy tri-

cotine with frilly blouse made sevetal

attractive costumes.

Beautiful Bags are Seen

There is no end to the variety of

handsome bags carried with istreet cos-

tumes. Batik decorations are consider-

ed quite fashionalble. Bead and brocaded
materials, too, are seen in abundance.

A stutming bag noticed in a sipecialtv

sihop was miade of a Paisley shiawl -with

the design worked in beads of matching
colors.

One can easily imiagine the attractive-

ness of such a bag with an afternoon

npown of velvet—the favored material for

both the more youthful and the more
matronly of the female sex. One strik-

ing model was seen carried out in cadet
blue. A simple tight-fitting waiist with
round neck and very short kimona sleeves
had two silver insertions one inch wide
down the front. These insertions were
continued the length of the sitraight

overskirt and two more were introduced
at each side. A llitttle ripple basque A\Tas

held in place at the side front with a
"'Jenny" bow. The ,most unusual fea-
ture of the frock was a "drop" of grey
squirrel at the bottoim.

Suits Worn "Very Little

One notices that suits are beinig slight-

ly neglected in favor of coats these days.
Nevertheless, siome fashionalble misses
have been seen wearing them at the
Horse Show and the rugiby games, made
with a wide crushed girdle and a large

buckle fastening on the left side. For
Spring, indications point to the revival

of Eton jackets. Few vests will he worn,
and those in a, blouse effect, while skirts

promiise to be a trifle wider and shorter.

Sports Clothes at Palm Beach

Judging from clothes ishiotwn for Palm
Beach wear, the leading fabric for sports

clothes in the Spring will be sports

angora. John Wanamaker has been
showinig- a varied colllection of suits made
in striped and plain oombinattions, or

checked and plain. Another effect is olb-

taiend by using a jacket of the aniffora

with a skirt of baronette or tricolette

trimmed with bands matching the jacket.

Favored shades in these garments are

canary, amethyst, blue, and emerald.

In the matter of bathing suits there

is not much to remark. Costumes of

black silk are being trimmed with nose-

gays of brilliantly-colored wool. Knit
suits are featuring narrow belts rather

than sashes.

Bright Hues at the Horse Show

Gay colorings were the feature of the

wraps worn at the Horse Show. Rose,

French bkie, jade, American beauty, and
violet were prominent. Materials were
velvet and brocade, with possibly pre-

ference for brocade. High fur collars

finished the wraps, chinchilla and white

and black foxes beinig to the fore. One
particularly splendid model was of jaide

g^eon satin having a deop band of white

mongolie around the hem. Two rows of

lacy ruchings outlined the shioulders,

fi'om which hung Chantilly lace in a

poppy desiign reaching to the hem.

In the little ihats worn with fur coats,

hiig<h i'ollors, ro'se and flame shades pre-

dominated. There were some small

draped turbans, too, of igold cloth.

Mrs. Vernon Castle iwas seen here one

evening in a very noitiiceable costume.

Under a draped cape of black brocade

deoplv collared 'with kolinsky she wore
a plain black satin frock with roamd
neck, short sleeves, and collar and cuffs
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of eyelet embroidery. The wh'ole was

topped iby a higih draped turban of fire-

fly sdilk with hiiglh wavimg- clusters of

paradise crossed in front and held by a

rhinestone arrow.

An Alice Blue Gown

Prolbaibly the moistt "dressy" play wMch
opened during the miooith was "Irene" at

the Vanderbilt Theatre. The plot itself

centres around a dressimiakiinig- establish-

ment of Madame Lucy—^a male couburare.

Much of the conversation amd lyrics

is concerned with a certain Alice blue

giown. The lialtter finally makes^ it ap-

pearance on the stege underneath an

attractive coat. The dress itself is of

Alite blue c^iift'on banded with flyipig

squirrel. The pelts run on the bias and

siome fur edges the short sleeves and

tiny pockets placed high on the siMrt.

Handsome Wraps for Children

It is remarkablie what ibeautiful' and

Inxurious gaxments aire being worn iby

the SiiDallest tots. At any Children's

party fur wraps miay Ibe seen rivallimg

in quality those of the little wearers'

mothers. Tailess ermine seemis es-

pecially favored, and grey squirrel also.

READY-TO-WEAR
"Sub-deibs" wear cotmbinations such as

Hudson iseal and squirrel or beaver.

Furs are seen, too, toy way of trim-

ming on some very smart little dresses.

One of red duvetyn had inset of tucked

bands of self with the neck and steeves

outlined with grey squirrel. Hand em-

broidery is still prominent on party and

school dresses. Braid ornamentation re-

ceives attention, too. Franklin, Simon

& Oo. were showing a dainty frock of

blue satin with a red satin Ibolero meet-

ing at the neck and edged with looped

braid, the points finished with tassels.

The cuffs and distended pockets at the

Slides were also of the red satin, and loop-

ed braid touches up the pockets as well.
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American' shops. Wash satin has a

ready sale here in flesh and white.

The camisoles of dark colored ribbon

are going strong as a iChrisitmas item.

SILK UNDERWEAR
Silk underwear is selling well and

there is little sign of silk and cotton

mixtures taking any definite place as a

substitute in the Canadian trade. Jap-

anese, Italian, and glove silk weaves are

the best and flesh is the c61or most

favored. Only to the most exclusive

trade are shown Georgettes and satins in

the fanciful colors one hears about in

A scheme is under way to establish a

textile school in Toronto. At a joint

meeting of the technical council of the

Canadian Woollen Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation and the counoil of the Canadian

Textile Institute, an endowment fund

^\^as started. The idea is to found a

schoiol for woollen workers in Toronto

immediately, and later one for cotton and

silk workers in Montreal. The committee

in charge hois already approached Sir

Robert Falconer and Brig.-Gen. Mitchell,

of the Faculty of Applied Science. It is

understood that the school in Toronto will

be under the wing of the University.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
The John D. Ivey Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Capital $500,000, divided into 5,000

shares of $100 each.

The Superior Knitting Mills, Ltd.,

Mount Forest, Ont. Capital $100,000,

divided into 1,000 shares of $100 each.

For the Southern Trousseau

The hat, scarf, bag and skirt at the left are of turquoise blue Fan-Ta-Si. a beautiful, heavily corded silk in two tones.

The skirt has novel accordeon-pleated side panels. ... i. • * thjv rnnnfi
In the centre the same material but in "honey dew" shade-a new Spring color described in an earher issue of DRY GOODS

REVIEW—is used for the simple device of a sleeveless over-blouse and skirt.

Sunset Fan-Ta-Si is used for the smartly designed sport skirt at the right.

Photos by courtesy of A. Migel Silk Co., Inc.
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Full Skirts in Extreme New Models—They May be in Vogue Next Fall—Short, Tight Sleeves

And Petal Collars for Ultra Smart Folks—White Satin Dinner Gowns a New
Feature—No Nipped-in Waists for Summer.

STYLE changes as noted in advance
Spring lines are very slig'ht and yet
they bear the elenients of import-

ance. Skirts ^will be a trifle shorter and
a trifle fuller. There will be only a
suggestion of the biouffant hip effect,

developed by means of distended pockets
or a wide panel effect extending out at
each side. The fullness at the side rwdll

continue and some cartridge pleats are

being shown. There is a feeling among
those closely in touch with designers and
fashion tendencies that while the ex-

tremely full skirt is by no means with
us, there are indications that it is on the

way. Some of the recent arrivals from
Lanvin's creations point that way. Can-
advance Spring numbers already show
the very full skirts in a few of the ex-

treme models. Especially do Jeanne
Linvin's creations point that way. Can-
adian buyers, however, do not look upon
these extreme styles as indicative of

anything Characteristic of next Summer,
but it is possible that by the Fall of

1920 the really full skirt will be quite

noticeable. For the early season, how-
ever, the tight skirt is giving way to a

comfortable fullness, which has the ap-

pearance of being narrow ooi account of

the full sides and distended pockets men-
tioned above.

Short, Tight Sleeves

The short sleeve is expected to arrive

for sure, but a num^ber of long sleeve

models are being shown as well, and
these will no doubt continue to find

ready sale throughout the country gen-

erally, but should the weather be favor-

able the advent of the short, tigiht

sleeve will be made the more easy. Quite

a number of the day dresses being

shown particularly for the South have
short, tight sleeves^—little straight af-

fairs. The neck line has been altered

not at all, but relief is shown in dainty

touches and vestees. One neat little

finish which is seen on some of the

French dresses is the petal collar. This
done in pink or white is quite a dainty

little touch on a number of the dresses,

as well as blouses. One blouse noted
was of broiwn Georgette with shell pink
petals around the neck line and the

cuffs.

Novelty Silks in Advance Models

A number of the novelty silks are be-

ing taken up quite readily in the ad-
vance purchases. A noteworthy feature
is the favor given to white tricolette and
also to white minuette; the latter of

these is a fine tricolette, really a silk

jersey. Fan-Ta-Si, which became a
fashion note last Summer, is being fea-
tured again in such shades as peach,
light blue, rose, green, 'lavemder and
purple. Lavender and purple are spoken
of very highly as Spring colors. An-
other feature which will be interesting
to buyers of garments for fashionalble

people is the tendency towards white
satin for dinner dresses and house
dresses. A year agio the bulk of the

dinner dresis trade was done in black
with lace and net and a touch of color,

but ithis year the trade is tending to-

wards the all white dinner dress, and
this is found, as stated, to win much
favor as well for house dresses.

Taffeta and Georgette Frocks

Taffeta is always good for Spring and
is expected to fulfil its role of giving
satin a little rest in the beginning of

1920 for general uses. Georgette, how-
ever, will be very strong again, and in

this .material a slight basque effect

Avith a siaish tying at the back of soft

material is cooisidered good. Taffeta is

also good for indoor dresses and for
traveling. In navy blue esipecially is it

going to be stronger than ever for trav-

eling purposes. All manner of designs
are being created, featuring filet and
chantilly laces for dinner and evening
frocks; dance frocks are featured in net
with pale shades of silk. A number of

afternoon and day dresses are being
made U(p with Madeira open-work in

white and ivory to igive relief to the
neck line and frequently, too, in develofp-

ing a vest. This touch is especially good
on navy, black, brown and taupe silk

frocks. There are smart trains on most
of the Spring evening gowns.
For the ultra smart dresses during the

pasit season, beading has been just a
trifle passe, but on the new frocks com-
ing out for Southern wear and advance
Spring styles the milk ' white beads are

quite prominent and are considered very
new. There is some of the twisted shoe-
string embroidery ag'ain and a great
many buttons in fancy and colored

j>earls and also in silk for trimmings.

Accordeon Pleated Skirts Good

Coimbinations of harmonizing Geong-
ette, or Georgette and taffeta, have not

ceased to be attractive, neither have
overbloused nor circular overskirts. Ac-
cordeon pleated skirts are gaining in

importance, and especially in white are

these considered a strong feature for

Spring. A number of new designs have
deep accordeon pleated flounces on

elbow sleeves. The low and comfortable
waist line is characterisitic for dresses.

"There will be no nipped in waists for

next year," said one of the largest buy-
ers of exclusive drosses in Toronto.

UiOPES HIGH FOR EUROPEAN SILKS
A buyer in a wholesale silks deip'ait-

ment, who has just returned from
Europe, told DRY GOODS REVIEW that
he was elated over the bright prospects
for the rapid return of the Swiss goods
into the Canadian field. He has pfeced

lange orders for Spring, and exp^jts
that good deliveries will be made. These
lines include paiillettes, duchesse, char-

nieuse, and taffetas. The second and
third on this liisit, he believes, will be
very strong; he is inclined to think that

taflfetas will not he as gtood as they
were, and welcomes this weakening,
from the point of view, of course, of the

uncertainty in the wear. Prices are

hiigher than ever, but he is inclined to

think that they have about reached the
pinnacle.

Speaiking of conditions of manufac-
ture in Switzerland as they obtain at

the present time, he ascribed the im-

proved position to two reasons. One
was the fact that during the latter

part of the war there had been an em-
bargo in England against the impoirta-

tion of silks, for purposes of national

economy, and the natural result had
been that shipments to Canada were
greatly curtailed. Another reason was
that for some time the Germans were
having' shipped into that country the
' schapp" or filling material for the

Swiss silks, and were using this for mu-
nitions when their cotton supplies went
short. As soon as the Allies heard of

it the suptplies of schapp were cut off

from the Swiss, and the result was that

comparatively little in the way of me-
dium-priced goods were manufactured.
Now they have all the supplies that they
want, their operatives are back in full

force, and the country is flooded with
orders from all »over the world.

So far as French g'oods are concerned,

this buyer looks for a period of nearly

six months to elapse before there is any
great im,provement. The silk mills were
comipletely disorganized during the war;
it is impossible yet to get skilled opera-

tives in anj'thing' like the number that

are required; there are constant labor

upheavals, with almost impossible wages
being demanded, that have forced prices

of French silks in many cases to almost
Continued on page 128
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Urging Garment Buyers
To Spread Out Purchases

Montreal Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association Eager

to Bring Spring Buying Back to November and

December—A Successful Banquet.

THE first annual banquet of the

Montreal CTloak and Suit Manu-
facturers' AiSisiociation, held at the

Wdinldisor Hotel, Monitreail, was such a
success as to igruarantee a repetition of
the affair year after year. Besides a
large attendance of the memlbers of the
association a numiber oi' goiests' were
present, inicluding- the chief guest of
honor, F. W. Stewiart, pasit president of
the Montreal Publicity Association, anid
general -manager of the Canadian branch
of Cluett, Peabody & Co., Limited; P. B.
Glickman, A. Cooper, D. R. Campbell, L.
J. Robinson, D. Freeman, Geo. E. Fraser,
A. Snyder and S. C. V. Pellig.

The president, I. Greenberg, in his
address dealt with the past history and
the promising future prosipects of the
Association, and was able to (poinit to
raiany ,ser>nces it had hccn ahh to per-
form for its meimbers and the general
interests of the trade. F. W. Stewart
spoke of the many advantages of trade,
co-operation, and was able to base Ms
argiTment on pointed ililfustrations from
hiis own wide experience. The -secretary,'
H. K. S. Hemming, brought up a vital
question to the whole trade in the
scarcity of la'bor, and the necessity for
instituting some system of apprentice-
ship, or trade teiachiimg. Closelty asiso-
ciated with thiis was the desiraMity of
extending the working time of the manu-
facturing year so as to have the em-
ployes buisy &s meiarly as posslible for the
full 52 weeks instead of the present
average of about 32 weeks only. He
urged that a eaimipaign should he organ-
ized to ellicit the support of the buyers
tkriofughout the country, so that they
might be persuaded to place their orders
for Spring goods in November and De-
cemlber of each year, and their fall goods
in May and June instead of concentra-
ing their buying within a couipTie of
months close to the selling season.

This spreading out of orders would en-
able the manufacturers to extend the
Avorking time by one-third in each sea-
son, which wowki result in much more
satisfactory dieliveries. Not onlv so, but
the quality of the goods would be better,
ind tho work wouiM not be rushed as it
had been done under prfx'ient conditions.
A third advanta,o-e would be that the
goods could be .sold to the re*aiiilers at
more reasonable priitees asi the hiands
wouM not be so insistent on m-aking un-
reasonable demands for increases in
waiges^ to cover tlhe limited portion of
the timie during wihich they worked.

With these views the gathering gave
evidence of being thoroughly in accord.
During the eveniing -presentations were

made of gold and silver fountain pens
to the president, Mr. Greenlberg and the
secretary, Mr. Hemming, in warm ap-
preciation of their services to the As-
sociation. Mr. Greenberg was re-eltected

presiclent. with Milton Fclson, vice-pres-
ident, and Mr. Hemming, secretary. The
Executive consists of S. Medina, S.

Lande, J. C. Zacks, E. Lazare and W. C.

Bishin.

HOPES HIGH FOR EUROPEAN SILKS
Continued from page 122

piohilhitive heights. But this will regu-
late itself in good time, and there is

already a spirit manifest among the
Pretnch working men that promises a
sane attitude on the question of wages
and a broad view being taken of the in-

terests of the worldwide markets for
their products in the face of Swiss and
other competition.

For the time being the Swiss goods
are still the cheapest, but in short time
he believes that the world will be going
back t> France for those typical French
goods. Georgette and crepe de Chine.

The Merchants' Record, of Chicago,
has just published an attractive cata-
logue of "One Hundred Good Displays of
Women's Ready-to-Wear," showing fine
halftone illustrations of original show-
window disiplays which have appeared in
their journal during the past year. The
catalogue is printed in sepia on coated
paper, with buff cover, and sells for
$1.00. Copies may be had at that price
by writing to DRY GOODS REVIEW.

A Navy Blue
Attraction

Afternoon grown of blue
serge with finely pleated
navy silk frills. The vest and
hig-h collar feature the new
French style—of pleated or-
gandie or net with bla.:k vel-
vet ribbon tie This is an
original design made ex?lu-
sively for DRY GOODS
REVIEW.
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The Art of Corsetry
Mrs. McMichael, of the Canadian Gossard Co., Charms

Women Designers—Corsetry too Ethereal to be

Known as a "Science."

MRS. McMICHAEL, of the Cana-
dian Gossard Cotmipany, held the

fasioimated aittention of the Wo-
men Designers' Clmb on Wednesday, De-
cember 10, at the Laura Matilda Tea
Rooms, for a short hour and a half, "w*hen

she gave a talk on corsieitry, il'lustralted

with living mode'Ls. Tlie first ipoint she

brought out was that she objected to the

use of the phrase, "Scientific corsetry."

To her mind scientific seemed to infer

very deep study, wlhliloh shoulld rjot be
associated with anything "so charming
and so much the essence of femininity

as a woman's corset."

Corsetry should be an art rather thian

a sciiemce and as she said, "The essemce

of art is to have it so weM expressed that

it remains a mystery how it was aittain-

ed." The musician and artist founds his

work on fundamental laws of technique

which are unajpparent to the ordinary

olbserver in the finiilshed woaik. In the

same way the "sdience" of corsetry

shouild be kept in the background. Mrs.

McMichael prefers to use the term
"night" or "correct" corsetry.

Three Important Points

Three things are necessary in attain-

ing the ideal of correct corsieitry. First,

a uniformity of ideas and a standardliza-

tion of aimi among desiigners and fitters;

second, a distinction must he made be-

tween the work of the deisigner and fit-

ter. The aim of the designer is not to

create a decorative corset to mould the

body as one mig'hlt a "sack of m'eal," bult

to create a supiport for a living anatomy—^a support that makeis a woimian appear
to be weiarinig no corset iat all. Tne aim
of the fitter ite to put on the wearer the

correct corset designed for her figure;

third, there should be a well-expressed
purpose in the whole art of corsetry, and
that is to make women sure of them-
selves, to igive them poise. The reason
why m.en do not have to wear corsets is

because their muiscles are harder. A
well-poised figure reflects a balance of

mind whilch women are often accused of

lacking, that can be attained in no other
way. The woman who knows that her
gown is perfectly fitted is sure of her
appearance no matter in whiat company
she happens to be, and her mind is thialt

much more at ease.

Basis of Fitting—the "Anchorage Line"

By fitting different types of corsets

on living modeilis, Mrs. McMichael de-

mionsitrated the cardinal points of cor-

set fitting. There is a naturail'ly defined

anchorage line on the body, and if the

corset is not miade secure at thiis line

it will seek its own aniohlorag''e line at the

waist or at some other point which will

harm the wearer. "Correct design makes

*?* m

Curtains of Quality

Very rich looking are these curtains of marquisette with linen lace inser-

tion and motifs. The insets are of silk Swiss embroidery on fine net.

Shown by Canadian Draperies, Ltd.

thiis anchorage line the tosis of support;
correct fitting makes it secure."

The classification of corsets wonked
out by Mrs. McMidhael is according to the
difference in measurement between the
waist and the 'hips. It has been found
impossible to fit corsets judging purely
from the waist measure. If the bones
are properly laid by the designer on a
naturally poised figure, by the use of cor-

rect corsets a poorly-tpoised figure may
be igradualiy conformed to its riglht pro-
portions. .The one danger from -wearing
properly fitted corsets is the danger of

overheating the body. Thiis can only be
overcome by the use of light-weight ma-
terial.

Corsets Harmful if Not Rightly Worn
Mrs. McMichael's final point v.^as the

necessity for adjusting one's corset pro-
perly when putting it on. "The doctor,"

she said, "can prescribe a remedy for

a sick person, fout unlesis it is properly
applied it will be useless." Thereupion
she cvplained carefully the lacing and
fastening of the corset, so thiat the

anchorage line shoulld be held per-

mjanently in position.

An important scheme that Mrs. Mc-
Miicteel is working on at present is the

standardization of measurements so that

corsets can be sold over the counter
without being flitted. Any one in the
trade v/iM realize A\hat a di^icult thing
this is, but which, if accomplished, will

sia.ve an immenise aimonant of time and
mtinimize corset exchanges.

Mrs. IMcMichael iis leaving the Cana-
dian business of the Gossard Co. this

month, to the great regret of Canadian
friends and business acquaintances. She
expects to go to California for a vaca-

tion during the Winter, and after that

her plans are indefinite. W. G. Rook,
formerly president of the "Canadian
Home .Tournal," is to take ovc-r her work
here, as mentioned in a previous issue of

DRY GOODS REVIEW.

Several novelties are coming on the

market made of composition, whicli

should have good business as substitutes

for higher-priced materials. One is an
imitation brass made into candlesticks

and book rests. Another a line of stat-

uary som.ewhat resembling bronze. A
number of clever designs are featured
appropriately named "Saphio," "Girl with
Cart," "Gretchen," "Hulda," "Pensive
Ciuipid," "Coquetterie," etc.

A tiny bulldog, too, has been created

of a substance polished to represent
marble. The base is about one and one
half by two inches in size, and the puppy
himself is an exact replica in miniature
of the "Nobody loves me" dog.

Bonwit, Teller & Co. have added to

their holdings on 38th Street, New York,

adjoining their present building, by the

purchase of the five-storey dwelling at

16 East. With the latest purchase,

Bonwit, Teller & Co. control a frontage

of 300 foot on 38th Street.
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MAKING

The McElroy Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Swfits

FAMOUS FOR THEIR

Fit, Cut, Style,
Hang and Finish
HEAD OFFICE:

47 Simcoe St. - Toronto

WAISTS
Voile, Silk, Crepe de
Chine, Georgette.

Samples on request.

1187 Mt. Royal Ave., Montreal

Silk Muslin
Underwear

Manufactured by

LONDON
LADIES' WHITEWEAR

Also complete range of

Children's Dresses for

immediate shipping.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
41 Craig St. East, Montreal

TO
READY-TO-WEAR

Thanking you for your liberal
patronage in the past and wish-
ing you a Merry Xmas and a

Prosperous New Year.

OUR SPRING LINE OF

Cloaks and Suits
now in the hands of our sales-

men is well worth seeing.

605 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal

THESE
ADVERTISING SPACES

MANUFACTURERS
AND JOBBERS

Star Skirt Company
436 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal

Skirt
Ready for

Immediate Shipment

Misses' and Ladies'

DRESSES
Garments with the punch

that get the business

$6.50 to $42.50

New York Mercantile Co.

24 Wellington St. W., Toronto

FOR SALE

AT
$5 PER INSERTION

BY THE YEAR.
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lExcIitgiueSia

provide youthful, graceful
lines, correct in every
detail—unhampered free-

dom of movement—and
highest standard of qual-

ity in materials and work-
manship.

The Season's Greetings to You

Parisian Corset Mtg. Co.
LIMITED

Quebec Canada
BRANCHES:

Toronto: 76 Bay St. Montreal: 329 Craig St. W.

Western Reprcucntative:

C. H. BUTLER. 24 Sylvester Wilson Building. Winnipeg

e0

The Best Yet!

Our Spring Samples

will delight you.

Wait for one of

our Travellers!

COATS, SUITS

DRESSES

That you may

enjoy A
Merry

Christmas

and Prosperity

throughout

the

New Year

is our

Christmas Wish

to all our

friends

Cxclugibe Habies' Mear
Himiteb

Head Office and Factory:

Blumenthal Building, 207 St. Catherine St. W.
Montreal

Toronto Show Rooms: 33 Richmond St. W.
Winnipeg Show Rooms: 114 Hammond Bldg.

In the heart of the business section.

Featuring

Children's

Dresses

You will be delighted with our
smart styles, attractive materials,
and the general utility shown
throughout in our different lines

—sales-inviting features that are
sure to mean more business for
you.

G. F. Reid & Company
Brampton, Ontario
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Our New Home
We have taken possession of

new and larger premises in

the

NEW WILDER
BUILDING

325 BLEURY STREET
(In the heart of the uptown shopping district)

With increased capacity and
every modern convenience

we hope to be able to give an
even better service than in

the past.

Our salesmen will shortly be

on the road with a most in-

teresting range of Spring

models.

DRESSES
SKIRTS

in all the newest styles and materials.

Ontario Showroom

Kent Bldg., Toronto
H. M. NASH

Quebec Showroom

Brunet Bldg., Quebec
R. DIONNE

Western Provinces

302 Hammond Blk. Wpg.
J. W. COLLETT

Maritime Provinces

B. R. ETTENBERG. JR.

Montreal, C. ROSE

ART CLOAK & SUIT CO., LTD.
325 BLEURY ST. MONTREAL
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Bankers Take
Confident Vie\v of

Outlook in Canada
Bank of Montreal Annual Meeting"

Sir Vincent Meredith, President, Points Out Manner in Which Many of Present Di-
fficulties Can be Overcome—Favors More Equitable Distribution of Taxation, so
as to Cover All Classes Who Are Able to Pay—Sir Frederick Williams-Taylor,
General Manager, Draws Attention to Fact That Bank Was Never in a Health-
ier State and Deals With Manner in Which Exchange Between Canada and
United States Can be Corrected-

MONTREAL, DEC. 13th—SPECIAL
The annual meeting of the Bank of Montreal, held at the head office, was marked

by important references to the main problems which the Dominion of Canada has
to solve during the period of reconstruction. The world is passing through a period
of very peculiar conditions, and in dealing with many of the problems both Sir
Vincent Meredith, the President, and Sir Frederick Williams-Taylor, the General
Manager, pointed out how many of them might be overcome and what Canada
should do in order that the financial conditions of the country should be maintained
in a healthy state.

Sir Vincent Meredith, in addressing
the shareholders, stated that the feeling
as to the future was less optimistic than
it has been, but that the great pressure
on our agricultural and manufactured
resources, caused by home and foreign
demand, shows no sign of abatement.
He attributed the high cost of living

very largely to the pressing demands of
European countries for commodities of
every nature. He considered that in

Canada it might be possible to look for-
ward confidently to a reduction in all

commodities, both at home and abroad,
after another harvest.

The Gold Reserve

Sir Vincent dealt particularly with the
change in opinion that had developed as
regards the relation of gold reserve to

note circulation. He expressed the view
that it might be a part of wisdom to

depart from the old notions of the ri-

gidity of the gold reserve and recognize
that we are justified in enlarging our
note-issuing powers to respond to all

legitimate business demands in periods
of great trade activity or emergency, pro-
vided such expansion is based on self-

liquidating securities.

The president also pointed out that
it was vitally important that the unoc-
cupied areas of Canada should be set-

tled and made productive with as much
rapidity as possible, the future prosper-
ity of the country and ability to meet
our debts being largely dependent on
increased production.
The question of taxation in Canada

also received particular attention and
Sir Vincent expressed the view that trade
was being hampered by a somewhat
penalizing excess business profit tax.

Furthermore, enterprise and expansion
are stifled and foreign establishments
deterred from entering the Canadian in-

dustrial field. He expressed the view
that Canada should do away with many
exemptions and impose taxation on all

classes of the community who have the
ability to pay and at the same time
place a higher tariff upon imported lux-

uries, which would cause little hardship

and at the same time considerably ease
a strained financial situation.

Difficulties to be Overcome
Sir Frederick Williams-Taylor, the

general manager, dealt more particular-
ly with the record of the Bank during
the past year, but also touched on many
of the developments outside of the coun-
try which had a bearing on the situation.
Sir Frederick stated that it was no re-
assuring reflection that the United States
has already reduced her war debt by
some $800,000,000, while Canada was con-
fronted with an increase of $600,000,000
for the current year.

Sir Frederick took occasion to point
out that it was a matter of sufficient
importance to bear repeating that there
had been no profiteering whatever by
the banks of Canada, for the price of
money had not been raised. Alone of
all commodities, the cost to the borrower
of loanable funds of the banking institu-
tions of the country had remained un-
changed. Not only was this the case,
but speaking for the Bank itself, it was
only proper that the shareholders should
know that in handling business entrusted
by the several g-overnments during the
war and since, the policy had been to
charge only the narrowest of commis-
sions and minimum interest rates. In
many instances, where the services were
of a war character, the Bank had acted
free of charge.

Sir Frederick also dealt particularly
with the position of exchange as between
Canada and the United States. He pointed
out that the repayment to Canada
of the monies aggregating $420,000,000
owed us by Breat Britain and the Allies,

would quickly cause the premium In ques-
tion to disappear. Referring to the fin-

ancing which the Dominion Government
had carried out in New York, when it

secured $75,000,000 for refunding pur-
poses, Sir Frederick stated that the
terms paid by the Government were
onerous but unavoidable. Evidence that
the price of issue was in keeping with
the American market conditions is fur-
nished by the fact that there has since

Continued on page 136
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been no rise in the quoted price. In-
cidentally it could be mentioned that
Canada secured as good terms as in the
case of the recent British loan of $250,-
000,000 in the same market.
A satisfactory sign of the times in

Canada was the increase in buying power
for first-class securities. This is a
healthy and desirable condition, induced
by Government war loans and war sav-
ings certificates. It is vital that Can-
adians should recognize the virtue of
saving, as between production and thrift,

though they go hand in hand, the latter

is fundamental and leads naturally to
the former.

Dealing with the affairs of the Bank,
Sir Frederick stated that he had no
hesitation in expressing the belief that
they had never been in a healthier state.

Domestic business was expanding sat-

isfactorily, and foreign branches and
connections had been adequately extend-
ed to meet the developments of the
country's trade. Altogether he felt that
the Bank was well prepared to meet
any conditions and contingencies that
might arise.

General Trade Active

Sir Vincent Meredith, in his address to

shareholders, said in part:

"General trade in practically all

branches had been active and profitable

during the war and the Bank has par-
ticipated in the general prosperity. The
balance sheet shows profits in moderate
proportion to the resources employed and
yet, I trust, not unsatisfactory to the
shareholders. That reaction from the
feverish activities and high prices pro-

duced by the vast conflict, which so many
apprehended, has not occurred, nor can
it be said to be impending. The feeling

as to the future is less optimistic than
it has been, but the great pressure on
our agricultural and manufactured re-

sources caused by home and foreign de-

mand shows no signs of abatement.

Three Indispensable Factors

"There are three indispensable factors

to the upbuilding of Canada—immigra-
tion, production and exports. Immigra-
tion during the last five years has been
negligible, owing to the war. In the

first seven months of the current fiscal

year, new arrivals numbered 82,893, of

whom 42,377 came from Great Britain
and 35,949 from the United States.

While these figures do not represent a
large movement as compared with sev-

eral pre-war periods, they show a gain

of 51,734 immigrants, or about 166 p.c,

over the corresponding months last year.

After-the-war emigration of foreign-born

has taken place in fairly large volume,
the exact figures of which are not ob-

tainable.

"With regard to the subject of fore-

eign trade, it is only a matter of time
before increased production will overtake
domestic demands, and, unless prepara-
tions are made in advance for finding

markets overseas for our exportable sur-

plus of raw materials and manufactured
goods, our uninterrupted prosperity may
be checked. The needs of foreign coun-
tries arc g'reat and pressing, and profit-

able business awaits the Canadian ex-

norter, but it cannot be acquired unless

lonir term credits are provided.

"Our Government has been far-seeing

in giving assistance in this direction,

and, no doubt, is prepared to extend fur-
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You buy service when you subscribe to DRY GOODS REVIEW. We have facilities for procuring: information about new goods,
novelty lines, unusual requirements, etc., and the Service Department is always at your disposal. If the information you seek is not to
be found in our Buyers' Market Guide, or in the advertising pages of this issue, cut out the coupon below and fill in your questions.
Every day these are coming in and they are welcome. We are glad to be of any possible assistance to our readers. Following are
just a few of the enquiries received during the past month

:

(The Buyers' Market Guide, next page, contains many addresses of use to you.)

Spats

Burford, Ont.—Please tell me ivhere I can procure

spats for luomen and girls?

Answer—Addresses were sent.

Beads
Vanco-iiver, B.C.—Please tell me where I can pro-

cure small beads for trimming blouses, etc.?

Anstver—Names of firms tvere forwarded.

Window Trims and Show Cards
Lethbridge, Alta.—Please tell me where I can pro-

cure books on window trimming and advertising, also

show card supplies, etc.?

Ansv)€r—Names of books and addresses of firms

were sent.

Halifax, N.S.—Please tell me where I can procure

a good book dealing with window trims and show
card ivriting?

Ansiver—Names of publications were forwarded.

Underwear
Ottawa, Ont.—Kindly let me knoxv the name of the

firm that handles Wolsey underivear?
Answer—The agent for Canada is D. F. Baird, 64

Wellington W., Toronto.

Millinery Journal
St. Boniface, Man.—Requests a sample copy of a

good 7mllinery trade journal.

Answer—The millinery department in Dky Goods
Review is the only Canadian publication of this kind,

but The Illustrated Milliner of New York is gen-

erally subscribed to by the Canadian trade.
'«JWPpr

j

Machines for Button Covering 2ind Pleating

Toronto, Ont.—Please tell me where I can procure
in Canada, a button covering machine and moulds to

fit, also a small pleating machine?
Answer—Addresses were sent.

Dictionary

Edmonton, Alta.—/ am compiling a Dictionary of
Dry Goods terms and would like to know something

of the cost of having it published?
Answer—Names of possible publishers were sent

ivho zvould have to secure full information on the size

and type of the book before stating terms.

Paper Boxes
Peterboro, Ont.—Please tell me where I can pro-

cure paper boxes covered with glazed white paper and
heavy corrugated packing boxes?

Ansiver—Na7nes of manufacturers were for-

warded.

Fur Journal
White River, Ont.—Please tell me where I can pro-

cure a publication dealing with raw furs?

Answer—Addresses of several journals dealing with
the fur trade were sent. There is no publication de-

voted solely to raw furs to our knowledge.

Fancy Goods
Nerv Liskeard, Ont.—Will you kindly give me ad-

dresses of some good fancy goods firms?
Answer—Addresses were sent.

Fixtures

Port Greville, N.S.—Kindly advise me where I can
get show cases, fixtures, etc., suitable for dry goods
lines ?

Answer—List of firms was forivarded.

Gum Labels
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—We a/re desirous of getting

a gum label, 3 in. by V-/z in. stamped with a Christ-
mas design.

Answer—By the time this enquiry came to hand,
firms which stock such lines had been sold out;
and lithographers who might make them to order
were filled up until Christmas,

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE,

NAME •

ADDRESS

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191
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The Tliompson Lace AjVeilinff Co.,' Limited

Laces, Veilings, Geor-
gettes. Ninons, "My
Lady" Silk Hair Nets,
Princess Pat Human
Hair Nets, Sport
Veils.

Cor. Wellington and
York Sts.,

Toronto, Canada.

CHICAGO MERCANTILE CO.

Importers, Manufacturers, Jobbers of

WHOLESALE MILLINERY
Write to-day for

Our Latest Catalog of New Styles
159-161-163-165-167-169-171 No. Michigan Ave.

Chas. A. Stonehill, Pres. CHICAGO, ILL.
TORONTO, ONT., Show Room, 30 Wellington St. W.

Infants', Children's, Girls'

and Misses' Dresses

W^e are Specialists in these lines

YL L. WATTS, LIMITED
400 Richmond St. W., Toronto

T. H. Birmingham & Co.
LIMITED

99 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
Malterj of

Women's High Grade

Neckwear
" The Exclusive Neckwear House"

M •;

^'EVERYTHING IN SILKS**

M. Ascher Silk Corp.
Distributors—Iroquois Silk Mills

102 Madison Avenue, New York

SKIRTS ARE ECONOMICAL
LATEST STYLES IN

TWEEDS, SERGES
and POPLINS

at lowest prices.
In case our travellers do not reach you
write for samples.

ROYAL SKIRT COMPA.MY
1440 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal

References : London, Eng.—New York

—

Montreal

FRED. BIRKS
Commission Dry Goods

14 Phillips Sq., MONTREAL, Can.

Tel. Up. 38H. Covering all Province.

GERSTENZANG BROS.

Popular Priced

Flowers and Feathers
670-674 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

I

A gTeat iminniber of Canadian
mierohants are amxiouis to resiime
their pre-war trade relations with
Belgnum, and a list of the Belgian
lines of manufacture in which at
the (piresent time the Belgdans are

able to resume business with
foreign markets, w"ill be of inter-

est. As sulbmiitted by the Consulat
General de Bieligique au Canada,
they are as follows:

Window gliass, ipliate glass and
glassware, cement, clay products,

earthenware, electric insulators,

/:ihinaware, firearims, chemiicals,

colors, paints and varnishes,

matches, woolen yarns and woollen
fabrics, leather articles, rablbit

hair, paper articles, prayer books,

furniture, toys, cotton sewing
thread, artificial silk thread and
fabrics, telegraphic and telephonic

wires, nails, rods, screws, rivets,

enamelware and hardware, electri-

cal supplies, chocolates and (bis-

cuits, rubber tires, iron and steel

pipes, rolling stock for railways

and tramways, cream separators,

cutlery and surgical instruments,

laces.

Montreal is to hold another mo-
tor show. The datesi fixed are

from January 10th to 17th inclu-

•sdve. The exihdbiition wall be held

at Alimy's buildinlg, the spacious

floor ispace there being ideal for

such an affair. The success of the

past six annual events, will no
doubt Ibe enhanced, as the direc-

tion ™ll be in the hands of T. C.

Kirby, who, at previous shows, has

filled a similar capacity.

At a recent investigation into

the cost of living before the Board
of Commerce, the question of

standard izlation of school oMl-
dren's clothes was discussed. The
middy and skirt was pointed out
by officials of the I.O.D.E. as the
correct dress for the younig school

.girl, and this has become so uni-

versally worn of late that it is al-

most a standard.

Recent despatches in the press

announce the fact that the French
(rovemment has started an inves-

tig'ation into the high cost of wo-
men's furs. Encouraged by the

success of its camipaign to check
rising prices of other necessities,

the Government expects to bring

the pelt of the beaver and mink
dowTi to fit the purse of the thin-

nest^clad "grisette." French wo-
men, althouigh it is now aptproach-

ing mid-winter, wear knee pkirt.s

VEILINGS and
SILK NETS

HODGES & LETTAU
232 McGill St. Montrea

:S5?iii?S!^Ss^«>;.^
'^'^
SaEaiiiiilumJJiii
CKjniJwtiimijjm
»««««&" '

Write for our latest

iiiili Special Catalogs

To Dealers only.

^^ jo}m\Jfarwe\[Com'pai\\f

IVhohsale Dry Goods and Central Merchandise

, ^__ , Pyjamas
(JASCOM4)

f^j.

Style and Quality

THE FOSTER MFG. GO. Ltd.,

Parkeston, Essex, England

Canada's

Largest Makers of

Cotton Flags
Write for Price*

THE COPP, CLARK CO.
517 Wellington St, West Toronto

"HOOSIER"
The best 36-inch brown
domestic in America

Buy it by the bale;
sell it by the bolt

Indiana Cotton Mills
Cannelton, I nd.,U.S.A.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines,
Window Decorations, Japanese and
Clhinese Decorations, Papier Mache
Novelties, Electric Lighted Flower
Busihes. Write for our Catalogue. It's

free for the asiking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Iiu-orporated)

208 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

BALLOONS
Printed witb your ad-
vertisement at small
cost. Brings the
mothers and children.

L. G. BEEBE,
53 Yonge St., Toronto

Real HARRIS, LEWIS and
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

Direct from the makers. Special lisrht-

weights for Ladies' wear—all shades.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS, Stomoway, Scotland

Sta\e shade desireJ and whdhtr for Ladtet or Cent$'
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Kent-McCIain Again
New Glasgow, N.S. — -Mcssra. McCullocU &
Company, the dry goods people, also have
installed the Revolving Wardrobe system in

their clothing department, increased volume
of business making the change necessai-j'.

The -contract went to Kent-McClain, Lim-
ited (The Toronto Show Case Co.).

Mii^BySTOttlPl
Adverlised for 20 Years
Kuown to Home Sewers

Everywhere.
''WAN", Monarch and Meteor
brands. Reliable fabrics cu( on
a true bias; full elasticity re-

tained; selvages trimmed;
seams opened and pressed.

WM. E. WRIGHT & SONS CO., Mfrs.
315-317 Church Street New vJrk

SPOTLESS Shrinkerzhe Finisher

Shrinks and finishes Woolens, Wash
Goods, Silks, etc.

Renrvnants, window and ledge displays
are made saleable at full price.

Write for De Luxe Catalog.

THE SPOTLESS SHRINKER CO.. CLEVELAND,

RIBBONS OF DISTINCTION
J-C" Ribbons have peculiar
charm. Widely advertised to
the consumer under their
trade-mark names for the
protection of the dealer.

. ... "SATIN DE LUXE"
OTUk J^/I "TROUSSEAU"
V.r5^ *ikV^ "LADY FAIR"

"SAXKANAC" "VIOLET"
"DEilOCRACY"

JOHNSUiN, COWiDIN & 00., 40 E. SOtb StNew York. N.Y. Made in U.S.A.

DTROMFR TOTTENHAM

HAIR GOODS MANUFACTURER,

HAIR-FRAMES ^aVh^.^o^n^^
WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY.

CABLE ADDRESS:TR0MEROL0.L0NDON

Putnam's Improved Cloth Chart
See yards right there

for

Inventory

Without

Unroiling

Write
to refer to.

No figuring

to do.

THE A. E. PUTNAM COMPANY. Washington, la.

For REAL VALUES in
COATS and SUITS
Mail orders to or call on
The G.B.G. Mfg. Co., Inc.

15 East 26th St., NEW YORK CITy

500% Profit
can be made covering
buttons to order of same
material of garment with
a Menkin Counterbal-
anced Button - Machine
which is easy to operate.

S. MENKIN, Inc.

41 W. 28th St., N. Y.C.,
1 U.S.A.

in Paris, that is—'ti-anspareiit silk

hose and dresses of the sheerest
decollete. This, in the opinion of

5he Governmenit, renders dt abso-
liitely necessary that they have
some warm over-giarment, and
since the women want fiirs the
Grovernmenit has decided they
shan't be overcharged in buying
them.

Before the war, according to

Govemmient figures France's fur
sales w^ere not more than 300,000,-
('00 francs annually. Now it is

estimated the trade will reach half
a billion francs.

According to a Canadian corres-
pondent, England controls cotton.
She has 57,000,000 s/pindles, con-
sideraibly over one-third of the to-

tal of the world. New machinery
is not now to be olbtained except
at high cost and with great diffi-

culty. Textile machinery is 250
per cent, dearer to-day than it was
at the outbreak of the war. All
the macihinery makers combined
cannot do more than make good
old losses during the next year or
two. In this fact, the corresipon-

dent points out, is the opportunity
for British industry, with its ma-
chinery unimipaired, to get into its

old stride before the effects of any
addition to the war machinery can
begin to be felt.

The world demand for flax for
the mianufacture of linen during
the w^ar made itself felt in West-
em Ontario. From a position of
no importance, flax-growing rose
to great prominence in agricul-
ture, and the close of war saw cov-
ered with flax almost ten times
the total area devoted to that crotp

at its coiramencement—^a ratio of

increase equalled by no other field

crop in Canada. Nor has the ad-
vent of peace altered this situa-

tion; lindeed, the peace-time ex-
pansion of the science of aviation
vA'il maintain at almost its high-
est point the demand for flax pro-
ducts that was brought about by
the war.

In the vicinity of St. Mar^is a
concrete illustration of the faith

entertained -by certain citizens of
that town in the future expansion
cf the flax indtustry in Ontario,
even under the deprivation of
military demand, is found. There
are in St. Marys two thriving flax
mills and of these one was estab-

I Specialize in Boot Laces
for the wholesale trade, in the bettef
grades.
Banded in pairs, in gross boxes.
Fancy Cabinets, 100 pairs, banded in

pairs. These are more profitable than
bulk make-up. Also

LEATHER LACES, all kinds.

E. W. McMARTIN, MONTREAL

H. Levy& Sons, Limited

198 McGill Street - MONTREAL
Phone MAIN 1457

Woollens, Linings, Trimmings, etc.

For Clothing: and Cloak Trades

rheGem oftheNotions

Columbia Fas1i?ne»

^M#D B. Fisk&Co.
y-l^J^:^ ChicagoAfD

MCRCHANDI

New York Salesroom :

Open Throughout the Year
411 Fifth Avenue

ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS and
SHOW CARD WRITERS WANTED
Big demand for both men and women.
We prepare you in few months at home
—under experts. Our graduates in

demand. They earn good money. Get
particulars. Write

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Toronto, Ceuiada (E)ep. D.R.)

Cork Socks
Manufacturers of Cork, Linoleum, Felt,

Paper, Flushing in all colours, Flannel-

ette, Asbestos, Loofahs, etc., Fleecies.

.itc. Ladies, Gent's and Children's. St.

Cecilian Works, 46-48 Haymerle Road,

Peckham, London, S.E. 15.

Manufacturera

329-331 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

SUPERBA BINDING
BRAIDS, CORDS, DRESS TRIMMINGS

Fred Jones & Company
Manufttclurers and Importers

Babies' Hand Crochet Goods Notiona

Babies' Hand Knit Goods Novelties

Art Needlework Materials

Room 617, Empire Building

64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
Brockville. — Mr. Louis Wiseman, the

clothing man, has a new outfit of fix-

tures in fumed oak. All the new de-

vices for saving space and displaying

to the best advantage have been in-

cluded. The fixtures are by Kent-

McClain, Limited (Toronto Show Case

Co.)

PERPLEXED!
Then let ua solve your business

building problems; we are solv-

ing them daily for thousands of

live merchants with our trade

pulling, selling and merchandis-
ing plans, human interest copy,

letters, illustrations, events, etc
Full particulars upon request.

THE ECONOMY SERVICE
231 West 39th St. , New York City

CHILDREN'S
GARMENT

DRYING FORMS
NON-RUSTING

PATENTED
Write for Circular

No. 31

J. B. TIMBERLAKE
& SONS, Mfrs.

Jackson Michigan

"Mesh Bags will be more
fashionable and popular
than ever the coming
season."

WHITING & DAVIS CO.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SIGN WRITING
Do your own card writing

Write for our catalogue wliicli will tell you
what you need. Best goods at closest prices

ARTISTS' SUPPLY CO.
77 York St., Toronto

' Qie Standard PopularPriced

AVAISTS 3^merica
ShGL-N(jROSSd> Cleveland

Bartell Patent Pockets
Used and Endorsed by 59
Canadian Clothing Manu-
facturers. This List can be

had from

BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
17 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

WRITE US FOR
Textile and Knitting

Machinery
We are Specialiitt

W. J. WESTAWAY CO.
72 JAMES ST. N. HAMILTON

lished slinice the temiiiniation of
lioistilities. Tihis conicerin, known as
the St. Marys Fliax Ciompany, ac-

tually begian operations in Afprid

last, wihen it seeded, on contract,

some foxir hiinnldred acres on farms
adjacent to the town. At that time,
tbingis wiere not too promisdnig', ow-
ing to the backward nature of the
season and the protracted periiod

of rainfall'.

Three hundred thousand work-
ers in cotton and woolen mills in

Massachusetts and thousands of
operatives in other Eastern States
are to receive hiigiher pay.
The advance, which almost igien-

erally was announced at 121/^ per
cent., ilnarks a new high level for

textile wages. It iisi estimated that

it will add sldghtly lesis than $1,-

000,000 weelfcly to the pay rolls 'of

New England mills.

A fur auction held recently at
Le Pas, Man., realized $715,000.

There were skims jmt up and
mxiskrat for the first time at thds

point brought as high asi two dol-

lars and sixty centsi. In 191'5 these

skins were a druig on the (market

at thirty cents each. Red fox
brought a strong price, the aver-

age paid being $35. Beaver was
picked up at $20, ermine at $150,

otter, marten, skunk and other
furs averaged about the same
price as last season. The auction

was held by the Booth company
and was for the purpose of test-

ing out the market. It is believed

that a strong buying market will

endure throughaut the winter. The
fur situation in Northern Mani-
toba is more promiising than in

any previous year owing to the

fact that there are three thou-

sand trappers in the field.

The annual statement of P. and
J. Coats, miateers of cotton thread,

England, shows profits for the

year ending June 30, 1917 at £3,-

360,9'50: for 1918 they were £3,171,-

795, and for 1919 they are £3,995,-

149. Those figures are exchisive

of excess profits' duty. Issued
capital amounts to £10,000,000, and

E. A. PALMER
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

925 Ossington Ave., Toronto, Ont.

With a Kood connection in the Wholesale
nnd Retail Trade, wislhes to represent
Manuf.'icturers of Ladies' and Ohildfen's
Wear and other lines of Dry Goods in
Ontiirio.

TAPES
ALL WIDTHS AND QUALITIES

CARRIED IN STOCK

Walter Williams & Co.
508 READ BLDG., MONTREAL

20 WELLINGTON ST. W^, TORONTO

AWNIN.GS
FOR

Stores, Offices, Factory, or Residence.

Write for Price Lists and Measurement
Charts. Address

C. H. FETCH
Successor to

EDMONDSON & FETCH
Ottawa .'. Canada

.Sm/illw/ires
AND—

\

Hosiery
The Robert Hyslop Cq umhip

HAMILTON.ONTARIO

.^."..'.J.J,'.-.......-.^'jJ ' ' ' J-
'

' .'

IDEAL -s,^
GARMENT CO,

Maoufacturars ai

DRESSES
STdCkwN. 18 West 33rd Street

HAI*(0 jTorvN. NewYoik ^^ PRtCE.

IMMEdJAtt ^^^ ^^Q^SU24^
OELiVeiW

GOLDFINE^S LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods and

Men's Furnishings

BARGAINS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for Particulars

227 Craig St. West, Montreal

PILLOWS and COMFORTERS
GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING

The Toronto Feather & Down Co.
LIMITED

2154-8 Dundas Street West - TORONTO
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

P. M. LeMaistre McRae & Walker H. E. Walker

Choir Gowns
The Best in Design
The Best Made
The Most Reasonable in Price

HARCOURT & SON, LIMITED
103 King Street W., Toronto

We Manufacture

Paper Boxes
that will

Make Your Goods More Attractive

A. D. SHOUP CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Kent-McClain Again
Halifax, N.S.—The F. G. Carton S'tore on
Barrington Street, has been equipped with
an entire new set of fixtures, embodying all

•the time-saving devic-es for motleni merchan-
dizing. The rich mahogany color scheme
throughout adds to the etfectivene-ss of the
wihole. Kent-McClain, Limited (The To-
ronto Show Case Company) did the work.

CLIMAX PAPER
BALERS

ALL STEEL-FIREPROOF
"Turns Waste

into Profit"

12 SIZES
Send for Catalog.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

PLUSH and VELVET
VELOUR AND BOLIVIA CLOTH

Can Be Pressed Witfiout a Sfiine or Gloss
Only Witlx Our

Famous Patented Wire Boards
THE AMERICAN

PLUSH AND VELVET PRESSBOARD CO.
125-5th Ave., N. Y. Tel. Gramercy 3393
Also Steamers and Pinking Machines

Write for Circulars

ESTABLISHED 1872

Knitting Machinery
Power and Hand
May we hear from you }

CREELMAN BROS.
Box 737, Georgetown, Ont., Canada

OOOOOOOOC )<3 00 000a49090l>

1 merican Bead Co. inc.
iMPoaTEn. &NO ^^AU1JF ACT o n.e n.s o*

DEADS AND NECKLACES
485 PIPTH AVENUENEW VOa.Kj CITY

STUYVESANT 3619

Art Button & Novelty
Mfg. Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jet and Fancy Glass Buttons
For Jobbing Trade Only

Decorators on Buttons of Every Description

814 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

Manufaxiturers and Import-
ers of Human Hair Goods,
Hair Ornaments, Srmdries,
Real Human Hair Nets,
Dolls' Wigs.

Universal Hair Goods
Mfg. Company
Eraser Building

43 St. Sacrement St., Montreal

We are the only Dolls' Wigs
Manufactuirers in the Do-
minion.

Artists and
Card Writers Supplies

Tell us your needs.

ART METROPOLE LTD.
1 4 Temperance St. Toronto

reserves amount to aibout £11,300,-

000. The thread wlhicih used to sell

at three halfHpence is now sold for

over sevenpenoe.

The DeLong Hook and Eye Co.,

which had intended going to Mont-
real next Spring on account of

their increasing ibusiness and the

Jack of saifFicdent help, has made
arrangements to open a factory at

Woodstock as soon as it can be got
roady. Iif things turn out satis-

factorily in Woodstock the firm
will permanently locate there, and
possibly istill continue their plant

there, because, owing to the prox-

iiTiity of St. Marys and Woodstock,
Mr. Eggleton, the looal manager,
could manage both factories. The
bnilding the firm has secured is a

well-constructed brick hfuildinig*

with ample floor space.

The orficial statement of wool
sufpplies in England at the end of

October, includiing estimates of the

new clip, shows 770,000 bales of

New Zealand and 2,680,000 bales of

Australian. Great Britain's stocks

are 80i0,000 bales afloat and 270,-

DOO ashore. It is expected that the

diisposals to the end of 1020 will

include the auctioning of 3,150,000

bales and shipments to the Conti-

nent, America and Japan of 840,-

000 bales, leaving a sixrpluis of

530,000 bales of Government wool
by the end of 1920. It is intended

to imiake every effort to adhere to

this prO'grainDme, thereby assisting

the resumption of private ihandlling.

Markets are very firm on staple

furs of all Idnds. Muskrats are

commandinig 2r-p owing, it is

said, to the reports from some sec-

tions that the catch of miu.s'krats

will bo short this year. Mink and
raccoon are selWng actively. Op-
possum and skunk are bringing
good prices. Skunk is especdially

sought as a special feature for

Spring, although this has not yet

affected the iprice of the raw furs

because the advancing tendency is

more emphasized in the caise of

oppossum than skunk. Wo:lf,

beaver, and in fact all the northern
furs are promisiing well as to

prices for the January sales.

HATS
Cash for Old Stock.

For Stiff Hats, Black or Colored.

DUBRULE MFG. CO., Ltd.
164 McGILL ST., MONTREAL

DIRECTORIES
Of all Canadian Trade.^.

All branches of the Di-y Goods Trade covered by
WOMEN'S WEAR, JULY; MEAN'S WEAR,
SEPT.; TEXTILE PR;ODU(7rS, JAN., com-
bining above two.

c n I- L- /-• '^22 Craig W., Montreal.
rraserPucllshingLo. 122 Wellmgton W., Toronto.

DUCK CLOTHING - SUMMER SUITS

CADET UNIFORMS
BOY SCOUT EQUIPMENT, CHOIR GOWNS

All Clothing Specialties.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd.
44-46 York St. Toronto

PATTERNS
Reganlless of what your pattern experience
may have been it wiU pay you vfell to investi-
gate our new pattern proposition. 100% profit
-^Patterns not sold returnable for full credit
libe cash—'Fashion Sheets free.

Home Patterns are illustrated in The Ladies'
Home Journal and will outsell any other j>at-

teim on the market.
Write to-day for samples of our beautiful
Fa.shion Publications and full details of our
n«w plan.

THE HOME PATTERN CO., Inc.
116 Fifth Ave., New York Toronto Factory: 216 Vk-loria S t

"GARRITY'S PERMANENT
WAVING FLUID"

Keeps the Hair in Wave or Curl for Days

Manufacturers of

Garrity's Silk Hair Wavers and Binders

L. M. GARRITY & COMPANY
31 Bedford St. Boston, Mass.

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.A. Pat. Off.

OVERALLS
!-<>^'^'

Copyright name for one-piece

garments for children 1 to 8 years.

Made and Guaranteed by

LEVI STRAUSS & CO.. San Francisco. Cal.
1021 Medinah BIdg., Chicago. 377 Broadway, New York

FLOWERS
DISPLAY FORMS

FIXTURES
Art Tanels for Window Backgrounds.

Send for Catalogues.

EASTERN SALES COMPANY
43 SCOTT ST. TORONTO

TOYS

and all other world famous Gilbert Toys made in

Canada. Visitors Wekomt

THE A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LIMITED

439 King St.W. Toronto

Embroidery Foundation
Forms

*TICO" Standard of the World
Samples and Catalog on Request

THE INITIAL COMPANY, INC.
Wytheville, Virginia, U.S.A.

New York Chicago Los Angeles
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]IE (S. SMETIHI
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

403 Canada Building, Winnipeg, Man.

READY TO WEAR AND
DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES

Vancouver Regina Brandon

T. H. Warden
102 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Dry Goods Commission Broker

IVit/i Staf Co<vering Territory

Port Arthur to Vancouver

VyE ARE OPEN TO REPRE-
^^ sent Britisih or French and
Canadian manufacturers of dry
goods and kindred lines through-
out the Province of Ontario.

EUROPEAN AGENCIES
29 COLBORNE STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

R.J. OUIGLEY
HAMMOND BLDG. - WINNIPEG

Open for Men's Furnishings and
Dry Goods lines for Western
Canada.

J. DUDGEON & CO.
Manufacturers Agents

614 New Birks Building
MONTREAL

Linens, Dress Goods, Lace Curtains

Open to represent manufacturers
of other lines

FRED. RUMBLE
Manufacturers' Agent

300 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.
DRY GOODS AGENCIES TO

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

H. E. ROBINSON
COMMISSION AGENT

100 Hammond Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Calling on Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods Trade.

Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

Established 1818

P. DAVENPORT, SUk Manufacturers

Bridge Street Mills, Macclesfield, Eng.

London, Luton, Manchester, England.

Agent for Canada:

ROBERT C. PARSONS
Fay Building, 34 Front Street West, Toront*.

Advertiser, back to business after 3 years'

service ovei-seas, Vfisihes Caniadian, Ameri-

can or Briitdfiih agencies for dry goods or

men's wear limes for Western Canada. Well

oonnected wiith bcth retaal and wih'Ol'esale

diy goods and men's wear trades in the

(Vest. Address Box 185, Dry Goods Review.

Toronito. Canada.

AGENCIES WANTED FOR CANADA
Foreign manufacturers would find, in using
our long experitence and good connection, a
firsit-class medium to dtevelop an extensiive

in-ade wiitfli ManufactureTs> Wholesale
and Departmental Stores. Our firm, since

1904, specialize in medium and higih grade
CloBhs, Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, etc.

Nota'ble firms only should apply at

AGENCE DE NOUVEAUTES,
Dandurand Building, Montreal, Canada

TheWilliam Herbinson Co.
222 McDermot Ave.

Cable Address: "Herbinson"

Winnipeg, Manitoba

A.B.C. code, 5th Edition

COMMISSION BROKERS
Specializing Notions,Fancygoods & Haberdashery

for the Wholesale Trade and Department Store

Salesmen covering territory — Winnipeg to Vancouver

Canadian Made Underwear
Comimission firm with samjvle poonns and

offices in Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg
desires the agency of a Canadian manu-
facturer of Woollen Underwear.

Long connection with the trade. Whole-
sale only. Write care of

BOX 182, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

AGENCY WANTED
Progressive Manufacturers' Agemt, with offices

at Vancouver, is in position to handle good line
from manufacturer suitable for the Dry Goods
or Clothing trade. Have the best of conneotious
in British Columbia and Alberta, also have good
selling force. Address Box 168 Dry Goods Re-
view, 143-163 University Ave., Toronto, Canada.

DAVIES & CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

Room 2, 16 MoGill College Ave., Montreal, Que,
With good connections in the Wholesale and
Retail Dry G'oods wish to represent British
and Canadian manufaotui-ers in Eastern Ontario
and Quebec.

AGENCY WANTED
For Quebec and District

Box 187

Dry Goods Review
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

Salesman for Canada wanted by a

high-class New York importing novelty

jewelry house ; live wire and best of

references required. Good opportunity

for right man. Apply Box 186, Dry

Goods Review, 143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto.

WANTED — Agency of Specialties

for Quebec City and District. Best

connections and references. Reply

to G. A. VANDRY, 28 St. Joseph

St., Quebec.

J. BROWN & CO.
210 Bon-Accord Bldg.

WINNIPEG, - MAN.
Manufacturers Agents

Men's, Ladies' and Children's

Ready-lo-Wear
Open to represent Manufacturers for the West

Sincere Wishes
That the coming year be one of prosperity and success; that our present cordial

business relations prosper and increase; that perhaps through mutual co-operation we
serve one another just a little better.

The closing year has been one of difficult and exacting conditions. The demand
for goods has exceeded the supply. Especially true is this of Kassab Silk Undergar-
ments which through their unsurpassed qualities have won their way into the hearts
of the most fastidious shoppers.

The New Year's Resolution—Let it be a Kassab Product Year; feature Kassab
products, then watch your sales grow.

Kassab Kimono Manfg. Co., Sommer Bldg., Montreal
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Our

BLOUSES
are

distinctively smart and
thoroughly reliable.

Georgette, Crepe de

Chine. Wash Silk

1952 ST. LAWRENCE

Wishing You a Prosperous and Happy New Year

MONTR t^C*^^*^ CANADA

THE OPERA SILK WAIST COMPANY

We are ready with our spring line of Georgette, Crepe de Chine, and
better class of voiles. Also a full line of waists for stout women.

Your inspection will be appreciated.

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

Room 306, Unity Building

46 St. Alexander Street

Montreal

Telephone Main 6318 Gregory Sanders, Proprietor

In full appreciation of loyal support and pleasant business relations on the part
of our customers, during a period beset with difficulties.

We extend our Hearty Wishes for

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a

BRIGHTER AND MORE PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

IDEAL GARMENT CO.
Coronation Bldg.

MONTREAL
Bishop Street
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ther aid, provided exporters, who reap
the benefit, will assume a proportion of

the risk.

"Self-interest alone would seem to dic-

tate that credit facilities be extended to

those countries who can demonstrate
their ability to pay if given reasonable
time, and we would thus avoid the pos-

sibility of abrupt changes in industrial

conditions and bring about a gradual re-

turn of international trade equilibrium.

"I cannot close without voicing what,
I am sure, is the feeling of every Can-
adian—that the recent visit to Canada
of His Royal Highness, the Prince of

Wales not only gave abiding pleasure
to every class of our population, but
rendered a great and memorable service

to the Empire in strengthening the
Throne in the affection and confidence of

the people, and by drawing still closer

the ties which bind the commonwealth
of nations over which he is destined to

reign,"

Many Problems to be Solved
In addressing the shareholders of the

Bank, Sir Frederick Williams-Taylor, the
General Manager, said:

—

"The economic and financial difficulties

that confronted the country during the
war have changed in nature, but have not
disappeared by any means. There is an
aftermath of problems which Canada
must face and in which bankers are
vitally concerned. At present there is

great trade activity; yet our national
debt grows apace, with attendant ills.

Therefore, even with a full measure of
faith in our country, I find the near fu-
ture difficult to visualize. We derive a
measure of consolation in comparing our
lot with that of countries worse off than

DRY GOODS REVIEW
our own, but contiguity and ambition di-

rect our eyes towards that country to

the south w'Mch has benefited so vastly

by the war.

Problems of Exchange

"The premium on New York funds,

the increase in our national debt and
in our Canadian currency circulation, are

matters of deep interest and should be

studied by all.

"The purchasing power of the Can-
adian dollar in the United States has
decreased, as reflected in the premium
on New York funds. A year ago it cost

two dollars to send one hundred dollars

to the United States of America; to-day
the cost is four dollars.

"Exchange is now a subject which, as
an English authority states, 'insists on
bringing itself to the attention of all

kinds of people who hitherto regarded it

as a sort of mysterious cryptogram with
which they had no practical connection.'

lai elementary terms, more money con-

tinues to flow out of Canada than comes
in, thus creating a net balance against
us after taking all transactions into ac-

count. New York being our natural
clearing house for transactions with
Great Britain and the rest of the world,
it is clear that the present extraordinary
cost of sending money to the United
States would not exist but for the fact
tliat we cannot spare the gold with which
to pay the net balance in question against
this country, while, in common with all

countries, our legal tenders are naturally
not current abroad. We should have pre-

cisely the same conditions between ouv
own provinces, were it not that our legal

tenders and bank notes are current
throughout the Dominion.

"It will interest you to know that on
my recent trip to the Pacific Coast, when
I travelled nine thousand miles in visit-

ing various branches of the bank, I met
some 110 of our managers, and returned
more than satisfied with the personnel,

the intelligent loyalty and devotion of

our ever-increasing staff of officers.

"Such meetings are advantageous to

the bank and an inducement also to close

relations between the bank and its

friends at distant points.

"It is impressive and satisfying to

view the Dominion's greatest quick as-

set, the rich wheat areas of our three
Western Provinces, at harvest time.
While this year the yield was not up
to the mark, the Western farmers had
much to be thankful for.

"In British Columbia, one is struck
by the confidence of the people in the
future of their rich and beautiful pro-
vince, with its wonderful climate. It is

a healthy sign that the men of affairs in

the West hold such sane views concerning
the outlook locally and for the Dominion
at large.

"I hope that time may presently per-

mit me to visit other divisions, as I

did British Columbia and the Northwest.

"In concluding, I have no hesitation in

expressing the belief that the affairs of

the bank have never been in a healthier
state. Our domestic business is expand-
ing satisfactorily, our foreign branches
and connections have been adequately
extended to meet the development of
the country's trade, and, what is most
important, we are well equipped in point
of staff. Altogether, I feel that we are
well prepared to meet any conditions and
contingencies that may arise."
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DRY G D D S REVIEW

DOMiNioV
^RUBBER A^/

•J*TLO>

DOMINION
RAYNSTERS

**Made-in-Canada" Raincoats

are a quality proposi-

tion that will interest

every dealer who is

looking for a complete

line of Raincoats that

are absolutely water-

proof.

"DOMINION RAYN-
STERS" are so well

made and so carefully

made that it is a plea-

sure for a dealer to

recommend these Rain-

coats to customers.

"DOMINION RAYN-
STERS" make money
for every dealer who
carries them and make
friends for every store

in which they are sold.

The nearest Dominion
Rubber System branch
will serve you promptly.

Dominion Rubber System
Branches are located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,

North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Begina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria
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DRY GOODS REVIEW

"EMPIRE" RUGS
INCE 1885, the house of

Leopold Frank has dealt in

Blankets and Rugs of the highest

grade, and the name of EMPIRE
when associated with Blankets and

Rugs, has become the synonym

for best quality and honest value

in every part of the British Em-

pire.

When your clients see the
EMPIRE mark on a rug they

know you are offering them the

most perfect rug produced, both

as regards enduring quality and

beauty of colour and design.

You naturally want to handle a

really profitable line and create a

reputation for quality. Therefore

it will pay you to stock EM-
PIRES.

Regd. Trade Mark No. 386509

THE MARK THAT
MATTERS SUPPLY WHOLESALE ONLY

IS 2 ADDLE STREET, WOOD STREET, LONDON E.C.2

Reserve Warehouses: 80, Wood Street and 8-10, Aldermanbury Avenue. London. E.C. 2

Cables: "Leopoldini, London". Code: A.B.C., 5th Edition.
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